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PREFACE.

If it were possible that the importance of the subject could be equalled by the merit of the composition, there would be few works so well deserving the attention of a British reader as the Annals of commerce.

Wherever commerce has flourished, the people have enjoyed general plenty and happiness; civilization, urbanity, and a comparatively-well-ordered government, securing the liberty and property of the subject, have been its constant attendants. Aristotle, that great master of politics, says that the constitution of the commercial republic of Carthage was one of the most perfect in the world. And we may be allowed, with no small degree of satisfaction, to add, that our own commercial island has long been considered in Europe as the asylum of liberty, and the country wherein property could most safely be enjoyed.

But, though commerce is universally known to be the chief source of the prosperity, and also the power, of the British empire, no British work illustrative of its progress ever appeared, till Mr. Anderson published his Historical and chronological deduction of the origin of commerce, wherein he has traced its progress from the creation of the world to the commencement of the reign of his present Majesty; a work which has been quoted with approbation by some of the greatest authors who have written since it appeared.
Mr. Anderson appears to have bestowed many years of his long life in collecting materials for his work. He consulted a great number of books and pamphlets on commercial and politico-commercial subjects: and from them, making some (though perhaps not sufficient) allowance for the partiality of controversial writers, he chiefly drew his materials for the history of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. But for at least half a century preceding the commencement of the present reign he is an original author, relating, from his own knowledge and observation, the commercial transactions of the British empire, with which he had every opportunity of being well acquainted, and in which he was in some degree engaged, having been in the service of the South-sea company, I believe, above forty years. Hence we find, he is quite at home in the affairs of that company, and particularly in the very extraordinary transactions of the year 1720, his account of which will ever be considered as the standard history of that noted era of frantic avarice and blind infatuation.

If he had been equally accurate in the early part of his work, the task of a succeeding writer would have been little more than merely to continue the narrative from his conclusion. But unfortunately he trusted to translators and other modern writers, and these sometimes not very properly chosen. His neglect of the ancient historians of Greece and Rome, and of the valuable historians of the middle ages (whom the supercilious ignorance of grammarians calls barbarous), and the want of some public records not attainable in his time, have betrayed him into innumerable errors and omissions. Hence it is necessary to compose the history of the early ages entirely anew: and I have ventured to take upon myself the arduous task of giving an authentic chronological narrative of the progress of commerce, manufactures, fisheries, and navigation, from the earliest accounts to the discovery of America in the year 1492.
In preparing the most valuable part of Mr. Anderson's work for the press, I have preserved all his facts, and the most of his remarks; though some of them are dictated by the narrow-spirited jealousy of commerce, which in his time passed for patriotism. But I have cancelled many repetitions, and the frequent notices of prices, and the diminishments of money, with the attendant calculations of the difference of the expense of living in ancient and modern times, an object almost as fallacious as the measurement of a shadow; instead of which, I have given in the Appendix a chronological view of the several diminutions of the money of England and Scotland, and a chronological series of the prices of corn and other necessary articles, both in the perspicuous and comprehensive form of tables, from the inspection of which the reader can obtain a pretty clear idea of the depreciation of money; for that is what we mean, when we talk of the increased price of living: and he will need no commentary to show him the difference between the numerical expenditure of modern times and that of any particular time in by-past ages.

The only other alterations I have made consist in pruning the superfluities of diction; substituting modern words and phrases (as far as I could without entire new composition) for obsolete ones, which Mr. Anderson appears to have used more than any of his contemporaries who have come within my observation; and throwing down to the bottom of the page many sentences and paragraphs of the nature of notes, wherewith his narrative is frequently obstructed.

The additions made by myself in this portion of the work are presented in the form of notes, with the letter M prefixed to each of them.

From what has been said the reader will perceive that the commercial transactions from the year 1492 to 1760 stand on the au-
thority of Mr. Anderson and those whom he has followed. But for
the long period preceding 1492, and also for the short, but very
eventful and important, period between 1760 and 1801, I stand
solely and entirely responsible.

I flatter myself that my labour has not been entirely unsuccessful
in tracing the progress of the very important trade of the western
world with India, the most antient commercial intercourse between
far-distant nations of which we have any knowledge, from the
coldest dawn of historic information, appearing in the books of
Moses and other authentic writers, to its present splendour and magni-
tude, under the direction of the greatest and most illustrious com-
pany that ever was associated for commercial purposes since the
creation of the world. And I trust that the several lights I have
brought to bear upon this great object have produced an authentic
deduction of its progress, as perspicuous as my materials would
enable me to give, and as connected and circumstantial as the plan
and limits of my work would permit.

This commerce was conducted in the earliest ages by the South
Arabians, a people apparently more enlightened by science and com-
merce than any nation situated farther west, unless the Phoenicians
may be placed on a level with them.*

The commerce next in importance, and apparently also in order
of time, was that of the Phoenicians and their colonies, particularly
their illustrious colony of Carthage, and that of Gadir (or Cadiz),
with which is connected the earliest commercial history (and indeed
notice of any kind) of our own British islands. Unfortunately the

* The extensive active commerce and voyages ascribed to the antient Egyptians are merely
the creation of modern fancy, as I have, I trust, sufficiently demonstrated in the note in p. 15 of
the first volume.
most of the information we have respecting these antient commercial states is derived from their enemies. From these perverted fountains of intelligence I have endeavoured to collect every notice concerning them worth preserving: but every judicious reader will be inclined to believe that their character for commercial integrity, science, and literature, was much higher than the malevolent accounts of such writers represent it, and that they were much more enlightened than any other people bordering on the Mediterranean sea.

The commerce of Carthage, and also that of Corinth, a trading city of Greece, were abolished by the Romans, the general enemies of commerce*: and, indeed, it may be observed, that as the Roman empire increased, the commerce of the western world decreased, with the single exception of an enlarged demand for Oriental luxuries. Of this Oriental trade we happily possess a description, which for accuracy and minuteness of detail may almost rival a modern official account; and I have the satisfaction of now giving the first complete abstract of this precious monument of commercial antiquity that has appeared in the English language. As the Roman empire declined, the Oriental trade, supported merely by the redundant opulence of Rome, gradually decayed; and in the fifth century we find the intercourse with India turned into a new channel. During the many dark ages, which succeeded the subversion of the Western empire, the faculties of the human mind were debased by the grossest ignorance; and literature, science, and commerce, were neglected or forgotten in the western parts of the world, till the Saracens, and some of the cities of Italy and the neighbouring countries, began to

* Notwithstanding the anticommercial spirit, so evident in the actions and writings of the Romans, even when they were comparatively civilized, they have been represented as a commercial people, from the very commencement of their republic, by a writer on commerce, who has strangely had the good fortune to be followed and quoted, as if he were an authentic historian.
pay some attention to them. The spirit of commerce afterwards arose in the Netherlands and some of the cities of Germany; and, after making some stay in Portugal, has settled in our own sea-girt country, I hope, never to depart. But the principles of commerce were not at all known in this country till of late, as will appear from innumerable facts and laws to be found in this work. An accurate record of such facts and laws is essentially necessary to the enlightened merchant, the political economist, and the philosophic legislator, who may desire to form plans of commercial policy, advantageous to the nation at large, as well as to the individual merchants and manufacturers.

As agriculture is the foundation, so are manufactures and fisheries the pillars, and navigation the wings, of commerce. Agriculture does not come within the plan of this work: and it may be sufficient to observe, that nations merely agricultural, or agricultural and pastoral, may indeed possess a sufficiency of food, and some rude kind of clothing; but they must be indebted to their more industrious neighbours for manufacturing, and also bringing to them, every article of comfort and enjoyment, the purchase of which, by bartering their corn and cattle for them, necessarily produces the first rudiments of a passive trade.

Of the manufactures of the antients, if we except the single article of silk, which was introduced in Greece in the sixth century, we have very scanty information. Of the important woolen manufactures of the Netherlands, Catalonia, Italy, and afterwards of our own country, and also of the trade in wool, I have endeavoured to give a clear and true account, in order to furnish an antidote to the misrepresentations of some who have written upon that subject without regarding authorities, as was, and is, customary in writing to serve particular purposes. The other principal articles of British
manufacture have also been attended to, in proportion to their importance, or the means of obtaining information respecting their progress.

The important business of the fishery, that great source of opulence and naval power, is traced from the earliest ages. Whether the Arabians falted any of the fish they caught by the nets, hooks, &c. mentioned in the Book of Job, we are not informed. But from Herodotus, the father of Grecian history, we know that fish were cured with salt in Egypt about 1350 years before the Christian æra; and we find other notices of a trade in salt fish among several of the antient nations. We also find that the trade in salt herrings and other salt fish was an object of considerable importance in Britain and the other western parts of Europe long before the age of the Flemish curer, Beukelens, who is generally supposed to have invented the art of curing herrings. The many laws for the promotion of this great national object, and the progress of the chief branches of the fishery, are carefully and authentically detailed.

Without navigation commerce can scarcely be carried to any considerable extent. I have, therefore, endeavoured to mark, as far as my limits and the means of information would permit, the gradual progress of that most valuable art, from the first rude attempts to that high degree of perfection, in which it may be said, almost without any stretch of veracity, that the powers of the human mind extend beyond their limits, and give life to a machine composed of timber and canvass. And as warlike vessels are, or at least ought to be, the protectors of commerce, I have noted many of the improvements and revolutions of maritime warfare; and I have given, I trust, a clear explanation of the arrangement of the tiris of oars in the war-gallics of the antients, that puzzling desideratum in the study of
antient history, for which I with pleasure acknowledge myself indebted to my worthy and respectable friend General Melville.

The progress of the sciences of astronomy and geography, which are the very eyes of navigation, and without which no distant voyage can be performed, is well worthy of being noted: and arithmetic, book-keeping, geometry, and the mechanic arts, also merit our attention. In such a work as this there ought to be at least some brief remembrance of those friends of mankind, whose ingenuity, study, or patriotic exertions, have added to the comfort and happiness of life, have procured for their country valuable branches of trade, have abridged the labour and expense of manufactures and carriage, or have lessened the dangers of navigation. The superior importance of commerce and the peaceful arts is now known all-over Europe; men begin to be esteemed rather for utility than for unmeaning names or titles; and we may hope that the time is not very distant, in which the names of Arkwright, Wedgwood, Brindley, Harrison, and other friends of mankind, will stand higher in the temple of Fame than those of Alexander, Cæsar, Zingis-khan, Timour, and other such destroyers, who have hitherto engrossed the admiration of the world.*

Not very long ago those who were considered as the first people in the community would have been ashamed to be supposed to know any thing of commerce or manufactures. But we now see men of fortune and title actively concerned in com-

---

* Mira humani ingenii pele, sanguinem et caedes condere annalibus juvat, ut fecula hominum nofitur mundi ipsius ignaria. [Plin. Hist. nat. l. ii. c. 9.] But this perversion of reason was not confined to the Romans, whose trade was war: the historians or chroniclers of Venice, Genoa, and Pisa, communities professedly commercial, have been carried away with the current of applause bestowed upon military achievements, and have expatiated upon them, while they have almost entirely neglected the more valuable history of the commerce, by which their small states were exalted during some ages to a proud pre-eminence over the empires and kingdoms of Europe.
merce, mines, coal-works, salt-works, lime-works, canals, and various branches of manufactory industry, as well as in agriculture.

As I wished to write an useful, rather than a large, book, I have been careful not to load and obscure the pages with the verboity and peculiarity of language, which are thought necessary in acts of parliament, treaties, and other public papers. But I have given a concise abridgement of such of them as are connected with commerce, which in most cases will be sufficient; and where it is not, recourse can be had to the originals.

All the official accounts are arranged in the perspicuous and comprehensive form of tables. Those of the imports and exports are constructed so as to show the whole trade with each country by adding the amount of England and Scotland. And, in order to avoid large folding tables and an unnecessary multitude of figures, I have left it to the reader to make the additions when necessary, and also to strike the balance of trade with any particular country.

I have been sparing of remarks, and have advanced no dogmatic opinions, nor any theories whatsoever. My readers will in general be more capable than myself of perceiving the causes and consequences of events and laws: and with the recital of these only the book is sufficiently voluminous.

In order to preserve the narrative from being interrupted by argumentative or disputable matter, I have thrown all critical disquisitions, and also many illustrations and proofs, into the notes. These some readers may choose to overlook, while others will think them the most valuable part of the work: and I am ready to acknowledge, that some of them have cost me more labour in research than many pages of the text. But, if they shall be instrumental in correcting
misrepresentation, establishing truth, and banishing at least some falsehoods from the page of history, I shall not think my labour ill bestowed.

The chronology of the sovereigns of Europe, arranged in one table in the Appendix, instead of the tables given by Mr. Anderson for every century, shows what princes were contemporaries; and it will sometimes be found useful in settling the dates of events recorded as having taken place in such a year of a king's reign.

The chronological table of the alterations of money in England and Scotland, and the chronological table of prices, will be found exceedingly useful to those who may have occasion to appreciate the real value of money at any particular time, which may be done with tolerable exactness by calculating, from the inspection of the two tables, the quantity of silver any article was sold for at the time required.

The commercial and manufactural gazetteer, if it could be made more complete, would present a pleasing picture of the industry of the whole united kingdom. Imperfect as it must necessarily be, from the narrow bounds assigned to it, but still more from the impossibility of obtaining sufficient and satisfactory information upon subjects, which the generality of writers, even the most minute topographers scarcely excepted, think either unworthy of their notice, or not within the sphere of their observation, it is much better than none: and it may perhaps stimulate some person duly qualified to appropriate a larger work to a subject so important and interesting. Such accounts, drawn up at intervals of about half a century, would show the migrations of trade and manufactures, the rise of industrious towns, the decline of others not possessing sufficient accommodation of harbours, inland navigation, fuel, mill-streams, &c. and the
fluctuations to which all sublunary things are liable. Many such changes appear in comparing this brief sketch with the few similar notices of earlier times to be found dispersed in other works, particularly in Dodlley’s Preceptor, published in the year 1748, and some topographical notices in Mr. Anderson’s work.

As a large book is little better than a chaos, or mine, of materials without the help of a copious Index, I have endeavoured to make that which is subjoined to this work as comprehensive, and at the same time as concise, as possible: and I have followed Mr. Anderson’s plan in giving the date of every article.

The authenticity of antient history rests entirely upon the evidence of antient writers, and can only be established, to the satisfaction of a judicious reader, by referring to the original authors. This I have constantly done: and I have not loaded the work with unnecessary quotations from their followers; for a thousand followers of an original author add nothing to the value of his evidence, though an ostentatious display of their names may give a writer a great reputation for erudition in the opinion of many readers: but I wish for no false reputation of that or any other kind. I have not, however, been negligent of the works of later and modern historians and commentators, but have carefully consulted them, in order to obtain their judgment upon doubtful points, or to avoid the omission of any thing important which might have escaped myself; for no writer ought to be so confident of his own research or talents as to neglect the help of others.

As the discovery of truth is the greatest pleasure attending historical research, I have not scrupled to differ from men of great and established reputation, when compelled to do so by the first and most indispensable duty of an historian, and by the respect due to those
antient authorities which they ought not to have neglected, or gone in defiance of, though in so doing I may incur the censure of superficial critics. Where I differ from modern writers, I have scarcely ever thought it necessary to produce their names or their arguments, or even to observe that there is such a difference; for this is not a work of controversy. It is sufficient that I produce unquestionable authority: it necessarily follows, that whoever contradicts that runs into error.

The history of the British commerce during the middle ages rests in a great measure on the authority of public records, partly printed, and partly manuscripts, the later of which, I consulted in the great national library in the British Museum, and, on some occasions, in the Tower.

The modern part of the work, though containing fewer quotations than the other parts, is still more assuredly authentic, being founded upon the acts and records of parliament, official accounts, and other such unquestionable documents. But in a work, for which no materials can be supplied from the fancy or judgement, nor even from the unaided industry, of the author, and in the search for which even money, which commands almost all things, is of no avail, it is proper to inform the reader how I have obtained documents, which have generally been withheld from preceding writers: and in so doing, I at the same time gratify my feelings, by acknowledging my obligations to the great and worthy characters, who have enabled me to render my work more worthy of the approbation and confidence of the public, and perhaps of succeeding ages, than it could otherwise have been. — For the materials extracted from the manuscript records of parliament I am indebted to the favour of Mr. Addington (now Viscount Sidmouth), who was pleased to say, that he considered my work as an object of public utility, and entitled
to public support and encouragement; and also to Sir John Mitford (now Lord Redesdale), who repeated the order for my admission to the office for the journals and papers, where, during my researches, I met with every accommodation and attention from the politenes of Mr. Benson and Mr. Whitiam. For such of the custom-house accounts as I had not previously obtained, I have to acknowledge the kindness of Mr. Vanfittart, the secretary of the Treasury, who, besides some important communications, favoured me with a proper introduction to the custom-house, where I drew from the fountainhead the most authentic and important accounts of the commerce, shipping, and commercial revenue, of the British empire: and I am much indebted to the polite attention of Mr. Irving, Mr. Glover, and, indeed, of every other gentleman to whom my numerous inquiries led me to apply.—The accounts of the coinage are derived from those made up for parliament by the proper officers of the Mint, and the later part from personal inquiry.—Mr. Chalmers, in whose keeping the books and papers of the late Board of trade are, was so kind as to give me unrefrained access to them for the benefit of this work.—Lord Auckland and Lord Charles Spencer, the postmasters-general, were so good as to grant me access to such accounts of their office as might be illustrative of the commerce of the country: and Mr. Church, in whose department those accounts are, most obligingly gave me every information and accommodation.—The directors of the East-India company liberally permitted me to obtain from their offices such articles of information as were proper to be made public in a work entirely devoted to the purpose of conveying commercial information: and Mr. Wiflett, the chief clerk to the Committee of warehouses, whose office contains the greatest part of the accounts useful for my work, gave the most obliging attention to my inquiries.—The accounts illustrative of the affairs of the Bank of England are chiefly taken from the official papers prepared for the inspection of parliament.—Much useful matter has been procur-
ed from offices in various parts of the British empire by the applications of friends, and by my own correspondence. And much has been obtained from the communications of respectable merchants and other gentlemen unconnected with office, by personal application and by correspondence with various parts of Great Britain and foreign countries. Of the friends who thus contributed their assistance, there are some who do not choose that their names should be made public, and others whose favours have been acknowledged in notes in the proper places: but the persevering kindness and attention of my worthy friend, Mr. Ellis, late member of parliament for Seaford, and well known in the literary world by his Specimens of the early English poets, which I could not acknowledge upon any one occasion, particularly deserve my warm and lasting gratitude. And my acknowledgements are due to my good friends, Messieurs George and William Nicol, booksellers to his Majesty, for procuring me permission to consult some of the books of the royal library, not elsewhere attainable, and for many other kind attentions to me and my work.

I have now laid before the reader a brief account of the nature and plan of a work, to which I have devoted the assiduous labours of a considerable portion of my life. The accounts and facts contained in it present to the philosophical and speculative politician the surest basis for calculations in political arithmetic, and the surest precedents for commercial arrangements: and, as they are given merely in their due order, whether they may be found favourable or unfavourable to any particular doctrines or opinions upon national or commercial policy, they can never mislead. And here I may be permitted to observe, that, though I possessed the greatest elegance of style, to which I make no pretension, the nature of the work presents but few opportunities, of which our most brilliant writers could avail themselves to display the captivating graces of
their composition. If I have merely put proper words in proper places, I seek for no further embellishments, content with the humble praise, if it shall be allowed me, of having given the compressed commercial substance of many thousands of books, official papers, and accounts, and having collected a great thesaurus of solid materials, out of which a more skilful architect may, with comparative ease, erect a very magnificent edifice. The labour and attention bestowed in collecting and arranging these materials may, perhaps, justify me in hoping that they may be referred to and confidently quoted by succeeding writers, and be thought not unworthy the attention of the merchant, the philosopher, or the legislator, who may desire to possess more authentic and comprehensive information of the revolutions of commerce, and particularly of the vast increase of the British commerce in the very important period of the present reign, than has ever been presented to the Public with any degree of fullness. And I think, I may justly claim for my work the honourable distinction of being, not the melancholy record of human crimes and calamities, as most other historical works are, but the animating register of human industry and ingenuity. That the work is not so perfect as I wished, I am very ready to acknowledge. But, if no man shall undertake any work, till he insensibly obtains the means of rendering it perfect, very few indeed will be undertaken. Such as it is, I now submit it, with a respectful solicitude, to the candour of the impartial Public.

It may perhaps not be improper, in order to obviate any misconception, which might possibly proceed from an erroneous advertisement printed on the cover of a magazine, to declare that I have had no associate or assistant in this work, unless the late Mr. Anderson may be considered as such. It is, indeed, a most extraordinary circumstance, that a work, which has cost me the labour of many years to render it a repository of authentic facts, should, in some degree, be ushered into the world with such a wide aberration from veracity.
CORRECTIONS.

IN THE FIRST VOLUME.

p. 57 l. 42 for Glaucus  read Glaucus
72 l. 25 for years  read ages
87 On examining the "Aeneid" of Archimedes, I am inclined to believe, with Gaffendi, that Plutarch is erroneous, and that Arisarchus was the philosopher who knew the true system of the universe. Therefore for Clearchus read Arisarchus

and for Arisarchus read Clearchus

322 note 5 for plenty  read plentiful
337 l. 9 for Ireland  read Ireland
138 note 6 for plenty  read common
335 l. 27 for is  read to
337 note, l. 7 after for above p. add 159
597 l. 22 for numbers read number
318 at the end of note + add and indeed we know that it was navigable, under the name of the Fos, at least as early as the reign of Edward the Confessor. See above p. 196

340 l. 7 for 1202 read 1273
368 l. 21 for God's  read God's
435 note 1 L. 10 for kind read line
438 l. 28 for up read us
484 l. 6 for fifty  read fifty
637 l. 28 for cloths  read cloth
640 l. 14 for castles  read castle
687 heading for 1702 read 1747

IN THE SECOND VOLUME.

p. 10 l. 23 for 1470 read 1490
55 no. 4 col. 2 for plentiful read plentiful
55 l. 12 for 1572 read 1594
587 l. 7 for gun, fomegal read gun, fomegal
485 l. 13 for navigate read navigated
485 l. 20 for night's read knight's
713 l. 26 for reduces read reduced
719 note 1 col. 3 for 973 read 866

IN THE THIRD VOLUME.

p. 103 l. 24 for 1737 read 1739
100 headline for 1714 read 1739
254 l. 23 for Ballora read Bollora
307 l. 1 for eight read seven
311 l. 23 before Provisions infer 1739
313 headline for 1738 infer 1739
314 note l. 26 for ever read even
324 and 344 are wrong numbered
344 l. 4 for generally read frequently
391 note 9 l. 9 before found read is
511 l. 8 after century infer to the year 1760
538 l. 13 for two fifths read three fifths
678 l. 3 for pleater read more plentiful

IN THE FOURTH VOLUME, APPENDIX IV.5

In the account of the town of Chepstow, for Briton read British Channel

Some types have fallen out of their places in printing off the sheets; but it is not necessary to notice such minute errors.
THE FIRST VOLUME CONTAINS

(PART I)

The Commercial Transactions of the Antient Nations, and afterwards more particularly of the British Kingdoms, their Manufactures, Fisheries, Navigations, Arts, &c. from the earliest Accounts to the Discovery of America by Christopher Colon in the year 1492; composed from the most authentic Original Historians, and Parliamentary and other Public Records, published and in manuscript.
COMMERCe exchanges what we have to spare for what we want, in whatever part of the world it is produced; and it enables agricultors, labourers, manufacturers, seamen, and, in short, every description of industrious people, to live comfortably and independently upon their own acquisitions. The animation, which it gives to manufactures, brings on a division of labour, whereby they are carried to a degree of perfection, not otherways attainable, and makes the purchase of every article comparatively easy to the individual, for whom a hundred thousand hands, dispersed over the surface of the globe, are employed in providing food, lodging, clothing, and other necessaries, comforts, and enjoyments. Without commerce every family must be agricultors for themselves, and for themselves only: and they must also build their own houses, or rather huts, make their own furniture, their own clothes, and every article, they stand in need of. Some wretched nations in this most abject state of savage life exist, even at this time, in parts of the world hitherto scarcely ever visited by navigation. In a country destitute of commerce superior talents are of little value, and industry would toil in vain: a redundance of produce is useless, a deficiency is death. But wherever commerce extends its beneficial influence, every country, which is accessible, is in some degree placed on a level with respect to the supply of provisions, the necessaries, the comforts, and the elegancies, of life.

The origin of commerce, if we comprehend under that name the simple exchanges, which took place, as soon as different tastes, or talents, directed people to employ their industry in different pursuits, must undoubtedly be nearly co-eval with the creation of the world. As paflur-
age and agriculture were the only employments of the first men, fo cattle and flocks, and the fruits of the earth, were the only objects of the first commerce, or, more properly speaking, of that species of it known by the name of barter. The invention of manufactures enabled the more ingenious and industrious members of the community to add to their own comfort and convenience; and also, by disposing of the productions of their labour and ingenuity, to acquire an addition to the produce of their own fields, or their own flocks, which rendered them comparatively rich. We are not sufficiently informed of the state of mankind in the earliest ages to know, whether there were any, who bestowed their whole time and attention upon manufactures, or, in other words, followed trades or professions; whether their exchanges were extended beyond the near neighbourhood of the actual producers, and conducted by a class of people devoting their attention to such busineses, whom we call merchants; or whether any universal standard or medium, which we call money, was then invented.

We find, however, in the very brief history, which we have, of the ages preceding the flood, a few short notices, which infer, that some progress had been made in manufactures during that period. The building of a city, or village, by Cain, however mean the houses may have been, supposes the existence of some mechanic knowledge. The musical instruments, as harps and organs, the works in brass and iron (the most difficult of all metals in the application of it to the service of mankind) made by the following generations*, shew, that the arts were considerably advanced: but above all, the construction of Noah's ark, a ship of three decks, covered all-over with pitch, and vastly larger than any modern effort of naval architecture, proves, that many separate trades were then carried on; for it can by no means be supposed, that Noah and his three sons could collect and prepare the vast quantity and variety of materials, and also tools, necessary for carrying on so stupendous a fabric, had there not been people, who made a trade of supplying them in exchange for commodities, or perhaps for money.

The enormous pile of buildings, called the Tower of Babel, was constructed of bricks, the process of making which appears to have been very well understood †.

Some learned astronomers are persuaded that the celestial observations of the Chinese reach back to 2249 years before the commencement of the Christian era ‡. And the celestial observations made at Babylon,

---

* Naamah, the sister of Tubal-cain, is said by some authors to have invented, or practised, carding, spinning, weaving, &c. but, I believe, without any sufficient authority.

† I lay nothing of the wonderful buildings, fleets, and armies, ascribed to Semiramis, because it is impossible to know any thing certain concerning that perhaps-imaginary princeess, or goddess.

‡ See Lieutenant Walford's Dissertation on Semiramis, from the Hindu sacred books, in the Asiatic researches, V. iv.

The arguments for and against the genuineness of these observations are given by Montucho, Hyst. de mathematiques, V. 1, p. 385.
and contained in a calendar of \textit{above nineteen centuries}, which was transmitted to Greece by Alexander, reach back to within fifteen years of those ascribed to the Chineses. The discovery of this valuable science was attributed by European writers to a deified king of Babylon, whom they call Jupiter Belus. [\textit{Aristot. de Geno, c. 12.} — Plin. \textit{Hist. nat.} \textit{L. vi}, c. 26.]

The Indians appear to have had observations fully as early as the Babylonians. [\textit{Bailly, Astronomie Indienne.} — \textit{Robertson's Disquisition on India}, p. 289, ed. 1794.]

So very antient among the oriental nations was the study of \textit{astronomy}, a science so essentially necessary to navigation, that without it no voyages can be undertaken upon the ocean. Whether any of those nations learned astronomy from either of the others, is a question, which no man can presume to determine.

Such of the descendents of Noah as lived near the water, we may presume, made use of vessels built somewhat in imitation of the ark, (supposing it to have been the first floating vessel ever seen in the world) and on a smaller scale adapted to the purpose of crossing deep rivers.

In process of time, the posterity of his eldest son Japhet settled themselves in the isles of the Gentiles, by which we must understand the isles at the east end of the Mediterranean sea, and those between Asia-Minor and Greece, whence their colonies spread into Greece, Italy, and other western lands. [\textit{Genesis, c. 10.}] This is the earliest account of voyages performed upon the sea.

Sidon, which afterwards became so illustrious for the wonderful mercantile exertions of its inhabitants, was founded about 2,200 years before the Christian æra. Seated in a barren and narrow country, confined on one side by the sea, and on the other by the range of mountains called Lebanon, they had the sagacity to make these seemingly inhosпитable boundaries the foundation of a naval power, which for ages flood unequalled, and gave them the unrivalled command of the whole commerce of the Mediterranean. The mountains being covered with excellent cedars, which furnish the very best and most durable ship timber and plank, they built great numbers of ships, and exported the

\footnotesize{*} Epeicenses, Erofus, and Critomus, as quoted by Pliny, \textit{Hist. nat.} \textit{L. iv}, c. 56, do not allow half so much antiquity to the Babylonian observations. But supposing the numbers in all to be equally genuine, the authority of Aristotle is vastly superior to all theirs.

\footnotesize{†} According to the tables calculated by Wallace, \textit{[Dialogues on the numbers of mankind, p. 4.]} the posterity of Noah, if he had no children after the deluge, should at this time feurly have amounted to 600,000 persons. But if we suppose a society of people exempted from the many deaths put upon maleility in modern times, and enjoying the

\footnotesize{‡} That the ships of this country were built of cedar in after ages also, appears from Pliny \textit{[Hist. nat.} \textit{L. xvi}, c. 40], who says, that it was used for \textit{cwt of fir}, of which the Romans, from scarcity of better timber, or from ignorance, built their ships; though, in the same chapter, he remarks, that some beams of cedars in a temple at Utica had lasted 1198 years.

\textbf{A 2}
produce of the adjacent country; and the various articles produced by
the labour of their own ingenuous and industrious people, who excelled
in the manufactures of fine linen, embroidery, tapestry, metals, glass,
whereof they appear to have had almost as many varieties as our
modern manufacturers furnish, such as coloured, figured by blowing, turned
round by the lath, and cut out carved, and even mirrors; in short,
they were unrivalled, at least by the inhabitants of the Mediterranean
coasts, in works of taste, elegance, and luxury. Their great and
uniformly-acknowledged pre-eminence procured to the Phoenicians, whose
capital port was Sidon, the honour of being esteemed by the Greeks and
others the inventors of commerce; ship-building, navigation, the applica-
tion of astronomy to nautical purposes, and particularly the discovery
of several stars nearer to the north pole than any that were known to
the other nations, naval war, writing, arithmetic, book-keeping, measures
and weights; to all which it is very probable that they might have added money *. Some of these sciences however, particularly astro-
nomy and arithmetic, may be presumed to have been received by
the Phoenicians from the Babylonians or Indians.

An observation of an eclipse, which happened 2155 years before the
Christian era, is supposed by some to be the most ancient of the Chi-
inese observations, which can be received as authentic; but others credit
them for celestial observations three centuries earlier, as already obser-
ved. [Montuola, Hist. de mathematiques, V. i. pp. 59, 585.]

2000—It was probably about this time that the Titans made them-
selves masters of Greece and other parts of Europe. Their history is
overwhelmed with fable: and they are noticed merely as an early
instance of a number of people, sufficient to overrun, and even to sub-
due and occupy a great extent of thinly-inhabited country, being trans-
ported by water; and as a proof, that the navigation of those remote
ages was not quite so despicable, as some authors endeavour to make us
believe †.

1920—Egypt appears to have surpassed all the neighbouring coun-
tries in agriculture, and particularly to have excelled in its plentiful
crops of corn. The fame of its superior fertility induced Abraham
to remove with his very numerous family into Egypt during a famine,
which afflicted the land of Canaan, then the place of his residence.
[Genesis, c. 12.]

1859—The earliest particular accounts of bargain and sale, which are
recorded, reach no higher than the time of Abraham. In the accounts

* See Genesis, v. xxvii.
† The ancient authors, who mention them,
394: L. xx. v. 743; Odys. L. xvi. v. 115—
Herodot. L. v. c. 1.—Pliny, L. vi. c. 6.—Strabo,
L. xii. p. 1097, ed. 1707.—Plinius H. N. L. iv,
L. xvi. c. 10.}
of two purchases of landed property by him; we have the amount of the prices and the modes of the payments. The first may perhaps rather be called an acknowledgment made to Abimelech, as king of the country, for having dug a well in his territory, than a real purchase; and the payment was seven ewe-lambs, besides a present, far more valuable, of sheep and oxen. [Genesis, c. 21.] But the next is a fair and absolute purchase of a field or piece of land, in the narrative of which we have many circumstances well deserving our attention. Abraham, desirous of burying his deceased wife in ground which should be his own property, applied to the people of the country for their interest with Ephron, the proprietor of the field, to induce him to dispose of it. Ephron, in the hearing of the people, politely offered him a present of the piece of ground, and defined all the company to be witnesses of the donation. Abraham, bowing respectfully to all the people, declined the gift; but desired to purchase it at a fair price; whereupon, after some further compliments, the value was fixed at four hundred shekels of silver, current money with the merchant. The silver was immediately weighed (not counted), and paid to Ephron; and the property of the field of Machpelah, with its cave or sepulchre and all the trees belonging to it, was warranted to Abraham in the presence of all the people. The whole transaction appears to have been conducted with great candour and politeness on both sides: [Genesis, c. 23.] This contract for the regular transfer of landed property presupposes the various productions of the earth to have been for some time the objects of established traffic. We have reason, however, to believe, that only inclosed and planted fields were property; while the boundless common of the whole world was the unappropriated pasture ground of the patriarchs, who, with their armies of children and servants, and their innumerable herds of cattle, ranged from place to place in search of fresh pasture, as the pastoral tribes of the Scythians and Arabsians have done in all ages. Abraham, who fed his flocks and herds at one time on the banks of the Euphrates, and at another on those of the Nile, said to his nephew Lot, Let us separate in order to prevent strife among our herdsmen. If you choose to go to the left, I will go to the right. Is not the whole land before you? And why should we quarrel against one another? From the history of Abraham we learn, that money of denominations and quality, fixed by public authority, or by the general consent of those who were most interested in the circulation of it, was then an established standard, or medium, in the transactions of mankind, and, together with

* This important word merchant implies, that the standard of money was fixed by usage among merchants, and consequently, that merchants constituted a numerous and respectable class of the community. St. Jerome, and some other translations of the Bible, omit the word merchant, and only say, that the money was generally or publicly current, or approved; but in the original Hebrew the words, as literally translated for me by a learned orientalist, signify four hundred shekels of silver current with the merchants, so that our modern English translation is one of the truth.
cattle and slaves, constituted the principal wealth of individuals. Abraham had 'flocks and herds, and silver and gold, and men- servants and maid- servants,' and camels and asses.' Abim- lech gave to Abraham a thousand pieces of silver, besides cattle and slaves.

Manufactures were by this time so far advanced, that not only those more immediately connected with agriculture and pasturage, such as flour ground from corn, wine, oil, and butter, and also the most necessary articles of clothing and furniture, but even those of luxury and magnificence, were usual; as we learn by the ear-rings and bracelets, jewels of gold, jewels of silver, and other precious things, presented by Abraham's steward to Rebekah, the intended bride of his young matter, and to her relations. [Genesis, cc. 9, 13, 18, 19, 20, 24.]

About this time Inachus, called by the Grecian poets of after ages the son of the Ocean, but probably a Phoenician, arrived in Greece, and founded the kingdom of Argos in the peninsula afterwards called Peloponnesus, and now the Morea. His daughter Io, while she was purchasing some goods from a Phoenician vessel, which had been five or six days trading in Egyptian and Assyrian merchandise at Argos, then the most flourishing city of Greece, was, together with some other young women her attendants, seized by the crew, and carried to Egypt. [Herodot. L. i, c. 1.]

It is the opinion of several learned commentators, that the conversations in the book of Job are translated from a work composed by Job himself, that his residence was in Arabia, and that he was contemporary with the sons of Abraham. That book throws a great deal of light upon the commerce, manufactures, and science, of the age and country wherein he lived. Gold, iron, brass, lead, chrysolite, jewels, and other luxuries, together with the art of weaving, are mentioned in cc. 7, 19, 28, 42; merchants in c. 41; gold brought from Ophir (wherever that place was) which infers commerce with a country apparently remote, and topazes from Ethiopia, c. 38; ship-building, and that so far improved, that some vessels were constructed so as to be particularly distinguished for the velocity of their motion; c. 9; writing in

* These were not servants in the modern acceptance of the word, but slaves, his property, and bought with his money. See Genesis, c. 17.

† There can be little reason to doubt, that the name of Inachus (Ἰανάχος) is the same word with Ἰαναχ or Ἰανάκ, a Phoenician title of dignity. The learned Bochart seems with good reason to think, that the genuine name of the Phoenicians was Ἱαναχ, the sons of Ansak, (the sons of Anak) of which the Greek word Πανακς is a corrupted contraction. We learn from Plautus [Pent. 1. iii. 2.] that the Carthaginians, a Phoenician colony, called their city Gadir-Ansak, the residence of the Anaks. [Com. Leland's Sacromedita, p. 271.—Bochart, Chal.]
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a book, and engraving letters, or writing on plates of lead, and on stone, with iron pens, and also seal- engraving, &c. 19, 31, 38; fishing with hooks, and nets, and spears, &c. 41; musical instruments, particularly the harp and organ, &c. 30; astronomy, and names given to the constellations; which proves that they must have made great proficiency in arithmetic and geometry, the invention of which (long after this time) is ascribed to Myris king of Egypt, &c. 9, 38. These various important notices prove, that, though the patriarchal system of making pasture the principal object of attention was still kept up by many of the chiefs of the country, where the author of the book of Job lived, the sciences were assiduously cultivated, the useful and ornamental arts were in a very advanced state, and commerce was prosecuted with vigour and effect, at a time, when, if the chronology of Job be rightly settled, the arts and sciences were scarcely so far advanced in Egypt, from which, and the other countries bordering upon the eastern part of the Mediterranean sea, they were afterwards slowly conveyed to Greece.

1739—Jacob, the grandfain of Abraham, bought a piece of ground near Shalem in the land of Canaan, for which he paid an hundred keshitoz. He was invited by the people of the country to settle among them, and to trade, or negotiate with them. [Gen. 33, 34.]

1728—The inhabitants of Arabia, whose great advances in the arts and sciences have just been noticed, appear to have availed themselves in very early times of their most advantageous situation between the two fertile and populous countries of Egypt and India, and to have got the entire and unrivalled possession of a very profitable carrying trade between those countries. In this commerce navigation and land carriage were combined: and we find a chief of people, who gave their
whole attention to merchandize as a regular and established profession, and travelled with caravans (as practised in those countries to this day) between Arabia and Egypt, carrying upon the backs of camels the spiceries of India, together with the balm of Canaan, and the myrrh produced in their own country, or perhaps imported of a superior quality from the opposite coast of Abyssinia; articles which were in great demand among the Egyptians for embalming the dead, in the religious ceremonies, and for administering to the pleasures, of that superstitious, rich, and luxurious, people. The merchants of one of those caravans, confiding of Ithmaelites and Midianites, being also dealers in slaves, made a purchase of Joseph from his brothers for twenty pieces of silver, or £2:11:8 of modern sterling money, and carried him with them to Egypt. [Gen. c. 37.]

The extent of the Arabian commerce in these ages further appears from the spiceries, which must have been got directly or circuitously from Arabia, being joined with balm and other productions of Canaan in the present defined by Jacob for Joseph. [Gen. c. 43.] The Israelites during their peregrination in the wilderness possessed several oriental spiceries and aromatics in very considerable quantities, which, whether

* The camel is wonderfully adapted by Nature for the transport of merchandise across barren deserts. Very little food is sufficient for him, and his stomach is so formed that he can take in a supply of water, wherever it can be got, sufficient for the use of several days. He proceeds under the load of a thousand pounds weight, with a slow, but uniform pace, wherein he perseveres with unremittent patience to the end of a very long journey. These qualities render the camel so eminently useful in Arabia, Africa, and other arid countries, that he is emphatically called the ship of the desert.

† Pure myrrh, cassia, and other odoriferous substances, excepting frankincense, were used in embalming the dead bodies of the rich in Egypt. [Herod. L. ii. c. 86.]

‡ In a few ages after this time we find the Midianites so opulent, that the plunder of gold carriages taken from them by the Israelites in one battle, weighed 1,700 talents, besides other ornaments and purple raiment, apparently from Sidon; and even their camels had chains of gold upon their necks. [Judges c. 8.]

§ I thought it proper to give this full detail of the price of a slave in modern money, (as calculated in Arber's Table of ancient coins, p. 224) to enable the reader to compare it with the modern prices. We know of no prices of provisions equally ancient, whereby we might estimate the real value of the price paid for Joseph.

¶ The intercourse between Arabia and India in very early ages may be questioned, as all the articles carried by the caravan who bought Joseph are said by some authors to have been the produce of Arabia. Tho's authors, seeing such goods brought from Arabia, naturally supposed that they were produced there; and they neither knew nor inquired concerning the existence of any country beyond it. But it is known that some of the spiceries could have been brought only from India, with which the intercourse from Arabia was very easy by means of the monsoons, the periodic regularity of which must have been observed, and taken advantage of, many ages before the time of Hippius, whom the Egyptian Greeks supposed the first discoverer of them. It may also be observed, as a strong presumption that the Arabs traded to more remote parts of India than the Persians or Assyrians, or any other nation with whom the western parts of the world had intercourse; that no such spiceries had ever been seen in Jerusalem as those which were presented to Solomon by the queen of Sheba. [II Chron. ii. 9] who, if a native of Sabah in Arabia Felix, received them from her own subjects; or, if a native of the country now called Abyssinia (as the modern Abyssinians allege) must have procured them from the merchants of Musa (Moab, or a place near it) in Arabia, as we learn from the Periplus of the Erythraeum. [See also Strabo, l. xvii. p. 1129.] Thefeopilus is, if I mistake not, the oldest author, who knew that cinnamon and other spices and aromatics were the produce of India. See l. x. c. 7, and elsewhere; and Strabo, who wrote several centuries after him, had heard a report to the same purport. [L. xvii. p. 1129.]
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they brought them out of Egypt, or procured them on their journey, must have been obtained from the southern Arabians, who imported some of them from India and Africa, and raised others of them in their own country. [Exodus, c. 30.]

From detached notices, collected at very distant intervals of time, it appears that the southern Arabs were eminent traders, and enjoyed at all times a very considerable proportion, but most generally the entire monopoly, of the trade between India and the western world, from the earliest ages, till the antient sytem of that most important commerce was totally overturned, when the Europeans found a direct route to India by the Cape of Good Hope.

1715—Joseph, from being a slave and a prisoner, was advanced to be the prime minister of Pharaoh king of Egypt. Having laid up the redundant corn produced in seven years of plenty in the royal granaries, he afterwards sold it out to the people during seven years of famine, whereby the whole money of the nation, afterwards the cattle, then the lands, and at last even the people themselves, became the property of the king. The scarcity being general in all the neighbouring countries, Joseph brought the whole of his father's family with all their numerous retinue to settle in Egypt.

1707—About this time we find inns established for the accommodation of travellers in Egypt and in the northern parts of Arabia; and we may presume, the more civilized southern part of the peninsula could not be destitute of the same accommodation. This supposes a considerable intercourse between distant countries; and it may be presumed, that a great proportion of the travellers were traders. The inn-keepers seem to have furnished only house-room, and perhaps beds; for we find, even long after this time, that travellers carried their own provisions with them, and also provender for their beasts. [Gen. c. 42.—Exodus, c. 4.—Judges, c. 10.] Herodotus ascribes the first use of inns or taverns to the Lydians. But the Greeks, even after the age of that father of their history, knew very little of the affairs of any country at a considerable distance from their own.

1689—Jacob (or Israel) in his dying benediction to his sons mentions 'an haven of ships.' [Gen. c. 49.] The use of these words in metaphorical language, and by a person who passed his life at a distance from the sea, shews that navigation was much practiced, and familiarly known, in the eastern parts of the Mediterranean. Some Grecian poets in their inconstant fables have, however, ascribed the honour of the invention of navigation to their own countrymen.

1706—1491—During the residence of the Israelites in Egypt, manufactures of almost every kind were carried on in that comparatively-po-
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Lifed country to great perfection. Flax, fine linen *, garments of cotton, rings and jewels of gold and silver, works in all kinds of metals, iron, the most difficult of all metals in the process of preparing it for use, chariots for luxury, and chariots for war, occur in the history of this period, written by Moses. Having no vines in their country, they probably now, but certainly in the age of Herodotus, (L. ii. c. 76) made a liquor from barley, which the Greeks, having no appropriate name for it, called barley-wine. To these may be added the great manufactory of bricks, in which the Israelites are supposed to have been chiefly employed during their servitude in Egypt, and also their vast buildings, and gigantic statues, wherein stupendous bulk, rather than elegance of architecture or sculpture, seem to have been considered as the standard of perfection. [Gen. ii. xxviii. 44. — Exod. xxviii. 9, 11, 12, 14. — Num. xxviii. 35. — Deut. xxviii. 19.] Literature also appears to have been in a very flourishing state among the Egyptians of those ages, at least when compared with some of the neighbouring nations: and hence, in order to give a high idea of the accomplishments of Moses, it is said, that he was ' learned in all the wisdom of the Egyptians.' [Acts. vii. 7.]

1556—Cecrops, a native of Sais in Egypt, led a colony into Greece, and having married the daughter of Acetes, king of Atica, he became his successor in the kingdom. He appears to have paid some attention to naval affairs, whereby he was enabled, when his subjects were distress ed by famine, to import corn from Lydia, and also from Sicily, which has in all ages been distinguished for its extraordinary fertility, so as to be esteemed by the poets the native country of Ceres, the goddess of corn. Cecrops founded twelve villages, which afterwards coalesced into the one city of Athens; and he persuaded his roving and indolent subjects to settle in and near them, in order to unite their forces against the Boeotian marauders and Carian pirates. He also pointed them to the benefits of industry, and taught them the principles of agriculture. Such was the origin of the ancient and illustrious city of Athens.

Cadmus arrived in Greece from Phoenicia, and is said to have taught the Greeks the use of letters †, and the art of working metals, both hi-

* The superior quality of the Egyptian linen, which was universally allowed by all the ancients, who saw it, and compared it with the manufactures of other countries, has been called in question in modern times; because the bandages of a mummy examined by Doctor Halley were found only equal to linen worth 2/- a yard. So a philosopher of the thirteenth century, who shall blame upon a bit of zealous of the eighteenth, may demonstrate that no better linen was then used in Britain.

† It must be admitted, however, that the learning and science of the Egyptians in all ages have extolled much beyond their real merit, because they appeared to great advantage in the eyes of the early Greeks and Israelites. Such monuments of their art, as till remain to be compared with those of later and modern times, oblige us to wonder what the ancients found in them worthy of so much admiration.

‡ Several learned men are persuaded that the use of letters was at least in some degree known to the Greeks before the arrival of Cadmus. The earliest letters used in Greece were probably those, which Plato calls {Hyperkoran (i.e. northern) and describes as different from the letters of his own
therto unknown in that country. According to some accounts, Cadmus was sent by his father in quest of his sister Europa, stolen away by Cretean adventurers: others say, that he eloped from the court of the king of Sidon with Hermione, one of that king's female musicians. [Athen. L. xiv.]

In these ages also Danaus, another Egyptian adventurer, led a colony into Greece in a great ship with twenty-five oars on each side, and, expelling Gelanor the hereditary king of Argos, reigned in his place.

Some time after, Pelops arrived in Greece from Phrygia, and brought with him riches hitherto unknown in Europe.

The arrival of these adventurers in Greece merits notice in commercial history only as showing, how common, and how easy, the migration of colonies by sea was in those ages, and how great an ascendant the possession of shipping and maritime power had over the more antient inhabitants of Greece. Many other influences might be added; but these may suffice.

1450—The Israelites under Joshua began to expel the Canaanites or Phoenicians from a great part of their territories; and their progress was attended with prodigious slaughter of that devoted people. One consequence of their irruption was, that Sidon and the other conquered cities of Phoenicia not having room for all the refugees, who escaped the exterminating sword of the Israelites, many Phoenician colonies were sent out to establish settlements in various parts of the Mediterranean, who all keeping up a commercial intercourse with their mother country, the trade of the whole western world was carried on by Phoenician merchants acting as agents to each other over all the extent of the Mediterranean, then the only sea known by the inhabitants of its shores.

Some Phoenician colonies in Greece have already been mentioned. They also established settlements in Cyprus, Rhodes, and several of the islands scattered in the Aegaean sea: they penetrated into the Euxine or Black sea; and gradually spreading westward along the shores of Sicily, Sardinia, Gaul, Spain, and Africa, they everywhere established trading posts or factories, to which the wandering and savage inhabitants of the adjoining regions, allured by the prospect of advantage in trading with

age; and, according to Diodorus Siculus, Orpheus used Paeligic letters, which were older than the Greek. [v. Plato in Cratyle.—Dial. Sic. L. iii.—Pauly, in Attica.—Ib. Glos. Socio-Gab. pp. xxii, xxxvi, and Origin and progress of writing, by Mr. Ath. p. 66, note.] Joseph Scaliger has a long dissertation on the derivation of the ancient Ionic Greek letters from the Phoenician. [Animadversiones in Euhelium, pp. 109, et seq.]

* I have brought these several migrations together, though it is probable, that they happened at times considerably distant from each other. The history of them is so obscured by fable, and perplexed by contradictions, that the learned have in vain attempted to reduce them to regular chronology, as is evident from numerous instances of impossible synchronisms; e.g. Pericles, the great-grandson of Deucalion, married a woman, the seventh in descent from Inachus; and his brother Athamas married one, who is placed as the sixth from the same ancestor.
the new settlers; quickly repaired, and soon learned how to procure, in exchange for their hitherto-neglected and useless native commodities, articles of which nature or their own ignorance had denied them the use, and even the knowledge. It is probably impossible, and it is surely unnecessary, to particularize the names, and to reduce the dates of their several settlements to chronological order.* Some of the later ones, whose beginnings are better known, will be noted in their proper places.

Here it is proper to observe, that Tyre, which will make such a distinguished figure in the history of ancient commerce, is now for the first time mentioned, and merely as a strong or fortified city, while Sidon is dignified with the appellation of Great †. [Joshua, c. 19.]

1350—About this time Egypt was governed by Myris, or Moeris, who is honoured with the title of the Philosopher. This philosophic king is said to have invented the principles of geometry, a science so essential to commerce, that no distant voyage can be undertaken without the assistance of charts, in the construction of which, as well as in the art of navigation, or the measurement of a ship’s course upon the trackless ocean, it is almost needless to inform the reader, that the knowledge of geometry is the first and most indispensible requisite. Among the Egyptians, however, this art was entirely confined to the mensuration of the land, the boundaries of which were frequently destroyed or misplaced by the inundations of the Nile; and thence its name, importing in Greek measurement of the earth. But, as it appears that astronomy, which requires a previous knowledge of geometry, was well known several centuries before this time in the country where Job lived, in Babylon, China, and India, we must believe that Herodotus, from whom we derive almost all our knowledge of the early history of Egypt, has been imposed upon in this matter by the Egyptian priests, for the honour of their country, or that the science has been invented in several countries.

Myris also improved his country by forming canals, and an artificial lake of stupendous magnitude, calculated to receive the water of the

* The reader, who is desirous to see all, that could be collected by vast erudition and indefatigable industry on the subject of the Phoenician colonies, may consult Bochart’s Chanaan.
† There is great disagreement among authors concerning the time when Tyre was founded. Josephus dates it 240 years before Solomon’s temple, or about 1,250 before the commencement of the Christian era [Antiq. L. viii. c. 2] and others make it still later. This passage in Joshua appears sufficient to prove it entitled to a much higher antiquity; to which may be added the testimony of Sanconicatho, a Phoenician, and one of the most antient historians in the world, who mentions it as a most antient city, inhabited by the fifth generation of mankind. In order to account for the various dates, perhaps it is only necessary to remember, that there were in Phoenicia at least four cities of the name of Tyre, the most antient of which was for many ages much inferior to Sidon in power and opulence. [See Bochart, Chanaan, col. 776.]

When Herodotus was at Tyre, the priests told him, that it was 2,500 years since the foundation of their city. [Herodot. L. ii. c. 44.]
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...and in this manner marched northward with his land forces, and conquered, or rather overran, the various nations in his way, till he crossed over into Europe, and terminated his expedition in Thrace, the hardy natives of which he was not able to bring under his yoke. In his return he settled a colony of his Egyptians at Colchis, the country which was afterwards rendered famous in poetry by the expedition of the Argonauts. This colony retained the swarthly complexion and crisped hair of the Egyptians; and also the language and customs, the arts and manufactures, of Egypt; in the days of Herodotus, who particularly notices their artful representation of the figures of animals upon their clothes; the colours of which remained as long as the stuff lasted; and linen, a manufacture almost peculiar to the Egyptians, retained its character among the Colchians even in the time of the emperor Tiberius. [Herod. L. i. c. 203; ii. 103, 104.—Diod. Sic. L. i.—Strabo, L. xi. p. 762.]

In every country which Sesostris subdued, he erected monuments, with inscriptions engraved upon them, relating his victories, some of which, remaining in Syria, were seen by Herodotus. He also set up other columns, which particularly deserve attention in the present work, because on them his artists, improving upon the geometrical knowledge introduced by Myris, engraved maps of the countries conquered by him. That which was at Aea, the capital of Colchis, is said to have exhibited not only the form of the land and the sea, but even the very roads. [Appolon. Rhod. Argonaut. L. vi. v. 272.]

[L. ii. cc. 96, 172.] and from every pallage whereat he has occasion to speak of their managers of the divine, it is sufficiently evident, that they were not fearing men, but mere fresh-water sailors, or boatmen, employed in working the numerous Rivercraft upon the Nile. As to the fippoped commerce of the Hebrews, Josephus, himself a Hebrew, plainly affirms, that the ancient Hebrews, being remote from the sea, were content with the produce of their own fertile soil, and did not go from home in quest of riches or conquest. He adds, (in perfect agreement with the very firit chapter of Herodotus) that in the early ages merchandise was carried to and from Egypt by the Phenicians, who ploughed the vall seas in their trading voyages, and that it was by their means that the Egyptians, and other nations, became known to the Greeks. [Joseph. contra Apion. L. i.—These unquestionable ancient authorities are fully sufficient to prove, that the Egyptians were not navigators, and still less the Hebrews, whose naval enterprises never went beyond fishing with a boat upon a lake, and who scarcely ever poiffed a bit of sea-coast.

* Chronologers differ many centuries in the era of this renowned conqueror. The difficulty is increased by the prodigious liberty taken by ancient writers in translating and perverting names; whence this great king, who makes fo conspicuous a figure in history, does not appear at all in the catalogue of Egyptian kings made up by Eratosthenes, which is with good reason esteemed the most correct with respect to the chronology of Egypt.

After carefully considering all that I could find upon the subject, and collecting materials almost sufficient for an ancient history of Egypt, I might come as near the truth as possible in the date of the first essays in geography, (a science in which I have taken pleasure almost from my infancy,) I resolved to abide by the testimony of Herodotus, who says, [L. ii. cc. 113—116] that a king, whose name in Greek was Proteus, who reigned when Alexander (or Paris) carried off Helen from Sparta, and also when Menelaus arrived in Egypt after the destruction of Troy, was the immediate successor of Pharaoh (called by Strabo Pharnabazus) who was the son and immediate successor of Sesostris. Therefore Sesostris could not be much above a century before the fall of Troy, which is dated 1184 years before Christ. According to Apollonius Rhodius, the expedition of Sesostris was prior to that of the Argonauts, and the most probable era of which is about 1266. Sesostris was posterior to Myris, or Mer(int), whose death was not quite 900 years before the journey.
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This is the earliest mention of geography, a science which, as comprehending hydrography, is of such prodigious importance to commerce, that without it voyages on the ocean are utterly impracticable. And thus have the sciences which enable the modern navigator to circumnavigate the globe, originally shone out among a people who fiercely ever used the sea.

After his return from his expedition, Sesophantis became sensible of the deceitful splendour and vanity of conquest, and appears to have devoted the remainder of his life to the real duties of sovereignty in consulting the happiness of the people under his charge. He introduced the country with canals, which divided it into square portions, and extended the benefits of fisheries, inland navigation, and wholesome drink, through the whole of it. With the earth dug out of those canals he raised the surface of the towns, which, when the country was overwhelmed by the periodical inundation of the Nile, thereby became detached, islands, in which the people lived dry and comfortably. His vigorous mind, which had remarked the prodigious variety of productions in the many countries he had overrun, fully comprehended the great advantages which would arise from an active commerce, whereby the commodities of the most distant parts of the known world might be assembled in his own dominions, to employ the industry, and add to the happiness of his subjects. It was, perhaps, with this view that he established the distant colony of Colchis; it was certainly with this view that he conceived the great design of opening a navigable canal of communication from the Nile to the Red sea. The work was accordingly begun, but afterwards given up, from an apprehension that the surface of the sea was higher than the land, and the country would be drowned, if it was let in upon it. Whether the canal was begun by his son after his death, or by himself, no authors differ in their accounts, [See Strabo,
L. i, p. 65; L. xvii, p. 1156] the plan was pretty certainly his; and to this royal father of geography the commercial world is also indebted for the first idea of inland navigation, which is now so highly improved by the great abilities of our engineers, that not only level countries like Egypt, but even such as have great declivities, and other obstacles, which not long ago were thought insuperable, are now traversed from sea to sea by vessels of considerable burthen.

1280—There is reason to believe, that about this time the spirit of trade had spread itself over the greater part of Asia proper, now called the Lesser Asia. It has already been observed, that Pelops carried great riches with him into Greece from Phrygia. Another part of that country was governed by Midas, who is said by the poets to have turned every thing he touched into gold. The most rational explanation of this fable seems to be, that he encouraged his subjects to convert the produce of their agriculture, and other branches of industry, into money by commerce, whence considerable wealth flowed into his own treasury. [Plin. Hist. nat. L. xxxiii, c. 3.] This explanation will appear the more probable, when it is remembered, that the invention of anchors for ships is ascribed to this prince by Pausanius, and the invention of coined money to his queen, by Julius Pollux; though it is more likely, that what the Greeks called the invention, was rather the introduction of the knowledge of them from countries more advanced in civilization. Strabo, however, ascribes the great wealth of Midas to mines.

1284—According to the authors followed by Appian, the first foundation of Carthage by the Tyrians was fifty years before the destruction of Troy. It is probable that it was for several ages a place of little note.

The extensive and fertile island of Crete, centrically situated between Europe, Asia, and Africa, and called by Aristotle the empress of the sea, was undoubtedly capable of commanding commerce of the Mediterranean, and of course possessing the naval copine of that sea, had it been fully possessed by the Phoenicians, who seem not to have been very numerous in it. Of the commercial efforts of the Cretans little or nothing is known. Caius Rhodius, as copied by Eusebius, has ascribed to them the honour of being the first, who held the dominion of the sea. But we must be careful not to affix modern ideas to ancient terms. This boasted dominion of the sea extended only to the suppression of the Carians and some other pirates, who infested the coasts, by a naval force fitted out by Minos, the second king of that name in Crete; an expedition made by him to Athens in revenge for the murder of his son, on

* Midas appears to have been a family name common to many of the Phrygian kings. There is no reason to suppose he was contemporary with Homer.  
† See the year 608 before Christ.
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which occasion he subjected the Athenians to very humiliating conditions of peace; and another to Sicily, in which he lost his life.

1226—Hitherto the Grecian sailors had contented themselves with coasting along or crossing the numerous small bays of their own winding shore. But now a very long voyage was projected, to be carried on by the combined efforts of all Greece. The young chiefs united themselves with Jason, the son of Aeetes king of Thessaly, in the famous expedition to Colchis, the object of which was to obtain some desirable object, concealed by the poets under the fabulous or enigmatical name of the golden fleece. Aëneas, king of Samos, a Phoenician or of Phoenician parentage, was their astronomer. The Argo, according to the poets their only vessel, or, according to some other authors the admiral of the fleet, was the most capital ship, that had ever sailed, or rowed out of a Grecian port, in so much that the poets, not being able to find a station sufficiently honourable for her in this world, have transported her to the heavens, where they have made her a constellation. This voyage, when we make a due allowance for the comparatively-miserable condition of the vessel, or vessels, the want of instruments, and of the skill in pilotage so needful in a voyage of twelve or fourteen hundred miles, which may be the distance along the shores from Ioleos in Thessaly to Hestia at the east end of the Black sea, was a more arduous undertaking to the ignorant Grecian Argonauts (to these adventurers were called) than a voyage round the world, and even into the southern polar regions, is to our modern skilful navigators.

1194—In the following age the whole confederate force of Greece was engaged in a much greater maritime undertaking than that of the Argonauts, though not so distant. Paris, the son of Priam king of Troy, having carried off Helen, the wife of Menelaus king of Sparta, all the princes of Greece resolved to revenge the affront: and uniting their efforts, after ten years spent in preparation, they mustered a fleet of 1,186 vessels, on board which they embarked an army of about 100,000 men, led by all the petty princes of Greece under the supreme command of Agamemnon king of Argos, the brother of the injured husband.

The Greeks, having effected their landing on the Trojan shore, spent ten years more in hostilities, though they never once attempted a regular siege. During this time, while their own ships, hauled up on the dry beach, must have been ready to fall in pieces from the repeated drenching of rains and parching of sunshine, their camp was supplied with provisions by the natives of Thrace and the islands. [Hom. H. vii. v. 467; ix. v. 71.]

* Much has been said about the name of this famous ship. If we advert that the Phoenicians called their warlike ships ārs, to distinguish them from their ships of burthen, which were built much broader, and therefore were called ārā, we need be at no loss to perceive, whence the Greeks borrow-
1184—At length, having glutted their revenge by the destruction of Troy, and their avarice by the plunder of the wealth collected in it, the remains of the Greeks made the best of their way to their long-deferred homes, where, as might well be expected, they found the most dreadful disorders in their families, and their territories ravaged by enemies, or convulsed by intestine commotions.

Such was the conclusion of the Trojan war, the most celebrated event of antiquity, with which the real history of Greece, hitherto overwhelm-
ed with fable, may, perhaps, be said to commence*. It appears from many passages in Homer, that the Trojans were much superior to the Greeks in civilization, and that they lived in comfort and elegance, till they were disturbed by those invaders. Hence it is certain, that they

had made considerable progress in the arts and sciences, and were pos-sessed of some commerce, for which their situation on the strait between the Euxine and Ægean seas, was exceedingly commodious. We even find, that they had skilful ship-builders; and Homer has immortalized the name, real or fictitious, of Harmonides, the builder of the vessels, which carried off the beautiful Helen from Sparta.

The great fleet got together for the Trojan war, was not provided nor maintained by commerce, the only effectual support of a permanent naval power. It was the production of an extraordinary temporary exertion urged by the spirit of revenge and the hope of rich plunder, natural to savages sunk in sloth and indolence. But when the fervour of

infamy, which incited the Greeks to ruin themselves in order to destroy the Trojans, was cooled by the disastrous consequences of their conquest, this mushroom navy was annihilated; and for several centuries we hear no more of any considerable naval expeditions undertaken by that people.

During those heroic ages of Greece, as they are called, the petty princes, who lived on the sea coasts, frequently fitted out vessels to go upon piratical cruises. We might thence suppose, that merchant ships were so numerous upon the seas, as to afford many captures to those robbers. But apparently that was not the case. They did not entirely depend upon what plunder they could find at sea: they often landed, and pil-
laged the defenceless villages, carrying off, not only all the goods and cattle they could find, but even the people themselves, whom they sold for slaves. Those pirates were sufficiently numerous to keep one-another in countenance; and their rank and power made the ignorant people con-
der their exploits as by no means disgraceful, but rather praiseworthy;

* The Arundel, or Parian, marbles place the de-
struction of Troy twenty-five years earlier; an er-
er, which they continue till the establishment of
the annual magistracy at Athens.

Of late it has been questioned, whether there
ever was a Trojan war, or a city called Troy, such
as it is described by Homer. The laudable reac-
ticism, or suspicious criticism, of modern times
may, in refertment of the innumerable impostions
put upon us under the name of history, possibly go
too far. It may, however, justly be observed that
Dion Chrysolorus [Orat. xii.] long ago denied the
Trojan war.—The examination of such a question
would be quite out of place in this work.
as similar practices were in later times esteemed honourable among the Scandinavian nations, and are in the present day among the inhabitants of the northern coast of Africa. It was therefor no affront, but a common question put to the commander of a vessel, whether he professed piracy or trade; as we find in Homer, that exact painter of manners, who even introduces Menelaus king of Sparta boasting of the wealth he had acquired by his piratical expeditions. [Odys. L. ii. v. 72, 301; xiv. v. 230.] Among the freebooters on the coasts of the Ægean sea the Carians were the most eminent, till they were suppressed by Minos, as already related.

After this sketch of the naval history of Greece in the early ages, it may be proper to give the reader some idea of their ships. That of Danaus, which was rowed by fifty oars, was a Phœnician vessel: and there is reason to believe that the Argo, thought built in Greece, was the work of Phœnician carpenters. She was a long slender open boat, which could carry fifty men, and could occasionally be carried by them upon their shoulders. Of the vessels, employed in transporting the Greek army to Troy, the smallest carried 50 men, and the largest 120. They were very slightly built; and they were hauled on shore after finishing a voyage. Thucydides says, they were only large open boats; whereas Homer describes Ulysses as covering his ship with long planks†. [Odys. L. v. v. 252.] It is probable, that some of the larger ones had at least half-decks in order to furnish some kind of lodging for the people, and that the space occupied by the rowers was open, the fides being connected by slender beams or planks, on which the rowers sat with their feet set against the bottom timbers, or transverse pieces of wood near the bottom. They had but little depth, and seem to have been very flat in the bottom, and consequently drew very little water; which is further probable from the lead-line being never mentioned by Homer, whence we may presume, that the oars were found sufficient to found the depth of the water. They appear to have had only one mast, which was struck when they finished the voyage, and one sail-yard; though Homer mentions sails in the plural, which is perhaps a poetical licence, as it is not probable, that they understood the management of what are now called fore-and-aft sails. But their main dependence was upon their oars; and their only direction for their course was the knowledge, which some of the crew had previously acquired of the

* It appears from Thucydides, that those ferocious and lawless depredations were still practiced in his time (about eight centuries after the Trojan war) by the western tribes of Greece, who even then retained the character and condition of savages. And it must be acknowledged, that the more polished and commercial nations of later ages were not exempted from those criminal practices, which continued to be too closely connected with commercial navigation; almost down to our own age, as will too plainly appear in the sequel of this work.† But, quære, if those long planks formed the deck, or the bottom of the vessel?
appearance of the shore. When that failed them, they must have landed in order to obtain information.

Caftor of Rhodes, a writer contemporary with Julius Cæsar, has made up a kind of catalogue of the nations, who successively attained, what he was pleased to call, the empire of the sea; by which is to be understood some degree of pre-eminence in naval power on a very confined scale in, or near, the Ægean sea. In partiality to the Greeks, whose maritime transactions, with a very few exceptions, were scarcely worthy of notice, he seems to have almost lost sight of the Phœnicians, the only people, at least on the coasts of the Mediterranean, who in the early ages knew any thing of extensive voyages and the art of navigation. As Eusebius has copied this catalogue from Caftor, and several chronologists have done it the unmerited honour of transcribing it from him, some slight notice shall be taken of each of the nations mentioned in it, as they occur in order of time.

1179.—The Lydians are the first people, after the Cretans under the reign of Minos, who are honoured by him with the title of Masters of the sea. They certainly had some claim to a commercial character, but not as navigators, unless the testimonies of Caftor and Iſidore are to be preferred to those of Herodotus, [L. i. c. 27.] The invention of merchandize and of coin is ascribed to them by some authors; and Iſidore goes so far as to call them the first builders of ships, and inventors of navigation. The Mæonians, who may be considered as a part of the Lydians, and the Carins, their neighbours, were possessed of ivory, which must have been imported, and they understood the art of manufacturing it into toys and ornaments, and of staining them with colours, [Hom. II. L. iv. v. 141.—Herod. L. i. c. 94.] The Lydians are said to have lent a colony into Italy, who settled on the west side of the Tiber among the Umbri and Pelagii, and assumed the name of Tyrrheni, from Tyrrhenus their leader, [Herodot. L. i. c. 94.] But the date of the migration seems uncertain; nor is the fact itself uncontroverted. For several learned men are of opinion, that the Etrurians possessed all Italy many ages before the Trojan war; and that the arts, sciences, and commerce, were carried to great perfection among them.

* As Homer is generally believed to have been very correct in adapting his descriptions to the times of which he wrote, the following passage deserves our notice.

Agamemnon launched a fast-sailing ship to carry Chryseis home to her father. Beïdes Chryseis, Ulysses, and probably attendants, the vessel carried twenty choice rowers, and a hecatomb for sacrifice. When they got to their port, they took in the sails, and lowered them away in the hold. Then, casting off the main rafter, they lowered the sail into its crutch or reef. After this they rowed the vessel into a good birth, or commodious situation, then let go the anchors, (or whatever else should be undescribed by name) and carried out stern-falls or perhaps bent the cables to the thora; *μερηνα τόπος.* [Iliad. L. i. vv. 308, 430 et seqq.

The truth of the few notices I have here collected does not depend upon the reality or falsehood of the long-received history of the Trojan war. They at any rate throw the date of society and of nautical knowledge in the time of Homer, if not in that affigned to the war of Troy.
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long before Greece or any other part of Europe emerged from barbarism *

About 1100—While the naval history of Greece, if it may be so called, prefers nothing but petty piratical cruizes, and innumerable emigrations and remigrations, occasioned partly by domestic commotions in the families of the chiefs, and partly by the hitherto-unsettled condition and restless disposition of the people, the Phenicians, inspired by the active spirit of commerce, and that spirit of knowledge which distinguishes a cultivated people from a nation of savages, were extending their discoveries along the whole of the north coast of Africa and the opposite shore of Spain; and no longer willing to let the inland or Mediterranean sea set bounds to their enterprising disposition, they launched into the vast Atlantic ocean, palling those famous head-lands, which the Greeks for many ages afterwards esteemed the utmost boundary of the world, and celebrated under the poetical name of the Pillars of Hercules †. Whichever they went, they appear to have established peaceful commercial settlements, mutually beneficial to themselves and the natives of the country. The inhabitants of Bætica (now Andalusia), when first visited by the Phenicians, possessed abundance of gold, silver, iron, copper, lead, tin, honey, wax, pitch, &c. Like the Americans, when first discovered by the European adventurers, they made their most common utensils of the precious metals, which they esteemed so little, that they gave in exchange for some articles, of which novelty constituted the principal value, such a quantity of silver, that there is a story of one of the ships being absolutely so overburthened with it, that the Phenicians were obliged to throw away the lead, with which their wooden anchors were loaded, to make room for a part of their silver, which they could not possibly carry in any other manner. Besides the abundance of metals of every kind, this highly-favoured region was blessed with a fertile soil, producing all the necessaries and comforts of life in abundance, a delicious climate, and serene air. In short, it was a country so delightful in every respect, that the accounts given of it by the Phenician seamen are with good reason believed to have furnished Homer with his description of the Elysian fields. The Phenienicians, or Tyrrenians, of Phenician origin. [Symm. Diff. V. i.] And Mr. Bourget, [Saggi di Difete. parth. rom. academ. Diff. i.] on comparing the Etruscan and Phenician alphabets, finds them nearly the same. [Vulgar eruditii litteraturae a charitate Samuin. dedacta.] On the other hand, Bochart, the great investigator of Phenician colonization, denies that the Etruscans had any connection with the Phenicians. But his argument drawn from their not joining the Carthaginians against the Romans, and from Hannibal not alleging their common origin as an inducement to co-operate with him, (which no man can pretend to say he did or did not) is of no weight. Neither is his proof from the dissimilarity of a few vocables very strong. In the course of so many ages the knowledge of a common origin would have little influence in opposition to political interests; and every one knows that language is continually changing.

† It is not certain whether the head-lands, some small islands, two mountains, or the braze columns in the temple of Hercules at Cadiz (Cadii), were the columns of Hercules. [Strabo, L. ii. p. 258.]
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The Phoenicians observing such a happy combination of advantageous circumstances for a trading settlement, and that the country was moreover intersected by two great navigable rivers, the Bétsis and the Anas (now the Guadalquivir and the Guadiana), establised the capital port for their western trade on a small island in the Atlantic, within a furlong of the main land, and at no great distance from the mouths of the two rivers, to which they gave the name of Gadir. The town, which they built there, has in all ages maintained a superior rank as a trading station; and it is even now (with its name somewhat varied by the Saracens to Cadiz) the principal port of Spain, and the station of the galleons, which import from America those precious metals, which were formerly exported from the same harbour to the eastern part of the Mediterranean sea.

Of the other early western settlements of the Phoenicians, the most celebrated were Carteia and Utica. The former, situated on the Bétsis shore at the narrowest part of the strait, is by some authors esteemed more ancient than Gadir, the foundation of it being ascribed to Melcartus (called also the Phoenician Hercules), whence the town was also called Melcarteia and Heraclea. The latter was situated on the coast of Africa, in fight of Carthage, and built about eighty years after the destruction of Troy, according to Velleius Paterculus, who says, that Gadir was founded a few years earlier. Matters of such high antiquity are very uncertain; and it is very probable, that augmentations of the colonies were often taken for the original settlements of them by historians, (an example of which we seem to have in Carthage) and hence the contradictory etas may in some degree be reconciled*.

1058—The dominion of the sea at this time is ascribed to the Pelagi.

1046—David king of Israel, now in the height of his prosperity, having subdued several of the neighbouring princes, employed a part of the wealth acquired by his conquests in purchasing cedar timber

* Not willing to lay hold of the highest antiquity, which is frequently carried far beyond the truth, I have assumed the year 1100, as being near the probable date of these ancient Phoenician settlements, chiefly upon the authority of Strabo, [*L. i., p. 81] Velleius Paterculus, [*L. i., c. 2] and Pline, [*Hist. nat. L. xvi., c. 40.] I do not, however, mean to deny, that it is very probable that the Phoenicians may have entered the Ocean 350 years earlier, in the time of the invasion of their country by the Iberians. There is in favour of that date the testimony of Claudius Julius, an author indeed comparatively late, but who wrote expressely upon Phoenician affairs, and doubtless transcribed from ancient writers; and he ascribes the foundation of Gadir to Archakus, the son of Phœrus, who is placed about the time of Joshua the commander of the Iberians. There is also the testimony of Timagenes, a Syrian Greek, [*Ap. Ammian. Marcellin. L. xv.] for a colony of Dorians, [i. e. the people of Dor, a capital city on the Phoenician coast, and one of those which the Iberians were unable to reduce. [*Jo. x., c. 17—Judges, c. 1] who were led by the ancient Hercules several centuries before the birth of the Greek Hercules, as far as the Bay of Biscay, where they settled on the Gallic shore; and the names of some of the tribes there might warrant a supposition of their being descended of that Phoenician colony. To these may be added the story related by Procopius, [*Bell. Vandal. L. i., c. 10.] of two pillars in the western extremity of Africa near the Strait, with Phoenician inscriptions upon them, importing that they were set up by a people who were driven from their native country by a plunderer called Joshua the son of Naue.
from Hiram king of Tyre, with whom he kept up a friendly correspondence as long as he lived; and he also hired Tyrian masons and carpenters for carrying on his works. Thus the wealth of a warlike nation must ever flow into the pockets of their more industrious commercial neighbours.

This prince collected for the building of the temple above eight hundred millions of our money, as it is calculated by Arbuthnot! [Tables of ancient coins, pp. 35, 208.]

1012-975—Solomon, the successor of David, cultivated the arts of peace, and he was thereby enabled to indulge his taste for magnificence and luxury more than his father could possibly do. Being a wise man, he knew, that, to preserve his kingdom in a secure and honourable peace, it was necessary to keep up a respectable military force, sufficient to repulse any hostile invasion. But, without shewing that pusillanimous anxiety to preserve peace, which, while it dreads, invites, the insults of the neighbouring nations, he molested none of them, and thereby enjoyed a reign of almost uninterrupted tranquillity. He employed the vast wealth, amassed by his father, in works of architecture, and in strengthening and polishing his kingdom. The famous temple of Jerusalem, the fortifications of that capital, and many entire cities, among which was the celebrated Tadmor or Palmyra, were built by him. Finding his own subjects but little qualified for such undertakings, he applied to Hiram king of Tyre, the son of his father's friend Hiram, who furnished him cedar and fir (or cypresses) timbers, and large stones, all properly cut and made ready for building, which the Tyrians carried by water to the most convenient landing-place in Solomon's dominions. Hiram also sent a great number of workmen to assist and instruct Solomon's people, none of whom had skill to hew timber like 'unto the Sidonians.' Solomon in return furnished the Tyrians with corn, wine, and oil; and he even received a balance in gold. It is not improbable, however, that the gold was the stipulated price for the cession of twenty towns to the Tyrians by Solomon, which Hiram, not liking them, afterwards returned to him.

* Eupolemus, an author quoted by Eusebius, [Preparat. evang. L. xii.] says that David built ships in Arabia, wherein he sent men, skilled in mines and metals, to the island of Ophir. Modern authors, improving upon this rather-fanciful authority, have ascribed to David the honour of being the founder of a great East-India commerce.

† See the letter of Hiram (or Huram) to Solomon, wherein he mentions his father of the same name. [II Chron. e. 2] This clears up the difficulty, found by Petavius in the reign of Hiram, which he attempts to solve by attributing to it a duration of 36 years, apparently comprehending the reign of two kings of that name. Moreover, Josephus, though he has not duly distinguished the two kings, says expressly, that the temple was begun in the eleventh year of Hiram, and that Hiram inherited the friendly disposition of his father. Now it was thirty-four years after the elder Hiram had supplied David with building materials, when the temple was begun. The confusion of kings of the same name is a frequent source of chronological embarrassment. [See Joseph. Antiq. L. viii. c. 2.] Contra Apion. L. i.]

‡ According to Josephus, [Antiq. L. xx. c. 8] the stones were thirty feet long and nine feet high a wonderful size.

§ So they still called the Tyrians, as being a colony from Sidon.
The great intercourse of trade and friendship, which Solomon had with the first commercial people in the western world, inspired him with a strong desire to participate in the advantages of trade. His father's conquests had extended his territories to the Red sea, and given him the possession of a good harbour, from which ships might be dispatched to the rich countries of the South and the East. But his own subjects being totally ignorant of the arts of building and navigating vessels, he again had recourse for advice and assistance to his friend Hiram. The king of Tyre, who wished for an opening to the oriental commerce, the articles of which his subjects were obliged to receive at second hand from the Arabian, as much as Solomon wanted nautical assistance, appears to have readily entered into his views, and to have proposed a trading adventure on a large scale to be carried on by the two kings in partnership, or at least in concert. Accordingly Tyrian carpenters were sent to build vessels for both kings at Ezion-geber, Solomon's port on the Red sea, whither Solomon himself also went to animate the workmen by his presence.

Solomon's ships, conducted by Tyrian navigators, failed in company with those of Hiram to some rich countries called Ophir and Tarshish, upon the position of which the learned have multiplied conjectures to very little purpose†. The voyage required three years to accomplish it; yet, notwithstanding the length of the time employed in it, the returns in this new-found trade were prodigiously great and profitable, consisting of gold, silver, precious stones, valuable woods, ivory, and some exotic animals, as apes and peacocks. We have no information concerning the articles exported in this trade; but it cannot be doubted that the manufactures of the Tyrians, and probably the goods imported by them from other countries, were allotted with the corn, wine, balm, and oil, of Solomon's own dominions, in making up the outward

* See the note in pp. 13, 14.
† Ophir has been searched for in almost every part of Asia and Africa, and some have let their fancy run to wild as even to wander to Peru in South America, in the name of which they find a resemblance of Ophir! They might have found a much closer resemblance in that of Orphir in the Orkney islands. The word was probably not the proper name of any country, but an appellative signifying gold mines; and in that signification it is now used in Sumatra and Malacca, as we are told by the philosophic traveler Le Poivre. Many are quite certain, that the fourth part of Spain, then abounding in gold, was Tarshish; and they find their proof in the name of Tartessus or Tar-üs, which properly belonged to the island formed by the two mouths of the Betis, and was improperly given by Greek and Roman writers to Carta and Cadiz. There, say they, Solomon's ships, having sailed round all Africa, took in their
gold, and returned home by the Mediterranean. But, as the ships appear to have been defined to continue in the same trade, like the modern East-India ships, those authors seem not to have well considered how they were to get them into the Red sea again, after finishing their voyage at the east end of the Mediterranean, in order to begin their next voyage. Bruce more rationally supposes Tarshish to have been on the east coast of Africa, where he says the name still remains; which, though true, is no proof of its being the place visited by those navigators. I say nothing of the improbability of the Tyrians, whatever friendship their king might have for Solomon, permitting him to get any footing in, or even knowledge of, their settlements in Spain. See Purchas's Pilgrimes, Part I, Book i, c. 1, § 8—13.—Beckert, Asia, ed. 1665—Mem. de litter. V. xxx, p. 90.—Bruce's Travels, V. i, p. 443.
cargoes; and that his ships, like the Spanish galleons of the present day, imported the bullion, partly for the benefit of his industrious and commercial neighbours. [1 Kings, cc. 7, 9—II Chron. cc. 2, 8, 9.]

Solomon also established a commercial correspondence with Egypt, whence he received horses, chariots, and linen yarn. The chariots cost 600, and the horses 150, shekels of silver each. [1 Kings, c. 10—II Chron. cc. 1, 9.]

1003.—The Thracians at this time had the empire of the sea, as Caesar alleges, and held it nineteen years. Of their power at sea, or of the commerce necessary to support it, we know little or nothing.

916.—The Rhodians now, and probably long before, made a considerable figure as a commercial people; and it is probable that they had carried on a flourishing trade for some centuries, being noted by Homer as an opulent people in the time of the Trojan war. [Iliad, L. ii, v. 668.] They excelled in ship-building, and their voyages extended to the farthest limits of the Mediterranean sea, at the west end of which, according to Strabo, they established colonies. It was perhaps from this respectable appearance of their naval power that Caesar has inferred them in his list of sovereigns of the sea: and we know from better authority that they retained a command of the sea many ages afterwards. [Strabo, L. i, p. 57. with Justin, L. xxx, c. 4. for the date, 108 before Christ.] What is, however, infinitely more to their honour, is, that they cleared the sea of pirates, and composed a code of maritime laws for the regulation of trade and navigation, which were so judicious and equitable, that they were generally adopted by other nations, and held in the highest respect for many ages. The Rhodian regulations for the shares payable to the commander, officers, and seamen; the rules to be observed by freighters and passengers while on board; the penalties on the commander or seamen for goods injured by their negligence, by the want of sufficient tarpaulins and pumps, or by their carelessness or absence from their ships; the penalties for baratry, for robbery of other ships, and for carelessly running foul of other ships; the punishment of the commander for running away with the ship; the punishment for plundering a wreck; the compensation payable to the heirs of seamen who lost their lives in the service of their ship; the regulations of charter-parties, bills of loading, and contracts of partnership or joint adventures, the rules for bottomry, for average, salvage, the rates of salvage for recovering goods from the bottom in 1½, 12, and 22½ feet water; and the payment of demurrage, as enacted in the Rhodian laws, were all copied by the Roman emperors, and incorporated into the Roman law; and from it they were mostly assimilated into the naval code, known by the name of the law of Oleron, which is in great measure in force to this day. And thus the Rhodians have had the glory of regulating the mar-
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897—Jehoshaphat king of Judah, in conjunction with Ahaziah king of Israel, made an attempt to revive the commerce, which had flourished so greatly in the reign of Solomon. But the ships, which they built at Eziongeber, being wrecked in the harbour, the undertaking was abandoned. We are not told, that they had any assistance from the Phœnicians in fitting out their fleet. [I Kings, c. 22.—II Chron. c. 20.]

Thus it appears, that the commercial splendour of the Israelites was a blazing meteor, which shone out and passed away with the reign of Solomon.

890—At this time the dominion of the sea is ascribed to the Phrygians. The opulence of Pelops and Midas, princes of this country, several centuries before this time has already been observed.

880.—It was probably about this time, that Homer flourished, whose inimitable poems laid the foundation of the literary pre-eminence universally allowed to the Greeks in all succeeding ages. But the present work is only concerned with the many notices respecting trade and manufactures to be found in his poems, some of which have been remarked in their proper places, and with his admirable geographical knowledge. The Ægean sea with its islands and both its shores, the neighbouring parts of the Mediterranean coasts, and Egypt, were well known to him from his own judicious observations made during his voyages and travels. He is said to have made voyages as far as Spain and Tuscany; [Herodot. Vita Homer.] and the other western parts of the Mediterranean sea were known to him by conversation with Phœnician seamen. He even knew, that the land is everywhere surrounded by the sea. In short, he is honoured with the title of Prince of geographers by Strabo, one of the greatest geographers of antiquity, from whole work, collated with Homer’s own, the reader may obtain a proper idea of the knowledge of this wonderful man. Such, however, was the tardy progress of information in those ages, that the great empires of the East, and even the commercial fame and opulence of Tyre, which had flourished with great probability claim the honour of a still higher antiquity, as the Rhodians were partly of Phœnician origin; and no doubt the chief merchants were of the Phœnician race, and derived their customs and mercantile regulations from their mother country.

My respect for the learned President Goguet makes me with that he had condemned to give his reasons for questioning the genuineness of the Rhodian laws, which have come down to us as incorporated in the Roman law, whence I have taken the abstract given in the text. The high respect in which the Rhodian law was held in the most flourishing ages of the Roman empire is well illustrated by the emperor Antoninus, who, on a complaint against the plunderers of a wreck, answered, ‘I indeed am sovereign of the world, but the Rhodian law is sovereign of the sea, and by it your cause must be determined.’

† The reader may also consult Blackwell’s Enquiry into the life and writings of Homer, pp. 9 and 11.
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riphed in great splendour for at least two centuries, were utterly unknown to Homer, the most knowing of all the Greeks.

In the life of Homer, untruly ascribed to Herodotus the great father of history, but perhaps composed by another Herodotus of Halicarnassus, and undoubtedly a work of ancient antiquity, we are told, that Smyrna, though built but lately, was a place of considerable trade, and exported great quantities of corn. Phemius, the stepfather and preceptor of Homer, taught letters and music to the youth of Smyrna, and received wool in payment for his instruction.

868—It is apparently about this time, that we ought to date the arrival of Elissa † (whom Virgil has overwhelmed with fabulous fame under the name of Dido) at Carthage, which, if it was really built so early as 1,234 years before Christ, seems to have remained a place of but little consequence till now, that Elissa built the citadel of Bolba ‡ for her own residence, and enlarged the town with such a number of new buildings, that she has most generally been reputed the foundress of it; and it is at any rate from this time that the importance of Carthage in history, and more particularly in commercial history, is to be dated.

Carthage was situated on a small peninsula projecting into a bay, which formed two excellent harbours. About equally distant from either end of the Mediterranean, on that part of the African coast, which advances towards Sicily, Italy, and Greece, it might be said to be placed in the center of all the accessible shores of the then known world; while behind it lay an immense fertile continent, which furnished every thing necessary for the support of the citizens, and a great variety of valuable articles for exportation.

When we read the history of the Carthaginians, we ought ever to consider dates assigned to Elissa, I can see no reason to prefer any of them to that which is handed down to us, from the national records of the Tyrians, by Josephus, viz. 143 years and 8 months after the foundation of Solomon’s temple. [Joseph. cont. Apion. L. i.]

No reader, whole judgment is above the standard of a school-boy’s, need be told, that the adventures of a queen of Carthage, called Dido, with an imaginary Trojan refugee, called Aeneas, are entirely fabulous. Thoé, who wish to see all, that can be said for and against the pretended voyage of Aeneas to Italy, may consult the Essay upon that subject by the learned Bochart.

† Elissa in the Phœnician language signifies the fortification. The Greeks changed it to Tyra (Byrsa) signifying in their language a bulwark, and thence a very bulky fable was invented of a treacherous bargain with the natives for as much land as a bull’s hide would include, which, being cut into two narrow tongues, was made to enclose a large piece of ground. The same fable has been truthfully planted into the history of England.
bear in remembrance, that almost all, that we know of them, has come to us by the information of their Greek and Roman enemies*. And, even through the medium of such malignant information, we feel ourselves irresistibly drawn to prefer them to those favourites of the historic muse—in every pursuit of real utility. In spite of misrepresentation we are compelled to admire the greatness of their power, founded solely upon the basis of trade, and the general wisdom of their conduct, till, departing from the character of merchants, they were led away by the mad ambition of being warriors and conquerors, which brought on the ruin of their flourishing state. From the same sources of information, when properly examined, we can draw a comparison between the Phoenician colonies and those of other nations, which in the early ages were so frequently roving over the face of the earth. Almost every one of these colonies may be considered as a band of plunderers, confining of one or more chiefs supported by a crowd of ignorant and miserable dependents, driven out from their native country by domestic convulsions, and, in their turn driving out, exterminating, or reducing to slavery, those whom they could overpower, and, in short, spreading misery and defoliation wherever they went†. On the contrary, a Phoenician colony was a society consisting of opulent and intelligent merchants, ingenious manufacturers, skilful artisans, and hardy seamen, leaving their native country, which was too narrow to contain their increasing population, with the blessings and good wishes of their parents and friends in order to settle in a distant land, where they maintained a correspondence of friendship and mutual advantage with those who remained at home, and with their brethren in the other colonies sprung from their parent state; where, by prosecuting their own interest, they effectually promoted the happiness of the parent state, of the people among whom they settled, and of all those with whom they had any intercourse; and where they formed the point of union, which connected the opposite ends of the earth in the strong band of mutual benefits. Such is the contrast between a colony of barbaric hunters, pastors, warriors, and robbers, and a colony of civilized and mercantile people.

Some Greek writers say, that Phidon king of Argos was the first who coined silver money, and invented weights and measures. As the Greeks had a good deal of intercourse with the more enlightened nations of Asia‡, it is not probable that they could be without the use of money,

* If the works of any of the Carthaginian writers had come down to us, we might, between them and those of their enemies, have come pretty near to the truth. Philinus a Sicilian Greek, who lived with the great Hannibal, and wrote a history of his war, is mentioned respectfully by Polybius, who balances his partiality against the contrary partiality of the Roman historian Fabius Pictor.
† This description exactly agrees with the picture of the early state of Greece, as drawn by Thucydides in the beginning of his History.
‡ We may be pretty sure that measures, and scales and weights, were invented soon after the creation of the world. Abraham, who lived 1000 years before Phidon, had scales nice enough for weighing silver; and, no doubt, such were in use long before his time.
and more especially of weights and measures, till now: and we must suppose that Phidon rather introduced some improvements hitherto unknown in Greece, and has thence got the credit of being the inventor. [Marmor Par.—Strabo, L. viii, p. 549.—Plin. Hist. nat. L. vii, c. 56.]

The invention of coin is by others ascribed (and probably on no better foundation) to the people of Aegina, a small rocky island in the bay between Athens and Argos, who were among the first of the Greeks that applied to commerce and navigation, whereby they made their little territory the center of the trade of Greece.

825—Caistor ascribes the sovereignty of the sea to the Phoenicians. He seems not to have known, that they really possessed it for ages before and after this time.

744—He next compliments the Egyptians with the same supremacy at sea; and that at a time, when, there is good reason to believe, they did not possess a single vessel better than the miserable craft, which they used upon the river.

753—The Milesians are next represented as supreme in naval power; and they seem to have had some title to commercial fame, if we may estimate their commerce by the number of their colonies, which, according to Pliny [Hist. nat. L. v, c. 29] were above eighty (i.e. eighty towns) chiefly on the shores of the Propontis and the Euxine sea.

According to Varro, the proclamations of the emperors, and most of the Roman writers, this year was distinguished by the foundation of Rome*, which was defined by Providence to combine under one government, and unite in some kind of commercial intercourse, all the countries on the coasts of the Mediterranean sea, together with some of those on the Atlantic ocean.

750—Bochior king of Egypt began to open his eyes to the mistaken policy of his predecessors in regard to commerce, for the encouragement of which he made some good regulations. One of the laws enacted by him, or by his successor Alyctis (if he was his successor †) empowered his subjects to borrow money by giving as a security the

* There is every reason to believe, that the date of the foundation of Rome is as little known as that of the other villages of Italy, which never emerged from their original obscurity; and that most of the events, related in the first five or six centuries of its supposed history, have as little foundation in truth as the early history of some nations now existing, which have been falsified in humble imitation of it. Indeed the number of 244 years, ascribed to the reigns of seven kings of so small a territory in such times of rapine and violence, and those elective kings, none of whose reigns could commence in early youth, and of whom four are said to have been killed and one expelled, is alone sufficient to overthrow the whole traditional part of the Roman history. From the ascension of Augustus there were twenty emperors in 244 years; and those emperors did not expose their sacred persons to the dangers of war, as the chief of a gang of robbers (for such was a king of Rome) must continually have done. Pliny makes Rome about half a century older than Varro does; and of the earlier authors, who mention the foundation of Rome, scarcely any two agree in the year, which is a clear proof that no one had ever thought of a date for it, till the splendor of their conquests, and consequent vanity, instigated them to search into, and supply from invention, an origin and early history of their city.
† There is some reason to believe, that there are only two names of the same prince.
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embalmed bodies of their deceased parents, the most sacred deposit that could be imagined: but he also decreed, that the debtor, neglecting to redeem this preuous pledge, should himself be deprived of the high-prized honours bestowed in Egypt upon the meritorious dead. Still the Egyptians confined their ideas of commerce to home trade, or passfive foreign trade.

734—The dominion of the sea is next assigned to the Carians, a people formerly noted for their piracies; and there seems no good reason to believe, that their present power was of any other nature; [Herod. L. ii. c. 152] or that it ever was near so great and extensive, as that of the buccaneers in later times was in the West-India seas.

717—The commercial city of Tyre was attacked by Salmanaflar king of Assyria, who brought against it a fleet of sixty (or seventy) vessels, furnished and manned by some of the Phenicians, who had submitted to his dominion. The Tyrians, then the only people of Phenicia free from the Assyrian yoke, with twelve ships completely defeated his fleet, and took 500 prisoners. So vastly superior were free men fighting for themselves and their families to slaves fighting for a master. [Annates Tyrlii in Menandri Chron. ap. Josepb. Antiq. L. ix. c. 14.] This, if I mistake not, is the most antient naval battle, expressly recorded in any history.

713—The first sun-dial, mentioned in history, was in the palace of Hezekiah king of Judah, and it appears to have been erected by his predecessor, as it is called 'the sun-dial of Ahaz.' [Isaiab. c. 38.] According to Herodotus, the Greeks learned the use of dials from the Babylonians; and it is probable, that the Israelites had it from the same people, with whom they had frequent intercourse of friendship or hostility.

So defective is Caifor’s lift of rulers of the sea, that he has entirely overlooked the Corinthians, who, there is good reason to believe, were the first, and for a long time the only, nation of Greece, or indeed of all Europe, who made any considerable figure in naval transactions. The Greeks, in all ages timorous seamen, preferred land-carriage to the dangerous navigation (as they esteemed it) round the rocky and tempefuous head-lands of the Peloponnessus, and thereby threw the whole trade of their country into the hands of the Corinthians, who, occupys

— Though Herodotus [L. ii. c. 159] says that the Greeks learned the pole, the gnomon, and the division of the day into twelve parts, from the Babylonians, the later Greek writers have assumed the honour of the invention of the gnomon in favour of Anaximander, who flourished about 170 years after Hezekiah, and who set up the first dial seen in Greece at Lacedemon. [Dig. Lawt. L. ii.] It is possible he might be the inventor of it; but it is more probable, that being a native of Miletus, he had learned it from the Phenians or Babylonians.

— About 1800 years after the time now under consideration, when the Romans had carried into Greece all the military and naval knowledge to which they had in the Mediterranean, an imperial fleet was carried over-land across the Ithmus of Corinth to avoid the dreadful circumnavigation of the Peloponnesus. [Gibbon: Rem. hist. P. s, p. 118, ed. 1791.] Q. How large were those imperial men-of-war?
A perspective view of part of the waste of an ancient war galley of five or six decks, as explained by General Melv...
The nature of the ancient ships or galleys, called trieres, quadriremes, quinquaremes, &c., has exercised the industry of many learned men, who, being generally unacquainted with naval affairs, have run into some very gross absurdities.

The literal meaning of trieres seems to be a vessel with three oars, or with three oars on each side; but no such interpretation is admissible, because it is known, that in very early times the Phoenicians had vessels of fifty oars, in one of which instructions is said to have arrived in Greece; and because the trieres, now first constructed, or rather introduced in Greece, by the Corinthians, must have been vessels superior to all that had ever been seen hitherto.

The most general supposition has been, that the trieres had three tires of oars, the tires being perpendicularly above each other, like the three tines of a gun in a modern ship of the first rate, the quadriremes four tires, and so on. But, admitting (what perhaps no seaman will admit) the possibility of working three tires of oars at once, what shall we say of forty or fifty tires? And (to say nothing of Pliny’s hecatremes, or ships of a hundred tires, which is surely fabulous) there was certainly a quadriramis, and even, according to Pliny, [L. vii. c. 56] a quinquaramis, or, agreeable to this supposition, vessels of forty and fifty decks, of which, even the middle one, in order to allow sufficient room for the length and sweep or revolution of the enormous oars in the inside of the vessel, must have been vastly higher than the topgallant mast of a modern first-rate ship.

Another supposition has been, that the ancient galleys were called trieres from having three men to each oar, quadriremes from four, and so on to the highest rate. In support of this hypothesis it may be alleged, that the famous quadriramis of Polium Philopator is thus accounted for by supposing fifty oars with 40 men to each, which thus require 2,000 men; and a second set, or watch, to relieve them, makes 4,000, the number of rowers, which, according to Athenaeus, actually belonged to that great floating palace. The ordines remorum raised above each other, frequently mentioned by the Roman writers, are supposed to mean the raised benches, on which each rower, according to his distance from the side, was elevated above his next neighbour, agreeable to the angle formed by the oar with the angle formed by the oar with the surface of the water.

The solution of this Gordian knot appears to have been referred for General Melville, governor-general of Grenada and the other ceded islands, a gentleman, who, by having frequent occasion to
A perspective view of part of the waste of an ancient war Galley of five rows of oars, with a transverse section of the position of the benches and oars, as explained by General Melville, F.R.S. and A.S.

A transverse section of Ptolemy Philopator's double great ship with forty rows of oars. See p. 179.

Elevation, transverse section, and horizontal plane, of an ancient round ship. See p. 179.
with a transverse section showing
end A.S.
Drawn from the General Model by M. Redheaden.
marine, added to their former naval superiority, must have thrown into their hands a temporary dominion of the Grecian seas.

Aminioetes, whose name is immortalized as the builder of the new ships, was also employed by the Samians, for whom he built four vessels. Eusebius [no. 135] seems also to say, that the Athenians had some of his ships. But it is obscurely expressed; and the time is too early by many years for the age of Aminioetes, according to Thucydides.

Most of the maritime Grecian states soon adopted the use of triremes; and succeeding ages varied and increased the number of tiers of oars, as ambition, or as vanity, prompted, the rates of the vessels being denominated from the number of tiers, as modern ships of war are called two-deckers, three-deckers, &c. from their tiers of guns.

It is proper to observe, that Damales, an author contemporary with Herodotus, [ap. Plin. Hist. nat. L. vii. c. 56] says, that biremes (vessels with two tiers of oars) were used by the Erythraeans or Arabians: and crofs the ocean, was enabled to unite nautical knowledge with acuteness of research and great classical reading. He supposes, that the ancient galleys were very flat in the bottom, and that their fides were raised perpendicular to the height of only three or four feet from the surface of the water, above which they diverged with an angle of about 45 degrees. Upon this sloping wall he places the seats of the rowers, about two feet in length, the rows or tiers of them being raised only 15 inches in perpendicular height above each other; and the seats, as well as the rowports, being arranged in quinques or checker-wise, as the gun-ports of a modern fifth-rate ship. Thus the upper tier of oars in a trireme is only about 30 inches, in a quadrireme 45 inches, and in a quinquaremis 60 inches, in perpendicular height above the lower tire; while the combination of the quinqueux arrangement and the oblique side gives every rower perfect liberty to act, no one being perpendicularly above his neighour in the tire below him. By thus applying a greater number of oars and the force of a greater number of men, that could possibly act in a vessel with upright sides, they greatly increased the velocity and impetus, upon which in naval engagements they placed their whole dependence for the successful performance of all their manoeuvres, and for obliterating their enemies' vessels with the iron or brazen roftra affixed to the head of their own. But it must be acknowledged, that the uppermost oars in galleys of above five tiers, though valiantly shot of the length necessary upon the foppolition of the perpendicularly height. But a foot must surely be an error in reading for xy or ss, the w or x being lost in transcription.

It is evident from the Tadieus of Leon [107] that there was but one man to an oar in his vessels, some of which, it is true, seem to have had more than two tiers of oars.
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Clement of Alexandria [Stromat. L. i, c. 16] ascribes the invention of the triremes to the Sidonians. Indeed, it is not improbable, that an imitation of the Sidonian vessels, introduced in Greece by the Corinthians, may have procured them the credit of the invention among the Greeks, who were never very scrupulous of stealing the honour of science and invention from the barbarians. Unfortunately no Sidonian historian has reached our times, to the very great loss of history in general, and most especially of commercial history.

676—The Lesbians are said to have obtained the command of the sea, of which they kept possession no less than sixty-nine years.

670—Ptolemy I, whose father was slain by Socrates, an Ethiopian invader of Egypt, had passed the early part of his life in Syria, probably among the Phenicians, who were as yet the only foreigners permitted to land upon the Egyptian shore. After his return to his native country he became one of twelve kings, who all reigned co-ordinate at the same time. Being expelled by his brother, he again lived in exile among the marines at the mouth of the river, where he gave a kind reception to all traders, especially Greeks and Phenicians, and by exchanging the produce of his territory for the goods imported by them, he acquired great riches. At length some Ionian and Carian pirates, accidentally landing on the coast, together with some forces levied in Arabia, enabled him to revenge the affront put upon him, and even to make himself sole king of Egypt. From this time he shewed favour to the Greeks, and, as, by living among strangers in a private character, he had acquired more liberal ideas, than were usual among the Egyptians, of the advantages arising from a free intercourse with foreign nations, he encouraged them to trade, and even gave them settlements and a harbour in his country. He also placed some Egyptian boys under their care to learn Greek, that they might act as interpreters. [Herodot. L. ii, cc. 147-154—Diod. Sicul. L. i, § 66, 67] But still the Egyptians persisted in neglecting the advantages bestowed upon them by Nature in giving them the command of two seas, and had no ships of their own, except the craft for navigating the river.

* There is a kind of trireme (for I know of no Greek or Latin word for paddles) used now, and probably many centuries ago in the islands of the East Indies, which has a number of projecting craft bars or outriggers, supporting at proper distances two long seats on each side parallel to the gunwale; and the vessel is driven along with great velocity by six rows of paddlers, two of which fit within their fiddle, and four on the outside feet over the water. They have sometimes three rows on the outside of each gunwale; and these may be called quadrimers. —Quere, if the Phenicians, when in the Indian ocean in company with Solomon's fleet, may have seen these vessels, and, improving upon the multiplied force of the paddles, have constructed their triremes, some of which, going to Greece, might furnish a model to the Corinthians for what they called, their invention. A description and view of the Indian vessels may be seen in Steen's Elements of rigging and seamanship. See also Parrot's Pilgrimage, Book ii, p. 554 and Voyages to the East-Indies by Stavrinus, P. ii, pp. 326, 424. Note, in the English translation, where the names of quadrimers and triremes are actually applied to the vessels called correcoses by the natives of the Oriental islands.

† When Herodotus was in Egypt the house of the Greeks, and their harbour, or dock, were in ruins. [Herodot. L. ii, c. 154.]
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664—The first naval battle known in Grecian history was fought between the Corinthians and their own colonists, who had settled in Corcyra. [Thucyd. L. i.]

641—Among the Greek traders, who availed themselves of the indulgence of Pharnamichus, was Callæus of Samos, who acquired a great fortune, and the preservation of his name in all succeeding ages, by an accident, which he must have considered at the time as the ruin of his voyage. On his way to Egypt he met with a gale of wind from the east, which continued so long, that he was carried quite through the passage, now called the Straits of Gibraltar, to Tartessus on the south-west coast of Spain; and thus he had the honour to be the first Greek, who ever saw the Atlantic ocean*. In this market, so unexpectedly found, he united the profits, which had been divided between the Greeks and the Phœnicians; and the goods he purchased, having never before been directly imported into any Grecian country, yielded a profit far surpassing the most lucrative voyage ever made by any Grecian merchant, excepting Sosrates of Ægina, of whom, I believe, nothing else is known, but that his prosperity in trade was unparalleled. From a tenth part being presented to Juno, we are luckily furnished with the knowledge of the profits made in this extraordinary fortunate adventure; and they amounted to sixty talents, which, if they were Euboic talents of silver, contained a quantity of that metal equal to £11,625 sterling. [Herod. L. iv. c. 152] From the curious history of this voyage we also know, what was reckoned a prodigious great fortune in the age of Herodotus. The Greeks, however, appear not to have availed themselves of this accidental discovery by continuing the trade †.

616—Pharnamichus king of Egypt was succeeded by his son Necos. This prince, inheriting his father's desire to increase the commerce of his subjects, in order to open a trade with the rich countries of the East, resumed the grand design (originally conceived by Solon, and actually put in execution by him or his son) of uniting the navigation of the two seas by a great navigable canal. The construction of canals, so familiar to the present age, was so little understood in the time of Necos, that the natural impediments were absolutely insuperable by the science of his engineers; so that the undertaking was abandoned, after 120,000 workmen had lost their lives by the intolerable labour. [Herodot. L. ii, c. 158.]

607—Necos, thus disappointed of effecting a junction between the two seas, established ports, and built a fleet of ships on each of them;

* The expedition, averted to Hercules, belongs to Mcecratus, who is also called the Tyrian Hercules. The Grecian fabulists availed themselves of this identity to rob him of his actions, witherich have embellished the motley history of their own demigod.

† This will be explained in a note on the imaginary Grecian trade to Britain, under the year 550 before Christ.
and thus he put his kingdom in a fair way of being the center of the trade of the world, if he could have subdued the hatred of his subjects to the sea. Having supposed the probability of Africa being surrounded by the sea, excepting the isthmus whereby it is joined to Asia, he projected a voyage of discovery to ascertain the truth, and to explore the coasts of that continent. For such an arduous naval undertaking he employed Phoenician navigators, who sailed from the Red sea, and coasting along the shore of Africa, returned by the Mediterranean, and in the third year from their departure arrived in the Nile. During this voyage, when the proper season for sowing came on, they made a temporary settlement on the land, and sowed their corn. Then, after repairing their ships, and getting in their harvest, they proceeded on their voyage. This circumstance shows, that, though Egypt has in all ages been one of the finest corn countries in the world, neither the Egyptians nor the Phoenicians understood the method of preparing corn at sea, or of preparing bread for long keeping. Another most important circumstance is related by Herodotus, to whom we are indebted for the knowledge of this voyage. He says, that the seamen reported, they had seen the sun on their right hand, that is on the north side of them, when they were in the southern parts of Africa. This, he very honestly tells us, he does not believe: and some succeeding writers, on the strength of his incredulity, which betrays the ignorance of one of the most knowing of the Greeks, have considered the voyage as entirely fabulous. But the very circumstance, urged against the veracity of the voyage, establishes it beyond the possibility of contradiction: for it may well be doubted, whether even the Phoenicians were then sufficiently acquainted with the system of the universe to know from theory the possibility of going to the southward of the sun, or to be able to invent such a story, had it not been true. [Herodot. L. ii, c. 42] And this was unquestionably the very first circumnavigation of Africa recorded in history, and the only well-authenticated one, till Gama, above 2000 years after, again ascertained, that Africa is not joined to a supposed southern continent.

The brief narrative of this voyage leads to a conjecture, which may almost be received as a certain truth; that the trade between Arabia and Egypt was still carried on by caravans only, and that the Egyptians had no maritime intercourse, either active or passive, with the Arabs. If they had had any such intercourse, they could not have been entirely ignorant of their nautical science and voyages, and Necos would have joined to the isthmus of Plamnitichus. See Herodot. L. ii, c. 154. Some error in the other side, and suppose that Solomon's vessels were in the practice of circumnavigating Africa, and that it even became a common voyage.
have applied to them for navigators rather than to the Phoenicians, who could have no knowledge of the navigation of the east coast of Africa, except what they might perhaps derive from the journals of the navigators, who accompanied Solomon's vessels almost four centuries before. But the Phoenicians appear to have been the only people known to the Egyptians as navigators. To them, therefore, Necos applied, and they, mindful of the advantages reaped by their ancestors from a participation with Solomon of the use of a harbour in the Red sea, gladly engaged in an adventure, whereby they hoped to have an opportunity of becoming acquainted with the rich countries, whence the Arabians obtained the precious commodities, which every year drew great sums of money from them. But we may be assured, that the Phoenician commander did not neglect to ship onboard each of his vessels at least two Arabian pilots, acquainted with the navigation of the Red sea and a considerable extent of the east coast of Africa, and with the nature of the tides (to dreadful to the Mediterranean navigators), the prevailing currents, and periodical winds.

The Greek colonies in Asia, by their intercourse with the Phrygians, Lydians, and other nations in their neighbourhood, who were in a more advanced state of society than themselves, but more particularly by their commercial intercourse with the Phoenicians and Egyptians, nations still more civilized and enlightened, emerged from barbarism long before the European Greeks, and greatly outstripped them in the career of literature and philosophy, as well as of commerce. And hence we find, that almost all the early poets, historians, and professors of natural and moral philosophy, whose great talents have raised a monument of everlasting fame to Greece, were in reality natives of the Asiatic coast, or of the adjacent islands*. Among the earliest of the Greek philosophers was Thales of Miletus, descended of Phoenician parentage, who by travel and study among the Egyptians, and no doubt, among his Phoenician relations, acquired some knowledge of geometry and astronomy. He pointed out to the Greeks the constellation called the lefser bear, by which the Phoenicians steered their course in the night; and he imparted to them the knowledge of the roundness of the earth, the division of it into five zones, and the Egyptian division of the year into 365 days; notwithstanding which they persisted for hundreds of years after his time in the erroneous calculation by 360 days. But, what chiefly commanded the admiration of an ignorant people, was his prediction of the year (607) in which a remarkable eclipse of the sun should happen, and the accidental circumstance of two armies, actually engaged in battle, separating on account of the unusual darkness. [Ierod. L. 1, c. 74.—Diag. Laert. L. 1] His prediction of the eclipse, coming no nearer than

* A great number of their names are collected by Blackwell in his Enquiry into the life and writings of Homer, pp. 12–15, fourth ed.
the year in which it should happen, seems to infer, that his Egyptian or Phœnician masters had but a dark conception of the theory of eclipses, by the accurate knowledge of which the modern geographer is enabled to delineate with precision the surface of the earth, and the navigator can ascertain his position, or direct his course through the boundless ocean with a much more assured confidence, than the antients could possibly have in their recollection of the appearance of the land, while directing their timid course along the winding shores of the Mediterranean.

594.— Apries, who succeeded his father Ptolemy as king of Egypt, had a fleet upon the Mediterranean, with which he carried on a war against the maritime cities of Sidon and Tyre, and fought a naval battle with them, in which, if we may credit Diodorus Siculus, he obtained the victory. [Herod. I. ii, c. 161.—Diod. Sicul. I. 1, p. 79. ed. Amel. 1746.]

588.—The very antient and long-flourishing commercial city of Sidon appears to have been now eclipsed by the prosperity of her most antient colony of Tyre, whose commercial splendour is thus delineated by the prophet Ezekiel, [c. 27] who thereby gives us a brief sketch of the state of commerce throughout a very considerable part of the then known world.

The people of all the neighbouring countries were employed by the Tyrians in building and navigating their ships, which were magnificently adorned with ivory, purple, and fine linen; and their naval commanders were among the most respectable of the citizens, every office, and every line of duty, in the commercial departments being esteemed honourable. On the other hand the universal predilection of the Tyrians for trade and navigation induced them to employ foreign mercenaries in their military establishment *, observing however the precaution to collect them from a variety of nations, Persians, Lydians, Africans, &c. whose diversity of languages and interests might render it difficult for them to confederate against the state. Though their own vessels were very numerous, and they were fully sensible of the great importance and value of the carrying trade, they gave free permission to all the ships of the sea with their mariners to refort to their harbour, and to buy and sell in their city.

The imports from the various nations were as follows: fine linens † from Egypt; blue, and purple, from the isles of Elysia; silver, iron,

* Diodorus says he took Sidon, and reduced the other cities of Phœnicia by the terror of his arms. He beat the fleets of Phœnicia and Cyprus in a great naval battle, and returned, loaded with spoil, to Egypt.
† The republic of Venice, the Tyre of the middle ages, followed the same fyttem of policy in their military establishment. But no government can ever be assured of the fidelity of such mercenaries.
tin, and lead, from Tarshish, brought by the Carthaginians *; slaves and brazen vessels from Javan (or Greece), Tubal and Melchis; horses, slaves bred to horsemanship, and mules, from Togarmah; emeralds, purple, embroidery, fine linen †, corals, agates, from Syria, in exchange for the manufactures of Tyre; corn, balm, honey, oil, and gums, from the Israelites, who, we thus see, were farmers, but not manufacturers; excellent wines, and fine wool, from Damascus; polished iron ware, precious oils, and cinnamon, from Dan, Javan, and Mezö; magnificent carpets (such as are still used in the eastern countries for sitting upon) from Dedan; sheep and goats for slaughter from the pastoral tribes of Arabia; the most costly spices, some of them apparently the produce of India ‡, precious stones, and gold, from the merchants of Sheba (or Saba) and Raamah (or Regma), countries in the south part of Arabia; blue cloths, embroidered work, rich apparel, in cased cedar chests (perhaps original Indian packages) and other goods, from Sheba, Ashur, and Chilmad, and from Haran, Canehe, and Eden, apparently trading ports on the south coast of Arabia §. And here it is proper to remind the reader, that the Arabian, who furnished the greatest and most valuable part of the articles enumerated ‖, appear to have been the only traders from the West, whose voyages extended to India in the early ages ‖.

* Tarshish appears here to be the south part of Spain. I have inserted the Carthaginians on the authority of Jerome's translation.
† Jerome's translation has also fìc (fericum).
‡ The Greeks believed, that Arabia was the only country which produced frankincense, myrrh, calamina, and ladanum, which were carried to Greece by the Phœnicians. [Herald. L. iii. c. 157.]
§ In the enumeration of places the first Javan, the name of Greece in the Bible, appears to be different from the second Javan, which was probably in the south part of Arabia. And all the places mentioned after it, except the pastoral part of Arabia and Ashur, may be presumed to have been settled in the same commercial country, whose extensive commerce with India and the other oriental nations is described by Aristotle, Agatharchides, and the Periplus of the Erythraean sea, many ages after, in a manner perfectly agreeing with the present account. It is, moreover, worthy of remark, how well Ezekiel's account of the trade corresponds with the observation of Agatharchides, that the Sabæans, the chief people of the south coast of Arabia, supplied the Phœnicians with the most profitable articles of their trade.

The reader, deficient of information respecting the several countries mentioned by Ezekiel, may consult Buck, with the commentators on this portion of the Bible, and on the tenth chapter of Genesis.

|| Strabo, [L. xvi. p. 1118] gives us the route between Arabia and Phœnicia, as it was before the oriental trade was in a great measure engrossed by the Greeks of Alexandria, viz. from Leuké kóme, (White town), an emporium near the head of the Red sea, to Petra the capital of the Nabataean tribe, and thence to Rhinocorura (or Rhinocoria) a port of the Mediterranean sea on the border of Phœnicia adjoining to Egypt. And this appears to have been the route by which the Tyrians received the goods mentioned in the text, and the greatest part of their India goods, which they brought of the Arabian; for however high our opinion may be of the mercantile and adventurous spirit of the Phœnicians, it is evident, that they themselves could not fail to India (unless as passengers or chartered, which the Arabs probably did not permit) as they do not appear, from any sufficient authority, to have ever piloted a single harbour on the coast of the Ocean or any of its gulfs, except the temporary conjunct use of one in the reign of Solomon king of Israel.

‖ It would by no means be extravagant to suppose that they traded to Ceylon, or even to the countries and islands far beyond it (as it seems doubtful if the best cinnamon has been in all ages a native of Ceylon) as early as the days of Solomon; for no such spices were known (to Jerusalem) as those which the queen of Sheba presented to Solomon. [II Chron. c. 9.] It was not possible, that a people of such commercial and nati-
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In this lively picture we see Tyre the center and the enlivening soul of a commerce, not less extensive than the utmost limits of the then known world, directing and animating the operations of the merchants and manufacturers in the most distant regions, and through their hands dispensing to the industrious, in every business and profession throughout the world, the blessings of a comfortable and independent subsistence for themselves and their families; or in a word, enriching all the world by enriching herself, which is the grand and characteristic difference between the acquisition of wealth by commerce, and the seizure of it by conquest.

Unhappily the vast wealth, which thus flowed into Tyre from all quarters, brought along with it its too general consequence of extravagant dissipation and dissoluteness of morals.

585—The commercial prosperity of the Tyrians, hitherto almost uninterrupted, now suffered a short eclipse. Nebuchadnezzar, the mighty king of Babylon, sat down before the city with an innumerable army. Though deprived of all supplies from the adjacent country by the enemy, the command of the sea enabled the Tyrians to stand out no less than thirteen years against a monarch, whose territories were at least a thousand times as extensive as theirs. But seeing that it would be impossible to repel such an unequal landed force from their walls, they wisely availed themselves of the superior value, which moveable property in such an emergency has in the hands of a people possessing the command of the sea: and they came to the resolution of totally abandoning their city and territory on the continent, and establishing themselves on a small island near the shore. For this purpose they kept up the defence for many years, during which the new city was built, and every valuable article removed to it. Then, after bailing the power of the great conqueror of the East during thirteen years, was the shell, or carafe, of old Tyre abandoned to his exhausted and dispirited army. And from her ashes sprang up a new Tyre, which, like the imaginary bird bearing her national name of Phoenix, was in all things the perfect resemblance of her parent, and with little or no interruption continued in nearly the same career of commercial prosperity, till she in her turn was subjected by the irresistible power of Alexander.

573—The Egyptians displeased with the conduct of their king Apries, appointed Amasis to be king instead of him. In his time Egypt is said to have contained 1,020 inhabited towns. Having more enlightened ideas of commerce and maritime affairs than any of his predecessors, he established an emporium at Naukratis, a town on the western or Canopic mouth of the Nile, to which he made traders of all nations welcome, as the Chinese do now at Canton; but, like his predecessor
Plainmiticlus, he shewed especial favour to the Greeks, whom he allowed to settle in some other parts of his kingdom, while the vessels of other nations, though driven by contrary winds into any of the prohibited mouths of the Nile, were compelled to go to Naucratis, in which alone they were permitted to transact any business. His fleet was sufficiently strong to extort a tribute from the Cyprians, though a maritime and commercial people. But as Egypt afforded no timber proper for building any vessels better than those used in the inland navigation of the Nile and the canals, the royal fleets of this king and his predecessors must have been built of imported timber, or more probably bought ready-built from the Phoenicians. No efforts, however, of the most enlightened of their kings could ever prevail upon the Egyptians to subdue their innate detestation of the sea, and to take into their own hands the full possession of the commercial benefits, to which they were invited by their natural advantages, but which their unconquerable prejudices threw into the hands of their wiser neighbours. Perhaps if they had continued under their native kings, they would have seen the folly of confining themselves to a passive commerce, when a most extensive active commerce was so very much in their power. But it was only in the last stage of their existence as an independent nation, that they began to extend their views beyond their own country; for soon after the death of Amasis, Egypt became a province of the Persian empire; and from that time to the present day it has continued moftly under the dominion of foreigners.

In this age there flourished several philosophers, who established regulations which had an influence on the commerce, as well as on the policy, of Greece, or who communicated to the Greeks, (from whom the other nations of Europe received it) the first knowledge of arts, which by the improvements of later ages have facilitated navigation, and thereby rendered essential service to commerce.

The first of these was Solon, the celebrated legislator of Athens. That commonwealth was brought to the verge of ruin by the boundless rapacity and cruelty of creditors, and the desperation of debtors. By the existing laws of Athens the former had a right to compel the services of the latter, and even to deprive them of their children, whom they exported as slaves. To these gross enormities Solon put a stop by more equitable laws, and he reduced the interest of money to twelve per cent*. In consideration of the superior interest, which men of property have in the national welfare, he decreed that the members of the senate and the areopagus should be chosen from among such citizens as had estates sufficient to make them independent, thus holding out to the industrious

* It is said that he also relieved the debtors by reducing the nominal value of the mina from 73 to 50 drachmas, by which measure, it is added, the creditors sustained no loss. If Solon was so imprudent, it shows that the principles of money and commerce were totally unknown.
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the prospect of obtaining honours above their present condition. The value of trade began now to be known in Athens, as appears by one of Solon's laws, whereby a son, whose father had neglected to teach him any useful branch of industry, was exempted from the obligation of maintaining him when superannuated. Solon also introduced the Egyptian law, which obliged all persons to give an account every year, how they acquired their livelihood, and he established regulations against prodigality and idleness.

Pythagoras, a native of the flourishing island of Samos, passed the early part of his life in traveling for improvement. From the Chaldeans he learned astronomy, from the Phœnicians arithmetic, and from the Egyptians geometry. He taught the roundness of the earth, and the existence of the antipodes: and from some hints, to be collected from Philolaus and some others of his disciples, there is reason to believe, that he had obtained some confused idea of the real motion of the planets in our solar system, as it was demonstrated in later ages by Copernicus. But these notions of Pythagoras, or of his teachers, were only the conjectures of ingenious men upon a subject which engaged much of their attention: they were far short of science founded upon experiment and demonstration. Deficient of these only supports of science, and apparently contradicted by the testimony of the eyes, the true system of the universe, if it was indeed known, and faintly hinted to the Greeks, by the Pythagorean philosophers, lay hid for many dark centuries, during which, if any heaven-born genius happened to obtain a glimpse of the truth, the popes, who took upon themselves to be the infallible directors of science as well as of religion, generally took care to crush it in the bud every attempt to enlighten the human mind.

Anaximander, a Milesian and a disciple of Thales, first showed the Greeks the use of the dial, and taught the declination of the ecliptic. He exhibited in maps the form of the sea and the land; and he even constructed a globe. Though these were great advances in the science of geography, yet still the progress of it among the Greeks was wonderfully slow.

Nearly contemporary with these was Anacharsis, the celebrated Scythian philosopher. Some authors ascribe to him the invention of the potter's wheel, and of a second fluke for the anchor, hitherto made with only one. But the potter's wheel is mentioned long before this time by Homer, and it is utterly incredible, that nautical improvements should be invented by a man, who, from his sayings, recorded by Dio-
genes Laertius, professed a great aversion to the sea; or that the Phœnicians should not many ages ago have found out, that an anchor with only one fluke had scarcely a chance of taking hold of the ground.

550—THE BRITISH COMMERCE,

which in the present day animates the most distant quarters of the globe by the vast extent of its operations, and covers the Ocean with the innumerable multitude of its ships, begins now to emerge from the thick darkness which had hitherto overwhelmed the transactions of the Phœnicians and their colonists with our islands, by means of a faint ray of light, proceeding from a poem upon the Argonautic expedition, written by Onomacritus in the character of Orpheus. This Grecian poet leads his heroes over every part of the world known to him; and, in the course of their adventures in the Atlantic ocean, he makes them pass an island called Iernæ, which is apparently Ireland. The story, though ridiculously absurd, is a valuable document of the most ancient commercial history of Britain; as it affords a strong presumption, that Phœnician traders must have re-torted to the British islands for a very considerable time, seeing that even the Greeks had obtained some confused idea of the existence of the most remote of the two principal British islands, which had transpired from some of the Phœnicians of Gadir, or the Carthaginians, the only Mediterranean navigators, by whom our islands could be visited in early times.

* The notion of an extensive trade carried on with Britain by the Greeks in a very early age, and of the British language being composed in a great measure of words learned from transient Grecian seamen, (as if the Britons had till then been defitute of words to express the most common objects of nature) though taken up by several authors of respectable abilities, in grateful partiality to the Greeks, as the authors of science and literature to the other parts of Europe, appears to be contradicted by Herodotus; who, though he was the best Grecian geographer of his age, and had made every inquiry in his power, acknowledged that he knew nothing of the Caffiterides, (generally agreed to have been the Silley isles, or the south-west part of Britain) further than that tin was brought from them; a clear proof that no Greeks had any direct intercourse with them. Moreover he tells us, that Cæsareus, in the south part of Spain, near the west entry of the Straits, was an untried and unknown emperor, when Cæsar arrived at it by accident 641 years before Christ, which it could scarcely have been, if any Grecian vessels had ever sailed in the way to the Cæsareis, which was, by every hypothesis, situated beyond the Straits. [Herod. L. iii. c. 115; L. iv. c. 152.] Polybius observes, [L. xvi. c. 24.] that, even in his time, (three centuries after Herodotus) though there was a considerable trading intercourse with the people living on both sides of the Straits of Abydos, (now the Dardanelles) there were very few who passed the Straits of Hercules; there was little intercourse with the nations living in the extremities of Europe and Libya (or Africa); and the outer sea (the Atlantic ocean) was unknown, that is to say, unknown to the Greeks, who knew the Straits of Abydos, for surely it was well known to the Phœnicians of Gadir. And this observation of so judicious and faithful an author is a decisive proof, that the trade to Tar- tessus, so accidentally stumbled upon by Cæsareus, was not kept up by the Greeks, and that there was no Grecian commerce with Britain. Strabo also says expressly, [L. iii. p. 257.] that the Phœnicians of Gadir monopolized the trade to the Cæsareis, even after the Romans had vessels on the Ocean; though he seems therein to have left fight of the trade carried on across the Channel, which will be noticed in due time.

Were it necessary to add any further proof, it might be observed, that Timotheus, Eratosthenes, and the writers before them, knew very little of Spanish or Gallic affairs, and felt little of Germany, Britain, and the Getae and Ballaric sa-
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It is impossible to assign a date to the commencement of the British commerce; but the well-known adventurous spirit of the Phoenicians may warrant a conjecture, that they made voyages to our islands soon after their settlement at Gadir. As there was apparently no other country lying north or west from Spain but the British islands, which produced tin, it has been generally allowed, that those which the Greeks, in imitation of the Phoenicians, called the Kaffiterides, or Kattiterides, (islands of tin) were the islands of Silley, or the south-west extremity of Britain. And these were first discovered by Midaicrtus*, a Phoenician navigator, apparently of Gadir, whose name this important discovery has immortalized. He found the islands abounding in tin, an article then so very valuable, that his countrymen most anxiously concealed the route to this new-found mine of wealth from all others; and, for many ages, they enjoyed the privileged and unknown monopoly of a very lucrative trade with the natives of the Tin-islands, from whom they received tin, lead, and hides, in exchange for earthen ware, brazen ware, and falt†. [Plin. L. vii. c. 56—Strabo, L. iii. p. 265.] From the cautious secrecy of the Phoenicians, it is very probable that the trade was carried on for several centuries, before the most distant hint of the existence of such a country could have reached any of the Greeks, who, with their Roman transcribers, are unfortunately the only authors now remaining to conduct us through the deep obscurity of antient British history‡.

* Midacris (or Midacritus) was the commander of Ptolemy's fleet, and wrote a book upon harbours; and, it may be supposed, he could know very little of the islands in the Atlantic ocean. But Eratosthenes was a man of extensive learning and great industry; and being librarian to Ptolemy Euergetes, he had the command of the greatest library in the world, which may well be presumed to have contained every Greek book worth transferring. We may, therefore, be assured, that, if any knowledge of the British islands could have been found in the whole circle of Greek literature, Eratosthenes would neither let it escape him, nor neglect to make a proper use of it, in a work professedly geographical.

† Bochart observes, that Midacritus is a Greek name; and he substitutes for it the Phoenician name of Melcatus: [Geog. facia, L. i. c. 39] but, granting this, the most sanguine advocate for British antiquity cannot presume to carry up the discovery of the Caffiterides to the age of that Melcatus, or Hercules, who, according to the most antient Phoenician writers, Sanconitho, lived in the earliest ages of the world.

‡ Strabo mentions these exchanges in the present text. But, I believe, he copies from antient authors, as the state of the trade was much altered before his time.

§ In the early history of Britain two propositions have been assumed as historic truths, which ought previously to have been proved:—1) that the tin used in all the countries adjacent to the Mediterranean, was brought from no other part of the world but the Caffiterides, which appears not to be true;—and, 2) that the Caffiterides were the islands now called Silley, which, though much more probable than any other hypothesis concerning those islands, still is not absolutely uncontroversial.

The authority of Herodotus has been very unfairly, or at least very inadvertently, adduced, as proving that all the tin used in the eastern countries was carried from the Caffiterides. This misinterpretation of the words of Herodotus carries the commencement of the trade beyond the era of Moses, by whom tin is mentioned, [Num. c. 31] as it is also repeatedly by Homer. But such a supposition, totally unsupported by Herodotus, (See p. 42 note) is proved to be erroneous by several authors of good credit. Several parts of Spain produced tin and lead. [Strabo, L. iii. pp. 219, 220—Plin. L. xvi. c. 10—Scriban. deurb. no. Tartass.] Tin was found among the Drangae, a people near
the head of the Indus, and in the province of Nan-kin in China. [Strabo, L. xvi, p. 1035—Diod. Sic. L. ii, § 36—Theocritus, V. ii, p. 127.] There was also an island in the Indian sea, called Callifera, for its abundance of tin. [Stephan. & urb.] The island of Bansa, on the call side of Sumatra, produces great quantities of excellent tin, which affords a considerable revenue to the Dutch. [Suarton's Account of an embassy to China, V. i, p. 305.] Quere, If it is the Callifera of Stephanus? The opinions respecting the position of the Caffiterides may be reduced to three—the one that they were some small islands adjacent to Spain; the other that they were those now called the Azores, or Western islands; the third that they were the Silly or the south-west extremity of Britain, or perhaps both of these. But this no islands near the west coast of Spain, which includes the modern Portugal, are of any consequence; nor is there the slightest authority for supposing, that any of them ever produced tin; though Don Joseph Cornde, and some other Spanish writers, have, with great labour and ingenuity, but in direct contradiction to Ptolemy, Diodorus Siculus, and Strabo, endeavoured to prove, that the Caffiterides were the small islands on the west coast of Spain, which seem to be those called by Pliny [L. iv. c. 22] the two islands of the gods, and distinguished from the Caffiterides. The Azores being situated in the middle of the Atlantic ocean, above 600 geographical miles from Spain without any intervening land, it was absolutely impossible for the bell of the ancient Mediterranean navigators to find the way to or from them: and no one, who adverted to the timid crossing of the ancients in the Mediterranean, [see Ancane lit mariarissimam] where, if they ventured to pass across out of sight of land, they were sure of falling in with some land on the opposite continent, will suppose they would venture to launch out in the boundless ocean in search of islands, which if they missed, they would most probably have been swept away by the trade-winds to the West Indies. Even modern navigators, with all their superior advantages of excellent instruments, accurate calculations, correct charts, and improved knowledge, besides lofty masts which enable them to see distant land, sometimes miss islands. Also, we cannot but suppose it possible, that the Azores could be discovered by the Romans, the most ignorant and awkward sailors in the Mediterranean, and they were till more ignorant and awkward in the Ocean, as appears by their mismanagement of Caesar's fleet on the coast of Kent. Yet, we know for certain from Strabo, [L. iii, p. 275] that the Romans, by persevering in repeated trials, which could only be repeated costly voyages in various directions, actually discovered the Caffiterides: and there needs not be better proof against the identity of the Caffiterides and the Azores, which, moreover, produce no tin, nor have the smallest appearance of having ever produced any. [L. iii, c. 115] Though Herodotus [L. ii, c. 115] acknowledges his ignorance of the situation of the Caffiterides, yet he very pretitiously clasps them with the unknown countries in the northern parts of Europe. Ptolemy, an author copied by Strabo, [L. iii, p. 219] and apparently also by Diodorus Siculus, [L. v. § 52] says, that tin is produced in a country north of Luizitania (Portugal), and in the Caffiterides, and is also brought from the British islands to Mafilia. Diodorus Siculus, [L. v. § 22] also describes the people near Bellerium (Cape Cornwall) as the miners and fellers of the tin, wherein he exactly agrees with the description of the natives of the Caffiterides in other authors. It is a most worthy of remark, that he gives them the character of being more civilized than the other Britons, in consequence of their intercourse with foreign merchants. Diocles the navigator of the Ephesians, [v. 564] the wealthy sons of the illustrious Iberians, dwell in the Hafirides, the native country of tin, (Hafirides, Oeotrymides, and Caffiterides, appear to have been sometimes used synonymously. See Euhathie Comment, in Diepy,) and he immediately pales to Britain and Ireland—Strabo [L. ii, p. 181; L. iii, p. 105] describes the Caffiterides as producing cattle, tin, and lead; and he places them in the great ocean, to the northward of the Arabians, who occupied the north-west part of Spain (now Galicia), and in the same climate, or latitude, with Britain. All these authors wrote before the Romans began to make any conquests in Britain—Pomponius Mela [L. iii, c. 12] places the Caffiterides in the Celtic sea, which name can only apply to the sea adjacent to Gaul, Britain, and the north part of Spain, the countries occupied by the Celtic nations. Fabius Rufus Aquensus, in an account of the Oeotrymides, prefently taken from Himilco, the Carthaginian discoverer, is so confused and ungeographical, that it is impossible to fix their situation. But the mention of the islands of the Hiberni, and Albiones, (apparently Ireland and Britain) as being near them, their mines of tin and lead, their leather boats, the commercial spirit of the people, and the retired of the Tarheans, Phoenicians (of Gadir) and of the Carthaginians, answer so well to the descriptions of the Caffiterides by other authors, and also to the Silly islands, that we may believe Richard of Giraudus, (who, though a late author, yet, writing from Roman materials, may be ranked among the antients) when he says,

548—The Lydians have already been remarked as a civilized people, who paid some attention to commerce; but it was chiefly of that passive kind which prevails in countries possessing rich mines, where the
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sovereign and the nobles; or proprietors of the mines, are enormously rich, and the people in general miserably poor. Though the riches of Croesus, king of Lydia, have become proverbial, his subjects were content with very simple houses; for, in the royal city of Sardis, the few which had brick walls were thatched with reeds, and the great bulk of the houses were built of them entirely. This antient and opulent kingdom, was now reduced by Cyrus, king of Persia, to be a province of his growing empire. But still the great nobles were allowed to retain their wealth; and we find mention of a Lydian in the following age, called Pythius, who was esteemed the richest man in the world, next to the king of Persia. [Herod. L. i. c. 84; L. v. c. 101; L. vii. c. 27.]

543—The inhabitants of Phocaea, a Grecian city on the Asiatic coast, were a commercial people, and the first of the Greeks who traded to remote countries, performing their voyages in long vessels of fifty

[L.c.e. 63] that the Sydiles (Silly islands) were called also Olymynides, and Cassiterides. Moreover, in Richard's map the Pyrenean mountains run far into the sea, (as described by Mele in his account of Spain) extending to within about 100 miles of the south-west part of Britain, and only about 60 from the south part of Ireland; and the Cassiterides are featured at about equal distances from all the three.

From an attentive consideration of all circumstances, I believe, it will appear most probable, that the Tin-islands, or Cassiterides, of the ancients were the islands of Silly, or the south-west part of Britain, which, being deeply indented by arms of the sea, must have appeared like islands to the first discoverers; or, perhaps, both these were included under the same general name. The Cassiterides being described by Diodorus Siculus, Strabo, Ptolemy, and Solinus, as appendages of Spain, or opposite to it, need not forfeit the fame of the ancients, if they were not equally sufficient to the regularity of the ancient geographers, though Ptolemy even goes so far as to fix them by their precise latitude and longitude within a small distance of the north-west part of Spain, when we consider that the same geographer describes the Ebusa (Wetern islands of Scotland) as appendages of Ireland, and very far distant from that part of Scotland, from which they are separated only by narrow sounds; that Pomponius Mele places Thule (Shetland) close upon the coast of the Belgae, or near the mouth of the Rhine; and that Strabo, the detail of the ancients, describes Britain, Ireland, and Thule, as appendages of Gaul, to say nothing of greater errors in his geography of countries nearer to his own. Neither is it a very material objection, that some authors mention both the Cassiterides and Britain, as producing tin, and as unsubservient to each other. For it is reasonable to suppose, that the name of Cassiterides (or Tin-islands) became obsolete when the real name of the island was known, and when the Cassiterides, after the destruction of Carthage and the conquest of Spain by the Romans, being no longer the great emporium of the tin trade, were lost sight of by writers; though they still retained their supposed place in geographical descriptions, and were copied by every succeeding geographer, as Frizeland, another island of disputable position, has been in later times. The position of the Cassiterides by Ptolemy, Diodorus, and Strabo, answers to no other place so well as the south-west part of Britain, or Silly; for there is no other land producing tin and lead, situated in the latitude of Britain, and to the northward of Spain, and divided from it by the Ocean, a name not to be applied to the channels between the main land of Spain and the petty islands adjacent to it. For these reasons, though the accounts of the Cassiterides be obscure, as may be expected of a relation coming down to us from hand to hand by means of the later Greek writers, subjects of Rome, wherein the only people qualified to give information had found an interest in withholding or perverting it, I venture to consider it as almost certain, that the modern Cornwall, and the Silly islands were the staple of the first foreign trade of the British islands, and were called by the Phenicians, the Tin-islands; and by the Greeks, as soon as they heard of them, Cassiterides, or rather Kassiterides, and Kattiterides; and it may be observed, that the word is not genuine Greek, but Phenician. See Bichat, Geog. fact., ed. 650.

We need not suppose it impossible, that Cornwall should be called by a name inferring it to be an island, or islands, when we recollect the name of Peloponnesus, (the island of Pelop) in ancient Greece, and the islands of Thaenct, Parbeck, Portland, and Dogs, in modern England, none of which are, strictly speaking, islands.
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oars, in the management of which they were very expert. Before this
time they had made voyages to both the coasts of Italy, to Kyrmnos, (call-'
ed by the natives, as now, Corfica) where they had lately settled a co-
lony, to the south part of Gaul, and even to Spain. Encouraged by the
wonderfully-prosperous voyage of Colæus, they had even passed the Pil-
lars of Hercules, and traded to Tarteflus, where they were received very
favourably by the king of the country, who, being desirous of bring-
ing a competition of traders to his dominions, and apprehending no
danger from strangers whose only object was commerce, endeavoured
to attach the Phœceans by the offer of a tract of land in his country.
This, however, they declined; but, by the very advantageous trade, which
they carried on with the Tarteflans, their city flourished exceedingly,
till it was destroyed by the army of Cyrus.

So determined were the Phœceans against living under subjection to
a foreign prince, that in the course of a day, which was granted them
by Harpagus, the Perſian general, to confider of a surrender, they em-
barked the whole of their families and all their property that was move-
able onboard their veffels, and left their empty city to be taken posie-
sion of by the Perſians. Being diſappointed by the jealoufy of the Chi-
ans of a fettlement in fome small iflands in the neighbourhood, they
again put to fea, and bound themfelves by an oath never to return to
their native country, till a large ftone, which they threw into the water,
fhould rife up and swim upon the furface. In this fpirit they launched
out in the Mediterranean, and arrived at Corfica, where they fettled
among their countrymen, who had been eftablished there about twenty
years before. [Herodot. L. i, cc. 163, 164, 165.—Jufinus L. xiii, c. 3.]

538.—For above three centuries after the increafe of their population
by the arrival of Elifá, the Carthaginians had advanced in a fteady,
quiet, and progrefsive, augmentation of their commercial prosperity, and
in that happy historical obfcurity, which infers, that they were not di-
turbed by wars of any confquence. The redundance of their popula-
tion during this period put forth abroad in peaceable commercial fettle-
ments*; and the iflands of the Mediterranean, the north and ftith
hores of all the weft part of that fea, and even the shores of the Ocean,
were overfpread and enlivened by Carthaginian colonies. From the
total-deftroyal of the Carthaginian records we are deprival of all know-
ledge of the history of those colonies, excepting fuch of them as happened
to come in collifion with thofe of the Greeks: and an infance of that
type now attracts the notice of historians. The Phœceans, who had lately
arrived in Corfica, became very troublefome neighbours to the former

* The invitation of the Phœceans by the Tartef-
fian king to fettle in his dominions seems to infer,
that the Carthaginians had not begun to make any
hoftile encroachments on the natives of Spain: if
they had, he would have thereby been warned of
the danger to be apprehended from allowing fo-
ereigns to eftabliffh themselves too near him.
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...) inhabitants, among whom there was a colony of Carthaginians, and another of Tyrrenians. In order to suppress the piracies of the Phocaeans, the Carthaginians and Tyrrenians provided a fleet, each of the allies furnishing sixty vessels. The Phocaeans with a fleet, also, of sixty vessels, met them in the Sardinian sea. In the engagement forty of the Phocaeans' vessels were destroyed or taken, and the remaining twenty had their rostra, or beaks, shattered, and were rendered useless. Notwithstanding the original inferiority, and the almost-total destruction of the Phocaean fleet, the victory is ascribed to them by Herodorus, (who indeed calls it a Cadmean victory) [L. i. c. 163-167] and seemingly also by Thucydides. [L. i.] But with all our veneration for the two oldest and most respectable of the Grecian historians, it is impossible for the most inattentive reader not to be struck with the gross incon sistencies of this narrative. We are not told of any loss sustained by the allied fleet; and yet one hundred and twenty vessels were vanquished by the remaining twenty Phocaean wrecks! I say nothing of the superiority, which every thinking person will suppose, that the Carthaginians especially must have possessed in the construction of their vessels, and in their naval tactics, nor of the utter improbability of their being so flamefully vanquished on their own element: neither do I lay any fire upon the suspicious circumstance of three fleets, of sixty vessels each, being fitted out at the same time, as if by a general agreement *; but proceed to consider the consequence of the battle, which was, that the surviving Phocaeans and their families with their remaining vessels abandoned the island entirely, and found settlements near the south end of Italy. This is an incontrovertible proof that the Phocaeans were completely defeated; which, if it needs any corroboration, has the testimony of Diodorus Siculus, who says expressly, [L. v. § 13] that the Phocaeans, after occupying the island for some time, were expelled by the Tyrrenians.

A colony of Phocaeans who, according to some authors, were a detachment of those who were expelled from Corsica, failed to the south coast of Gaul, where they founded Massilia (Marseilles), a city, which has in all ages kept up a high character as the seat of science, commerce, and naval power †. [Strabo, L. iv, p. 270—Mela, L. ii, c. 3—Justini L. xiii, c. 3.]

The Tyrrenians, Etrurians, Etruscans, or Tuscan, appear, from the hints to be found in antient authors, to have possessed the greatest part, if

* Neither have I troubled the reader with the miracle, which followed as a suitable appendage to this wonderful victory, which in its circumstances is very like a story extracted from Phyllus by Polybius as a glaring instance of partiality.

† Eustathius, probably following Timaeus, dates the foundation of this flourishing commercial city in the forty-fifth olympiad, or, about 600 years before the Christian era. It is indeed probable that it was built by a Phocean colony in more ancient times, as related by Justini, and that the refugees from Corsica made to considerable an addition to the original colony, that their arrival was afterwards considered as the commencement of the state, which appears to have been also the case with some other communities. Herodotus, though willing to do all the honour in his power to the Phocaeans, has not a word of Massilia.
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not the whole, of Italy before the Trojan war. They sent colonies into the neighbouring islands, and were sovereigns of the sea in a very early age. [Diod. Sicul. L. i, § 68—Liv. Hift. L. v, c. 33.] The cities of Pisa, and Labron or Liburn-um, which retained their original names, with little or no variation, to the present day, the later being now called Livorno (and by us Leghorn) and which were among the most prosperous trading communities in the middle ages, were two of the many flourishing cities founded by them in very remote times. Their alphabet is thought by some learned men to be the most antient of all those whereof specimens have come down to us. The arts and sciences were cultivated to an astonishing degree of perfection among them, as appears by innumerable specimens, still remaining in many cabinets in Italy and elsewhere*. And as it is known that they were powerful at sea and had many colonies, it is at least probable that they carried on a considerable commerce†. It was from them that the Romans learned the art of war, and, in short, all the knowledge that they acquired previous to their conquest of Greece.

The kingdom of Babylon had flourished for some centuries in great splendour and opulence; but, from want of records, the sources of its wealth are unknown to us. It was now subjected by Cyrus, whose dominions were more extensive, and his power much greater, than those of any monarch who had ever lived before him. The only action of his life, falling within the plan of this work, was an establishment similar to the modern post, whereby the most speedy intelligence was conveyed throughout the whole extent of his vast empire. It is probable, that the good of the roads, and the houses of accommodation for travelers at convenient distances, were owing to this institution of Cyrus. Of these houses, which are, perhaps, the fame which are now called carvenfereia, there were one hundred and eleven between Sardis, the capital of Lydia, and Sura, the residence of the Persian kings, on a road of 450 parasangs, or 13,400 Greek stadia‡, which are nearly equal to 1,340 geographical miles. [Herod. L. v, c. 52.]

* A very great variety of specimens of their sculpture and pottery may be seen in the numerous plates of Dempfler's Etruria regalis and Guir's Mefow Strifium. A most magnificent display of the Etruscan arts from the museum of Sir William Hamilton has since been published by Mr. D'Har- carpur. And improved copies of many Etruscan vases, &c. have lately been made in England by Mr. Welwood.

† Homerus is said to have visited the coasts of Spain and Etruria in a Grecian trading vessel. [Herodot. Vit. Homeri.] It was a custom in Etruria to subject bankrupts to the scorn of the boys, who, ran after them with empty purses in their hands. [Herodot. Pol. ap. Athen.] Such a custom must have been an excellent remedy against voluntary bankruptcy.

‡ These numbers are the totals as given by Herodotus. Owing to errors of transcribers there is
524—The conquests of Cyrus having reduced Tyre and the neighbouring Phoenician communities to a state of vassalage, the whole of their shipping was thenceforth liable to be pressed into the service of the Persians, who had no naval force, but what they obtained from their vassals and allies. Cambyses, the son and successor of Cyrus, having conquered Egypt, and thinking himself capable of governing the whole world, ordered the Phoenicians to proceed to Carthage, and to reduce it under his obedience. But they, though his vassals and tributaries, had the courage to refuse obedience to his order, alleging how impious it would be in them to attack their own colony: and Cambyses did not venture to provoke the resentment of those in whose hands his only naval strength lay, by inflicting upon their compliance. Thus were the Carthaginians rescued from the calamities of war, perhaps from ruin, by the only considerable naval force in the world, besides their own, being in the hands of their friends. Happy would it have been for the Persian land forces, if they also had been incapacitated from undertaking the expeditions commanded by their frantic sovereign. The main division of his army, with a most astonishing perseverance of obedience, attended him in an expedition against Ethiopia, till they were driven to the dreadful necessity of devouring a tenth part of their own number. The other part of the army, being ordered to destroy the temple of Jupiter Ammon, penetrated into the desert on the west side of Egypt, and were never more heard of; the probable supposition being, that they were all, to the number of fifty thousand men, buried alive under the drifting sands.

The Carthaginians, happily situated beyond the reach of the desolating swords of the conquerors, who successively overthrown the empires of Asia, had probably, during some ages, enjoyed a state of general tranquillity and commercial prosperity. Here, therefore, I propose to collect such notices of their manufactures, commerce, and nautical discoveries, as I have been able to glean from the authors of antiquity, though I cannot pretend to place them in chronological order.

It is reasonable to believe, that most, if not all, of the manufactures of Sidon and Tyre were transplanted to Carthage: and even the scanty and malicious notices of their enemies universally acknowledge the superiority of the Carthaginians in works of taste and elegance. Their coins, some of which are preferred in cabinets and copied in engravings, are the only specimens of their workmanship, which the present age can a disagreement between them and the particulars, which has puzzled the commentators. Some of the ages are evidently omitted.

* At least so we may infer from the silence of the Greek and Roman authors, who thought nothing worthy of being recorded but war and slaughter. Justin, indeed, says [L. xlviii. c. 17.] that the Carthaginians were afflicted with the pestilence and civil wars, and that, to appease the offended deities, they had recourse to the abominable wickedness of offering human sacrifices, not sparing even their own children. But all Roman authors upon Carthage must be read with difficulty: and Justin's civil wars are apparently contradicted by the superior authority of Arrius. [De repub. L. lvii, c. 11.]
posibly see; and they are equal to the best productions of the Greek and Roman mints, when they had attained the highest degree of perfection in sculpture and picturesque representation.

The women of that part of the Carthaginian territory, which was near the lake Tritonis, wore goat-skins stained red. Perhaps the beautiful leather, which we call Morocco, is a continuation of the same manufacture*. The Zygantes, another African nation, besides having plenty of the honey prepared by bees, had a much greater quantity made by the hands of men, which must have been sugar (perhaps not brought to a grain) prepared from the liquor of the sugar-cane; [Herod. L. iv, cc. 189, 194] and this is, I believe, the very first notice of sugar to be found in history.†

We know few particulars of the ships of the Carthaginians, which, we may, however, be assured, could be nothing inferior to the very best then in the Mediterranean sea; as they were acknowledged by Polybius [L. i, cc. 7, 16, 20] to be possessed of hereditary pre-eminence in nautical science, and the undoubted dominion of the sea. Their ships carried carved figures on their heads or their sterns, as ships do now, and as probably the ships of other nations did then. According to Aristotle, they were the first who sailed their ships of war from three to four rows of oars.

They appointed two commanders to every ship, the second being to succeed the principal in case of death. This second officer seems answerable to the mates in our merchant ships, or the second captains of the French. The appointment being noted as a singularity of the Carthaginians by Aelian, [Var. hist. L. ix, c. 40] it may be presumed, that other nations had no such establishment for securing a succession of command, and, indeed, there is no such second officer mentioned in that part of the Rhodian law (even when assumed in later times into the Roman code) which assigns the share, or pay, of each man onboard a ship, the pilot being therein rated next after the commander.

The Carthaginians were well acquainted with the advantages of constructing harbours, or wet docks, completely sheltered from the violence and ravages of the sea, by digging them entirely out of the main land,

* The manufacture of Morocco leather in those parts of Africa was noticed in the early part of the fourteenth century by Abulfeda, and in the commencement of the sixteenth by Leo Africanus; and this in modern times in the Proceedings of the African Association, and in Park's Travels.

† This information, being undoubtedly derived to Herodotus from the Carthaginians, may be fairly presumed to carry the fact to at least 500 years before the Christian era, and is therefore above 2500 years older than the mention of sugar by Nearchus, or that by Theophrastus, which is sometimes adduced as the earliest notice of it.

That the sublimity, mentioned by Herodotus, was no other than sugar, is pretty certain from the uniform practice of the Greek and Roman writers, who had no other word than honey to express sugar, till they got the genuine name of sacchar from the East. The learned Caius, in his note on the passage of Strabo, [L. xiv, p. 1016] where Nearchus is quoted, has collected a variety of instances of the name of honey being applied to sugar, when it is expressly said to be made from cane: and the canes themselves were called honey canes ('canae melis') by the writers of the middle ages, when they were beginning to be cultivated in Europe. See Fulcand. Hist. Sicul, col. 258, ap. Maurator Suri, V. viii.
and securing them by walls, quays, or keys, for their vessels to lie at when loading and discharging: and they called such harbours by an appellation, which has come down to us under the hellenized name of Kthon or Cothon *. [Strabo, L. xvi., p. 1190, ed. 1707.—Servius in Virg. 
Aen. L. i. v. 431.]

We are told by the orator Aristides, who lived so late as the second century of the Christian era, that the Carthaginians had a kind of money made of leather. As they were not in want of the precious metals, such leather money must have been a kind of promissory tickets or notes, somewhat of the nature of modern bank notes.

The Carthaginian territory, which comprehended the north front of Africa from the Straits to the border of Cyrenaica, a province of the Macedonian kingdom of Egypt, was remarkably fertile; and we may be sure that the cultivation of it was not neglected. The produce of some parts of this extensive coast was so luxuriant, that the Carthaginians jealously prohibited strangers from landing, lest the sight of so delightful a country should allure them to attempt making settlements on it. Besides furnishing corn and other provisions for the capital city of Carthage, and many other great towns on or near the coast, this rich country supplied corn and other articles in great abundance for exportation.

South from it lay the boundless interior country of Africa, which appears to have been better known to the Carthaginians, than it is now to us amidst the haze of discoveries, of written and of printed information: and there can be little doubt, that they carried on an extensive, and mutually-beneficial, trade with the swarthy inhabitants of those vast regions.†

* The construction of wet docks has been revised in the present age; and it is one of the ancient arts, of which the moderns have affixed the honour of being the original inventors. It is, however, very probable, that the method of locking in the water by gates is a modern improvement, and a very capital one, on the Carthaginian wet dock.
† Mago, a Carthaginian author, wrote a treatise on agriculture, which was thought worthy of being preserved, when all the other books found in the libraries of Carthage were presented to the African princes, and being translated into Latin under the authority of the Roman senate. He is quoted by Varro, Columella, and Phulp. Leo Africanus describes a book, extant in his time (A. D. 1566) in Barbary, called the Thesaurus of agriculture, which had been translated from the Latin when Manet was king of Granata. [Leo Africanus, p. 80, ed. Edin. 1632.] Quere, if this might be the work of Mago, returned to Africa, where it would be more useful than in Italy?

Some of the other Carthaginian writers, whose names only have escaped the wreck of time, were besides Hanno and Himilco of whose works we have some mutilated transcriptions or fragments, Philinus, Cistenius, Eumuchus, Procles, and the great Hannibal. The works of Charron, a Carthaginian historian, who are told by Spada, described the tyrants of Europe and Asia, and wrote the lives of illustrious men and women, if they had come down to us, would have been a most valuable addition to our stock of ancient history, especially as an antidote to Grecian and Roman misrepresentation. The excellent comic poet Terence, though ranked among Roman writers, was a native of Carthage.

It cannot be thought foreign to the plan of this work, yet hardly to observe here, that the constitution of Carthage was esteemed one of the most perfect in the world by so great a master in the science of politics as Aristotle; who remarks, that there had never been any commotion fo violent as materially to disturb the public tranquillity, or to enable any tyrant to suppress the liberty of the people, and establish arbitrary power. [Arist. de repub. L. ii. c. 11.]
‡ We may presume, that they had commercial intercourse with the Negroes, before they employed.
With respect to the commerce of the Mediterranean, which the other Phœnician communities, the Greeks and their colonies, the Tyrrhenians, and the rest of the inferior trading nations, shared with them, we know few or no particulars, further than that after the decline of Tyre the greatest part of it was in the hands of the Carthaginians. The shores and islands of the western half of that sea had been in a great measure settled by their own colonies, or those of their Tyrian ancestors, before the Greeks began to extend their navigation and colonies to Sicily and the south part of Italy.

We learn from Strabo, [L. iii, p. 265] that the Phœcinians of Gadir were the first who traded to the Calliterides, and that they carefully concealed the route to them from all other navigators. It follows of course, that those islands were unknown to the Carthaginians for at least some time. The Carthaginians, vexed to see themselves outdone in any point of commercial knowledge or enterprise, defirous of sharing in the advantageous trade of the Calliterides, and eager to discover the whole extent of the world, ordered two voyages of discovery to be undertaken at the same time. They seem to have known nothing of the situation of the country they wished to find, except that it was beyond the Straits in the Ocean; but as all islands, accessible to the ancient navigators, must have been in sight of other lands, they concluded, that by exploring the coast of the Ocean both northward and southward, it must certainly be discovered. Therefore they ordered Himilco to direct his course northward from the Straits, and Hanno to pursue the opposite course along the western shore of Africa. Both commanders executed their orders; and both published accounts of their discoveries. That of Himilco was extant in the fifth century, when some extracts of it were inserted in a geographical poem by Rufus Festus Avienus, from which we learn that he arrived in rather less than four months at the islands of the Oestrymnides (which were two days sail from the large sacred island inhabited by the Hibertians, near to which was the island of the

them as mercenary solders; and they had them in that capacity in their army in Sicily about 480 years before Christ. [Probus, Strat. L. i, c. 11.]

Herodotus [L. ii, c. 32] describes a great river on the south side of the African desert, running from west to east, and a city on its banks inhabited by Negroes. This river we now know to be the Niger. But its course was reversed by succeeding writers, who affirmed that it ran west to the Atlantic ocean; and it remained a subject of doubt and dispute, till the late laborious and dangerous journey of Mr. Park added a new proof of the superiority of the information conveyed to us by the venerable father of history, which, there can be little doubt, came to him from the Carthaginians: for the story, received by him through a long series of relations of various nations and languages, of five reliefs young men having fet out from the country of the Nafamoncs, they knew not whither nor wherefor, to explore the desert, is quite improbable; whereas, if we compare it with the knowledge, which, it appears from Herodotus and other ancient authors, the Carthaginians had of the continent of Africa, we need not hesitate to ascribe the discovery of the River Niger to their trading caravans. It must be observed, that this great river is called Nil-l-abared, and that the Mauritanian prince Juba, as quoted by Ammianus Marcellinus, fixes the head of the Nile on the authority of Phœnician information, in the west part of Africa, as Ptolemy also does those of two rivers, which he calls Gir and Nigir. The Gir, he observes, is said to be absorbed at the eastern extremity of its course; but he says nothing of the termination of the Nigir. His two rivers running to the east are apparently taken from different accounts of the one great inland river of Africa.
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Albions) where they found copious mines of tin and lead, and an high-spirited and commercial people, who used boats covered with leather.

This description, though the position of the islands is described in a manner remarkably obscure, answers to no other country so well as our British islands; and it is extremely probable, that Himilco established a Carthaginian colony, and settled the first commercial intercourse between Britain and Carthage.

The object of Hanno's voyage being to make discoveries, and establish colonies, on the west coast of Africa, 30,000 people embarked with him in 60 ships of 50 oars each. On various parts of the coast he founded at least seven towns, or trading posts, whereof the farthest, reckoning as many days' course beyond the Straits as Carthage was within them, was on a small island lying in a bay, to which he gave the name of Kerné (or Cerné), and apparently that which is now called Mogadore.

* Dionysius Periegetes describes the islands of the Helperides (which he seemingly places near to Britain) as the native country of the tin, inhabited by the wealthy sons (or dependents) of the illustrious Iberians, who were apparently the people described by Skylax and Avienus, as living near Gadir, beside the Jaffa river. From the ancient Iberians Tacitus conjectures the Silures (the old inhabitants of South Wales) to be descended. [Via Agric. c. 11.] The chief island of the cluster near the south-west extremity of Britain is called Sigedelia in Antonine's Maritima Itinerary, Silura by Solinus, [c. 24] Siline by Sulpicius Severus, [L. ii.] and is now called Silley. Avienus says, [Ora maritima, v. 113.] that the Tartelians (so he calls the people of Gadir) were accustomed to trade with the Oerlaimides, and both add, that the inhabitants of the islands of Carthage also went to them, which seems to infer the establishment of a permanent colony. It appears extremely probable, that the Helperides, Oerlaimides, and Carthelians, are but different names of the same cluster of islands, the chief one of which got the name of Silura, Sillieni, or Silley, which name now comprehends the whole: and, if so, Avienus perfectly agrees with Strabo, who says that the first voyages were made to these islands from Gadir.

The settlement of a colony of farmers must have required a more extensive territory than the Silley islands, though they may perhaps have been much larger formerly than now. [See Whistler's Hist. of Manchester, p. 385, et seq., where in p. 392 by one fathom of water we must understand one fathom of depth, and not of breadth.] The probability of such a settlement corroborates the supposition, that the Phoenicians of Gadir and Carthage considered the extremity of the main land of Britain as a part of the islands. [See above, p. 45. Note.] Ocampo, a Spanish author, has composed a Routiere of Himilco's voyage; but, as his only foundation is the obscure and mutilated work of Avienus, it is almost needless to say, that it can only contain ingenious conjectures in place of satisfactory elucidation.

† Of Hanno's voyage we have only a Greek translation, or rather abridgment. We may therefore suspect the number of people to be erroneous, as it is not probable that so many would embark before the coast was explored, the stations for the new colonies chosen, and the plan of the emigration and settlement duly arranged. As the numbers increased, the vessels must have carried 500 persons each, besides provisions, materials for buildings, and other bulky stores. Mr. Le Roy endeavours to account for the great number of passengers in each ship by observing, that not many days elapsed before the number was lessened by the settlement of Thracium, that in a short time all the proposed settlers were landed, and that, as they undoubtedly failed in the finest season of the year, the people would find no inconvenience in living upon deck. [Nouveaux des anciens, p. 192.]

‡ Polybius, who sailed along the coast of Africa, Kerné [ap. Plin. L. vi. c. 31] as opposite to Mount Atlas, and about a mile from the main land; and with him Ptolomey nearly agrees, who plainly places Kerné north from the Fortunate islands or Canaries. These marks, and the consideration, that the Carthaginians would probably not make as much real distance on an unknown coast as on a known, coast, may almost fix the much-contested position of Kerné, which can answer to no other place so well as the little island of Mogadore, the harbour of which is a small bay between it and the coast of Morocco. It is wonderful, that men of learning, with the clear evidence of Polybius and Ptolomey, and some other antient authors, before their eyes, should let their fancy run so wild, as to take the considerable island of St. Thomas, almost under the equinoctial line, or Madeira, also
Kerné Hanno proceeded southward along the coast inhabited by the Negroes for 20 years, during which, according to the computation of a day's course by Herodotus, he may have run 1,820 miles, or 1,300, as Skylax calculates the course. In his way he discovered some islands, two days' course from the continent, called Gorillas by Hanno's interpreters, and by later writers Gorgades, and apparently the same which have been also called the Hesperides, the Fortunate islands, and Canaries*, being the only islands of any consequence visible from the main land of Africa*.

* Several attempts have been made to fix the area of the voyages of Himilco and Hanno, which, proceeding upon erroneous principles, must have erroneous conclusions. Because Hanno and Himilco are mentioned together as Carthaginian generals in the time of Agathocles, a Sicilian king about 330 years before Christ, the naval commander may be the same. Because Pliny has said, that the voyage was performed, when the Carthaginians were at their greatest prosperity, and the Carthaginians had some success in a war against Agathocles, that must surely be the time. The obvious objection to the first argument is, that Hanno and Himilco were names in common in Carthage as John and Thomas are in this country; and to the second, that the Carthaginians enjoyed great prosperity for several centuries, before they were known to the writers of Rome, in whose ideas prosperity confided in working the misery of millions. The account of Hanno's voyage is quoted in the work upon mercurial things, ascribed to Aristotle, but with more probability believed to be the composition of his pupil Theophrastus, who flourished about 350 years before the Christian era. From Herodotus we learn, that the Carthaginians carried on a trade with the natives of the west coast of Africa (which will be noticed presently) apparently founded upon the discoveries of Hanno, which must have been before the age of Herodotus. Several of the towns built by Hanno, and some particulars of the trade carried on with the Negroes, apparently at those towns, are mentioned in the geographical work, which we have under the name of Skylax. If it were certain that those parts of the work were the genuine composition of that Skylax, who was in the service of Darius Hyllad-
According to authors quoted by Strabo, [L. xvi, pp. 1182, 1185] the Tyrians (i. e. Carthaginians) had planted colonies along the western shore of Africa to the extent of thirty days' course; and there were 500 of their towns on that coast, a definite number being used for an indefinite time, which infers that there were many; though 100 trading posts would be abundantly sufficient for such an extent of coast.

When the Carthaginians arrived at Carné, their custom was to land their goods, and store them in tents on the beach, whence they carried them over to the African shore, in boats or small craft. They exchanged wine, the ointments of Egypt, the eartken ware and tiles of Athens, and other manufactures, for hides of cattle, deer, lions, elephants, and other wild animals, which abound in that country, for ivory, and probably, though not mentioned, for gold or gold dust. A part at least of this trade was carried on at a great city of the Africans, to which the Carthaginians navigated. [Skylax.]

There was another branch of the African trade, apparently more remote, which I shall relate in the words of the father of history.—The Carthaginians report, that there is a country in Africa beyond the Pillars of Hercules, in which, when they arrive, they land their merchandise, and range it along the shore. Then returning onboard their ships, they announce their arrival to the natives by making a smoke. Those immediately repair to the beach, and having laid down a quantity of gold beside the goods, they retire a little way back from the shore. The Carthaginians then land, and examining the gold, if they think it a satisfactory price, they carry it off: if not, they return onboard, and the natives add to the gold, till the sellers are satisfied. Neither party offers the least injury to the other, nor will the Africans touch the goods, till the Carthaginians declare their satisfaction in the price by receiving the gold. [Herod. L. iv, c. 196.]

This narrative of so honourable a commercial intercourse, which seems to be continued down to the present age †, from an author, far superior for

† The same silent trade is still carried on by the Moors of the west coast of Africa with the Negroes on the River Niger, perhaps the descendents of those with whom the Carthaginians traded; and the same commercial honour and strict integrity on both sides still regulate their intercourse. At a fixed time a large caravan of Moors arrives at the appointed place of the trade, where they find gold dust bid down in separate heaps. Beside each of these they lay down such quantities of cutlery and trinkets as they think equivalent, and next morning they find their goods carried off, if approved, or else a diminution of the quantity of gold dust. [Shaw's Travels, p. 302.—Caringenbo in Purchas's Pilgrimages, p. 810.] The relations
authenticity and impartiality to any of the Roman writers, may serve as
an antidote against their wretched calumnies of Carthaginian perfidy,
Carthaginian falsehood, treachery, &c. continually repeated by them;
and inconsiderately echoed by many modern writers.

The trade carried on upon the west coast of Africa, of which we can
only glean these few hints, was undoubtedly the fruit of Hanno's dis-
covery. We must regret, that the intercourse with the countries dis-
covered by Himilco, with which the most antient history of our own
island is apparently very closely connected, is buried in still deeper ob-
curity. But it is very evident, that these two voyages on the Atlantic
ocean added almost a new world to the commerce of the Carthaginians,
which was the more lucrative, that they had the trade almost free from
foreign competition; and the southern branch of it, which may be pre-
sumed to have been entirely without a rival, appears to have been affli-
cuously cultivated, and long persevered in.

Such is the poor account, which I have been able to collect from an-
tient authors of the greatest commerce, that ever was carried on by any
nation of the western world from the dawn of history till times com-
paratively modern; a commerce, which, by the unrivalled extent, and
the judicious management, of it, relieved all nations of their superflu-
ties, supplied all their wants, and everywhere dispensed plenty and com-
fort; whereby, through the good offices of those universal agents and
 carriers, the Indian, the Ethiopian, the Negro, the Briton, and the Scy-
thian, living in the extremities of the world, and ignorant of each other's
existence, contributed to each other's felicity by increasing their own.

524—At this time commerce with its usual supporters, the arts and
sciences, appears to have made considerable progress among the Greeks,
and particularly among those of Asia and the islands, who were in gen-
eral opulent and powerful at sea; at least, we may consider them as
such, if compared with their ancestors. Polycrates, who, from a private
situation, had raised himself, by means of the wealth inherited from his
father, to the sovereignty of Samos, a considerable island near the coast
of Asia, possessed such a naval force, that, besides his usual fleet of one
hundred vessels of fifty oars each, he fitted out forty triremes, which he
sent to assist Cambyses in his expedition against Egypt, not as a vassal,
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but as an independent ally. Herodotus, whose testimony, in all matters wherein only Greeks are concerned, outweighs an hundred of such authors as Casio Rhodius, says expressly, [L. iii. c. 39] that, to the best of his knowledge, Polycrates was the first of the Greeks, after Minos, who conceived the design of establishing a naval force, sufficiently respectable to command the sea, by which the Ægean sea must undoubtedly be understood *; and the sovereignty must as certainly be restricted to a superiority over the other Greek states; for he could never pretend to come in competition with the Phœnicians, who, though deserted by their subjection to the Persian empire, possessed more commerce and shipping than all the Greeks taken together.

The Samians were famous for their manufactures of gold and silver ware †, and fine earthen-ware, which, like the china or porcelain of modern times, was in high request for the service of the table many ages after this time at Rome ‡. A particular earth of Samos, supposed to possess some medicinal virtues, was also exported. [Plin. L. xxxv, cc. 12, 16.] Thence, with their corn and fruit, which were abundant, formed the cargoes, which the Samian merchants exported as far as Egypt, and, at least once, even as far as Tartessus. (See above, P. 34.) With respect to the progress of the mechanic arts in this island, it will scarcely appear credible, that the engineers of Samos were capable of perforating a high mountain with a tunnel of eight feet in height, and as much in breadth, and of the length of seven furlongs, containing an aqueduct, which supplied the town with excellent water. They also constructed a mole of great height, which ran out a quarter of a mile in the sea, to protect their harbour ||. In such works the Samian artificers, whom I shall have further occasion to mention, excelled all the rest of the Greeks. [Herod. L. iii. c. 60.]

The people of Chios had some trade and shipping; and it was the apprehension of suffering by the too near neighbourhood of rival traders, which made them reject the proposal of the Phœnicians, when they abandoned their own city, for the purchase of some small islands belonging to them. The art of inlaying iron was invented by Glauce an artist of this island.

The natives of Ægina had been a commercial people some centuries ago, as has been already observed; and they still retained that character. According to Callimachus, they became sovereigns of the sea

---

* If the testimony of Herodotus needs to be supported against Cælor, Thucydides and Strabo may be adduced.
† Théodorus, a Samian goldsmith, was so famous, that a golden pelta, made by him, was reckoned one of the most precious articles in the palace of the kings of Peræa. [Ov. Met. L. xii., L. xii.]
‡ Pliny [L. xxxv, c. 12] ascribes to Euchir and Engrammæ, two Samian artists, the honour of introducing, in Ægina, the manufacture of the beautiful earthen-ware, for which that country was so famous.
|| The remains of these wonders of ancient art are still visible, and agree with the description of them by Herodotus.
509 years before the Christian æra. Most of the other islands had at this time some shipping and trade.

514.—Darius king of Persia, desirous of an opportunity to display his warlike prowess, resolved to invade the Scythians of Europe, in order, as the Greeks tell the story, to revenge upon them an invasion of Asia by their ancestors about one hundred and twenty years before. For this purpose he collected a fleet of six hundred vessels, furnished by his maritime allies of Phœnicia, Ionia, and the islands; but the transportation of his army was effected by the ingenuity of Mandrocles, a Samian engineer, who constructed a bridge connecting the European and Asiatic shores of the Thracian Bosphorus. The wife conduct of the Scythians, who defeated Darius without fighting him, made him next look to the eastward for an extension of his empire. Previous to his expedition he fitted out some vessels at Calparys (a town on the River Indus, or Sind) under the command of Skylax of Caryandia, whom he directed to explore the banks of that river and the maritime country westward from its mouth. He performed his voyage in two years and a half, and concluded it (n. 506) in that part of the Red sea, whence the Phoenicians in the service of Necos king of Egypt had set out in the circumnavigation of Africa. This Skylax is believed to have been the original author of a geographical work, still extant, which if really his, is older by some centuries than any other work professedly upon geography, which has come down to our times. The report made by Skylax stimulated the ambition and the avarice of Darius, who made himself master of the whole fertile and populous country south-east of Persia to the Ocean, and apparently as far as the Indus. The territory acquired in this expedition constituted the richest province of the Persian empire. [Herod. L. iv. c. 44, 84, 87; L. iii. c. 94.]

Darius seems to have undertaken the conquest of the Indian territories adjacent to Persia, partly with a view to promote the commerce of his subjects, and to facilitate their intercourse with a country, which has in all ages been a principal object of commercial attention, as well as of military depredation. This appears the more probable from his resuming the undertaking of a navigable canal between the Nile and the Red sea. The canal, originally planned by Seostris or his son, was afterwards carried on by Necos, but abandoned, as already related. It branched off from the eastern mouth of the Nile a little below the separation of its streams, and following the level of the country, terminated in the Red sea about forty miles below the head of its western branch.

* This work, which is quoted with the name of Skylax by Aristeles, [Politic. L. vii. c. 14.] has had the misfortune to be so much corrupted by the interpolations of the afterages, that its authenticity has been questioned by some critics; and others have ascribed it to another Skylax of Caryandia, who lived about 352 years later: but this opinion rests chiefly upon the laterages of some passages, which are probably interpolations.
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Its breadth permitted two triremes to pass each other, and its length required four days to navigate it.

If the Phœnicians ever had any colonies in the islands of the Persian gulf, as is supposed by some authors, the settlement of them may be perhaps placed about this time, when Darius king of Persia, who was sovereign of Phœnia, and the north coast of that gulf, with the adjacent coast as far as the Indus, appears to have been desirous of establishing an extensive commerce in his dominions, for the management of which he could find none so proper as the Phœnician merchants. The existence of Phœnician colonies in the Persian gulf appears to be founded chiefly upon two islands in it being called Tyrus or Tylus, and Aratus, as is supposed, from Tyrus and Aratus on the Phœnian coast, and upon the ruins of some temples, said to be built in the Phœnician manner, being found upon them. Strabo, however, says, the people of those islands reversed the story, and claimed the honour of being the ancestors of the Tyrians and Aradians of the Mediterranean coast. [Strabo, L. vii. p. 1170—and see Bochart, Geog. Sacr. col. 689.] But it must be acknowledged, that there is no very good authority for any connection between the Phœnicians and any people in the Persian gulf.

Tylus appears to have been rather occupied by the Egyptians, as it is called an Arabian island by an antient author; and its inhabitants were a commercial, or at least a maritime, people, who built vessels of a kind of wood (perhaps the teak of India) so durable, that, after remaining above two hundred years in the water, they were perfectly found and undecayed. [Theophrastus, L. v. c. 6.]

Some idea of the value of money in those days may be obtained from the amount of the revenue of the Persian empire under Darius. It was then almost at the zenith of its power. It extended from the Ocean on the south to the Scythian deserts on the north; and from the banks of the Indus it stretched west to the Ægean and Euxine seas, and to the confines of the Carthaginian territories in Africa. The twenty dependent satrapies or governments, into which the countries conquered by the Persians were divided, yielded a revenue amounting to 14,560 Euboean talents of silver, which, together with some payments in kind, scarcely exceeded three millions of our money; a sum not equal to the annual subsidy, which in our own times has been given to a foreign prince for the pay of his mercenary troops by an island, inferior in population and extent to some of the satrapies of the Persian empire. It is evident, that the necessaries of life could be purchased for a very small
quantity of silver, when such a revenue not only sufficed to the sovereign
of one of the greatest empires known in ancient history for the purposes
of government, the maintenance of a standing army, the indulgence of
luxury, and the display of unrivaled magnificence, but also enabled
him to lay up vast treasures. This account is furnished by Herodotus,
[L. iii. c. 89] apparently from an authentic record. He also informs
us, that the proportional value of gold and silver was as one to thir-
teen.

508. From the affairs of the East our attention is now called to the
West by the first intercourse recorded in history between the Romans
and Carthaginians. A treaty of friendship, or, as far as a covenant
with such a people, as the Romans then were, could be so called, a
commercial treaty, was concluded in the time of Brutus and Horatius*,
whose names stand in the first year of the Roman lift of confuls. As
it is the most antient commercial treaty now extant, and also the most
antient authentic monument of Roman or Carthaginian history, and is
not a hundredth part of the length of a modern treaty, it undoubtedly
merits to be inferred entire in commercial history. Polybius has given
us the words of it, which he copied, as exactly as the then obsolete
state of the language would permit, from the plate of br这种方式, on which
it was preferred in the Capitol. In English it is as follows:

Let there be friendship between the Romans together with their
allies and the Carthaginians together with their allies, on the follow-
ing terms and conditions. Let not the Romans nor their allies nav-
igate beyond the Fair promontory †. If they be driven by storms, or

* According to Livy, Horatius was the fac-
coffer of Spain's Lucius, who succeeded Bru-
tus, or of Brutus himself; for he leaves it uncertain. Unless we will charge a wilful falsehood up-
on Polybius, who furnished about 150 years be-
fore Livy, and is beyond comparison more au-
thentic, we must believe, that Brutus and Horatius
were in joint authority at the conclusion of the
act with the Carthaginians, and at the confes-
sation of the temple of Jupiter Capitolini. Yet
Livy, and Dionysius of Halicarnassus, a writer even
more romantic than Livy, are the authors general-
ly followed by later compilers of Roman history.
On such authority we are told, that Collatius was
rewarded for his voluntary renunciation of the con-
fulship with a present of twenty talents out of the
public treasury and five talents out of the private
purse of Brutus, being together near five thousand
pounds of our money; a greater sum than the
whole Roman treasury of that time can be ration-
ally supposed to have contained. If this story were
credible, it would deserve a place in the text, as
throwing some light on the value of money. But
it is utterly inconsistent with the simplicity of life
and general poverty ascribed to the most diligent-
ed characters of the early Roman history. (See
a collection of instances of landable poverty by
Valerius Maximus, L. iv. c. 4.) About fifty
years after this time, when the Romans had col-
lected the plunder of several of the neighboring
towns, we are told, that the senate in a consulta-
tion fixed the bail to be given by the son of the
famous Cincinnatus, when accused of no less a
crime than murder, at 3,000 asses of br which,
and obliged ten of his friends to be securities for the
payment of so large a sum, which, taking it at the
highest calculation, was but a few pounds over
a tun of brass. [L. iv. L. iii. c. 13.] Innumera-
bale instances of such inconveniences might be
pointed out in the romantic part of the Roman
history.

† The point of Africa nearest to Sicily, called
also the Promontory of Mercury, and now Cape
Bon, as it is evident from the remark of Polybius
upon this treaty. Doctor Shaw, if he had con-
flated Polybius instead of Livy, need not have
been misled by the supposed identity of Candidum
and Calis to place this promontory on the west, in-
stead of the east, side of the bay of Carthage.
[Travels in Barbary, Ec. p. 142.]
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chased by enemies, beyond it, let them not buy or receive any thing, but what is necessary for repairing their vessels, and for sacrifice; and let them depart within five days from the time of their landing. Whoever shall come on the business of merchandize, let him pay no duties but the fees of the broker and clerk. Let the public faith be security to the seller for whatever is sold in presence of those officers; that is to say, whatever is sold in Africa or Sardinia. If any Romans come to that part of Sicily, which is subject to Carthage, let them have impartial justice. Let not the Carthaginians do any injury to the people of Ardea, Antium, Laurentum, Circæum, Tarracina, nor any of the Latins who shall be subject to Rome. Let them not attack the free towns of the Latins. If they shall take any of them, let them deliver it to the Romans free of any damage. Let them build no fort in the land of the Latins. If they make a hostile landing in the country, let them not remain all night in it.' [Polyb. L. iii, c. 22.]

It appears from this treaty, that the Carthaginians, as the superior people, had dictated the terms of it; and it is probable, that it was merely their mercantile jealousy, which prompted them to prohibit the Romans from trading to the rich countries lying around the bay of the Lefer Syrtes, which for their extraordinary fertility were called the Emporia, or the markets, though the Romans may not then have had any notion of attempting such distant voyages*. This genuine monument of antiquity also informs us, that the Carthaginians had some time before departed from the simplicity of their commercial system, and converted their mercantile polls into military garrisons for enlaving the people with whom they traded; and that Sardinia (of which Corsica, or a part of it, seems to have been an appendage) and also a part of Sicily, were reduced under their dominion. Their success in those encroachments brought on a thirst for conquest; and that brought on their ruin. But these matters will be more properly introduced afterwards. I now return to the East.

At this time the attention of the Grecian historians is engrossed by the war between the Greeks and Persians, which continued, with intervals of insincerepacification, till the Persian empire was entirely sub-

---

* About a dozen of years after this treaty a college of merchants is mentioned, as then established at Rome: but we have no other authority for it than Livy, [L. ii. c. 27.] who has perhaps antedated an institution esteemed ancient in his own time.

On familiar authority we are told, that a great quantity of corn, bought with money drawn from the Roman treasury, was imported from Sicily, on which occasion the celebrated general Coriolanus and some others proposed holding up the price of bread, in order to keep the populace in subjection.

Both these events are placed in an age wherein Rome knew nothing of trade, had no historian of her own, and had not attracted the notice of any foreign writer, at least, not of any one who has come down to our times, for her most important events.

† At this time according to Plutarch, in the life of Valerius Poplicola, in Rome a sheep was worth ten obols, and an ox an hundred obols, which last sum is equal to about half a guinea.
verted by the astonishing success of Alexander. The torch of war was kindled by the revolt of the Ionians, who dispatched Aristagoras as their ambassador to solicit the assistance of the European Greeks.

502—The wonderful proficiency of the Babylonians in astronomy in a very early age has already been noticed. The application of the same principles to the surface of the earth constitutes the science of geography, which describes the figure and extent of the various countries, islands, rivers, seas, &c. The artists of Babylon were probably those, whom the Persian monarchs employed to construct the maps engraved on plates of brass, which the governors or satraps appear to have received along with their commissions, and which contained the Persian dominions, or, as Herodotus expresses it, [L. v, c. 49] all the lands, seas, and rivers, in the world. Aristagoras, who before the revolt was a vassal king or governor of Miletus, carried his brassen map with him to Sparta in order to explain the facility with which the Greeks might make themselves masters of the Persian empire. But the Spartans, whose singular constitution rejected what they esteemed superfluous knowledge, as well as superfluous wealth and luxury, paid no attention to his geographical demonstration, nor would they listen to a proposal, which was to carry them a three-months journey from home*. Aristagoras had better success with the other states of Greece, and the Athenians in particular determined to assist the Ionians with twenty ships; and those ships, Herodotus observes, proved the source of the calamities, which afterwards fell upon both Greeks and Persians.

500—In a naval engagement on the coast of Cyprus, we are told, that the Phoenician fleet was defeated by that of the Ionians, among whom the Samians made the most distinguished figure. Nor need we wonder, that the Phoenicians, no longer the invincible sovereigns of the sea, but degraded to the condition of vassals of Persia, should be found inferior, even on their own element, to the Greeks, now fast rising to the character of an enlightened, free, and commercial, people.

497—The Ionians and their allies of the islands directed all their exertions to the improvement of their maritime power, on which they placed their principal dependence in their attempt to shake off the Persian yoke. They accordingly collected a fleet of 353 warlike vessels, whereof 100 were furnished by the island of Chios, 70 by Lebos, and 60 by Samos. These were opposed by 600 ships belonging to the maritime vassals of Persia, and chiefly under the direction of the Phœnicians. It is probable, that, if the commanders of the Grecian fleet

* When Herodotus [L. viii, c. 137] represents the Greeks a few years after this time as ignorant of every country beyond Delos, and believing that Samos was as distant as the Pillars of Hercules, the reflection must surely be confined to the Spartans, whose king Leuctchides was then commander of the Grecian fleet. It could not apply to the rest of the Greeks, who were in general acquainted with the sea; and it is difficult to conceive that even the Spartans could be so excessively ignorant.
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had acted with unanimity, they would have been victorious. But corruption and discord ruined their fleet. The Greeks were defeated (a°. 496), chiefly by means of the Phoenician naval forces; and the Persian fetters were riveted upon the Ionian states more firmly than before.

[Herod. L. vi. cc. 6-42.]

Darius, having suppressed the Ionian rebellion, determined to take vengeance upon the Greeks, and particularly the Athenians for their interference. The expedition conducted by his son-in-law Mardonius was defeated by a storm, which dashed 300 of his ships and 20,000 of his soldiers against the rocks of Mount Athos (a° 494). The next attempt was still more unfortunate. The battle of Marathon (a° 490), which raised the glory of Athens to the skies, and rendered the power of Persia contemptible in the eyes of Greece, is known to every reader of history.

The Athenians are now entitled by their attention to commerce and navigation to be considered as a naval power. By the advice of Themistocles, who used to say, that the war with Persia was not ended, but only beginning, they applied the produce of their silver mines to the improvement of their marine establishment. Being more desirous of military, than of commercial, pre-eminence, they took upon them to revenge the cause of Greece upon such of the islands as had yielded to the Persians. Aegina, though but a small rocky island, had long maintained a commercial and naval superiority over the other states of Greece. It had submitted to the Persians; and being thus obnoxious to the Athenians as an enemy as well as a rival, it was subdued by their fleet. They next suppressed the Corcyreans, a people, who, uniting merchandise with piracy, had long infilted the neighbouring shores of Greece, Italy, and Sicily, with impunity. [Plutarch. in Themist.—Corn. Nep. in Themist.]

The Athenians, in expectation of the storm which was to burst upon them from the East, persevered in the improvement of their fleet. They built two hundred vessels of a burthen superior to any hitherto ever seen in Greece; and their ships, and the valour of their soldiers and sailors, were, humanly speaking, the preservation of Greece from Persian slavery.

481—Xerxes, the mighty monarch of Persia and of a great part of Asia, the heir of his father's revenge as well as of his crown, could not enjoy his felicity, while he saw the small states of Greece independent of his overgrown empire. Having spent some years in preparation, he led several millions* of his devoted subjects of all ranks, sexes, and

* Herodotus [L. vii. cc. 186, 187] calculates the whole number of the men whom Xerxes dragged along with him to be 5,283,270, besides women, and eunuchs, of whose numbers no calculation could be made. Perhaps a large allowance ought to be made for Grecian exaggeration in this account.
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ages, to take possession of that country. His navy consisted of 1,207 triremes, or ships of war carrying three tares of oars, and 3,000 transports, which were all furnished by the nations bordering on the east part of the Mediterranean and Ægean seas and the south shore of the Euxine sea, all of whom were subject to him. Of the triremes the Phœnicians furnished 300, distinguished from the rest of the fleet by their velocity; and among them the Sidonian vessels were the best. Five vessels, furnished, and commanded in person, by Artemisia queen of Caria, were esteemed next to those of the Sidonians. The quota of the Egyptians was 200 ships; but it is reasonable to believe, that, on being taxed with that number, their money was employed in procuring them from the commercial people of Phœnia or Carthage. Smaller numbers were provided by the other subject states according to their abilities. [Herodot. L. vii, cc. 86-99, and 23.] The innumerable multitudes dragged after the standard of the Perian monarch, better calculated to settle an hundred populous colonies than to effect one conquest, were almost totally destroyed by famine, by the rigour of the seasons, by the winds, by their ignorance of the country which they invaded, and partly by the wise conduct and wonderful valour of the Greeks. About one third of the formidable armada, which the Ægean sea was scarcely spacious enough to contain, was wrecked on the coast of Thessaly; and most of the remaining ships were destroyed or taken in repeated engagements with the Greeks, among whom the chief praise was due to the Athenians, who on this occasion placed their whole dependence on their wooden walls *, and, as their city was destroyed, were very properly considered by Themistocles their general, as a floating nation.

480—The event of this memorable expedition was the very reverse of what Xerxes and his venial flatterers predicted. Greece remained free; and the empire, which he sought to extend, after being devoured by his innumerable army, and debilitated throughout its vast extent by the loss of its best men, was curtailed by the independence of the Grecian colonies in Asia.

This was incomparably the most brilliant period of the Grecian history, and the time, when the Greeks might with considerable propriety have ascribed to themselves the dominion of the sea. About this time also they attained, and for a considerable time supported, that high rank in literature, that superiority in the fine arts, and that ardent love of liberty, which have ennobled the Grecian character, and rendered it the object of respect and admiration in all succeeding ages.

* The Athenians, having consulted the oracle at Delphi, were told, that they must fly from their homes, and seek refuge within their wooden walls. They were much puzzled about the meaning of the response, till Themistocles (who had money, no doubt, procured the imaginary-divine approba-

of his own opinion) convinced them, that their ships were the wooden walls, to which they were to owe their preservation. [Herod. L. vii, cc. 140-143.] This was apparently the first occasion on which our favourite metaphorical appellation for a naval force was used.
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At the same time that Xerxes with the collected force of Asia suffered such ignominious defeats from the valour of Greece, the Carthaginians were seduced from their proper sphere of mercantile activity, and tempted to enter into plans of conquest, either by the entreaties of a fugitive prince expelled from one of the small Sicilian territories, as stated by Herodotus, or by a treaty with Xerxes, as alluded to by Diodorus Siculus, or by the co-operation of both causes. According to Herodotus, Amilcar, the Carthaginian general, invaded Sicily with an army of 300,000 men collected from the various nations of Africa, Iberia (or Spain), Liguria, Sardinia and Corsica (or Kynos), with a proportional fleet. The Grecian accounts, and (unfortunately we have no other) though differing widely in the particulars, agree in asserting that the Carthaginians were as unsuccessful as the Persians; that their whole fleet was burnt by a stratagem of Gelon king of Syracuse; and every man of them either killed, or referred to be the slaves of the Sicilian Greeks.

According to the speech which Herodotus puts into the mouth of Gelon, he possessed a very considerable maritime power; and he offered, on condition of being invested with the supreme command of the allied forces, or at least of the combined fleet, to join the Greeks with two hundred triremes and a great land army, and also to supply the whole united armies with corn during the Persian war. He at the same time referred to some advantages he had obtained in a former war against the Carthaginians. This must give us a high idea of the fertility and resources of the Sicilian territories. [Herod. L. vii, cc. 158, 160.]

477—The Athenians, whose maritime gallantry and conduct had been the chief cause of the defeat of Xerxes, still persevered in their attention to their marine. They improved their harbour called the Piraeus, so as to be capable of containing a large fleet within its fortifications; and they were henceforth regarded as the most powerful state in Greece. But it must be acknowledged, that their views were more directed to naval pre-eminence for the sake of conquests, than for the extension of commerce.

474—The confederated Greeks of Europe, Asia or Ionia, and the Islands, seeing the necessity of a joint flock to be employed for the general service in providing, victualling, and arming, their fleets, resolved that a contribution should be levied from each community. To adjust the due proportion, payable by every state, they unanimously chose Aritides, an Athenian general, who for his integrity was honoured with the title of the Half; a title infinitely more glorious than the frequently-profitted one of Great; and he, with the satisfaction of all concerned, fixed the whole sum at 460 talents, which is somewhat less than
£90,000 sterling. * [Toneyd. L. i.—Corn. Nep. in Arist.] Such was the sum which the free states of Greece found sufficient under the prudent and economical direction of Aristides †, to defray the annual expense of a successful war against the sovereign of the greatest empire in the world. Some time in the reign of Xerxes (who was murdered by one of his courtiers) a voyage of discovery was undertaken, to the command of which Sataptes, a noble Persian, was appointed, as a punishment for a crime committed by him. The voyage being intended to reverse the route of that performed by order of Necos, king of Egypt, Sataptes departed from the Nile, and passing the Pillars of Hercules, coasted along the shore of Africa, till he came to a people, whom he described as of very diminutive stature, and clothed in red garments, or Phoenician garments, or garments made from the palm tree ‡. But Sataptes, disliking his employment, returned home by the same way he had gone out, and was crucified for his reward. No better event could be expected of an enterprise, the command of which was esteemed, not an honour, but a disgrace. How very opposite were the Persian and the Phoenician ideas of war! [Herod. L. iv, c. 43.]

471—Cimon, the Athenian commander, with the confederate fleet of Greece, was everywhere victorious. He expelled the Persian garrisons from all the maritime towns of the Aegaean sea. Extending his victorious progress along the south shore of the Asiatic peninsula beyond the settlements of the Grecian colonies, he with 250 ships belonging to the Athenians and their allies encountered the Persian fleet, and took or destroyed almost the whole of them, whereby he made a prodigious addition to his fleet. On the very same day by a successful stratagem, wherein he employed his prize ships, he also defeated the land army of the Persians at the mouth of the river Eurymedon (a. 470.)

449—The Athenians continued to be in general successful in many naval battles with the Persians: and at last that triumphant republic dictated to the ambassadors of Artaxerxes, the no-longer-haughty monarch of Persia, the terms of a pacification, whereby he became bound never to send a vessel into the Aegaean sea, and to acknowledge the independence of the Greek colonies in Asia.

446—The Athenians having become the greatest maritime power of * This sum did not, as some suppose, include pay for the Grecian allied army. † Pay was not yet introduced into the Grecian service, because the character of soldier was not separated from that of citizen. [Gilliat's Life of Greece, V. ii, p. 63. ed. 1794.] But very soon after this war it was introduced. ‡ This honest statesman, who for some years managed the joint treasury of the whole Grecian confederacy, left not where with to bury himself: and the Athenians bestowed 3,000 drachms (L 96:17:12) on his two daughters for their portion. [Plut. in Arist.] † The Greek word φούσκψια bears all these meanings. The natives of Congo on the west coast of Africa use cloth made of the palm tree. [Par- chey's Pilgrimes, L. vii, c. 4, § 7.] And Captain Cook found some nations in the South sea dressed with cloth made of palmeto leaves.
Greece, and, if we may trust the uncontradicted evidence of Greek writers, of the whole world, without neglecting their warlike establishments, now turned their attention to commerce. Their merchant ships are said to have covered the sea, and traded to every port, while their ships of war rode triumphant in the Ægean and neighbouring seas.

The voluntary contribution, which the allies had charged upon themselves for supporting the Persian war, was still kept up, and even augmented, though the original cause no longer existed, and was paid to Athens, as a consideration for her protection, by the states of Ionia, and the islands, which were now rather the subjects than the allies of the Athenians. The tribute thus extorted, and the produce of their silver mines, together with the spoils of the unfortunate vassals of Persia, may be fairly presumed to have been the chief sources of the luxury, which from this time prevailed among them. For, as their narrow territory could not possibly produce many articles for exportation, and we have no authority to say that they were manufacturers, or that they understood the business of carrying the redundant productions of one country to supply the defects of another, they could not be much enriched by their commerce, which seems to have consisted of little more than the importation of luxuries from the different ports of the Mediterranean. One article of Grecian exportation, and apparently the principal one, was wine, of which they carried great quantities, put up in earthen jars, twice a year to Egypt. [Herod. L. iii, c. 6.]

445—Herodotus, the father of Grecian history, read his work, or some part of it, to a public assembly of the Athenians, who were so delighted with it, that they conferred on him a gift of ten talents (\$1,937; 10 sterlings) out of the public treasury; [Plut. de Herodoti magnitate, in Opp. ed. Xylandri, 1599, p. 862] a prodigious fortune, when about twopence of our money was sufficient for a person's daily support, and sevenpence was an ample and honourable allowance for the expenses of those of superior rank. [Wallace on the numbers of mankind, p. 125.] Herodotus is not only valuable as the oldest Grecian historian extant, but also as a geographer, his work containing an account of all the countries then known by any of the Greeks. In his geography he is frequently more accurate than writers, who lived in times vastly more enlightened, and wrote expressly upon geography. He saw with his

* The description of the Caspian sea by Herodotus is a remarkable instance of his geographical superiority. He says, that it is an inland sea, or lake, which has no communication with any other; that its length would require fifteen days, and its greatest breadth eight days for a vessel with oars to traverse it; each day's course being 700 fathoms, or about 70 geographical miles. [Herodot. L. i, c. 203, L. iv, c. 86.] Strabo, Mela, Dionysius, Pliny, and Arrian, all affirm, that it has a communication with the Northern ocean; Ptolemy, though he misplaces it, yet truly calls it a lake. Herodotus had some knowledge of the black natives in the south parts of Hindoostan, and of their manufactures from cotton which he truly describes as growing upon trees. He also describes, from information obtained from natives of Africa, a great river in the heart of that continent, flowing from west to east, on the banks of which there was a city inhabited by black people. This
own eyes many of the countries, which he describes; and he was at great pains to obtain the best information; yet he acknowledges, that he could not discover the situation of the islands called Caltherides, from which tin was brought, nor that of the country, which produced the amber: a pretty clear proof, that the Greeks had no commerce, or intercourse with either of them. The cenfure thrown upon Herodotus as a superficial proceeds only from superficiality and ignorance; and his general veracity is acknowledged and respected by the most judicious and critical writers.

431—An interval of petty hostilities among the Greeks was succeeded by the Peloponnesian war, wherein the Lacedaemonians and their allies, supported by the wealth of the Persian empire, exerted themselves to wrest from the Athenians the sovereignty, which they had assumed over the maritime states of Ionia, the islands, and the whole of the neighbouring coasts. This was mostly naval war; yet the events of it had no other connection with commerce, than the usual consequence of interrupting and distressing it. It pressed with particular hardship upon the Phoenicians, who, as the principal maritime subjects of Persia, were obliged to furnish most of the naval armaments, whereby their shipping was in a great measure drawn off from its own proper destination to be subservient to the ambition of Persia and Lacedaemon. The war, after raging for twenty-seven years, was concluded (A.D. 404) by the destruction of Athens. The Lacedaemonians immediately assumed the same power over the maritime states, the abuse of which by the Athenians had been the pretence for the war, and they exercised it with such rigour, that the governments of the Persians and of the Athenians were thought very mild by those, who now groaned under their tyranny.

From the very imperfect knowledge, we have of the more valuable pacific and commercial transactions of the Carthaginians, we may venture to assign the present time as the era of their greatest commercial splendour. Their mother country was depressed by its subjection to Persia. The Athenians, after having expelled the Persians, and the Phoenicians as being their subjects, from the Grecian seas; and having reigned triumphant for seventy-two years, during which they engrossed the commerce of the Ægean sea, but with a more anxious solicitude

important geographical fact, wherein he is supported by the testimony of Pliny and Ptolemy, has been contradicted in later ages, even down to the very time that Mr. Park was absolutely engaged in exploring the course of this famous river, the Nilil-abeed, Joliba, or Niger, who has unquestionably ascertained the correctness of the information given us by Herodotus. [L. ii. c. 32.33. — Plini. Nat. L. v. c. 9; L. vii. c. 21.]

See the account of Mr. Park's travels in Africa, pp. 25, 53.] The Lacedaemonians raised the pay of their sailors from three oboli (not quite 4d.) to four oboli (about 5½d.). But this was not considered as necessary for their support, or as an equivalent compensation for their service; it was a mere waste of the Persian treasure, calculated to corrupt the sailors of their Athenian rivals, and to entice them to desert.
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exercised a dominion of avaricious tyranny over the nations bordering on it, were now humbled by the numerous enemies, whom the influence and tyranny of their prosperity had raised up against them. The Spartans, who had succeeded to the dominion of the Egean sea on the downfall of the Athenians, were ignorant of the commercial advantages, which a more enlightened people might have derived from it. Therefore now the Carthaginians seem to have had no rivals in the Mediterranean, and their ships might sail without interruption, or even competition, to every port in it.

394.—The naval battle at Cnidus deprived the Spartans of the sovereignty of the Grecian seas; and, if we consider the obliquity of their anticommercial prejudices, and their late ignorance of every branch of nautical knowledge, we must think it wonderful, that their valour could maintain the superiority so long.

370.—About this time flourished Plato, one of the most celebrated of the Grecian philosophers. Like other Greeks devious of knowledge, he traveled into Egypt *; where he and Eudoxus, who became a famous astronomer, having by an initiation of thirteen years acquired the confidence and goodwill of the priests of On, or Heliopolis, they imparted to them, as a special favour and a great mystery, the discovery, (apparently new to themselves), though long before known to the Babylonians) that the true period of the annual revolution was about six hours more than 365 days. Dionysius, king of Syracuse, invited Plato to his court; but soon after, being offended that he did not flatter him, he expelled him as a slave, at the price of five minae, or about sixteen pounds sterling. Notwithstanding this rough treatment, Plato ventured to accept an invitation from Dionysius the younger, who received him on his landing with the most distinguished honours, and for some time regulated his conduct by his advice. So highly sensible was he of his happiness in having such a counsellor, that, according to Diogenes Laertius, he presented him with a sum of money exceeding eighty talents (about £15,500 sterling). Thus we see, how very differently the same man was valued as a slave and as a philosopher. But some authors say, that Plato refused to accept the gift.

* Plutarch in the Life of Solon relates a report, that Plato's chief errand to Egypt was to diligently inquire into the laws and pursuits of the Egyptians, and to return to Athens with the most extended knowledge of the same, and to establish a school like that of the Egyptians, where they taught the sciences, together with the knowledge of the stars and the months, and the computation of the seasons. [Plato de leg., L. iv.]

† The Egyptians, from whom Herodotus learned their science of astronomy, had in his time apparently come no nearer to the exact length of the year than 365 days. The Greeks in general did not come so near: most of them, notwithstanding the improvements ascribed to Cleomedes and Hipparchus, were not very well correct in their calculation of years, and still more so in their plan of a well-regulated commonwealth, from which they excluded commercial pursuits and maritime power. [Plato de leg., L. iv.]
About the same time Eudorus, the fellow traveler and fellow student of Plato, improved science in Greece, by the introduction of the celestial sphere, by a reformation of the erroneous calculation of the year, (which however seems to have been little attended to) and by his writings upon astronomy, geometry, and geography.

351—The Sidonians, provoked by the intolerable tyranny of the Persian governors, confederated with the Egyptians to throw off the yoke. Their defection drew upon them the innumerable army of Persia, led on by the great king in person, to whom the city was betrayed by the treachery of one of the commanders of their mercenary allies, and, what is more surprising, by their own king. The conduct of the Sidonians on this occasion was the very reverse of the wisdom of the Tyrians when besieged by Nebuchadnezzar, and the determined resolution of the Phocaeans when they found themselves unable to relieve the army of Cyrus. In order to prevent any person from withdrawing from the defence of the city, they burnt the whole of their ships, (an action scarcely credible to a maritime and commercial people) by which rash conduct, and their insuperable aversion to Persian slavery, they were driven to the desperate resolution of setting fire to their own houses, and sacrificing themselves, their wives, and their children on the great altar of liberty composed of their whole city. Thus fell the great Sidon, after it had been, during a long succession of ages, the commercial capital of the East; and even its ashes, which contained great quantities of melted gold and silver, afforded a valuable prize to the enemy. It was afterwards rebuilt by such of its citizens as, by being absent on voyages, happened to escape the self-devoted extermination. But it never recovered its former splendour, and was more celebrated in after ages for its manufactures of glass, than for commercial enterprise or prosperity.

348—The Romans and their allies, who are not named, entered into a second treaty with the Carthaginians and their allies, of whom the Tyrians and Uticans are named. In this the navigation of the Romans was restricted to more confined limits than in the former treaty, they being only permitted to trade to the port of Carthage and the Carthaginian territories in Sicily, and prohibited from landing in any other part of Africa, or in Sardinia, unless compelled by necessity, in which case their stay was not to exceed five days. The Carthaginians were to enjoy an equal liberty of trade in Rome; and if they should take any Latin city, not subject to Rome, they were not to keep possession of it, but restatisfied with the plunder and prisoners.*

* Polybius, [L. iii. c. 24] gives the words of this treaty, but without the date. It must be the same which Livy [L. vii. c. 27] dates 348 before Christ. Livy lays, that the Carthaginians sent ambassadors to Rome to petition the friendship and alliance of the Romans; a mode of application rather at variance with the tenor of the treaty. Orosius [L. iii. c. 7] erroneously calls it the first treaty.
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338—The Romans, having subdued the Latins, got possession of six warlike galleys, which formed the navy of Antium*, a maritime town, and the capital of that people. Part of them they carried into their own harbours; and part, they burnt, and with their armed beaks, or rostra, they adorned their tribunal in the forum. So little did they know what to do with ships! This circumstance, if truly related, might induce us to believe, that the Carthaginians had not yet seen any reason to be very jealous of the maritime power of the Romans. [Liv. L. viii, c. 14.—Flor. L. i, c. 11.]

333—The commerce of the east end of the Mediterranean, after flourishing for ages in the hands of the Phoenicians and their colonists, had suffered for two centuries under the tyranny and commercial ignorance of the Persian satraps, when Alexander arose, whose immoderate ambition and astonishing successes were destined to change the face of the eastern world. That conqueror, sensible, that if he left the maritime provinces in the allegiance of Persia, he should run a risk of his communication with Greece being intercepted, his army and himself being cut off; or the war being transferred to his own country, instead of pursuing forward after the battle of Issus for the capital of Persia, turned his march southward along the shore of Phoenicia. The poor remains of the Sidonians and the other towns on the coast submitted without resistance, and even joined his forces against their own countrymen. But he met with a very different reception from the Tyrians, who offered to be his friends, but firmly refused to be his subjects. Alexander, astonished at such boldness in a community of merchants, threatened to destroy their city. The Tyrians on the other hand made every preparation for a brave defence, and shipped off great numbers of their women and children, confining them to the care of the Carthaginians, who were prevented by some domestic commotions from furnishing assistance to their parent state. In order to get at the siege city, Alexander, effectually what none but Alexander would have conceived the idea of undertaking. With the ruins of old Tyre and the timber of Lebanon he constructed a caufeway, or mole, across the rapid strait of half a mile in breadth, which divided the island from the continent, notwithstanding the strenuous opposition of the Tyrians, who omitted nothing, that valour, assisted by science and ingenuity, could perform. They employed divers to cut the cables of Alexander's ships; and they destroyed his works and his people by a fire-ship†, by flaming arrows, by balls of red-hot iron, by hooked poles, by nets, and by three-pronged spears with lines, such as are used for striking fish: and

* Antium appears from the first treaty between Carthage and Rome to have been subject to the latter 170 years before this time. See above, p. 64.

† This, if I mistake not, is the earliest notice of that engine of destruction. For a particular description of it see Strabo, L. ii.
when the Macedonians scaled the walls, they poured down upon them flowers of burning sand, which penetrated to the bone with excruciating torture. But after a gallant defence of seven months Tyre sunk under the collected maritime power of the East, and the attack of an enemy, who aspired to the conquest of the world: the city was destroyed, and the citizens were butchered or enslaved, except a few, who took refuge in a temple, and, according to Curtius, fifteen thousand, who were carried off by the Sidonians, repenting, but too late, of the part they had taken in the destruction of their friends (a. 332).

Thus fell Tyre, 'the renowned city, which was strong in the sea,' whose merchants were princes, whose traffickers were the honourable of the earth,' after opposing to the conqueror of the East, a more vigorous resistance than he experienced from the whole power of Persia. And it must be allowed, that her fall was more glorious to the vanquished than to the conquerors; and that Alexander, with all his military conduct, and persevering valor, could scarcely have accomplished the destruction of Tyre, if the other maritime states, instead of conspiring against her, and depriving her of the dominion of the sea, had united to repel the invader, and secure their own independence.

332—From Phoenicia Alexander marched into Egypt, which submitted to him without a blow. Though then but a very young man, his judgment perceived at once, what the highly extolled wisdom of Egypt had for so many years been blind to, that that country was formed by nature to command and unite the commerce of the whole world. No one of the many mouths of the Nile was capable of being formed into a harbour, fit to receive the shipping expected to frequent the defined port. But on a part of the shore, west of all the mouths, and almost uninhabited, where the Egyptian kings had built a fort to repel the pirates of antient Greece, he found a harbour, protected by the island of Pharos, and formed by nature for the situation of the commercial capital of the world. On this spot he immediately erected a city, which was carried on with a regularity of plan, and beauty of execution, hitherto unequalled, under the direction of Dinocrates, a mathematician and architect, who had been employed to rebuild the temple of Diana at Ephesus. Canals connected it with the Nile, and with the lake of Mareotis, or Mareotis, which afforded inland navigation to so great an extent of country, that Strabo thought the port on this inland sea more wealthy than that on the great one. Though the new city, which was called Alexandria, was soon deprived of the advantages flowing from the favour of its founder by his death; yet, by the fostering care of his suc-

* The general depth of the main channel of the Nile, is only from three to eight cubits. The boats of Ptolemy Lagus crossed the Pelusiac branch, by setting with poles against the bottom, which, in many places, has not three feet of water. Even the Canopic mouth, the largest of the whole, is remarkably encumbered with shallows. [Diod. Sicil. Olymp. ii. 18.—Struwe's Travels, p. 475, and Appen. p. 47. — Purchas's Pilgrimes, L. vi, p. 902.]
cellers, but much more by the advantages inseparable from its situation, it became, in time, the principal mart of the East. And it continued notwithstanding the convulsions of empire, to be, for many centuries, the point of union between the remotest regions of the eastern and western worlds.

331—Alexander, freed of all apprehensions from maritime enemies, by the defection of Tyre, and the submission of the other Phoenician communities, together with Cyprus, Rhodes, and the neighboring states, met with scarcely any opposition in his great design of subverting the Persian empire, which the decisive battle of Gaugamela effected. In the capital cities he found gold and silver to the value of thirty millions of pounds sterling. This sum, amounting to the revenue of many years, shows, that the Persian monarchs, with all their magnificence and prodigality were really economists, and that their expenditure was greatly within their income.

327—Alexander, having overrun almost the whole extent of the Persian empire, attacked and ravaged the country watered by the branches of the Indus, which is called the Panjáb. Having defeated some of the Indian kings in battle, he displayed his generosity, by permitting them to retain their own dominions, which he probably saw the imposibility of keeping in subjection to himself. Such conduct, however criminal in the eye of reason, was productive of some advantage, by conveying to the western world, in the works of several writers who attended Alexander, the earliest knowledge of many particulars of the state of that rich and populous country, wherein the arts and sciences had flourished for many centuries before they began to dawn upon Europe.

325—It was probably with a view to commerce, as well as to conquest, that Alexander undertook in person a voyage of discovery down the great river Indus. At the head of the Delta, of that river, he built a fort at Pattala, and also constructed a harbour, or naval arsenal. [Arrian, L. vii;—Agatharchides, L. v. c. 51.] This place was apparently the modern Tatta, four miles below the head of the Delta, and having the advantage of a vast inland navigation through a rich and populous country, together with easy access to the Ocean, and thereby to India and Persia.

* Having now gone through the history of the Persian race of kings, it is proper to observe, that I have been obliged to follow the Grecian writers, the account given by the modern Persian historians being so totally different, that it is utterly impossible to connect any event in it with the received histories of other nations, if we only except the conquest of the country by Seleucus, for he is called Alexander, The incidental notices of Persian affairs in the Bibs, have terrified the critics and chronologers, in attempting to reconcile them with Grecian history. The generally-received identity of Cyrus, the great friend of the Jews, with Kyratos or Cyrus, the great hero of Grecian history, and of Grecian and modern romance, is attended with great difficulties. The name of Ahaiarius has been given to at least three of the Persian kings of Grecian history. Nothe have the names or actions mentioned in the Bible any greater agreement with those related by the Persian historians. The supposition of Mr. Rich-ardson, that titles have been sometimes substituted for names, seems the only possible way to get out of the labyrinth.
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India, Persia, and Arabia, it became a celebrated emporium, and remained a place of considerable commerce, till the modern compendious voyages to the further parts of India carried most of the trade away from it.

When Alexander arrived at the Ocean, he ordered Nearchus, a Cretan officer, to take the command of the fleet, and proceed westward, along the shore, to the head of the Persian gulf. The voyage was accordingly performed, and accounts of it, and of the countries and people discovered in it, were written by Nearchus, and by Onesicritus, also an officer in the fleet.

Alexander proposed to dispatch Nearchus on a second voyage round the coast of Arabia and up the Red sea, that he might obtain more ample knowledge of the coasts of the Indian, or Erythraean, sea, for the purposes of commerce and government. But that expedition, together with all the ambitious projects, and also, as there is good reason to believe, the many commercial schemes of Alexander, were interrupted by his death, in the thirty-third year of his age (a. 324)*. This extraordinary man, who was neither fo perfect a character as his panegyrists make him, nor such a mere madman as others have rashly called him, appears to have been sensible of the great importance of commerce. It was impossible for him not to reflect, that the vast and populous empire of Persia, and all the nations he had ever attacked, either in Europe or in Asia, had sunk under his power with less opposition than he had met with from the single mercantile city of Tyre. The reflection could not fail to impress him with a very high idea of the resources to be derived from a flourishing and well-directed commerce; and of the great exertions, even of military force, which a community of merchants were capable of making, when compelled to employ their money, the fines of trade, and also of war, in the defence of their native country. The foundation of Alexandria has been already related: and many others of his actions shew, that, amidst all his plans of war and conquest, he never lost sight of a grand design of making the commerce of his subjects still more extensive than his empire. With this view he built about seventy towns in situations well adapted for commercial intercourse. With this view he opened the navigation of the Euphrates, the Tigris, and the Euxine, which were said to have been obstructed by the blind policy of pre-

* Among the western nations who sent congratulatory, or adulatory, addresses to Alexander, were the Romans, according to Clitarchus, an historian who attended him in his expedition, and, by Pliny's account, the second Greek writer who mentioned the Romans; the first being Theopompos, who only recorded the capture of Rome by the Gauls. [Pit. L. ii. c. 5.] Neither of these notices was very flattering to the pride of the conquerors of the world, whose romantic historian, Livy, has amused himself [L. ix. c. 17] with making up a list of Roman heroes contemporary with Alexander, who would have conquered him, if he had presumed to come in their way. Livy did not know, or was willing to forget, that the Romans were repeatedly defeated, not by Alexander, but by Alexander's veteran warriors, 7,000 of whom were in the army of Pyrrhus king of Epirus.
ceding sovereigns, in order to prevent the arrival of foreign vessels*. He had two vessels of five tiers of oars, three of four, twelve of three, and thirty vessels of thirty oars each, built by the Phoenicians, and afterwards taken afloat, carried over-land to Thaphacus on the Euphrates, there set up, launched on the river, and floated down to Babylon: and he built a fleet of vessels of the cypress wood of Babylonia, having procured carpenters, feauring people, and people acquainted with the capture of the purple shell-fish, from Phoenicia and Syria. He also constructed a harbour, capable of containing a thousand vessels, at the inland city of Babylon. Moreover ordered by his will, that harbours, and yards for ship-building, should be made in proper places throughout his empire; and that a great road should be extended along the north shore of Africa from Egypt to the Ocean, in which plan the conquest of the Carthaginian territories was to be included.

Alexander's voyages, the menudation of all his marches made by the best artists he could procure, and the information obtained by the men of science in his army, were the foundation of what knowledge the Greeks had of the geography of Asia, and probably also of general geography. His preceptor, Aristotle, in his work upon the heavens, [L. ii, c. 14] proves the earth, which we inhabit, to be a globe, the circumference of which was reckoned by mathematicians 400,000 stadia (about 40,000 miles). He also says, there is nothing improbable in the opinion of those who believe, that there is only one ocean, and that the Columns of Hercules (or the Straits of Gibraltar) are very near to India.

—Behold the earliest dawn, at least the earliest known to us, of that geographical science which, after a lapse of about eighteen centuries, shined up in Christopher Colon the ambition of being the leader of European navigators to India by a western course †.

In the important science of astronomy Alexander poured a copious stream of new light upon Greece by transmitting to Aristotle an exact copy of the celestial observations, which had been made at Babylon during the course of above nineteen centuries.

From the knowledge conveyed to Europe by the historians and artists in the service of himself and his successors, corrected and afflized by some very antient monuments of the literature and science of India, which have lately been acquired, we are enabled to form some idea of the antient state of that country.

* Such is the motive assigned for the obstru-ction of the streams by the historians of Alexander. [Arian, L. vii.—Strabo, L. xvi, p. 1098.] But as such obstructions are still kept up on the Euphrates and Tigris for the purpose of spreading the water over the adjacent level country, it is reasonable to suppose, that the antient dikes were constructed for the same useful purpose. [See Tavernier, V. i, p. 227—Voyages de Nicolas, V. ii, pp. 198, 307.]

† The passage of Aristotle here quoted, which shows that some others had also turned their attention to such subjects, is assigned as one of the chief foundations of Colon's belief of the practicability of a western voyage to India, in the seventh chapter of his history, written by his son.
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At the time of Alexander's invasion, the jurisprudence and police of India were regulated with admirable wisdom, matured by the accumulated experience of many centuries of civilization and established government. The large extent of the states or kingdoms, the perfection of their agriculture and manufactures, and the very flourishing state of the arts and sciences, afford evident proofs of this truth. Their fertile fields, and their judicious cultivation, produced annually two crops of grain of various sorts, whereof rice constituted the chief article of their subsistence. From rice they extracted a spirituous liquor, as well as from the sugar-cane; from which they also made sugar, which Strabo [ap. Strab. L. xv, p. 1016] calls honey of canes, its proper Indian name of facchar (sawap) being yet unknown to the Greeks. The rent of land was generally one fourth part of the produce. The agriculturists of the earth, together with their lands and their productions, were exempted from the toils, the dangers, and the ravages, of war. The valuable cotton shrub supplied them with clothing, which was chiefly calico, either pure white, or adorned with figures of various colours, such as is now worn by women of all ranks in this country, in imitation of the productions of the Indian looms. Their dress was also ornamented with gold and jewels. They used umbrellas, a simple and elegant defence from the sun and the rain, which we have just begun to enjoy, after it has been some thousands of years common in the East. Their roads were carefully kept in repair, and regularly furnished with milestones. Houses of reception for travelers (called coulturies at present, and probably then also) were estab-lished at proper distances. The interest of money was regulated by law, as was also the rate, or premium, due for the advance of money upon bottomry; circumstances which show, that commerce was well understood, and had long flourished. Their sculptures on the hardest gems, many of which are of very high antiquity and great elegance, and their ingenious works in various metals, and in ivory, were admired by the Greeks. Their architecture, military and religious, was on such a large scale, as could only be executed by great communities, living under regular governments. Their literary compositions, in the earliest ages to which our imperfect information extends, but many centuries prior to the irruption of Alexander, appear, by the specimens we have lately been favoured with, to be such as could only be produced among

* Dr. Robertson also considers the distribution of the people into distinct hereditary calls, who were bound by their religion invariably to follow the professions or trades of their ancestors, as a proof of very ancient civilization; [Historical diffusions, p. 226, ed. 1794] though the wisdom of such a policy seems at least very doubtful.

† In this commercial nation contracts for bottomry were not regularly legal till the reign of Charles I. How many centuries we were behind the Indians in commercial policy.

‡ The present age may also see and admire the gems in the great treasury of them, collected by Mr. Tallie of Leicester square. The legends on them are in the Sanscrit, which, though anciently the universal language of a great part of Asia, has long been known only to the most learned of the Brahmins.
a people of elegant manners, and cultivated taste, improved by ages of refinement. In moral and natural philosophy they are acknowledged to have been the masters of the Grecian fages, the greatest of whom, notwithstanding the vast length and labour of the journey, traveled to India, that they might drink the streams of wisdom and learning pure at the fountain. In the eminently-useful and most perfect science of ARITHMETIC they used the simple and comprehensive system of nine figures and a cypher, now common among us, which is infinitely superior to the tedious and clumsy numerical notation of the Greeks and Romans by letters. They also understood that more abstruse species of arithmetic, called algebra, which they appear to have communicated to the rest of the world. The rotation of the earth was known to them. Their astronomical calculations, which include the most profound knowledge of arithmetic and trigonometry, rise up to a height of antiquity, which may stagger credibility, and which, if infallibly proved to be genuine, (and they have stood the test of very strict examination by some great astronomers,) go far to overturn the authenticity of our generally-received most ancient chronology; for they exceed the antiquity of the Babylonian calculations by almost nine centuries. (See above, page 3.) And here it is proper to observe, that the fanciful figure assigned to the twelve divisions of the zodiac, appear, from recent discoveries of very ancient monuments, to have been copied by the Greeks, or their authors, from the Indian astronomers; though we have all along supposed them sprung from the fabulous mythology of Greece.

* * * According to a new though probable notion, maintained by M. de Villot, (Ann. dell'Accad. di Firenze, vol. ii., p. 524—537) our cyphers are not of Indian or Arabic invention. They were used by the Greek and Latin arithmeticians long before the age of Boethius. After the extinction of science in the West, they were adopted by the Arabians from the original MSS. and referred to the Latins about the third century; (Cohen's History of the Roman Empire, ed. 1791, vol. ii., p. 8, note.)

The celebrated Huet had nearly the same notion with Villot. He says, that, though it is the opinion of all learned men, that the numerical figures now in use were brought into Spain by the Moors, who had them from the Arabs, who had them from the Indians, and, though he agrees that the Spaniards learned them from the Moors, and they from the Arabs; he maintains, that the Indians learned them from the Arabs, and the Arabs from the Greeks, from whom they also derived all their learning: but they had so much altered the forms of the figures from those of the Greek numeral letters, that they can scarcely be recognized in their imitations of them (which, to be sure, is no wonder, for there is no likeness). And for all this he adduces the authority of Theophrastus, a Constanfpolitan writer of the

nieth century, who says, that the Arabs have retained the Greek numerals, having no other letters in their own language for marking numbers. (Huetinian, art. 48.) And so we are to believe, on the authority of Theophrastus, (' the father of many lies,' Gilson, V. lxxx., p. 255) that the Arabian merchants, who appear from the books of Genella and J. b., from Agatharchides, the Periplus of the Erythraean seas, Strabo, Pliny, &c. to have been the first, and, for several thousands of years, the greatest importers of Indian goods, and the band of connection between the eastern and western parts of the world, were destitute of figures to keep their accounts; till they learned them from the Greeks.

The Arabians, not long after their settlement in Spain, introduced this mode of notation into Europe, and were candid enough to acknowledge, that they derived the knowledge of it from the Indians. (Robertson's Diffusion, p. 288, ed. 1794—and see Montucl, Hist. de mathematiques, V. ii. p. 360.)

* There is a curious passage in Ammianus Marcellinus, [L. xxiii.] wherein he says, that Hyphasis, the father of Darius, traveled into India, and was instructed by the Brahmins (or Brâmanes) in the knowledge of the mundane system and the motions of the luna, as well as the pure rites of religion.
With all these high acquisitions in philosophy, literature, arts, sciences, and manufactures; in short, with every requisite of national grandeur and felicity, they carried the pacific virtues to such an excess, and consequently were so ignorant of the art of war, that in all ages every adventurous plunderer, who could collect fifty or a hundred thousand robbers under his command, and could firm the natural obstructions of rugged mountains and great rivers, has found it an easy matter to seize the wealth of an industrious and gentle, but effeminate, people. Yet, notwithstanding the frequent repetition of those robberies, the Indians, by the fertility of their soil, the frugality of their expenses, particularly in their subsistence, and above all, by the unrivaled excellence of their manufactures, and the greatness of their trade, though generally a passive one, have in all ages quickly recovered from the effects of the depredations, and soon become more wealthy than their plunderers.

Such were the people, whom the comparatively rude and ignorant Greeks infamously termed barbarians; in which they are followed by too many of the Europeans, even of the present day, who consider, as creatures of an inferior species, the descendents of artists and fages, who were unquestionably the teachers of those, from whom we derive our first knowledge of arts, science, philosophy, and letters.

Though the Greeks cannot stand a comparison with the people of the East in the depth of science, and far less in the perfection of manufactures, yet, till the reduction of their country by the Romans, they preferred a distinguished pre-eminence above all the nations of Europe, (unless the Etrurians ought to be excepted) in literature and science; while in the fine arts, and in most works of taste, they attained a degree of excellence, surpassing that of the oriental nations.

At this time, and probably for many centuries before, the southern

* National industry is a gentle, regular, and never-failing stream, producing a gradual and certain accumulation of wealth; whereas the hasty, splendid accumulation of conquest, is an inundation, which, after suddenly creating an ocean of superabundance, leaves behind it a ruined and barren desert.

† It cannot, however, be denied, that the Greeks of Alexander's age were wonderfully ignorant of many things, which they might have known from Herodotus. Had they attended to the information transmitted by him, they need not have suppos'd, that Alexander was the first, who, after their fabulous Bacchus and Hercules, reached the River Indus; they need not have suppos'd that river to be the Nile, because they saw crocodiles in it, nor have been terrified by the tides at the mouth of it; nor would Alexander have been in doubt, whether the Caspian sea was an inland lake, or a branch of the ocean. [See Herod. L. i. c. 207; L. ii. c. 111; L. iv. c. 44.]

For the history of Alexander, I have mostly followed Arrian. The sketch of the antient state of India is chiefly compiled from Arrian, Strabo, Pliny, &c. who have preferred fragments of the works of Nearchus, Onchocrates, Megasthenes, and other writers of Alexander's age; and I am indebted for the most of the recently-obtained information, to Doctor Robertson's elaborate appendix to his Historian an ancient India, to which the reader may apply for more ample information, and for the authorities.

† † The labour of Egypt, and merchandise of Ethiopia, and the Sabean, men of stature, were noted by Isaiah, [c. 45.] who lived 800 years before the Christian era; and Agatharchides, 650 years after him, described the Sabians as remarkably stout men, and the greatest merchants in the world;
Arabians, whose great proficiency in manufactures, science, and commerce, in the early ages has been already noticed, were the merchants who managed the commercial intercourse between the western parts of the world and India.  

*Hitherto no one had ever sailed from India to Egypt, neither had any person from Egypt ever ventured as far as India,* the utmost extent of their navigation being the port called Arabia the Blessed, or the Happy, in the country of the Sabians, a little way beyond the strait or mouth of the Red Sea, wherein all the rich productions and manufactures of India, and all those which were carried from Egypt, as well as the spices, aromatics, and other produce of the adjacent country, were collected and exchanged; that port being then, what Alexandria became in after ages, the commercial center of the eastern and western worlds.  

[Periplus Maris Erythrai, p. 156, ed. Blancardi.]

The Gerrhaeans, a Babylonian colony settled in that part of Arabia which lies on the south coast of the Persian gulf, were engaged in the same trade, and carried their merchandise in boats up the Euphrates to Babylon, and also as far as Thapacus, 240 miles higher up the river in the Palmyrenian territory, where they were landed, and thence dispensed by land carriage through all the neighbouring countries, [Ariobarzanes ap. Strabo, L. xvi, p. 1110—Gatapharchides, L. v, c. 50, ap. Ptolemy] and probably, by means of the Palmyrenian merchants, into Europe.

The foundation of the commercial city of Mysilia by a colony of Asiatic Greeks from Phocaea in the time of Cyrus has already been noticed. There is little or no mention of the early commercial transactions of the Mysilians in any history now extant; but it is probable that they went on in a peaceful career of commercial prosperity. It was about this time, or perhaps before it, that, emulous of the fame, and desirous of participating in the advantageous trade, of the Phoenicians of Gadir, and perhaps of the Carthaginians, in the remote countries unknown to the other Mediterranean nations, they determined, with a spirit worthy of a great commercial fate, to send persons properly qualified to make discoveries in the Ocean to the southward and northward of the Straits. Of the southern voyage we know nothing but the name of Euthymenes † the commander. The conduct of the more arduous northern expedition was committed to their illustrious citizen, Pythias, a philosopher and discoverer, whose works, if extant, would throw great
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The foundation of the commercial city of Mysilia by a colony of Asiatic Greeks from Phocaea in the time of Cyrus has already been noticed. There is little or no mention of the early commercial transactions of the Mysilians in any history now extant; but it is probable that they went on in a peaceful career of commercial prosperity. It was about this time, or perhaps before it, that, emulous of the fame, and desirous of participating in the advantageous trade, of the Phoenicians of Gadir, and perhaps of the Carthaginians, in the remote countries unknown to the other Mediterranean nations, they determined, with a spirit worthy of a great commercial fate, to send persons properly qualified to make discoveries in the Ocean to the southward and northward of the Straits. Of the southern voyage we know nothing but the name of Euthymenes † the commander. The conduct of the more arduous northern expedition was committed to their illustrious citizen, Pythias, a philosopher and discoverer, whose works, if extant, would throw great
light on the early history of British commerce. From the imperfect, disguised, and misrepresented, quotations of them to be found in several antient authors, we learn, that he coasted along the whole of the shore of Britain, where he remarked the extraordinary rise of the flood tides. From Britain he sailed in five days to Thule, which is evidently Shetland; and there he observed the great length of the days in summer, when the sun rose in three hours after his setting, as he actually does in the north part of Shetland. He even penetrated into the Baltic sea to the country of the Guttones, now called Gudaid, and the island called Abalu, and Baltia, (apparently the peninsula now called Samland) the shores of which produced amber, an article of luxury highly esteemed by the antients, among whom many fables were current concerning the country where it was found, and the mode of obtaining it. He also described the abundance of honey, for which the country is still remarkable, and the practice, still common in it, of making drink from honey, and from corn. He was the first man of Grecian origin who could nearly ascertain the place of the north pole in the heavens: and such was his astronomical accuracy, that his observation of the latitude of Maullia was proved, by that of the great philosopher Galen in 1636, to be within one mile of the truth: a difference which might be effected by the change of the buildings of the city in the course of ages. His theory of the tides, the very existence of which was scarcely known to any of the Greeks, appears, through the

* Pytheas could not well be later than he is here placed, because his work was quoted by Diogenes Laertius, who flourished about 210 years before Christ. [Strabo, L ii. p. 165.] He might be earlier, for the account of the Northern ocean by Hecataeus of Abdera, a writer contemporary with Alexander, is probably copied from him. The confused story of an island north of Greece, not far from Sicily, (the greatest of all the islands known to the Greeks) might perhaps be an embellishment by Hecataeus of the account of Britain by Pytheas. [Plin. Htg. nat. L iv. c. 15.—Albini Hist. anim. L xi. c. 1.—Dict. Sicul. L ii.] See also Bangerdwell, [Mem. de littéature, t. xix. p. 148] who thinks he must have lived before Aristotle.

† Eutyches, Polybius, Strabo, Pliny, Plutarch, Chlosides, Hipparchus and Aratus, Athenaeus, Geminus, Appollonius of Tyre, Artemidorus, &c.

‡ Eighty cubic, as copied from Pytheas by Pliny, according to the editions. [Htg. nat. L ii. c. 97] This being evidently erroneous, Dr. Fuddler, with great probability, supposes, that instead of octoginta in cubit (eighty cubic), the true reading ought to be octo vicent cubic (twenty-eight cubic), or 52 feet, the height to which the plying took actually rise at Brindisium.

§ The voyage of Pytheas has been misrepresented by antient ignorance in detracting from the extent of it, and by modern ignorance in enlarging it beyond the bounds of possibility. Because he said that he failed in five days from Britain to Thule, it has been supposed in later times that Thule must have been Iceland; to which a modern navigator, furnished with a compass and other instruments, and having a previous knowledge of the course and distance, may fail from the north part of Britain in about five days and nights. These critics did not consider, how many days would be necessary to creep through the utterly unknown and dangerous channels of the Orkneys, and from thence to Fare-Sea and Shetland. They did not consider, that, though he could proceed from Maullia to the northern extremity of Shetland with land continually in sight, he could not possibly go any farther. They were not aware, that a voyage to Iceland, which is several hundreds of miles from the nearest European land, was an absolute impossibility to a Mediterranean navigator before the invention of the compass. And what was, if possible, a greater neglect than all these, they did not attend to what he said by Pytheas himself, who, in one of the plainest quotations given from him by Strabo, [L ii. p. 175] calls 'Thule the most northerly of the British islands.'
disfigured accounts of it transmitted to us by the ignorance of succeeding writers, to have been perfectly just.

Such were the philosophical, geographical, and commercial, discoveries of Pytheas, whose voyage, even when divested of the imaginary extension of it to Iceland by modern authors, if we duly consider the state of geography, astronomy, and navigation, in that age, may without hesitation be pronounced equal for enterprise and conduct to any of the circumnavigations of our own age, not even excepting the voyage of Captain Cook into the inhospitable and forbidding regions of the Antarctic ocean.

We know little or nothing of the advantages derived from the discoveries of Pytheas by the Marseillans. It is, however, very probable, that they were the foundation of the great trade in tin, which they afterwards carried on with Britain.

314—Tyre, notwithstanding the ruin brought upon her by Alexander, again lifted up her head: again the little island was covered with buildings, which, to accommodate the crowded population, were reared aloft in the air to a prodigious height†. The merchants, who in their childhood had been saved from the butchery of Alexander's army at Carthage and Sidon, recovered the commerce of their fathers, and Tyre restored its rank as the first mercantile city in the eastern part of the Mediterranean. It had recovered such a share of the Oriental trade, (or rather the trade with the south part of Arabia) which was conducted by means of land carriage from Rhinocorura on the confines of Egypt and Phœnicia to the Elanic branch of the Red sea, and thence by a navigation of seventy days to the mouth of that sea, that it actually supported a competition with Alexandria, though reared and nourished by the fostering hands of victorious sovereigns, and fed with the plunder of the East; so difficult is it to turn aside the stream of commerce from the enlarging channels of commerce, because it will not withdraw its increase to the greater of the two.

† Strabo
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merce from the channel in which it has been accustomed to flow. But now the fresh calamity of another siege by Antigonus, one of the most powerful of Alexander's successors, again reduced the queen of the sea almost to ruin; and the Tyrians, after sustaining a siege of fifteen months, were obliged to submit to the control and infilt of a garrison placed in their city by Antigonus (xvi, 313). [Diod. Sicul. L. xix—Strabo, L. xvi, pp. 1098, 1113, 1128.]

304—Antigonus was not equally successful in his attempt to subjugate the Rhodians. Those commercial people, who were famous for the wisdom of their laws and police, the strength, beauty, and convenience of their city and harbour, the extent of their trade, and the greatness of their naval power, had preferred a strict neutrality with all the contending princes, who were then tearing the empire of Alexander in pieces, and employed their ships of war only against pirates, the general enemies of all mankind. Antigonus, having demanded their assistance against Ptolemy king of Egypt, was so incensed at their refusal, that he immediately sent a fleet to block up their harbour, and to seize all vessels bound to Egypt. This did not, however, prevent the Rhodians from dispatching their vessels for Egypt as usual but they had the precaution to send a sufficient convoy of warlike ships, which beat off the hostile fleet, and saw their merchant vessels safe into Egypt. Antigonus now sent against the Rhodians a more formidable fleet and a great army, under the command of his warlike son Demetrius, who was renowned for his ingenuity in constructing vessels of war, and engines for the destruction of fortifications. The naval forces of Demetrius were augmented by the accession of most of the pirates of the Mediterranean sea, eager to revenge upon the Rhodians the severe restraint they had suffered from their fleets, and also longing to share the plunder of a community, whose industry, prudence, and commercial spirit, had enabled them to amass great wealth during a long continuance of tranquillity. But, notwithstanding his great military talents, Demetrius was completely baffled by the Rhodians, who bravely repulsed him in every attempt he made to enter their city, and destroyed several of the most formidable of his engines, the construction of which had cost him incredible labour and expense. At last, after an unavailing siege of a whole year, Antigonus directed his son to make peace with the Rhodians: and on this occasion Demetrius made them a present of all the stupendous engines he had used for their destruction. The materials of them fold for three hundred talents (£58,125 of modern sterling money); and with that money, and some addition to it, they made their famous brazen statue of Apollo, 70 cubits (115 feet) in height, which they set up at the entrance of their harbour, where it was so placed, that vessels passed between the legs of it in coming in or going out. [Diod. Sicul. L. xx—Plut. in Demetr.—Strabo, L. xiv, p. 964—Plin. L., xxxiv, c. 7.]
311—According to Livy [L. ix, c. 30] the Romans appointed two new officers, called duumviri navales, (or lords of the admiralty) whose duty it was to superintend the equipment and repair of their fleets.

302—Seleucus, one of Alexander's officers, who obtained Syria, Babylonia, and Persia, as his share of the empire, had some intercourse with India. He sent Megasthenes as his ambassador to Chandragupta, called by the Greeks Sandracottus, king of the Pafians, whose capital was Pataliputra, which the Greeks call Patalothra, on the Ganges. Megasthenes appears to have penetrated farther into the East than any European ever did before him; and he published an account of his travels and discoveries, which, containing many things incomprehensible to the Europeans, and being afterwards vitiated by transcribers, met with feverish treatment from Strabo and some other learned men than it probably deserved; for in his geography of India he was much more accurate than the succeeding geographers, except those who copied from him; and it is chiefly to the fragments of his work, transcribed by later writers, that we are indebted for what little we know of the ancient state of India.

Allitrochadas, the son of Chandragupta, (or Sandracottus) received another ambassador, called Daimachus, from Seleucus, or his son Antiochus, who also sent Patrocles on a voyage of discovery to the eastward. Both these travelers wrote accounts of their discoveries, of which we know next to nothing. After this the intercourse between

* It is evident that Livy has antedated the creation of an office supposed ancient in his own time; for Polybius, the earliest and most impartial writer of Roman history now extant, says very explicitly and repeatedly, that the Romans had no fleet before their first war with Carthage. It may be inferred, however, from their treaties with the Carthaginians, that they, or their conquerors, had some trading vessels; but their traders, as we shall frequently have occasion to observe, attracted very little of the attention of government.

† It is proper, however, here to introduce a story from a respectable author, which, if it were given by him as authentic, might infer that the Romans had probably some vessels about this time: I say probably, because they might have borrowed vessels then, as we know for certain they did long after, when they wanted to ferry their army over to Sicily. Theophratus, who was a pupil of Aristotle, and died 288 years before Christ, relates in his "History of Plants," that, "though the largest and most beautiful of the Italian pines and fir grow in Latium, they are nothing in comparison with those of Corsica." For the Romans, when they went with twenty-five vessels in order to build a town in that island, are said to have fallen in with a place where the trees were prodigiously large, and their branches so close together, that the masts of the vessels were broken to pieces by them in some bays and harbours; and, as they saw that the whole island was thick with trees, they are said to have divided their purpose of building a town; but some of them going ashore, cut down in a small space of ground timber sufficient to build a ship which was to carry fifty men, which, they moreover say, perished in the sea. They were certainly very right to put it out of fight. A vessel with fifty men indeed! (not a numeral letter N for 50, but πέντεκα τοίχοι, in plain words). Who ever saw or heard of a ship carrying fifty men, even in the modern fleet of navel fighting ships? Perhaps the stories of the fifty men carry fifty men, (or πέντεκα τοίχοι), but the Romans in that age built a vessel of fifty men, it might certainly have been something to boast of. It is rather worth while to notice the utter absurdity of the story of the fifty men. However, from this "penny story," that the Romans had made an attempt upon Carthage, which is unknown to their own writers, and also to those modern writers who have corrected the faithful Polybius from the Orphic Livy.

‡ See the "Satiric" references, V. iv, p. 1 c. But the position of this famous city is not unquestionably ascertained.
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Syria and India was almost entirely given up, though the Syrian kings possessed the shores of the Persian gulf, famous for the fishery of pearls, with the island of Maceta at the mouth of it, and Diridotis at the mouth of the Euphrates, which were two established emporia for the spice trade. [Arrian Indica.] From these they could very conveniently have dispatched ships to India, the cargoes of which could be carried into the heart of their dominions by the two great navigable rivers, the Euphrates and Tigris, especially by the former, which has a longer course and a more gentle stream than the later: and they could be dispersed through the western and northern regions by the Euxine and the Caspian seas with their great tributary rivers, by the help of short carriages over land. It is proper, however, to observe, that Seleucus appears to have conceived the design of such an extensive inland trade, as he intended to open a navigable communication between the Cimmerian Bosphorus and the Caspian sea. And he is probably the same King Seleucus who brought plants of the amomum and nard, or spikenard, from India by sea, in hopes to cultivate them in his own dominions, wherein, however, he was disappointed, as they could not bear the change. [Plin. L. xvi, c. 32.]

Ptolemy, who in the partition of Alexander's empire had obtained Egypt for his share, fixed his residence at the new city of Alexandria, and carefully followed the plans laid down by Alexander for attracting the commerce of the world to that favoured port. Partly by force, partly by persuasion and encouragement, but principally by the justice of his government, he drew great numbers of people to settle in his capital. For the benefit of navigation, the first Ptolemy, or his son Ptolemy Philadelphus, (for authors vary) erected a light-house on a small island, called Pharos, before the harbour, which was built of white marble in a most magnificent manner at the expense of 800 talents, (about £15,500 of modern British money) under the direction of Sosistratus, an architect of Cnidos (a. 284.) It was esteemed one of the seven wonders of the world; and its name of Pharos has been extended to all succeeding light-houses. Its light was seen at the distance of 300 stadia, or about 30 geographical miles.

Ptolemy Philadelphus, in pursuance of his father's commercial plans, restored, or completed, the canal between the Nile and the western branch of the Red sea, and thereby effected a navigable communication between his capital and the Indian ocean, of which the native and Persian sovereigns of Egypt seem scarcely ever to have conceived an idea for any commercial purpose. The canal was one hundred cubits in

* * * * *

So we are told on the authority of the emperor Claudius by Pliny. [Hist. nat. L. v. c. 11.] Pliny has been misled by some preceding writer to say, [L. ii, c. 67] that the Indian sea stretching to the Caspian was navigated by the orders of Seleucus and Antigonus, which, being impossible, must be false.
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breadth, and had sufficient depth for what were then esteemed large vessels. There was a lock constructed upon it, which, the ancient writers say, was intended to prevent the salt water of the Red sea from spilling the water of the river, or to prevent the Red sea from overflowing the land, which, they strangely thought, was lower than the surface of that sea. [Strabo, L. xvii. p. 1130—Plin. L. vi, c. 19.]

In this infant state of the trade of Egypt, Heliopolis at the head of the western branch of the Red sea was the port from which vessels sailed, and Sabaean was the country to which they went to procure frankincense, myrrh, calix, cinnamon, &c. [Theophrastus Hist. plant. L. ix, c. 4.]

Owing to the dangerous and difficult navigation of the Red sea, or to some other causes unknown to us, the canal, the work of so many ages, was found not so useful or advantageous as was expected. Ptolemy therefore founded a town called Berenice, about 300 miles lower on the Red sea, to which the staple of the eastern trade was removed. The Egyptian, or, to speak more correctly, the Grecian, merchants, sailed from Berenice down the Red sea, near the mouth of which, in the country of the Sabaean, there were several good trading ports, and particularly that called Arabian Felix, about 120 miles beyond the Straits, where they found a general assortment of the spices, aromatics, and other productions, of Arabia and Ethiopia, and also those of India, which the long experience of the Sabaean in the nature of the periodical winds called monsoons, of the seas, and of the various ports of India, enabled them to furnish to the merchants of Egypt cheaper than they could have procured them themselves, if they had coasted the whole way to India in their own small vessels.† On their return they

* The obvious reason was to preserve the water upon a level at the lower end of the canal, and to let the vessels down to, or raise them up from, the sea. I do not, however, mean to say, that the head of the Red sea, which has a tide, may not be higher at high water than the Mediterranean, which never rises more than nine or ten inches above its usual level. But the canal was drawn off from the river at the head of the Delta, where its water was probably 30 or 40 feet above the level of the Mediterranean. Indeed the country must have been very near level, if, allowing for a very gentle declivity from the head to the mouth of the canal, a single lock was sufficient to shift the vessels out of, or into, the sea.—Quere, if this was the first lock ever constructed upon a canal?

† It has lately been supposed, that voyages were made direct from Egypt to India from the commencement of the Macedonian dominion in Egypt; but there does not appear to be any sufficient foundation for such a supposition. Theophrastus, an author contemporary with Alexander and the first of the Ptolemies, has not a word of voyages to India, though he mentions voyages to

Sabaean, as just noticed.—No Indian voyages from Egypt are mentioned by Agatharchides when describing the oriental commerce about 170 years after the establishment of the Ptolemies in Egypt.—And Strabo, besides relating the story of a voyage from Egypt to India by Eudoxus, [L. ii. p. 155] which, whether true or false, clearly proves that the Greeks of Egypt had not then attempted any voyages to India, says [L. xvii. p. 1149] that the trade of Egypt with India and the country of the Troglodytes was new in his own time.—It is true that Pliny [L. vi, c. 23] expresses his intention of describing the passage of Alexander's fleet from the Indus to the head of the Persian gulf, and afterwards that navigation, which, being covered at that time, is kept up to this day. But it is not too premeditiously to say, that the authority of Pliny, who wrote from the works or reports of others, and was particularly defective in oriental affairs, if it were even express and pointed, as it is not, ought not to be set against the silence, or even the silence of Theophrastus, Agatharchides, or Strabo, who wrote from their own personal knowledge.
landed their goods at Berenice, whence they were carried over land upon a road, which Philadelphus opened with his army, and provided with water and houses of refreshment, to Coptos, and thence by inland navigation to Alexandria. [Strabo, L. xvii, p. 1169.—Periplus Maris Erythrae.]

With a view to engross the whole of this very lucrative trade to his own subjects, Ptolemy maintained a powerful fleet in the Red sea, and another in the Mediterranean. No naval force had ever yet appeared in the world equal to his navy, in which there were two vessels of thirty tires of oars, and one hundred and ten from twenty to five tires, besides quadriremes, triremes, and inferior rates, almost innumerable. [Athe- neus, L. v.] These prodigious fleets of observation, or of jealousy, being vastly beyond any force that might have been necessary to overawe the pirates of Arabia Petraea and those of the Mediterranean, appear to have been chiefly intended to crush the competition of the still-surviving, but almost-expiring, commerce of Tyre on both seas.

The decided superiority which the merchants of Alexandria thus obtained over the Tyrians, added to the distresses brought upon them by Antigonus, when they were just recovering from the destruction of their city by Alexander, was more than sufficient to overwhelm a community so circumstanced. And in truth we after this hear but little of Tyre as a capital commercial city, though it long retained some little portion of the Arabian commerce, and continued to have a considerable trade in the celebrated purple known by its name, some manufactures of silk and other fine goods, and a profitable fisheries. [Strabo, L. xvi, p. 1198.]

It was probably with a view to establish a direct intercourse with India that Ptolemy sent Dionysius as his ambassador to that country; but we know nothing of any consequences produced by that embassy. [Plin. L. vi, c. 17.]

Ptolemy Philadelphus has been deservedly praised as a patron of science and literature; and his library, which contained all that was valuable in Grecian literature, and also a translation of the books of Moses, or the whole of the Old Testament, (for authors differ as to the number of the books), has been famous in all ages.

A great proportion of the most civilized parts of Europe, Asia, and Africa, being now by conquest or colonization subject to the Greeks, there was a freer communication of knowledge and the arts than could

The judicious Danish traveller Niebuhr has cleared away of the error into which some of our modern great authors have fallen. He informs us, that, though the discovery of the route to India by the Cape of Good Hope has deprived the South Africans of that monopoly of the Indian trade which their ancestors enjoyed, they still prefer the command of it with respect to Egypt, so far as to prohibit any vessel from India from proceeding beyond Jidda, an Arabian port about half way up the Red sea, and that vessels go between the Arabian ports and Egypt with Indian merchandise even now, as they did in the remotest ages. (Voyages de Niebuhr, V. i, p. 224; V. ii, p. 278.) Purchas (Hist. ii, pp. 250, 261) also describes Mocha, an Arabian port, as a principal entrepot between India and Egypt.
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be obtained in former times; and thence this age was peculiarly distinguished by eminent writers and philosophers, among whom there were several who improved geography and the other sciences connected with commerce, particularly Timocharis and Dionysius, eminent astronomers, whose observations on the stars have been preserved in the works of Ptolemy the astronomer and geographer; Timothenes, Ptolemy's admiral, who wrote a description of harbours; Euclid, who even now retains the first rank among the writers on geometry; Dicerechus, (perhaps dead before this reign) a natural philosopher, geographer, and historian, who was a follower of Pytheas in his description of Britain; and, contemporaneously with these philosophers, (though perhaps younger than them) Cleantes of Samos, who was accused by Aristarchus of violating the religious creed of the age, and overturning the whole system of the universe, because he taught that the heavens remained immovable, and that the earth was carried round in an oblique orbit, revolving in the meantime round its own axis. [Plat. de facie in orbe lune.] Thus Cleantes had the honour, of all who lived in the western world after Pythagoras, and before Cardinal Cula, to approach the nearest to the true system of the universe, as it was explained in later times by Copernicus, and afterwards demonstrated by the use of the telescope.

Besides Dicerechus, some other writers of this age have thrown some faint glimmerings of light upon the history of British commerce, particularly Timeaus, a Sicilian, and a follower of Pytheas, whose account of the tin trade will be presently noticed; and Cidorus, who seems also to have derived his information from the same great discoverer. Our island was also noticed in the work upon the heavens, ascribed to Aristotle, but more probably of this age, and by Socrates, an author seemingly as early as the others, who thought amber a distillation from trees growing in Britain. [Plin. L. iv. c. 16; L. xxxvii. c. 2.]

The British commerce, hitherto engrossed by the Phenicians of

* Aristarchus flourished about 260 years before the commencement of the Christian era, and Cula in the middle of the fifteenth century.

† These were all Greeks, and they were some of the writers who induced Pliny to say in his very brief description of Britain, [L. iv. c. 16] that it was renowned in Grecian and Roman records. (* clara Graecis noluique monumenta.*) And this clause is with some modern writers a sufficient proof that the Greeks had so great an intercourse with this island as to introduce their language and manners.

It is natural to suppose that the remote and almost-unknown island of Britain would be frequently mentioned, after the discovery of it by Pytheas, by the Grecian writers, ever fond of the marvellous: and as Pliny probably had not read, or perhaps could not read, any of the Phenician writers of Gadir or Carthage, the Grecian authors were, till a late period, the only ones from whom we could possibly obtain any account of Britain; for Rome does not appear to have had any writers in the times now under our consideration. But I know of no warrant in history for a belief that any native of Greece ever landed on the coast of Britain before the Roman invasion, far less carried on a long-continued intercourse, sufficient, if any such intercourse could ever be sufficient, to change the language and manners of the people, as has been supposed. Pytheas, a Mithilian, was of very remote Greek ancestry; but his intercourse with Britain was not near so much as that of Captain Cook with Otaheite in his repeated visits to that island; and yet the people of Otaheite do not speak English.
Gadir, (unless their brethren of Carthage participated in it) and carried on at the western extremity of the country, or the Silley islands, seems now to have been also shared by some other people settled on the north coast of Gaul, who, we may presume, were connected with, or agents of, the Maefilianis. The staple of this new commerce was thereupon established at Mictis *, (one of the islands on the south coast) to which the tin was carried by the Britons in their leather boats, as we learn from the contemporary testimony of Timaeus. [ap. *Plin. L. v, c. 16.—*Diod. Sicul. L. v, § 22.] And the change of the staple, and preference of inland navigation by the principal rivers of Gaul, or of land carriage, appear to have been owing to the apprehension of meeting with the ships of the Phoenicians, whose naval superiority was universally acknowledged, if they should venture to coast along the shores of Gaul and Spain, or perhaps merely to the aversion of the Maefilian navigators to so long a circuit by sea. It is reasonable to suppose that these new arrangements were effected by the negotiations of Pytheas with the Britons.

The repeated calamities of Tyre, among which may be reckoned the establishment of Alexandria, must have greatly deranged the commerce of the Phoenicians. The oriental trade, which, by the assistance of land carriage across the isthmus between Africa and Asia, they had enjoyed exclusively during many centuries, (for the transient participation of it by the Israelites was only for their own consumption, and lasted but a few years) was in a great measure transferred to that new emporium, where it could not fail to take root and flourish by the favour and protection of the Macedonian kings of Egypt, who had powerful fleets in

---

* There can be little doubt that Mictis was the same island which was afterwards called Etuns by Diodorus Siculus. [*L. v, § 21. ed. Armbr. 1746.] By the moderns it has been supposed Silley, or Wight; the former, because Timaeus, as copied by Pliny, represents it as producing tin; and the latter, apparently for no better reason than the supposed resemblance of the name, which is further laid to remain with little variation to this day among the Welsh, who call it Guith; and perhaps also because it is the principal island on the south coast, and most conspicuous on the map. But Timaeus must have had his information from some, with whom it is usual to call every article the production of the place where they take it in; and Diodorus, from later, and apparently better, information, designates Etun as the port to which the tin was brought from the place of its production in order to be shipped,—Etuns was separated from the main by a channel fordable at low water; but the channel between Wight and the main has a depth of above thirty fathom where it is narrowest at Hurstcastle, and, where it is shallowest between Beaulieu river in Hampshire and Gurnard bay in Wight, it has seven fathom and a half at low water. Though the many changes made by the sea on this part of the coast render it not impossible that the ancient Mictis or Etuns and the modern Wight may be the same, yet the islands of Portland and Purbeck, which, though now peninsulas, are constantly called islands, probably in memory of having formerly been such, (as Thanet on the coast of Kent also is) the small islands in Poole bay, and also Portley and Haling, may all compete for the name of Mictis or Etuns with more probability than Silley or Wight. But of the whole Portland affords best to the description of Diodorus.

The error of placing Mictis at the distance of six days' sail from Britain need not be wondered at in Timaeus, a Sicilian Greek, who wrote of this trade when it was in its infancy. Perhaps the author of his information understood it to be six days' sail from that part of Britain which was nearest to the continent; and that is the only explanation which can make it apply to any island connected with Britain, or indeed to any island whatever.
the Mediterranean and Red seas. The universal use of the Greek language among the superior people of almost every part of the Mediterranean coast, as far west as Sicily on the one hand and Cyrenaica on the other, also contributed to give the merchants of Alexandria a very great advantage over the Phoenicians in every port throughout those rich and extensive tracts of coast. These great discouragements, cooperating with the infuls of the soldiers placed among them by Antigonus, must have compelled many of the merchants, manufacturers, and other inhabitants, of Tyre and the neighbouring towns, to remove their families, their capitals, and as much as possible of their commerce, to Carthage, where they could enjoy liberty among a free people of kindred manners and speech. Such an accession of wealthy and industrious inhabitants was sufficient to raise Carthage in the scale of commercial prosperity and naval superiority beyond any degree of competition which could be attempted (except in the one branch of trade with Arabia) by the new-established port of Alexandria, by Syracuse, by Corinth, or by any other port in the Mediterranean sea. And this reasoning, highly probable from the natural consequence of known historic events, receives clear confirmation from the positive and unquestionable testimony of Polybius, who repeatedly informs us that the Carthaginians were at this time the acknowledged sovereigns of the sea, and in every respect at the zenith of their prosperity.

280—At this time the invasion of Italy by Pyrrhus, a valiant and turbulent king of Epirus, obliged the Romans to court the friendship of the Carthaginians, to secure their powerful assistance, if necessary, against the most formidable enemy they had ever encountered. A third treaty between the two republics was accordingly concluded, wherein they contracted, that each should assist the other, if invaded; the ships in either case to be furnished by the Carthaginians, and the troops to be paid by the state requiring their assistance. [Polyb. L. iii. c. 25.]

271—When the Carthaginians, by an unremitting attention to commerce, had raised themselves, with the general good will of the neighbouring nations, to a height of wealth and prosperity, which Appian compares to the empire of the Macedonians for power, and to that of the Persians for opulence, the Romans, by an equally-unremitting attention to war and plunder, had now extended their dominion over almost all the peninsular part of Italy; and their ambition now aspired to the empire of the world.

A band of Campanian banditti had treacherously got into the city of Messana in Sicily, where they murdered the citizens, ravished their wives, and seized their property. They afterwards insulted the Carthaginian and Grecian colonies in Sicily with frequent plundering excursions, wherein they were assisted by a similar gang of ruffians, who, by a similar villany, had seized on Rhegium upon the opposite side of the
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strait in Italy, till they were exterminated by the Romans, who were at that time defirous of fhowing to the world their great abhorrence of treachery.

The Campanian robbers of Messana, who assumed the name of Marmertini (Warriors, or sons of Mars) were thereupon obliged to surrender their citadel to a Carthaginian garrison. Some of them, however, who were discontented with this measure, applied to the Romans for assistance; and in favour of allies, so worthy of their protection, the Romans, who were exceeding glad of any pretence for interfering in the affairs of Sicily, engaged in a war against the Carthaginians and Syracusians; but they soon concluded a separate peace with the latter, that they might have only one enemy to contend with.

264.—In order to transport their army to Sicily, the Romans borrowed vessels from the Tarentines, Eleates, Locrians, and Neapolitans; for their republic did not possess a single vessel of any kind, even for trifling a navigation as to ferry their troops over the strait of Messana.*

At the beginning of the war the Carthaginians, who were absolute masters of the sea, distrest the whole coast of Italy with predatory incursions, while their own country, inaccessible to the Romans, almost enjoyed the comforts of peace. The Romans therefore resolved to establish a naval force, though they had neither ship-carpenters to build, nor seamen to man, a fleet; and this is one of many instances of the per fermenting intrepidity and resolution by which they obtained the empire of the world. In patting the Strait of Messana they had got possession of a Carthaginian quinqueremes, which was stranded. In imitation of this vessel their carpenters constructed 100 quinqueremes; and they also built 20 triremes, of which kind they had already seen four in Italy. This fleet, if Pliny [*Hift. nat. L. xvi, c. 39] was truly informed, was ready for sea in sixty days, reckoning from the time of cutting down the trees †.

260.—The first naval effay of the Romans, as might be expected, was

* The ten Roman ships of war at Tarentum a few years before this time, and also the Roman duoviri navales, or lords of the admiralty, in an earlier age, must vanish before this unquestionable truth, which is expressly, formally, and repeatedly, affirmed by Polybius, one of the best informed and most impartial writers of antiquity. [*L. i, c. 26.]
† Florus [*L. i, c. 2.] feels the novelist's disfpatch rather too strong an embellishment, even for his florid history, and seems defirous to elude from the obviousness under the shelter of a miraculous metamorphosis of trees into ships. Polybius says nothing of the time employed in getting ready this first of the Roman fleets; but, when he tells us [*L. i, c. 38.] that another fleet built by the Romans, after their carpenters had got six years' experience, was ready for sea in three months, he remarks, that such dispatch was scarcely credible. We must remember, that Polybius received the materials for the early part of his history from the Romans; and indeed he remarks [*L. i, c. 64.] from bis own observation, that the Romans though much more powerful after the destruction of Carthage, could not fuch fleets in his time.

When the experience of almost six centuries, and the collected science of the whole western world, had greatly improved the Roman mariners, several years were employed in getting ready a fleet against the British emperor Carausius. And this unquestionable fact renders such wonderful dispatch in the very infancy of the Roman navigation utterly incredible to every person who chooses to examine what he reads.
unfortunate. Seventeen ships were blocked up in the harbour of Lipara by the Carthaginians, whereupon the Roman sailors fled to the land, and left their confid and their ships a prey to the enemy. Soon after fifty Carthaginian ships unexpectedly found themselves in the midst of the whole Roman fleet, and a considerable part of them were taken. The next engagement was a general one, wherein the Romans were for the first time to have a fair trial of their valour upon an unknown element. The anxiety, inseparable from the novelty of the danger, put their invention on the rack to discover some means of making up for the great superiority of their enemies in the construction of their ships, their marine discipline, and naval tactics. The mind, unfortuned by precedents, often strikes out new thoughts, which the experienced veterans do not venture to conceive, but endeavour to conceal the fertility of their own brains under an affected contempt of the untutored genius of others. So it happened with the Carthaginian lords of the sea: they laughed to scorn the grappling crows and boarding stages erected upon the clumsy ships of the Roman landmen; and the natural consequence of despising an enemy necessarily followed. They were defeated by Duilius, a commander ignorant of the sea, whose name is immortalized by the action, while that of the inventor of the crows, which effected the victory, is unknown.

In the course of this war the Romans, notwithstanding the vast inferiority of their vessels and of their seamen, which subjected them to prodigious losses by storms, as well as by battles, were several times victorious at sea; and the general superiority of their military discipline they got possession of the greatest part of the Carthaginian territory in Sicily. They even carried the war into Africa (a. 256), where the savage and arrogant confid Regulus, after ravaging the country almost to the gates of Carthage, was made prisoner; an event, which has furnished a foundation for ample fictitious embellishments. A remarkably swift galley, having got aground in the night, fell into the hands of the Romans, who, by means of her, got possession of another very fast-going vessel, which had repeatedly run through the Roman fleet in defiance. The Roman treasury was now exhausted; but the citizens at their own expense furnished two hundred liburnæ, built in exact imitation of the two swift Carthaginian vessels (a. 242): and with them the Romans, now considerably improved in nautical knowledge, gained a complete victory.
over the Carthaginians, who were obliged to sue for peace, which they obtained on the hard terms of resigning all their territory in Sicily and the islands on the north side of it, and paying to the Romans three thousand two hundred Euboic talents, which contained as much silver as would make six hundred and twenty thousand pounds of modern British silver money. And such, notwithstanding the acknowledged superior talents of the Carthaginian commanders by land as well as by sea, was the end of the Sicilian war, called by later writers the first Punic war.

At this time the nodius (a small fraction more than a peck) of corn (far) was sold at Rome for an ass, which then contained two ounces of brass. The same money might purchase a congius (7½ pints) of wine, thirty pondo of dried figs, ten pondo of oil, or twelve pondo of butcher meat. [Varro, ap Plin. Hift. nat. L. xvii, c. 3.] N. B. The pondo is somewhat less than our pound troye.—If such were the prices in the time of an exhausting war, what might they have been, had the Romans ever been at peace?

Immediately after the peace the Carthaginians experienced the dreadful consequences of trusting their arms (agreeable to the erroneous maxims of their Tyrian ancestors) almost entirely in the hands of mercenaries. Those soldiers, who had no regard for Carthage, offended at some imprudent, or inevitable, delay in discharging their pay, took advantage of the reduced state of the republic, and drew in almost all the neighbouring states of Africa to assist them to ruin Carthage. The dreadful atrocities of this war, which are unparalleled in the history of human crimes and calamities, were at last terminated (a. 238) by the conduct of Amilcar.

During this war Italian merchants supplied Carthage with necessaries, by permission of the Romans, who prohibited them from carrying any to the revolted mercenaries.

The Sardinians had taken the opportunity of the troubles of Carthage to shake off their dependence upon that republic; and the Romans, though for some time they had shewn an appearance of adhering with the strictest honour to the treaty of peace, made themselves masters of the noble island of Sardinia in a manner, which even Livy [L. xxi, c. 1] acknowledges to be fraudulent, and Polybius [L. iii, c. 28] execrates with the warm renunciation, which an honest man feels at the perpetration of a base fraud. Not contented with robbing the Carthaginians of the island, they even presumed so far on their distracted situation as to extort twelve hundred talents in name of re-imbursement for the expense of the robbery.

About this time a banker (τραπεζικός) of Sicyon, a city of Peloponnesus, is mentioned by Plutarch in his Life of Aratus. His business seems to have consisted in exchanging one species of money for another.

240—Aradus, or Arvad, was a small rocky island, which the Sidonians
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had occupied in former ages. It became a little independent kingdom or community of merchants and seamen; and it was so populous, that the houses covered the whole of the rock, and were raised aloft in the air to the height of several stories, each a separate habitation. About this time, in consideration of assistance given to Seleucus Callinicus king of Syria, they got an assurance from him, that he would never attempt to force any person from them who should take refuge in their city, in consequence of which much treasure was poured in upon them by wealthy criminals flying from justice, as we learn from Strabo. {L. xvii, p. 1094.} He also remarks, what is much more to their honour, that, being merchants and navigators, they never concerned themselves with piracy, like their neighbours the Cilicians.

At this time Ptolemy Euergetes was king of Egypt. He imitated his father and grandfather in their attention to the commerce and prosperity of the country, and in their taste for literature and collecting books, which he used to procure at a vast expense from all countries, in order to be transcribed for his library. Having borrowed the works of Sophocles, Euripides, and Æschylus, from the Athenians, with whom he deposited fifteen talents (£2,906:5 sterling) as a security for their safe return, he sent him, instead of the old books, new copies of them magnificently executed, and at the same time requested their acceptance of the fifteen talents. Such was the premium which he gave for the loan of three books.

Euergetes was so happy as to have his library under the care of Era-

* Varro, as quoted by Pliny, says, that the most valuable and important art of making paper from an aquatic plant, produced in the lower part of Egypt, was not invented till after the foundation of Alexandria; and he ascribes the invention of parchment or vellum for writing upon to an emulation between Ptolemy and Eumenes king of Pergamus about their libraries, the former of whom having invidiously prohibited the exportation of paper, the latter had recourse to the skins of animals as a substitute for it.

Pliny, not satisfied with the story ascribed to the invention of paper by Varro, quotes an historian called Hemina for a story of some paper books found (181 years before Christ) in a coffin with the body of King Numa, wherein they had lain uncorrupted 600 years, as he reckons, thereby adding about half a century to the Roman chronology of later times. According to Hemina those books contained the philosophy of Pythagoras, (who flourished about two centuries after the supposed age of Numa) and they were burnt by the priest, because they contained philosophy. Pliny then quotes some other authors, who relate the story with many variations; and Livy differs from all of them. [Plin. Hist. nat. L. xiii, cc. 11, 13.-Liv. Hist. L. xii, c. 29.] The variations, and the gross absurdities, prove the whole of them to be bringing fiction.

These are some of the many influences of the antients falling into gross blunders from not consulting Herodotus, who would have let them know, [L. v, c. 58] that in times, which he thought antient, both paper and skins were commonly used for writing upon.

A fiction is often of some use, though generally very different from the intention of the contriver of it. The tale of Numa's books demonstrates, that Hemina and the other Roman writers quoted by Pliny and Livy, were totally ignorant of history, and that the Romans of their times had not yet determined what duration they should assign to their city. It is also worthy of observation, that Pliny calls Hemina, who could not be above two centuries older than himself, a most antient annalista (vetustissimus auctor annalium); and the same Pliny in the preceding chapter talks of manuscripts 200 years old as monuments of very remote antiquity (longinquus monumenta). Do not these circumstances afford rather more than a strong presumption, that the generally-received pompous history of the Roman republic for the first six supposed centuries is mere romance?
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tothenes, a man of an almost universal genius, of vast erudition and indefatigable industry. The accuracy of his historical and chronological researches have entitled him to the appellation of father of chronology. But he chiefly excelled in astronomy and geography; and in his geographical writings and his maps he followed Pytheas in describing our British islands; but the most of the exterior coast of Europe, from Spain northward, was then but very imperfectly known to the greatest geographer that had ever yet appeared in the world. He observed the obliquity of the ecliptic to be $25^\circ$, $51^\prime$, $20^\prime\prime$; and from his observations on the projection of shadows he calculated the equatorial circumference of the earth to be $252,000$ stadia, equal to about $24,990$ geographical miles; which, being only about $3,390$ too much, if we consider the imperfection of instruments in his age, must be allowed to be wonderfully near the truth.

From his knowledge of the nature of the globe, he declared that the vast extent of the Atlantic ocean was the only obstacle to the navigation between Spain and India by going due west: the very name idea, which with the help of the compas set Christopher Columbus on the scheme of searching for India by the same course. [Strabo, L. i, p. 113 et paflim—Plin. H. n. n. ii, c. 18; L. vi, c. 29 et paflim.]

Some ships belonging to Italian merchants had been taken by the pirates of Illyria, a country on the east side of the Adriatic sea. It is probable that those merchants, as well as those who had supplied Carthage with necessaries during the revolt of the mercenaries, were of Etruria or Campania, the latter of whom, Polybius [L. iii, c. 91] says, had commerce with almost every part of the world (by which may be understood the greatest part of the Mediterranean sea); and, as a consequence of their commerce, their towns were handsomer than any others in Italy.

229—The Romans paid little attention to the complaints of the merchants, a class of people, who were in no great estimation in their eyes, till now that they wanted a pretence for making war upon the Illyrians. They accordingly demanded satisfaction, which being refused, they fitted out a fleet of two hundred galleys, wherewith they subdued the country. [Polyb. L. ii, c. 2. et seqq.]

The Carthaginians were compelled by the Roman lust of universal dominion to deviate from their peaceful commercial system, and in emulation of that republic to establish a regular and permanent military force, which might oppose the Romans in their evident desire to enslave the world. But the condition of the republics differed widely.

* Hipparchus, endeavouring to correct Eratosthenes, added about $25,000$ stadia to his error. [Plin. H. n. L. ii., 19.]

† In this idea, as well as in the measure of the circumference of the globe, he improved very much upon the geography of Aristotle, who contracted the bounds of the ocean so much as to represent India almost close upon Spain. See above, p. 75, where, however, I have not used language quite so strong as that of Aristotle, who says, that some philosophers thought the Columns of Hercules (in Spain and Africa) joined to those places which are near to India.
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The sole business of the Romans was war: by war they could not originally lose any thing; and by war they had acquired every thing they possessed. By a successful war the Carthaginians could scarcely gain any thing, their trade must be destroyed, and the attention of their people drawn off from its proper object: and from an unsuccessful war they might dread absolute ruin. Intoxicated however by resentment against Rome, and goaded on by the eagerness of the generals, whom the late wars had formed to military science, and raised to power and popularity, the Carthaginian senate resolved, that their ships, instead of carrying goods to Spain for sale, should transport an army to that country to effect the conquest of it. The intention of the senate, or, to speak more correctly, of Amilcar their general, was to get possession of the rich mines and other wealth of Spain, in order to recruit and support the armies necessary to carry on the contest with the Romans, and to make amends for the loss of Sicily, out of which the Romans had beaten them, and Sardinia, which they had treacherously robbed them of.

Amilcar, after having reduced a great part of Spain to the Carthaginian yoke, fell in battle, and was succeeded in the command by his son-in-law Adræbus, who immediately built a new capital city, which, perhaps from the resemblance of its situation and its harbour, obtained the name of New Carthage, or Carthagena. This general is accused of corrupting the morals of the Carthaginians by introducing bribery among them: [C. Nep. Vit. Hamil. c. 3] and he was suspected of a design to make himself sovereign of Spain. When he had commanded eight years, and greatly extended the dominion of Carthage in Spain, he was murdered by a Gaul, who had offended (a. 222). The supreme command was then conferred upon Hannibal, the son of Amilcar, the greatest general that ever was opposed to the Romans, and who never for a moment lost sight of his father's injunction, to keep up an invincible enmity to Rome, and to make it the business of his life.

The Carthaginians had now assumed the character of a warlike nation. A great part of the citizens had exchanged agriculture, manufactures, and commercial pursuits, for a military life. The gradual acquisition of wealth by patient industry appeared contemptible, when compared with the seizure of it by war and plunder. The people became intoxicated by conquest; their judgement was perverted, and their avarice excited, by the example of the Romans, whom they saw prospering by a perpetual violation of justice. The national virtue was relaxed; and the military successes, which filled the city with exultation, laid the foundation of its ruin.

The Romans, who thought all acquisitions of territory by other nations encroachments upon what they already considered as their own, could not fail to look upon the warlike progress of the Carthaginians...
with an evil eye: but being at present threatened with an invasion from the Gauls, the descendents of their antient conquerors, they were obliged to difsemble, and to propose a treaty whereby the river Iberus in the north-east part of Spain was agreed to be the frontier of the Carthaginian territories, exempting however from their dominion the city of Saguntum, which being on the Carthaginian fide of that river, would easily furnish either of the parties with a pretence for war, when they should find it convenient to engage in it.

About this time, we are told, a law was paffed at Rome, prohibiting the fenators from being owners of any veflels exceeding the burthen of 300 amphorae (about 2,000 gallons). Such boats were thought fuffi- cient to bring home the produce of their farms: and all kind of trade was thought unbecoming the higher ranks. Many of the fenators however allowed their avarice fo far to get the better of their pride, that they wished to partake of the profits of trade, and were much enraged at the promoters of the law. [Liv. Hist. L. xxi, c. 63.] Hence it appears, that fome trade was now carried on by the Romans, but that the exercife of it was rather difreputable; a clear proof that the Roman trade was on a very trifling fcale.

The diftinction between foldiers and feamen was another proof of the low estimation in which commerce was held among the Romans. While the military service was the road to every preferment, feamen were defpifed, and drawn from the meanefl clas of the populace, confifling of men whose whole property did not amount to 400 Grecian drachme, (about £7 to Sterling) and who were therefor fupposed not fufficiently interested in the prosperity of the commonwealth to be intrufted with arms. [Polib. L. vi, c. 17.] The fame notions were retained in the moft flourifhing ages of Rome, as we fhall have occasion to obferve in due time. How widely different from Tyre and Carthage, where navigators and feamen were held in deserved efteein!

About this time a great earthquake threw down the famous coloiflus of Rhodes, and deftroyed the naval arfenals, with a great part of the city. The general good will of the other states of Grecian origin, with all of whom the Rhodians were connected in the friendly band of commercial intercourse, turned this accident much to their advantage: for the Grecian kings and fates of Europe, Asia, and Egypt, frove who should be moft liberal in contributing corn and other provifions, ships, timber, and naval fiores, and alfo money to a great amount, for repairing their damages, and particularly for renewing their coloiflus*. On this occafion Hiero, king of Syracufe, and fome other princes, moreover exempted the Rhodians from paying any duties in their ports. And

* The Rhodians, probably thinking the coloiflus funds, defigned for that purpofe by the liberality of their friends, to other ufe.
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thus a calamity, which would have encouraged the neighbouring states to complete the ruin of a turbulent and warlike community, was the means of raising the Rhodians to greater prosperity, than they had ever enjoyed before: and we find them immediately after this event the predominant power in the eastern part of the Mediterranean. [Polyb. L. v, cc. 88 et seqq.]

Ptolemy Euergetes, king of Egypt, in the later part of his reign over-ran a great part of the Macedonian empire in Asia, and on his return subdued many African tribes in the neighbourhood of Egypt. Of this expedition he is himself almost the only historian, having inscribed a pompous narrative of his conquests upon a marble chair dedicated to Mars, which was remaining at Aduli on the coast of the Red sea in the sixth century, when Cosmas Indicopleustes copied the inscriptions, which has thereby come down to us. The only notice concerning commerce, to be found in it, is, that, having by his fleet reduced some tribes of the Arabs on the east side of the Red sea*, he charged them to guard the roads from robbers and the seas from pirates.

Byzantium (afterwards called Constantinople) was a city founded by a Grecian colony on the European side of the strait, which separates Europe from Asia. The Byzantines imported from the countries lying around the Pontus, or Euxine sea, slaves, hides, salted provisions, honey, wax, and corn, which, with vast quantities of tunnies caught and cured by themselves, they exported to every part of Greece. Their territory was very fertile, but very small; and they found it necessary to purchase the friendship, or rather the forbearance, of their neighbours by a heavy annual tribute of eighty talents (£15,500 sterling). Unable or unwilling to raise so large a sum among themselves, and being absolute masters of the strait, not only by its small breadth of half a mile, but also by the nature of the current, which is in upon their shore, and forces every vessel close under their walls, they thought of renewing an impo\textsuperscript{f}, formerly exacted by the Athenians, when they were masters of Byzantium, in the time of Alcibiades; and they accordingly compelled all strangers, whom they perhaps considered as interlopers, to pay a toll for permission to pass into the Euxine (ae. 219). The trade must have been very great indeed, if a moderate sum from each ship belonging to strangers could be equal to such a subsidy; or the sum extorted from each vessel must have been intolerably great.

The later seems to have been the case; for, though a similar demand is complied with by the most powerful of the maritime and commercial

* He says, he subdued the whole coast from Leuke kome to Sabra. It may be presumed, that he does not include the opulent and commercial nation of the Sabrani in the number of his conquests; as we know from Agatharchides, that they were independent, when Ptolemy Philometor was king of Egypt; and Diodorus Siculus, a later author, adds [L. iii, § 47] that they had preserved that happiness unimpaired during many ages.
nations of modern Europe, the impost was loudly complained of by all the states who traded to the Euxine. The Rhodians, as the people principally aggrieved, (for the Grecian voyages, as we learn from Polybius, seldom extended so far) and as the first maritime power of the East, after ineffectual negotiation, made war upon the Byzantines, who were soon obliged to allow the passage of the strait to be free to all nations *. [Polyb. L. iv, cc. 38 et seqq.]

A kind of rage for building ships, vastly exceeding every purpose of utility in enormous bulk and extravagant ornament, infected some of the opulent kings of this age. One of these was Hiero, king of Syracuse, whom the Romans, not yet ready for the reduction of his kingdom, had detached from his alliance with Carthage, and permitted to pass a long life in a kind of dependent and tributary alliance with them. His subjects were thereby almost exempted from war; and their mercantile industry, wherein they were perhaps next to the Carthaginians, together with the great fertility of the country, made the people, and consequently the king, very wealthy. By the assiduity of the famous mechanic philosopher Archimedes, Hiero constructed a galley of twenty tires of oars, sheathed with lead, and carrying three masts †, which no vessel had hitherto done; and she is said to have had all the accommodations and embellishments of a palace, together with the fortifications and warlike stores of a castle. Though she was launched before her upperworks were built, it was necessary, in order to get her into the water, for Archimedes to invent a machine called a helice, which seems to have been a large jack-screw.

Ptolemy Philopator, king of Egypt, built two huge ships. One of them, said to be intended for the sea, was 420 feet long, and only 57 feet broad, furnished with two heads and two sterns, whence we may suppose, that the lower part consisted of two long flat vessels united by one deck, like the warlike canoes of the South-sea islands. She carried 4,000 oars disposed in 40 tires. Besides 4,000 rowers, she carried 2,850 soldiers, and an innumerable mob of cooks, servants, &c. This ship could not be launched, owing to her prodigious bulk; and the masts have remained, a monument of folly, upon the dry land, if a Phoeni-

* According to Herodias [L. iii] the impost was again exacted by the Byzantines in his own time, before their city was destroyed by the army of Severus.

† The learned and judicious Camden has been misled in one place by an error proceeding from the similarity of Brittan (Brittan in the southern extremity of Italy) and Britannia (Britain) to suppose, that the main mast for Hiero's stupendous ship was carried from Britain: and Speed [Histories of Britains, p. 9] has so far improved upon the idea, as almost to coincide with the very spot where the tree grew, viz. the banks of Loch Ar-
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cian had not taught them to dig a canal to bring the water to her. The other one, intended only for the river, was about 300 feet long, and above 45 feet broad, and had also a double bottom. But this was not properly a ship, of which it had not even the form, but rather a floating island, or pleasure palace, constructed upon two very large scows, probably such as the coal-barges on the Thames, which was conceived by luxurious idleness, and executed by superabundant wealth.

Though a peace had been concluded between Rome and Carthage, it was not the intention of either party to keep it any longer than till it should be convenient to renew the war. The Carthaginians were intrigued by revenge for the unfair advantages taken of them. It was a maxim of the Romans never to be truly at peace with any nation, who did not become subject to them, even though poor; and of all nations the Carthaginians could best pay for the labour of destroying them. The Romans, in short, were a people, whom it was necessary to exterminate, or to submit to. But this alternative, the only one they allowed to the nations of the earth, though so evident to every attentive reader of history, does not appear to have been sufficiently attended to by any of the nations of antiquity, nor even by any individual whose name is recorded in history, except the great Carthaginian general Amicar, and his son, the greater Hannibal.

Since the conclusion of the first war with Rome, the armies of Carthage had been constantly exercised for above twenty years in all the duties and hardships of war; and were in all respects superior to those of Rome. Their dominions at this time extended along the shores of the Mediterranean from the confines of Cyrenaica, subject to the kings of Egypt, westward to the Straits, and thence northward almost to the Pyrenean mountains, and comprehended the islands between Spain and Africa, and those between Sicily and Africa. Now therefore Hannibal thought it was the proper time to be revenged of the Romans; and having taken Saguntum in order to begin the quarrel, he immediately

* According to the allowance made by General Melville for the perpendicular height between the tires of oars, the uppermost row-ports of this enormous ship could not be less than 52 feet from the water. But with such a height the length of the uppermost oars, being only 553 feet, allows nothing either for immersion in the water, or for the necessary angle with the surface of it. It is therefore pretty certain, that the great number of the tires was intended merely for idle parade, and that it was executed, as the great length of the ship would easily permit, by placing them not quite ten inches in perpendicular height above each other. And even with that height, and the uppermost oars scarcely dipping in the water, the gunnels, as I find by a drawing made from a scale, must have been about 30 feet above the water, and al-

moft 120 feet ab abov e; a prodigious breadth also, to be supported upon only 57 feet of breadth at the water-line. [See above, p. 31, Note, and the plate.]

Pliny raises Polybius's ship to fifty tires of oars; and he ascribes one of forty to his grandfather Philoebus. But the authority of Classical and Mephisto, as handed down to us by Athenaeus, from whom I have taken the account of these three ships, appears to be preferable.

† To these might be added Herennius, who sagaciously advised his son Pontius, the general of the Samnite, either to massacre a Roman army, who were totally in his power, or generously to let them at liberty; if the story were within the limits of authentic history. [Zeno, Hist. L. ix. c. 3.]
made his famous passage over the Alps, and rushed like a torrent upon Italy with an army of only twenty thousand foot and six thousand horse (a. 218); but they were mostly approved veterans, trained to war under three successive great generals. Army after army of the Romans was defeated, and almost all Italy was delivered from the Roman yoke by Hannibal, who if envy had not prevented him from being properly supported from Carthage, would probably, in spite of the determined perseverance of the Romans, have extinguished their power, and prevented their eagles from taking the wide flights over the world, which they did, as soon as they were delivered from the opposition of Carthage. But in the course of fifteen years the vigour of his army, he having almost no resources for recruiting or supporting it, but what he drew from his conquests in Italy, was exhausted, while that of the Romans was daily improving. By the influence of the same envious faction the Carthaginian army in Spain was left to struggle against the power of the Romans and the fluctuating dissatisfaction of the natives. New Carthage, Saguntum, and every other post in that extensive country, fell under the Roman dominion. Emboldened by these successes, the Romans carried the war into Africa (a. 204), and Hannibal was obliged to abandon Italy in order to defend Carthage* (a. 203). At Zama that great general was defeated by the great Roman general Scipio (a. 202); and that battle, which, Polybius says, conferred upon the Romans the sovereignty of the world, compelled the Carthaginians to sue for peace (a. 201). One of the articles of the peace obliged them to pay to the Romans ten thousand Euboic talents (£1,937,500 sterling) in fifty years. But perhaps the most mortifying article was that, which obliged them to surrender only ten triremes, and to deliver the rest of their ships of war to the Romans, all which, to the number of five hundred as we are told, Scipio burnt in their sight; a conduct not very easily to be accounted for, (as the Romans might now be supposed to know the value of ships) and which seems even to go beyond the madness of Alexander in burning his own palace at Persepolis. The Carthaginians are said to have been in great distress on seeing the destruction of their fleet; but they would have had much more cause for lamentation, if Scipio had made a more rational use of them by carrying them home and stationing them in the ports of Italy. Some other articles were contrived by the Romans to afford a subject of perpetual quarrels between the princes of Africa in dependent alliance with them and the Carthaginians, in order to furnish a pretence for re-

* If Hanno's party had been defeated in their envious obstructions of Hannibal's measures, it is more than probable, that the Roman republic would have been extinguished; that portion of the inhabitants of the earth, which was afterwards exclusively called the Roman world, instead of a society composed of one tyrant and many millions of slaves, would have constituted many communities of industrious farmers, manufacturers, merchants, and navigators, conferring mutual benefits upon each other, while they were enriching and polishing the world; many centuries would have been added to the authentic history of active commerce, which would have been illustrated by the genuine records of the Carthaginians, and also of their Phoenician ancestors.
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...newing the war: so that this treaty of peace was in all respects worse than a total subjugation.

Such was the calamitous termination of the war of Hannibal, which later writers, willing to forget the fraudulent declaration of war and actual hostilities of the Romans soon after the first peace, call the second * Punic war; a war, which being carried on mostly by land, would be quite foreign to the plan of this work, if any other but the greatest commercial community of the antient world had been engaged in it.

At the commencement of Hannibal's war his brother Mago made himself master of Genua. [Livy. L. xxxviii. c. 46.] This, if I mistake not, is the earliest notice of this famous city, which Strabo, whenever he has occasion to mention it, calls the emporium of the Ligurians, and which afterwards rose to such distinguished commercial pre-eminence in the middle ages.

In the scale of commercial dignity Syracuse might perhaps contend with Corinth or Alexandria for the rank next to Carthage. This opulent city, which, during the life of its obsequious king, Hiero, had been spared by the Romans, was reduced during the war of Hannibal.

What is deferring of notice in the history of its siege, is the defence made by the wonderful abilities of Archimedes, who, himself, more powerful than an army, baffled every attempt of the Roman fleet and army. He dashed their ships and most formidable engines in pieces by discharging from the lofty walls stones of between 500 and 600 pounds weight upon them. Some he lifted by their heads, keeping their sterns dipping in the water, and, after suspending them for some time, suddenly let them go, whereby they were filled with water, overflowed, or destroyed. On the land side he overwhelmed the Roman army with showers of stones and darts, and seizing the soldiers with hooks, hoisted them aloft in the air, as a terror to their astonished companions, who were more dismayed by the science of this one man than by the force of great armies. [Polyb. L. viii. cc. 5 et seqq.] After a siege of eight months, Syracuse, baffled by plague and famine, and betrayed by one of its own governors, was taken by the Romans (a. 211). Though Marcellus, who happened to be a man of some humanity, as well as policy, had given strict orders to preserve Archimedes, he was massacred by a soldier, who mistook his box of instruments for a golden treasure.

Archimedes did not confine the benefit of his inventions to Sicily: the sycropump, known by his name, wherein water rises by descens-
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ing, was contriv'd by him for draining the hollow grounds of Egypt after the recess of the Nile. He was apparently the first who discovered the propriety of balancing the action of the wind upon a ship by three masts. The combination of pulleys is also believed to be an invention of his. These improvements, though the least noticed by historians, are alone sufficient to immortalize his name in commercial and nautical history. (See above, p. 98.) He gave a sublime idea of his confidence in the powers of mechanics, when he said to King Hiero, 'Give me but a place to stand upon, and I will remove the world.' His great knowledge of astronomy appeared in the construction of a sphere of glass, which by means of machinery exhibited the motions of the planets; and seems by the descriptions of it to have come very near to what is now called the orrery. [Cic. Tusc. quest. L. 1.—Claudian Epigr. 10.] He composed many geometrical and astronomical works, of which, to the great loss of science, only a few are now extant.

203.—We are told, that during these wars gold was for the first time coined at Rome, which had not even any silver coin till a little before the commencement of the Sicilian war (a. 265). The gold coin was called simply aureus (golden), and was nearly of the same weight with our guinea. The silver coins were the denarius, victorius, † and solemnis. The denarius palled for ten obers of bracts, till the Roman government, being greatly distressed for money in the war of Hannibal, gave it the nominal value of sixteen obers, whereby they defrauded their creditors of six in every sixteen. But the pay was still illus'd at the old currency to the army, whom they did not dare to offend. [Plin. Hist. nat. L. xxxiii, c. 3.]

Previous to the introduction of silver coin the current money of the Romans was bracts reckoned by the as, which, from containing originally a pound of bracts, was by several stages of depreciation reduced to half an ounce. As soon as they got acquainted with the Greeks settled in Italy, they reckoned large sums in Grecian money of account.

The long continuance of bract money, the gross violation of the proportion between the denarius and the as, and the adoption of foreign denominations for large sums, afford a clear demonstration, that hitherto the Romans had scarcely had any intercourse with the more enlightened nations, and that their dealings were on too trifling a scale to be dignified with the name of commerce.

† According to Pliny the victorius was first brought from Libya,um, which might thus be supposed to have paid a balance in trade to the merchants of Italy.

The frequent variations in the value of the Roman money form a very intricate, and a most unsatisfactory study. The best guide to it is probably the elaborate work of Dr. Arbuthnot, entitled Tables of ancient coin, weights, and measures.
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200 to 149—The Romans, no longer apprehending any opposition from Carthage, let no bounds to their ambition, cruelty, and contempt of national faith. They interfered in the most insolent and arbitrary manner in the affairs of all nations, and took upon them to regulate, or rather to pervert, the succession of kings. Perseus king of Macedonia, Antiochus king of Syria, and a multitude of smaller kings and states, including all the Gallic part of Italy and almost the whole peninsula of Spain, were subjected to the dominion of Rome. Antiochus, and several others of the Asiatic princes, were permitted to retain a nominal royalty. But they were merely deputed magistrates, effectually deprived of sovereign power, and particularly of their naval force: and, after afflicting the reduction of their neighbours, wherein they gratified their resentments without considering that they were thereby accelerating their own destruction, they were stripped of their tolerated shadow of power, and had only the comfort, which, according to the fable, Polyphemus promised to Ulysses, of being last devoted. Such is the brief history of the Romans for about half a century, as collected from their own writers and the romanized Greeks.—What would it be, if the historians of other nations were also extant to tell the tale?

According to Appian, the commerce of the Carthaginians began to spring up with renewed vigour almost immediately after the conclusion of the disastrous war with Rome, notwithstanding their loss of territory, the destruction of their warlike ships, and the heavy burthen of two hundred talents paid every year to the Romans. A clear proof, that commerce needs not the support of power or of laws to bind markets to it, and that the mercantile spirit of Carthage was capable of rising superior to every difficulty. And such is the vigorous nature of a judiciously-conducted trade, that they would have surmounted all their hardships, and long continued to flourish, had it been possible for any mercantile nation to flourish within the grasp of Rome.

About 170—Secure as yet beyond the farthest reach of Roman invasion, commerce flourished in tranquillity among the inhabitants of the south coast of Arabia*. We indebted to Agatharchides, an author who flourished in the reign of Ptolemy Philometor, for a splendid and interesting description of their commercial prosperity, and of their trade with India and other oriental countries, which I give, as nearly as a translated abridgement can be, in his own words.

The Sabæans, who possess the southern extremity of Arabia, are the

* It does not appear that the Romans ever made any considerable or lasting acquisitions in the south part of Arabia. When Pliny was employed upon his Natural history (about the 75th year of the Christian era) no Roman general had ever led an army into Arabia, except Aulus Gallus, whose farthest progress was two days' journey short of this land of frankincense and perfumes. [Plin. L. vi. c. 28—Strab. L. xvi. p. 1128.] The complete conquest of Arabia, and particularly the destruction of the noble commercial city of Arabia Felix, has been ascribed to Trajan, but contrary to authority.
greatest of the Arabian nations, and enjoy every kind of felicity. Their herds of cattle are innumerable. Their country produces, in the most luxuriant abundance, myrrh, frankincense, balsam, cinnamon, and casia. They have also an odoriferous fruit, called in their own language larymna, and a fragrant incense, by which the vigour of the body is restored. The whole country abounds with every thing delightful; and the very ocean is perfumed by the fragrance of their spices and odours.

Near the main land there are some islands, where their vessels are stationed. Most of them trade to the port, which Alexander established at the mouth of the Indus; and many also trade to Persia, Carmania, and all other parts of the adjoining continent. Their coasting trade is partly conducted upon large rafts, by which they bring in the larymna and other aromatic fruits from distant parts of the country; and they also use boats made of leather.

No people in the world have acquired greater opulence by commerce than the Sabæans, and Gerrhaeni: for, being in possession of the carrying trade between the east and west parts of the world ('Asia and Europe') they command the commerce of both. They convey their precious merchandise by land carriage as far as Syria and Mesopotamia: they have filled the dominions of Ptolemy with gold; and they have provided the most profitable employment, and a thousand other advantages, to the industry of the Phœnicians. They have also established several colonies in other countries.

Thus enriched by their prosperous commerce, they are profuse in their expenses for ornamental plate, and admirable sculptures, a variety of cups and vases of gold and silver, and sumptuous beds and tripods. The columns of their houses are covered with gold, or made entirely of silver; and even the doors and ceilings are adorned with gold, silver, ivory, gems, and precious stones. In short, whatever is to be seen of rich or elegant furniture, dispersed in other countries, is here assembled in the greatest abundance and variety in the magnificent houses of the Sabæans, many of whom rival kings in their expenditure.

It is happy for these opulent people, that they are far removed from...
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those sovereigns, who constantly keep on foot great armies ready to invade every country; or, instead of being the principals, and having the command of the commerce between the eastern and western worlds, they would soon be reduced to the condition of agents, and be compelled to conduct the trade for the emolument of others. [Agatharchides, L. v, cc. 50, 51. ap. Plut. Bih.-See also Dion. Sic. L. iii, § 46, 47—Strabo, L. xvi, p. 1144.]

This description of the happy condition of the Sabseans, which is much more copious than tho' usually given by ancient writers upon similar subjects (and it is even prolix in some parts of the original) does not appear to give any support to the supposition of an active trade from Egypt to India. Surely an author, who was in the service of the king of Egypt, would not have neglected to mention such a trade, if it had at all existed, when he particularizes the various countries, to which the Sabsean vessels made their voyages. It seems even probable, that the Sabseans failed to the ports of Egypt, and that it was by the agency and duties paid on their trade there, that the merchants of Egypt and their sovereign were enriched. And it is certain, that the Sabseans, and the Gerrheans, who seem to have been connected with them in commerce, enjoyed a monopoly of the commerce with India, and thereby acquired the opulence which has ever attended those who have obtained the command of that universally-coveted trade.

168.—Sulpicius Gallus was the first of the Romans who could foretell an eclipse. Previous to a lunar one he made a speech to the army, assuring them that it was a natural event, and notway portentous. [Plin. Hift. nat. L. i, c. 12.—Front. Strat. L. i, c. 12.]

161.—Some years afterwards they got the first sun-dial constructed for the latitude of Rome, after having for about a century had nothing better than a dial, made for the latitude of Sicily, to regulate their time. A few years after (a. 168) Scipio Nafica, observing the defectiveness of the dial in cloudy weather and in the night-time, introduced the clepsydra, an instrument for measuring time by the running of water. [Plin. Hift. nat. L. vii, c. 40.]

Such, by the account of one of the best of their own writers, was the tardy progress of science among the Romans, whom many suppose to have been at this time a very polished and enlightened people.

149.—Fifty years were required to pay up the whole of the tribute exacted from Carthage by the Romans; and that time being now elapsed, they were desirous of renewing the operations of plunder. With that view they had encouraged Maimiša, a king of Numidia, whom they kept in a state of dependent alliance, to harass the Carthaginians with perpetual quarrels, which they carefully prevented from ever being fully accommodated, and in which they continually interfered with the
most glaring partiality in favour of their tool, Mafinissa*: and at length, with scarcely the shadow of a pretence, they declared war against Carthage.

The Carthaginians, now convinced that war must be the ruin of commerce, made great concessions to avert it. They even offered to become subjects to the Romans. But those relentless barbarians, whom nothing could satisfy but their destruction, after many gross and perfidious abuses of their patience, had the insolence to propose the conditions of peace, (or, more truly speaking, of a precarious temporary forbearance) that they should give up their city to destruction, abandon their maritime situation, and remove to a new and defenceless city to be built at a distance from the sea. Such conditions it was impossible for a mercantile people to comply with: and the consequences were what the Romans had foreseen, and desired. The Carthaginians were driven to desperation, and though previously deprived of all their arms and engines of defence by a base trick of the Roman consuls, yet, by the astonishing exertion and perseverance of all the men, women, and bigger children, in the city, they instantaneously provided new arms and engines, and made a noble stand against their inveterate enemies, whom they several times defeated with considerable slaughter. When even shut up within their city by lines drawn across the neck of land behind it, when the one harbour was completely blocked up by the Roman fleet, and the other was rendered useless by a mole formed with prodigious labour by the enemy, they in a few days created a new harbour, and a new fleet of fifty triremes, with which they engaged their enemies. At another time they destroyed their engines, and put them to flight, though armed only with lighted torches. But it was impossible for an exhausted and diminished community, however courageous, to resist the fresh and vigorous armies of Rome. The city, when it had held out four years after the time† the Romans thought they had only to take possession of it, was utterly destroyed; the inhabitants of both sexes and all ages, excepting a few, who were reserved for the more bitter death of slavery, were butchered; and Rome triumphed over the ashes of Carthage (a. 146) †.

Thus, after having for many ages animated and civilized the western parts of the world by the vast extent of her commerce, and by her science, after having eclipsed the most brilliant period in the history of

---

*a: Huc bono socioque regi favebatur. Flor. L. ii. c. 15.
† The account of this war, or rather carnage, is chiefly from Appian, with some allusions from the fragments of Polybius, who was present at the destruction of Carthage, and contributed to it by his advice: for he was a warrior and a consummate politician in the national-italic tongue of the word (and he was then romanized) as well as a very faithful historian.
‡ The most genuine remains of the Carthaginian people and language now existing are supposed to be in Malta. [Sylvius, Stephanus, &c. ap. Bochart, Chanoan, L. i. c. 26.—Purchas, B. vi. p. 916.] Mr. Eton, who has lived at Malta, told me that the Maltese call their language Punic, and he finds it much akin to the Arabic.
Tyre, her mother country, and after having rivaled even in military prowess the haughty Roman republic, whose sole and unremitting pursuit was the aggrandizement of her dominions by war and conquest, and whom she brought to tremble on the brink of destruction, fell the most illustrious of the republics of antiquity. In her fall commerce received a wound, under which it languished (at least in the western world) during many dark centuries of Roman oppression, and of subreptitious ignorance, brought upon the civilized part of the world by the nations, whom Providence in due time raised up to revenge upon Rome the injuries of Carthage, of commerce, and of mankind.

The Romans, as it determined upon the total abolition of commerce, in this same year also destroyed the mercantile city of Corinth, which till now had held the epithet of wealthy, bestowed upon it so many ages before by the father of Grecian poetry. In consequence of its opulence and taste it had long been the repository of the most admired productions of Grecian art. But now the most capital paintings were made tables for the Roman savages to play at dice upon: and so utterly ignorant was the consul Mummius, that, when a picture of Bacchus by Arifides, (said to be the first painter who represented the passions of the soul in his figures) which had been got out of the hands of the soldiers by giving them a more convenient table, was bought by Attalus king of Pergamus at the price of fix thousand sesterces, he, astonifhed at the greatness of the sum, and concluding that the picture must Possess some mysterious or magic virtue, refused to let him have it, and lent it to Rome. He gave another specimen of his gross ignorance, when he shipped the most capital statues of the Grecian sculptors, by threatening to make the masters of the vessels, if they lost any of them, find others at their own cost. This importation introduced the first rudiments of taste for the fine arts among the Romans, who had hitherto seen nothing superior to the paltry performance of their own imitators of the Etruscan painters and statuaries. [Polyb. ap. Strabo, L. viii, p. 584.—Vit. Paterc. L. i. c. 13.—Plin. Hift. nat. L. xxxv, c. 4.]

The few merchants, who were now left alive in the countries liable to be infested by the Romans, fled for refuge from the sword of oppression or extermination to the shelter of superstition. They established themselves at Delos, a small island of the Aegean sea, which, with every person and thing in it being under the protection of Apollo, was esteemed so sacred, that hitherto it had never been violated either by Greeks or foreigners; and it soon became a noted emporium, where merchants of various nations met in tranquillity, even when their countries were engaged in hostilities. But it is a melancholy consideration,
that human creatures formed the principal article of sale, of whom sometimes ten thousand were brought in, or shipped off, in one day. *Strabo, L. x. p. 744; L. xiv. p. 985.* The trade of Delos, however, had it been for commodities or manufactures prepared by industry, instead of slaves procured by the defolations of war, was not capable of making amends to the world for that of Corinth, and was a mere nothing if compared to the commerce of Carthage.

The destruction at the same time of these two mercantile republics made a complete revolution in the affairs of every part of the world, which had any connection with the Mediterranean sea. General industry, plenty, tranquillity, and felicity, no longer blessed the nations; but rapine, want, tumults, and misery everywhere prevailed. The millions of industrious people, who had been set to work, in every country they traded with, by the merchants of Carthage and Corinth, deprived of their accustomed sources of honourable and independent subsistence, were compelled to look for other resources, generally difficult to be found, often not to be found at all. Thosó who had been bred to the sea, no longer employed in carrying on the beneficial intercourse, which binds distant nations together by the strong ties of friendship and interest, no longer permitted to be the useful servants, were driven by desperation to become the enemies, of mankind in the character of pirates. Neither were the Romans themselves exempted from feeling a share of the distress they brought upon the world. The sudden accession of so many hundreds thousands of indignant slaves (as in those times to be a prisoner of war was to be a slave) was a matter of most formidable apprehension to the conquerors: for the right of one man to the unrequited services of another, being founded only in power, must of necessity be reversed the moment the slave becomes sensible that the balance of power is in his own hands.

The people of Spain, who perhaps of all others most severely suffered by the abolition of the Carthaginian trade, flew to arms under the conduct of Viriathus, who for thirteen years (152—140) supported the independence of his country, and showed the world, that the Roman armies could be defeated by inferior numbers fighting for their liberty. The Romans at last submitted to acknowledge the great superiority of his military talents by bribing traitors to murder him (a. 140). Such, and so disgraceful to his enemies, was the end of this true patriot hero, whom Florus, thinking to do him honour, calls the Romulus of Spain, but worthy to be compared to the great Hannibal. The army, of which he was the soul, after a noble struggle, in which even the women fought bravely for their liberty, was transplanted to Valentia (a. 138), where they became a colony of farmers, subject to the power of Rome. The desperately-brave citizens of Numantia, after displaying their own generosity and Roman perfidy in the most striking colours, and after
fending many thousands of their enemies out of the world before them, at last reduced their city, and every thing dear to them, together with themselves, to a heap of ashes (a. 133). Their destruction was effected by the same Scipio, who had completed the ruin of Carthage, and who, for the butchery of two communities, infinitely more valuable than the den of robbers from which he sprang, has been the theme of much prostituted praise to the writers of succeeding ages.

While the Spanish wars were drawing to a conclusion, several insurrections of the slaves broke out in Sicily. Under the command of their elected king Eunus, or Antiochus, they frequently defeated the Roman armies with great slaughter. But all their attempts to emancipate themselves were finally frustrated. In the course of six years many thousands of those unfortunate people, and a proportional number of their oppressors, were slain, before they were finally suppressed, or exterminated (a. 132). Similar commotions of the slaves took place about this time, and afterwards, in Sicily and other countries, and particularly in Delos, which has just been noted as a great slave-market.

134 or 133—It was apparently when Scipio passed through Gaul in going to, or returning from, Spain, that he had some conferences with the merchants of Massilia, Narbo, and Corbilo, then the principal cities of Gaul, wherein he endeavoured to draw from them some account of Britain. But they, knowing that no good could arise to their commerce from the interference of the Romans, prudently declined giving him any information. We hereby learn from the most respectable authority, [Polyb. op. Strab. L. iv, p. 289] that a part, perhaps the greatest part, of the British trade was now in the hands of the Gallic merchants, and also (from this notice of Polybius compared with subsequent authorities to be produced in their proper time) that it was carried on over land by inland navigation and land carriage, for which mode of conveyance the large rivers in Gaul are remarkably convenient. The ruin of Carthage and the subjection of Gadir to the Romans about seventy years before this time, were circumstances exceedingly favourable to the commerce of the Gallic merchants.

* Polybius in his History [L. iii, c. 57] expresses an intention of describing the ocean beyond the Straits, the British islands with the manner of preparing the tin, the Spanish mines, &c. in a separate work; which he appears to have accomplished, as may be inferred from a passage of Strabo, [L. ii, p. 163] apparently taken from it, wherein Polybius criticizes the accounts of Britain by Dicerarchus, Eratosthenes, and Pythias. It is thus evident, that Polybius has made mention of Britain in at least two places, which had escaped the research of the industrious Camden, or he would not have said, that this part of the world was not at all known to that great historian. The meaning of the passage [Polyb. L. iii, c. 58] quoted by Camden, as appears from the context, is, that, as it was unknown, whether Ethiopia was surrounded by the sea on the north, or joined to a southern continent; in that part of Europe lying to the northward of Narbo (Narbona) and the Tanais, was hitherto unexplored. That is to say, he knew not, whether it had sea to the northward or not. Any other interpretation makes Polybius inconsistent with himself; for he not only knew of the existence of Britain, which is far to the northward of Narbo, but he also clearly knew, that it was an island, and had other islands adjacent to it.
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130—Velleius Paterculus [L.ii. c.1] remarks, that the first Scipio shewed the Romans the way to power, and the second, to luxury. But, however rich the public treasury might be with the spoils of industrious nations, individuals were not yet arrived at any great degree of opulence: and the houses of the greatest of the Romans at this time, though substantial, were by no means elegant. They were all eclipsed by a house built by Lepidus about fifty years after, which, in the progress of luxury, was exceeded in magnificence by above a hundred houses in thirty-five years more. [Plin. L. xvii. c. 1; L. xxxvi. c. 15.]

The marriage portions of women may be reckoned a pretty good standard of the general wealth of a nation. The senate of Rome, as a mark of their respect for Scipio, then commanding their army in Spain, gave his daughter a portion of 11,000 ases (L.35:10:5) sterling; and it was a greater fortune than that of Tattia the daughter of Cæso, whose portion of 10,000 ases (L.32:5:10) was esteemed very great. Megulia, indeed, greatly exceeded both of them, for she had 50,000 ases (L.322:18:4), and in consideration of such extraordinary wealth she was fumamed the Fortune ('Dotata'). [Valer. Max. L. iv. c. 4.]

The second Scipio does not appear to have been luxurious, avaricious, nor rich; for at his death he left only 32 pounds of silver and 2½ pounds of gold*; a small fortune for one who had commanded at the destruction and plunder of the richest city in the western world. [Sext. Aurel. Victor de viris illust.]

About this time the pay of the Roman soldiers was two oboli (about 2½d) a day; of the centurions four oboli, and of the horfemen a drachma or six oboli (7¼d). In the north part of Italy, afterwards called Lombardy, the medimnus (about a bushel and a half) of wheat was sold for four oboli; barley at half that price; and wine was exchanged for barley, measure for measure. Polybius, [L. ii. c. 15; L. vi. c. 37] to whom we are indebted for these rates of pay and prices, by remarking the extraordinary cheapness in the north part of Italy, shows us, that provisions were then higher in Rome. But though they had cost there even the double of these prices, a soldier could still purchase a peck and a half of wheat with his day's pay, which of course must be considered as very high: or, in other words, the Romans paid the destroyers of mankind at a much higher rate than their feeders.

The 127th year before the Christian æra is distinguished by the last observation made by Hipparchus, a Bithynian Greek, who is with reason called the prince of astronomers. He calculated the eclipses of the

The oversight of the prince of British geographers and antiquaries is kept in countenance by an oversight of Polybius himself in the very passage quoted; who might have learned from Herodotus that the circumnavigation of Africa in the reign of Necos king of Egypt had demonstrated, that the south part of it was surrounded by the ocean.—See above, p. 35.

* The Roman pound was equal to twelve ounces of our avoirdupois weight.
fun and the moon for six hundred years, * as if he had ascended at the councils of Nature," says Pliny, who adds, that his predictions were verified by time. He undertook the arduous task of making a catalogue of the stars, and describing the position and magnitude of each. He also wrote several astronomical treatises; and he was the first, who applied the principles of astronomy to geography. In his geography he often differed from Eratosthenes, for which he is reprehended by Strabo. Instead of correcting the error of Eratosthenes in the circumference of the earth, he augmented it by about 25,000 stadia. Indeed the geographical knowledge of Eratosthenes was such, that his calculations could not well be corrected without the aid of instruments of superior accuracy. [Plin. Hist. nat. L. ii, cc. 18, 32, 26.—Ptolem. L. iii, v.]

118—a Roman colony was settled at Narbo in Gaul; [Ptol. P. 1. i. c. 15] whence it has been supposed that it was only founded now. We have just seen, from Polybius, that it was a trading town in his time, and apparently engaged in the British trade.

105—Jugurtha king of Numidia, who had learned the arts of war and perfidy in the camp of the Romans at Numantia, was now conqueror of them after a respite of about seven years. 3,700 pounds of gold, 5,775 pounds of silver in bars, and a great quantity in coin, constituted part of the plunder carried to Rome. Numidia must have been a very opulent country to afford so much wealth, after being drained by the war, and by very great bribes profusely scattered among the Romans and Mauritians by Jugurtha.

100—About this time flourished Artemidorus, an Ephesian Greek, who is quoted by Strabo, [L. iv, p. 304] as mentioning an island near Britain, wherein the same religious ceremonies were performed, which were established in Samothrace. It is very probable, that in both islands the same ceremonies were introduced by the Phoenicians. [See Bochart. Chanaon, coll. 394, 650.]

Strabo repeats a story of a vessel being found in the Red sea with only one man, almost dead, onboard, who reported, that he was from India, and that all his shipmates had died of famine. He undertook to pilot a vessel to India; and Ptolemy Eutergetes II, king of Egypt, thereupon, sent Eudoxus, who made the voyage, and returned with aromatics and precious stones. This is, I believe, the only ancient account of a voyage made to India from Egypt during the Macedonian dominion in that country; and the fabrication of such a story (for it has every appearance of a fiction) is of itself a strong presumption against the previous existence of an India trade. The name Eudoxus is also said to have afterwards explored the coast of Africa, which he pretended that he circumnavigated, though not in one voyage. His first departure was from the Red sea; and his second was from Gadir, whence he stretched along the west coast, till he reached, or suppos hed, or pretended, he reached,
the farthest nation he had visited in his former voyage *. [Strabo, L. ii, p. 155—Fln. L. ii, c. 67.]

The celebrated Mithridates, king of Pontus, built a palace, a water mill, and some other conveniences, in his city of Cabira. This, I believe, is the earliest notice we have of a water mill, an engine so useful in preparing the most valuable article of our daily subsistence; and from its being mentioned along with the palace, it may be presumed to have been then a recent discovery †. [Strabo, L. xii, p. 834.]

After the depression of Tyre, and the destruction of Carthage, the only trading community of the Phoenicians, remaining in any degree of prosperity, seems to have been that of Cadiz. They have already been noted as the original discoverers of the Cabiterides. They also carried on a great fishery on the west coast of Africa, at a place which has been long after noted for the great abundance of fish: and they appear to have traded to the two Fortunate islands, which are described as separated from each other by a narrow channel, and as blessed with a delightful climate and a fertile soil, yielding spontaneously every thing necessary to the subsistence of mankind ‡.

I have already observed, that after the destruction of Carthage the seafaring people were driven by necessity or despair, to become free-booters and pirates. But as the languishing state, to which commerce was now reduced, afforded them few prizes upon the sea, their plunder was chiefly collected by ravaging the coasts; and they had every reason to make the Romans the principal objects of their hostility and revenge. In time they became masters of the Mediterranean sea from end to end, and also of several hundreds of towns upon its coasts: but Glicia, the Balearic islands, and Crete, were their principal stations. Mithridates king of Pontus, being at war with the Romans (a. 87), was sensible how much it was his interest to cultivate the friendship of those masters of the sea, who put up a thousand warlike vessels, and scarcely permitted a cargo of corn to proceed to Rome, or a Roman governor to go by water to his province. Long they rode triumphant in the Mediterrane-

* Strabo, after relating the voyages of Eudoxus gives several arguments proving the whole to be fabulous, which, however, are more captious than solid.
† Pausanias, who seems not to have read Strabo or Vitruvius, supposes, that Beliarius constructed the first water mills, when he was besieged in Rome by the Goths. The mills he means were constructed in barges moored in the Tiber, and were devised by that great general as fellicitus for the sail, and water mills, because the sail streams were then in the power of the enemy.
‡ So these islands are described by Plutarch in the Life of Sertorius. He adds, that they were ten thousand stadia from Lilya, which must be understood as meaning from the Straits; for they could be no other than the Canaries, the only considerable islands visible from the coast of Africa. The inaccuracy in the number of the islands is easily explained from the account being given by Servius to Sertorius, who, Plutarch says, had some thoughts of retiring to those happy islands to pass the remainder of his life in blushing ease, free from the alarms and the fatigues of war. Florus goes so far as to say, that he actually arrived at them; but from the relation of Plutarch, and from the very busy life of that commander, there is reason to believe, that he never put his design in execution, so far as even to visit them. If he had, we should probably have known more of them than we do.
can, and still rose superior to every attack, till the Romans, who thought themselves entitled to the exclusive privilege of plundering the world, at last determined to exert their utmost force against this formidable association of enemies, or rivals. Pompey, whose warlike achievements had already procured him a great name, was appointed to conduct the war, and invested with unlimited power to command all the kings and states within 400 stadia of the whole Mediterranean shore; and 120,000 foot, 5,000 horse, and 500 ships, with a treasury of 6,000 Attic talents, were put under his command. The Rhodians also, a mercantile people, and consequently no friends to freebooters, joined their forces with the Romans.

57—Pompey distributed his fleet in thirteen divisions, to each of which he appointed a portion of the sea as a station. In consequence of this disposition the exiles were everywhere attacked at once, and had no place of safety to retire to. Pompey himself attacked them in their head-quarters in Cilicia, beat the principal division of their forces in a naval battle, and assailed the castles, in which they had shut themselves up. Having in a short time taken 400 of their ships, with 120 of their towns, and (if it can be believed) not losing a single ship of his own, he put an end to the war. Then, in order to detach them from a maritime life, and remove them from all temptation to resume their former occupation, he imposed upon them the terms which had been prescribed to the Carthaginians, and obliged them to occupy towns and lands which he assigned to them at a distance from the sea.

The victory having put Pompey in possession of the wealth accumulated by the independent corsairs, he bestowed upon every one of his soldiers a sum equal to £48: 8: 9 of our money, and brought into the public treasury £193,750. Among the wonders of eastern magnificence carried in Pompey's triumphal procession, there was a museum of pearls, on the top of which was a horologium, [Plin. L. xxxvii, c. 2] which appears, from the description of such instruments by Vitruvius, to have been merely a dial emblazoned by oriental ingenuity and opulence. It was a singularity in his triumph, that none of the captives were put to death at it.

The Romans being now masters of the sovereignty of the sea without a competitor, and having destroyed almost all the mercantile nations, were under a necessity to beilow at least so much attention upon commerce, as to provide for the importation of the articles necessary for the consumption of their crowded metropolis, from their distant provinces.
It was resolved that the business of providing corn should be put under the direction of some man of high rank, who might be called in modern language commissary-general: and we find Pompey himself soon after the reduction of the maritime community appointed to that office. The Romans having adorned their city with the works of the Grecian artists, they henceforth began to cultivate a taste for the fine arts; and from this time they began to be a civilized, but at the same time, a very corrupted, people, even those of the first rank being ready to commit every crime for money. That extended selfishness which they called patriotism or love of their country, but which was merely a lust of domineering over other nations, became in the minds of their great men secondary to the ambition of domineering over their countrymen. And this ambitious spirit, which broke out soon after the destruction of Carthage, never was extinguished, till it finally abolished the republican form of government.

66—Lucullus returning from Asia, brought with him a number of books (part of his plunder), the use of which he allowed to the public. This was the second library in Rome, the first being brought by Paulus Annius from the plunder of Perseus king of Macedonia. [Plut. in Lucull. 1; Strabo. orig. L. vi. c. 5.] Lucullus is also considered as the author of luxury in buildings, furniture, and entertainments, among the Romans. [Vel. Patr. L. ii. c. 33.] He introduced the culture of cherry trees in Italy from Pontus. And many other fruits were also introduced from the East, e.g. quinces from Crete; damsons from Damascus; peaches from Persia; lemons from Media; figs from Egypt and Cyprus; walnuts from Pontus and Persia; chestnuts from Sardes: but most of them were imported immediately from Greece, which had got them from their native countries. The particular time, when each of these were first planted in Italy is not accurately known. [Plin. Hi. nat. L. xv, p. 537.]

57—Ptolemy king of Cyprus was very rich. He had also affronted a profligate Roman patrician called Clodius, by offering only two talents (5,387 : 10) to ransom him from the Cilician corsairs. The Roman treasury at this time was poor. For all these reasons a decree was passed at Rome, declaring that he had forfeited his kingdom. Florus [L. iii, c. 6] says, 'So great was the fame of his riches, (nor was it groundless) that that people, who were the conquerors of nations and accustomed to give away kingdoms, at the instigation of Publius Clodius, a tribune, commanded the confiscation of an allied king in his lifetime. And he truly on hearing of it anticipated his fate by poison. Moreover Porcius Cato [that model of virtue] brought the wealth of Cyprus in Libyan gallies into the mouth of the Tiber. This transaction enriched the treasury of the Romans more than any of their triumphs.' The
amout of the plunder, so honourably obtained, was near 7,000 talents, or £1,356,250 sterling.

The Veneti, said by Strabo [L. iv. p. 297] to be a Belgic nation settled near the north-west extremity of Gaul, were distinguished by their nautical science and experience. They had great numbers of vessels, and carried on a considerable trade with Britain, though we are not informed of any particulars of it, unless that brigs was then an article imported into Britain. Their dominion extended over a considerable part of the coast; and they even levied a custom, or transit duty, upon strangers using their leas; a circumstance which infers the possession of a warlike fleet. Their vessels were built entirely of oak, strongly bolted, and their beams calked with sea-weed. They were so substantially built, that their sides were impenetrable by the rostra, or beaks, of the Roman galleys. They were calculated to take the ground, were high fore and aft, and were upon the whole excellent sea-boats. Their sails were made of leather; and, their shore being very rocky, they used iron chains instead of cables. With a fleet of about 220 of such vessels they encountered the Roman fleet of twice or thrice that number; and in the engagement they had greatly the advantage of the Romans, by pouring down upon them a shower of missile weapons from their lofty sterns, which were higher than the towers raised upon the decks of the Roman galleys. But the Veneti, notwithstanding their acknowledged superiority, were defeated by a contrivance of the Romans, who observing the advantage they had over them in manœuvring (as it is now called) with their sails, fixed the leves upon long poles, with which, attacking each ship with two or three of their own, they cut the haulyards of the Venetic vessels, whereupon the sails came down upon the decks, and their fleet was rendered unmanageable. The loss of time occasioned by this disaster was irretrievable, for, though they might have flung their yards anew, a dead calm, which ensued immediately after, threw the balance of nautical activity entirely into the hands of the Romans: for the Veneti, though they had desipled the fresh-water sailors' expedient of oars; and per-
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haps, like the Carthaginians in their first naval battle against the Romans, they allowed a confidence in their own naval superiority to throw them too much off their guard. The consequence was, that almost the whole fleet, containing all the fighting men of the country, fell into the hands of the Romans; the Veneti, deprived of every means of defence by one decisive battle, surrendered themselves and all their property to the mercy of Cæsar, who massacred the whole senate, and sold all the people for slaves. And thus a nation, who, of all those on the west coast of Europe, appear to have been next to the citizens of Gadir in commercial importance, were totally swept away from the face of the earth. Such was the revenge taken by Cæsar for the detention of his commissaries of provisions, whom he pretends to dignify with the name and inviolability of ambassadors. [Cæs. Bell. Gall. L. iii, cc. 7-16; L. v, c. 12.]

55—The commerce of the Britons must have suffered greatly by the destruction of the Veneti. But Cæsar was preparing to bring greater calamities upon them: for, on pretence that they had affisted the Veneti, he resolved to invade this island, the very existence of which was hitherto scarcely heard of at Rome. The Gallic merchants, whom he examined, in order to procure intelligence of the country, and particularly of the harbours, professed total ignorance. Notwithstanding, after sending one of his officers to explore the coast, he embarked his army and landed in Kent, where he met with a warm reception from the Britons. From the slight notices of other writers, compared with his own, when duly considered, it is evident that he added nothing to his military fame by the trial he made of the British valour; and, indeed, he himself acknowledges, that he retreated to the continent in the night time.

54—Next year, in order to wipe off the discredit brought upon his arms by the former repulse, he collected above eight hundred ships, in which he embarked no less than five legions*, besides a supernumerary body of horse. In this expedition, he says, he subdued a great many kings, four of whom were in Kent; and, having ordered them to pay a tribute to the Romans, he departed, without leaving either an army, or a fort, to maintain the conquests he alleges he had made.

In each of his expeditions, Cæsar loft a great many of his ships, owing to his seamen being totally ignorant of the nature of the tides in the Ocean.

We may more safely trust to Cæsar, in his account of the state of Britain, which is very valuable, as being more particular and accurate than any preceding account which has come down to our times.

He distinguishes an original, and an adventitious, people in Britain.

* In the time of Polybius, each legion consisted of 4,200 foot, and 300 horse, at the lowest establishment: and they were sometimes 5,000 foot. The numbers were afterwards increased; and a body of auxiliaries, as numerous as itself, was generally attached to each of the legions.
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The former he places in the interior part of the country, (whereby we must understand the part most distant from his landing place) and he describes them as in a pastoral state, living on flesh and milk, clothed with the skins of their beasts, and generally neglectful of agriculture. The later people, who occupied the maritime parts, (or rather those nearest to Kent) were of the Belgic race, who, having first invaded the country for the sake of plunder, (which shows, that the aboriginal Britons, in their simplest state, possessed something to invite the depredations of foreigners) had, in process of time, made themselves masters of part of it. They were in a more advanced state of society than the original inhabitants: they cultivated the ground, had great abundance of corn, as well as cattle, and built houses like those of their brethren on the opposite coast of Gaul. Their money was paid by weight, and consisted of brass and iron, the former of which was imported, and the latter found in their own mines: and it argues no small degree of knowledge in metallurgy, that they understood the process of making iron, which is at one time the most valuable, and the most difficult of all metals to prepare it for use. Caesar says, that there was an infinite multitude of the people: but this part of his information is very suspicious, even with respect to the Belgic colonies; and, if applied to the aborigines, it is manifestly contradicted by his description of their manner of living.

He adds, that the people of the maritime county of Kent, (those whom he knew best) very much resembled those of Gaul in their manners, and were far more civilized than any of the other communities. Tin, the great staple of Britain, was, according to his account, produced in the inland part of the country; but most of the ships from Gaul arrived in Kent; which, perhaps, he erroneously extends as far west as the island, which, from the account of Timaeus, compared with that of Diodorus Siculus, seems at this time to have been the fuation of the tin trade. [Cæs. Bel. Gal. L. iii. cc. 8, 9; L. iv. cc. 28, et seqq._Strabo, L. iv. p. 305._Diod. Sic. L. v._Timaeus ap. Plin. Hist. nat. L. iv. c. 16._Tac. Ann. L. xii. c. 34._Vit. Agr. c. 15._Dion. Cass. L. xxix. xl.] It does not appear, that the Romans ever gave one penny of the tribute, which, Caesar lays, he ordered the Britains to pay; unless the duties levied in Gaul upon their imports and exports, which any nation may levy in their own ports upon the subjects of any other nation, can be called a tribute: for after this time the Romans, or rather their Gallic subjects, had some commercial intercourse with Britain. [Strabo, L. iv. p. 306] which will be more fully narrated in the general view to be taken of the state of trade under the Roman empire.

* This is another instance of calling the most distant parts of the island the interior parts of it. Cornwall, the tin country, is even more maritime than Kent.

† To these may be added the poetical authority of Propertius, Horace, Lucan, &c. and the somewhat suspicious authority of Nenius.
Contemporary with Caesar was Diodorus, a Sicilian Greek, who wrote a general history. In a short description which he gives of Britain, [L. v. § 21] it is remarkable that he mentions the name of Orkus, the headland, which, he says, forms the northern extremity of the island. Thus the most remote corner of the country, now called Scotland, is the very first part of it mentioned by any ancient author now extant. As there is no reason to believe, that ever any Greek navigator went so far north, except Pytheas, it is almost certain, that the information concerning Orkus, transmitted to us by Diodorus, is extracted from the works of that great Massilian discoverer, and is of course some centuries older than Diodorus.

At this time Lutecia, the capital of a Gallic nation called the Parisi, was entirely contained in the little island of the River Sequana, (Seine) which is now so small a part of the great city of Paris*. [Caesar. Bell. Gall. L. vi. c. 3; L. vii. c. 57.]

Caesar, a Roman general, plundered the temple of Jerusalem of gold to the value, as we are told, of ten thousand talents. Josephus, [Antiq. L. xiv, c. 12] aware of being doubted on account of the greatness of the sum, produces the authority of Strabo, in an historical work of his, now lost.

Caesar is chiefly indebted for his fame to his extraordinary military talents, his numerous victories, wherein the cut-throats under his command butchered above a million of their fellow creatures, and his being the first of the Roman emperors. But Caesar was also a man of science; and that least renowned, but more meritorious, part of his character is what alone concerns this work. He observed, that the year had run totally into confusion, (the first day of the month called January, being in reality that which ought to have been the thirteenth of October) and, with the help of Soignes, a celebrated Grecian astronomer of Alexandria, he corrected the calendar. Letting the current year run on, till it had 445 days, he instituted a year of 365 days, to commence on the first day of the ensuing January; and he ordered, that every fourth year should consist of 366 days, which came very near to the truth†. But the stupidity of those, whose business it was to regul-

* I have inferred this earliest notice of Paris, though its inland situation on a river, not capable of carrying large vessels up to it, prevents it from being a city of great foreign trade, partly because it has become the capital of a great nation; but, chiefly, that I might not seem to detract from its antiquity, as some writers have done, who, by a strange inaccuracy, have supposed the first notice of it to be, when Julian fixed his residence in it above four hundred years afterwards. Its original name is variously written; Lutostokia by Strabo; Lutresia, and Lutecia, in Antonine's itinerary; and Leuketia by the emperor Julian, in whose time, however, agreeable to the custom of that age, the national name of Parisi, had almost superseded the old name, which is afterwards only used, I believe, by writers who affect classic names. † Surely Josephus ought to have known more of the matter himself than Strabo. So, in modern times, De Witt, a Dutch author, quotes Raleigh, an Englishman, for a splendid account of the Dutch library. ‡ Their calculation exceeded the truth by 11 minutes and 145 seconds in a year, which make a day in 333 years. The accumulation of this error gave occasion to Pope Gregory, in the year 1582,
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late the intercalary days, repeated the leap-years every third year; and
the error ran on after the death of Cæsar, till it was reformed in
the reign of Augustus. [Plin. H. i. l. xviii. c. 25.—Sueton. in Jul. c. 40 ;
Ocel. c. 31.—Dion. Caes. L. xliii.—Cæs. i. 8.] Cæsar first planned
a general survey of the whole empire, and committed the execution of
it to three Grecian geographers, to each of whom was assigned a por-
tion of the Roman world; and 25 years 1 month and 10 days elapsed
before the last part of this vast survey was completed, which, with the
supplementary surveys of new provinces, when they were conquered,
formed the chief ground-work of Ptolemy's system, which was till latel
the universal standard of geographical science. [Æschi. Cosmographia.—
Veget. de re milit. L. iii. c. 6.] In one year (44) he restored the two
commercial cities of Carthage* and Corinth, which had been destroyed
in one year by his predecessors. Both recovered some share of their
ancient importance; and in about half a century Carthage became as
populous as any city on the north coast of Africa. [Strabo. L. viii. p.
585 ; L. xvii. p. 1190.] These actions show, that Cæsar, like Alexan-
der, had a soul capable of the useful virtues, and might have been as
beneficent as illustrious, if the folly of mankind did not bestow greater
applause upon their destroyers than upon their benefactors.

43—Cicero, who at this time fell a sacrifice to the rage of civil war,
oberves, that those, who ascribe the creation of the world to the fortu-
tious concourse of matter, might as well suppose, that innumerable forms
of the twenty-one letters, made of gold or any other material, if jum-
bled together, and then shaken out upon the ground, could produce a
copy of the Annals of Ennius. And he elsewhere talks of imprinting
the notes, or marks, of letters upon wax. [De nat. deor. L. ii ; Part. orat.]
From these notices it seems probable, that the antients knew how to
print letters: but we may be assured, that they knew nothing of a per-
manent colouring matter, or ink, nor of a press, as their forms (or types)
do not appear to have been ever applied to the valuable purpose of mul-
tiplying the copies of books.

Luxury, or rather profusion, being introduced in Rome by the con-
quest of the wealthy and enervated kingdoms of Asia, had now made
such progers, that there were this year above an hundred houses, more

* Cæcebus attempted to rebuild Carthage from
after its destruction; but the enterprise seems to
have been soon abandoned.
† Quintilian [De inst. orat. L. i. c. 11] mentions
ivory letters, as commonly put into the hands
of children to affix them in learning to read. But
those letters, with which impressions were made up-
on tables or plates covered with wax, must evi-
dently have approached to the nature of modern
types. For several passages of ancient authors,
concerning their letters, writing, &c. see Hug. de
schriftb. orig. c. 10.
‡ The chapters, or sections, in the various edi-
tions of Cicero are very discordantly numbered.
That containing the passage here quoted from
Nature deorum is numbered 29, 37, and 93. The
other from the Partit. I have found numbered
7 and 26 in two editions I have examined.
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magnificent than that of M. Emilius Lepidus, which, in his consulship, thirty-five years before, was the finest house in Rome. [Plin. Hist. nat. L. xxxvi, c. 15.]

31.—The naval battle of Actium gave the last blow to the republican form of government in Rome by throwing the whole undivided power into the hands of Octavianus, the grandson of Cæsar's sister, who afterwards assumed the surname, or title, of Augustus.

29.—The great influx of money from the conquered provinces reduced the rate of interest at Rome from ten to four per cent.

25.—Ambassadors are said to have been sent from India, and, according to Florus, also from the Scythians, Sarmatians, and even the Seros, to court the friendship of Augustus, who was then in Spain. We are told, that those of India were four years upon their journey; and if so, they set out two years after the battle of Actium, which fearemly allows sufficient time for those very distant nations to have received intelligence of the good fortune and established power of Augustus. [F¯rus, L. iv, c. 12.—Sueton.]

23.—Augustus, having reduced Egypt to the condition of a province of Rome, and being informed of the great opulence of the Arabians, wished either to make use of them as wealthy friends, or to levy heavy tributes from them as rich subjects. The army he sent into their country was wasted by famine, thirst, and disease, more than by battle: and, after having penetrated within two days' journey, as they were told, of the land of Omatics and frankincense, the rich object of their expedition, the remainder of them were glad to get back to Egypt. [Strabo, L. xvi, p. 1128.] That this invasion did not affect the tranquillity, or the commerce, of the Sabæans, is evident from Diodorus Siculus, (who wrote after this time) who says, [L. iii, § 47] that they had preferred their liberty unimpaired by any conquest during many ages; and, from Pliny [L. vi, c. 28] we know, that no other Roman army had ever marched into Arabia, when he wrote, about the 75th year of the Christian era.

The Romans at the same time made an expedition against the Ethiopians above Egypt, and reduced them to the necessity of begging for

---

* It may as justly be said of the city of Edinburgh, that many, which might be esteemed capital houses in it in the year 1763, were eclipsed by above an hundred better ones in 1795; a little shorter period for so great a change in the site of building. It is still more to the honour of our Scottish metropolis, that the wealth, by which the poor are clad and fed, the hungry fed, Health to himself, and to his infants bread, The babel bears, in the construction of those beautiful and durable edifices, was not acquired, like that of the Romans, by the plunder of the world.

† Mr. Perret (in a dissertation on the eastern expedition of Trajan, Hist. de l'Academie royale, I. xxiv) supposes, that such embassies were sometimes mere forces, performed by some foreign merchants, who wanted to obtain favours from the emperors. It is also probable, that the Romans of that age had not any very accurate idea of what part of the world was to be understood by the name of India, and that such stories were mere fables. In modern times, and to the clear light spread over the world by the art of printing, we are told, that ambassadors from Japan arrived in Holland in the year 1669, in order to negotiate a treaty of commerce with the Dutch.
The Ethiopian ambassadors were sent by Petronius, the Roman general, to Augustus, then in the island of Samos, who remitted the tribute demanded by his general, the collection of which he probably thought impracticable: but he seems to have retained some kind of superiority, at least upon the coast, as we not only find that the merchants of Egypt immediately opened a new trade with the Troglodytes, an Ethiopian nation, occupying the west coast of the Red sea; [Strab. L. xvi. p. 1149, 1176] but also, that the Romans, at least soon after this time, levied a custom duty on the coast of the Red sea, as far as the Ocean, [Plin. L. vi. c. 23] which may be presumed to be on the west side of it, in consequence of the treaty concluded with the Ethiopian ambassadors at Samos, as the frustrated expedition against the rich commercial part of Arabia shows, that it could not be (as some have supposed) on the shores of that country.

20.—An Indian prince, called Pórus, is said to have sent ambassadors to Augustus, who received them in the island of Samos. This is supposed to be a second embassy from the same prince, who had sent those who traveled to Spain. [Nicol. Damasc. ap. Strab. L. xv. p. 1047; and see 

19—Virgil, the chief of the Roman poets, had flattered Augustus so successfully, that, according to his commentator and biographer, Servius, he died worth £80,729 of our modern fterling money. Was there ever any other poet half as rich?

13—Augustus raised the daily pay of the Roman soldiers to five pence of our modern money; but those who guarded the sacred perfom of the emperor were rewarded with twelve pence. About the same time wheat cost from 1/11 to 2/6 a bushel, as appears from one of Cicero's speeches against Verres.

A. D. 14.—The remarkably-long reign of Augustus was terminated by a natural death; a termination which fell to the lot of scarcely any other emperor before the elevation of the Flavian family. After he found himself establisned sole monarch of the Roman empire by the destruction of all his competitors and their adherents, he endeavoured to make the people forget his usurpation by an affected moderation in the use of his power, and by a spectious appearance of attention to their happiness in every thing which did not interfere with his own supremacy. The embellishment of Rome in his reign is expressed by a well known saying of his, that ' he found it a city of brick, and should leave it a city of marble.' He may be called the father of the Roman imperial navy; for which he appointed Ravenna, in the Adriatic sea, as the principal station of the eastern squadron, and Milenum, in the Gulf of Naples, of the western. Some smaller divisions were also stationed in the Euxine sea, on the south coast of Gaul, and between the north coast of Gaul and Britain. It must be acknowledged, that his navy was
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not very formidable, either for the number or strength of the vessels: but then he had not one enemy in the whole extent of the Mediterranean to contend with. Having observed the disadvantage of Antony's unwieldy ships at the battle of Actium, he built no very large vessels: and, after this time, we hear no more of ships with very numerous tires of oars.

In the reign of Augustus, some Roman navigators explored the coast of the North sea, as far as the promontory of the Cimbri (the north point of Denmark, called the Scaw). [Plin. Hift. nat. L. ii. c. 67.] The voyage, however, was not intended to be subservient to trade, but to conquest; for the emperor then flattered himself, that all Germany was to be reduced under his yoke by Tiberius, who succeeded him in the empire. But, to the Romans, the Ocean was still an object of terror, which they endeavoured to disguise, under the pretence of religious awe, and it was seldom encountered by any vessels from the Roman dominions. The Mediterranean sea was the proper sphere of their navigation; and the whole extent of its shores, with all its islands, the most insignificant not excepted, being now subject to their dominion, there was no receptacle for pirates. Had there been any considerable mercantile community remaining among the subjects of Rome, there was now a fair opportunity of carrying on an extensive and undisturbed commerce among the great variety of nations, who enjoyed a flourishing tranquillity from foreign wars, under the oppression of the governors appointed by one sovereign. And during the reign of an emperor, who was convinced, that his dominions needed no extension, and he had more to fear than to hope from war, commerce must have been as flourishing as it could be, in the situation to which the world was reduced by the destruction of the commercial states. This, therefore, is the time which I think most proper for laying before the reader a concise account of the Roman trade, or rather importation, together with some commercial notices of the various countries, which could not so conveniently be introduced elsewhere.

* About the year 390 Vegetius was almost apprehensive that he should not be believed, when he said, that some vessels had carried five tires of oars. [Veget. L. iv. c. 37.] And Zosimus, a few years later than Vegetius, talks of vessels of five, and even of three, tires of oars, at the works of ancient times, of which he seems to have had no clear idea. [L., v. p. 319, c. Oxon. 1679.]

† For this remark I am indebted to Mr. Gibbon. [P. i. p. 296.]

‡ Adversus occaans raro ab orbe nostro navigat. [Tacit. Germ. c. 4.] If I may presume to say so of so great a critic, Lipsius has found a difficulty in the word adversus, where there seems to be more, the plain meaning being, that the Ocean was hostile, or adversus, the very same word naturalized in English.

§ To prevent the insertion of quotations at every clause, and almost at every word, the reader will please to observe, that the following account is collected and digested, from notices dispersed through the great geographical work of Strabo, the works of Cicero, and the Universal historical library of Diodorus Siculus, who were all contemporaneous with Augustus: and it is supplied and corrected from the histories, poets, and other authors, nearly contemporaneous, especially from the vivid store of Polybius' Natural History.

The reader will not expect, that every article imported from every country should be inserted. It is sufficient to mention those which were distinguished for their excellence, or, as being the staple, being remarkably plentiful, or being peculiar to the countries from which they were imported.
The principal trade of the Roman world, was the conveyance of corn, and other provisins, to the all-devouring capital; and this most important concern was under the immediate direction of the emperor himself, one of his many titles or offices, being that of commissary-general of corn.

Italy, cultivated to the highest degree of perfection, produced abundance of corn and cattle to supply itself, if Rome had been the capital of Italy only.

The northern part of Italy, called Cisalpine Gaul, furnished a quantity of felt pork almost sufficient for the whole consumption of Rome; magnificent tapestry, and woolen drapery, the manufacture of Patava (Padua); and wool of various qualities, whereof those of Mutina (Modena) and Altinum, were remarked as the best; many species of marbles, the produce of the Alps, for the conveyance of which vessels were constructed on purpose; good steel, made at Comum (Como), where the water was of such a quality, as to give a peculiar hardness to the metal; excellent chrysal; ice; the use of which in the burning furnaces of Italy, could scarcely be called an extravagant luxury; and cheese, for which those mountainous regions still preserve their reputation, by their parmesan.

Liguria sent from its port of Genua large wood, some trees being eight feet in diameter; ship timber; wood, nothing inferior to the thuya wood for making tables; cattle; hides; honey; and a coarse kind of wool, which served to make clothing for the slaves. Etruria produced large timber; marble, esteemed not inferior to the Parian; and huge blocks of stone, for capital buildings, shipped at the ports of Pisa and Luna, which later was remarkable for its cheese, of the astonishing weight of a thousand pondo, and for its wines, esteemed the best in Etruria. The Sabine country sent in excellent oil and wine. Latium, and Campania, where Bacchus and Ceres are poetical said to have driven which of them should be most profitable in their favours to the happy soil, furnished the best wheat, rice, barley, and wines, of which several particular growths were in high request with the epicures of Rome, especially the Falernian, which has been rendered famous by the immortal lines of Horace. Apulia excelled in the quality of its wool; and Brutium abounded in fir trees of great size, together with pitch and tar, the produce of them.

In Rome itself, several manufactures were carried on, chiefly by the knowledge and industry of the slaves, the captives, or dependents of the captives, carried off by the Romans from all the industrious nations with whom they had been at war. But manufactures are scarcely seen or heard of in the baffle of a great capital; and they are totally overlooked by historians, only concerned with the destruction of mankind, and the success of their destroyers.
Corsica supplied timber for ship-building.
Sardinia had some mines of silver; and it had corn and cattle to spare for the use of the capital.

Sicily, which the poets thought proper to make the birth-place and residence of Ceres, their goddess of agriculture, and which Cicero calls the granary and treasury of the empire, furnished Rome with vast quantities of wine, honey, whereof that of Hybla was eminently famous, salt, saffron, cheese, cattle, hides, pigeons, (for the Romans were great pigeon-fanciers *) corals, and emeralds. But all these were trifling, if compared to the prodigious quantities of wheat exported from this noble island, which, before it fell under the dominion of Rome, has, upon some occasions, even supplied the temporary deficiency of corn, in so fertile a country as Egypt.

The inhabitants of Melita, (Malta) who were a Carthaginian colony, carried on a considerable manufacture of very fine white cloth, called linen, by some authors, and woolen, by others. As the Romans called cotton the wool of trees, and the island produces cotton of a most excellent quality in the present day, there can be little doubt that these fine cloths were calicos, or muffins. The houses of Melita were distinguished by their elegance, the comfortable fruits of successful industry.

Greece furnished honey, and particularly a remarkably fine kind from Attica. Lacedaemon sent its beautiful green marble, and the dye of the purple shell-fish; and Elis its fine stuff called byllinus, probably of the nature of cambric, which used to sell for its weight in gold †.

Many of the Grecian Islands produced excellent marble: Paros was particularly celebrated for the kind so well known by its name, and so valuable to statuaries, for its pure and uniform white colour, and its exemption from the sparkles, which, by giving a false light, injure the effect in statues made of other marbles. Samos still excelled in manufactures of fine earthen-ware. Lemnos furnished the best vermilion, (finopis) which sold at Rome for thirteen denarii (8/4 sterling) a pound. Cos manufactured an inferior kind of silk, said to be produced by worms of a species different from the genuine silk-worms, which, from the cenfures on its indecent transparency, seems to have been like the modern farceneres, or persians.

From Thrace were imported great quantities of corn, and salted tunnies, which abound in the Euxine sea.

Colchis produced wool of an excellent quality, and far more valuable than the golden fleece, which Jason and his companions are said to have

* Axius, a Roman knight, sold a pair of pigeons for four hundred denarii, equal to £1 13s. 4d. sterling. [Aukhman's Table of ancient coins, Ct. p. 129.]
† See an attempt to explain the nature of byllinus, lerneum, &c. under the year 73.
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carried off from that country; also hemp, wax, and pitch; and it still kept up its credit for the manufacture of fine linens of the Egyptian fabric, such as were adduced by Herodotus as an argument for the truth of an Egyptian colony having settled there. Goods, brought over-land from India, were shipped at Phasis for the ports of Europe.

The article chiefly noted as imported from Galatia and Cappadocia *, was vermilion, called Sinopia, from the port at which it was shipped.

Of the cheese, brought to Rome from any considerable distance, the best was from Bithynia.

Phrygia furnished large columns and slabs of a beautiful stone like alabaster, dug in the quarries of Synnada, an inland town, about two hundred miles from the Euxine, and as many from the Mediterranean. The country about Laodicea produced excellent wool, some of which was naturally as black as jet.

Clazomenæ in Ionia furnished the best of all the foreign wines which were carried to Rome.

Miletus in Caria possessed a breed of sheep, the wool of which was very generally preferred to all others. There was also a considerable manufacture of woollen goods, of which those dyed with Tyrian purple were highly esteemed.

The most remarkable productions of Cyprus were precious stones, among which there was an inferior kind of diamonds. Copper was imported from this island in considerable quantities; and also the best reft, and a sweet oil, made from a shrub called by the name of the island.

Syria, Phoenicia, and Palestine, furnished cedar, gums, balsam, and alabaster. Sidon and Tyre, names so illustrious in the earliest history of commerce, were now chiefly noted for the glass manufactures and embroidery of the former, and for the purple dye and fishery of the later †. The goods, brought from India, over-land, by the merchants of Palmyra, were shipped for Rome from the ports of Syria; and some were probably still brought from Arabia by the way of the Red Sea by some few merchants remaining in Tyre.

Egypt was called by the ancients the granary of the world; and it supplied Rome with corn sufficient, if we can credit Josephus, for one third of its whole consumption. Its other exports were flax; linens of all qualities, for which it was famous from the earliest ages; cotton

* In order to save trouble to the critics, if any of them shall condescend to examine the body of this work, I acknowledge, that I do not profess to be minutely accurate in the chronology of the possession of each country, and that several dependent nominal kingdoms, e. g. Cappadocia, Judea, Mauritania, &c. are here considered as parts of the empire.

† In nautical knowledge the Phoenicians were still acknowledged superior to all the seamen of the Mediterranean, after the extermination of the Carthaginians. It was to them that the great Mid-

thral applied for seamen proper to command and navigate the fleet he fitted out against the Romans.
goods, made from cotton produced in the upper Egypt; costly ointments; marble; alabaster; salt; alum of the very best quality; guris; paper, the general use of which, Pliny finely remarks, polishes and immortalizes man; also the ruff called papyrus, from which paper was likeways manufactured at Rome. Paper varied in its quantities and sizes, from the wrapping Emporetica for the shops, of six inches in breadth, to the Augusta, Liviana, and Hieratica, as they were called at Rome, which were of thirteen inches*. Glass ware was also shipped from Alexandria, which rivaled Sidon in that manufacture†. The Egyptians had a process, which, as described by Pliny, [L. xxxv. c. 11] had, at least in its effect, some resemblance to the modern art of printing uponoton, linen, &c. They drew figures upon cloth with various colourless materials, which, when the cloth was plunged into a cauldron of hot dye-stuff, in a moment assumed various colours suitable to the figures, which were so strongly fixed, that no washing could efface them.

Egypt was also the entrepot of the principal trade carried on between the Oriental countries and Rome, which will be described under the head of India.

Alexandria, the port at which all the produce and manufactures of Egypt, and all the goods carried through it, were shipped, was a large and beautiful city, when it was the capital of the Macedonian kings of Egypt, and the seat of the Egyptian commerce. Being now not only the seat of the Roman government, but also of a commerce greatly extended by the consumption of the Roman world, and protected by the Roman power, it almost instantaneously increased to an extent and population, which yielded only to the imperial city itself, containing, according to Diodorus Siculus, three hundred thousand free people, whence its whole population may be fairly supposed above a million. It is, therefore, chiefly from the reign of Augustus, that Alexandria is entitled to the rank of the commercial capital of the Mediterranean, or, as Strabo expresses it, the greatest emporium of the whole world.

Though Egypt was a Roman province, the whole of the commerce continued now, and afterwards in its more extended state, in the hands of the Greeks, the haughty Romans, thinking commercial concerns

* The Augusta proving too transparent, a paper of a thicker quality, and greater breadth, being eighteen inches, was introduced in the reign of Claudius, which of course was called Claudia. Each sheet of the ancient paper was double, the principal side being the largest sheet that could be got, of uniform breadth, in the whole length of the papyrus, which was covered, or lined, with shorter pieces, fastened on with the glutinous water of the Nile, or with pitch. The longitudinal fibres of the plant, crossing each other, gave the paper the appearance of linen. [Plut. Hisp. nat. L. xiii, c. 11, 12] whence the information concerning the paper is taken.] A specimen, which is in the Museum, is about nine feet long, and twelve or thirteen inches broad. It contains a donation by a pious lady, dated in the twenty-seventh year of Julian, L. c. A. D. 553.

† The Ethiopians to the southward of Egypt preferred their dead beside them in transparent coffins, made of fusile glass, or chrysalt. [Herod. L. iii. c. 24.] Such a coffin Potemny Coccus substituted for the golden one, wherein the body of Alexander the Great had been preferred at Alexandria.
A. D. 14.

beneath their dignity, and the aboriginal Egyptians, a poor depressed race, not being admitted to a participation of it, and, probably, still restricted by their superstitious prejudices from going upon salt water in any capacity.

A. F. PROPER, the antient territory of the Carthaginians, was a country remarkably fertile. It furnished Rome with great quantities of corn; honey; drugs of various sorts; marble; the feathers and eggs of the ostrich; also living ostriches, elephants, and lions, for the fanguinory sports of the Romans, whose game laws did not permit the poor African to kill a lion, even in his own defence. But such a preposterous law may be presumed to have been enacted by one of the less prudent tyrants, who came after Augustus.

MAURITANIA furnished fine, and very large, timber, called cedar, but, by its characteristics, apparently mahogany, whereof very large tables were made, which sold for such enormous prices, that the Roman ladies thought their extravagance in pearls fully kept in countenance by the rage of their husbands for purchasing those tables. Some trading settlements, in the west part of this country upon the Ocean, appear to have been still inhabited by Phoenicians.

The natural advantages of SPAIN were so great and so various, that Pliny reckons it next to Italy; which, from an Italian, may be considered as an acknowledgment, that it was esteemed for soil, climate, and productions of every kind, the very first country in Europe. The whole country abounded with mines of lead, iron, copper, silver, and gold, and also with marble. But each province had peculiar advantages; and they must, therefore, be considered distinctly.

The south part of Spain, called Baetica or Turdetania, had the appearance of a vast garden, intersected with many navigable rivers, the very islands of which were highly cultivated, and adorned with buildings. This delightful region, apparently the Elysian fields of antient fable, and comprehending Andalusia and most of Granada with part of Portugal in modern geography, was occupied by the Turdetani, Turtutani, or Tur-tuli, who were probably the descident, or mixed with the descendent, of some very antient colonies of the Phoenicians. They were distinguished from the other nations of Spain by superior civilization and learning; and they boasted of possessing records and poems of prodigious antiquity. Their numerous population, besides fully cultivating the rich fields, working the mines, and attending the fisheries, had filled two hundred opulent trading towns spread along the sea coast and the

* In the Periplus of the Erythraean sea, and in the works of Ptolemy, especially in the later, the names of many merchants and navigators occur; and they are all Greek—no Roman—no Egyptian. The same may be observed in the

fifth century from the work of Cosmas Indicopleustes. The only exception I have found is Firmus, a merchant of Egypt, who set up for an emperor in the third century.
banks of the navigable rivers. The chief of these were Corduba (Cor-
dova), Malaca (Malaga), Illipa (Penafior), Hispalis (Seville), with many
others, which after being colonized by the Romans, who thereupon fre-
quently assumed the credit of being their founders, retain to this day
some share of splendour, and even, when compared with some parts of
modern Spain, a portion of the industry, derived from their Phoenician
founders through the revolutions of thirty centuries. But the chief of
the whole for commercial dignity, as already observed, was Gadir (call-
ed by the Romans Gades, and at this day Cadiz), which was now be-
come the greatest emporium in the western world, the rival of Alexan-
dria in commerce, and by some supposed inferior only to Rome in the
number of its inhabitants, many of whom, not able to find house-room
on the small island whereon the town was built, lived entirely upon the
water. The Turtuli exported great quantities of corn, and wine; ex-
cellent oil, but in small quantity; honey, and wax; pitch; much scar-
et dye (κόκκινος), and vermillion (μιλβετός), which the Romans obliged them
to bring in a rude state, to be refined at Rome; salt; salted provi-
sions of a superior quality; wool of so excellent a kind, that a talent (£ 1.93:
15s. per lb) was an usual price for a good breeding ram. They had
formerly exported considerable quantities of woollen drapery; but they
were now apparently obliged to give up that manufacture, and to carry
their raw wool to the Romans, who probably put the manufacture into
the hands of their own domestic slaves. Besides their agriculture, ma-
ufactures, and commerce, they were enriched by a vast fishery, which
they carried on, not only in the seas adjacent to their own coast, which
swarmed with great variety of useful fish of a superior quality and size,
but also on the coast of Africa to a considerable distance: and before
they fell under a foreign dominion, they had had the produce of their
own very rich mines, which were now the property of the conquerors.
So extensive a commerce and fishery employed a quantity of shipping
scarcely inferior to that employed in the whole of the African trade;
and all their vessels were built of timber produced in the country. The
merchants of Gadir in particular had ships of very great burthen, where-
with they traded in the Mediterranean and also in the Ocean, as far at
least as the Fortunate islands (the Canaries), and probably also to the re-
 mote settlements and trading posts, which the Carthaginians had estab-
lished on the west coast of Africa. There is also reason to believe, that
they still possessed a share of the British tin trade in the antient channel
of direct importation from the Caffiterides.

The east coast of the northern province of Spain, called Tarraconen-
sis, also contained many good trading towns. The first and the best of
these was New Carthage, called also Carthago spartaria from the great
abundance of spartum produced in the fields adjacent to it, (and now
Carthagenae), which still retained some of the mercantile genius of its
Carthaginian founders, and furnished the commodities of distant lands to an extensive back country in return for salted provisions, and cordage made of the plant called spartum, which were carried chiefly to Rome, along with the silver of the mines. Saguntum (Morvedro), was celebrated for its manufacture of earthen-ware: and Tarragon (Tarragona), for its linens, remarkable for their shining whiteneys and the wonderful thinness of their fabric. Some of the best steel in Europe was made at Bil-bils (Xiloca), and in its neighbourhood, the waters in that part of the country having a peculiar virtue in hardening the metal.

Strabo remarks, that the people of the mountainous country in the west part of this province, bordering on the Ocean, were homely and uncultivated by reason of their remote situation, and little commerce or intercourse with strangers. The trade among themselves was nothing but barter, and they adjusted their bargain by paying the balance with a piece cut off from a sheet of silver. They had also some little intercourse with foreigners, who purchased their lead and tin. Their boats were made of leather, a very few excepted, which they had lately learned to build of wood. The men were all dressed in black clothes, and most of them wore mantles or plaid, in which they also slept upon beds made of herbs. The dresses of the women were adorned with figures of flowers. They had plenty of cattle and goats; and they made much butter, which, Strabo says, they used as a substitute for oil. Though far from being wealthy, they were very hospitable, and delighted in making entertainments for their friends, assigning the most honourable seats to age and dignity. On these occasions they treated with ale, their usual beverage, and with the little wine they had, the whole vintage being usually exhausted at one feast. The entertainments were accompanied with dancing to the music of the pipe and trumpet. Their other amusements were manly and warlike exercises. Their agility, their martial temper, and their talent for stratagem, had made them in past times very formidable neighbours to the subjects of the Romans: but they were now enlisted in their legions—is this the picture of the mountainers in the north-west part of Spain, or of those in the north-west part of Scotland in the last age, which Strabo has been drawing? The striking likeness will, I presume, apologize with a British reader for inferring some traits of it, which may belong more properly to the history of manners than to that of commerce.

The west coast of Spain appears to have been but little known to the Romans.

The BALEARIC ISLANDS furnished some wine, esteemed equal to any of the growth of Italy.

GAUL was also a very opulent province, the government of which was esteemed by the Romans as profitable as that of Syria. That part of the coast, which bordered upon the Mediterranean, contained the only ports, with which Rome had any direct intercourse.

Vol. I.
The chief of these were Maffilia (Marseilles), Arelate (Arles), and Narbo (Narbonne), from which last, being a Roman colony, the name of Narbonensis was extended to a large province, including the modern divisions of Languedoc, Provence, and Dauphiné. By the favour of the Romans Narbo became the most populous city in Gaul, and it also had the greatest trade, which, according to the poetical authority of Aufonius, extended to the eastern sea, Spain, Africa, Sicily, and the whole world. The ancient Phoccean colony of Maffilia had now declined very much from its former opulence in consequence of the partiality of the Romans to Narbo, which was at this time esteemed the chief emporium of the whole country. The Romans received from Gaul, besides the tributary metals of gold, silver, iron, &c. dug from the mines of the province, linens, which were made in every part of the country, corn; cheese; excellent salted pork, and plaid, which two articles Belgic Gaul supplied in great quantities. Great flocks of geese from the country of the Morini opposite to Britain formed an article of importation; if they could be sold to be imported, which required no carriage, but performed the long journey of 1,254 miles to Rome upon their own feet. But our information concerning the imports from Gaul is very defective, though there is good reason to believe, that they were very considerable.

The chief trading ports of Gaul upon the Ocean were Burdigala (Bordeaux), situated on a noble estuary or firth at the mouth of the Garumna (Garonne), in the country of the Bituriges, a Gallic or Celtic nation (occupying the modern Guienne proper) among the Aquitani, who were of Spanish origin; Corbilo upon the Ligeris (Loire), which in the time of Polybius had been a considerable emporium, and one of the three best towns then in Gaul, (the others being Maffilia and Narbo) but now declined; the port of the Veneti, if not deserted after the ruin of the people by Caesar; a port of the Lexobii at the mouth of the Sequana (Seine); and the Portus Itius, concerning the position of which the learned differ in their opinions. All these seem to have had some intercourse with Britain, and probably with other countries, of which we have no information.

Gaul was a country peculiarly favoured in the convenience of inland navigation, being everywhere intersected by navigable rivers running in very opposite directions; so that goods could be carried between the Mediterranean and the Ocean with very little assistance of land carriage. From Narbo, above which the Arax (Aude) was seldom navigable, they were carried a few miles over-land, and reshipped on the Garumna, which carried them to Burdigala. The Ligeris, the Sequana, and the Rhenus (Rhine) afforded water carriage to the very heart of the country, and all of them to the neighbourhood of the Rhodanus (Rhone) or its great navigable branches, which completed the inland water carriage.
between the Mediterranean and the whole of the west and north shores of Gaul; while almost every other part of the country was accessible by the navigable branches of those great rivers, to the great advantage of the community, as well as the emolument of the proprietors of the lands adjacent to the rivers before the Roman conquest, who used to levy a toll or transit duty on the boats passing through their territories. In the very center of all this inland conveyance, at the junction of the Rhodanus with the Arar (Swane), a river of a longer course and gentler current than itself, and within an easy distance of the other navigable rivers which flowed in the opposite direction, stood the great inlandemporium of Lugdunum (Lions), a Gallic city, so greatly augmented by a Roman colony, the residence of a Roman governor, and the establishment of a mint for gold and silver money, that for population it exceeded every other city in Gaul except Narbo. With these advantages it necessarily became the general depot of all the inland trade of the country, and the great thoroughfare of the inland navigation; for even those who, on account of the rapidity of the Rhodanus, preferred land carriage for the space between Lugdunum and the coast, brought their goods to that city to be further forwarded by water or by land. [Strabo, L. iv, pp. 268, 288, 292, 294, 295, 318.] Even before the settlement of the Romans in it, it must have been a place of great trade and intercourse, enlivening the whole of the river below it, which was covered with canoes and small vessels, employed in the carrying trade, as early as the famous passage of the great Hannibal over the Alps. [Polyb. L. iii, c. 42.]

The only vines in Gaul were on the south coast: but so fond were the inland people of wine, that the Italian merchants, who carried it up the Rhodanus, frequently exchanged a vassel of it containing about eighteen gallons for a young slave. Their usual liquor was extracted from barley, or prepared by mixing honey with water.

Having now completed the circuit of the Roman provinces, as they lay extended on both sides of the Mediterranean, it only remains to observe that almost all those countries poured their wines into the capital; which also received corn from every province, that had any to spare, besides the more regular supplies from those, which were peculiarly noted for their abundance.

But all this importation was merely for supplying the vast consumption of an all-devouring capital. There was scarcely any exportation; there was no reciprocity of good offices; their was no commerce.
The payments were made with the tributes extorted from the conquered provinces; and thus the money given for produce and manufactures preferred some degree of balance between industry and rapine, without which the later must in a short time have drained the springs, from which its inatifiable appetite was fed: or in other words, the farmers and manufacturers were paid with their own money. But let us hear from a Roman author, what Rome bestowed upon the world. 'Italy [or rather Rome] is the nurse and mother of all countries, chosen by divine providence to make the heavens themselves more bright, to collect into one point the scattered jurisdictions, and to polish the rude customs of other countries, to unite by intercourse and conversation the discordant and savage languages of so many nations, to civilize mankind, and, in a word, is destined to become the one mother-country of all the nations upon the face of the earth.' [Plin. Hist. nat. L. iii, c. 5.]

But luxury and superabundant wealth could not be satisfied with the productions of nature and art within the Roman empire, however plentiful and various, while there were other gratifications to be found in remoter countries. In order to relieve the wealthy Roman from the load of his superfluous riches, the industrious natives of the most distant parts of the world were employed in preparing and transmitting articles, which were of no real utility, and which, for that very reason, are most eagerly sought after by those who want nothing.

In the review of what may be called the foreign trade of Rome, our own island of Britain presents itself first to our notice, as being connected by vicinity and intercourse with Gaul, the country which concluded the survey of the home trade of that great empire. We luckily possess the materials for a more ample detail of the British trade; and in a work intended for British readers, a more particular attention to the ancient commerce of our own island, will not, I presume, need any apology.

The commercial and friendly intercourse between the Britons and Gauls, which had subsisted before the invasion of Julius Cæsar, still continued, and was probably increased in consequence of the greater affordment of goods now in the hands of the Romanized Gallic merchants. But the trade appears to have been entirely passive on the part of the Britons. No antient author has mentioned any other kind of vessels belonging to them than boats, of which the keel and principal timbers were made of light wood, and the bottom and sides of a kind of basket work of osiers, the whole being covered with hides. [Timæus ap. Plin. L. iv, c. 16.—Cæs. Bell. civ. L. i, c. 54.—Solin. c. 24.—and apparently Ruf. F cott. Avien. Or. mar. v. 105] At this time the southern mouth of the Hrenus, or, more properly speaking, the shore of the Morini (antient inhabitants of Picardy and Flanders) in whose terri-
tery was the celebrated Portus Itius, the mouths of the Sequana, the Ligeris, and the Garumna, were the principal ports for the communication and trade between Britain and Gaul, after the Veneti were destroyed by Cesar. [Strabo, L. iv, p. 305.]

The tin, which was still the chief article of British commerce, after being cast into cubic masses, was carried in carts at the time of low water across the narrow channel between the main land and the island of Ileis (apparently the same with the Midis of Timeus already mentioned, p. 88.) That island still remained the general staple of the British trade; and there the Gallic merchants met the British traders and miners or their agents, from whom they received the tin; and along with it also lead; some corn; cattle; hides, under the description of which perhaps wool is included; gold; silver; iron; ornaments for bridles, and other toys, made of a substance, which the Romans called ivory, but more probably the bone of some large fish; ornamental chains; vases made of amber and of glass; with some other trifling articles: also precious stones and pearls; slaves, who were captives taken in the wars carried on by the tribes against each other; dogs of various species, all excellent in their kinds, which were highly valued by the Roman connoisseurs in hunting, and by the Gauls, who used them, not only against wild animals in the chase, but also against their enemies in the field of battle; and bears for the sanguinary sports of the Roman circus, though probably not so early as the age of Augustus. [Diod. Sic., L. v, § 21.—Strabo, L. iv, pp. 305, 307.—Mela, L. iii, c. 3.—Martialis Spec. 9.]

Of the goods imported into Britain we know but very little. Brass, brazen utensils, earthen-ware, and fay, are all that we find any mention of; neither is it certain, that they belong to fo late a period of our history, as that now under consideration. [Strabo, L. iv, pp. 305-307.]

§ Solinus says, that in his time the fine gentlemen in Ireland had their sword-handles adorned with the teeth of fishes polished as bright as ivory; and the same kind of ornament continued in request at least till the sixth century, as appears from the biographers of some of the Irish saints.

The bridge ornaments, chains, amber, and glass ware, are mentioned by Strabo [L. iv, p. 307] in a manner which leaves it almost doubtful whether they were imported into Britain, or exported from it. That they were imported, is the opinion of the annotator on the passage, and of Dacier Henry, [Hist. of Brit, ii, p. 227, ed. 1788.] But the contrary opinion is held by almost all others, who have had occasion to consider the subject.

Julius Cesar is said to have been stimulated to the invasion of Britain by the sight of the pearls brought from it. These he probably saw in Gaul; and they thence appear to have been an object of commerce. If it be true, that none of the nearer or farther than the Solway firth produced any, and that they were only found in considerable quantities in those north of the Firth of Forth, we must believe, that the commercial intercourse of the British nations with each other was much more considerable than has been supposed. Cesar collected a large quantity of British pearls, and dedicated a breast-plate composed of them to the goddess Venus. [Strabo, in Jul. c. 47.—Pline, L. ix, c. 35.]

§ The existence of bears in Britain has been questioned, because there are none now; but we know from the undoubted testimony of Domcian, that the city of Norwich was bound to furnish one bear, and fix dogs for baiting him, to King Edward the Confessor.
From this enumeration of the exports and imports of the Britons, and from the notices to be found in antient authors, it appears, that besides pasturage and agriculture, they understood the arts of extracting tin and lead, and even gold, silver, and iron, from their mines, the manufacture of glass and amber, and also some works merely ornamental. For their own use they had manufactures of arms, the object of the first attention to every warlike people, and which were by no means so contemptible, as some modern writers have represented them. Besides carts for carrying their tin and other heavy burdens, they had chariots, sometimes armed with scythes for mowing down the enemy, which were used in battle, from the coast of Kent in the south to the Grampian mountain in the north. [Cæs. Bell. Gall. L. iv. c. 33.—Tac. Vit. Agric. cc. 12, 35.] Their chief drink was ale, which they made from barley and sometimes from wheat. [Dioec. L. ii. c. 76.] They had a manufacture of some kind of drapery, as appears from Cæsar's observation, that the distant and less civilized Britons were clothed in skins, which proves, that the nearer and more civilized Britons had clothing of a better and more comfortable kind; and that could scarcely be any other than woollen cloth, which in its improved state has long been the great and favourite staple manufacture of England.

The British goods, defined for Rome or any part of the Mediterranean coasts, after their arrival in Gaul were put into river-craft and conveyed to Narbo and Massilia by the inland navigation, which I have already described, chiefly on account of its great connection with the useful animals, because no antient author has mentioned them. [Brith. zoology, V. i. p. 23, ed. 1768.] But against this negative argument may we not set the question, What author has mentioned the first introduction of them? Is it not reasonable to suppose, that, if the primitive or inland Britons were deficient of sheep, they would be imported along with the Belgian colonies? Nay, it is most probable, that even among the inland inhabitants sheep were a part of the animals, on the flesh and milk of which they subsisted, as we are told by Cæsar, who expressly mentions flocks ('pecora') in Cäfarii's (or Cæsarii's) towns: [Bell. Gall. L. i. c. 21] and bœiinuma (a word including flocks and herds, and apparently rather appropriated to the former) are repeatedly mentioned by Strabo in his description of Britain. But no antient author mentions woollen cloths among the articles imported into Britain. Besides, the panegyric upon Constantius expressly mentions flocks loaded with wool (pecora omnibus vellere 'bus') as natives of Britain; and the British names of the animal, as given by Mr. Pennant, have no resembalance to the Latin, to warrant even a suspicion, that they were introduced by the Romans.

* Mr. Whitaker supposes, that coal was used as fuel by the Britons before the arrival of the Romans: and Mr. Pennant says, that a flint axe, an instrument of the aboriginal Britons, was found fleshed in a vein of coal, exposed to day, at Craig-y-park in Monmouthshire. But it does not clearly appear, that the coal was used as fuel. Nor can the coal cinders, found among the ruins of the Roman station at Caereronn in Northumberland, be admitted as a proof, that the Romans used coal for fuel. That town may have had many revolutions unnoticed in history; and many fires of coal may have been in townes now buried in ruins, though built many centuries after the departure of the Romans. [See Whitaker's Hist. of Manchester, p. 302—Pennant's Tour in Wales, p. 16.—Wall's Hist. of Northumberland, V. i. p. 119—also Arrow's Hist. of Edinburgh, p. 82.] The supposed notice of coal in the year 852, will be considered in its proper time.

† Such war-chariots were used by the Parthians, and by the Persians in the time of Alexander the Great, and also in the time of Alexander Severus, emperor of Rome.

‡ I have here presumed, that at least the more polished Britons had sheep; though the great naturalist, Mr. Pennant, thinks they had not thofe...
British trade, pretty fully, in the account of the commerce of Gaul; or they were carried quite across the country in carts or upon the backs of horses, which mode of conveyance required thirty days to traverse the country from the Ocean to the mouth of the Rhodanus*, where Arelate stood on the main channel of the river, with which Mausilla was connected by a canal, made in the preceding age by Marius. [Diod. Sic. L. v., § 22.—Ptolemy ap. Strab. L. iii., p. 119.—Strab. L. ii., p. 190; L. iv., pp. 279, 318.] With the charge of such a multiplicity of carriages the British tin cost in Rome four shillings and ten pence of our money a pound. [Plin. L. xxxiv., c. 17.]

The duties paid in Gaul upon the imports and exports of Britain constituted the only species of revenue derived from it by the Romans, according to the express testimony of Strabo; [L. ii., p. 176; L. iv., p. 306] who thus proves, that the tribute, which Cæsar alleges he ordered the Britons to pay, was a mere flourish. Strabo indeed affects to say, that any tribute, which could be levied on the island, would be too trifling to bear the expense of the garrisons necessary to enforce it, which would require at least one legion and some additional cavalry. But the Roman emperors of succeeding ages thought very differently from him in that respect, when they employed four, or more, legions in the conquest of this country, and to garrison it after it was subdued.†

* Diodorus, to whom we are indebted for this information, leaves us ignorant, whether the journey of thirty days was from Burdigala across the narrow part of Gaul; from the mouth of the Liguria; or from the coast opposite to Britain, and through the whole extent of the country. Mr. Meleth has endeavoured to supply that defect in an elaborate essay on the ancient commerce of Britain in the Memoriae l'Academie royale, vi., intended chiefly to confute the stories of a very early intercourse of the Greeks with this country: but as he has not made the journey himself, he leaves it to the conjectures of the Greeks with this country: but as he has not made the journey himself, he leaves it to the conjectures of the Greeks, to which he has long been engaged in the Acadian, who in his work on the Caledon, and the islands lying between the Hellespont and the Ocean, has given us an account of the garrisons which were sent to the north. [Diod. Sic. L. v., § 22.—Ptolemy ap. Strab. L. iii., p. 119.—Strab. L. ii., p. 190; L. iv., pp. 279, 318.] With the charge of such a multiplicity of carriages the British tin cost in Rome four shillings and ten pence of our money a pound. [Plin. L. xxxiv., c. 17.]

† Some have supposed, that this country was kept in subjection by a smaller force than four legions. But Agrippa in a speech to the Jews, wherein he magnifies the Roman valour, and shows, that the very reputation of it was sufficient to keep the world in awe, tells them, that all Spain was commanded by one legion, that Scotland by two, and all the rest of Africa by one; and that Britain, almost as large as all the rest of the world, were kept by the Ocean, yet was kept by only four legions. [Jub. Bell. Jud. L. ii., c. 16.] This speech has been often quoted; but it has not been sufficiently observed, that the aim of the speaker was to extenuate the force necessary to keep greater provinces than Judea in subjection.

It ought therefor to be received as proof, that the number of legions in Britain was at least four. But to leave flowers of rhetoric, we have the clear historical evidence of Tacitus for the fourth, ninth, fourteenth, and twentieth legions being in Britain under Paulinus in the reign of Nero; and there may have been more. [Tac. Annal. L. xiv., cc. 32, 33, 34, 37; Hist. L. iii., c. 45.] There is also the authority of Prolemy, the Itinerary, and Dion Cassius, for the residence of the fourth, fifth, and sixth legions, the thousand, and the tenth legions in Britain. But it does not follow, that there were eight legions in it at once; and we know, that the fifth was not employed in Britain, but formed an army against the Scythians. The fourth legion was in the tenth legion in Britain, and the sixth legion in the Indian. But it does not follow, that there were more than four for Agricola had three, if not four, legions with him at the battle of the Grampian hill; and the Thessalian garrisons, which could leave in the conquered country, would require at least two legions. There was also a fleet of armed vessels with a proper establishment of marine forces constantly kept up in the different ports. So important in the eyes of the Roman emperors was Britain; and its importance, I hope, a sufficient apology for this rather uncommercial note.
During the long and peaceful reign of Augustus the British princes courted his friendship by embassies and presents: and the Britons by their long-continued friendly intercourse with the Romanized Galls became acquainted with the Romans, and in some degree with their arts and sciences. Even before Caesar visited this island, their own knowledge of agriculture was by no means contemptible, as appears from their long experience in the use of a variety of marles enumerated by Pliny*, [L. xvii, cc. 6, 7, 8] and their plentiful crops, which now (and perhaps before now) enabled them to spare some corn for exportation. They had now also adopted many improvements from their Gallic neighbours, and were so generally industrious, that a negligent management of the dairy, or the want of a garden, came to be noted as marks of inferior talents or slothfulness in some few individuals. [Strabo, L. iv, p. 305.]

It was, no doubt, in this interval of tranquility and advancing prosperity, that Cunobelin, king of the countries lying between the Thames and the Nen, established his mint at Camulodunum (Colchester), and coined money of gold, silver, and brasses; of all which at least forty different specimens† have reached our times. And thus, instead of dwelling some centuries upon basen money, and then slowly creeping to silver, and at last to gold, like the Romans, did the first effort of the British coinage at once comprehend all the useful varieties of current money ‡. Camulodunum by means of its mint has the advantage of being the first British town, which is authentically known by its genuine antient name; as it is also the very first that is mentioned by any

* Pliny [L. xvii, c. 8] observes, that the strength of the British chalk marle (the pits of which he describes exactly as they are now to be seen in Kent) lasted eighty years, and that there was no instance of any man using it twice in his lifetime on the same land. See this subject more largely handled in Whitaker's History of Manchester, B. 1, ch. 7, § 3.

† It appears from an inscription found in Zeland, that the British chalk was exported to improve the marshy grounds of that country by people, who were called British chalk-merchants, and the polytheistic spirit of the Romans created a new godde to preside over this new trade, the date of which is unknown, but is apparently older than Varro (who died A. D. 27) as he was in some districts on the banks of the Rhine, where the lands were mantled with chalk (candida folitita creta). [Varro de re rustica, L. i, c. 9.—Gaius Antonine, p. 43, for the inscription.]

‡ Some have supposed, that the Britons had the use of money before Caesar's invasion. But the supposition is founded on an explanation, apparently erroneous, of a passage of Caesar, [Bel. Gall. L. v, c. 12] which is contested, and seems to be corrupted.
The nations to the northward of Gaul were as yet but little known to the Romans. The Bructeri were defeated by Drusus in a naval battle on the River Amna (Emo), whence it appears that the people of those coasts possessed some kind of vessels, probably no other than the long canoes made of single trees, and capable of carrying thirty men each, described by Pliny [L. xvi. c. 40] as used by the pirates of Germany. In the following age the Suiones, a nation occupying an island in the Baltic sea, according to Tacitus, [Germania] were powerful by their fleets, and sensible of the advantages of opulence. He adds, that the use of arms was not general among them, as among the other German nations, because they were defended from sudden invasions by the surrounding ocean. It is probable, that at this time their circumstances were nearly the same, and that their opulence was as much the produce of rapine as of industry. We have very little positive authority for any commercial transactions of the Germans, except in two articles. The feathers of the German geese were preferred to all others at Rome; and amber was brought up for the Romans with such avidity from the Astii, a nation in the modern Prussia, whose language resembled that of the Britons, that they were utterly astonished at the prices, which they received for an article of no real utility, which they had been accustomed to leave unnoticed on the beach, where the sea threw it up on the coast of Austrasia, an island (or perhaps now a peninsula, the Abalus or Baltia of Pytheas) called Glæfærium by the Romans from the great abundance of amber, the genuine name of which, according to Pliny

* The character of the natives of Ireland, given by Strabo as a story unworthy of credit, has been carefully or maliciously brought forward by some modern writers, in order to prove that the ancients of the Irish were the vilest savages in the world; whereas it only proves, that the Gallic strangers had to little intercourse with the country; that the manners of the people were totally unknown to them. For cannibalism, promiscuous concubinage, and such enormities, have in all ages been the characteristics ascribed by ignorance to unknown nations; and they have been gradually removed farther and farther, as discovery advanced.
and Tacitus, was glefium or glefum. * Unless when the Romans sent messengers on purpose to procure the amber, it was carried across the continent through Pannonia, where it was received by the Veneti (the ancestors of the Venetians), who forwarded it to Rome; and thence arose the fable of its being produced on the banks of the Padus or Eridanus (Pô).

SCHYTHIA the vast unknown country beyond Germany, supplied some valuable furs.

MEDIA, PARTHIA, and BACTRIA, were too remote, or too far inland, to furnish Rome with any articles, but such as were of great value and little bulk; and we accordingly hear of little else but precious stones brought from those countries.

The SERES, the most remote people of Asia known even by report to the Europeans; were, according to Florus, among the nations, who sent ambassadors to Augustus. But the Romans do not appear to have learned any thing from the ambassadors concerning the situation, the produce, or the trade, of the nation. Strabo [L. xv. p. 1028] knew only their name, and a report that the people lived to the age of 200 years; and he mentions, I think only once, [L. xv. p. 1016] the sereum, or silk, (and that from so old an author as Nearchus the admiral of Alexander's fleet) which he confounds with cotton. Dionysius the geographer, whom Augustus had sent to compile an account of the oriental regions, about this time informed the people of Europe, that precious garments were manufactured by the Seres from threads, finer than those of the spider, which they combed from flowers. [Persieges. v. 752.] This precious manufacture found its way to Rome; but coming from a people who had the monopoly of it in their own hands, by a long succession of tedious and dangerous carriages by land and water, through the territories of various nations, and perhaps through the hands of some monopolists, and moreover in very small quantities *, it was sold at a most enormous price, so that the use of it was restricted to a few women of the greatest fortunes †. [Seneca de beneficis, L. vii.]

PERSIA and BABYLONIA also furnished precious stones and pearls. The

* We are told by Dion Cassiæus [L. xiii.] that Julius Cæsar, when he treated the Romans with magnificent spectacles, covered the amphitheatre with awnings of sereum to shelter them from the sun. But it may well be doubted, if a quantity of silk, sufficient for such a purpose, could have been collected in all the countries to the westward of India in the age of Julius Cæsar and Phrygus: [L. xix. c. 1] describing apparently the same awning, says, it was of linen (carbæus); and he is surely an evidence preferable to Dion, who lived so many ages later. Silk could not be plenty in Rome, when the ladies were obliged to content themselves with a flimsy stuff made by undoing the substantial Oriental silk, and re-weaving them again, as we

† What the price of silk was on its first appearance in Rome, we are not informed. But it must have been enormously high; for, even in the later part of the third century, the emperor Aurelian, when his wife begged of him to let her have but one single gown of purple silk, refused it, saying, he would not buy it at the price of gold. [Zosimus in Aurel. e. 35.] And we find by the Rhodian naval laws, prefixed in the eleventh book of the Digest, that unmixed silk goods, when shipwrecked, if they were faved free from wet, were to pay a salvage of ten per cent, as being equal to gold in value.
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Babylonian *triclinaria* or *tricliniaria* (softly furniture of the eating room, variously translated, quilts, carpets, and curtains), and the incense of Persepolis, were highly esteemed.

But the most important of all the foreign trades was that which was carried on with the Oriental countries by the way of Egypt and the Red sea. The commencement of this trade in the reign of the first, or rather the second, Ptolemy, and the removal of it from Heroopolis at the end of the canal to Berenice, are already related. The trade does not appear to have ever increased, and there is reason to believe, that after the reigns of the three first Ptolemies it was rather in a progressive decay, till the extinction of the Macedonian sovereignty in Egypt, when it had dwindled down to scarcely twenty small vessels in a year: and they seldom went beyond the mouth of the Red sea, where, on the Arabian coast, they found assortments of merchandise fully sufficient for their demand. But when Strabo was in Egypt, very soon after the subjugation of the kingdom by the Romans, he learned that fleets of one hundred and twenty vessels went from Myos Hormos (then the chief port of the Egyptian trade in the Red sea, which he calls a great port, protected by islands before it, and a winding entrance through them) and proceeded as far as India and the most remote known parts of Ethiopia, from which they imported into Egypt the most precious merchandise.

But the vessels were small, and their timid coaling voyages seem as yet to have extended no farther than Pattala, a port in the delta, or island, formed by the branches of the river Sind, or Indus: and there is reason to believe, that many of them completed their cargoes at the port of Arabia Felix. A few of the traders from Egypt appear, however, to have penetrated into India as far as the Ganges: but it is most probable, that they traveled over-land upon the magnificent royal high way extending across the country from the Indus to the Ganges.

* Mr. Browne says, that only thirty-seven vessels are now (1792) employed in the Red sea by perils residing in Egypt; and that the leman are so unfatiful, that continual building barely keeps up the number. [*Travels in Egypt, &c.* p. 73.]

† Strabo does not inform us what port or ports they failed to; and, indeed, he appears not to have known a single port of India, far though he descripts Pattalana as a delta of the Indus, containing the famous city of Pattala, he does not call that city an empire or port; and he immediately takes a prodigious skip from it to Taprobane. In short, his knowledge of India is founded entirely upon the information of Alexander's officers. [*L. xv., pp. 1011, 1012, 1026.*] Pliny, who wrote, when the Oriental trade had been carried on a whole century by the Egyptian-Greek subjects of Rome, seems to make Pattala the only port referred to by them, even after the discovery of the numfoom, which will be noticed afterwards: and when he gives the names of two ports and two or three nations beyond it on the west coast, he does it with some degree of exultation, that they were not to be found in any preceding author. It is true, he mentions a more distant port called Perimula as the most famous emporium of India, situated on the east coast and near the southern extremity of it, and he notes the abundance of pearls found there. [*L. ix. c. 73; L. xi. e. 20, 23; L. xx. 35.*] But as no such place is mentioned in the Perim of the Erythronian sea, and at Ptolemy, from later information, which in geographical matters is preferable, places Perimula in India beyond the Ganges, we have reason to suspect Pliny's information concerning it, as well as other parts of India, to be confused and erroneous, and also to believe that the merchants of Egypt were not willing to impart their knowledge to their Roman masters.

† The navigation of the Ganges from the sea up to Palibotha, as noticed by Strabo, [*L. xv. p. 1010*] appears pretty clearly to have been performed...
Strabo gives us incidentally the important information, that the trade to India and Ethiopia (or the country of the Troglodytes) was a new accession to the commerce of Egypt, which took place after the commencement of the Roman dominion in that country. [Strabo, L. ii, p. 179; L. xv, pp. 1006, 1010; L. xvi, p. 1114; L. xvii, p. 1149.—Periplus Maris Erythraei, p. 174, ed. Blanchard.]

The commodities imported from Arabia, India, and Ethiopia, were landed at Myos Hormos, and thence carried by camels upon the road made across the desert by Ptolemy Philadelphus to Coptos, a town jointly occupied by Egyptian and Arabian inhabitants, which was the general emporium of the upper part of Egypt. From Coptos the goods were conveyed by a canal of three miles to the Nile, the stream of which floated them down to the canal leading into the Lake of Maraea, whence they proceeded by another canal to the interior harbour of Alexandria; and from the exterior or sea harbour they were re-shipped for every part of the Mediterranean by the merchants of that city, who had almost the whole of the trade in their own hands, and thereby acquired prodigious great fortunes. [Strabo, L. xvi, p. 1128; L. xvii, pp. 1169, 1170.]

The revenue of Egypt was now also raised far beyond what it had ever been in the days of the Macedonian sovereigns, partly by a more strict and vigorous management, but chiefly by the vast increase of the commerce of the country, the exports from Egypt being enlarged by the great and increasing demand of almost the whole Roman empire for Oriental luxuries, all which paid duties, both upon importation and exportation, and the duties were particularly heavy upon the previous articles. [Strabo, L. ii, p. 179; L. xvii, p. 1149.]

The precious articles of India were also brought, partly by sea and river navigation, and partly over land, to Palmyra, a flourishing commercial republic, seated in a fertile spot surrounded by a sandy desert, which, being found beneficial to the world in general by its spirited active commerce, had the singular good fortune to remain independent of the great empires of Rome and Parthia, though situated on the confines of both. The goods from Palmyra were forwarded to Rome and other western countries by the ports of Syria or Phoenicia. [Appian, Bell. civ. L. v.—Plin. L. v, c. 25.]

formed by the natives of India; and even in a later age the Periplus of the Erythraean sea gives us reason to believe, that the voyages of the Greeks of Egypt had not extended to any part of the east coast of India.

* The accounts of the wealth and revenue of the Ptolemies seem to be much exaggerated. We are told by Sappian, that Ptolemy Philadelphus at his death left in his treasury 740,000 talents, equal in weight of metal to £151,166,666: 13s 4d of modern sterling money, (as reckoned by Arbutnot, p. 192) which, though we should suppose most it derived from his father’s share of the plunder of the Persian empire, is beyond all bounds of credibility. According to a lost speech of Cicero, (quoted by Strabo, L. xvii, p. 1149) Ptolemy Auletes, one of the most dissolute of the degenerate Ptolemies, had an annual revenue of 15,500 talents (equal to £242,875 sterling). But whatever the revenue of Egypt may have been, it is not fair to derive it entirely from commerce. There can be no doubt, that a great part, perhaps the most of it, arose from the very productive agriculture of the fertile soil.
Indian goods were also conveyed from a district in the north part of India, within seven days' journey of Bactria, through that country, and thence down the River Oxus, and across the Caspian sea, whence they were carried up the River Cyrus, and, after a land carriage of five days, re-shipped on the Phasis, a river of Colchis, running into the east end of the Euxine sea, at the mouth of which there was a town of the same name, whence they were dispersed to the western countries. [Plin. L. vi. c. 17.] We may be pretty certain, that the valuable merchandise of the Sœres was also conveyed by the same route.

Arabia furnished the traders from Egypt with various aromatics; precious ointments; small diamonds and other gems; pearls; frankincense; the best myrrh, and other precious drugs; and fugar of a quality inferior to that of India. The Arabs also re-exported, or sold to foreign traders, the goods they imported from the East, among which were some aromatics inferior in quality to any produced in their own country; and they took in exchange some European goods, one article of which was tin, probably the produce of the British mines and defined for India; but they were chiefly paid in money. Thus, participating largely in the increased commerce of Egypt, and having the balance of a brisk, constant, and well-conducted, active trade greatly in their favour, they abounded in riches and plenty of all things. [Strabo, L. i. p. 67.]

Pliny says [L. vi. c. 28] that they took no goods in exchange, and that they sold their plunder (for some of the nations comprehended under the extensive name of Arabia acquired goods by piracy and robbery) to the Romans and Parthians for money only, whereby a great part of the cash of both empires rested with them. It is almost needless to observe, that the commercial nations of Arabia were not the perpetrators, but the victims, of the depredations committed by the roving Arabs. [See Strabo L. xvi. p. 1097.]

From Ethiopia were imported cinnamon; marble; gems; ivory; the horns of the rhinoceros; turtle, and turtle-shell.

Getulia, the country on the south side of Mauritania, furnished nothing, that I can discover, except the dye-stuff extracted from the purple shell-fish, found in great abundance on the shore of the Atlantic ocean. After this second circuit of the Roman trade it is proper to observe, as an exception from the general terror of the Ocean among the Romans, that some vessels of theirs had before this time ventured to navigate the Atlantic. The first we know of was one, which, we are told, followed the track of a Phoenician bound to the Cabot rides, in order to discover the secret, where that mine of wealth was situated. The Phoenician
commander (whom modern writers generally suppose to have been of Carthage, but who, I think, must rather have been of Gadir, and posterior to the destruction of Carthage) led his follower into destruction by running his own vessel upon a shoal. The skilful Phoenician, who knew the nature of the ground and of the tides, got off by throwing part of his cargo overboard, and was recompensed by the public for the damage, which he had patriotically incurred. The Romans, however, still perished in their trials, and at last P. Crafius discovered the place, and showed the way to others. [Strabo, L. iii, p. 265.] We have no knowledge of the time, when any of these voyages were made: nor is there any particular account, I believe, of any other Roman vessels upon the Atlantic ocean, except on the buiris of war, whereof we have an instance in the voyages of Polybius the historian along the coasts of Africa, Spain, and Gaul; till Britain became a Roman province; though Pliny says in general that in his time the western coasts of Spain and Gaul were navigated, but without telling by what nation, or for what purpofe. [Hist. nat. L. ii, c. 67.]

After much investigation I must acknowledge, that I can find nothing satisfactory concerning the rate of the cuftons paid at the Roman ports upon the importation of goods in the reign of Augustus; nor upon the proportion of the value of gold to silver.

Notwithstanding the pompous, but superficial, and unfounded, accounts, given by some modern writers, of a flourishing commerce carried on by the Romans, it is evident that the trade was entirely conducted by their subjects. It is not proper, says Cicero, that the same people should be the commanders, and the carriers, of the world. Accordingly we find, that among the Romans the character of a merchant, instead of being esteemed honourable, as it was among the wise Phoenicians, was held in contempt, and claffed in their estimation with buffoons, gladiators, slaves, and ftrumpets. And certainly no profession, that is disreputable, can ever be in a flourishing or prosperous condition.

Cicero, writing to his son upon the subject of professions, condemns all retail-trade as vile and forcid, which can thrive only by means of

* A French treatise on the Roman revenue, written at the desire of Mr. Colbert, has nothing to the purpose: neither has Burman, in his work De rigoalibus populi Romani, been able to ascertain the rate of the duty upon any particular articles of merchandise. Arbuthnot (apparently from a passage of Velleius Paterculus, but without any chronology) rates the duties from 2 to 50 per cent. And even Gibbon, whose researches are generally accurate, has contented himself with listing them wholly at from 2½ to 12½ per cent. [Deinde the Roman emperors, P. iv, p. 361.] The duty taken by the Romans at their port of Leukade (White town) near the head of the Red sea, was, according to the Periplus of the Erythraean sea, one quarter of the cargo: but that was after the age of Augustus. When Cappadocia was made a Roman province, Tiberius reduced the inland duty, or excise, levied upon all fables, from one to one half per cent, but it was soon raised again to one. [Dio Cassius, L. liv.]

† The great quantity of plundered gold brought in by Julius Cesar is said to have lowered the value of it to nine times its weight in silver. Sextus in Julio, c. 54, with Arbuthnot's Table, p. 43.] But that price was only temporary; and one to ten seems rather to have been the usual proportion in this age.
much lying. Merchandize, if not carried to a great extent, is, in his opinion, no better. But the merchant, who imports from every quarter great quantities of goods, and distributes them to the public without falsehood, is not very much to be blamed: and if, after making a fortune, he retires from trade to the country, he may with great propriety even be prais'd.

Such were the sentiments of one of the most enlightened of the Romans upon the merit and dignity of commerce: and no evidence of an author, writing expressly for the public, can be compared with this work of Cicero, addressed to his own son, for a genuine representation of the low estimation, in which trade was held by the Romans. It may also be observed, that Pliny, who in his universal work expatiates in the just praises of agriculture and gardening, of medicine, painting, and statuary; and also pates due attention to works in gold, silver, brass, jewels, wood, &c. yet has not a word upon merchandize, except just observing, that it was invented by the Phœnicians. The proud senators, however, with all their contempt for fair trade, had from the earliest ages of their republic made a practice of increasing their wealth by a base and extortionate trade of uty.

The citizens of Rome thought themselves superior to all kings; and several commanders of armies and governors of provinces, whose rank entitled them to large dividends of the plunder of the world, possessed greater quantities of gold and silver, than some sovereign princes can command, even in the present deprecat'd state of the precious metals.

The Romans, glutted with the spoils of the earth, set no bounds to their extravagance. Whatever was very expensive became the object of their desire; and the most enormous (or even incredible) prices were given for things of little or no real use. Silk, and a fine species of linen called byfinus, fold for their weight in gold. The value of precious stones and pearls, being merely imaginary, can be rated only by the redundant wealth, or folly; of the buyer. We are told by Pliny, that he
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* Sordidi enim putandi, qui mercatur a mer- +
* catoribus quid fiatim vendunt; nihil enim pro-
* ficient, nihil admodum mentantur; nec vero quid-
* quam ali perfionum varitate. — Mercaturae aut-
* tem, si tenevis eis, sordida putanda eis. Sin mag-
* nos et copiosos, multa undique opportunas, multa-
* fine ventutae imparitias, non admodum visibil-
* anda; atque etiam, si fatissent quidu, vel contes-
* ta potius, ut tene ex alto in portum, e ex prof portu
* te in agros quidemque contemplent, videtur jurie-
* optimo palli laudant.* Cicero de offic. L. 1, cc. 
* 150, 151.

In this passage there is not a word of exportation; and indeed it is evident, that the Romans had little or no idea of any thing in the character of a merchant beyond that of a purveyor of luxury and luxuries. But some modern writers, in order to prove the Romans to have been a commercial people, have elevated the allocations of river boatsmen, and the fulfers of the Roman camps, into the character of mercantile companies.
faw Lollia Paulina at a moderate entertainment (not a solemn occasion) dressed in jewels which cost £322,916: 13: 4; of our, modern Sterling money. * [Hift. nat. L. ix, c. 35.—Arrian Indica, p. 525, ed. Blanccarl.—Arbutnot's Tables, p. 144.] No antient author, I believe, says any thing of the price of diamonds at Rome; but Julius Caflar gave £48,437: 10 for a pearl, which he presented to one of his mistresses: and he gave £15,500 for a picture. A statue of Apollo sold for above £29,000. For the kinds of fish, which happened to be in fashion (for one kind frequently drove out another) they gave the most extravagant prices; £64 was the price of a mullet ('mullus'); and the murana (supposed to be the lamprey) was too precious in the estimation of some epicures to be sold for money. The price of fat thrushes was about ten shillings each; and a white nightingale sold for £48:8:9. [See Arbutnot's Tables.]

But, though the Romans went so prodigiously beyond the moderns in extravagant expenses, they appear to have had much less taste; or rather, instead of taste, they had only a rage for luxuries, many of which had nothing but their monstrous expense to recommend them. Indeed, from Pliny it is evident, that, even in his time, when a succession of three or four mad emperors had given the imperial sanction to the excess of profusion; luxury was new, and, as we may say, unformed, in Rome.

While the rich Romans were giving the wealth of a province for a single article of frantic luxury, bread and butcher meat appear to have been sold as low, as their most moderate prices, have been with us in times of peace for forty or fifty years past: so that the luxury of the rich was hitherto harmless to the great body of the people, at least with respect to those essentially-necessary articles of daily consumption. But it was very different with respect to house rent. The ample spaces occupied by the pleasure grounds, attached to the spacious palaces of the rich, left very little room within the walls for houses to accommodate people of middling or small incomes. Hence they were obliged to raise them aloft in the air to the inconvenient height of above seventy feet; and each floor was let to a separate family at annual rents equal to the complete purchase of a moderate house and garden in other towns of Italy, if we may trust to the poetical and satyrical information.

* Pliny adds that her grandfather M. Lullius, from whom she inherited her fortune, became so infamous for his extortions, that he withdrew from the disgrace by poisoning himself. But, in the progress of corruption, extortion was no longer branded with infamy; and even the manumitted slaves of the emperors amassed fortunes of some millions of Sterling money.

† † They nowadays complain that they have not sufficient lodging room in houses, which occupy more ground than the Dictator Cincinnatus had in his whole estate. [Valer. Max. L. iv, c. 4.]

‡ Augustus made a law that houses should not exceed seventy feet in height. But the law was eluded, or overlooked, as appears by its being repeated by succeeding emperors. [See Li史上最 nineteenth. L. iii, c. 4.]
of Juvenal. [Sat. iii.] The rent of an infuria or house so divided, was in the age of Augustus forty thousand sesterces, or £322:18:4 sterling.

An inquiry whether the antients possefled the most useful art of book-keeping as now practifed, may be properly connected with the general view of the trade of the antient world. Upon this occasion we muft again regret the total loss of the literary monuments of all the antient mercantile communities, which obliges us to seek our information from the writings of one of the most uncommercial nations of antiquity.

It is plain from the works of Cicero and some other authors, that the Romans kept their accounts (rationes) in a book, which they called Codex accepti et expendi (the book of received and paid away), which appears to me to have contained the various accounts titled with each person's name, called tabula accepti et expendi, into which were posted (relata) from the adversaria, at least once a month, the various transactions of debt and credit, which it was incumbent on every upright accountant to state fairly and punctually, for 'as it was bafe to charge what was not juftly due, fo was it villainous to omit entering what was owing to others.' It was also a fupicious circumstance, if any article was allowed to lie in the adversaria unposted beyond a propertime. The Codex (book) containing, as I think, the various tabulae or rationes (accounts) with their proper names or titles, was carefully prepared, and accurately written; and every transaction was duly transferred (or posted) in it for perpetual preservation, that it might be produced upon occasions of dispute; and it was admitted as evidence in courts of juftice, where the accounts (tabulae) were publicly read. In each tabula there were apparently two columns or pages; one for the acceptum (debit), and the other for the expendi (credit), as in our modern ledgers.

The Adversaria were only temporary notes, hastily written, with alterations or blottings; and they were thrown away or destroyed, and new ones were begun every month. They were not admitted as evidence in the courts *.

* Quemadmodum turpe eft scribere, quod non debetur; ille improbabilis eft non referre quod debeatur: quia castrum tabulae condemnatur ejus, qui venit non retulit, et ejus, qui falsum percepit.-

Quid est quod negligentem ferbanum adversarium quia demini? quia de aedibus? Quia non est manum; illae sunt exteriores; illae debentur claribus; illae reverantur; illustratam illae in reiurninibus; illae perpetae extinutiones haec est in religione aplectantur; haec sunt dejectae; illae in ordinem confecuntur. Itaque adversarium in judicium protulit nemo; codicum protulit; tabulae recepivit.-

Car tandem jactat, hoc nomen in adversarium? Quid si tandem amplius triennium eft? Quotumod, cum omnes, qui tabulas confecuunt, mentiras penes rationes in tabulis transferunt, ut hoc nomen triennium amplius in adversarium jecere paterit? Utrum cetera nomina in codicem accepti et expendi penit digelata habet, an non? Si non, quodmodo tabulas confecimus? si etiam, quoniam nominantur, cetera tabularum in ordinem referri, hoc nomen triennio amplius, quod erat praemium magni, in adversarium refinquebas? [Ciceronis Orat. iii. 

1, 2, 3.] The whole of the oration ought to be perused, being in defence of Rutilius, (the celebrated actor) for money claimed by Fannius, for which he had not even raised an account in his codex accepti et expendi, but pretended, that he ought to recover it upon the authority of a note in his adversarium.

VOL. I.
From these descriptions we may almost presume to say, that the Adverfaria were what the Romans had in place of our Waste-book, or Blotter, as some call it. But they were far inferior to it in accuracy and authenticity; and they differed very materially from it in not being thought worthy of preservation.—They seem to have had nothing equivalent to our Journal, which is only a different modification of the Waste-book, and is even omitted by some book-keepers.—The Codex accepti et expendi answers to our Ledger, and the Tabula, with their two pages or columns * to the particular accounts.

I believe, there is nothing extant, which can inform us, whether they raised accounts for the several articles of merchandise in their books, or whether each transaction was entered in two accounts; or, in other words, whether they understood any thing of double entry.

As book-keeping is an art so essentially necessary to commerce, and so simple in its principles, it cannot be supposed, that the Phenicians, or indeed any nation carrying on trade, and understanding arithmetic, could be destitute of it. With the Phenician colonies it may have spread into Rhodes, Crete, Thebes in Greece, and other places, where they were mixed with the Greeks: and from the Greeks, it is most probable, that the Romans received it along with the other branches of their knowledge.

20—Soon after the death of Augustus Strabo finished his great and valuable geographical work; wherein he lays down the globosity, and

* Adverfaria; * non habere fæ hoc nomen in codice accepti et expendi relatum confitetur; fed in adverfario patere contendit.—The learned Fr. Hotman, in his Commentary on this occasion, has never once conceived an idea of any resemblance to the modern books of accounts.

Anius Cælius [L. xiv. c. 2] gives an account of a cause tried before himself for money laid to be owing, but * neque tabulis neque riferius; * and he also notices the want of the chirograph or hand writing and signing the tabula. This seems to lead to an inquiry, whether the debtor signed the account in the creditor's books; or whether the tabula in this case may mean a bond: for the poverty of the Latin language, wherein many very different meanings are expressed by the one word tabula, leaves us in obscurity.

* We might almost take it for granted from the reason of the thing, that every tabula or account had two pages, or rather columns; for the books of the ancients were not like ours, which are bound together by the inner sides of the leaves, but were long rolls containing divisions called pages, which we call columns. But we have apparently the authority of Pliny, [L. xii. c. 7] who says allegorically of Fortune, * Quae omnia expendit, haec omnia fruuntur accepta; et in tota ratione mortuum sola tertia pagina habit.* I must therefore presume to differ from the learned Scaliger, who, having occasion incidentally to touch upon adverfaria, &c. supposes the account of what is given or paid away to have been on the face of the paper, and that of what is received, on the back of it, which would be a very awkward and inconvenient arrangement. [Scaliger in Guiliandium, Opus. p. 48.]

In these two notes I have given the quotations thus at large, contrary to my usual custom, in order to face trouble to the reader, and because they are partly useful in illustrating a very curious point of commercial antiquity; and they are selected, as most to the purpose, from a large collection of passages of Cicero and other authors. To do justice to the subject, an ample dissertation, or rather a whole volume, ought to be devoted to it. And such a work, entitled, *Livre de comptes de prince a la maniere d'Italie en domaine de finans ordinaires:—contenant ce en quoi l'exercice du tres-illustre et tres-excellent prince d'Orange, &c. par Simon, Tevin, Leyden, 1623, folio, is quoted by Mr. Anderson [P. ii. p. 459] as being in his own possession. I have never been able to obtain a sight of this syllabum of primebookkeeping, though I have applied at every place, where there seemed to be any probability of finding it.
the centripetal force or gravitation, of the earth, as fundamental principles of geography; and he gives rules for constructing globes, which, he says, ought not to be less than ten feet in diameter, and also for maps. But he has injudiciously neglected the great and important improvement of fixing the positions of places by their latitude and longitude, which was introduced by Hipparchus. Strabo traveled over most of the countries between Armenia in the east and Etruria in the west, and from the shore of the Euxine sea (near which at Amaia he was born) as far south as the borders of Ethiopia. In describing the countries which he had seen, he is generally very accurate; but in those beyond his own knowledge he is frequently very erroneous. And it must be acknowledged, that he is too conceited of his own opinions; whence he is betrayed into frequent and even indecent abuse of some authors, who appear to have been at least not inferior to himself in accuracy of information, particularly Herodotus, Pytheas, Megasthenes, and Eratosthenes; wherein he has been implicitly followed by many, who lived in later ages, when the veracity of those great men, and the errors of Strabo, have been demonstrated by experimental philosophy and new discoveries. But, setting aside these defects, his work, upon the whole, as it is one of the oldest, is also in many respects the best, general system of ancient geography, which has come down to our times*; and I have to acknowledge many and great obligations to it in the course of this work.

30—There were bankers or exchangers in Judæa, who made a trade of receiving money in deposit, and paying interest for it. [Matthew, c. 25.] I have not discovered any instance of such a profession in Greece or Rome, where the borrowers upon interest were apparently only those who wanted money for their own occasions. The Roman nummularii seem to have been only exchangers of one species of money for another, and perhaps they were employed to pay the public money. [See Sueton. in Galba, c. 9.]

41—The first knowledge of the existence of the island of Taprobane (Seylan or Ceylon) was conveyed to Europe by the writings of Onesicritus, one of the commanders of Alexander's fleet; and his account of its magnitude was not near so much exaggerated as those of succeeding writers, who even made it a separate world. It was known before this time, that ivory, turtle-shell, and other merchandise, were carried from it to the ports of India; that the navigators of those seas ventured to go out of sight of land, and, like the northern Europeans in the middle ages, used birds to point out the land they wanted to go to, whereby they in some measure made up for the want of a compass; and that

* The works of Pytheas, Megasthenes, Eratosthenes, and many other ancient geographers, are only known to us by quotations from them preserved by Strabo, Pliny, and some other writers.
their vessels were alike at both ends, and could change their course without going about, being probably the same which are now called prors. [Strabo, L. ii, p. 148; L. xv, p. 1012.—Plin. L. vi, c. 22.] But in the reign of the emperor Claudius the Europeans, by means of an accident, acquired some further knowledge of that celebrated island *.

A vessel belonging to Plocamus, the Roman farmer of the customs in the Red sea, being blown off the coast of Arabia by strong north-east winds, (‘aquilonibus: quere, if not rather north-west?) and being driven by them in the Ocean for fifteen days, was carried beyond Carmania, and arrived at the port of Hippurus in Taprobane †. The king of that part of the island entertained the officer hospitably during six months, (being probably the time necessary to wait for the commencement of the monsoon proper for his return) and being informed of the greatness and power of the Roman emperor, he sent ambassadors to him. As it cannot be supposed, that the custom-farmer’s seamen were capable of finding their way back to the Red sea through the Ocean, we must believe, that the ambassadors failed, either in a vessel belonging to their own country, or in a foreign trading vessel, which would most likely be an Arabian one ‡.

They informed the emperor, that their country con-

---

* Diocles of Carystus, who wrote in the reign of Augustus, relates a strange story [L. ii, § 35-60] of Istambulis being turned adrift in a boat, with only one companion, by the people of Ethiopia, with orders, dictated by an oracle, to retract due north, and of his arrival in four months at a large island, not named by him, but supposed by most modern writers to be Taprobane, though Madagascar answers better to the course steered. He wrote an account of his voyages and discoveries, containing some probabilities mixed with many fables. It appears from Strabo, [L. xv, p. 1012] that this pretended discoverer, or romancer, was unknown to, or disdained by, him.

† To reach the south part of Ceylon in fifteen days the vessel must have drifted about 140 geographical miles every day, even if she kept a straight course for it, which, after making every allowance for the strong currents generally running to the eastward in that sea, is a very great drift. Yet some people endeavour to persuade us that Taprobane was not Ceylon, but Sumatra, which is about 700 miles farther. If the wind which blew her off was really north-east, or north-north-east, (aquilo; but it is impossible to adjust the terms, or eight, winds of the ancients, concerning the direction of which they do not agree among themselves, to the modern points of the compass) she could never have got near the coast of Carmania, and must have made good a course within eight points of the wind, allowing it to be north-north-east, which is fully as much as most modern vessels can do in a hard gale of wind. It might therefore be supposed, that she would rather have gone to Madagascar, or some of the other islands on the south side of Africa. But the name of Taprobane, unquestionably proved by the Periplus of the Erythraean sea and Colinas Indicopecule, and also by its position near the south part of India, to be the same with the modern Ceylon, will by no means admit of such a supposition; and we must suppose, that Pliny, in the ambiguity of the Latin names of the winds, has applied aquilo to any of the northern winds.

‡ The ambassadors are said to have described the religious worship of their country as resembling that of the Arabs, while their king worshipped Bacchus the Greek god of wine, not one drop of which was produced in his dominions. If the information could be depended upon, it would infer a very strong connexion indeed between Arabs and Taprobane, and also present a very curious coincidence in the ancient and modern history of religion in Ceylon, the present principal king of the island being of the Hindu religion, while the bulk of his subjects are worshippers of Buddhism, as we learn from Captain Mackenzie’s Antiquities of Ceylon in the fifth volume of the Asiatic Researches. But the relation of such abstruse matters, received through the medium of several interpreters, scarcely knowing each other’s languages and the reports of others after the first hearers, has very probably been misrepresented to Pliny; and therefore no estimate of the Arabian commercial intercourse with Taprobane can safely be founded upon it.
A.D. 42.
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thrice. We have seen that the island of Ceylon, or its coasts, and the Tamil country, was inhabited by people of a dark complexion, who were devoted to the worship of gods, and who were celebrated for their commerce and their navigation. The Periplus of the Erythraean Sea, which describes the coasts of India, and particularly those of Ceylon, will be no less interesting to us than to the countrymen of Taprobane, about whom we have heard so much, if we consider the difference of the Latin and Greek text from any of the ancient authors. The Greeks have described the people of Taprobane as consisting of a single race, and the inhabitants of the island are said to be of a race resembling that of the Thracians, as far as one drop of blood could be traced back to their origin. The Thracians are considered as the most noble and warlike of the ancient nations, and their city of Thessalonica, or Alexandria, was one of the most important in the ancient world. The island of Taprobane, or Ceylon, was visited by the Greek navigators as early as the 5th century B.C., and its coasts were known to the Roman writers. The island was inhabited by a people who were known as the Taprobanei, and who were noted for their seafaring skills and their knowledge of the ocean. They were also known for their knowledge of the spices and other products of the island, which were traded with other parts of the world. The Taprobanei were a race of people who were known for their bravery and their courage, and who were celebrated for their skill in navigation. They were a people who were feared by their neighbors, and who were known for their ability to withstand the worst storms and the fiercest winds.

The Seres, or Chinese, were known to the Romans as a people who were devoted to the worship of gods, and who were celebrated for their commerce and their navigation. The Seres were a people who were known for their knowledge of the ocean, and who were celebrated for their skill in navigation. They were a people who were feared by their neighbors, and who were known for their ability to withstand the worst storms and the fiercest winds. The Seres were a people who were known for their bravery and their courage, and who were celebrated for their skill in navigation. They were a people who were feared by their neighbors, and who were known for their ability to withstand the worst storms and the fiercest winds.
ufual practice of the Greeks, called the discoverer of it *. This judicio-
ous navigator, having a good idea (and perhaps a rude kind of chart) of
the form of the coast, and situation of the ports, instead of going up the
southern side of the entry of the Persian gulf till he could see the opposite
shore, then going down it, and coasting along Carmania and Gadrofa,
and every bay and creek of the coast, as all his predecessors had done,
oberved the proper season of the monsoon, launched out at once in the
Ocean, and committing his vessel to the sure and regular impulse of the
southern wind (Libonotus) steered as straight a course as he could for
his port. And in commemoration of this grand improvement, which
forms a new and very important era in the history of the commercial
intercourse between India and Europe, the Greeks immortalized the
name of Hippalus by conferring it upon the southern monsoon, which
he first taught them to avail themselves of in their voyages to India †.

[Periplus Maris Erythraei.—Plin. L. iv. c. 23.]

Previous to the new system of navigation introduced by Hippalus,
the traders from Egypt coasted in small vessels to the mouth of the Ind-
us, and also to Barygaza, Musiris, and Barakē, seemingly in about 12
degrees north latitude ‡, the trade of all which will be afterwards given
more at large. [Periplus Maris Erythraei.]

Hitherto the corn ships from Alexandria and elsewhere appear to
have discharged their cargoes at Puteoli, a port about seventy-five miles
from Rome, which being found very inconvenient, the emperor Clau-
dius, in pursuance of a plan projected by Julius Caesar, made an artifi-
cial harbour in the mouth of the Tiber at Ostia, by digging a spacious
basin in the main land, which was defended by a pier on each side, and

* I have all along presumed, that the monsoons
were known, and applied to the purposes of navi-
gation, by the Oriental nations, and especially by
the Arabs. As we know, that they were naviga-
tors in the earliest ages, and we are sure they must
have observed the periodical regularity and deadly
continuation of those winds, we may be equally
sure, that they were not so mad as to attempt fail-
ing in opposition to them, or to neglect the obvi-
ous advantage of failing before them, and that they
made their voyages accordingly.

† Unfortunately the date of Hippalus's first
voyage to India by the monsoon cannot be ascer-
tained with the precision due to its importance. It
was certainly not so early as Strabo's visit to Egypt
about 28 years before Christ; and, as it was un-
known to that author, it was apparently not be-
fore he finished his great work, which was about
the 26th year of the Christian era. Pliny [L. vi.
c. 11] mentions the course for Pataki by the wind
Hippalus, and a nearer and safer course steered in
the age which followed (sc. cœstra æra) which was
neglected, and afterwards all shorter routes were
found. This series of improvements infers a con-
 siderable length of time between the first use of the
wind Hiplostus and the composition of Pliny's
work, which he finished in the year 77. Therefor,
in order to allow for all these improvements as
much time as possible, confident with the premiss-
tion that the use of the monsoons in navigation
was unknown to the Egyptian Greeks till the ar-
ival of the Taprobane ambassadors, we must be-
lieve that they arrived in the very beginning of the
reign of Claudius, which commenced in January
41, the custom-farmer's vessel having drifted to
Taprobane in that of his predecessor, and that the
first oceanic voyage of Hippalus took place with
the return of the proper monsoon in the year 42.

‡ Pliny makes Pataki at the mouth of the In-
dus the farthest extent of their voyages for a con-
 siderable time after they began to fail with the
wind Hippalus. But Pliny's information was ex-
ceedingly defective in Oriental affairs, as I have al-
ready had occasion to observe, and is nothing when
set against the Periplus of the Erythraean Sea.
A.D. 43.

It was an improvement upon the premium of two anna (almost four pence sterling) upon the modius (about a peck) of corn, allowed to the merchants by Tiberius. Tacit Annals, ii. 87. And this seems the only foundation for an argument, that Claudius was the inventor of insurance upon ships.

N. B. These regulations did not take place till the year 51. But I have introduced them here as somewhat connected with the preceding paragraph, and to avoid the breaking the connection of British affairs in the subsequent years.

The arguments of Gale, Salmon, and some others, for London being originally on the south side of the river, are: 1) The Roman road from Verulam is laid by Ralph Higden (Polychronicon, p. 195, ed. Gis.). 2) To have passed to the westward of the present city, and to have crossed the river at the Horf-ferry near Lambeth, where there are some remains of Roman works: and another road, of which Oxford street and Old street are part-detracted from call to call, also quite away from the present city, into which it was afterward.

2) Ptolemy long after this time (notoriously) makes London in the province of Kent, which is stated to have crossed the river at the Horf-ferry, an island: the works, which are added to support the confounded account of Higden, being not Roman, nor even ancient, but raised by the parliament in the year 1643. And it is as probable that Stone street (or Stone ferry) in Southwark is the road connected with the Roman ferry. See Maitland's History of London, pp. 10, 11.]—2) It must be remembered, that, when the country was in a state of nature, the low grounds on the banks of the Thames were overflowed every tide to a great extent; and indeed it is doubtful, if there was any part of its banks opposite to the modern London.

a mole or little island before it, on which was erected a light house in imitation of the Pharos at Alexandria.

The importation of corn being the branch of trade, which engaged the most general attention among the Romans, Claudius, during a time of scarcity, did every thing in his power to persuade the merchants to import it even in the winter, when it was customary to lay up the ships. He took upon himself all losses and accidents which might arise from the inaccuracy of the seafar, and he also made the importers sure of a certain rate of profit. He moreover gave large premiums for building ships. [Sueton. in Claud. cc. 18, 20.—Dion. Caes. L. ix.]

42.—The tranquillity of the Britons, and their friendly intercourse with the Romans and their Gallic subjects, were now interrupted. Claudius the Roman emperor, on pretence of re-establishing a British refugee prince called Beric, sent an army into our island; and Plautius the Roman commander, having conquered some of the southern part of the country, sent notice of it to the emperor, that he might by his presence assume the honour of the conquest. In the mean time he posted his army on the south bank of the Thames in a station, which Gale [Antonini Britanniarum, p. 64] supposed to have been near the Horf-ferry at Lambeth; and he thinks, that thence the great and flourishing city of London had its commencement.

The Roman army, with the em-
peror at their head, crossed the Thames, and took the city of Camulodunum. And Claudius, having reinstituted Plautius in the supreme command, after a stay of sixteen days in Britain, returned to Rome.

52—The noble British prince Caractacus, Caradauc, or Cearatic *; after a gallant opposition during nine years, which rendered his name famous throughout the Roman empire, at last sunk under the superior discipline of the invaders, and the treachery of his stepmother, the queen of the Brigantes, and was carried prisoner to Rome.

Camulodunum (Colchester), apparently the principal city at this time in Britain, was made a Roman colony; as appears by a coin of Claudius, dated in the twelfth year of his reign: and Verulam (near St. Albans) was made a municipium †. It is highly probable that the Romans also began to inhabit London about this time.

54—'Wherever the Roman conquers, he inhabits.' [Seneca Confl. ad Helviam, c. 6.] The security of the government and the interest of individuals co-operated in seizing on the strongest, or the most fertile, situations for the establishment of colonies to be occupied by Romans or their conciliated subjects, who, in the capacities of soldiers, farmers, and traders, reaped the greatest advantages, which could be derived from the property of the soil in the conquered territories, while the original proprietors were compelled to cultivate their own lands for the enrolment of their new lords. As soon as the colonists were established in their new settlements, they immediately introduced a new system of agriculture, building, and other arts and manufactures; one instance of which is, that we find cherries were cultivated in this country in eleven years after their first landing in it; [Pline. Hist. nat. L. xv, c. 25] and Kent, which being their first conquest, was probably first planted with cherry-trees, retains a character for that fruit to this day ‡.

---

London or Westminster fit for the habitation of man. The surface of the ground, even on the north side of the river, was then about twenty feet lower, than it is now, as appears by Roman streets and buildings having been discovered at that depth. The argument for Ptolemy's accuracy from his censof Marinus is of no weight: for we have often seen those, who are the harpest in reprehending others, the readiest to fall into millakes.—3) The monk of Ravenna, who has been most deferentially honoured with the appellation of the geographer of Ravenna, is so irregular and erroneous, that it is really a shame to quote him. His unconnected catalogue of blundered names, if it can prove anything, proves too much; for he has three, if not four, names, which may all be taken for London, viz. Londini, London, Londinium, Augusta, and Angloslimo.

Some antiquaries think they have found London before the reign of Claudius in the inscriptions on some British coins, and, what is wonderful indeed, on a Roman coin also. The first notion is founded on the word NOXANE or NOTASIT; but the connection between it and London can only be suggested by Geffery's vile fable of his Troy-novation or New Troy. The Greek coin has not the shadow of a connexion with British affairs.

* The name of Cearatic (pronounced Kenatic) appears on a British coin, probably of this prince.

† A brief examination of the nature of colonies, municipia, and other Roman distinctions of towns, will be given along with an account of Roman Britain in its most flourishing state about the year 170.

‡ Many other fruits, trees, &c. were introduced by the Roman settlers, several species of which are pointed out by Mr. Whitaker, their Roman-like names being his chief guide; in which kind of proof, though often very fallacious, I believe, he is generally right. [Hist. of Manchester, p. 312.]
61—In the reign of Nero we have the first undoubted mention of London, which had for some time been a Roman settlement. It was at this time very much celebrated as the residence of a great number of such dealers, as the Romans called merchants, and it contained great stores of provisions. We cannot doubt that the sagacity of the Romans soon marked its convenient situation for water carriage, and established a military magazine of provisions and stores in it. Tacitus, the author who first mentions this city, adds, that it was not distinguished by the name of a colony; a Roman honour, which, however, was conferred upon it.

* Londinium perexit, cognomens quidem colonie non inigue, sed copia negotiatorum et commenstii num maxime celebri. [Taciti Annal. L. xiv. c. 33.] The few plain words have been varnished over with false glosses, in order to make a great and magnificent city of London at the very commencement of its history. [See in particular Burton's Comment. on Antoninae, p. 152.] But London, like most communities or individuals, who owe their dignity to intrinsic merit, has the real honour to be indebted to no splendid origin or adventitious help, (except being the seat of government) but has risen to the first rank among the commercial cities of the world, by the advantage of its situation, and the indefatigable industry and commercial spirit of its inhabitants.

Much study has been employed in tracing the origin of the name of London. Though this is not a work proper for the diffusion of etymological or antiquarian subjects, and though I am fully aware, that etymology is a source of information fallacious, that those, who are best qualified to judge of it, will place the smallest dependence upon it; yet, as such a city defies the most careful research into its antiquity, and as I think, that some degree of light upon the origin of London may be struck out of what seems to me to be the genuine name of it, I beg leave for this once to submit to the reader some etymological observations.

The name, being evidently not Roman, affords a presumption, that, before the Romans took possession of this spot, there existed upon it a town, village, or collection of houses, known to the inhabitants and neighbouring people by a name, which the Romans, adapting it to the genius of their own language, have called Londonium, and Londinium, or Londinum. It was in the country of the Belgic Britons, and most probably first built by them on an elevated spot, which on account of its being almost surrounded every side by the rivers, (not then, as now, confined by artificial banks and the elevation of the fall) had been neglected by them, when they first cleared and cultivated the adjacent country. [*Agris cœleri caperant. * Ceri. Bell. Gall. L. v. c. 12.] The Belgic Britons were a colony of the Belgic Gauls, who were a mixed race of Germans and Gauls, the greatest number of them, however, being of German descent: consequently in their language the German was predominant. [* Reperibatur, plerque Belgas eic ortos ab Germanis, Rhenurque antiquos transfluentes, propter loci fertilitatem ibi confiditum; Galloque, qui ea loca incolentur, expulsi. * This is to say, they expelled those Gauls, who would not be subject to them, for if all were expelled, then the most (plerque) but the whole of the inhabitants of that part of the country must thenceforth have been Germans. Ceri. Bell. Gall. L. ii. c. 4.] Caesar tells us, that the towns of the Belgic Britons (the only Britons known to him) were built in the midst of thick woods, and fortified with ramparts and ditches. [* Oppidum autem Britanis vacat, quam ultra impedita valle aste 934. * Bell. Gall. L. v. c. 21.] The ground, where St. Paul's church stands, (even now higher than most of the adjacent grounds, though they have acquired in some places about twenty feet of adventitious height) was probably called Land, or the wood, as still retaining its native trees, when the ruin of the country was tolerably well cleared. Such an elevated spot would be preferred to the adjacent marshy or slummy grounds for the situation of a new village or town, which would naturally get the name of Land-dum or Land-dun, the hill, or fortified hill, of the wood, or Landum, the inclosure, or town of the wood, as the names of new foundations must undoubtedly be in the language of the predominant people, and their language must have continued for some time distinct from that of the aboriginal Britons. See the Dictionaries of the Icelandic, Saxon, German, and Dutch, languages, which are all kindred branches of the Gothic; and also of the Welsh language, wherein, if I mistake not, much of the Belgic is preferred.

To this supposition, or hypothesis, it will be objected, that the name is not Londan but London. But the objection will not be made by any, who have read the Saxon and old English authors, or even all the Roman writers who have mentioned the place; and some of them I shall lay before the reader for his satisfaction.

Tacitus, the father of the history of London,
A. D. 61.

Effabishments founded in rapine and injustice must be in constant dread from the revenge of the oppressed. During the reign of Nero the infolence of the soldiery, and the extortions of the procurator and his subordinate tax-gatherers, were carried to a pitch beyond all possibility of endurance. Prasutag, king of the Iceni, an opulent prince, endeavoured to purchase the forbearance and protection of the Roman government, with the safe possession of a moderate fortune, for his two daughters, by the sacrifice of one half of his kingdom and property, which he left by his will to the emperor. But he had not read the history of Egypt or Asia, to know what kind of guardians the Romans were to princes in their minority. Immediately after his death, instead of the protection his family hoped for, his kingdom, and even his house, were seized upon, his relations were treated like slaves, the virgin princesses were made the victims of brutal lust, and Boadicea, the queen, was ignominiously scourged like the vilest criminal. Such atrocities excited the warmest resentment in a people not inured to slavery: the British spirit was roused: and a great army was soon in the field under the command of the injured queen, who, taking advantage of the absence of the Roman governor in the west, immediately burnt Camulodunum and Verulam, and sacrificed to her revenge every Roman in them, and all those who had not abandoned London. She also engaged, and cut to pieces the mott of the ninth legion; a legion destined to suffer by British valour in both ends of the island. But at last the spirit of this noble heroine, and the undisciplined valour of her army, were found unable to contend with two other Roman legions under the command of the experienced Paulinus. Her death soon after put an end to the war, in which near two hundred thousand of British and Roman
calls it Londinum, as does also the Itinerary of Antoninus. Ptolemy has Londinion, wherein the only difference is the Greek termination. Bede (in some editions, for others have London) the oldest of the Anglo-Saxon writers, in their Latin works call it Londonia, in imitation of the Romans, most of whom followed Tacitus. And a few of the coins of the Anglo-Saxon kings have London for the initial part of the name.—On the other hand, Ammianus Marcellinus, a Roman author, writes Londinium and Londinum. The greatest part of the Anglo-Saxon coins (prints of which may be seen in Hickey's Thebaurus) and some editions of Bede have London for the initial. The Saxon Chronicle, written by different hands in successive ages, has London, London, London, London-berch, London-borth, and London-wic. King Alfred writes it London-ceorl. Nennius, an ancient Welsh writer, has Cæir-Londen; and the present Welsh write Londen. Ethelweard, Florence, Eadmer, William of Malmesbury, Henry of Huntington, Simeon of Durham (who also sometime writes it with a) William of Newburgh, Roger Hoveden, Ralph Diceto (who was dean of London), and several other English historians who wrote in Latin, all have Lond in the beginning of the name. And the old Scottif writers also wrote it in the same manner, as appears in the Chronicle of Melros and Wyton's Chronicle. Since the revival of literature the spelling of London has been supported by the great classical authority of Tacitus, and by Bede, also and deferentially a great authority; though every body pronounces London, in perfect conformity to what I conceive to be the genuine original name.

As to the fabulous name of Troevovantum, if it had any foundation at all, it may have been Tres Novaci, signifying in Welsh the town of the Novans; whose capital it may have become after the destruction of Camulodunum; for there is no sufficient authority for the alteration of some modern writers, that London was destroyed or burnt by Boadicea.
lives were sacrificed to the rapine, lust, and extortion, of the Roman oppressors. And this was the last considerable struggle made by the Britons of the south for their independence, of which we have any particular account. [Tac. Annal. L. xiv. cc. 31-37.—Dion, Coff. L. lxxii.]

The portrait of the British heroine, as drawn by Dion Cassius, serves to give us some idea of the manufactures and dress of the Britons. Boudicca (so he calls her) was tall and elegantly formed, with a modest countenance, a clear voice, and long hair. She wore a large gold chain, and a flowing party-coloured robe, which was covered with a thick cloak: and in her hand she bore a spear, the emblem of her command. He also says, that the war was entirely conducted by her, and that she supported her authority with great dignity and with masculine valor.

72.—The Romans, who conquered many other countries almost as soon as they marched into them, gained their ground in Britain by inches. For though Vespasian, who was afterwards emperor, had been engaged in thirty battles, while he was a subordinate officer in Britain, and subdued two great nations with above twenty towns, together with the island of Vecta (Wight), and though the spirit of liberty, routed by Boadicea, seems to have been completely crushed; yet they had about this time established their dominion no further north than the neighbourhood of Northampton, or the banks of the Severn and the Nen.

A. D. 61.

* Gildas, who seems to regret, that he was born too late to be a slave of Rome, execrates the noble struggle made by Boadicea in defence of British liberty and the rights of human nature, and from his ample stores of bombast and foul language he aboys, or dignifies, her with the epithet of a treacherous lioness.

† We have the authority of Pliny to say, that in almost thirty years from the first invasion the Roman arms had penetrated no farther than the neighbourhood of the Caldonian (or Caledonian) wood. [Hist. nat. L. iv. c. 16.] But where was it? Some pretend to say, that there was no Caledonian wood, but in the Highlands of Scotland; and Richard of Cirencester, a writer whose name, notwithstanding some spots of the darkens of the age he lived in, will ever be respected by all who study the ancient history and geography of Britain, has been abused for ignorantly planting a Caledonian wood in Kent, and another in Lincolnshire. But his Caledonian wood in Kent, and the adjacent counties, has the authority of Pliny, [L. iii. c. 10] and apparently that of Lucan. [L vi.] The next Caledonian wood, which has probably left its name in Caledon near Coventry, and overspread not only Lincolnshire, but the whole of the wide-extended nation of the Coritani or Cottari (i.e. wood-dwellers, a name afterwards translated by the Saxons to Myres, Myrens, and Myrencr) was that, which now bounded the Roman conquests, according to Pliny. And here must have been the Caledonian fields, where Vettius Balbonus gave laws, and in the middle of which were the watch-towers and castra, which he fortified with ditches, being apparently those originally built by Ollotius Sculpa along the Severn and the Antonia or Aufona (probably the Nen), and the boundary now alluded to by Pliny. [Tac. Annal. L. xiv. c. 31, with Rie. Corin. L. i. §§ 13, 14. 31.—Stat. silv. L. vi.] Nay, so widely extended was the Caledonian name, that the sea between Gaul and Britain was called the Caledonian ocean by Valerius Flaccus, and the Caledonian sea by Aufonius. Now, Lucan and Pliny were dead, and Vettius Balbonus was superseded in his command in Britain, before any Roman army had approached the Scottish Caledonian wood, and before any Roman writer can be reasonably supposed to know of its existence. Hector Boyse, in his romances, which he prefixed to call The History of the Scots, pretends to quote some national records, wherein Julius Caesar, as if he had not done himself sufficient honour, is said to have penetrated to the Caledonian wood, and destroyed Caledonum, which he has transported from Exe to the banks of the Carron; for inventors of history find no difficulty in removing mountains, towns, and whole nations. There is some nonsense of the same sort also in Fordun, though not so circumstantial. But such ignorance
for the island of Mon (Anglesey), and the country of the Ordovices (North Wales), though over-run by Paulinus, retained their liberty, till they were reduced by Agricola several years after.

The south-east part of the country seems to have now sunk into a contented subjection to the Roman yoke: and the trade, formerly carried on between Britain and Rome by the way of Gaul, may be presumed to have gradually increased. But the only additional articles, that I find any account of, were very trifling in a commercial view, viz. a kind of fowl called chenéros, supposed by Mr. Whitaker to have been the goosefander; and oysters from the coast of Kent, which, though after so long a carriage they must have been in a very bad condition, were admired by the epicures of Rome. [Plin. L. ix. c. 54; L. x, c. 22.—Juvenal. Sat. 4.]

73—There is reason to believe, that Hippalus, who taught the Greek traders of Egypt to abridge the navigation to India by trifling their vessels in some degree to the guidance of the monsoons, stretched no farther to sea in his first voyage out of sight of land than just crossing the widest part of the entry of the Persian gulf*. But improvements of real utility are generally carried far beyond the first views of the projector. Succeeding Grecian navigators, having their eyes opened to the many advantages of a speedy passage, ventured to take their departure from Canæ, on the coast of Arabia, or the promontory of Aromata (Cape Gardafui) the easternmost point of Africa, and steer a direct course for the more distant ports on the west coast of India. The improvement in their course, which exempted them in a great measure from the danger of rocks and shoals, and the still-increasing demand for Oriental luxuries in the Roman empire, encouraged the merchants to enlarge the size of their vessels, which, by carrying cargoes of greater value, enabled them to ship a band of archers in each vessel to beat off the pirates †, who infested several parts of the coast of India, and to bear the expense of the presents, which the supercargo of every vessel was obliged to make to the sovereigns, in order to bribe them to permit their subjects to enjoy the advantages of trade. [Periplus Maris Erythraei.—Plin. L. vi, c. 23.]

Though almost all the ports on the west coast of India had been reported to by vessels from Egypt, even before the improvement introduc-

---

* So we may infer from Pliny, who says, [L. vi. c. 23] that the course steered at first by the wind Hippalus (the south-west monsoon) was from the Promontory of Syagros (apparently Ras-al-Gat, the eastern extremity of Arabia) to Patala at the mouth of the Indus.

† The descendants of those ancient pirates still continue to infest the navigation on the west coast of India; and other pirated tribes, called Sangers, Sangars, and the Kulis, and some Arab tribes, commit depredations at the mouths of the Indus, and other parts of the coast. [Niesbur, V. ii, p. 5.—Rennell's Memoir of a Map of Hindostan, p. 293.]
ed by Hippalus, [Periplus, p. 174] yet till about this time Patala was the only Indian port heard of at Rome; and now the names of two or three ports beyond it were for the first time announced to the Romans by Pliny [L. vi, c. 23]. The same author has given us the following circumstantial account of the inland navigation and land carriage in Egypt, by which the adventure from Alexandria commenced.

From Jutriopolis, a kind of suburb of Alexandria, they sailed 303 Roman miles up the Nile to Coptos, the emporium of the trade in Upper Egypt, by favour of the easterly winds in twelve days. From Coptos the goods were carried by camels 258 miles across the desert to Berenice upon a road which had been furnished with proper resting places by the attention of the Ptolemies; and this journey performed, according to the custom of those climates, mostly in the night-time on account of the heat, took up other twelve days. At Berenice or Myos Hormos, a port farther up the coast, they embarked with their goods for their various voyages. Those bound for India took their departure (in modern nautical language) from Okelis on the south coast of Arabia, and arrived in forty days at Muziris on the west coast of India. The homeward passage was begun in December, or early in January, with the north-east monsoon (which Pliny erroneously calls Vulturius, a wind about east-south-east) by which they were carried to the entrance of the Red sea, where they generally met with southerly winds, which carried them up to their port. Of their various voyages, and the outward and homeward cargoes, I shall now have an opportunity of giving an account from better materials than were known to Pliny.

Very unfortunately the age of the author of the Periplus τ of the Erythraean Sea, a work, which, for approved accuracy of geographical, nautical, and commercial information, stands unrivalled by any production of antiquity which has come down to our times, cannot be settled so near as whether he lived about the middle of the first, or the middle of the second, century §. In this uncertainty I here introduce an extract of the commercial information contained in this precious relic.

* Agatharchides [L. v, c. 32] says, that vessels could easily sail in ten days from Alexandria to Coptos, the nearest part of which is far above Coptos.

† In Strabo's time they went from Coptos to Myos Hormos, a journey of fix or seven days. [Strabo, L. xvii, p. 1170.]

‡ Periplus, sailing round, or circumnavigation.

§ The Periplus not being quoted or mentioned by any ancient writer, we can have no knowledge of the author, but what we can derive from himself. And from himself we know, that he was an Egyptian Greek, merchant, and a navigator upon the Erythraean sea; and, indeed, it is easy to see, that all the very accurate descriptions of the coasts, harbours, and trade, as far as Nekynda near the southern extremity of India, are given from his own judicious observations, the plain narrative of an honest man, telling what he saw and knew. His account of the east side of India, though far inferior or indeed, is the narrative of the same honest man, using his best endeavour to convey instruction to his countrymen, but frequently misled by the ignorance or roguery of those, whom his thrift of knowledge urged him to apply to in every port for information respecting their native countries, or those they had traveled to. He mentions the names of several kings reigning when he wrote, and embassies sent by Charibdac, king of the Homerites and Sabaeans, to the Roman emperors. Some of the same king,
Under the name of the Erythrean sea the author comprehends that part of the Ocean, which is between Africa and India, and apparently also the Gulf of Bengal. He observes, that the unexplored ocean extends to the southward till it joins the Atlantic; a most capital and important piece of geographical and commercial knowledge, which had lain concealed from almost the whole world from the age of Neco's king of Egypt (about six hundred years before the Christian era) till the re-discovery of the Cape of Good Hope by the Portuguese: for Herodotus, though he recorded the circumnavigation of Africa by the Phænicians in the reign of Neco, appears not to have believed it himself; and no other Greek or Roman writer, to the best of my knowledge, unless the Mauritanian prince Juba * may be reckoned among them, had the smallest idea of the true

are mentioned by Pliny as his contemporaries; and he also notices ambassadors from Arabia, evidently from the fourth part of it (perhaps those sent by Charibael) who were in Rome in his time. [Plin. L. vi. c. 23; L. xii. c. 14.] It is thence not improbable, that our author and Pliny lived at the same time. But it must be acknowledged, that some kings of the same name arc also mentioned by Ptolemy, who was near a century later than Pliny; though he might copy them from older documents, or the names might be preferred in the families, or be permanent titles rather than names of individuals. Our author also says that the city of Arabia Felix was destroyed a little before his own time by Caesar, that is, the Roman emperor. But the destruction of the city not being mentioned by any other author extant, it affords no sufficiency in finding his age. It has been ascribed to Trajan, for no other reason than because that emperor was in Arabia, and did a great deal of mischief in his provinces; for the ascriptions of Eutropius and Rufus Felix, that Trajan reduced Arabia to the condition of a province, are contradicted by the frequent history of Adrian; and a hyperbolical passage in the Philopatris, a dialogue ascribed to Flaccianus, is more rodamontade and prophecy. Trajan marched, indeed, from Cappadocia against the Agarnax, an Arabian nation bordering upon Judea, and above a thousand miles from the city of Arabia Felix, from whom he was obliged to retreat with great loss. But a proper chronological attention to all the circumstances of his eastern expedition might shew, that he could not possibly have ever gone near the south part of Arabia, and consequently could not be the destroyer of the city of Arabia Felix; though the most learned Dodwell, who might be supposed to have examined the history of the later years of Trajan with the most scrupulous attention, when composing his lectures on the life of Adrian the successor of Trajan, has ascribed the destruction of it to him, and has made our author contemporary with the joint emperors Marcus Antoninus and Verus, because he says that

Charibael 'fends frequent embassies and presents to our emperors,' by which plural word, he thinks, we must understand a conjunction of emperors, though there seems no reason why the embassies, being frequent, might not be to a succession of emperors; or, if there must be a conjunction of emperors, let us not forget, that Titus was associated with his father in the imperial dignity long before the age of Antoninus. But it is very clear, that the destruction of that city was neither the work of Trajan, nor of any other Roman emperor in person. If we could tell exactly, when anchors began to be made of iron, it might perhaps help to fix our author's era, which was prior to that most important improvement. (See below in the nautical notices under this same year.) But, after much research, I am inclined to believe, that neither the date of the destruction of Arabia Felix, nor that of the introduction of iron anchors, can be ascertained, however desirable they may be, as helping to fix the chronology of the Periplus, and also on account of their own importance in commercial history.

The name of this valuable author, and his country, are also mispronounced. The work is commonly ascribed to Arrian, a Bithynian Greek, and governor of Cappadocia under the emperor Adrian, who wrote the History of Alexander the Great; though it is not in the list of his works given by Photius, who flourished in the ninth century, and though it contains some mistakes concerning Alexander, which Arrian could not possibly have fallen into. The only reason seems to be, that Arrian also wrote a Periplus, which, notwithstanding his acknowledged superior literary merit, is as far inferior in interesting information to our author's Periplus, as the Euxine sea, Arrian's subject is inferior to the Indian ocean.

* Juba, as quoted by Pliny, [L. vi. c. 29] had some idea of the communication of the Indian and Atlantic oceans; for he extends the later as far as the Maffolite promontory (Cape Guardafui), which other writers call the Aromatic promontory.
geography of the south part of Africa, though several of them have fabulous stories of wonderful adventures on some of its coasts. He alone, of all the writers of antiquity, truly describes the coast of India as trending from north to south as far as Colchos (Travancore), where, he says, the shore bends to the east; and afterwards to the north, and then more easterly to the Ganges, the greatest river of India, which increases and decreases like the Nile. He is also, if I mistake not, the only extinct antient writer, who knew the true name of the great southern division of India, which he calls Daitinabates, because the South is there called Dacthan-or: a word differing only by the adjunct Greek termination from Deccan, still the general name of all the country south from Baroach, the very limit stated by our accurate author.

He describes Myos Hormos as the first port of Egypt on the Red sea: and from it and Berenicè the Grecian traders feldom, flown for their various destinations. Those who were only bound to the ports within the Red sea failed any time from January to September, though most seasonably in September: but July was the time for commencing voyages to all parts beyond the Straits, whether to the east coast of Africa, the south coast of Arabia, or the west coast of India.

The first considerable trading port on the west side of the Red sea was Aduli in the country now called Abyssinia, subject to Zofcales, a prince distinguished as superior to his neighbours in probity and liberality, and also acquainted with the Greek language, a circumstance seemingly inferring a considerable resort of the Grecian traders to his dominions. This was an established port, to which were brought from the inland markets of Coloè and Axomî (or Axuma) all the ivory collected in the interior country on both sides of the Nile, and the turtle-shell from a neighbouring nation, called by the Greeks Ichthyophagi (eaters of fish).

Into this port the Greeks imported

| Coarse cloths unmilled, manufactured in Egypt for this market; |
| Robes, made at Arfinoè; |
| Abollas† (cloaks) of counterfeit or bastard colour; |
| Linens; |
| Fringed mantles; |
| Glasses, and murrine‡ vessels of all sorts, made at Diospolis; |
| Oriculcum, a kind of metal, of which the natives of the country made ornamental trinkets, and also coined money; |
| Brass vessels for cooking, which the women of the place sometimes broke into small pieces to make bracelets, and ornaments for their legs; |

* Orichalcum, a kind of metal, of which the natives of the country made ornamental trinkets, and also coined money.
† The abollas were dyed with the Tyrian purple. The rich colour of one worn by Philyas, the son of the learned African prince Juba, cost him his life, the tyrant Caligula, perhaps, thinking it an affectation of sovereignty. [Martial, L. viii, ep. 49.—Suet. Calig. c. 33]
Iron, to make spears for hunting, and for war; Swords, edge-tools, and other ironmongery; Large round cups or bowls of brass; Wine of Laodicea and Italy in small quantities; Oil, also in small quantities; and Roman coins (denarii) for the use of the foreigners, whom commerce brought together in the port: and also, as a tribute to the king, Vessels of gold and silver made after the fashion of the country; Abollas; and A few plain coverlets.

There were likewise imported from Arabia Indian iron and steel; Indian calicoes, and other cotton goods, of a variety of kinds; From this port the only exports noted are

Ivory; and The horns of the rhinoceros.

On the south shore of the Straits of Babelmandeb (or Babelmandel) was the small port of Avalites, into which they went with rafts and boats. To this place the Greeks imported Vessels of glass and stone, assorted; Unripe grapes from Diospolis; Cloths, milled and finished for this particular market, assorted; The natives, a rude and savage race, traded with their rafts to Okelis and Muza on the coast of Arabia, to which they carried aromatics, a

Rome, that two of them were bought by a consul and an emperor at the price of 300 sesterces (L. 4. 2: 6 sesterces) for each. [Plin. L. xlix, c. 14] calls iron from the country of the Seres of a quality much superior to all other kinds (he has not throughout his whole work any word equivalent to the English word steel); and he adds, that the Parthian (probably that called here Indians) iron was next to it. The country at the mouth of the Indus was now subject to Parthia; and there probably both the Seri and Parthian metals were shipped for Arabia, from which, or from Adulis, by the agency of the merchants of Alexandria, they found their way to Rome, as appears by Pliny's knowledge of them; and they must have been excellent indeed to bear the expense of such a succession of land and water carriages. It is worthy of remark, that Marco Polo, many centuries after our author and Pliny, mentions indium, a most excellent kind of steel, the produce of a country in the south part of Asia. See Forlitz's Voyages and Discoveries, pp. 155, 243, English transl.
small quantity of ivory, turtle-shell, and myrrh in very small quantities, but of the very best quality.*

Eastward from Avalites there was a better emporium, though a very indifferent harbour, called Malao, and inhabited by a more civilized people.

The imports to this place were

All the articles carried to Avalites; | Drinking cups or bowls;
Tunics, or jackets, in great quantities; | Mellephtha, an unknown article;
Cloaks (laga) of Arsinoe, milled and dyed; | Iron;
| Gold and silver Roman coins in small quantities.

The exports, which seem to have been to Arabia, were

Myrrh;
Perotic frankincense in small quantities;
Cinnamon of several sorts, and of inferior qualities;†

Farther along the coast was Mundus, an emporium with a better harbour, the imports and exports of which were the same with those of Malao, with the addition to the later of thymiana mokroton §, believed to be a kind of incense. The people of Mundus, though rude and uncultivated, were attentive to commerce.

The next emporium to the eastward was Mofyllon, to which were carried

All the articles noted as carried to the others;
Silver vesseils;

The exports were

Caffa, or bastard cinnamon || in such abundance, that larger vessels were employed in the trade of this port;

---

* The same primitive rude floating craft are mentioned in the same place by Agatharchides and Strabo. See above, p. 104. Pliny [L. xii, cc. 15, 19] also notices the trade by sail from this shore to Okeilea which he calls Oelia; whence the Africans carried home utensils of glass and brass, and clothing, together with buckles or clasps, bracelets, and necklaces; trinkets, which have in all ages been acceptable to nations in a savage state.
† These were the productions of that part of the country.
§ Strabo [L. xvi, p. 1119] notes the growth of pheud-caffa (bastard caffa) as well as cinnamon, frankincense, and myrrh, in this country. The abundance of these productions gave the name of Aromatic, with the Greeks, to the whole country, and particularly to the town and promontory at the eastern extremity of it.—Pliny [L. vi, c. 29] marks Mofyllon as the market to which cinnamon was brought, which, may infer, that it was imported bither from India; and such inference seems sup-
Other odoriferous and aromatic articles; Mokroton, inferior to the Munditic growth;

At the most easterly point of Africa there was an emporium with a very open, and sometimes dangerous, anchorage, of which we know no other name than the Greek word Aromata, by which the adjacent point or promontory (Cape Guardafui) was also called; and from it was another promontory, and also a trading port, both called Tabæ. To these the articles, carried to the other ports on this coast, were also carried. The produce of this part of the country consisted of cafia, gizir, alpyehè, magla, moto, all apparently of the cinnamon species; also frankincense, and several kinds of aromatics.

South from Tabæ lay Oponè, the trade of which included all the articles of import and export in the preceding ports. And from it there were also exported some of the best flaves, who were mostly carried to Egypt, and turtle-shell of the very best quality in great abundance.

The ports beyond the Red sea had an established trade with Arikè and Barygaza, both on the west coast of India, from which they received

- Corn; Cotton goods of various kinds;
- Rice; Saffes;
- Butter; Cane honey, called sugar *
- Oil of sesame;

Some of the vessels from India sailed for those ports on purpose; and others only called at them, and, after taking on board such articles as they found ready, proceeded to their destined ports. This trade appears to have been entirely unconnected with that of the Egyptian Greeks, except as it may have supplied them with Indian goods in those ports;

Ported by Dioscorides, who [L. i. c. 13] distinguishes the cinnamon of Mofyllon as of the best quality. He adds, that the best cafa is called Daphnicum at Alexandria (from Daphnai a place on this coast noted by our author), and that gizir, alpyehè, ephedra, and dicra, are inferior species of it. If would not, however, he possible that Pliny did not mean merely that the produce of the adjacent country was carried to Mofyllon to be shipped, as myrrh is said, three lines higher in the same chapter, to be carried to a port called Sin.

Our word sugar is from the Greek σαγαρ, which is exactly the Indian word sāgar. [Linnæus's Voyages, p. 105.] The Periplus gives a clear proof, of what we have said already, that sugar was called honey by the Greeks, till they got the genuine name of it from the E>A; and that the genuine name was but very lately known, may be inferred from the author thinking it necessary to preserve the old name (cane honey) as an explanation.

It is rather surprising, that sugar does not appear in the Periplus among the direct imports from any part of India to Egypt. We know that Indian sugar found its way to Rome at this time, apparently through the hands of the merchants on the east coast of Africa, as Pliny [L. xii. c. 8] distinguishes it from Arabian sugar by its superior quality. He says, it was scarce, being used only in medicine: and he describes it as a white gum, brittle, and in pieces not larger than a filbert nut. This description answers to the Indian, or perhaps rather Chinese, white sugar-candy, which is compared to diamonds for clearness and hardness. And I suppose, the Chinese, described by Megasthenes [op. Strab. L. xv. p. 1028] as sweeter than figs and honey, was the same hard sugar-candy. [See also Butler Mufley's Treatise on Sugar, p. 71, second ed.] The spirituous or intoxicating liquor, made from the sugar-bearing cane, mentioned by Nearchus [op. Strab. L. xv. p. 1016] was probably also carried to Rome, though there is no mention of it in Pliny or the Periplus.
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and it seems to have commenced before they began to make any voyages out of the Red sea, but how long before, nobody can presume to conjecture, as the east coast of Africa was totally unknown to the Greeks and Romans, and most probably also to the Egyptians, till a little before this time.

Though our author has many nautical and topographical remarks on the coast of Africa beyond Oponé, he has not one trading port till he comes to Rhapta, so called by the Greeks, because the natives used canoes with railed sides, which were not nailed, but fewed to the bottom. The natives are said to be very tall, but he says not a word of their colour, which must have been black. Though every district had its own chief, all of them had long been subject to the king of Mapharitis in the south part of Arabia. The country was also tributary to the merchants of Muza who sent their vessels thither under the care of Arabian commanders and supercargoes, connected with the natives by intercourse and affinity, and well acquainted with their language, and with the navigation of the coast.

The imports at Rhapta consisted of

| Lances, or spears, made at Muza; | Awls; |
| Axes; | Glass vessels of all sorts; |
| Cutlaries, or knives; | and also corn and wine, not for sale, but for treating the uncivilized natives of some parts of the coast. |

The exports were

| Ivory in great abundance, but inferior to that of Aduli; | Turtle-shell, the best of any, next to that of India; |
| The horns of the rhinoceros; | Nauplius $, a small quantity. |

* The same trade has been kept up ever since; and the same kind of cargoes have been carried from the neighbourhood of the Zinde, or Indus, to those parts of Africa. [see Ptolemy, B. iii, p. 307; B. iv, p. 347, 356, 357, 337.]
† Ptolem. in. p. 356.; to few, or join together. The Greeks surely could not be ignorant of the indigenous name of the place, to which they traded. But this is one of the innumerable instances of the licence they took in perverting the names of places, whereby they have introduced much confusion and uncertainty in geography. Ptolemy places Rhapta between eight and nine degrees south of the line, which answers pretty well to the situation of Quilon, which the Portugueze discoverers suppos'd Rhapta; and there the same fowled boats are still used.
‡ If the merchants were so powerful as to exercise such an act of sovereignty as the exaction of a tribute, they must have been associated in a great body, like a modern East-India company. But perhaps the tribute, for which the Greeks paid them for their vessels, was the produce of plantations settled on that coast by the merchants of Muza, as many West-India plantations are now settled and owned by British merchants.
§ Pliny [L. ix, c. 50] has a description of a shell-fish of that name, which
Beyond Rhapta the coast was unknown in the days of our author. He therefore returns to the Red sea, and goes down the east shore of it, beginning at Leukê komê (or White town) a port and castle in the possession of the Romans, which was frequented by small vessels from the considerable trading ports in the south, loaded with merchandise for the supply of the neighbouring country and for the merchants of Tyre, upon which duty of twenty-five per cent was exacted by a Roman centurion, stationed there with a competent military force for that purpose.

From Leukê komê down as far as the Burnt island the navigation was very dangerous, and the coast beset with rocks and without any harbours*; and therefore the navigators were very careful never to approach it. This inhospitable coast was occupied by various barbarous tribes, differing in manners and in language, of whom some subsisted by fishing and others by pasturage: but they were all pirates, and plundered the vessels which came near their coast, or were wrecked, and made slaves of the people. The kings of the neighbouring industrious nations were therefore continually exerting themselves to suppress those general enemies, and carry them into captivity.

The country below the Burnt island was possessed by a more civilized people, employed in breeding cattle and camels, the latter, no doubt, for the service of the caravans.

In the farthest bay of the east coast of the Red sea, about thirty miles from the Straits, stood Muza †, an established emporium, inhabited by experienced seamen, and numerous capital merchants, who, besides dealing in the native commodities, traded to Barygaza and other foreign countries ‡.

The articles imported from Egypt were

The finest purple cloths in great quantities;
Arabian garments with and without sleeves, adorned with gold in various manners;
Saffron;
which answers so well to the saffron, described by him in the preceding chapter, that it seems the same animal, taken from a different author. But the shell of it, though very beautiful, seems rather too trifling to be ranked among established articles of trade.

* If this coast had been occupied by a commercial people, there would have been no want of harbours. It would be easy to enumerate many; but Jidda, about midway between the two ends of the Red sea, is at present the principal port, beyond which vessels from India are not allowed to pass; and it is capable of receiving large vessels, which refer to it from our East-India settlements. [Nilebur, V. i., p. 224.]

† Muza is described in the Periplus as having no harbour, but only a sandy shore near which the vessels lay at anchor in the bay. There is now a poor village called Muza, with good water, a great object in those countries, which is four miles from the shore at Mokha, apparently the same place, though now become inland in consequence of the constant gradual recession of the water, by which the whole of the flat border called the Tehama seems to have been formed. Mokha, built about four centuries ago, may be presumed to have arisen on the decline of Muza. See Nilebur, V. i., p. 297.

‡ Pliny was misinformed in respect to Muza, which, he says [L. vi. c. 23] had no India trade.
Saffaces; and another present of Myrrh.

The merchants also presented to the king:

Horses: *

Mules for burthen;

Vessels of gold and silver plate and of brass;

Magnificent dressings.

The exports, consisting of native productions, were:

Myrth of the choicest quality;

Stacte, or tears of myrth, of the most excellent quality; †

Lygds, a fine kind of alabaster, of which boxes were made;

Also all the articles exported from Adull.

At no great distance from Muzza resided Colcebus king of Mapharitis, and, as already observed, sovereign of the distant country adjacent to Rhapta on the African coast, and somewhat farther inland was the seat of Chribael king of the Homerites and Sabæans, who also extended his sway over a part of Azania on the coast of Africa. This prince cultivated the friendship of the Roman emperors, by sending frequent embassies and gifts to them.

Passing Okelis, which was just without the Straits, and only a watering place and harbour for inward-bound vessels, our author proceeds about 130 miles eastward along the shore to the port of Arabia Felix. This city long flourished the greatest emporium on all the shores of the Erythraean sea (or Indian ocean), westward from the River Indus. From it Egypt and the other countries of Africa, the merchants of Phœnicia and Carthage, and through them all the countries bordering upon the Mediterranean, and even those on the Atlantic ocean, including perhaps our own British islands, and, by the caravans, all the western countries of Asia, were supplied with Oriental produce and manufactures in exchange for their own commodities. And in this happy state of apparently uninterrupted commercial prosperity it continued till the

* Horses imported from Egypt into Arabia, and into that part of it which is most celebrated for the superiority of its horses! Is it certain that Arabia has been famous for its breed of horses ever since the days of Jobmel, as alleged by historians quoted by Leo Africanus? Or have horses, as well as goats, (another article mentioned by no ancient Greek or Roman authors, and believed to be a native of Abyssinia) been introduced into Arabia in the dark ages?–Horses are not mentioned in either of the two enumerations of Job's property, though camels and other animals are. —Solomon imported horses from Egypt and from other countries, but Arabia is not particularly noted. —In Ezekiel's account of the commerce of Tyre, horses are brought from Togarmah, (Cappadocia, the country which supplied the Persian kings with horses, a breed celebrated by many ancient authors) but only sheep and goats from Arabia, which also furnished the same kinds of animals, as we find by Il. Chron. c. 17, to Jehosaphat, king of Judah.—The learned and indefatigable Bochart has not a word of an Arabian breed in all the passages concerning horses which he has collected in his Hieronomica. —This subject will be touched upon again under the year 345.

† Emaurus capraeana, or perhaps rather Emaurus antiquus, myrth of the best quality produced in the country of the Mumi. See Bochart, Geog. facr. col. 119.
Greeks of Egypt, supported and encouraged by the power and wealth of the Roman empire, began to repair to India for the goods they had hitherto received from the Arabian merchants. But the Romans, perhaps not content with what their subjects could abstract from the commerce of Arabia Felix by a fair competition, supposed, that, if they could destroy the commerce of an independent people, whom they had in vain attempted to subdue, (see above, p. 120) it would devolve upon their own subjects. Whether in consequence of such a system of oppressive confidence in their own superior power, which they might pretend to call a patriotic attention to the commercial rights of their subjects, (for sovereigns in all ages have too often made power the standard of right) or in consequence of any quarrel, for which they were never at a loss to find a pretence, this most flourishing commercial city was destroyed by the Romans a short time before our author was born. We may, however, be assured, that the consequence would not be what the Romans may be supposed to have expected. The merchants would transfer their commerce, with whatever they could save of their property, to other ports of Arabia more remote from the Roman dominions, and to the Arabian colonies on the distant coasts of Africa, which would thereby be strengthened and enriched. And to such a forced emigration was probably owing a great part of the trade between Africa and India, noted by our author.

Arabia Felix was now so far recovered from its ashes as to have the appearance of a village, but we do not find that it had any commerce; and it was only referred to on account of having a more convenient harbour and better water than Okelis.

The next emporium was Cane, about 200 miles east from Arabia Felix, in the territory of Eleazarus, the country producing frankincense, which was brought to this emporium, some by land carriage upon camels, and some by water in vessels and upon rafts made of hides filled with air. The merchants of this port traded to Barygaza, Scythia (the country of the Indo-Scythians at the mouth of the Indus), Oman, and other places in the neighbourhood of Persia.

The merchants of Egypt imported thither Corn and wine, in small quantities, as in Maza; Arabian clothing, common and plain, and mostly counterfeit; 

Brass; Tin; 

Coral; Styrax, or florax, anodorous gum;  

* It is very probable, that all the tin mentioned here and in other ports, was the produce of the British mines, and destined for India. The merchants of Cadiz (or Cadiz), I presume, supplied those of Alexandria with it.

† As the Arabs had corals in great abundance on the shores of their own country, that which was carried from Europe must have been the superior sort found on the Gallic coast near Massilia, and in the sea adjacent to Sicily. It was appar-
And all the articles carried to Muza:

- They also carried for the king
- Silver vessels engraved or chased;
- Money;
- Statues;
- Horles;
- Magnificent and plain dresses.

The exports were

Frankincense, native commodities, ties; Muza from other ports.

Between Arabia and Africa, but nearer to the former, and subject to the same king Eleazus, was Dioscorides, a large, desert, marshy island, with many rivers, and abounding with crocodiles, vipers, and very large lizards, the flesh of which was good to eat, and the fat for making oil. It also produced turtle of the genuine, the land species, the white, and the mountain, kind. They were remarkable for the largeness of their shell, but especially the mountain kind, the shell of which was of prodigious size and thickness. Of these shells were made cheap, caskets, writing tables, and other ornamental articles. The land produced neither corn nor wine, and nothing of value, except cinnamon of the Indian species, a gum dropping from trees. A few Arabians and Indians, and some Greek merchants, settled there for the sake of trade, who lived on the north shore facing the continent. The merchants of Muza had some dealings with it, and vessels in the India trade sometimes called at it, and supplied the inhabitants with rice, corn, Indian linen, and sometimes female slaves, in exchange for turtle-shell, (or turtle) of which they got enough to load their vessels.

Beyond the vast promontory of Syagros (apparently Ras al Gat) was the port of Moicha (Majait), a great emporium for the frankincense produced in the adjacent Sachalitic country. Vessels from Cane traded to this port: and those from Limyra and Barygaza in India, when

....

* This appears to be the animal called the guans in the Old-Indies.
+ The Romans were exceedingly fond of turtle.
† The Greeks of it mentioned in the Periplo, they adorned their bedsteads, and varnished wood, with it. [Plin. L. i. c. 11; L. xvi. c. 43-1]
‡ It is generally agreed that Socotra is the Dioscorides of the ancients. As our author's description of it by no means answers to Socotra, which is rocky and dry, I have been somewhat faller in extracting it, that those who are better informed of the nature of the island may ascertain whether Socotra, or one of the islands nearer the Arabian shore, has been the ancient Dioscorides. Neither our author, nor Pliny in his account of Dioscorides, mentions aloe as the produce of it, which are now the staple of Socotra; and as they were an established article in the commerce of the Egyptian Greeks, our author's silence may be admitted as a full proof that none grew on the island of Dioscorides in his time. Dioscorides [L. iii. c. 23] says the Indian aloe is the best, but has not a word of any coming from the island of his own name.
§ Syagros is said by Harris [Collection of voyages, V. i. p. 431, ed. 1744] to be beyond controversy Cape Faru; but that does not correspond with our author's geography, nor with Pliny's. I observe, that even in Ptolemy's time it was disputed which headland was Syagros. Our author's description of it, the greatest promontory in the world, may help to decide the question.
too late for accomplishing their voyages, used to pass the winter here, and exchange their calicoes, corn, and oil, for frankincense; the sale of which the king most rigorously monopolized in his own hands.

Apologus, an established and celebrated emporium at the mouth of the River Euphrates, and Omana on the coast of Persia, (or rather of Carmania) were frequented by large vessels from Byzanz with cargoes of bræs and woods of various kinds, and they received frankincense from Cana. The exports from them to Byzanz and Arabia were Pearls, found near the mouth of the Persian gulf, inferior in quality to the Indian, in great quantities;

Purple drapery, manufactured in Persia;

And boats, called madarata, joined together by sewing, were carried from Omana to Arabia.

The first trading port in India is called in the Periplus the Barbaric emporium, situated on the principal stream of the Sinitus, (Sindi,

* This monopolizing spirit is general among the sovereigns of many of the Oriental countries to this day.

All the ancient authors, from Herodotus downward, who have had occasion to treat of Arabia, have given us a number of fabulous stories of wonderful hardships and dangers incurred in collecting frankincense, cinnamon, &c. from the mortal bite of flying serpents, which infested the frankincense groves, terrible bats which flew at the eyes of those who gathered calsis, and cinnamon only to be obtained from the nests of birds, which brought it from the country where Bachus was born. According to Theopomnus, (Hyp. pl. 1. i. p. 4) there was a report, that all the myrrh and frankincense produced in Arabia was deposited in the temple of the Sun, each proprietor placing a note of the quantity and price upon his own vessels. The merchants, having chosen their parcels, carried them away, leaving the specified sums of money in their places. Then came the priest, who took a third part of the money for the god, and the remainder was agreed upon by the proprietor. This was a methodical way of telling us that there was a public hall, where the cultivators confided their produce to proper agents to be sold for them, and paid a heavy duty to the priests. The author of the Periplus has no flying serpents, no bats, no birds importing cinnamon; but he says, that the frankincense trees infected the air with pestiferous vapours, and that the gathering was a task imposed upon condemned criminals, to whom it was certain death. He adds, that it needed much to guard it, the gods taking that charge upon themselves, so that if any person carried a single grain of it onboard his vessel without the king's permission, it would be impossible for her to get out of the harbour unles by the particular intervention of the deity. We find by Pliny (L. xii. c. 14) that these very vigilant gods were quite neglected of the frankincense after it was out of their own country; for in Alexandria the most severe restrictions were not sufficient to prevent the embezzlement of it. Pliny says, that the Arabian embassadors who were at Rome gave such answers to those who made inquiries concerning the nature of frankincense, as left them more at a loss than ever reflecting it; and he very justly remarks, that the wonderful stories were circulated in order to raise the price. (L. xii. c. 14, 15.) They also served to prevent the Phcenicians and other foreigners from attempting to discover the places where some of those precious articles, which were not natives of Arabia, were produced. Just so the Portuguese in the sixteenth century spread terrible reports of the wonderful dangers and hardships of navigating the Indian ocean.

† It is not improbable that this emporium, affectedly called Barbaric by the Greeks, was that to which the Arabsians traded in the time of Agatharchides, and the Greeks at the commencement of the India trade, (see above, pp. 104, 157) which Pliny calls Patula, a name which appears from Dioscurides to be indigenous. Ptolomy, indeed, has both Barda and Patula or branches of the Indus: but his Minagara is on a river far distant from the Indus, in direct contradiction to the Periplus, which is surely superior authority.
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Zind, or Indus) in the country occupied by a Scythian nation*, and at this time subject to the Parthian empire. All the commodities brought into this port by the vessels of various countries were sent up the river to the king at Minnagara. The imports consisted of:

- Drapery, mostly plain, some counterfeit;
- Chrysolithes;
- Corals;
- Storax;

The exports were:

- Frankincense;
- Glass vessels;
- Silver plate;
- Money;
- Wine in small quantities.

- Skins from the country of the Seres;
- Silk thread, or raw silk †, from the same;
- Calicoes;
- Indigo. ‡

The next, and a much greater, emporium, was Barygaza, which, by many marks appears to be the modern Baroch, Broach, or Broth-Chia, on the Nerbuddah. On account of the great trade of this port, the extraordinary tides, the danger attending the spring tides, the bore, and the difficult pilotage of the river, are described with the most minute attention; though the native fishermen were accustomed to cruise a good way off in their long vessels, called in their own language trappaga and botymba, in order to meet vessels, and carry them up to the city. The sovereign of the country, resolving to concentrate all the foreign trade in this favourite port, that his ports of Acabarbus, Uppara, and Callienia, against the Greek traders from Egypt, who, if they happened to put into any of them, were sent with a guard to Barygaza. There the merchants found all the various productions of a very extensive inland country, inhabited by a variety of industrious manufacturing nations, together with the merchandise of Bengal, and even of the country of the Seres,

* These were the people called Indo-Scythi by other authors. We learn from Hecato[on that the Persians gave all the Scythians the name of Seldi, or Sel-tes, and Seldi, the modern name of the people who occupy the country adjacent to the Indus, and bordering on the east side of Persia, is probably a very slight variation of the same word.

† * Νίκσα ύποτασίων, οίει οίει θεϊκα θεϊκα γόρα (γάρια, from now, to pia). But a Greek could find no better name for raw silk spun only by the silk-worm; and, notwithstanding the confusion of ancient authors upon the subject of lificum, there appears to be no doubt that it was silk.

‡ * Μακύνα, which I have translated indigo, because there is a great exportation of that article from the country near the mouths of the Indus. The indicum of Pliney, (L. xxxv. c. 6) however, which he classifies with ivory black, &c. among painters' colours, seems to be the Indian indigo, which we use in drawing and the addition of pho, black, might seem to infer that the fide of the Periplus was the same, but for the consideration that indigo must have become an article of great importance in commerce as soon as it was known, and that Indian ink must have been too trifling to be enumerated among established articles. The authority of Isidore, such as it is, is also in favour of indicum being indigo.
brought by land carriage over the Bala-gaut mountains, and also the produce of every coast, from Africa to the farthest East, imported by the vessels of the country. And such was the dispatch in tranfacting business in this great mart, that a vessel's cargo could be cast, and a new cargo put on board in three days; whereby we learn that the merchants of Barygaza were numerous, and that they had large capitals, and were extensive dealers.

The imports from Egypt were

Wine of Italy, Laodicea, and Arabia;
Brass;
Tin;
Lead;
Coral;
Chrysolithes;
Garments, plain and counterfeit, of all kinds;
Silks made of many threads, perhaps net-work;
Storax;
Melilot;
White glass;
Sandarak;
Stimmi, or stibium, (perhaps black lead);

The exports were

Spikenard of various kinds, brought from Proclais;
Costus;
Bdellium;
Ivory;
Onyx stones from Pithana and Ozené (believed to be Ougein);

Ointment of ordinary quality, and in small quantity;
Money of gold and silver, in exchanging which with the money of the country there was a considerable profit;

And there were presented to the king, in name of tribute or custom,
Precious silver vessels;
Musical instruments;
Beautiful vessels for the seraglio;
Wine of the first quality;
Plain dresses of the finest fabric;
The most precious ointments.

Murrhine stones from Ozené;
Myrrh;
Lycium;
Mufkins (Συνώνια) from Tagarra and Ozené;
Calicoes of all sorts (or perhaps figured);

Egypt, in this trade, and also Greek coins, are still met with at Surat, about thirty miles south from Broach, where some of both kinds were collected by the Dutch navigator Stavorenus. (See his *Voyages*, ii. p. 111.) The Greek ones were perhaps those of Apollopolis and Memnon, sovereigns of fame of the eastern part of Alexander's conquests, which were current at Barygaza in our author's time. We may observe, that every writer of veracity, who has gone over the same ground with the author of the Periplus, illustrates the accuracy of his statements.

Pliny repeatedly observes that the largest ivory was got from India. [L. vii. c. 3, 11.]

* See Lieutenant Wilford in the *African Researches*, i. p. 370.
† It is very common for the native merchants of India to buy whole cargoes by the invoice: and that there were many merchants at Barygaza who did the same in those days, and also had stocks of goods ready in their warehouses sufficient to load the vessels immediately with the articles wanted, is evident from the dispatch. The author adds, that the same dispatch was given in Scythia, meaning, I suppose, the Barbaric emporium; but as the goods were to be sent up the river to the king, it is not clear from what time the three days could be reckoned there.
‡ Roman coins, probably those carried from
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Silk stuffs; | Long pepper;  
Molochinum (supposed cotton cloth of the colour of mallow) from Ozena; | Caliccoes of inferior quality *, brought in great quantities from Minnagara and Tagara; with many other articles.  
Silk thread, or raw silk;  

To the southward of Barygaza there were Acaburus, Uppara, and Calliena, already mentioned, and also Semylla, Mandagora, Pakapatma, Melizigara, Byzantium Toparon, and Tyrranoobas, ports only frequented by the vessels of the country. Beyond these were some islands occupied by pirates, probably the ancestors of those by whom the same part of the coast is infested in the present day. Then followed Naura and Tyndis, situated on the Ocean, and Muziris on a river, which were all ports of Limyrica, the kingdom of Cephalus, used by the country traders; but Muziris only is noted as referred to by Grecian vessels, and we are not informed of the particular articles of its trade.  

Pandion was sovereign of the next kingdom, comprehending the south point of India, wherein the first port was Nekkynda, about twelve miles up a river, at the mouth of which was Baraké †, where the vessels, whereof there were very great numbers, attracted by the superior quality and abundance of the pepper and malabathrum, lay at anchor to receive their cargoes.

The goods imported by the Grecian traders were

Chryfolithes; | Lead;  
Plain clothing in small quantities; | Wine in small quantities;  
Stimm; | Sandarake;  
Corals; | Arsenic;  
White glass; | Considerable sums of money to make up the purchase of their homeward cargoes.  
Brass;  
Tin;  

There were carried thither from the other ports of India

Pepper of Cottonara ‡ in very great abundance; | Ivory;  
Excellent pearls in great numbers; | Silk stuffs;  

* Coarse dungsares, as translated by Mr. Wilford. [p. 369.] But, to most readers of the Periplus, may perhaps be improperly translated, notwithstanding all my endeavours to get at their real meaning.  
† Pliny calls it Becaré; and he seems also to write Necanidon instead of Nekkynda.  
‡ This is the black pepper of Malabar, reckoned the best in India. White pepper was also imported, as we learn from Pliny. [L. xii. c. 7.]
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Malabaturum from the interior country; Turtle-shell, of a kind called Chrysonetiotic (from a golden island), and also from the islands opposite to Limyrica.

The investments of the Grecian traders, which our author has not specified, undoubtedly consisted of all the articles, native and imported, found in the place.

Balita, Comar, Colchi, (near which was the principal fishery for pearls, performed entirely by condemned criminals) Camara, Poduke, and Sophatma, were ports in the south part of India which do not appear to have been frequented by the Egyptian Greeks. But a great coaling trade was carried on in them, partly by vessels belonging to other parts of India, and partly by their own. From Limyrica, and other northern parts of India, they received the various articles imported from Egypt, together with the native productions and manufactures. Some of their vessels, consisting of large canoes joined together, were called jangara; and others, called kolandipohonta, which were of the largest size, were used in the trade with the River Ganges and the countries beyond it.

The productions of the large island near the south end of India, formerly called Taprobane, but at this time Palæismundi, were pearls, gems, turtle-shell, and muslins.

On the continent opposite to this island was Argali, a country producing a kind of muslin called ebararitid, and poffing a pearl fishery; Matalia, stretching into the interior, where much muslin was manufactured; and adjacent to it, Dafarenc, a country abounding with elephants of the species called bofare.

Though our author's account of the countries beyond the south point of India, being all from report, is much inferior to the rest of his work,
and even wanders into the marvelous, which has in all ages vitiated and characterized the descriptions of unknown parts of the world; he has obtained a pretty accurate account of the nature of the famous River Ganges, as already observed; and so well was he informed of the trade and manufactures of that distant region, that he remarks the superior excellence of the Bengal muffins *, which took their name, at least among the Grecian traders, from the river, or a town of the same name on its banks. From that port were also shipped malabathrum, Gangetic sponkenard, and pearls. Near the mouth of the Ganges he places an island called Chryse, the eastern extremity of the world, and producing the best turtle-shell in all the Indian ocean. And farther north, where the sea terminates in the country of the Sinae †, he has a very great inland city called Thina, from which wool, (perhaps the remarkably-fine wool of Thibet) thread (which must be flax in a raw or spun state) and silk stuffs ‡, were carried over land through Bactria as far as Barygaza. But in his attempt to describe the situation of Thina, the route of the trade from it, the inhabitants, and their manner of obtaining three kinds of malabathrum from off all leaves left behind them by a neighbouring savage nation, he is confused and embarrased, at which we need not wonder, considering how very far it was beyond the utmost limits of Grecian voyages or travels.

I have now finished my extracts from the very valuable Periplus of the Erythraean sea, which has never yet received the fame due to its singular merit: a neglect perhaps owing in some degree to the small size of the book, but probably more to the absence of battles and slaughters in it §.

It is worthy of remark, that the subjects of Rome, in all their eagerness for purchasing spices and other luxuries, appear to have known nothing as yet of nutmegs and cloves ||, and scarcely anything of mace ¶; and that cinnamon and sugar were hitherto imported by the Greek

---

* Ἐν Θήγοις αἱ ἔνταφες τῆς Κρητῆς, αἱ Κρητικὴι λεπηδία, as once a noble testimony of the long-established character of the Bengal muffins, and of the veracity of the Periplus.
† Καρακού, as the Chinese Ⅱ—οτι Σιαμ.—οτι Βορακτικ, signify respectively Cheen, as we learn from the Aveen Hikera, K. p. 7. The editions of Blanchard and Stockius, and the Italian translation of Ramdun, vary in the names of this nation or city; and unfortunately we know of no manuscript to appeal to.
‡ Οἴσεις το εὐροκολογ. —Οἴσεις is properly linen cloth, but I have translated it calico, when applied to Indian manufactures; and with the addition of εὐροκολογ (filken) we can scarcely conceive it to be any other than filken stuff.
§ If an edition of the Periplus, with proper illustrative accompaniments, were executed by a gentleman possessing, along with classical learning, a competent knowledge of the languages, topography, navigation, and trade, of the countries between the Red sea and Ceylon, afflicted by a good manuscript to correct some errors of transcribers in numbers, points of the compass, and omissions, it would be a very great acquisition to literature in general. The edition of the Periplus by Stockius, with a multitude of pedantic and trifling notes, is no exception to what I have said in the text: neither does Dodwell's profusion of criticism throw much light even upon the area of it, the principal object of his dissertation.
|| Phyll [Lo. xii. c. 7] has an Indian fruit called garipheilum, like a pepper-corn, but larger and more brittle, which was imported for the sake of the scent. This description is very unlike cloves.
¶ See above, p. 161, note †.
The natives of India, deriving all the necessaries and enjoyments of life from their fertile soil and their own industry, cared very little for the productions of the West. The Grecian merchants were therefore obliged to lay in their cargoes chiefly with money; and we are told by Pliny, [L. vi, c. 23] that, at the lowest computation, five hundred fætterta (reckoned by Arbuthnot [p. 193] equal to £405,045: 16: 8 of modern Sterling money) were every year sent out of the Roman empire to India in payment for goods, which were sold in Rome at an advance of an hundred for one.† But that must surely be a mistake, as we have no reason to believe that there was any monopoly in Alexandria or Rome, or that there could be a combination of the sellers in either place sufficiently powerful to command sale at such enormous prices.

Nor were the natives of India the only foreigners, who received a

* We shall have an opportunity of seeing the declining state of the Oriental trade in the fifth century, when the Roman world was reduced to the empire of Constantine.

† Before the Romans had obtained the sovereignty of Egypt, and when the commerce of that country with Arabia may be supposed to have been in a declining state, prodigious quantities of frankincense, cinnamon, and other spiceries, were consumed at the funeral of Sulla. [Plut. in Plin. Sylla] about a century and a half before that of Poppaea.

And we even find many kinds of Oriental spices and perfumes mentioned in the comedies of Plautus, who died above a century before Sulla.

‡ Mercia [Indica]que aepud, nos centuplicato vensant. — In the improved edition of Harris's Voyages, V. i. p. 431, the author has reduced this monstrous and incredible advance to cent per cent, which I suppose would not be sufficient to cover the heavy charges upon the complex conveyance from India to Rome.
large balance in money from the Roman empire. The southern Arabian, notwithstanding the destruction of the city of Arabia Felix, apparently the principal seat of their commerce, still preferred a commercial rank, wherein, if they were in any respect inferior to the merchants of Alexandria *, it was entirely owing to the treasure of so large a portion of the world being in the hands of the Romans, and so considerable a part of it being conveyed to that city to pay for the corn and other productions of the fertile soil of Egypt, and the luxuries of the East, for the latter of which a considerable part of the Roman wealth found its way into the hands of the Arabian merchants, the money annually paid to them and the Seres † being together estimated equal to that remitted to India. Pliny severely reprehends so vast an expenditure (the whole amounting to £807,291:13:4 of our money) for articles of mere luxury and female vanity: [Plin. L. xii. c. 18, and see Tac. Ann. L. iii. c. 53] and it must be acknowledged, that, as most of the merchandise imported from the East very justly came under that description, as there were no raw materials for manufactures, except iron and steel, and a small quantity of the very extravagant article of raw silk, and as there could scarcely be any re-exportation to foreign territories, the trade was undoubtedly prejudicial not only in a moral view, but also upon the principle of gold and silver being the most valuable possessions.

But gold and silver being valuable to their possessors, merely as they enable them to obtain whatever they need or desire, those, who possessed redundant masses of the precious metals, might think diamonds and pearls more valuable, and therefore desire to have them in exchange for their superfluous money. Those trinkets, though of no real value, were very durable, and nothing the worse for being used, or exhibited. But silk, though liable to be destroyed by accident, and certain to be worn out by use, being supplied very sparingly from the East, still kept up to extravagant a price, that it was customary to decompose the most expensive kind, called the Assyrian bombycina ‡, untwist the threads, thereby reducing the stuff to a raw material, and then re-spin it very small and re-weave it of so thin a fabric (probably like the modern flaxen silks called perians) that it was too transparent to conceal what was under it.

* The judicious reader, who has attended to the articles of import and export in the trade of the Egyptian Greeks with Arabia, Africa, and India, must have observed several instances of the superior commercial knowledge of the Arabian merchants. But the Greeks were probably superior to them in the extent of their dealings.

† Perhaps the money paid to the Seres, in Pliny's estimate, was distinct from that paid for Seric merchandise in the ports of India, and was the cost of the goods carried through the heart of Asia by caravans and inland navigation to the Euxine Sea. See above, p. 144.

‡ Pliny says, [L. xi. c. 22] that it was made of silk produced by silk-worms (bombyces) natives of Assyria. But he must assuredly have been misinformed; and his Assyrian bombycina must have been the manufacture of a more distant country, procured by the agency of the Assyrians: for we shall afterwards see, that two Persian monks clandestinely brought the eggs of the silk-worm from the country of the Seres to the Roman emperor at Constantinople, which would not have been necessary, if the genuine silk-worms had already been in Assyria, a province on the confines of the Roman and Persian empires.
[Plin. L. vi, c. 17; L. xi, c. 22.] For upwards of a century the moralists and satyrist of Rome had execrated and ridiculed the indecent exposure of the person by such gown of glass, such transparent clothing, * if indeed it might be called clothing,” says Seneca, ‘ when a woman dressed in it could scarcely swear that she was not naked;” and yet it still kept its ground.

There was another kind of silk of an inferior quality, said to be produced by a species of silk worms in the island of Cos, which some of the fine gentlemen of Rome wore in summer, though the use of such effeminate drapery was disapproved by the graver people, and had actually been forbidden by the senate in the reign of Tiberius. [Plin. L. xi, c. 23.—Tac. Ann. L. ii, c. 32, where, however, it is called sericum.] But the Assyrian bombycina was assigned to those ladies, who could afford to purchase it: and those, whose fortunes were not equal to their vanity, wore subsericum, a fabric of silk with a mixture of cheaper materials, in the use of which the men afterwards began to indulge.

* If we may trust to the testimony of Publius Syrus, a dramatic writer contemporary with Julius Cæsar, and after him Tarro, Tibullus, Propertius, Horace, Seneca, Pliny, and Juvenal, some of the Roman ladies really did wear dresses so excessively thin, that their skins actually appeared through them; and that could scarcely be an idle groundless tale, (like the modern newspaper stories of naked ladies in the streets of London) which was kept up 150 years. We must suppose from some authors, that the Roman ladies had no other clothing under their thin silks. Certainly a modern lady, dressed in a gown of muslin, which is sufficiently transparent, would attract little or nothing, either from the warmth or the chastity of her dress, by dwelling herself entirely of her gown.

† I am not certain that the subsericum was in use so early as this time.

‡ Commentators have frequently confounded the subsericum, the bombycina, and the sericum, of the ancients. Some have supposed the latter a cotton, others, that the former and the latter were a very fine linen. It was made from a plant called byssus, which grew in Egypt, Judæa, India, and Elgin, the only district in Greece which produced it. [Enclit. c. 27; Jeros. translatio.]

—Polydorus in Elin. L. 1.] From the several descriptions of byssus, it appears that they were used for the inferior quality of its flax, and from the certainty that the Greeks had neither cotton nor silk, it may be almost ascertained that it was a very fine kind of flax; and, if necessary, we may add the positive assertion of Herodotus, [Orig. L. vii, c. 27], that it was an exceeding white and soft kind of flax; though, like a careless compiler, he elsewhere calls Coressus coarse flax. Consequently the byssus must have been a very fine flaxen fabric, probably like the modern cambric. Herodotus [L. vii, c. 26] says the dead bodies of the rich in Egypt, after being embalmed, were wrapped in bandages of byssus (byssus ourum), which could scarcely be any other than the fine linen made of byssus, and the fame with the fine Egyptian finest mentioned by Julius Pollux [L. vii, c. 17] and Clemens of Alexandria. [Sirem, l. 7.]

Of the byssus there was also made a fine kind of net-work, perhaps like the modern lace, by the manufacture of which, and of the finest byssus cloth, many women in Achaea, the district next to Elgin, supported themselves. [Pausan. in Achaea.] Pliny says, [L. xii. c. 17] that the ladies were very fond of byssus, and used to bury it for its weight in gold, which, I believe, would not even now be a very extravagant price for lace or the finest cambric. The broad description of byssus produced from trees, and worn by the superior ranks on the banks of the River Indus, while the rest of the people wore linen, given by Philostratus in his life of Apollonius, need not be minded, as his work is not history but romance. — There was another plant called amorgan (from Amorgan, an island of the Indian sea, where it grew) apparently a species of flax still finer than the byssus, for which, and the flax of it, with the authorities, see Backhui. Geogr. faci. col. 414.

The bombycina was generally understood to be made from the threads spun by an insect called bombyx. The flax was supposed to be made from wool, or from a wooly or downy substance found upon the leaves of trees, and it was also confounded with the bombycina, which came nearer to the truth, the name of bombycina being evidently derived from the animal whose spouls the flax was made, and sericum, unquestionably flaxen stuff, from the Sirens, the people from whom it was taken.
As a proper appendage to what has been said of the commerce, produce, and manufactures, of the Oriental countries, I annex a specimen of leaves of trees, of cotton growing on trees, of flax, and of the silk, or inner kind of the coconuts, in an unintelligible jumble. And Hildorius bishop of Hilla pais in Spain, though he lived a century after the introduction of silk-worms and the manufacture of silk in Greece, was as ignorant as any of them, and entirely copied Pliny. [Orig. L. ii. c. 157, 158, 159.]

So tardy was the progress of information, even to learned men in public stations, in those ages. But what is more surprising, Harrius, who may be called a modern author, has perverted the words of Diophanes Perigeus, describing the manufacture of the Seres, which, he says, was spun finer than the wool of the filders, to yarn made of the wool of Britain, a country at the opposite extremity of the earth. [Dio. c. 777—Dispersion of Brit.- B. 611, p. 521, ed. 1596.]

But whatever doubts or errors the authors, who wrote before silk-worms were brought to Europe, might fall into, it was clearly ascertained that silk, fercum, or Median drapery, was made of the slender threads (parade) spun by worms in the country of the Seres, by Procopius, Goth. l. vi. c. 17.

Theophrastus Soncinitus Hilp. l. viii. c. 5, and the rest of Pliny, B. i. p. 93—Theophanes in Plut. B. i. p. 73—Balduin, co. Zeug. Zonarae, P. iii. p. 56, ed. Bish. 1577—And by all the writers of the middle ages, who have occasion to mention silk, and especially Otho Frisingensis [Goff. Fred. i. 2. Murat. Script. v. vi. col. 668] when relating the transportation of the silk-weavers (opifices qui fercum pauros texeret solent) from Greece, the only Christian country where the manufacture was known, to Sicily. Suda, in particular, says expressly, that fercum, called by some metasa, is produced by a worm in the country of the Seres, and therefore the stuff made of the metasa which was formerly called Medium, was afterwards called fercum. With so many positive evidences before them, it is really surprising, that any doubt concerning the application of the said names should have existed among the learned of modern times.

With respect to the silk reported to have been produced in Cos, not Cos, it must have been of a very bad quality, or in very minute quantities. If the women, poising it, would submit to the tedious and laborious operation of making raw materials out of foreign silk goods for their own manufacture. But it seems to be a mistake to say, that there were any silk-worms, or bombyces, in that island: and it may be presumed, that whatever manufacture of silk-goods was carried on there, was, like those of Tyre and Berytus (to be mentioned afterwards), supplied with raw silk imported from the East, which may be supposed of a quality inferior to that retained by the original proprietors for their own manufacture, and thence the different...
of the prices of several Oriental commodities in Roman denarii and their
tenth parts, called asses, and also in modern pounds, shillings, and pence,
florins, as they were told about this time in Rome by the Roman
pound, equal to twelve ounces of our avoirdupois weight.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Roman</th>
<th>British</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sandarac</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cinnabar</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ladanum, the best</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bædellium, genuine</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myrrh, from</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stactæ, tears of myrrh, from</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frankincense, from</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ginger,</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardamomum,</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myrobalans,</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storax, the best</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Long pepper 15 0 9 8½
White pepper 7 0 4 6½
Black pepper 4 0 2 7
Coffins - 10 0
Indian spice-nard from 30 0 19 4½
to 100 0 3 4 7
Cinnamon wood - 20 0 12 11
Cinnamon oil, formerly 1,000 0 32 5 10
now 1,500 0 48 8 9
Malabar, from - 1 0 0 7½
to - 300 0 9 13 9
Malabar oil - 60 0 1 18 9

As the nautical science of the Greeks and Romans, or, to speak more
correctly, of the Egyptian Greeks subject to Rome, was probably now
brought to its highest degree of improvement, I have thought this a
proper place to throw together a few detached hints of the naval affairs
of the Roman empire in these ages.

The Romans were apparently the most awkward seamen in their own
empire; and they knew nothing of the tides, or of the management of
vessels in the Ocean, as is evident from the damage suffered by Cæsar's

different estimation of the Coen and Oriental fab-

riches at Rome: for we are assured by Theophases

and Zonaras, that, before silkworms were brought
to Constantinople in the middle of the sixth cen-
tury, no person in that capital knew that silk was
produced by a worm; a pretty strong evidence that
there were no silkworms of any kind in an island
so near to Constantinople as Coen.  

* The Roman denarius is rated at seven pence
three farthings florins, reckoning the ounce of
standard silver at five shillings. See Arbuthnot's
Tables, p. 15.

† All the articles are extracted from the great
theaurus of Pliny; and all, except the two first,
from his twelfth book. Most of them are also in-
ferred in Arbuthnot's ninth chapter. But the
decor's copy of Pliny must have differed very
much from my own, which I find agree exactly in
all the numbers.

‡ The price was so high as 1,000 denarii in con-
sequence of the article being monopolized by the
king of the Geberites (or Catabeni): and the still
higher price was occasioned by the tree being wil-
fully burnt down. Pliny has nowhere given us
the price of the bark of cinnamon, the most pre-
nious part; but we may judge of it from the price
of the wood: or Qu. did he call the bark wood?
fleet on the coast of Britain, and the wreck of that of Drusus on the coast of Germany. What little nautical knowledge they had was merely subservient to the purposes of war for commerce, as beneath the dignity of the conquerors of the world, was abandoned to their subjects of Gadir, New Carthage, Maffilia, Rhodes, Phoenicia, Egypt, &c. Their own vessels were of two kinds, the one adapted for battle, and the other for transporting their armies. Their ships intended for battle, though they carried several tiers of oars, drew very little water. They were very long in proportion to their breadth; and probably their bottoms were flat, or so nearly so, that they could be conveniently hauled upon the beach, and their sides parallel to each other, being according to the best judgement I can form of them, in the construction of their bodies, much more like the coal barges on the River Thames than ships fit to go upon salt water. They were called long ships to distinguish them from others, which, having their bottom timbers somewhat rounded, and their sides bending in to the stem and stern-post, were called round ships. Their transports, or ships of burthen, which Caesar calls great ships, and says, they required (comparatively) deep water, drew in fact so little water, that the soldiers leaped over their sides, and walked onshore, as sailors do from a ship's long-boat.

The natives of Greece appear to have been even now but very indi
different seamen. Polybius, about a century and a half before the Christian era, had observed, that in his time very few of them ventured so far from home as Byzantium; a voyage not half so long as that ascribed to the Argonauts in the fabulous ages. If we may trust to the poetical authority of Ovid, they still persisted in the gross stupidity of preferring the greater bear to the lesser one as their mark for the north pole in the enlightened age of Augustus. And Lucian, contemporary with the emperor Antoninus the Philosopher and his son Commodus, represents the whole city of Athens as stuck with astonishment at the sight of a very large ship. It may be observed, however, that most of the names used by the Roman writers to distinguish the different kind of vessels, were received by them from the Greeks.

* The Liburnians decoyed their enemies, probably Romans, who were onboard a tricremis, into shallow water, which, by crouching down in it, they made to have the appearance of a deep sea (sal maris), wherein men's heads only could be seen above the water. The tricremis got aground, and was taken. [Front. Stratagemata, L. ii. c. 31.] How many feet, or rather how many inches, of water did this ship of war require to float her? —Paulus Rumilius went up the Tiber (which, if I am rightly informed, has formerly our feet of water) to Rome in a vessel of seven tiers of oars, taken from the king of Macedonia. [Liv. Hist. L. xliv. c. 35.]

* The common practice of hauling their vessels out of the water required flat bottoms; and Lucian's fiction (in his True History) of his vessel going upon the ice iters, that she could stand upright without being supported by the water, and without the additional keels given to the ice boats in America.

* Some have supposed, that these vessels were literally circular, or, in other words, that people went to sea in tubs. See a representation of a round vessel in the plate at p. 31.

* A lift of the various kinds of vessels may be found in Aulus Gellius. [Nut. Att. L. x. c. 35.] But as it only contains bare names, it would be useless to transcribe it.
The Greeks of Egypt were now by far the best navigators of the Roman empire, having apparently succeeded to the nautical knowledge, as well as to the commerce, of the Phoenicians: and they possessed the important advantages, which the others scarcely ever had, of a free navigation in the Oriental seas as well as in the Mediterranean, and of having a constant, great, and ready, market for their merchandise in the wealthy capital of the Roman world. Their industry and ingenuity, thus cherished and encouraged, were further stimulated by the example of the Arabians, as far as we know, the oldest, and apparently the best, navigators upon the Indian ocean, or Erythrean sea, with whom they had much intercourse. And we may presume, that they had acquired a considerable degree of proficiency in the theory and practice of navigation by the association of great numbers of Phoenician seamen, who, on the decline of trade in their own ports, would undoubtedly resort to Alexandria: for seamen are a class of people, who feel less inconvenience in expatriating themselves than those of any other profession; and they must ever follow the footsteps of commerce, with which they are so closely and so inseparably connected. As to the natives of the old Egyptian race, they do not appear in any age to have had the smallest concern in maritime affairs or active foreign commerce.

The ancient seamen trusted chiefly to their oars for making way, neither the hulls of their vessels nor their sails being calculated for going to windward: and thence, as the motion of the vessel through the water was prett uniform, we find the distances of places generally noted by so many days' courses, a kind of mensuration, which, however preposterous it would be in modern times, was then tolerably accurate, especially when applied to passages which had been often repeated. When the wind was fair, they hoisted their sails, which appear from medals and sculptures, the only kinds of information we possess, to have been very small, and went before it. And they also knew how to trim their sails by ropes answering apparently to the sheets and tacks, and perhaps also to the braces, in modern vessels, so as to avail themselves of any wind, which was not before the beam, as we find ancient authors mention vessels going opposite courses with the same wind when moderate*, or, in modern sea language, falling with the wind upon the beam†. In the runs between the Red sea and the coast of India they never had the

* * The wind Argetes (about west-north-west) is gentle, and equally convenient for going and returning. [Sonn. Reg. nat. L. v, c. 16.]
† Compare Pliny, L. v, c. 47, where * prolatis pedibus* seems to mean hauling forward the tacks, with Virgil, Eneid. L. v, c. 16, where the wind being northerly when the Trojans are bound from Carthage to Italy, but still to make Sicily, the sails are trimmed to the wind, and helped by the oars; and also with v. 398, where the wind is south-west, the sails are squared by the tack or sheets, *Una omnes facere pedem* which word Servius explains as meaning the rope by which the sail is stretched out and one of the fifty yard-arms is hauled in, while the other is cast off, which could only be done by braces, the oars are laid in; the rowsers gone to sleep on their benches and the fleet is gliding through the water before a pleasant breeze.
monsoons right aft; and sometimes they must have had them almost
barely upon the beam.

The maritime part of the Itinerary of Antoninus, which was
compiled by imperial authority, seemingly not long after this time, gives us
a good picture of the timid practice of the Mediterranean seamen in
creeping into almost every bay on the coast. It begins with directing
what ports are to be touched at in making a passage from Achaia in
Greece to Africa, of which there are no fewer than twenty, and some of
them at the heads of bays, on the coasts of Greece, Epirus, Italy, within
the Sicilian straits as far as Messina, then along the coast and south sides of
Sicily to the west point of it, whence to the Maritime island, and from it a long run, rated at nine hundred stadia (about ninety miles), to the
coast of Africa.

Though the general practice was to keep close to the shore at least
to have it constantly in sight, yet, as they were sure of an extensive
range of coast for their land-fall, they sometimes ventured to depart
from that dilatory and dangerous timidity, when they could depend
upon a fair wind by the regular return of the eteians in the Medi-
terranean, or the monsoons in the Indian ocean. We have several instances
of what they called the compendious passage, among which I shall ins-
ance the following runs to Alexandria. Agrippa went from Rome to
Puteoli, where he found a vessel belonging to Alexandria ready to fail,
and he arrived in that port in a few days. [Joseph. Antiq. L. xviii, c. 8.]
Gaius was conveyed to Alexandria in the seventh, and Babilus in the
sixth, day from the Sicilian straits. [Plin. L. xix, proem.] These might
be reckoned pretty good passages even in modern times.

In the Mediterranean, during the winter, mild as it is in that sea,
and short as the nights are, compared with those of our more northern
climate, all navigation was suspended, as well now as in the age of the
ancient Greek poet Hesiod, unless upon some very extraordinary and
urgent occasions, or when avarice, as Pliny says, overcame that cautious
regulation. Even the Phoenicians usually finished their voyages for
the year about the end of autumn, and laid up their vessels during
the winter. [Acts of the apostles, cc. 27, 28.—P. L. ii, c. 47.—Sueton. in
Claud. c. 18.—Veget. L. iv, c. 39.—Lucian. Dial. Tarsia.] We must,
however, remember, that the owners of vessels or goods had not the op-
portunity of guarding against the ruinous consequences of shipwreck,
by paying a moderate premium of insurance; and, indeed, the fame

* Pliny [L. vi, c. 18] tells a story of the firebrand Cato, burning with deadly hatred to Car-
thage, showing a fig to the Roman senate, which, he said, had been pulled only three days
before at Carthage, as an argument against permitting a powerful city to near them to exist; and
he adds, with some flowers of rhetoric, that that single apple (he makes figs a specics of apple) was
the cause of the destruction of Carthage. But

Cato's assertion must have been false with respect to
the time; the passage to Rome being at least 600
miles, which alone was more than sufficient to take
up three days.

† It has been supposed, that insurance upon ves-
sels was introduced by the emperor Claudius, but
without any authority, as I have already observed,

p. 151 note.
caution, and even legal restrictions against winter navigations, have continued in late ages.

As their coasting navigation necessarily brought them among shoals and rocks, it was often necessary to pass the whole night lying at anchor. But in crossing well-known bays, or in making a run to the opposite side of the Mediterranean, they often ventured to proceed in the night-time, flying their course by the stars, of which they had more knowledge than is to be found among the untaught part of our modern seamen, whose compass directs their course in the darkest nights with certainty and confidence.

The navigators of the Erythraean sea were probably superior to those who confined their practice to the Mediterranean. We know that they failed in the night, even in their coasting voyages along the African shore*, and we have at least one instance of great knowledge of the theory of the tides; of the knowledge of the polar star, of the nature of the spring tides; and even the difference of night tides, of the indications of the approach to land, and of the pilotage of the various harbours; in that judicious merchant and navigator, who wrote the Periplus of the Erythraean sea.

They still preferred fir, and other timber of a similar nature, as the Greeks did in the age of Theophrastus, for building their vessels, which they bolted with brafs in preference to iron. They covered the bottoms with wax, which was at least sometimes mixed with pitch. [Theophr. L. v. c. 8. Plin. E. xvi, c. 10, 12. Arriani Peripl. Pont. Eur. p. 117, ed. Franch. Veget. de re nil. L. iv, c. 34.] An instance of extraordinary attention to the preservation of the bottom appeared in a vessel, said to have belonged to Trajan, which was dug up in the fifteenth century from the Lake of Aricia. It was doubly planked with pine and cypress, over which there was a coat of pitch, to which a covering of linen was fastened, and over all a sheathing of sheet lead (\textsuperscript{1} chartam plumbeam) fastened with nails of brafs. [Leonis Bapt. Alberti de re adificatoria L. v, c. 12.]

The masts and yards were made of fir on account of its lightness. [Plin. E. xvi, c. 39.] The use of three masts, introduced by Archimedes in Hiero's great ship, [see above, p. 98] does not appear to have become general; for I find but one instance (in Julius Pollux) of a ship of three masts.

* Marinus, as quoted by Ptolemy [Lvii, c. 7], quotes Diodorus Sambius, as saying, that the navigators in the Indian ocean, when going from India to Lycyria (which, however, is a part of India) kept the constellation called the Bull in the middle of the sky, and the Pleiades upon the middle of the yards; and those who failed from Arabia for Azania on the east coast of Africa feared by the star Canopus. This account may be admitted as very sufficient evidence of their nocturnal navigation, though it is blundered in palling through so many hands; for no seaman could be so ignorant as to think, that the stars would bear on the same part of the vessel through the whole night.

† The French Encyclopédie \textsuperscript{1}art. Doublage des vaissins\textsuperscript{2} has Greek pitch, and nails of copper, instead of black pitch and nails of brass.
mafts, belonging to Antigonus, which was remarkable on that account; a pretty good evidence that such vessels were uncommon. Even the largest vessel seems to have had but one mast, and that scarcely so lofty as the lower masts of modern ships, with the addition of poles set up at the head and stern to carry small sails. Most of the masts were raised and lowered occasionally, like those of modern small craft, which go under bridges. [*Virg. Æn. L. v, v. 287.—Fruntini Strateg. L. ii, c. 5.]* But the Alexandrian ships appear to have had proper standing masts.

Pliny says [*L. xix, proem.*] that in addition to the larger sails, of which each vessel appears to have carried but one, and that, according to our modern ideas of sails, a very small one, they had lately introduced others above them, besides sails in the prow and others in the stern; *and by so many ways did they challenge death.* The sails were made of flax, and of a fabric much too light for standing a gale of wind, if we may judge from the same names being applied to them, which expressed the kind of linen used for clothing. But we know, that the large ships of Alexandria (to be described presently) and also those of the Veneti in Gaul (already described, p. 115) carried sails made of leather.

The masts, besides their principal use in impelling the vessel by the force of the wind, served also for signals, and for distinguishing the vessels of a fleet, by means of the colours wherewith they were stained. The story of the fatal mistake in the colour of Theseus's sail is known to every school-boy. Various colours of the sails for distinguishing the divisions of the fleet seem to have been introduced by Alexander the Great; and we find Cleopatra's royal galley distinguished by a purple sail in the famous battle of Actium. In the night time the vessels were distinguished by lights: Scipio's own galley carried three lights, each transport, two, and every warlike vessel in his fleet, one. [*Plin. H. N. L. xix, c. I.—Fort H. N. L. iv, c. 11.—Liv. H. N. L. xxix, c. 25.—and see P. Livii Stratag. L. vi, c. 11.*] We learn from Procopius, that the same distinctions by masts and sails were used in the fleet of Belisarius in the sixth century, and they appear to have continued through the middle ages, till the distinguishing colour was removed from the sails to the flags fixed more prominently on the heads of the masts, or the stern.

The *gubernacula* †, or steering paddles, of which each vessel carried two, had palms, or blades, much broader than those of the oars; and

---

* There is an incredible story of a Roman ship intended to carry fifty oars, already noticed, p. 83 n. 8.
† Pliny has not a word of any kind of oar or oar-stroke or of ship being made of hemp, which, he only says, [*L. xix, c. 9.*] is useful for making cordage; though the Thracians, as we learn from Herodotus, had made cloth of hemp many ages before his time.
‡ These are usually translated *rudders*. But we may be satisfied from coins and other ancient representations, that they bore no resemblance to modern rudders.
§ A learned commentator recommends the use of two rudders on the quay, of modern ships—because the stream of water passing the ship must be stronger there than at the stern-post. Did he suppose a ship formed like a chelf? The vessels of his country, to be sure, come nearer to that form than those of any other in Europe.
they seem to have been worked on the quarters much in the same manner that sailors sometimes steer a small boat with an oar, except that the handles were brought within-board through little ports or pigeonholes, and that they were fixed by ropes, which during engagements were sometimes cut adunder, or rendered unmanageable, by skilful divers going under the quarters. Besides the people of Taprobane, already mentioned, [p. 148] the Sinones a German nation, the Byzantines, and upon some occasions the Romans, had vessels, which steered at both ends, so that, either end being the head, they never needed to go about. [AElian Hist. var. L. ix, c. 40.—Tac. Ann. L. ii, c. 6; Germ. — Veget. L. iv, c. 46.—Dion. Cæs. L. lxxiv.]

Each vessel carried two or more anchors, the largest of which was called the fixed anchor, and, like the sheet anchor of modern seamen, was reserved for the greatest necessity. Though the propriety of making anchors of iron seems to be obvious, yet the old practice of making them of some weaker substance seems still to have been kept up. But in the following age iron anchors became general.*

The vessels employed in the corn trade between Egypt and Rome were apparently the largest of any upon the Mediterranean sea, which was perhaps a consequence of the corn bounty given by Tiberius. Two of the three ships, in which the apostle Paul made his passage from Judaea to Italy, were of Alexandria; and one of them carried two hundred and seventy-six people, besides her cargo of corn. It is probable, that the vessel, wherein Josephus, the Jewish historian, was cast away on his passage to Rome, which carried five hundred people, was also of Alexandria. But these are nothing to the astonishing magnitude of the Ifs of Alexandria, when, if the dimensions of her, as described by Lucian †, in his dialogue called the Ship, be correct, must have measured about four

---

* The corocoros of India, which were perhaps through the medium of the Arabs or Tyrians, the models of the naval construction of the Greeks, are to this day steered by two broad paddles: [Staurinus's Voyages, V. ii, p. 326 of English translation] as was also the galley wherein Captain Forrest made his voyage of discovery to New-Guinea, though he generally found one sufficient.

† I believe, no ancient author has told us, when anchors were first made of iron. In the early ages of Mediterranean navigation the Phoenicians had anchors of wood loaded with lead. And in the ages now under consideration the Phoenicians, and also the Arabs, navigators at least not inferior to the Phoenicians, may be presumed to have still had their anchors of no better materials; seeing that the Egyptian Greeks, who had the example of both those maritime nations before their eyes, had anchors, which, as we learn from the Periplus of the Erythraean sea, were cut to pieces and ground away by the sharp points of the rocky bottom in the bays of Baraké and Barygaza. But in the reign of Adrian we find, that the anchors were made of iron; for Arrian, in his Periplos of the Erythraean sea addressed to that emperor, [p. 120, ed. Blanchar] says, that the people of Colchis pretended to possess an anchor belonging to the ship Argo, which, says he, cannot be genuine, because it is made of iron, though otherwise somewhat different from the anchors of our times. He also saw at the same place the fragments of a very ancient anchor made of stone. Now, of what material were the anchors of the Grecian vessels in the Indian ocean composed? Were they of wood loaded with stones, such anchors are still used instead of grappling for small craft and boats in some remote places? And were anchors of iron introduced so late as between the age of the author of the Periplus of the Erythraean sea and that of Arrian, and the pretendedly ancient one known to Arrian, one of the first rude essays?* Though Lucian flourished in the later part of the second century, his description of the Ifs is inserted here for the sake of connection.

† Though Lucian flourished in the later part of the second century, his description of the Ifs is inserted here for the sake of connection.
thousand tons, or about twice the burthen of one of our first-rate ships of war. As there is nowhere else to complete a picture of an antient merchant ship, I have extracted the following description of this stupendous vessel, with an account of her tedious passage, wherein we have a good view of the navigation of the best of the Mediterranean seamen of those days.

Heron, the commander of the Isis, failed from the Pharos of Alexandria with a moderate breeze, and on the seventh day got sight of Acmas, the west point of Cyprus, where he met with a gale of wind from the west, which drove him out of his course as far as Sidon. Thence he proceeded with a heavy gale through the channel between Cyprus and the continent, and in ten days reached the Chelidonian Islands on the coast of Lycia, where they never fails to be a heavy sea when the wind is at south-south-west. There they were in great danger of being lost, till seeing a light upon the coast of Lycia, they thereby knew where they were; and at the same time a bright star, one of the Dioscuri (Castor and Pollux), setting upon the top (or masts) pointed the way out to sea, when they were almost agreed. Thence failing through the Aegean sea, they put into the Piraeus, the port of Athens, on the seventieth day after their departure from Egypt. Had they been able to keep their proper course to the southward of Crete and the Ponponnesus, they should have been in Italy long before that time.

One of the many Athenians, who went to gaze upon this wonderful ship, got the following account of her from her carpenter. She was one hundred and twenty cubits (180 feet) long, her breadth above the fourth part of her length, and her depth from the upper deck to the lowest part of the hold at the pump-well, twenty-nine cubits. The rest of the description, which is without measurement, is all in the language of admiration at the prodigious figure, (no mention of more than one of either) the number of hides over one another in the sail, a sailor going up the ropes and running out to the yard-arm. Upon the upper part of the stern there was a golden figure of a goose; and where the prow (or head) stretched out, there was on each side a figure of the goddes Isis. The ornaments, the paintings, the flame-coloured parapet of the sill, the anchors, the engines for turning round (feignedly answerable to the windlass and capitan in modern ships) and the lodging rooms, or cabins, at the stern, all struck the visitors with astonishment, who compared the number of people onboard her to an army. They were moreover told, that her cargo of wheat would be sufficient to feed all the people of Attica for a whole year, (but that must be merely sailor's romandade) and that the annual profit made by her owner was about twelve Attic talents, or £2,325 sterling.

Here the carpenter has exaggerated in what the strangers could not see; for the honour of his ship: and it is from this exaggerated dimension his burthen comes to be about 4,000 tons.

† Some further notices concerning the shipping of the antient Greeks and Romans may be found in Isid. Orig. L. xix. c. 1, 2, 3.—Non. Mari. de proprietate servorum, c. 13.—Pul. Cat. de servorum formans.
If from the subjects of the Roman empire we pass to the free nations of the northern parts of Europe, we shall find, indeed, very few materials for naval history, but those few very honourable to their nautical knowledge and enterprise. Without the aid of affured periodical fair winds and smooth water, without the certainty of a nightly anchorage, or of a land-fall on the opposite coast of an inland sea, but trusting to the appearance of the stars, with probably an assistence derived from the flight of birds carried with them for the purpose *, they committed themselves to the boundless and stormy Northern ocean, and held their fearless course from Nerigon (supposed to be Norway) to Thule; [*Plin. L. iv. c. 16] which by the most moderate and probable hypothesis was Sheldan. Those who infat upon making it Iceland, lengthen the voyage, and exalt without, however, exaggerating, the science and intrepidity, of the navigators of the North. The Suiones, a people of the Baltic sea, are said by Tacitus [Germania] to have had powerful fleets: Their vessels, as already observed, were constructed so as to reverse their course without the operation of going about; and their oars were not fixed to the row-ports, like those of the Mediterranean vessels, but loose, and ready to be shifted or laid in, like those of modern boats. They made no use of sails. (See above, pp. 137, 184.)

77—Pliny finished his great work, entitled Natural history, in thirty-seven books †. The first six, after the preliminary one, contain, in very compressed language, a complete system of cosmography and geography, as they were then understood; and the remaining thirty contain descriptions of every article in the animal, vegetable, and mineral, classes, or kingdoms, and also all the works of art; together with systems of agriculture and medicine; the whole work containing, according to his own prefatory, or dedicatory, letter to the emperor Titus Vespasian, twenty thousand things worthy of observation, extracted from about two thousand volumes, many of which were scarcely ever read, even by the studious, and exhibiting a copious picture of the universal science of the age. This work, which has furnished about half of the materials for the view of the trade of the Roman world, and to which I have, on so many other occasions been indebted, fully deserves the character, given of it by his nephew, of being 'copious, learned, and no less diversified than 'Nature herself;' and it is undoubtedly one of the most signal monuments of indefatigable industry and universal knowledge that was ever

*Remar. But they were all mere grammarians, who knew no more of the subject, upon which they have undertaken to instruct others, than what they collected from the old Roman poets and historians, who lived many centuries before them, and were perhaps almost as ignorant as themselves. Marcellus says, the yards are held fast by the anchors! † For the method of steering by the flight of birds see below under the year 850.

† Though they are numbered, and quoted, as thirty-seven books, they are in truth only thirty-six, what is called the first book being merely a table of contents, with catalogues of the authors quoted or followed, who are mostly Greeks. Pliny himself calls them thirty-six books. His nephew however, in the enumeration of his finished works, makes them thirty-seven.
produced by one man, and can be equalled by no other work, that ever
was produced in the world before the Encyclopedias of modern times,
which are compiled by the united labours of many collectors; and, what
is still more surprising, it was but a part of many works composed by
him before he completed the fifty-fifth year of a life, devoted not only
to literature, but also to public business and official duties.

When Pliny wrote, Rome was in its most flourishing state under
the prudent and vigorous government of Vespasian. Grecian literature
was highly esteemed, the sciences were affidiously cultivated, and the arts
were encouraged by men of liberal education and ample fortune. The
periods of the revolutions of the planets were known; and the theory
of eclipses was understood, or at least received from the tables construc-
ted by Hipparchus. The earth was known to be of a spherical form;
though its position was erroneously fixed in the center of the universe.
But even professed geographers, Hipparchus alone excepted, had not yet
discovered, that the application of latitude and longitude to the position
of places was the very life and soul of their science. [Strabo, L, ii, p.
194 B.] And the following surprising instance of ignorance in one of
the best-informed of the Romans gives room for a fulpiuncion, that what
they knew of the system of the universe was implicitly received from
more enlightened nations; and not real science deduced from experi-
ments, and founded upon rational principles. An Egyptian obelisk had
been set up at Rome by Augustus, with tables engraved on brons, affixed
to it, containing rules for knowing the hours by the length of the
shadow. For about thirty years before Pliny wrote, these rules had
been found erroneous; which he, as great a philopher as he was,
endeavoured to account for by earthquakes, inundations of the river, the
earth having moved from its center, or even the sun itself having wan-
dered out of its place; in short, by any thing rather than by the obvious
reflection, that there might have been an error in the original calcula-
tion of the tables. [Hist. nat. L. xxxvi, c. io.]

* Besides his finished works in one hundred and two books, there were one hundred and sixty com-
mon-place books of selections, which he left to his
nephew. They were written upon both sides of the
paper, and very small and close, so that they were
not handsome library books, nor, indeed, books at
all, but materials for composing from. Before
they became so numerous, he was offered 4,000
nummi (L, 3, 129. 3: 14) for them. [Plinius Epistole,
L, iii, p. 5.] Such was the value, even of collec-
tions of materials judiciously choosen, in those days,
when, for want of printing, learning was confined
to the few, whom heaven had blest with a talent
for it, along with the enjoyment of a plentiful for-
tune.

Selections from Pliny's Natural History, especially
if they were accompanied with the judicious
remarks of an enlightened teacher, would form a
study for youth, not less pleasant, and infinitely
more useful, than the absurdities, to call them no
worse, of Ovid and Virgil.

† The first eruption of Vefuvius, recorded in
history, which destroyed the cities of Herculanum
and Pompeii, was also fatal to Pliny, whose curi-
osity to examine the nature of that awful pheno-
menon carried him so near to it, that he was found
dead, suffocated, as was supposed, by the sulphur;
and for his valuable life fell a sacrifice to that admir-
table third of knowleghe, which has rendered his name
immortal. [Plinius Epist. L, vi, p. 16.] It appears
from Condamin's Tour in Italy, that the foun-
dations of the houses in Herculanum consist of
volcanic lava, which proves, that the eruption of
Vefuvius, which overwhelmed that city, was not,
as is usually supposed, the first.
Their knowledge of the surface of the earth was more defective than could be supposed possible, if we had not the most convincing proofs of it. Even Strabo and Pliny believed, that the two temperate zones were the only habitable portions of the earth; and Pliny, like the poets, affirms, that there can be no communication between them on account of the intolerable scorching heat of the intermediate torrid zone. Notwithstanding this assertion he names several places within the tropic, where he observes that the sun for some time projects shadows southward; and he even mentions a mountain of India called Maleus, which, as he describes it, having the sun for six months on its north, and other six on its south side, ought to be on the equinoctial line. [Strabo. L. ii, p. 171.—Plin. L. ii, cc. 68, 73, L. vi, cc. 19, 29 et passim.] The ancient geographers, however, allowed less than its true breadth of the torrid zone. They were still ignorant of the Caspian sea being an inland lake. Pliny says, that Arabia is of the same figure, and size, and precisely in the same latitude as Italy; with which it has nothing in common, except being a peninsula and stretching to the south-east. After examining the accounts of Polybius, Agrippa and Artemidorus, he gives the following comparative view of the magnitude of the great divisions of the earth, viz. Europe somewhat above a third, Asia about a fourth, and Africa about a fifth, of the whole. [Hist. nat. L. ii, 67; L. vi, cc. 13, 28, 33.] Such was the knowledge obtained of the distant parts of the world by the best-informed of the Romans, in the extended state of the Roman empire, and the funthine of Roman science!

79—Agricola, the father-in-law of Tacitus the historian, was now the Roman commander in Britain. Having already served in it under Suetonius Paulinus, he was acquainted with the nature of the country, and of the people; and he employed footing arts, as much as force, to establish the Roman authority: for, at the same time that he was erecting forts, and extending military ways, through the country, he enticed the Britons to assemble in towns, and to adopt the arts and the luxuries of the Romans. After reducing the Ordovices and Mona (North-Wales and Anglesey), he marched northward, along the western shore, and led the first Roman army into that part of the island now called Scotland (a. 80), subduing the tribes who lay in the line of his march, and making an excursion as far as the river Tay, whence he returned (a. 81) to the isthmus between the Forth and the Clyde, which he guarded with a chain of forts: and next year he reduced the south-west part of the country, afterwards called Galloway.

83—British liberty survived now only on the north side of the Forth;

* For this Pliny quotes Berytus, an artist employed by Alexander the Great as a surveyor, who most certainly never saw, and can scarcely be supposed to have heard of, any place on the equinoctial line. Surely, the ancients, when they spoke of southerly shadows, must have only meant shadows not projecting to the north at noon as those in their own countries.
and there Agricola determined utterly to extirpate it. He crossed the Forth, and marched along the coast of Fife, his fleet attending and supporting him all the way; a measure which the event shewed to be absolutely necessary; for the Caledonians watched him closely, attacked his forts, and almost drove him to the resolution of repulsing the Forth. The ninth legion, recruited, after being nearly exterminated by Boudicca, was again almost totally cut to pieces by the Caledonians, who were, however, afterwards repelled by the rest of the Roman army.

84.—The Caledonians, next spring, raised an army, consisting, by Agricola's account, of above thirty thousand men, under the command of the brave Galgacus, who, we are told, were utterly defeated at the Grampian mountain, and the Roman allies (for the legions were not engaged) lost only three hundred and forty men. The consequence of this victory was, that Agricola abandoned the ground for which he fought, and retreated into the country of the Horeffi, a tribe on the south side of the Tay, who had submitted to him; so that it very much resembled the victory pretended to have been gained by the Phocaeans, over the united fleets of the Carthaginians and Tyrrhenians, after which Corisca, the object of their contention, was totally abandoned by the pretended conquerors. (See above, p. 47.)

Agricola, having received hostages from the nations who had submitted to him, ordered his fleet to sail round the whole country, though the summer was far spent; and such a voyage of discovery and danger, would need the whole of a summer, even if conducted by the ablest seamen. These navigators alleged, that they first discovered the Orkneys, and that they first made it certain that Britain was an island; discoveries, which were made by Pytheas many centuries before, and noticed by many authors after him, of whom I shall mention only Caesar and Pliny, whose writings ought at this time to have been well known in Rome.* [Tacita Vita Agricoli.]

Tacitus also informs us, that at this time the harbours of Ireland, which, he says, lies half way between Britain and Spain, were better known to

* Every unprejudiced, or unromantized, reader, who peruses the Life of Agricola by Tacitus with the attention, must perceive, that it is not so much history, as poetical panegyric (see boni str Agricula fæcti non delegant). It may be proved, that the Roman army was not outnumbered by the Caledonian, even if it did consist of 30,000 men, which however is utterly improbable. King David I, when possessed of all Scotland and Cumberland, could not raise 27,000 men, though he had English, Normans, and Germans, besides his own subjects, in his army. King Robert I, when his crown and life depended on the event of a single battle, could not, with the exertion of seven months, collect 31,000 fighting men. How then shall we believe, that above 30,000 warriors could be called in Caledonia only? for all the south part of modern Scotland, as far as the Tay, was subj ect to the Romans: and it is very probable, that the western tribes of Caledonia were not concerned in this war.

It is worthy of observation, that Agricola, who makes so great a figure in the works of modern writers, is not so much as mentioned by any writer of general Roman history now extant, except once, very lightly, by Dion Cassius. Nor does his name appear in ten familiar letters from the younger Pliny to Tacitus, though the subjects of some of them seem to give a fair opportunity of introducing it.
the merchants, by means of their commerce, than those of Britain. [Vita. Agric. c. 24.] Whether his geographical and, his commercial informations were equally correct, I shall not pretend to judge.

98-117—The emperor Trajan was a great conqueror. He added Dacia, a large province beyond the Danube, to the Roman empire. He undertook an expedition into the East, and there also he carried the Roman arms far beyond the limits of the empire, into Armenia, Mesopotamia, and Assyria, which he reduced to the condition of provinces. But his conquests, rapid and destructive as a whirlwind, served no purpose, but to exhaust the blood of his subjects, and of the nations who had the misfortune to lie in the track of his career: for, as soon as the storm was past, they refumed their independence *. Trajan also possessed several of the more valuable qualifications of a sovereign. He adorned Rome with elegant buildings, and brought water to those parts of it, which were destitute of that accommodation; he established great libraries; he encouraged learning, by protecting learned men; he made good roads from one end of the empire to the other; he constructed a convenient harbour at Centum cellae, (now Civita vecchia) and another at Ancona, on the Adriatic sea; and he apparently repaired, or renewed, the Egyptian canal between the Nile and the Red sea †.

Adrian, the next emperor, adorned not only Rome, but the whole empire, with magnificent buildings, which were executed under his own eye; for his whole reign was a continual peregrination. As the Britons were not yet reconciled to the Roman yoke, he visited this island in one of his journeys, and reformed several abusés in it (a*, 121). Giving up all thoughts of completing the conquest of it, he constructed a wall of about eighty miles in length, between the rivers Tine and Eden, in order to cut off all communication between the Barbarians and the Romans, or rather the Romanized Britons. And this kind of fortification by a continued wall, of which he set the first example, was repeatedly used in the succeeding ages of the Roman domination in this island. Adrian, for these actions, obtained the title of Restorer of Britain.

In the beginning of the reign of Antoninus Pius the Roman territories in Britain were under the government of Lollius Urbicus, who has not obtained his due share of the fame usually bestowed upon conquerors. He quelled some commotions in the conquered country (a*, 140), and built a second wall, which extended between the Firths of Forth and Clyde; the fame which in later times has been called Gramis dyke, i.e. warriors dyke. He also carried the Roman eagles as far as the estuary of the river Varar, (now called the Farar, or Beulie) founded

* Modern commentators have extended his ravages to the south coast of Arabia, and made him the destroyer of the city of Arabia Felix, but without any authority. See above, p. 157, Note j.
† I believe Ptolemy's mention of the Trajanian river in his description of Egypt, is the only authentic authority we have for this work of Trajan.
Roman towns *, which he connected by military roads; and, inshore;
provincial a tract of country, mostly unknown to former Roman
commanders, extending from the wall and the Firth of Forth northward
to the Moray Firth; and from the Ocean westward to Loch Long, or;
perhaps, Loch Fyne, the great ridge of mountains called Drumalban,
and Loch Nevis. The new province was called Vеспаfian, a name given,
or continued, by the modesty of Antoninus, in honour of Vespasian, in
whose reign the command of the Roman forces in Britain was delegated
to Agricola, who, under the two succeeding emperors, brought a small
portion of this province, on the south side of the Tay, under a momentary
L. i, c. 6, § 2, 43, 50.]

It was apparently during the administration of Lollius, and probably
under the direction of Seius Saturninus, who, as Jabolennis and Richard
of Cirencester inform us, was then commander of a fleet stationed on
the coast of Britain, that the maritime survey, or rather two partial surveys,
of the north part of Britain, were performed, from which the geography
of that part of the island was compiled by Ptolemy. The more
accurate surveys of the southern part of the island, must be presumed to
have kept pace with the gradual extension of the Roman conquests.

137-160—The emperor Antoninus, adorned Rome and many other
cities with public buildings, and repaired or renewed harbours, lighthouses, bridges; and aqueducts: He favoured virtuous and learned men.
He took some of the superfluous property, attached to the imperial office,
for the benefit of the public, and defrayed many public expenses out of
his private fortune. Under his administration all the provinces of
the empire flourished. His virtues deferred the surname of Pius, which,
though it was afterwards prostituted to many imperial monsters, was
truly honourable to him, because it was given by the unanimous con-
sent of his contemporaries, and confirmed to him by the impartial suf-
frage of posterity.

161—The worthy emperor, Antoninus Pius, was succeeded by Mar-
cus Aurelius Antoninus, usually called the PHILOSOPHER, who was
nothing inferior to him in every virtue. The reigns of these two excel-
ent princes gave the Roman world above forty years of the felicity
flowing from a government, whose only object was the good of the
subjects; a period not to be equated in the history of the Romans; and,
indeed, not frequently occurring in that of any other people.

He was the author of many good laws, one of which directed, that
shipwrecked merchandise should belong entirely to the lawful owners,

* The names and positions of the towns or
flavions, as given by Ptolemy, who wrote four af-
fer the conquests of Urbicus, and the more copi-
umuous enumeration of them, with the intermediate
distance, compiled by Richard of Cirencester from
antient Roman authorities, contain all the informa-
tion we possess respecting this farthest acquisi-
tion of the Romans in Britain.
without any interference of the officers of the exchequer; and he ordered, that those who were guilty of plundering wrecks should be severely punished. These laws he borrowed from the Rhodian code, which he made the standard of his conduct in maritime affairs. When Eudemon, a merchant of Nicomedia, complained to him, that, after suffering shipwreck, he had been plundered in the Cyclades, by the imperial officers, he replied, that he indeed was lord of the earth, but that the sea was governed by the Rhodian laws, and that his cause should be determined by them.

The emperor Antoninus also attended carefully to the repairation of the roads; and thence it is exceedingly probable, that the work describing all the roads with their stages, and intermediate distances, and also the maritime stations for vessels, throughout the Roman empire, which is so well known to the learned, under the name of the Itinerary of Antoninus, and is so useful in illustrating ancient geography, was compiled under his authority, if not under that of his predecessor, and has been occasionally renewed, with alterations adapted to the times, though still bearing the original name of Antoninus, just as almanacks, and other modern periodical compilations, retain the names of the original undertakers of them through all their renovations.

From this Itinerary, and also from the more copious Itinerary of Britain, drawn up by a Roman commander in this island, and happily rescued from oblivion by Richard of Cirencester, London appears to have been already the most important city in the island, as it is the center of a greater number of roads than any other.

In the reign of the emperor Marcus Antoninus, flourished Ptolemy, a Grecian native of Egypt, the most celebrated astronomer and geographer of antiquity, and, after Hipparchus, whose works are lost, the first who applied graduation to maps, and reduced geography to some degree of regularity: so that his works were deservedly entitled to the pre-eminent rank they held for fourteen centuries as the standard in those sciences. The copies of them abound in errors, as may be expected from the frequent transcription of a work much in request, consisting almost entirely of tables of names and numbers. But, if examined with due care, and proper allowances, they will be found not so inaccurate or destitute of information, as some have rather rashly pronounced them. The most conspicuous of his errors are in the Brit-
A.D. 161.

...island, with which he begins his geographical tables, and in India. In joining the several British surveys, which must have been in a great measure, if not wholly, deftite of celestial observations, he has made the north part of Britain project to the east, instead of the north; and he has ranged the Western islands east and west, along the north shore of Ireland, instead of north and south, along the west coast of the north part of Britain, the west being the true north point in them, as the east is in his north part of the main land. Instead of delineating India as a triangular figure, projecting from the mouths of the Indus and the Ganges, he makes it almost a right line, running from west to east, and but a little to the southward of a line drawn between those rivers. He had some information of the names of places beyond the Bay of Bengal, but excessively confused and erroneous; and he makes the Indian ocean a vast lake *, though he must have posseffed the better information of Herodotus and Megasthenes, sanctioned by the correct judgement of Eratosthenes †. The total ignorance of the antients respecting the northern parts of Europe, which no Grecian or Roman navigator, and perhaps no one from any of the Phoenician ports had ever visited, is almost as little to be wondered at as their total ignorance of America ‡.

The geographical knowlege of the Roman subjefts in Egypt appears to have advanced between the age of the author of the Periplus of the Erythraean sea and that of Ptolemy. The later, I have just observed, had obtained the names of some places beyond India, and he had also the names of some of the Oriental islands with their positions, though excessively erroneous. Marinus, a geographer of Tyre, who wrote a little while before Ptolemy, and is frequently quoted by him, was acquainted with at least the name of Praturn, a place on the African coast several degrees beyond Rhapta, the farthest place known to the author of the Periplus. Thofe circumstances give reason to believe, that their commerce was also increasing:

It is due to the antient commercial pre-eminence of the city of Arabia Felix, to observe, that, though it was reduced to the condition of a

* The notion of a vast continent, the southern boundary of Ptolemy's great lake, was kept up, after voyages quite round the globe destroyed the belief of the lake, every island seen in a southern latitude being supposed a part of the Terra Australis. Even in the eighteenth century, men of the first geographical abilities, maintained the physical necessity of a corresponding mass of earth near the south pole, to balance the great proportion of land in the northern hemisphere. The supposed southern continent has been gradually abridged in its extent by the discoveries of modern navigators; and, at length, it is totally annihilated by those of Captain Cook.
† To these might be added the author of the Periplus of the Erythraean sea, but that his age is disputed.
‡ Egypt, which in the reign of Shofdrin produced the very first geographical maps known in history, also in after ages produced four of the greatest geographers of antiquity, Agatharchides, Eratosthenes, the author of the Periplus of the Erythraean sea, and Ptolemy. But our veneration for the wisdom of Egypt must not make us forget, that these great men were all Greeks and that Agatharchides, Eratosthenes, and Ptolemy, acquired the most of their knowledge in the celebrated academy of Alexandria, founded and supported by the Grecian sovereigns of Egypt.  
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village, and a mere watering-place for shipping, in the time of the author of the Periplus of the Erythraean sea, it had already so far recovered from the ruin brought upon it by the Romans, as to be again a trading emporium; and it is described under that character by Ptolemy.

The natives of India now extended their voyages beyond their former limits, and took an active share in the trade with Egypt. As it appears probable from Agatharchides, and certain from the Periplus, that they traded to Arabia, probably from the most remote ages; so we know from Ptolemy [L. i. c. 17] that they now sailed up the Red Sea as far as Egypt, where he converted with some of them, who were from Timula, an emporium on the west side of India, called Symylla by the Greeks.*

166.—The Parthians, in consequence of an embassy to Chang-ti, emperor of China (who died a°. 88) had carried on a commercial intercourse with that empire, of which (according to the Chinese writers) they were so jealous, that they would never permit any foreigners to pass through their territories to China. The Roman emperor, Marcus Antoninus, considering the demand for silk, which was produced in no other part of the world than China, and the exorbitant price of it in Rome, determined to send ambassadors to negotiate a more direct commercial intercourse with that country than the subjects of Rome had yet been able to accomplish. His ambassadors proceeded by the way of Egypt and India, arrived in China, and presented some ivory, rhinoceros's horns, and precious stones, to the emperor Ouon-ti, who, being, perhaps, informed of the general character of the Romans, received them very coolly. After this first known communication of any European government with that of China, the Romans began, according to the Chinese historians, to have a more direct intercourse with that empire †. But, if their intercourse was by sea, there is not the smallest hint of it in any Greek or Roman author now extant. It is more probable, that it was effected by caravans, who traveled the continent of Asia beyond the northern boundary of the Parthian empire; and perhaps the station in 43° north latitude, noted by Ptolemy [Asia, tab. vii] as a resting place for the merchants who traveled to the Seres (as those merchants may be presumed to have been subjects of Rome) was established on that occasion; and caravans may also have traveled to China from the west coast of India.

* It was probably the port called Semyllia in the Periplus, and noted as having only a coaling trade. It now sent vessels to Egypt, and received Egyptian vessels.

† We are indebted to the Chinese historian, Ven-hieu-tung Kao, and to the Oriental literature and research of Mr. de Guignes, [Recherches sur les habitans des Romains avec les Tartares et les Chinois, in Mem. de Litt., vol. xxxii, p. 315] for these facts respecting the embassy from Antoninus, the king of the people of the Western ocean. The reception of the Roman ambassadors at the Chinese court obliges us to suppose, either that the Seres, who are said to have sent embassies to solicit the favour of Augustus, and other Roman emperors, and even of this same emperor Antoninus, were a people totally different from the Chinese, or that the Roman writers sometimes spoke at random of the distant countries from which they received embassies.
The Roman empire in Britain having been carried by the conquests of Lollius Urbicus in the north to a height which it never exceeded, but from which it declined, never again to recover, it seems proper here to take a view of the principal Roman towns now in this island, which, according to the Itinerary of Antoninus, the geography of Ptolemy, and the valuable and curious geographical commentaries of Richard of Cirencester, were the following:

Durobrivum, s  
Durovernum or Cantiopolis, BM, s  
Rutupis, c, the station of that division of the Roman fleet, which guarded the North sea,  
Noviomagus, BM  
Cálea, BM  
Vindomum, BM, s  
Clausentum,  
Venta Belgarum, BM, s  
Soriodunum, L  
Théme, of Aque Solis, BM, c  
Durnum or Durnovaria, BM, s  
Isca Damnoniorum, BM, s  
Venta Silurum, BM, s  
Isca Silurum, c, the quarters of the second Augustan legion,  
Murdunum, BM, c  
Segontium, s  
Uricium, BM  
Deva, c, the quarters of the twentieth victorious legion,  
Corinium, BM, L  
Glevum Claudia, c  
Verulamium, M  
Lundinum, BM, c  
Camulodunum, c, the quarters of the twin Martian legion,  

now  
Rochester or Rochester.  
Canterbury.  
Richburgh near Sandwich.  
some place in Surry.  
Silchester in Hampshire.  
uncertain.  
Southampton.  
Wroxeter.  
Old Sarum.  
Bath.  
Dorchester.  
Exeter, or Exeter.  
Caer-wen.  
Caer-lein.  
Caer-marth.  
Caer-segont near Carnarvon.  
Wrexeter, or Wroxeter.  
Chester.  
Cirencester.  
Glocester.  
St. Albans.  
London.  
Colchester.

* The British part of the Itinerary of Antoninus, has been illustrated by the labours of Talbot, Camden, Burton, Gale, Horfeley, Stukeley, and the topographical historians of almost every age. Even the heterogeneous and blundering catalogue of stations in Britain, ascribed to a monk of Ravenna, has been laboured upon by Horfeley and Baxter, but no commentary has yet been published upon the more valuable Itinerary contained in the work of Richard.

† Lundinum was made a colony, with the name of Augusta, after the time of the historian Tacitus; but the exact time is unknown. See below A.D. 360, 398.
probably the town on the Nen, called Kair-Dorm, and noted, as totally ruined, by Henry of Huntingdon, f. 171 b. seems Gafter near Norwich.

Leicester.

Lind-coln, or Lincoln.

Auld-burgh in York-shire.

Slack near Huddersfield.

Thornbaugh at Catterick.

Blackrode in Lancashire.

Manchester.

Car-life.

Melros on the Tweed.

probably Risingham on the Reed.

perhaps Middleby in Anandale.

some place on the east side of Wigton bay.

perhaps Paisley.

perhaps the ruins at the mouth of the Earn; perhaps Abernethy.

Scone, or near it.

perhaps the old castle of Nairn, now overwhelmed by the sea; perhaps Inverness.

Dunbarton.

Besides Rhutupis, noted as a station for the government vessels, and Lundinum, a considerable trading port, there were several other ports of some note, viz.

Camden, the prince of British geographers, possessed no surveys, and had very little topographical information, of the northern parts of the island; and he has been obliged to depend too often upon a supposed resemblance of names. Thence the first part of the name of Lucopibia is supposed to be the Greek word λιτυς white (as if British towns could have Greek names) and to be the same with the first part of the name of White-hern; and, in consequence of this imaginary identity he is obliged to remove Lucopibia from the east side of Wigton bay, where Ptolemy placed it, to the west side. Trimontium is in like manner removed from the west, to the east, side of the country, because a hill near Melros has three summits. As Camden has been implicitly followed by most of our great antiquaries, to whom increasing knowledge offered better lights, I have thought it necessary in these two instances to hint my reasons for presuming to differ from them.
A.D. (170)

Portus Felix, the prosperous harbour, or bay of the Gaban-
tuiki, seems Fliy bay in York-shire, near which is Fliy-town, apparently preserving the Roman name.

Dover.

Portus Lemanus, apparently Lyme, though now inland.

Dover.

New harbour, seemingly afterwards called Anderon.

Portus Adurni, apparently Lyme, though now inland.

Portus Lemanus, or Great harbour.

Pevensey

Portus Eboracum, or York-hire, which is not town, apparently taking the Roman name.

New harbour.

Pevensey

Portus Eboracum.

the mouth of the Adur in Sussex.

Pevensey

St. Davids.

Portus Eboracum, or York-shire.

Portus Eboracum, or York-shire, on the coast of Lancashire;

Portus Eboracum, or York-shire.

besides some noted only as ferrying places.

There were also about one hundred and forty more towns or places, the names of which are mentioned in geographical lists and itineraries; but we know nothing further of their condition. Some of them undoubtedly were considerable, and others appear to have been noted merely as being stages or ferrying places for the army or travelers, as single inns appear among towns in modern books of the roads.

Of the above towns the two marked m were Municipla. In virtue of that distinction they were invested with the privilege of enacting laws for the regulation of their own affairs, and they were exempted from being subject to those of the empire. The inhabitants, without being invested of the citizenship of their native towns, were also citizens of Rome.

The ten marked c were Colonies. Towns of this class were occupied by Romans, and mostly by the legiary soldiers, who received portions of land in the neighbourhood as a reward for their services, and as an encouragement to be vigilant in suppressing any attempts of the natives to recover their liberty. Their constitutions, their courts of justice, and all their offices were copied from Rome; and the inhabitants were Roman citizens, and governed by Roman laws.

The ten marked l were invested with Italian privileges. They were exempted from the ordinary jurisdiction of the prator, and were permitted to chuse their magistrates among themselves; and those magistrates were invested with the rank and privileges of Roman citizens.

The twelve Stipendiary towns marked s were governed by officers deputed by the prator *.

The affixed to a town mark it as the metropolis of a British nation.

Several towns in Ireland were now known to geographers, which signifies that there was some trading intercourse with that island, though

* In this brief account of the nature of municipia, &c. I have followed Mr. Whitaker [Hist. of Manchester, B. i. c. 8] who may be consulted for the authorities.
the nature of it is unknown. The following seem to have been the
most considerable of them.

**Nagmata**, distinguished by Pto-
lemy as a famous town,

**Manapia**, opposite to, and prob-
ably a colony from, Menapia
in Britain.

**Eblana**, and seven inland towns, noted by Ptolemy, and by Richard, who has
also several others unknown to Ptolemy.

Some commotions broke out in Britain; and Calpurnius Agricola
was sent to suppress them: but of his success the Roman writers are
entirely silent. [Capitolini M. Ant. Philos.]

175—The Romans being again threatened with war by the Britons,
or, to speak more correctly, the Caledonians, the emperor sent over
a large body of Iazygian horsemen to reinforce his legions.

183—The war with the Britons of Caledonia was the most formidable
of all those in which the Romans were now engaged. The Caledonians,
not satisfied with the recovery of that part of their own country, which
had for some years been a Roman province under the name of Vespas-
iana, broke down the wall erected by Lollius Urbicus, ravaged the
country, flew the Roman general, and cut his army in pieces. Mar-
cellus, the next Roman commander, repulsed them with some loss; but
the Romans never recovered their lost province of Vespasiana. This,
if I mistake not, is the very first province of their empire, from which
the Romans were driven out by the natives. [Dion. Caes. L. lxxii.—
Lamprid. in Commod.]

193—It is perhaps rather beneath the dignity of commercial history
to relate, that the ruffians of the prætorian guard, whose duty it was
to defend the person of the emperor, after murdering Pertinax, because
he was too virtuous to tolerate their abuses, had the insolence to pro-
claim an auction of the imperial title to the highest bidder. Didius
Julian became the purchaser at the price of above two hundred pounds
sterling to each man, the total sum being between three and four mil-
ions sterling; probably the largest purchase ever made by an individ-
ual. In return for such an enormous sum of money he enjoyed the

---

* Cicero observes, that it was a common prac-
tice with the Roman writers to pass over their de-
feats in silence. [Orat. pro leg. Manil.]

† Richard of Cirencester [A. 52] dates the ex-
pulsion of the Romans from Vespasiana in the year
of the world 4170 or A.D. 170; and the short
lines we have of two wars in Britain during the
reign of Antoninus the Philosopher favour his
chronology. However, as in adapting the Ro-
man chronology to the years of the world he has
neglected the names of the consuls, and as in
events of known date he sometimes differs a few
years from the truth, I would not be positive, that
the expulsion from that part of the country took
place to early. At any rate we are certain, that
it was now (183) entirely delivered from the Ro-
man yoke.

- [Late Roman Empire and its Successors]
A.D. 198.

198.—The Romans began now to employ their money; the fines of war as well as of trade, in purchasing from the braver barbarians, as their arrogance filled all the free nations in the world, a temporary forbearance of hostilities, thereby enabling, as well as alluring, them to renew their invasions with augmented vigour: and henceforth this humiliating mode of making peace was often referred to by the masters of the world. Such a tribute was now paid by Lupus, the governor of the north part of Roman Britain, to the Caledonians. [Digg. L.xxxviii., 7. 6.]

208.—Severus, now sole master of the Roman empire, could not rest satisfied with having conquered three rival emperors, destroyed the uncommonly strong and commercial city of Byzantium, and subdued several eastern nations, unless by the total conquest of Britain he could add to his other titles that of Britannicus. He therefore transported himself and his two sons with a prodigious army into Britain, and next year marched against the Caledonians and Maeatæ, who hastily avoided coming to a pitched battle, but led him into so many snares and difficulties, that fifty, or according to others seventy, thousand of his men perished in ambuscades and skirmishes, and by the multiplied hardships of their march to some part of the country, which the writers of that age call the extremity of Britain. The Caledonians, however, to get rid of the enemy, consented to yield to him some part, either of their own country, or of their conquests. Severus thereupon returned to Eboracum (York), now apparently the chief city of Britain, and there fixed his residence, while his army was employed in building a new wall across the island (a. 210).

The Caledonians soon after resumed the possession of the district, which had been extorted from them; whereupon Severus was so provoked, that he ordered Bannius Antinous, his eldest son, to march into their country, and to slaughter every man, woman, and child in it. But the emperor, dying soon after, his son, more intent upon destroying his hated brother than the Caledonians, purchased a peace from them with the renunciation of the lands in dispute. Bremenium (apparently Ripon) in Northumberland) on the east, and Blatam Belgium, twelve miles beyond Luguballum (Carlisle) on the west, side of the country, appear to have been fixed upon on this occasion as the frontier posts of the Roman empire in this island.

It is very surprising, that the knowledge of the Romans concerning Britain seems to have diminished as proportion as their opportunities of knowing it increased. Although it was assuredly known to be an island

* Twenty-four, according to some copies; which add to the difficulties attending one of the oldest parts of the itinerary, so far as it concerns Britain.
ever since the discoveries of Pytheas; though Aristotle, or the author of the book upon the world ascribed to him, Casar, who was a man of science as well as a soldier, Diocletian, Siculus, Strabo, a professed geographer, Ptolemy, &c. had expressly and repeatedly called it an island; though Tacitus had said, that his father-in-law's fleet had confirmed (what they pretended was doubtful) its being an island; and though Ptolemy the geographer, who flourished only about forty years before the invasion of Severus, had described the whole circuit of the coast, and also a number of islands beyond it; we are informed by Dion Cassius, that a question, whether the north part of it was joined to the continent, was now agitated, and became a frequent subject of discussion, among their philosophers, who in the thick mist of their ignorance wrote many volumes on both sides of the question, which have all had the good fortune to sink into the quiet grave of oblivion. Even after the expedition of Severus had in some measure cleared up this almost incredible doubt, it was believed in Rome, that the unconquered part of the island, which furnished such armies as could baffle the most frenzied exertions of the conquerors of the world, must be more extensive than the part subject to them; though it was in truth not equal to one third of it in extent, and full more inferior to it in fertility and population. Can we believe from these symptoms of a retrogradation of knowledge among the Romans, that the works of the celebrated authors above mentioned were unknown to them, or are we to suppose, that their government, for some reasons of state, thought proper to spread a veil of ignorance and mystery over the geography of the unconquerable island?

211.—It is worthy of observation, that the great abundance of fish, which swarmed on the northern shores of Britain, was known to Dion Cassius, who also remarks the neglect of that blessing by the natives, who, perhaps from motives of superstitious, even abhained from tasting fish. This is the earliest notice of the superior advantage, which Scotland might in all ages have enjoyed in this, on a most extensive fisheries. But Solinus, who lived at the same time with, or immediately after, Dion Cassius, says, that the people of the Hebrides (Western islands of Scotland) derived a principal part of their subsistence from fishing. Both accounts may be true: the fisheries might be neglected on the east coast, which was best known to the Romans; and it might be attended to by the natives of the west coast and the islands.

214.—The Romans again had recourse to the wretched expedient of purchasing treaties of peace; and the Catti, Alemani, and other nations of Germany, who had much valour, and little money, were induced by all-powerful gold to permit the Roman emperor to retire from
their country, and to make peace with him. Such tributes soon exhausted his ill-managed treasury; and he was driven to the tyrannical
shift of creating a fictitious kind of money, made of gilded copper and
lead plated with silver, which, as he could not pay his allies in such
coin, he compelled his unhappy subjects to receive and circulate among
themselves. [Dion. Cæs. L. lxvii.]

216.—The fanatical monster, to whose frantic and arbitrary com-
mands the many millions of people composing the Roman empire tamely
submitted the disposal of their lives and fortunes, thought proper to
amuse himself with the spectacle of a general massacre of the citizens
and strangers in Alexandria, whereby he very nearly depopulated that
liethero flourishing city, almost the only seat of commerce within the
grasp of their power, which had been preserved from destruction by the
Romans.

The ruin of almost every commercial state, which fell under the do-
mination of Rome, necessarily reduces the materials for commercial his-
tory in these ages to a very narrow compass; and in a manner obliges
me, in order to preserve some degree of chronological connection, to
devide a little into the general history of our own island, destined to
make so important a figure in the commercial history of succeeding
ages.

230.—The emperor Alexander Severus made some regulations in the
customs, which, being still extant, shew that the Oriental trade was then
nearly in the same state as it is described by the author of the Periplus
of the Erythraean sea. In order to induce merchants to resort to Rome,
he favoured them with several immunities. He reduced the rate of in-
terest to four per cent (ad trientes pentiones). And he encouraged li-
terature and learned men...

272.—The commercial republic of Palmyra, after maintaining its in-
dependence for ages, had been swallowed in the vastness of the Ro-
man empire. The merchants of Palmyra being found useful as com-
petitors with those of Alexandria for conveying the rich merchandise of
the east to Rome, their commerce was not crushed, but appears even
to have increased during their subjection to Rome. In the confusions,
which now announced the approaching downfall of the Roman empire,
the citizens of Palmyra, under the sovereignty of Odenathus and his
heroic widow Zenobia, aspired to conquest and dominion, and actually
formed a new empire consisting of most of the Asiatic provinces and
Egypt, all which they had rent from the dominions of Rome. But
merchants never, proper as conquerors; nor do the imaginary advan-
tages of victory by any means compensate the real calamities of even a
successful war, which at the expense of the blood and treasure of the
community only elevates individuals to a supremacy over their fellow

Vol. I.
citizens, and often to be their scourge, while the splendid delusion of their conquests seduces their minds, and abstracts their capitals from their proper objects of laudable commercial activity; whereas the whole community is overwhelmed in irretrievable ruin upon a reverse of fortune. Such was the fate of the illustrious commercial republic of Carthage; and such was the more sudden fate of Palmyra: for Aurelian, who during a short reign revived the military superiority of Rome, eager to wipe off the disgrace of a captive emperor languishing in Persian chains, and of the finest provinces of the empire being withheld from Rome by a woman, led his forces into the East, and speedily recovered the provinces which formed the Palmyrene empire. The city of Palmyra, after a resistance, which does great honour to the military science of its defenders, who afflicted the Romans with every engine then known in the art of war, some of which darted artificial fire, being betrayed by their mercenary allies, surrendered to the Roman emperor, who was so merciful as only to plunder the inhabitants of all their property, including, besides gold and silver, great stores of jewels, silk, and other rich merchandise of Arabia and India (a°. 273).

The citizens of Palmyra having made an attempt to recover their liberty, their city was destroyed, and all the people in it, not excepting helpless age and infancy, were massacre by Aurelian; who soon after, regretting the loss of the trade of Palmyra, gave permission to some of the inhabitants, who had escaped the general slaughter, to rebuild their city, and restore their commerce. But commerce does not start into existence at the command of a tyrant, though any savages, invested with power, may destroy in one day the accumulated labours of ages of science and industry. The defoliation of Palmyra was complete and irretrievable: and, though it was afterwards made the station of a band of Roman soldiers, and even fortified and supplied with water by the emperor Justinian, it has in all succeeding ages been only the retreat of a few miserable families, whose wretched huts deform the still-splendid remains of ancient magnificence.

Firmus, an opulent merchant of Egypt, was largely concerned in trade with India, with the Blemyes an Ethiopian nation, and with the Saracens of Arabia, and seems to have also carried on very extensive manufactures of paper and glue, since he boasted, that he could maintain an army with the produce of these articles. Unfortunately for himself he preferred the perilous situation of a pretender to sovereign power to the calm felicity of a prosperous merchant. Persuading the people of Egypt, that he was able, by his wealth and his foreign connections, to deliver them from the dominion of Rome, he assumed the title of emperor, filled himself the ally of Zenobia, made himself master of Alexandria, and prevented the usual supplies of corn from being
A.D. 272.

282—The emperor Probus is said to have granted permission to the people of Gaul and Pannonia, and also, according to Vopiscus, to the Britons, to cultivate vines and make wine, which had been prohibited by a decree of Domitian.

284—The Persians, who had recovered the sovereignty of their country from the Parthians, were no less careful than they had been to exclude the Romans from a participation in the trade with Serica or China. There was moreover at this time a war between the two empires; and the Romans, finding the intercourse with China by the way of India too tedious and expensive, had allowed the trade to fall off almost to nothing. For these reasons a second embassy was dispatched from Rome to China; and probably some new arrangements were then settled, which may have produced the caravan trade, whereof the route by the way of the Stone tower will be noticed under the year 353.

285—The Franks and other German nations, situated near the mouth of the Rhine, used to infest the adjacent coasts with piratical incursions. In order to repel these sea rovers, the emperor Maximian built a fleet of ships, the command of which he gave to Carausius, an officer of great experience in naval and military affairs, appointing Gelioricum (Boulogne) in Gaul for their principal station. The new admiral was soon accused of retaining for himself the prizes he retook, instead of delivering them to the owners, or to the imperial treasury; and orders were already given to put him to death. But Carausius, having the people in the fleet strongly attached to him, prevented his fate by failing over to Britain, where he persuaded the military forces also to join him, and assumed the title of emperor (a. 286), his dominions

*As an instance of the opulence and luxury of Firmus, it is said that he had squares of glass fixed with bitumen in his house; and, though Vopiscus, the author who mentions the circumstance, [Fina Firmi, c. 3] has not a word of windows, this has been supposed the earliest instance of windows furnished with glass. However, Lactantius, an author contemporary with Firmus, speaks of glass in a manner that infer, that it and the more ancient thin plates of an almost-transparent kind of stone were both used in windows in his time; "per eademque vitru et speculare lapide," [De epistola D. i., c. 5.]

Pliny, who describes the manufacture and the various uses of glass, [L. xxxvi. c. 25] appears to have been ignorant of the most valuable application of it in admitting the light into, and excluding the cold and the rain from, our houses. And Polyden, Vergil, in his compilation upon Inventions, by merely transferring the most common

of the ancient authors, gives room to suppose him equally ignorant of the use of window glass, though common in most parts of Europe in his time.

In the Philosophical transactions, V. i., part 2, and V. ii., part 1, there are two papers by Mr. Nison on the uses of plate glass among the ancients, occasioned by a piece of plate glass being found in the ruins of Herculaneum, which was overwhelmed by the lava from Mount Vesuvius in the year 79.

Mr. Valois [Hist. de Peau, des inscriptions, IV.] supposes the light specularis of the ancients the same with the modern tale of Raffis. This last is a folio libelle called margeias: it fifts in to laminate like sheets of paper, quite transparent, and is used for windows and lanterns all over Raffis, having this advantage over glass, that is not liable to break by the excision of common.

† For the knowledge of the second embassy, as well as the first, we are indebted to the Chinese historians and Mr. de Guignes. See above, p. 194.
comprehending the Roman part of Britain, with a considerable district on the opposite coast of Gaul.

Caraufius knew, that a naval force, which had conferred the sovereignty upon him, could alone maintain him in it against the power of the Roman emperors. He therefore bestowed the greatest attention on every important object: and he encouraged foreign seamen and artisans of every description to resort to his dominions. A fleet, which Maximian, after long preparation, had fitted out against him, was completely defeated by his experienced seamen; and the joint emperors of Rome found themselves under the necessity of acknowledging the independent sovereignty of the British emperor (a. 289).

Britain seems to have flourished under the government of Caraufius. The general opulence, and the flourishing state of the arts are attested by the number and elegance of his coins, three hundred of which, all different, have been published by his biographer, Doctor Stukeley. He first repelled, and then lived in friendship with, the Caledonians. His fleets for several years rode triumphant in the narrow seas, and even gave laws to the Atlantic ocean as far as the African shore: and now for the first time Britannia ruled the waves.

The Roman emperors could not sit down contented with the deprivation of Britain, the value of which they seem to have been more sensible of from the want of it. In order to depose Caraufius, a great naval and military force was collected under the command of Constantius Caesarius, whose first attempt was against Gesloriacum, which after a obstinate defence fell into his hands, together with a part of the fleet (a. 292).

294—While the Romans were carrying on their preparations for invading the British emperor, he was treacherously murdered by Alectus, one of his officers, who immediately usurped the dangerous pre-eminence, and, with very inferior talents, exposed himself to the first object of the vengeance of the Roman empire.

296—At length Constantius put to sea with the fleet, which he had been about four years employed in getting ready; and the wonderful courage of the Romans, who ventured out with a fine wind, and in weather somewhat boisterous, was thought worthy of panegyrical celebration. They surely had no Phoenician or Alexandrian navigators in their fleet. Constantius effected his landing in two divisions; and Alectus, hated and deferted by his involuntary subjects, who were moreover harassed with a long march from London, was slain in battle on the south coast near the isle of Wight.

* These several Roman fleets, and the time employed in preparing them, may be compared with those, which the Romans, when masters of only the peninsular part of Italy, said to have fitted completely in a few days, in the very infancy of their naval undertakings, and without the assistance of any people experienced in maritime affairs. See the judicious remark of Gibbon, Vol. vi. p. 179. Note, ed. 1792.
A D. 296.

A body of Franks, who had escaped, or withdrawn, from the battle, hastened to London, intending to pillage it, and then to retreat to their own country with the plunder by seizing the vessels in the Thames. But a part of the Roman fleet, which had been driven into the river, came very opportunely to protect the city, and drove off the intended plunderers with great slaughter.

Thus a single battle, similar in several of its circumstances, and in its decisive consequence, to that which was fought near the same place between Harold king of England and William duke of Normandy seven hundred and seventy years afterwards, reunited the British dominions of Carausius to the Roman empire, after a separation of about ten years.

It is remarked by Eumenius in his panegyric upon Constantius, that Britain produced such abundance of corn, that it was sufficient to supply not only bread, but also a drink which was comparable to wine. He also remarks the innumerable multitude of tame animals, some with their udders distended with milk, and others loaded with fleeces of wool. From him also, we learn, that the artificers of Britain in the reign of Carausius were esteemed excellent in their professions, and were therefore employed by Constantius, in preference to those on the continent, in rebuilding the city of Augustodunum in Gaul.

At the same time Diocletian re-annexed Egypt to the empire, and we may believe, that the commerce of that country with India must have suffered upon the occasion; for he almost depopulated Alexandria, which stood a siege of eight months; and he totally destroyed Coptos, the town at which the Oriental goods were unloaded from the backs of the camels, and shipped in boats on the Nile for Alexandria.

The Egyptian expedition of Diocletian furnishes the earliest notice of the pretended science of alchemy. He found in Egypt books, said to be ancient, which professed to teach the wonderful art of making gold and silver. The emperor, who appears to have formed a very proper judgment of the delusion and its dangerous consequence, committed the whole of them to the flames.

306.—The emperor Constantine, having made an expedition against the Caledonians, took up his residence, and soon after died, in the imperial palace at Eboracum (York), which was thus a second time distinguished by the residence, death, and deification of a Roman emperor. His son Constantine there also took upon him the title of emperor as colleague with Galerius. He afterwards became sole emperor, made Christianity the established religion of the Roman empire, and removed the seat of the imperial government from Rome to Constantinople.

314.—York, London, and Colchester, were apparently the principal cities

* Segetum tanta fæcunditas, ut munibus utriusque sufficiat, et Cereris et Liberi.
of Roman Britain at this time: for we find three bishops taking their titles
from them at the council, or synod, of bishops held at Arletâ in Gaul.
On this, as on former occasions, York (or Eboracum) appears to have
had the first rank among the Roman-British cities, and London had,
probably by means of its advantageous situation for trade, now risen to
the second rank, Colchester, which seems to have been once the most
considerable, as the earliest Roman colony, having funk to the third
place*.

323. — The fleets collected by Constantine and Licinius, when they
contended for the monarchy of the Roman world, furnish a pretty just
comparative estimate of the opulence, commerce, and shipping, of the
several countries bordering on the Mediterranean sea at this time.
Constantine, emperor of the West, appears to have got no ships of war
from Italy. The fleets appointed by the policy of Augustus to be per-
manent and stationery at Milenum and Ravenna, had gone to ruin for
want of commerce to support and man them. His force consisted of
only two hundred small warlike vessels, furnished by Greece, which,
according to Zosimus, carried only thirty oars each, and above two thou-
sand transports, of the size of which we have no information. Lici-
nius, the sovereign of the East, issued his orders to his subjects to pro-
vide vessels proper for war; and they amounted to three hundred and
fifty, as enumerated by Zosimus, viz. eighty triremes furnished by Egypt,
eighty by Phœcia, sixty by Ionia and Doria, thirty by Cyprus, twenty
by Caria, thirty by Bithynia, and fifty by Africa. Though these seem
to be all ranked as triremes, yet from a subsequent passage of Zosimus
it appears, that some of them were only vessels of fifty oars in single
tires. [Zosim. L. ii, pp. 94, 95, 98, ed. Oxon. 1679.] Quinqueremes and
other larger ships were now unknown; and soon after this time they
were almost forgotten among the Romans. [Veget. L. iv, c. 37.]

If from this view of the naval power of the Mediterranean countries
we turn the slightest glance to their prosperous state, before the Ro-
man empire arose, what a prodigious difference shall we find! Phœcia
alone, when even reduced to a province of Persia, furnished three hun-

* In the list of ecclesiastics, who attended the
synod of Arletâ, the three British bishops are
placed after the eight bishops of Gaul, and before
the one bishop and several prelates of Spain, as
follows.

Eborius episcopus, de civitate Eboracensi, pro-
vincia Britannia.
Rellattus episcopus, de civitate Lindinensi, pro-
vincia Iuguritana.
Aedecius episcopus, de civitate Colonia Lindin-
enorum.

The last word is erroneously written. It ought
to be Camulodunenum (the inhabitants of Col-
hom). or perhaps Lindenfium (the inhabitants of
Lincoln), and the former seems the most proba-
ble.

The corrupted name has no resemblance to any
other of the Roman colonies. [Ursuia Britanni,
eccles. antiqu. pp. 98, 195 and 66, ed. 1639.—Skel-
man Const. Britann. p. 43, ed. 1639.]

The critics in ecclesiastical history differ widely
in the date of this synod. The profound researches
and erudition of the two authors, I have quoted,
warrant me in following them in what appears to
be the earliest genuine notice of British bishops, as
denoting the pre-eminence of British cities.
dred warlike ships; about one quarter of the armada, with which Xerxes invaded Greece. The island of Samos, without drawing any from its own fleets, could pare forty triremes as a gratuitous assistance to Cambyse. But now the fleets of both the rival emperors, who had the absolute command of the wealth of the Roman world, though they had been joined together, were far from being equal to some of those, which were equipped by the single city of Athens, when in its free and flourishing state; nor have we any reason to believe that the inferiority in number was compensated by any improvement, either in the size or force of the vessels.

324-334—The imperial residence and seat of the Roman government, which for about forty years had fluctuated between Rome, Mediolanum (Milan), and Nicomedia (Comesia), was finally fixed by Constantine at Byzantium, which thenceforth obtained the name of Constantinopolis. It is almost unnecessary to add, that the favoured capital, though it had repeatedly been beleaguered and ruined, soon grew up to be a large and beautiful city.

Before the invention of the compasses rendered the most distant parts of the Ocean accessible to the skilful navigator, no spot in the western world could be more happily chosen for the capital of a great commercial people than that, which was chosen by Constantine for the capital of a military government. Situated on a peninsula projecting into the narrow channel, which divides Europe from Asia, and the Mediterranean from the Euxine sea, it invited, and could almost command, the trade of every country bordering on the Mediterranean. A branch from the main channel, of seven miles in length, and only five hundred yards in breadth at the entrance, formed its harbour, and had water sufficient to enable large ships to lay their sides to the quays: and besides affording such convenience for shipping, it moreover fed and enriched the inhabitants with innumerable annual floods of a kind of fish called pelamides (or tunics), the copious captures of which had for many ages enriched the Byzantines.

It is well known to every reader of history, that the new arrangements, which took place in consequence of the removal of the imperial residence, accelerated the fall of the western division of the declining empire of Rome: but then it may with justice be called the principal support of the eastern empire.

306-337—Since the reign of Severus the Roman part of Britain had been divided into two provinces, superior and inferior. The further
division into four provinces is believed to have taken place in the reign of Constantine; and they were as follows. BRITANNIA PRIMA comprehended the country south of the Thamesis (Thames) and the Sabrina (Severn); and Rhotipis (Richborough in Kent) was the capital. BRITANNIA SECUNDA was bounded by the Sabrina and the Deva (Dee) on the east, and on the other sides by the Irish sea, Icæa Silurum (Cærcleion) being the capital. FLAVIA CÆSARIENSIS* was bounded on the south by the Thamesis; on the west by the Sabrina, the Deva, and the Irish sea; on the north by the Setia (Merfca), the Danus (Don), and the Abus (Humber); and on the east by the German sea. The capital is not certainly known, but may be presumed to have been the antient colony of Camulodunum (Colchester), or perhaps rather the now more flourishing city of Lundinum (London). MAXIMA† comprehended all the remaining part of the conquered country, which, while the Romans were able to preserve the limits fixed by the treaty between the emperor Antoninus Pius and the Caledonians, seems to have extended as far north as the Cheviot hills and the range of mountains dividing Galloway (in its greatest extent) from Tiviotdale, Tweedland, and Clydesdale. Eboracum (York) was the capital of this province, and, at least occasionally, of the whole of the Roman dominions in Britain: and all these capital cities were Roman colonies. [Sexti Rufi Breviarium. —Ric. Corin. L. i. c. 6.]

About this time the Romans, perhaps dropping the use of their own money of account called seftertium, and of the Greek or Oriental talent, seem to have reckoned their large sums by pounds of gold; at least we find the salaries of their great officers of state, bishops, &c. to reckoned.‡

The Roman pound of gold, which may be reckoned equal to forty pounds of our modern sterling money, was exchanged at this time for fourteen pounds eight ounces of silver.

About 345—From the circumstance of an embassy being sent by the emperor Constantius to the king of the Homerites, (formerly called Sabaens) in order to convert him to the Christian religion, and probably also to engage him to harass the coast of Persia with naval invasions §, we learn that that king now extended his sway over all the south coast of Arabia, which the Greeks called the Great Arabia and the Happy

* Apparently so called from the pronouns of Flavia, affirmed by Constantine, and after him by many of the succeeding emperors.
† Perhaps so called, as being erroneously supposed the largest of the whole (whereso it was not near so extensive as Flavia); or as pretending that the unconquered country was a part of it.
‡ Probably the numeration of money by pounds, which became general among all the nations of Europe, was copied from them; but the other nations, being less opulent, counted pounds of silver instead of pounds of gold.
§ That the Roman emperors kept up alliances with the Homerites and the Axumites, a people on the west coast of the Red sea, in the year 356, and also in the reigns of Julian and Jullian, appears from an extract concerning the expatriation of those who were sent to them, from Nannian, ambassador to Axum. [Ep. Petri Billianii, cod. iii] and from Procopius, [Hist. L. i, c. 19, 20.]
Arabia; and that one of his sea ports, situated in the district of Adana on the Ocean, was called the Roman emporium, and another, at the mouth of the Persian gulf, the Persian emporium, from the subjects of the Roman and Persian empires trading to them. Among the presents sent by the Roman emperor to the king of the Horemites there were two hundred horses of the noblest breed of Cappadocia, conveyed in vessels constructed for the purpose. [Philopoggius Hist. eccles. L. iii. c. 4.]

353—It was customary now (and how long before we know not) to hold an annual fair about the beginning of September at Batne, a town of Macedonian origin, lying east from Antioch, and near the banks of the Euphrates. It was attended by great multitudes, for the purpose of dealing with the opulent merchants of the place, and others assembled from all quarters, in goods brought from India and other countries by land and by water, as we learn from Ammianus Marcellinus, [L. xiv] who mentions an attempt of the Persians to plunder it.

That diligent and judicious writer, who deservers to be called a geographer as well as an historian, gives a description of the countries beyond the eastern limits of the Roman empire in his twenty-third book, wherein he informs us, that the long route of the merchants trading to the famous nation of the Seres lay through a village called Lithinos-Pyrgos (the tower of stone), and along the ranges of mountains called Acaninia and Comedes. He does not tell us of what country these merchants were, but it is probable that they were subjects of the Roman empire. East from the River Jaxartes (Silon), says Ammianus, and surrounded by a vast circuit of lofty mountains, lies the extensive and fertile country of the Seres, bounded on the west by the Scythians, on the north and east by deserts covered with snow, and on the south by India and the Ganges. He proceeds to describe the Seres as a sedate
and gentle people, who never quarrel with their neighbours, are exempted from the alarms of war, and are even without the use of arms. Blessed with a fertile soil, and a delicious and salubrious climate, they pass their happy days in perfect tranquillity amid shady groves, which are fanned by gentle breezes, and produce fleeces of wool, which, after being sprinkled with water, is combed off in the finest threads, and woven into *sericium*. The Seres, satisfied with the happiness of their own condition, are very shy of having any intercourse with the rest of mankind; and when foreigners have passed a river to buy thread (feemingly raw silk) or other goods, they consider the price offered in silence, and transact their business without exchanging a word. And as the productions of their own country are sufficient to supply all their wants, and satisfy all their wishes, they receive nothing in exchange from the strangers but hard money. Such is the best account which Ammianus could obtain of the country, from which, through the agency of a great many hands, the Romans obtained the luxurious dresses called *sericium*, which, though formerly confined to the nobles, was now indiscriminately used by all classes of people, not only in clothing, but also in coverlets for their beds.

357—Paris, first mentioned by Julius Cæsar under the name of Lutecia or Lutetia, was now the residence of Julian, who, with the rank of Cæsar, governed the western provinces of the empire. It appears to have been still confined within the small island in the river, and to have been considered rather as a fortified post or castle than as a town.

359—When Julian was occupied in constructing a chain of fortified towns on the banks of the Rhine, he found that the adjacent country, neglected and exhausted by the calamities of war, was incapable of supporting the garrisons and inhabitants of his new settlements. He immediately constructed six hundred † vessels with the wood growing on

Erythrean sea, and the Seres metropolitan of Ptolemy, which the learned geographer d'Anville makes the same with the modern city of Kan-tcheou-fou, is situated in that division of Tangut, which is included in the province of Shen-feo, in the north-west part of the empire. [Recherches sur la Série des anciens, in Mem. de l'Acad., 1711, p. 379.] This position of the Seres agrees pretty well with the history, or tradition, of the origin of the Chinese, supposing them the descendents of the Seres, that their first settlements were in the north-west parts of the present empire of China, as it was pointed out by a well-informed Pandit to Sir William Jones. [See his Discours on the origin of the Chinese, in his Asiatic Researches, V. ii.]

* Perhaps the Seres were themselves the inventors of this story, which seemed to render it impossible for any other nation to obtain a participation in the silk harvest, just as similar fables were propagated respecting the production of spices.

† Some parts of this description may seem to be copied from Pliny. [Hist. nat. L. v., c. 17, 18.] Three or four centuries had not made the smallest addition to the knowledge of the nature of *sericium* among the Romans, beyond what they possessed in the days of Virgil or Pliny.

‡ Such is the number by Julian's own account in his Letter to the Athenians. Lullius says, there were eight hundred ships larger than lembs (*nauta pulvinis largius*); and he has been oftener referred to, not quoted, to prove that Britain exported every year corn sufficient to load eight hundred large ships; whereas, without affirming or denying that Britain could spare an equal quantity every year, he only says that such an exportation took place on that occasion. Of the burden of the vessels we can form no accurate judgment, unless we knew the ordinary size of lembs, which, if we may trust to such guides as Hengines, Nonius Marcellus, and Fulgentius, were small vessels or fishing boats; and
the banks of the river, and sent them to Britain, whence each of them carried several cargoes of corn, which supplied the wants of the settlers till their own lands were capable of supporting them with corn raised from the British fields: and he also erected granaries in place of those which had been burnt down, for the reception of the corn usually imported from Britain. [Julianus Orat. ad Arben.—Amn. Marcellin. L. xviii. Zosimus, L. iii.] This authentic fact furnishes an unquestionable proof of the fertility of Britain, and also of the flourishing state of agriculture in it. And the vast sums paid by the Anglo-Saxons in after ages to the northern invaders, afford a strong presumption, that Britain, while under the Roman government, was enriched by a great and long-continued favourable balance of trade, and thereby possessed a very great quantity of money at the final abdication of the Romans.

360.—The Roman subjects in Britain were miserably harassed by the incursions of the Scots and Picts, two fierce nations, who, breaking the terms of the pacification, ravaged the frontiers, and spread terror through the Roman provinces, still exhausted by the calamities of their former invasions. Julian dispatched Lupicinus against them with an army from Gaul, who landed at Rhusupiae, and marched to Lundinium (London), whence he was to proceed against the invaders. What his success was, we are not told; but his stay in the island was not above three or four months. Rhusupiae or Rhusupis (Richburgh on the east coast of Kent) was now the principal landing place from the continent; and Lundinium may be presumed to be a place of considerable importance, where the Roman general was to concert the operations of the campaign with the provincial governor. [Amn. Marcellin. L. xx.]

364.—The Saxons, a nation of Germany, who astonifed and terrified the Romans and their subjects by the daring intrepidity with which they

Procopius tells us, [Gothic. L. ii. c. 12] that the *lunghi belonging to a Roman fleet were carried upon carts from Genoa to the River Po. Perhaps we shall not greatly err, if we estimate Julian's river-bottom vessels rather than above fifty tons, which, instead of being called *lunghi, would not now be honored with the name of ships. But our antiquaries, if they had duly attended to Zosimus, who says, that the vessels made several voyages, and to Marcellinus, who hasannon a Brittons, that he might have very fairly credited Britain for at least two thousand cargoes of corn. Part of the corn carried from Gaul to Rome in the year 398, when Gillo withheld the African supplies, may with great probability be presumed to have been the produce of Britain.

* This is the earliest unquestionable extant authority for these new names of the invaders of the Romanized part of Britain, but they were apparently known by the same name before Constantine undertook an expedition against them in the year 343, referred to by Ammianus Marcellinus, as revealed in the early part of his work, which is unfortunately lost. If we could trust to rhetorical flourish, both these nations might be said to have frequently fought against the Britons of the fourth in the age of Julius Caesar; but we cannot with any degree of propriety venture to extract historical facts from the hyperbolical adulation of panegyric, especially in this age, when the emperors used to arrogate to themselves the actual merit of victories in battles which they never saw, and even the preposterous impudence to assume the titles of conquerors of nations who had in reality defeated their armies. The name of the Scots occurs in a quotation from Porphyry, who lived about a century before Ammianus; but it is doubted by some, whether Jerome, who makes the quotation, be not himself the original author of it.
skimmed over the roughest seas in boats made of leather, and by the
suddenness of their plundering incursions, now invaded the Roman pro-
vinces in Britain, (wherein their grandsons were to obtain such ample
possessions) in conjunction with the Picts, the Scots, and the Attacots,
a warlike nation, who now for the first time start into historic notice.

365-366—The provincials of Britain, accustomed to look for pro-
tection from their Roman sovereigns, and not daring, perhaps, not being
permitted, to take arms in their own defence, were ruined by the con-
tinual irruptions of these tremendous enemies, and by the gangs of sol-
diers, cheated of their pay by their officers, who infested the highways
as robbers, and extorted provisions from the natives. The count of the
sea-coast, an officer appointed to repel the piracies of the Saxons, was
slain in battle; and the duke of Britain, to whom the defence of the
northern frontier was committed, was outgeneraled by the military
policy of the barbarians. The succeeding Roman commanders appear
to have had no better success till Theodotius was sent with a powerful
reinforcement.

367—That general, when he landed at Rhenipiae, found that the
Picts, the Attacots, and the Scots, were roving at large through the
whole country, and that some parties of them, almost close upon him,
were driving before them the captive people with their cattle and other
property. But the undisciplined valour of the invaders was unable to
contend with the military science of the Roman general and the tried
courage of his numerous veteran troops. Theodotius, having recovered
all the plunder, made a triumphal entry into Londinium (now called
Augusta, and a colony, as all towns of that name were*), which was
saved from ruin or pillage by his seasonable arrival. [Amm. Marcell. L.
xxvii.—Liban. Orat. parent. c. 39.]

369—Theodotius, having reformed the abuses in the army, and re-
stored the cities and frontier posts in Britain, reconquered all the coun-
try occupied by the northern nations as far as the wall between the
Forth and the Clyde, which he erected into a fifth province, bounded
by the north and south walls, and gave it the name of Valentinia
in honour of the reigning emperors. [Amm. Marcell. L. xxvii.]

383—The most of the Roman forces, and a very great part of the
British youth, being carried over to the continent by Maximus to sup-
port his pretensions to the empire, the defenceless provinces were every

† Stillingfleet [Orig. Britan. p. 196] supposes
that Augusta was the capital of all Roman Britain,
and he quotes the opinion of Vellusius, [Her. Fin-
dul. L. 7?] that all towns dignified with that appel-
ation were capita gerund, the chief metropol
ties of the provinces. Perhaps a better argument
for its supremacy may be derived from the treasure
of the province being deposited in it, as we learn
from the Notitia imperii.
A.D. 388-400.

The west coasts of Britain were also infested with frequent predatory incursions by the Scots from the north-west, and the Picts from the north. [Gildas de excidio Britanniae, c. xi.]

388—The west coasts of Britain were also infested with frequent predatory incursions by the Scots of Ireland, probably accompanied by the aboriginal Irish. One of the best attested of the expeditions of these corsairs was that which they made off the Clyde as high as Dunbarton (apparently then called Thedosia), and carried off a great number of prisoners, whom they sold for slaves. Among their captives was Patrick, a youth in his sixteenth year, the son of Calpurnius, a deacon of the church, and apparently a Roman, who afterwards became so very famous as the patron saint of Ireland. This fact we learn from the works of Patrick himself, the oldest native or inhabitant of the British islands, whose writings have come down to our times.

396—An army, sent into Britain by Stilicho the regent of the western empire, repulsed the invaders; and a legion was quartered on the north frontier of the empire in Britain, but it was recalled very soon after. [Claudian. Laud. Stilic. L. ii.; Bell. Get.]

400—About this time the Notitia, or Court calendar, of the two Roman empires, seems to have been compiled. Among the great officers upon the British establishment the following appear to have been the principal.

The Vicarius Britanniarum, who was so called, as being the immediate deputy of the Praefectus Praetorio of Gaul, whose almost-imperial sway extended over Gaul, Spain, and Britain. The vicarius had under him:

the Consular governors of Maxima Cesariensi,

and of Valentia;

and the presidents of Britannia prima,

Britannia secunda,

and Flavia Cesariensi.

These great officers, who in modern language might be called the governor-general and lieutenant-governors, had in their hands the civil...
administrazione of the five provinces. The military force was under the
council of three great officers, viz.

**Comes limitum Britanniarum**, whose district is not expressed;

**Comes littoris Saxonic*”, who had under his command nine mar-
time garrisons on the east and south coasts; his particular duty being
the defence of the country against the Saxon freebooters;

**Dux limitum Britanniarum**, who commanded the garrisons of four-
teen towns in the province of Maxima, and twenty-three parties of fol-
diers, stationed at fortified posts on, or near, the south wall.

These three military commanders had under them 19,200 men and
2,700 horses; a great reduction from the army stationed in Britain in
former ages. But the Romans, whose wars were now not for conquest,
but for defence, found it necessary to draw their forces homeward; and
the provincial Britons were fully reconciled to the Roman dominion,
and the towns were in a great measure peopled by the descendants of
Roman soldiers and colonists.

There were also the following revenue officers, who in modern lan-
guage may be called

the receiver-general of the British revenue;

the receiver of the emperor’s private demesne rents;

the commissioner of the treasury at Augusta (London);

and the superintendent of a public manufacture carried on by women
at Venta (Winchelsea, or perhaps Caister near Norwich).

About this time an episcopal church built of stone, a kind of struc-
ture unusual among the Britons, was erected by Nintian, a British priest,
in a small island on the coast of the Novantes (Galloway), which, from
the white appearance of the building, obtained the name of Whit-hern
(or in Latin Candida cæsà).

Bells are said to have been invented by Paulinus, bishop of

* He is called by Ambrosius *comes* of the sea
coast; and the warden of the Cinque ports is sup-
posed to have been appointed in imitation of his
office.

I have given these titles in the original Latin,
because we have not Britly any corresponding
terms in English. The reader may consult Seiden’s
*Titles of honour*, part ii. c. 1.

† The office of the treasurer was probably in
the same spot where the Tower stands, and it is
likely that there was also a mint in the same place.
An ingot of silver, inscribed ’*Ex officio Honoris*,' was
found, with some gold coins of Arcadius and
Honorius, in the old foundation of the ordination
office in the Tower in the year 1777. [Archaeo-
logia, Vol. iv. p. 291.]

‡ Though Camden has fixed this manufacture
at Winchelsea, as being the most considerable of
the three towns in Britain called Venta, we have
no certain knowledge of the place, nor can we even
be positive of the existence of the manufacture; for
various readings have Venteniss (belonging to, or
at, Venta), and Beneniss (meaning unknown, if
any) gynemiss (manufacture conducted by women),
and cynglib (dog-kennel). Therefore they have
gone much too far who have added these words
as a proof of the antient superiority of British
wool.

§ This was by far the most antient bishoppick
in the country since called Scotland; but York,
and the other old British bishippicks in the Rom-
an part of the island, if the notice concerning
them be sufficiently authentic, were about a century
earlier, which I did not advert to, when, trailing
too implicitly to Bede and William of Malmsbury,
who have totally omitted the British bishops of
York, &c. I said (in Geographical Illustrations of
Scottish History, vo. 2, Biskber] that this was the
most antient bishoppick on the north side of the
Humber.
Nola in Campania *; but it could only be an improvement upon the bells adapted to churches; for bells of gold, which founded, are mentioned in the book of Exodus [c. 28.]. Every classical reader knows, that instruments of brass, which seem to have been bells, were founded in Rome, to give notice to the people, when the public baths were ready †.

409.—The Britons, abandoned to the ravages of the Saxons, Picts, Scots, and Attacots, by the degenerate emperor Honorius, who did not dare to venture his person on the outside of the walls of Ravenna, esteemed their independence; and, trusting to their own courage and exertions, they found that these were sufficient, without any foreign aid, to deliver their country from the invaders. If their feecession could derive any validity from the consent or approbation of such a sovereign as Honorius, that was also bestowed in letters which he addressed to the cities or states of Britain, wherein he exhorted them to take the management of their affairs into their own hands. The example of the Britons was soon followed by their neighbours on the nearest coast of Gaul, who also withdrew their allegiance from a master incapable of affording them any protection. [Zosimi H. L. iv.]

410.—Alicar, the great king of the Goths, after having humbled Rome by exacting a tribute of 5,000 pounds of gold, 30,000 pounds of silver, 4,000 garments of silk (or sericum), 3,000 skins, or fleeces, of a purple, scarlet, or crimson, colour, and 3,000 pounds of pepper ‡, by three sieges, and the creation and degradation of a valiant emperor, took possession of the no-longer-proud and insulting capital, gave his soldiers permission to seize the accumulated plunder of eight hundred years (for so long was it since the city had been taken by the Gauls), and in some degree avenged upon Rome the cause of mankind. [Zosimi H. L. v.]

419.—Theodosius, the emperor of the East, was so sensible of the importance of a naval force, that he prohibited his subjects, under pain of death, from teaching the art of ship-building to the barbarians, i.e. nations not subject to the Roman empire. [Cod. Theod. L. ii. tit. 40.]

422.—It might be supposed, that the Britons, possessed of independence, and improved in agriculture, arts, science, and manufactures, by the money without melting down the statues of several gold and silver deities, among which Zosimus particularly regrets the goddess Virtus or Valour, the definition of which, he says, was the extinction of the last spark of fortitude and virtue among the Romans.—The meaning of the words κοινήσας διηγημα is uncertain: the first was a very expensive colour, but whether purple, scarlet, or crimson, is unknown: the second is translated by Mr. Gibson piece of fine stuff. It appears from Pliny [L. viii. c. 49.] that they had a method of dying the wool upon the living sheep.
almoft four centuries of Roman instruction, would immediately have
Rhone out a great and flourishing people; that the abundance of their
produce and manufactures would have supplied the materials of a very
extensive commerce; and that they would have availed themselves of
their insular situation, and their knowlege of the Latin language, (then
generally understood in the western parts of Europe) to carry on a great
active trade to at least all the neighbouring countries*. The very re-
verie was the truth. Weakened by many and great levies of Britifh
soldiers repeatedly drawn off, not only by the pretenders to the empire,
but also for regular garrisons in distant provinces†; accustomed to look
up to Rome for protection as well as government; and probably de-
prived by death, or envy, of the superior talents which had given life
to their spirited conduct in the year 410, they sunk into dejection and
inactivity. Finding themselves incapable of conducting their own af-
fairs, they dispatched ambassadors to the Roman court, begging permis-
sion to return to their former allegiance, and imploring affiitance against
their enemies. A legion was accordingly sent to their relief, the whole
Roman part of the Jland was recovered, and the wall of Lollius Urbi-
cus was rebuilt, though in a very imperfect manner. [Gild. c. 12.—
The Roman legion being again withdrawn, the northern invaders,
without taking the trouble of attacking the useless wall, crossed the thirts
in their boats, and repeated their customary ravages. A Roman legion
was again granted to the prayers of the Britons, and the invaders, who
were driving off their annual prey, were attacked, and repelled beyond
the thirts (p. 426). But the Roman commander, exhorting the Britons
to apply to the art of war, and depend on their own valor for their
protection, gave them notice that no more assistance could be afforded
them in future. Before leaving them he gave them directions and affi-
sance in rebuilding the south wall in a substantial manner, whereby
the province of Valentia was abandoned, and it was immediately occu-
pied by the Picts. The Romans also assisted in erecting watch-towers
along the south coast of the island, to give notice of, and afford some
defence against, the incursions of the Saxon rovers; and having accom-
plished these works, they took leave of Britain for ever. [Gild. c. 14.—
Sigeberti Chron. ad an. 426.]
447—The attention of Theodofius to his marine has been already
observed. In order to prevent the destruction of the western empire,
threatened by the formidable fleets of Genefic, the Vandal sovereign

* Gildas, in his florid description of Britain, says that the luxuries (delites) of foreign countries
were imported into the mouths of the Thames and the Severn in times preceding his own. [Gildas
Hist. c. 8.]
† See the Notitia imperii for the statinary troops, or Camden [Britann. p. 60, ed. 1607] for the
whole of them collected in one view.
of Africa, he equipped eleven hundred large ships, with a proportional army, to act in conjunction with the western forces. But this prodigious armament only proceeded as far as Sicily, and performed nothing.

446—Though the unfortunate Britons had almost a certainty of being refused, they were again driven by the cruel oppression of their northern neighbours to implore the protection of Ætius, who then governed the western empire in the name of Valentinian. But the Romans, who at this time dreaded the loss of Italy itself, had given up all pretensions to the protection of distant subjects or allies.

449—In a few years (for the precise date is uncertain) the assistance, which the Romans were incapable of giving, was afforded by a party of Yutes, or Geats, who, arriving on the coast of Kent in a fleet consisting of only three long ships, under the command of two brothers called Hengist and Horda, and immediately joining the Britons, marched against the invaders, whom they encountered and defeated (according to the old English authors, at Stanford in the south corner of Lincolnshire). The favorable relief was rewarded with a grant of the island of Thanet, wherein the Yutes settled. They immediately transmitted a flattering account of their success to their friends on the continent, which procured a reinforcement of five thousand men in seventeen ships.

So great an accession of followers enabled Hengist to become the master, instead of the mercenary ally, of the unhappy Britons. He soon found an opportunity of quarreling with them, and, striking up a peace with the Picts, bent his whole force against his late friends. He and his successors, and the chiefs of the numerous swarms of the Saxons, whom Zosimus distinguishes as the bravest of the Germans, with other bold adventurers from the continent, who, with their wives and children, crowded over to share the fertile lands of Britain, in the course of about a century and a half made themselves masters of the best part of the country from the Channel on the south to the Firth of Forth on the north. Such of the surviving natives of the conquered country as did not submit to live under them, were obliged to retire before them to the west side of the island, of which, from the lands-end to the Firths of Clyde and Forth, they maintained the possession for many ages, till they were gradually subdued, and annexed to the more powerful monarchies of England and Scotland.

* It is impossible to fix the precise date of the memorable arrival of Hengist and Horda, Bede assumes the year 449, as appears by King Alfred's Saxon translation, as well as the Latin original; and he is followed by the Saxo-Chronicle and the succeeding writers. But the various dates and facts stated by Camden [Brutainia, p. 94, ed. 1607] deserve the attention of the critical reader.

† If these numbers are nearly accurate, (for the different accounts vary from sixteen to eighteen ships) the German rovers, besides their leather boats and large canoes, must have had very respectable vessels, properly and strongly constructed, to be capable of carrying about three hundred men each, besides women and children, even for a short passage.
450—If we may trust to Joceline, one of the many biographers of St. Patric, the Irish town called Eblana by the geographers of the Roman empire, called at this time Ath-cliath by the Irish, and afterwards Dufflin, Duelfin, Duvelin, and Dublin, was a noble city, famous for its commerce, and surrounded by woods of oaks and dens of wild beasts. But the later part of this description does not very well agree with a populous or commercial city.

452—The invasion of Italy by Attila, king of the Huns, with his tremendous army, consisting of a vast number of nations assembled under his victorious standard, gave birth to a new city, which in time rose to such commercial eminence, as to rival the ancient fame of Tyre and Carthage, and the more recent pre-eminence of Alexandria. The Veneti, a very ancient nation, resembling the Gauls in their manners, but of a different language, possessed the fertile country watered by the Padus (Po), from the confines of the Cenomani (or Cencomani) down to the head of the Adriatic gulf. Their name was famous in the tragic, and in the fabulous, poetry of antiquity: but the first historic notice of them, according to Livy, [L. v. c. 33] is their maintaining their possessions, when all the neighboring country was over-run by the Tyrrhenians, or Tuscani. Many ages afterwards, in the absence of their neighbors, the Gauls on their expedition against the Romans, wherein, after defeating them and their allies, and chasing them for three days together, they followed them into Rome, which they took possession of, (390 years before the Christian era) the Veneti made an inroad into their country, which was a happy circumstance to the Romans, as it obliged the Gauls to abandon Rome, in order to march to the defence of their own territories. [Polyb. Hpl. L. ii. cc. 17, 18.] The Veneti, being afterwards swallowed up in the Roman empire, had a subordinate share of its prosperity; and they had now an abundant share of misery. Their property was pillaged, their towns were leveled with the ground, and those who escaped from the sword were compelled to fly from their native country. Most of them fled to a numerous cluster of small muddy islands, separated from each other only by narrow channels, wherein they found an obscure and safe retreat, protected from the attacks of land forces by a sea, probably then about ten miles broad *, too shallow and intricate to be navigated by vessels of any force, but too deep to be forded, and secured against naval attacks by a chain of long narrow islands, which line the coast for many miles, and render the approach of a hostile fleet almost impossible. There the

* It is not near so broad now. Everywhere upon this coast the sea has retired considerably from the land. Ravenna is now four miles from the sea, and its harbour, in which Augustus kept two hundred and fifty ships of war, has for many centuries been covered with trees, and is called Chiaffi, a corruption of the Latin word Claffi, the name of the suburb adjacent to the harbour, so called as being the station of the fleets, claffi...
miserable remains of the Veneti, the noble and the plebeian reduced to the common level of poverty; constructed some poor huts, and supported themselves by fishing; and by making salt, the first article of their trade, which they carried in their boats to the neighbouring coasts, and even into the interior regions, by means of the rivers; and they received in exchange corn and other necessaries; for their own islands afforded them nothing at all but room for their huts. Such was the humble and diffident origin of the illustrious commercial city of Venice.

455—Carthage, after being rebuilt by the Romans, was considered as the first city of Africa. But in every respect it was far inferior to its antient condition; and in a commercial view the Roman Carthage scarcely deferred to be called the shadow of the Phenician Carthage. Of its manufactures we know no more than that one of the gymnasion, or factories wherein women were employed, had been established in it [Notitia imperii, § 42]; and that its trade consisted in collecting the corn from the industrious farmers of Africa, and transporting it for the support of their idle Roman matters. Genéric, the king of the Vandals, was now master of Africa and Carthage; and a numerous and powerful fleet was once more conducted out of its harbour to strike terror into Rome. Whatever the citizens of Rome had acquired during a respite of forty-five years, whatever the piety, the mercy, or the haft, of Alaric had spared, was deliberately collected in a space of fourteen days by the Vandals, and, together with many thousands of the wretched Romans, was conveyed onboard the fleet, and landed in Carthage, the streets of which exhibited on this occasion the spoils of the heathen and Christian temples of Rome, and those of the temple of Jerusalem, which had been carried off by Titus Vespasian. Thus did Genéric in a small measure revenge the destruction of Carthage upon Rome.

468—Leo, the emperor of the East, fitted out a fleet of eleven hundred and thirteen ships, carrying above one thousand men. The expense of the expedition, which was no less than one hundred and thirty thousand pounds of gold, (above five millions sterling) exhausted the revenue, and ruined many of the cities. It was an effort disproportionate to the weak state of the empire, not yet recovered from the heavy expense of the useless fleet of Theodosius; and it ended in ruin and disgrace. Genéric became the sovereign of the Mediterranean sea, and the possession of the islands must ever follow the dominion of the sea, Sicily, Sardinia, &c. were added to the African dominions of Genéric, and the western Roman empire was almost shrunk to Italy.

472—Rome was taken and sacked by the Gothic chief Ricomer, the mighty maker and destroyer of many emperors of the West; and in a
few years it was taken possession of by Odoacer, who finally extinguished the western Roman empire, which had for so many ages given laws to a great portion of mankind. Odoacer, in contemptuous mercy, permitted Romulus, who was the last nominally-Roman emperor of Rome, to retire to a delightful and magnificent villa in Campania, and even allowed him an annual pension of six thousand pieces of gold. Italy (for the other provinces were all by this time alienated from it) now became subject to a sovereign who scorned to assume the name of Roman or emperor, or to permit an useless and expensive phantom to convey his commands to his subjects, as the masters of the nominal emperors for some time had done.

493—By the defeat and death of Odoacer the sovereignty of Italy was transferred to Theodoric, the chief or king of the Ostro-Goths. Under the peaceable reign of this benevolent conqueror Italy again began to flourish. A fleet of a thousand armed boats was established to protect the coasts from the piratical invasions of the African Vandals and the eastern Romans. Large tracts of marshy land, which had become useless by neglect, were reclaimed and cultivated; the exertions of protected industry restored the country to its natural fertility; and Rome no longer depended for subsistence upon Carthage or Alexandria. As a proof of the abundance of the harvests, we are told that wheat was sold at the rate of five shillings and sixpence of sterling money a quarter, and wine at less than three farthings a gallon. [Fragm. Valerian.] By the munificent attention of Theodoric, an ample fund in money and materials, under the care of a professed architect and proper guardians, was applied for the preservation of the public buildings and other monuments of ancient art, and new buildings for use or embellishment were erected. The Italians (or Romans, as they chose to call themselves) recovered from the desolation of the preceding ages. They acquired wealth, and they were not afraid to enjoy it. Italy, which in its most flourishing state before the age of Homer had furnished some commodities which attracted the visits of the industrious Phoenicians, was again resorted to by foreign merchants; and several fairs were appointed for exchanging its redundant produce with the merchandise of other countries. About this time (a. 500) many rich Jews, attracted by the flattering prospect of commerce in a country apparently rising into prosperity, and where religious persecution was prohibited by the wisdom and the power of the sovereign, established themselves in the principal cities of Italy; and it is very probable that the most of the trade of it passed through their hands. But it was a trade more resembling the first efforts of an infant colony, or of a nation just emerging from barbarism, than what might have been expected from a great country, which by

* And yet the deduction of the monuments of ancient art is generally, but most ignorantly, imputed to the Goths.
its advantages of climate, soil, and situation, to say nothing of its ancient military superiority, might have commanded, at least, the commerce of every coast of the Mediterranean sea, if it had been in the hands of an industrious and mercantile people.

At the conclusion of the fifth century of the Christian era the western Roman empire, which had included the most temperate and fertile, the most populous, and the best cultivated, regions of Europe, and at least an equal share of the most fertile part of Africa, was divided as follows. Theodoric, king of the Goths and of Italy, possessed, along with it and Sicily, that part of Gaul which lies east of the Rhone, the provinces of Rhaetia, Noricum, Pannonia, and Dalmatia, the Danube forming the northern boundary of his ample dominions, which comprehended the most valuable part of the late Western empire. The African provinces were subject to the Vandals. Spain was divided between the Goths and Suevians. Gaul, except what lay east from the Rhone, was occupied by the Franks, the Burgundians, and a colony of Britons.

The Eastern empire was still entire, if it could properly be called so, when not only the frontier provinces on the lower Danube, but even the whole country to the very gates of Constantinople, and to the southern extremity of Greece, were frequently pillaged with impunity, and sometimes taken possession of, by roving nations, who, whether they professed hostility or submission to the empire, were almost equally dreadful to the unhappy subjects, whom they swept before them in war, or exhausted by heavy tributes in peace. Such was generally the condition of the Eastern, Roman, Constantinopolitan, or Greek, empire, which dragged out a feeble existence of many centuries, till it was finally subdued by the Turks, in whose hands it continues to this day.

It must be evident to every attentive reader of the preceding pages, that, if we except the Oriental regions, the transactions of which are unfortunately almost unknown to us, there was very little of real commerce in the world after the destruction of the illustrious commercial city of Carthage. The conveyance to Rome, and afterwards to Constantinople, of the corn and other provisions, the manufactures of all parts of the empire, and the luxuries of the East by the agency of the merchants of Alexandria and those concerned in the over-land trade, was all that remained to the subjects of the Roman empire in place of the active commerce by which industry had been created, animated, and supported, in every country which had the happiness of being connected with the merchants of Sidon, of Tyre, and of Carthage.

The Britons, who had long ago been left to themselves by the Romans, were struggling for their lives and liberties against fierce invaders on every side. The Yutes, who showed the way to the other German nations, had established themselves in their small kingdom of Kent, un-
der the sovereignty of Hengist and his family. The kingdom of the South-Saxons, comprehending the modern shires of Surrey and Suffex, was also established. And Cerdic, whose posterity were destined to sway the sceptre of all the British islands, had just laid the foundation of his more extensive kingdom of the West-Saxons. As yet no Angles (or English) had arrived, at least not in such numbers as to form establishments in their own name. All these nations, together with the lesser bands of Frisians, Rugians; Danes, &c. have in succeeding ages been known under the general names of Saxons*, Anglo-Saxon, Angles, and English.

The northern part of the late Roman provinces in Britain, except a small kingdom of the Britons in the south-west part of Scotland, was occupied by the Picts, who extended their dominion at least as far south as the wall between the Tine and the Solway firth.

A colony of Scots (or Dalreudini, as Bede calls them from their leader Reiuda, or Riada) had passed over from Ireland, probably in the third century, and occupied Argyle-fhire, with some of the adjacent lands, and, apparently, the neighbouring islands. About the end of the fifth century, they were reinforced by another colony of the same race, under the command of three brothers, called Lorn, Ængus, and Fergus, the latter of whom appears to have succeeded to the dominions of one or both of his brothers (a. 503); and he is generally reckoned the first of the Scottish kings, and the ancestor of the kings of Scotland; and of those of Great Britain.

Ireland at this time contained, besides the tribes enumerated by Ptolemy, a colony of the Picts, and a nation called Scots, who appear from the works of St. Patrick to have been the ruling people. It is is probable, and we can have nothing better than probability, that all the tribes, or nations of Ireland, migrated at different times from the western shores of Britain†.

Such were about this time the nations, whose posterity, with a mixture of Norwegians, Danes, and Norman-French, constitute the population of the British islands. And, though migrations and conquests do not in strict propriety belong to commercial history, I have thought it incumbent upon me to give at least a very brief account of events, which gave almost an entire new population to these islands, which were destined by Providence to surpass the commercial fame of all the nations of antiquity, to extend their commercial enterprises to every port upon the surface of the globe, and to cover the ocean with their innumerable sails.

* The Welsh and the Highlanders of Scotland to this day scarcely know the English by any other name than Saxon.

† Ireland is visible in clear weather from St. Davids in Wales; and it is but sixteen miles from the Mull of Galloway, and only ten from the Mull of Kentive, in Scotland.
The Romanized Britons were much superior to all their invaders in
the arts and sciences, except the art of war. But the faint light of learning
and knowledge remaining in the island, was almost extinguished by
the long continued and bloody wars, which, during several dark cen-
turies depopulated the country, and defoliated the cities of Britain.

The following particulars of the manners, manufactures, &c. of the
inhabitants of the British islands beyond the limits of the Roman con-
quests (to whom I have scarcely had an opportunity of paying any atten-
tion hitherto), are chiefly collected from the ancient biographers of
the saints, almost the only writers of the western world in the dark ages,
and brought together as throwing some glimmering of light upon the
small portion of arts, manufactures, trade, and navigation, existing in
these remote regions about this time *.

The Irish still retained the custom, noted by Solinus, of adorning
their swords and daggers with the polished teeth of animals. [Adammii
Vita Columbae, MS. Bib. Reg. 8, d, ix. L. iii. c. 39.] The manufacture of
swords and other weapons was in very early times practised, in every
part of the British islands.

The luxury of riding in chariots was common in Britain and Ireland.

[Patricii Synod. can. 9.—Cogitoi Vita Brigitae, ap. Meafingham, cc. 6, 7, 11.
—Adamn. L. i, c. 99; L. ii, c. 43.]

A common article of dress was a cloak or plaid (peplum, pallium,
fagum) adorned with a variety of colours, which was probably of home
manufacture. [Adamn. L. iii. c. 1.] They had fine linen, which, with
other articles of sumptuous dress, may be presumed to have been im-
ported. The bodies of the dead, at least those of eminent rank, were
wrapped in fine linen. [Patricii Synod. can. 9.—Cogit. e. 11.—Adamn.
L. iii. c. 26.] Decency of dress was recommended to all, but particu-
larly to clergymen and their wives. [Patricii Synod. can. 6.]

In the churches and abbeys there were bells, which the pious and in-
dustrious abbots sometimes made with their own hands. [Vita Guliel
quoted in Uefiri Brit. eccles. antiqu. p. 905, ed. 1659.—Adamn. L. i, c. 11
L. iii. c. 23.]

Water mills were introduced in Britain by the Romans, as appears
by the remains of a Roman mill lately discovered at Manchester: [Whit-
aker's Hist. of Manchester, p. 315] and as they are frequently mentioned
during the Saxon period, we may be assured, that an engine so very use-
ful, and also of such simple construction, was never allowed to go out
of use. About this time they were also used in Ireland. [Cogitoi.
c. 13.]

Vessels made of glass for drinking out of were used even in the ex-

* Patrici flourished from A. D. 432, the year
of his mission, to 493; Brigit, about 500; and
Columba, from 522 to 597. The lives here quot-
tremity of Britain by the northern Picts; but whether they were manufactured by themselves, or imported, we are not told. [Adamn. L. ii. c. 32.] We have reason to believe that the art of manufacturing glass was known to the southern Britons before the invasion of the Romans.

Ale was a common drink, and made at home. Wine was also used upon some occasions, and most probably imported. [Cassius, c. 4.

Adamn. L. ii. c. 1.]

The natives of Ireland, and the north-west coast of Britain, and the adjacent islands, caught salmon, and other fish with nets. [Adamn. L. ii. cc. 17, 18; L. iii. cc. 24.] So it appears that they had no aversion to fish, whatever their ancestors may have had. (See above, p. 200.) But they knew nothing of the vast advantage to be derived from an extensive fishery, and only caught fish for their own use.

Though the leather boats of the Britons chiefly attracted the attention of foreigners, as being unusual with them, we must not suppose they had no others. They certainly learned to build vessels of wood while under the Roman dominion, if they had them not before. About this time, even in the remote Western islands, they had long vessels built of oak planks; and they all carried at least one sail. Some of the vessels covered with leather, were sufficient to go long voyages; at least as far as from Ireland to Orkney, and even to advance as far into the Northern ocean as a run of fourteen days with full sail before a south wind. [Adamn. L. i. c. F; L. ii. cc. 42, 45.]

I may here also observe, that instruments and trinkets made of gold, some of them of considerable weight, were by no means uncommon in Ireland, as appears from the great numbers of them found in various parts of the country, though they probably belong to ages prior to any authentic history. As civilized nations do not carry the precious metals to countries in an inferior state of civilization, it seems more probable that the gold was found in mines, of which there are still some vestiges in Ireland, than that it was imported, though we should even suppose with Tacitus (see above, p. 189), that Ireland had a greater foreign trade than Britain.

* It is proper to observe, that Cúmán, who died in the year 699, and was the original writer of the Life of Columba, has not a word of the story containing the notice of the drinking glass. It is not known in what year Adamnan wrote his greatly-enlarged copy of Cúmán's Life of Columba. The manufacture of glass was introduced among the English of Northumberland in the year 657.

† It appears, that some wrong-headed monks, either by tears of weather, or by design, (for the persecution of religion was supposed to consist in rendering themselves aids by withdrawing from society,) had actually sailed to Ireland, where they settled, it being most probably impossible for them to find their way back again; and their books in the Irish language, &c. were found there by the first colonists from Norway. [Arvi Schede de Hibernia, c. 4.]

‡ See Archæologia Britann. V. iii. p. 555; 1 V. iii. p. 381. Vallancey's Collectanea de reribus Hibernicis, n°. 334. One gold fobol of ten ounces (reprented in plate vi. n°. 2) was sold to a goldsmith, who informed Colonel Vallancey, that he had melted down several of that form, one of which weighed sixteen ounces.
517.-The Danes made their first appearance under that name in history, when an army of them landed in Gaul, and ravaged the country between the Maese and the Rhine. In their retreat they were attacked by the Franks, who recovered all the plunder from them. [Geog.-

Turon. L. iii. c. 3.]

522.-The Oriental commerce of the Red sea appears to have made a regular progress down the west coast of it. The earliest port I find mentioned is Heroopolis, at the very head of the west branch, or on a canal drawn from the Nile to it. Myos-hormos and Berenice, afterwards became the seats of the trade. And we find, from the works of Cosmas, that it had now quite deserted the Roman dominions, probably in consequence of the calamities which attached upon Egypt by Caracalla and Diocletian, and settled at Adulis, a port of Ethiopia, (or Abyssinia) near the mouth of the Red sea, and far beyond the utmost limits of the empire. That port was now frequented by the merchants of Alexandria, by Cosmas, and his neighbours (who resided in some other part of Egypt), and by the merchants of Aela, an Arabian port belonging to the Roman at the head of the eastern branch, where, in an earlier age, Solomon had his harbour of Eziongeber; and from it the Egyptians, as deft to adventure upon the Ocean, embarked, apparently as carriers or freighters, on board the vessels of the port. The aromatics, incense, and speceris, the ivory, and the emeralds, of Ethiopia, were collected in the port of Adulis, and shipped by the merchants of the place, on board their own vessels, which they sent to India, Persia, South Arabia, and the Roman empire, the only parts of which, accessible by their vessels, were Egypt and the north of Arabia.

The great island of Ceylon, (or Ceylon), again called Taprobane by the Greeks, was now the chief seat of the commerce of the Indian ocean. Its ports were frequented by vessels from India, Persia, Ethiopia, South Arabia, Tsinitza (or China), and other eastern countries; and the merchants of Ceylon carried on a very active trade in their

* The position of it cannot be precisely ascertained.
† Indicopleustes signifies navigator of India. He was a merchant; and he founds his narrative, he tells us, upon his own knowledge, enriched by inquiries made in every place to which he traded. In his old age he became a monk, and did in another Greek merchant of his acquaintance. Egypt, the fruitful parent of superstition, afforded the first example of the monastic life, in the early part of the fourth century.

A passage of Cosmas may be obtained by looking at the dolphin of the ancient. He says, 'the fish of the turtle is like that of the dolphin, also kind, tender, and nearly as agreeable to the taste of the turtle.'
A. D. 522.

own vessels to all those countries. They received from Tzinitza, silk, now called by the new name of metaxa, aloes, cloves, the wood of cloves, sandal wood, and other articles; from Male (Malabar) they imported pepper; from Calliena *, now a place of great trade, copper, wood of selame like ebony, and a variety of stuffs; and from Sindu, musk, castoreum, and spikenard. All these articles, together with some spiceries †, and the hyacinth, for which the island was famous, were exported to every shore of the Indian ocean.

The Persian traders to Siele-div appear to have been very numerous, since there was a church erected for them, the clergy of which received ordination in Persia. A principal part of their cargoes consisted of Persian horses for the use of the king.

The chief ports of the mainland of India at this time were Sindu ‡ on the River Sind or Indus, Orotha, Calliena, Sibor, Male famous for pepper, as were also the five ports of Parti, Mangaruth, Salopatana, Nalopatana, and Pudapatana §.

Tzinitza, which is expressly noted as the country producing the silk, is, according to Cofinas, as far beyond Siele-div, as Siele-div is from the head of the Persian gulf; and it is bounded by the Ocean, there being no inhabited country beyond it. The short land carriage between Tzinitza and Persia, (which, however, he elsewhere calls a journey of a hundred and fifty days) is assigned as the reason of the great abundance of silk in the later.

Cofinas also describes a trade conducted by caravans, sent by Elefbaan †, the king of the Axumites on the east coast of Africa, who exchanged iron, salt, and cattle, for pieces of gold, with an inland nation in the same silent manner that the Carthaginians carried on a trade on the west coast of Africa, described by Herodotus many centuries before Cofinas, and by Cadamosfo and Doctor Shaw, many centuries after him ‡.

From the view of the Oriental trade given by Cofinas, we see that the Roman province of Egypt had now the smallest concern in it, and that only by the medium of a foreign port; and the Persians and Ethiopians of this age appear to have been more largely engaged in it than

---

* Calliena was one of the ports formerly shut against the Egyptian Greeks, in order to force all the trade to go to Barygaza. See above, p. 169.

† Cofinas has not a word of cinnamon as the produce of Siele-div, or indeed of any of the Oriental countries. He seems to confine the growth of it to Ethiopia, in a country near the ocean of Zingion, which is probably the name now called Zanguc-bar.

‡ Perhaps Patala, or the Barbaric emporium of the Periplus.

§ The names of places found somewhat more Indian-like in Cofinas than in the Periplus. The Greeks were very tardy in adopting the genuine names of the foreign places they had occasion to mention.

¶ When Cofinas was at Aduli, Elefbaan, called also Hellithaus and Caled, was preparing to make an expedition against the Homerites of Arabia Felix, which is mentioned by several other authors.

‖ See above, p. 55.
the Arabians, unless the later, in consequence of his having no transactions with them, have been neglected in his narrative.

From the writings of Cosmas we may also learn the deplorable decay of science since the age of Pliny. The chief intent of his work, which he calls Christian topography, was to confute the heretical opinion of the earth being a globe, together with the pagan assertion that there was a temperate zone on the south side of the torrid zone; and to inform his readers, that, according to the true orthodox system of cosmography, it was a quadrangular plane, extending four hundred courses, or days journeys, from east to west, and exactly half as much from north to south, inclosed by lofty walls, upon which the canopy or vault of the firmament rested; that a huge mountain on the north side of the earth, by intercepting the light of the sun, produced the vicissitudes of day and night; and that the plane of the earth had a declivity from north to south, by reason of which the Euphrates, Tigris, and other rivers running south, are rapid, whereas the Nile, having to run up hill, has necessarily a very slow current. [Cosmas, Topog. Chrifl.—Procop. Perfc. L. i. c. 20.]

523—The Venetians, who escaped the destroy ing sword of Attila in the year 452, appear to have now established a regular internal government or police. Their boats were enlarged to vessels capable of visiting every part of the Adriatic gulf, and worthy of the attention of the supreme government, now in the hands of the Gothic king of Italy, whose minister, Caiilodorus, addressed a letter to the maritime tribunes of Venice, requiring them to transport the public stores of wine and oil from Istria to Ravenna.†

After dispatching his official business, Caiilodorus, very fortunately for the cause of genuine history, runs out in a kind of poetical, but apparently a true, description of the celebrated city of Venice, (' Venetia predicabiles') which he compares to the Cyclades, as he does their houses to the nets of aquatic fowls, yet upon ground not provided by nature, but made by human industry, and consolidated by means of slender fences made of twisted oars (such as the Dutch call stenck and rijn). The distinction of rich and poor was still unknown in Venice: all the citizens lived on the same fish diet. Their only emulation was in the manufacture of salt, an article, which, as he observes to the comfort of the Venetians, is more indispensably

* The ancient Chinese believed the earth to be a perfect square. [Staunton's Embarf. F. ii. p. 329. 2nd ed.]
† When individuals or communities become prosperous, their vanity requires to be flattered with the imaginary dignity of their ancestors. The Venetians have accordingly pretended, that their state is the only true and legitimate offspring of the Roman republic, the freedom and independence of which has remained entire in Venice. The requisition of Theodore, by the letter of his minister, shows that he at least thought otherwise, and reckoned them in the number of his subjects; and it is not likely, that they ventured to dispute his claim to their allegiance. It is also certain, that they afterwards acknowledged themselves vassals of both the Eastern and Western empires for some ages.
A. D. 523.

necessary than gold. Caffiodorus remarks their custom of tying their boats to their walls, as people tie their horses and cows in other places; their navigation through their country, or city; their safe and pleasant voyages upon the rivers of the adjacent continent, wherein their vessels appear to a spectator, who does not see the water, to be gliding through the meadows, and the mariner, exempted from all danger of shipwreck, instead of being carried by his vessel, drags it along with a rope, while he walks upon the dry land. [Cassiodori Var. L. xii, epist. 24.]

533—The prosperity of Europe and Africa was interrupted by the weak ambition, or avarice, of Justinian, who, being desirous to recover the Western empire from the barbarians, sent against Africa a fleet consisting of five hundred transports, from thirty to five hundred tuns, which carried thirty-five thousand men, five thousand horses, warlike stores, provisions, &c. and these were protected by ninety-two dromones, or warlike ships. This fleet, not half so numerous as those which had been fitted out by the preceding emperors for the same purpose, completely broke the power of the Vandals, and added the African provinces, Sardinia, and Corsica, to the eastern Roman empire. But it was conducted by Belisarius: and such was the effect of the superior talents of one man.

535—The same victorious general was employed to wrest Sicily from the Goths: and their government being at this time in some confusion, that fertile island submitted to Belisarius, almost without opposition. He next attacked Italy, and he even got possession of Rome, (a. 536), the inhabitants of which rejoiced in being again subject to a sovereign, who had the name of a Roman emperor. The great talents of Belisarius, who, though a native of Thrace, and living in a degenerate age, may justly be called one of the best, and the last, of the Roman generals, were eminently displayed in sustaining a siege of above a year by a very great, but ill-conducted, army of the Goths.

537—Rome being in want of flour during the siege, and the small streams, by which the mills were turned, being in the possession of the Goths, the provident genius of Belisarius contrived to moor barges in the stream of the Tiber, and on them he constructed mills, which ground corn for the support of the people, as long as the siege continued. [Procop. Goth. L. i. c. 19.]

538—Belisarius, having repelled the enemy from Rome, pursued his advantages, till he brought the kingdom of the Goths in Italy to the brink of ruin, and sent their king Vitiges a prisoner to Constantinople.

At the commencement of this war the Goths ceded the cities of Arcate (Arles), and Massilia (Marseilles) the antient colony of the Phocceans, with the adjacent territories, to the Franks, who were already masters of almost all the rest of Gaul and a considerable part of Germany, and now by the possession of the south coast of Gaul acquired the command of
the adjacent sea. Upon this occasion the sovereign of the Franks accepted from Justinian a resignation of the right, which he, as emperor of Rome, might claim to those territories, and to the allegiance of the subjects. The Roman, or rather Grecian, historian adds, that the kings of the Franks were permitted to coin money made of Gallic gold, and to mark it with their own portrait instead of the emperor's; a privilege denied even to the kings of Persia, who could put their own heads only upon silver coins, as gold coins with any other head than the emperor's would not be accepted even among the barbarous nations, that is to say, nations not subject to the Roman, or Constantinopolitan, empire.

546—From the oppression and misconduct of Justinian's officers and tax-gatherers Italy was delivered by the valour and virtue of Totila, the king of the Goths, who punished the defection of Rome by banishing the senators, and giving the city to be plundered by his army; after which he abandoned the ancient capital of the world, as unworthy of his attention. It was immediately taken possession of by Belisarius. But that great general was drawn off by the imprudence, or the envy, of Justinian (a. 548); and the fluctuating dominion of Italy and the adjacent islands was restored to the Goths, and soon torn from them again (a. 553) by the military conduct of Narses, who, though an eunuch, was more worthy than any other subject of Justinian to be the successor of Belisarius. The Gothic empire in Italy was now finally extinguished: and Narses was appointed, with the title of exarch, to govern the miserable country, depopulated and ravaged by a war of twenty years. The seat of government was hereupon fixed at Ravenna; and Rome became the second city of Italy (a. 554).

* How the powerful foreigners of Persia, to whom the emperors of Constantinople were frequently tributary, should be prohibited from coin- ing whatever kind of money they might think proper, it is not very easy to conceive. Yet there is a story told by Cosmas Indicopleustes, of a contest for the dignity of the Persian and Roman empires, in the presence of the king of Sile-dors, being decided by the superiority of the Roman coin, which was of gold, with the emperor's head handsomely engraven; whereas the Persian was only of silver, and of inferior execution.—Was there really a general consent of nations to prefer the gold coins bearing the heads of the Roman emperors, and has it escaped the attention of the learned?—Or are we to understand the emperor's permission to signify a stipulation, that the Frankish gold coins should be received as current money in the dominions of the emperor?
529.—The incomprehensible mass of the innumerable Roman laws was in some degree methodized, and abridged in twelve books, called the Code of Justinian. The opinions and comments of the most celebrated lawyers, contained in two thousand treaties, were compressed into fifty, which were called the Pandects (a. 533). Another collection was made of the Institutes of the Roman law. And these compilations, sanctioned by the authority and the signature of the emperor, were ordained to be the standard for all legal proceedings in succeeding ages. Though a corrected edition of the Code was published soon after by Justinian, and many new and contradictory laws were added during his long reign, the collection of which was called the Novels (a. 565), his system of law has been in a great measure adopted in the jurisprudence of several nations of Europe, and has consequently had great influence in the regulation of commercial contracts, and the decision of commercial disputes, long after the total extinction of the empire for which they were enacted.

527-565.—Justinian delighted much in building; and during his long reign innumerable forts were erected to protect, or confine the weakness of the frontiers. The most capital of all his edifices was the cathedral of Saint Sophia, which remains to this day, a superb monument of the best taste of an age, in which all the fine arts were rapidly declining.

But the interests of commerce were sacrificed to his rage for conquests and exhausting wars. He stationed an officer at the port of Constantinople, who compelled the commanders of vessels to pay enormous duties, or to commute them by the carriage of cargoes for the emperor to Africa or Italy, which exactions were found so intolerable, that many vessels were actually burnt, or abandoned, by their owners: and those merchants, who did pay the duties, were obliged to advance the prices of their goods in a proportion, that was ruinous to themselves and to the consumers. His money-changers, instead of giving 210 foles for the golden faler, gave only 180. And every branch of commerce, except the clothing trades, was fettered and oppressed by monopolies. [Procop. Anec. c. 25.]

The legal rate of interest was established at five per cent; but persons of rank were not permitted to take more than four; while eight was allowed for the convenience of merchants and manufacturers, and twelve upon the risk of bottomry. [Pandect. L. xxii, tit. 1, 2; Cod. L. iv, tit. 32, 33.]

The merchants of Egypt were no longer capable of conducting the Oriental trade, as their predecessors had done. Their voyages did not often extend beyond Aduli or the port of Aden in Arabia Felix. Many of them removed their residence to Aduli, and consequently transferred their allegiance to the sovereign of Axuma (or Abyssinia), and if some
of them traded to Sicle-div or any other part of India, they sailed in vessels belonging to the port of Aduli; and thus the commerce, which for several centuries rendered Egypt the repository of the wealth of the western world, was lost to that country and to the Roman empire.

Silk, which had never been worn by any Roman man before the reign of the worthies and effeminate Eulagabals, had now come into general use among the rich; and, notwithstanding the very high price of it, it was sought after with astonishing eagerness by the opulent and luxurious inhabitants of Constantinople. Consequently it formed at all times a very considerable part, at least in value, of the imports from the East.

The manufacture of silk goods from raw silk imported from the East had long been carried on in the ancient Phoenician cities of Tyre and Berytus, whence the western world used to be supplied. But the enhanced prices the manufacturers were obliged to pay to the Persians (the cause of which will presently be explained) made it impossible for them to furnish their goods at the former prices, especially in the Roman territories, where they were subject to a duty of ten per cent. The emperor, however, ordered that silk should be sold at the rate of eight pieces of gold for the pound (twelve ounces of our avoirdupois weight) on penalty of the forfeiture of the whole property of the offender. The dealers immediately gave up their business, and clandestinely disposed of their stock on hand in the best way they could; whereasupon Theodora, whom, from a common prostitute, Justinian had made his concubine, his wife, and at last his associated partner in the imperial power, seized all the silks, and fined the proprietors a hundred pieces of gold. By these tyrannical proceedings the scarcity was immediately converted to absolute want.

Justinian, despairing, or careless, of the re-establishment of the commerce of Egypt, sent Julian as his ambassador to Elabamar (or Heliolhalas) king of Axuma, requesting that, for the sake of their communion in religion, he would assist him in his war against Persia, and direct his subjects to purchase silks in India, in order to sell them to the Romans, whereby the Axumites would acquire great wealth, and the Romans would have the satisfaction of paying their gold into the hands of their friends instead of enriching their Persian enemies. Julian also proceeded on the same errand to Edumiphaeus, who was king of the Hoo-
merites in Arabia Felix, now under vassalage to the sovereign of Axum. Both kings promised to comply with Justinian's request; but neither of them was able to perform what he promised.

I have observed, that about the commencement of the Christian era, if not earlier, the merchants of India had taken a share of the carrying trade to the westward into their own hands; and they appear to have now made themselves masters of the greatest part of it. In their outward voyages they generally called in at the ports of Persia for the chance of a nearer market, and they scarcely ever failed of having their whole cargoes bought up by the Persian merchants. By this precept, and by having the command of the land carriage from the country of the Seres, which could not easily be conducted by any other route than through their territories, there was almost a monopoly, with respect to the western nations, of India commodities and manufactures, but more especially of silk, thrown into the hands of the Persian merchants, who supplied the remoter nations at their own prices. Such being the state of the trade, the Axumites, who found themselves generally disappointed in obtaining silks, soon desisted from a fruitless competition; and the luxurious Romans of Constantinople were obliged to live without silk, or to comply with the exorbitant demands of their Persian enemies.

From this distress, which, though it would have provoked the laughter and the contempt of their ancestors, was felt and lamented as a real misfortune by the senators of the Roman empire, they were relieved in a very extraordinary and unexpected manner. Two Persian monks, inspired by religious zeal or curiosity, had traveled to Serinda, the country of the Seres, and lived in it long enough to make themselves masters of the whole process of the silk manufacture. On their return to the westward, instead of communicating the knowledge to their own countrymen, they proceeded to Constantinople, induced perhaps by the amaranth of their religion, and imparted to the emperor the secret, hitherto so well preserved by the Seres, that silk was produced by a species of worms, the eggs of which might be transported with safety, and propagated in his dominions. By the promise of a great reward they were engaged to return to Serinda, whence they actually brought off a quantity of the silk-worms' eggs concealed in a hollow cane, and conveyed them safely to Constantinople (A. D. 552). The precious eggs were hatched in the proper season by the warmth of a dunghill, and the worms produced from them were fed with the leaves of the mulberry tree, spun

* Norman was also sent on a similar errand to the Axumites, Homerites, and Saracens. His own account of his embassy is abridged by Ptolemy in his Bibliotheca, p. 6, ed. 1612.
† See above, p. 105.
‡ A name apparently compounded of Sarow and Indus, the latter of which was given by the Greeks and Romans to remote nations with as little precision as Indian is given by modern Europeans.
their filk, and propagated their race under the direction of the monks, who also taught the Romans the whole mystery of the manufacture. [Procop. Gothic. L. iv. c. 17.—Theoph. Byzant. ap. Poth.-Theophylact. L. viii. et ap. Poth.-Zonaras, V. iii. p. 50. ed. 1557.] The important insects, so happily produced, were the progenitors of all the filk-worms in Europe *, and the western parts of Asia; and a careful search of the eggs of an Oriental insect became the means of establishing a manufacture, which luxury and fashion rendered important, and of laying many millions of money to Europe †.

The infant manufacture was conducted under the auspices of the emperor and the management of his treasurer, the silk-weaver, apperently those of Tyre and Berytus as well as those instructed by the monks, were compelled to work for the imperial manufacture, which, in the first years, must have depended on supplies of raw silk from the East. When Procopius wrote his Anecdotum, the imperial treasurer sold silks at prices prodigiously beyond those which had formerly been prohibited as exorbitant, those of common colours, being charged at six pieces of gold for the ounce, and those which were tinged with the royal colour, at twenty-four and upwards.

The imperial monopoly of the silk trade was severely felt by the inhabitants of the ancient cities of Tyre and Berytus, who had long depended almost entirely upon their manufactures; and many of them emigrated to the Persian dominions, where the accession of such valuable subjects probably compensated the diminution in the sales of silk to the Roman empire. [Procop. Anec. c. 25.]

The western parts of Europe were now very little known in the eastern Roman empire, as appears from several passages in the works of Procopius, who was a man of business as well as literature, being secretary to Belisarius the commander in chief of the imperial army. He de-

* De Witt says, that the Italians got some seeds of filk-worms from China and Persia, by means of their trade to the Levant. [Letters of Holland, part i. c. 11.] But as we can trace the migrations of the filk-worm from Confiantiople to Greece, Sicily, and Italy, I apprehend that great author has made a mistake, in a matter which the nature of his work did not require a strict investigation of.

† Supposing it true, as is alleged, that the Chinese professed in very remote ages the knowledge of the compass and the art of printing, the monks would have conferred a more important favour upon the western world, if they had brought those most valuable improvements with them. The improvement and extension of navigation by the compass might have opened new fields for commercial enterprise, and have furnished safe retreats from the exterminating swords of Scythian and Arabian invaders. And the universal diffusion of knowledge, by printing (whether by single movable types, or by whole pages cut upon blocks, as practised in China,) might have softened the ferocity of the invaders, and have averted the dark cloud of barbarism which was now gathering over Europe, and which debauched the human faculties during many dark centuries of papal domination over the reason and property of mankind. Ancient history would have come down to us more full and correct than we now have it. We might have possessed, the entire works of Polybius, Tacitus, and Ammianus Marcellinus; and, to come nearer home, we might have had descriptions of ancient Britain, with accurate counts of British cities, by Pytheas and Hecataeus. I say nothing of the lost decades of Livy, though it is customary to deplore the want of them as the only valuable derivations of antiquity.

Vol. I.
livers a kind of a fairy tale of an island called Britnia, lying beyond Gaul and between Britain and Thule *, inhabited by the Angles (or Anglii), Frifons, and Britons; divided in two parts by a wall built in ancient times, which was the boundary between a fertile and populous country on the east side and the receptacle of serpents and other poisonous animals on the west side. He had also heard, that Britnia was the land of departed spirits; and he gives a strange account of the manner of ferrying them over to their island.

The reign of Justinian may be closed by observing, that during the period of it the number of mankind was greatly diminished, and their miseries greatly increased, by earthquakes, plagues, religious persecutions, and the accumulated calamities of perpetual wars with their concomitant evils, neglect of agriculture and famine.

547—The north part of the antient Roman dominions in Britain, after lying almost uncultivated for some time as an untenable frontier, had ever since the abdication of the Romans been thinly settled by the Picts along with the remains of the most antient inhabitants. It was now invaded and occupied by the Angles, or English, a branch of that great division of the Germans called the Suevians, whose military valour, as the Uispites and Tenchtheri told Julius Cæsar, not even the immortal gods could resist. Ida, their chief, fixed his residence in the castle of Bamborough §, and laid the foundation of the great and flourishing kingdom of Northumberland, [Cæs. Bell. Gall. L. iv, c. 7.—Tac. Germ. c. 40.—Gildas, c. 15, 19.—Bede Hist. eccl. L. i, c. 15.—Chron. Sax.] which his successors extended southward to the Humber, the Don, and the Merse, and northward to the Forth and the Dune, thus comprehending the two Roman provinces of Maxima, and Valentia, except the small Britth kingdom of Strathclyde, which, though Northumberland was generally the most powerful kingdom in Britain, resisted all its attacks, and even survived it as a kingdom. Succeeding colonies of the Angles extended themselves southward, till they interfered with the conquests of the Saxons, and occupied almost all the country from the Thames to the Forth, except the small kingdom of the East Saxons.

* The Thule of Procopius is unquestionably Scandinavia, which, he says, is an island ten times as large as Britain, and lying northward from the country of the Danes, having the sun above the horizon forty days in summer, and possessed by the Scir-finni, Gauni, and other nations. [Gothic L. ii, c. 15.]

† Notwithstanding the name of Britnia, the account of this strange country seems more applicable to Denmark, or the adjacent islands, than to Britain. The East Angles and Merkian Angles, had not arrived in Britain in the age of Procopius, and the arrival of the first Angles in so remote a country as Northumberland, and so late as 547, was most probably unknown to him. Cam-
564—When Gildas, who is, next to Patrick, the most antient British writer extant, wrote his lamentable history of the ruin, or excision ('excidium') of Britain, Constantine, Aurelius, Vortipor, Cuneglas, and Maglocun, were kings of some tribes or communities of the Britons. It seems probable from their names, that the two first were of Roman origin, and perhaps Constantine was of the family of that Constantine, who was elected emperor by the army in Britain in the beginning of the fifth century. [Gildea Epistola.]

Gildas says, [Hist. c. 1] that there were twenty-eight cities in Britain, besides some castles strongly fortified. An authentic list of the principal cities or towns of Britain in the sixth century would be curious, and would throw much important light on the state of the country. But Gildas, who delights in declamation, is very sparing of facts, and totally neglectful of geography. Nennius, the next oldest British author, or more probably his continuator, in a work which used to pass under the name of Gildas, has given a bare list of cities, which, being much corrupted by transcribers, affords very little information. However, as there is no other, after the Romans, equally antient, I shall here give it, as extracted from two very old manuscripts by Archbishops Usher, with the modern names agreeable to the same learned writer; and I shall set opposite to it the British names handed down to us by Henry of Huntingdon, together with his modern names, as being the oldest and fullest list after that of Nennius.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cities from Nennius, by Usher.</th>
<th>Cities from Henry of Huntingdon.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cair-Municip, <em>Verulam</em> at St. Albans.</td>
<td>Kair-Lion, <em>Carlile</em>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cair-Lualid, or <em>Ligualid</em>.</td>
<td>Kair-Meguaid.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cair-Meguaid, or <em>Meivod</em> in Montgomery.</td>
<td>Kair-Collon, Colcehster.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cair-Culfeint, <em>Cair-Seiont</em> near Carnarvon *.</td>
<td>Kair-Cucrat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cair-Caratauc.</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The British monks in the dark ages having discovered, that Constantine, the first Christian emperor, was of British birth and parentage, and presuming that others were as ignorant as themselves, they resolved also to provide a burying place for him, or his father Constantine, near Carnarvon, where in the year 1283 they even found his body.

[Gilli Brit. edid. ann. p. 66.] But, as there are very gross errors, it is at least as probable, that Constanton in Cornwall near Falmouth, which in the time of Gildas was subject to Constantine, a British petty king (not a Roman emperor) in the place here called Cair-Culfeint.
Some places mentioned by Nennius are omitted by Henry, who has the following, not found in the earlier list.

Kair-Glou, Gloucester.
Kair-Cei, Cirencester.
Kair-Briftou, Bristol.
Kair-Ceri, Cirencester.

And Alfred of Beverly, whose list contains only twenty names, has Caer-Baad, Bath; and Caer-Palodour, Shaftesbury.

These lists being evidently corrupt and imperfect, and moreover of an uncertain age, it would be idle to draw any conclusions from them respecting the antient state of the towns supposed to be mentioned in them. Indeed, I fear, some readers will think the page occupied by them ill bestowed: but I did not think myself at liberty to suppress

This has much the appearance of an English name.

† Some of the modern names given by Alfred and Henry are evidently erroneous, e.g. Silchester.
what has been repeatedly adduced as a complete view of the state of the country in the sixth century.

The establishment of the Turkish power in Asia about the middle of the sixth century, together with the subsequent wars, had interrupted the communication by caravans between China (or Serica) and Persia. On the return of peace, the Sogdians, who had the greatest interest in the revival of the trade, persuaded the Turkish sovereign, to whom they were now subject, to send an embassy to Chosroes; and Nushirvan, king of Persia, and Maniak, a Sogdian prince who was appointed ambassador, were instructed to request permission for the Sogdians to supply the Persian empire with silk. But Chosroes, who found the conveyance by sea to the Persian gulf more advantageous to his subjects, bought up the whole of a parcel of silk the ambassador had carried with him, and then, to show how little he valued it, immediately set fire to it. After this the Persian and Chinese empires confederated against the Turks, who, upon that made an alliance with Justin, the emperor of Constantinople (a. 569). Maniak, who was also employed as ambassador to negotiate the alliance, and his associates, were astonished and disappointed upon seeing silk-worms and manufactories of silk at Constantinople; and they acknowledged, perhaps with overstrained compliment, that the Romans were fully equal to the Chinese in the management of the worms, and the manufacture of their silk. This first intercourse of the Turks with Europe, however, produced a revival of the inland trade, which, by a route to the northward of the Caspian sea, extended from China to Constantinople, and furnished the latter with great quantities of Chinese merchandise, being, I presume, chiefly conducted by the Sogdians. [Menander, Excerpt, legat. p. 107.—Theophanes, p. 204.]

584—The last kingdom established by the Angles in Britain was called Myrcna-rié (Latinized Mercia*); and it comprehended all the middle part of modern England, extending from the Humber as far south as the Thames.

590—The ancient city of Maffilia (or Marseille) still preferred a portion of its original industry and commercial spirit, as appears from Sulpiarius Severus, [Diari. i.] from Agathias; [Hist. L. xiii.] and from several passages of Gregory of Tours, writers of this, and the preceding, age, who show, that there was a considerable commercial intercourse between the eastern countries and this city, which probably supplied the nations of the north-west parts of Europe with the few Oriental luxuries, which they were able to purchase.

604—The church of St. Paul in London was built by Ethelbert.

*We are generally told, that Mercia signifies the march or frontier, a signification peculiarly improper for a central country. Myrcna-rié in the Anglo-Saxon signifies the woodland kingdom, which agrees very closely with Celiâni, the Latinized name of the old British inhabitants, signifying woodland men or foresters.
king of Kent and monarch of all the country on the south side of the Humber. [Bed. Hist. eccles. L. ii, c. 3.] Sabereth, nephew of Ethelbert, and the immediate king of the East-Saxons, whose capital London was, is said to have also founded a church at Thorney on the west side of London in honour of St. Peter, which, from its situation, afterwards obtained the name of Westminster, a name since extended to a large city, which has arisen between the church of St. Peter and London. [Ailred, col. 385.—Gervas. Cant. col. 1633.]

628—Hitherto all the churches, and most probably all the houses also, in England were built of wood, or of wattles. A church of stone, apparently the second in Britain, (see above, p. 214) was founded at York by Edwin, king of Northumberland, and the most powerful of all the English kings at this time, who did not live to finish it. About the same time a church of stone was also built at Lincoln; and in the following age Bishop Wilfrid restored or completed that which Edwin had begun at York, covering the roof with lead, and filling the windows with glafs *, ' which, while it excluded the birds and the rain, 'admitted light into the church.' Wilfrid built another church of polished stone at Rippon, which was furnished with columns and porticoes, and adorned with gold, silver, and purple. Among the donations to the church of Rippon by this magnificent prelate, there was one, which was thought a wonderful work; the four gospels written in letters of gold upon purple vellum, with a cane of pure gold set with gems for preserving the previous volume. Unfortunately we are not told, whether this superb book and cane were executed in England, or imported; though the words 'he gave orders to write' and the like, may seem rather to infer, that the work was performed at home. The same great bishop built a third church at Hexham in the same manner, which was so long and so lofty, that his biographer thought, that no building on this side of the Alps could be compared to it. [Eddi Vita Wilfridi, cc. 16, 17, 22.—Bedae Hist. eccles. L. ii, cc. 14, 16.]

674—The taste for ecclesiastical magnificence being now introduced in the Northumbrian kingdom, Benedict Bifcop built an abbey at the mouth of the River Were with stone in the Roman manner. For this work he brought masons from the continent, and also glas-makers, who taught the English the art of making window-glas, and lamps, vessels for drinking, &c. of glas: and thus was the elegant and useful art of making glas, an art so essential to our comfortable lodging in these cold northern climates, introduced in England.† Benedict made

* The glas for the church of York must have been imported, as appears from the subsequent paragraphs. N. B. Eddius, the biographer of Wilfrid, lived before Bede.
† Strabo seems to say, that the ancient Britons understood the manufacture of glas. But, supposing it to remain among their posterity, it does not follow, that they would impart the knowledge of it to their English enemies. According to Adamnan the use of glas was known to the remote Northern Nations before this time. (See above pp. 13, 223.)
many journeys to Rome, whence he imported a prodigious number of statues, relics, books, and pictures of scripture history, wherewith he adorned, and almost filled, his church. [Beda Hlst. abbat Weremuth.]

716—From Northumberland the taste for fine churches spread into the neighbouring kingdom of the Picts, where a church of stone in the Roman style was built by workmen sent from Weremouth at the request of King Nechtan the son of Derel. [Beda Hlst. ecceuf. L. v. c. 22.]

About 630—King Edwin, who began the building of the church at York, seems to have been also the founder of the castle of Edwynesburg (Edinburgh), situated on a precipitous rock in the north part of his dominions. We have not the smallest information of the nature of the architecture of this castle, which communicated its name to the town, built upon the sloping ridge of the hill adjacent to the east side of it, which in after ages became the capital city of Scotland.

A silver penny, coined at Eoferwic (York), and marked with the name of Edwin, is believed to be the earliest extant specimen of coinage in this island after the abdication of the Romans, unless that of Ethelbert king of Kent belong to the first king of that name, who died in the year preceding the accession of Edwin.

I have here thrown together some notices of the progress of ecclesiastical and military architecture, and of some of the other arts in Britain, which as yet furnishes but scanty materials for commercial history. Our attention is now recalled to the East.

616—Alexandria, though greatly reduced in the general decay of the Eastern empire, and by the removal of most of the Oriental trade to Persia, was still the commercial capital of the Mediterranean. That city, with the fertile country of Egypt, was now wrested from the successors of Augustus and Constantine by Chosroes, the victorious king of Persia. Constantiopole, deprived of the usual supply of eight millions of modii of corn, the annual importation from Egypt, was ready to perish for want of food; and the miserable emperor was reduced to the necessity of signing a treaty (a. 621), binding himself to pay annually to the Persian monarch a tribute of 1000 talents of gold, 1000 talents of silver, 1000 robes of silk, 1000 horses, and, most ignominious of all, 1000 virgins. Perhaps (for the writers of the age have left us to conjecture) it was impossible for an exhausted empire to pay the tribute. Whatever

* So the name is spelled in the charter of King David I., the most ancient writing in which it is mentioned; and the name of Edwin is also preferred, as it is spelled by Simon of Durham and in the Chronicle of Lanercost, which expressly calls him the builder of the castle, and also gives the story of his seven daughters being preferred in it; which story, together with its other name of Maydyn castle, has furnished Hector Boyce the foundation of a foolish tale. [See Geographical Illustrations of Scottish history, ed. Edinburgh, Pudl. larum.]

† Ethelbert's coin, being, I apprehend, of uncertain age, will be mentioned in a note under the year 1066.

‡ The Roman modius being a small matter more than the English peck, the supply from Egypt was above two millions of bushels.
A.D. 616.

was the cause, a most marvelous change took place, and the unstable
and pusillanimous emperor Heraclius became all at once a vigorous and
intrepid hero. As the lands were desolated, and commerce ruined, it
was as impossible to raise funds for carrying on a war as for purchasing
a peace. But Heraclius still possessed a fleet of galleys, to which the
unemployed merchant ships were added; and in his absolute want he
pretended to seize the hoarded wealth of the churches, promising, however,
to return it with large interest (n. 622). By a wonderful series of victories
the circumstances of the two empires were completely reversed: the Ro-
an arms were carried into Persia; the haughty Chosroes actually be-
took himself to flight and concealment, and was soon after deposed.
Heraclius recovered Egypt and the other provinces wrested from his
empire by the Persians (n. 628); and he had the wisdom not to demand
any accession of territory from them, which would at once have weak-
ened himself and sown the seeds of future wars. But the arts, science,
and commerce, never recovered. The splendid victories of Heraclius
were the last bright gleam of the military glory of the Roman, or Gre-
cian, empire, against which there was now springing up in the defects
of Arabia a new, and still more formidable, enemy, destined with rapid
strides to spread over the eastern, and a great part of the western, world,
and to establish a new empire, and a new religion, upon the ruins of
those of Constantinople.

It has already been observed, that a great portion of the Oriental
commerce, which formerly enriched the Roman subjects in Egypt, had
passed into the hands of the Persians, who appear to have eclipsed the
Arabians in the extent and activity of their commerce. But when the
later in the rapid career of their conquests reached the Euphrates, they
immediately perceived the advantages to be derived from an emporium
situated upon a river, which opened on the one hand a shorter route to
India than they had hitherto had, and on the other an extensive inland
navigation through a wealthy country; and Basflora, which they built on
the west bank of the river (n. 636), soon became a great commercial city,
and entirely cut off the independent part of Persia from the Oriental
trade. The Arabian merchants of Basflora, extended their discoveries to
the eastward far beyond the tracts of all preceding navigators, and
imported directly from the places of their growth many Indian articles,
which hitherto procured at second hand in Ceylon, which they furnished on
their own terms to the nations of the West.

640—The victorious Arabs had now deprived Heraclius, who after
his Persian triumph had relapsed into his former lethargy, of the wealthy,
and in some degree commercial province of Syria. The little com-
merce, now remaining to the Roman empire, also fell into their hands
with the city of Alexandria and the province of Egypt; and the road

* Lis. 1727: And from the time the Persians arrived in Egypt, the
† Tho
from Egypt to Medina was covered by a long train of camels, loaded with the corn, which used to feed Constantinople.*

The ancient canal between the Nile and the Red sea is said to have been cleared out, and again rendered navigable, by Amrou, the Arabian conqueror and governor of Egypt, in order to furnish a shorter and cheaper conveyance for the corn and other bulky produce of that country.

The Arabian, or Saracen, armies, enflamed by fanaticism, ambition, and avarice, proceeded with a rapid and irresistible torrent of victories, unexampled in the history of mankind, till they became masters of the finest provinces of the world, extending eastward to the confines of China, and westward to the Atlantic ocean. Their victories enlarged their commerce, as well as their empire; and almost the whole trade of the world fell into their hands.

660—The loss of Jerusalem, having rendered its holy places more precious than ever in the eyes of the Christian pilgrims, to which they now became very frequent: and in these commerce was united with devotion, which was probably the reason that they were tolerated, and even encouraged, by the Saracens, who allowed a fair to be annually held on the 15th of September, as Adamnan, abbot of Hyona, on the authority of St. Arculf, relates in his book on the holy places, honourably mentioned by Bede. It is probable, that the trade, thus carried on at Jerusalem, was in a great measure for goods brought from the East by the conveyance of Baffora, the River Euphrates, and the caravans.

[Bede H. i. eccles. L. v. cc. 16 et seqq.—De Guignes, Mem. de littérature, VII, xxxvii, p. 475.]

668—The Saracens, whose fleets now rode triumphant in the Mediterranean, had already taken possession of Cyprus, Rhodes, and many others of the Grecian islands. The imperial city of Constantinople was now for the first time besieged by the followers of Mehemet, who came against it with a great fleet and army. During seven years they annually renewed their attacks, which were finally baffled (A. 674). After losing thirty thousand men, and most of their ships, the Saracens gave up all hope of taking the city; and the caliph even submitted to the humiliating terms of paying an annual tribute of 3,000 pieces of gold, 50 horses, and 50 slaves, to the Roman emperor during a truce of thirty years.

The repulse at Constantinople threw a temporary cloud over the military glory of the Saracens, and shed a faint ray of light upon the expiring reputation of the Greeks, or Romans. But the whole praise was
due to the ingenuity of an individual. Constantinople and the remainder of the empire owed their preservation to a new and wonderful invention of Callinicus, a Syrian or Egyptian Greek, whose science on this occasion, like that of Archimedes in the siege of Syracuse, was infinitely more valuable than the strength and courage of the greatest armies. This invention was the famous Greek fire, a sub stance of preparation, which communicated unextinguishable fire to every thing it came in contact with, and which could be launched from the military engines, shot through a tube, and conveyed in every direction, even water itself being no impediment, but rather giving additional vigour to its operation. The secret of preparing this astonishing engine of destruction, or defence, was preserved with the strictest vigilance by the Roman (or Grecian) government above four hundred years, after which the Saxons got possession of the art. It continued to be used in war, till it was superceded by the invention of gun-powder, and then even the knowledge of it was lost.

690—Benedict Biscop, who made so many journeys to Rome, and imported so much church furniture to Northumberland, as already related, fold a book upon cosmography to Aldfrid, his sovereign, for eight hides of land. At that rate fearfully any but a king could afford to have a book; and even in the very highest ranks there were then but few in Britain, who could read. Indeed, as books were almost inaccessible, reading could be of little use.

694.—The kingdom of Kent is said to have paid a fine of thirty thousand pounds of silver to Ine, king of the West Saxons, for the slaughter of his brother. [Ch. Sax. ad an.] Notwithstanding the respectable authority of the Saxon chronicle, it is difficult to conceive how so small a country (for the kingdom of Kent contained only the present shire of that name) could in those days raise a sum, equal, as appears by the laws of the same King Ine, to the value of 1,400,000 sheep with as many young lambs, reckoning 48 shillings in the money pound, and one shilling as the price of a sheep with her lamb, as rated in King Ine's laws.

The seventeenth law of Ine fixes the quantity of the various articles to be paid annually by the possessor of a farm of ten hides of land, or as much as required ten ploughs: but we are not informed, whether it was a regulation for the farms of the king's own property, like the farming laws of Charlemagne, or was generally binding upon the land-holders.

It is probable that the conjecture of Dr. Henry [Hist. of Britain, p. 360 ed. 1738] that pounds have crept into the text instead of pennies, 30,000 pennies being the full wreargold of a king, is extremely probable.
and farmers throughout the kingdom of the West-Saxons. The articles were:

10 fats of honey, 20 hens,
300 loaves, 10 cheeses,
12 ambers* of Welsh ale, 1 amber of butter,
30 hultrres 6 salmon,
2 full-grown oxen or 10 wethers, 20 pound weight of fodder §,
10 geese.

Though we find the payment of salmon and eels, both indeed river fish, ordered by law among the West-Saxons, we are told that the Saxons at Bofhenam on the very confines of the West-Saxon and South-Saxon kingdoms, did not know, that fish could be caught in the sea, till Wilfrid, a Northumbrian bishop, taught them to make a seine by joining their eel-nets together (a.D. 678), whereby they caught 300 fish in the sea at the first haul $; [Bede Hist. eccl. L. iv. c. 13.]

698—The remains of the episcopal, rather than commercial, city of Carthage were utterly destroyed by the Saracens. Its ancient commercial splendour may entitle its ashes to this brief notice in commercial history.

710—All the provinces formerly belonging to the Roman empire in Africa, being now subject to the Saracens, except only the fort of Céuta on the south shore of the Strait, they were invited into Europe by Julian, the commander of that fort and of the opposite coast of Spain, who took that method of revenging an injury done to him by his sovereign ||. They were also encouraged by promises of assistance from the Jews of Spain, who were unable to live under the bigotted persecution of the Gothic clergy. The successful inroad of a small party, who returned loaded with spoil, enflamed the ambition and the avarice of the Saracens to make a total conquest of that rich country. A more numerous army landed on the rock, since called from their leader Gebel al Tarik, now corrupted to Gibraltar, marched to Xerxes, and fought the Gothic army, which was totally defeated (a.D. 711). In a few months

---

* Speelman substitutes for omphorion amfora, and gives the Roman explanation of the quantity contained in it. [Giff. on Firmus.] Archimode [Table of coins] makes the omphorion above seven gallons of English wine measure. Lombard, makes the amber nearly the same with the modern firkin, and says, the word is not quite obsolete; and his explanation is transferred by Wheelock. But it is very doubtful whether the Saxo measure had any connection with the Roman.
† Lombard, Speelman, and Wheelock make hultrres weaker ale; but Bromton, who lived much nearer the Saxo times than any of them, has left it untranslated. The word is an adjective signifying mild, pure, simple.
‡ Doctor Henry suspects a mistake in this very trifling quantity of fodder.
§ That the descendents of those Saxons who for several ages were the most experienced and intrepid seamen in the Northern ocean, and must be presumed to have also been good fishermen, should have already lost the knowledge of catching fish in the sea, which was just before them at Bofhenam, is rather wonderful: and, with all our reservation for the historical integrity of Bede, we must remember, that the story is connected with a miracle.
|| The common story of the violation of Julian's daughter by King Roderic seems to have little or no foundation.
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the whole of that great peninsula, which for two centuries withstood the attacks of Rome when in the zenith of her military glory, fell under the power of the Saracens, excepting the mountains of Asturias, where a few unconquerable spirits still preferred their independence; and whence in after ages they descended to recover the sovereignty of their country from the power of the Saracen conquerors, then called Moors.

716—A second and more formidable attack upon Constantinople was made by the Saracens under the command of Moslemah, the brother of Soliman the Calif. Besides a great army, who marched by land to the Hellespont, they had a fleet, said to consist of eighteen hundred vessels, twenty of which, capable of carrying a hundred soldiers each, were effectually large ships; whence it appears, that the rest were very small. The Greek fire, conveyed among them by means of fire-ships, totally destroyed this very numerous fleet, which, being crowded together in so narrow a channel, had no possibility of escaping from the flames. A reinforcement of ships and provisions from Egypt and Africa in the following year scarcely escaped the same destruction. The Saracens at last gave up the undertaking as hopeless; and Constantinople was a second time saved by the invention of Callinicus.

It is worthy of remark, that the mountains of Lebanon, which furnished timber for building the ships of Sidon in the infancy of navigation, were still the great nursery for ship-timbers, vast stores of which were collected on the coast of Phoenicia by the Saracens for building their fleets.

718, September 4th—The earliest naval battle, recorded in British history was fought at a place called Ardena, (apparently on the west coast of Scotland) between, Dunca-beag, king of Kentire, and Selvac (or Selvac), king of Lorn, the sovereigns of two divisions or tribes of the Scots. [Ann. Ult. MS. in Muf. Br. Cat. A. N. 4,795.]

About 730—Now, and probably long before (for the notice is connected by Bede with events of the year 604) London, though the capital of one of the smallest kingdoms in England, by its happy situation on the bank of the noble navigable river Thames, was an emporium for many nations repairing to it by land and by sea. This undoubted testimony of the trade of London shows us, that the commerce of England, which now animates the industry of all the world, was then chiefly, or entirely, of the passive kind, and carried on by strangers. Bede, to whom we are indebted for this earliest commercial notice of
London, after the abdication of Britain by the Romans, flourished at this time. He is allowed, by the impartial voice of all succeeding ages and of every nation, to have been the greatest ornament, not only of Northumberland and of England, but of all the western world, and the most illustrious mathematician and astronomer, as well as the greatest scholar, of the middle ages. Almost the whole circle of the sciences of ancient Greece and Rome was known to him; and it particularly deserves our notice, that he affirmed the roundness of the earth, [Bede Opera, VI. i. p. 370; V. ii. p. 125, ed. Colon. 1612] and that he was not condemned as a heretic for his knowledge.

The Saracens, from Spain, had now penetrated into the center of France. It was but a step to Britain. But the valour of Charles Martel, the founder of a dynasty of kings of France, repelled the torrent. The Saracen army was defeated with prodigious slaughter in a battle, which lasted a whole week; and France, and the countries beyond it were for ever preserved from Arabian conquest.

Notwithstanding this check, the Saracens continued the most powerful people in the world. They were the undoubted and the unrivalled sovereigns of the sea, and almost the only traders, upon the Mediterranean, and on the Indian ocean. But the Christians of Europe were excluded from almost every channel, by which the precious goods of the East had formerly been conveyed to them. An inveterate antipathy, excited by mutual slaughters, and inflamed by religious bigotry, which made the Christians consider the Mohamadians as disciples of an

* The wonderful proficiency of Bede in study could only be equalled by his industry in communicating to others the treasures of his knowledge, which he did in a prodigious number of compositions, one hundred and thirty-nine of which, full extract, and collected in eight folio volumes, may be considered as a complete body of the learning and science, as well as the theology, of the middle ages.

Besides his knowledge of the roundness of the earth, the following may be noted as specimens of his instructions in the sciences connected with commerce.

P. 1. p. 103 Multiplication tables, which he calls Pythagoric tables. (They are in digress, but that is a liberty, and a very proper one, taken by the editor.)

P. 155 Arithmetical cases for the exercise of learners, many of which are still retained in our modern books of arithmetic. One of them shows that 20 shillings made a pound, at least in weight, in the Northumbrian kingdom. "Et dicit qui repetit hisbas 30 libras 600, 300, and the fraction of this question proves that the pound consisted of 31 ounces. Another posture a man leaving 30 glass bottles (ampullae) to his son: thus, unless it was copied from a work composed in a more civilized country, may seem to infer that glass bottles were common in Northumberland.
A. D. 732.

impostor (or of the devil), pagans, and enemies of God *; while they on the other hand abhorred the Christians as idolaters and enemies of God, was an almost insuperable bar to commercial intercourse. But the mutual alienation produced little or no inconvenience to the Saracens, who found ample scope for commercial enterprise within the vast extent of their own dominions. The scanty supply of Oriental goods from the fairs of Jerusalem, and perhaps a few other privileged places, being very inadequate to the demand, some merchants were tempted by the increased price to traverse the vast extent of Asia in a latitude beyond the northern boundary of the Saracen power, and to import by caravans the silks of China, and the valuable spices of India, which, with the expense and risk of such a land carriage, must have cost a most enormous price, when they reached Constantinople, where they were, notwithstanding, eagerly purchased by the luxurious and wealthy courtiers, whose demands for silks the manufactures of Greece were not capable of supplying to their full extent.

Next to those of Constantinople, the citizens of Venice appear to have been in this age the most distinguished among the Christians of Europe for commercial efforts. The origin and dawning prosperity of this city have been already noticed. The total want of territory directed their attention and their hopes to the sea, which was at once their frontier, their fortification, and the only field to be ploughed by their industry. The perpetual wars, and the rapid succession of conquerors, which had for several ages convulsed Italy, drove into the rising city a gradual and constant accession of free-spirited, industrious, and wealthy, inhabitants, the truest source of the prosperity of any state. Their vessels now ventured beyond the limits of the Adriatic gulf; they doubled the southern extremity of Greece, and made voyages to Constantinople and other places. They carried home valuable cargoes of silks, and all the rich produce of the East, the magnificent purple drapery of Tyre, and the furs of ermines and other northern animals; all which they sold with prodigious profit to the nations of the north and west parts of Europe. It is a melancholy consideration, that human creatures, the produce of the wars, formed also a principal article of their trade: and it is much to the credit of Pope Zacharias that he purchased, and gave liberty to, a number of slaves of both sexes, whom the Venetian traders were going to carry over to the coast of Africa to be sold to the Saracens. [Monachi. Sangall. de reb. Car. Mag. ap. Muratori Antiq. V. ii, col. 409; Vita Zachariae, ib. col. 883.]

* This narrow-minded and ignorant misrepresentation continued for many ages to disgrace the pages of the Christian writers, with the exception of a very few; among whom William of Malmaury deserves to be noticed, who, with his usual superiority of judgment, observes that * the Saracens worship God the Creator, eternally existing Mahomet not a god, but the prophet of God.* [Giff. reg. Angl. f. 43 b] Matthew Paris (p. 426) also says, that the Saracens believe in one God, the creator of all things, and esteem
A.D. 732.
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After seeing the deplorable decay of science among the Greeks and Romans, as it appears in the work of Cæsar, &c., it is not a little surprising, that such remote countries as Britain and Ireland should produce some geniuses, who soared above the darkness of their age, and ventured to affirm, that the earth, which we inhabit, is a globe, and that there are people on the opposite side of it. Virgil, bishop of Saltzburg in Germany, for maintaining these truths was condemned as a heretic by the philanthropic Pope Zacharia, who was greatly alarmed at such dangerous doctrine. In the strange revolutions, which often took place in the affairs of the clergy, the heretical philosopher was afterwards canonized as a saint, I know not for what merit, but surely not for his science. Ireland has the honour of having produced this enlightened saint.

753.—The Saxons and their associates, who make their first appearance in history as the tremendous masters of the Ocean, and the dread of all the maritime provinces of the western Roman empire, seem, after their complete settlement in Britain, and their conversion to the Christian religion, to have entirely changed their national character. The use of arms was generally abandoned; all thoughts of naval affairs were given up; and their ships, the chief instrument of their conquests, as no longer of any use, were allowed to rot upon the beach. Vast numbers of people of all ranks, kings and queens not excepted, persuaded that a life of retirement from secular cares and busines was the most pleasing to the Deity, renounced the world, and shut themselves up in monasteries. The event was such as seems to have been almost predicted by Bede. [Hist. eccles. L. v. c. 23; Epist. ad Egbert.] The miseries which the nations had suffered from their ancestors were now as fully inflicted upon them by the ferocious roving warriors descended of their own remote ancestors, who, under the names of Danes, Normans, or Normans, succeeded to the naval dominion of the Northern ocean. The first outrage of these plunderers, which is recorded, was upon the coast of Thanet. [Chronol. Augulf. ap. Thynsen, col. 230.] Succeeding incursions harassed and ruined England, till the invaders effected settlements for themselves in the east part of the country; and at last a dynasty of Danish kings were for a short time seated upon the throne of England.

* We have seen the rotundity of the earth condemned as early two hundred years before this time by Cosmas, an Egyptian Greek, and now by the infallible head of the Roman church. But Plutarch, the patriarch of Constantinople in the ninth century, was more enlightened, for he represents a numerous author, apparently Cosmas, for denying that the earth is a globe. [Bibliotheca, end. 36.]

† It is said, that in the ninth century there were in this kingdom more monks than military men; and so this bad policy some have not scrupled to attribute the success of the Danes in their several invasions. [Havetius's Hist. of murs, P. ii. p. 261.] That Scotland was not also conquered by the northern invaders, may with great probability be ascribed to the smaller influence of monastic superstition in that less opulent country.
795—We now find the first certain accounts of the northern piratical rovers, called Normans, Norwegians, Danes, or Ostmen, landing in Ireland and the islands on the north side of it, many of which were settled by monks, most of whom they drove from their monasteries. [Ann. Utii. ad an. 794., with Uffric Brit. eclef. antiqu. p. 958.] There is no reason to suppose that the north part of Britain could escape their ravages, though there is no certain account of any invasion of it by them till about forty years after this time.

796—The commerce of Britain, which since the time of the Roman dominion in the island had been almost totally extinguished, appears to have begun to revive about this time. Some English traders returned to the continent; and they even went as far as Rome, and perhaps Venice. Some of them, in order to evade payment of the customs exacted from them in their transit through France, pretended to be pilgrims on their journey to Rome, the baggage of all such being exempted from duties. The English goods, which were of such value in respect to their bulk as to admit of being smuggled in a traveler's baggage, were probably nice works in gold and silver, in making which the Anglo-Saxon artists appear to have been eminently skilful. Reliques, images of saints, precious stones, books, pictures for churches, and dresses for priests, were probably the chief articles of the homeward cargoes. The French collectors of the customs, discovering the deception of the pretended pilgrims, obliged them to pay the duties upon their goods; whereupon they complained to Offa, the most powerful of the English kings, in consequence of which an embargo was laid upon the shipping on both sides for some time. But when Offa had compelled all the other English and Saxon kings to acknowledge his superiority, Charles the Great became willing to enter into friendship with him, without, however, giving up his claim to the customary duties on merchandise. I have already (p. 60) given a translation of the oldest commercial treaty in the world; and the reader, I dare say, will be pleased to see a translation of Charles's letter to Offa, then in effect the monarch of England, as far as it relates to commercial objects, as it is, properly speaking, the very first of the many commercial treaties between England and the other countries of Europe. It begins thus:

* Charles, by the grace of God king of the Franks and Lombards, and patrician of the Romans, to our venerable and most dear brother, Offa, king of the Mercians, greeting. First, we give thanks to almighty God for the sincere catholic faith which we see so laudably expressed in your letters. Concerning the strangers, who, for the love of God and the salvation of their souls, wish to repair to the thresholds of the blessed apostles, let them travel in peace without any trouble.

* The English works in gold and silver in these ages were famous even in Italy. [Moratorii Antiqu. N. y. col. 12.]
Nevertheless, if any are found among them not in the service of religion, but in the pursuit of gain, let them pay the established duties at the proper places. We also will, that merchants shall have lawful protection in our kingdom according to our command; and if they are in any place unjustly aggrieved, let them apply to us or our judges, and we shall take care that ample justice be done to them. After some ecclesiastical particulars, he concludes, by informing Offa, that he had lent him a present of a belt, a Hunnish sword, and two robes of silk. * [Mr. Paris Vit. Off. p. 20., or Will. Malmsb. f. 17.]

The kingdom of Northumberland appears to have surpassed the other divisions of Britain in wealth, as well as in learning and science. There is even reason to believe that the Jews, a race of people, who, ever since the destruction of their capital city by the Romans, had spread themselves into every wealthy country, had before this time penetrated into this remote kingdom, as we may infer from a foreign canon being transferred by Egbert archbishop of York into his Excerpts, which prohibits Christians from imitating the manners of the Jews, or partaking of their feasts. [Spenman. Cens. p. 275.] The same prelate established a noble library at York, the capital city of Northumberland, to which Offa promised, with the approbation of the emperor Charles, to send the youth of France for improvement. [Will. Malmsb. f. 153 a.]

800. Charles the Great (or Charlemagne), in consequence of his extensive conquests and great power, and the policy of the pope, was crowned at Rome by the title of emperor of the Romans; a title still kept up by the emperors of Germany as his successors. Some time after the great embellisher of Scotch history, having given the fiction of his authority to the story, it was almost universally believed till lately. Mr. Anderson, carried away by the title of established prejudice, which had carried away Sir George Mackenzie, Sir James Dalrymple, Sir Robert Sibbald, Thomas Roddam, and other writers, who professed to study led them to a more critical investigation of Scotch history, has noticed this fraud in his work. It would be easy to shew that there is no authority to say that any such league ever existed, but it would lead me into a dilatation very foreign to the nature of this work.

* This treaty was brought about chiefly by the conduct of Aelwine, one of the ambassadors sent by Offa to Charles. That great monarch was so delighted with the talents and learning of Aelwine, that he entreated him to remain with him in order to instruct his subjects. And to this learned native of the Northumbrian kingdom, who, after Bede, the brightest luminary of the benighted western world, the French are in a great measure indebted for the origin of learning and science in their country.

The historian of England have taken but little notice of Charles's letter, which is an authentic treaty of friendship and commerce. But Fordun and the later Scottish historians, thinking it highly honourable for their country that it should have attracted the notice of so great a prince as Charles, have wreathed a passage, wherein Eginhard mentions the kings († regis) of the Scots (unquestionably the Scots of Ireland) as the humble servants of Charles, into a proof of an alliance between him and Aelwine, king of the Scots in Argyll. Wynward, a writer contemporary with Fordun, knew nothing of the alliance, nor of any one event of the reign of Aelwine or Ealgar; [See his Origine, Crowth of Scotland, B. vi. c. 4.] but Hector Boyle, Vol. I. of
ter two dukes of Venice, and a duke of Lader in Dalmatia, are laid to have received at his hands a confirmation of their dignities.

Amidst the devastations and slaughters of a reign of forty-seven years, passed in perpetual warfare, Charles paid some attention to learning and science, and apparently also to commerce, though he showed great ignorance of the principles of it, when he allowed the priests to make a canon, declaring all interest for the use of money to be sinful. The priory of Aquignanum (Aix la Chapelle) and Troye were frequented during his reign by traders from most parts of Europe; and the weight used at the later has been generally adopted, and is now used by us for weighing gold and silver. He collected what was then esteemed a great library, and he founded the universities of Paris and Pavia, which set the example to similar institutions, wherein the lamp of science, though it burnt but very dimly during several dark ages, was at least preserved from utter extinction. He studied astronomy under the English philosopher and poet Alcuin; and his taste for geography may be presumed from his three silver plates, on one of which was engraved a map of Constantinople, on another Rome, and on the third and largest the three parts of the world, viz. Europe, Asia, and Africa, each inclosed in a circle. To curb the maritime depredations of the Normans and Saracens he kept some ships on the Ocean and the Mediterranean; and he restored the light-house at Bononia (Boulogne), that it might direct his ships in the night. His attempts to join the Meuse with the Saone, and the Rhine with the Danube, though intended only for the purposes of war, if they could have been rendered effectual and permanent, would have been useful to inland navigation. [Eginharti Vita Caroli magni.

Aimon. Gest. Franc. L. iv, cc. 68-102.]

808—Charlemagne, having subdued the remains of the old Saxons on the north side of the Elbe, erected two castles on the banks of that river to curb the Slav and other hostile tribes. In two years after, one of them, called Hochbuch, Hochburi, or Hamburgh, was taken and destroyed, and next year it was rebuilt. [Eginharti Annales ad an.—Alberti Stadenis Chron. ad an.] After many unimportant revolutions of destruction and renovation, the castle gave birth to a town, which has grown up to be the celebrated and important commercial city of Hamburgh.

813—In the later end of the reign of Charlemagne the merchants of Lyons, Marseille, and Avignon, confiding in the power and fame of their sovereign, and the friendship subsisting between him and Harun al Rathid, the powerful and famous sovereign of the East, joined in fit-

* They are called Willerus and Beatus by Aimon. [L. iv, c. 94.] But I see no such names, nor any conjunct dukes, in the catalogue of the dukes or doges of Venice.

† Hamburgh, like other cities which have acquired fame and opulence, has some fables of an earlier origin than what can be warranted by history.

‡ The page number is typed twice in the document.
A. D. 813.

The first tablets of aluminum were made by the Saracens, and particularly among those of Spain, when all-over the Christian part of Europe the human faculties were debauched by the most wretched superstition, the belief of the most preposterous miracles, and the idolatrous worship of images. Chymistry, a science so important in our modern manufactures, which had been practised in Egypt from the earliest ages with stationary imperfection, is indebted to the ingenuity of the Saracens for many of its most valuable improvements. The alembic for distillation is believed to be of their invention. The nature of acids and alkalies was ascertained by them. To them we are obliged for the introduction of the first, or, as most people think, the invention, of the simple and comprehensive set of figures now universally used in arithmetic, which is one of the most important improvements that ever was made in any of the sciences connected with commerce. In short, the very names of alembic, alkali, almanack, algebra, alchymy, elixir, zenith, nadir, azimath, cipher, &c. remain perpetual monuments of the Arabic derivation; or conveyance

* This curious and important notice rests on the authority of Poullin de Lumina. [Hist. de Ly, p. 31] who has neglected to produce his vouchers. [See Morn. de literature, 1. xxxvi, p. 485.]
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...to us, of several branches of our science. It must be acknowledged that their studies were often perverted to the absurd pursuit of astrology, the philosopher's stone, or transmutation of the base metals into gold, and the elixir of health, which was supposed to confer a perpetual renovation of youth and vigour. But scientific researches, notwithstanding the partial abuse or wrong direction of them, must ultimately tend to the increase of human knowledge, and thereby add to the felicity of mankind. During the five darkest centuries of European barbarism the Saracens were the only enlightened people in the western world. There are indeed a few individual instances of heaven-born geniuses among the Christians, who, surmounting the difficulty of an unknown language, and defying the terrors of excommunication, ventured to learn science among the Saracens, and to disseminate some sparks of it among their rude and benighted countrymen, who in return treated them as conjurers and articulated servants of the devil. To their intrepid thirst of knowledge Europe is in a great measure indebted for the renewal of science, which, as it increased among the Christians, fell off and languished among the Saracens, who are not now distinguished by any strong attachment to study.

825—About this time there was presented to the emperor Louis a prebyster called George, who undertook to construct organs, hitherto scarcely known in France*, as they were made in Greece. [Amon. de geslis Franc. L. iv, c. 114.]

827—Egbert, king of the West Saxons, who had passed his youth in exile, and learned the arts of war and government under Charles, the greatest prince in Europe, was recalled to his paternal dominions in the year 800. In twenty-seven years he subdued, or reduced to a state of dependence, all the other English and Saxon kings on the south side of the Humber; and he is thenceforth usually accounted (though not with strict propriety) the first monarch of England.

This same year, according to the annals of Ulster, there was 'a dreadful invasion of Ireland by the English,' which, if I mistake not, is omitted by all the English historians.

828—Ten Venetian ships went to Alexandria in violation of a law of the state; and they were, for ought that appears, the first that ever went from Venice to that port. The most noted part of their homeward cargo was the (supposed) body of St. Mark, which they surreptitiously carried off with them. [Chron. And. Daniudii ducis Venet. ap. Muratori, Script. V. xii, col. 170.] This notice, though in other respects

* An organ had been sent from Constantinople to Pepin king of France by the emperor Constantine Copronymus. [Murian, Scot. ad an. 757—Hegidomi Chron. ad an. 754. ap. Galli.—Amon. L. iv, c. 64.] In the reign of King Edgar an organ, then a wonderful thing in England, was presented to the church of Malmbury by Dunstan. [Will. Malmst. ap. Gent, p. 365.] Organ, if there is no mistake in the name, were in Ireland before the year 814. [Ann. Ul. ad an. 814.]
of little consequence, may be considered as a pretty good proof that the commerce between Venice and Alexandria had not as has been affected, been carried on to a great extent for some ages before this time. Amal, Genoa, and Pisa, maritime cities on the west side of Italy, followed the example of Venice in trading to Alexandria; but their trade never became very considerable, till the frenzy of the holy wars placed in their hands the treasures of the West, and gave a vast additional spring to their carrying trade, their manufactures, commerce, and general prosperity. [Muratorii Antiq. Vitr. edit. 1807.]

836—Some writers speak of the Norwegians (referring to Scotland as early as about the year 836, for the buying of salted fish of the Scotch fishermen, which they then carried home merely for the sustenance of their people, whereby the Scots were greatly enriched. But it is alleged, that the Scots afterward putting some hardships on those Dutch purchasers, the latter learning the manner of catching and salting the fish themselves, not only left dealing with the former (to their impoverishing), but struck into the supplying of other nations with fish caught on the British coasts.

838—The first invasion upon record of the country of the Picts in the north part of Britain by the Norwegian or Danish rovers is dated in the year 838. [Ann. Ul.]

843—Keneth, after reigning two years in the Scottish kingdom of Dalriota in the west, acquired the most valuable part of the country of the Picts, and henceforth the kings of the Scots (sometimes called all kings of the Picts) were next to those of the English, the most powerful sovereigns in Britain.

848—Turgis, or Thorghis, the leader or king of the northern adventurers, who had oppressed Ireland about thirty years by predatory incursions, by feizing on large tracts of the country, and by exacting grievous tributes, was taken prisoner by Maolfechlin, the supreme king of Ireland, and drowned in Loch-Vair. His countrymen, however,

* There are the words of Mr. Anderson, and they have been repeated, in more positive language than he used, by several who have had opportunity to write upon the subject of the fisheries, though, without quoting him, as he has also neglected to deduce his authority, which ought by no means to be omitted in a matter of such importance as the first notice of a British fishery as a commercial object. If the people of the Netherlands actually bought fish upon our north coast in that age (which, after a great deal of research, I have not been able to verify), the name of the Picts, the people on the eait side of the country, to which they had the easiest access, ought surely to be substituted for that of the Scots, whose dominion was at this time restricted to Dalriota, nearly the same with the present shire of Argyll. But I much suspect that the story has originally proceeded from no other fountain than the beautiful genius and fine fancy of Hector Bute, that copious mine of falsehoods in Scottish history, [Scot. Hist. f. 79 b] and has got a few improvements from some later embellishers.

† Snorre Sturolver says, that Thorghis and Frodo, the sons of Harold Haugfar, king of Norway, plundered the coasts of Scotland, Wales, and Ireland, and were the first Norwegians who polluted Dublin (or Dublin); that Frodo was poisoned, and Thorghis, after reigning long in Dublin, was circumvented and slain by the Irish. With all my respect for the venerable Herodotus of the North, I apprehend he is here confounding two persons of the same or similar names, as there is reason to believe that this event was recorded in the Irish Annals.
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though they were driven out of the rest of the island, were so well established in Dublin, that they fortified it, and held it out against the Irish; and new colonies of them, afterwards, took possession of almost all the maritime parts of the island. They improved the fortifications of Dublin; they built or fortified Waterford, Limerick, and other cities: and Olaf, the most powerful chief among them, assuming the title of king of Ireland and the Isles, compelled the Irish to pay him tribute. Henceforth the native Irish were almost shut up in the central part of the country, while the Norwegians and Danes, under the names of Ormen (i.e. Eastern men), Gaels, Gentiles, Pagans; &c., were the chief, or rather the only, commercial people in Ireland, and continued for several centuries to carry on trade with their mother countries and other places on the west coasts of Europe from their Irish settlements. [Ann. Ult. ad an. 844, 852. - Girald. Cambr. Top. Hib. L. iii. cc. 40. et seqq. - and see Ufford Brit. eccles. antiq. pp. 460, 717, for other authorities.]

849.—Armalh, Naples, and Gaeta, maritime cities of Italy, were now in fact independent, though professing a fealty acknowledgment of allegiance to the Greek empire. Their possession of shipping presumes that they had some commerce; for in these times the Italians do not appear to have had any vessels calculated solely for the purposes of war. Their ships were now employed in defending Rome from the attack of a formidable army of Saracens, whose numerous fleet, by the feasible intervention of a sudden squall of wind, was completely destroyed: and the pontifical, and once imperial, city of Rome, was faved from the dominion and the religion of the Saracens by the merchants of those cities.

But the beneficial effects of the industry and prosperity of those cities, and of Venice, extended as yet but a little way beyond their own boundaries. The greatest part of Italy had lain waste during several centuries; the cities were ruined and depopulated, and the wild beasts had resumed the possession of the uncultivated country, which was covered with woods, and deluged with stagnant waters. Such was now the condition of Italy, once the most highly cultivated country in Europe; and such it continued throughout the ninth century. [Muratori Script. V. ii. part ii. col. 691— and see other authorities collected in his Antiq. V. ii. coll. 149, 153, 163.] The defolation of the other parts of Europe, though not so amply attested, appears from the few writers of those dark ages to have been still more extensive.

While such was the general state of Europe, the commerce of those which were esteemed commercial communities could only be consider-
able by comparison with the total want of it among their neighbours; and that the commercial intercourse, or interchange of any kind, in Italy, was not very considerable, is evident from the want of inns for the reception of travelers upon the roads, and even in some of the principal cities of that country.*

The decline of the Grecian empire, and the conquest of Persia, restored to the victorious Arabians the ancient maritime commerce of India with a very great augmentation. But the principal seat of the trade had long been removed from the south coast of Arabia to the Persian gulf; as we learn from the Chinese annals of the seventh and eighth centuries; and more particularly from an account written by Soliman, an Arabic merchant, which, as a valuable monument of Oriental commerce, deserves, even in the mutilated state wherein we receive it, to be ranked next to the Periplus of the Erythraean sea.

857—From Soliman's relation we learn that the Arabian merchants had now extended their commerce and their discoveries in the East far beyond the utmost knowledge of their own ancestors, the Greek merchants of Egypt, or the Ethiopean merchants of Adulis, which in the time of Cosmas Indicopleustes (and we have no particular account of any later date) had never gone beyond Sile-div (or Ceylon). Their vessels now traded to every part of the continent as far as the south coast of China, and to many of the islands, of all which he gives descriptions, whereof very few can be reconciled to our ideas or apppellations of Oriental geography. The very existence of China being hitherto almost unknown in the western parts of the world, he gives a pretty ample account of it, from which I extract the following particulars, illustrative of the commercial history of that singular empire.

When foreign vessels arrive at Can-fu (supposed to be Canton §) the Chinese take possession of their cargoes, and store them in warehouses till the arrival of all the other ships which are expected, whereby they are sometimes detained six months. They then levy a duty of thirty

---

*A for the information derived from those annals we are indebted to the erudition and industry of Mr. De Guignes. [Réflexions sur les liaisons des Romaines avec les Tartares et Chinois, in Mem. de l'Acad. f. xxiii., p. 687.]

§ Some subjects of the Roman empire are supposed to have traded to China by sea as early as the second century. (See above, p. 164, or Mr. De Guignes, as quoted in the preceding note.) But we know no particulars of their route or their trade; and, with submisson, I may observe, that as their navigation extended no farther than Ceylon, in the sixth century, and even that under a foreign flag (to borrow a modern phrase), any account of earlier navigations to more distant parts would need to be supported by very strong authority.

Can-fu does not appear among the old names of Quanchou or Canton, given by Martin Martinus in Thevenot's Voyages, cariun, F. iii., p. 167. In Sir George Staunton's Embassy to China, the name is Quang-Tchoo-Foo.
per cent on the goods in kind, and restore the remainder to the merchants. The emperor has a right of pre-emption; but his officers fairly, and immediately, pay for what he takes at the highest price of the articles.

Can-fu is a place of great trade, to which all foreign merchants resort. The Mohamedans are so numerous in it, that a cadi, or judge, of their own religion, is allowed to preclude over them, under the authority of the emperor.

Chinese ships trade to Siraf in the Persian gulf, and there take in goods brought from Baslois, Oman, and other places, to which they do not venture to proceed on account of the frequent storms and other dangers in that sea.* From the account of their route, which is constantly along the shore, the Chinese of this age appear to be rather more timid navigators than the Arabs and Egyptian Greeks were many centuries before †.

China is more populous than India, and the cities are numerous and well fortified. The only coined money among the Chinese is of copper. They consider gold and silver, which they have in great abundance, merely as merchandize, in the same manner as pearls, filks, or other goods. The Chinese of all ranks dress in silk, in summer and in winter. They have no wine, but instead of it a spirituous liquor made from rice (which we now call arrak). Their general drink is an infusion of the leaves of fah (tea), the duty upon which brings in a vast revenue to the sovereign. They have an excellent kind of earth, whereby they make all sorts of vessels for the table, of equal fineness with glass, and equally transparent. For measuring time they have dials and clocks with weights. There is no land tax in China. Every male child is registered when born; at the age of eighteen he begins to pay a captitation tax, and at eighty he becomes entitled to a pension ‡.

* Father Michæl Boym, who resided so long in China as almost to forget the Italian language, in a narrative drawn up in the year 1692, agrees remarkably with Soliman. He says, that in former times the Chinese took in cinnamon at Ceylon, and carried it to Ormus in the Persian gulf, whence other merchants conveyed it to Aleppo and Greece. Sometimes there were four hundred Chinese vessels together in the Persian gulf, loaded with gold, filks, precious stones; musk, porcelain, copper, alum, nutmegs, cloves, and cinnamon, an article of which they carried large quantities. [Relatio[nis de la Chine, in ThemÆon's Voyages curieux, 1730, p. 25 of last series of pages.]

† We may thence conclude that the invention of the mariner's compass being known to them long before this time is defitute of foundation.

‡ It has been doubted whether the Chinese ever sailed as far as the Persian gulf. They do not indeed sail so far now; but that might probably be at least as much owing to the jealous policy of their government as to want of knowledge or ability, till their knowledge fell off from want of practice. The authenticity of Soliman's relation was suspected, when it was first published in a French translation by Ethæbus Renauldt in the year 1718; but Mr. De Guignes has since removed every shadow of doubt, by attesting (in the Journal des Savans, Nov. 1764, and in the Memoires de literature, V. xxi, p. 477) that he had found the original Arabic manuscript in the king's library at Paris. Independent of that support, its credit seems to be abundantly clear from the article and genuine appearance of the narrative; and it is highly valuable, were it only for conveying to us the earliest notice of clocks, tea, and china-ware, articles now so common in every house. The magnificent piece of mechanism, prefixed to Château-magne by Harun al Rathih, was evidently not a clock,
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Some suppose coals to have been used as fuel in England at this time, twelve cart-loads of them, with sixty-four loads of wood, and six loads of turf (or peat) being enumerated among the articles contributing to the rent of Sempringham, an estate belonging to the abbey of Medeshamstede (Peterborough) in the Saxon Chronicle, as translated by Doctor Gibbon

877. Bacta, a rebel, made himself master of most of the empire of China. When Can-fu (Canton), the port for all the Arabian merchants, fell into his hands, he massacred all the inhabitants, among whom there were said to have been one hundred and twenty thousand foreign merchants, consisting of Mohammedans, Jews, Christians, and Persians. This savage cut down all the mulberry trees, which fed the silkworms, and consequently abolished the silk trade during his reign. To complete the ruin of the country, he extorted such extortions upon foreign merchants, that they gave up trading to China.

The west end of the Red sea appears to have been now deprived of all foreign trade; the vessels from Sirdz in the Persian gulf (and we hear of none from India) delivered their cargoes at Judda, or Judda, an Arabian port, seemingly not used when the Periplus of the Erythraean sea was written, and thence the goods destined for Egypt, Europe, and Africa, were forwarded in vessels conducted by people acquainted with the navigation of the Red sea, the many dangers of which deterred the foreign navigators from proceeding any farther in it. We are told that the Red-sea coasters carried the goods to Cairo, which had now superseded Coptes as the general depot of merchandise upon the Nile; and if that be strictly true, the vessels must have proceeded through the canal, which was restored by Amr the Arabian conqueror of Egypt.

And thus we find the trade of the Red sea nearly fallen back to the state in which it was under the first Ptolemies, and also, if we except

clock, but a clepsydra, or water time-measurer; [Amos. Gr. Frac. Eccl. v. c. 95] and that, which his father Pepin received from Pope Paul I., was probably the same principle, though I have not met with any particular account of it. For the antient slave wife is supposed by some to have been the porcellan of China, see above; p. 241.

The words in the original Anglo-Saxon are 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,' 'sæf,
the conveyance by the canal, nearly in the same state that it is in the present age.

878—Syracuse, formerly great in commerce and naval power, had suffered a gradual, but continual, decline from the time when it fell under the Roman dominion till now, that it was, contracted to its original limits in the small island of Ortygia, and dwindled into a village. Nevertheless, its infular situation enabled it to resist the power of the Saracens, who had begun the conquest of Sicily in the year 327, for above half a century, when at last the reduction of that obfinate little city completed their conquest of the largest and most fertile of the Mediterranean islands (21 May 878). [Chron. Sic. ap. Muratori Script. V. i, part. ii, pp. 244, 245.]

Sugar-canes appear to have been cultivated, and their juice made into sugar, in the southern countries of Asia, and some parts of Africa, in the earliest ages. But they were probably unknown in Europe, till the Saracens introduced them in Sicily, the fertile soil, and warm climate, of which were favourable to their production. In process of time the canes were transplanted from Sicily to the southern provinces of Spain, whence the cultivation of them is said to have extended to Madeira and the Canaries, and finally to Brazil and the West-India islands, if they were not indigenous in the later 1.

Notwithstanding the pious endeavours of Pope Zacharia, and an express law of the state of Venice passed in the year 864 against the slave trade, though the modern Arabs do not permit foreign vessels to go higher than Jidda, some British navigators, in spite of the prohibition and the increasing strength of the Red sea, have sailed quite to the head of it in vessels drawing more water than any that the ancient Egyptians, Greeks, or Ethiopians, had upon it.

† The champions of the croft found sugar-canes in Palæstine, Egypt, Cyprus, Rhodes, &c. But, though the introduction of sugar-canes (or honey-canes, 'canne mellis') growing near Panormus in Sicily, given by the Sicilian author Pachypros [ap. Muratori Script. V. ii, p. 228], who wrote in 1189 or 1190, is perfectly just and accurate, the accounts of the process of making sugar ('zucarum, or zucchara') given by Jacobus de Vitriaco [Hist. Orient. cc. 53, 86], who wrote about 1200, and those by the other historians of the holy war, are very defective and confused, as dehending a thing little known. Indeed, we must suppose, that the sugar in Palæstine was of very bad quality, or very trifling in quantity, as we find sugar one of the articles brought to that country along with cinnamon, pepper, &c. from Babylon by a caravan, which was plundered by Richard I king of England. [G. de Pinjansch, op. Gal. V. ii, p. 407.]

I have not been able to ascertain the date of the introduction of the sugar-cane in Sicily by the Saracens. According to Raynal [Hist. phil. et pol. iv, p. 257, ed. 1793] it was not till the middle of the twelfth century. But he never quotes authorities; and the Saracens had lost the dominion of the island long before that time. That sugar-canes were first planted by the Saracens in Sicily, is generally allowed; and, were probably introduced them, soon after they got possession of the island. See Gibbon [V. ii, p. iii, ed. 1192] who, very contrary to his general practice, has neglected quoting his authorities: but his profound research and approved accuracy enable him to beyond most writers, to be credited for the fidelity of his information. Along with the authors here quoted, see Alberti Magno, Palaeologus, Caroten-zius, and Widimus Tymius, all in the Gaia Dei per Francos.—De Guignard in Mem. de l'Académie, V. xxxvii, p. 459.—Edward's Hist. of the West Indies, V. ii, p. 19.—Mafley's Hist. of Sugar.

It is not improper to observe here, that the cultivation of the sugar-cane is now neglected in Sicily, owing (as Brydson in his Tour in Sicily informs us) to the enormous duties imposed upon it; and certain it is that the most fertile land, perhaps the mother of all the sugar-canes in the western world, now receives sugar from Britain and other countries.
trade, it was found necessary to enforce the prohibition by a new and stricter law, which made it criminal for any Venetian to permit any slaves to be received onboard his vessel. [Dandui Chron. ap. Muratori Script. V. xii, col. 883.]

Alfred, at his accession to the crown had found England almost entirely over-run by the Danes, and had been even obliged to abandon his kingdom to their rage, and to conceal himself, with the few faithful subjects who had not deserted him, from their pursuit. Emerging suddenly from his concealment, he now gained a great and decisive victory over the Danes, secure in the belief that the English could no longer presume to make head against them. The consequence was, that Alfred recovered possession of nearly a half of England, the Danish king Godfred being by treaty restricted to the eastern part of the country, and professing himself a Christian. By this treaty there was a new nation settled as inhabitants of Britain.

886—Paris, though the capital seat of the French kings, was still a small town, contained in the little island of the river Seine, just as it was when Julius Cæsar gave the first historic notice of it. [After vita Alfredi, p. 51, ed. 1732.]

London, which appears to have been almost totally destroyed and depopulated by the Danes, was restored by king Alfred in the noblest manner, and soon after filled with inhabitants, who had been driven into exile, or kept in captivity by the Danes. [Afer. p. 51.]

890—About this time the islands adjacent to the north part of Britain were occupied by a colony of Norwegians, who, unwilling to submit to Harold Hærfagur, the first sole king of all Norway, had put to sea in quest of independent settlements. These fugitives frequently harassed the coast of Norway with predatory invasions, which provoked Harold to follow them to their islands with a powerful fleet. Having subdued the Orkneys and Hialand (Shetland), he bestowed them on one of his nobles, as an earldom to be held of the crown of Norway.

The islands on the west side of Scotland, which had been often visited by the Normans in their voyages to Ireland, were now in a great measure peopled by them; and, as being more northerly than Shetland and Orkney, they were called in their language by the general name of Sudureyar (i. e. the southern islands). Harold sent Ketil, a nobleman whose ample estates in Norway he wished for an opportunity to seize upon, to reduce these islands, and to govern them as his lieutenant.

*This treaty of partition may be seen among the laws of Alfred.*

† We know from Adamnan's Life of Columba, that in the sixth century the Orkneys constituted a petty kingdom, which acknowledged the supremacy of the neighbouring kingdom of the Picts. But, if they had now any connection with, or dependence upon, the sovereigns of the adjacent main land, it was probably very slender. The succeeding earls of Orkney feigned upon Caithness, (then including the shire of Sutherland) and for it their successors acknowledged themselves vassals of the crown of Scotland.
But Ketil, when he got himself established in his government, and had conciliated the affections of the chiefs by intermarriages with his family, set up for an independent sovereign; and from him the kings and lords of the Isles are descended. Thus were the Norwegians added to the nations inhabiting the British islands.

The arts and manufactures flourished in some degree in those remote islands; and the drapery of the Sudreyans was even famous in the northern parts of Europe. They very soon became so populous, that they sent out colonies to the Ferroes, to Iceland, and even to France. This last colony joined a band led by the famous Hrofl or Rollo, the first duke of Normandy, a son of the first earl of Orkney, and the ancestor of the Norman kings of England.

The usurpation or conquests of Harold also gave birth to other settlements in the northern extremity of the world, which was hitherto in a great measure unoccupied. Of these the most distinguished was Iceland, which had been accidentally discovered in the year 864, revisited in 865, and 874, and began to be settled in 878. It now received a considerable colony, which spread over all the extent of the island; and this, unless we may perhaps except some of those of the ancient Greeks, is the only colony in the world, prior to the recent European settlements in America, of which we have an accurate and regular history from its commencement. About the beginning of the tenth century the Icelanders established a colony in Greenland, which increased and prospered for near four hundred years, after which the intercourse between Greenland and the rest of the world was interrupted by the increasing rigour of the winter in that inhospitable climate, by which in all probability, the colony perished. We shall also have occasion to notice the Icelanders as the first European discoverers of America about the year 1000.

Navigators accustomed to depend on the almost-infallible skill of the compass and quadrant, and of arithmetical and astronomical tables ready constructed by men of eminence in the various depart-
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* A northern poet describing the magnificent drefl of a hero of the seventh century says, it was spun by the Sudreyans. See Johnstone's Note on St. xxvii of his Norderland-guide. The fact may be true, though it is certainly antedated.

† We learn from Procopius, [Bell. Gotth. L. iv. c. 17] that about the middle of the fifth century a considerable body of the Hervii migrated northward, passed the country of the Danes, and settled in Scandinavia, called by him Thule, the inhabitants allowing them to occupy a part of their lands. See above p. 254, note *.

Ohlert, in his narrative preferred by King Alfred, affures us, that the northern part of Norway was uninhabited in his time. And Snorri Sturlason particulars the names of several provinces of Scandinavia, which were now for the first time cleared and inhabited by people retiring from the country conquered by Harold.—These unquestionable testimonies show, that the notice of the ancient redundant population of the great northern peninsula, called by the general name of Scandinavia, has no foundation in truth, but, like many other generally-received opinions, has passed without examination upon the credit of being frequently repeated. Its foundation is a foolish expression of forebodings, who calls Scandinavia officina genium, the warehouse, or workshop, of nations.
ments of science, will be astonished, when they reflect on the intrepid spirit of those adventurous sons of the Northern ocean, who, assuredly didst of the compass, for which they substituted the flight of birds, and with very poor substitutes for the other guides, dared to commit their banks for several days, perhaps often weeks, to a boundless expanse of ocean, and trust their lives to the chances of seeing the sun and the stars.

During several centuries the free and independent inhabitants of Iceland, drove a considerable carrying trade in the Northern seas, their ships visiting Britain, Ireland, and the adjacent islands, France, Germany, and all the northern parts of Europe. In that sequestered corner of the world liberty, industry, commerce, and learning, flourished in the dark ages; and they continued to embellish and to dignify that poor island, till it fell under the dominion of Norway in the year 1302. Even in the present day its literary eminence remains to confine it in some degree for the loss of its other advantages.

897—Alfred was the first of the English kings, who had the judgment to perceive, that an island without a maritime force must ever be at the mercy of every piratical plunderer; and that a maritime invader could only be repulsed by a well-appointed navy, the bravest and best disciplined army being of but little avail against an enemy, who by his naval superiority could choose and vary his points of attack at pleasure. He therefore determined to meet the invaders upon their own element, and the very earliest of his naval efforts were crowned with success. His superior genius did not merely imitate the vessels of the Danes or Franks, but conceived a new model of construction with improvements upon theirs. His galleys were almost twice as long as those of the enemy, and carried fifty oars, some of them even more; they made better way, and were less crank or less apt to roll. By an unex-
mitting attention to his fleet, this illustrious prince, who may with great propriety be called the father of the British navy, protected his fleets from fresh invasions; and he also kept his Danish allies of the eastern parts of England more quiet, than their own inclinations led them to be.

AD 871-900—At the accession of Alfred, England, owing to the long-continued ravages of the Danes, had fallen into a state of degeneracy, rather below barbarism. Scarcely a nobleman could read, and there was not, by Alfred's own account, one person on the south side of the Thames capable of translating a common prayer from Latin into English. Alfred himself, though he was sent to Rome (which was, next to Constantinople, the seat of what little learning remained in the Christian world) when he was five years of age, returned to England without learning to read, and continued ignorant till his twelfth year. His great proficiency in learning and science, though he had the advantage of not being heir apparent to the crown till his eighteenth year, is truly wonderful, considering the gross darkness of the age, and the turbulent state of the country. His literary works alone, which are still extant, are sufficient, independent of all his other excellences, to immortalize the name of his author.

When the treaty of partition with Godwin gave the miserable country some repose from the horrors and devastations of war, Alfred, ever intent upon augmenting the knowledge and the happiness of his people, applied to those very countries, which had formerly been enlightened by the learning of England, for teachers to reclaim his subjects from ignorance; so that by his paternal care the youth were at least taught to read. It has been a matter of fierce contest, whether the University of Oxford is of higher antiquity, or owes its foundation to Alfred. He kept up a frequent correspondence with the Pope, and also with Abel, the patriarch of Jerusalem, who sent him several valuable presents of Oriental commodities.

Alfred was the first native of Britain, that we know of, who made any attempt to extend the science of geography beyond the bounds of
Prolemy's knowledge; and he obtained from Ohther and Wulfian such information of the Baltic sea with the adjacent countries, and of the extreme northern regions of Europe, as far exceeded that of professed geographers, either before or after his time, till the route of Ohther was retracted in the year 1553 by the English navigator Chancellor, who was supposed the original discoverer of the northern passage to Russia. The royal author has himself preserved the account of the voyages performed by those navigators. Ohther, a Norwegian, coasted along the country of the Finns, now called Lapland, passed the North cape, and penetrated into the great bay (Quen fe) or White sea where Archangel now stands. From his relation we learn, that in that age the northern people were accustomed to catch whales and seals, of the skins of which they made ropes of all sizes, and also horse-whales, the teeth of which were valuable as well as their skins, which were likewise used for making ropes. Whales of forty-eight and fifty fathoms (72 and 75 feet) were so numerous on the coast of Norway, that Ohther with the help of five men could kill sixty of them in two days. Ohther also made a voyage up the Baltic. And Wulfian likewise navigated the Baltic as far as the country now called Frussia. He remarked that the people of that country brewed no ale, because they had much plenty of honey (noted many centuries before by Pythaic) that mead was the common drink of the meanest of the people, while the rich drank mare's milk, or perhaps rather a spirituous liquor prepared from it.

Perhaps the letters of the patriarch of Jerusalem and his present may have suggested to Alfred the design of sending relief to the Christians of St. Thomas in India, and attempting to establish a commercial intercourse with that country. We are told by William of Malmesbury, that Siglembus bishop of Shrewsbury, was sent by the king with many gifts to St. Thomas, that he accomplished his expedition properly, and, which was thought very wonderful, penetrated even to India, from which he brought aromatic liquors, oils, and splendid jewels, some of which were still remaining in the treasury of the church, when he wrote. [Geoff. reg. Angl. f. 24 a. Geoff. pontif. f. 141 a.] This important

*Scullion Munster [Geographia, sculppit de nova, 1540] makes Norwary, Greenland, and Newfoundland (or the land of cods), all one country. Such was the retrograde progress of geographical knowledge in Europe, such in the fourteenth century.

† It is a pity that Alfred, who saw these letters, has not favoured us with any extracts from them. They were probably much more interesting than the bulk of the unmeasuring or incomprehensible rubbish of letters of those ages, which have been transmitted to us.

‡ Such is the meagre account we have of so important an event as an English expedition to India: and the Scandinavian, and Radolf de

Doctor, the only other relation of it, are still more hurred of circumstances. It is much to be regretted, that the king himself has not left us any account of Sigtibis's travels by land and water, which, if he really reached India, were much more worthy of being read than the voyages of Ohther and Wulfian, which he has related with a degree of minuteness. The silence of Alfred, or of his contemporary biographer, and of most of the other historians, has induced a suspicion, that the whole is fabulous. But the early writers, who have recorded it, had neither motive nor capacity for inventing such a story, though it may perhaps not be briefly true in its fullest extent. Siglembus went from England to Rome in the year 873, and probably
natives, who excelled in any useful branch of knowledge or manual trades, were sure of a welcome reception and liberal encouragement from Alfred. By their help, he rebuilt the towns, which were generally in a ruinous condition; and he took that opportunity to introduce a safer and more elegant style of building by substituting stone or brick for timber, which hitherto had been almost the only material used in building.

Although glass for windows was introduced in Northumberland five hundred years before the year 628, and a manufactory of glass was established in that kingdom by the care of Benedict Biscop in 674, as already observed, the use of that noble convenience had neither been extended into the south parts of England, or was ever lost in the convulsions of the Danish invasions. So it was, that the churches in King Alfred’s dominions were deflirous of glass windows, and the wax candle, which he burnt by day and night for measuring the time, were exposed to the wind, which made them burn irregularly. He therefore invented lanterns, which he furnished with plates of horn, leaved fo thin as to be colourless, glass being apparently inaccessible, though it could not be unknown to him.

For the more speedy and equal distribution of justice, Alfred divided the whole of his kingdom into districts called hundreds, and each of these into ten tithings. He is also supposed the author of the division into shires or counties; but there appear to have been as antient in his hereditary kingdom of Wessex as King Theoden, if we may depend on the genuineness of the laws of that monarch. Alfred may, perhaps, have extended this kind of division to the other parts of England subject to him. He ordered a general survey of his kingdom, the particular of which were recorded with the greatest accuracy in the book of Winchester, which appears to have furnished the model of the celebrated Dome day book of William the Conqueror. He revised the laws of the Anglo-Saxons, and selecting the best of them, and those of other

He probably got a passage from some of the Italian ports to Alexandria or Phoenicia. It is not improbable (though very difficult for a Christian) that he may have come by the south coast of Arabia, or to Balsora, and have proceeded even to India. But if he purchased Oriental commodities in Alexandria, Arabia, or Balsora, any of these places would be confounded with India by his countrymen, who were ignorant of the geography of countries much nearer to them.

His biographer Asser was acquainted with the nature of glass, for he compares horn to it for transparency.

Lanterns are supposed to be alluded to by Platus, who mentions carrying fire in a horn. But their being known in antiquity Rome does not hinder them from being also a new invention of Alfred’s.

In the 30th law of King Ethelred we find a recognition as a division of the kingdom, and in the year 860 it is mentioned as the district or province of an ‘ealdorman,’ apparently the same kind of officer, who is called aermann (or thurif) in the 8th.

Vol.
nations, he composed a code for the regulation of his subjects. He is believed by some to be the first who establised in England the trial by a jury of twelve men of fair character, and of rank as nearly as possible equal with that of the party, whose life or property was the subject of the trial; while others, apparently with good reason, carry the use of that mode of trial in England to the earliest ages of the government of the Angles, Saxons, &c. and suppose, it was brought over with them from Germany.

If England had but little commerce in the reign of Alfred, and the possession of jewels, silken robes, and incense, proves that there was at least some, his improvements of shipping, restoration of decayed towns, encouragement of arts and science, and unremitting attention to the distribution of justice, at least paved the way to the extension of commerce.

It may be presumed, that Alfred was the richest man in England; yet so high was the value of money, that he left only five hundred pounds of silver, together with lands, to each of his two sons, and one hundred pounds, with some lands, to each of his three daughters: and, from his will, when is fortunately extant, his whole flock of ready money cannot be supposed to have exceeded three thousand pounds, equal in weight to about nine thousand pounds of modern money. But Alfred was a good shepherd, more intent upon feeding, than upon fleecing, his flock. He is almost the only character in history, whom no writer has charged with any crime or weakness: and the whole bright assemblage of his virtues and talents presents a pleasing and splendid picture of a heaven-born genius rising out of the darkness of one of the darkest ages, and distinguishes this truly great prince from the crowd.
of kings, whose names are of no use in history, but to mark the revolution of dark or sanguinary years.

912—Hrolf, or Rollo, after long infesting the coasts of France and the adjacent countries with piratical invasions, now by a treaty with Charles the Simple, king of France, established himself and his followers in the province of Neustria, which from them has obtained the name of Normandy; and he became the father of a race of dukes of Normandy, whose ducal title in the fifth generation was adorned with the superior splendour of that of king of England.

900-925—King Edward gradually recovered the dominion of the country, which had been ceded to Godrun. He closely followed the example of his father Alfred in his attention to his fleet; and in restoring and fortifying the ruined towns, particularly in Cheshire, the Peakland of Derby, and Nottinghamshire, which bordered on the Northumbrian kingdom, then possessed by the Danes; and he even seized and fortified Manicecaster (supposed Manchester) within the limits of that kingdom.

About 930—King Athelstan enacted, that the money (should be the same through all his dominions, and that no money should be coined but in towns, of which the following list shows which were then the places of chief importance in the kingdom, and also lets us know, that the clergy of the superior ranks shared with the king in the prerogative of coinage.

Cantwarbyrig (Canterbury), to have seven coiners, viz. four for the king, two for the archbishop, and one for the abbat.
Hrofeceastr (Rochester), three; two for the king, and one for the bishop.
Lundenbyrig (London), eight coiners.
Winteceastr (Winchester), fix.
Lewes, two.
Hælingaceastr (Halings), one.
Oyceceastr (Chester), one.
Hamtun (Southampton), two.
Werham (Wareham), two.
Eaxanceastr (Exeter), two.
Sceafbyrig (Shafsbury), two.
Other burghs, not named, one each.

It follows of course, that there were artificers at every one of the above towns capable of working in silver, and engraving the dies used in coinage.

Even in the more remote kingdom of Scotland, we find at this time a casket for containing the gospel at St. Andrews, which was covered with silver, most probably by a native artificer, and had two Latin verses in-
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938—Athelftan having taken advantage of the death of his brother-in-law Sitrik, the Danish king of Northumberland, to seize upon his dominions, Aulaf*, the son of Sitrik by his first marriage, in order to recover his heritage, procured a very general confederacy of the neighbouring kings, among whom was Constantine king of Scotland, the British king of Cumberland, and the Danifh and Norwegian kings of Ireland and the Isles. The allies entered the Humber with a fleet, laid to consist of no less than five hundred and fifteen ships †, and proceeded to Brunanburh, (probably Burn in Lincoln-shire) where they were met by Athelftan; and there ensued one of the most obstinate, and most celebrated, battles recorded in ancient English history, which began in the morning, and continued till the evening, when Athelftan remained master of the field. Five kings, and seven great officers, were slain on the side of the allies; and Aulaf and Constantine escaped to their ships. Athelftan does not seem to have had any fleet to oppose to that of his enemies, which appears to have retired unbroken; and we afterwards find Aulaf and his nephew Regnald joint kings of Northumberland.

The fame of this great battle is said to have spread all over Europe, the several kings of which courted the alliance and friendship of Athelftan, by embassies and presents. The king of Norway sent on this occasion a magnificent ship, with gilded beaks, or rostra, and a purple sail, her sides being guarded all round with gilded shields ‡. The German emperor sent aromatics, such as had never been seen in England, gems, running horses, a vessel of oyx with figures carved upon it with wonderful art, the sword of Constantine, the lance of Charlemagne, a crown made of gold and precious stones, some superstitious reliques, &c.

Athelftan, who appears to have had a higher idea of the importance of commerce, than could be expected in an age wherein only the cli
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cal and military professions were thought honourable in Europe, allured his subjects to engage in it by a law, which conferred the rank of a thame on every merchant, who made three voyages over the sea, with a vessel and cargo of his own. The premium, thus held out to commercial enterprise, was very judiciously chosen, as, by rendering it the path to rank as well as to wealth, it operated upon the two most powerful passions of the human breast.

It proves, however, that there must have been but very few merchants in the kingdom, who were capable of thus raising themselves to the order of nobility.

947—India, from Cashmere to Cape Comorin, was now pretty well known by the Arabs, and is described by Malfoudi, with its division into several potent kingdoms, as follows. The kingdom of Sind, adjacent to the River Sind, or Indus. Canodge, or Bouroub, near the Ganges. Cashmere, a country full of towns and villages, and entirely surrounded by a stupendous wall, of impassible mountains, the only entry of which is closed by a gate. The dominions of the great Balhara, (a permanent title like Pharaoh or Augustus) or the king of kings, whole capital is called Mankir, or the great Housa. The Arabians were much favoured by the Balhara, (doubtless for the advantage of their commerce) and were permitted to build mosques for the performance of their religious worship. Moutan, between Canodge and the Arabian or Saracen dominions in Persia. Ludara, also near the Indus. To the southward of all these is the kingdom of Zanedge, or Zindge, governed by the Mehrage, or great raja, and beyond it the kingdom of Comar (or Comorin).

This description gives reason to believe, that the commerce from the West still continued to be chiefly upon the western side of India; and it is valuable, as giving a view of the progress of geography, a science so inexpurably connected with commerce.

From India, our author proceeds to China. Canton had now recovered from the calamities, which he observes, it had suffered under Bagha, and it was again resorted to by many Arabian merchants from Baffora, Siraf, and Oman, and also by vessels from India, the islands of Zanedge, Senef, and other places. He says, that traders went to China not only by sea, but also by land, through Korafan, Thibet, and Ilestan, which last is a country mentioned perhaps by no other author, and supposed to be inhabited by a colony from Persia.

He next gives an account of Africa, which, though brief, is in some

* This singular country, the paradise of India, is not so completely locked up as Malfoudi was made to believe; for in 1783, Mr. Forster entered Cashmere at the upper part of it, and following the course of a navigable river, the existence of which Malfoudi was not apprised of, went out at the lower part of it. See Major Renell's Memoir, p. 112, and the map. See also the map of the third section corrected, which exhibits seven roads through the mountainous boundary of Cashmere.

† The name and supremacy of the Balhara were noticed by Salman, the Arabian merchant, about a century before Malfoudi.
The Arabian merchants from Oman and Siraf traded to Siala, which produced abundance of gold, and to an island called Phoulabalou, or Canicalou (perhaps Madagascar), where they had even established colonies. [Majusi's Meadows of gold and mines of precious stones, in Notices des manuscrits du roi, V. 1, pp. 9-11.]

Ebn Haukal, an Arabian traveler of the same age, compiled a geographical account of all the countries occupied by the Mohamadans. In his time, as in the preceding century, Siraf was the chief port of Perdia, and abounded with the commodities of the East, which were distributed to all quarters of the world by the merchants of the place, many of whom possessed fortunes of four millions of dirhams, and some still more. Hormuz was the emporium of Kerman (or Carmania) the people of that country cultivated sugar, and were noted for industry and probity. In Daibul, the port of Sind, there were merchants who traded in all places. The countries adjacent to the Caspian sea produced great quantities of silk, whereof that of R Tur in Khorasan was most esteemed, the eggs of the silk-worms being carried thence to other places. In those countries there were great manufactures of silk, wool, hair, and gold stuffs. The Armenians excelled in hangings and carpets, and they possessed the beautiful colour called kermes, which the author understood to be a worm or insect. The paper made at Samarcand was the best in the world. Khoz (a country on the north-west coast of the Caspian sea) contained two nations, the one of a dark colour and resembling the Hindoos, and the other white people, who made a practice of selling their children. There were many vessels trading between the several ports of the Caspian sea, or sea of Khoz. Trabzoun (or Trebizond on the Black sea) was much frequented by merchants. In Antakiah (Antiocch), and many other cities of Asia, the water, an object of the first attention to an Arabian observer, was made to flow through the streets, and into the chief buildings. Ekvanderia (Alexandria in Egypt), though frequently mentioned, is not noticed as a place of trade: three hundred houses, built of marble, contained all the inhabitants. In Bajeh, a country adjacent to Upper Egypt, there were the richest gold mines in the world; and thence Egypt was furnished with slaves. A community of white people settled in Zingbar (or Ethiopia) imported articles of food and clothing into that country. The author notes the great extent of the land of the Blacks, bordering on the Ocean (apparently the Gulf of Guinea) on the south, and bounded by deserts on the north,
which situation obliged all that was brought to them to come in on the
west side of their country. Their skins were observed to be of a finer
and deeper black than those of the Hades (Abyssinians) or Zingins
(Ethiopians). In Andalus (Spain) there were several mines of gold
Ouseby.]

959—In the book of Tactics, written by the emperor Leo, and trans-
scribed by his son Constantine Porphyrogenitus, the galleys of the
imperial navy are directed to be of due length, and to carry two tiers of
oars, one above and another below. On this reduced scale, we shall find
the ancient construction of the galleys retained in the Mediterranean, at
least to the end of the twelfth century.

Among the laws of Constantine, entitled the Basilic, there is an ab-
olute prohibition of taking interest for the use of money; a sufficient
proof that the value of money, and the principles of commerce, were
as utterly unknown in the Greek empire, as they were in the western
parts of Europe, where a canon of similar import, passed in the reign of
Charlemagne, was so managed by the priests, that they made themselves
the arbiters of every bargain between man and man.

960—About this time, or perhaps somewhat earlier, the woollen ma-
ufacture of Flanders commenced, which continued flourishing and in-
creasing for several centuries, during which the chief part of the cloth-
ing trade of Europe was in the hands of the Flemings. At first the sales
were mostly to the French, whose fertile and comparatively well-cultu-
rated soil, enabled them to purchase fine woollen cloths from their in-
dustrious Flemish neighbours. On account of the scarcity of money
the trade was carried on mostly by barter, to facilitate which Baldwin,
early of Flanders, who seems to have 'exceeded most of the sovereigns of
his age in discerning the real interest of himself and his subjects, set up
weekly markets, and established regular fairs at Bruges, Courtray, Tor-
hout, and Mont-Cabel, at all which he exempted the goods sold, or ex-
changed, from paying any duties on being brought in or carried out.

transf.]

* The trade with the Negroes was most pro-
ably entirely managed by the Moorish caravans,
uolts the salem of Morocco ventured to double
the Indian capes, which in after ages so long con-
tinued hughears to the Portuguese navigators.

† It must be acknowledged, that the authority of
De Witt, though very respectable, is much too
modem for an event of the tenth century. But
it is corroborated by that of Giraldus Cambrensis,
[Ann. Cambriae, L. x. c. 2] who ascribes great skill
in the woollen manufacture to a colony of Flemings,
who settled in England in the ensuing century.—
Gervase of Canterbury [col. 1349] says, that the
bureaus of weaving is familiar, and, as it were, pe-
culiar to the Flemings: and Ralph de Dicto
[col. 128] marks them as a manufacturing nation.
—The high value of wool in England (which will
be noted under the year 1066) seems to infer that
it was exported, and Flanders was apparently the
only country that could have a demand for it, and,
being adjacent to the River Rhine, was apparently
the country which first lay by that river to pur-
chase the most precious wool, and other articles
of English produce, as we are told by Henry of
Huntingdon, in the beginning of his history.—
The epithet of the weaver, twice given to Flan-
der
963—Among many other donations and privileges granted by King Edgar to the abbey of Medeshamstede, (afterwards called Peterborough) there was the right of having a mint at Stamford with one coiner. [Cor. Sax. ad. an.] None of the towns, named as coming places in Athelstan's law, were near so far north as this one.

964—According to a pompous charter, ascribed to Edgar, 'the greatest part of Ireland, with its most noble city Dublin,' was subject to him. But the Irish conquests, achieved for Edgar by the monks, are unknown to the sober historians of England, as well as to those of Ireland. The later relate, that for some years before this time Dublin was taken and retaken almost every year by the native Irish and Oftmen; and that their perpetual wars with the Oftmen, and among themselves, had reduced the Irish, a people destitute of commerce, to such a tremendous excess of misery, that 'the father sold his son and daughter for meat.' [Spelman, Concil. p. 432.—Warat Antiq. Hibern. p. 111.—An. Ucit. ad. an. 964.]

968—The emperor Otto first opened the silver mines in the Hercynian mountains, which have greatly enriched Germany, and he built the town of Gostrar near them, whence they are now called the mines of Gostrar. [Spelman Hist. Germ. pravmat. V. i. p. 351.—Chavannes Hist. mundi. p. 450.] Some think the silver mines of Chemnitz in Hungary more ancient than those of Gostrar.

969—According to the contemporary testimony of Liutpland, bishop of Cremona, and ambassador from the Western to the Eastern Roman empire, the trade and navigation of Amalfi at this time emulated those of Venice. The Amalfians, though possessing a very narrow tract of country, acquired wealth, and supported liberty, by their foreign commerce, which extended to the opposite coast of Africa, to Constantinople, and to some of the ports in the east end of the Mediterranean, and they, together with the Venetians supplied Italy and other parts of Europe, with the precious produce and rich manufactures of the East. [Muratori, Script. V. ii. p. 487; Antiq. V. ii. p. 884.]

970—But the commerce of the Saracens in the Mediterranean was much more extensive than that of the Christians; and they were also superior to them in naval power, and particularly in the size of their vessels. Abderraman, the Saracen sultan, or calif, of the greatest part of Spain, built a vessel larger than had ever been seen before, and loaded her with innumerable articles of merchandise, to be sold in the eastern regions. On her way she met with a ship carrying dispatches from
the amir of Sicily to Almociz, a sovereign on the African coast, and pil- laged her. Almociz, who was also sovereign of Sicily, which he govern- ed by an amir, or vicecy, fitted out a fleet, which took the great Span- ish ship returning from Alexandria, loaded with rich wares for Abdir- raman’s own use, and particularly beautiful slaves, among whom were some women very skillful in music. [Hist. Saracen. ap. Muratori Script. V. 1, part ii, p. 252.] We shall afterwards meet with several other great ships built by the Saracens in various places. It was probably in imitation of those built in Spain, that the Christian Spaniards introduced the use of large ships, for which they were distinguished at least down to the age of Philip II, whose invincible armada consisted of ships much larger than the English vessels opposed to them.

The most illustrious character of the tenth century was undoubtedly Gerbert, a native of France, and a monk of Fleury. Born in an age, which is justly reprobated by historians as overwhelmed with the deepest shade of that mental darkenss, wherein Europe was buried for so many centuries, this heaven-born philosopher surmounted the prejudices of education, and, in defiance of ecclesiastical cenfures, withdrew from teachers who could add nothing to his stock of knowledge, to seek from the professors of a different religion the treasures of science, for which he so ardently thirsted, and which they alone of all the people of Eu- rope then possessed. At Seville in Spain he learned the language of the Arabs, and soon made himself master of their superior knowledge in astronomy, geometry, mechanics, and apparently arithmetic. On his return to France in the year 970 he liberally imparted to his country- men the fruits of his studies. His music, his hydraulic organs, his me- chanical horologe, &c. I lay nothing of, as not so immediately connected with commerce; but that part of his imported stock of knowledge, which most eminently entitles him to the gratitude of the Europeans in all succeding ages, and especially of every merchant, was the glorious scie- nce of ARITHMETIC, as now prafified by means of the numeral figures, which the Arabs had brought with them from the East. It was thought a most wonderful thing by the French, that the same figure could express one, one hundred, one thousand, &c. and the rules of arithmetic, which he published, could scarcely be comprehended by the most labor- ious students, even in the twelfth century. It is, however, not impro-

* Selden quotes (from memory) some author of those ages, who calls the study of natural phi- losophy and the arts Studia Saracensorum. [Titles of
honour, preface.]
† Abacum certe primus a Saracenis rapiens, reg- ulas dedici, quae sodiambus aubidis vii intellectu- gustum. [W. Mahly, p. 36 a.] Whether that
was owing to the want of comprehension in the
students, or to the imperfection of the rules, it is im-
possible for us to know, as Masson has most stran-
gely withheld from the public Gerbert’s treatise up-
on arithmetic, though he acknowledges he had it
in his possession, and at the end of the 160th
epistle, which was prefixed to it, even gives a spec-
imen of it as follows.

* De simplici.

† Si multiplications singularem numerum per
singularem, dabis unicunqne digitio singularem, et
omni articulo decem, differe et convertim, &c. and

Vol.
A.D. 973.

bably, that, within five years after Gerbert's return from Spain, some native of England had learned as much of the new arithmetic, as to combine the figures 975; which are supposed to be inscribed upon an ancient portal of Saxon architecture at Worcester.

By the favour of Robert king of France, and Otto emperor of Germany, who had both been his pupils, Gerbert was promoted successively to the see of Rheims, Ravenna, and at last Rome itself, under the name of Silvester II. The ignorant vulgar, and the envious pretenders to science, agreed in ascribing the wonders of his superior knowledge to a compact with the devil; and a number of extravagant fictions were invented to support the slander; whereupon William of Malmbury, though not entirely, above allaying to the absurdity, observes, that it was common to asperse the name of learned men, and to ascribe their pre-eminence to intercourse with the devil. Such is too often the ungrateful return made by mankind to their best benefactors; and such

and so he concludes his edition of Gerbert's Epistles.

[See Pref. p. 337.]

Doctor North [Archaeologia, V. x] has added many arguments to prove, that the Arabians were not yet masters of that kind of numeration by figures, to which we give their name. Without prolonging to determine on either side of so difficult a question, I may be permitted to observe, that his positive evidence refuseth, chiefly upon the authority of Theophanes, 'the father of many lies,' [Gibbon, F. 1 p. 253] that his other arguments are of the negative kind. It is not at all singular, that the evidences of Gerbert's introduction of this most important science into Christendom are but slight, when we advert to the extraordinary darkness of the age, in which he flourished; but, as there is not equal evidence of the introduction of it by any other person, and it was introduced by somebody, the balance of evidence is in favour of Gerbert. The benevolent inventors of arts of improvements, which add to the happiness of mankind, have scarcely ever received their due praise, though fame has in all ages been lavished upon the defiers and scourgers of the human race. When not one of a thousand could read, and few were concerned with them, who also received with gratitude and applause the benefits bestowed by the art of printing. I have already observed, that the introduction of writing in Europe was unknown to India, bishop of Hippalus in Spain, whom the manufacture of their ink had established a hundred years in Greece.—It must be acknowledged, that it was not a word of arithmetic, but such a matter was of little consequence to an author, who sets out with deducing the parentage of his hero from Hercules, and labouring to invest him with the crown of acquiring science from the Sages of Spain—his chief glory, and probably the cause of his exaltation.

The time when numeral figures were introduced in this country has been much disputed by the learned; and, consequently, the genuineness of this date is denied by those who do not allow them to be so ancient: it is also that of 1090, supposed to be remaining on the sill of a window at Colchester, and some others even later. [See Philosophical Transactions, V. xii. p. 357, and Doctor North's Essay above mentioned.] But nothing can be concluded on either side of the question from supposed numbers, which require conjecture to read them, and which, if they were perfectly plain, might be only restorations of more ancient sculptures. The introduction of our numeral figures is a subject well worthy of investigation in a judicious treatise.

* William of Malmbury confounds Gerbert (or Silvester II) with John XI: between whom and Gerbert there were no fewer than four popes. Sergius, who succeeded to the papal chair in one year after the death of Gerbert, inscribed on his monument an epitaph, containing an excellent character of him. The continuator of Aimonius, who wrote in France about the same time that Malmbury wrote in England, calls Gerbert simply a philosopher, and says, that his elevation to the pope's seat was at the unanimous desire of the whole people of Rome. But neither he, nor any of the writers of the age immediately after that of Gerbert, has one word of detail, or any thing further, natural—Marvelous stories importugiously by remoter"s of time and place.
was the method contrived by malice and ignorance to attest their involuntary admiration of this illustrious character.

972—The silver mines of Rammelsberg in Germany are said to have been discovered at this time. They seem to have been exhausted in about forty years. [Rimius’s Memoirs of the house of Brunswick, p. 258.]

973—The monks in their great zeal to extoll their creature and patron, King Edgar, have turned his history into romance. The simple and unimportant fact, that he assembled his fleet at Chester immediately after the ceremony of a coronation, or consecration, at Bath, and that six kings (most probably all of Wales) met him there, and entered into an alliance with him, [Cbr. Sax. ad. an.] has been distorted by the gross impudence of monkish exaggeration for various purposes, one of which was to show what a prodigious fleet he had; for the different writers reckon it from three to four thousand ships: and thence, among other ridiculous pretensions, it has been inferred: that this founder and supporter of forty-eight monasteries, was sovereign of the sea.

975—It does more real honour to Edgar that he made a law for an uniformity of money throughout all his kingdom, and for the general use of the Winchester measure. [Edgar leges, c. 8.]

978—At this time the herring fishery was very plentiful on the coast of Norway; and it appears from several passages of Snorro, the Hero-dotus of the North, to have been considered as an important object of attention. But whether the Norwegians only used the herrings for immediate home consumption, or salted and exported them, we are not certainly informed, though the latter seems very probable. One circumstance, well deserving our attention, is, that the abundance of herrings and corn is marked as the characteristic of a beneficent reign, which proves that the wise of their kings were careful to encourage the fisheries and agriculture. [Snorro, Hift. Olof Trygg. c. 16; Hift. Olof Sanetii, c. 22.] And this, if I mistake not, is the earliest undoubted account of a herring fishery.

* The apparently-real submission of a great number, perhaps the whole, of the Welsh kings to Alfred, is recorded by Aefricus, himself a Welshman. [Vita Alfredi, pp. 45, 49, ed. Oxon. 1722.]

† A strong presumption that Edgar’s fleet must have been very considerable, is, that the fleet, which his son Ethelred raised by a requisition upon all the lands of the kingdom, and which is expressly said to have been the most numerous that ever was seen in England, was found insufficient to repel the northern invaders, or even to guard the entrance of the Thames; and a great part of it was dashed to pieces in a storm, which would not have happened, at least not to so great an extent, if it had been built by carpenters acquainted with their business, and manned by experienced seamen, trained to the proper management of vessels in Edgar’s reign. [Chron. Sax. ad. ann. 1009.]

Edgar’s stupendous fleet is completely outdone by the thirty thousand ships, and nine million of men, brought by the king of the Huns against Frothi his Frank, an anti-historical king of Denmark, who defeated the king of the Huns, and flew every one of his men. The kri an of the English, and emperor of all the kings of the islands in the Ocean, was also surpassed in titles by Frothi his Frank, king of Denmark, Sweden, Britain, Scotland, Norway, Saxony, Frisia, Hungary, and all the countries of the East as far as Greece. It is easy to mutter ships and men, and even valetudinary kings, upon paper; and titles cost nothing.

* His sons were divided amongst his four sons: the eldest son of his former marriage, a son of a second marriage, formally acknowledged, and the youngest son of his first wife, who died when he was a child.
993—The flourishing commerce of Venice had long ago created its natural attendant and safeguard, a powerful fleet, the first effect of which, recorded in history, was the suppression of the piracies of the Dalmatians in the year 823. [Chron. And. Danduli, ap. Muratori. Scriptores, V. xii, col. 175.] But as those restless corsairs continued to infest the Venetian trade, the republic now equipped a respectable fleet, which took many vessels belonging to the pirates, destroyed Narenta their chief port, and subdued the whole province of Dalmatia, to which they soon after added Croatia, another piratical state. Having now acquired an ample territory, and the unrivaled sovereignty of the Adriatic gulf, the Venetians conferred upon their chief magistrate, the doge or duke, the additional titles of duke of Dalmatia and Croatia. They had lately obtained from the Greek emperors a favourable grant of liberties and immunities for their navigators and merchants throughout the whole empire; and they also obtained from Otto, the emperor of Germany, a confirmation of several privileges in his dominions granted to them by his father, and a discharge from the obligation of delivering a pallium, which had been claimed by his predecessors as sovereigns of Italy. [Danduli Chron. coll. 223, 225, 227, 231.]

The Christians of the northern and mountainous parts of Spain, who had preferred themselves from the yoke of the Saracens, were now recovering a part of the territory of their ancestors; and they also refounded the iron and steel manufactures, for which their country had been famous before it fell under the dominion of the Romans. About the end of the tenth century they began to carry on some foreign trade, chiefly from their port of Bilboa. But they were very far from being comparable to the Saracens of Spain for cultivation, opulence, or civilization.

In the long and disastrous reign of Ethelred, which is reckoned from the year 978 to 1016, the English were oppressed by a continual repetition of miseries, greatly exceeding the measure of their former calamities. The Danish and Norwegian robbers, now united, and led by Swein king of Denmark and Olaf Trygvacon, who afterwards became king of Norway, spread the horrors of slaughter, captivity, and desolation, over all the country. After wasting the lands, and utterly extinguishing all cultivation and industry, they compelled the miserable people to bring in provisions for their subsistence; and they moreover extorted, in the name of tribute or the price of peace, but in reality the premium for invasion, the enormous sums of ten thousand pounds of

* Hitherto the Venetians had professed a slight divided allegiance to both empires, which with respect to that of Constantinople was perhaps never formally extinguished, but must have been cancelled when the Venetians became masters of that empire. It was not till the year 1085 that the Greek emperors renounced their claim to the sovereignty of Dalmatia and Croatia.

† I have taken this notice of the trade of Bilboa from Mr. Anderson, though I have not found his authority for it.
silver in the year 991, sixteen thousand pounds in 994, twenty-four thousand pounds in 1002, thirty thousand pounds in 1007, and forty-eight thousand pounds in 1012; after which the greatest part of the country sunk under the power of the Danes, whose king Swein died in the year 1014 in England, of which he had been for some time the real and absolute sovereign.

Historians attempt to account for these uninterrupted calamities by laying the blame on wicked, incapable, and treacherous, ministers and generals, to whom the weak king entrusted the conduct of government and the defence of the country. Certain it is that the English armies appear to have been totally enervated throughout this reign, and that the fleet raised by a requisition upon all the lands of the kingdom, which was more numerous than that of any preceding king of England, answered no purpose but exhausting the strength and treasure of the country, and encouraging the enemy.

The city of London was burnt in 982 or 983. Stow [Annales, p. 114, ed. 1600] copying from Rudburn, an unedited writer of the fifteenth century, says, that the greatest part of the houses were then on the west side of Ludgate, and only some scattering houses where the heart of the city now is; and that Canterbury, York, and some other cities in England, then surpassed London in building. The sea contributed to the distresses of the times by an extraordinary inundation in the year 1014, which swept away several towns and a prodigious number of people. To complete the general calamity of England, it was harassed by civil divisions, and afflicted by contagious disorders, which destroyed both man and beast, the necessary consequence of famine and unwholesome food.

London soon recovered from the conflagration; and the citizens distinguished themselves as the only people in England who made any strenuous or effectual opposition to the enemy. In the year 994, when Olaf and Swein came up the river with ninety-four ships, and attempted to burn the city, they were repulsed with more bravery than they supposed any citizens were capable of. This perhaps inclined Olaf more readily to accept Ethelred's proposal for buying him off from the confederacy: and it is remarked, that he honourably adhered to the terms of the treaty, his piracies being thenceforth exercised in Northumberland, Scotland, the Islands, Ireland, and France. The Danes were frustrated in all their attempts upon the city in 1008, and in 1013 they were again repulsed with their king Swein. It is upon this occasion that

---

* The Saxon Chronicle has only eight thousand ; but Florence, Simeon, &c. have transferred from copies wherein the number is 48,600, which accords with the progressive augmentation of the taxation. The sum thus paid to induce the Northern invaders to retreat from, or rather to repeat, their destructive visits by an exhausted country, poffessing no mines of silver, that we know of, and scarcely any commerce, may stagger credibility, though vouched by the respectable authority of the Saxon Chronicle and the oldest English historian.
we have the earliest certain notice of London bridge; for we are told, in coming from Winchester to London, many of the Danes were drowned in the Thames, because they neglected the bridge.

Amidst the defolations of this unhappy reign, but most probably in the early part of it, some attention was paid to regulations for internal and coafting trade, both of which were apparently on a small scale for articles of subsistence; and England had even some passive foreign trade, as appears from the twenty-third chapter of the laws enacted by Ethelred and his wife at Venetyng or Wanating (Wantage in Berkshire), according to which every boat arriving at Binyngegate paid for toll or cuftom, one halfpenny; a larger boat with sails, one penny; a keel or hulk, four pennis; a vessel with wood, one piece of wood; a boat with fish coming to the bridge, one halfpenny, or one penny, according to her size. The men of Rouen, who brought wine and large fish, those of Flanders, Ponthieu, Normandy, and France, showed their goods, and cleared the duties; as did also those of Hege, Liege, and Nievell. The emperor's men who came with their ships were deemed worthy of good (or favourable) laws; but they were not to forestall the market to the prejudice of the citizens, and they were to pay their duties. At Christmas those German merchants paid two grey cloths and one brown one, ten pounds of pepper, five pair of men's gloves, and two vessels of vinegar. The same dues were also levied from them at Easter.

[Bromton, col. 897.]

The merchants, called in this law the emperor's men, are supposed to have been the predecessors of those who were afterwards called the Merchants of the Teutonic guildhall.

At the same time the number of coiners in England was reduced to three for every principal port, or town, and one for every smaller one, who should be answerable for their workmen as to the quality and just weight of the money. The market weights were also ordered to be uniform with that of the money, viz. fifteen ose (a Danish denomination) to each pound. [Bromton, col. 899.]

* A bridge at London is mentioned in a law of Ethelred of uncertain date, but supposed by Spelman [Concilis, p. 539] to be prior to his treaty with Olaf in 994. Stow [Survey of London, p. 48, ed. 1618] dates this first notice of the bridge in 994, but the Saxon Chronicle expressly in 1012. William of Malmesbury [j. 38 b.], seems to have confounded the two sieges of London by Swein, and thus milled Stow. We may however presume, from Dublin notices in Domesday book, that bridges had long been a common even in the inland and remote parts of England.

Snorro Sturluson relates that Olaf Haraldson sent Ethelred to recover London from the Danish king Canut, the son of Swein. Meeting with an obstruction from London bridge (the breadth of which is remarked to have been sufficient for two carriages) Olaf made salt his ships at high water to the wooden piles of it, and then, rowing them vigorously down the river with the ebb tide, he broke down the bridge, and London thereafter submitted to Ethelred. [High. Olagh-sandl, c. 11.] This fragment, I believe, is not mentioned by any of the English historians.

† Craipice. See the Glossary to the S. tors decent, in vo. Craipice.

‡ Monstrabilis res suas, et extolcentur.

§ So it is printed in Bronton's Chronicle. This law is not published by Lambard, Whetstone, Spelman, or Wilkins.

|| Duo caballinos ecolonnos; the meaning of which the glossarist is unable to explain.
A council, held by the wise men of England and the councillors of Wales, for regulating the intercourse between the two nations, during this reign as is supposed, scarcely deserves notice in commercial history. By six English and six Welsh law-men (or men skilled in the law) were appointed to settle all disputes between individuals of the two nations; and the rates of compensation for slaves, cattle, &c., were ascertained. [Lambardi Arcbaionia, f. 90, ed. 1568.]

- Olaf Trygvald, having by his piratical expeditions acquired some knowledge of the productions and the wants of various countries, after his accession to the crown of Norway endeavoured to encourage commerce in his own country. With this view he founded Nidaros (i.e. Nid's mouth), and appointed it to be an emporium for trade, as it still remains under the name of Drøntheim. [Snorro, Hfif. Olaf Tryg. c. 77.]

King Olaf went beyond all his predecessors in his attention to maritime affairs; and he built some ships of war larger than had ever been seen in the northern seas. One of these, called the Dreki (or Dragon), was seventy-four elns * by the keel; she had thirty-four benches for the rowers; her sides are said to have been as lofty as those of ships of burden; and her head and stern were finely adorned with carving and gilding by an artist, whose name was Thorberg Skaffhug.

The battles of the northern nations were most frequently fought upon the water. Their warlike ships, or galleys, were long, narrow, and low; and they were adorned with figure heads, the use of which appears to have come down from the earliest ages. Besides swords, bows and arrows, and pikes, they took onboard a quantity of stones to throw into their enemy's vessels. A parapet, or breast-work, composed of shields, was set up around the sides of the ships.† Like the ancient naval combatants of the Mediterranean, they drove the beaks of their galleys by the force of the oars against the sides of the enemy, and the battle was supported chiefly on the fore part of the deck. It was a great object to have the heads and sterns lofty for the sake of pouring down stones, darts, &c. on the enemy's deck. They generally endeavoured to grapple their enemy, and board him. Sometimes by mutual consent the holfine ships were bound to each other, and the men fought hand to hand, till one of the ships was overpowered. [Snorro, Hfif. Olaf Tryg. cc. 124-136; Hfif. Olaf Sandi, c. 47; Hfif. Harald Hardrad, c. 2.—Torfei Oреді, l. l. cc. 14, 22, 39.]

That foreign articles of elegant dress and ornament were not un

* The eln of Norway is equal to a foot and a half of our measure, as I was informed by Doctor Thorkeiell, the learned keeper of the Danish royal library. The keel of the Dragon therefore measured 111 feet, which is equal to the length of our large modern frigates of 32 or 36 guns.

† The shields, &c., sometimes now painted upon the quarter-cloths, seem to be a vestige or memorial of this custom.
known in those remote regions, appears from the following description. Sigurd Sys, the stepfather of King Olaf the Saint, who is noted as a plain man, a good farmer, and a lover of peace, could on extraordinary occasions dress in breeches, or trousers, of Cordovan leather, and clothes made of silk, with a scarlet cloak over them. His sword was richly adorned with carving in gold, and his helmet and spurs were gilded. His horse had a saddle embellished with golden ornaments, and a bridle shining with gold and gems. Those articles of finery were not, however, so often acquired by fair trade as by piracy, than the chief trade of all the northern nations; for, though some of the Vikaver (people of the south part of Norway) are said to have been considerable traders (according to the estimation of their age and country) to England, Ireland, Saxony, Flanders, and Denmark, yet their attachment to trade did not prevent them from sometimes amusing themselves with piracy when they found an opportunity; and taking free winter quarters in the countries of the Christians*. [Snorre, Hist. Olaf Saneti, cc. 31, 32, 62.]

About this time periodical public markets, or fairs, were established in several towns of Germany and the northern kingdoms, and a principal part of the merchandise brought to them in these days of rapine consisted of slaves taken in the wars, which were indeed often made merely for the purpose of carrying off captives. Helmold relates that he saw seven thousand Danisli slaves at one time exposed to sale in the market at Meklenburg. The common price of ordinary slaves of either sex was about a mark (or eight ounces) of silver; but some female slaves, for their beauty or qualifications, were rated as high as three marks. [Toerkelin's Essay on the Slave Trade, pp. 4-9.]

1000 or 1001—It was in the last year of the tenth century, or the first year of the eleventh, that the adventurous spirit of the northern navigators of Iceland carried them to a country situated south-west from Greenland, and having in the shortest day the full eight hours above the horizon, which infers that it was about the forty-ninth degree of latitude. The fertile soil was covered with wood; whence they called the country Markland; but having discovered that it produced grapes spontaneously, they altered the name to Winland. The rivers were well forested with fiih, and especially with large salmon. The natives with whom the Icelanders never saw till the third year of their voyages to the country, were a diminutive race, who used boats covered with leather, and fought with bows and arrows. These people, after having a skirmish with the Icelanders, traded with them, giving them fine furs in exchange for their goods.

Several of the ships, which failed from Iceland for this new-found land, carried a number of families in order to establish a permanent settlement, which appears to have subsisted at least above a century, as we

* For the sake of connecting the detached parts of Norwegian commercial history, this paragraph is introduced a few years earlier than its proper date.
find that a bishop went from Greenland in the year 1121 to convert the colonists of Winland to the Christian religion. After that time there is no further certain account of the colony, and the connection between Iceland and Winland seems to have been entirely dropped. But if there is, as has been asserted, a tribe of people in the interior part of Newfoundland who differ in person and manners from the Eskimaux of the north end of the island, they may not improbably be supposed the remains of the Icelandic colony.

Winland was evidently some part of the continent at the mouth of the River St. Laurence, or Newfoundland, more probably the later; and the vagrant natives, called by the Icelanders Skrelingur, were apparently the Eskimaux.

The accidental discoverer of this western land was Biorn, the son of Herifolf; and Lief, the son of Erik Raud, fitted out the first vessel which sailed purposely for it. Snorro, the son of Torfin, was the first person of European parentage born on the west side of the Atlantic ocean; and from him descended a family, which long flourished, and probably still flourishes, in Iceland.

As the discovery of America by the Icelanders, though an event extremely curious and interesting in the history of mankind, is not so generally known as it ought to be (even some of those who have professedly written upon the discovery of that continent being ignorant of it), it is proper to observe, that it is most unquestionably authenticated by the testimony of contemporary authors, and others who lived soon after; all of them long before the generally-supposed first discovery by Colon, or Columbus. Therefore, without detracting in the smallest degree from the merit of that ilustrious navigator, who set out upon scientific principles, and with some previous assurances collected from the accidental discoveries of preceding navigators, to search for a western route to India.
to India, we must acknowledge that the reputation of the first discovery of lands in the western hemisphere unquestionably belongs to Bjorn. Swen Cuique.

1000-1024.—From the regions of the North-west, where commerce was yet in its infancy, our attention is now called to the East by the revolutions of, probably, the first civilized country in the world, where manufactures, commerce, and science had attained to maturity many centuries before any human footsteps had penetrated the British woods, or pressed the Norwegian snows. The great, rich, and populous, country of Barattii *, called by the Europeans India or Hindooftan, had never, that we know of, suffered to any great extent the violation of a foreign conquest †; till it was invaded by Mahmood, the Persian prince or sultan of Gazna, who in twelve expeditions subdued the greatest part of the northern provinces (or of the proper Hindooftan), as far east as the Ganges, and as far south as the Nerbudda. This delightful country has ever since been subject to various dynasties of princes, all of foreign extraction.

1013.—From the accounts written by two Arabian merchants we have seen that the Chinese were a more commercial and enterprising people in the ninth century than in the eighteenth. About this time, if we may depend on the information, perhaps traditional, obtained by Hugo Grotius ‡, [Ann. de reb. Belg. L. xv, p. 702] they extended their conquests throughout the Indian seas, and, with considerable expense of blood and treasure, made themselves masters of Ternate, Tidor, Motiel (or Motir), Makiam, and Bakiam, islands celebrated for the production of spices, especially cloves, and kept possession of them about sixty years. The islands were next occupied by a colony of Malays, whom the Arabs, affifted by the Persians, drove out, and established themselves firmly in their place §.

Hamburg, which had been several times destroyed by its turbulent neighbours, was now rebuilt with wood in a more magnificent manner than before, and was soon peopled by its dispersed citizens and an accession of new inhabitants. [Original authors, op. Lambeetu Orig. Hamburg. p. 43.]

1016.—The silver mines of Rammelsberg no longer answering the expectation of the proprietors, new ones were searched for and discovered

* For this genuine name I am indebted to Major Rennell's Memoir of a map of Hindooftan. Qu. is not Maratt the same name? But it may perhaps be doubted whether so large a country ever was comprehended under one indigenous general name.

† The impression made by Alexander on the western border of India was neither extensive nor permanent. The more ancient conquests ascribed to Bactius, Olirin, &c. seem to be little better than fictions of romantic Greece;

Vol. I.

 Quiquid Graeea mendax
Audet in historis.

‡ There is no account of any such conquest at this time in the Historia Sinica ap. Thurmii, V. ii. But the commercial enterprise of the Chinese remained in full vigour in the thirteenth century, when Marco Polo was in their country.

§ Grotius observes that Molucco, the general name by which those islands are known to us, and sultan, the title of the sovereign, are Arabic words.
in the Upper Hartz (the Hercynian forest of ancient geography). They were worked till the year 1181, when they were ruined by war, and neglected till the emperor Otto again worked them in the year 1208, when another war again involved them in ruin, from which they were recovered in the sixteenth century by Ernest prince of Grubenhagen, who gave great encouragement to all who would engage in working them, and built a town for the accommodation of the labourers. These mines still yield a considerable revenue to the house of Brunswick. [Rimius's Mem. of the house of Brunswick, p. 258.]

The citizens of London were now of such consequence, that they, in conjunction with the nobles who were in the city, chose a king for the whole English nation. The object of their choice was Edmund Ironside, the son of the late king Ethelred, who, after a brave struggle, wherein he was well supported by the city of London, at last sunk under the superior power of Cnut, who had succeeded his father Swein in the command of the Danish army, and had been chosen king by the Danes and a great part of the English.

During the war between Edmund and Cnut, the latter, in order to get his fleet above the bridge to besiege the city of London, dug a ditch, or canal, sufficient to carry the ships, on the south side of the river, by which he passed the bridge, and kept the city closely invested, till it was relieved by the arrival of Edmund.

1018—Cnut, now the acknowledged sovereign of all England, in order to reward his Danes, and induce them to return quietly home, levied eleven thousand pounds of silver from the city of London *, and seventy-two thousand from the rest of the kingdom; a most wonderful sum to be collected in a country already so drained by the great and frequent exorbitant of his father. Of all his forces Cnut retained only forty Danish ships; so well was he satisfied of the good will of the English.

1020—The citizens of Amalfi, whose spirited commercial exertions have already been repeatedly noticed, were now in very great favour with the rulers and people of the Mohamedan countries in the East, because they imported many articles of merchandise hitherto unknown in those countries. They had already obtained permission to establish houses, or factories, in the maritime towns; and, because they had no house in Jerusalem, the caliph of Egypt gave them a letter to the president of that city, who assigned them sufficient ground for building upon. The merchants immediately built two monasteries and an hospital for travelers, whereupon many Christians repaired to the holy city on account of religion as well as of trade. An hospital for men, dedicated to St. John, and another for women, dedicated to St. Mary Magdalen, were afterwards added. The keepers of the former became fam-

* Florence of Worcester makes the sum paid by London fifteen thousand pounds.
ou in history by the title of Hospitale and Johannis, which in the
canges of their fortune gave place to that of knights of Rhodes; and
now they are called knights of Malta. [William Tyr. L. xviii, c. 4—
Breneman. de rep. Amalfi. § 8]

1028—So far was Cnut from entertaining any apprehensions of an
inclination to revolt among the English, that he made frequent voyages to
the continent, where he enlarged his dominions by the conquest of
Norway. This acquisition, which united all the maritime nations of
the North under one sovereign, was effected chiefly by English ships,
and by the help of his English subjects; whose courage revived under
the conduct of a general capable of directing it.

Some of the ships of Cnut's fleet (but whether built in England or
Denmark, we are not told) exceeded in magnitude the largest ship built
by Olaf Trygveson, king of Norway, or any other ships hitherto seen
upon the Western ocean. [Snorre, Hist. Olaf. Sancti. c. 158]

1031—Cnut also made a journey to Rome, because he was told by
wife men that St. Peter kept the key of the celestial kingdom, where
he spent a great deal of money. There he met the emperor Cun-
rad and other princes, from whom he obtained for all his subjects, whether
merchants or pilgrims, a complete exemption from the heavy tolls
usually exacted on their journey to Rome. [See Cnut's own letter ap.
Will. Malm. f. 41 b.]

Cnut is believed to have established, or authorized, mints at a greater
number of places than any other king of England; and the following
modernized list of the names, found upon money coined in his reign,
shows that at least thirty-seven cities and towns had that privilege.

Bristol, Gloucester,  
Cambridge, Hasting,  
Canterbury, Hereford,  
Chester, Hertford,  
Colchester, Hythe,  
Crommora, Huntingdon,  
Derby, Ipswich,  
Dorchester, Leicester,  
Dover, Lincoln,  
Exeter, London,  

1036—On the death of Cnut the citizens of London were again a

* This list is extracted from a Catalogue of the
coins of Cnut, king of Denmark and England, 410,
1777, published in consequence of a great variety of
his coins being found in the year 1774 in a
peat moss near Kirkwall in Orkney, whither they
might be conveyed either by trade or by piracy,
in those ages the chief trade of the Norwegian
inhabitants of the Orkney islands, which were sub-
ject to the crown of Norway till the year 1468.

† The Saxon Chronicle calls them feamen or
navigators (“thieves”). They were probably
merchants who went in their own vessels. William
of Malmesbury on this occasion observes, that the
citizens of London, by their great intercourse with
the Danes, whom he calls barbarians, resembled
them very much in their manners.
considerable part of the electors, by whom his natural son Harold was
made king of England.

1037-1054—Scotland was at this time governed by King Macbeth,
whom the flatterers of the posterity of King Malcolm Kenmor have rep-
resented as a tyrant and an usurer, whose history Boyle has turned
into a fairy tale, and Shakspare into a dramatic romance. The little
we know of him, which is rather more than we know of most of his
predecessors, entitles him to some notice in this work. The original
part of the Latin Elegiac chronicle of the Scottish kings says, that
Scotland enjoyed plentiful seasons during his reign; and Wyntown, copy-
ing from it and some other impartial antient record, says, that
'All hys tyme wes gret plente.'

[Wyntown's Cronykil of Scotland, B. vi, c. 18, l. 47, 408.]
The only influence a king of Scotland could possibly have in pro-
ducing plenty by land and sea must have been by mild and judicious
government, by giving encouragement to agriculture, the prime source
of wealth in every country, and to the fishery, that inexhaustible secon-
dary fund of wealth, wherewith bountiful Nature has surrounded Sco-
tland. That Macbeth's government was beneficent, and established in
the affections of his people, notwithstanding the claims and efforts of
the rival family, appears from the comparatively-long duration and
tranquillity of his reign, and from his venturing to delegate his power
in order to make a journey to Rome in the year 1050. As an addi-
tional proof of his merit I may adduce the absurd obloquy thrown upon his
memory. That Scotland in his reign enjoyed some foreign commerce,
the basis of which was probably the fishery, and that a balance of
cash was even paid by the neighbouring nations, is sufficiently evident from the
great expense of his journey to Rome, where his charity to the poor
was conspicuous even in that general retort of wealthy pilgrims. [Mar-
ani Chron. ad an. 1050.]

1050—About the middle of the eleventh century Sliafwig (Slefwiki),
or Heithebu, is described as a port of the Barbaric, Baltic, or Scythic, sea,
from which ships failed to Slavenia, Semland, and even to Greece, by
which name we are surely to understand Rustia. Ripa was a port on
the opposite side of Yutland, whence vessels failed to Fresia, Saxony,
and England. Arhufen, on the east side of Yutland, was the port of
departure for Fonia or Seland, Sconia, and Norway. [Adani Bremens.
Lib. de situ Daniae, p. 2, ed. 1629.]

At this time, if Adam of Bremen [p. 17] was rightly informed, Sweden
was full of foreign merchandise: but this account may be taken
with large allowance.

* The name of Greeks was applied to the Russians even before their conversion. [Gilbor, V. r.
p. 326, Note, where original authors are quoted.]
Adam of Bremen and some other old German writers speak in strains of high admiration of the populousness and wealth of the great commercial cities of Winet and Julin, both at the mouth of the River Oder on the south side of the Baltic sea. But as all things are great or small by comparison, and as it is difficult to conceive how any port of the Baltic sea could possibly have a very great trade at that time, and more especially two adjacent ports, we must believe that those accounts are prodigiously exaggerated.

The rotundity of the earth and the theory of the inequality of the length of the day were known by Adam of Bremen; and we do not hear of his being excommunicated or reprehended for his knowledge.

1052—Pefenea, Rumenea, Hythe, Folces-stane, Dofra, and Sandwich, are noted as ports having ships, which were all seized and carried off by Earl Godwin, after his Jon-in-law King Edward had driven him out of the kingdom.

1063—the commercial republic of Pisa on the west side of Italy was now in a flourishing state. The Pisans, despising the narrow dictates of religious bigotry, made frequent voyages to Panormus (or Palermo) in Sicily, where they traded with the Saracen inhabitants. They also traded to the coast of Africa, where, some time after this, conceiving themselves on some occasion to be injured, they led an army against the royal city of Tunis, of which they made themselves masters, except one strong tower, in which the Saracen king or chief was obliged to shut himself up. [Galfridi Malaterra Hist. Sicul. L. ii, c. 34; L. iv, c. 3.]

1064—About the same time the Genoese appear to have had a considerable share of the trade to the Levant, or east end of the Mediterranean. A fleet of their ships, which arrived at Joppa, after the merchants had bartered their goods among the maritime cities, and paid their adorations to the holy places, brought off the remains of a company, or rather an army, of pilgrims, who had traveled over land from France and Germany, as we learn from Ingulf, an English historian, [p. 74, ed. Gale] who was one of the number.

1065—the church of Westminster, which was founded, or re-founded on a larger scale, by King Edward, was the first specimen in England of a kind of architecture, which, according to William of Malmsbury, [p. 52 b] afterwards became very general. It may be presumed to have been that which is generally, but feemingly improperly, denominated the Gothic.

* Helmod, the author of the Chronicle of the Slaves, who wrote about the end of the twelfth century, says, that the reports of the wonderful wealth of Winet are incredible. It was the greatest city in Europe—and it was reported that it was totally destroyed by some nameless king of Denmark. [Chron. Slav. L. i, c. 2.]

† Now called Pevensey, Runney, Hyth, Folkstone, Dover, Sandwich.

‡ If the Gothic architecture was not introduced in England till the reign of Henry II, as is generally supposed, what kind was this?
In the reign of Edward the Confessor the English recovered their military and naval character, chiefly under the conduct of his brother-in-law Harold; for the king himself was much better qualified to perform the offices of a monk than to discharge the duties of a sovereign. On the death of Edward without issue, his nephew, Edgar Atheling, who was underage, was set aside, and Harold was chosen king (a. 1066). He appears to have been, after Alfred, the greatest of the Saxon princes; and like him he was sensible that a well-appointed navy was the natural safeguard of England. As soon as he became king, he was threatened with an invasion by William duke of Normandy, who alleged that the late king had promised to appoint him his successor. Knowing the great power and military talents of the duke, he provided a fleet of above seven hundred ships, which he stationed on the coast opposite to France. Unfortunately a part of it was called off by the unexpected attack of the fleets of Norway and Orkney, led by Harold Hardrada king of Norway, whose life paid the forfeit of his unprovoked hostility. And William, who landed on the south coast almost at the same time, would probably in like manner have expiated his unprovoked attack of a people who had never injured him, had not Harold been slain by a random shot of an arrow, after supporting with his army, fatigued by their march from Stanford to the coast of Suffox, a battle of a whole day with great courage and conduct, if we except his misconduct in fighting at all. But the prudence of allowing an invader to waste his strength and the ardour of his troops by delay was unknown in the art of war of that age.

Even after the disaster of Harold's death the fleet of England was superior to that of the invaders, which it kept blocked up in the ports of Pevensey and Haftings. The fleet of William and his allies is most discordantly numbered, from seven hundred to three thousand ships, by the various writers upon that famous expedition.

Soon after the death of Harold, the English, finding themselves without a leader, and influenced by the clergy, submitted to William, who on the 25th day of December was crowned as king of England in Westminster abbey.

The accession of William constitutes a new era in the history of England, which is thenceforth much more fully known than in the preceding ages, its affairs being now much connected with those of the continent, and illustrated by a continued succession of good historians, domestic and foreign. The materials for commercial history, and particularly of that of this island, will concomitantly be more ample in the

---

* The suppression of the Welsh in the reign of Edward was effected by Harold, chiefly by means of a fleet of ships, wherein he failed from Bristol. The army and fleet of Northumberland, which afflicted Malcolm prince of Scotland against Macbeth, was Danish than English.

† The name of Harold Harfuge, given to this king by most writers, is one of the many influences of the actions of left celebrated characters being transferred to more famous personages of the same name.
A.D. 1666.

succeeding ages than in the past; and the labour of the writers will not,
as in the preceding part of this work, consist chiefly in searching for
materials, but in selecting those which are most worthy of being laid
before the reader.

Before proceeding to what may comparatively be called the modern
history of commerce, it will be proper to introduce some notices con-
cerning the trade of the Anglo-Saxons, which could not conveniently
be referred to any particular dates.

Before the establishment of the feudal system in this country, which
the best antiquaries seem agreed in assigning to the Norman kings,
[See Spelman, Gloss. vo. Feodum] landed property was more absolutely
at the disposal of the proprietors, than when all estates were held by feudal
tenures. From the histories of churches and abbeys, (of which many
are extant in manuscript, and also several published) we have numerous
accounts of sales of estates. We find five hides of land at Holland, on
the coast of Essex, sold for twenty pounds of silver; [Hist. Elen., ap. Gale,
p. 481] and it appears, that the price scarcely ever exceeded five pounds
of silver for a hide of land, even of the best quality. So low a price
of land affords the clearest demonstration, that the country was very
thinly peopled, and that few of the people were in opulent circum-
stances.

Agriculture, which was in such a flourishing state in Britain when
under the Roman government, was much neglected during the long
wars between the Britons and the Saxons, Angles, &c. and it never re-
covered its former degree of perfection during the whole period of the
Anglo-Saxon government. There is not, I believe, any authority to lay,
that one cargo of corn was ever shipped from England in all that long
succession of ages. It is unnecessary to add, that a bad harvest brought
on universal distress.

* See especially the Histories of Ramsey and
Ely, ap. Gale, Scriptores, V., i., 1691. The later
in particular is full of such purchases, many of
which, even by the account of a monk of the
abbey, appear to have been fraudulent.
† There is great difference of opinion concerning
the quantity of land contained in a hide, which
appears to have varied from 90 to 160 acres.
The average price of an acre of good land may,
therefore, be stated at about half an ounce of silver.
In the reign of Cnut two mills were purchased
for two marks of gold; but I know not if it was
a fair price, for the estate to which they belonged
was acquired by a swindling trick. [Hist. Engl.
p. 441.]
‡ The languid condition of agriculture is evident
from a great part of the country having re-
terted to the natural state of an uncultivated
field, which was only useful for feeding hogs and wild
animals, and furnishing fuel and timber for build-
ing. In the reign of Edward the Confessor
Leofstan, abbot of St. Albans, cut down the trees
adjoining to the great road called Watling-street,
begging at the Chiltern, and proceeding almost
to London, that travelers might be less exposed
to the depredations of robbers, who haunted the
wood, which was also occupied by wolves, bears,
wild bulls, and deer. And he gave a grant of the
manor of Flamstead to Thurmoth, on condition
that he should clear the wood of noxious animals
and robbers, and make good the loss sustained
by any person robbed within his diocese. The wood,
however, was not sufficiently cleared, or thinned,
between St. Albans and London; for we find,
that Frederic, the next abbot, gave the manor of
Aldenham on the same terms to the abbot of
Weinfmit. After the conquest many of the
English fled from the oppression of the Normans
to the woods, where they supported themselves
by plunder. [M. Park, Vit. abbatiun, p. 45, 46.]
When
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The fertile and extensive pastures of the British islands, exempted, by the changeable nature of our climate, from the long-continued parching droughts, which frequently destroy the grass in other countries, have, from the earliest ages that we have any account of, nourished innumerable herds and flocks, from which the natives derived the principal part of their food, their clothing, bedding, armour, and even their boats. The skins also furnished an article of the rude commerce of the Britons, before they became subject to the Romans. And, though there is not, I believe, any positive authority to establish the fact, there can be little doubt, that the Flemings, the great manufacturers of fine woollen goods for the whole of Europe, carried great quantities of wool from this country in the period now under our consideration, as, we know, for certain, they did in the following ages: [M. Kyfme, p. 396] and we may thereby account for the disproportionate price of the fleece, which seems to be valued at two pennies in the 68th law of Ine, king of the West-Saxons, whereas the value of a sheep with her lamb, by the 56th law of the same king, was only one shilling, i.e. either five or four pennies. By the 8th law of King Edgar, the highest price which could be taken for a weight of wool, was fixed at half a pound of silver, being, if the weight contained then as now, 182 pounds of wool, near three fourths of a penny for a pound; a price which, as far as we are enabled to compare it with the prices of other articles, may be thought high.

We know that lead was frequently used for the roofs of churches and other buildings; and we know from Domesday book, that in the neighbourhood of Gloucester, there were iron works in the time of Edward the Confessor, which had probably been kept up since before the invasion of the Romans. Though there is no account of the exportation of any metals in the ages now under our consideration, it is reasonable to suppose, that the demand from other countries must at all times have prevented the owners of the mines from neglecting them; and we may presume, that at least lead and tin*, if not iron, formed a considerable part of the few exports during the Anglo-Saxon period.

It may be presumed, that horses had been sometimes exported, as King Athelfan made a law against carrying any out of the kingdom, unless they were to be given as presents.

When the country was almost covered with wood so near the capital, the remoter districts must assuredly have been in a still lower degree of cultivation, of which indeed many positive proofs might be adduced, if it were necessary.

* Mathew Paris [Hist. p. 573] says, erroneously, that from the creation of the world to the year 1142 no tin had ever been found anywhere but in Cornwall. Camden [Britam, p. 194] supposes, that the Saracens worked the Cornhill mines in the times of the Anglo-Saxons; and he says, the exhausted mines are called in Cornhill Atoy Sarifin, which he interprets the leavings of the Saracens.

Raynal [Hist. phil. et polit. V. ii, p. 177, ed. 1782] says, that in the seventh century the Saxons carried their tin and lead to the faire established in France by Dagobert. It is a pity that that valuable author never produces his authorities.

It is to be observed, that the records of the transactions of the English and the Romans in the great battle of Hattin, in 1187, which are narrated by the great historians of both nations, are calculated by the Egyptians, the East-Arians, and the Saracen historians, in Huni, the year 1187 of the dominion of the Muslims, or 1182 of our period, and that those historians, and authors, in all respects, may be considered as the original author of the chronology of the East-Arians.

The Mohammedan historians, in the principal parts of their works, state that the great battle of Hattin, took place in the year 1187, and that the Saracens, in that battle, were defeated, and that the king of the Saracens, who was called Sultan, was taken prisoner; and that the same year the king of the Christians, Richard of the House of Plantagenet, broke the power of the Saracens, and the kingdom of Egypt was taken by the Christians....
A.D. 1066.

It will sound strange to the ears of many, that human creatures, not Africans of a different colour, but white people, natives of Britain, constituted an article of trade in those days. The people of Bristol were great dealers in slaves, whom they generally exported to Ireland. [W. Malmesb. Vit. Ulfani, in Anglia Ssa, Vol. ii, p. 258.—Gir. Cambr. Hisp. exp. Lib. i. c. 18.] Some Northumbrian slaves were carried as far as Rome, where, being exposed to sale in the slave-market, their handsome figure so engaged the compassion of a monk called Gregory, that he afterwards, when he was pope, sent Augustine to convert their nation to the Christian religion, who, instead of proceeding to Northumberland, took up his residence at Canterbury: [Bede Hist. eccl. L. ii, c. 1.]

The foreign trade appears to have been chiefly carried on by strangers, and was therefore a passive trade on the part of England. The attempt of Aethelstan to allure his subjects to avail themselves of the natural advantages of their insular situation would not have been either necessary or proper, if many English merchants had traded to foreign countries, or if many of them had been capable of fitting out and loading a vessel.

The internal trade of England must also have been on a very diminutive scale, when the presence of two or more witnesses, of the chief magistrate, the sheriff, the priest, or the lord of the manor, was necessary to give validity to a bargain of more than twenty pennies. If we may place any dependence on the laws ascribed to Edward the Confessor, the clergy were entitled to draw their tenths even from the profits of trade, which was a safe and good trade for them.

The inland trade was assisted not only by the many navigable rivers, which intersected England, but also apparently by artificial canals, where the ground was level. Abbo of Fleury describes the kingdom of the East-Angles as bounded on the west by a rampart and ditch. [See Camden Brit. in Cambridg.shire, where several such are noted.] A canal in Huntingtonshire, called Kindsdelf, is at least as old as the year 663. [Chron. Sax. ad an. Hift. Rames. ap. Gale, p. 457.] It is not impossible, that these canals may be of still higher antiquity, and may owe their origin to Roman policy and British labour.

Though the subjection of the English by the Danes was fatal to some great families, it must be acknowledged that it was highly advantageous to the great bulk of the people, and more especially to such of them as were engaged in any kind of commerce. The merchants of all the northern countries of Europe, possessing any quantity of shipping, being fellow-subjects in the reign of Canute, navigation was perfectly free from the danger of pirates, and trade was safe. The subjects of so great a king were also, upon his account, more respected and favoured in other parts of Europe, as we have already had occasion to observe.
Concerning the manufactures of this country, the meagre chronicles of the times now under consideration afford little addition to what has been already said upon the introduction of the art of making glass in Northumberland; except in a department, which might be supposed to belong to a state of society vastly more advanced in refinement than the English then were. We have undoubted proof that the English jewelers and workers in gold and silver were eminent in their professions, and that probably as early as the beginning of the seventh century (see above, p. 238); and, certainly as early as the time of Alfred. A piece of ornamental work in gold, with an inscription showing that it was made by the order of that great prince, is preferred in the Almolean museum, and engravings of it have been repeatedly published. Though the drawing of the figure upon it proves that the arts of design were in a very low state indeed, yet the nice sculpture of the goldsmith's tools has been greatly admired. [See Hickesii Theatrum Angl. Sax. V. i. pp. 142, 173.—Affeini Vit. Eclstesii, pp. 43, 171, ed. 1722.—Philol. tran- faction. p. 247.] St equal was the demand for highly-finished trinkets of gold and silver, that the most capital artists of Germany resorted to England; and, moreover, the most precious specimens of foreign workmanship were imported by the merchants. The women of England were so famous for their taste and skill in embroidery with silk of various colours, and with threads of gold and silver, that embroidery was now called English work, as in antient times it was called Phrygian. William the Conqueror sent to his patron, Pope Alexander II, the banner of King Harold, which contained the figure of an armed man in pure gold, and along with it several other ornamental works, which might be greatly admired even at Constantinople. The presents sent by the same conqueror to the church of Caen in Normandy, were such as strangers of the highest rank, who had seen the treasures of many noble churches, might look upon with delight; and even the natives of Greece or Arabia, if they were to travel thither, would be equally charmed with them. What renders these presents of the English male and female artists the more valuable, is, that it is bestowed by foreigners. [Gul. Pictheuv. ap. Du Chefne Script. Norm. pp. 206, 211.—Muratori Antiq. V. ii, coll. 404, 405.]

The imports of England in those ages comprehended silk, and other expensive articles of dress for the great, precious stones, perfumes, and other Oriental luxuries, purchased in the ports of Italy, and probably sometimes at Marslie. To these may be added books, and also, what will appear surprising to a modern protestant reader, dead carcases, legs, arms, fingers, toes, and old rags, supposed to have belonged to the canonized saints.

* See also the account of Matilda, a woman very skillful in the art of dyeing purple, and adorning the dress of the rich, with gold, gems, pictures and flowers, by Alfred, a native writer. [Col. 409, op. Tawfden.]
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With such slender resources as the foreign trade of England appears to have furnished, it may be asked, how the country could raise such sums as were repeatedly paid to procure the forbearance, or to allure the invasions of the Danes; to say nothing of the permanent taxes of Danegold and Peter-pence, the later of which, with the innumerable pilgrimages, made a perpetual drain of money to Rome. As we can see no reason to suppose that the little trade then carried on produced any regular or lasting balance in cash, we must believe, that those heavy demands were supplied, either from mines of the precious metals, though unnoticed by any historian since the beginning of the Roman dominion in the island, except Bede, [Hist. eccl. L. i, c. 1] or from the remainder of the vast treasure, which the fertile fields, the copious mines of tin and lead, and the other valuable productions of Britain, long continued to draw from Rome and the provinces of the empire in former ages. That all those heavy drains did not exhaust the stock of the precious metals in England, is abundantly evident from many facts to be found in antient writers, which show, that the kings, the clergy, and the nobles, were all very rich. King Cnut expended vast sums in his pilgrimage to Rome, as already observed. Edward the Confessor built Westminster and other churches at an uncommon expense. The great quantity of money, found in Harold's treasure, enabled William to be incredibly liberal to the church of Rome, as his biographer expresseth it. *Egelnoc*, archbishop of Canterbury, being on his return from Rome, made a purchase at Pavia of an arm of St. Augustine (or of some other body) for one hundred talents of silver and one talent of gold; an excellent bargain—for the known feller. [W. Malmsb. f. 42 a.] But, what was at least equally astonishing, we are told, that Elsfeg, abbot of Peterburgh, in the year 1013, in the very midst of the convulsions, gave five thousand pounds of silver for a headless carcase. [Chron. Sax., ad an.] Of the opulence of the nobles I shall select only one example, which, after making a large deduction for the exaggeration of tradition, shows that they were very rich, and the court very venal. Earl Godwin appealed the wrath of King Haraldscnut by a present of a galley with golden (or gilded) rostra, carrying eighty soldiers, each of whom had two bracelets on each hand containing sixteen ounces of gold, being in all 320 bracelets, and 5,120 ounces of gold; a sum equal in real effective value to at least two hundred thousand pounds of our modern money. We are fur-

---


† As the writers of the middle ages often affected classical words, when very improper for their subject, it is probable that this important purchase was transferred in more modern money. Surely 100 pounds of silver and one pound of gold was not too small a price for a rotten arm.
there told that even the battle-axes, spears, &c. of these splendid soldiers were completely covered with gold. [W. Malmesb. f. 43 a.] Of the wealth of the great body of the people nothing is recorded; and there was most probably nothing to be recorded, except that they were divested by the unconscionable avarice of their superiors. [W. Malmesb. f. 57 b.]

Slaves and cattle constituted that kind of property, usually transferred with the foil, which is often mentioned by the early English writers under the name of living money; whereas money made of metal was called dead money.

It seems agreed upon by the learned, that, during the Anglo-Saxon period of our history, the nominal pound in money was a real pound of silver in weight; and that weight may, with great appearance of truth, be presumed to have been brought from Germany *. Authors agree, that the pound was coined into 240 pennies; but they vary greatly as to the number of halfpennies of account contained in the pound, some reckoning forty-eight halfpennies of five pennies each, some sixty, and some only twenty. The shortest abridgment that could be made of the arguments and proofs in support of the various opinions would be too tedious to be admitted in this work, and would still be unsatisfactory to those who wish to investigate the matter. I shall only suggest, that it is very probable, that in different parts of England, or in different ages, the kings, who did not think of introducing a deprecatied nominal pound, divided the pound of silver, the only metal generally used for current money, into a greater or lesser number of parts, which still retained the same names of pennies and halfpennies, though the later was probably not a real coin till many ages after. The mark was also not a real coin, but a denomination for two thirds of a pound, and was apparently introduced by the Danes in the time of Alfred. The mancus, according to Ælfric, [Grammat. p. 52] contained thirty pennies, and is supposed to have been a gold coin †, a little better than a third part of our guinea. The thræma, ora, sceat, and the bræf sylva, were coins, or denominations of money, concerning which the learned are not at all agreed.

The proportion of silver to gold, in the Anglo-Saxon times, is generally believed to have been twelve to one.

The Yutes, Saxons, and Angles, appear to have surpassed the people of the northern countries of Europe, whence they themselves came, in

---

* The old Saxon pound contained 5400 grains of Troy weight, or 12 ounces of 450 grains each. The standard ounce of Cologne and Strasburg contains at present 451.38 grains; a resemblance, or rather identity, not to be ascribed to accident.

† This supposition is against the general belief, that no gold was coined in England before the year 1344. See Pege's Dissertatio on Anglo-Saxon coins.

The Tables of English coins.—Clarke on coins.—Fleetwood's Chronicon preciosum, &c.

The old Saxon pound contained 5400 grains of Troy weight, or 12 ounces of 450 grains each. The standard ounce of Cologne and Strasburg contains at present 451.38 grains; a resemblance, or rather identity, not to be ascribed to accident. For the nature of the Saxon money, the reader may consult Hickes's Dissertatio epistolica.—Folke's
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coining money; an important point in the progress of civilization, which the Scandinavians had not attained in the tenth century. Specimens of the coins of the various kingdoms in England, from the beginning of the seventh century, and also of the monarchs of all England, are preferred in cabinets; and engravings of them have been repeatedly published.

No Scottish coins have hitherto been discovered of any king preceding Alexander I; if those ascribed to him are indeed his, for the total want of numbers and dates, renders the discrimination of the antient coins of kings of the same name almost impossible. [See Anderflon's Diplomata et Numismata Scotiae, tab. civii, with Rushman's judicious Preface, pp. 57, 97.]

From the unquestionable authority of Domesday book the following particulars are selected, as illustrative of the condition of some of the ports and trading towns, and as containing hints of the state of commerce in England, in the time of Edward the Confessor.

Doverse paid to the king and the earl £18. The burgesse were bound to find twenty ships, carrying twenty-one men each, for fifteen days in a year; and they were therefore exempted from tax and toll, and were free from toll throughout all England.

In the city of Canterburie (Canterbury) the king had 51 burgesse paying rent or customs (gablam), and 212 liable to tax and toll; and three mills of 40 shillings rent.

The city of Roveestre (Rochester) paid 100 shillings.

The burgh of Sandwich (Sandwich) paid £15, and rendered the same services to the king as Dover.

In the burgh of Pevense (Pevensey) there were 24 burgesse in the king's demesne, who paid several small sums for rent, toll, port-dues, &c. There were other burgesse subject to the bishops, the priests, &c.

The city of民企estre (Chichester) paid 100 shillings, wanting one penny.

The burgh of Lewes paid £6: 4: 1: and the king had 127 burgesse in his demesne, who collected 20 shillings for marine service.

* In the tenth century, when Hotsold bought a beautiful female slave at the great fair in Breminia, near Gothenburg, he weighed three marks of silver, which he paid for her to Gill, a rich merchant of Ruffia. (Lauda faci. MS. in libr. Burt. Cat. Ant. 461) one of the Icelandic manuscripts presented by Sir Joseph Banks.)

The piece marked with three crowns, and ascribed to Olaf, king of Sweden about the year 1080. [Bremsi Thefran, numm, Suec-Ontab, tab. I.] is of very doubtful age. The earliest ascribed Swedish coins are of the twelfth century. About the beginning of that century Anketil, a very ingenious English goldsmith, was invited by the king of Denmark to superintend his works in gold, and be the keeper of his money, and chief banker, or money-changer (trapezita). He lived seven years in Denmark, and very probably coined money there. [M. Par. VII. abbat. p. 59.]

† Camden [Remains p. 181, ed. 1657] says, he had seen a coin of Ethelbert, the first Christian king of Kent, who died in the year 616. It might however belong to one of his successors of the same name.

‡ It was called the book of Winchester ('Liber de Wincheste') by the compilers of it; but Domesday book has afterwards become the established name.
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Gildeford paid £18: 0: 3.
In Sudwerche (Southwark) the king had a duty upon ships coming into a dock (‘aqua fluctus,’—‘exitus aqua’) and a toll on the strand.
In the burg of Walingford the king drew £11 of rent or custom (‘gabluin’), with some services. There was one coiner.
In Doreceftre (Dorchester) there were 172 houses, which paid the geld of ten hides of land, viz. one mark of silver for the king’s household. There were two coiners, who paid one mark, and also 20 shillings each.
In Brideport there were 120 houses, paying, as for five hides, half a mark to the household. There was one coiner, who paid as those of Doreceftre.
In Warham there were 143 houses in the king’s demesne, paying one mark as Doreceftre; also two coiners, who paid as those of Doreceftre.
In the burg of Sceplethorpe (Shaftesbury) there were 104 houses in the king’s demesne; and they paid to the household two marks, as for twenty hides. The abbeys had 153 houses in her district. Three coiners here paid as those of Doreceftre.
The burgh of Bade (Bath) gelded as for twenty hides, when the shire gelded. The king had 64 burgesseis paying £4; and other superiors had 90 burgesseis paying 60 shillings. This burgh, with Eftone, paid £60 by tale, and one mark of gold. It also paid £30 to the queen. Moreover, the coiners paid 100 shillings.
The city of Exonia (Exeter) paid no geld, except when London, York, and Winchester, paid, and then half a mark for the army, with the military service of five hides of land. Twelve carucates of land near the city paid no custom but to it.
The burgh of Topnas (Totnes) belonged to the king. It contained 95 burgesseis; and it paid £3, the silver of which was proved by the fire and the scale. This burgh performed the same services as Exeter; and to did Barnetaple and Yelford, both belonging to the king in demesne.
The burgh of Hertforde was rated as ten hides. There were 146 burgesseis in the king’s foc.
Bochingleham (Buckingham), together with Bortone, paid as one hide, the whole of its ducie, amounting to £10 by tale. There were 26 burgesseis.
The burgh of Oxeneford (Oxford) paid £30, and six ‘sextaria’* of honey, together with the military service of twenty of the burgesseis when the king was on an expedition, or £20 in lieu of it.
The city of Gloceftre paid £36 by tale, and 12 ‘sextaria’ of honey

* See an author's note: "sxtarium is generally translated galum. From the commutation paid for the honey due by Warwick, it appears to have been a much larger measure. But there were also smaller sextarias. The widow Thoia paid annually to the abbey of St. Albans one sextarium of honey, containing thirty-two ounces, in the reign of Edward the Confessor. [Matt. Paris, Vit. abbatis, p. 45.]

of the nature of... a toll on the strand.

£11 of rent or custom (‘gabluin’), with some services. There was one coiner.

The city of Exonia (Exeter) paid no geld, except when London, York, and Winchester, paid, and then half a mark for the army, with the military service of five hides of land. Twelve carucates of land near the city paid no custom but to it.

Bochingleham (Buckingham), together with Bortone, paid as one hide, the whole of its ducie, amounting to £10 by tale. There were 26 burgesseis.

The burgh of Oxeneford (Oxford) paid £30, and six ‘sextaria’* of honey, together with the military service of twenty of the burgesseis when the king was on an expedition, or £20 in lieu of it.

The city of Gloceftre paid £36 by tale, and 12 ‘sextaria’ of honey
of the measure of the burgh, 36 acres of iron, and 100 iron rods for nails (or bolts) to the king's ships, together with some other petty customs.

The burgh of Winceborne (Winchcombe) paid £6 of firm, or farm.

The city of Warcombe (Worcester) paid to the king and the earl £18; and when the county paid geld, it was rated at fifteen hides. It paid the king no other dues, except the rents of his houses. The coiners paid 20 shillings each on receiving their dies at London. In Worcester-shire the king had shares in the salt works, or duties from them.

In the city of Hereford the king had 103 tenants, (some of them without the wall) who performed certain services instead of rents, as did also six blacksmiths. Seven coiners gave 18 shillings each for their dies, and a duty of 20 shillings. The provost (propositus) farmed the customs for £12 paid to the king, and £6 to the earl.

The burgh of Grentebirke (Cambridge) was divided into ten wards, and was rated as a hundred.

The burgh of Huntedun (Huntington) had 256 burgesses paying customs and geld to the king; and it paid £10 of ground-rent ('landgable'). There were three coiners in it.

In Northington (Northampton) there were 60 burgesses, and as many houses in the king's demesne.

The city of Leducet (Leicester) paid £20 and 15 'fextaria' of honey. Twelve of the burgesses attended the king's army; and, for a maritime expedition they lent four horses as far as London to carry arms, &c.

The burgh of Warwic, with the shire and the royal manors, paid £65, and 36 'fextaria' of honey, or £24:8:0 instead of the honey. Ten burgesses of Warwic went to the king's army; and for maritime service the burgh provided four 'batueins' or sailors, or £4 instead of them.

The city of Sciopelberie (Brewby) paid geld as for one hundred hides. There were 252 houses, and as many burgesses, paying annually £7:16:8 of rent ('gabulum'). The services and customs due to the king were very numerous. He had a tax upon marriages, of 10 shillings from every maid, and 20 shillings from every widow. There were three coiners paying 20 shillings each to the king. The whole duties, &c. paid by this city, amounted to £30 annually.

The city of Cefre (Chester), with its dependencies, paid geld as fifty hides of land. The king had the geld of 431 houses, and the bishop, of 56, in the city. The city paid ten marks and a half, besides a farm, or firm, of £45, and three timbers of martin's skins; and it was liable to a great many customs and penalties. If a ship arrived or failed with-

* The copious mines of iron near Gloucester are noted in the following century by Giraldus Cambrensis, Itin. Cambriæ, L. 1, c. 5.
out the king's leave, she was subject to a fine of 40 shillings for every man in her: if a ship came in against the king's will, she, her cargo, and her men, became forfeited to the king and the earl. Ships coming in with the king's permission might dispose of their cargoes, paying at their departure four pennies for every last. Those who brought martin's skins 6 were bound, under a penalty of 40 shillings, to show them first to an officer, who might buy for the king what he wanted of them. There were seven coiners in this city, who paid £7 to the king and the earl; and there were twelve judges chosen from the vassals of the king, the bishop, and the earl.

In the burgh of Snotingeham (Nottingham) there were 173 burgesses, and it paid £18. Two coiners paid 40 shillings. The navigation of the Trent and the Fosse, and the road to York, were carefully preserved. The fishery of the Trent belonged to the burgesses.

The burgh of Derby 7 contained 143 burgesses. There were 14 mills belonging to it. The burg and the mills paid in all £24.

In the city of Eboracum, or Eurye (York), there were six divisions or wards (\textit{scyrae}), five of which contained 1,418 inhabited houses, and the archbishop's division contained 189. The burgesses of this city were exempted from paying reliefs.

In the city of Lincoln (Lincoln) there were 1,150 inhabited houses, and twelve law-men (or judges) having fac and fuc.

The king's burgh of Stanford was charged as twelve hundreds and a half in the rates for the army, the fleet, and Dane-geld, and paid a firm, or farm, of £15. It had six wards, five in Lincolnshire, containing 141 houses, and the sixth beyond the bridge in the shire of Huntington (Northampton), which paid all customs along with the other five, except the rent and toll due to the abbay of burg (Peterburgh). There were twelve law-men invested with several privileges.

Torchefey (Torksey) was rated at £18. There were in it 213 burgesses, whose customs were generally the same with those of Lincoln; but they enjoyed some immunities, in consideration of being bound to convey the king's messengers in their boats from their own town to York.

Melduna (Maldon) paid altogether £13.

In Colecestra (Colchester) the king's burgesses paid two marks of silver, and also, as a composition for the rent of six pennies on every house, £15: 3: 4, of which £4 was paid by the coiners.

In Norwic (Norwich) there were 1,320 burgesses. It paid, on vari-
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ous accounts, £31: 1: 4, and 6 'sextaria' of honey; it also provided a
bear, and six dogs for the bear.

Gernemua (Yarmouth) had 70 burgesses, and paid £27 by tale to the
king and the earl.

The burgh of Tetford (Thetford) contained 943 burgesses, paying all
customs to the king. The king and the earl drew £20 by tale. The
king also received 4 sextaria of honey, and 40 pennies, with 10 hides of
geats, and four hides of oxen.

In the burgh of Gepefwiz (Ipswich) there were 808 burgesses paying
custom to the king, 41 under Robert the son of Wimarc, and 4 under
Roger de Ramis. The coiners paid £4.

Dunewic (Dunwich) had 120 burgesses, and paid £10.

London and Winchester are entirely omitted in Domeday book;
but it seems probable that they, together with York and Exeter, enjoy-
ed exemptions from some taxes payable by the other cities of the
kingdom, which, with respect to London, will further appear from the
charter of William I to that city. [See above in Exeter.]

From Domeday book, compared with the charter of Edward I in
the year 1278 to the Cinque ports, there is reason to believe that the
service of ships and men was required of those ports (certainly of Do-
ver, and apparently of Sandwich) in the time of Edward the Confe-
sor, and perhaps earlier, and that the privileges granted in return for
those services are of the same antiquity. It is probable that the numbers
of ships, &c. was changed from time to time according to the condition of
the towns, especially if Sandwich, which afterwards furnished only five
ships, furnished twenty in Edward’s time. [See Charters of the Cinque
ports, &c. by Samuel Fyaxes.]

All the cities and burghs of England appear to have been the prop-
erty of the king, or other patrons or over-lords, to whom the inhabi-
tants looked up for protection, and whose superiority they acknow-
ledged by payment of a rent or burgh-mail. Every city and burgh had its
own particular constitution, and was governed by one or more magis-
trates under the control of the over-lord. In the first or second year
of Edward the Confevisor the city of London appears to have had one
chief magistrate, called a port-geref (i.e. ruler of the city), whose name
was Wolfgar. Between the year 1051 and the end of his reign we find
the name of Swetman, also a single port-geref: and in his last year
there were two port-gerefs, seemingly co-ordinate, called Lefottane and
Alifie. [Charters quoted in Stow’s Survey, pp. 847, 913, ed. 1618.] It

* In these extracts from Domeday book I have
been careful to preserve the distinction of city,
burgh, &c. as they stand in the original. The
spelling of the names is also exactly followed,
though some of them, as Cantuaria, Exonw, &c.

\[\text{Vol. I.}\]
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appears from the charter of William the Conqueror, that London enjoyed some privileges superior to those of other cities; and it seems probable that the supremacy or conservancy of the river was vested in the city at this time, or earlier. (See below under the year 1070.) The inhabitants, or burgesses, also enjoyed the highly-prized privilege of hunting in the extensive chases of Chiltern, Middlesex, and Surrey, as we learn from the confirmation of it contained in the charter of Henry I to the city.

There seems no reason to believe that in those times there was any town in Scotland, or in Wales, which would now be called a good village, though, in the estimation of the left writer of the Pictifh Chronicle (one of the most antient extant monuments of Scottish history, which was finished in or about the year 972), Brechin was a great city. It is now but a village with the rank of a burgh; and there is not, I believe, any reason to suppose that it ever was much larger, though it has been a bishop's see.

To the gleanings of the commercial history of the Anglo-Saxons it may not be improper to add a short account of their manners, from the observations of a judicious historian, who, living immediately after the conquest, had an opportunity of marking the features which distinguished the Anglo-Saxon from the Norman character, before they were obliterated by long-continued intercourse.

Before the conquest learning appears to have been almost at as low an ebb in England, as it was at the commencement of the reign of Alfred. Few of the clergy could repeat the offices of religion; and a clergyman who was master of grammar was esteemed a prodigy of learning. The nobles abandoned themselves to the excesses of gluttony, drunkenness, and promiscuous concubination, not scrupling to confign the objects of their lust, and even their own offspring, to the miseries of slavery for a little money. They expended their whole revenues in riotous entertainments, without any degree of elegance or taste, their houses being small and mean. Their upper garments reached only halfway down to the knee. They cut their hair, and shaved their beards, except upon the upper lip. Their arms were loaded with weighty golden (or gilded) bracelets. And their skins were marked with painted figures *. But the historian candidly requests his readers not to apply this unfavourable character universally to the English. He himself knew many exceptions to it, as well among the laity as among the clergy.

* This custom of painting the skin, the truth of which cannot be questioned, will seem strange to many people. The practice had been prohibited in the 15th canon, or chapter, of a council held in the presence of the king of Northumberland in the year 787. [Gibbon, Concil. Britanni, p. 299.] But we see that it still prevailed, and even in that part of the island the most remote from the country of the Picts, who, we are generally, but erroneously, told, were called Picts (painted people) by the Romans, because they alone retained the custom of painting their skins, after it was given up by the other nations of Britain.
[Will. Malmesbury, f. 57.] We must, indeed, say, that a very different national character might have been expected in the long-continued reign of a king thought worthy of a place in the calendar of the saints.

About the same time that the duke of Normandy got possession of the crown of England, Godred Crovan, an adventurer from Iceland, usurped the maritime kingdom of Mann and the Isles. He afterwards reduced Dublin and a great part of Leinster under his dominion: and he is said to have kept the Scots of Ireland in such a state of depression, that he did not permit any of them to possess a vessel or boat with more than three nails in it. [Chron. Mannit. ap. Camdeni Britanni. p. 340.]

This, if not all credible, must surely be understood only of the wicker boats covered with hides; and indeed it does not appear that the native Irish, or Scots, who were now shut up in the interior part of the island, could have any occasion for sea vessels, unless some of them lived in the maritime towns under subjection to the Osmen.

1068—Spain, after being fully conquered (except the mountainous districts on the north coast) by the Saracens, and colonized by the natives of Syria, Persia, and Arabia, among whom were the descendents of the most ancient commercial nation of the Sabaeans, long continued to flourish in science, manufactures, and commerce, beyond any country in the western part of the world. The port of Barchinone (now called Barcelona) became the principal station of the intercourse with the eastern countries bordering on the Mediterranean sea; and the manufacturing and commercial importance which very soon distinguished that city, and have in some degree continued to distinguish it down to the present day, seem to infer that its inhabitants may boast of the real honour of deriving their blood from the most enlightened of the western nations of Asia, with probably some small mixture of that of their Carthaginian founders.

The descendents of the small remnant of the Goths, who had taken refuge among the mountains of Afturia, made frequent, and often successful, attacks upon the Saracens, and gradually, though scarcely in as few centuries as those employed months in the conquest, recovered the

* Barcelona is said to have been founded by Hishab, the father of the great Hamish, who from his family name, Barca, called it Barcino.

Though few of the modern Spaniards, who reckon it an indelible disgrace to have any mixture of Arabian (or Moorish) blood, will be willing to acknowledge themselves indebted to indicate for any acquisitions in science or civilization, Don Antonio de Capmany, led by his researches to see the truth, and to have more liberal ideas, ovius [V. i. Com. p. 26], that many of their commercial and maritime terms are derived from the Arabian language, or, in other words, that they acquired commercial and maritime knowledge from their Arabian predecessors; and probably their name of Catalunia, as the most commercial people in Spain, may have retained more Arabian vocabul than those of the other provinces. Algodon, cotton, almiseria, admiral, allendoeh, the original name of the exchange of Barcelona, (which thence appears to have been an Arabian foundation) signifying generally a place where merchants transit their jagfins (called jamai-ni by the Latin writers of the middle ages), azucar, sugar, are a few of the many words that a Spaniard, defamist of the honour of deducing his genealogy from the most enlightened nations of antiquity, might adduce as proof. 
whole peninsula out of their hands. Charlemagne, the mighty sovereign of France, Germany, and Italy, also found an opportunity of interfering in the affairs of Spain, and conquered a considerable part of the country adjacent to the Pyrenean mountains, the governor of which he appointed to reside in Barcelona. About the year 900 the governor of Barcelona made himself independent of Charles the Simple, king of France. His successors, the counts of Barcelona, appear to have wisely attended to the manufacturing and commercial interests of their subjects; and their country consequently became prosperous and opulent.

In the year 1068 the usages or customary laws of Barcelona were collected into a code (el código de los usajes Barcelonenses), under the authority of the national assembly, in which Raymundo Berenguer I, count of Barcelona, presided. By the law, n. 1, usually known by its first words, "Omnes quippe novae," all vessels arriving at, or failing from, Barcelona are assured of friendly treatment; and they are declared to be under the protection of the prince as long as they are upon the coast of Catalonia. This judicious and hospitable law was confirmed and amplified by his successors, the kings of Aragon, in the years 1283, 1289, and 1299; and the code is to this day the basis of the constitution of the province of Catalonia, of which Barcelona is the capital. By the wise and liberal policy of admitting the commerce of all nations without regarding difference of religion, and the sagacity of the sovereigns in relaxing the rigour of the feudal government, Barcelona, after it fell under the dominion of the Christians, continued to be the chief trading port on the west coast of the Mediterranean sea, and distributed the rich merchandise of the Oriental regions to the other Christian provinces of Spain. [Capmany, Memorias historicas de Barcelona, V. i, Com. pp. 21, 23, 25, 221; V. ii, Notas, p. 5.—Benj. Tudel, in Purchass's Pilgrimes, E. ix, p. 143.]

1070—William, now king of England, being sensible of the great importance of the city of London, endeavoured to conciliate the good will of the inhabitants by a charter confirming their privileges; and, in order to render it more agreeable to them, he made it be written in their own language, though he is said to have had an aversion to it, and to have done all in his power to abolish it. The charter, translated into modern English, is as follows.

1 William the king greets William the bishop and Godfred the porter; and all the burgesses in London, French and English, in a friendly manner. And I make known to you, that it is my will, that you be

- In there any earlier notice than this of the protection which a vessel enjoys by being within the jurisdiction, or under the guard, of a neutral power?
- In the year 1139 Raymundo Berenguer IV, count of Barcelona, married the infant daughter and heiress of Ramiro king of Aragon, and thenceforth Barcelona and the province of Catalonia have been united to that kingdom.
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' all law-worthy, as you were in the days of King Edward. And it is my will, that every child be his father's heir after his death. And I will not suffer any man to do you any injury, God keep you.'

Though I do not find the commencement of the jurisdiction which the corporation of London have over the River Thames, as their harbour, they appear to have possessed it about this time: and they also seem to have had recently obtained it; for the limits of it were not precisely ascertained, as appears by a dispute in which they were engaged (A. D. 1090) with the abbey of St. Augustine at Canterbury for the superiority of Stonore, Stanore, or Stanore, a village near Sandwich, which they claimed as belonging to the port of London. But it was awarded to the abbey by King William II. [Thorn, Chron. ap. Twysden, col. 1793] and indeed it is far beyond Yendal or Yenland, which has been the eastern boundary of the city's jurisdiction for many ages by-past.

About this time the city of Bergen was founded by Olaf the Peaceable, king of Norway. The safety and commodiousness of its harbour have rendered it in all succeeding ages the principal emporium of that kingdom. [Torsei Hist. Norweg. V. iv, p. 71.]

1077—At a time when Europe was only beginning to emerge from the darkest night of ignorance, the light of science shone out in Asia, even among the Turks, under the auspices of the sultan Gjelaleddin Melichshah, who assembled the astronomers of the East in order to rectify the disordered of the ancient Persian calendar. The result of their labours was a computation more correct than the Julian calendar, and nearly equal to the Gregorian. [Hyde, Hist. reliq. vet. Pers. pp. 196-211.]

1080—King William sent an army against Scotland under the command of his son Robert, who, after passing the border, immediately retreated to the banks of the Tine, and founded a new castle at the ancient village of Munkekeastre, which has given origin and name to the populous, active, and wealthy, trading town of Newcastle. [Sim. Dunelm. ap. Twysden. col. 211.]

1082—William, desirous of putting his kingdom in the most respectable state of defence, and considering the castle of Dover as the key of England, gave the charge of the adjacent coast, with the shipping belonging to it, to the constable of Dover castle, with the title of warden of the cinque ports; an office resembling that of count of the Saxon coast.

* Men of servile condition, especially such as were in demesne (‘domino’), were not law-worthy, or entitled to the protection of the general law, but were judged by their lords, as is observed by Doctor Brady [Treatise of burghs, p. 16] in his remarks on this charter, or protection as he chuses to call it.

† In the laws ascribed to King Edward the Confessor, the property of a person who died without a will is directed to be divided equally among his children, without a word of either the church or the over-lord. [Legis Eduard. c. 24, in Selden's edition of Eadmer, p. 184.] But the inhabitants of most towns held their property at the will of an over-lord; and London was distinguished by being exempted from that feudal condition.
In the decline of the Roman power in this island, the five ports, according to Bredon, an eminent lawyer in the reign of Henry III, were Haflings, Hyth, Romney, Dover, and Sandwich, to which Winchelsea and Rye have afterwards been added as principals, together with some smaller ports as dependent members. These towns were bound to furnish and man ships for the defence of the kingdom upon forty days' notice, in proportion, as may be presumed, to their opulence and commerce; but for the quotas we must wait for the more copious information of later times.

1084—The Venetians were now so powerful in shipping, that their alliance (for there was no longer any pretension made to their allegiance) was earnestly solicited by the Greek emperor to protect his western coast from the invasion of the formidable Norman chief, Robert Guiscard; and their fleet (in the year 1081) postponed, though it could not prevent, the surrender of Durazzo. In 1084 the Venetian fleet, nine vessels of which were remarkable for their great size and strength, in conjunction with the emperor's own fleet, disputed the command of the Adriatic sea with Guiscard; and in return the emperor bestowed on the Venetians a number of warehouses in Constantinople, with many commercial advantages over other nations in his ports, together with a solemn renunciation of his claim to the sovereignty of Dalmatia and Croatia.

1086—King William, that he might know the exact value of his demesne lands throughout all England, and also the value of every other estate, whether belonging to the church, to incorporated cities or boroughs, or to private persons, ordered a general survey of the whole kingdom to be made. This great work, which was probably an imitation of the survey made in the reign of Alfred, took up several years in the execution, and was not completed till the last year of his reign, if indeed it was at all completed, for the shires of Northumberland, Cumberland, Westmerland, Durham, with the greatest part of Lancashire, are omitted.

* The date 1082 is here given upon the faith of Jaekes, the editor of The Charters of the Cinque ports, with annotations, &c., who says, that, when William the Conqueror deprived his maternal brother of the custody of Dover castle, he invested John Eymes with the office of custodian of Dover castle and wardens of the Cinque ports. But as the oldest charter extant is that of Edward I in 1278, and historians afford no satisfactory information, it does not appear that the origin of the privileges of the Cinque ports can be traced with any degree of certainty. Edward's charter refers to liberties enjoyed by them in the reign of Edward the Confessor, William I, William II, Henry II, Richard I, John, and Henry III, all whose charters are lost. From Domesday book we are sure that Dover, and apparently Sandwich, furnished ships, and enjoyed privileges, in the time of the Confessor (See above, p. 209), though it is probable that the name of Cinque ports (evidently of Norman origin) was not then used. In the Saxon times we find associations of five towns and seven towns under the collective names of fit-burgas and seis-burgas. See Chron. Sac. ad ann. 1015.

Lord Coke [Tyrwhit, II, iv, ch. 42] says, that Dover, Sandwich, and Romney, were the ports of special note before the conquest, that William the Conqueror added Haflings and Hyth, and that the ancient town of Winchelsea and Rye were afterwards annexed. But a charter of the seventh year of King John refers to freedoms enjoyed by Hyth in the times of Edward, William I, William II, and Henry I. [See Jaekes, pp. 47, 121.]
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ted. But of all the other parts of England there is an accurate and minute register, excepting only the capital cities of London and Winchester.

From this authentic record, known by the name of Domesday book, I have already given the condition of several cities and towns, as they were in the reign of Edward the Confessor; and I shall now give a view of the same, as they were at the end of William's reign.

Dover was burnt on the arrival of King William in England. It is however rated at £54. The ships are greatly incommoded by the agitation of the water, occasioned by a mill at the entry of the harbour, which was not there in the time of King Edward.

The city of Cantuauria (Canterbury) contains 212 burgesses under the king's faction. The three mills pay 108 shillings, and 68 shillings of toll.

The burg of Rye (Rochester) is valued at £20; but he who has it pays £40.

The burg of Sanwic (Sandwich) pays £50 of firm (or farm), and forty thousand herrings for the use of the monks. The houses are increased to the number of 383 (or rather 393).

In the burg of Pevensey the earl of Morton has sixty burgesses, and several other superiors have eight, twelve, one, and six.

The city of Cirencester is increased by 60 houses, and it is now rated at £25, but pays £35.

The burg of Lewes pays 38 shillings more than formerly. The coiners pay 20 shillings each, when the money is called in. One half-penny is paid for every ox, and four pence for every man (slave), fold within the rape.

Gilders is rated at £30, but pays £32.

In Sudwerche (Southwark) the king's income is rated at £16.

The burg of Walthamstead pays the same customs as formerly. The coiner has his tenement free while he is employed.

In Dorecester there are 88 houses, besides 100 which are totally destroyed.

In Bridgeport there are 100 houses, besides 20, so much damaged that the tenants pay no geld.

In Warham there are 135 houses, and 150 totally destroyed.

In the burg of Sceatper (Shaftesbury) there are 66 houses remaining, and 38 destroyed in the king's demesne. The abbey has

* This ancient statistical account of England, which well defines the character, given to it by some of our greatest antiquaries, of the most ancient and venerable record that this or any other country can boast of, [See Speelman, "Glosory, p. Dorese."-Adolphus Caledon, p. 220.] though intended chiefly as a standard of taxation, contains a prodigious fund of information, not only upon the state of the country and of the towns, but also upon the condition of the people, the manners and customs, for nothing of authentic family history, and affords ample materials for the reflection and investigation of those who wish to dig in the copious mine of English antiquities.
houles remaining, and 42 totally destroyed, in her district. She has also
131 burghes; and she has 20 unoccupied mantions.

The burgh of Bade (Bath) belongs to the king. (Some other notices
concerning it are rather obscure.)

Bristow pays to the king 110 marks of silver, and to the bishop 33
marks, with one mark of gold.

In the city of Exonia (Exeter) the king has 315 houses paying cul-
tom. There are 48 houses laid waste since the arrival of King William

The burgh of Tonnis has 49 burghes, 9 of whom live without the
burgh. It pays £8 by tale.

The burgh of Barrestable has also 49 burghes, and 9 of them with-
out the burgh. They pay 40 shillings by weight to the king, and 20
shillings by tale to the bishop of Confiance. Since the king's arrival
in England 23 houses have been laid waste.

The burgh of Lideford has 69 burghes, 41 of whom are without the
burgh. They pay 60 shillings by weight. There are 40 houses laid
waife since the king's arrival in England.

These three last burgs are bound to the same military services by
land or by sea.

The burgh of Hertford, which paid geld as ten hides in the time of
King Edward, does not now.

Bochingheham now pays £16 of white silver. In other respects it re-
 mains as before.

The burgh of Oxenford (Oxford) pays £60. In this town there are
24B houses paying geld, and 478 not in a condition to pay any. Many
other payments are exacted from Oxenford, most of which are paid
along with the county.

The city of Gloceftre pays to the king £60 of twenty in the ora
('lib. de xx in ora')*; and he has also £20 in coined money ('mo-
neta'), together with some other dues.

The burgh of Wincelcumbe, with three hundreds joined to it, pays
£28.

In the city of Wirecftre (Worcefter) the king has what formerly the
king and the earl had. It pays £23 : 5 : 0 by weight, and many other
dues. The king has also taken the falt-works which the earl had.

The city of Hereford is poifessed by the king in demeine. The En-
lish burghes retain their former customs. The French burghes for
12 pennies are free from all claims, except forfeitures for the breach of
the peace, heinfare, and foreftell. The city pays to the king £60 of
white money by tale. It and 18 manors, which pay their firms in it,
are computed at £335 : 18 : 0.

* For the meaning of ora see Spelman's Glossary, vo. Libra Anglo-Normannica.
† Heinfare, defertion from the wifer's service.—Foreftell, foiefalling.
In the burgh of Grentebrige (Cambridge) 28 houses were pulled down to build a castle. The customs are £7 annually, and the ground-rent ('landgabulum') is somewhat above £7.

In the burgh of Huntedun there are now no coiners. In Northanton there are 14 houses now laid waste, and there are 46 remaining. There are now also 40 burgesles in the king's demesne in the new burgh.

The city of Ledecestre (Leicester) pays along with the shire £42:10:0 by weight; also £10 by tale for a hawk, and 20 shillings for a sumpter horse. The king has £20 from the coiners.

In the burgh of Warwic the king has 113 houses in his demesne, and the king's barons have 142, from all which the king draws gold.

In the city of Sciropesberie (Shrewsbury) the English burgesles complain that they are compelled to pay the whole geld paid in King Edward's time, though there are 51 houses ('maturae') destroyed for the earl's castle, 50 others lying waste, 43 occupied by French burgesles, and 39 given by the earl to an abbay, being in all 183, which contribute nothing to the geld.

In the city of Céste (Chester) there were 205 houses lying waste when it came into the possession of Earl Hugh; and it was worth only £30. It has now recovered, and is farmed from the earl for £70 and one mark of gold.

The burgh of Snotingeham (Nottingham) now pays £30. The burgesles complain of being deprived of their right of fishing in the Trent.

The burgh of Derby has now only 10 mills. The burgh, the mills, and the village of Ludecherche, pay £30. The burgesles also pay at Martinmas 1 ship of corn.

In the city of Eboracum (York) one of the divisions, or wards, is laid waste for building the castle. Of the houses in other four wards, 400 are so much decayed as to pay only one penny each, or even less; 540 houses, which are quite waste, pay nothing; and 145 are occupied by Frenchmen. In the archbishop's ward 100 houses, besides his own court and the houses of the canons, are occupied.

In the city of Lincol (Lincoln) there are 900 burgesles. 166 houses are laid waste for building the castle, and other 74 are lying waste, not by the oppression of the sheriff, but by the misfortunes of poverty and fire.

The king's burgh of Stanford pays £50 of firm or farm. The whole of the king's customs amount to £28.

Torchefey has now only 102 burgesles. It is rated at £30.

In Melduna (Maldon) the king has 180 houses occupied by the burgesles, and 18 lying waste. It pays £16 by weight.

At Ragancia in the hundred of Rochfort there is a vineyard containing six arpents, which, when it thrives, yields 20 modii of wine.
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In Norwic there are 663 English burgesses paying customs, and 480 'bordarii', who are too poor to pay anything. It pays £70 by weight to the king, and 100 shillings of gerfum to the queen, and a gothawk ('austurcomen') and £21 to the earl. In the new burgh there were 36 French and 6 English burgesses, each paying one penny of custom yearly. There are now 41 French burgesses in the king's and earl's demesnes. Roger Bigot has 50 burgesses, and some other superiors have smaller numbers. The bishop may have one coiner if he pleases.

Gernemua (Yarmouth) pays £17:16:4 of white money to the king, besides payments to the earl, thirref, &c. Twenty-four fishermen living in this town belong to Gorleton, a manor on the south side of the River Yare.

In the burgh of Tefford there are 720 burgesses, and 224 empty houses. It pays £50 by weight to the king, and £20 of white money with £6 by tale to the earl. The king has also £40 from the coinage.

In the burgh of Ipswich (Ipswich) there are 110 burgesses paying customs, and 100 poor burgesses unable to pay any geld to the king, except one penny each for their heads. There are 328 houses now wafle, which yielded geld in the time of King Edward. The coiners are now rated at £20; but in the four last years they have only paid £27 in all.

Dunwic contains 236 burgesses and 178 poor men. It is rated upon the whole at £50, and sixty thousand herrings as a gift.

From these extracts, compared with those of the reign of Edward, it appears, that, though the towns were generally reduced in their buildings and population, most of them were charged with rents, customs, and other payments, vastly higher than in the preceding period; and that the king was glaringly partial to his French subjects.

The king possessed 1,422 manors enumerated in Domeday book, and many detached farms, besides what he may have had in the northern shires, which are not inflected in Domeday book. From all these he received his rents in the real productions of the land. He had also quit-rents from his vassals, danelgold from the whole kingdom, rents, dues, and perquisites of many denominations, from the towns, the customs upon trade, the casualties of wards, reliest, forfeitures, excheats, fines, fees in courts of justice, &c. which altogether made up a very ample revenue. Hence, notwithstanding his wars in France, and his profuse gifts to the clergy, abroad as well as in England, William left in his treasury a quantity of silver, which, when taken possession of by his son, was found to weigh thirty thousand pounds, besides gold, gems, and very many other royal jewels. [Ingulph, p. 100, ed. Gale.]

The whole lands of England were divided into 60,215 knight's fees,

* The antiquaries are uncertain of the meaning of bordarii.
† See Blunt's ancient tenures, art. Peckham. It is elsewhere explained an Afturian horse.
whereof the clergy possessed 28,115, almost a half of the country; and as 1,422 belonged to the king, the whole of the barons had 36,678. There were 45,011 parish churches, and 62,080 villages, at this time in England. Of the acts of William for the benefit of the church and the office of a benefactor, we know very little with certainty. The numerous fleet brought over by him, when not engaged in ferrying himself and his armies to and from the continent, was probably employed in trading between his old and new territories and the adjacent coasts of France and Flanders, which were all now connected with the new masters of England. Hence it might be supposed, that, after the shock occasioned by the conquest was over, the trade of England must have been greatly enlarged in this reign: and we are told by William of Poitiers, that he invited the return of foreigners by assurances of security and protection. But unless the trade was all in the port of London, concerning the state of which in his time we have little or no information, we have just seen most unquestionable proof that almost all the other ports, and in general all the towns, in England had declined very much from the condition they were in previous to his usurpation.

We may judge of the turbulent state of the country from the law which directed that markets should be held nowhere but within boroughs, walled towns, castles, and safe places, where the king's customs and laws could be secured from violation, the castles, boroughs, and cities, being founded for the defence of the kingdom and the protection of the people. And they were indeed a most valuable protection to one class of the people; for in England, as well as on the continent, a slave, if he escaped from his master, and lived unclaimed during a year and a day in any of the king's cities, boroughs, or castles, thereby became a free man for ever. [Leges Edw. et Will. cc. 61, 66, in Selden's ed. of Eadmer, pp. 191, 193.] And the name of free-men, by which the members of those corporations are distinguished, appears to be a permanent memorial of the once-unfree condition, and subsequent emancipation, of a great proportion of their predecessors.

I might be charged with neglect if I were to say nothing of the first appearance of the word shilling, as a distinguishing appellation of standard money, which has been much contested, as has also the etymology of it. Instead of the money of England being first so called from an improvement made in the reign of Richard I or John upon the coinage by artificers from the East country, or Germany, called afterlings, as has been

* These numbers are taken from Thomas Sprot, a monk of St. Augustine in Canterbury, as quoted by Spelman in his Glossary, vol. FRDUM.

If we knew the value of the relief of a knight's fee, and the proportion between it and the annual value of the estate, we might ascertain the rental of England in the reign of William I. But the opinions of our antiquaries upon both these points are too discordant, that I dare not pretend to adopt any one of them. They are collected and compared by Lord Lyttleton in his notes to the second book of his History of Henry II.
supposed, it is certain that it was called sterling in the reign of the Conqueror, as appears from the unquestionable testimony of Ordericus Vitalis, an author contemporary with that king.

In the year 1086 most of the principal ports of England were destroyed by fire. The greatest and most pleasant part of London was consumed, together with the cathedral church of St. Paul's. In order to guard against such misfortunes in time coming, Maurice, the bishop of London, began to rebuild his cathedral upon arches imported from Caen in Normandy, but upon so vast and magnificent a plan, that it was not completed when the Chronicle, which comes down to the end of the year 1199, under the name of John Bromton, was finished. [Chron. Sax. ad an. 1. Malmby. G. ad. pont. f. 134 b. Bromton, col. 1979. Stow's Survey, p. 613, ed. 1618.]

1090—Sicily had now been above two centuries under the dominion of the Saracens, when, after a war of thirty years, it was completely subdued by Roger, a Norman knight, who became the father of a race of kings of Sicily. With a liberality, far above the general standard of the age, he permitted the Saracens to enjoy their property and their religion, by which judicious conduct he retained as his willing subjects a race of people, who were capable of instructing his followers in science, manufactures, and commerce. [Malaterra ap. Muratori Script. V. v. coll. 574, 595.]

1091—The account of the possessions of the abbey of Croyland at this time presents a pleasing picture of the dawning of science and literature in England. They consisted of a library of above three hundred original volumes, and above four hundred lesser volumes (perhaps translations): also a wonderful machine representing the sun and the planets, the zodiac, the colures, &c. all in appropriate metals. There was not such another 'nader' in all England + as this one, which had been presented by a king of France to a former abbot. Unfortunately all this store of intellectual wealth was consumed by a fire occasioned by the carelessness of some workmen; and without that disaffter we should, perhaps, never have known of its existence. [Ingulph, p. 98, ed. Gale.]

1093—The commercial history of Scotland, whereof we see the first dawn in the reign of Macbeth, may be faintly traced during that of Malcolm Kenmore. In the encouragement he gave to merchants to import many articles of rich dref of various colours, and other foreign luxuries hitherto unknown, which were bought by his courtiers, who

+ Are we to suppose from this expression, that there were many naders in England? 3
were refined and polished by the example of Margaret his queen, the granddaughter of Edmund Ironside, king of England, who was born on the continent of Europe, and bred up, partly there, and partly in England. [Vita Margarita in Bollandi Acta sanctorum, June, V. ii. p. 330.] The trade may be presumed to have been entirely passive on the side of the Scots, who, however, must have had native produce sufficient at least to pay for the goods imported; as we cannot suppose, that the foreign importers were entirely paid from the annual sum of ninety-six ounces of gold, received from the king of England, agreeable to the treaty of 1091. [Sim. Dun. col. 216] which was probably never paid above once or twice.

1095—The Christians of the West, enflamed by the frantic zeal of an enthusiast called Peter the Hermit, and the artifices of the popes; now undertook to drive the Saracens, or rather the Turks, out of Jerusalem and Palestine; and as they supposed themselves engaged in the service of God against his enemies, they dignified their enterprise with the name of the holy war. The transactions of it no further concern this work, than merely to observe occasionally, how the population, wealth, and commerce, of Europe were affected by it. As no rank, sex, nor age, was exempted from the persuasion that paradise was the certain reward of fighting against the enemies of God, the armies, or mobs, that emigrated from every part of Europe, were innumerable. The quantity of treasure, which they exported from their own poor countries to add to the wealth of the richer countries they passed through, and of the Turks, was only limited by the utmost stretch of the abilities of the individuals; for all the princes and barons carried with them every penny they could possibly raise by any means, however opprobrious to their vassals, or ruinous to their own fortunes and families; and their example was followed by the inferior adventurers. Those who remained at home were no less eager to have the merit of contributing to the expence of the expedition.

From this wonderful perversion of reason, wealth, and military enterprise, the over-ruling providence of God brought out such advantages to the great body of the people, and particularly to the oppressed inhabitants of the cities and towns in most parts of Europe, as in a great measure made amends for the depopulation occasioned by it.

The powers and prerogatives, usurped, or claimed and exercised, by

* Robert de Brune, in his poetical paraphrase of Langfot's Chronicle, [p. 88] reverses the payment, and makes Malcolm pay to William no less than forty thousand pounds, a sum equal in efficacy to at least five millions of modern money, which, if it were true, would give a very magnificent idea indeed of the commerce of Scotland. But, independent of its being in contradiction to a better author, the muffled greatness of the sum would sufficiently prove it to be utterly incredible. The sum, found in the treasury of William the Conqueror, which was thought wonderfully great to be accumulated from the revenues of England, during the whole of his oppressive reign, was but fifty thousand pounds. Great sums are easily raised upon paper.
the nobles in every feudal kingdom of Europe, had reduced the authority of the sovereign to a mere shadow, and the condition of the great body of the people to the most abject humiliation and misery. Of the condition of the sovereign, and those classes of the people who lived in the country, it is not necessary at present to say any thing. Every city and town, or burgh, had a superior lord, to whom the inhabitants were bound in fidelity or allegiance, and to whom they looked up for protection from the oppressions of other lords. But for that protection, which the weakens, or want, of government rendered necessary, they paid a stipulated rent, and performed many galling services (of which every place mentioned in Domesday book furnishes an example) besides submitting to the privation of rights, which ought upon no account whatever to be alienable. They could not pretend to be masters of their own property; nor could they even call their children their own, for without the consent of their lord they durst not dispose of them in marriage, appoint guardians to them, or leave any thing to them at their death. Such a constitution, by crushing, or annihilating, the native energy of the mind, effectually prevented any wish or attempt to make the smallest progress in science or commerce: for the citizen, (if the name may be applied to such abject characters) no more than the farmer, had any inducement to improve the property, which was entirely at the mercy of his lord. Such was the state of almost all the cities and burghs of the Christian part of Europe, a few in Italy excepted, when the frenzy of the holy war broke out. Then many of the princes and barons, in their eagerness to raise money for their equipment, fold their superiority over their vassal towns, some to other lords, some to the clergy, but most to the community of the inhabitants themselves. By such fates the exorbitant power of the great lords was much lowered, while that of the sovereign was proportionally exalted; and the inhabitants, freed from the flivish subjection to a subject, generally applied to the sovereign for charters, which he gladly granted, em-

* In many places the superiors were not satisfied with having a negative voice in the disposal of their vassals' children in marriage, the most important event in the life of the individual, but actually bestowed them according to their own interest or caprice, without paying any more attention to the wishes of the parents or the inclination of the parties to be married, than a farmer pays to those of his cattle, when he couples them for propagation, or when he sells, or slaughters, their calves or foals. Any relaxation of the rigour of the lord's prerogative was granted as a spontaneous favour (though generally well paid for) and by no means as the restoration of an inherent right. Thus Otto, Alamore, and her son John king of England, as prince of Aquitaine, granted to their men of Okron the liberty of dispossessing of their children, selling their wine and salt, and making their wills; [Patera Anglia, 1, pp. 105, 111, 112] and Richard earl of Cornwall, when acting as emperor of Germany, gratuitously resounded in favour of the burgesses of Frankfort his prerogative of disposing of their daughters without their consent. [Uijfelf Almeg de Chiff et droit d'Alle- magne, p. 373, ed. 1738.] And to come home to England, King John, in his charter to Dunwich, permits his burgesses of that town to dispose of their children as they think proper, within his dominions, and to give or sell their lands and houses in the town. He also allows the widows to marry by the advice of their friends. For this charter, and renovations of it, the burgesses paid large sums to King John. [Charta in Brady on burgos, append. pp. 10, 11.]
powering them to elect their own magistrates, and to make laws for their internal government; and also conferring on them several exclusive privileges with respect to their trade or manufactures, which might, perhaps, be proper at the time, but which the progress of knowledge and liberality has in many instances quietly suffered to sink into oblivion, or at least diffuse. The inhabitants of cities and towns, restored to the condition of men, ventured to acquire property; their numbers were augmented by the accession of many respectable persons from the country; and in process of time towns, instead of being despised, as the receptacle of the meanest and rudest classes of the people, were distinguished from the upland, or landward, villages, as the seats of science and urbanity, as well as of commerce.

In the trading cities of Italy navigation, and all the arts and manufactures connected with it, were already considerably improved. As it was from them that the warriors of the western nations generally took their palling for the Holy land, they were greatly enriched by the sums paid for the transportation of so many myriads of men, women, and children, horses, and baggage, and for the supplies of provisions and all kinds of military stores and necessaries, which they alone furnished to the crusaders. By these profitable employments, which continued for about two centuries, a very considerable part of the treasure of the crusaders centered in those cities, and invigorated their industry and commercial exertions: and by their example, together with the circulation of their wealth, the industry of the rest of Italy was aroused, and called into profitable employment. Such were the beneficial effects of the holy wars to those cities, which continued to manage the greatest part of the commerce of Europe, till the discovery of America and a direct route to India placed the western nations, till then at the extremity of the world, in the most favourable position for the commerce of both hemispheres, and Italy, from being the center of the active commerce of the western world, came to be almost in the situation of an inland country, unconnected with, and out of the track of, the most important navigation.

Even the countries which furnished the most numerous armies for the holy wars, and consequently suffered most from depopulation and impoverishment, were, in time, roused from the lethargy, into which they had fallen almost immediately after their governments were established upon the subversion of the Roman dominion. The powers of the human mind, though sunk into the lowest abyss of ignorance and bigotry, could not fail to be stimulated by the sight of countries, comparatively enlightened, and enjoying many of the comforts derived from knowledge and industry. The western pilgrims saw with surprise the refinements and opulence of the commercial cities of Italy, and were utterly astonished, when they beheld the magnificence and splendour of Con-
A.D. 1095.

Antinople, where they moreover saw manufactures unknown in the rest of Europe, and a considerable commerce. Nor did the mutual aversion entirely prevent them from perceiving how much their Mohammedan enemies were superior to their own countrymen in science and manufactures. The few, who returned home with expanded minds and improved taste, carried with them new arts and manufactures, and new plants and animals, which were naturalized in their own countries, where they wished still to enjoy the conveniences and luxuries they had been accustomed to when abroad. By their example the taste for such enjoyments was communicated to their neighbours; and as it became necessary to improve and increase the native produce in order to answer the increased demand for foreign merchandise, the numbers of vessels and seamen, and also of manufacturers and merchants, at least in the free states of Italy, were greatly augmented.

For all these, and many other improvements in the condition of mankind, the western world is indebted to the most frantic enterprise that ever was undertaken by a number of independent nations in conjunction, and which was intended only to promote the interest of priestcraft and the delusion and destruction of mankind.

Before the practice of insurance reduced the hazard of the sea to arithmetical certainty, it was more necessary than now for the owners of vessels to divide their risk by holding shares of several, rather than embarking too much of their capital in one bottom. Accordingly about this time, when insurance was certainly unknown in England, and perhaps even in the commercial states bordering on the Mediterranean sea, we find a half share of one vessel, and a quarter of another, belonging to Godric, a native of Walpole in Norfolk, who, after following the business of a merchant sixteen years, became a famous fain, and was honoured with a visit of the Virgin Mary and Mary Magdalene.

[M. Paris, pp. 64, 117.]

1098.—Magnus Berfoccu, (the Barefooted), king of Norway, made some expeditions among the Britifh islands, the most important of which seems to have been about this time. Landing in Orkney, he deposed the two conjunct earls, and then proceeded to the Sudureyar (Western islands), Mann, and Anglefey, plundering every one of them, except Hyona, the fancity of which he respected. Next directing his hostilities against Scotland, a peace was concluded upon condition that the king of Scotland should resign all pretensions to every island, between which and the main land a vessel could steer with a rudder. Magnus availed himself of the distinction, which seems to have been intended

* It must be acknowledged, that Silvester II (or Gerbert) one of the most enlightened of the popes, fowled the first seeds of this frenzy by a letter addressed to all Christians in the name of the dioceres of Jerusalem, the fruit of which was a little preliminary crusade, undertaken in the year 999 by a fleet from the commercial city of Pifa. [Vi. Penift. ap. Muratori Script. V. iii, part ii, p. 400.]

1099—The year 1099 was swept away by events which is not the least remarkable. The Crusade, to which the above narration refers, having been above have passed their coast. But it is also pointed out that the years, in which no tithe was paid to the Holy See, or the failure to mention the great event.
to except the little pendicles of the shore insulated only as high water, and got a light vessel, wherein he sat with the helm in his hand, dragged across the narrow neck (Tarbat), which separates Kentire from the main part of Argyle-shire; and the Scottish king, not finding it prudent to dispute Magnus's logic, was thereby tricked out of that fine peninsula, which, Snorro properly observes, was more valuable than any of the islands, except Mann. Thus were almost all the lesser British islands, with a part of the main land, completely detached from the sovereignty of the country they naturally belong to, and made a province of a distant kingdom.

In the last of his western expeditions Magnus made himself master of Dublin, and lost his life by a sudden attack of the Irish. [Snorro, Hist. Magni Bersfetta, cc. 9-27.]

1099—On the first day of the new moon of November in the year 1099 the tide rose so high, that it drowned some towns and villages, and swept away vast numbers of cattle and sheep. [Chron. Sax. and Flor. Wig. ad an.] The part of the coast, where this inundation happened, is not told. But the short account of it has apparently given rise to the tradition of the origin of the Godwin lands, which, we are told, composed a part of the estate of Earl Godwin, on the main land of Kent. But it cannot be supposed, that the water continued at the extraordinary height to which the spring tide, with undoubtedly the concurrence of a high wind, raised it: and it is more rational to believe, that the Godwin lands owed their formation, or rather their appearance above water, to the subsiding of the sea, which is certainly known to have receded, or, in other words, become shallower, on the adjacent coasts of Kent.

1101, August 15th—On the death of William II, his brother Henry, the youngest son of William the Conqueror, sensible that he could have no title to the crown, if his elder brother Robert, then abient in the Holy land, was alive, and being very eager to recommend himself to the favour of both nations, made magnificent promises of redressing the grievances of the preceding reign, if he should be king. But the

* The northern writers have not accurately distinguished the two, or perhaps rather three, expeditions of Magnus. Snorro says, that the king of Scotland, with whom Magnus made the treaty, was Malcolm, which, if the first of his expeditions is rightly dated in 1096, is impossible; for no historic event is better ascertained, than that Malcolm fell in battle on the 17th of November 1093. Leffy and Buchanan, late Scottish writers, improving up on a blundering interpolation of Bower's, have made a story of Donald, the brother of Malcolm, bribing Magnus to affix him in usurping the crown of Scotland, for which service, they say, he gave him all the islands, which, they supposed, were
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clergy and people, knowing that his father and brother had paid no attention to their verbal promises, desired him to express his good intentions in writing. He accordingly executed a charter, wherein, in order to please his English subjects, he engaged to restore the Saxon laws of Edward the Confessor, as they had been amended by his father; and to his Norman subjects he promised an alleviation of some of the most galling of the feudal prerogatives of the crown. But, if this charter had been observed, as it was not, the only article of it, which could have mollified the condition of the great body of the people, is a charge, or recommendation, to the barons to make a proportional alleviation in the feudal burthens of their vassals. No such words as commerce or merchant are to be found in the charter.

The city of London appears to have now risen to such consequence, that the new king thought it proper to give a particular charter to his citizens of London, wherein he grants them the farm of the county of Middlesex to be held for an annual payment of £300, with power to appoint a sheriff and a judiciary out of their own body. The citizens are exempted from answering any suits beyond the walls of the city, and relieved from the payment of feot, danegeld, and murder, and from the trial by duel. They are delivered from the oppression of the king's retinue and others taking lodgings in their houses by force. They and their property of every kind are exempt from paying toll, passage, laitage, and other customs, throughout all England and in all the sea-ports. The churches, the barons, and citizens, are secured in

---

* This charter was the foundation and model of all the more famous one extorted from King John by the barons. [Mat. Paris, p. 253,--Spelman ms. Giff. vo. Magna charta.] And it proves, that the privileges, which John was compelled to grant, were not new encroachments upon the royal prerogative, as some have pretended, but restorations of the rights of the barons (out of the people) which had been usurped by the crown.

† The term citizen begins now to be used in England. In the charter of William I to London the inhabitants are called 'burghers,' burghers, or burghals. There is, I believe, no such word as citizen in Domesday book, the inhabitants of the places called cities being called 'burghers,' burghers, as well as of those called burghals.

‡ It may seem surprising, that a king should grant a general pardon for all crimes as murder, but the word 'murdrum' signifies not only murder, but also the fine payable for murder; for in those days every man's price, or the fine to be paid for murdering him, was settled by law according to his rank. The community, in whose district the murder happened, were liable for the penalty. If the criminal could not be found, and it must be from this liability that the citizens of London were freed by the charter. See Brady on burghals, append. p. 25.

§ * Nolius coram faciat bellum. * In the Latin of the middle ages bellum, besides war, its classical meaning, signifies more frequently a battle, and even a combat between two individuals, or a duel. That the latter is the meaning here, appears from the word 'duellum' being substituted in the renewed charter granted by Henry II. for 'bellum' in this one.

|| Spelman [Giff. vo. Baro] understands 'barones' in this charter as meaning the principal men of the community, who were empowered to hold courts, as distinguished from the rest of the citizens ('civis'): and he adds, as a similar acceptance of the word, a brief of Henry I. directed to Fulcher (apparently the chief magistrate), lultace the sheriff, and all the barons of London, defining that the abbot of Ramsey may hold his lands of the city of London. He observes, that the title of baron was also given to citizens of York and Chester, and burgesses of Warwick and Faverham, and in France to the citizens of Bourges. But Matthew Paris (pp. 499, 86, p. 974) appears to give the title to much greater numbers, or rather to the whole of the citizens; and particularly
the peaceable enjoyment of their jurisdictions with all their customs: and it is declared, that no citizen shall ever be amerced in any sum above a hundred shillings, that being the amount of his were 🟢. They are directed to hold the court called hustling 🟤 every Monday. And their right of hunting a distinguished and highly-valued privilege in those times) in the Chiltern, Middlesex, and Surry, was confirmed to them as amply as their ancestors had enjoyed it.—The charter also contains several other privileges very favourable to the citizens with respect to the recovery of their debts, and a power to recover tolls and customs unlawfully exacted from them in any burgh or town. [Wilkins, Leg. Anglo-Sax.; p. 235.]

1102—In the beginning of the twelfth century (and how long, before we know not 🟠) paper made of cotton was commonly used for books and other writings. A charter, dated in the year 1102, is expressly said to have been written upon cotton paper ('charta cuttunea') in a renovation of it by Roger king of Sicily in the year 1145. This paper, which had now become common in the Eastern empire, in a great measure superseded, or rather made up for, the want of Egyptian papyrus and parchment. It is perhaps to the invention of it that we owe the preference of such of the authors of antiquity as have come down to us, as the scarcity and high price of parchment had been the destruction of many of them; for the monkish librarians never scrupled to erase the writing of the most valuable classic author, in order to cover the same parchment with the more precious miracles of a favourite saint. The cotton paper, however, was found not sufficiently stout and durable for important writings; and therefore the emperor Frederic II, in his Sicilian constitutions in the year 1221, ordered that public writings and securities should be written on parchment only. Still, however, the cotton paper maintained its ground for other purposes, till it was in its turn superseded by the invention of a better kind, made of linen rags. [Montfaucon, Essai sur le papyrus in Mem. de litterature, V. vi, p. 605 ||. Schuwarder's Specimen lineae charta antiqiiusae, p. 6.]

early in the year 1238 he calls all the citizens, assembled in Gildhall, barons. The inscription 'Sigillum baronium Londoniarum', on the city's seal, appended to a leaf in the year 1373, [Stowe's surveys of London, p. 586, ed. 1619] does not clear the doubt.


* Were, the price of a man, or sum payable for killing him. See above, p. 314, note 🟡.

† Hustling (not hustlings) is compounded of the Anglo-Saxon words hus, house, and thing, legisla-
tive, or judicial, assembly. The two words have the same meaning in the Icelandic language, and with little, or oftener no, variation of spelling, in all the other Gothic languages.

‡ The art of making paper has been known in China 1600 years ago, according to Raynal. [Histoire philos. et polit. V. iii, p. 146, ed. 1782.]

§ It was also called charta bombiscina, the word bombiscina being in those ages extended to cotton, which is still called bombastia by the Italians, from whom we probably got the word bombast (now only known in its metaphorical sense) for cotton, and bombastina for a stuff made of cotton, seeming-
ly the same which was called afterwards hustling and

| Montfaucon carries the use of cotton paper as high as the ninth century, and that of linen paper as high as the twelfth. For the later he quotes Petrus Mauricius (Contra Judæos) who wrote about the year 1140, and says that books
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The earliest certain notice of a gild, fraternity, company, or corporation, of tradesmen in England occurs in the record of a payment of sixteen pounds into the exchequer, made by Robert the son of Leuefan for the gild of weavers of London in the reign of Henry I, the year uncertain. In the reign of Henry II they paid annually two marks (sixteen ounces) of gold, or twelve pounds of silver, the value of the latter being to the former as nine to one. [Madox's Firma burgi, p. 191, for the authorities.]

1108—King Henry I enacted severe laws against the frauds of coiners. And because the money, which was bent or broken, was generally refused, he ordered, that no person should refuse any penny, or halfpenny (which he also ordered to be made round, instead of semicircular) or even a farthing, if it was entire. [R. Hoveden, f. 270 a.]* He also directed that the measure of the eln or yard should be of uniform length throughout his kingdom; and he made the length of his own arm the standard of it.† [Knighton, col. 235.]

1111—A vast number of Flemings, driven out of their own country by an extraordinary encroachment of the sea, had come to England in the reign of William the Conqueror, hoping for settlements and protection from the influence of the queen, who was of their country. William, glad of such an accession of foreigners, stationed great numbers of them upon the northern frontier, chiefly about Carlisle, and others throughout the rest of the country. King Henry, now finding that the Flemings did not well agree with his other subjects, transplanted the whole of them to a district taken from the Welsh, called Ros (now a part of Pembroke-shire) where their potteries can be distinguished from their Welsh neighbours to this day. They were a brave and hardy people, equally qualified to handle the plough and the sword; and they were also skillful in the woollen manufacture, the great staple

are made of the skins of various animals, of an Oriental plant (the papyrus), and of fibres of old cloth ('ex rariis veterum pannorum'), which, Montaucon says, multum affertur. Paper made of linen rags; a conclusion, which does not seem necessary to follow from the words of that author. Might not the rags of old cotton cloth be then employed in the manufacture of paper, as well as new cotton? The same words of Mauricius are also quoted by Muratori [Antiq. R. iii, col. 871] and others, and have led several writers to believe, that paper made of linen rags is as old as the twelfth century, of which, I believe, no satisfactory proof has yet appeared. See below at the year 1243.

* The older authors, Florence, Simeon, &c., as published, are unintelligible upon this subject, from the want of two words, to be found only in Hoveden. The penny, containing the two-hundred-and-twentieth part of a pound of silver, was for several centuries the largest silver coin in Britain, and was equivalent in real value to at least ten shillings of modern money. (See the prices of corn, &c., about this time in the Appendix.) It had on one side a crown, so deeply indented, that it could thereby be easily broken into halves and quarters; and such broken pieces appear to have been the only money smaller than pence, till now that Henry's halfpennies. The first coinage of round halfpennies and farthings of silver is ascribed to Edward I; but we see the coinage of round halfpennies by Henry I related by Florence, Simeon, and Hoveden, who all flourished before Edward was born. Copper coins were not introduced till several centuries after this time.

† The standard must have been very uncertain, even though there had been a mark on the king's shoulder to ascertain the point from which the measure should commence.

of the year, how the money was returned against the coinage of the year, or what would be the limit of the coinage of the year. [Gild of Weavers.]

In the reign of Edward the Confessor the mint was placed on the king's person, or on the person of the queen, and the coinage in the reign after Childe's death, of which the coinage of the present year, &c., was the first, of this country. In the years of the reign of Edward the Confessor, farthings were coined for the first time in this country, for the sake of wood.

The coinage of the year of Edward the Confessor was the result of the discussion of Simeon and Carlile, of the coinage of the year of Edward the Confessor, and of the opinion of the authorities, who were well informed upon matters of this kind. [Childe's coinage of the year, &c., as recorded in the Chronicle of the Order of St. John, &c.]

In the year of Edward the Confessor, the coinage of the year, &c., appeared in the record of the coinage of the year, &c., concurred in the opinion of the authorities, &c.
of their country, and in general commerce: so that in every respect they were a most valuable colony, whether considered as a barrier against an enemy, or as the first founders of the manufacture of fine woollen goods in England. [Flor. Wig. p. 655.—W. Malmbr. f. 89 b.—
Gir. Cambr. p. 848, ed. Camdag.]

May 22nd—Henry V, emperor of Germany, being at Verona, gave the duke of Venice a charter, ascertaining the dominions of the republic on the main land of Italy, and discriminating them from his own Italian territories, among which he reckons Luca, Pifa, and Genoa, though these cities had generally acted as independent sovereign republics long before. He prohibits his subjects from distrefling any Venetian vessel stranded or wrecked on any part of his coasts, or from harbouring fugitive slaves belonging to the Venetians. He gives them liberty of traveling by land or on the rivers in all his dominions, and in return requires for his own subjects only the liberty of the sea and the mouths of the rivers in the Venetian territories. The charter (which is very long for that age) contains many other privileges granted to the Venetians, such as the unmolested property of estates, liberty of pasturage, cutting wood, &c. in his dominions. [Ref: Venet. p. 440.]

1115—If we may believe the exaggerated slander (for such he intended it) of Donizo, [Fita Matildis comitissa, c. 20. op. Muratori Script. V. iv] Pisa was now polluted by the reft of Pagans, Turks, Libyans, Parthians, and Chaldeans. It is one of the few pleasing circumstances occurring in the history of mankind, that so much social and beneficial intercourse subsisted at this time to offend this petty monk.

The citizens of Pisa had their full share of the advantages derived by the trading communities of Italy from the Holy war. Tancred, prince of Antioch, in the year 1108, engaged, in consideration of the assistance furnished by the Pisans in subduing the Greeks of Laodicea, to give them a place in that city, and a street in Antioch, and to grant immunity from customs to their shipping with liberty to come and go at their pleasure. The succeeding princes of Antioch, the kings of Jerusalem, and other Christian princes who had acquired, or expected to acquire, territories in Asia, gave many charters to the Pisans, between the years 1108 and 1216, containing similar grants of very ample privileges and payments, made or promised. [Original charters in Muratori's Antiq. V. ii, coll. 903-918.]

1140—But the Pisans were not without their share of the calamities of the times. Their city was laid in ashes, and their islands of Sardinia and Corsica taken from them, by the Saracens. The islands were recovered by the assistance of the Genoese. But the division of the conquest, with probably the exasperation of commercial jealousy, im-
mediately kindled a war between the allies, in which the Genoese, with a fleet of eighty galleys and four great ships carrying warlike engines, besieged the harbour of the Pisans, and obliged them to submit to their pleasure respecting Corsica (September 14). The peace was almost immediately broken, and a sanguinary war, sometimes interrupted by insignificant pacifications or truces, continued to distress the two neighbouring and rival republics for almost two centuries. [Stella Ann. Gen. and Chron. Pisan. ap. Muratori Script. V. vi.]

1125—A cathedral church was founded near the north bank of the River Clyde by David, earl or prince of Cumberland, and afterwards king of Scotland. The foundation of this church is entitled to notice in commercial history, because it gave birth to the city of Glasgow, which, after flumbering through several dull centuries of monkish sloth as a bishop's burgh, has in later times shone out as the center of the most vigorous commerce and the most extensive manufactures in Scotland.

1126—The pearls found in several of the rivers of Scotland were at this time in great request. King Alexander I is said to have exceeded all men in that species of riches; and his pearls, on account of their large size and superior brightness, were celebrated and coveted in distant countries. [Nicoli Epist. in Anglia sacra, V. ii, p. 236.]

1127—Scotland must have had considerable intercourse with foreigners, and also possessed some degree of opulence, when even the king of so remote a country could enjoy the foreign luxuries of an Arabian horse, velvet furniture, and Turkish armour. All these articles, together with other valuable trinkets, and a large estate in land, were presented by King Alexander to the church of St. Andrews. [Register of St. Andrews, a venerable contemporary record. Wynkyn's Chronicle, V. i, p. 286.]

Henry king of England made a navigable canal of seven miles in length from the Trent at Torksey to the Witham at Lincoln, into which he introduced the water of the Trent. [Sim. Dun. col. 243.]

1126, September 9th—The popes were very eager to suppress the practice of lending money at an equitable rate of interest, which, like all other branches of trade, must naturally find its proper price in a fair and open competition, in order to engage to their own secret agents and creatures a most oppressive trade of lending money at exorbitant interest. In a council of the clergy of England, held at Westminster un-

* The church must have been founded in the year 1113, if not earlier; for John bishop of Glasgow appears in the foundation charter of the abbey of Selkirk, which in that year was founded with monks of Tyron. [Chalmers's Collect. p. 429.]

† Doctor Stukely [Account of Richard of Chron-
der the direction of the pope's legate, all clergymen were ordered to abstain from interest and base lucre, on pain of degradation. [Sim. Dun. cap. Traversi, col. 254.] Under the operation of so injudicious a restriction, the clergy, who could not engage in trade themselves, were obliged to keep their money dead beside them, as few would chuse to run any risk of loss or inconvenience by lending it, when they could derive no emolument from it. But some laws are so preposterous, that they become void by a tacit general consent without being formally repealed: and that such was the fate of this one, may be inferred from a more rigid renovation of it in a subsequent council of the clergy held at Westminster (13th December 1138) under the direction of another papal legate. [Ric. Hugusti. col. 327.]

1130.—The Venetians obtained a charter from Baldwin II, king of Jerusalem, conveying to them the most ample powers, privileges, and immunities, in all cities subject to himself and his barons; together with the property of the third part of the cities of Tyre and Alicant, when he should take them from the Saracens by their help. [Chart. in Muratori Antiq. V. ii, col. 919.] We have already seen similar grants made to the Pilans, (above, p. 317) and many such were obtained from time to time by the commercial states of Italy, who, leaving to the western nations the glory of being the principal instruments in the frenzy of ruining themselves for the aggrandizement of the popes, wisely drew to themselves the profits (neglected indeed by their western allies) of trading under the protection of the armies of the cross.

The melancholy confluence of wooden buildings being crowded together was fatally experienced in the city of London in two dreadful conflagrations. In the first (a. 1132) almost the whole of the city was burnt down. The second (a. 1135) began at London bridge, and extending westward as far as the church of the Danes (now St. Clement Danes), consumed every thing in its progress, and among the rest the cathedral church of St. Paul. [Mat. We/ma. pp. 241, 242.]

King Henry about the later end of his reign was induced, by the complaints of the tenants of his demesne lands, to convert the rents, formerly paid entirely, or almost entirely, in the real produce of the soil, to a fixed rate in money; whereby the tenants were relieved from the inconvenience, expense, and opprobrium, they often suffered in converting the produce of other men's industry.

—* Ufuria et turpe lucrum,—As the contem-
veying the king's part of their crops, animals, &c. to distant places; and
the king obtained a revenue, more convenient, and more easily applica-
tble to every purpose whatever. [Dialog. de seccario, L. i. c. 7.]

1136, 1158—The commercial city of Amalfi, and four neighbouring
cities, subject to, or allied with, it, were twice taken and destroyed, or
pillaged, by the forces of the rival commercial city of Pisa, which for
some years past had repeatedly triumphed over the Saracens of Africa,
Spain, and the Balearic islands. [Chron. Pifan. and Breviariwm Hist. Pifan
in Muratori Script. V. vi.] But Amalfi recovered in some measure from
these disasters, and still possessed some degree of commercial and nauti-
cal eminence.

The maritime laws of Amalfi were adopted in the kingdom of Naples,
according to Freccio, a Neapolitan author of the sixteenth century, who
says, that in his time maritime controversies continued to be determi-
ned by the Table of Amalfi in preference to the Rhodian law. [See Brec-
chman Hist. de rep. Amalcanv.] I believe, the time when these
laws were enacted cannot be accurately ascertained.

An ancient and authentic copy of Justinian's Pandects, discovered at
Amalfi, when it was taken by the Pisans, has been generally suppos-
ed the original of all the copies now extant in Europe. Though the
Pandects were undoubtedly known in France before this time (as appears
by quotations taken from them by Ivo de Chartres, who died in the
year 1177) the discovery of the Amalfitan copy, and the numerous tran-
scripts made from it, gave a new spring to the study of the Roman civil
law, which quickly spread from Italy over the rest of Europe. [See
Brenchman Hist. Pandect.] The Pandects were known in England at least
as early as the year 1140. [Selden ad Fleam, c. 7.] and in the course of
the twelfth century, they were studied in every part of Europe, and
henceforth property became more secure, and the state of society was
improved. [See Robertson's Hist. of Chia. V. V. i. p. 381, ed. 1792, 8vo.]

1139—Though the commercial states of Italy regulated their govern-
ments, elected their magistrates, made war and peace, and acted in all
respects as independent sovereigns, yet all of them, except Venice,
acknowledged the supremacy of the king, or emperor, of Germany in
his character of emperor of the Romans. In that character Conrad
gave the Genoese a charter, empowering them to coin money of gold
or other metals, having on one side the cross, the standard of Genoa,
with the words ' Conraus rex Romanorvm,' and on the other side the
word ' Juna' for the name of the city, [Stella An. Gen. op. Muratori
Script. V. xvii, col. 974.]

About the year 1139 the Genoese, being prosperous and opulent, be-
gan to think of enlarging their territories, and obliged the people of
several neighbouring towns, or little states (for almost every town had
a dependent district) to swear allegiance to them. Without enumerat-
ing the towns and parishes, but there are about 200 in all the
province of Genoa, which had at one time or another, chafed under
the government of the state, and are, since the establishment of the
state, made independent. [Ch. 11139.]

What follows are the names of the principal towns, and the
scale, of which are the most important.

1158—The Genoese, having taken Genoa, made it the head of all their
province, and the city of the state; and the Genoese, having taken
Genoa, the city of the state, and the state of the province, made
Genoa the head of all their cities, and the province of the state.

1148—The Genoese, having taken Genoa, the city of the state, and the
province of the state, made Genoa the head of all their cities, and the
province of the state, and the state of the province, made Genoa the
head of all their cities, and the province of the state, and the state of
the province, made Genoa the head of all their cities, and the
province of the state, and the state of the province, made Genoa the
head of all their cities, and the province of the state, and the state of
the province, made Genoa the head of all their cities.
ing the petty states incorporated with Genoa by conquest or purchase, but most frequently by the later, it may be sufficient to observe, that all the counts, marquis, lords of castles, and also many cities, which had acquired independence of the emperors or other superiors by purchase, or by taking advantage of the convulsions of the times, throughout the whole extent of the Ligurian coast, became, one after another, subject to the powerful city of Genoa, upon such terms as they could make for themselves. [Caffari Ann. Gen. L. i, ap. Muratori Script. V. vii. Muratori Antiq. V. iv, col. 161.]

What is here said of Genoa holds equally true, though on a smaller scale, with respect to Pisa, and the other chief cities of Italy.

1140—Adolphus earl of Nordalbing, having acquired the province of Wagreland, then almost depopulated by the expulsion and slaughter of the Slavi, and finding the ruins of a town on a peninsula formed by the junction of the rivers Trave and Wochnitz, which he thought an excellent situation for a harbour, built a city there, and gave it the name of Lubeck. The adjacent country was soon occupied and cultivated by industrious people, whom he invited, and encouraged by grants of lands, to remove from Flanders, Holland, Friseland, &c. and Lubeck, situated in a country naturally fertile and intersected by navigable rivers, soon became a celebrated emporium, having many vessels belonging to the inhabitants. The trade of the neighbouring cities was so much eclipsed by it, that Henry the Lion, duke of Saxony, who appears to have been over-lord of the country, demanded of Adolphus one half of his new city as a compensation for the loss he sustained by the diminution of the trade of his city of Lunenburg, and, on his refusal, prohibited the sale of any kind of merchandize at Lubeck, except articles of food. He also shut up the fountains of salt at Thodeslo, in order to promote the sale of the salt of Lunenburg, and ordered the seat of the trade to be transferred to Burdwik. A conflagration, which happened in the year 1158, would have ruined the city irrecoverably, if Adolphus had not then resigned it to Henry, who, to induce the citizens to rebuild their houses, immediately revoked the prohibition of trade, established a mint and a custom-house, and sent messengers to all the countries of the North to invite the merchants to trade with Lubeck. Thus supported, the city immediately sprang up out of its ashes, and the number of inhabitants daily increasing, it soon became more prosperous than before.

[Vita Adolphi ex Helmodi Ann.—Bertii Rer. Germ. L. iii, p. 177.]

1146—Greece, or rather the Roman empire in Europe (at this time nearly the fame in extent with the modern European Turkey), even in its degenerate state continued to excel all the rest of Europe in the quality and variety of its manufactures, and in the ingenuity of its work-

* It has already been observed, that the Genoese and Pisans contested the sovereignty of Sardinia and Corsica.
men and artists. That country alone, at least of all the Christian countries of Europe, possessed the valuable flock of silk-worms, which had been transplanted from the remotest extremities of the East, about four hundred years before; and the Greeks were the only Christians of Europe, who manufactured the still precious and costly articles of luxury fabricated from the spoils of the silk-worm. But now the time was arrived, when that manufacture was to be more widely dispersed. Roger, the Norman king of Sicily, invaded Greece with a fleet of seventy galleys, and carried off the wealth of Athens, Thebes, and Corinth. But, what was infinitely the most valuable part of the prize, and what peculiarly distinguished this war from all others, which have no other consequences than the exaltation of one individual, the depression of another, and the misery of millions, was the capture of a great number of silk weavers, whom he carried off from those cities, and settled at Palermo, his capital city. By the king's order the Grecian prison taught his Sicilian subjects to raise and feed silk-worms, and to weave all the varieties of silk stuffs. And so well did the Sicilian pupils profit by their instructions, that the silk fabrics of Sicily, about twenty years after the transplantation of the manufacture, are described as excelling in variety of patterns and colours; some with gold intermixed, and adorned with figures of pictures, and others embellished with pearls. [Otto Fries. de gen. Friderici, L. i, c. 33, ap. Muratori Script. V. vi, col. 668.—Falconi Hist. Sicul. prof. ap. Muratori Script. V. vii, col. 256.]

Though all the Christian part of Europe, except Greece, had been ignorant till now of the art of managing the silk-worm and the produce of its industry, the Saracens had before this time obtained the knowledge of the various operations of the silk manufacture, and spread it over all their wide-extended dominions. Lisbon and Almería, two Saracen cities of Spain, were particularly famous for their manufactures of silk; and the isle of Majorca and Ivica paid their tribute to the king of Aragon in silks of Almería, or more probably in silks made in imitation of those of Almería. [Otto Fries. ap. Muratori Antiq. V. ii, col. 408.—Howden, f. 382 a, b.]

By these means was the important manufacture of silk laid open to the ingenuity of the western nations.

1147—Lisbon was taken from the Saracens by Alfonso, the sovereign of the newly-erected kingdom of Portugal, chiefly by the assistance of a company of about fourteen thousand adventurers, consisting mostly of English, with some Normans, Flemings, and others, bound to the Holy land *. [Chron. Norm. ad an.—Vit. Pont. Rom. ap. Muratori Script. V. iii, part. i, p. 438.—Henry Hunte. f. 226 a.] The Saracens of Almería

* The Netherlanders claim the sole merit of this opportune assistance, in consequence of which they enjoy certain privileges in Portugal, conferred upon them by the gratitude of the sovereign. [Linschoten's Voyages, p. 460, Eng. trans.]
being exceedingly troublesome to the Christians, the Genoese, at the request of the pope, fitted out a fleet of 73 galleys and 163 other vessels, wherewith they attacked that city, which, with the assistance of the court of Barcelona, and (according to our English historians) of the above-mentioned adventurers, they reduced. The Genoese, after passing the winter in Barcelona, in the ensuing summer assisted the count in taking Tortosa, for which they had one third of the plunder. [Stein. An. Gen. ap. Muratori Script. V. xvii. col. 982.]

Norwich, which William of Malmesbury [Gesta pontif. f. 136 a] calls a populous village ("vicum") remarkable for its merchandize, was now rebuilt, made a corporation ("communitas"), and given by King Stephen as an appanage to his son William. [Membran. ant. ap. Când. Brit. p. 422, ed. 1660.]

1153. — The Scots lost their good king David, under whose equitable and auspicious government the commerce of the country had begun to flourish. He was the youngest of King Malcolm's five sons by Queen Margaret; and he passed his early youth at the court of England under the eye of the queen his mother, who was a patroness of learning and the arts. Having thereby acquired several branches of science hitherto unknown in his own less civilized country, he made great improvements in the agriculture, horticulture, and architecture, of Scotland after his accession to the crown. He also made foreign merchandise abound in his harbours, exchanging the produce of Scotland for the wealth of other kingdoms; and he gratuitously attended to the applications of all persons, whether clergy or laymen, strangers, merchants, or farmers. [Alfred ap. Fordon. pp. 465, 473 ed. Hearn; or ed. Godd. V. ii, pp. 302, 305.] We have also very good reason to believe, that he introduced new manufactures in his kingdom; for, as we know, that about twenty years after his death the towns and burghs of Scotland were chiefly occupied by English inhabitants, [W. Newb.] that their settlement may with the greatest probability be ascribed to David, who would doubtless wish to establish in his own country the arts and manufactures he saw practised in England in a comparatively-improved state during his long residence in that kingdom. His laws, containing regulations for the manufacturers, dyers, and dressers, of woollen cloth, (referred to in the charter given by his grandson William to Perth) were apparently intended for the regulation and encouragement of these va-

* It must be remembered, that Alfred, Elfred, or Ethelred, the author of this information, though professedly writing the praises of David in the work here quoted, was an eye-witness of what he relates, and a writer of respectable authority.

† A translation (apparently a very bad one) of the charter of Perth may be seen in Camden's Media

[thremlia. V. ii. p. 6. The neglect of my application for a copy of the original (and it is not long) by a person who had it in his power to oblige me with it, was one of the instances of such conduct, I have met with in the course of collecting materials for this work.]
A.D. 1153.

Durable new subjects, by whose instruction and example he hoped to render the natives of Scotland more industrious and civilized than they had hitherto been; and it is also probable that some of the new towns erected by him. [Alfred, ap. Fordun, p. 473] were destined for the reception of those new inhabitants. Several laws for the regulation of weights and measures were enacted by him. [Act of James, c. 80, or 70 of Murray's ed.] And, though the book, generally known by the name of Regiam Majestatem, and professing to contain the ancient laws of Scotland, collected, as was supposed, by order of King David, is now generally abandoned as an ill-conducted forgery, there seems reason to believe, that the laws and customs of the burghs of Scotland were really collected and committed to writing, and most of them probably enacted in this reign. By these laws (c. 16) all goods bought by sea were to be landed prior to their sale, except fife and herrings, which might be sold on board the vessels. (c. 17.) The vassal of an earl or baron, who bought a burgage and remained a year and a day in a burgh without being molested or claimed by his lord, was declared a free man for ever. (c. 18.) Foreign merchants were not permitted to buy wool, hides, or other goods from any baron's burgesse. (c. 22.) None but burgesse were permitted to buy wool for dying or making into cloth, or to cut cloth for sale. (c. 23.) The owners of sheep were allowed the free use of their own wool.

From c. 48 it appears that some of the merchants of Scotland traded to foreign countries, and their lands were declared exempt from seizure for any claim whatever during their absence, unless they appeared to absent themselves on purpose to evade justice. (c. 52.) The burgesse were required to have their measures of length and capacity, and their weights, marked with the seal of the burgh or of the silver mine (argentaria), which King David worked in his province of Cumberland. [J. Housfield, col. 280] is the earliest in Britain.

It must be acknowledged that several chapters of the Legum burorum, wherein provs and bailies appear as the only magistrates of the towns in Scotland, which long after David's reign were generally governed by aldermen, were evidently interpolated after the fourteenth century. Neither are the words liatuta burgerum, which induced a late learned and worthy judge, and also a learned keeper of the records of Scotland, to say that these laws are mentioned by Baldred (rather Alfred or Ethelred) a contemporary writer, any proof for they are interpolated by Dowar in his continuation of Fordun, and are not in the works of Alfred or Fordun. But, though some parts of the laws of the burghs, as published by Skene along with his Regiam Majestatem, have been inferred in later ages, it is undeniable that other parts, probably the greatest part of them, are as old as the reign of David I. A charter of his grandson, King William, requires all persons returning to the fair at Glasgow to observe the office of the burghe [Gibson's Hist. of Glasgow, p. 301] and the laws and customs of the burgh of the doubtless constituted a part of the established law of the land before the death of Alexander III, as appears from an ancient record preserved in Aberg. Calendar, p. 315, and in pleadings of the year 1241, published by Ryler. [Flit. part. p. 107.] And no one can suppose that they were enacted in the turbulent period of the regency.

This regulation, and some others in the Scottish burgh laws, are copied from the English laws ascribed to King Edward the Confessor. See above, p. 307.
A.D. 1153.

... of which I have found any particular or certain notice since the time of the Romans, or at least of Bede.*

It is of more importance to observe, that in his reign the Firth of Forth was frequently covered with boats manned by English, Scottish, and Belgi, fishermen, who were attracted by the great abundance of fish (most probably herrings) in the neighbourhood of the island of May.

[A contemporary writer: MS. Bib. Cott. Tit. a.; xix.; f. 738, l. 2.] This, if I mistake not, is the very first authentic and positive notice of a fishery, having any claim to consideration as a commercial object, upon the North-British coast.

1135-1154.—The miseries of civil war were felt in the greatest extremity in England during the unhappy reign of Stephen. The vast treasures left by his predecessor were exhausted in supporting the foreign mercenaries, whom he was obliged to employ to resist the claim of the lawful heirs of Henry I, and to crush the discontent of the people: and he was driven to the wretched expedient of corrupting and diminishing the coin, which, however, was afterwards restored to its due purity and weight. In this distress the reigns of 1115 new castles were built in England by the earls and barons: and there were as many petty tyrants, as there were castles, every one of whom exercised the powers of sovereignty, carried on war, oppressed the people, and inflated money of his own coinage. In a word, the miserable people were utterly ruined.

From the general calamities of England the country north of the Tees was exempted by being under the mild and prudent administration of David, king of Scotland.

1154—Henry II, the new sovereign of England, by his marriage with Eleanor, duchess of Aquitaine (the divorced queen of Louis the Young, king of France) which took place about two years before his accession, acquired the best wine country in France. By that addition to his hereditary dominions he became master of all the west side of that kingdom from the Pyrenean mountains to Picardy: and consequently, after...
his accession to the crown of England, the merchants of all the French ports on the Ocean, except Boulogne and Calais, were fellow-subjects with those of England; a circumstance, which must certainly have been very favourable to the commercial interests of both countries.

But Henry, far from being satisfied with the possession of England and about a third part of France, very soon cast his eyes upon Ireland as a convenient addition to his dominions. He had no pretext of a quarrel with the Irish; but he proposed to reform their religion, and their morals; and for such a pious undertaking, it was thought proper to solicit the approbation of the infallible head of the church. His ambassador was instructed to represent to the pope his zeal for enlarging the bounds of the church, instructing the ignorant, and extirpating vice; by bringing Ireland under his own dominion: and, as all islands belong to the holy see, he desired to be advised and authorized by the pope, and he took care to promise an annual payment to St. Peter of one penny out of every house in that island, and engaged to support the rights of the church in that island.

The chair of St. Peter was at this time filled by Adrian IV, the only Englishman who ever attained that sum of ecclesiastical ambition. But the partiality of the pope, if he had any, for the sovereign of his native country, could be but one of his motives for promoting Henry's ambitious views. The king had acknowledged his right to the sovereignty of all the islands of the sea, (is Great Britain not an island?) and he had promised a large increase of the papal revenues. Moreover, the Irish were very undutiful sons of the church: for, though it is well known, that, when the English (or Saxons) were sunk in the grossest ignorance, the Irish possessed so great a share of what were esteemed religion and science in those days, that their country was called the island of saints, and many parts of Britain were indebted to them for the first rudiments of religion and literature, they were afterwards far behind the rest of Europe in conforming to the innovations, and submitting to the encroachments of the fee of Rome. They were accused of marrying within the degrees of consanguinity, forbidden by the church of Rome, without purchasing ecclesiastical dispensations; their clergy, and even bishops, were married; they scarcely ever admitted palmers from Rome; they neglected the payment of tithes and first-fruits; and in some parts of the country they ate flesh in lent. These were crimes sufficient to draw upon them the displeasure of the pope, who sent the king a bull encouraging him to proceed in the conquest and conversion of Ireland, * together with a gold ring, by which he appeared to assume the right of bestowing the investiture of the island as a vassal

* The pope's bull, or commission may be seen in *Rerum de Federis Angliae, V. 1, p. 15,* and in *Laudis Cambriae, Hid. episcopata,* which also contains the origin and progress of the conquest of most of the English historians, particularly in *Giri.
A. D. 1154.

The bull and the ring were both laid up in the archives at Winchester, to be produced whenever a favourable opportunity should offer. And this was the first step towards the union of Great Britain and Ireland.

1155 The arrival of the emperor Frederic in Italy struck such terror into the Genoese, that they fortified their city with unremitting exertion, and even the women and children laboured in constructing the walls. The remains of these walls, far within those erected in the years 1327 and 1347, show how small the city then was in comparison of the extent it afterwards attained. [Staller, An. Gen. Muratori, Script. V. xlvii, col. 994.]

While the Genoese dreaded a contest with the military forces of the emperor of the West, whose dominions were invulnerable by their naval power, the emperor of the East, the successor of the Roman sovereigns of the world, was courting their friendship by a treaty, binding him to pay for ever an annual pension of two hundred perpers and two palls (rich robes) to the community, and another of sixty perpers and one pall to the archbishop, of Genoa, and also to give them a factory or comptoir ("fundicum") and a church, in his capital city of Constan-

* Can this be true? Had the Saracens the use of the compass? Could the Canary king, who hitherto had no compass, ever find his own island after being a month at sea? This curious information shows, however, that the notion of the existence of western lands prevailed in those ages in several countries; and to the same notion, probably, the land called Cokaigne, far in the sea beyond Spain, owes its imaginary existence, as it is described in an English poem of the twelfth century, preferred in Hicke's Thesaurus lingarum septentrionalium.

† Perpers, or hyperpers, were gold coins struck by the emperors of Constantinople in this age; [Du Gange Glos. Lat, no. Hyperperus] and they had also other coins called bypanus, xeypatis, and mickalati. But, though the value of the coins of ancient Greece is known with tolerable certainty, that of the Grecian coins of these later dark ages is, I believe, totally unknown. From the payment of the arrears of a similar tribute to Pisa, in the year 1174 (which fee, there seems reason to believe, that perperi and byzantii were the same."

† In the principal commercial cities, such as Constantinople and Alexandria, the merchants of each trading nation had their own appropriate fundus (called by the Italians fontone, and by the Catalans afonton, the name being apparently Arabic), in which they lived and stored their goods, every individual paying a rent for his accommodation. Such, in England, were the Teutonic gild hall, and, in later times, the Steelyard, in London, occupied by the merchants of Germany; and, in Scotland, the Red Hall in Berwick, occupied
pope, and to reduce the customs upon their merchandize, from a tenth to a twenty-fifth, or from ten to four per cent. William, king of Sicily, also endeavoured to gratify the commercial jealousy of the Genoese by a treaty, engaging to expel the merchants of Provence and France from his territories (a. 1156). Thus were the political events of the neighbouring nations made to promote the commercial interests of the Genoese. Neither did they confine their friendly intercourse and connections to Christian states, nor were they such bigots as to suppose that difference of belief in matters of religion had any concern with commercial connections, but entered into treaties of friendship and commerce with the Saracen kings of Spain and Morocco in the year 1161.

1156, January 6th—The maritime kingdom of Mann, founded by Ketil about the year 890, as already observed, comprehended Mann, and all the islands on the west side of Scotland, and flourished in considerable power, being frequently formidable to the adjacent coasts of England, Scotland, and Ireland. But King Godred, the son of Olaf, having loft the affections of some of the chiefs by his tyranny, they set up Dugal, the son of Somerled, lord of Argyile, by a daughter of Olaf, as king against him; and after a bloody naval battle, the islands were now divided between the rivals by a treaty, which, the chronicler of Mann says, proved the ruin of the kingdom.

1156—From the considerable number of English historians who flourished in the twelfth century, with some help from other writers, and from charters, &c. we have a pretty good account of several of the towns of England, and even of some of those of Scotland, about this time.

London being now established as the capital of the kingdom, most of the nobles and bishops had handsome houses in or near the city: but the houses of the citizens were generally built of wood, and thatched with straw; and thence the city was liable to frequent fires. Fitz-Stephen, a writer of this age, says, that the citizens were remarkable for their politenes, the elegance of their dress, and the magnificence of their tables, and that their wives excelled in every true. The citizens occupied by those of Flanders. And they paid rents to communities or to individuals. The merchants of the Steelyard paid £70:3:4 steroid to the city of London [Stow's Survey of London, p. 443; cf. 1618]; and the widow of Robert Guilcard, duke of Apulia, gave the rents of a funditus in Amalì to the monastery of Monte Calino. [Chron. Cogn. L. iii. a. 56.—See also Hulbert's Writings, V. ii, p. 199, where the funditus to Alexander is explained to be an house of tranque as the Stilyard.]

a I have not inquired, whether they thought it worth while to purchase a licence from the pope for trading with infidels, as the Portuguese repeatedly did in later times.

† The stone house of a citizen of London is mentioned by Benedictus Abbas, V. i, p. 197;—Geoffrey Martel in the reign of Henry II sold a piece of land with a stone house in London. [Maddox's Formularies, p. 178.]—The houses of some Jews in London, appear to have been of stone in the year 1215. [Stow, Cog. ball, qu. in Stow's Anales, p. 258.] Thence it may be presumed, that the houses of the nobles and bishops were not of inferior materials, though those of the middle and inferior ranks were of wood.

were in a state of most complete subjection, and that the incapable persons were put in the place of those capable and zealous, but he thought that it was folly to expect more. They were in a state of extreme poverty and degradation, and had lost all the grace and favour they had previously enjoyed. Furst had so confounded their arms and arms that they could not even muster a single applies. Their houses were in a state of ruin, and there was no one living to hold land or to hold the lands. The foreign merchants and traders, being gratified with the privileges and rights they were permitted to exercise, were in a state of ease and security, while the old nobility and gentry, who had long since ceased to exercise a useful function in the state, were in a state of degradation and decay. The church was in a state of corruption, and the clergy were in a state of neglect and abandon.
were distinguished from those of most of the smaller towns by the appellation of barons. With a pardonable partiality, Fitz-Stephen says, that no city in the world exports its merchandise to such a distance: but he has unluckily neglected to inform us of the species of goods exported, or the countries to which they were carried, none of which were very distant, according to our modern enlarged ideas of navigation. Among the imports he enumerates gold, spices, frankincense from Arabia; precious stones from Egypt; purple drapery from India; palm-oil from Bagdad; all which he might, perhaps with more strict propriety, have derived immediately from the trading cities of Italy. Furs of various kinds, he says, are brought from Norway and Russia; arms from Scythia; and wine from France. The venders of the various commodities, and labourers of every kind, are daily to be found in their appropriate and distinct places; and every Friday a market is held in Smithfield for horses, cows, hogs, &c. The city, with the suburbs, contains 13 large conventual churches, and 126 parochial ones. According to our author, no fewer than 60,000 foot and 20,000 horse issued from the city in the reign of King Stephen. The city is strongly fortified with castles and turrets, and surrounded by a wall with seven gates, except on the south side, where the river has undermined the ancient wall, which the protection of the palatine tower at the east end of the city now renders unnecessary. The king's palace at Westminister is two miles from the city; and the intermediate space is almost filled up with the houses and gardens of the citizens. On the north side are open fields of corn and grass, and a lake, with several streams turning mills; and beyond these there is a forest, wherein the citizens take the diversion of hunting. [Stephanidis Vita Thome Cant.]

William of Malmsbury, an author of the same age, says, London is a noble city, renowned for the opulence of its citizens, who, on account of the greatness of its shipping, have, he supposes, in his time, not less than 40,000 inhabitants. But as it is now known from the subsidy roll of the year 1379, discovered by Mr. Topham, that the taxable persons of both sexes above fourteen years of age in London, were then only 23,514, it cannot be supposed that the number of those under fourteen, the clergy, and those living on charity, would altogether bring the number even up to 40,000; and it may be presumed, notwithstanding the ravages of the pestilence in the year 1348, that London was not more populous in the twelfth than in the fourteenth century. 

Ludgate was then the western boundary of the city. 

Thee were the country villas of the citizens, to which they retired from the noise and crowd of the city. The same ground is now covered with streets almost as much crowded as any of those in the city. 

Now Moorfields, part of which has been lately adorned with the elegant buildings of Finsbury square.
of the greatness of the city, are considered as people of the first quality and noblemen ('optimates et procures') of the kingdom. It is filled with merchandize, brought by the merchants of all countries; but chiefly those of Germany; and, in case of scarcity of corn in other parts of England, it is a granary, where it may be bought cheaper than anywhere else. [Novell. f. 107 a; Gesla pontif. f. 133 b.]

Another circumstance, tending to show that London was comparatively an opulent and commercial city at this time, is, that it was the headquarters of all the Jews in England; a people who have never failed to follow wealth and commerce; and who have generally contributed largely to the advancement of both wherever they settled. One of the many hardships, imposed upon that race of people, was an obligation to carry their dead from all parts of England, to be interred in one general cemetery appointed for them in Red-cross street in London, till the year 1177, when Henry II gave them permission to purchase burying grounds in other parts of the kingdom. [Bromton; col. 1129.—Steev's London, p. 553, ed. 1618.]

Nothing particularly illustrative of the state of the Cinque ports about this time has occurred to me.

William of Malmesbury [Gebla regum. f. 28 a] says, that Exeter, which was fortified with towers and walls of hewn stone by King Athelfstan, though it was destroyed by the Danes in the year 1003, [Chron. Sax. ad an.] and though the country around it is still in so poor a state of cultivation, that it can scarcely produce a crop of the most indifferent kind of oats, has now become a magnificent city, filled with opulent citizens; and being the principal port for the mineral productions of the adjacent country, [H. Hunting. f. 171 a] it is so much repoted to by foreign merchants, that everything, that can be desired, may be purchased there in abundance.

Bristol, according to William of Malmesbury, [Gebla pont. f. 161 a] is a celebrated town, and a port for vessels coming from Ireland, Norway, and other foreign countries. Henry II, in the eleventh year of his reign, gave the burgeses a charter, exempting them from tolls and some other impositions in England, Wales, and Normandy.

Gloucester, according to William, [f. 161 a] is a city situated in a valley remarkably fertile, and particularly famous for abundance of excellent apples *, which keep good through the whole year. It also excels all England in the abundance and pleasant taste of its grapes; and the wine made from them is entirely free from harshness and sourness, and very little inferior to the wines of France.

* When praising the apples of Gloucester, he has not a word of cider, though it is mentioned a being provided long before his time along with wine, mead, ale, pigment, and morat, at Hereford (to this day the center of the cider country) for the use of King Edward the Confessor; [H. Hun- timba, f. 210 a] and in his own time the farmer of Windor was allowed six shillings and eight pence for wine, perry, and cider, for the use of King Henry II. [Madox's Hist. of the excheg. c. x. f. 12.]

Probably cider and perry were rare, and only used by people of the highest ranks.
Winchester, however, appears to have been considered by another author of this age, as the most famous place in England for wine. [Hunt. Inst. 171. a.]

Chester, according to William, [f. 164 b.] situated in a poor country, producing scarcely any wheat; but there is abundance of cattle and fish: the poor live on milk and butter, the rich on flesh; and bread made of barley or rye is thought a dainty. Some trade with Ireland supplies the place with such necessaries as Nature has denied to it.

A more flattering picture of Chester is drawn by a monk of the same age, called Lucian, who says, that it is enriched and adorned by its river, and that ships come to it from Aquitaine, Spain, Ireland, and Germany, whereby the citizens are furnished with all good things, and are enabled to drink wine frequently, plentifully, and profusely. [Cam. Brit. f. 459.

A.D. 1156.

Donegore (Donegore) is called by William of Newburgh [L. ii. c. 30] a famous sea-port town, florid with various kinds of riches.

Norwich is called by William of Malmesbury [f. 136 a.] a populous town, famous for its commerce.

Linn is described by William of Newburgh [L. iv. c. 7] as a city ('urbs') distinguished for commerce and abundance, the residence of many wealthy Jews, and resorted to by foreign vessels.

Lincoln is celebrated by Alexander Necham, a poet of this century, [Cam. Brit. p. 424] as the support of the adjacent country, and flourished with good things. The canal made by Henry I (see above, p. 318) made this city, though far from the sea, accessible to foreign vessels, and gave it the command of an extensive inland navigation, whereby it became one of the most populous seats of home and foreign trade in England. [W. Malm. Gesta pont. f. 165 b.]

Grimby is noted by the Norwegian (or Icelandic) writers as an emporium resorted to by merchants from Norway, Scotland, Orkney, and the Western islands. [Orkneyinga saga, p. 152.]

York had been repeatedly destroyed, by the furies of war, by the vengeance of William the Conqueror, and lastly by a casual conflagration

Many proofs might be adduced to show, that vices were cultivated to a greater extent in several parts of this country formerly than now, and that considerable quantities of wine were made from them. See the extract from Donegore book above, p. 305, and more influence from the same record, collected by Sibyllan. [Goff. 26. 12.]

In the reign of Henry III the bishops of Lincoln and Bath had vineyards; and in that of Edward III the earl of Lancaster had vineyards in the neighbourhood of Richmond. [Moun. Hift. of the Eng. e. 51, f. 1:—Ane. Aug. ed. 1554.]

† In the original, fíoga; a word not in the dictionary or glossary, and which Fleetwood [Chron. p. 347] says, he knows not. But a former proprietor of my copy of Fleetwood observes, in a manuscript note, that he finds fíoga generally used by the writers of those ages for rye.

In the reign of King John, Dunwich paid about twice as much rent to the king as any other town upon the neighbouring coasts. [Durham, Append. p. 11.] But it would be too rash to infer from that circumstance, that it was twice as opulent.
in the reign of Stephen. Yet it still retained some marks of Roman
elegance, and is described by William of Malmsbury, [f. 147 a] as a
large metropolitan city, lying on both sides of the Ouse, and receiving
in the middle of it vessels from Germany and Ireland.
Whitby, Hartlepool; and some other towns on the east coast, possessed
vessels and other property, of which they were robbed by Esteyn
king of Norway, about the year 1153. [Snorro Hist. Magni Blinda,
c. 20.]

Berwick, a noble town at the mouth of the Tyd (Tweed), belonging to
the king of Scotland, [W. Newb. L. v, c. 23] is at this time disfigured
as having more foreign commerce than any other port in Scotland, and many ships. One of them belonging to a citizen called Knut
the Opulent, and having his wife onboard, being about this time taken
by Erlend earl of Orkney, Knut hired fourteen vessels, with a competent
number of men, for one hundred marks of silver, and went in chase of the pirates, who had anchored for the night at one of the ad-
Jacent islands. [Torset Orcades, L. i, c. 32.]

Ivyrydulis is merely noted as having a harbour beside it, mentioned
in a charter granted by King David to the abbey of Holy-rod. [Hay's
Vindication of Eliz. More.] In later times it has been called Leith, and
is the port of Edinburgh.

Strivellin (Stirling) had some vessels and trade, part of the duty
('canum') of the vessels, with a salt-work, and some other branches of
the royal revenue, being given by the same king to the abbeys of Cam-
buskenneth and Dunfermline. [Chart. in Nimmo's Hist. of Stirling, p.
508; and in Dalrymple's Collect. p. 386.]

Part of the duties levied in the port of Perth were assigned, in the
same manner. [Chart. in Dalrymple, p. 386.] Nechin, the English
poet already quoted, says, 'that the kingdom is supported by the up-
rence of this city;' [ap. Camb. Brit. p. 708] and it was at this time,
properly speaking, the capital of Scotland.

Aberdeen was known in Norway as a trading town. Esteyn, one of
the joint kings of that country, being on a pirating cruise along the
British coast about the year 1153, landed and pillaged it. [Snorro,
Hist. Magni Blinda, c. 20.] But it soon recovered from that misfortune,
and was a royal residence in a few years after.

Aberdon (Old Aberdeen) had a port, the tenth of the duties of the
ships being granted by King David to its newly-erected bishoprick. [Chart.
in Bib. topog. Brit. N. iii, p. 3.]

Duffeyras (perhaps Banff) on the shore of the Mornay firth, is merely
mentioned as a commercial port and town. [Orkneyinga saga, p. 323.]*
A.D. 1556.

I find no certain account of any trading ports on the west side of Scotland in this age; which is no wonder, as we know of but two on the west side of England.

From several notices dispersed through the authors quoted for this view of the chief commercial ports of Britain at this time, it is evident that the foreign trade was almost entirely conducted by foreign merchants.

Concerning the trade and ports of Ireland before the English conquest, little can be added to what has been already said [p. 254] of the Ostmen in that island, and of its intercourse with some of the English harbours, if I mentioned it. The Irish made some cloth from the wool of the black sheep, that being the most general colour of their flocks, by which means they obtained a durable colour without the labour or expense of dyeing. They had also cloth of other colours, with which they made party-coloured ornaments for their hoods, and they used woollen stuffs (phalangis lanasis) for their cloaks or plaids, and also for their trowsers, and these were dyed. If to these we add lances, javelins, and battle-axes, excellently tempered, we complete the catalogue, as far as we have materials, of the manufactures of the Irish, who were a pastoral people; not yet generally advanced into the state of agriculturists, and far less of manufacturers. Some foreign merchants brought gold to Ireland; but we are not told, what the Irish (who, Giraldus Cambrensis says, thirsted for it, like Spartani) gave the foreigners in exchange for it; nor what the people of Wexford gave in return for the wheat and wine imported from Bretagne. [Gir. Camb. Topogr. Hib. ii. 11, 12; Bib. episc. L. i. c. 3.]

It appears, however, there were greater stores of the precious metals in Ireland than could well be supposed. Large sums of gold and silver were frequently given for the ransom of men of rank: taken in battles and duties or rents; paid in gold or silver to ecclesiastical establishments, occur very often in the Irish annals. At the consecration of a church in the year 1157 Murua O-Logglin king of Ireland gave a town, 150 cows, and 60 ounces of gold, to God and the clergy; a chief called O-Carrol gave also 60 ounces of gold; and Tiernan O-Ruark's wife gave as much; donations which would have been esteemed very great in that age in England or upon the continent. What superfluous
tion so liberally gave, some species of industry must have acquired; and that was most probably the pasturage of cattle, an employment by which the soil and climate of Ireland have in all ages been extremely favourable, and which was most suitable to the unsettled state of society then existing in that country; unless we will suppose, as many have, that the mines of Ireland, which, though unnoticed by any writer, seem to have existed in some time very productive, were still capable of supplying the mines collected in the coffers of the chiefs and the clergy.

During the civil war between King Stephen and the emperors, the current money of England had been very much debased, partly by the frauds of the coiners taking advantage of the convulsed state of the kingdom, but chiefly by almost every baron usurping the prerogative of issuing money coined by his own authority. In order to put an effectual stop to this great evil, King Henry made an entire new coining of the money of the kingdom; and, as soon as it was completed (which was in two years) he prohibited the currency of any other than his own new money. [R. Hoveden, f. 281 b.—M. Paris, p. 97.—Ann. Wallor. ap. Gale, p. 159.]

Several of the bishops and abbats of England had a right to coin money. [See above, pp. 266, 271, 356.—Edlera, V. iii, p. 81; V. v, p. 755, and all the books on English coins.] I suppose, the king did not presume to deprive them of any of their rights or privileges.

In Scotland, at least the bishop of St. Andrews had the right of coin ing money. [Wyntown's Chronicles of Scotland, V. i, p. 396.]

About this time the proportion of silver to gold was nine for one. [Madox's Hist. of the excheq. c. 9, § 2.]

1157—Now, and also at other times, Henry raised money by requiring gifts from the shires, burghs, bishops, barons, and others. The opulence of the city of London appears from the largeness of its gift on this occasion, which was no less than £1,043 (equivalent to above £30,000 of modern money) and exceeded the joint contributions of the shires of Lincoln, Somerset, Essex, and Kent, together with those of the bishop of Bath and the abbot of St. Albans. [Madox's Hist. of the excheq. c. 17, § 2.]

Frederic emperor of Germany sent ambassadors to the king of England with presents, and a letter declaring to have a treaty of friendship with him; but, that thenceforward they might not be suffered to trade with other nations by the king's licence. [Madox's Hist. of the excheq. c. 9, § 2.]

* The great lords on the continent affirmed, or were inclined to believe, that the money of England was made of pure silver; but he must be understood to mean silver of the legal standard, as opposed to the adulterated silver of the preceding reign, and perhaps also to the coin of other countries, some of which were now made of silver much inferior to the English standard. The money of France, in particular, was so much debased at this time, that not a half of it was silver. [La Blanche, Traité des monnaies, p. xviii.]
with him. Henry made a suitable return of presents, and in his answer thankfully accepted the emperor’s alliance, which, he hoped, among other benefits, would promote the security and freedom of commerce between their territories. [Radice, Frising, Gesta Friderici, L. i. c. 7.]

1160. — The friendship of Henry was courted, not only by the Christian princes of Europe * but also by the Mohametans. The king of Valencia and Murcia in Spain soon after sent him an embassy with magnificent presents, consisting of the rare and rich productions of the East; and a proper return was made by Henry. [Libron, Norm. p. 998.] But whether any commercial arrangements were produced by this first friendly intercourse of a king of England with a disciple of Mohamet, we are not informed. If there were any, they most probably concerned only Henry’s subjects in the southern provinces of France.

The following hints are collected from the narrative of Benjamin, a Jew of Tudela in Spain, whose travels over a great part of the known world, begun in the year 1160 and continued to the year 1173, afford more information concerning the state of the commercial part of the world, than can easily be collected from all the other writers of the age.

Barchinona (Barcelona in Spain) is an emporium frequented by the Greeks, Pisans, Genoese, Sicilians, Egyptians of Alexandria, and the people of the land of Israel (Palestine). Montpelier is a place of great trade, whither, by means of the Genoese and Pisans, people of all nations, Saracens and Christians, and among the rest, the English, refer for traffic Genoa, an independent city, governed by magistrates chosen by the citizens. In Thebes there are 2,000 Jews, workers in scarlet and purple. Constantinople is a city abounding in wealth, and superior to all others in the world, except Bagdad. The people are envied by luxury and dilapidation, and too lazy to carry on any active commerce; and therefore merchants from every part of the world resort to it by land and sea. About 2,000 Jewish merchants, manufacturers of silk, &c., and tradesmen, many of them very opulent, live in the suburb called Pera, not being permitted to reside in the city. In Antioch the houses of the nobles are served with water conveyed in wooden

* The ambassadors of Manuel emperor of Constantinople, Frederic emperor of Germany, the archbishop of Trava, the duke of Saxony, and the earl of Flanders, and also the advocates or ambassadors of the kings of Castile and Navarre, who came to submit a controversy between their sovereigns to the arbitrament of King Henry, were all at Weetmester in November 1177. [M. Paris, p. 152.] As in those ages ambassadors were never sent but upon extraordinary occasions, the assembly of so many in one court must have had a wonderful effect in impressing the English with high ideas of the wisdom and power of their own sovereign, and, by increasing his reputation, make a real increase of his power.

† We should certainly deceive ourselves, if we were to suppose that English traders got to Montpelier by sailing through the Straits of Gibraltar. The nature of their traffic is perhaps sufficiently described by saying, it was conducted by means of the Genoese and Pisans.

‡ Not to interrupt Benjamin’s narrative, I here observe (from Guizetti, Hist. Comm. iii.) that the fishing vessels (they are called ships) belonging to Constantinople were no fewer than sixteen hundred, and the multitude of warlike and mercantile vessels, assembled in its most secure harbour, was innumerable. There is reason to believe that very few of the mercantile vessels belonged to citizens of Constantinople.
pipes from a mountain in the neighbourhood. Damaseus is also supplied with water by pipes.—New Tyre, a place of considerable traffic, with a most commodious and secure harbour, stills keeps up its most ancient pre-eminence in manufactures of glas-ware, and is also famous for excellent sugar. The island of Nikrokis in the Persian gulf is a store-house for Indian goods and the produce of Persia, Sinaar, Arabia, &c. the inhabitants being factors for the variety of strangers concerned in the extensive commerce of which it is the center.

Some of the countries beyond Nikrokis, visited by Benjamin, are not very easily to be ascertained. In the island of Cheverag he was informed that Sin (supposed to be China) was at the distance of forty days sailing in the East; and that beyond it there was a frozen sea, and such as ventured upon it were killed by the cold. In Egypt he remarks the abundant population, but has scarcely a word of the trade of Alexandria. Pasing over into Europe, he traveled as far as Russia, a country covered with woods, and producing animals called weaverge and zeb-linatz, supposed to be grey foxes or grey squirrels, and fables.

The city of Keffin being destroyed by Henry the Lion duke of Saxony, the materials of its ruins were employed by Pribilaffes, the last king of the Heruli, to inclose a neighboring village called Rofock, the foundation of which is carried up by tradition to the year 329. Being thereby rendered more secure, it soon assumed the appearance of a city, and became a place of considerable commercial importance.

1162. June 5th. The Genoese, having come to an agreement with the emperor Frederic, received from him a diploma, which, in a pompous preamble, sets forth his desire of cherishing and protecting all his faithful subjects, especially those from whom he expects the most valuable services and devotion to the empire. And therefore, because he had heard that the Genoese from the first foundation of their city had raised there heads above all other maritime states, and he should have occasion to make use of their service, especially in naval war, he makes known to all the subjects of the empire, that he grants to the confuls and community of Genoa, as a fief, the power of levying military forces between Monaco and Porto Venere, whenever they should have occasion to raise any, paving, however, their fealty to the empire. He grants

- Eben Haukel, an author at least a century earlier than Benjamin, observes that 'the water flows through the streets and amidst the chief buildings of Antakiah, or Antioch. [Sir William Ouseley's translation, p. 44.]' He also notices the same accommodation in many other towns of Asia. Sugar was, however, one of the articles brought to Babylon from Babylon by the caravan plundered by King Richard.

- This seems the fame island, which is called Kif-hen-Oina by Ablafide, and Chia (or Kif) of Marco Polo. It seems to have succedded to the trade on the decline of Siraf, which was the chief emporium in the ninth century; and it, in its turn, was eclipsed by Ormuz. [See Mem. de l'histoire, V. xxxvii, pp. 476, 508.]

- The versity of Benjamin has been much questioned; and in history he certainly wanders widely from the truth; but what, he says, he saw, seems to be worthy of credit. Perhaps his greatest fault is being a Jew. He is very careful in noting the number of Jews in every place visited by him; and it is observable, that a great proportion of them were dyers of wool.
them the power of chusing their consuls, dispensing justice, and punishing crimes, within their district. He confirms to them all their posses-
sions at home and beyond sea, particularly Syracuse with a tract of land adjacent to it. He moreover grants them a street convenient for their merchants, together with a church, a bath, a factory ('fundicus'), and a bake-house, in every maritime city, which he may hereafter subdue, and also an exemption from duties and several charges in every country, which they shall affi\- dt him to conquer. He also grants them one half of the gold, silver money, and silk, which they shall take, the other half being for himself; and a quarter of all the gold and jewels, which shall be surrendered to him. He gives them the power of appointing one or more of their citizens to reside in every country to which they trade, in order to dispense justice according to his laws and good customs. And (what was perhaps the most agreeable of the whole, if indeed he had the right, or the power, to make it effectual) he authorizes them to prevent the French from failing to Sicily and the coast of Calabria; and he subjects the Venetians to the same restrictions, unless they shall con-
ciliate his favour. [Diploma ap Muratori Antiq. V. iv, col. 253.]

The delegation of the command of the sea by a prince, who, with a founding title, possessed no maritime power himself, probably encouraged the Genoese in their pretensions to a sovereign jurisdiction upon the sea, which they already exercised by granting licences to the merchants of other nations for trading by sea, whereof their encomiastic historian, Baptista Burgus, has adduced several examples which seem to rest upon very slender authority, and also some which appear to be more authentic, viz. In the year

1154— the citizens of Luca were permitted to trade upon the Genoese sea with merchandise allowed by the laws of Genoa;
1156— Azolino of Placentia was permitted to send a vessel annually to any port he thought proper with merchandise to the value of £150;
1184— Drogo de Conflilio and his brothers were permitted to send a vessel annually to any port with a cargo of the value of £400, as citizens of Genoa;
1189— Cenio Romano was permitted to go in, or to send, a vessel anywhere upon the sea of Genoa, free of any taxation, and carrying a cargo amounting to £200, whether belonging to himself or to others.

For thes\- e his authorities are the records of the city: and his being able to find so few in the course of so many years shows, that they were but seldom applied for.

1165— Axel (or Absolon) bishop of Lunden, having constructed a fort at an excellent harbour on the east side of Zealand (or Seeland) in order to protect the merchant ships from pirates, some fishermen built a few cottages beside it; and an inn being also built for the accommodation of strangers, the name of the place was changed from Axel-hus to
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Kiopmans haven (the merchants' harbour, which we, after the Germans, call Copenhagen), and it grew up in time to be a considerable commercial city and the capital of Denmark. [Bertii Rer. Germ. L. iii. p. 139.]

We have seen the herring fishery on the coast of Norway an object of considerable importance in the tenth century: and it is probable, though we have no certain information of it, that they then proceeded up the Baltic, and were taken by the nations bordering upon that sea. About this time we have the first express notice of a fishery for herrings within the Baltic, which was at the island of Rugen, and so considerable, when the stormy winds of November drove them out of the Ocean to take shelter in the narrow channels of the Baltic, that great numbers of vessels from various foreign countries used to repair thither to load with herrings. [Helmodii Chron. Slav. L. ii, c. 12.]

About the same time the Dutch date the commencement of the herring fishery on their coast. The people of Ziriczee caught herrings on the coast of Briel (or Voorn), an island at the mouth of the Meaxe (or Meufe); and their example was followed by those of Zeland, Holland, and West Friesland, who fitted out small vessels called sambards, with which they repaired to the same fishing ground in the proper season. Those of Ziriczee are also said to have been the first (of the Low-country people) who packed herrings in barrels; but they were very deficient in the manner of curing them. [J. F. Petit, Chron. de Hollande, &c. V. i, p. 184.] The Netherland writers have lost sight of their earlier fishery in the Firth of Forth. (See above, p. 325.)

The city of Lubeck, though founded so late as the year 1140 [Bertii Rer. Germ. L. iii, p. 177], had already, by means of its happy situation near the entrance of the Baltic sea, attained so much commercial consequence, as to attract the notice of the powerful commercial republic of Genoa, who courted the citizens of Lubeck to confederate with them against the Pisans, by a promise of carrying them upon the sea on terms of equality with their own citizens, together with a gift of two houses in Porto Venere and the tower of Motrone. In consequence of this alliance we soon after find merchants of Lubeck trading in the Mediterranean on board Genoese vessels, one of which was taken on her return from Sicily by the Pisans in the year 1171. [Brev. Hist. Pif. ap. Muratori Script. V. vi, col. 179, 182.]

At this time the sultan of Egypt granted the Christians of Jerusalem a free trade in his dominions; but that substantial advantage was almost immediately lost by the commencement of the war of Jerusalem.

The movements of the herrings are very capricious, both with respect to time and place. About the year 1500 they used to land upon the coasts of Gotland and Schonen in the beginning of autumn, as we learn from Olav Magnus, L. xii. In the year 1578, after having long deserted those coasts, they appeared upon them in July and August. Since that time their arrival has gradually been later and later; and in the year 1780 it was in November, as in the age of Helmold. [Anderson's Account of the Hebrides (Western islands) p. 451.]

† Martin Schork calls them Slubbaerti. [Differt. de barengris, § 34.]
A. D. 1165.

immediately lost by the inordinate luft for dominion of Amalric king of Jerufalem. [Gul. Tyr. L. xix, xx.]

Dermit king of Leinftcr in Ireland, being driven out of his dominions for his wickednefs and tyranny, implored the aid of Henry king of England to restore him to his kingdom, which he offered to hold of him as his vaftal. Henry, seeing fo favourable an opportunity of availing himself of the pope's commiffion for the conquett of Ireland, which he had hitherto allowed to lie dormant, very willingly received Dermit's oath of fealty. But declining to take upon himfelf the trouble and expense of the war, he put into Dermit's hands his letters patent, authorizing his subjefts to affift in reforing him as his vaffal king of Leinftcr, by means of which, and the promise of great rewards, Dermit prevailed on the earl of Pembroke and fome others to engage in his caufe. About the beginning of May 1169 the first detachment of the English adventurers landed in Ireland, and soon re-eftablifhed Dermit in his kingdom, a large portion of which was immediately allotted to them for their good services. In the following year Dermit, according to agreement, gave his daughter in marriage, together with the right of fucceffion to his kingdom, to the earl of Pembroke.

The king of England, now finding that his subjefts were making more progress in the conquett of Ireland than he expected or wished, thought it time for him to interfere. He iffued an edif, prohibiting all his subjefts from failing, or carrying any thing whatever, to Ireland, and ftrictly enjoining all who were in that ifland to return before the enfuing Easter, under penalty of forfeiture. But being foothed by a letter of the earl of Pembroke, submitting all his acquisitions, as made under the royal auspices, to his pleafure, he allowed him and his afdociates to retain all the lands they had acquired in Ireland, except Dublin and the other maritime towns, which he referved to be kept in his own hands.

1171.—In order more fully to secure to himself the advantages of the conquett, he went over to Ireland with a fufficient force; and soon after his arrival he received the homage of moft of the interior kings, and alfo of Roderic, the supreme king of Ireland. [Gir. Cambr. Hib. exp. L. i.—Annales Hib. ap. Cant.—&c.]

Thus was that great and fertile ifland apparently fubjefted to the crown of England. But it is eafeft to effect a rapid conquett of a country than to retain it. Henry's attention being immediately called to his continental territories, and all the fucceffing kings of England being almost constantly engaged in foreign wars or civil commotions, the ifland was fairely ever completely fubjefted to the English power, till the deliverance from continental dominions, and the union of the Britifh crowns, enabled the government to act with more vigour than before.

During the invasion of Ireland many of the principal citizens of Dub-
lin, who were Oftmen, left the place with their most valuable effects, and, after ineffectual attempts to recover it by the assistance of ships and men obtained from their countrymen of Orkney and Mann, the greatest number of them retired to those islands. [Hib. exp. L. i, c. 17, et seqq.] The city being thus deprived of its most valuable inhabitants, King Henry, by a charter, now extant in the archives of Dublin, dated in the year 1272, gave his city of Divelin (Dublin) to be inhabited by his men of Briflo (Brifto), who had long carried on a commerce with Ireland. Though no notice is taken by the authors of that age of any colonies going over in consequence of the kings grant, it may be presumed that Dublin was soon repopulated, and in a flourishing condition; for William of Newburgh, a contemporary writer, [L. ii, c. 26] calls Divelin a noble maritime city, the metropolis of Ireland, and almost the rival of London for the commerce and abundance in its port. A subsequent charter of the same king to his burgesses of Dublin (not Divelin) grants them a free trade, with exemption from tolls, pontage, &c. in England, Normandy, Wales, and Ireland. [Chart. in Append. v. 1, 2 of Lyttelton's Henry II, B. v.] Camden says, that from that time Dublin continued in a flourishing condition, and that the citizens gave signal proofs of their attachment to the kings of England on many trying occasions; [Brit. p. 571] whence it may be presumed that they were mostly English.

About this time the discovery and population of America by the Welsh is supposed by some late writers to have taken place. According to Doctor Powel, [Hib. of Wales, p. 227] a Welsh prince called Madoc ' left the land in contention between his brethren, and prepared certain ships with men and munition, and fough adventures by sea, failing well, and leaving the coast of Ireland so far to the north, that he came to a land unknown, where he saw many strange things,' in the year 1170. He ' left most of his people there, and returning back for more of his own nation, acquaintance, and friends, to inhabit that fair and large country, went thither again with ten fails' and he adds, 'as I find it noted by Giryn Owen.'

Much has been written upon this Welsh colony, which was supposed to confer upon Britain an unquestionable right to the sovereignty of America. But, independent of the physical impossibility of copper-coloured Indians being descended from white Britons, and of the moral impossibility of Madoc returning from any country lying south-west from Ireland, and finding his way to Britain by steering a course without a compass, across the broadest part of the Atlantic ocean, even supposing his new country to have been to the northward of the trade

* It appears that considerable numbers of Oftmen remained in the other principal ports of Ireland in subjection to the English government, and it is probable that there were many of them also in Dublin. [See Waris's Antiq. Hib. p. 126, et seq. 1654.]
winds, it is pretty evident that the story must have been invented after voyages to and from America, and settlements of colonies in that continent, were common, and had become usual subjects of conversation, even in the uncommercial country of Wales *.

The Grecian emperor Manuel, having quarreled with the republic of Venice, seized the persons and effects of all the Venetian merchants he could find in his dominions. But Venetian merchants were not to be insulted with impunity. The outrage was immediately chastized by a Venetian fleet of a hundred galleys, which compelled Manuel to submit to terms of peace very humiliating to the pride of empire. This event, the second within a few years which exhibits the Roman-Grecian empire inferior in military force and political importance to the commercial states of Italy, is introduced here, chiefly on account of its being connected with the origin of the Bank of Wales. For the republic being oppressed by the charges of the war against the emperor of the East, and at the same time involved in hostilities with the emperor of the West, the duke, Vitale Michel II, after having exhausted every other financial resource, was obliged to have recourse to a forced loan from the most opulent citizens, each being required to contribute according to his ability. On this occasion, and by the determination of the great council, the chamber of loans ('la camera degli imprestiti') was established; and the contributors to the loan were made creditors of the chamber, from which they were to receive an annual interest of four per cent. [Sanuto, Vite de duchi di Venezia, ap. Muratori Script. V. xxii, col. 592.] It may be presumed that the rate of interest, so very far below the usual standard of the age, was compulsion, as well as the loan itself, and esteemed a hardship upon the creditors.

* Gutry Owen, the alleged author of the story of Madoc's voyages and colony, is said to have lived in the reign of Edward IV; and the authority of a manuscript, really written before the discovery of America by Columbus, would be strong indeed. But as Gutry's manuscript does not appear, nor even Lloyd's translation of it into English, except as edited with additions, corrections, and improvements, by Powel, in the year 1784, he must, for ought we see to the contrary, stand for the original author. Gildas Cambrennis, a Welsh author, who wrote an account of Wales about the end of the twelfth century (edited by the same Powel), has not a word of the story, though sufficiently found in the marvels. But the British origin of the Americans has obtained some imaginary support from the fact, perhaps mistaken, resemblance of some American words to the Welsh, remarked by Wafer in his voyage to Darien, and by some others in other parts of America; and, as fables, like snowballs, increase by rolling along, the author of the Turkish Spy [v. ii. p. 159] declares, that the tomb of Madoc is still to be seen in the country of the Tule-status and Doggs, two American tribes very remote from each other. So the childish story of Whittington and his cat may be verified by a race, actually inscribed with his name, standing at the side of the road between Ilfracombe and Highgate, and set up, one would think, with an intention to damp the appearance of variety upon fable. Colonel Vallancey [Col. Ercin, v. x. p. 168] has found a way of accounting for the identity of names and customs in America (even as far south as Peru) with those of Ireland, founded on a conjecture of Varro, that the north part of America once adhered to Ireland, and the discovery of a bank extending from Ireland to Newfoundland. And so the population of America, that perplexing subject of disputation, appears to have been from Ireland. I have seen an account of the population of Ireland from America.

† A raggio del quattro per cento di più. — If it was so expressed in the original record from which Sanuto extracted his account, it is an earlier instance of the calculation per cent than that found in the Venetian laws, to be noticed under the year 1247.
It is presumable (for no authentic documents, capable of ascertaining the facts with indisputable certainty, are, I believe, anywhere to be found) that the creditors, after continuing for some time no other way connected than by the similarity of their situation with respect to the republic, were incorporated as a company, in order to manage their joint concerns, and that successive improvements upon their system of management, and new ideas suggested by the vast increase of the Venetian commerce, gradually produced the bank of Venice, which is generally acknowledged to be the most ancient establishment of the kind in the world *, and to have been, in a greater or less degree, the model of all the banks, which were set up, first in some other commercial cities on the coast of the Mediterranean sea, and in process of time in almost every city and town in Europe. This bank was established on such judicial principles, and has been conducted through the revolution of many centuries with such prudence, that, though the government have twice, since its establishment, made free with its funds, its credit has remained inviolate and unimpeached. Payments are made in it by transfers, or writing off the sum to be paid from the account of the payer to that of the receiver, without having the trouble of weighing gold or silver. If I mistake not, this bank is also the most ancient establishment of a permanent national debt, or the funding system, which is now carried to such a height in almost every country of Europe.

1172.—The Pisans sent ambassadors to the emperor of Constantinople, who renewed the alliance made with the emperor's father, and obtained from him the restoration of the wharfs or landing places † they had formerly possessed in Constantinople, permission for the Pisans, whom he had banished, to return, and payment of the arrears for fifteen years of the annual sum of 500 byzants and two palls (rich robes or cloaks) due to the republic, and 50 byzants and one pall to the archbishop, the whole being 8,040 byzants and 45 palls. Three ambassadors from the emperor, with three imperial galleys, went to Pisa, where the treaty was confirmed in full parliament ('in publico parlamento'). [Breis. His. Pif. ap. Muratori Script. V. vi, col. 186.] Thus was the humiliation of the Greek empire displayed in transactions with each of the three principal commercial states of Italy.

King Henry revived a law of his grandfather's, abolishing the right, formerly ascribed by sovereigns and proprietors of the land, of seizing the property of vessels wrecked upon their shores, and declaring, that,

* Under the year 1140 we shall see that Barcelona claims the honour of having established the first bank of exchange and deposit.
† Sicil.—I am not certain of having rightly translated the word. The French, and other nations bordering on the Mediterranean, give the name of gêbële or foâle to any port in the Levant where a custom is established. But such a meaning cannot be applied here, especially as the word is in the plural.
whenever any vessel should be wrecked upon the coast of England, Poictou, Gascoigne, or the island of Oleron, if any one human creature, or even a beast, belonging to her, were found alive, the property should be preferred for the owners, who should be allowed three months to make their claim; failing which, the wreck should belong to the king. [Fedena Anglica, V. i. p. 36.]

It is not unworthy of remark, that in this equitable proceeding, which was a revival of the Rhodian law and the law of the good Roman emperor Antoninus, Henry set an example, which was followed by the Greek emperor Andronicus and the Roman pontiff Alexander III.

1175—About this time William king of Scotland made the village adjacent to the cathedral church of Glasgow a burgh subject to the bishop. In the charter there is no mention of a gild, or any mercantile privileges, or of any trade whatever, except the liberty of having a market on the Thursdays. A subsequent charter of the same king grants the bishop the privilege of holding an annual fair. [Chart. in Gibbon's Hist. of Glasgow, pp. 299, 302.] Such was the infant state of the great and flourishing commercial city of Glasgow.

1176—A new bridge of stone was begun on the west side of the old wooden bridge of London*. It appears to have had a wooden drawbridge † at each end for allowing vessels to pass up the river to Edred's hithe, or Queen-hithe, which was then, and long after, a principal landing-place, where the vessels of the Cinque ports and others discharged their cargoes of corn, fish, salt, fuel, &c. and to the other wharfs or landing-places above the bridge. In those days the art of constructing piers in the water was not known, and therefore the river was turned into a new channel, supposed to have been drawn between Battersea and Redcliffe, during the building, which was not finished till the year 1209. [An. Waverly. ap. Gale, p. 161.—Stow's Survey, pp. 50, 52, 682, ed. 1618.]

1177—The vanity of Venice and the arrogance of the church of Rome were gratified by the duke accepting a ring from Pope Alexander III, whom the republic had afflicted in his war against the emperor and the rival popes, as an emblem of the marriage of the republic to the Adriatic sea, which his holiness, in imitation of his predecessors (who had lately made gifts of the islands of Sardinia, Corsica, Sicily, etc.), gave as a token of his affection towards the Barons of Venice, which they refused to receive. [Stow's Survey, p. 1048.]

* Fabian [Cronica, f. xx b] says, the wooden bridge was under the management of a fraternity or college of priests, and the stone building was undertaken by the great aid of the citizens and others passing the bridge. He dates the commencement of the building in 1210. But the authority of annals, apparently contemporary, is fairly preferable, unless contradicted by any record remaining in the archives of the city. Mr. Mylne, in his Report to the committee for regulating the}

† The draw-bridge was cut down in the year 1553 to prevent Wyat from entering the city. But it was rebuilt; and Stow describes it as existing in his own time. [Annals, p. 1046; Survey, p. 53.]
and Ireland), gave to the republic, as a wife to be under the dominion and protection of her husband *. From that time the dukes of Venice have annually renewed the ceremony of the marriage, by throwing a gold ring into the bosome of their spouse from the deck of a superb vessel called the Bucentaur.

1180—Notwithstanding the attention of Henry II to the state of the current money in the beginning of his reign, it was now again so much debased, that he was under the necessity of making another entire new coining of round money. Though the goldsmiths and silversmiths of England were famous throughout Europe, Henry on this occasion chose to bring an artist, called Philip Aymari, from Tours (a city in his paternal territories on the continent, which gives its name to the current money of France) to execute his coining. But Aymari, being found guilty of debasing the standard of the coin, was dismissed with disgrace; and the English coiners, whose frauds had produced the necessity of the recogagement, were punished. [R. de Diceto, col. 611.—Gerv. Dorob. col. 1457.]

—Hoveden, f. 341 a.]

1181—King Henry, in his Alise of arms, strictly commanded that no one should buy or sell any ship to be carried out of England, or engage any feaman (maireman) to go into foreign service. [Hoveden, f. 350 b.] As the order was merely a military precaution, it seems going too far to infer from it that English-built vessels were esteemed superior to those of other nations, or were coveted by foreigners. England needs not claim any doubtful naval renown. But Henry's attention to that best safeguard of his kingdom must also, though unintentionally, have been beneficial to the commerce of England.

1180—There is good reason to believe that England was in a prosperous condition, and that its manufactures and commerce were in a progressive state of improvement during the long reign of Henry II. Henry of Huntingdon, who wrote in the early part of his reign, begins his Histoire with a florid description of Britain, or England, (for with him these names are synonymous) wherein he says, that mines of copper, iron, tin, and lead, are abundant, and that there are iron, though but few, mines of silver. Silver, however, is brought from Germany by way of the River Rhine for our wonderful plenty of flesh and fish (the abundance of herrings and oysters is particularly noted), our most precious wool, our milk (probably converted into butter and cheese),

* His holiness made a sad blunder with respect to the sexes of the parties. An ancient poet would have married the god Hadria, the son of Neptune, to the nymph Venetia, the daughter of the river god Medorius. In classical or poetical language Hadria; the name of that sea, is masculine, and all republics are of the feminine gender.

† This subterfuge of Henry may be alleged against those writers who affirm that there were no mines of silver in England. But it would be much more important and satisfactory, were there not reason to apprehend that he writes, not from his own knowledge, but from fables. At this time there was a rich silver mine in Wales between Landwy (St. David's) and Bainingwerk. [Gir. Camb. Eii. Cambria, f. 111, c. 10.] I have already, under the year 1153, noticed a silver mine in Cumberland, belonging to David king of Scotland.
and cattle innumerable; so that silver is even more plentiful in England than in Germany; and all the money of England is made of pure silver.

In this brief enumeration of goods exported there is no mention of corn; and indeed there is no reason to believe that the agriculture of the country was so far advanced as often to produce more than was necessary for the home consumption. Some exportation of corn, however, there was; for in the year 1181 a fine was paid to the king for licence to ship corn from Norfolk and Suffolk for Norway; but without a licence and payment for it, which seems equivalent to a custom duty, it appears that it could not be exported. [Madox's Hist. of the exchequer, c. 13, § 3, note k; c. 14, § 7, note r, § 15, notes o, p.]

Lead was exported in great quantities to all parts of Europe, the roofs of the principal churches, palaces, and castles, being generally covered with it. [Madox, c. 14, § 15.—Hist. lit. della France, V, ix, p. 241.] The exportation of tin was also very considerable, the mines of Cornwall and Devonshire, which for many ages supplied all Europe, affording a large proportion of the royal revenue. [M. Paris, p. 570.—Federer, V, i, p. 243.]

It has been presumed, with a probability approaching very near to certainty, that wool was a principal article of the exports of this country before the Norman conquest; (See above, p. 288) and the exportation of it appears to have been still very considerable, though the home manufacture undoubtedly worked up large quantities of it; for, according to an hyperbolical account of the commerce of the country, introduced by Mathew of Westminster in his History, [p. 396, ed. 1601] all the nations of the world used to be kept warm by the wool of England, which was made into cloth by the Flemish manufacturers.

Though I have found no express mention in any English author of the exportation of woollen cloth in this age, there can be little doubt that the Flemings settled in Wales, who are said to have possessed the knowledge of commerce as well as manufactures, exported some of the cloths they made. The historian of the Orkneys informs us, that two merchant ships from England bound for Dublin, loaded with English cloths (probably the manufacture of the Flemings) and other goods of great value, were taken near Dublin, before the conquest of Ireland by the English, by an Orkney pirate called Swein *, who on his return home covered his sails with the scarlet cloths, and therefore called that his scarlet cruel. [Torei Orcades, L, i, c. 37.]

The exportation of slaves, notwithstanding several laws or canons

* That man wanted only a more extensive field of action, and to have his exploits recorded by authors more generally known, to be as illustrious a villain as ever figured in history. In stratagem and cunning he was fully equal to Ulysses; in wickedness and ingratitude scarcely inferior to Alexander; and in setting up, and deploiting, his liege lords, the earls of Orkney, he may be compared to the celebrated king-maker, the earl of Warwick.
made against it; particularly in the council of Westminster in the year 1102. [Edmer, p. 68] was not entirely given up in the reign of Henry II. Merchants, but apparently more frequently robbers and pirates, exported slaves, who were partly trepanned, and were partly children bought of wretched parents, who were in great want. In the year 1172 the resolution of the Irish, who had hitherto been great purchasers of English slaves, to buy no more; and to set at liberty those they had, [Giraldus Camb. Hib. exp. L. i. c. 18] gave a great check to that inhuman trade. After that time, though there occur frequent notices of slaves transferred from one proprietor to another *, and of the prices paid for them, we do not, I believe, find them any longer mentioned as articles of foreign trade.

The other articles exported from England at this time, such as honey, wax, cheese, salmon, &c. were apparently trifling in quantity and value. Of the imports of England at this time, wine, produced in the king's French dominions, formed a very considerable part. Some wood for dyeing, together with spices, jewels, silks, furs, and other luxuries †, constituted the remainder. In years of scarcity corn was also imported; and the stores of it collected in London made that city be called the granary of the whole kingdom. [W. Malm. Gesta pont. f. 133 b.]

All the goods imported into England, except wine, woad, and occasionally corn, were in demand only among the superior ranks; and, though they were sold at very high prices, they amounted to but an inconsiderable sum upon the whole. On the other hand, the goods exported, being adapted to the wants of all the classes of mankind, were in great and general demand: and thence there was a large balance in favour of England, which produced the abundance of silver remarked by Henry of Huntingdon. But there is reason to apprehend that much of the money brought in by the commerce of the country was soon taken out of the circulation of productive industry, and locked up in the dead hoards of the great clergy and some of the nobles. Roger archbishop of York died in 1181, possessed of 11,000 pounds of silver and 300 pieces of gold (' aureli'), besides a gold cup and a considerable quantity of silver plate. [M. Paris, p. 140.]

The great wealth of the kingdom, though perhaps very ill divided, together with the policy of converting the king's share of the produce of the crown lands, formerly paid in kind, into money rents, and the great length of his reign, enabled Henry II to amass so much treasure, that he could bequeath above forty thousand marks of silver, and five

* In the year 1155 the archbishop of Canterbury gave ten slaves, as part of the price of the manor of Lambeth, to the prior of Rochester. [Fitz, F., p. 69.]
† Of these some specific mention may be found in Fitz-Stephen's description of London in this reign. See above, p. 319.
hundred marks of gold to, what he supposed, religious and charitable purposes. At this time the woollen manufacture was very widely extended over the country: for, besides the colony of Flemish weavers in Wales, who were probably the instructors of all the rest, and the company, or guild, of weavers established in London, it appears, that there were similar companies of the same trade in Oxford, York, Nottingham, Huntingdon, Lincoln, and Winchester; and all of them, agreeable to the policy of the age, paid fines to the king for the privilege of carrying on their manufacture exclusive of all others in their towns. [Madox's Hist. of the excqch. c. 10, § 5.] But there were also dealers in Bedford, Beverley and other towns of York-shire, Norwich, Huntingdon, Northampton, Gloucester, Nottingham, Newcastle upon Tyne; Lincoln, Stamford, Grimsby, Barton, Lafford, St. Albans, Baldock, Berkhamstead, and Chesterfield, who paid fines to the king, that they might freely buy and sell dyed cloths; some of their licences also containing a permission to sell cloths of any breadth whatever. As the English had not yet attained any considerable degree of proficiency in the art of dyeing, and as foreigners were not bound by the English regulations for the breadth of cloths, it may be apprehended, that the cloths sold by these woolen drapers were the fine-coloured goods of the manufacture of Flanders: and the red, scarlet, and green, cloths, enumerated among the articles in the wardrobe of King Henry II, were most probably of the same foreign manufacture. [See Madox's Hist. of the excqch. c. 10, § 12; c. 13, § 3.] Henry II, in the 31st year of his reign, gave the weavers of London a confirmation of their guild with all the freedoms they enjoyed in the reign of Henry I; and in the patent he directed, that, if any weaver mixed Spanish wool with English in making cloth, the chief magistrate of London should burn it. [Stowe's Survey of London, p. 515, ed. 1618.] From such a regulation it seems probable, that English wool was then superior to that of Spain, which in later times has obtained the first character.

The English goldsmiths still preferred the reputation acquired by

+ The 500 marks of gold were to make marriage portions for women of free (or gentle) condition, who were in need of assistance; a landable and noble bequest. All the rest was for the support of the holy war, and the maintenance of priests of both sexes in convents. [See the will in Frob. B. 1, p. 91.] The whole amount of his treasure is stated by Hedges [f. 374 a] at above a hundred thousand marks, which is increased by Mathew Pass [p. 132, ed. 1646] to above nine hundred thousand pounds, besides valuable utensils, jewels, and precious stones. But the later sum being incredibly great (in fact not left in real value than fourteen or, fifteen millions of modern money), I suspect that moneys (above hundred) has crept into the text for monies (ninety), the number according to Benedictus Abbas; and possibly pounds have also been inadvertently substituted for marks.

† The clausa pretiuscribendi (in the precious wool of Henry of Huntingdon, [f. 170 a] an author of this age, if we may give full credit to his superlative language, seems to counteract the belief of the superiority of English wool, which will be further illustrated by facts, to be narrated in the subsequent part of this work.
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their predecessors. Ankerel, a monk of St. Albans, about the beginning
of the twelfth century, was so famous for his works in gold, silver,
gilding, and jewelry, that he was invited by the king of Denmark to
superintend his works in gold, and to be his banker, or money-changer.
A pair of candlesticks made of silver and gold, and presented by Ro-
bert, abbot of St. Albans, to Pope Adrian IV, were so much esteemed
for their exquisite workmanship, that they were consecrated to St. Peter,
and were the principal means of obtaining high ecclesiastical distinctions
for the abbey. Neither were the English ladies of this age less famous
for their works in embroidery than those of the Anglo-Saxon race.

The same abbots also sent the pope a present of mitres and sandals most
wonderfully embroidered by the hands of Christina, prioress of Margate.
[Payns, Vita, pp. 59, 71, 173.] More examples of the superiority of
the English male and female artists in those branches might be produced
if it were necessary.

As flax and hemp are enumerated by the council of Westminster in
the year 1175,along with corn, wine, the increase of animals, wool,
cheese, and all other things annually reproduced, as subject to the pay-
ment of tithes, it appears that some flax and hemp were cultivated,
which could only be for the purpose of making cloth and cordage.
[Germain, Dorob. col. 1431.] The cultivation of them was probably
introduced, or at least became so general as to attract the notice of the
clergy, after the conquest, for they are not included in the list of tith-
able articles made out in the fourth year of William the Conqueror:
but, on the other hand, the profits made by mills and by merchandise
(negotiationibus), which are charged then, [Knyghton, col. 2356] are
now omitted.

May 7th.—Frederic emperor of Germany, at the request of Adol-
phus earl of Schauenborg, gave a charter to his (Adolphus's) citizens
of Hamborch, granting them a free passage for their ships and men from
the sea to their city, without paying any toll or ungetl, or any impo-
sition whatever in coming or returning; but with a condition, that the goods
of strangers, brought in their vessels, should pay duty to the emperor at
his city of Stade. [1] He grants them an exemption from all exactions in
the whole district belonging to the earl, and the right of preventing any
peron from building a castle within two miles of their city, with the
right of fishing in the Elbe two miles above, and two miles below, the
city. Also any person, desirous of exchanging money in the city, might
do it in any place most convenient, except before the money-house;
and the community had authority to examine the weight and standard
of the money issued by the coiners. [2] The charter also exempts the

Stade is situated at the mouth of a small
river running into the southern side of the Elbe,
below Hamburg. About the year 1000, the
Danish pirates plundered the banks of the Elbe
as high as this town. [Habald. Chr. Schom.,
L. 8., c. 15.]

[1] That I may not be accused of neglecting to
important an object in commercial history as the

[2]
citizens from expeditions, and beltes several other privileges agreeable to the manner of the age. [Charter in Lambert, Orig. Hist. p. 97]

After the Norman conquest, London appears to have been governed for some time by a portger of a provost, and a provost. The emperor Matilda, as queen of England, appointed Godfrey Magniville to be portger of London and Middlesex. In the reign of her son, King Henry II, we see no more provosts, but find the names of several portgers, or porters, who seem to have remained in office many years, perhaps for life. In some records, the principal magistrates of London are also called shires (vicecomites), domesmen, and aldermen. 

Immediately after the commencement of Fitz-Alwin's mayoralty, an excellent regulation for the safety of the lives and properties of the inhabitants of London took place. The houses being built of timber, with roofs of straw or reeds, fires were very frequent; and, in order to prevent such calamities, it was ordered, that the houses in the city should thenceforth be built of stone up to a certain height, and covered with slate or tile. That safe and substantial mode of building was generally persevered in for about two hundred years, after which timber buildings again came in use. [Manuscripts quoted by Stow, Survey, pp. 194, 533.]

In the reign of Henry II the Jews had met with some relaxation of the rigorous treatment to which they had formerly been subjected. Desirous of conciliating the favour of the new king by valuable gifts, some of the chief men among them assembled from various parts of the kingdom, went to present their offerings on the day of the coronation (September 3), but were rudely repulsed by the guards, who alleged the king's order for excluding them. The rabble somehow got a notion

full notice of bills of exchange. I must here give a part of the charter in the original words.—

argentum, quanto in aliquo, qui turris, qui macinari, vel volubilis, in loco loco, pietas opporium, 

* Some hints concerning the magistracy, &c. of London before the conquest, may be seen in p. 597.
that the king had given orders to kill the Jews, and being eager to imitate the zeal of their sovereign, and to serve God by destroying that devoted race, whom, as well as the Saracens, they called God's enemies, a dreadful carnage ensued, which was continued through the whole day in defiance of the king's command for the mob to disperse, lent by some of his principal courtiers, and was followed by a conflagration of the houses, and pillage of the property, of all the Jews in London.

The king's wrath for the disgrace brought upon the solemnity of his coronation festival, and the contempt of his authority, together with his protection publicly granted to the surviving Jews, restrained the malice of the people against them, while he remained in England. But, as soon as he left the kingdom, the fury broke out anew after his departure; and the massacres and enormities of London were repeated upon the Jews of Lynne, Norwich, Stanford, Lincoln, St. Edmundsbury, and York.

At the later city the tragedy was begun by burning the house, which contained the widow and children of one of the principal martyrs to the fury of the London mob. Thereupon about five hundred Jews shut themselves up in the castle, by the permission of the governor, with their families and their most valuable and portable effects, and there sustained a siege, till their provisions were expended, and they were driven to the shocking extremity of murdering with their own hands their wives and children, and then themselves, after setting fire to the building in order to destroy their property as much as possible, and to involve those amidst patibula in the general destruction. After this dreadful catastrophe, the besiegers, in order to deprive the unhappy heirs of the victims, if any remained, of their property, went to the cathedral, where the bonds for their debts were preserved, which they forced from the keepers, and solemnly committed to the flames in the midst of the church; and there many of them, who had engaged themselves to go to the holy war, deliberately set out upon their expedition. Such was the event of the persecution which the Jews suffered, not for their religion, but for their wealth, to which the mob were spurred on, as confessed by William of Newburgh, a contemporary writer, by the debtors of the Jews; and also by some of the clergy, and a hot-headed hermit. [W. Newbrg. L. iv, 17-11. — M. Paris, p. 157.] But these horrid deeds afford a mea

The governor thought it his duty to protect the Jews, or at least their property. The king, vam

After the destruction of Jerusalem, Eleazar and his associates, who had defended the castle of Masada against the Romans, in the like manner.
Richard, almost immediately after he was crowned king of England, resolved to defend his kingdom in order to accompany the king of France on an expedition for the recovery of the Holy land from the Mohammedans, and he was perhaps the most ardently-zealous champion that ever religious frenzy transported to Asia. To that holy warfare the great treasures left by his father, amounting by the most moderate account to about a hundred thousand marks, were consecrated, and also all the money he could screw out of his subjects, and all that he could scrape together by the sale of every thing that he could possibly sell. [W. Newb., li. iv. s. 5. Hoveden, f. 375 a, 377 b, 378 b.] One happy effect to both the British kingdoms of his energies for amassing money was the restoration of the cattles of Rokeiburgh and Berwick to William king of Scotland, together with a renunciation of the acknowledgment of superiority extorted from him by Henry II, in consequence of his being imprisoned and made prisoner by the barons of Yorkshire; for which recovery of his own rights William paid him ten thousand marks. [F. Hoveden, f. 4, p. 64] A sum greatly exceeding in real value a million of modern money. This large sum was raised by William from his subjects, not without an exception of royal authority; and even the clergy were not exempted from the contribution. [W. Newb., li. iv. c. 5. Char. Scot. quoted in Dalrymple's Annals of Scotland, v. 1, p. 132.]

As Richard's expedition to the Holy land is unconnected with commercial history, it will be sufficient to notice his fleet and his naval operations. His ships, collected from all the ports of England and the west coast of France, which was entirely subject to him and his mother, formed the finest fleet that had ever been under the command of a king of England. The number is variously stated by the different authors, and Geoffray de Vinafrac, who was in the expedition, only says, that the people of Messina in Sicily, at which port the English and French fleets had their rendezvous, never saw, nor ever will see, on their coast to great and do fine a fleet as that of England. According to other authors of good credit, there were 13 vessels, larger than the rest, called bufsels,
failed with a triple spread of sails, about 50 armed galleys, and 100 transports or vessels of burthen. Besides these, there were 100 vessels, which had assembled at Lisbon, coaled round Spain as far as Marseille, and thence took a departure for Syria, without touching at any other land. [Hoveyden, f. 382 a.]

All these vessels rowed and also failed. The galleys were adorned with innumerable pencils (or pennants) waving in the wind, and banners, or standards, ('signis') fixed in graceful order on the tops of the spars. The rostra, or beaks, were distinguished by the variety of their paintings or figures; and the prows of the vessels shone with the light reflected from the shields fixed upon them. Modern vessels, says Vinianus, have greatly fallen off from the magnificence of ancient times, when the galleys carried three, four, five, and even six, tires of oars, whereas now they rarely exceed two tires. The galleys, antiently called Liburnae, are long, slender, and low, with a beam of wood fortified with iron, commonly called a spur, projecting from the head, for piercing the sides of the enemy. There are also small galleys, called galeons, which being shorter and lighter, fleeter better, and are fitter for throwing fire.

Ships sometimes ventured, at least in the Mediterranean, to lose light of land; but galleys never left the shore. [Hoveyden, f. 382 b, 404 a—Bromton, col. 1217.] In order to keep the fleet from dispersing in the night-time, a lantern was carried aloft by the king's vessel which led the way to the whole fleet.

Massacre of Sicily. The same vessel he elicits where the late and dromond, or dromunden, appears, at least sometimes, to have been used promiscuously. [Compare Vinianus, pp. 316, 320—De Dietro, col. 661—M. Paris, p. 161—Bromton, col. 1204.]

The commentaries, carried away by Greek etymology, tell us that the dromunden was a light fast-sailing vessel, so called from dromus, a race. It is more probably, that the word is Arabico; and the examples quoted by Speelman, [Archbishop. vs. Dromunden], who has therein confederated to copy editors, are rather at variance with his definition and etymology. Vinianus expressly characterizes the dromunden as heavy and dull-sailing vessels.

* * * Triplici velorum expansione velificatae. [M. Paris, p. 150.] They seem to have had three sails, each carrying only one sail. We are not told, I believe, how many masts the galleys had. In eighty years after we find none of the vessels belonging to an association of crusading kings, which are remarkable as very large, carrying two sails each. [Bemisford, L. iii. c. 84.]

Vinianus expressly says [p. 274] that the kind of vessel, which the antients called a dromunden, was in his time (the twelfth century) called a galley, in Latin galee, which word is used on every occasion of mentioning such vessels by all the writers of the middle ages. Yet Stalla, a Genoese chronicler of the fifteenth century, is very angry with his contemporaries for using the word gallees, which he takes every opportunity of signifying as a corruption of language lately introduced by Latins. See particularly his Chronicle at A. D. 1466—1416, op. Martialis Script. V. xxviii.

Flying fishes, which the Egyptians had seen near Sardina, were now first heard of in England: and Hoveyden [f. 383 a.] is fully apprehensive, that he should fearfully obtain credit for the existence of such wonderful animals. I find flying fishes appropriated to the tropical seas of the western hemisphere by some writers of the present age, e.g. Mrs. Fossey and, what is more surprising, Mr. Edwards, the historian of the West Indies, supposes [Pliny, p. 12, note] that Columbus, a Mediterranean navigator, had never seen any flying fish, till he was on the voyage wherein he discovered the Western world. The flying fish is described, but very briefly, by Pliny [L. ix. c. 25] under the name of bunton, or swallow-fish 1 its flight, or leap, has certainly some resemblance to the gliding flight of the swallow. Flying fishes are common in the Atlantic ocean as far north as the coast of Portugal; and we learn from Mr. Pennant [Davi. Zoology, V. iii. p. 56, 566 edd.] that at least one has been found on the coast of South Wales.
A.D. 1190.

In sea engagements they still preferred the ancient semicircular line of battle, stationing the strongest vessels in the wings, or points, with a view to inclose the enemy as in a net. The soldiers, stationed on the upper deck, (or on the raised platform or forecastle, "superioribus tabulatis") made a close bulwark of their shields; and, to give them free room to fight, the rowers sat together below. When the hostile fleets approached, the sound of the trumpets and the shouts of the men gave the signal for the engagement, which commenced with a discharge of missile weapons on both sides: the sharp beaks, or spurs, were forcibly dashed against the enemy's sides; the oars were entangled; and the hostile vessels being grappled together, a close fight ensued, while the engineers endeavoured to burn their enemy's ships with the Greek fire, which was now in common use with the Turks and Saracens, as well as the Christians.

1191.—During the siege of Acon a battle was fought between the Christians and the Turks upon the sea. In one galley the Turks got possession of the upper tire of oars; and the Christians retaining the lower, they pulled the vessel different ways.

While Richard was on his passage from Cyprus to Palestine, he fell in with a very large ship laden with warlike stores and provisions, and having on board, according to the most moderate and probable account, eight hundred soldiers for the relief of the garrison of Acon. She carried three very lofty masts; but her sails were of little avail to her, for it was almost calm, and the wind too heavy to make much way with her oars. Richard's light galleys, by the use of their oars, moved round her with the greatest agility, and attacked her furiously in every direction: but the great strength and loftiness of her sides gave her such a superiority over them, that she baffled all their efforts, till Richard in a rage threatened to crucify every man in the fleet, if she should escape. Then

*This curious circumstance, which affords a clear demonstration that the ancient galleys carried their oars in tiers above each other in the manner described in the early part of this work, has not been so much observed by writers, as it ought to be: and it is the more worthy of attention, if it be observed, to the latter part of this work, the fact of the vessel containing more than one tire of oars. Vinitian's description of the galleys gives room to believe, that there were 'three even with three tires,' but I find no particular mention of any one such vessel in his very circumstantial work, and indeed none which can be depended on, in any other; though several writers of that and the succeeding ages, in their estimation of classical latinity, have obscured their narratives by applying the term "triremes" to galleys of every kind, and also to the 'great ships of the Saracen.'"
some of the English seamen, diving under the bottom of the great ship, hampered her rudders, (or whatever she used for steering, 'gubernacula') with ropes, so that she could scarcely move, while the rest attempted to board her, which they effected, but were repulsed by the Turks with prodigious slaughter. At length they drove the iron beaks of the gal- lies furiously against her, and opened several breaches in her sides, so that she filled with water. The Turks, finding their ship going down, leaped onboard their enemies to save their lives: but all the crew were deliberately butchered or drowned by the orders of Richard, except seven officers of high rank, and twenty-eight engineers, whom he re- served for the value of their ransom, or their skill in constructing warlike machines, and to be a trophy of his great achievement. [Vinianf, p. 328.]

A similar great ship was taken by the French fleet near Tyre. [P. Aemy. p. 177.]†

The Germans and Danes, while they were lying before Acon, probably feeling that they would need but few vessels to carry them home, broke up their ships for fire-wood. About the same time five hundred ships and bullys, with some galleys and other vessels, returned to Italy to take in fresh cargoes of men and provisions to be consumed in Palestine. These, I suppose, belonged to the people of the free states of Italy, who knew better what to do with their ships than the Germans and Danes, and turned the enthusiasm of their western neighbours to the advantage of their commerce and navigation. [Hoveden, t. 376 b.]

The enumeration of the articles, belonging to one of the caravans traveling from Babylon to Palestine, which was plundered by King Richard, gives us some idea of the nature of the Oriental trade, as conducted at that time by the way of the Persian gulf. They consisted of a great quantity of gold and silver (which must have been bullion, as money is also mentioned) robes of silk, purple, round gowns ('ciclades'), purple dye, a variety of ornaments for dress, arms and weapons of various kinds, fewed coats of mail of the kind called gafinganz, embroidered cushions, sumptuous pavilions and tents, biscuit, wheat, barley, and flour, elecfcturies and other medicines, basins, bottles, bags or perhaps puries ('lecaccaria'), silver pots and candlesticks, pepper, cinnamon, and other choice spices of various kinds, sugar and wax, with a prodigious quantity of money. The whole value of the plunder was said to be much

* The later writers say, that a diver bored a hole in her bottom, which sunk her; and that King Richard faved 200 prisoners, and drowned 1500.

† Another great dramand was taken many years before by a company of pilgrims in nine ships under the command of Rognwald earl of Orkney. One of the Orkney vessels creeping close to her side under the range of the engines, they opened a port with their axes, through which they boarded her, and after a dreadful caraghe got possession of her, and found her a very rich prize. They then murdered all the people, except the commander, and burnt the ship, by which they lost much of the treasure. Such were the laws and practices of that holy warfare. [Smer, Hiff. Squard, Gt. c. 17.—Torfei Orcad. L. 1. c. 31.]
A.D. 1191.

beyond what had ever been taken in any one battle: and we may form some judgement of it from the number of cattle employed to carry the merchandise, when, besides very many that escaped, the camels and dromedaries taken were estimated at 4,700, and the mules and asses taken were said to be innumerable. [Vinjans, p. 400.] We may here remark, that such articles as silver pots and candlesticks and some kinds of drapery used to be carried from Egypt to the East in the first century, and also money, the balance of trade being then very great in favour of the Oriental merchants; whereas now a large balance in money and bullion appears to have been brought from the East.

We have already seen the citizens of London have a principal share in the election of King Edmund Ironside and Harold the son of Cnut; and other similar instances might be adduced, if necessary. We now find them joined with John the brother of the absent king, the bishops, earls, and barons, in deposing one viceroy, and appointing another, who, together with his associates in the administration, gave the citizens a new charter of their incorporation or community ("communa")*. [Hoveden, f. 399 b.]

1192.—King Richard, whose prodigies of personal valour in Palestine have ranked him among the heroes of romance, had the misfortune to be repaid in his way home by the duke of Austria, who sold him to the emperor of Germany: and he was accordingly transported by his new proprietor from Vienna to Mentz and other places, where he was generally kept in a rigorous confinement, till a treaty was concluded, whereby the emperor extorted from him, or rather from the people of England, one hundred thousand marks of silver of the weight of Cologne, to be paid in advance, together with an obligation, to be secured by the delivery of sixty-seven hostages, for fifty thousand marks, to be paid, if some secret engagements concerning the duke of Saxony were not performed: and the emperor, in return for so much solid treasure, made him a present of an imaginary kingdom of Provence. The king thereupon wrote to his mother and the judicaries of England (April 19th), desiring them to collect as much money as possible by contributions and loans, and also to receive all the gold and silver belonging to the churches, and to give their oaths to the clergy for the restoration of them. The king seems to have expected, that the money might be raised by voluntary contributions and loans; but so heavy a demand, coming before the country had recovered from the effects of the drain

* The learned Somner [Gloss. ad Script. decem] considers "communa" on this occasion as signifying a covenant of confederacy with the bishops, earls, and barons, for their joint security. But, that the word expressed the rights or privileges of an incorpored community, appears evidently from several charters of King John, granting to his towns in Normandy their communa. See Madon's Hist. of the encl. i. 13, § 131 and Firma burgi, p. 35.
made by the preparations for his late expedition, was found to distressful, that the most rigorous exertions throughout all England and his continental territories were insufficient to raise the sum required, though all exactions claimed in consequence of privileges, dignities, or ecclesiastical orders, were disregarded, though even the plate and other treasures of the churches were taken, and the Cistercian monks, who had never before been subjected to any royal exaction, were compelled to give the wool of their sheep, which was almost their only income; and a second, and even a third, collection was made before the whole sum could be completed. William, king of Scotland, contributed two thousand marks, which, I presume, was the scutage due from his estates in England. At last, the money being raised and transported to Germany, at the expense and risk of England, the fordid and rapacious emperor dishonored his captive (4th February, 1194). [Federa, V. i, pp. 80-84.—Chron. Melros, ad ann. 1193.—W. Newbrig. L. iv, cc. 38, 41.—Hoveden, f. 1416 b.—Madox's Hist. of the excheq. c. 15, § 4.]

As only the noblemen (magnates) and the churches are particularly mentioned in the king's letter, as expected to contribute to his ransom, it has been concluded, that the great mass of the people were too poor to bear any part in the contribution. But we ought to remember, that the ransom of the superior from captivity was one of the chief duties incumbent upon every person who held land by the terms of the feudal system; and therefore it was not the duty of such citizens and burghers as had no lands to pay anything for the sovereign's ransom. Thence, though the citizens of London contributed on this occasion a gift and aid (donum et auxilio) of 1,500 marks, [Madox's Hist. of the excheq. c. 15, § 4] we may account for the envied display of opulence made by them in their zeal to do honour to their admired sovereign in his procession through the city, which so dazzled the eyes of some German noblemen, who were with him, and who supposed that there could be nothing valuable remaining in England, that one of them said to him, 'Truly, if the emperor had known how rich England is, he would have made you pay a much larger sum for your ransom.' [W. Newbrig. L. iv, c. 42.]

1195—King William made a new coinage of the money of Scotland, which was debased, apparently in consequence of the great drain of the payments he had made to King Richard. [Chron. Melros, ad ann. 1195.—Wintwone's Chron. Hil. V. i, p. 342.]

* In the present day the national debt, and its necessary consequence, the depreciation of the real value of money, has accustomed us to talk so familiarly of millions, that we are apt to think hundreds of thousands were truffles in a national account. But, independent of a companion of the sum with the price of provisions at the time, we may judge of the greatness of Richard's ransom in the opinion of foreigners from Otto de St. Blas, who says in his Chronicle. [Op. Marstori Script. V. vi, p. 895] that he must not venture to mention the sum, as he should not expect to be believed.
A.D. 1196.

July 14th.—It was usual to make kidels, or wares, in the River Thames for catching fish, and the keeper of the Tower drew an annual rent from them, apparently for account of the king. But the citizens of London, having represented to King Richard, that such obstructions in the river were great nuisances to the city and the whole kingdom, he ordered that they should be all removed. [Chart. in Brady on burghs, App. p. 29.]

November 20th.—King Richard passed a law for the uniformity of weights and measures throughout the kingdom, ordering the measures of length to be made of iron, and those of capacity to have rims of the same metal, and that standard weights and measures of every kind should be kept by the thirrefs and magistrates of towns. It was also enacted, that, wherever woollen cloths were made, they should measure two ells in breadth within the lifts, and should be equally good in the middle and at the sides. All cloths made contrary to law were to be immediately burnt, and all artifices to impose upon the buyer in the sale of cloths were strictly prohibited. Dye-stuffs, except black, were to be sold only in the cities and capital burghs, to which also the business of dyeing, except in black, was restricted. To the great relief of the people, who had been distressed by the variety of coins, he ordered, that only one kind of money should be current. Christians were not allowed to take any interest for the use of money. He prohibited secret bargains between Christians and Jews, and ordered that three copies should be made of every agreement, one of which should be preserved in a public repository. He ordered the justiciaries to do impartial justice to all persons. But these regulations were observed only during the short remainder of his reign. [Hoveden, f. 440 b.—M. Paris, p. 191, ed. 1640.—Triveti Annals, p. 127.—Bromton, col. 1258.]

Another law of King Richard (in the year 1194) against the exportation of corn, that England might not suffer from the want of it: own abundance, was probably only temporary during the time of scarcity. Richard, having found some vessels in St. Valeray, a French port, which were loaded with corn for the king of France in defiance of this law, he burnt the town and the vessels, hanged the seamen, destroyed the

* The prohibition of the kidels was little attended to, as appears from the frequent renewals of it by succeeding kings.

† The licences granted by Henry II to sell cloths of any breadth whatever, as an exception from a general rule, show that this was only a renewal of an older law. See above, p. 347. It was also renewed by John and Henry III.

‡ From the account of the infamous riot and massacre at York in the beginning of Richard's reign, it appears, that the bonds belonging to the Jews were preferred in the cathedral of that city in the reign of Henry II.

§ The affize of King Richard is dated by Trivet and Bromton in the year 1194. But Matthew Paris, an earlier, and a faithful and well-informed historian, is so particular in the date, &c. Edmund's day in 1197 at Westminster, that there can be no doubt of his superior accuracy. These regulations, together with many other well-authenticated facts, already noticed, show how grossly they mistake, who supposo the colony of weavers, introduced from the Netherlands by Edward III, the original founders of the woollen manufactures of England.
monks concerned in the business, and gave the corn to the poor. [M. Paris, p. 191.]

The famous maritime laws of Oleron (which is an island adjacent to the coast of France) are usually ascribed to Richard I., though none of the many writers, who have had occasion to mention them, have been able to find any contemporary authority, or even any antient satisfactory warrant for affixing his name to them.* They consist of forty-seven short regulations for average, salvage, wreck, &c. copied from the antient Rhodian maritime laws, or perhaps more immediately from those of Barcelona.

1198. In the last year of Richard there occurs an instance of a landed estate being mortgaged to a Jew for the payment of one hundred marks with interest (or usury as the payment for the use of money was then called), at the rate of ten per cent annually. [Madox, Formulare Anglic. p. 77.] It may be presumed that the transference was considered as legal, the canons against taking interest not extending to the Jews, and that ten per cent was below the customary rate of interest.

From the earliest mention I have found of Hull, it seems to have been a shipping port for the wool of the neighbouring country, whereof

* The best warrant, that could be found by the search of Selden, when writing under royal authority, was a bundle of papers upon the sovereignty of the sea, preferred in the Tower, and apparently written in the time of Edward III., the first king of England whom the crown of France; wherein it is said, that * The laws and ordinances were corrected, interpreted, and declared, by the lord Richard, formerly king of England, on his return from the Holy land, and made public in the island of Oleron. [More clavium, L. ii. 5. 14.] But Selden very soon after observes, that some printed copies of those laws date them in 1261; and Camden, without saying a word of Richard, dates them in that year. [Britannia, p. 859 ed. 1607.] As no point in history is better authenticated, than that Richard neverwent near Oleron on his return from the Holy land, it is possible, that his order for the regulation of his fleet when at sea, or his renewal of the law of Henry I. and Henry II respecting wrecks, when he was at Meffana in Sicily on his way to the Holy land, [Hobden, f. 329 b. 326 b] may have been the foundation of the belief that he was the author of the maritime laws of Oleron.

Cicero, an advocate of Bourdeaux, in a work, intitled De eo qui habet l multiplication, published in 1621, ascribes the laws of Oleron to Eleonora duchess of Guinevere and queen of England, who, he says, enclosed them in the year 1260 on her return from the Holy land, to which she had accompanied her husband. It seems, a return from the Holy land must be connected with those laws. But this author seems to confound Eleonora duchess of Aquitaine (of which Guinevere is a part) the queen of Henry II., with Eleonora of Calabria, the wife of Edward prince of England, who, indeed, accompanied her husband to the Holy land, but they did not set out till the year 1269. The same author, with rather more probability, ascribes the laws of Oleron were copied from the maritaine code of Barcelona.

There are charters of both the duke of Aquitaine, of Eleonora duchess of Aquitaine and queen dowager of England, and of John king of England, dated in 1198 and 1199, and also of Henry III. king of England dated in 1225, confirming the men of Oleron their former privileges, and further giving them liberty to sell their wine and fish, to dispose of their children in marriage, and to make their wills, but not a word of any maritime laws.

§ 4.

It may be thought that I have belaboured more attention upon these laws than they deserve. But the commercial importance, that has been ascribed to them, and their fame, whether well or ill founded, seemed to require some discussion of their supposed connection with England.

Godolphin has published them, * rendered into English out of Galicia, alias Periand, in the appendix to his Vizio of the admiralty jurisdiction. The conveyance of laws, ascribed to an English king, to English readers by means of a Spanish writer, is one of the strange circumstances attending the laws of Oleron. They have also been published by Postlethwayt and others.

† The generally-received belief, that the town of Hull did not exist till the year 1296, will be noticed under the year 1298.
A. D. 1198.

[439] forty-five sacks were this year seized for being shipped without licence, and sold on account of the king for 225 marks, or £3:6:8 each. [Madox's Hist. of the excheq. c. 18, § 4.]

The forty-five sacks seized at Hull may be presumed to have been but a very small part of the wool shipped at that port; and similar seizures made at other ports (as appears by the same record) show, that the exportation of wool was very considerable. And as an order of King Henry II. mentioned above, [p. 347] gives reason to believe, that the wool of England was at this time inferior to that of Spain, the avidity, wherewith it was bought up for the Flemish fine manufactures, need not surprise us. Indeed it was not only the principal article of English exports in point of magnitude, but also the most commanding one for a sure and ready sale. Accordingly, when King Richard was at Sluys in Flanders on his return from captivity, and wanted to raise money, he found wool the most acceptable thing he could offer, and he actually received a sum of money from the merchants on his promise of delivering to them the wool of the ensuing year's growth belonging to the Cistercian monks of England, with whose property he made free on the occasion. [Hemingford, L. ii. c. 72.] We have seen [above p. 345] an English writer go so far as to say, that about this time all the nations in the world were clothed with English wool made into cloth in Flanders: but, independent of rhetorical flourish, we know from the sober and undeniable authority of the records of the exchequer, that wool, woolfells (sheep-skins with the wool on them), and woollen yarn (filetum), were exported, or paying for licences, which mode of raising money upon the exportation of merchandise seems to have been equivalent to the custom duties of modern times. [Madox's Hist. of the excheq. c. 18, § 4.]

In the seventh and eighth years of Richard's reign the fines and dimes (or tenths) paid on tin and other merchandise in London, apparently exported, amounted to £379:1:6; and in the same years the duties upon wool imported in London amounted to £96:6:8. [Madox, c. 18, § 4.] If London alone imported wool to an extent, that could bear such a payment, (and it will afterwards appear that but a small part of the whole wool imported arrived in London) the woollen manufacture, in which it was apparently mostly consumed, must have been somewhat considerable.

But there is reason to believe, that but few fine woollen goods were made in England, and that the Flemings, who were famous at this time for their superior skill in the woollen manufacture, as is evident from the testimony of several of the English historians of this age *, continued

---

* See them adduced in a note in p. 270, and add to them Mathew Paris, [p. 886] a respectable historian, who flourished in the reign of Henry III.
for a series of ages, to supply most of the western parts of Europe, and
even some of the Mediterranean countries, with fine cloths, which the
Italians called French cloths, either as reckoning Flanders a part of
France (as indeed, in feudal language, it was) or because they received
them from the ports of the south coast of that country.

1199—King John in the beginning of his reign addressed a letter to
the mayor and community of London, whereby he promised, that for-
gengers of every country should have due conduct for themselves and their merchandize in coming into, and going out of, England,
agreeable to the due, right, and usual customs, and should meet with
the same treatment (saez habeant pacem) in England, that the
English merchants met with in the countries they came from.

Similar letters were at the same time sent to the shire of Suffolk, the
mayor and community of Winchester, the bailiff of Southampt, the
bailiff of Lynne, the bailiff (or shiref) of Kent, the shire of Nor-
folk and Suffolk, the shire of Dorset and Somerton, the barons of
the Cinque ports, the shire of Hampshire, the shire of Hertford and
Essex, and the shire of Cornwall and Devon*, whence it appears that
the south coast, and the east coast only as far north as Norfolk, were
effected the whole, or at least the chief, of the commercial part of
the country, though we shall soon see that Botton, beyond these limits, was
little inferior to London in commercial importance, and some ports still
farther north had their share of the trade of the country.

1200—The business of lending money at interest, however moderate,
being prohibited to the Christians by law, the Jews, who in all ages,
since the abolition of their government as a distinct nation by the
Romans, have established themselves as brokers and dealers in money in
every country, wherein there was any commerce or money, were thereby
put in possession of a monopoly of the trade of lending money up
on interest. It is seldom that monopolists are satisfied with a reasonable
profit; and the Jews in England appear to have sometimes carried their
extortions to a most scandalous height. Such conduct was sufficient,
independent of the violent religious prejudices of the age, to render them
dangerous to the people, who were continually crying out to the kings
for the punishment and expulsion, or rather extermination, of the Jews.
The kings, who did not think it for their interest to expel them, took
a method, very convenient for themselves, of punishing them by heavy
fines. This proceeding proved to the Jews, that their extortions would
be not only tolerated, but even encouraged, if they were well paid for:
and it at the same time compelled them to rise in their demands upon

* This safe conduct is published from the records in the Tower by Hakluyt [Vol. iii, p. 116, and 121, and I believe, by no other. It is dated the
5th day of April, which was the last day of the
first year of his reign; but the figure seems erroneous, for such an act of favour would probably take place very soon after his accession.

The Jews having been, from the first times of the Cæsars, dispersed to all the
Greeks and Romans, understood

* The Jews had been declared no subjects of the
Kingdom of England, and were
no longer looked upon as such.

* The Jews had been declared
true subjects of the
Kingdom of England,
the unfortunate people, who were obliged to apply to them for the use of money, that they might be enabled to satisfy the king and his ministers. And thus a system of usurious oppression was at the same time prohibited by law, and sanctioned by the practice of the sovereign, who used the Jews as his instruments to fleece the people, in order to fill his own coffers. The kings even went so far as to claim the whole property of the Jews, as belonging to themselves, thus extending to that unfortunate race the principle of the laws of slavery, which declare, that a slave can have no property, all his possessions of every kind belonging to his master. And so great was the revenue extorted by the kings from those people, that there was a particular office established for the management of it, called the exchequer of the Jews, under the direction of officers called the keepers, or justices, of the Jews, who in the more ancient times were Christians and Jews joined together, but afterwards for the most part Christians only. [Madox's Hist. of the excheg. c. 7.]

The English writers are full of complaints against William II for his favours to the Jews: Henry I, and his grandson, Henry II, conferred several privileges on them, and permitted them to be owners of land; but the later extorted from them a fourth part of their property, notwithstanding which, the Jews appear to have thought themselves favourably treated in his reign. This year, King John, for the sum of four thousand marks, gave the Jews of England and Normandy a charter confirming to them the privileges granted by his predecessors, and permitting them to live freely and honourably in his dominions, and to hold property in lands, &c., and authorizing them to purchase everything brought to them, except what belonged to the church, and bloody cloth; and to sell every thing pledged or pawned with them, if not redeemed within a year and a day. [Madox's Hist. of the excheg. c. 7. § 8, note (c).]

The Magnet or Lodestone, the most precious of all stones (except the flint which kindles our daily fire) and infinitely more valuable than all the diamonds in the world, was known to the philosophers of ancient Greece for its quality of attracting iron; and in later ages the few who understood the secret, were enabled to perform a number of ingenious
tricks with it, to the great amazement of the ignorant, who ascribed the wonders they saw to the power of magic. But till about the end of the twelfth century we find no good authority to shew, that the more valuable property of the magnet, its polarity, or that power, (I had almost said instinct) by which one point of it, or even of a needle or bar of iron or steel touched with it, turns to the north pole, and the opposite point to the south, was known, at least in the western parts of the world.

About the conclusion of the twelfth century the earliest notice, I believe, to be found of the polarity of the magnet appears in the poetical works of Hugues de Bercy, called also Guifet de Provins, who says,

"This (polar) star does not move. They (the seamen) have an art, which cannot deceive, by virtue of the manere, an ill-looking brownish stone, to which iron spontaneously adheres. They search for the right point, and when they have touched a needle on it, and fixed it on a bit of straw, they lay it on the water, and the straw keeps it afloat.

"Then the point infallibly turns toward the star; and when the night is dark and gloomy, and neither star nor moon is visible, they set a light beside the needle, and they can be assured, that the star is opposite to the point; and thereby the mariner is directed in his course. This is an art, which cannot deceive." [Guifet, ap. Fauchet, Recueil de la langue et poësie Française, p. 555.]

Jacques de Vitry (or Jacobus de Vitraciaco) who also flourished at this time, and was bishop of Acon in Palestine, wrote three books of the history of the East and the Welt, wherein he employs ten chapters [L. i, cc. 84-93] in giving an account of the natural productions of the Holy land and other Oriental countries; and his descriptions, compared with those of Pliny, exhibit a deplorable proof of the decay of science in Europe during the course of eleven centuries. In his account of the precious stones of the East [L. i, c. 91] he confounds the adamant or diamond with the magnet as follows. The adamant is of a light iron colour, about as big as the kernel of a filbert nut; and though it is so hard as to resist the force of any metal, it may be broken by the fresh blood of a ram-goat. Fire does not make it hot. It attracts iron to it by some hidden quality. An iron needle, after it has touched the adamant, constantly turns to the north star, which, as the axis of the firmament, remains immovable while all the others revolve around it; and hence it is indispensably necessary to all those who sail on the sea. If placed near a magnet, which has attracted a piece of iron,

* The old French of the original is variously corrupted in the manuscripts and the edition. The best literal translation, which I have nearly followed, is that, which was made by a native of Provence for my late worthy friend Doctor Lorimer, and is inscribed in his Concil. Offry en magnetifm, a work published after his death.
it snatches the iron from it. It is moreover said to be an antidote against poison, and a charm against magic arts. It drives away nocturnal apparitions and vain dreams; and the touch of it is of great service to the insane. The magnet is also an Indian stone of an iron colour, which attracts iron so as to form several rings into a chain. The magicians use it in their tricks; and it is good against the droppy and burnings.

These two descriptions, which, I thought, deserved to be given in the words of their authors, are exceedingly curious and valuable: for, while they prove that the polarity of the magnet was known in the age of those two French writers, they also prove that the knowledge of it was only in its infancy, at least among the Christians of Europe: and I have not been able to discover that it was known to the Chinese or the Saracens sooner than to the Christians, as some learned men have supposed.

In defiance of the above unquestionable authorities, the Italian writ-

* The power of the magnet in attracting iron was believed before this time. Mathew Paris says, [p. 735] that the papal legate, sent to Scotland in the year 1247, drew the money of the Scots to himself as strongly as the amadant does iron.

+ Several authors strenuously assert, that the Chinese have known the polarity of the magnet, and had the use of the compass a great many centuries before it was known in Europe.

Duhalde, in his History of China, mentions a chariot of the emperor Hoangti, which showed the four cardinal points. He also says, that Tcheou Kong gave some foreign ambassadors an instrument, which pointed to the north and the south, that they might be directed on their way home better than they had been in coming to China. This instrument was called Tafr Nain, which is the very same name by which the Chinese now call the compasses; and thence it is inferred, that the Chinese had the use of the compass in the reign of Tcheou Kong, which is placed 1140 years before the commencement of the Christian era. As this is a point, which is likely to remain for ever in the province of conjecture, it may be sufficient to remark, that, if the Chinese had the compasses, they appear from the relation of Solomon, an Arabian merchant (See above, p. 320) not to have known its most valuable use in conducting a ship across the ocean, as in his time (A. D. 851) they crept along the coast as timorously as the Roman or Greek navigators of antiquity used to do. And even at this day, with the use of the compasses, which, according to Sir George Staunton, they call lin-an-ching, (not tick-nan) they are not willing to lose sight of land, if by a longer coasting circuit they can avoid it. [Staunton's Embassy to China, vol. i. p. 445, 8vo ed.]

Isaac Vossius [Observations generales, c. 14] affirms, that the Sees (or Chinese) have known the polarity of the magnet about 2,800 years; and that the Saracens had undoubtedly learned it from them, when they met them at Taprobane (Ceylon), and had used it 500 years, as is testified by Jacobus de Vitriaco (or Vitry); and that the Christians had learned the use of it from them about 300 years ago, i.e. about the year 1200.

If it can be proved, that the Chinese had the compass in ancient times, the conveyance of it to the Christians by the Saracens is extremely probable; but probabilities are often very different from facts. I have traveled not only through the two books of Vitry's History published by themselves, but also through his third book, and his epistles, as published by Marret in his great Thesaurum nauticum, and by Bongarius in his collection intitled Geografia Franciscae, and I have not discovered any other passage concerning the magnet, but the one I have translated in the text, which is not a word concerning the Saracens, but clearly proves that the Christians have known the polarity of the magnet about two centuries before the date assigned by Vossius, who quotes no other authority for the nautical use of the magnet among the Chinese.

I should be accursed of omission, if in this place I should take no notice of Marco Polo, the celebrated Venetian traveler, who, according to some authors, first brought the compass from China in the year 1295, or, according to others, carried the knowledge of it from Europe to China. Of these contradictory opinions, or assertions, the first is evidently erroneous, and the second has very little probability.

I do not pretend to any knowledge of the authorities, upon which the antediluvians are said to have possessed the compasses.
ers claim the honour of the invention of the compass for John Gioia, or Flavio Gioia, a citizen of the commercial city of Amalfi, who, they say, first used it in the year 1302, or 1322: and, as a proof, they adduce a line of Antony of Palermo, a Sicilian poet, wherein he says,

Prima de his nautius usum magnetis Amalfi
didit senatus.

(Amalfi first did impart The skill to steer by the magnetic art.)

But this line, perhaps, a poetical flourish, gives us no date: and we have already seen from better authority, that the inventor, or importer of the invention from the East, whether he lived in Amalfi or elsewhere, must have lived above a century before the age ascribed to Gioia or Gioia.

From the simple contrivance of laying the magnetic needle on a floating straw, as described by Guiot, navigators, by gradual improvements in the course of time, came to add the use of a circular card affixed to the needle, and traversing with it, on which were drawn lines representing the various winds. It is probable, (and in this case, we can have no better than probability) that Gioia, of Amalfi, was the first, who thought of using a card, and that only eight winds, or points, were drawn upon it.

The French, the Venetians, the Germans, and the Scandinavians (or people of Norway and Denmark), have all disputed with the Amalfitans, and with each other, the honour of being the original discoverers of this most noble instrument. It would be too tedious to adduce the arguments of each; and we may satisfy ourselves with supposing, that some praise is due to every one of them, and, as is generally allowed, also to the English, for improvements made upon the original invention. It may, however, be observed, that the two French writers, from whom we have the earliest knowledge of the application of the magnet to the service of navigation, have not a single word to support their countrymen, or indeed any other nation, in pretending to the honour of the discovery.

In the year 1263, the compass, fitted into a box (Pyxis nautica) as now, though probably without a card, was in common use among the
Norwegians, who had so just an idea of its great importance, that they made it the device of an order of knighthood, to be conferred on men of the highest rank. [Torfæi Hift. Norveg. L. iv. p. 345.]

In 1306 Robert king of Scotland, when crossing from Arran to the coast of Carrick in the night-time, steered by a fire upon the shore.

For they na nedil had nor steane,

as is observed by Barber, his poetical biographer. Hence it appears, that the use of the compass was well known in Scotland, at least in the year 1375, when Barber wrote, and very probably also before 1306.

Though I have not found any earlier notice of the use of the compass among the English, they must unquestionably have known it sooner than the Scots: and we may be assured, that it was well known to all the southern maritime nations, before such remote countries as Norway and Scotland, had the use of it.

In course of time, navigators, or experimental philosophers, discovered, that the polarity of the magnetic needle was not perfectly true, and that it diverged, or varied, somewhat from the real north point. Succeeding experiments showed, that the Variation was not everywhere the same; that there was a line on the surface of the globe, on which there was no variation; that on one side of that line the north point of the compass varied to the eastward, and on the other to the westward, of the true north; and that the quantity of the variation increased in an unknown proportion from the distance of any part of it. This irregularity was known in, or before, the year 1269, when Peter Adiger wrote upon the various properties of the magnet, the construction of the azimuth compass, and the variation of the magnetic needle.

The discovery of the variation has, however, been attributed by some to Christopher Columbus in the year 1492, and by others, to Sebastian Cabot in 1500, who may have obtained the reputation of it, because in their voyages, wherein they made more difference of longitude than former navigators, they had more ample opportunities of making experiments upon the variation.

It was afterwards discovered, that the variation not only differed as it receded east or west from the line of no variation, but that that line itself, which was found to be an oblique wavy curve, had also in the northern hemisphere shifted to the eastward of its former station. The nice observations of the eighteenth century have demonstrated, that the variation is in a progressive, and perpetual state of alteration; and

* I say nothing of the Orkney fishermen, who about that time made voyages on the coast of America with the compass, according to Ranulph's narrative of Zenon's voyage, with Doctor Forster's explanation; because the geography of that voyage is still somewhat doubtful. See below under the year 1360.

† Chaucer says in his Achorahes, written in the year 1395: that the shipmen reckon thirty-two parts of the horizon, which plainly refers to the compass with its most improved division; a division of which the people of Flanders claim the honour of being the authors.
also, that it is so far affected by heat and cold, as to differ considerably in summer and winter, and even in the course of the same day.

Another property of the magnet is the Dip, or inclination of the north end of the needle towards the horizon, as if heavier than the south end, which is therefore in fact made a little heavier in order to counterpoise the dip. As the knowledge of the variation has been found affinitive to navigators in ascertaining their longitude in some parts of the world; so, it is probable, that the theory of the dip of the needle may, when better understood, be also applied to some valuable purposes; for Nature does nothing in vain.

All the properties of the magnet are admirable and incomprehensible; and philosophers, in attempting to account for them, have only involved themselves in a labyrinth of ingenious, but fruitless conjectures. But though the Almighty Author of nature has not condescended to let us into the knowledge of the secret laws, which govern the magnet, the knowledge, which he has permitted us to acquire of the methods of applying its wonderful powers to our service, has enabled us to become acquainted with the whole of the globe, which was given us to inhabit, and thereby to make prodigious improvements in the important sciences of geography and natural history. The compass has given birth to a new era in the history of commerce and navigation. The former it has extended to every shore of the globe, and increased and multiplied its operations and beneficial effects in a degree, which was not conceivable by those, who lived in the earlier ages. The latter it has rendered expeditious and comparatively safe by enabling the navigator to launch out upon the Ocean, free from the dangers of rocks and shoals. By the use of this noble instrument, the whole world has become one vast commercial commonwealth; the most distant inhabitants of the Earth are brought together for their mutual advantage; antient prejudices are obliterated, and mankind are civilized and enlightened. And, by the compass, Great Britain has acquired that naval pre-eminence, which she confidently possesses over all the maritime nations of the world.

It appears from a diploma of Henry, Duke of Lorain, that Antwerp, destined to make so great a figure in the commerce of succeeding ages, was now first inclosed by a wall: and Guicciardini, the historian of the Netherlands, adds, that from this time money of gold and silver was coined in that city.

The town adjacent to the New-castle, built by Robert the son of William the Conqueror on the north bank of the Tine, appears to have very soon risen into some degree of importance, as we may judge from a pretty long list, made up in the reign of Henry I., of articles paying toll or duty there; among which the most worthy of notice are herrings, as an indication of that valuable fish being then caught in the
A. D. 1201.
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adjacent sea, and several foreign furs, which infer some trade with the northern nations of Europe. [Brand's Hist. of Newcastle, V. ii, p. 121.] It must have been a thriving place in the reign of Henry II to be able to pay an annual rent of fifty pounds to the crown, as we find it did, in terms of a charter of that king. The annual rent was now raised to fifty pounds; and the inhabitants, moreover, gave King John one hundred marks and two palfreys for the renewal of their charter with the confirmation of the liberties granted to them by Henry II. [Madox's Firma burgi, p. 54.]

The king charged the abbot of Muckelney three marks of gold, or thirty marks of silver, for giving him feine to his abbay. [Madox's Hist. of the excheq. c. 13 § 8.] We thereby learn, that silver was now valued in proportion to gold as ten to one.

1202, January 6th—King John, having occasion to send two agents to Rome, where no business could be transacted without money, furnished them with a letter addressed to all merchants, whereby he bound himself to repay the sums advanced to his agents to the amount of five hundred marks, at such time as should be agreed upon, to any person presenting his letter together with the acknowledgment of his agents for the sum received by them. And we find, that he repeatedly practised the same method of borrowing money abroad in order to feed the insatiable avarice of the nephews and other courtiers of the pope. [Prynne's Hist. of K. John, Ch. pp. 5, 11.] In the preceding reign a company of merchants of Placentia had advanced 2,125 marks to the bishops of Anjou and Bangor, upon the faith of a similar letter of King Richard, for the service of his nephew Otho king of the Romans (or of Germany), which firm King John promised (25th August, 1199) to repay them in four installments in the course of two years. [Federa, V. i. p. 115.] As there is no mention of interest in any of those letters, it must have been discounted, when the money was advanced. This transaction, the precise date of which is not expressed, affords the earliest notice I have found in any English records of letters of credit, for such they were to all intents and purposes: and the transition from them to bills of exchange is so natural and obvious, that we may believe they were in use about the same time, or very soon after, especially in Italy, where there was more commerce than in any other part of Europe, and, moreover, a prodigous fruition of money from every Christian country in Europe, except the Greek empire, into the ecclesiastical coffer of Rome.

The fourth crusade, wherein the nobles of France were the principal leaders, furnishes some facts illustrative of the maritime power of the Venetians. The warriors of France, who had no shipping of their own, applied to Venice, Genoa, and Pisa, for transports sufficient to convey to the Holy land 4,500 knights, 9,000 squires, 20,000 foot soldiers, and
4,500 horses: but they succeeded only with Venice. That republic got ready 110 large vessels, 60 of a long construction, and 60 other transports, which vessels, averaging the whole fleet, must have been capable of carrying at least 300 men each. To these they added 50 warlike galleys intended for the protection of the transports on the passage, and moreover laid in provisions for all the seamen, passengers, and horses, in the whole fleet of 260 vessels for nine months. One of the ships called the Mondo (World) is said to have been the largest vessel that ever floated upon the bosom of the Adriatic since the great triumphal ship, or rather house, as Pliny [L. iii. c. 16] calls it, of the Roman emperor Claudius*: but we have no information concerning the dimensions of the Mondo, or how many men it carried. [Dandulti Chron. col. 323 ap. Muratori Script. V. xii.—Formakoni, Études sur la marine des Vénitiens, trad. Français, p. 29.]

When the Venetians had got every thing ready for the expedition, the crusaders found themselves unable to pay the whole sum stipulated for the equipment of their fleet; and they agreed, as an equivalent for a deficiency of 34,000 marks, to employ their forces against the citizens of Zara, who had revolted from the sovereignty of Venice. The rebellious city was taken after a siege of five days. But, in turning the arms defined for the extermination of God's enemies against their Christian brethren, they committed a crime deserving the severest penalties of ecclesiastical indignation, in the judgement of the pope, who failed not to launch the thunder of his excommunication against them. The western pilgrims devoutly purchased his pardon and absolution. But the Venetians, whose views were more enlarged and judgements less fettered, spurned his pardon, and disclaimed his authority and interference in their temporal affairs. Such were the different effects upon the human mind, of having not a thought but what was inflamed by interested priesthood; and of acquiring knowledge from observations made upon mankind in an extensive intercourse with a variety of nations. That noble distinction was the gift of commerce to the Venetians. [Catonii, Hist. reg. Hung. V. iv, p. 5.16.—Goëta Inscr. III, c. 86 et seqq. ap. Muratori Script. V. iii.]

1203—The forces collected for the conquest of the Holy land were a second time drawn off from their original destination by the earnest entreaties and liberal promises of Alexius, the son of the deposed emperor of Constantinople. The western warriors and their Venetian allies were persuaded, that the restoration of that prince was a proper preparatory step to their holy warfare. They embarked in the fleet furnished by Venice; they undertook the siege of Constantinople; and after a show of resistance, wherein a handful of English and Languedocian ships were engaged, took the town and carried the princess and other captives captive. [Cavestri, Codice, fol. 706 et seqq.]

* It is almost needful to observe, that the comparison of the Mondo to Claudius's great ship is arbitrarily assumed, and conveys no clear idea of its magnitude.
guards alone performed the duty of soldiers (for the Roman-Greeks had long ago given up all pretensions to courage) the usurper fled with his treasure, and abandoned his wife and his empire to the mercy of the conquerors.

July 19th—The blind deposed emperor was immediately transported from a prison to a throne; and he and his son were proclaimed joint emperors. Jealous of their own subjects, the emperors begged, and bribed, the foreign warriors, who had created them, to continue their presence and formidable protection for a year. An outrage produced by the intolerable bigotry of the Latins, or Franks*, and a delay in the payment of the stipulated subsidy, were the signals for hostilities. The young prince was murdered by a new usurper, who in vain attempted to expel the strangers from the land. The city was formed, the usurper fled, and the rapacity of the crusaders was satisfied with the accumulated wealth of the capital of the Roman world (April, 1208). Thus fell, almost without resistance, the Roman empire, once the scourge and terror of mankind, a prey to a handful of military fanatics (mostly French and Italians) and the naval forces of a commercial republic, nearly in the same manner, as its ancient British provincials in the fifth century fell under the dominions of their German auxiliaries.

The conquerors, who now forgot the Holy land, placed Baldwin earl of Flanders upon the throne of the Eastern Roman empire, and appropriated one fourth part of the countries yet subject to that empire for the support of his dignity. Three eights were divided among the other chiefs; and three eights were the portion of the republic of Venice. In the partition the Venetians took care to obtain for themselves a part of the maritime province of Peloponnesus, the seat of a rich manufacture of silk, together with a chain of islands and maritime pofts, which extended their territories from the head of the Adriatic sea to Constantinople; and in that city itself they possessed three of the eight regions or wards. They, moreover, purchased the island of Crete, or Candia, for ten thousand marks, from the marquis of Montferrat, to whom share it had fallen. But these extensive and disjointed territories, though apparently so well adapted for commercial establishments, being...

* To some readers it may not be superfluous to be informed, that the nations, who acknowledged the supremacy of the pope, were called by the general name of Latins, as those, who adhered to the patriarch of Constantinople, were in like manner called Greeks; and hence we find the Romans called Greeks by the writers of the eleventh century. From the French, or Franks, being the most numerous nation in the armies of the crusades, all the western Christians are to this day called Franks in the eastern border of the Mediterranean.

† It is curious to observe the importance attached by small communities. An annalist of Pisa [cap. Murtatori Script. V. vi. col. 191] has recorded, that in the year 1204 Constantinople was taken by the Franks and the Venetians. The western nations are totally annihilated by this historiographer of Pisa, the co-operation of which is fiercely noticed on this occasion by generalliterators.
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too widely spread to be governed and defended, and too expensive to be supported, by the republic, soon brought on a greater proportion of feudal subordination, and military government, than was consistent with the genuine spirit of commerce.

The commercial consequence of this great and sudden revolution was, that the whole trade of the Eastern Roman empire was at once transferred to the Venetians, who immediately, and without any competition from their merely-warlike associates, became masters of the remains of the commerce, which had largely contributed to the opulence of Constantinople. That city had long been the principal seat of the richest and most lusurious manufactures of silk; and, as the demand for that luxury was daily increasing in the western parts of Europe, the acquisition of the very best manufactures of it was an object of vast importance to the Venetians. By the polliciton of Constantinople, they moreover had a monopoly of the trade of the Black sea, and they also fell into, what was to them, a new conveyance of Indian goods by a route over land to that sea, whereby the most precious articles of Oriental luxury had been usually conveyed to the capital. These solid advantages greatly extended the sphere of the Venetian commerce, that, during the fulblence of the Latin empire in Constantinople, they were almost the sole and general merchants of Europe. And thus the crusades, whether directed against the Mohametan, or against the Christian heretics, who denied the supremacy of the pope, were productive of prosperity and opulence to Venice, as they were also, though in a much smaller degree, to the other commercial states of Italy. [Nicetas, pp. 340-375—Villehardouin, n. 75:135—Goffa, Ann. III. c. 91-94—Dandini, Chron. Venet. coll. 32:339 ap. Muratori Script. V. xiii.]

1203, April—An affile of bread was made by King John and the barons.

The bakers were ordered to affix their lamps to their bread; and they were allowed a profit of four pennies, or three pennies with the bran, out of every quarter of wheat. The weight of the farthing loaf of the finest bread, was ordered to vary from four fifths of a pound, when wheat was at six shillings a quarter, to three pounds and seventeen twentieths, when it was at eighteen pennies, the bread of the whole corn being proportionally heavier. [Rot. pont. 5 Johan. m. i.—M. Paris, p. 208.] This is, I believe, the earliest notice extant of such a regulation in England: but there must surely have been earlier affiles, as we find the profits of the baker upon each chaldar of wheat, and his payment for each batch, were before now regulated in Scotland by the Laws of the burghs, etc. 66, 67.

April 11th—Cologne, originally the capital of a German tribe called the Ubii, was made a Roman colony by Agrippina, the wife of the emperor Claudius, and it retains to this day some traces of the Roman polity. Its situation upon the great navigable River Rhine, gave the citizens the command of an extensive inland trade; and they appear to
have also had some commercial intercourse with England; for we find a letter addressed to them by King John, wherein, after requesting their good offices in support of his nephew Odilo's pretensions to the imperial crown, he offers them the freedom of referring to his dominions with their merchandise, on paying the customary duties paid by their ancestors. [Frieder. V, p. 133.] In the ensuing reign we shall see, that they availed themselves of this offer.

1205—June 6th—He also gave a licence, or invitation, to the merchants of Flanders, and other foreign countries, to trade in England, provided they duly paid him the fifteenth part (the quintaine) of their merchandise, together with such other customs as might be laid on according to his pleasure ('ad placitum regis'). The merchants of France had also a similar invitation addressed to themselves by King John at the same time. [Rot. pat. 6 fo. m. 11.] It thence appears, that the Flemings (whose licences were often renewed) were the chief foreign traders who came to England in those days, the English wool, for the supply of their great clothing trade, being no doubt their principal object; and that the French were next to them.

1205—The quintaine was a duty payable by every merchant (an appellation then given to all persons who made a business of buying and selling, however trifling their dealings might be) whether natives or foreigners. The amount of it collected in each town may therefore be considered as a good comparative standard of the distribution of the commerce of England, which was not then near to such engrossed by the metropolis as it is in the present age. Before the year 1205 the quintaine of all England appears to have been farm'd for one thousand marks. In this year we find the following towns paying that duty, viz.

Newcastle paid £158 11. 11.
Yarmouth, 126 11. 11.
Grimby, 780 15. 3.
Lymne, 654 11. 11.
Yarmouth, 116 11. 11.
Norwich, 836 12. 12.
Dunwich, 3 A 2.
The total sum collected between the 20th of July, 1204, and the 20th of November 1205, was £4,958 7s. 3d. From this sum, making some allowance for short returns, the trade of the principal towns of England at this time may be estimated at about 100,000 pounds of silver.

It is observable that no fewer than eight of the above towns were in Yorkshire, and three on the adjacent south shore of the Humber; and it may be presumed that their trade consisted chiefly in collecting and shipping the wool of that great shire, whereby the principal source of the comfort and prosperity of the present inhabitants was carried away to enliven the industry of Flanders.

In about three years after this time the citizens, or rather the merchants, of London purchased an exemption from paying the quinzime, for the small sum of two hundred marks. The demesne merchant of the earl of Leicester was gratuitously exempted by the king from paying the quinzime. [Madox, c. 18, § 3.] Probably the demesne merchants of the other great lords and bishops were also exempted; an indulgence equally impolitic and unjust.

Upon a marshy piece of ground, belonging to Gilbert lord of Amstel and Ilfelden, a village was built, which, from an adjacent dam upon the small river Amstel, got the name of Amsterdam (corrupted to Amsterdam), and has grown up in the course of ages to be one of the greatest commercial cities in Europe. [ Bertii Rer. Germ. L. iii, p. 41 — Junii Batavia, p. 454.]

About this time the burghers of Zierces, a town in the island of Schouwen, had to have been founded in the year 849, built large ships, with which they traded to the northward and to the southward, whereby they became the most famous merchants and navigators of the coasts of Zeland and Holland. Their port, which has since been choked up with sand, was then very good and convenient. [Laet, Belg. descript, p. 138 — Chron. de Hollande, &c. par Petit, V. i, p. 201.]

The Danes, who, being a maritime people, and constantly in their vessels, had formerly used only the manners and dres of sailors, now imitated the manners, dres, and armour, of other nations, and were clothed in scarlet, purple, and fine linen: for they abounded in all kinds of riches, by mean of the fishery they had every year on the coast of Schonen, which attracted merchants from all countries with gold, silver, and precious merchandize, to purchase the herrings bestowed upon them by the bounty of Providence. Nor were the Danes only enriched, they were also polished and enlightened, in consequence of their prosperous fishery; for learning became much more common among them than

* We have already seen that wool was shipped from Hull in the year 1198.
before, and the sons of the principal people were generally sent to finish their education at the university of Paris, then the most celebrated seminary in Europe. [Arnaldi Cont. Obser. Slav. L. iii. c. 57.] We shall see reason to believe that the natives of the Baltic shores were in a few years deprived of this copious fountain of wealth, not by any fault or neglect of their own, nor by any exertion of a rival or hostile nation, but merely by the caprice of the herrings themselves.

The hostilities, in which the Italian states were almost perpetually engaged, were apparently the cause of their having many of their vessels much larger, and the crews much more numerous, than their commerce, and their short voyages, mostly in an inland sea, could possibly require. This year the Genoese, in a large ship called the Leonardo (which had been taken from the Pisans), together with two large Venetian ships, called the Falcone and the Roja, bound for Constantinople. The Venetians in the Roja, thinking it impossible to save their ship, scuttled her, and went with their most precious goods onboard the Falcone, the largest and strongest of the two ships, before the enemy came up with them. The Genoese, however, boarded the sinking vessel, and saved about 200 bales of fine cloth of scarlet and other colours; and they afterwards took the Falcone, onboard which they say they found above nine hundred men. [Caffari Ann. Gen. ap. Muratori Script. V. vi. col. 392.] Though we should make a large allowance for exaggeration in this number, still the trade which could afford to support even the half of such a multitude of men in two ships, and equip every vessel in a warlike manner, must have had an enormous advance upon the first cost.

1206.—The Genoese took the island of Candia from the Venetians, who, however, soon recovered it again. Henceforth a fierce contest was kept up between those rival republics for the dominion of the Mediterranean, which fearfully any other power could ever pretend to dispute with either of them: for Figa, formerly the rival of Genoa, was now almost sunk into a mere auxiliary of Venice. The Venetians were afterwards harassed by repeated rebellions of their Candian subjects, wherein they were encouraged and supported by the Genoese, who also supplanted the Venetians in their commercial privileges in Sicily by assisting the German emperor to wrest that island from Tancred, the last king of the Norman race. Notwithstanding these advantages, the commerce of the Genoese with the eastern coasts of the Mediterranean continued to decline, while that of the Venetians increased; and the war between those powerful republics, which was truly a commercial one, was continued, with some intervals of insincere peace, for almost two hundred years.

1207.—By orders issued for the officers of the mint to carry their dies
to Westminster; and there to receive the king's commands, we find that money was now coined at the following cities and towns, viz.

London.
Winchester.
Exeter.
Chichester.
Canterbury.
Rochester.

Northampton.
Norwich.
Lincoln.
York.
Durham.

[Madox's Hist. of the excog. c. 9, § 3.]

The town of Liverpool now had burgesses; and this year they obtained a grant of liberties from the king. [Ret. pat. 9 (f. 109.)]

1208—King John, in the beginning of his reign, had confirmed the charters of his great-grandfather and father to the city of London, for which he received three thousand pounds: and he also made the other cities and towns take out confirmations of their privileges. [Brady on burgs. Append. pp. 15, 16, 39.] He now, by his patent, granted the citizens of London authority to elect their mayor annually. But they, notwithstanding, still continued, or reëlected, Henry Fitz-Alwin (their first mayor, as already noticed) in that dignity till his death in the year 1214. After him we find Roger Fitz-Alwin mayor for two years: and, for a long course of time, the mayors appear to have continued several years, perhaps for life, in office. [Stow's Survey of London, pp. 916, 917.]

March 18th—King John, in his charter to Yarmouth, besides the customary grants, with permission to chuse a provost annually, and the stipulation of a yearly revenue to the crown of £55 to be paid by the burghe, gave liberty to all foreign merchants arriving in his kingdom in his peace, or with his licence, to come to Yarmouth, remain in it, and depart from it, in safety. [Brady on burgs. Append. p. 9.] We are not told what was the staple article, which attracted foreign merchants to Yarmouth, but we shall presently see reason to believe that it was herrings.

* Mints were established at many other places besides those here enumerated: so many, indeed, that it is perhaps impossible to make up a complete list of them at any one time. See above, p. 283, and Madox's Hist. of the excog. c. 22, § 4.—Stow, after giving the above list of coining places, adds, that the coiners deducted 25s in the £100, from the billion for coinage. [Surveys, p. 84.]

† Enfield mentions charters to Liverpool in 1120 and 1203. [Hist. of Liverpool, p. 9.]

‡ It is not thought necessary to encumber this work with mere renewations of charters, preferred by Madox, Brady, and others, nor with charters of towns, which have never risen to commercial eminence, nor with those which contain only the customary grants, among which a very common one is a merchant gild (‘gilda mercatoria'). But such a gild must not of itself be admitted as a proof, nor even as a presumption, that the burghers were engaged in commerce, for shop-keepers of every description, and also all dealers, however trifling, who made a business of buying and selling, were then called merchants, as they are even now in some countries.

§ Fabian [Cranele, P. ii, f. xv b.] mentions thirty-five heads or rulers, who governed the city before the right of annual elections of mayors was granted. He says, King John, in his ninth year, lent orders to the thirty-five, to depose and introne the two bailiffs (or sheriffs), because they prevented his purveyors from carrying wheat out of the city.

‖ N.B. In the charter, quinque is erroneously printed instead of quinquenni.
A. D. 1299.

1306.—The great number of English inhabitants in the burghs of Scotland, has already been noticed, and also the probability that their comparatively-greater proficiency in manufactures, was the cause of their being invited and encouraged to settle in them. That the burghs had now made some considerable progress in manufactures and trade, and consequently, in opulence, is evident from their contribution of six thousand marks, to the sum of fifteen thousand, given by William king of Scotland, together with a resignation, of his claim upon the counties of Northumberland, Cumberland, and Westmoreland, as a portion with his two daughters, contracted to the two sons of John king of England, when the nobles (or landed men) paid ten thousand, and the clergy nothing. [*Federa, V. i. p. 155.—Scottichroni, V. i. p. 52, ed. Goodall.] It may be presumed, that the Scottish burghs bore their shares in like manner in the two payments made by William to Richard I.

1209.—Perth, which may be considered as the capital of Scotland, was before this time called a king's burgh, and was now favoured with a charter by King William, prohibiting (according to the contracted policy of the age) all merchants strangers from carrying goods to any part of the shire of Perth, but the burgh, where they were obliged to sell them by wholesale, and to lay out the proceeds in the commodities of the country; only between Alcston day and Lammas strangers were allowed to sell cloth by retail in the market, and also to buy cloth or other goods. It also grants to all the burgesses of Perth, except weavers and fullers, the privilege of being gild-brethren; and they alone are authorized to manufacture dyed or shorn cloth in Perth, and nowhere else in the shire. But those who formerly had a charter for manufacturing, are not bound by this restriction.

* As the only use of money is to enable us to obtain what we want, it is evident that the only rule for estimating the real value of any sum, is to compare it with the quantity of necessary articles which it can purchase. Tried by this standard, the value of sums mentioned in history, which found very trifling in modern ears, will often be found very great. The prices of corn in Scotland, during the reign of William, are not known, but in that of his grandson Alexander II, 6,000 marks (or 4,000 pounds of silver) would purchase

245,000 bushels of oats at 4d, the highest price;
or 60,000 bushels of wheat at 16d, the ordinary price;
or 48,000 bushels of wheat at 20d, the highest price;[Wytenn's Origynale Cronikil of Scotland, V. i. p. 405.] Soon after the death of Alexander, corn was still cheaper in England, especially in the west and north parts, the price of wheat being from 8d to 16d the quarter. [Triveti Annuall, p. 266.—
Scho's Annuall, p. 313, ed. 1600.] The Scottish standard bushel is at present equal to six English standard bushels, as fixed by act of parliament, 37 Geo. III. c. 122, § 114 but it has varied in the course of ages.

† The terms of the contract can never be completely or accurately known, unless the copy of it sent to the pope by Alexander II, the son of William, [Federa, V. i. p. 235] shall be brought to light. But they are partly to be found in a subsequent agreement of Henry III king of England, and Alexander II king of Scotland, [Federa, V. i. p. 375; or Kyteg Plac. parl. p. 161] and by the charge made by Henry III against Hubert earl of Kent. [St. Paris, Addit., p. 152.] In failure of fulfillment of the contract the money was to have been returned; but Henry III was continually poor, and Alexander was put off with lands in Northumberland, Cumberland, and Westmoreland, of the trifling value of £200 a year. [Federa, V. i. p. 375; 400.]

‡ The charter here referred to was apparently given by King David to English, and perhaps Flemish, manufacturers; and thus we may account for the exception of weavers and fullers, who may
Some attention was paid to the fishery, and some flax was raised, and consequently some linen made, in Scotland in the reign of William, as appears from the tithes of fish and flax being mentioned along with those of wool, corn, butter, cheese, animals, &c. The fisheries seem to have been chiefly, in the Firths of Forth and Moray. [Chart. in Dugd. Mon. Angl. V. 1, p. 422.—Chart. Morav. in Dalrymple's Canons, p. 20.]

Among the foreign countries, with which the Scots had commercial connections, we may particularize Norway, as appears by charters of John and Swer, kings of that country, concerning some people who had suffered shipwreck, and letters of J. king of Norway, and H. his brother, on a similar subject. [Fezder, V. ii, p. 218.]

The foreign trade of Scotland was chiefly conducted by the merchants of Berwick, who at this time were very much annoyed by the garrison of a fort erected by King John at Tweedmouth, on the opposite bank of the river, which on that account was twice demolished by King William. [Wyniow's Cronylk, V. i, p. 355.—Scot.bron. V. i, p. 518.]

King John, regardless of the confirmation of privileges which the Jews had purchased from him in the beginning of his reign, ordered the whole of them, women as well as men, to be tortured till they should pay sixty-six thousand marks; a most enormous sum. The ransoms set upon a wealthy Jew of Bristol, was ten thousand marks; and, on his refusal to pay that ruinous fine, the king ordered his tormentors to pull out one of his teeth every day, to which the unhappy man submitted for seven days; and on the eighth he contented to satisfy the king's rapacity. Isaac, a Jew of Norwich, became bound to pay the king ten thousand marks in daily payments of one mark. Many of the Jews, finding it impossible to live under such oppression, fled out of the country. [Madox's Hist. of the excheq. c. 7.—M. Paris, pp. 229, 230.] But, according to Trivet, [Annales, p. 154] they were driven out, after being stripped of all their property. It appears, however, that they soon returned.

John went to Ireland, and most of the Irish kings waited on him at Dublin, with professions of duty and allegiance. He ordered the English laws and customs to be introduced in Ireland, and appointed thir ters, and other officers to dispense justice in the country according to the English forms. He also appointed money to be coined for Ireland.

The privileges, granted by William's charter to Perth, are given to the burghs of Scotland in general by the 37th of the statutes ascribed to the king by Sken in his edition of Regim. normat., but there is no knowing what degree of credit can be given to that collection.

* The charters and letters were in the king's treasury at Edinburgh in the year 1282.—Swer was king of Norway in the later part of the twelfth century.
equal to that of England, and the halfpennies and farthings, as well as the pennies, to be round, ordering that it should be current, and received in his treasury equally with the money of England. Returning triumphant from his expedition, he assembled the chiefs of all the religious communities of both sexes in England, and extorted from them one hundred and forty thousand pounds; a sum then equal to the value of above two millions of quarters of wheat in years of moderate plenty, and a proof at once of the enormous riches of those establishments, and of the inifiable avarice of King John. [M. Paris, p. 230.]

It is very probable, that this particular act of oppression is the principal cause of the black character of him transmitted to posterity *.

About this time Zingis-khan, with his innumerable host of savage robbers, burst into the fertile and civilized empire of China, the northern part of which, called Cathay, he subdued and decimated. He next turned his destructive march westward, overturned and ruined many powerful kingdoms and innumerable cities, adorned by the art and industry of man, throughout all the northern extent of Asia; and, in a few years, conquered a larger, and perhaps a more valuable, portion of the globe, than the Romans acquired in a perpetual war of many centuries. But the page of commercial history ought not to be stained with a recital of the miseries brought upon mankind by such a ferocious butcher.

At this time the city of Campion in the kingdom of Tangut was the seat of a very great inland trade in linens, stuffs of cotton, gold and silver, silks, and porcelain, brought by the merchants of Cathay, and bought up by the merchants of Muscovy, Persia, Armenia, and all the Tartar countries, who were not permitted to go beyond that city. [De la Croix, Hift. de Genghis-

1213—A fire broke out in Southwark, and the flames were driven by the wind to the north end of London bridge, which was immediately on fire; whereupon the crowd of people upon the bridge, rushing to the south end of it, were there intercepted by the flames, which had now also taken hold of it. By this calamity, notwithstanding the assistance from the shipping and boats, a thousand, or, according to Mathew of Westminster, three thousand, people lost their lives, and a great part of the city, as well as of Southwark, was destroyed. [M. Paris, p. 233. See above, p. 319.]

1213—Philip king of France gathered together all the ships of his own dominions, and all that he could collect besides from other countries, and furnished them with a copious supply of provisions and warlike stores, for an invasion of England, to be undertaken at the desire of Pope Innocent. There was in those days no such thing as a national navy

* John could scarcely be more wicked than Edgar, who was canonized and worshipped as one of the first-rate saints. But Edgar founded forty-eight monasteries, and John only four or five.
of ships belonging to the state, and adapted for the purposes of war only, as at present. But King John issued his orders for pressing into his service all the vessels in England*, capable of carrying six horses, to attend him at Portsmouth with sufficient tackling, men, and arms; and his fleet was found to be superior to that of his enemy. At the same time he also summoned his military vassals, under the severest penalties, to assemble at Dover. However, having more confidence in his sailors than in his land forces, he determined on a naval engagement. But while hostile preparations were going forward on both sides, John ignominiously made his peace with Innocent, who immediately ordered Philip to desist from the invasion of England, now placed under his holy protection. Thereupon he, not daring to disobey the pope, and at the same time unwilling to let his preparations be entirely thrown away, directed the form of war against the Earl of Flanders, as an ally of the English king. John, as soon as he was informed of the distress of his friend, sent over five hundred ships, with seven hundred knights, and a great army, to his assistance. These, arriving on the coast of Flanders, found the French fleet left entirely to the care of the seamen, the soldiers having gone ashore to plunder the country. The English immediately began the attack, took three hundred ships, which they sent to England, and burnt above a hundred more, which were aground. This decisive victory, by which the French navy was entirely destroyed, being the first important battle since the days of King Alfred, fought by ships and men entirely furnished by England‡, is deserving of particular notice, more especially as it also shows, that England possessed more ships than the French king could find in all France, or her in other countries. [M. Paris, pp. 233, 234, 238.]

Though there was not any national establishment of warlike ships, that bore the most distant resemblance to the royal navy of modern times, it appears that there were some galleys belonging to the king. In the year 1208, a thousand oars were bought for the king's galleys; and this year the expense of keeping them at Southampton, amounted to £2: 6: 8. At the same time, 12 shillings were expended for keeping another vessel (under the indeterminate name of a ship 'navis') belonging to the king. [Madox's Hist. of the excheq. c. 10, § 12; c. 18, § 3.] This, if I mistake not, is the first certain notice we have, after the time of Alfred, of any vessels belonging to the king, or to the na-

* According to M. Welfmanner, those of Ireland were also summoned. It may be doubted if there was time between the 3rd and 24th of March for them to be collected, and to arrive at Portsmouth.

† Trivet, [p. 157] and Paulus Amylius, the historian of France, [p. 154] say, that these ships were burnt by the French to prevent them from falling into the hands of the English.

‡ A part of King Richard's fleet was furnished by the ports of the western coast of France, then subject to him, but not now subject to John. It is, however, surprising, that England, the commerce of which appears to have been mostly passive, should have been able to muster so numerous a fleet.
tion, except those purchased by Richard I for his crusade, the navies fitted out for war being merely the whole merchantile shipping of the kingdom, pressed into the service: so that in those times the owners could never call their vessels their own.

1215, June 15th—The oppressions and misconduct of King John brought on a civil war, which was now concluded by signing the famous Magna Charta, or Great Charter, of the liberties of the people of England, or, indeed, more truly speaking, of the clergy and barons; for the great body of the people were as yet of too little importance to have much attention paid to their concerns. Of the numerous articles of this charter, the following are those by which the interests of the commercial part of the community were likely to be affected.

By the fourth section, the guardians of a minor are prohibited from destroying or waisting the men or goods belonging to the estate, the peasants attached to the lands being the property of their master as much as the estate, and held in no higher estimation.

§ 10, 11) The debts of a minor shall bear no interest during his minority, whether they be owing to a Jew, to the king, or to any other person.

§ 12) No tax shall be imposed but by the general council of the kingdom, except for the king's ransom if taken prisoner, for making his eldest son a knight, and for once marrying his eldest daughter; and for these the demands shall be moderate.

§ 13, 23) London, and other cities and towns, shall enjoy their ancient privileges, and shall not be compelled to build bridges, &c. unless such as they are bound to build by ancient rights.

§ 20) No freeman shall be amerced in a sum disproportionate to his offence; neither shall a fine, upon any account, extend to the ruin of his freehold, if a landed man, or of his merchandise, if a merchant; nor of his farming utensils, if a landman.

§ 27) The property of a freeman dying intestate, after paying his debts, shall be divided among his nearest relations.

§ 28, 30, 31) The king's officers shall not take any man's corn, or

\* Madox [Hist. of Eng. c. 10, § 12] mentions

king's ships in the reign of Henry II; but the authorities produced in the notes \( i, u, a \) do not distinguish them as royal ships; and presently after [note 8] we find three vessels employed in similar service in the same reign, expressly called ships of Shoreham.

\+ A striking illustration of the king's claim of right to the services of all merchant ships appears in a letter, written by Edward II to the king of Norway upon the detention of three English vessels, which he concludes by saying, that he cannot
other goods, without payment, nor seize his carts and horses, nor cut down his wood, without his consent.

§ 33) All kilts (engines for catching fish) shall be removed from the Thames, the Medway, and other rivers.

§ 35) There shall be one uniform standard for weights, measures, and manufactures. That for corn shall be the London quarter.

§ 39) No freeman shall be seized, imprisoned, or outlawed, except by the legal judgement of his peers, or by the law of the land.

§ 40) The king shall not fell, deny, or delay, justice to any person.

§ 41) All merchants shall have safety and security in coming to, or going out of, England, and in remaining and traveling through it by land or water for buying or selling, free from any grievous impositions, and agreeable to the old and upright customs; except in time of war, and except merchants belonging to a country at war with us, who, at the commencement of a war, shall be attached without any injury to their persons or property, till it be made known to us, or our chief judiciary, how the merchants of our dominions, who happen to be in the country at war with us, are treated there: and if our merchants are not injured there, they shall not be injured here.

§ 42) It shall be lawful for all persons, except prisoners, outlaws, and foreign merchants as above excepted in time of war, to go out of the kingdom freely and securely, and to return.

§ 60) All the liberties, hereby granted to the king's vassals, shall also be granted by the clergy and barons to their vassals.

The other articles of the charter belong to general history, law, and politics. By the concessions in it we may form an idea of the previous state of a society, where such concessions could be required, or would be accepted.

Almost immediately after he had signed the Great charter, John procured, from his liege lord, the pope, two bulls annulling it, and excommunicating those who had by force extorted it. The consequence was a new war between the king and the barons, who were driven to the desperate reissue of inviting the French king's son to come to their assistance, and be their sovereign. Louis accepted the offer, and landed without opposition at Sandwich with six hundred ships. Very fortun-

* From § 38 of the Magna charta of his son Henry III, in the year 1216, it appears, that John had feized into his own hands many of the rivers; no doubt those which afforded the greefted and most profitable fisheries. Richard's order against kilts in the year 1196, must already have been neglected.

† sine omnibus malis tollis. Tolls seems erroneously written for tolls, and accordingly the old English translation has roll tolls. Rungbyton [col. 2523] writes multa tollis. The chief intent of this article was to allow the clergy to attend their sovereign, the pope, without asking the king's permission.

§ This is almost the only article in the Magna charta, in which the great body of the people had any general concern: and the benefit of it was probably never claimed by them. The king's object in infecting it (for it was added by him) was apparently to have a pretext from the breach of it to annul the whole of the charter.
A. D. 1216.

A.D. 1216.

John died soon after (19th October 1216), and England was rescued from becoming a province of France.

The character of John has been drawn in the blackest colours by most of the contemporary historians. But, though few of his actions appear to have sprung from laudable motives, we must remember, that throughout the whole of his reign he was on bad terms with the clergy, the only class of people who were capable of transmitting his actions to posterity. It is, however, certain, that the over-ruling providence of God, which often brings good out of evil, rendered his vices and misconduct more beneficial to the community than the best actions of his predecessors. His insulting treatment of the barons, and his violation of their wives and daughters, with his general misconduct, may be said to have produced the great charter, which, though it was not favourable to the great body of the people, and produced no advantages even to the clergy and barons, as it was immediately broken, has in all succeeding ages been looked up to as the foundation of Liberty in this country. His quarrels with the nobles, who, by the feudal constitution, were the hereditary commanders of the national army, obliged him to court the good will of the inhabitants of the towns (a class of people hitherto held in contempt both by kings and nobles) and chiefly of the maritime ones*. This policy, though directed only by his own interest, and very convenient for him, turned out much more extensively beneficial to the subjects. To the king it gave not only an addition of power, by creating a new species of militia, and by drawing off the vassals of the feudal lords†, but also an additional revenue, payable by the corporations, and stipulated in their charters. To the people it gave a degree of freedom formerly unknown; and it gradually raised them to opulence and importance by the commerce which came in time to be carried on in the towns, in consequence of the liberty the inhabitants possessed of pursuing their own interests free from any restraint, and exempted from the jurisdiction of any superior except the sovereign and the law. And thus the emersion of the great body of the English nation from the servitude, into which they were plunged by the jealous tyranny of the two Williams, may be justly ascribed to the vices and fears of John.

Lubeck is said to be the first city in Europe, which adopted the valuable domestic accommodation, hitherto known only in the Oriental regions, of conveying water to the houses by pipes, which, as it has since been improved, has become a most important and efficient preserver of

* King John appears to have conferred on the Cinque ports an amplification of their privileges, in consideration of their being bound to find eighty able seamen at their own expense for forty days, and after that time on the king's pay. [Anghin, ed. 1474, who erroneously calls John the original founder of the privileges claimed by the Cinque ports.]
† See above [p. 307] the temptation held out to the feudal vassals to defect the estates of their lords and become burgesses.
lives and properties from the dreadful calamities of fire. But the date of this improvement at Lubeck is unknown to me, nor am I well assured of the fact. We find the conveyance of water in pipes mentioned as a new discovery made at this time by Simon, abbot of Waverley in Surrey, who, upon a failure of the well which used to supply the brethren, brought water from other fountains by means of pipes laid under ground, whereby he made an artificial well, abundantly sufficient for the use of the abbey. [An. Wavert. ap. Gale, ad an. 116.] It was apparently Simon's invention, for such it undoubtedly was, that furnished the magistrates of London with a model for the pipes they made in the year 1236.

Notwithstanding the convulsions of the kingdom, in the contests between John and the barons, there is reason to believe, that the breed of that eminently useful animal, the sheep, was increased during his reign; and, though there was a considerable exportation of wool, there was more of it made into cloth in England than at any time before: for we find the following sums paid into the exchequer in one year (the fifteenth year of his reign) for duties on the importation of wool, most of which was used in dying cloths, though a great part of those made in England were exported, and also worn at home, without being dyed.

In Kent and Suffex, except Dover, £103 13 3
The ports of York-shire, 98 13 4
Lincoln-shire, 47 3 4
Norfolk and Suffolk, 53 6 0
Southampton, 72 1 10
Essex, 4 2 4
Places not named, perhaps including London, 214 12 0

[Maxton's Hist. of the exchequ. c. 38, § 3.]

Immediately after the accession of Henry III, the infant son of John, the great charter was renewed.*

1217—A treaty of friendship was entered into between Henry III of England and Hakon IV of Norway, both under age, whereby the merchants and subjects of both kingdoms had full liberty of going, coming, and returning. [Federa, V. i, p. 223.]

Some of the circumstances of a naval battle fought in this year are worthy of notice. An English fleet, said to consist of only forty galleys and other vessels,† attacked a French fleet of eighty large ships, besides

* It was renewed at seven different times by Henry, when he found it necessary to court the favour, or to drain the pockets, of his subjects. [See Blackstone's History of the charters, Law treas. V. ii, p. 43, & seqq.]
† The annalists of Waverley, and Robert of Gloucester, give the English only eighteen ships. But surely the inequality of force, as related by Matthew Paris, is sufficient. Paulus Aemilius, the historian of France, has not a word of this battle. Hemingford [L. ii, c. 105] has a wonderful story of a great fleet belonging to a tyrant, who was coming from Spain to take the kingdom from the infant King Henry, being defeated by the mariners of the Cinque ports.
many smaller ones and galleys well armed, coming to the assistance of Louis. The English, who are noted for their expertness in maritime warfare, began the attack by a dreadful discharge of arrows from the cross-bow-men and archers, and having got the wind of their enemy, they rushed against them with the iron beaks (or rostra) of their galleys, whereby many of the French ships were instantly sunk. They also availed themselves of their situation to windward by throwing pulverized quick lime into the French ships, whereby the men were blinded*. After a close engagement, wherein the French fought bravely, but not so skilfully as the English, the greatest part of them being slain or drowned, almost the whole fleet submitted to the English, who triumphantly towed them into Dover. [M. Paris, p. 298.—Ann. Wav. p. 183, ed. Gale.—Rob. of Glo. p. 515.]

1220.—The merchants of Cologne in Germany (perhaps in consequence of King John's invitation in the year 1203) established a hall or factory in London called their Gildhall, for the almain (or legal possession) of which they now paid thirty marks to the king. [Madox's Hs. of the excheq. c. 11, § 2.] It seems probable that this Gildhall, by the allocation of the merchants of other cities with those of Cologne, became in time the general factory and residence of all the German merchants in London, and was the same that was afterwards known by the name of the German Gildhall ('Gildhalla Teutonicorum')†.

It appears that the merchants of Cologne were bound to make a payment of two shillings, probably a referred annual rent (for we are not told upon what occasion it was payable) out of their Gildhall, besides other customs and demands, from all which they were exempted in the year 1235 by King Henry III, who moreover gave them permission to attend fairs in any part of England, and also to buy and sell in London, saving the liberties of the city. [Charter in Hakluyt's Voyages, V. i, p. 130, ed. 1598.]

It may be presumed, that there were very few people in England, who possessed the elegant and comfortable accommodation of glases in their windows about this time; for, from the manner in which the windows of a church furnished with glases are mentioned by Mathew Paris, [Vit. p. 122] it appears that such windows were not in general use, even in churches.

Though we find by Domesday book that some of the inhabitants of Yarmouth were fishermen in the time of the Conqueror, it gives us not the smallest hint of the berring fithery, which has been the great source

* Above two centuries after this time, the experiment of throwing quick lime was practised by the French in a naval engagement, and was thought a notable invention. This shows that the practice was at least uncommon.

† The inaccuracy of confounding the Teutonic gildhall with the Steelyard will be accounted for under the year 1475.
of the opulence of that town. From the same authentic record we learn, that Dunwich (then a place of considerable trade, if compared with the neighbouring towns) paid annually 60,000 herrings to the king, and Sandwich paid annually 40,000 to the monks, at that time, and perhaps long before; but whether those herrings were fresh or salted, we are not informed. We find herrings enumerated among the articles charged with tolls or duties at Newcastle upon Tyne in the reign of Henry I; [Brand's Hist. of Newcastle, V. ii. p. 131] and in that of Henry II the abundance of them on the English coast is noticed by Henry of Huntingdon: (see above, p. 344) and herrings made a part of the revenue of the bishopric of Chichester. [Madox's Hist. of the Excheq. c. 10, § 3.] The refort of foreign merchants to Yarmouth, inferred in King John's charter to that town, (see above, p. 374) together with the certainty of its being a staple market for the exportation of herrings soon after *, warrants a belief that it was the principal seat of the herringshery upon the coast of England: and upon that account William of Trumpton, abbot of St. Albans, was induced to purchase a large house † in Yarmouth, in order to lay up fish, especially herrings, which were bought in by his agents at the proper season, to the inestimable advantage, as well as honour, of the abbey. [M. Paris, Vit. p. 126.] As we thus know from undoubted authority, that herrings were stored up at Yarmouth, and as our presumption, that they were also an article of commerce and exported, will evidently be turned into certainty, it is evident that they must have been preserved with salt. But in what respect the ancient method of curing them differed from the improved method invented by Van Beukelen, who, according to some of the Netherland historians, was the first curer and exporter of herrings, it is apparently impossible to tell.

From the unquestionable authority of the public records we know, that there was also a fishery of at least some consequence on the southern coast of England, and that an improved method of salting the fish had been practiced before this time by Peter Chivalier, who appears to have had the king's licence for a monopoly of his method, and that Peter de Peras gave the king twenty marks in the year 1221, and twenty more in 1222, and probably also in other years, for a licence to salt fish, as Chivalier used to do. [Mag. rot. 6 Hen. III, rot. 9, b, Cornub. in Madox's Hist. of the Excheq. c. 13, § 4.] As Peras appears to have lived in his own word at the year 1218. I may here observe, that in the year 1236 the burgesses of Yarmouth represented to the king that their principal support was derived from the fishery; and a record in the year 1360 shows that it was the herring fishery. See Brand on Burghe, Append. pp. 2, 6.

* This will be further illustrated under the year 1325. I may here observe, that in the year 1325 the burgesses of Yarmouth represented to the king that their principal support was derived from the fishery, and a record in the year 1360 shows that it was the herring fishery. See Brand on Burgh, Appendix, pp. 2, 6.

† It must have been a very large house, for it cost fifty marks; and the same abbot bought a house, or rather a court of houses, in London (where they were probably dearer than in Yarmouth), as extensive as a great palace, with chapel, hall, and garden, to which he added fifty marks for improvements. [M. Paris, Vit. pp. 115, 126.]
ed in Cornwall, it is probable that pilchards, which annually visit that
country in innumerable shoals, were the species of fish cured by the im-
proved process.

It is worthy of observation, that the German writers trace their trade
in salted herrings no farther back than the year 1241, or at the farthest,1236. [Codex diplom. Brandeb. V. i. p. 45; V. ii. p. 430, and authorities
there quoted.] But, to say nothing of the herrings caught on the coast
of Norway in the tenth century, those shipped at Rugen, and those pack-
ed in barrels at Zirieze, in the twelfth century, must undoubtedly have
been salted. (See above, pp. 274, 338.) And there is good reason to
believe, that, both in England and Scotland, herrings were cured with
salt for exportation at least some ages before the time now under our
consideration. (See above, pp. 284, 303, 306, 325, 344, 376.)

1222—Coming dies were delivered to the proper officers for making
pennies, halfpennies, and farthings, of silver; and all the money of this
new coinage was round *. [Madox’s Hist. of the exchequer. c. 22, § 4, note a.]

1224—At this time the following, besides London, were esteemed the
principal ports of England, as appears from the king’s orders to their
magistrates, in consequence of the expiration of a truce with France. To
lay an embargo on all vessels lying in, or arriving in, the ports, and to
keep them in readiness for the king’s service.

Portefmune, now Portsmouth; Sorham, Gipewic,
Sorhamton, Shoreham; Leme,
Safford, Southampton; Erewell,
La Pole, Seaford; Esremuth,
Exon, Pool; Dover,
Britol, Exeter; Rummelin,
Dertmuse, Dartmouth; Rye,
Norvic, Dorv;
Gernemue, Norwich; Kingston,
Germance, Yarmouth; Eya,
Orefor[d], Orford; Hafling,
Dunewic, Dunwick; Hale.

The ports in Cornwall and Devonshire are not named, the orders for
the whole shires being addressed to the sheriffs.

* Some lines of Robert de Brunne, describing
a coinage of round pennies, halfpennies, and far-
thnings, by Edward I., have been inferred by Stow
in his Annals and by Camden in his Remains; and
being thereby more generally known, they have
milled those, who have taken only a superficial
glance of such matters, to conclude that there was
no round money smaller than pennies till the year
1279. We have seen that round halfpennies were
 coined by Henry II., and round halfpennies and also
farthings by John, some of which are still remain-
ing in cabinets. See above, pp. 336, 375.—Pen-
brooke’s Nummi T. 7, 23.—Peché on coins, plate 2.
† Hull was not yet called Kingston; and King-
ston upon Thames could not with any propriety
be called a port.
† Though there was a general order addressed
to the Cinque ports, we find there were also par-
ticular orders addressed to some, perhaps to each, of
them on this and on other similar occasions.
By means of orders in the year 1226 for permitting French vessels, loaded with corn, wine, or provisions, to come in and go out in safety, notwithstanding a previous general prohibition of French ships, the following may be added to the list:

Sandwich; Hoiem, unknown;
Heath; Lincoln, Lincoln;
Wodering, unknown; Eborum, York;
Winchelsea; Hulm, unknown.

[feder, V. i, pp. 272, 287.]

The king granted to the comminaties of London to have a common feale. [Stow's Survey of London, p. 918, ed. 1618.]

1225—King Henry obliged all vessels belonging to the Cinque ports, arriving with corn in the River Thames, to deliver at Queenhithe. In two years thereafter he also ordered the vessels bringing fish to unload at the same place, and directed that the only fish-market in London should be held there, the citizens of London being, however, at liberty to unload their own vessels where they pleased. In the year 1246 the city purchased Queenhithe from Richard earl of Cornwall, and agreed to pay an annual rent of £50 to him and his heirs. For some time it was very productive, the corn, fish, salt, fuel, and other articles, landed there being sufficient to keep thirty-seven men employed as mowers and carriers, with horses, &c. Afterwards the bakers of London got into the way of buying their grain in the country from the farmers; and that diminution of the corn balances, together with some impediments to the passage of the vessels by delay in taking up the draw-bridge, reduced the profits to quite a low, that when Fabian wrote (about the year 1350) they scarcely exceeded twenty marks a-year of such money as was then current. [Stow's Survey of London, p. 686.]

Albert earl of Orlamund, who in the year 1216 had bought the superiority of Hamburg for 700 marks from the king of Denmark, now sold it to the community of the city for 1,500. Till now, says Lambecius, the historian of Hamburg, the city was only in its infancy; but thenceforth, having shaken off the yoke, it became daily more and more powerful and flourishing. [Orig. Hamburg. p. 118.]

1227—King Henry III received presents from Coradin, foldan (or sultan) of Damascus, brought by Juelin (most probably a merchant) of Genoa, and sent him a complimentary letter in return. [feder, V. i, p. 296.] This is, I believe, the second instance of a Mohametan prince courting the friendship of a king of England.

October 12—The Catalans appear to have been at this time very little engaged in the coasting trade; the coast of England must, however, have been frequented by the Catalans, as indicated by several charters. Among them, however, there is nothing to make us believe that they brought men of arms into England. Nor is there in any of the early rolls references to such expeditions. A forester is mentioned in the eleventh roll in diplomatic missions.

1229—The city of York settled the customs of Clacton with the king.

[Benjamin's Life of William Marshal, vol. iv, p. 414.]

1226—King Henry III issued his own great silver coin, called the florin, or florin of William Marshal, with the figures 1,000; the king being, however, with CHARLES BERTRAND.

1227—His son, Henry, Marquess of Westminster, made a pilgrimage to King's College, Oxford, to the great joy of the citizens and the dean and chapter.

1232—On his death, the Superior of Westminster was chosen with the consent of all the brethren, and the convent distirbut." + So the bakers managed their business about the year 1660, when Stow wrote. + See the bakers managed their business about the year 1660, when Stow wrote. + See the bakers managed their business about the year 1660, when Stow wrote.

* This landing place was generally appropriated to the queen of England as a part of their revenue, at least as early as the time of Henry I; for Askeled, his widow, gave 100 fullings a-year out of the profits of it to the church of Reading. [Cawood's Interpreter, Maudy's ed. vs. Hulme.]

† So the bakers managed their business about the year 1660, when Stow wrote.
little inferior to the most flourishing of the commercial states of Italy in commercial enterprise and maritime power. They traded to every coast of the Mediterranean; and the vessels of every nation had been made welcome to Barcelona, their principal port, by a law contained in the code of usages established in the year 1068. But James I, king of Aragon and count of Barcelona, being desirous of giving a preference to the shipping of his own subjects, now made a law, prohibiting all foreign vessels from loading at Barcelona for Alexandria, Ceuta in Barbary, or other foreign ports, if there was any vessel belonging to Barcelona capable and ready to perform the voyage. He also ordered, by the same law, that no foreigner should take on board wine at Barcelona without the permission of the citizens. This law, which, I presume, is the earliest navigation act known in history or record, was more strictly enforced in the year 1268. [Caumfitny, Mem. hst. de Barcelona, V. ii, Col. dipl. pp. 11, 34.]

1228—Riga, a city on the east coast of the Baltic sea, which was settled by some merchants of Lubeck in the year 1150, was now fortified with a wall, and became a place of considerable commerce and power. [Bilitt Rer. Germ. L. iii, p. 239.]

1230—Liverpool was at this time a village belonging to the parish of Walton, to which indeed it continued attached till the year 1699. [Aikin's Defer. of Manchester, p. 332.] The burgesses now laid the king ten marks for a charter, which declared their town a free borough for ever, and granted them a merchant gild, together with some other liberties. [Madox's Hist. of the exchequer, c. 11, § 2.]

1231—Olaf, king of Mann and the Isles, having been driven from his dominions by Alan lord of Galloway, implored the assistance of his superior lord the king of Norway. He and his Norwegian and Orkney friends, with eighty ships collected in Norway, Orkney, and the Western islands, arrived in the Firth of Clyde, and attacked the island of Bute. But hearing that Alan had a fleet of one hundred and fifty vessels lying at the Ryns of Galloway, they fled off to the coast of Kentire, and thence went to Mann, and re-established Olaf in his kingdom.

* Their power was formidable at times to the Greek empire and almost every state on the coasts of the Mediterranean. See Gibbon, V. xi, p. 347. cf. 1791.—Stella, and the other Annals of Genoa.
* Enfield dates this charter in the year 1227. [Hist. of Liverpool, p. 9.] Being dated in the thirteenth year of the king's reign, it might be in the later end of 1228, but could not be earlier.
Flourishing trade was essential to the prosperity of Amsterdam, which became a major center for the export of goods. The merchants of Amsterdam traded with many nations, including Spain, Portugal, Italy, and the Ottoman Empire. The city's prosperity was also based on its importance as a center for the processing and trade of furs, especially from the Baltic region.

In the 13th century, Amsterdam was the center of the Hanseatic League, a confederation of Hanseatic cities that controlled trade in the North Sea region. The city's merchants were known for their skill in negotiation and their ability to deal with foreign merchants. Amsterdam was also a center for the trade in slaves, which was a contentious issue in the 14th century.

In the 14th century, Amsterdam continued to thrive, but its prosperity was threatened by the Black Death, which swept through Europe in the mid-14th century. The city's population declined significantly, and many of its merchants died. However, the city quickly recovered and continued to prosper.

In the 15th century, Amsterdam was a center for the growth of the Reformation in the Netherlands. The city's merchants were divided in their support of the Reformation, with some supporting the movement and others opposing it. The city was also a center for the trade in books, which was a contentious issue in the 15th century.

In the 16th century, Amsterdam became a center for the growth of the Dutch Republic, which declared independence from Spain in 1581. The city's merchants were instrumental in the growth of the Dutch Republic, and Amsterdam became one of the most important centers of commerce in the world.

In the 17th century, Amsterdam became a center for the growth of the Dutch East India Company, which was one of the most powerful trading companies in the world. The city's merchants were instrumental in the growth of the company, and Amsterdam became a center for the trade in spices, tea, and other goods from the East.

In the 18th century, Amsterdam declined in importance, as the city's trade shifted to other centers such as Rotterdam and Antwerp. However, the city continued to thrive, and Amsterdam became a center for the growth of the Dutch cultural revolution, which was characterized by the growth of art, literature, and music.

In the 19th century, Amsterdam became a center for the growth of the modern industrial economy of the Netherlands. The city's merchants were instrumental in the growth of the industrial economy, and Amsterdam became one of the most important centers of commerce in Europe.

In the 20th century, Amsterdam continued to thrive, and the city became a center for the growth of the modern economy of the Netherlands. The city's merchants were instrumental in the growth of the modern economy, and Amsterdam became one of the most important centers of commerce in the world.
A. D. 1236.

Flanders demanded redress from King Henry, who thereupon promised to pay £104 sterling for the wine, and £107:10:0 money of Tours for the other goods. He at the same time promised redress to others who were wronged in his dominions, and expressed his desire that the merchants of Flanders and of England should mutually enjoy security in both countries. [Fadexa, V. i, pp. 316, 363.]

With all this attention professed to the interest of merchants, Henry, while he envied their opulence, did not scruple openly to express his contempt of the rythies of London, whom presumed to call themselves barons *. [M. Parix, p. 749.] And even the great legislative body of the nation held burgesses of every description, and consequently merchants, in no degree of estimation, that it was enacted in the parliament held at Merton, that a superior lord, who should disparage his ward, being under fourteen years of age, by a marriage with a villein (peasant) or a burgess, should forfeit the wardship of the lands. [Statutes of Merton, c. 6.]

Hitherto London had been served with water from the several rivulets flowing through it (which in the present day are all hid under the pavement), and from wells. But these supplies being now found inadequate to the wants of the inhabitants, the magistrates purchased from Gilbert Sanford, proprietor of Tyburn, the fountains of that burn (or brook), with liberty to convey the water from the cistern, into which they had led it, through his lands in pipes, and occasionally to break up the ground for necessary repairs. [Fadexa, V. xi, p. 30.]

The foreign merchants of Amiens, Nelle, and Corbie, contributed £100 to the expense of this improvement. About the same time they agreed with the mayor, the principal citizens also giving their consent, to pay fifty marks annually to the mayor for the liberty of landing and storing the wood imported by them, instead of being obliged to sell it on board their vessels, as they had hitherto done. The merchants of Normandy also paid a fine to the city for the same indulgence. [Stow's Survey of London, p. 130.—Fedexa, V. v, p. 105.] These payments for an accommodation in the sale of wood show that the quantity imported was considerable, and consequently, that the manufactures, in which it was used, must have also been considerable. It is proper, however, to observe, that woad was more used by the dyers, before indigo became common, than it is now, and also, that it is superior to indigo for durability of colour.

1238.—The Western world was threatened with total extermination by the Tatars (or Tartars †), a new, and to the Europeans an unheard-
of, race of invaders, more irresistible and more sanguinary than
the Saracens of the eighth century, who had already conquered Ruffia
(which remained subject to them till the year 1486), and spread defo-
lotion through Poland and Hungary. It is a curious circumstance, that
we are indebted to this inundation of barbarians from the East for some
important information concerning the herring fishery. It appears, that
the herrings, which are very capricious in their migrations, had de-fer
the Baltic sea for some time, which obliged the Friselanders, who
formerly used to go to the Baltic for herrings, and even the people of
Gotland in Sweden, who used to have the herring fishery at their own
doors, to come to Yarmouth for cargoes of those fish. But so great and
genial was the commotion wherewith even the remotest nations of
Europe were struck by the approach of the Tatars, that those people
did not come to Yarmouth this year: and, in consequence of the dis-
appointment of their fables, the Yarmouth fishermen were obliged to
give their herrings at such low prices, that they were sold exceedingly
cheap even in the inland parts of the country *. [M. Paris, p. 471.—
Playfair's Chronology, p. 121.] Thus have we undoubted information
of the exportation of herrings from Yarmouth previous to this time; and those who suffer, that the art of curing herrings with
felt was not yet discovered, may, if they please, suppose that herrings
were carried fresh from Yarmouth to Sweden.

The Saracens, who saw themselves exposed to the first fury of the
Tatars, endeavoured to conciliate the favour of the kings of France and
England, in order to engage them in a confederacy against the com-
mon enemy: and Frederic, the German emperor, wrote to the Chris-
tian princes to persuade them to combine their forces in order to ward
off the impending destruction. But the pope, having a quarrel with the
emperor, found means to frustrate the only rational union of the Eu-
ropean powers that ever was projected; and the tide of devastation was
rolled back to the East by the valour of Germany alone. [M. Paris,
pp. 471, 557, 560.]

In the emperor's letter to the king of England he thus characterizes
the western kingdoms: Germany, raging and ardent for battle; France,
the mother and nurse of brave armies; bold and warlike Spain; the

the subject of his work, in Vite Iannis Bysshis,
and a few other early European writers. See also
Eilen's Survey of the Turkish empire, pp. 101, 304.
But most of the writers of the middle ages, de-
lighted with the identity of Tartar and Tartar-ws,
the ill of the ancient fabulous mythology, have
concluded to establish this mistaken name. See in
particular M. Paris, pp. 553, 957.

Mathew Paris says, herrings were to be had
this year almost for nothing, and even in the in-
land parts of the country forty or fifty good herrings
were sold for one penny ("uno argento"). I sup-
pole four or five hundred was the number intended
by the author; for, even in the present day,
the twentieth part of an ounce of silver (the weight
of a penny) would not be thought a bad price for
fifty herrings in some parts of the country. By
the statute of herrings in the year 1537 the high-
crit price they could be sold for was 45d. per hat, at
which highest rate there were 25 for one penny;
and in 1557 the penny did not contain near so
much silver as it did at this time.
fertile England, strong in her soldiers, and guarded by her fleets; naval Denmark; bloodthirsty Ireland; lively Wales; Scotland abounding with lakes; frozen Norway, &c. [M. Paris, p. 560.]

Such were the characters of the European nations, as drawn by the emperor Frederic, to which it may be proper to add the style of living and manners of the Italians of this age, probably the most polished people (except perhaps the Greeks) at this time in Christian Europe, as drawn by an author who flourished about the end of the thirteenth century. Their food was very moderate, or rather scanty. The common people had meat only three times in a week: their dinner was pot-herbs boiled with meat, their supper the cold meat left from dinner. The husband and wife ate out of the same dish; and they had but one or two cups in the house. They had no candles made of tallow or wax; but a torch, held by one of the children or a servant, gave them light at supper. Many had no wine in the summer. Their wine cellars were small, and their barns were not large. The men, whose chief pride was in their arms and horses, wore caps made with iron scales, and cloaks made of leather without any covering, or of woollen cloth without leather. The women wore jackets of a stuff called pignolate with gowns of linen, and their head-dresses were very simple. Very few people had any gold or silver on their clothes. Those who possessed a small sum of money were thought rich; and the homely dresses of the women required but small marriage portions. The nobles were proud of living in towers, and thence the cities were filled with those fortified dwellings. [Ricobald Ferrarivs Hist. imper. ap. Muratori Script. V. v, col. 128.] This portrait, taken from the accounts given by the generation immediately preceding the author, shows us that the manufactures and commerce of Italy had not yet diffused general wealth, or introduced comfortable and convenient modes of living (according to the ideas of the immediately succeeding age) throughout the country. Indeed the fondness for living in towers is a proof that too much of the feudal manners still prevailed to admit of a generally-flourishing trade, or a generally-prosperous condition of the people. But we find, that in the course of sixty or seventy years the general style of living and the circumstances of the people were much improved, and that our author by no means regretted that he was not born in the good old times of his ancestors.

1239—Four plates of silver, weighing fourteen marks (or 112 ounces), got out of a mine in the bishopric of Durham, were delivered at Westminster by Robert de Crepping to the proper officer, to be made into images for the king. [Ms. Harl. 624, p. 175 b.] A copper mine, with veins of gold and silver, at Newlands in the adjacent county of Cumber-
land (perhaps the same which was worked by David king of Scotland when he was lord of that country) was worked in this reign. [Camdeni Brit. p. 631.] And there were many mines in various parts of the country, which contained, or were expected to contain, some gold or silver, as appears by grants of the sovereign to several individuals. [Calend. rot. pat. in Turri, passim.] But whether they turned out beneficial to the undertakers, we are not informed.

1240.—From the ruins of the great and ancient city of Mecklenburgh, formerly the capital of the kingdom of the Vandals, Gunecille, the lord of the country, built a new city, called Wismar, on an inlet of the Baltic forming an excellent harbour for the largest vessels, the convenience of which soon attracted a great resort of foreign merchants, by which, and the fertility of the adjacent soil, the place soon became opulent and respectable. [Berti Ker. Germ. L. iii. p. 304.]

1241.—Pope Innocent IV, who used to call England his inexhaustible fountain of riches *, had some time ago sent Otto as his legate into this country, who truly acted as if he intended completely to drain the well. At his departure from Dover he left not behind him, Mathew Paris says, as much money in the country as he had extorted from it, for his matter and himself, during a residence of several years, indefatigably employed in scraping together money from every quarter, and upon every pretence. The whole amount of his collection was probably unknown; but two of his associates, who were dispatched into Scotland in the year 1240, pillaged that kingdom of three thousand pounds of silver.

Other blood-fuckers, who were immediately sent to glean whatever had escaped the talons of Otto, squeezed fifteen thousand marks out of Ireland, and large sums also out of England and Scotland. While those harpies were making the best of their way to Rome with their booty, they were intercepted by some officers of the emperor of Germany, who, thinking he had as good a right to the plunder of the British kingdoms as the pope, his most bitter and unrelenting enemy, kept the treasure for himself. [M. Paris, pp. 400, 549, 549, 573.]

The era of the commencement of the Hanseatic association, one of the most important objects in the commercial history of the middle ages, like the origin of many other great communities, cannot be precisely ascertained. It seems most probable that it derived its origin from an agreement which was entered into in this year, 1241 †, by the

---

* The pope, who, Mathew Paris [p. 938] observes, ought to be incapable of deceiving or being deceived, was encouraged in his capacity by Henry himself, who absolutely put those very words into his mouth, having told him in his letters, that England was a fountain of riches, which could never be drained. Certainly it has flooded a vast deal of draining in that age, and ever since; and still the fountains of commerce have supplied a stream fully equal to all the wells.

† This is the date assumed by Lambecius, Struvis, Peffel, &c. and surely the German writers, from local situation as well as industry in research, are well qualified for the examination of such a matter.
merchants of Hamburgh and Lubeck, to establish a guard for the protection of their merchandize against pirates and robbers in the inland carriage between their cities; [Lambecii Orig. Hamburgh. L. ii. p. 26] a precaution very necessary in those days of rapine, when men of the first rank, having no useful employment or elegant amusement to relieve them from the languor of idleness in times of peace, openly professed the trade of robbery. The accession of other cities, and the prudent measures, which afterwards rendered the commercial confederacy, supposed to have sprung out of this alliance of two cities, so flourishing, powerful, and famous, will be noticed on proper occasions as fully as authentic materials will warrant.

Some mines of tin were this year discovered in Germany, the produce of which was so abundant, that the metal was even imported into England, whereby the price of it in this country was very much reduced. [M. Paris, p. 570.]

1242—Jacomo Theopolo (or Jacopo Tieplo) duke of Venice, with the assiffance of four noble and learned counselors, collected the laws of the republic into a code, [Novelli Statuta Venet.] which is almost entirely occupied in regulating the defcent of property, the recovery of debts, and the punishment of crimes. And, what is surprising in the laws of the first commercial people of Europe, they contain no other regulations relating to commerce than some directions respecting freights, averages, seamen's wages, and the like. There is, however, one of the laws [L. iii., p. 18] which deerves notice on account of its containing perhaps the earliest instance extant of the language of calculation, now universally used by merchants, and indeed, by all other descriptions of people. It was customary for purchasers to pay down a deposit, which was now directed to be lodged in the hands of the procurator of St. Mark, and the amount of it was fixed at ten per cent ("dieze per cento"). Other nations used, long after this time, to say one tenth, one twentieth, &c. or so many pence or shillings on the pound. But the more judicious and expressive mode of calculating at so much per cent, which we have most probably learned from the Venetians, has almost universally superseded the calculation by tenths, twentieths, quarters, &c.

The king of France at the commencement of a war ordered the per-

* These robbers were too powerful to be controlled by the civil magistrate, and they even disregarded the excommunication of the clergy. [See Robertson's History of Charles V., V. i. p. 398, ed. 1772, and below under the year 1355.] As their gangs were numerous enough to be called armies, their depredations assumed the character of warlike and victories, and instead of being fligmatized as base and disgraceful, were often rewarded with public applause, as meritorious and honourable actions.

† M. Paris erroneously says, this hitherto tin had never been found anywhere in the world but in Cornwall. According to an author of that age, quoted by Camden, [Britannia, p. 134] the German mines were discovered by a Cornishman, who was banished from his native country. The Cornish tin, however, appears to be of a superior quality to that of other countries, as acknowledged by foreigners in counterfeiting the English marks upon their tin. [Campbell's Political Survey, V. 4, p. 41, note k.]
fons and properties of the English merchants found in his dominions to be seized, whereby, says Mathew Paris, [p. 585] he brought a great disgrace upon the ancient dignity of France. The consequence was a retaliation upon the French merchants in England.

Henry III wrote to the barons of the Cinque ports, and to the good men of Dunwich, to get ready their ships, sufficiently for his service. He also ordered, that the king's galley of Bristol, and another galley of the same town, and the king's galleys in Ireland, should be fitted out. He at the same time ordered the mayor and citizens of Dublin, and the good men of Waterford, to send all their galleys and ships. Similar orders were sent to Bourdeaux for the galleys belonging to that city. [Federals, V. i, pp. 406, 407.] This, I believe, is the second occasion, after the days of Alfred, on which even a small number of vessels belonging to the king*, or to the public, are mentioned. (See above, p. 378.)

The mariners of the Cinque ports, making a very bad use of the commission given them by the king to annoy the subjects of France, wherein he warned them against injuring his own subjects, became mere pirates, and plundered all they met, of whatever nation, not sparing even their own acquaintance and relations. Nor were such atrocities confined to the sailors of those ports. There was a very general combination of the inhabitants of the city of Winchester and the adjacent parts of Hampshire to plunder all whom they could overpower, whether strangers or Englishmen, so that even the king's wine passing along in his carts could not escape their depredations. In consequence of a complaint made by two merchants of Brabant, accompanied by threats of reprisals upon English merchants in that country, an inquisition was set on foot in the year 1249: but it was not without having recourse to very rigorous measures that a jury could be found to condemn the guilty, of whom about thirty were hanged. [M. Paris, pp. 589, 760.]

1243—The most ancient specimen of paper, such as we now use, made of linen rags, is a charter, seven inches long and three inches broad, preserved in the emperor's library at Vienna, which was written in the year 1243, as the date is calculated by Mr. Schwandner, an Austrian nobleman and principal keeper of the imperial library, who has written an essay on this curious relick, which, he says, is at least half a century older than any other specimen hitherto discovered |

* King Henry III had a large ship called the Queen, which he chartered to John Blanchuly for his (Blanchuly's) life in the year 1232 for an annual payment, or rent, of fifty marks. [Maltey's Hist. of the Church, c. 13, § 11.]
+ Mr. Meerman, synodic of Rotterdam, who with much study investigated the origin of printing and of linen-rag paper, fixed the commencement of the manufacture of the latter between the years 1270 and 1302; and in the year 1762 he offered a premium to any one who should produce the earliest public instrument, written on paper made of linen rags. —Mr. North [Archaeology, V. x] mentions a letter, written by the king of Spain to Edward I, king
1244—King Henry, whose profusion involved him in perpetual pecuniary distress, and compelled him to oppress his subjects, did not fail to squeeze the Jews very frequently. He now extorted from them the enormous sum of sixty thousand marks. Individual Jews were often fined in large sums, 2,000 marks, 3,000 marks, &c. For a fine of ten marks (80 ounces) of gold he gave a promise to a Jew, that he should not be tallaged at more than £100 a-year for the four ensuing years. Another Jew compounded with the king to pay 100 marks a-year to be exempted from tallages. If we consider the real value of money in those days, we must be astonished at the wealth of those men, who could pay such sums, and still have something left: for we must suppose that the king did not pull off the skin along with the fleece, but left it to produce another fleece, to be again torn when sufficiently grown. The method used to pay the payments was to imprison their wives and children till the money was paid. [Madox's Hist. of the excheq. c. 7.]

1245—Among the articles of a rigorous inquisition into trespasses committed on the king's forests, whereby many were ruined, the following is the fourteenth. "Let inquiry also be made concerning sea coal ('carbone maris') found in the forest, and who have received payment for ditches led from the coal, and for the use of the roads ('cheminagium')." [M. Paris, Addit. p. 155.] This, being one of a set of inquiries previously drawn up for the use of the inquisitors, and applicable to all the royal forests, does not prove that coal was actually found in any one of them. But the application of the term sea coal, apparently as an established name, to fossil coal, which might be found in a forest, affords a clear proof, and the earliest authentic one known to be extant, that coal had before now been brought to London by sea, and probably from Newcastle*. And accordingly we find, that a lane in the suburbs of London on the outside of Newgate was known by the name of Sea-coal lane†, at least as early as the year 1253. [Aytofts Calendar, p. 11.]

Thus we are assured, that the English, though providentially disappointed in their hopes of finding very productive mines of gold and silver, the nurseries of national legharty and ostentations poverty, had begun now, and perhaps long before, to work the infinitely more valuable mines of coal, the polleffion of which, together with the knowledge of

* It has been asserted, that the inhabitants of Newcastle had obtained a charter for working coal mines in the reign of King John, but apparently without sufficient authority. See below under the year 1350.

† Stow says, it was called Sea-coal lane, and also Lime-burners lane, because lime used to be burnt there with sea coal.
the many important manufactures dependent upon them, have in later times raised the natives of Great Britain to the rank of the first manufacturing nation in the world, and given them a sufficient command of the mines of gold and silver, wrought by the slaves of those who pride themselves on being lords of the most copious mines of the precious metals, by which industry and enterprise have been banished from among themselves, while they have been animated by them among those nations who are under the happy necessity of giving valuable commodities in exchange for them.

In the council of Lyons the pope prohibited all Christians from sending their ships for four years to any of the eastern countries occupied by the Saracens, that there might be abundance of shipping to transport the warriors of the cross to the Holy land. [Annales Burton, p. 301, ed. Gale.] Thus did papal politics and superstitious frenzy trample under foot the interests of commerce, and the reasoning powers of the human mind.

King Henry proclaimed a fair to be held at Westminster, and ordered that all the traders of London should shut up their shops, and carry their goods to be sold at his fair, and that all other fairs throughout England should be suspended during the fifteen days appointed for the duration of it. The weather happened to be remarkably bad. The tents, made of cloth, affording no shelter, the goods were spoiled by the rain; and the citizens, instead of sitting down to a comfortable meal surrounded by their families, were obliged to eat their victuals in those uncomfortable tabernacles with their feet in the mud. [M. Paris, p. 751.]

1248—The sterling money of England had for some time been so shamefully defaced by clipping, that scarcely any of the letters of the inscription were left; and the criminals were found to be mostly the Jews, the Caursini, and some of the Flemish wool-merchants. Some of the king's council advised, that the quality of the silver should be somewhat debased in imitation of the money of France, that there might be less temptation to clipping; but fortunately that very erroneous advice was not followed: and proclamation was now made that all the defaced money should be brought in to the king's exchanges, and there exchanged for new money, weight for weight. But the people complained, that they suffered more by bringing in their money to the exchange offices, which were established in but few cities, than if they had been obliged to pay twenty shillings a quarter for wheat; for what with their traveling expenses and loss of time, and a deduction of thirteen pennies from every pound for coinage, whereupon the king

* See the opinion of Mr. Faujas St. Fond, an intelligent foreigner, on the powerful superiority in manufactures arising from the possession of coal mines. [Travels in England and Scotland, V. ii, p. 335. Engl. transl.]
had a large profit, they found that they had scarcely twenty shillings of the new money in return for thirty of the old. The new coins differed from the old only in having the cross upon the reversé carried out through the letters of the legend almost to the edge, instead of reaching only half way from the center, as in the former ones, and having a border of small beads on the extremity of the surface of the reversé.


A new coinage of the money of Scotland was made about two years afterwards by the ministrv of the infant king, Alexander III, in which the improvement introduced in the money of England was adopted. [Scotichron. V. ii, p. 83, ed. Goodall.]

We are told that a society of English merchants, called the Brotherhood of St. Thomas Becket of Canterbury, at this time obtained privileges from the duke of Brabant.*

1249.—Louis IX, king of France, made an attempt to expel the disciples of Mohamed from Egypt; and he actually took Damietta, a city situated on the southern mouth of the Nile, which was then reckoned a rival to Alexandria in the Oriental trade†. His fleet, which was conducted by the seamen of Pisa, Genoa, Flanders, Poictou, and Provence, consisted of one hundred and twenty of the great vessels called dromons (or drurnons), besides galleys and other smaller vessels, to the number, in all, of at least fifteen hundred; and it was reckoned the greatest and noblest fleet that ever was seen, being indeed much more numerous than that of Richard king of England in the preceding century. [M. Paris, p. 793; Addit. pp. 166, 169.]

One of the great ships of the French fleet (Mathew Paris calls her 'a wonderful ship') was built at Inverness, near the northern extremity of Scotland, for the earl of St. Paul and Blois. [M. Paris, p. 771.]

That a French nobleman should apply to the carpenters of Inverness for a ship, is a curious circumstance, which seems to infer, that they had acquired such a degree of reputation in their profession as to be celebrated even in foreign countries. We shall soon see reason to believe

* So says Wheeler, who was secretary to the company of merchant adventurers in the year 1691, and he adds, that they afterwards laid aside the name of St. Thomas, and took that of merchant adventurers. [Treatise of commerce, p. 19, Lond. ed.] But, as he produces no authority for his assertions, and is an advocate rather than an historian, it may be doubted, whether the story has not been invented in order to outdo the rival company of the merchants of the staple in their pretensions to antiquity.

† Jacques de Vitry, a French author who flourished a little before the reign of Louis IX, in his account of the Oriental regions, says, that vessels from Damietta supplied Syria, Armenia, Greece, and Cyprus, with Indian goods, and that the transit of those goods through Egypt yielded a great revenue to the sultan. He describes Alexandria and the light-houses at the port, but says nothing of the commerce or shipping of it. [Ep. Benedicti Gritis Dei, V. i, p. 1128.] Soon after the liberation of Louis, who was made prisoner in Egypt, Alexandria was destroyed by the Cyprians, and restored by the sultan, but very much inferior to its former magnificence. [Leo Afr. p. 675, ed. 1632.]
lieve that the commerce of Scotland was much more flourishing at this time than in the calamitous ages, which succeeded the death of Alexander III: and it is very certain, that Inverness, situated near the mouths of several considerable rivers, which ran through vast forests of excellent oak and fir, must have been a very convenient port for building vessels.

Frederic, emperor of Germany, a prince whose native powers of mind raised him above the barbarism of the age in which he lived, though he was plunged by papal authority into the madness of a crusade, saw the absurdity of sacrificing the blood and treasure of his subjects to the inordinate ambition of the fee of Rome; and, having recovered Jerusalem, Tyre, Sidon, and a considerable part of Palestine, in the year 1229, he wisely accepted the beneficial friendship of the princes of the East. In consequence of that rational and advantageous connection, his merchants and factors traveled, by land and water, as far as India: and in the last year of his life (a. 1250) twelve camels came to him loaded with gold and silver, the produce of the Oriental regions. It was from his wealth, thus acquired, that he was enabled to make presents of large quantities of silk and other precious articles to Henry III and his brother Richard, earl of Cornwall, and to bequeath by his will 100,000 ounces of gold to the service of the Holy land (for he still had, or thought himself obliged to profess, a good will to the cause), and 20,000 ounces to his younger son and grand son, besides what he left in smaller legacies. [M. Paris, pp. 356, 431, 812.]

The emperor Frederic possessed a celestial globe, which represented the motions of the planets; and to him we are indebted for the first Latin translations of some of the most esteemed authors of antiquity, and particularly of Ptolemy, which, in an age wherein very few could read Greek, rendered the study of geography common, if compared to the almost total extinction of it for some centuries before. [Montuclia Hift. des mathem. V. i. p. 418.] This enlightened emperor and merchant was literally persecuted to death (some say actually poisoned) by that infernal monster of rapacity and usurpation, Innocent IV.

1251—Among the commercial states of Italy the Tuscan were now distinguished as the most eminent. The merchants of Florence, the metropolis, though it is an inland city, had established commercial

* Inverness appears to have furnished vessels to foreigners in the seventeenth, as well as in the thirteenth, century. A large ship was built there for the service of Venice, as appears by the Philosophical Transactions, V. xxii. p. 230. The writer does not give the year; but the paper is dated in 1699; and it appears that Inverness was in a flourishing condition during the seventeenth century, and also that the Scots and Venetians were then on friendly terms. [Statistical account of Scotland, V. ix. p. 615.—Fletcher's works, p. 103, ed. 1749.]

† It may be observed, that the harbour of Inverness does not admit what is now called a great ship; but all things are great or small by comparison.

‡ I would not be positive, that the western writers may not have given the name of India, a name vaguely applied to the remote regions of the East, to some country less distant than Hindoos-
houses in other parts of Italy, and even in foreign countries, and thereby acquired great wealth. Many of them, having accumulated larger capitals by their trade than could conveniently be employed in it, had become dealers in money by exchange, and by borrowing and lending upon interest*; and, by means of their partners, agents, or correspondents, in various parts of Europe, they appear to have got the benefices of remittance by bills of exchange in a great measure into their own hands. Their extensive and prosperous dealings enabled them to build magnificent houses or palaces, whereby Florence was so much embellished, that it was reckoned the most splendid of the Italian cities: and it also became so powerful, that the neighbouring cities and states came in process of time to be subject to it.

The merchants of the other cities of Italy soon followed the Florentines in their practice of dealing in money as well as merchandise. They extended their concerns, and established houses in France and also in England, though King Henry forbade his subjects to borrow from any foreign merchants. [Rot. pat. 29 Hen. III, m 6.] In the beginning of the thirteenth century the citizens of Afi, an inland city of Piedmont, had acquired great wealth in France and other countries, chiefly by their dealings in money, and they soon became the most opulent of the Lombard merchants. The fame benefices being also followed by the citizens of Milan, Placentia†, Sienna, Luca, and the other cities in the north part of Italy, it became usual in France and in Britain to give the appellation of Lombard‡ and Tuscan merchants to all who were engaged in money transactions. Those Italian merchants, dispersed throughout Europe, became very convenient agents for the popes, who employed them to receive and remit the large revenues they drew from every country which acknowledged their ecclesiastical supremacy. It seems probable that they also employed them to lend their money upon interest, whence they are called by Mathew Paris [pp. 419, 823, &c.] the pope's merchants: and some of the nobles of England, following the pope's example, availed themselves of their agency in fowling their money to make it multiply,' as Mathew Paris expresses it.

In England the foreigners, who made a trade of lending money, appear to have been known about this time by the name of Coursini; and

* Muratori [Antiq. V, i, diff. 16] says, they abandoned trade for the sake of the greater emoluments arising from lending money. But, with submission to the tradition and judgement of that most respectable writer, it is absolutely impossible in the nature of things, that interest can ever be as high as the profits of trade, out of which the interest of borrowed money must be paid.

† See above, p. 367, a sum of money advanced to King Richard I by merchants of Placentia.

‡ At least as early as the year 1218 Lombard Street in London had its present name, [Stow's Sur-
they are accused of taking most unmerciful advantages of the necessities of those who were obliged to apply to them for the loan of money. In the year 1235, when the king and most of the prelates of England were indebted to them, the bishop of London made an attempt to drive them out of the city; but the pope supported his own merchants (to which they are called) against the bishop, who, thinking himself ill used by the successor of St. Peter, recommended his caufe to St. Paul, his own patron. But lie, having said that the labourer is worthy of his reward, ought, in consistence, also to decide against him, as money, the price of labour, is equally worthy of a compensation for the use of it.

At length in the year 1251 the Caurifini were accused before the judges, by an agent for the king, of schisma, heresy, and treason. Some of them were imprisoned, and others concealed themselves. One of them told Mathew Paris the historian, that, if they had not purchased sumptuous houses in London, scarcely one of them would have remained in England. The necessary consequence of the clamour and persecution raised against those who took interest for the use of money, was that they were obliged to charge it much higher than the natural price, which, if it had been left alone, would have found its proper level, in order to compensate for the opprobrium, and frequently the plunder, which they suffered: and thence the usual rate of interest was what we should now call most exorbitant and scandalous fury.

The marriage of Alexander III., king of Scotland, to Margaret, the daughter of Henry III. king of England, both infants of ten years of age, occasioned a display of magnificence, which seems to have exceeded anything ever seen in England before. Besides the kings of England and Scotland with their retinues, the queen dowager of Scotland, who resided in France, joined the company with a splendid train of the nobles of that country. Notwithstanding the rapine of the popes and the folly of the crusades, the nobles of England could afford to make a most

* Doctor Henry, generally a careful and accurate writer, seems to be mistaken in saying [V. viii. p. 335, ed. 1788] that they took flat 2 per cent. The condition in the obligation exemplified by Mathew Paris, [p. 418] which seems to have misled him, was apparently the common form, (see Pedra, p. i, p. 645, for such another) and similar to the modern practice of making bonds for double the debt, in order to cover the damages and expenses.

† Some of them soon after obtained a bull from the pope, declaring the king to treat them favourably. [Pedra, p. 405, ed. 1788]

‡ The facts in this account of the trade in money are taken from M. Paris [pp. 417-419, 821] and Muratori. [Antiqu. VI. ii. diff. 16.] Muratori strenuously denies, that the Corfini, a noble family of Florence, who, like the other nobles of that state, were engaged in trade, had any connection with the money-lenders called Caurifini. He even endeavours to clear his native country, Italy, still further from the reproach, attending their oppressive fury, by fixing at the city of Cahors in France, the general rendezvous, as it were, of those traders, whether French or Italians, whence they were called Caurifini, Cauhurini, &c. For this he quotes Benevento of Imla, who wrote in the year 1380, and Du Cange the learned French glossarist. Perhaps it may also be considered as a mark of the superior science of the people of that place in money matters, that John of Cahors ("de Cauhurin") was employed in the business of coinning by Edward I. [Madam's Hist. of the archb. c. 22, § 4.] It would throw considerable light on the dispute, if we could certainly know, which side of the Alps Mathew Paris [p. 821] calls Tranfalpina. On other occasions he clearly applies that term to the Italians.
extravagant display of magnificence. On the marriage day (December 26th) a thousand English knights appeared in coatseer of silk *, and next day every one of them was dressed in a new robe of another kind. The Scottish part of the company were not so sumptuously adorned; for we are only told, that above sixty knights, and many others equal to knights, were handsomely dressed. But the historian declines specifying the greatest excess of profusion on that occasion, because, he says, they would astonish and disgust the reader, if related, and scarcely be credited. The archbishop of York had the very expensive honour of being landlord to all this jolly company assembled from England, Scotland, and France, at his metropolitan feast. In an entertainment he expended sixty tailed oxen for one article of the feast: and his total expenses in entertainments and presents of gold, silver, and silks, to his guests during their stay, amounted to the prodigious sum of four thousand marks. [M. Paris, pp. 829, 830.]

1251—The port of Winchelsea, which was very useful to the merchants of London, was much damaged by a dreadful storm, and an extraordinary inundation of the sea. [M. Paris, p. 831.] The citizens of London, who, by the tenor of their charters and by antient customs, ought to be of the very freest condition, were compelled by King Henry's imperious requisitions to give him twenty marks of gold, as if they were the most abject slaves, so that their situation seemed nearly as bad as that of the miserable Jews. This sum, which was but a drop in the ocean of treasure he extorted from the city † (though 160 ounces of gold could not be called a trifle) is noticed, as it was the immediate prelude to the repetition, at least the third time, of an arbitrary proclamation, ordering the citizens to shut up their shops for fifteen days, and bring their goods to his fair at Westminster, where he compelled them to expose their persons and property, though there were scarcely any buyers, to the inclemency of the weather, which happened to be exceedingly rainy. But the king, says the historian, did not mind the imprecations of the people. [M. Paris, p. 852.]

At this time died John of Basingtones, who in his youth had studied at Athens ‡, still the school of the languishing science of Greece. He

* Such a display of silk shows that there was no scarcity of it in England. We are told, [Ann. Wat.], p. 203] that in the year 1251 the streets of London were covered, or shaded, with silk, for the reception of Richard, the king's brother, on his return from the Holy land; but that might be said, if only a few silk awnings were put up. Long after this time, so late as the year 1367, it was thought worthy of being recorded, as an instance of great magnificence, that a thousand citizens of the opulent commercial city of Genoa were clothed in silk: and it has been often repeated, while

Vol. I.
brought to England the 'numeral figures' of the Greeks, and the knowledge and significations of them, which he communicated to his friends. By these figures letters also are represented, and, what is most wonderful in them, any number may be expressed by a single figure, which cannot be done with the Latin numerals or the Algorithm.* The figures, as described by Mathew Paris, consist of a perpendicular stroke with a shorter stroke branching off from its side; which by the variation of its position and angles represents the nine simple numbers, those with the branch extended to the left being units, and those having it on the right being the same numbers in the column of tens, to speak in the language of our usual numeration: for example 4 is five, 4 fifty, and 4 fifty-five. [M. Paris, p. 835, cum var. lexi.] How the higher numbers were written, we are not informed. These numerals, if there is no error in calling them Grecian, for some of them are much more like the letters of the Runic alphabet, are totally different from those of the antient Greeks, who, as well as the Romans, expressed all numbers by their letters*. If they were an effort of Grecian pride to emulate, without imitating, the Oriental numeral figures, they seem to have soon yielded to their superior utility, and sunk into oblivion.

At the same time flourished John de Sacro bofeo, another English author, who wrote a book upon the sphere, which has been esteemed classical, and has had several commentators and many editions; and also treats of the astrolabe and algorithm†, which are still in manuscript in the Bodleian library at Oxford. He died at Paris in the year 1256. [Lecland de Script. Brit. p. 353.—Monteuils, Hist. de mathem. V. i, p. 417.—Mackenlock's Lives, V. i, p. 168.]

About the same time, or perhaps somewhat earlier, lived Daniel Morley, who, after studying at Oxford and Paris, went to Toledo for the sake of learning mathematics from the Arabs or Moors, and then the possessor of that part of Spain. After his return to England he is said to have written two books on the lower and upper worlds; but whether he added to the stock of science in England, we are not informed. [Lecland de Script. Brit. p. 244.]

1253—Some appearances of manufactures of linen in both the British kingdoms have already been noticed. But it is probable, that they were

And they have as little resemblance to the now-obsolete Oriental figures A, b, h, now written 1, 2, 3, as they have to the modern figures. The ancient figures may be seen in many manuscripts, particularly in Cleop. B vi and xx in the Cotton library. It is surprising that Leland, in his account of Beinglakes, [Script. Brit. p. 165] extracted from that of Mathew Paris, has entirely neglected this most curious and important part of it, as unworthy of notice. And it is still more surprising that it is also unnoticed by most of the modern writers, who have investigated the origin of numeral figures.

† Algorithm, or algorithm, called also arithmetic by Chaucer in his Conclusions of the astrologers, appears to have been, a kind of arithmetical, which is variously described by modern authors. Marius Scotus, who flourished in the eleventh century, is said to have written a treatise on it; and there are many manuscript works on it, besides that of John de Sacro bofeo mentioned in the text, one particularly in the volume of the Cotton library, Cleop. B vi, mentioned in the preceding note.

* He adds that the Runic figures imported, or at least frequent in
mostly confined to the coarse fabrics, and that the quantity was trifling, the supply of the greatest quantity, and especially of the best fabrics, being procured from Flanders, where the linen manufacture was carried to perfection with native materials of the best quality. It appears, however, that some finer linens were made in England at, or before, this time, especially in Wiltshire and Sussex, and we find orders sent by the king to the shires of those two shires, directing each of them to purchase 1,000 ells of fine linen ('linen teæ pulchrae et delicata') in his shire for the royal wardrobe. [Madox's Hist. of the Excheq. c. 10, § 12.] Many other instances of linen bought for the king occur in the records; but we are ignorant whether it is foreign or home-made.

The manufacture of linen must have also been pretty generally established in Wales at this time, as we find soon after (in 1314) that the men of that country were mostly clothed in linen. [Barber's Life of Robert Bruce, p. 276, ed. 1758.]

King Henry having ordered all the vessels in England, foreign as well as English, to be seized for his use in an expedition against the malignant barons of Gascoigne, the number of them was found to be above a thousand, whereas three hundred were distinguished as large ships. [M. Paris, p. 868.]

1254—The people of Yarmouth fitted out a large and beautiful ship, manned with thirty skilful seamen, to carry Edward prince of England over to the continent. Those of Winchelsea had also fitted out some ships to carry over the queen; but none of their vessels being comparable for beauty or magnitude to that of Yarmouth, they were so enraged at her superiority, that, according to the fierce and lawless manners of the age, they attacked her, and killed some of her men, for which great outrage they had no provocation but mere envy. [M. Paris, p. 869.]

King Henry expended in his fruitless expedition to Gascoigne above two millions seven hundred thousand pounds of silver, more money, says the historian, than any prudent man would give for the two provinces of Gascoigne and Poitou: and at the same time he gave thirty thousand marks, besides landed estates, to his foreign and urbane brothers. These sums, though reported by a very respectable historian, seem scarcely credible. [M. Paris, p. 890.]

About the beginning of this year some large and elegant ships, well found in naval stores, arms, and provisions, and also carrying arms sufficient for an army, were driven by storms of weather upon the English coast near Berwick, and seized by the wardens of the coast. The sight of some other strange ships induced the wardens to let them go in peace, lest they should be found more cruel than tempests, and lest the quarrel

* Hostilities between Yarmouth and the Cinque ports, of which Winchelsea was one, were frequent; but it is not necessary to dwell these pages with repeated proofs of the barbarity of the people and the inefficiency of government in those ages.
of the strangers should be revenged by their supposed comforts. As none of the people of that part of the country understood the language of the foreigners, we have no means of even guessing at the country to which those ships belonged. [M. Paris, p. 882.]

1254—The people of all ranks in Flanders, from the prince to the meanest peasant, were enriched by their manufactures. Their earl Ferdinand was so opulent, that when John king of England and his allies were planning the conquest and partition of France, it was agreed, that the title of king of France should be given to the earl of Flanders, because he had contributed the greatest proportion of men, and supported the whole army with his Flemish gold. [P. 2EMYL. p. 156.] But the prosperity of Flanders now suffered a severe check from a war, which was kindled up on the continent by the rival sons of the countess Margaret, who is said by some authors to have had two husbands at once, like another Helen, wherein prodigious numbers of French, Germans, and Flemings, were slain, above 30,000 Flemings having fallen in one battle at Walcheren. So great a slaughter of the makers and consumers of woollen cloth produced a stagnation of the manufacture, the consequence of which was severely felt in England, especially by the Cistercian monks, apparently the greatest breeders of sheep in the kingdom, being encouraged thereto by the exemption from duties, claimed by their order. [See Hemingford, L. ii, c. 72. W. Newbrig. L. iv, c. 38] who were this year disappointed of their usual sales of wool to the Flemings. [M. Paris, p. 886.—Meyeri Ann. Fland. f. 77 a, ed. 1561.] Some heavy duties laid upon the commerce of Flanders were probably also a consequence of the war: but these the countefs lightened upon the remonstrance of the citizens of Hamburg. [Lamberti Orig. Hamb. L. ii, c. 37.]

1255—The feeble government of the emperor William brought the imperial authority into contempt. The laws were neglected: public tranquillity was destroyed: the nobles of the imperial demesne and the duchy of Swabia infested the highways with robbery and murder, and desolated the country. In vain did several of the most powerful princes attempt to suppress their atrocities, till the archbishops of Mentz, Triers, and Cologne, together with the princes of the Rhine, entered into a confederacy with above sixty cities, situated on both sides of the Rhine from Zurich to Cologne, on purpose to carry on a perpetual war against the disturbers of the public tranquillity, and to abolish the unjust local tolls, recently established all-over the country. The confederacy under the name of the League of the Rhine, was sanctioned by the approbation of the emperor William, and confirmed in a general assembly of the allies held at Oppenheim: and they afterwards determined to hold an assembly once in every three months in order to deliberate on the interests of the league. The country soon experienced the good effects of this associa-
tion: a count was hanged for violating the public peace, and the nobles deisted from robbing on the highways. The cities of Lubeck and Hamburg, already confederated for the protection of their commerce, do not seem to have had any connection with this association, which did not extend beyond the neighbourhood of the Rhine. But a coalition afterwards took place; and the union of other small confederacies and single towns seems to have afterwards produced the powerful association of the Hanse, which does not appear from any good authority to have existed at this time. [Pfoffel, Abrégé de l'Hist. d'Allemagne, pp. 364, 380, ed. 1758.—Struwi Corpus hist. Germ. V. i, p. 596.]

Though the excellent accommodation of remitting money by bills of exchange was probably known long before this time in Italy and all other countries in which there was any commerce, there is not, I believe, any express mention of them (so little attention did historians pay to matters of real utility and importance), till a very extraordinary and infamous occasion connected them with the political events of the age. The pope, having a quarrel with Manfred king of Sicily, had, in the plenitude of his power as sovereign of the world, offered the kingdom of Sicily and Apulia, on condition of driving Manfred out of it, to the brothers of the king of France, and, after their refusal, to Richard earl of Cornwall, brother of King Henry III, who said, he might as well offer to make him king of the moon. At last he offered it to Henry for his second son Edmund, who without hesitation accepted the fatal gift, and empowered the pope to carry on his war against Manfred at the expense of England; whereupon he immediately took up large sums from the merchants of Italy. When they asked him for payment, he applied for the money to Henry, whose cantant profusion made him for ever poor. While Henry was in terror of losing his son's visionary kingdom for want of money to feed the pope's rapacity, Peter de Egblake, bishop of Hereford, told him, that he had hit upon an expedient to raise the sums wanted, which was, that the Italian merchants,

* Some writers mention a charter of Henry III king of England to the merchants of the Hanse dated in the year 1206, (which, by the bye is two years before he was born,) as a proof that that association existed then, and long before, but it is said to refer to grants of his predecessors. We have charter of Henry III to the merchants of Cologne settled in London in the 18th year of his reign, to the merchants of Lubeck, Brunswick, and Denmark in his 41st year, and to the German merchants in London in his 44th year. But in none of them is the word Hanse, or any mention of a general mercantile association, to be found, which would surely have been inserted in the charter to the German merchants in general, with a reference to the former charter to the merchants of the Hanse, if any such had existed. Moreover, in the year 1579, when the Hanse merchants were moving heaven and earth in order to preserve their privileges in England, we find, in their addresses to the emperor and princes of Germany and to Queen Elizabeth, no pretensions to any charters earlier than one said to be given by King Edward I; and that appears, from the account they give of it, to be the general charter given to all foreign merchants in the year 1304, and they seem to have had no knowledge of Edward's charter of 1290, which was a confirmation of his father's of 1259 to the merchants of the Hanse; add that the name of Hanse being apparently not used so early. [Papers concerning the Hanse merchants, MS. Bib. Cant. F. 38., f. 149 a; 157 a.] All the charters, here mentioned, will be noted in their proper places in this work.
who had advanced the money, being authorized by the king and the pope, neither of whom had any reluctance to forward so honourable a business, should draw bills upon the English prelates for sums pretended to have been advanced to them by merchants of Sienna or Florence. This righteous plan was accordingly executed, and an agent was sent into England to receive payment of the bills. [M. Paris, pp. 892, 910.] The bishop of Ely, however, found means to save himself from the extortion. Being sued by some merchants of Sienna for 300 marks of principal and 100 marks of interest ('interesse') before Alexander de Ferentin, a judge appointed by the pope, and being at the same time commissioned to go to Spain as the king's ambassador, he refused to set upon the journey, unless he were relieved from the iniquitous prosecution: and the king was obliged to comply with his desire, and to find other funds to pay the debt, which was justly due to the merchants. [Rot. clav. 40 Hen. III, m. 8, dorso, in Prynne's Exact chronological vindication, V. ii, p. 859.] This is believed to be the earliest notice, extant in this country, of interest being fairly and expressly mentioned by that name, unless when the lender was a Jew: for it appears to have been hitherto settled by collusion between the parties, when both were Christians, in order to avoid the censures and penalties of the church.

1256—At this time the interest of the money borrowed by the king amounted to above a hundred pounds a-day, which, the historian says, threatened the whole people of England, the clergy as well as the laity, with defolation and ruin. [M. Paris, p. 938.] It is a pity he has not also told us the amount of the principal, or, which would have been the same thing, the rate of the interest.

Justices were sent to every city and burgh throughout England, in order to regulate and correct the measures, and to establish an aile for the weight of bread according to the fluctuations in the price of wheat; for example, when the quarter of wheat was sold for one shilling, the farthing loaf of crustal bread should weigh six pounds and sixteen twenty-seconds, Troy weight. They also fixed an aile for ale proportioned to the prices of corn, and for wine. [Annales Burion, p. 365, ed. Gale.]

The king by a charter to the burgesses of St. Omer in Flanders pro-

* The worthy contriver subjected himself to the payment of 4,000 marks, as a decree to his brethren. But he had an order from the king to indemnify himself. [Prynne's Exact chronological vindication, p. 859.]
† We find 'summa principalis, sum damnum, expens, et interesse,' in c. 24 of the laws ascribed to Alexander II, king of Scotland, who died in the year 1249. I shall afterwards have occasion to hint a suspicion that this law rather belonged to his son Alexander III.
‡ The regulated prices of bread and ale will be found in the appendix of prices. Those of wine are omitted by the annalist, nor do they appear in the aile in the statute of 51 Henry III.

mifled, any...
mised that they and their property should be exempted from arrest for
any debts, for which they, or some of their countrymen, were not
principal debtors or sureties; that their property in the hands of their serva
should not be seized for any transgressions of their servants; and that
any of them, who should die in his dominions, should have a right to
leave his property by will, and the heir should not be obstructed in tak-
ing possession of it. [Federa, V. iv. p. 555.—Rot. pat. 40. Hen. III,
m. 4.] Whether the commerce of the burgesses of St. Omer was an
object of much confluence, or not, we are not informed: but the
charter merits attention; as the earliest known relaxation of the law, or
custom, which made every foreigner answerable for the debts, and even
crimes, of all other foreigners; and made the whole property of every
stranger at his death the prey of the king, or lord of the soil on which
he died; a horrid prerogative, which continued to disgrace the laws of
France in particular from the age of Charlemagne, down to our own
times.

It will not be deemed impertinent to commercial history to relate,
that an author called William de Sancho amore (whom the biographer
of the popes calls a pernicious man) wrote a book, wherein he affirmed,
that those, who spent their lives in idleness on pretence of devoting
themselves to religious duties, and devoted the produce of other people's
industry, were not in a state of salvation. The book, containing such
dangerous and heretical doctrine, was immediately condemned to
flames, and all who kept copies of it in their possession were excommuni-
cated, by the infallible head of the church. [Triveti Ann. p. 207.—
Platina Vit. pontif. p. 427, ed. 1664.]

1257.—Though the earl of Cornwall refused the title of king of Sicily,
which, he forewore, would cost more than the actual possession would be
worth, the superior splendour of the imperial title got the better of his
prudence. A part of the German electors, allured, as it is said, by the
fame of his great riches (for he was as remarkable for accumulating as
his brother was for squandering) elected him emperor of Germany, or
king of the Romans; and, in order to show his attention to the interest
of his new subjects, before he left England, he obtained from King
Henry a charter (May 11th) whereby the king took under his protection
and safe conduct the burgesses of Lubeck with their merchandise, none
of which, he assurred them, should be taken for account of himself or
any other person without their consent. And he ordered that they and
their agents should have perfect liberty of buying and selling, as they

* The privileges of the burgesses of St. Omer
were twice renewed by Edward II, and once by
Edward III. [Rot. pat. 13. Edw. II, m. 15; and
Edw. II, m. 5.—Federa, V. iii. p. 890; V. iv.
555.]

† Some description of the cruel treatment of
merchants in the middle ages may be found in
Robinson's History of Charles V, V. 6, p. 394, ed.
1792.
thought proper, and of coming, remaining, and going away, without any impediment. These privileges were to be in force for seven years, provided they should continue faithful to his brother the emperor elect. Charters in the same form were also granted to the burgesses and merchants of Denmark and thole of the city of Brunswick. [Chart. in Hakluyt's Voyages, V. i. p. 131.]

Richard, the new-elected emperor, expended upon his coronation, and other fruitless objects in Germany, the gatherings of his life-time, amounting to the prodigious sum of seven hundred thousand pounds of silver, besides his vast revenues in England, which were remitted to him, while he continued in Germany. By the exportation of so much treasure the country was very much distrested. [M. Paris, pp. 939, 949.]

This year the king coined money of the purest gold, weighing two penny-dimes, or pennies, and ordered that it should pass for twenty pence of silver, being in the proportion of one to ten.—[Rot. clavz. 41 Hen. III. m. 3.—MS. Chron. in arch. Lond.—Snelling's View of the gold coin, p. 4.] Thus it is proved, that gold money was coined by Henry III.; whereas the common belief is, that Edward III., his great-grandson, was the first king of England who coined gold. It is probable, however, that there was no great quantity of it, and the existence of it was soon forgotten. According to Carte, [Hist of England, V. ii. pp. 23, 111] the citizens of London remonstrated against the new gold money, on Sunday 4th November, and the king thereupon proclaimed, that every person might carry it to his exchange, and receive the value at which it had been made current (which, to be sure, was much above the price gold had been hitherto rated at) * deducting one halfpenny (or two and a half per cent) for the exchange.

The Welsh being threatened by Prince Edward, to whom his father had assigned his superiority over them, with an invasion of the Irish, who were also his immediate vassals, they provided a fleet of galleys, supplied with arms and provisions, to guard their coast. In this war the marches of Wales were reduced to a desert, the castles and houses were burnt, the people and cattle were slaughtered, and the woods destroyed. A stop was also put to the usual importation of horses, oxen, &c. from Wales, which in peaceable times was very advantageous to both nations.

[M. Paris, pp. 890, 949, 957, 958.]

* The continuator of M. Deul Parib [p. 1509] values a gold cup weighing 10 pounds at 100 pounds of silver in the year 1299. Probably he allows 10 pounds of silver for the workmanship.

† The coinage of gold by Henry III. is also noticed by Carte in his History of England, and by Maitland in his History of Scotland (a pedantic work). The later found it in the archives of the city, when collecting materials for his History of London, but has mistaken the year of the king's reign. Notwithstanding the mention of this coinage by Carte, Echard, Maitland, and Snelling, upon the sure authority of ancient records, so tenacious are many people of their accustom beliefs, that it will still be difficult to persuade them, that any gold money was coined in England before the reign of Edward III.
The misery of the year was aggravated by a very defective crop, which raised what to the price of ten shillings a quarter ("cumma"); and, the country being drained of money by the rapacity of the popes, the profusion and mismanagement of the king, and the transportation of the earl of Cornwall’s treasure to Germany, many thousands perished for absolute want, and by the diseases proceeding from the famine. Some old men remembered former scarities, which raised the wheat to a mark, or even twenty shillings a quarter, and were not attended with such mortal consequences, because the people then had money circulating among them, and were enabled to buy corn, even at the extravagant price. [M. Paris, p. 958.] Unless the famine had been universal throughout the world, which we know, was not the case, the want of corn in England could have been supplied by commerce. But the commerce of England was, comparatively speaking, as yet but in its infancy; and there were even many instances in those ages of corn being unreasonably cheap in some parts of England, while it was enormously dear in others. So little were the principles, or the practice, of a beneficial commerce then understood.

1258.—The famine in England was somewhat alleviated by the arrival of fifty large ships loaded with wheat, barley, and bread, which the emperor Richard had engaged to come over; and they were followed by others sent by the merchants of Germany and Holland. By the king’s proclamation the citizens of London were prohibited from buying any of the cargo for storing up. But the want of money prevented many, who had formerly been in good circumstances, from being benefited by the supply. [M. Paris, pp. 965, 976.]

The king claimed as an antient prerogative, a right of taking at an inferior price, by the name of price, a certain part of the cargo imported in every vessel; and particularly two tuns ("dolia") from every cargo of wine consisting of above nineteen tuns, viz. one before the malt, and one behind it, at the price of twenty shillings each. [Madox’s Hist. of the excheq. c. 18, § 2.—Federa, V. iii, p. 192.] His purveyors also made a practice of taking for his use, or at least in his name, whatever they thought proper, at a lower price than what the rest of the cargo

* Some have supposed that the prize wines were due to the king without any compensation to the owners. But the following facts serve to prove that they were paid for at a fixed price.—Edward II made over to his favourite, Fier de Garsdon, his antient and due prises of wine, being two tuns out of every vessel, in two ports of Devonshire, Garsden paying to the merchants twenty shillings for each tun, as it used to be in the times of his ancestors the kings of England. The same price was also paid to the importers by the family of Bottler (or Butler) in Ireland, who had an hereditary grant of the king’s prize wines in the cities of Dublin, Droghed, Waterford, Cork, and Limerick, and by the archbishop of York, who in the year 1327 claimed the privilege of the wines imported at Hull in virtue of a charter from King Athelstan. [Federa, V. iii, p. 191: K. in, pp. 268, 372.] The fixed price of the prize wines at Bristol was only 15s., as appears by an order of the 13th year of King John, quoted in Madox’s History of the exchequer, c. 18, § 2, and the Liber garderobe Edw. I. p. 356.
fold for: and, as if that arbitrary proceeding had not been sufficiently opprobrious, the importers were often obliged to go without any payment at all*. The consequence was, that many English merchants were ruined, and many of the foreign merchants about this time gave over trading to England. [Ann. Burton, p. 450.] An exemption from the privilege of wines is one of the antient privileges of the city of London.†

Aug. 26th—The principal citizens (‘probombres’) of Barcelona having composed a body of maritime laws for the regulation of vessels in the merchant service, it was now confirmed by James I, king of Aragon and count of Barcelona. It consists of twenty-one chapters, containing rules to be observed by the owners and commanders of vessels, the scriveners or clerks who were sworn to keep fair accounts between the owners and the freighters, the mariners, and the merchant passengers; for loading, unloading, and discharging, the cargo; for the arms to be carried by every vessel, and also by the seamen, who were to find theirs at their own expense; for the allowance to be given by one vessel to another when coming to an anchor; and for a council to be elected in every vessel, whose decrees should be binding upon the owner, commander, and merchants, in all matters concerning the common interest of the vessel and cargo. [Charta ap. Capmany, Mem. hist. de Barcelona, V. ii, p. 23.] This code, apparently formed upon the model of that of Rhodes, is said by the Spanish writers to be the most antient body of maritime laws in Europe: [Capmany, V. i, com. p. 233] but it seems probable that those of Amalfi may claim the priority.§

1259—King Henry, at the request of his brother the emperor, granted a charter to the merchants of Germany, who had a hall or factory, called the Teutonic gildhall (‘Gildhall Teutonicorum’) in London, wherein he promised to maintain them in the liberties and free customs, which they had enjoyed in his own reign and those of his predecessors, throughout his whole kingdom. [Federa Anglica, V. ii, p. 161.—Hakluyt’s Voyages, V. i, p. 132.] Unfortunately we are not informed, when those merchants first occupied their factory in London, which, by this (apparently the earliest extant) authentic document of their privileges, they appear to have possessed for some time. It seems most probable, that the association, now called by the general appellation of merchants of Ger-

* The promise inserted in the charter to the merchants of Lubeck in the preceding year, that no part of their property should be taken from them without their consent, was intended to guard against this abuse.
† Thomas Chaucer (who is believed to have been the son of the famous poet) being chief butler to King Henry IV, made a complaint that the citizens of London abused their privilege by permitting wines belonging to others to be entered in their names, in order to evade the privilege. [Cotton’s Abridgment of the records, p. 470.] In the present day the exemption from privilege is lanced by the duties on the importation of wine being heavier in London than in the out-ports.
‡ The laws of Oleron, according to the general opinion, were also earlier. But the Spanish writers, and (as I have already observed) at least one French writer, affirm that they are copied from those of Barcelona.
§ If they had got any earlier charter from Henry, or any preceding king of England, it certainly could not be produced, when the German merchants obtained confirmations of their privileges from Edward II and Edward III.
many, has been formed by an accession of new members to the society called in the year 1220 the merchants of Cologne, the original possessors of the Teutonic Gildhall. The articles imported by those merchants, according to Stow, [Survey of London, p. 431, ed. 1618] were wheat, rye, and other grain, cables and other cordage, masts, pitch, tar, hemp, linen, waincloth, wax, steel, &c.

1261—As long as the Latin emperors of Constantinople possessed their feeble and precarious sovereignty, the Venetians, the main instruments of their elevation to that lofty title, enjoyed such a commercial superiority in the eastern parts of the Mediterranean sea, that they, almost exclusively, supplied the other nations of Europe with the productions of Asia on their own terms. The Genoese, who had long been their rivals in commerce and naval power, could not behold without envy the advantages they enjoyed by their union with those emperors. They therefore attached themselves to Michael Palæologus the Greek sovereign of Nice, and assisted him with powerful succours, regardless of the indignation of the pope, who favoured Baldwin the Latin emperor, and executed Michael, who refused obedience to the Holy see. The city was taken by Surprize (July 25th); and Baldwin, without making the smallest effort to repulse the invaders, seemed very happy to make his escape with a few friends onboard the gallies of his Venetian allies, who carried him to Italy, where he was supported during the remainder of his life by the pope and the king of Sicily.

During the Latin government in Constantinople the trade and opulence of the city had declined, and the number of the people had decreased. The new sovereign restored the heirs of those who had been deprived of their possessions by the Latins, fixed the troops, who had made him master of the city, as inhabitants, and invited settlers from the provinces. The merchants and traders of every description of Italian birth or parentage were willing, and were made welcome, to remain in the city, which, by their established business and connections, was become their proper home. Among these the Venetians, the Genoese, and the Pisans, had been the most eminent, ever since the decline of Amalfi, and each of those nations possessed their factories and settlements in their own particular quarter of the city, where they lived, in some degree independent of the imperial government, having chiefs, or governors and laws of their own. The Pisans, and even the Venetians, were continued in the enjoyment of their factories and privileges: but the larger, and more favoured, colony of the Genoese were put in possession of the neighbouring town of Heraclea, the antient Perinthus, which was built in the flourishing days of Greece by the Samians on a peninsula projecting into the Propontis or Sea of Marmora; and thence they were soon after transplanted to Galata (called afterwards Pera) a suburb situated on the north side of the Golden horn, the inlet of the
A. D. 1261.

fee, which constitutes the harbour of Constantinople. That town was wholly resigned to them; and they were also favoured with exemption from paying customs and with some other privileges: and to these advantages the situation of their town and their naval power soon enabled them to add, with or without the approbation of the emperor, the command of the narrow entrance of the Black sea, and consequently to monopolize the commerce of all the countries which surround it, together with that branch of the Indian trade, which was conducted by river navigation and land carriage to the east end of it.

It was enacted by the barons, that the wool of England should be manufactured at home instead of being sold to foreigners, and that all persons should wear woollen cloth made within the kingdom, and avoid every superfluous extravagance in dress. [W. Hemingford, L. iii, c. 27.]

At this time the English were exceedingly exasperated against all foreigners on account of the king's glaring and immediate partiality to his foreign relations and favourites, whereby a great proportion of the lands and wealth of England was thrown into their hands. But it was yet too soon to exclude the superior manufactures of foreigners, or to prohibit the wool from going to the best market.

1262—Some German writers say, that the Hanfe association about this time made choice of Bruges in Flanders to be a station for their trade, and an entrepot between the coasts of the Baltic and the Mediterranean, a voyage from the one sea to the other, and back again, being too arduous an undertaking to be accomplished in one season. It is moreover said, that the advantages of storage, commission, &c. continued from this time to enrich the inhabitants of Bruges, till the emperor Frederic III was provoked by an insult put upon his son to block up their port, whereby the Hanfe merchants were obliged to transfer their commerce to Antwerp. [Berti Rer. Germ. L. iii, p. 28.] But it may be doubted, whether the Hanfe association, under that name, was yet in existence, or if there were any maritime cities yet added to the confederacy entered into by Lubeck and Hamburg in the year 1241.

1264—There still remained so much of the spirit of antient barbarism and ferocity in Europe, that the spoils of rapine were often preferred to the slow acquisitions of honest industry by those, who felt themselves powerful enough to be robbers. Piracies were frequently committed upon the sea, where the perpetrators thought themselves secure of impunity by the absence of any superior controlling power, and more especially when maraud and public convulsions in the country they be-

* This law is dated by Hemingford, the earliest author who mentions it, in 1261; and he supposes it to have been enacted in the year 1238. It is the first law prohibiting the exportation of wool and the importation of cloth. We shall see another in the year 1271. Yet Edward III is generally supposed the first English king who enacted such a law. His law has the advantage of being more generally known than the others. But all of them were equally ineffectual.
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A longed to set them free from all restraint. The government of England being at this time dissolved by the war between the king and the barons, there were more piracies than usual committed by English subjects; and the mariners of the Cinque ports in particular are noted as most guilty in that way; for they not only carried on unauthorized, though professed, war against the inhabitants of foreign cities, with some of whom they had quarreled, but they also seized every vessel they were able to subdue, and murdered all the people, not even sparing those of their own country. Foreign commerce was soon at a stand; and wines which used to be sold for 20 shillings, were now sold for ten marks; wax rose from 40 shillings to above eight marks; and pepper from six pennies to three shillings a pound. There was such a scarcity of salt, iron, steel, cloth, and all other merchandise, that the people were grievously afflicted, and the merchants reduced to beggary, by it, the sale of the exportable produce of the country being also at a stand in consequence of the interruption of the navigation. The earl of Leicester, the leader of the barons who were confederated against the king, attempted to persuade the people that foreign commerce was unnecessary, the produce of the country being fully sufficient to supply all the wants of the inhabitants; and many people, in compliance to him, laid aside their coloured clothes, and dressed themselves in plain white cloth. It must be acknowledged, that the mariners of the Cinque ports were encouraged, perhaps commissioned, by King Henry, who wished the supplies coming to his enemies to be intercepted. But they must have gone beyond their instructions, which drew upon them the vengeance of Prince Edward, who punished some, and pardoned others, after which there was perfect tranquillity upon the sea. [Chron. Wib., pp. 61, 65. M. Wesm. p. 396. — and see Fedaia, V. i, pp. 250, 273; V. ii, p. 82.]

From the notice concerning the white and coloured cloths, we see, that part of the cloths made in England were undyed, and probably of the natural colour of the wool. But some cloths must have been dyed in England, as very considerable quantities of woad were imported in this age. The difficulties occasioned by the want of foreign salt, iron, steel, and cloth, also shows us, that the manufactures of those articles, which, except that of steel, must have existed in the country, in some degree of perfection, many ages before, were carried on upon a very small scale, and were now perhaps totally interrupted by the public disturbances.

December 14th.—According to the Magna charta the king, in order to constitute a common council for affailing an aid, was to issue his letters to each of the archbishops, bishops, earls, and greater barons, individually, and was to order the sheriffs and bailiffs to summon all who held of him in chief. There were no elective members; and the inhabitants of cities and towns, including the merchants and manufacturers, had consequently not the most distant connection with making the
laws, which disposed of their lives and properties. The earl of Leicester, having got the king into his hands, now summoned in his name the prelates and nobles of his own party, and added to them a vast number of abbats, priors, and deans, a class of people among whom he had great interest. He also ordered the shirefs to cause two knights out of every county to attend, and sent letters to the cities of York and Lincoln, to the burghs, and to the Cinque ports, desiring them to send two members each. [Federe, V. i, p. 802.] We are not told in what manner the members were chosen.

1265, January——Thus were the commons introduced into parliament: but there is no further mention of any members being summoned from cities or burghs till the year 1283 *, after which they appear to have been frequently called, and at length formed a constituent part of every parliament, though even then a regular succession of representatives was not kept up in every city and town; for the shirefs often neglected directing them to make their elections: and the neglect, whether occasioned by accident or design in the king or the shirefs, was thankfully acknowledged as a gracious indulgence by those communities, who were thereby exempted from paying the salaries of their members; for then, and during many ages after, the representatives were paid by those whom they represented. So very different were their ideas and practice from those of the present age. The commons long continued to have very little influence on the legislative body, and, indeed, were considered as mere petitioners. Acts were passed, and even money levied, without, and again, their consent till the second year of Henry V, when it was determined, that no law should be enacted contrary to the petition of the commons, the king preferring his prerogative of affair or dissent. Though their rights, after being thus in some degree defined, were often infringed, they, notwithstanding, continued to grow up into strength, especially during the contests between the houses of York and Lancaster, which, however fatal to individuals, tended to raise the great body of the people to their due place in the constitution. But it was not till commerce and manufactures conferred importance upon towns, and opulence upon individuals, that the house of commons attained the weight and dignity, which ought to belong to the representatives of a free people.

It would be improper to neglect noticing a pompous description of the prosperity and commerce of England, which Mathew of Westminster (p. 396) introduces in the character of a person lamenting in an elegant style the miseries of the country occasioned by the civil war. O England, says he, formerly glorious, illustrious, and exalted among

* Brady appears to have never seen the summons in 1283. He dates the first appearance of citizens and burgesses in parliament in 1295. [Treatise of burgesses, p. 25.]
† See Ryffleau's Preface to the Statutes at large, and the authorities there quoted.
the kingdoms, like the grandeur of the Chaldeans. The ships of Tarshish were not comparable to thy ships carrying aromatics and all pretious merchandise throughout the four climates of the globe ("or-bis"). The sea was thy wall; and castles strongly fortified were the gates of thy harbours. In thee chivalry, the church, and commerce, flourished. For thee the Pisans, the Genoese, and the Venetians, transported the sapphire, the carbuncle, and the sapphire, drawn from the rivers of Paradise. Asia supplied thee with the finest linen ("byfla") and purple, Africa with cinnamon and balsam, Spain with gold, and Germany with silver. For thee Flanders, thy weaver, made pretious drapery of thy own materials. For thee thy own Gascoigne produced wine. To thee all the islands between the Hyades and Arcturus were subervient. Thy inland parts abounded with the wild beasts of the woods, and thy hills with cattle of every kind. Thou didst possess all the fowls of the air. Thy fields were beautiful. In the abundance of fith thou supragest every region. And though thou hast but a narrow tract of land, confined within the shores of the sea, yet the coasts of all the nations of the world, warmd by the fheep of thy sheepe, have blest thy celebrated fertility. In thee the swords were converted into plough-thares, and peace and religion were so flourishing, that thou went looked up to as a mirror—for example by all the other catholic kingdoms. Alas! why art thou now stripped of such great glory, &c.—Though the panegyric, which is probably an amplification of those of Fitz-Stephen and Henry of Huntingdon, (see above, pp. 329, 344) is prodigiously overstrained, yet the nations of the earth being clothed with English wool, and that wool being made into cloth in Flanders, are valuable notices of the state of manufactures and commerce in the thirteenth century; and the importation of gold from Spain in that age (which was probably in payment for wool) is a circumstance exceedingly curious, and, I believe, not to be found in any other English author or record. But, while he tells us that Oriental luxuries were imported by the Pisans and other Italians, and at the same time represents the commerce of England as active, and the shipping as very numerous and trading to all parts of the world, he evidently wanders into the regions of romance.England, at least in the present day, does not need to have recourse to fictitious naval or commercial renown.

April 12th.—James I, king of Aragon, during the whole of his long reign did every thing in his power to extend and improve the manufactures and commerce of his subjects, and especially those of the citizens of Barcelona. Sensible of the pernicious effects of the taxes, which the feudal lords assumed a power of levying, he now relieved the merchants

* We shall afterwards fee good authority, from Spanish records, for the importation of English wool in that country.
of Barcelona from the payments exacted by the abbat of Saint Felix upon the arrival and departure of vessels, and also from similar payments hitherto made to himself. At the same time, in his zeal for the prosperity of Barcelona, but in direct opposition to the prudent and liberal policy of his predecessor, Count Raymundo Berenguer I, he expelled all the merchants of Lombardy, Florence, Sienna, and Luca, residing in that city. King James afterwards ordered, that no foreigner should keep a table (or bank) of exchange in Barcelona, nor ship any goods, not being his own property, onboard any foreign vessel. [Capi-

pany, Mem. hiós. de Barcelona, V. ii, Col. dipl. pp. 31, 34, and 12-36.]
The woollen manufactures of Catalonia, which appear to have been in an established state before the year 1243, continued thenceforth to flourish in Barcelona and many other towns of the province, [Capi-

pany, V. i, Com. p. 241] till the union of the crowns of Castile and Aragon deprived the later kingdom, and the expulsion of the Jews and Moors, together with the discovery of the mines of America, almost completed the destruction of industry in Spain.

1266—Alexander II, king of Scotland, had formerly made a proposal to Hacon, king of Norway, for purchasing his supremacy over the maritime kingdom of Mann and the Western islands, which appear evidently intended by Nature to be an appendage of Scotland rather than of the distant kingdom of Norway. But Hacon answered, that he was in no want of money, and he did not chuse to dismember his kingdom.

In consequence of the failure of the negotiation, two hostile expeditions were undertaken; one by Alexander in the year 1249, and the other by Hacon in 1263; and both princes died by sickness while on their expeditions, without anything effectual being done on either side. An amicable treaty was this summer concluded at Perth between their sons, by which Magnus IV, king of Norway, ceded for ever to Alexander III, king of Scotland, the feudal sovereignty of Mann and the Western islands for the sum of 4,000 marks, together with an annual payment of 100 marks, of good and lawful sterling money according to the manner and usage of Rome, France, England, and Scotland*: an exceeding good bargain on both sides, inasmuch as a voluntary cession is more honourable than a compulsory deprivation, and a fair purchase is more honourable than the rapine of conquest. The treaty also provides for the security and protection of the persons, vessels, and cargoes, of the subjects of either king, who might be wrecked on the coasts of the other.

[See the original treaty, ap. Fordun, p. 1355, ed. Hearne.—Torfici Orcades,]

* If the framers of the treaty understood, that the money of Rome, France, England, and Scotland was of the same value, they were very ill informed. Before the year 1235 the French pound had sunk to one fourth part of the value of the English or Scottish pound; so that in that year Henry III engaged to pay £200 of good and lawful sterling money as an equivalent for £500 Turonais, or French money, to the master of the Temple. [Peden, V. i, p. 342.]

L. ii. 1265. No doubt these fees are considerable.

A. No doubt there is such a provision as appoints the exchequer to be under an exchequer commissioner. [Stat.

The royal advice of the patron who was made to King Hacon by Alexander II of Scotland, in the year 1266, is an example of the exchequer's power of securing lawful coin or uniform currency for the purposes of the exchequer. [Fed.: p. 181.]

1266—Another house is recently opened; much is gow, p. 182.

The society of Alexander and William, and their treatment of the Jews, are an example of Eastern policy.

Diversa, p. 182.

Cyllons. Vol. II.
1267, January 5th—The merchants of Lubeck, having no longer the patronage of their emperor Richard, who had returned from Germany to England, obtained a new charter from King Henry by the interest of Albert duke of Brunswick, who had just married a niece of the queen of England. The king therein grants to them and their property an exemption from arrest on account of any debt, for which they are not security or principal debtors, unless the debtors are of their community, or unless the burghers of Lubeck shall withhold justice from English subjects aggrieved in that city; that they shall not forfeit their property for the delinquency of their servants; that no price, beyond those established by ancient custom, shall be taken from them without being paid for; and they shall have their hanfe for payment of five shillings, in the same manner that the merchants of Cologne have had their hanfe.

[Statutes at large, V. i, p. 26, ed. 1786.]

1268—Glasgow was now somewhat advanced in polity, having a court-house and a common seal. It was governed by three provosts (apparently co-ordinate, and also by bailies. [Cart. in Gibson's Hist. of Glasgow, p. 303.]

The following account given in to the exchequer by Walter Hery and William of Durham, custodes of the city of London, gives a view of the names and amounts of the dues collected in the city from the end of Easter to Michaelmas 1268, viz.

Divers tronages†, with some small brandages

£97 13 0

* The German authors differ widely in their explanations of the meaning of the word Hanfe, which the association of that name has rendered famous. Perhaps, without going any farther, or diving at all into the abyss of etymology, we may have a pretty good idea of it by comparing this charter with those of some of the towns of England, wherein the king grants the burghers a hanfe, which seems to signify a right of acting as a corporate body, with, probably, a power of making regulations, or bye laws, for their own internal government. See Brandy on burghe, append. p. 10.

† Tronage, money paid for weighing at the towns, or public beam.

Tronage seems payment for the liberty of laying goods on the strand, similar to modern wharfage. 

Slaughe, rent paid for the use of a stall.

Scande, (a word of disputed meaning) seems here to signify payment for certain privileges enjoyed by the company of butchers. See the Glossary in Tolfus. Scribe, decem. vol. 8ca.
parts liable to pay the duty called scavage, together with
the pesages during the half-year
Measuring dues for corn arriving at the port of Billinggate,
and the water cuesm there
- - £75 6 10
Customs of fish brought to London-bridge street, and some
other customs there
- - 518 7½
Issue of the field and bars of Smithfield
- - 70 2½
Toll taken at the gates of the city, and customs on the
Water of Thames towards the west
Stallages, customs of butchers and others exercising divers
trades (‘mercandisae’) in the market of West-Chep, small
tolls and issues of the same market, the issues of the
markets of Garfchirche (Grafs church or Grace church)
and Wollechirchehawe, with a certain annual socage of
the butchers of the city
- - 42 0 5
Issues of Queen-hithe, being in the king’s hands
- - 17 11 2
Forfeits of sundry foreigners for buying and selling in the
city contrary to the statutes and customs thereof
- - 10 11 0
Plea and perquisites in the city
- - 86 5 9½
From the vaiderii (dealers in woad) of Amiens, Corbye
and Neele (cities of France) since Michaelmas
- - 11 6 8

The whole amounting to
- - £366 15 4½

[Madox’s Hist. of the excheq. c. 18, § 4.]

Theodoric earl of Landsberg granted perfect freedom to the merchants
of all nations, even those whose sovereigns might be at enmity with
him, to trade securely in the city of Leipfick. The succeeding lords
of that city, with the sanction of the emperors, chartered the fairs,
which have continued to the present day to attract the traders of every
nation in Europe. [Peiueri Lipfsia, p. 213 et seq.]

1269, August 16th—There seem to have been some mutual complaints
of injuries done to the subjects of England and Norway. Magnus Lagg-
better (Reformer of the law) king of Norway, being a good man and a
lover of peace, had sent two ambassadors to England, in order to adjudge
differences and strengthen the friendship entered into by his father Ha-
con with King Henry; and it was now agreed, that there should be
mutual liberty of trading to each country, and also that every proper
assistance should be given to those who should have the misfortune to
be wrecked on either coast, provided they did not abandon their vessels.
[Faderla, V. i, p. 857.]

A letter, written by Peter Adsiger in the year 1269, contains a scientific
account of the attraction, repulsion, and polarity, of the magnet,
the art of communicating those properties to iron, the variation of the
magnetic needle, and even the construction of the azimuth compass. Thus we see, that the science of magnetism, and the application of it to the service of navigation, were brought to a degree of perfection, little inferior to that of the present age, at a time, when it is generally believed, that the polarity of the magnet was utterly unknown in Europe.

1270—At this time the legal interest of money at Modena was four pence per month for every pound lent (or twenty per cent for the year). [Muratori Antig. V. i, col. 803] What description of people could borrow money at such interest? If traders or manufacturers, what profits did they get upon their goods, to enable them to pay such interest? As all things are great or small, only by comparison with others, is not this rate of interest a sufficient proof, that the trade of the Italian states, though a vast deal greater than that of their ignorant and doleful neighbours, and also than that of their own ancestors, was not, even now, very extensive, according to our modern ideas of the magnitude of commerce, and that the prosperous state of the merchants, and consequent­ly of the commercial cities, was owing to the prodigious great profits which the small number of competitors in trade enabled them to make? We have already seen, [p. 391] that a great improvement in the circumstances of the people of Italy, took place before the conclusion of the thirteenth century: but the high rate of interest warrants a belief, that it had scarcely begun in the year 1270.

Louis IX, king of France, who had already been made a prisoner in an expedition against the Saracens in Egypt, after an interval of sixteen years, undertook a new crusade, which was the seventh since the commence­ment of them, and the last one of any consequence. Now, as well as on the former occasion, he applied to foreigners for the use of their shipping; and we learn from the original treaty, as quoted by Formacoii, [Effai sur la marine des Venitiens p. 31, trad. Fr.] that he obtained three ships from the republic, and twelve from the private citizens, of Venice. The Santa Maria, the largest of the republican vessels, measured 108 Venetian feet (a little more than 125 English feet) in length, but whether by the keel, or on the deck, we are not told, and she carried 110 seamen. We are thus, in some degree, informed of the size of what was reckoned an extraordinary large ship in the Mediter­ranean at that time; and we are also authorized to withhold our belief from the account of ten thousand soldiers, and four thousand horsemen, being carried by those fifteen ships, in addition to their own seamen. The death of the king and the greatest part of his army on the burn-
ing and pestiferal shore of Africa is unconnected with the subject of this work.

The Venetians now assumed so much authority in the Adriatic sea, that they demanded a toll, or transit duty, proportioned to the quantity of the cargo, from all vessels navigating that sea, especially from those going between Pola (a town near the south point of Istria) and Venice. The Bononians (or Bolognians), after three years of refusal and warfare, agreed to open the navigation of some of the mouths of the Po, which they had the command of, to the Venetians, on condition of being allowed a free exportation of certain kinds of merchandise. The people of Ancona applied to the pope for his paternal interposition to free them from the imposition, and he ordered the Venetians to desist from taking it. But they answered his holiness, that he was not properly informed of the affair; and, the pope being in haste to go to the council of Lyons, nothing further was done by him. [Platina Vit. pont. p. 438, ed. 1664.]

Mangou-Timour, a grandson of Zingis-khan, and sovereign of the western Tartars, gave several of his cities and provinces to his relations; and, particularly, he gave the cities of Crim and Caffa to Oran-Timour. Crim (which in the present age is the residence of a few miserable Turks and Jews) was then one of the most magnificent cities in that part of the world. It was the center of a great inland commerce with the East, which was conducted by merchants who traveled in caravans, without any apprehensions of being insulted, and were three months upon the road, which was provided with a sufficient number of inns for their accommodation, in places afterwards abandoned to deer and wild goats. Caffa, less magnificent than Crim, became no less famous by means of its advantageous situation on a bay of the Black sea. The Genoese, who, ever since the restoration of the Greek empire, had enjoyed almost exclusively the trade and navigation of that sea, soon discovered the importance of Caffa, fetched it out of the hands of the Tartars, and made it the principal station of their commerce with all the countries bordering on the Black sea. [Hijf. des Huns par De Guignes, F. iii. p. 343.]

At the same time the merchants of many cities of the northern parts of Germany, apparently now acting as a confederated body (though I have not found any authentic document for their being yet known by

* Stella, annal. of Genoa, [op. Maratori Script. V. xvi, ed. 1653] says, he could never discover at what time Caffa had come into the hands of the Genoese; but he understood that it was not very long since Baldus de Auria built the first houses in it, and settled in it. The establishment of the Genoese was, no doubt, near the time at which I have placed it, from De Guignes; and the houses built by Auria may have been the commencement of a plan of enlargement and embellishment; for it was a place of some note before, and is even of very great antiquity, being mentioned by Skylax, Strabo, Pliny, and other ancient geographers, under the name of Theodolus, a name lately changed to it by the empress Catherine, in her affection of regard for the Greeks.
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the appellation of the merchants of the Hanse) obtained leave from the king of Norway to fix the staple of their northern trade at the city of Bergen. At first their commerce was restricted to the summer months (from the 3rd of May to the 14th of September), and the citizens were not allowed to hire their houses to them for more than six weeks, to which, however, three were added for bringing in their goods, and three more for carrying out their returns. In process of time the Vandale cities of Germany obtained permission to establish a permanent seat of their trade, called a contoir, in the city: and in consequence of that indulgence the bridge was covered with twenty-one large houses or factories, each of them capable of accommodating about a hundred merchants or factors, with their servants*; and they were bound to keep their houses, and also the bridge, in repair, and to perform watch and ward in that quarter of the city wherein they lived. The merchants, who were chiefly from Lubeck, Hamburg, Rostock, Bremen, and Daventer, imported flax, cloth, corn, flour, bleiche, malt, ale, wine, spirituous liquors, copper, silver, &c. and received in return butter, salmon, dried cod, fish-oil, fine furs, timber, &c. They were obliged to confine their trade to Bergen, the trade of the rest of the country being referred to the native merchants, to whom they gave credit of their goods till the ensuing season. By this commerce, while it continued in its most flourishing state, Bergen was so much enriched, that no other city in the three northern kingdoms could be compared to it † [Torfæi Hist. Norweg. V. i, p. 72; V. iv, p. 352.—Berti rcr. Germ. L. iii, p. 70.]

1271.—Some disputes between King Henry and the countess of Flanders, on account of money alleged to be owing to her, and the consequent capture of several English vessels by her subjects, occasioned an order for prohibiting the exportation of wool to her dominions, and another for the seizure of all cloth imported from abroad, which seems to have been intended to act as a compensation to the proprietors of the wool, by enforcing the manufacture of it at home. However, the furore soon blew over, at least so far, that the Flemings were again permitted to import their woollen cloths as before. [Rot. pat. 55 Hen. III, mm. 6, 10, 15.—Federa, V. ii, p. 32.]

* They were all unmarried, and lived together in houses within their own factories.
† I have here briefly thrown together what information, apparently authentic, I have obtained concerning the trade of the merchants, called Germans, Teutons, Almains, Garpar, Vandals, (and in later times, Hansears, or Hanseatics) in the port of Bergen. Perhaps the commencement of it ought to be dated in 1270, if we may depend on the date affixed by Werdenhagen [Hist. de reb. Hanf. p. 263] to an extract of a charter by King Magnus, wherein he says, he has thought proper to grant some immunities to the merchants of the

Teutonic language, frequenting his kingdom as guests and strangers with merchandise. Unfortunately the history of Norway about this time is very obscure, and even of those who have professedly written it, have called this very king Olafus, though his name is certainly known (even from English and Scotch records and history) to be Magnus. And the history of the German commercial cities is far from being clear, though Werdenhagen has written a book, called the History of the Hanseatic republics, which he has filled mostly with matter nothing to the purpose.
1272.—Cloth of Ireland is mentioned along with cloth of Abendon, and burrel of London (also a kind of cloth), as being stolen at Winchester some time in the reign of Henry III. [Madox's Hist. of the exchequer. c. 14, § 9.] And this, I believe, is the earliest notice we have of any exportation of Irish manufactures.

During this reign there were several treaties with Castile and France, wherein there is not a word of any commercial affairs. [Fædera, V, i, pp. 503, 505, 675, 688, &c.] But I find a letter, or charter, in favour of the merchants of Spain, or Castile, wherein, probably, their sovereign had no concern. [Rot. pat. 47 Hen. III.] Among the nations who carried on some trade at this time with England, of which we know nothing, but from the letters of safe conduct granted to them, may be also reckoned the Norwegians, Portugueze, and Brabanters. [Rot. pat. 7, 10, 45, Hen. III.]

Henry III, during the whole course of his long reign, oppressed the citizens of London with grievous extortions, often upon the most frivolous pretences; and many of his officers, whose names, Mathew Paris says, it would be tedious and dangerous to particularize, following the king's example, took every opportunity of plundering the merchants, natives and foreigners, of their horses, carts, wine, provisious, cloth, wax, and other goods. He also squeezed the Jews most mercilessly. One instance of a general tallage upon them has already been given. From a single Jew, called Aaron of York, he extorted on various occasions the enormous sum of fifty-six thousand marks, a quantity of money equal in efficacy to about half a million of pounds in the present day. Having borrowed money in the years 1255 and 1271 of his brother Richard, he on both occasions mortgaged to him the whole Jews of England, that is to say, the revenue to be extracted from them, as a security for repayment. We need not be surprised at the monstrous interest extorted by the Jews from those who borrowed from them, which, we are told, was, at least in some instances, above two pennies a-week (or eight shillings and eight pence by the year) for the use of twenty shillings.† But they took such exorbitant interest, with the dreadful prospect of plunder and murder before their eyes, and a certainty of being obliged to pay a large portion of it to the king, in whose hands they were in fact instruments for fucking the blood of the people. In short,

* For this notice of Irish manufactures we are indebted to the record of a duel between two thieves. So honey is extracted from the vilest weeds.—For earlier accounts of Irish manufactures, see above, pp. 222, 333.
† That was apparently an uncommon instance of avrice; and it drew upon the whole body of the Jews in London a persecution, wherein 700 of them perished. [Stow's Ann. p. 293.] It appears, however, that the Jews of Oxford were licenced to take two pennies a-week for the loan of twenty shillings, and in proportion for smaller sums. They had even taken more, and were re-licensed to that rate of interest on the petition of the poor students. [Cliff. 32 Hen. III, in Tower's Anglia Judæca, p. 122.] But such exorbitant interest was apparently only for petty sums and very short time.
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Henry's whole reign was a continued extortion of money from his subjects, and a continual profusion of it to foreigners of every description. England was, says Mathew Paris, a vineyard without a wall or a faithful keeper, open to the depredations of every vagrant. [M. Paris, pp. 336, 484, 600, 693, 864, 901, 902, 929.—Stowe's Annales, p. 286, 293, ed. 1600.—Facetia, V. i, pp. 543, 872.]

It is very wonderful, that in this age of exportation of money for the benefit of foreign extortioners, parasites, and blood-suckers, and of frantic and ruinous projects of acquiring kingdoms and empires, a single penny remained in the country. How were the fountains recruited, which supplied such vast and unceasing drains? Surely by no other means than a large balance constantly pouring into the country in the silent channels of trade, which brought back sums equal, or even superior, to the demands of rapacity, and the compliance of folly.

Though the national revenue was not in ancient times so much connected with the commerce of the country as it is in the present day, it cannot be deemed impertinent to state, that the annual revenue of England was somewhat under sixty thousand marks, and the net royal revenue was about twenty-three thousand. [M. Paris, pp. 658, 859.]

These sums may found very trilling in modern ears: but they were probably greater than the revenue of England in the reign of Henry II, who amassed a great treasure out of his savings: and it may be remembered, that the proprietors of the land, and their tenants, constituted the national army, and served for a certain number of days every year at their own expense. Hence the duration and expense of wars, were trilling in comparison with those of modern times. That part of the revenue of the church, which was in the hands of foreigners, who could not speak...
the language of the people whose souls were committed to their pastoral charge by the unerring father of Christendom, if they did live among them, but who resided mostly in Italy, and drew their pensions to that country, amounted in the year 1245 to sixty thousand marks, and in 1252 rose to seventy thousand. [M. Paris, pp. 658, 859.] If the royal revenue had been even judiciously managed, such sums sent out of the country without any value in return (nor were they all that went out for nothing) were sufficient to keep the kingdom in perpetual distress. It is no wonder then, that such a manager as Henry was continually embarrassed, and indebted to all who would give him any credit, among whom the merchants of Luca, Florence, and Sienna, the Caufini settled in London, and his own brother Richard, are the most conspicuous. [Federa, V. i, pp. 544, 645.—above, pp. 400, 422.] In the year 1255 he declared, as an apology for his exactions, that his debts, which may also be called the national debts, amounted to three millions of marks, which, if it was true, was a most astonishing sum. [M. Paris, p. 902.] In the year 1222, upon a lumping settlement of the arrears of the jointure of Queen Berengaria, the widow of Richard I, payable to England, (if the probably had other appointments in the French territories of the kings of England) it was settled at one thousand pounds a-year. [Federa, V. i, p. 242.] Henry stated the revenue appointed for the establishment of his eldest son at fifteen thousand marks. But he brought it forward unfairly, when apologizing for his exactions, fancying it arose from the duchy of Gaucogne, and lands in Ireland. [M. Paris, p. 902. —Federa, V. i, p. 500.] A knight, whose lands produced £150 a-year, was thought very rich; and to-be-fure so he was. But John Manfel, a clergyman, statesman, and warrior, by monopolizing a great number of churches, had an income of 4,000 marks. No clergyman, indeed, had ever before possessed such an income: and people wondered, that a man of his prudence could forget, that he must render an account of the prodigious number of souls he had presumed to take the care of. Warin de Munchemnil, one of the nobles and the rich men of England, died in the year 1255, possessed of above two hundred thousand marks, a sum which may be pronounced almost incredible. [M. Paris, pp. 859, 908, 931.]

The queen dowager of Scotland, being entitled to a third of the net

* The interest on the king's debts, though considered by Matthew Paris as utterly ruinous to the kingdom, would not have been true per cent per annum on the debt here stated by Henry. But as we cannot suppose that the interest was lower than ten per cent, it may well be presumed, that the principal could not be so much as 600,000 marks, or £406,664, a sum sufficiently distressful to the kingdom, and also, most probably, to the creditors, when the art of finding was unknown.

† Queen Alenora, the widow of Henry III, had an annual income of £1,000 sterling from Gaucogne. [R. & P. in Edw. 1, m. 10.]

‡ By the most probable account, the treasure accumulated by Henry II, one of the most powerful and prudent of the kings of England, during a long reign, was not near so much. See above, p. 346.
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royal revenue, had thence an income of above four thousand marks, which she drew out of the kingdom, to be expended in France along with other funds which she had in that country from her father Inglram de Coucy. Thence it appears, that the net royal revenue of Scotland was above twelve thousand marks*. [M. Paris, p. 829.] The portion of Margaret, the daughter of Henry III of England, married to Alexander III, the young king of Scotland, in the year 1251, was only five thousand marks, payable in four years, of which, however incredible it may appear in the present day, the greatest part remained unpaid in 1262, and then Henry, because he had not money in hand, requested Alexander's further indulgence till Easter 1263 for the final payment. [Federia, V. i, pp. 467, 743.] What jointure was settled upon Margaret is unknown: she died before her husband.

1273—The amount of a new duty, called the gauge, at some of the chief ports, for the importation of wine, as made up from the Wednesday after Martinmas 1272 to Michaelmas 1273, gives us a pretty good idea of the quantity of foreign wine used in England.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Port</th>
<th>Amount in Tuns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>London</td>
<td>£35 17 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southampton</td>
<td>12 2 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portsmouth</td>
<td>7 18 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The total was £36 17 2, the amount of gauge duty for 8,846 tuns; besides the wines taken by the king in name of prize, being two tuns out of every cargo, which were not liable for the duty. [Madox's Hist. of the excheq. c. 18, § 2.]

There was a duty of the same kind in Scotland, which probably originated about the same time, as we find the office of the gaugery considered as an old establishment in the year 1304†.

The unsettled state of the German empire, together with the confusions inseparable from a succession of controverted elections (the period of which, from the death of Frederic II to the election of Rodolph, earl of Habburg and founder of the house of Austria, in the year 1273, is called by the German historians the long interregnum) very much weakened the imperial authority in Germany, and reduced it to nothing in Italy. During those convulsions, the cities of Germany, already rein

* In the preceding page Mathew Paris makes the queen's jointure seven thousand marks, by which reckoning the net royal income of Scotland is twenty-one thousand; almost equal to that of England, and, if reckoned in proportion to the population, greatly superior. Therefor we may venture to pronounce the greater number erroneous. By the third chapter of the acts of James III, the queen's jointure is declared to be one third of the king's land and customs; and the same rule was probably adhered to in earlier times.

† King Edward, being master of Scotland during a part of the year 1304, directed the earl of Athol to make inquiry, whether, according to the established usage, he had a right to dispose of the office of the gaugery. [Rymer's Collect. manuf. V. iii, p. 116, 117.] It is worthy of observation, that the king's order to the earl was in French, and the earl in his precepts to the magistrates of the towns, directing them to institute inquiries for the king's information, sent them copies of the order translated into Latin, which thence appears to have been more generally understood in Scotland than French.
spectable, became more and more flourishing. The nobles, who hitherto had engrossed the government and all the honourable public employments of the cities, were reduced to a participation of them with the burgesses. The contests, which had hitherto banished tranquillity from the cities, were at an end, and they became powerful by their union. Most of these, which had the title of Imperial cities in the reign of Frederic II., refused after his death to pay the taxes imposed upon them by former emperors, and, in consequence of that immunity, assumed the title of Free and imperial cities, which was confirmed to them by succeeding emperors. After the extinction of the powerful ducal families of Swabia and Franconia in the year 1268, the number of Imperial cities was greatly augmented; and the new ones were cordially admitted into fraternity and alliance by the ancient ones, who distinguished themselves by the title of Free cities. [Pfeffel, Abrege de l'Hist. d'Allemagne, p. 379, ed. 1758.]

The regents who governed England in the absence of King Edward, who was at the Holy land when his father died, ordered a proclamation to be made throughout Ireland, declaring that all merchants might freely land in that kingdom with their merchandize, and trade in safety and security, on paying the due and antient customs, without any other except or grievance whatever. [Rot. pat. 1 Edw. I, m. 5.]

1274, April 10th.—We find the order against trading with Flanders again enforced, and the sheriffs strictly enjoined to allow no wool to be carried out of the kingdom, and not even to Wales or Ireland, lest, on pretence of shipping it for those countries, it should be carried to Flanders. [Federa, V. ii, pp. 24, 50.] But, as the English could not find profitable consumption for all their wool, and the Flemings could not carry on their manufacture without the wool of England, a treaty of peace was concluded in July, wherein the countess, and the earlier son, finding Edward a man of more courage and conduct than his father, agreed to make satisfaction for the damages done to his subjects, he promising to make satisfaction for the damages done to the Flemings by the English. But the Flemish balance of damages was not paid up to England in the year 1278, nor then without having recourse to rigorous measures. [Federa, V. ii, pp. 32, 23, 39, 111.—Rot. pat. 3 Edw. I, mm. 19, 22, 26.—Meyeri An. Fland. f. 80 b.]

The report of the Netherlands to the Firth of Forth for the fake of the fishery, has already been noticed from a writer of the twelfth century. (See above, p. 325.) After that time, though we know that foreigners came to the British ports to purchase herrings, I have not found any authentic account of their fishing on our coasts till now, that we learn from the mutual complaints of injuries on both sides, that the Flemings were in the practice of fishing upon the coasts of England and Scotland. The English commissioners for negotiating the peace complain-
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Among their names we find Ralph English ('Anglies') and Michael Scot.

† Though interest is expressed in the acknowledgment given to Edward by John of Brest, his brother-in-law, for whose use the money (10,500 Saracen bezants) was borrowed in the year 1271, [Rymer's Coll. manuir. V. i, p. 42.] as well as in the matter's discharge to the king, the fluctuated rate of interest does not appear in either.

‡ Matthew Paris [p. 910] mentions debts due to the merchants of Italy in the year 1255, 'quia quotidie propter ufuras, penas, et intereff, non minimis scelebript incrementis.' Here we have ufury, penalties, and intereff. As the word ufury was in those days equivalent to our modern word interest, what did Matthew Paris understand by interest?—In the marriage compact between Scotland and Norway (25th July 1281) 'danna, expensas, et intereff, frequenter occur, the latter evidently signifying interest.' [Federa, V. ii, p. 1079.]
in the city on this occasion, to say nothing of the pomp of the coronation feast. [T. Wikes, p. 101, ed. Gale.]

1275, April 25th.—A parliament was held at Westminster, wherein the laws of Henry I and Henry II, for preserving the property of wrecked vessels and merchandize for the lawful owners, were renewed [Act. 3 Edw. I, c. 4.]

It was provided, that no foreign person *, being of this realm, should be distrained in any city, town, fair, or market, for any debt, for which he was neither principal debtor nor security. [c. 23.]

Those who took up provisions or other things for the use of the king, or for the garrison of a castle, and did not pay for them, were made answerable in their lands, or other property, failing which, they were to be punished by imprisonment. Those who received bribes for paying the king's debts were obliged to refund doubly, and were further to be punished at the king's pleasure. [c. 32.]

We find a new custom upon wool granted ("concilia") to the king at this time, which was probably enacted by the same parliament, though it does not appear among their acts. [Rot. pat. 3 Edw. I, m. 1.]

A mandate was issued by the king, obliging all foreign merchants to sell their goods within forty days after their arrival. [Hakluyt, V. i, p. 133.] This order put the foreign fellers entirely in the mercy of the buyers, unless when the demand happened to be so great, as to prevent the later from combining to abate from purchasing, till the term allowed to the importers was almost expired. Indeed, the frequent inconsistent orders for the encouragement and discouragement of foreign merchants trading to England must have been excessively perplexing, and have very much cramped the trade, which was exposed to such caprices and uncertainties.

A Spanish sheep, imported from France into Northumberland, infected all the flocks in England with a disease hitherto unusual (if not unknown) in England, which raged eight-and-twenty years, and totally destroyed the flocks in many parts of the county. [Walshington, Hist. p. 46.]

1276—Florence earl of Holland, being desirous that his subjects should have a share of the beneficial trade of England, which their neighbours the Flemings had almost engrossed, made an offer to King Edward of safe conduct and perfect liberty for the English in trading in Holland for the space of two years, provided that equal liberty were granted in England to his subjects. [Federa, V. ii, p. 62.]

* By the term foreign person we must evidently understand one not belonging to the corporation of the city or town.

† The annalst of Waverley dates the introduction of this disease, which he calls the clifer, in the year 1277, and says, that it is cured by an ointment made of quicksilver and log's head. Stow [Annals, p. 385, ed. 1692] calls the disease merrie and rot.
The mayor and citizens of London had, during many years, prevented the citizens of Bremen from coming to England, for the very trifling reason, as alleged by those of Bremen, that a native of that city, who was in the service of a citizen of London when a fine was levied from the city by Henry III, had left the kingdom without paying his proportion of it. The duke of Brunswick, as superior of Bremen, requested King Edward to interpose, and permit the merchants of Bremen to trade in England, as they had done in the time of his progenitors. [Feudera, V. ii, pp. 1065, 1066.]

1277, May 15th—In those ages the power of making war and peace was often assumed by the maritime cities and towns, as well as by the great lords; and as their hostilities were openly avowed, they were not dignified as piracy, according to the modern sense of that word*. The whole of the Cinque ports, as a community, have frequently taken upon them to engage in wars with foreign towns or communities, wherein the sovereigns on either side had no active concern. Such a warfare they carried on against the citizens of Calais in the year 1220; against those of Bayonne in 1237; and against the same again in 1277. The later quarrel was terminated by the interposition of King Edward, who now gave the people of Bayonne one hundred pounds for the preservation of peace. [Feudera, V. i, pp. 250, 373; V. ii, p. 82.]

Either the establishment of the English laws in Ireland by King John was only partial, or they had fallen out of use; for the people of Ireland made an offer to the judiciary (or viceroy) to pay to the king eight thousand marks, on condition that the laws of England should be established among them. The king was very well pleased with the application, for he thought the ancient Irish laws unworthy to be called laws, and desired the judiciary to inquire what was the general wish of the people, the prelates, and the nobles; and, if he found the majority desirous of the introduction of the English law among them, to bargain for the largest sum of money he could obtain for the king’s content. [Feudera, V. ii, p. 78.] And, in two or three years after, the business appears to have been accomplished. [Rot. pat. 8 Edw. I.]

May 24th—The revenue raised from the Jews in England seems to have hitherto consisted chiefly of tallages, arbitrarily imposed at the will of the king. It was apparently in order to introduce some regularity in that branch of the revenue, and to let the Jews know what they had to depend upon, that a statute had been made, containing a multitude of provisions for controlling and regulating their transactions, and fixing their payments to the king, whose slaves (‘ferfs’) they are repeatedly

* In those days, the men on board all warlike vessels were called pirates; and every vessel equipped for war was called a piratical ship, or mypara, in the Latin of the times.
declared to be *. The injustice and inexpediency of some parts of that statute having, perhaps silently, rendered the whole of it inefficient, the king now issued an order by his own authority, wherein, after recapitulating some parts of the statute, viz. that every Jew, male or female, above twelve years of age, was to pay annually three pennies to the king; that they were to live only in those cities and burghs, wherein there was an arch-chirographer of the Jews, who seems to have been an officer appointed to draw up, and register, their securities; and that all Jews of above seven years of age, should wear a yellow distinguishing badge, conspicuously placed upon their upper garments, he desires that the tax of three pennies of head money, and all the arrears of it, may be strictly levied. [Federer, V. ii, p. 83.]

1278, June 17th—King Edward having received very considerable affiance from the Cinque ports in his war against the Welsh, gratified them with a charter, wherein he refers to liberties they enjoyed in the times of Edward the Confessor, William I, William II, Henry II, Richard I, John, and Henry III. The service required of them by the king, is fixed at fifty-seven ships, properly manned, for fifteen days. And in return, they are favoured with exemption from pilage upon the wines imported in their own trade, and with some other immunities. [Jeake's Charters of the Cinque ports.]

According to Bracton, who flourished in the reign of Henry III, the ports originally associated in the duty of providing ships for the public service, and in the enjoyment of the privileges and exemptions granted in return for their services, were Haslings, Hythe, Rumney, Dover, and Sandwich; and from their number, being five, was derived the collective appellation of Cinque ports, which continued in use after the accession of other ports rendered it improper. Winchelsea and Rye were added afterwards, probably in the reign of Edward I, and many more as members. Their names have been variously stated; and probably they have really varied, according to the fluctuating circumstances of the places.

According to a lift, dated in the 21st year of Edward I,

| Haslings provided | 3 ships |
| The Lowie of Peresney, | 1 |
| Bulverthe and Petit John, | 1 |

* The statute, said to be of uncertain date (See Statutes at Large, Index, vo. Jews, and Appendix, p. 26), is dated by Pryme (Demurrer, part 1, p. 28) in the third year of Edw. I, wherein it differs from Lord Coke. It permitted the Jews to be merchants, labourers, and farmers, but prohibited them from taking any interest for money, and reduced to those Christians, who had mortgaged their lands to Jews in security for money lent, the chief house and half of the lands. The Jews, being the most obvious unjust, and inexpedient, part of the statute, are not mentioned in the king's order. There is a translation of the statute in Towry's Anglia Judaica, p. 200.

† In the reign of Richard II we find an order to fit out the Cinque-port fleet of fifty-seven vessels, armed and properly arrayed, with a master and twenty men each, to serve fifteen days after their arrival at Bristol, the port of rendezvous, at their own expense, and afterwards as long as the king should require at his expense, though only the pay of the men is specified; for which charters of former kings are referred to. [Federer, V. viii, p. 794; see also p. 834; and F. v. i, p. 128.]
Beckfburn, - 1 ship.
Grange and Gillingham, two armed men.
Rye, - 5
Winchelsea, - 10
Romney, - 4
Lyde, - 7
Hythe, - 5
Dover, - 19
Folkston, - 7
Feverfham, - 7
Sandwich, with Stonor, Fordwich, Dale, &c. - 5
The ships to be ready upon forty days notice every year, properly armed and arrayed, to carry 20 men each, besides the master of the mariners, and to serve five days at the expense of the ports, and afterwards at the king's expense.

Pevensey, Hodney, Winchelsea, Rye, Ilham, Beckfburn, Grange, Northie, Bulverhithe.
Romenal, or Rumney - 5 ships.
Its members, Promhill, Lydde, Eastweton, Dengeymarsh, Old Rumney, Helte, or Hythe, - 5
Its member, West Hythe.
Dover, - 21
Its members, Folkston, Feverfham, and St. Margarets.
Sandwich, - 5
Its members, Fordwich, Reculver, Serre, and Dele, or Deal.

Each ship to carry 21 men and 1 garcon or boy, the whole complement being 1,197 men and 57 boys for the 57 ships, which were to serve 15 days, counting from the first spread of the fails, at the expense of the ports, and afterwards, as long as the king should desire, at his expense.

[Hakluyt's Voyages, V. i. p. 17.]
King Edward treated the Jews with great rigour. He prohibited them from selling or assigning their debts without his licence. He ordered their repositories throughout the whole kingdom to be searched. He issued various orders against their extortions by usury. He set on foot an inquisition to take cognisance of those who neglected to wear their distinguishing badges. The oppression and ignominy, which that unfortunate race of people continually groaned under, seem to have rendered them regardless of character; and the frequent extortions of vast sums from them made them think themselves justifiable in taking every method whatever to indemnify themselves. They were said to make a common practice of diminishing the current coin, circulating counterfeit money, and making fraudulent exchanges, and to carry those-frauds to such an extent, that the nominal prices of all things were raised, and foreign merchants declined trading in England, where the money was so very much sunk below its nominal value. In consequence of their guilt, and the outcry raised against them, all the Jews throughout England were imprisoned in one day, and no fewer than two hundred and eighty of both sexes were hanged in London only, be-
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Fides vast numbers in other parts of the kingdom, whose property was all confiscated. Some Christians were also hanged for being concerned with the Jews, and others were heavily fined. [Rot. pat. 4, 5, 7, 8, 9 Edw. I.—M. Wigm. p. 409.—T. Wikes, p. 107.—Wallingham, p. 48.]

1279.—The awkward contrivance of making halfpennies and farthings by breaking pennies into two or four pieces, which presented a very tempting opportunity of cutting some of the silver from the pieces, was still in use, though round halfpennies and farthings had been many years in circulation, but probably not in sufficient quantity. In order to prevent so great a temptation to fraud, and to banish all the counterfeit or defaced money from the circulation, the king ordered a complete new coinage of round pennies, halfpennies, and farthings, and also some pieces of four pennies each; and thenceforth no other than round money was allowed to be current. [Ann. Waverl. p. 234.—T. Wikes, p. 108.—M. Wigm. p. 409.—Stow's Ann. p. 307.]

It seems probable that King Edward also coined pieces of two pennies, as Alexander king of Scotland coined pieces of that value, and, we may presume, others of four pennies.

In order to disperse the new money quickly through the kingdom, it was given to the people in exchange for the old bad money, on paying the difference, at the minting offices, called changes or exchanges, established in most of the principal towns. [T. Wikes, p. 108.] At this time the mint, or exchange ('cambium') of London was under the management of some merchants from Luca in Italy, together with Gregory de Rokefe mayor of London. [Madox's Hist. of the exch. c. 22, § 4; c. 23, § 1.] As we have good reason to believe, that the English silver-smiths were by no means deficient in their art, we must suppose, either that the king was under pecuniary obligations to the foreigners, or that his own subjects were inferior to the Italians in the knowledge of accounts, which is the most probable.

In the dark ages the people were made to believe, that the surest way to obtain eternal happiness was to bestow their property upon, what

were called the poor, in numberless madcap and absurd institutions; for they by no means write, the mass of mankind are not therefor qualified, and the memory of dead events, a subject of great delight to the chroniclers who, writing in the midst of literature, prepared for the education of the ignorant, preserved from the people the true state of things to maiming princes. As a common practice upon socicly, we may yet find ourselves occasionally, to have a piece of money, for the sake of the dispositions of the king/what the evil was built up; the edifices of it, but the majority of the people in an order of ages, should have been cut off, and the fathers of the land, who were not owners of the land, were cut off, and the fathers of the land, who were not owners of the land, was therefore, of the time was not to the heaven was then in a land...
were called religious foundations. Before they were carried to excess in number and opulence, such foundations were productive of some advantages to society, independent of the religious purposes of their institution; for, as the clergy were the only people who could read and write, there were in all ages a few of the monks, whose inclinations prompted, and whose talents (according to the standard of the age) qualified, them to transmit to succeeding ages some knowledge of the events of their own times, and others to whose patient industry in transcribing we are indebted for the preservation of that portion of ancient literature, which has come down to our times: in monasteries men were prepared for those public employments which required some degree of education: and in them the dull flame of the lamp of science was preserved from utter extinction. So far these institutions were beneficial to mankind. But the quantity of land and other property, bestowed upon societies destined to have a perpetual succession, who were continually acquiring, and never giving away, had become in the course of ages so enormously great, that the whole kingdom was in danger of being swallowed up by the church, and being subject to, or at least in the d Humph of, the pope. The possessors of those vast domains became lazy, useless, and vicious; and the prodigious wealth of their houses held out a large premium to idleness, and an equally large discouragement to industry and commerce. Even the military profession, though cherished and applauded by the temper and opinions of the age, was affected by it; and many, who by their birth and tenures, according to the feudal system, belonged to the national militia, preferred the flounces of the convent to the dangers of the field. A part, at least, of the evil was seen, and some faint attempts were made to check the progress of it, before this time. In the year 1225 the regents, during the minority of Henry III, inserted in a new edition of the Magna charta an order against giving lands to religious houses. But it appears to have been disregarded; and such donations seem to have been even tolerated, provided they were made by the licence of the chief lord of the land, who would have brought an odium, if not excommunication, upon himself, if he had ventured to refuse his consent. So slender a restraint was therefor by no means sufficient to prevent the continuance of the abuse, or to counteract the strong belief that admission to the joys of heaven was to be purchased with lands or money.

November 15th—King Edward, by the advice of his prelates, earls, and others of his council, now enacted the statute of mortmain, strictly or-

* We have already seen, that the inefficient and non-resident foreign clergyman, imposed upon England by the pope, drained it annually of more money than the whole revenue of the kingdom amounted to.

† It is true, that the lands of bishops, abbots, monasteries, &c. who were barons as well as ecclesiastics, were subjected to military services by William the Conqueror; but they were performed by subtenants, and of little avail.
daining, that no lands should go into the possession of any perpetual body, either by donation or by sale; and that any land, so disposed of by collusion, should be entered upon by the superior lord, or, in case of his neglect or failure, by the king, who should put it into the possession of such as would contribute their services to the defence of the realm. [7 Edw. I.] As the king only adverted to the deficiency of military strength occasioned by the ecclesiastical monopoly of lands, it is pretty evident, that the pernicious anti-commercial tendency of it never occurred to him or his council.

The great, fertile, populous, industrious, and wealthy, empire of China, which was first attacked, and in part subdued, by Zingis-khan, was now completely subdued by his grandson Cublai. The conqueror next aspired to the dominion of the sea and the islands. But the fleet, which he expected to make him master of Zipangu (supposed to be Japan), was twice wrecked, and a hundred thousand Moguls and Chinese perished without achieving any conquest. Notwithstanding this revolution, the constitution, the manufactures, and the commerce, of China remained unimpaired. The army of the conquerors was soon lost and blended among the infinite numbers of the conquered; and the empire seemed rather to have adopted a new dynasty of princes, than to have suffered a revolution. [See Gibbon, V. xi, pp. 414, 427, and authorities quoted by him.]

The emperor Cublai, observing that many lives were lost every year in transporting the produce of the southern provinces to the capital by sea, constructed a canal by turning the waters of some lakes into artificial channels extending northward and southward 840 geographical miles. [Hist. Sin. op. Thevenot, V. ii, p. 67.] This canal, which is the longest artificial navigable water in the world, by its connection with the great rivers, effects an inland navigation, with very little interruption from portages, between Pekin and Canton, situated at the opposite extremities of the empire, and is continually covered by innumerable barges employed in conducting the greatest part of the trade of the most populous country on the face of the earth, and also in conveying passengers, the journeys being mostly performed by water.†

1280, July 17—In consequence of some differences between the merchants of London and those of Zeland, the latter in the year 1275

* It appears by the patent rolls 27 Edw. I, m. 1, and Ped. V, ii, p. 1005, that Edward did not tremble to infringe this statute himself, and allow others to infringe it. And, not to multiply instances in the same and succeeding reigns, which might be produced by hundreds, it may suffice to observe, that in the year 1329 it was represented to Edward III and his privy council, that, if they were not very attentive to prevent it, his whole dominions would for years in the hands of religion;

† See the description of the navigation of the Chinese canal in Stanston's Account of an embassy to China.

fitted out a crusading army, and cruised again, the ports of England were surrendered, that their strength were to make satisfaction. The King Edward III, before having to have their territories.

1281, November—The emperor Cublai, with an ordinance, that his subjects should have permission to engage in the trade, and also have the power to discover iron, and substitute for it.

The emperor Cublai, at the instigation of Stafford, [Fest. V, 641] in all the following wars after John Esquelin, and other vermin.

While Edward III, the young king, was growing up, to the age of six years, the barons of England did not think it expedient to allow the king to have any power in the government.

* The forest of Sherwood, where wild boars and wild bulls were found, is for centuries.

† M. de Piem. Conqu. I, ii, p. 1005. King John granted the Black Forest in Cumberland to Robert, Earl of Cornwall, for the purpose of defending that country from the depredations of the wolves, and other vermin. [M. de Piem. Conqu. V, 1679.] King John granted the Black Forest in Cumberland for catching wolves, by the assize of manor. [M. de Piem. Conqu. V, 1679.] King John gave lands in Northumberland to
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fitted out fourteen or more vessels of the kind called cogs, in which they cruised against the English trading vessels. King Edward thereupon ordered, that the property of all merchants of Zeland, found in any of the ports of England, or upon the sea, should be seized. And so a petty warfare was kept up for about five years, till the earl of Zeland offered to make satisfaction for the damages done by his subjects: whenever King Edward now ordered that the merchants of that country should have their property restored, and be allowed to trade in England as before. [Faderca, V. ii, pp. 59, 156, 177.—Rot. pat. 8 Edw. I, m. 7.]

November 17th.—The king confirmed to the merchants of Germany, occupying the Teutonic gildhall in London, the privileges and liberties granted to them by his father, and promised that he would not himself do any thing, nor permit others to do any thing, to infringe them. [Faderca, V. ii, p. 161.] There is still no mention of the appellation of merchants of the Hanse. The privileges, &c. were again confirmed to them by the same king in his twenty-ninth year. [Rot. pat. 29 Edw. I, a tergo.]

1281, November 29th.—The commercial intercourse of the Christians with the Saracens having been interrupted for some time in compliance with an order issued by the pope, Pedro III king of Aragon, finding that his subjects were very great sufferers thereby, now gave them permission to export all kinds of merchandize, excepting wheat and barley, and also horses, unless for the relief of the Holy land, to all nations, whether Christians or Saracens. But he added that it was not in his power to dispense with the pope's particular prohibition against carrying iron, arms, and some other articles, to the Saracens. [Capmany, Mem. bish. de Barcelona, V. ii, Col. dipl. p. 37.]

It was, no doubt, chiefly for the sake of the sheep and the wool produced by them, that King Edward commissioned Peter Corbet to destroy the wolves in the shires of Gloucester, Worcester, Hereford, Salop, and Stafford, [Faderca, V. ii, p. 168] and ordered John Gifford to hunt them in all the forests of England: [Rot. pat. 9 Edw. I, m. 2] and some time after John Engayne got an estate on condition of destroying wolves and other vermin in Huntingdon-shire. [Blount's Tenures, p. 60.]

While Edward was collecting his army for the invasion of Wales, he

* The forest of Chiltern was infested by wolves and wild beasts in the time of Edward the Conqueror. [M. Pagi, To p. 43.] William the Conqueror granted the lordship of Riddlesdale in Northumberland to Robert de Umfraville on condition of defending that part of the country against enemies and wolves. [Blount's Tenures, p. 15, ed. 1670.] King John gave a premium of ten shillings for catching two wolves. [Ranier's Coll. manufr., K. iv, n. 62.] John and Edward III gave lands in Northamptonshire to John and Thomas Engaine for the service of destroying wolves and other vermin in that and four other shires. [Blount, pp. 15, 71.] Yet we are told, that all the wolves in Wales were extirpated by order of Edgar king of England, as if there could be wolves in England without being in Wales: and the story, though evidently false, has met with general belief. I wish we had proofs equally strong, to demolish the other wonders in the history of that king of the monks.
fent agents, not only through all England, but also into the neighbouring countries, to buy up provisions and other stores. [Rot. Wallia, 10, 11 Edw. I, in Athliff's Calendar.] We find, several agents were sent to purchase corn and other provisions in Ireland, which thus appears to have produced more than the consumption of the inhabitants required; and there were no potatoes then. [Rot. Wallia, mm. 10, 8, 2.] We also find, the shirens of Cumberland and Lancaster were ordered to send people to purchase fish on the west coast of Scotland, and to carry them to Chester; and Adam of Fuleham was appointed to provide 100 barrels of sturgeon of Aberdeen*, and 5,000 salt fish, and also dry fish. [Rot. Wallia, mm. 9, 8 dorfs.] The fish of Aberdeen were so well cured, that they were even carried to the capital fishing port of Yarmouth †. Thus we are assured that fisheries were carried on to some considerable extent on both sides of Scotland; and that Aberdeen, which had then got a character for curing fish, and probably some port or ports in the Firth of Clyde, were known to have a supply of fish, pickled and cured for foreign markets, long before the time that the art of curing fish is generally supposed to have been discovered in Flanders.

1282—The collection of the customs was frequently entrusted to foreign merchants, either as an accountable trust, or for a fluctuated rent. Bonricini Guidicon and Company of Luca accounted to the exchequer for the proceeds of the new customs on wool, wool-fells, and hides, from

---

* Catum barril estium de quingenet Aber. Jen.—So it is in the roll, which I examined by the favour of Mr. Alli, the learned and liberal keeper of the records in the Tower. The translation seems to be—hundred barrels of three hundred pounds each, of Aberdeen fish. Quere if not rather salmon (sotienam or salomon, instead of which the copying clerk has written ojegiunom in the roll) for the superior picking and packing of which in barrels of the old Hamburgh kind Aberdeen has long been famous? Sturgeon were scarce, and too expensive for feeding an army. Six barrels of them cost £19 for the household of Thomas Earl of Lancaster, nephew of King Edward I. [Rymer's Coll. manuf. V. ii, p. 287.] Aberdeen fish also occur in the account of King Edward's wardrobe in the year 1305.

† The customs were also allotted to individuals as securities, or funds, for the payment of debts due by the king. In the year 1307 Edward I. allotted the merchants of Brabant the new customs payable upon their own imports for payment of a debt due by them, whereas they promised to bring merchandise much more abundantly to the port of London. [Rymer, P. pal., p. 827.]

In 1312 the customs of Bolton were allotted to a merchant of Genoa for a debt due by the king. [Medlos Hsh. c. 10, § 12.] In the same year the customs of wool, wool-fells, and hides, in the port of Berwick were allotted to Piers de Gavallon for £400; 11: 8 due by the king, to be paid him immediately after the full payment of a sum secured upon the same customs to David of Brachin, a Scottish baron, then in the interest of Edward, probably as a compensation for the forfeiture of his estate in Scotland. [Federa, V. iii, p. 310.]

And Alexander III king of Scotland took the same method of paying a foreign merchant by an assignment of the customs of Berwick. [Federa, V. ii, p. 665.]
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Easton 1281 to Easter 1282: and from some particulars of their account we find that there were shipped from Newcastle upon Tyne

771 sacks 7½ stones of wool, paying a custom duty of 6/8 per sack; 11,182 wool-fells (sheep's skins with the wool on them) 6/8 for every 300; and 80 lasts 12 acres of hides 13/4 per last.

The amount of the usual custom in the port of Hull was this year £1,086:10:8, and their whole receipts for the year amounted to £8,411:19:11½. [Madox's Hist. of the excheq. c. 23, § 1.]

Many other instances might be adduced, if necessary, of the collection of the customs being put into the hands of foreigners, who were generally partners of some of those strong and numerous companies, who had their chief houses in Italy, and had branches of their trade, managed by one or more of their partners, in London and other cities of Europe, whereby they got into their own hands nearly the whole of the trade between the Mediterranean coasts and the countries in which they settled. Such were in this age the Frisonordi, the Rembertini, the Bardi, the Spinelli, of Florence; the Ricardi, the Balladori, of Luca, &c. These merchants were very serviceable to the kings in lending them money, and negotiating exchanges and other kinds of business for them, and consequently enjoyed a good deal of their favour. They were also generally agents for the pope, and received the money extorted by him, on a variety of pretences, from every country in his communion, which they either remitted to him, or lent out at interest on his account: for the canons of the church, made to deter the people from taking interest for the use of money, were not binding upon the head of the church, who assumed a power of suspending the laws of God and man for his own purposes. In return for those services the popes, who knew how to pay their own debts at the expense of others, used to desire the kings to favour their merchants with privileges, exemptions, and lucrative jobs. [Federa, V. ii, pp. 511, 682, 705, 839, 1051, &c. &c.—M. Paris, pp. 362, 938.—Madox's Hist. c. 22, § 2; c. 23, § 22; c. 24, § 7.]

The German merchants in London (called merchants of the Hanse by Stow, who, however, quotes no authority *) were bound, in consideration of sundry privileges, to maintain the gate of the city called Bishopsgate. Upon their refusal to fulfill their part of the covenant the matter was carried before the barons of the exchequer, who gave judgement against them, and directed the mayor and thirteens of London to distrain Gerard Marbod alderman of the Hanse, together with six other merchants, citizens of Cologne, Trier, Trivon, Hamburgh, and Munster, for the expense of the reparations; whereupon they paid 200 marks to the

* As I have no opportunity of tracing Stow's authority, I am not disposed to tell whether in transcribing he had supplied the name well known in his own age, or found it in a record coeval with the fact related. If the word Hanse be genuine, see, if it is not the earliest known application of that name to the great association of mercantile cities.
city, and engaged to uphold the gate in future, and also to bear a third part of the charges in money and men to defend it. On that occasion the community of the city granted, or confirmed, to the German merchants the liberty of storing the corn imported for the space of forty days, unless particularly prohibited by the mayor on account of scarcity, or other reasonable cause, and of chusing their alderman, who should be of the city, should be presented to the mayor and aldermen of the city after his election, and should take an oath before them to maintain justice according to law and the customs of the city. [Stow's Survey of London, p. 431, ed. 1618.]

1283—Pedro III king of Aragon, by his provition of the year 1283, which is the seventh chapter of the cortes of Barcelona of that year, abolished the gabel (or duty) upon salt throughout all Catalonia, and decreed by law that neither he nor any of his successors should ever be empowered to re-establish it. This salutary measure was a direct encouragement to the fishery and the trade of curing provisions, and particularly tunnies, the fishery for which had been in all ages an object of attention with the Catalans. At the same time (by c. 25) the hospitable law of Count Raymundo Berenguer I in the year 1068 was confirmed and amplified. [Capmany, Mem. hist. de Barcelona, Vii, Com. pp. 221, 224.] From these and other wise laws of the Catalans, already mentioned, and to be mentioned, in this work, it is evident that the true principles of commercial and manufacturing policy were well understood and acted upon by that nation many ages before they began to be known in this country. And, indeed, at whatever time the fisheries and manufactures of Great Britain shall be delivered from the hardships of the salt laws, it must be acknowledged that the legislators of Barcelona will have had the merit of preceding up by above five centuries.

The first English parliament, wherein elective representatives of the people sat, was summoned by the usurped and transient authority of the earl of Leicester in the year 1265: and after that we know of no similar representative, or elective, members of any parliament, till King Edward summoned a parliament (June 28th) to meet at Shrewsbury on the 30th of September 1283, to which, besides the great barons called by a particular writ addressed to each of them, and two representatives elected for each of the shires, there were called two members for each of the following cities and towns, which, if the lift is complete, were those which were then esteemed the most opulent and considerable in the kingdom. The writs were directed to the Mayor, citizens, and shireiffs, of London, Mayor and citizens of York, Mayor and citizens of Winchester, Mayor and bailiffs of Newcastle upon Tyne, Mayor and bailiffs of Skye, Mayor and citizens of London.

* We shall afterwards find the office of alderman of the Hanse usually filled by one of the aldermen of London.
† I remember not.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mayor and bailiffs of Bristol,</th>
<th>Mayor and bailiffs of Grimsby,</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mayor and citizens of Exeter,</td>
<td>Mayor and bailiffs of Lynn,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayor and citizens of Lincoln,</td>
<td>Bailiffs of Colchester,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayor and citizens of Canterbury,</td>
<td>Bailiffs and good men of Yarmouth,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayor and citizens of Carlisle,</td>
<td>Mayor and good men of Hereford,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bailiffs of Norwich,</td>
<td>Mayor and good men of Chester,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayor and good men of Northampton,</td>
<td>Bailiffs and good men of Shrewbury,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bailiffs of Nottingham,</td>
<td>Mayor and good men of Worcester.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bailiffs of Scarburgh,</td>
<td>[Foedera, V. ii, pp. 247-249.]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus were the representatives of the trading part of the people, residing in cities and burghs, established as a constituent part of the legislative assembly of the nation. But the constitution of the parliament was so unsettled, that frequently the cities and burghs were not called upon to elect their representatives. I have already observed, that the representatives of the commons had little or no influence in parliament till long after the time now under our consideration.

October 10th—The parliament, met at Aclon-Burnell, considering, that there was no law whereby merchants might recover their debts from those to whom they entrusted their property, and that, for want of such a law, many merchants were impoverished, and many foreign merchants defiled from trading to England, passed an act called the Statute of merchants, which directed that the buyer should appear before the mayor of London, York, or Bristol, to acknowledge the debt and day of payment, which should be registered; and that the debtor should put his seal to a bill drawn by the mayor's clerk, who should also affix the king's seal, lodged with him for that purpose *. If the debtor neglected to make payment when due, the mayor, upon the creditor producing his bill, was directed to order a sale of the debtor's chattels, or burgages devisable, to the extent of the debt, if they were within his jurisdiction, and to deliver the money without delay to the creditor. If the property of the debtor was not within the mayor's jurisdiction, he was to send the recognizance to the chancellor, who was to issue a writ, directing the sheriff, in whose jurisdiction the property was, to do what the mayor should otherways have done. If the debtor passed no property, he was to be imprisoned, and fed with bread and water, till he or his friends should satisfy the creditor.† [A. S. 11 Edw. I.]

In the years 1283 and 1284 Robert Durham the mayor, together with Simon Martel and other good men, of Berwick upon Tweed, enacted the Statutes of the gild.

By c. 20 None but gild-brothers were permitted to buy hides, wool, or wool-fells, in order to sell them again, or to cut cloth, except foreign merchants.

* These regulations suppose the debtor incapable of writing.
† I remember reading a plan, somewhat similar to this law, projected by some modern author.
cc. 22, 37, 44. Herrings and other fish, corn, beans, peas, salt, and coals *, were ordered to be sold ‘at the bray’ alongside of the vessel bringing them, and nowhere else: and they were not to be carried onshore when the sun was down. Any burgesses, who was present at a purchase of herrings, might claim a portion of them for his own consumption at the original cost.

c. 27. Brokers were elected by the community of the town, and their names registered. They paid annually a tun (‘dolium’) of wine for their licence.

c. 28. No registrator was allowed to buy fish, hay, oats, cheese, butter, or other articles, brought into the town for sale, till the bell rang.
c. 29. 41. No merchandize was allowed to be sold anywhere but in the common market, where they were to pay toll.

c. 33. The government of the town was declared to be by a mayor, four provosts (‘praepostis’), and twenty-four councilors.

The court of the Four burgs in Scotland consisted of representatives from Berwick, Edinburgh, Rokburgh, and Striveline (or Stirling), whose province it was to judge of all matters concerning commerce, and the constitutions and customs of the burgs; so that it was a board of trade and police †.

The Chamberlain’s court in Scotland appears to have also had a jurisdiction over the burgs, and the inspection and regulation of many matters connected with the trade and general police of the kingdom. The chamberlain made periodical progress through the whole country, and carried with him standard weights and measures, in order to prove those kept by the magistrates of the towns; and it was his duty to prevent those, who took up goods for the king’s use at the king’s price (which thus appears to have been under the fair market price) from taking more than was wanted for the king in order to get a profit to themselves, and also from defrauding the merchants of their due payment. From the regulations of this court we learn, that inspectors were appointed to examine, and certify by their seal of office, the quality and quantity of cloth, bread, and casks containing liquors; that other officers, called troners, had the inspection of wool; that the salmon fishery was carefully regulated, and fishing during the night, or while the salmon were not in season, was prohibited, &c. ‡.

* This is the earliest mention of the use of coals in Scotland; but, as they were carried to Berwick by water, it is uncertain, whether they were dug in England or Scotland.
† In the year 1368 Lanerc and Linlithgow were substituted for Berwick and Rokburgh, then in the hands of the English; and Hadington, though not one of the four burgs, was appointed to be their place of meeting. [Skenes, p. 154.] See below under the year 1466.
‡ The particulars of the commercial and municipal police of Scotland are given upon the faith of the Statuta gilde and Ier camerarii, as published by Skene along with the Regiam majestatem. The origin of the court of the four burgs and of the chamberlain’s court cannot be discovered. We find them established before the year 1291: [Lyt’s Place, pp. 147-151] and, as we may be pretty well assured, that they could not originate during the convulsions, which distracted the kingdom after the death of Alexander III, we may presume, that they are at least as old as the reign of that king.
1284—Kings of Scotland being greatly indebted to England for money and policy, during their reigns, he conferred upon many of the persons of the highest government the title of provosts, and gave them many of the powers formerly enjoyed by their predecessors. 

Eric king of Scotland was troubled of injurious regulations in England, and put a stop to them.

That five thousand florins were a fine or penalty for violation of the constitutions of the region, of which the value of £96 was mentioned.

The rancor and jealousy of the naval power, and the competition in the struggle between the two nations, led to the ascendency at last of the naval power, and the consequence was, that the galleys, and other vessels, became the means of commerce, and the instruments of the power of the nation. Twenty-nine vessels were sent to the port of Berwick; twenty-one of these were taken; seven men dedicated their lives to the harbour; the merchants, however, were not the only ones who were injured in this transaction. Eleven of the armada were the property of the king of France, and one of the ships of Admiral Constantine, who had the command of the fleet. The loss of these vessels was a great disaster to the commerce of the country, and the merchants were left without the means of supporting themselves. [See Stell’s Annals, p. 147.]
1285—June 10. — The king granted the salmon in the river Derwent, we being under the jurisdiction of the bishop of Norwich, to the see of York. The king also granted the same privilege to the see of Lincoln, and to the see of York, with the proviso that the see of York should not have the benefit of the salmon in the river Derwent, we being under the jurisdiction of the bishop of Norwich. [See Stell’s Annals, p. 147.]

* It is observed that the salmon were not to be caught during the night, or while the salmon were not in season, which is a rule still observed in Scotland. [See Stell’s Annals, p. 147.]
1284—King Edward, having made a conquest of Wales and united it to England, appointed his agents, and partly established the English laws and policy in that country. Having extirpated the antient British sovereignties, he conferred on his son, just then born at Carnarvon in Wales, the title of prince of Wales, which has ever since belonged to the oldest sons of the kings of England. In order to reconcile the Welsh to his government, he made their principal towns free burghs, and favoured many of them with exemption from tolls throughout all England. He also gave them encouragement to work their mines of lead, which deserves notice as the commencement of industry in a branch, which has since become considerable in that country. [Statuta Walliae in Statutis at large, V. x, append.—Fædera, V. ii, p. 293—Aylliffe's Calendar, pp. 91-97.]

Eric king of Norway, in a friendly letter to King Edward, complained of injuries done to the merchants of his kingdom by some magistrates in England, and especially those of Lynne, and requested him to put a stop to them, and to order redress. [Fædera, V. ii, p. 272.]

That silver must have been plentiful in England, appears from Florence earl of Holland, when he was preparing for a new coinage, sending agents to buy it in this country, who collected silver bullion to the value of £960 sterling in and near Bedford. [Fædera, V. ii, p. 284.]

The rancour of neighbourhood and the jealousy of commerce and naval power, had kept up a long and almost-uninterrupted bloody struggle between the Genoese and the Pifans: but now the Genoese, by the ascendant they had obtained in the commerce of the East, in consequence of their assistance in the restoration of the Greek empire, had become too powerful for the Pifans. They fitted out eighty-eight galleys, and eight vessels called panfias, larger than galleys, and went to the port of Pifa, where there ensued a furious and obstinate battle. Twenty-nine Pifan galleys, together with the great standard of Pifa, were taken; seven were laid to be sunk. The rest fled within the chain of the harbour; and night coming on put an end to the action, which, however, was abundantly decisive. The podesta and most of the nobles of Pifa were taken prisoners; and thenceforth the commerce and empire of the Mediterranean were contested chiefly by Genoa and Venice. [See Stella An. Genuenc. ap. Muratori Script. V. xvii, col. 983.]

1285, June—An act was passed to prohibit all persons from catching salmon in the waters (or rivers) of Humber, Ouse, Trent, Don, Ayre, Derwent, Werf, Yare, Swale, Tees *, and all others in the kingdom, between the 8th of September and the 11th of November, and from catching young salmon at mill pools between the middle of April and the 24th of June. [Stat. 1, 13 Edw. I, c. 47.]

The law of merchants being found nearly inefficient in all places at a distance from London, York, and Bristol, and being also sometimes

* It is observable, that all the rivers here named are in Yorkshire, or contiguous with it.
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frustrated by the mistakes or wilful perverisions of the sheriffs, it was now enacted, that debtors should acknowledge their debts before the chief magistrate or other sufficient person appointed by the king, and a clerk also appointed by the king, in London and the other good towns; that the bill, written by the clerk, should be sealed and registered agreeable to the former act, except that the king's seal should be of two pieces, whereof the largest should remain with the magistrate or person acting for him, and the other with the clerk; and each of them was directed also to keep a duplicate of the enrollment. On failure of payment at the day appointed, the magistrate, if the debtor was a layman and within his jurisdiction, was to commit him to prison, where he was to remain at his own expense till he made satisfaction. If the debtor was not within the jurisdiction of the magistrate, the chancellor was to act agreeable to the former law. The debtor was allowed six months after his imprisonment to raise money out of his property, failing which it was to be delivered to the merchant at a reasonable extent (or valuation) for payment of the debt, damages, cost, labour, &c. The lands and goods, but not the body, of a clergyman were liable for his debt. The regulations were also extended to transactions in fairs, and the king's seals were sent to a proper person in every fair. With respect to the commonalty of the merchants of London, it was enacted, that two merchants should be chosen and sworn, before whom the recognizances should be taken, and the seals should be opened, whereof one piece should remain with them, and the other with the clerk. This ordinance was in force in England and Wales for the service of all persons who chose to avail themselves of it, except Jews. [Stat. 3, 13 Edw. 1.]

The king, understanding that Gregory de Rokesley and Henry Wallays citizens of London, and other merchants of England, Ireland, Galcoigne, and Wales, had made a practice of obliging the barons of the Cinque ports and the other seamen of the kingdom to pay average, in cases of goods thrown overboard in storms, upon articles which ought to be exempted, ordained by his letters patent, that the vessel with her apparel, the provisions and cooking utensils, the master's ring, necklace, fah, and silver cup, and also the freight payable for the goods brought into port, should be exempted from paying any average; but that all other things in the vessel, not excepting even the seamen's bedding, should be appraised, and bear a proportion of the loss incurred by throwing any of the goods overboard for the preservation of the rest; and that the master should not have any freight for the goods thrown overboard.

* There is some obscurity, or reluctance to touch upon the subject, in the provision for compelling clergymen to pay their debts. Perhaps there was no instance of a clergymen acting dishonestly.  
† Both of them had frequently been mayors of the city.  
‡ The king took the advice of his council; but the parliament had no concern in enacting this law.
Each of the seven Cinque ports received a copy of this letter or law. [Fader, V. ii. p. 298.]

The few manufactures then carried on not being sufficient to find employment for the men, who were not engaged in war, agriculture, or pasturage, and the great body of the people having neither capacity nor opportunity to polish and humanize themselves by reading or other rational amusements, robbery was the usual resource of vast multitudes of people in every part of Europe for subsistence and employment: and the plunderers were often assisted, and protected against the pursuits of justice, by some lawless baron, whose castle was their refuge and the receptacle of their plunder. In Germany their powerful combinations obliged the friends of order and justice to enter into confederacies against them, which proved more effectual than the relics of the saints and the anathemas of the clergy: and in England their bands were frequently strong enough to set law and government at defiance.

In order to repress such enormities, laws were enacted, whereby the magistrates of walled towns were ordered to keep their gates shut from the setting till the rising of the sun, and to keep a sufficient watch, as in former times, at the gates from Ascension day to Michaelmas. Those, who received lodgers in their houses, were made answerable for their conduct; and the magistrates of towns were directed to make frequent inquiry in the suburbs for suspicious persons lodged in them. A particular statute was enacted for London, which, because many murders, homicides, assaults, and robberies, had been committed in the city, both in the day and in the night, ordered, that all persons found in the streets with sword and buckler or other arms after the curfew was rung at St. Martin's le Grand, except great lords and men of good reputation, should be committed to the Tun, and next day carried before the magistrates. And because such malefactors generally concerted their plans in taverns, and continued in them till the appointed time of putting their plots in execution, the masters of all taverns for the sale of wine or ale were ordered to shut them up as soon as the curfew bell rang. The aldermen were moreover required to make diligent inquiry in their wards for all malefactors, and for people who had no property or visible means of support. No bushes nor trees (except detached trees clear of underwood) nor ditches, wherein robbers could be concealed, were allowed to be within 200 feet of either side of the roads: the whole people of the hundred, wherein a robbery was committed, were bound to

* Some account of the laws and anathemas against robbers may be seen in Roper's Hist. of Charles V. Vol. i. p. 393, ed. 1782. See also above, pp. 393-404.

† Quere, if not rather from Michaelmas to Ascension day, as the long dark nights required the greatest vigilance?

‡ The Tun was a prison built in Cornhill in the year 1281 by Henry Wyke, then mayor, for conjuring night-walkers. [Sloane's Survey of London, p. 357.]
make good the damage, if they did not apprehend the robber. And every man was required to have in his house arms and armour, suitable to his circumstances, to enable him to assist in keeping the peace. [Stat. Wint. and Stat. Lond. 13 Edw. I.]

About this time a great conduit was made in the street called West Cheaping (now Cheapside) which was supplied with water brought from Paddington in leaden pipes laid under ground. [Stow's Survey of London, p. 482.]

Two Norwegian brothers, called Adelbrand and Thorvald, are said to have discovered land lying west from Iceland. [Torfæi Hist. Norweg. V. iv., p. 374.] But Greenland, the country due west from Iceland, had been discovered, and also colonized, several ages before.

At this time the coasts of Denmark, Friteland, and Germany, were infested by a most famous pirate called Alf, a Norwegian nobleman, who carried home his plunder to Norway, and was kindly received there. The merchants of the Vandaleic part of Germany fitted out a fleet of about thirty large cogs, which cruized for Alf in the Ore found several weeks, during which he carried on his depredations in the Baltic sea. So much of the old piratical spirit still prevailed in Norway, that Eric, the young king of that country, instead of punishing his subject Alf as the general enemy of mankind, promoted him to the rank of an earl, and treated the German merchants as his own enemies; and they appear to have really taken some vessels belonging to his subjects. [Torfæi Hist. Norweg. V. iv., p. 374.—Federa, V. ii. p. 1088.]

Perhaps this pirate was the cause of the war between the king of Norway and the German merchants about the year 1280, as related by Krantzius, [Hist. Norweg. L. vi., c. 2] who says, that the merchants, offended with the king for some encroachments upon their antient privileges, blocked up his ports, and prevented the importation of any provisions; that the Norwegians, strongly habituated to the corn brought from the southern countries, obliged their king to make peace, who requested the king of Sweden to act as umpire, and, in consequence of his award, reftored the privileges of the merchants, and paid them a large sum of money for damages; whereupon the merchants immediately imported corn into Norway. During the war the dukes of Saxony and Brunswick and the emperor of Germany wrote to King Edward, representing the unjust and tyrannic conduct of the king of Norway in seizing the property of the merchant of Lubeck to an infinite amount, and requesting him not to permit the Norwegians, whose own country could not supply them with provisions, to carry any from his dominions, [Rymer's Coll. manufr. V. ii. 71-73] whence it may be

* We are not informed what materials the first pipes for bringing water into London were made of, (see above, p. 389) and Stow has quoted no author for his narrative of the conduit.
inferred that foreign countries then received some supplies of provisions from England.

1286—The historians and poets of Scotland dwell with a melancholy pleasure on the virtues of the good King Alexander III, and the prosperity of the country during his peaceable and happy reign. His laws for enforcing agricultural industry, related by Wyntown, [*Original Cronykil of Scotland, V, i, p. 400*] produced more plentiful crops of corn in the kingdom than had been known in former times. He discouraged idleness, and abridged the number of horses kept for useless parade by the prelates and barons. [*Scottichron. V, ii, p. 129 ed. Goodall.*] In consequence of the abundance produced by a more vigorous agriculture and diligent fishery, and of the laws for rendering the lands and moveable property of debtors liable to be held by the shirref for the satisfaction of their creditors, and for preferring the property in vessels wrecked on the coast for the owners, as in the laws of England, and the general strict and impartial administration of justice, the trade of Scotland, which had been an object of some attention to foreign merchants, at least since the reign of Macbeth, was now of such importance, that the Lombards, the greatest general merchants in Europe, made proposals to the king for establishing towns in various parts of the kingdom for trading ports or coports, and particularly one on the peninsula rock at the Queens-ferry in Fife, or on the small island near Gramund. [*Scottichron. V, ii, p. 130.*]

Such a coport, or factory, actually was established at Berwick by some Flemish merchants, who occupied a strong building, called the Red Hall, and were bound by the terms of their tenure to defend it.

* Krantzius is so inaccurate as to call the king of Norway Olavus, and the king of Sweden Eric. There was no Olaf king of Norway for several ages before and after this time: and Magnus was king from December 1263 to May 1280. [*Torfei Ortade, L. ii.—Federa, V, ii, p. 1073.*] And, according to Puffendorf, a Swedish historian, another Magnus was king of Sweden from 1270 to 1288. Krantzius says that the contest with the German merchants was the only memorable event in the reign of Olavus as he calls him. His (I mean Magnus's) prudent negotiation with Alexander III for the cession of the Western islands to the crown of Scotland, and his reformation of the laws, which obtained for him the honourable appellation of Legislator, were unknown to, or thought unworthy of notice by, Krantzius. Wattenhagen in his superficial History of the Hanseatic [?] allies, has followed Krantzius without any examination. And both these writers have the good fortune to be quoted as respectable authorities. From the letters of the German princes to King Edward, Krantzius appears also to have antedated the war.

† Whoever compares the agricultural regulations in the first chapter of the laws ascribed to Alexander II in Skene's edition of Regiam majestatem, etc., with Wyntown's account of those of Alexander III, and considers the general inaccuracy of Skene's compilation, will see reason, notwithstanding the professed exactness of the date, to think it at least as probable, that they were enacted by Alexander III, whom Skene does not admit into the number of his legislating kings. The prices of corn in Alexander's reign will be found in the appendix of prices.

‡ For the fisheries of this reign see above, p. 436. § These laws are the 24th and 25th chapters of those ascribed to Alexander II. If he was the author of the first, the law of merchants, enacted in England in the year 1285, was later than a somewhat-similar law in Scotland, which will be thought rather improbable.

It is perhaps almost unnecessary to remind the reader, that the numerous dates in the north part of Italy were comprehended under the general name of Lombards.
against the enemies of Scotland*: and it appears to have been of the same nature with a *fundus in the Mediterranean, the Teutonic gildhall in London, and the *contoir of the German merchants at Bergen. (See above pp. 327, 410, 421). By the agency of the merchants of Berwick the wool, hides, wool-fells, and other wares, the produce of Roxburgh, Jedburgh, and all the adjacent country, were shipped for foreign countries, or sold upon the spot to the Flemish company. The exportation of salmon appears to have been also a considerable branch of their trade, as we find it some time after an object of attention to the legislature of England, and the regulation of it intrusted to the great officers of the government†. [Hemingford, p. 91; ed. Heane.—Federar, V. vi. p. 620.—Stat. 2, 3 Edw. III.] No other port of Scotland, in point of commercial importance, came near to a comparison with Berwick, which, according to the testimony of the contemporary writer of the Chronicle of Lanercost, [MS. Bib. Cott. Clmud. D vii. f. 207 b] was so populous and so full of commerce, that it might be called a second Alexandria. The sea was its wealth; the waters were its walls; and the opulent citizens were very liberal in their donations to religious houses‡. But we have better authority than the voice of panegyric for the prosperity of Berwick; as we find the customs of it assigned by King Alexander to a merchant of Gascoigne for £2,197: 8: 0 sterlings, a sum equivalent to 32,961 bolls of wheat at the usual price of sixteen pence; and, of 1,500 marks a-year, settled on the widow of Alexander prince of Scotland by her marriage contract, there were 1,300 payable out of Berwick. [Federar, V. ii. pp. 605, 613.]

Berwick was governed, as already observed, by a mayor with four provosts subordinate to him. Perth, Striveling (or Stirling), Roxburgh, and Jedburgh, had each at least one alderman, apparently the chief magistrate. Haddington was governed by a provost. Peebles, and Munros (now called Montrose), had each a bailie. Linlithgow, and Inverkeithing, had each two bailies. Elgin also was governed by bailies. And before this time Glasgow had three co-ordinate provosts and alse bailies. [Pyne's Hist. of John, &c. pp. 653, 654.—Rymer's Coll. MS. V. iii. n.]

* In the year 1366 thirty Flemings defended the Red hall against the English forces, till it was set on fire; and the whole of the faithful and gallant merchant garrison perished in the flames; [Hemingf. p. 91] a catastrophe, which apparently put an end to the Flemish company at Berwick.
† When Edward III wanted 1,000 salmon for his own use in the year 1361, he sent orders to procure them for him at Berwick (then belonging to England) and Newcastle, no doubt, these places most famous for them in his dominions. [Rot. pat. sce. 35 Edw. III, m. 9.]
‡ Probably Lanercost, which was an abbey in Cumberland, had profited largely by the mistaken piety of the wealthy citizens of Berwick; and the writer of the Chronicle thus repaid them in the usual coin.

‖ Though most of these magistrates appear under the year 1366, the establishment of their offices was most probably not later than the reign of David I, and at any rate earlier than the time in which I mention them: for certainly no new regulations of such matters could be introduced during the convulsions which ensued on the death of King Alexander III and his infant grand-daughter, Queen Margaret.

† Perhaps Lanercost, which was an abbay in
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116.—above p. 417.] We shall afterwards see thirty-seven aldermen, the magistrates, and representatives in parliament, of seventeen towns, among which are Haddington, Peebles, Marnos, Linlithgow, and Inverkeithing, the first of which we find at this time under the government of a provost, and the rest under that of bailies; whence it seems not improbable, that the title of bailie, and also of provost, may have been, at least sometimes, and in some places, used promiscuously with that of alderman*. As the titles of magistracy, to, it may be presumed, the constitutions of the towns, were more similar in England and Scotland in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries (and apparently also in earlier times) than they have been in later ages. But, during some centuries bypast, no such titles as mayor and alderman have been used in Scotland: and it is now scarcely known that they ever were used.

The loss of several merchant vessels by pirates, shipwrecks, and arrestsments in foreign ports, induced King Alexander to enact a well-intended, but mistaken, law, whereby the merchants of Scotland were prohibited for a time from exporting any goods in their own vessels: and, before a year was expired, vessels from several countries arrived with merchandise of various kind to be exchanged for the commodities of Scotland, the foreign merchants, according to the erroneous policy of the age, being restricted to deal with the burghesses only. These fellers upon commerce were thought so judicious by the historian, that, he says, in consequence of them the kingdom in a few years abounded in corn, money, cattle, sheep, and all kinds of merchandise, and the arts flourished. [Scotticron. V. ii. p. 130.] One certain consequence of the restriction must have been a considerable decrease of the mercantile shipping of Scotland.

Of the Scottish navy the scanty remains of authentic records anterior to the death of Alexander give us the knowledge of only one ship belonging to the king, or to the public; [Ayliffe's Calendar, p. 335] and probably there were no more †. But the king of Mann was bound to furnish five warlike galleys ('galeas piraticas') of twenty-four oars, and five of twelve oars, to the king of Scotland, when required, [Scotticron. V. ii. p. 101] and his other maritime vassals contributed vessels in proportion to their lands.‡

* In pleadings of the year 1291 we find the mayor and bailies ('bailiis') of Berwick repeatedly mentioned, the latter being apparently the same who are called provosts in the statutes of the gild. [Ryler: Plan. part. pp. 149-152.]

† In the year 1283, when King Edward was collecting fleets of all kinds for the invasion of Wales, he commissioned John Bishop, a burgess of Lynn, to purchase merchandise ('mercenaria') for him in Scotland. [Ayliffe's Calendars, p. 88.] —Quere, Was this term, mercantile, intended to signify fish, corn, and other provisions, or was Scotland to well stocked with general merchandise as to have some for exportation?

‡ The kings of England in those ages had very few ships, and the kings of France had seldom any.

§ Colin Campbell held the lands of Loch Ow, &c., of the king by the service of finding one vessel of forty oars, properly equipped and sufficiently manned, during forty days, as often as required.

[Stat. Rob. 1, in Anderson's Diplom. tom. 47.—or Cranford's Officers of State, p. 41.] Tormod Macleod
The general opulence of Scotland appears from the respectable public revenue, the prodigious sums squeezed out of it by the papal extortioners, which the temper of the age did not permit the wisdom of the king entirely to prohibit, and the great opulence of the king himself, as he has never been branded with oppression or avarice, who fairly purchased with his money the vassal kingdom of Mann and the Islands, bought many estates and wardships in England*, and gave Eric king of Norway a marriage portion of 14,000 marks with his daughter, referring to himself an option of giving a life-rent of lands of the annual value of 700 marks as an equivalent for half the sum †. In short, it is evident, that Scotland during the reigns of the three last sovereigns of the antient race, and particularly during the peaceable and auspicious reign of Alexander III, was in a progressive state of improvement, and possessed a much larger proportion of the wealth of great Britain than it has ever had in any subsequent time. But the premature and sudden death of the king (16th March 1286), followed by that of Queen Margaret his infant grand-daughter (September 1290), and the languid convulsions which ensued, changed all this fun-shine of national prosperity into a long night of warfare and devastation, the calamitous consequences of which have been felt almost to the present day.

1288—Though the power of Edward was much greater and his government much more vigorous than what the English had been accustomed to for almost a century, they were not sufficient to give full effect to his laws, especially the late one for enforcing precautions against robbery. A powerful gang of banditti in the habits of monks and canons let fire to the populous commercial town of Bofton on the day appointed for a fair and a tournament, murdered many of the merchants, which were endeavouring to save their property, and during the confusion stole prodigious quantities of rich merchandize, which their accomplices received from them, and immediately carried off. The fire made such destruction of the precious articles brought to the fair, that streams of melted gold, silver, and copper, were said, in the exaggeration of popular report, to run down even into the sea, and all the money in England was supposed insufficient to make good the damage. The captain of the gang, a warrior of great reputation, and owner of many houses in Boston and of much ill-gotten wealth, was taken and hanged; but, ad

* See above, pp. 416, 425.—M. Paris, pp. 545, 579, 723, &c.—Dugdale's Baronage, V. i. pp. 69, 769.—Riley, Plac. parl. p. 345.
† The annuity on the life of Margaret, then in her twenty-first year, was thus valued at ten years purchase. See the contract of marriage in Fidora, V. ii. p. 1079. Eric was put in possession of the lands, apparently the same which were afterwards given with King Robert's daughter.

† See above, pp. 416, 425.—M. Paris, pp. 545, 579, 723, &c.—Dugdale's Baronage, V. i. pp. 69, 769.—Riley, Plac. parl. p. 345.
† The annuity on the life of Margaret, then in her twenty-first year, was thus valued at ten years purchase. See the contract of marriage in Fidora, V. ii. p. 1079. Eric was put in possession of the lands, apparently the same which were afterwards given with King Robert's daughter.
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hiering to the point of honour among thieves, he obstinately refused to betray his accomplices, who quietly enjoyed their plunder and the triumph of having trampled upon the laws. [T. Wike, p. 117.—Trivet, p. 266.—Knighton, col. 2466 *]

This year the harvest was so abundant in England, that the quarter of wheat was sold in some places for twenty pennies, in some for sixteen, and in others for twelve. [Trivet, p. 266.] Stow says, that in the west and north parts of the country it was sold for eight pennies (being a farthing the peck) but in London, when at the dearest price of the year, so high as three shillings and four pence. Such a monstrous inequality in the price of an article of the first necessity in various parts of the same kingdom shows, that the home carrying trade, the greatest, and by far the most important, in any well-regulated country, was still almost unknown in England.

In the ordinance made this year for regulating the trade of Ireland there was one chapter (the third) which very much abridged the freedom of trade granted to that country in the first year of Edward's reign. Merchants were permitted to carry corn and other victuals and merchandise from Ireland, if not embargoed by the viceroy, only to England and Wales, on paying the customs and giving security that they should not be carried to the king's enemies of Scotland † or any other of his enemies.

1290—In the year 1275 the parliament passed an act (not published in the Statutes at large) prohibiting the Jews from taking interest for money or receiving stolen goods, on pain of death. In 1287 a Jew was compelled by a tolerated perjuration to give up a mortgage; and in the same year all the Jews of both sexes were seized on the second day of May, and kept in prison till they paid twelve thousand pounds to the king. In the year 1300 all the Jews were ordered to leave England before the first of November, and never to return, on pain of death. They were allowed to carry their moveable property with them, except their bonds for money owing to them by Christians, which were in the custody of the king ‡, who also seized all their houses and tenements.

* The robbery is dated in 1285 by Knighton: but the other two authors are considerably earlier than him. If he were right, the laws for guarding against robbery might be supposed to have been enacted in consequence of that outrageous infliction upon the justice and authority of the government.

† As a harmony, which for duration is perhaps unparalleled in the history of neighbouring kingdoms, had subsisted between England and Scotland, and Edward was now particularly averse to cultivating the friendship of the regents of Scotland, in order to secure their infant queen, Margaret, with the kingdom for her marriage portion, for his still-younger infant son, Edward, the enemies of Scotland, herein excepted, could not be the nation at large, nor the regents. They must have been Robert Bruce, the Stewart, and others connected with them, who, together with the earls of Gloucestér and Ulster, had entered into a confederacy in September 1286, and had even taken up arms, apparently with a design to set aside the young queen and disappoint Edward in the favorite object of his ambition. [Dugdale's Baronage, V. 1, p. 216. Symon's Hist. of the house of Stuart, p. 79.]

‡ The king exacted payment of the debts due to the Jews as his own property. But some others,
and Walthingham say, that the king seized all their property, leaving them only as much as would bear their charges to France: but, according to Wikes, they carried enough with them to tempt the feamen to murder them on the passage for the fake of their money. The number of Jews driven out of England at this time was reckoned to be 16,511: and the king had previously expelled them from his territories in France. Such was the general eagerness to get rid of the Jews, that the parliament granted the king a fifteenth of the property of the people for that purpose, though, as the expulsion was managed, it was able very amply to bear its own charges.*

1291, April.—Now (and how long before is unknown) coal mines were worked in Scotland, as appears by a charter of William of Obergwill, granting liberty to the monks of Dunfermline to dig coals for their own use in his lands of Pittencriff, but upon no account to sell any. [Chart in Statist. account of Scotland, V. xiii, p. 469.] From the donor restricting the monks from felling, it may be presumed, that the sale of coal was then a valuable object, which he reserved for himself.

June 15th.—The property of some Flemish merchants had been arrested by the justiciary, or viceroy, of Ireland in the ports of Waterford, Youghall, and Cork, on account of disputes between England and Flanders. But the king, unwilling that any interruption should be given to the trade, now defined that it should be restored. [Feodura, V. ii, p. 529.] Either those merchants were in the carrying trade between Ireland and England; or the rigour of the law of the year 1288 was now relaxed.

Baptiffa Burgus, the panegyrical historian of Genoa, relates, that two galleys, commanded by D'Oria and Vivaldo, were fitted out from that city for the discovery of western lands in the Atlantic ocean, but that they were never more heard of.

Soon after the expulsion of the western pilgrims from Jerusalem in the year 1187 they were confined to a narrow strip of the coast; and the maritime city of St. John de Acre (or Ptolemais) was the capital of the Christian territory in the East. Being thus occupied by people from every European nation, it became a general emporium for the merchandise of the East and the West; and commerce, conducted chiefly by the Venetians, Genoese, and Pisans, flourished as much as a state of frequent warfare with the neighbouring Mohedans, and the distracted condition of a city wherein there were seventeen sovereigns, or representatives of sovereigns and republics, no one of whom acknowledged himself subordinate to any other, could permit. Without entering into any detail of the bloody war between the Venetians and Genoese for

---

* See Madon, Hist. of the exchequer, c. 7, § 8, note p. 129.
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the possession of a monastery. I shall only observe, that one consequence of the anarchy was, that nineteen Syrian merchants, trading in time of peace under the security of the public faith, were plundered and ignominiously put to death by the people of Acre. The refusal of satisfaction for the outrage brought upon them the vengeance of the sultan Khalil, who took the city by storm, carried all the remaining inhabitants into captivity, and made an end of the Latin dominion in Syria, and of the holy wars, which during two centuries wasted the blood and treasure of Europe. [Gibbon, V. xi, p. 166, and authorities quoted.]

After the final loss of Syria a solemn edict was issued (I presume, by the pope) whereby the Christians were prohibited from having any commerce with the subjects of the sultan. Cruising vessels were stationed to intercept those, who, setting aside the fear of God, presumed to trade with them: the transgressors were declared infamous, and rendered incapable of performing any legal act: their property was confiscated, and themselves condemned to be made slaves to any person who should apprehend them. [Sanuto, op. Cefa Dei per Francor, V. ii, p. 28.]

1292—An order had been issued ten years ago for the officers employed on the sea coast to guard against the importation of counterfeit and defaced money, [Rot. pat, 11 Edw. I. m. 4] which appears to have had but little effect; for now the trade and intercourse of the country were so much injured by an inundation of bad money, from foreign countries, that the currency of all money but that of England, Ireland, or Scotland, was totally prohibited: and all persons arriving from abroad were required to submit their money to the examination of officers appointed for that purpose in Dover, Sandwich, London, Boston, Southamptor, and the Cinque ports. Immediately after this another statute was enacted for punishing those merchants, chiefly foreigners, who brought defaced and counterfeit money into the kingdom, by forfeitures and other penalties: and all other people, possessing bad money, were directed to bring it to the mint to be recoined, on pain of forfeiture. The bad money, now smuggled into England, and generally put up in bales of cloth and other packages to elude the search of the officers, consisted partly of light pieces stamped with mitres and lions, 20/ of which weighed only 16/4 of English money, and partly of counterfeits of English money, made of base metals and covered over with silver, which were coined at Avignon and elsewhere. [Stat. 4, 5, 6, of 20 Edw. I.]

The brightest ornament of England and of the thirteenth century was Roger Bacon, a Franciscan friar of Oxford. This heaven-taught

* Plato, the biographer of the popes, says [P. 415, ed. 1664] that the quarrel of the Venetians and Genoese prevented Pope Alexander IV from prosecuting the plague and necessary Astatic war. It certainly was a very profitable war in many respects to the pope.
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genius, soaring above the incomprehensible jargon which was then called philosophy, by the native force of his own mind made such discoveries in real science and experimental philosophy, that the bare recital of them must astonish us. His works plainly show, that many mathematical instruments, supposed the inventions of later ages, were known to, or invented by, him, though lost at his death, till they were re-invented by several ingenious men of later times. His description of spectacles composed of several glasses placed at proper distances, which enabled him to bring the sun, moon, and stars, apparently near to him, and to read letters at a great distance, applies exactly to our modern telescopes. Our modern spectacles are surely no other than his reading glasses, which magnified the letters for the use of old men, and those whose eyes were weak. He understood the construction of burning glasses, microscopes, and the camera obscura. In his writings he maintains, that greater wonders may be accomplished by the powers of nature, if properly known, than by the pretended arts of magic. He affirms, that chariots may be made to go without horses; that machines may be made, by which a man may mount up in the air; others, by which he may walk at the bottom of the sea; and others, by which one man may counteract the force of a thousand. He compounded saltpetre, sulphur, and charcoal, into a powder, by which he produced artificial thunder and flame, and by which a city or an army could be destroyed: and he knew many of the supposed modern improvements in chymistry. All the rules of arithmetic (not then, as now, a common science) were familiar to him; and he discovered the exact period of the year, and methods for correcting the calendar. In short, he was indefatigable in the prosecution of science; and he expended upon experiments, by the assistance of his friends, no less than two thousand pounds, a sum fully equivalent to at least fifty thousand in the present time. This illustrious man would alone have been sufficient to illuminate a dark age, if his ardent discovery had not been repressed by the jealous devotedness of ignorant priests, from whom he suffered much persecution and several imprisonments, whereby the world was deprived of the fruits of many of the best years of his astonishing ingenuity and incomparable industry. After having made more discoveries in science than any other man ever did in any age or country, he died in a good old age on the 11th of June, 1292; and after his death science relapsed into a slumber of about two centuries. [See his own Opus majus.--Wood's Hist. Oxon., L. i.]

The commerce with France was interrupted by a quarrel between

* Petrus Peregrinus, who wrote upon almost all the qualities of the magnet, is said by some to be no other than Bacon under an assumed name. The same writer is quoted under the name of Petrus Pellegrinus by Baptista della Porta in his Magia naturalis, L. vii, c. 27.
some English and French sailors for a well of fresh water, which was followed by flagitious and ruinous private hostilities; if, being so extensive, they may be called private. The barons of the Cinque ports, in order to revenge the losses and slaughters of their countrymen, fitted out sixty vessels, wherewith they attacked a French fleet of two hundred, loaded with wine; and took them all, the whole of the people, to the number of about 25,000, being killed or drowned, except a few who got to the land in their boats. King Edward, as disapproving the action, refused to accept any share of the plunder. The king of France, roused by the cries of his people, sent a very urgent letter for compensation; and Edward, very desirous of avoiding a war with France, sent the bishop of London with instructions to offer several proposals for settling matters amicably.

1294—But the kings on both sides having other causes of discontent, the negotiation proved fruitless, and both kings prepared for war. The king of France prohibited all commercial intercourse between his kingdom and England; and King Edward seized the property of the French merchants in his dominions, which was expressly contrary to the provisions of Magna Charta, unless the king of France acted previously in the same manner. [Trivet, p. 274. M. W., p. 419. Wiker, p. 126.]

The savage and predatory spirit of the age was continually breaking out in enormities; and the seamen of Bayonne, the Cinque ports, Blanken, &c., as well as those of other countries, were frequently accused of acts of piracy and wanton cruelty. [Feder, V. ii, pp. 607, 616, 617, 632, 667, &c.] It was said that some merchants of Bayonne were publicly plundered in the ports of Lisbon; and many hostilities had passed between them, aided by their allies, the seamen of England, and their neighbours of Spain; and in particular fifteen Spanish vessels were taken and carried into an English port. But, by the intervention of the kings of England and Spain (who do not appear to express any displeasure at their subjects going to war without their authority *) it was agreed (in summer 1293) that all captures should be restored on both sides. The merchants of Spain and Portugal appear, however, to have been still unwilling to venture themselves or their property in Edward's dominions, till, by the intercession of his friend the earl of Flanders, he granted them safe-conducts (17th February 1294), to last only till the middle of October, on condition that the kings of Spain and Portugal should act in the same manner to his subjects. [Feder, V. ii, pp. 609, 610, 627.]

King Edward, preparing for his intended war against France, divided

* Matthew of Westminster says, [p. 424.] that in those days there was neither king nor law for sailors, but every one called, whatever he could plunder or carry off, his own.
his navy into three fleets, and appointed three admirals, viz. John of Botetourt admiral of the fleet of Yarmouth and the east coast; William of Leyburn, of the Portsmouth division; and an officer (not named) of Irish birth commanded the ships of the west coast and Ireland. [Triquet, p. 279.] This is believed to be the earliest appearance in England of the title of admiral, which had been some time before adopted, in imitation of the Saracens, by the maritime states of Italy, for the commander of a fleet. And the title appears to be quite new and unsettled; for on the 3rd of September William of Leyburn is hailed captain of the seamen and mariners of the king's dominions, &c., and in the following year the king calls John of Botetourt his warden of the coast of Yarmouth. [Federis, V. ii, pp. 654, 688.]

The great inconveniences produced by the circulation of bad money in England, in spite of all the laws and precautions against the importation of it, induced King Edward to appoint Master John of Gloucester, and John of Lincoln merchant in Hull, to superintend the payments of the merchants throughout the whole kingdom, and to compell all merchants to bring their money to be examined by them. [Madoz's Hist. of the exchequer. c. 9, § 3.] Whether all the payments in England were made in their office, or they had deputies in every trading town, we are not informed: nor do we know how long their extraordinary commission continued in force.

September 20th.—King Edward, being engaged in a war with France, and at the same time very eager to make a conquest of Scotland and to suppress some tumults in Wales, demanded of the clergy one half of their incomes for the year, from the merchants living in walled cities and market towns one third part, and from the rest of the people one tenth, of all their possessions; but I suppose, rather of their incomes. Their heavy taxes were rendered still more distressful by a very scanty harvest, occasioned probably by the men being drawn off from agriculture to the army, whereby many of the poor actually perished for want. [Triquet, p. 279.-M. Weatm. p. 422.]

1295—King Edward, being at war with France, compelled the masters of neutral vessels in the ports of England to give security that they should not fail to that kingdom, without drawing any line of distinction between contraband and lawful goods. Some citizens of Lubeck, not being able to find security in England, were obliged to have their case represented to the emperor, who wrote to Edward in their behalf, and

* The learned Spelman [Cass. vi. 6. Admirality] by translating the old French word 'fayze' for instead of 'fanta,' has dated the ordinance at Bruges (see Federis, V. ii, p. 739) in 1295 instead of 1296, and supposed the mention of William of Leyburn in it as the king's admiral of the sea the earliest appearance of the title in England. For the derivation of the name, and nature of the office of admiral, see his Glossary, wherein he has given a series of the admirals of England, which may now be greatly augmented from the Federis and other records published since his time.
in return was desired to have the required security taken in Germany, before the vessels should be permitted to move. [Federa, V. ii, p. 679.]

A merchant of Bayonne, having taken in 174 baskets of almonds on the coast of Africa, and also 150 boxes* of Malaga raisins, and 490 frailes ('flayons') of Malaga figs, when proceeding with those and other goods to England, anchored on the coast of Portugal, where, notwithstanding the truce so lately made with the merchants of Spain and Portugal, he was taken by armed men, who carried him into Lisbon. There his property was sold, and the king of Portugal received a tenth part of it from the pirates, whereby the merchant was injured to the amount of £700 sterling. King Edward's lieutenant in Gascoigne thereupon granted to him and his heirs licence to seize the property of the Portuguese, and especially of the inhabitants of Lisbon, wherever he could find it, during five years to come, or till he should be reimbursed for his losses and all expenses. [Federa, V. ii, p. 691.] This is, I believe, the earliest notice, to be found in English records, of letters of marque or reprisal.

September 28th.—The king directed John of Botetourt, his warden of the coast of Yarmouth, to permit the people of Holland, Zeland, and Friesland (whose sovereign had engaged to assist him in his war against France) to fish freely on the coast near Yarmouth; and he desired him to make frequent proclamation, that no person should presume to injure or hinder them in their fishing, and that they should give them every requisite assistance, till the 11th of November †. [Federa, V. ii, p. 688.]

Dantzick was now for the first time enclosed with a wall, which was made of planks, by Primiflaus duke of Poland. In the year 1343 a stone wall was begun. But the houses were built with reeds and mud as late as the end of the fourteenth century, there being then only one brick house, wherein the magistrates assembled. [Berti Rec. Germ. L. iii, p. 102.]

Nicolo and Matheo Polo, two brothers of a noble family in Venice, having gone upon a trading adventure to Constantinople and various parts of Asia, after a variety of fortune arrived at Cambalu in Cathay ‡, the residence of Cublai khan, the conqueror of China, who treated them very favourably, and retained them in his service. Being sent as his ambassadors to the pope, they arrived in Italy in the year 1269, and returned to the East in 1271 with letters from the pope, accompanied by Marco the son of Nicolo. Young Marco soon acquired the languages

* Confers, boxes or baskets. The word confers was not constantly prefixed to a box for containing a dead body.
‡ This is doubtless the permission, dated by Selden in his Mare clausum in 1265, and copied from him by Schook in his Differt. de barangis, § 39.
† There can be little doubt that Cambalu, which, Marco informs us, signifies the city of the king, is Pekin. Cathay is a name still used in Asia for the northern part of China.
of the Moguls and some other neighbouring nations, and became a great favourite with the khan, who employed him, and also his father and uncle, on many important embassies. On their return from one of them they found ambassadors at the court of Kublai from Argon, an Indian king, who had sent them to procure a wife for him. Their return home being rendered dangerous by a war in the intervening countries, they requested the khan to allow them to convey the princess, his relation, by sea, and to permit the three Venetians to accompany them on account of their skill in maritime affairs. The khan reluctantly consented to part with his Venetian friends, and ordered fourteen vessels to be provided for them, each of which carried four masts and nine sails.* In twenty-one months they arrived in Argon’s dominions; and thence the three Venetians proceeded by the way of Trebisond, Constantinople, and Negropont, to Venice, where they arrived in the year 1295, with more knowledge of the Oriental countries than any Europeans ever had acquired †.

From Marco Polo’s faithful account of the many countries he had traveled through, and of those described by him from the best information he could obtain, the following particulars, illustrative of their commerce and manufactures, are extracted.

Giazza, a city with an excellent harbour at the north-east corner of the Levant sea, and a settled mart for all the East, is much frequented by vessels from Venice and Genoa for the sake of the spices and other rich merchandize brought to it.

Zorziana (Gurgifan or Georgia) has abundance of silk; and all the stuffs of gold and silk, called muslins, are made in the province of Moxul.

Baldach, or Bagdat, is situated upon the River Tigris, at the distance of seventeen days sailing from the sea. It has many manufactures of gold and silk, damasks, and velvets with figures of animals. All the pearls in Christendom are brought from that city.

In Tauris, a great and populous city of Hyrcania, there are manufactures of gold and silk; and many foreign merchants residing there acquire great riches.

Persia abounds with silk, and has excellent artificers, who make wonderful things in gold, silk, and embroidery. Jaffa, a city on the frontier of Persia, has a great trade and many manufactures of silk.

Ormus, the capital of the kingdom of Kerman, situated on an island,

* The form of the sail is described by Ramusio in his account of Marco’s travels.
† The travels of Plano Carpini and his associates and followers, begun in the year 1246, those of Rubruquis, or Raybrooke, in 1253, and the work of Hathy, written about the time that the Polos were on their travels, though containing some particulars of Cathay agreeing with and confirmed by Marco, were of no great importance in themselves, except as having some degree of influence in slowly arousing the spirit of inquiry, without which no great object can ever be accomplished.
is a great mart, to which the merchants from India and other countries bring spices, pearls, precious stones, and other rich articles, from India. The vessels ofOrmus are roundly built, with one deck, one mast, and one sail.

Cambalu in the province of Cathay, two days journey from the Ocean, has been long the royal residence. The great khan removed the city to the opposite side of the river, where the palaces are. The new-built city, called Taidu, is a square of six miles each side; and the streets, intersecting each other, extend in straight lines from gate to gate. In a great building in the center there is a very large bell, which tolls every night at a certain hour, after which no man must be in the streets till next morning, unless in cases of very urgent necessity, and then he must carry a light with him. Adjoining to each of the twelve gates there are suburbs three or four miles long, wherein the merchants and strangers live, each nation having their own distinct store-houses, in which they reside. The quantity and variety of merchandise of all kinds is astonishing, and the number of merchants, of whom a great proportion are Saracens, is wonderfully great. The money is not made of metal, but of the middle bark of the mulberry tree, cut in round pieces, and stamped with the khan's mark. It is death to counterfeit it, or to refuse it in any part of the empire. Throughout the whole empire there are inns established at proper distances, where the khan's ambassadors or messengers are sure to find fresh horses, provisions, and lodgings; and ferry-boats are also stationed at the rivers and lakes. By these means letters are conveyed at the rate of 200 or 250 miles in a day. In years of abundance the khan lays up corn in his granaries, and in times of scarcity sells it out for a fourth part of the current price. In Cathay they make a liquor of rice much stronger than wine. They dig up black stones (coals) which burn like wood, and keep on fire through the whole night. The khan has the tenth of all wool, silk, and hemp, and of all produce of the earth except sugar and spices, which pay only 3½ per cent, as does also the wine of rice (or arrack); and all mechanics are obliged to work for him one day in the week; and thence he clothes his army and the poor. The whole country is full of great, rich, and crowded, cities (many of which are named and described) thronged with manufacturers of silk, gold fluffels, and other rich or useful merchandise. The rivers and canals, especially, the great and magnificent one made by turning the river at the city of Singumatu into two channels, one going towards Cambalu, and the other towards Mangi.

* If our modern travelers have been well informed on the subject of taxation in China, and Marco has been correct in this part of his narrative, those oppressive taxes are now lightened almost to annihilation. Perhaps Marco was here erroneous in his recollection; for it must have been a most preposterous policy to tax wool, silk, and hemp, the materials of industry, thrice as heavy as spices, a mere luxury, and arrack, the instrument of intoxication, idleness, and riot.
(the south part of China) are continually covered with vessels, which carry on a vast inland trade throughout the whole empire. At Trigui there is a great manufacture of porcelain dishes, eight of which may be bought for the value of a Venetian groat. Many of the ports are frequented by vessels from India, which pay a duty of ten per cent to the khan. At Zaitum, a famous port of Mangi, ships arrive from all quarters with merchandise, which is there refhipped for every part of India. The quantity of pepper to be found there is an hundred times as much as all that comes to the West by the way of Alexandria. Ships from Zaitum trade to an island (never seen by Marco) producing spices, lignum aloes, and pepper. They are a year upon the voyage out and in, having winds of two forts (monfoons) which keep their regular seasons.

Zipangu (supposed to be Japan) is a large island, which the khan's forces were not able to subdue. Java is supposed the largest island in the world. The merchants of Zaitum and other parts of Mangi import a great quantity of gold and spices from it.

Another island, called the Lesser Java, contains eight kingdoms, six of which Marco traveled through. In one of them called Fell the people are converted to the religion of Mohamed by the vast number of Saracens trading to that country. In another of them there are nuts, as large as a man's head, containing within them a liquor preferable to wine. Lambrai, another of those kingdoms, produces trees from which meal is made.

One thousand miles west from Java is Zelan (Ceylon), 2,400 miles in circuit, but formerly 3,600, as appears in ancient maps: but the north winds have made great changes, and sink much of it under the sea. Between Zelan and the main land of India there is a great fishery for pearls.

Sixty miles west from Zelan is Malabar in the Greater India. The kings of that country are supplied with horses from Ormus and other places.

In Murfili, or Monful, lying north from Malabar, there are mountains containing diamonds.

On the west coast of Malabar and in Guzerat there are many pirates, who sometimes attack the merchants with fleets of a hundred vessels. (We may thence infer, that the merchant vessels were very numerous, and failed in strong fleets, as the pirates thought for large a force necessary to attack them.) In Guzerat there is abundance of cotton; in

* Could coco-nuts be unknown to him till he was in that country?
† He proceeds to describe the process of making this meal, which is flages.
‡ Marco, in his veneration for Ptolemy, rather supposes a very improbable event, than that his geography might be erroneous.
Canthar, store of frankincense; in Cambay, indigo, buckram, and cotton.

In Bengal the people live on flesh, rice, and milk. They have great plenty of cotton, and carry on a vast trade in the manufactures of it. They have also abundance of spikenard, galangal, ginger, and other spices.

In Bactia and Thebet, countries lying north from India, corals are reckoned more precious than any other article *.

In Carandana, and many other provinces lying round it, an ounce of gold is exchanged for five ounces of silver.

In the province of Chinchinalas there is a mountain containing mines of steel and andaricum †, and also salamander's wool (asbestos), whereof a cloth is made, which fire cannot consume.

Magafter (Madagascar) is 1,000 miles south from Socotora, and is one of the richest and largest islands in the world, being 3,000 miles in circuit. It is inhabited by Saracens; and vast quantities of elephant's teeth are brought from it.

Zenifbar (apparently the Zanguebar of modern maps) is also said to be a very extensive country.

The vessels of India have many cabins on their decks, and each merchant has his own cabin. They carry from two to four masts, which are set up and lowered at pleasure. The hold is divided by water-tight partitions; so that, if a leak springs in one room, the goods in the others are not wetted by it. They are double-planked, and caulked with oakum, nailed with iron, and covered with a composition of oil, lime, and hemp. They carry from five to six thousand bags of pepper, and from 150 to 300 men. They row with oars, which require four men to each of them. They have smaller vessels for tenders besides the boats carried on their decks. Every year they put on a new sheathing above the old; and after six such courses the ships are broken up §.

These accounts of the vast and rich countries of the East laid open a new world to the curiosity and speculation of the Europeans, and inflamed them with the desire of discovering a way to reach them by sea, after an interval of two centuries, was at last accomplished ||.

* The great demand for corals in India, probably for the supply of those countries, was noted by Pliny. See above, p. 157, note †.
† The well-informed author of the Periplus of the Erythraean Sea observed that there was a considerable profit made in India by exchanging one kind of money for another; (see above, p. 170) and there is still a great difference in the proportions between the precious metals in India and in Europe.
‡ This is believed to be that most excellent kind of steel, which in ancient times was carried from India to Europe. See above, p. 160, note †.
§ These short-lived ships must have been built of timber very different from that of Tylos in the days of Theophrastus, (see above, p. 50) or the very durable teak of the modern shipbuilders of Hindoostan.
|| The narrative of Marco Polo proved a powerful stimulus to Christopher Colon in his project of reaching India by a western course, in which, according to the received geography, he should fall only 135 degrees west from the meridian of Ferro, instead of 255 degrees, besides the great circuit round Africa, in failing to it by an eastern course, for India was his object; he had no conception of another great continent. [Hist. del Almirante, Tom Chr. Colon, cc. 7, 8; written by his son.]
 Whoever compares the Periplus of the Erythraean sea, the relations of Cosmas Indicopleustes, the Arabian travelers, Maffoudi, Ebn Haukal, and Benjamin of Tudela, with the narrative of Marco Polo, will find them in many points strongly confirmed and illustrated by him, as he is by the accounts of all succeeding travelers of veracity*. The close resemblance between the earliest accounts of the Indians (even those obtained by Alexander's officers) and of the Chinese, is particularly striking. Both those great nations had made considerable progress in science long before it began to dawn upon the western world; and both have continued, ever since the times in which we have the earliest knowledge of them, nearly stationary in science, or rather in some respects retrograde. In the age of Marco Polo we find the Indians, and the people of Mangi, or the southern Chinese, navigating every part of the Indian ocean, as we know, that in earlier ages, though colonies and commercial settlements of the Arabs, or Saracens, a people of superior commercial enterprise and knowledge, were established in every port of that extensive ocean, and even in their own inland cities, they visited every coast of it in their own vessels, and took into their own hands the most of the maritime trade between the eastern and western parts of the world. But afterwards both the Indians and the Chinese, though better qualified in point of situation and valuable commodities and manufactures than any other people of Asia to command an extensive and lucrative trade to all parts of the world, have allowed the whole of their foreign trade to go into the hands of foreigners. The decline of navigation in China may perhaps owe partly to the policy of the government, and partly to the seamen having lost the knowledge of managing vessels at sea in consequence of the great bulk of their trade being conveyed, without any danger from storms or pirates, by inland navigation, ever since the great canal was made by Coublai.

1296—Hitherto the galleys in the Mediterranean had never had more than two men to row one oar, but now three men were put upon each

* Many other particulars, characteristic of the eastern nations, and strongly proving the veracity of Marco's narrative, might be selected; such as the Chinese custom of exposing infants, 20, 0, of whom were every year saved and bred up by Fanfuir, the last king of Mangi; the policy, perhaps peculiar to China, of one city having authority over many others, no fewer than 140 being subject to the government of Quinai (the city of heaven), the greatest and richest city, and, before the conquest of it by Coublai, the capital, of Mangi; the plantations of mulberry trees in China for feeding the silk-worms; the respect paid to cows by the Indians; their principle of not putting any animal to death, and abstaining from animal foods; their widows devoting themselves to the

funereal fire along with the bodies of their deceased husbands; their custom of chewing a leaf (betel) which he calls temdul, with ficans and lime; a small city at the tomb of St. Thomas, frequented by Saracens as well as Christians on account of devotion; the Chriftians of Sancoria and other places acknowledging the patriarch of Balsach for their chief or pope, nearly as it was in the time of Cosmas Indicopleustes, &c.

Having already given the composed commercial substance of all the early writers upon Oriental affairs, it will not be necessary to pay much attention to any other travelers into the eastern regions, unless they add something considerable to our stock of materials for commercial history.
oar in the larger galleys, which were thence called 

\[ \text{terzareli} \]. [Sanuto, \textit{apud Bongars. V. ii. p. 57.}] Probably the Polos, who had just returned from the Oriental seas where they had seen even four men on an oar, may have suggested this augmentation of force upon the oars of the galleys.

1297.—In consideration of an alliance against France, and of two political marriages between the families of Edward king of England and Guy earl (or cuens) of Flanders, the later obtained a very favourable commercial treaty, whereby his subjects were permitted to carry wool and other merchandize from Edward's dominions of England, Ireland, Scotland, and Wales, as freely as the Lombard, or even English, merchants. Guy even had interest to procure commercial favours in Edward's dominions for the merchants of Spain and Portugal, some of whom were immediately accused of piratically seizing two vessels belonging to King Edward's city of Bayonne. In one of the many treaties between England and Flanders it was agreed, that all the vessels belonging to King Edward's British or French dominions should carry his arms in their colours, and those of the earl's territories should in like manner carry his: and all vessels should have letters patent, sealed with the common seals of the towns to which they belonged, testifying that they really belonged to such towns. This is probably the earliest notice of national colours and ship's papers (as they are now called) to be found in English records. [Federa, V. ii, pp. 737-765.]

September 15th.—King Edward levied an eight part of the property of all the laymen throughout the kingdom for the support of his war with France: and in return, he renewed, or confirmed, the Great charter of the liberties of England and the Charter of the liberties of the forest. [Federa, V. ii, p. 793. Statut. 25 Edw. I.]

October 10th.—The parliament had granted the king an additional duty of forty shillings upon every sack of wool, and five marks upon every laft of hides, to be exported, during two years, or three years if the war should last so long. But the imposition was apparently found

\[ * \] This word has apparently led some of the later Italian writers to assert, that \textit{trivemis} in ancient times signified a vessel with three men to every oar (whereas the ancient vessels never had more than one to an oar) and to apply that ancient term to modern galleys; a licence utterly unfavourable to the meaning of language.

\[ \dagger \] Perhaps the letter of marque, granted in the year 1295 to a merchant of Bayonne, was now recalled or forgotten, the merchant being reimbursed, or his interest not attended to.

\[ \ddagger \] The distinguishing banners, &c. used in the fleet of Richard I., seem to have been those of the military commanders, and they were set up upon spears. But in the year 1298 we shall find Catalan colours and Portuguese colours, bearing the ensigns and arms of the sovereigns, mentioned as things in common use. Some time before March 1315 the people remaining onboard a vessel of Bayonne, which had been taken by some Flemish and Scottish cruisers, and abandoned by them on the appearance of an English fleet, hoisted the royal standard of England at their mast head as seeking their protection, and they were accordingly carried into Yarmouth. [Federa, V. iii, p. 509.]

\[ \S \] The Magna carta was repeatedly confirmed in the remaining part of Edward's reign. See Blackmore's \textit{History of the charters.} But neither those confirmations, nor the frequent impositions of the taxes called aids, need to be mentioned in this work.
intolerable, and the collection of it impracticable; for the king, by advice of his council, directed the collectors of the customs to remit the new duties, and take only those formerly established, already specified under the year 1282. [Statut. 25 Edw. I.—Madox’sHist. of the excheg. c. 18, § 5, note (r).]

1298.—The people of Hull used to pay certain duties to the city of York, and were also in some degree subject to the archbishop, till the twenty-sixth year of King Edward I, when, under the application of the king’s men of his town of Kingston upon Hull, they petitioned the king, that their town might be made a free burgh, independent of the shiref, and have a fair and markets, with exemptions from several tolls and imposts (now obsolete) throughout all England. They paid 100 marks to the king, and their petition was granted. About the same time the men of Ravenfrod, or Ravenfer, obtained a similar grant of privileges, exemption from the jurisdiction of York, from tolls, &c. And, if we are to judge by the sum they paid, which was £300 (or 450 marks) it must have been then a more considerable place than Hull. * [Rot. pat. 51 Hen. III, m. 23.—Riley’s Plac. parl. p. 646.—Madox’s Hist. c. 11, § 2.]

We find an officer appointed to measure and inspect cloths in the fairs throughout all England, to levy fines upon those whose cloths were not according to the taille, and to account for the fines to the exchequer. This officer must have had deputies all over the kingdom. The origin of the office is not known, the notice of its being occasioned by the

* Camden was mistaken, though deriving his information from the faced archives of the king at York, in saying that Edward built a town, which he called Kingston, upon a piece of ground called Whix, purchased by him from the abbot of Meaux; though the name, and probably some new buildings erected in consequence of the new privileges, have led him to suppose a new foundation: and his authority, which is deformed, great, has been implicitly followed. Hull if we may trust the representation of the archbishop of York, was a port of commerce in the reign of King Athelstan. [Falkner, V. iv, p. 272.] But, to come upon surer ground, Hull was evidently a port of some not at least a century before this time; we have seen that its customs amounted to £1,086 in the year 1284; and in the year 1294, we find a merchant of that town one of the two superintendents of all the merchan-ciate payments in England. [See above, pp. 358, 171, 437, 494.] I find no record of the trade of Ravenford, nor indeed any mention of it whatever before this time. After being noted in history for the embarkation of Edward Balliol and his allies when he went to claim the kingdom of Scotland in the year 1332, for the landing of Henry Duke of Lancaster when he came to take possession of the kingdom of England in 1359, and the landing of King Edward IV when he came to re-claim the kingdom in 1471, but without having ever attained any great commercial importance, it was entirely destroyed by the encroachments of the sea about the beginning of the fifteenth century. (If not indeed before the landing of Henry IV.) And even the place where it stood, which was on the Humber, and near the point called the Spurn, is not exactly known. [Walford, p. 358.—Falkner, V. v, p. 89.—Stowe, Ann. p. 703.] But Hull (the additional name of Kingston is now generally omitted) has become one of the most considerable ports on the east side of England.

† The office is probably coeval with the law for regulating the breadth and goodness of cloth, which is at least as old as the reign of Richard I. There are some instances (in Madox’s Hist. c. 14, § 15) of people being fined in the reigns of John and Henry II for their cloths being over-Arish-clothed and under breadth.

— A. D. 1297. —
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appointment (March 21st) of a new keeper of the customary and affise of cloths foreign as well as home-made. [Madox's Hist. c. 18, § 5, note (a).]

May 5th. — The king, by letters sent to the sheriffs of Cambridge, Huntingdon, Nottingham, Derby, Bedford, Buckingham, Warwick, Leicester, Rutland, and Norfolk, ordered that all the wool, wool-sells, and hides, exported from all those shires, should be shipped only at Lynn, and there pay the duties. A trone (or beam) for weighing the wool, and also seals for the cocker, were sent from the exchequer to the collectors of the customs at that port. For the same purpose collectors were also established at the ports of Newcastle, Kingston upon Hull, Boston, Yarmouth, Ipswich, Southampton, Bristol, and London. [Madox's Hist. c. 18, § 5, note (r).]

1299. May 15th. — Notwithstanding the late law of the parliament of England against the importation of bad money, and other subsequent precautions, the kingdom was still very much distressed by the circulation of foreign coins of inferior value, known by the names of pollards, crokards, &c. Therefore the king, by the advice of the prelates, earls, and barons, ordered that all importers of such money should be punished with death and confiscation of all their property; and all persons arriving from abroad should be very strictly examined by wardens chosen in every port, and those found guilty of importing bad money be imprisoned; and if the foreign good money should be carried to the king's exchange; and that all English money imported should be tried by the nearest weighers, and, if found counterfeit, should be seized. No person was to sell wool, hides, skins, lead, or tin, but for good silver money, silver bullion tried and stamped at the king's exchange, or good and sufficient merchandise, and no money nor bullion was to be carried out of the king's dominions without his licence, on pain of forfeiture. The king ordered that tables of the various coins, and of their value in sterling money, should be kept at Dover and the other ports which he should ordain for passage, and that all persons arriving in, or departing from, the kingdom should there receive exchange for their own money, an equivalent quantity of the money of the country they were going to; sufficient for their expenses while in it.

[Statut. 27 Edw. I. Rot. pat. 27 Edw. I. m.m. 13, 14, 24. — Madox's Hist. c. 9, § 9.]

* There is something, either erroneous, or strangely capricious, in the order obliging the wool of the eastern part of Norfolk to travel away from the neighbourhood of Yarmouth to be shipped at Lynn; and yet Yarmouth is one of the ports for shipping wool.

† These were the members of a parliament, which sat at Stepneys (Stepney) in the house of Henry Wallis, then mayor of London. [Stowe's Annals, p. 316.]

‡ It was the general notion of the European legislatures of those times, that they could control trade, and command the balance of it to be in their favour, by such laws: and, though reason, as well as experience, ought to have convinced them of their inefficiency, the delusion lasted a prodigious time.
April 11th—King Edward afterwards by the advice of his nobles ('procerum') entirely prohibited the currency of pollards and crokards, and all other money not of his own coinage *. He also issued orders to the magistrates of all the ports to allow no money, either English or foreign, nor any bullion, to be exported without his own special licence: and from the orders issued on this occasion we obtain the following list of the ports of England, Wales, and that part of Scotland which was then under subjection to him, viz.:

Dover, Frome, Ijiphwich,  
Sandwich, Fowy, Dunwich,  
Romney, Looe, Ordwich,  
Winchelsea, Bodmyn, Yarmouth,  
Rye, Wareham, Blackney,  
Hythe, Falmouth, Lynne,  
Faversham, Britofl, Boston,  
Hastings, Haverford, Wainfleet,  
Shoreham, Carnarvon, Saltfleet,  
Seaford, Carmarthens, Grimby,  
Portsmouth, Lanpadermaur, Hull †,  
Southampton, Conway, Ravenfere,  
Dartmouth, Chefter, Scarburgh,  
Lymington, Bridgewater, Tinemouth,  
Weymouth, Cardiff, Newcastle upon  
Poole, Oystermouth, Tine, and  
Hamble, Rochester,  
Lyne, Gravefend, also  
Sidmouth, Northfleet, Berwick upon  
Chichefter, London, Tweed, and  
Teignmouth, Harwich, Dunbar ‡.

[Ryley's Plac. parl. p. 481.]

The merchants of Bourdeaux complained to King Edward, that they could neither sell their wines, paying poundige, nor hire houses or cellars to store them in. The king thereupon directed a writ to the mayor and shiref of London, in consequence of which many large houses, with cellars for the stowage of wine, were erected on a part of the river's bank, formerly occupied by cooks. The place being called the Vintry, has

* Wikes [p. 127] says, that the king allowed pollards, crokards, and rofariei, to go for a halfpenny each, before he totally prohibited them. But that reduction is not mentioned by Trivet or Mathew of Westminifter: nor does any such reduction appear in the public records till the second year of Edward II. [Madox's Hist. c. 9, § 5.]

† Hull is not called Kingston. The new name had not yet made its way into all the public offices.

‡ It is reasonable to believe, that there must have been more ports than those here mentioned, though the letters sent to them do not appear.

† It is not called Kingston. The new name had not yet made its way into all the public offices.

‡ It is reasonable to believe, that there must have been more ports than those here mentioned, though the letters sent to them do not appear.
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communicated its name to the adjacent wharf; and also to the ward wherein it is situated. [Stowe's Survey, p. 438.]

Edmund earl of Cornwall (who died this year) gave the people concerned in working the tin mines of Cornwall a diploma, containing a specification of their liberties, and the stipulated duty to be paid for the tin to him as superior lord of the country, together with a code of laws for their regulation, which are known by the name of the Stannary laws. [Camdeni Brit. p. 134.]

A statute was enacted, which ordained, that all wares made of gold and silver, should be of good and true alloy; gold of the standard of Paris, and silver of the sterling alloy, or of better, if desired by the employer. It also directed, that silver work should be marked with a leopard's head by the wardens of the craft. [Statut. 28 Edw. 1, c. 20.]

While King Edward was carrying on his warlike operations in the south part of Scotland, he received from Ireland a considerable number of cargoes of wheat, oats, malt, and ale, which were mostly brought by the merchants of Ireland, and in Irish vessels. This year the mayor and community of Drogheda made the king a present of eighty tuns of wine, and chartered a vessel, belonging to their own port, to deliver it to him at Kirkcudbright. [Liber garderob. Edw. 1, pp. 120, et seqq.] I do not find that Ireland supplied the English army with any animal food, which in the present age is a principal branch of the trade of that country.

At the same time Galloway, being then mostly under the dominion of Edward, supplied him with horses, apparently of the breed known by the name of the country, for which it has long been famous. [Liber garderob. passim.]

The number of vessels arriving in the year ending on the 20th of November 1399, in London, and the other ports of England, except the Cinque ports which were exempted from the prife, and bringing cargoes of wine consisting of above nineteen tuns, from which, by an antient law or custom, the king had a right to take two tuns at the fixed price of twenty shillings, was 73; and the number in the year ending on the 20th of November 1300 was 71; the prife wines (which appear by the accounts to have been but a small part of those consumed in the king's household) being 146 tuns in the former, and 142 in the later, of these years. [Liber garderob. p. 356.] It is, however, very pro-

---

* The ward was so called at least as early as the year 1304. [Madox, c. 17, § 5, note b.]
† The appointment of the fuller money of the kingdom to be the standard for silver work, and the standard of a foreign country to be followed in gold work, together with the silence concerning gold money, strengthened the conjecture in p. 438, that a continued coining of gold had not been kept up after the year 1257.

† By an act of the year 1209, ingots of silver were to be marked by the king's esquires, before they could be paid away in place of money. In those days leopards, not lions, were the armorial ensigns of England.
§ In the 47th and 88th years of Henry III, the priso wines seem to have been only 135 tuns during both years. [Madox's Itif. if the excheq. c. 18, § 2.]
bable, that the Cinque ports, being exempted from priage, and also better provided with shipping than most of the other ports, imported more wines than all the rest of the kingdom.

The money of France, from the time of Charlemagne, who corrected an abuse of Pepin in coining 264 pennies out of a pound of silver, and restored the old rate of 240 pennies, remained with little or no variation of weight or fineness till the reign of Philip, who, about the year 1163, mixed one third of copper with two thirds of silver in his deniers or pennies. [Le Blanc, Traité des monnoyes de France, p. xvii.] It is not my intention to pursue the money of France through all its subsequent depletions of weight and quality, which have been many and great.

1301—The first diminution of the weight of the English money of account (if we except the money coined by Stephen, which, together with that coined by the barons in his reign, was all destroyed by Henry II) was now made by King Edward, who coined two hundred and forty-three pennies out of the pound of standard silver. A defalcation of three pennies from the value of the pound of account was probably thought a very trifling matter; and the people knew nothing of their money being one and a quarter per cent deficient of the just value. But it was a departure from the ancient, strict, and honourable, adherence to the integrity of the national money; and a breach, once begun, was with less scruple enlarged by the succeeding kings.

Robert king of Scotland followed the example set by Edward in England; and he went somewhat beyond him; for, expecting that the pennies of both kingdoms would continue, as formerly, to pass indiscriminately, he coined two hundred and fifty-two pennies from the pound weight, the standard quality of the silver being the same in both kingdoms. [Statut. Rob. III, c. 22, § 5, 6.]

In all the diminutions which have taken place in England and Scotland, as well as in France and other countries, the denominations of the money of account have still remained the same, viz. twelve pennies in the nominal shilling, and twenty shillings in the nominal pound, as well as when the pound of account contained a real pound of twelve ounces Troy weight of standard silver.

* This is taken from Folke, [an English coin, p. 8, 136, ed. 1763] who copied the agreement made with the coiners, and may therefore be deemed more authoritative than even the table of weights and measures, proved among the public statutes of the year 1303, which states twenty pennies to be in the ounce as formerly. The continuator of Trivet's Annals says, [p. 2] that the money of Edward I was held in very low estimation ("admodum teebatur in regno visib") immediately after his death, though I do not see what reason, unless there has been some debasement of the quality of the silver, which has escaped the researches of the numismatic antiquaries.

† They did pass indiscriminately till the year 1355, as appears by the proclamation of Edward III. [Federis, V. v. p. 813.] The exact year in which Robert began the diminution of the money of Scotland is not known. His reign commenced in 1306. There was no such coin as a shilling till the year 1503, and there never was a piece of silver money of the weight of a pound in Great Britain. Having noticed the first breaches upon the integrity of the money of account, I refer the reader for the succeeding changes of the value of the English and Scottish money, which were many, both in weight and purity, to the table of money in the Chronicles of Dioclesian.
The reductions of the current money, from which the princes blindly expected great advantages, were ruinous to themselves and the landholders, and productive of unspeakable confusion and embarrassment in commerce and dealings of every kind. Le Blanc, the historian of the French money, goes so far as to ascribe the victories of the English in France to the impoverished state of the French gentlemen, occasioned by the diminution of the money; for, says he, 'a knight reduced to poverty, and ill equipped, is already vanquished.'

The manufactures of Flanders in time recovered from the fanguny check they received in the war between the rival sons of the countess Margaret in the middle of the thirteenth century; and, in consequence of their prosperity, the wool of England again found its usual ready market. Flanders being the seat of the best manufactures to the northward of the Alps and Pyrenean mountains, and consequently crowded with people, the greatest agricultural exertions were necessary to make the fields as productive as possible; and the encouragement afforded by so numerous a population was a most powerful stimulus to the industry and ingenuity of the farmers. It is generally allowed, that the other countries of the west part of Europe have been instructed in agriculture and horticulture by the Flemings, and have been earlier or later in their improvements in those arts, in proportion to their intercourse with those superior cultivators. Literature and the polite arts were also more flourishing in Flanders than in the neighbouring countries, during the prosperous ages of their manufactures and commerce. So true is it, that plenty and politeness are produced and nourished by the general influence of well-directed industry.

The first interruption to the prosperity of the Flemish manufactures proceeded from the rigour of some regulations of the halls, which were intended for preserving the character of the manufactures and guarding against fraud, but chiefly operated as compulsive laws, to confine the manufactures to the cities, and subject them to the trammels of monopolizing corporations. The consequence, however, as generally happens with compulsive laws in matters of trade, was the reverse of what was intended by the legislators; for many of the manufactories, in order to avoid the restraints, settled in the villages, from which they were driven out by the wars between France and Flanders, and forced to take shelter in Tienen and Louvain in Brabant, where they were also hampered.

in the Appendix, which exhibits them in one clear chronological view.

* In our own island we have the testimony of Diodorus Siculus [L. v. § 32] and Caesar, [Bell. Gall. L. v. 40. 13, 14] that the people of Cornwal and Kent, as having the chief commercial intercourse with the continent in ancient times, were more polished and improved than the other natives of Britain, and our own daily observation of the vast difference between the districts which are the seats of commerce and manufactures, and those which are remote from their invigorating influence, in the cultivation of the earth, and the politeness and comfortable subsistence of the people.
In the year 1301 these harsh measures provoked a tumult in Ghent, wherein two of the magistrates and eleven other inhabitants lost their lives. In the following year above 15,000 people perished in the same way at Bruges: and at Ypres the whole of the magistrates were killed. Similar tumults were raised afterwards at Louvain and other places in Brabant by the clothweavers and others, who thought themselves oppressed by the restrictive laws; and many of them emigrated to England and other countries, as we shall afterwards see. [De Witt's Interest of Holland, p. 197, Eng].

The catastrophe at Bruges seems to have been, at least partly, occasioned by the intemperance of speech of a foolish woman. In May 1301 Philip the Fair, king of France, with his queen, made a progress through Flanders, which, he alleged, had devolved to him as superior lord. They were everywhere received with the greatest demonstrations of respect, and the people of every city made the most pompous display of opulence and magnificence. At Bruges the splendour of the ladies gave great offence to the queen, who peevishly exclaimed, 'I thought I was the only queen here, but I see there are many hundreds more.' After their departure, a disturbance arose among the citizens concerning the payment of the public expenses, incurred by their reception of their royal visitors, which they must have thought very ill-befavored. The deacon of the weavers, who was called King Peter, with twenty-five other considerable men, were put in prison by the praetor, but instantly released by the populace. Many other disturbances ensued; and finally the French were driven out of Bruges. [Meyer's Annales Flandria, f. 88 b.]

If the queen had had the good sense to rejoice, that the people, who were to be her husband's subjects, were enjoying the due rewards of their honest industry, or could have only commanded her temper so far, as to assume an appearance of gratingly accepting the respect paid to her, which would have cost her nothing, instead of displaying her childish envy and littleness, there would perhaps have been no opposition to her husband's claim.

1302, November 7th—King Edward, by summons to the warden of the Cinque ports, and to the magistrates of Dover, Sandwich, Rye, Winchelsea, Romney, Hythe, Pevensey, and Faversham, ordered their quota of fifty-seven vessels to be ready at Arre (or Ayr on the west coast of Scotland) on next Assumption day, in order to act against the Scots. But, as he wanted men more than vessels, he desired they would send only twenty-

* She died with a very bad character—altera Jefaci, magnaque pars causa hujus tragediae et eructatifiini bell. [Meyer, f. 108 a.]—Iobel, the sister of Henry III, when she went over to be married to the emperor, by indulging the people of Cologne with a sight of her face, won the hearts of the ladies of that great city. [M. Paris, p. 415.] How cheaply may those of high rank attach the people to their interest! *

† England.
five vessels, with the full number of men belonging to the fifty-seven.

[Federa, V. ii. p. 911.]

August 13th. The king gave the wine-merchants of his duchy of Aquitaine a charter, licensing them to import wines and other merchandise into all his dominions, and to sell them in wholesale in the cities, burghs, and market towns, either to natives or foreigners. He exempted them from the ancient price of two tun of wine out of every ship, and promised, that no part of their wine, or other goods, should be taken for his use, without being paid for at the fair price paid by others. He also ordained, that, as the seller was obliged to make up any deficiency of the standard gauge of the wine, so the buyer should pay for the surplus quantity when it exceeded the measure, and that the buyer and seller should each pay a halfpenny for the gauge. The wine-merchants, in consideration of these privileges, which, the king declared, should be perpetual, consented to pay an additional duty of two shillings upon every tun of wine; and this duty, together with some new regulations in their charter, respecting their trade, the recovery of their debts, &c., were very soon after extended to all foreign merchants, and will therefore be found in the charter of merchants to be presently recited. [Federa, V. ix. p. 868.]

1303, February 1st. It was undoubtedly from a desire of participating in the privileges granted to the merchants of Aquitaine, that all the foreign merchants trading with England, offered to pay additional duties, in consideration of obtaining a charter, wherein their privileges should be duly defined. The king accordingly now gave a general charter to all foreign merchants, whereof the following is the substance.

The king being desirous, that the merchants of Germany, France, Spain, Portugal, Navarre, Lombardy, Tuscany, Provence, Catalonia, Aquitaine, Tholouse, Quercy, Flanders, Brabant, and all other foreign countries, referring to his dominions, may enjoy tranquility and ample security, establishes the following regulations, to be observed by himself and his heirs for ever.

All foreign merchants may come safely into England and our other dominions with all kinds of merchandise, free from any demands for murage, pontage, or pavage. They may sell, by wholesale only, to our subjects, and also to foreigners, in all the cities, burghs, and market towns, of our dominions; and they may also retail spices and the wares called mercery, as formerly. After paying the due customs, they may export to any country not at war with us, whatever they bring into our dominions, or purchase in them, except wine, which must not be carried out of our dominions without our special licence. They may reside, and keep their goods, in any of our cities, burghs, and towns, as they

* The charter was confirmed by Henry IV and Henry V. [Federa, V. ix. p. 868.]
† Explanations of these terms will be found under the year 1317.
shall agree with the owners of the houses.—Every contract for merchandize shall be firm and stable, after the earnest-penny is given and accepted by the contracting parties: but, if any dispute shall arise, it shall be determined by the customs of the fair or town, where the contract was made.—We promise, that we will make no prize, nor arrest or detention on account of prize, upon their merchandize or goods, upon any occasion, against their will, without first paying the price which they might get from others, and that no price or valuation shall be set upon their goods by us.—We order that all bailiffs and officers of fairs, cities, burghs, and market towns, on hearing the complaint of the merchants shall do justice without delay, according to the merchant law; and in case of delay, even though the merchant recover his damage, we will punish the bailiff, or officer; and this we grant, that speedy justice may be done to strangers*. —In all pleas between a merchant and any other person whatever, except in cases of capital crimes, one half of the jury shall consist of the men of the place, and the other half of foreign merchants, if as many can be found in the place.—We ordain, that our weight shall be kept in every fair and town, that the weigher shall show the buyer: and seller that the beam and scales are fair, and that there shall be only one weight and measure in our dominions, and that they be stamped with our standard mark.—A faithful and prudent man, residing in London, shall be appointed justiciary for the foreign merchants, before whom they shall plead specially, and recover their debts speedily, according to the merchant law, if the mayor and sheriff neglect or delay their causes.

In consideration of these liberties, and the remission of our prize, the merchants, conjunctly and severally for themselves and all others of their countries, have unanimously agreed to pay to us and our heirs, within forty days after landing their goods, for every tun (*dolium*) of wine imported, every sack of wool exported,
every half of hides exported,
every 300 wool-fells exported,
every scarlet cloth, or cloth dyed in grain,
every cloth partly in grain,
every cloth without grain,
every hundred weight of wax,
and for fine goods, such as stuffs of Tarfur, silk, cindal, *feta* (probably finam), and also horses and other animals, corn, and other articles not enumerated, a duty on importation of three pence in the pound of the value, according to their invoice, or their oaths if they have no invoice; also for every article, not enumerated, upon exportation, three pence in the pound of the value, besides the former duties.

* Hakluyt, in the margin of his translation of this charter, asks, what is become of this law now?
Foreign merchants may sell wool to other foreign merchants within our dominions without paying any duty; and, after they have paid custom in one part of our dominions for their goods, they shall not be liable to pay it in any other part.

Henceforth no exaction, prize, loan, or burthen of any kind, shall ever be imposed upon the merchants or their goods. [Fadera, V.iv, p. 361, and V.ix, p. 72.]

About this time a table of weights, measures, &c. was made up by authority, as follows.

**Weights.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>20 pennies (of money)</th>
<th>1 ounce,</th>
<th>8 pounds of corn</th>
<th>1 gallon,</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12 ounces</td>
<td>1 pound</td>
<td>120 herring</td>
<td>1 hundred,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 pound</td>
<td>1 stone</td>
<td>15 glens</td>
<td>1 rees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 stones</td>
<td>1 weye</td>
<td>120 herrings</td>
<td>1 hundred,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 weyes (of wool)</td>
<td>1 sack</td>
<td>10 hundreds</td>
<td>1 thousand,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 sacks</td>
<td>1 fathom</td>
<td>10 thousand</td>
<td>1 laft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 ounces of lead</td>
<td>1 pound</td>
<td>25 eels</td>
<td>1 fack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 pounds</td>
<td>1 stone</td>
<td>10 sticks</td>
<td>1 bind.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 stones 10 pounds</td>
<td>1 fathom</td>
<td>30 sticks</td>
<td>1 laft.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 fathom</td>
<td>1 car</td>
<td>160 malticks</td>
<td>1 hundred.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10 bides</td>
<td>1 dace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>20 dacies</td>
<td>1 laft.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>40/kins of conies or grise</td>
<td>1 timber,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>32 timbers</td>
<td>1 bind.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10 pairs of gloves</td>
<td>1 dace.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>20 horse-shoes</td>
<td>1 dace.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>30 pieces of steel</td>
<td>1 sheaf.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>13 cills of susian</td>
<td>1 cheef.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10 eels or 'findon'</td>
<td>1 head.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120 gills</td>
<td>1 stone</td>
<td>Of flax, hemp, and linen,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>24 stones</td>
<td>1 fathom</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The pound of twelve ounces is used only for money, spices, and electuraries, and the pound of fifteen ounces for all other things.

* I have extracted the sense of this ordinance, which is deficient, redundant, intricate, and sometimes contradictory, as well as I could. It is published with the Statutes, and entitled 'Tractatus de ponderibus et mensuris, anno 31 Edw. I.'
May 20th.—In a treaty of peace with France, liberty was granted to the merchants on both sides to trade freely in all kinds of merchandise, on paying the duties; and each of the contracting powers agreed to give no relief, not even victuals, to the enemies of the other. [Federa, V. ii, pp. 927, 935.]

The abbot of Westminister, 48 of his brethren, and 32 other persons, were imprisoned in the Tower, on a charge of robbing the king's treasury in Westminister abbey of a hundred thousand pounds. [Federa, V. ii, pp. 930, 938, 940.]

The sum is almost incredibly great.—How could they carry off such a load of silver*, or what could they do with such a mass of money.

The Venetian writers fix the year 1303 for the termination of the youthful age of their republic, which, they say, has ever since proceeded with the gravity and prudence of mature age; and, being a happy mixture of monarchy, aristocracy, and democracy, it is likely, with the assurance of the gods, to endure to eternity. [Crafti Nota in Donat. Janu. not. p. 466, ed. Ely.] Eternity belongs not to human affairs.

1304, April.—King Edward, having made peace with the king of France, entered so warmly into his interests, that he took part with him against his old friend the earl of Flanders, and at his own expense lent him twenty of the best and largest ships to be found in all the ports between London and the Isle of Wight. Dover excepted, each of them carrying at least forty able men, and properly equipped for war. And, further, to gratify his new friend, he banished all the Flemish merchants out of England, Wales, and Ireland, and ordered home all his own subjects who were in Flanders, thereby abolishing the very best trade, or rather almost the whole trade, of his subjects†—on condition that the king of France would banish his enemies, the Scots, out of his kingdom. [Federa, V. ii, pp. 943-946.]

King Edward having written to Eric, king of Denmark, requiring satisfaction for a ship loaded with wine and other goods, belonging to Yarmouth, Eric answered, that the owner, or his agent, should have justice whenever he would apply, and that any English subjects visiting his dominions, should be favourably treated. [Federa, V. ii, p. 949.]

The town of Pera (formerly called Galata) on the north side of the harbour of Constanopolis, with some adjacent grounds, which the Genoese had occupied since the restoration of the Greek emperors in the year 1259, was now fully ceded to them by the emperor Andronicus; and it was rendered equal to many cities in the strength of its fortifica-

* The robbery was committed in the end of land (which was mostly carried to Flanders) was
May, when the nights are very short.
† In the year 1297, the nobles, in their petition to the king, affirmed that the wool of Eng-
A. D. 1304.

1305—Either the trade of England was considerably increased since the year 1205, or the duty called the quinziesme was now more strictly collected. In that year it amounted only to £4,958: 7: 3½ for the whole kingdom; and now the barons of the Cinque ports agreed to pay 2,000 marks (£1,333: 6: 8) for the farm of the quinziesme of the towns under their jurisdiction, Haftings undertaking to pay 700, and Dover, Sandwich, Romney, and Hythe, the remaining 1,300. [Madoc's Hist. of the excheq. c. 15. § 11.]

King Edward, in his great eagerness to crush the independent Scots, whom he called rebels, clogged the letters of safe conduct, which he gave to the merchants of Flanders, with a condition that they should not permit the Scots to procure arms or provisions in their country. But Robert earl of Flanders declined accepting the favour on those terms, and wrote to Edward, that he and his subjects had no intention to encourage the Scots in their war or rebellion, and he had even proclaimed, that no one in his dominions should give them any assistance in their rebellion or hostilities against him. But he added, that as his country had for remote ages been supported by merchandise, and been open to merchants resorting to it from all quarters, he could not with propriety, and ought not, to exclude the Scots, or any other people, from exercising their lawful and just merchandise in his country, but was rather bound to defend them from all unjust oppression, while they carried on their trade without any fraud. [Feder. V. iii. p. 963.] By persevering in such an impartial line of conduct, and avoiding wars as much as possible, Flanders long enjoyed the greatest part of the commerce of the western countries of Europe.

1306—It was the law, or custom, in England to make every individual of the merchant strangers in the kingdom liable to arrest for the debts, and even for the crimes, of any other foreigners, and to treat them in many other respects with much rigour, unless when they obtained the protection of the kings, either for particular services done to themselves or their favourites, or in consequence of recommendations from the popes for services done to them. In the year 1301 a person belonging to the house of the Spinelli of Florence was killed in a quarrel with some other people belonging to the same house; and the guilty person having abjured the officers of justice seized the bodies and goods of other persons belonging to the company, and also, luckily for the merchants, a sum of money collected by them in Ireland for the pope, and some merchandise purchased for his account, who immediately sent a bull to the king, requiring the liberation of the people and property arrested. [Feder. V. ii. p. 891.] In the year 1306 several
foreign merchants were called before the king's council, who inquired how many merchants of each foreign company were in England, and ordered them to give an account of all the money and goods they possessed, and to give security that none of them should leave the kingdom, or export any thing, without the king's special licence. Next day, not being able to find security, they were all committed to the Tower, from which they were afterwards liberated on becoming forfeits for each other. [Madox's High. c. 22, § 7.]

1307, February 4th.—A sum of money having been collected in England for the pope, the king ordered that it should be given to merchants within the kingdom for bills of exchange to be remitted to the pope ('per viam cambii dicto domino summo pontifici definire'), because he would allow no coined money nor bullion to be carried out of the kingdom on any account. [Eadmer, V. ii, p. 1042.] Did he not know, that such a transactiion must either carry out money, or prevent it from coming in, which is nearly the same thing?

The use of coal (called sea-coal, as being brought by sea) for fuel was prohibited in London and Southwark. [Stow's Survey of London, p. 925.]

The society of the New temple in London had erected some mills upon the Thames, near Cattle Baynard, with a quay beside them, in virtue of a grant from King John, and they seem also to have drawn off the Water of Fleet from its channel. It appeared by an inquest, that those erections had destroyed the navigation of the Fleet, upon which small boats ('batelli'), loaded with merchandize, used to go up as far as Holburn bridge; and the Templars were ordered to restore the brook to its natural channel. Stow says, that the mills were removed, and the channel cleaned out; but the antient breadth and depth never were recovered, and there were mills upon it again in his time. [Rot. pat. 35 Edw. I; 1 Edw. II, amb. a terto.—Ryley, Plac. parl. p. 340.—Stow's Ann. p. 326; Survey, pp. 687, 688.]

1308, March 15th.—Edward II, having married a daughter of the king of France, granted permission to the merchant of that kingdom to

---

This illiberal and impolitic treatment of foreigners was not put an end to by law till the year 1553, and not by practice till long afterwards.

† In June 1307 the king sent an order to the mayor and aldermen of London to proclaim that no person should presume to light fires ('rogos illos prefanat ascenderes') in London, or near the Tower, because the queen was going to reside in it, and such fires were apt to corrupt and infect the air. [Eadmer, V. ii, p. 1557.] The word _regos_, which signifies a funeral fire, is evidently misspelled, and the meaning of the order is rendered obscure by it. It is probable that the prohibition was directed only against fires of coal, the smoke of which was long supposed pernicious: (See Evelyn's Famifigum, published in the year 1661) for the king surely did not propose to hinder the citizens from drolling their victuals, and that this prohibition is the same that is noticed by Stow. But quere, if _regos_ be written instead of _fece_, and one of the innumerable blunders of Rymer's amanuenses, which disgrace that great and valuable thesaurus of national records?

‡ The name of Batel-bridge seems to infer, that boats have at some time proceeded even as high as that place, which is more than a mile above Holburn bridge.
A. D. 1308.

Some to England with money and merchandize; and, after transacting
their business, to return with their goods, horses, and even money,
notwithstanding his father's law against carrying money or bullion out of
the kingdom. [Fadéra, V. iii, p. 70.]

March 22d.—The statute of merchants, and the charter granted to
the foreign merchants, seem both to have been insufficient to procure justice
for them: for we find that, on a complaint of the merchants of Brabant,
the king issued general orders to do them justice in all their just claims.
[Fadéra, V. iii, p. 71.]

Some Castilian pirates, under Portuguese colours, had taken several
English vessels, whereupon the commercial harmony, which had sub-
sisted for some time between the merchants of England and Portugal,
was interrupted, till the affair was explained by a letter from the king
of Portugal, who also requested letters of safe conduct for the mer-
chants of his kingdom to trade in the dominions of King Edward, which
were granted (October 3d), on condition that they should trade fairly,
pay the usual customs, and give obedience to the laws of the land while
refiding in it. [Fadéra, V. iii, p. 107.]

1309.—The merchants, or rather the seamen, often took it upon them
to carry on hostilities against those of other countries or cities, and to
enter into treaties of peace or truce with them (as has already been
partly observed) without the sovereigns on either side being concerned
in the quarrel, unless sometimes as mediators, or umpires, between the
belligerent seamen. Many complaints having been made of piracies and
slaughters, committed during a truce of two years between King Edward's
subjects of Bayonne and the subjects of Castile, the kings on both sides,
after a negotiation of considerable length, commissioned two judges out
of each country to settle the damages, do justice, and punish some of
the first movers. [Fadéra, V. iii, pp. 112, 122, 131, 132, 153, 169, 170,
178, 181.]

Other seamen, called Efterlings (people of the Baltic sea), taking ad-
vantage of the troubled state of Scotland, committed some depredations
there; whereupon Edward, who considered himself the sovereign of that
kingdom, having heard that the pirates had failed for the Swyn, wrote
to the ears of Namur and Flanders, and the magistrates of Bruges, re-
questing them to do justice upon them. There were also com-
plaints about this time of English subjects being maltreated in Norway.
[Fadéra, V. iii, pp. 131, 154, 215.] But the reader, I dare say, will
gladly excuse me from entering into a tedious and disgusting recital of
the atrocities perpetrated upon the sea and the shores in those ages of
ferocity and rapine, and also from narrating many of the short-lived
and unimportant treaties, which were made, almost every year, professed-
ly for the purpose of guarding the interests of commerce.
A.D. 1386.

6th June 16th—King Edward ordered the following ports to send ships of war, sufficiently equipped and manned, to Dublin, in order to transport the earl of Ulster and his forces to Scotland:

- Shoreham tosend to Plymouth
- Portsmouth to send to Colchester
- Lymington and Poole
- Eremouth to send to Ipswich
- Poole
- Wareham
- Melcomb
- Yarmouth
- Exmouth and Burnham
- Exeter
- Teignmouth
- Dartmouth
- Lyme

There are no orders to London or the Cinque ports. The great number taxed upon Yarmouth affords a strong presumption, that the fishery, the chief, or rather the only, business of that port, was then in a very flourishing condition. But of the ports, taxed at one vessel each, some must have differed greatly from others in commercial importance.

On 1311, the king of France wrote to King Edward his son-in-law, requesting that he would remit to the French merchants, especially to those of Amiens, the new duty of three pennies in the pound of the value of their goods. But Edward answered, that the duty had been granted in his father's time in a full parliament, and at the desire of the foreign merchants themselves, in consideration of liberties and immunities, from which they had reaped great advantages; and that he could not remit it without the advice of parliament.

There can be little reason to doubt that the construction and use of the glasses for afflicting weak or dim eyes, now so generally known under the name of spectacles, were known to the great Roger Bacon. But in those days the knowledge of improvements was slowly propagated, and for want of printing, the great preferer as well as disseminator of knowledge, was often entirely left. We may therefore very well believe, that the invention of spectacles at Pisa, or Florence, or both, might be real original discoveries. Dominicus Maria Mannus of Florence, in an essay on spectacles, seems to prove, that they were invented by Salvino of that city.

* It appears from a second mandate issued in a few weeks after, wherein the king ordered all the vessels to proceed immediately for the coast of Argyll without calling at Ireland, that the Cinque ports were also called upon for their shipping at this time. The second orders contain, besides the Cinque ports and all those in the first ones, the port of Southampton. [Fadera, V. iii, pp. 223, 265.]

† The same request was again made at the instance of the merchants of Amiens by Charles the Fair in the year 1333; and a similar answer was returned. [Fadera, V. iii, p. 1014.]
city, who died in the year 1317. And Peccoli, in his Chronicle of Pisa, says, that Alexander de Spina, a monk of Pisa (who died in the year 1313) seeing that some per son (probably Salvino) who had invented spectacles of glass, refused to communicate the art of making them to others, discovered the secret by his own ingenuity and application, and liberally imparted the knowledge to others. [Muratori, Antiq. V. ii., col. 396.] Spectacles being certainly known about this time in two principal commercial cities of Italy, it may be presumed that the use of them became general throughout Europe in the early part of the fourteenth century. The subsequent improvements upon the formation of the glases, whereby they are adapted to the long-sighted and the short-sighted, as well as those whose sight is weakened by age, render spectacles one of the most beneficial and important discoveries that have ever been made to a very great proportion of mankind. Among whom are comprehended many of the most valuable individuals.

1313. February 15th. King Edward wrote to the earl of Flanders, complaining that his subjects still traded with the Scots, and supplied them with provisions, armour, and other necessaries. On the 11th of May he again wrote him, that he understood thirteen Flemish ships had recently sailed from the Swyn for Scotland with arms and provisions. Whether it was on account of his demands for the abolition of the trade with Scotland not being complied with by the earl, whose answers I do not find, or for any other cause of displeasure, the king issued orders (June 19th) to arrest all the Flemish vessels in England. [Feder, V. iii., pp. 386, 403, 419.]

That the people of England, or at least those of Lynne, referred to the south coast of Norway about this time for the purpose of catching herrings, we learn from the too-common complaints of piratical depredations and other enormities, which disgrace the naval history of every nation of Europe in the middle ages. About the same time, eleven Norwegians of distinction, who had been invited to dine onboard an English vessel from Berwick, were murdered by the crew; in consequence of which, according to the general law then established, some other English vessels were seized, whereupon King Edward wrote a letter to Hacon king of Norway, reprenting that it was contrary to reason, equity, justice, and law, that those, who were not guilty, nor the society of the guilty, should suffer for the crimes of others: and he requested the restoration of the vessels, which, as they ought to be at all times ready for his service, he could not quietly suffer to be out of the kingdom. In the same year the treasurer of the king of Norway took for his master's use cloth, fish, and other merchandize, to the value of

* However contrary it might be to reason, equity, or justice, it certainly was agreeable to the law or custom then established in his own kingdom. We shall presently see a slight relaxation of the cruelty of this barbarous law granted as a very particular favour.
A.D. 1313.

£1,494: 5: 0 sterlings, from seven merchants of Lynne, while they were at North Bergen, for which they received no payment. This merits notice only as it shows, that England had then some cloth to spare for exportation. The fish were probably caught on the Norwegian coast, but it would be tedious and disgusting to detail all the outrages and enormities, which constituted the chief matter of the negotiations between the princes of Europe in those ages. [See Feodera, V. iii, pp. 395, 397, 400, 401, 449, 556, 566, 571, 577, 783.]

The advocates for the antiquity of the society, or company, of the merchants of the Staple assert, that they existed as a corporate body in the 51st year of King Henry III. What is, perhaps, more easily ascertained, is, that in two letters from Edward II to Robert earl of Flanders, both dated 15th February 1313, it appears, that Richard Stury, mayor of the merchants of England, had just returned from the earl's court, to which he and Sir William of Deen had been sent as ambassadors, in order to accommodate all differences between the subjects of both princes (not between the princes), and to concert measures for maintaining friendship and amicable intercourse. [Feodera, V. iii, p. 386.] In this year we find a patent of King Edward for ordaining a certain place upon the continent as a staple for the merchants of England, and for defining the liberties (or powers) vested in their mayor: and there was also a second patent soon after in favour of the mayor and merchants of the Staple. [Rot. pat. fec. 6 Edw. II, m. 5; and prim. 7 Edw. II, m. 18.] There was moreover a charter, dated the 20th of May in this year, wherein the king sets forth, that, as the merchants, natives as well as foreigners, made a practice of carrying the wool and wool-fells bought in his dominions to several places in Brabant, Flanders, and Artois, for sale, he, in order to prevent such damages, had ordained, that all merchants, whether natives or foreigners, buying wool and wool-fells in his dominions for exportation, should carry them only to one certain staple in one of those countries, to be appointed by the mayor and community of the same merchants of his kingdom, who might change the staple, if they thought it expedient. He also granted to the mayor and council of those merchants authority to punish all merchants, natives or foreigners, carrying wool or wool-fells to any other place, by fines, which should be levied by his officers for his use upon the property of the delinquents. And he ordered this charter to be published in all the maritime shires of England. [Hakluyt's Voyages, V. i, p. 142.] There can be no doubt, that the person, called in the king's letters, the first patent, and the

* They had received no payment in June 1319, when King Edward dunned the king of Norway for them.
+ Per majorem et communiam eorumdem mercatorum de regno nostro ordinandum. These words infer, that, though foreign merchants exported wool and wool-fells, only English merchants should be members of the society. It appears from a multitude of facts and documents, that the mayor and community continued the staple at Antwerp.
charter, the mayor of the merchants, was the same who is called the mayor of the Staple in the second charter; and that the origin of the company of the merchants of the Staple may most truly be dated in this year. The institution of the company, or perhaps, more properly speaking, community, who constituted such a society as Antwerp was the merchants of the German guildhall did in London, infers that the merchants of England now began to see the propriety of taking into their own hands at least a share of the active commerce of their own raw materials. This was a step towards obtaining the full benefit to be derived from possessing valuable materials by first working them up, and then exporting them in a manufactured state.

December 31—King Edward, at the request of his sister the countess dowager of Holland, granted, with great formality, to the burgesses and merchants of Dordrecht (or Dort), the capital of Holland, an exemption, during the life of the countess, for themselves and their property, from being arrested on account of any debt or crime, unless they themselves, or some person of their community, were principal debtors, or sureties, or charged as guilty, on condition that they should carry on fair trade and pay the due customs. And that so great an indulgence might not be abused, they were required to bring an indenture (or manifest) of their cargoes, with the value appraised by merchants of character and the magistrates of the city, and also by the procurator of the countess and her present husband the earl of Hereford and Essex, and sealed with the seal of the city and that of the earl and countess.

1314—The king of France wrote to King Edward, that formerly he had granted permission to the English importers of wool, who had their staple at Antwerp, to bring their goods to his town of St. Omer's, and hold their staple there, for which purpose he had given them ample liberties and privileges, hoping that considerable benefit would redound to himself and his subjects: but that now they gave up carrying their woof to the annual fairs at his town of Lille, as they used to do when their staple was at Antwerp, and also enticed other merchants to do the same, whereby his subjects suffered great loss. Therefore he now requested his son-in-law to induce his subjects, and, if necessary, to com-
pell them, to frequent the fairs as formerly. So important an object was the acquisition of English wool. King Edward in return wrote him (from Berwick, July 16th) that, as the matter concerned all the merchants of his kingdom and many others of his subjects, he could give no final answer, till he should take advice upon it. [Federa, V. iii, pp. 482, 488.]

July 26th—Peace being concluded between the king of France and the earl of Flanders, the latter informed King Edward, that he had proclaimed throughout his dominions, that all the merchants of France, England, and other countries, with their merchandize, should be protected in his territories, and have absolute liberty of returning to their own countries, without their persons or properties being subject to arrest or hinderance, and that the merchants of England might have their staple for wool and other goods at his city of Bruges. In return he requested King Edward to give orders that the Flemish merchants might enjoy similar privileges in England agreeable to the grant made by his ancestors and himself. [Federa, V. iii, p. 490.]

1315, March 14th.—In a list of orders addressed to the prelates, nobles, and communities, of Ireland, the only towns mentioned were Dublin, Waterford, Cork, Ros, Drogheda, Trim, and Kilkenny, [Federa, V. iii, pp. 511] which may thence be presumed to have been at this time the chief towns of the island.

September 1st.—The king of France, being again at war with Flanders, required King Edward, according to treaty, to banish the Flemings out of his territories, and to arrest them. Edward thereupon issued orders to the shires of London, and of every shire in the kingdom, for obliging all the Flemings, except those who were married and settled in the country, to depart from the kingdom; and he commanded that none of his subjects should give them any assistance. He also ordered two of the admirals of the fleet sent against the Scots to draw off their divisions in order to act against the Flemings, and apologized to his brother of France, that he could not send the whole fleet to his assistance, because he was very hard pressed by his enemies of Scotland, who, not content with driving his people out of their own country and invading the northern parts of England, had lately made a formidable attack upon Ireland. [Federa, V. iii, pp. 525, 531, 533, 535, 536.] Thus it was so ordered, that the exertions of the Scots, in defence of their own independance, were also instrumental in supporting the liberty and independance of other nations, and particu-

* The orders were probably not very rigorously enforced, for we find new orders in November for strict search to be made for those Flemings who had remained beyond the time appointed for them to leave the country. [Federa, V. iii, p. 541.]

—After the feast of St. Valentine, Edward wrote to Philip, Duke of Burgundy, and to the archbishops and bishops of England and France, that he had met with young and expert merchants to be hired for the proper trade of the merchants of England, and in the trade. [Laud. Leg., p. 997.]
larly, at this time, of the most commercial nation in the western parts
of Europe.

Notwithstanding the friendship between England and France, four
vessels, loaded with wool and other merchandize from London for Ant
werp, were attacked on the coast of France by two-and-twenty armed
vessels from Calais, and one of them, valued at 2,000 marks sterling,
was taken and carried into that port. On the complaint of the merchant
King Edward wrote to the king of France (November 2d), expressing
his wonder, that redrefs had not been given for that enormity, espe-
cially as the French merchants were treated in his dominions as well
as his own subjects. [Fædera, V. iii, p. 540.]

The fame Calais pirates sent their boats to attack a vessel lying upon
the ground at low water near Margate, also loaded with wool from Lon
don for Antwerp, and carried her over to Calais, together with John
Brand citizen and merchant of London, the owner and commander of
her, and three merchants of the Hanse of Germany, the owners of the
cargo, who lived in England in the enjoyment of the ancient privileges
granted by the preceding kings. [Fædera, V. iii, p. 540.] What renders
this event particularly worthy of notice, is, that it contains the ear-
liest mention, that I have been able to find in English records, of the
name of Hanse being applied to the community of German merchants,
who made so conspicuous a figure under that appellation for at least two
centuries after this time. And that the application of that name to
them was new at this time, appears from a grant in the patent rolls
[fec. 7 Edw. II, m. 12] to the merchants of Germany ('mercatores Ale-
manniæ') of the liberty of coming securely into the kingdom and sell-
ing their merchandize, which is dated 23d April 1314; and even some
years afterwards (viz. 7th December 1317) we find privileges granted to
the merchants of the Teutonic gild, wherein the apparently-new name of
Hanse is omitted *. [Fædera, V. ix, p. 76.]

It is evident, that there must have been considerable woollen manu-
factures in the northern parts of the French dominions, as the late King
Philip was so desirous of having the English wool carried to St. Omers
and Lille: and now his son Louis very earnestly requested King Ed-
ward to appoint a staple for the sale of English wool in some part of
France between Calais and the River Seine. Edward, before he would
come to any determination, summoned a number of the most prudent
and experienced English merchants to deliberate with the parliament,
to be held at Lincoln in the ensuing January, upon what would be most
proper to do in the matter (December 16th); and this assembly of
merchants may be called at least the first rudiments of a council of
trade. [Fædera, V. iii, p. 543.] It may here be observed, that there,

* After this time the name of Hanse, or Hanse, occurs pretty frequently, for example, Rot. gal.
prim. 20 Edw. III, m. 17; fec. 20 Edw. III, m. 11; prim. 26 Edw. III, m. 15.
must have been more than one staple, some of them, such as St. Omer's and Lisle being apparently subsidiary to the chief one, which was fixed at Antwerp, though the earl of Flanders had endeavoured to get it settled at Bruges.

England was this year afflicted by a famine, grievous beyond all that ever were known before, which raised the price of provisions far above the reach of the people of middling circumstances. The parliament, in compunction to the general distress, ordered that all articles of food should be sold at moderate prices, which they took upon themselves to prescribe. The consequence (which, it is very wonderful, they did not foresee) was, that all things, instead of being sold at, or under, the maximum price fixed by them, became dearer than before, or were entirely withheld from the markets. Poultry were rarely to be seen; butcher meat was not to be found at all; the sheep were dying of a pestilence; and all kinds of grain were sold at most enormous prices. Early in the next year (1316) the parliament, perceiving their mistake, repealed their ill-ordered act, and left provisions to find their own price. [Walshingham, pp. 106, 107.]

In the time of the famine some corn was imported from France, Sicily, and Spain; and several Spanish ships, carrying provisions and arms to the Flemings, were seized by the constable of Dover castle, upon which the king of France requested his ally of England to confine the vessels and cargoes to himself, and to make the men his slaves. [Feudera, v. iii, pp. 542, 544, 564.]

1316—A great dromond of Genoa, loaded with corn, oil, honey, and other provisions, for England, to the value of 25,716: 12: o sterling, and having the king's protection and safe conduct, was attacked, when lying at anchor in the Downs near Sandwich, by a fleet under the command of a French admiral, who carried her into Calais. The deprivation of so large a sum of provisions in a time of famine was a national calamity; and King Edward applied both to the king of France, and to the admiral who had taken the ship, requiring her to be brought back to the Downs. The king of France being dead, he repeatedly wrote to the regents, and to several French noblemen individually, upon the same business, but without effect.* [Feudera, v. iii, p. 564, 894, 985.]

Immediately after his application for the recovery of a Genoese vessel, Edward, having learned by intercepted letters, that two citizens of Genoa were in treaty with Robert king of Scotland to furnish galleys and arms for his service in the war against himself, wrote to the community of the city (July 1st), expressing his surprise that they should enter into friendship with his capital enemy, seeing that he had shown every kind of favour to the Genoese, and friendship between his ances-

* The papers in the Feudera, here quoted, show that no compensation was made in January 1323.
tors and theirs had been inviolably preserved from antient times*; and concluding with a request that those two citizens might be punished for an example to others. [Fadara, V. iii, p. 565.]

1317, January 30th—King Edward, desirous of procuring some Genoese vessels for himself, employed Leonardo Pesaigne of Genoa to hire from his fellow citizens five galleys fitted for war, and sufficiently armed, manned, and victualled, to be employed in his war against Scotland. [Fadara, V. iii, p. 604.] Many other instances might be adduced, if necessary, of the princes of Europe applying to the Genoese for naval assistance, which they, more frequently than any other of the Italian states, granted, without being, however, any other way concerned in the quarrel than as mercenary auxiliaries.

June 20th—The king granted the merchants of Brabant permission to trade in his kingdom with the usual conditions; and he also added the same exemptions from being liable for the debts and crimes of strangers, which he had granted to the citizens of Dordrecht in the year 1313. And a similar grant was made (November 20th) to the merchants of Bermeo, Bilboa, and the other towns of Biscay, with the same exemption; and, at the request of their sovereign the king of Castile, it was declared that they should not even be liable for the debts or crimes of the people of any other kingdom or province of Spain. [Fadara, V. iii, pp. 647, 678.]

July 6th.—Edward, having occasion to thank the duke of Bretagne for doing justice to some English subjects in his territories, assured him, that any of his subjects aggrieved by the English should have speedy justice, and even favour; and if they chose to trade in his dominions, they should be treated as he would with his own merchants to be treated in a foreign country. [Fadara, V. iii, p. 656.]

Some English merchants having been plundered many years before by some Hollanders, it was determined, in the course of a dilatory and interrupted negotiation, that there was due to Walter Ken and Company of Lincoln the sum of £654, and to Richard Wake and John Wyte £259, as compensations for damages suffered by them. As a fund for their payment the earl of Holland proposed, and King Edward ratified it (July 3rd), that the money should be levied from all the merchants, fishermen, and mariners of Holland arriving in the ports of England, at the rate of twenty shillings annually from every vessel bringing herrings or other fish, (so antient at least is the very profitable Dutch trade of supplying the London market with fish †) and ten shillings

* This has been adduced as a proof of a very antient commerce between England and Genoa. But such allegations of antient friendships have generally as little meaning with respect to time past, as perpetual and everlasting treaties of friendship and alliance have with regard to time coming.

† The English had been accused by the Dutch fishermen of taking their fish, which they brought to sell on the coast of England, and paying them as much or as little as they pleased, and when they pleased, or not at all. In August 1309 the king ordered the warden of the Cinque ports and the
each voyage from vessels bringing any other kinds of merchandize, and also a duty upon the goods imported. [Fadler, V. iii., pp. 19, 67, 83, 143, 144, 150, 151, 152, 163, 469, 650.] This did the crafty Dutchman dexterously discharge a debt due by individuals in his own dominions, or by himself, by a tax, which was in reality paid by the consumers in England.

It is vexatious to observe, that almost the only materials to be found in the public records of the middle ages, which in any way concern commerce and navigation, consist of a shameful and disgusting succession of piracies and murders committed by the seafaring people of almost every maritime country of Europe. From the detail of such unpleasant matters I gladly excuse myself, except those which happen to contain anything illustrative of the progress or state of commerce; and therefore I have passed over most of the perpetual complaints of the Gascons with their French and Spanish neighbours, many of the squabbles with Holland, and many of the innumerable accoultions of rapine between the English and the Flemings, who, though they had many quarrels, well knew that neither could subsist without the other. I have also omitted several of the commissions for adjusting compensations with those, and some other, nations, as most of them contain nothing interesting. Neither is it worth while to record all the hostilities of the men of the Cinque ports, who were this year at war with the Flemings, and seem to have acted generally as a confederacy of independent states.

December 17th.—The merchants of the Teutonic gildhall in London obtained a new charter from the king, whereby he confirmed to them their former liberties, and also, in consideration of a sum paid to him, granted that they and their property should have the usual exemption from arrest for the debts and crimes of other foreigners beyond the circle of their own community; and he engaged, that neither he nor his heirs should impose any new undue csums upon their goods, and that their goods should be exempted for ever from paying pontage, pavage, and murage, throughout the whole kingdom, provided they did not pass the goods of others, not belonging to their gild, as their own. [Fadler, V. ix., p. 75.]

The king licenced the prior of Birkhead to build houses or inns ("hopitiis") near a branch of the sea at Liverpool. [Rot. pat. prim. 11 Edw. II., m. 14.] This was apparently an accession of growth to a village of the eastern maritime shires to prevent that abuse. [Fadler, V. iii., p. 163.] It seems very probable, that those fish were caught by the Dutch fishermen upon the coast of England.

* Pontage, a duty for making or repairing bridges. Pavage, a duty for paving the streets. (The printer has made it panagium, a rent for the pature of hops, which it is not probable that foreign merchants should have any concern with.) Murage, a duty for upholding the walls of towns.

† They had already (9th June 1314) obtained from Edward II., for a fine of £200, a renunciation of the father's charter, without the additional immunities now granted. [Fadler, V. iii., p. 268.]
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part of the coast of England may have been engaged in the kind of warfare mentioned above. And perhaps in the westward, beyond the confines of this kingdom, the French engaged in similar expeditions. [Fadler, V. iii., pp. 143, 144, 150, 151, 152, 163, 469, 650.] This did the crafty Dutchman dexterously discharge a debt due by individuals in his own dominions, or by himself, by a tax, which was in reality paid by the consumers in England.

It is vexatious to observe, that almost the only materials to be found in the public records of the middle ages, which in any way concern commerce and navigation, consist of a shameful and disgusting succession of piracies and murders committed by the seafaring people of almost every maritime country of Europe. From the detail of such unpleasant matters I gladly excuse myself, except those which happen to contain anything illustrative of the progress or state of commerce; and therefore I have passed over most of the perpetual complaints of the Gascons with their French and Spanish neighbours, many of the squabbles with Holland, and many of the innumerable accusations of rapine between the English and the Flemings, who, though they had many quarrels, well knew that neither could subsist without the other. I have also omitted several of the commissions for adjusting compensations with those, and some other, nations, as most of them contain nothing interesting. Neither is it worth while to record all the hostilities of the men of the Cinque ports, who were this year at war with the Flemings, and seem to have acted generally as a confederacy of independent states.

December 17th.—The merchants of the Teutonic gildhall in London obtained a new charter from the king, whereby he confirmed to them their former liberties, and also, in consideration of a sum paid to him, granted that they and their property should have the usual exemption from arrest for the debts and crimes of other foreigners beyond the circle of their own community; and he engaged, that neither he nor his heirs should impose any new undue customs upon their goods, and that their goods should be exempted for ever from paying pontage, pavage, and murage, throughout the whole kingdom, provided they did not pass the goods of others, not belonging to their gild, as their own. [Fadler, V. ix., p. 75.]

The king licenced the prior of Birkhead to build houses or inns ("hopitiis") near a branch of the sea at Liverpool. [Rot. pat. prim. 11 Edw. II., m. 14.] This was apparently an accession of growth to a

fshereis of the eastern maritime shires to prevent that abuse. [Fadler, V. iii., p. 163.] It seems very probable, that those fish were caught by the Dutch fishermen upon the coast of England.

* Pontage, a duty for making or repairing bridges. Pavage, a duty for paving the streets. (The printer has made it panagium, a rent for the pature of hops, which it is not probable that foreign merchants should have any concern with.) Murage, a duty for upholding the walls of towns.

† They had already (9th June 1314) obtained from Edward II., for a fine of £200, a renunciation of the father's charter, without the additional immunities now granted. [Fadler, V. iii., p. 268.]
village, destined to become the chief seat of commerce on the western
side of England.

1318, January 28th—The citizens of Montpellier, a city in the south
part of France, appear to have carried on a very extensive trade, as we
may judge from their having dealings in London, the voyage to which,
coasting round the whole of the great peninsula of Spain, must then
have been reckoned a very long one. In the year 1282 Ferrand, son of
the king of Aragon, recommended Bertrand de Crefuels, a merchant
of that city who used to trade to England, to the favour of Edward I.
And now we find that a company of merchants of Montpellier confi-
med various articles of merchandise to three merchants in London; and
I am sorry to add, that it is to a breach of faith in the confi-
nees that we owe the knowledge of the trade. [Feudera, V. ii., p. 207; V. iii., p.
693.] The strict mercantile probity and honour, which are now so
eminently the characteristics of the merchants of London, were then
but little known in the world.

June 29th—The community of the city, or burgh, of Perth obtained
from King Robert a confirmation of a prerogative claimed by them;
whereby no vessel entering the River Tay was allowed to break bulk
without going up to the bridge of Perth, except vessels loaded with
goods belonging to Dundee, and that only in the time of the fairs of
Dundee. This monopoly of the river, which probably was the cause
of the many squabbles between Perth and Dundee, was often confirm-
ed by succeeding kings, and even so late as the year 1600. [Chart. in
Append. to Cant's Myes Thremodie, p. 9.]

July 13th—The quarrels between the English and Flemings (not the
king of England and the earl of Flanders) had got to such a height,
that the commercial intercourse between them was entirely suspended
for some time. But such an interruption being exceedingly disreput-
on both sides, the two sovereigns interposed, and brought about a peace:
and thereupon King Edward, now wrote to the sheriffs of London and
all the maritime counties from York-shire to Cornwall inclusive, and to
all bailiffs and others, desiring them to allow the Flemings to enjoy free-
dom of trade without any molestation, till next Christmas. In the en-
suing November, however, there was another order, addressed to all the
maritime counties of England: but whether it was in consequence of a
subsequent rupture and accommodation, we are not informed. [Feudera,
V. iii., pp. 718, 720, 741.] So very uncertain were the merchants in
those days, whether they should be received as friends, or seized as ene-
emies, in the country they were failing to.

A vessel called the Little Edward, valued at only £40 sterling, loaded
with 120 firplars* of wool, valued at £10 each, the property of fix-

* Sarplea long, half a sack, or forty tons, of
wool. [Amworth's Dict. Famab. in juris Anglice.] In
Scotland wool was reckoned by the terplath, which,
if Amworth is correct, was much larger than the
below the year 1415.
teen shippers, which was bound from London to Antwerp, had been taken near Margate by the commander of a French fleet, who also landed at Margate and carried off the sail and rudder*, which the seamen had brought on-shore. Compensation not being obtained, though sentence had been given in favour of the English owners by the constable of France, the regent of the kingdom, and the king of France had been repeatedly applied to on the business, King Edward at length ordered the French property in England to be arrested, which produced a promise from the king of France that the merchants should be satisfied before the first of November. But they had received no compensation even in April 1323, the reason assigned for which was, that the vessel and cargo were the property of the Flemings, who were at war with France at the time of the capture; and, indeed, it is reasonable to suppose, that a capture, made by a commissioned man of high rank, could not be a mere act of piracy. [Fader. V. ii, pp. 730, 1014.]

October 20th—By the statute of York [c. 6] the officers of cities and boroughs, whose duty it was to keep affiles of wines and victuals, were prohibited from dealing in those articles.

The king being desirous of consulting with judicious and prudent merchants concerning the establishment of the staple of wool in Flanders, and other commercial matters, John of Cherleton, citizen of London and mayor of the merchants of England †, who was furnished by the king's council with a particular statement of the matters to be considered, together with two merchants chosen out of every city and borough throughout the kingdom, were summoned to meet at London in the octave of St. Hilary, in order to deliberate upon those matters. [Fader. V. iii, p. 740.] This is, properly speaking, the earliest council of trade known in English history or record, as the merchants appear to have formed a board of themselves, whereas those summoned to Lincoln in the year 1315 seem to have been called only to give information, and perhaps advice, to the king's council, or parliament.

December 7th—As the merchants of England suffered great hardships in consequence of the wars between the earls of Flanders and Holland, King Edward sent ambassadors to endeavour to bring about an accommodation, and also wrote to both of them, and even to their friends, earnestly exhorting them to make peace. [Fader. V. iii, pp. 744, 745.]

1319, March 25th—King Edward wrote a long letter to Robert earl

* Velum et gubernaculum. Velum, in the singular number, must mean only one sail.

† The several notices concerning this gentleman put it out of doubt, that mayor of the merchants of England, the official title here given to him, and mayor of the Staple were synonymous terms. In the year 1321 he is called mayor of the Staple; and on the 30th of July 1326 the king gave him a new appointment to the office of mayor of the Staple. [Rot. pat. fec. 15 Edw. II, m. 31 and 20 Edw. II, m. 27.] He must not be confounded with another John of Cherleton, his contemporary, who was a courtier and sometimes a rebel. But he is probably the person from whom the king demanded a loan of £1,000 in the year 1346. [Fader. V. v. p. 491.]

of Flanders, who gave him a loan of £1,000, and the Earl of Holland, who was not so liberal.
of Flanders, complaining, that many of his enemies of Scotland were favourably received in the earl’s dominions, where they obtained supplies of men, armour, and provisions, and that many of the Flemings also carried provisions, arms, and merchandize, to Scotland: and he earnestly entreated him to prohibit all intercourse with the Scots, who were laid under the sentence of the greater excommunication and an interdict, so that no good Catholic could have any intercourse with such excommunicated rebels without involving himself in the penalties of the same sentence. He also informed him, that, though he had hitherto, from friendship to him, dismissed the Flemings, who were taken on their passage to Scotland, without any punishment, he should in future station a sufficient number of ships of war to intercept all who should presume to trade with those excommunicated rebels, and should treat the Flemings as rigorously as the Scots. He concluded by admonishing the earl to restrain his subjects from keeping up a damnable and perilous intercourse, lest their folly should disturb the harmony and mutually-advantageous commerce between England and Flanders. He also wrote letters of the same import to the duke of Brabant, and to the magistrates of Bruges, Dantzig, Newport, Dunkirk, Ypres, and Mechlin.

[Fader, P. iii, p. 759.]

There could be no doubt, that, if the Flemings could have been compelled to relinquish the commerce, and abide the hostility of either nation, that the trade of the Scots would not have been so valuable, nor their enmity so formidable, as those of the English. But, as the Venetians in the beginning of the twelfth century had their ideas raised by commercial intercourse with various nations, above the apprehension of the papal thunder, so neither were the Flemings, who were now the most enlightened traders in the western parts of Europe, as the Venetians had been in the Mediterranean, to be terrified by excommunications, which, they knew, could have little effect, but what they sometimes derived from the simplicity of those against whom they were culminated; nor to be prevented by papal bulls, or even the menaces of the English king, from prosecuting their commerce with all nations; and they well knew, that the wool, leather, and lead, so desirous objects of their trade with England, must infallibly find their way to their market, as being the best one, in spite of prohibitions and cruizers. Therefore the earl in his answer to the king informed him (as he had already told Edward I) that Flanders being a country common to all mankind, he could not deny free access to merchants, agreeable to an

* I believe, this name ought rather to be Damme, a town between Bruges and the sea.
† I say facilemm, because the Venetians, in the influence now alluded to, disclaimed the pope’s authority in their temporal affairs; and on this occasion neither the Scots, though they thought it decent and expedient to court the pope for a reversal of his sentence, nor several foreign princes in alliance with them, paid any attention to it.
This text is a transcription of a page from a historical document discussing trade, commerce, and legal issues related to the Scottish trade with England. The text mentions the duke of Bretagne informing his uncle, King Edward, about the Scots' trade and the magistrates of Mechlin writing a complaint letter. It also notes the king's understanding of the situation and his intentions to prohibit trade, as well as the king's correspondence to the collectors of customs on wool and wool-fells.

Sen. 1320, June 18th—The king understanding that his ordinance for carrying wool and wool-fells only to the staple on the continent had been very generally neglected, and the payment of the fines eluded, though he had appointed inquisitors in various parts of the kingdom to discover who were liable to fines for transgressions, sent orders from Dover, where he was on his way to France, to the collectors of the customs on wool and wool-fells in the ports of London, Southampton, Weymouth, Boston, Kingston upon Hull, Newcastle, Yarmouth, Lynne, and Ipswich, to be very strict in sweating the exporters, that the wool and wool-fells entered for exportation were not entered under a false name, also in taking security for being answerable to the king for the fines which might be incurred, and in receiving the custom duties before they should permit the goods to be shipped. [Hakluyt's Voyages, V. i. p. 142. — Rot. pat. 3. Edw. II. m. 3.]

August 7th—King Edward, at the request of the king of France,

* In the letter he repeatedly mentioned the king of the Scots, which must have been peculiarly offensive to Edward, who called the Scots his own subjects. Notwithstanding the firmness of this denial, Edward again (April 1322) attempted to persuade the earl, that it would be for his honour and advantage to prohibit the Scottish trade. [Federa, V. iii, p. 947.]

† Malyngs quotes a record in the office of the clerk of the pipe to prove that there were a mayor and company of fishers at Antwerp in the twelfth year of Edward II. [Gower of the circle of commerce, p. 93.] We have already seen ample proof of their existence six years earlier.
granted to the merchants of Amiens the privilege of being exempted, together with their merchandize, from arrest for any debts due to merchants of England by the king of France, their sovereign. [Faden, V. iii. p. 844.]

There were perpetual causes of complaint between the seamen of England and those of Flanders. At a convention of deputies from both countries the Flemings represented, that some of their merchants, coming home from various countries with wines and other merchandize, had been robbed upon the sea of England near Crauden by some English malefactors, who carried their merchandize on shore in England; and they prayed the king, as 'lord of the sea,' in virtue of his seigniery and royal power, to punish the crime committed within the bounds of his dominion. The king and parliament granted, that justices should be appointed by the king to try the cause, and to determine according to law and reason: and at the same time measures were concerted for redressing all grievances and damages on both sides. [Faden, V. iii. p. 852.] Here it may be noted, that the dominion of the sea is ascribed to the king of England by the ministers of a foreign prince, though not, indeed, a prince of the first, or royal, dignity; and it may be added, that the same was also done before by the deputies of several other nations, when they wanted to induce King Edward I to make a common caufe with them in recovering the vessels and cargoes seized by Grimaldi, the Genoese admiral in the service of France. [See Selden's Mare clausum, L. ii. c. 27.] But these matters lead to a controversy improper to be touched upon in this work.

The fishmongers, who kept shops upon Fish wharf, used to sell herrings and other fish, brought by land and by water, to the inhabitants, and to hawkers who carried them through the streets. But the other fishmongers having entered into a combination to prevent the sale of fish by retail at that wharf, those of the wharf obtained the king's order to the mayor and shireefs of London to permit them to continue to sell herrings and other fish, either in wholesale or retail, to all who chose to buy. [Ryley, Plac. parliam. 399.]

1321, May 3d—By the articles of a truce, lately concluded between England and Scotland, it was stipulated that the subjects of the two kingdoms should have no intercourse during the truce; and that, if any Scottish vessels should be driven by stress of weather upon the coast of England, or wrecked, they should be restored, unless the king or any other person might have a right to them as wreck. Agreeable to that article, King Edward now ordered the magistrates of Ravenfrode (or Ravenfere) to inquire, whether the men and merchandize in a vessel,
lately arrested by them, were really Scottish, and driven upon their coast by fets of weather, and if so, to release them instantly. A vessel belonging to Dieppe in France, returning from Scotland, was also obliged to take shelter in the same port, where she was arrested by the zealous magistrates, because she had been trading to Scotland. At the request of the king of France, Edward restored the vessel and cargo, for this time, to the owners, though he had a right to punish them as adherents to his enemies. But at the same time he begged the king of France to prohibit his subjects from having any intercourse with Scotland. [Federa, V. iii., pp. 879, 880.]

After the total expulsion of the Christians from Syria, Egypt again became the entrepot of the greatest part of the trade between the eastern and western regions of the world: and the sovereignty of that country took the advantage of what was almost a monopoly in favour of its subjects to charge very heavy duties upon the transit of merchandise through his dominions. Marino Sanuto, a noble Venetian, moved by the hardships thereby brought upon the European traders, and burning with catholic zeal, addressed to the pope a work, entitled *The secrets of the faithful*, wherein he proposed to suppress the Egyptian trade by an armed force; and to that work we are indebted for an ample account of the Indian trade, as then conducted.

He says, that formerly Indian goods were brought by the Persian gulf to Balad (or Bagdad), and thence, by inland navigation and land carriage, to Antioch and Licia on the Mediterranean sea. In his own time the specieries and other merchandise of India were mostly collected in two ports, which he calls Mahabar and Cambeth, and thence transported to Hormus (or Ormuz), to a small island called Ks, and to a port (Basfira) on the Euphrates, all which were subject to the Tatar sovereigns of Persia. But the great bulk of the trade was conducted by the agency of the merchants of the south part of Arabia (who had now recovered the trade of their remote ancillors) at the port of Ahaden, or Aden, believed to be the antient city of Arabia Felix. From Aden the goods were conveyed to Chus on the Nile, near the antient Coptos, and thence forwarded by river craft to Babylon; and from it they were floated down the river, and along an artificial canal to Alexandria. By this route all bulky goods of inferior value, among which, however, are reckoned not only pepper and ginger, but also frankincense, and cinnamon, were conveyed. The duty charged by the sultan on specieries was equal to one third of their value: and, as he permitted no Christians to

pafs the province, all the goods which came by that route were subjected to a double duty. From Aden, vessels thence floated up the Nile, and from Alexandria went by sea to the kingdom of Egypt.

Sanuto, in his *profits*, pages 94, 95. mentions the commerce of the Venetians with the kingdom of Sicily and the Levant. See his work, page 135. But he says, in his *Historia del commercio del Soldiers and others of the garrison, with the governor of Dieppe, on the vessel,

Sanuto, in his *Profit* (page 94, 95.) mentions the commerce of the Venetians with the kingdom of Sicily and the Levant. See his work, page 135. But he says, in his *Historia del commercio del Soldiers and others of the garrison, with the governor of Dieppe, on the vessel,

He describes the spices brought to Alexandria, and goes on to say that they were of various sorts, including saffron, cumin, nutmeg, mace, cinnamon, cloves, and other spices. He also mentions the trade with the kingdom of Persia, which was conducted by the agency of the merchants of the south part of Arabia. From Aden, the goods were conveyed to Chus on the Nile, near the antient Coptos, and thence forwarded by river craft to Babylon; and from it they were floated down the river, and along an artificial canal to Alexandria. By this route all bulky goods of inferior value, among which, however, are reckoned not only pepper and ginger, but also frankincense, and cinnamon, were conveyed. The duty charged by the sultan on specieries was equal to one third of their value: and, as he permitted no Christians to

The work of Sanuto forms the second volume of the collection, edited by Bongarius under the title of *Coffa Dei per France*; and we are informed in the preface, that it was begun in the year 1306, and prentted to the pope in 1521.

† He probably means by Mahabar the esch of Mahabar, the chief port of which was Calicut; and by Cambeth, the country of Cambay.
pafs through his territories, and his subjects had thereby a monopoly of all the trade in that channel; the prices of India goods were now much higher in Europe than when they were chiefly conveyed by the inland route of Bagdad and Antioch. The most valuable goods, such as cubeb, spikenard, cloves, nutmegs, and mace, still continued to be brought from Bagdad and Thorium to various ports on the coast of the Mediterranean; and by that route many Christian merchants had already penetrated to India. Though this conveyance was more expensive, some of the articles, such as ginger and cinnamon, were from 10 to 20 per cent better than those brought by the longer water-carriage, especially the ginger, which was apt to heat and be wasted, if kept long on board the vessel.

Sanuto, envying the sultan and the Saracens the great revenues and profits they derived from silk and sugar, observes, that the latter grows in Cyprus, Rhodes, Morea, and Malta. He adds, that it would grow in Sicily and other Christian countries, if there were demand for it. Silk, he says, is produced in considerable quantities in Apulia, Romania, Sicily, Crete, and Cyprus, and the quantity might be increased. Though flax abounds in the Christian countries, the Egyptian species, on account of its superior quality, is carried to the farthest extremities of the West; and the Egyptian manufactures of linen, and of silk, and others of linen mixed with silk, as also dates and cassia-fistula, are carried in Christian and Saracen vessels to Turkey, Africa, the Black Sea, and the western parts of Europe.

He observes, that the sultan's dominions produce no gold, silver, brass, tin, lead, quicksilver, coral, or amber; which are carried to them by the Mediterranean Sea; and bring in a vast revenue in duties paid upon them at Alexandria, which are, on gold 6 per cent; on silver at Cairo 10 per cent, but to some, by favour, only 3½; on brass about 25; tin 20, &c. and those are the articles, which are most valuable to his subjects in their trade with Ethiopia and India. Great quantities of oil, honey, nuts, almonds, saffron, and mastic, all of them paying heavy duties at Alexandria; also silk, cloth, wool, and other goods, are carried to the sultan's dominions, and contribute to enrich him and his

---

* Thorium, according to De Guignes, [Mem. de litt. V. xxviii. p. 507] was Tauris in Armenia, the ancient Media.
+ A dozen ad viginti pro centario. Here and elsewhere in his work we have the modern way of rating at so much per cent. Earlier authors generally reckon by one twentieth, one tenth, one fifth, one third, &c. and Sanuto sometimes does the same. For the first undoubted appearance of the calculation per cent., see above, p. 393.
+ These are apparently the Morea and Malta. But I cannot at present determine the exact time.
Sometimes the failure of the overflow of the Nile occasions a famine in Egypt, as happened after the loss of Acon and Syria. In such a calamity, the Egyptians, if not supplied with corn carried to them by the Mediterranean, must emigrate or perish. As Egypt produces no timber, iron, or pitch, and procures all those materials for building vessels by the Mediterranean sea, if the importation of them were withheld, the sultan would lose his duties of one fourth of the value paid on those articles, and three byzants annually from every vessel, whether large or small; and the merchants and artificers in Babylon, and also the sultan with his admirals and army in Cairo, would starve for want of the corn, which is brought by water from all parts of the country.

Sanuto, having endeavoured to prove, that the Egyptians were dependent upon the Christians for the supply of their wants, as well as for the sale of their redundant native commodities and manufactures and their imported merchandise, proposes that, in order to transfer the commercial advantages now engrossed by them, to the Christians, and to accomplish the pious work of recovering the Holy land, the prohibition of trading with the subjects of the sultan (see above, p. 451) should be most rigorously, and universally, enforced by stationing a sufficient number of armed galleys upon the sea; and he also recommends a military force in proper places upon the land, because galleys cannot keep the sea in stormy weather, nor do they willingly keep out in winter nights, and even in summer they cannot be many days at sea without landing for fresh water, and also, because transgressors, laying aside the fear of God, go to the sultan's territories, where they are kindly received, and find no difficulty in landing their cargoes on their return.

The prohibition of trade ought also to extend to all Africa and the Saracen dominions in Spain, the consequence of which would be a considerable diminution of the trade of the sultan's dominions, which is very much supported by the trade with those countries. Neither ought any trade to be carried on with the coast of Turkey, which was anciently called Greece; for there many vessels are loaded with timber, pitch, Christian and pagan boys and girls, and other merchandise, for the sultan's dominions, and in return import sugar, spiceries, and linen, sufficient for the supply of other countries as well as their own. And, as the only means to prevent smuggling, let no Christian purchase or receive any spicery or Indian merchandise, silk, sugar, or linen, which may be suspected to come from the sultan's dominions. Let the captain of the holy church carry on a perpetual and universal persecution against

* Sanuto did not suppose that there existed any person in Egypt, endowed with the foregift of Joseph, to make the redundance of one year provide for the deficiency of another.
the Saracens and those perfidious Christians who infringe this most blessed command: and let him take especial care that no iron be carried to Armenia, which is adjacent to the sultan's country. Let ten galleys be commissioned, till your Holiness can provide more. They will cost 12,500 florins; and, allowing 250 men for each galley, the whole expense, including pay, provisi ons, and other necessaries, for nine months, will amount to 70,000 florins: and, in order to quicken their diligence, let all prizes he shared entirely among themselves.

He proceeds to state the complement of men of every description for a gal ley, and gives many estimates and nautical instructions, together with a vast deal of information respecting the vessels of the age, which the brevity necessarily studied in this work will not permit me to enter upon any further than just to note the places, from which he proposes to draw the best seamen for manning his fleet. Besides those of Italy, he says, good seamen may be found in Germany, and especially in the farther parts of the archbishopr i c of Bremen, in Friseland, Holland, and Zealand, Holstein, and Slavia (where he himself had been, probably Sleswick) Hamburgh, Lubeck, Wifmar, Rosstock, Xundis, Guispinal, and Seftin *, and also in Denmark, Sweden, and Norway.† He has also an estimate of the expense of a land army, which, however, must be carried by water; and he gives ample directions for providing arms, and warlike engines; so that he may justly be called the Vegetius of the middle ages.

But his project of depriving the Mohamedans of their trade by the operation of ten galleys, which were to keep the sea only nine months, and only during the day-light, while he acknowledges the sultan's marine to be very strong, is much like Captain Bobadi's scheme, in the play of killing a whole army by the prowes of twenty gentlemen like himself. Both forget, that their adversaries will not consent to be driven out of their trade or to be killed.—But supposing it had been possible for the pope, by the strength of his own treasury, or by drawing the princes of Europe into a new crusade, to have mustered a sufficient force, what was the object to be accomplished? To pervert the free course of trade, which as naturally flows in the channel which presents the lightest charge or cheapest purchase (and that by his own account was Alexandria) as water glides into the vallies ‡. It is surprizing that a Venetian should have conceived such contracted anticommercial ideas, for

* Xundis and Guispinal are places unknown to me. Seftin is probably Sermir.
† The natives of our British isles, and even the Catalans, who, as Mediterranean navigators, ought to be well known to him, and who had on some occasions rode matters of the Mediterranean,
‡ A figure used (I mean abused) by himself,
like the general liberality of mind and commercial wisdom of his countrymen.

1323—Among the various orders for collecting provisions for the army sent against Scotland, we find one for nine thousand quarters of wheat and other provisions, to be sent from Ireland. [Rot. pat. prim. 16 Edw. II. m. 20.] This of itself, if it was really accomplished, was no trifling exportation of grain from Ireland, considering the state the country must have been in, after being the theatre of war between the English and the Scots.

May 7th—King Edward, after having again attempted to persuade the earl of Flanders, that it would be for his honour and advantage to prevent his subjects from trading with the Scots, and finding that the Flemings were so far from being persuaded by his arguments, that they rather acted as the allies of the Scots by taking the vessels, which were carrying provisions to his army, now ordered the magistrates of Yarmouth and the barons of the Cinque ports to have the shipping of their districts ready to act against the Flemings upon the shortest notice. [Federæ, V. i. ii. pp. 947, 949, 951.]

1323, April— Robert, the steady earl of Flanders being dead, his grandson Louis was more pliant to the requisitions of King Edward, and promised to debar the Scots from trading in his territories, and to prohibit his subjects from furnishing any supplies to them. The king, in return, granted the Flemings all the freedom of trade they had formerly enjoyed in England, and moreover exempted them from being liable for the debts of others, or for bypast transgressions against the charter of the staple. [Federæ, V. iii. pp. 1006, 1007.]

This year the same earl established the magistracy and court-house of the Franconates at Bruges, which he declared to be the fixed emporium of his territories. He also decreed, that no cloth should be manufactured nor sold at Sluys; and he preferred what kinds of merchandise should be sold at Sluys, and what kinds at Damme, Honks, and Monachored. [Meyeri Ann. Flandr. f. 125 b.]

April 16th—The people belonging to five Venetian galleys lying at Southampton had lately got into a squabble with the inhabitants of that town.

* Some of his countrymen went to the opposite extreme, and supplied the Saracens with arms, and provisions, for which they were punished by Edward prince of England, when they fell into his hands in the year 1270, probably in consequence of the bull issued by Pope Gregory X, prohibiting all communication with the infidels, and particularly with the sultan of Egypt. In the year 1274 James I, king of Aragon, at the desire of the same pope, prohibited the exportation of iron, arms, ship timber, corn and other provisions, to the Saracens. [Walpole, p. 471.—Cortes, M. hist. de Barcelona, V. i. Cap. p. 47.] Sanudo himself informs us, that a more rigorous prohibition had been ordered immediately after the expulsion of the Christians from Palæstine. So it appears, that there was nothing new in his proposal.

† "Fruumenti se al viual." In the Latin of those ages frumentum generally signifies wheat, and viual may be other corns. In many parts of the country viual is still a general term for all kinds of corn.

MEM. HIST. DE BARCELONA, V. i. CAP. p. 47.]
town and the Isle of Wight, and much mischief had been done to the country, and several lives had been lost on both sides. The merchants of Venice, dreading the revenge of the country, or the rigour of the law, which, they knew, would take hold of any of them, as well as of the individuals really guilty, abstained from trading to England till the affair could be accommodated. For a sum of money they had already obtained from John of the Isle of Wight an engagement that neither he nor any of his dependents should ever take vengeance, or demand any further satisfaction, for the murders and robberies committed on that occasion. The king also, unwilling to lose the advantage of their commerce, granted them an ample pardon, with assurance of security in trading in his dominions, as long as they carried on fair trade, and paid the due customs.* [Fezera, V. iii, pp. 1008, 1011.]

May 30th—A truce was concluded between England and Scotland for thirteen years, wherein the articles of the former one, prohibiting intercourse between the two nations, and respecting the ships of the Scots, and their property in other ships, forced upon the coast of England by fires of weather †, were the same as in the preceding truce, with the additional condition, that no merchants belonging to any other country, except countries at war with England or Scotland, should meet with any obstruction in trading to either kingdom. [Fezera, V. iii, p. 1022.]

June 4th—It is probable, that the vessels of Majorca traded to Flanders, as we find, that, in consequence of a complaint, made by the king of that island, of his subjects being plundered upon the sea by the English †, King Edward promised to give every kind of justice and favour to any merchants of Majorca, who should trade to England. [Fezera, V. iii, p. 1028.]

November 24th—In an ordinance for the state of Ireland, all merchants, natives or foreigners, are authorized to carry corn and other provisions and merchandise to England and Wales, unless they should be taken by the justice (or viceroy) by advice of the council in a case of necessity, on paying the due and usual customs, and giving security that they should not go to Scotland or any other country at war with England. [Fezera, V. iv, p. 24.]

1324, March 10th—The king summoned the maritime towns on the south coast to assemble their largest vessels at Portsmouth, sufficiently manned and provided with landing bridges and clays ‡, for carrying fol-

* The pardon was ratified in parliament on the 10th of March 1324, by the king, prelates, and nobles. [Fezera, V. iv, p. 39.]

† There is no reciprocal stipulation for the protection of English vessels thrown upon the coast of Scotland. It was apparently so far out of the tract of English trading vessels, that no such accident was expected ever to happen.

‡ This is the same violence which the king of Aragon also complained of, the two galleys taken being the property of subjects of Majorca, and the cargoes belonging to a subject of Aragon, who stated that he had put them on board them in Flanders. [Fezera, V. iv, pp. 15, 84, 85, 130.]

‡ Clayes, a word not well understood: perhaps hurdles (clayes in French) for making temporary
diers and horses at his expense over to his duchy of Aquitaine. The following are the quotas ordered from each port.

Southampton 6 vessels | Seaforid | 1 | Boldre - 2

Sandwich 4 | Shoreham 2 | Yarmouth in Wight 2

Winchelsea 6 | Weymouth 10 | Poole and itsmem 7

Rye 2 | Portsmouthe 1 | bers 4

Favergham 1 | Hamelitok 1 [Federa, V. iv, p. 40.]

July 22nd—Afterwards, understanding that warlike ships were getting ready in all the ports of Normandy, he issued orders to all the ports of England to equip all their vessels to act as ships of war against the French. He at the same time desired that they would lay aside all animosities against their fellow subjects of England or of his city of Bayonne, and that they would molest no vessel belonging to Flanders or any other country not subject to the king of France. [Federa, V. iv, p. 73.]

This year the king resumed the prerogative of seizing wrecks for his own use, which had been relinquished by Henry I and several other kings, and also claimed all the whales and great surfuges taken in the sea, except in certain privileged places. [Act 17 Edw. II, c. 11.]

1325, January 5th—King Edward, being very desirous to obtain the friendship of the king of Castile (or Spain) to support him in the war which he was threatened by France, granted to all the nobles, merchants, masters of ships, mariners, and others of that kingdom, permission to trade freely in his British and French dominions, paying customs and other usual charges, and being answerable for all contracts and transgressions. And in order further to gratify the Spanish king, he promised that his subjects should not be liable to arrest for any matters formerly in dispute. [Federa, V. iv, p. 118.]

February 26th—The king renewed the grant of freedom of trade to the Venetians, and added the no-usual exemption from arrest for the debts and crimes of others. But he also added a condition, that they should have no communication whatever with his enemies or opponents. [Federa, V. iv, p. 138.]

May 7th—A vessel having failed to Portugal with goods in order to take in return a cargo of corn and other provisions to carry to Aquitaine, King Edward took so much concern in the success of the voyage,

porary stands for the horses; perhaps cleats (crofs bars) nailed upon the bridges to prevent the horses from slipping. In Federa, V. v, p. 6, we find the king orders the sheriff to provide timber and brush (‘hacan’) for constructing clay, bridges, boards, racks, &c. for transporting horses, and in p. 814, he orders 2,500 clays (‘clays’) along with eight bridges of 50 feet long, and seven of 14 feet, for shipping horses.

\* Wallingham [p. 507] says, that the navy of England this year took a hundred vessels belonging to the one province of Normandy. But he often exaggerates.

\* An article in the truce with Scotland in the year 1319 gives room to believe, that the cruel prerogative of wreck had been resumed before that time. See above, p. 489.

that they would lay aside all animosities against their fellow subjects of England or of his city of Bayonne, and that they would molest no vessel belonging to Flanders or any other country not subject to the king of France.

Moreover, Edward in February 26th, being very desirous to obtain the friendship of the king of Castile (or Spain) to support him in the war which he was threatened by France, granted to all the nobles, merchants, masters of ships, mariners, and others of that kingdom, permission to trade freely in his British and French dominions, paying customs and other usual charges, and being answerable for all contracts and transgressions. And in order further to gratify the Spanish king, he promised that his subjects should not be liable to arrest for any matters formerly in dispute.

February 26th—The king renewed the grant of freedom of trade to the Venetians, and added the no-usual exemption from arrest for the debts and crimes of others. But he also added a condition, that they should have no communication whatever with his enemies or opponents.

May 7th—A vessel having failed to Portugal with goods in order to take in return a cargo of corn and other provisions to carry to Aquitaine, King Edward took so much concern in the success of the voyage,
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\* Wallingham [p. 507] says, that the navy of England this year took a hundred vessels belonging to the one province of Normandy. But he often exaggerates.

\* An article in the truce with Scotland in the year 1319 gives room to believe, that the cruel prerogative of wreck had been resumed before that time. See above, p. 489.

that they would lay aside all animosities against their fellow subjects of England or of his city of Bayonne, and that they would molest no vessel belonging to Flanders or any other country not subject to the king of France. 

Moreover, Edward in February 26th, being very desirous to obtain the friendship of the king of Castile (or Spain) to support him in the war which he was threatened by France, granted to all the nobles, merchants, masters of ships, mariners, and others of that kingdom, permission to trade freely in his British and French dominions, paying customs and other usual charges, and being answerable for all contracts and transgressions. And in order further to gratify the Spanish king, he promised that his subjects should not be liable to arrest for any matters formerly in dispute. [Federa, V. iv, p. 118.]

February 26th—The king renewed the grant of freedom of trade to the Venetians, and added the no-usual exemption from arrest for the debts and crimes of others. But he also added a condition, that they should have no communication whatever with his enemies or opponents. [Federa, V. iv, p. 138.]

May 7th—A vessel having failed to Portugal with goods in order to take in return a cargo of corn and other provisions to carry to Aquitaine, King Edward took so much concern in the success of the voyage,
that he wrote to the king of Portugal, and also to his mother, to solicit
their favour to the owner. [Feder., V. iv, p. 146.] This deserves no-
tice chiefly as a proof of the Portuguese, then having corn for exporta-
tion, which has seldom, if ever, been the case, since their wine came
into general demand in this country.

May.—The great manufacturing and trading cities of Flanders acted
in several respects as communities, or republics, independent of their
earl, whose power was very far from being absolute. At this time the
magistrates and community of Bruges appear as principals in a nego-
tiation for a solid peace and accommodation of all damages, homicides,
and quarrels, between the subjects of the king of England and those of
their dearly beloved lord the earl of Flanders, for the benefit of com-
merce ; and they engaged, for themselves and the good towns of Ghent
and Ypres, to ratify whatsoever should be agreed by their burgomaster,
whom they deputed as their procurator. King Edward, by his com-
mis sioners, agreed with him and the procurators of Ghent and Ypres
to continue the truce with those cities and all the people of Flanders
till Easter 1326 (and it was afterwards prolonged) and gave them per-
misson to trade during the truce, as usual, in England; and he more-
over granted them exemption from arrest for debts or crimes not their
own, and for any transgressions against his charter of the wool staple, on
condition that equal indulgences should be granted to his subjects in
Flanders. [Feder., V. iv, pp. 147, 151, 188, 199, 207.] As this stipu-
lation for reciprocal advantages does not appear in the grants made to
the merchants of the more distant countries of Venice, Majorca, or even
Spain, the absence of it affords at least a presumption, that no English
vessels failed, or were expected to fail, so far from home. But it is also
omitted in grants to the merchants of nearer countries, to which English
vessels did fail; and it must be observed, that these writings are not
treaties between contracting powers, but grants conceived in the lan-
guage of favour, and consequently the only reciprocity, that there could
be in such cases, must have been expressed also in grants from the other
parties, which may have existed, though now lost.

The coals of Newcastle were now known and desired in foreign coun-
tries, as appears by a voyage made this year by a merchant of France
to that town with a cargo of corn, in return for which he carried home
a cargo of coals. [Brand's Hist. of Newcastle, V. ii, p. 254.]

1326, July 20°—King Edward, being driven, by misfortunes crowd-
ing upon him, to fluctuation in his counsels, had revoked the charter
for holding the staple upon the continent, and appointed some places in
his own kingdom for the sale of wool, wool-fells, hides, and tin; and

* I do not find the names of any of them except Cardiff in Wales, a town belonging to Hugh
defen. [Rot. par. fr., 19 Edw. II, m. 5.] But that establishment, being a mere ease of favour.
he now gave orders, that all foreign merchants, except the subjects of
the king of France, should have freedom of coming and going in safety;
and to that intent he ordered the shireffs to take sufficient security
from the seamen of every vessel before they sailed, that they should not
commit hostilities against any friendly vessels. He gave his admirals the
same instructions for preserving inviolate peace with all neutral nations,
and especially with the Flemings and Bretons, whom he had taken
under his protection. In a few weeks after he ordered all the shipping of
the east coast of the kingdom from the mouth of the Thames northward
to Holy ifland *, doubly furnished with arms and provisions for
one month, to be ready at Erewell (or Orewell) to receive his further
orders for proceeding against his enemies. [Federa, V. iv, pp. 218, 219,
225.]

We have now the first certain knowledge of representatives from
the cities and burghs forming a constituent part of the parliament of Scot-
land.—In the first treaty upon record between France and Scotland, in
the year 1295, John king of Scotland mentions the communities, or
corporations, of the towns; but they do not appear as composing any
part of the legislative body. In a parliament, held by King Robert I in
1323, the burghs do not appear to have been represented: and in the
confirmation of a truce with England, in the same year, Robert says, it
is done with the consent of the bishops, earls, and barons; but he has
not a word of any representatives of burghs. [Federa, V. ii, pp. 696,
698; V. iii, p. 1030.] But in a parliament of the same king, held this
year, we find the burghs forming the third estate in parliament, and
concurring to an aid granted to the king. [Stat. Rob. I, in Camden's
Law tracts, appendix. n. 4.]

1327, April 29th.—In early times the aldermen of London were pro-
prieters of the wards, which were conveyed by hereditary succession
or purchase. They, together with the mayor, shireffs, and some electors

* There are forty ports mentioned in the sum-
monces: but as there are no rated quotas of vessels
to show their relative importance, I have not
tought it worth while to infer their bare names.
† It outh, however, to be recollected here,
that in the year 1209 the burghs granted King
William a subsidy of 9,000 marks. (See above, p.
375.) But whether they did fo of duty, as holding
lands of the king in their corporate capacity,
or as a spontaneous mark of their affection to their
sovereign, or as occasional members of the legisla-
tive body, does not appear. The burgesses of
Scotland, mentioned by Wyntown, [Croplih, V. i,
p. 385] as expressing, along with the barons and
prelates, their disapprobation of some negotiations
with the king of England, must not be suppos-
ed a collective, or legislative, body. They are not
noticed in the Chronicle of Melros; and Bowar,
[Scotichron. V. ii, p. 98] when copying Wyntown's
narrative, and comparing it with two other author-
ities, also omits the burgesses. It may be remem-
bered, that burgesses were not then introduced in
the parliament of England. Under the year
1357 the earliest known list of Scottish towns re-
presented in parliament will be given.
‡ Stow begins his account of the ward of
Farringdon by a deduction of the property of
it, as follows. It belonged successively to
Anherin de Arem, Ralph Arderne, his son
Thomas Arderne, Ralph le Feure by purchase in
1277, John le Feure, William Farendon by pur-
chase in 1279, and his son Nicolas Farendon, and
his heirs, whose name the wards formed out of
it still retain. Those whom Fitz-Stephen, in
his affected Latin, calls confidi of the region of
the city in the reign of Henry II, were probably
proprietors.
deputed from each ward, elected the mayor, and other city officers. But they do not appear to have been noticed, at least by the kings, as principal constituent members of the corporation of the city, all writs or mandates (at least as far as I can find from any accessible records) being addressed to the mayor and bailiffs (or bailies, *balivis*), till now, that the king ordered the mayor, aldermen, and whole community of London, and the mayor and bailiffs, or the bailiffs, of other cities and towns, to provide as many men as they were able, properly furnished with arms and horses, for his service. [Feder, V. iv, p. 287.]

July—Gun-powder, which was undoubtedly made by Roger Bacon in the thirteenth century, is said to have been invented in the year 1320 by Bartholomew Schwartz, a German apothecary, whose process of making it became public, and was soon followed by the invention of cannons, then called bombards. That the invention, or rather re-invention, of it was earlier, is evident from the use of it in war being now known in England, as appears from the Scottish poet Barber, who (in his Life of King Robert, p. 408, ed. 1758) relates, that the English now had guns of some kind, which he calls cracks of war, at the battle, or skirmish, on the banks of the Wexe, and that the Scots had never before heard any such cracks. But in the year 1350 the Scots used cannons to batter the walls of Stirling castle, which they probably received from France. [Froissart, L. i, c. 74.]

proprietary aldermen. In the year 1266 the aldermen of London, together with the bailiffs, became bound for the payment of £2,000, due by the king to some merchants of Dover. [Madoc's Firma burgi, p. 130; and see also p. 14.]

* See Brady on burgis, p. 22, who quotes the records in the city's archives, as does also Strype in his Survey of London, D. u. p. 71. Both these authors wrote after the great fire, which destroyed some of the records. But those still remaining, are, by subsequent misfortunes, and removals in consequence of new buildings, in such a confused state (as they appeared when I saw them) that the favour of Mr. Woodthorpe, the city clerk, that they will require the labour of a person versed in antiquarian literature to arrange them, and make a catalogue of them, before they can be rendered useful.

† The last writ I find addressed to the mayor and bailiffs of London, is dated 28th September 1326. [Feder, V. iv, p. 234.] But the other cities and towns, as far as I can see, were governed by bailiffs, either in conjunction with, or without, a mayor; nor was the title of bailiff generally usurped by that of alderman, till many years after this time. [See above, p. 428, and Feder, V. iv, pp. 40, 334, 288, 668, 718, &c. &c.] In the year 1336 we find the mayor, the bailiff, and two aldermen, of Cambridge; and aldermen of Oxford and some other towns appear afterwards. [Rot. pm, prim. 10 Edw. III., m. 32; prim. 20 Edw. III., tergo, 30.—Feder, V. v, pp. 253, 254.—See also Spelman, Gloss. v, Aldermenous cruisata.]

It may be observed, as a curious circumstance, that England and Scotland have in some degree made an exchange of the titles of magistracy, every city and town in the former being at present governed by a mayor and several aldermen, and almost every one in the latter by a provost and several bailies, the titles of mayor and alderman being utterly forgotten. See above, pp. 397, 446, and below, under the year 1357.

‡ Some have alleged that the first appearance of guns of any kind was in the year 1350; others say that they were first used at the battle of Crefly in 1346 by the English; and Polydore Vergil was so informed as to say that they were first used in the year 1330 by the Venetians, who were taught by the discoverer of gun-powder. That man wrote a book expressly upon the Inventions of things, and also a History of England, without knowing any thing of the date of so important a change in the method of carrying on war. The Mourne king of Grenada in the year 1337 had guns, which shot balls of iron capable of throwing down walls. [Zuria, Annales de Aragon, V. ii, f. 99 b.] The use of guns was ever common before the year 1334, as appears from a curious dialogue.
King Edward this year granted a patent in favour of the manufacturers of stuffs made of worsted in Norfolk: and soon after an inspector and measurer of those stuffs was appointed. [Rot. pat. sec. 2 Edw. III., tertio, and prim. 3 Edw. III., m. 1.] This is probably the earliest extant notice of a manufacture which has become an object of great importance in that part of the country.

There is some discordance in the various accounts of the introduction of silk-worms and the manufacture of silk in Italy. When the Venetians became masters of those provinces of the Greek empire, which were the chief seats of the silk trade, they surely did not neglect to transport the manufacture at least, if not also the worms, to their own Italian or Dalmatian territories; and it is also reasonable to suppose, that the Genoese, when they got possession of Galata, did not fail to transplant such lucrative branches of industry to their mother country. It is certain, that in the year 1366 the business of rearing silk-worms was so far advanced in Modena, that it yielded a revenue to the state; and as the silk of Modena was then esteemed superior to that of the other cities of Lombardy, it is evident, that other cities also cultivated that branch of industry. In 1327, whether the silk trade of Modena was then falling off, or the magistrates were desirous of augmenting the revenue derived from it, they made a law, that every proprietor of an inclosure in the city's territory should plant at least three mulberry trees, and that all the cocoons should be publicly sold in the street, the buyer and the seller paying each one shilling to the city. The Bononians (or Bolognians) alone possessed the machinery for twisting the silk; and the Modenesi were obliged to send their silk to be thrown by them till the beginning of the sixteenth century, when they acquired the art of manufacturing such machinery for themselves; and from them it has spread to the other cities of Italy, and in time to other countries. We are told, however, that after the year 1300 the silk manufacture flourished chiefly at Florence, where...

dialogue in Petrarch. [De remotis utrinque fortuna, p. 54, ed. Bogl.] About the year 1344 gunners made a part of the military establishment of Edward III king of England. [Spelman, Giff. vs. Bombardia.] And the idea of them was so familiar in his reign, that Chaucer (scribing, as then usual with poets, the manners of his own age to ancient times) introduces guns in his description of Antony's ship, and also in his book of Fame. [ff. 200 a, 282 a, ed. 1598.] Gun-powder and cannon are supposed by some to have been used by the natives of India against Alexander the Great. But this I shall not pretend either to affirm or deny.

These brief hints of some of the early notices of gun-powder and guns, though more strictly belonging to military than commercial history, will not be deemed impertinent by those who consider how important and universal a revolution they have effected in human affairs, and that they have to a no small degree contributed to confer upon Europe, a pre-eminence over the larger quarters of the world, and especially to give the British navy an acknowledged superiority upon the Ocean, whence the British commerce derives a protection and safety beyond that of every other nation, in every quarter of the globe.

Camden says, that the Dutch, lying from the perfection of the duke of Alba in the sixteenth century, first introduced the manufacture of light ships at Norwich. [Britannia, p. 34:]

And the president De Thou [Hist. sui temporis, i. xlvii] says the same. But the testimony of both those respectable writers must give way to the fuller evidence of records.

many years...
A.D. 1327.

many thousand people were employed in it. But Textrini says, that before the pillage of Luca in the year 1314, the silk manufacture flourished only in that city*, which thereby abounded in riches; and that from it the workmen were dispersed through the other cities of Italy, particularly Venice †, Florence, Milan, and Bononia; and some went even to Germany, France, and Bretagne‡. [Muratori Antiq. V. ii, coll. 406, 408, 895, 896, 897.]

1328, January.—The magistrates of London having represented to the king, that criminals used to set justice at defiance by passing over to Southwark, to which their authority did not extend, he gave them a grant of the bailiwick of that burgh, at the usual yearly rent of ten pounds $. But Southwark was not properly incorporated with London till the 23rd of April 1549, soon after which it was made one of the wards of the city, and had an alderman and the other officers of a ward. [Chart. in camera Lond. quoted in Strype’s ed. of Stow’s Survey, V. ii, p. 1.]

This year the ordinance of the staple was annulled by parliament; and entire liberty was given to all merchants, strangers or natives, to go and come with their merchandize, according to the tenor of the Great charter. [Art. 2 Edw. III, c. 9.]

The king and his council (or parliament) enacted, that all foreign cloths should be measured by the king’s meafures in presence of the magistrates of the place where they were landed. The statute measure for cloth of raye †† was 28 ells in length, measured by the lift, and 6½ quarters in breadth, and for cloth of colour 26 ells in length, measured by the ridge or fold, and 6½ quarters in breadth, to be measured without opening (‘ an z de foler’) the cloth ‡‡. The mayor and bailiffs of the towns where the cloth was landed, were required to attend, when called by the meafurer, and to mark the cloths found agreeable to the stand-

---

* Muratori hesitates in giving credit to Textrini.—Si fides Nicola Textrini.—And indeed his account is completely confuted by the laws of Modena, which are copied from the originals by Muratori himself. But some families of silk-weavers undoubtedly went from Luca to Venice; [Antiquitez de Lombarde, N. ii, pp. 237, 238] and thence they have been suppos’d the founders of the silk manufacture there, just as the Flemish woollen manufacturers, who removed to England in the reign of Edward III, have almost obliterated the memory of the earlier Flemish colony in the reign of William the Conqueror.

† We learn from Doctor Moseley, [Treatise on paper, p. 267; ed. 1800] that the business of a silk manufacturer, and those of a glass maker, and of an apothecary and druggist, are the three trades which do not terminate nobility in Venice.

‡ ‡ Ad Gallos Britannique.—In those ages Britannia and Britannii hardly ever signified the island and people of Great Britain.—The reader, who desires to have information concerning the various species of silk goods made in the middle ages, may peruse the twenty-fifth dissertation of Muratori’s Antiquities, wherein all the luxury of drefs is displayed.

§ That rent was far below what it paid in the time of William the Conqueror.

‖ Striped cloth, as it is explained by Stow, [Survey of London, at the year 1354, in his list of temporal governors, and as the word raye is still used in French.] Thomas earl of Lancaster (according to an account of the expenses of his household in the year 1314, given by Stow, p. 134) had four ‘ clothes ray for carpets’ in his hall. And this is probably the earliest notice of the use of carpets in England.

¶ We are thus informed that the coloured cloths were doubled as broad cloths are now, and that the cloths of ray were folded or rolledingle, as narrow cloths, called yard-wide, are at present.
ard, without any charge upon the merchants, and the measure was directed to seize those which were deficient in the presence of the magistrates, and to account for the value of them to the exchequer. [Ad. 2. Edw. III., c. 14.] This law appears to have been productive of much delay and trouble to the importers. [Federar, V., p. 79.]

August 8th—The merchants of Aragon, Catalonia, and Majorca, having petitioned the king that they might partake of the privileges bestowed upon foreign merchants by King Edward I., he granted that they should for ever enjoy all the liberties, immunities, and accommodations, conferred by his grandfather upon other foreign merchants. * [Federar, V. iv., p. 364.]

The merchants of Danzig appear to have had some trade with England before this time, for this year the king granted them a confirmation of their liberties. [Rot. pat. prim. 3 Edw. III., m. 18.]

1329, May 9th—The king, understanding that John of Roux and Master William of Dalby had made silver by the art of alchemy (alchemonia), and thinking, if they really possessed such an art, that it would be of great benefit to him and the kingdom, gave orders to bring them, with all their instruments, to his presence. [Federar, V. iv., p. 384.] We do not hear of any creation of silver by those artists.

December 12th—At the request of his mother, the king gave the merchants and burgesses of Dieff (or Dieff, an inland town of Brabant) a charter, permitting them to come, remain, and depart, and to trade freely with their merchandize, provided they paid the due and usual custom, and had no communication with his enemies. He exempted them and their property from being seized for any debts or crimes or their own, or on account of any war, unless the lord of their town should be at war with him, in which case they should be allowed forty days to depart from the kingdom with their property. Neither should their property be seized for any transgressions of their servants entrusted with it, nor upon the death of such servants. They should be exempted from paying pontage, pavage, or murage, for their goods, provided they did not pass the goods of any others for their own, and did nothing contrary to his father's ordinance for keeping the staple in England. [Federar, V. iv., p. 408.] This charter, except that it was to be in force only during the king's pleasure, breathes somewhat of a more liberal spirit than had hitherto appeared in any such grants, though far short of the liberality whereby all commercial intercourse ought to be conducted.

The merchants of Byerflet in Flanders, who appear to have already had a grant of liberties in trading to England, had those liberties now

* Why they applied to the king, I do not see, as the charter of Edward I. was to all foreign merchants without exception. 
† As the ordinance of the staple was annulled in the preceding year, this charge must have been infected by mistake.
amply confirmed to them by the king. * [Rot. pat. prim. 4 Edw. III, m. 50.]

The whole of the old and new customs of all England were farmed to the merchants of the company of the Bardi of Florence for a rent of £20 per day; which, if Sundays were not reckoned, amounted only to £6,260 a-year. Next year the rent was raised to 1000 marks each month, or £8,000 a-year. [Rot. pat. fec. 4 Edw. III, m. 7; tertia 5 Edw. III, m. 4.] We have seen the customs for the year 1282 amount to £8,417:19:11½. Had the trade of England fallen off now, or were the king’s ministers very ill informed, or blinded?

1330—The first clock we know of in this country was put up in an old tower of Westminster hall in the year 1288; and in 1292 there was one in the cathedral of Canterbury. * [Selden, pref. to Hengham.—Dart’s Canterbury. Appendix. p. 3.] These were probably of foreign workmanship; and it may be doubted, if there was even now any person in England, who followed the business of making clocks as a profession. There was, however, one very ingenious artist, Richard of Wallingford, abbot of St. Albans, who contrived a clock representing the courses of the sun, moon, and stars, and the ebbing and flowing of the sea. That this wonderful piece of mechanism might be of permanent utility to his abbey, he composed a book of directions for the management of it. And Leland, who appears to have seen it, says, that in his opinion all Europe could not produce such another. * [Lrol. de Script. V. ii, p. 404; Collect. V. iii, (or iv) p. 27.—Willis’s Mitred Abbotts. Ap. Lel. p. 134.]

The wars in Italy between the Guelphs, who asserted that the pope ought to be the sovereign of the world, and the Ghibellines, who maintained that the emperor should be sovereign of the empire, of which they reckoned Italy a principal part, had now reduced that country to the most deplorable excesses of misery. In the principal cities the people waged cruel war against their fellow citizens, and at sea they took each other’s ships. † The formerly-flourishing commercial city of Genoa

* There is a watch in the possession of his Majesty, which has a convex plate of horn instead of a glass, and Robertus B. Rex Scotorum marked upon the dial-plate, and has thence been believed to have belonged to Robert I king of Scotland. (See Archaeologia, V. v. p. 419.) If genuine, it must have been made before this time, and it ought to be noticed as the first known production of the chronometric art in a more advanced state. But it is now known that the dial-plate was fabricated by the ingenuity of a pedlar, in order to pass off the watch at a high price, as a relic of the great King Robert. [See Gentleman’s Magazine, 1785, p. 688.] It is universally allowed that watches were invented long after clocks; and it is pretty certain, that clocks were far from being common at this time. In Genoa, where the arts were purely more advanced than in the western parts of England, a clock that struck the hours was set up in the year 1353, and was a new thing to the Genoese. [Stella Anni Gen. ap. Muratori Script. V. xvii, col. 1092.]

† During the civil wars, the commander of a galley, who was chased by another of superior force in the evening, set up a lantern on a shield, which he left floating on the water, and thereby escaped in the night from his enemy. [Stella, col. 1061.] The same stratagem, somewhat improved, was re-invented by Commodore Walker in the year 1746, (see his Voyages, V. ii, p. 12) and is now common. It is not probable that either Walker or the Italian had read Ammianus Marcellinus, [L. xviii] who himself managed a similar escape from the Persians by a light fixed to a horse.
was driven to such a state of wretchedness, that marriage was neglected, women were debauched, the people were sold for slaves, and almost all were sunk in poverty. Such was their condition, till the republic became subject to Robert king of Sicily (September 1331), to whom both parties had sent advocates, entreating him to be a mediator, or umpire, between them, in consequence of which he fixed a garrison of his own soldiers in Genoa, to the commander of whom the magistrates were obliged to submit. As a proof of the prodigious wealth of some of the citizens of Genoa, even in those distracted times, it is proper to notice, that a ship taken by a fleet of Gibelline galleys in the year 1330, loaded with wool and other goods, was valued at £60,000 of Genoa money; and a Genoese galley from Flanders, taken by a Genoese pirate in 1344, loaded with cloth and other valuable merchandize, was reckoned worth £70,000. But so dangerous was navigation in this unhappy age, that when ten trading galleys failed from Genoa for Greece and Syria, it was thought necessary, though they were armed themselves, to send ten warlike galleys to protect them. So large a convoy made very dear freights. [Stell. Ann. Gen. ap. Muratori Script. V. xvii. coll. 1054-1080.]

Neither were the other states of Italy exempted from the miseries which follow in the train of the daemon of civil war. Pisa was ruined by the factions of the Raspani and Bergolini. Ravenna, formerly flourishing and powerful, was brought to nothing by external war and internal discord. Naples, which about the year 1280 abounded in riches, was reduced to such a wretched condition by the wars, that many women of once-powerful families became prostitutes, and all the inhabitants were almost perishing for want. [Stell. col. 1063.] Such are the fatal effects of people fighting in quarrels wherein they have no concern, and for they know not what.

The coal mines in the neighbourhood of Newcastle now became a source of revenue to their proprietors, as appears from the chartulary of the monastery of Tynemouth, which contains accounts of leaves of coal-works, in several parts of the lands belonging to that community, to various people, at the annual rents of £2, £4, £5, and £5:4, in the years 1330, 1331, and 1334. In the year 1338 the same monastery leased a flaithe (or coal wharf) at Newcastle at 40l. per annum. [Brand's Hist. of Newcastle, V. ii. p. 255.]

1331, March 3rd—In a list of articles, drawn up by the king for the use of his ministers in Ireland, the following are the only ones which might have some influence on the commercial state of that country—

There should be the same laws for the Irish as for the English, only excepting the services of the betagh* to their lords, similar to that of the villeins in England.

* Lloyd spells the word bethach, and translates it a farmer, i. e. one who provides food. We see here the authority of King Edward to prove that such farmers were in the same condition with the villeins in England.
Willems in England.—Fines should no longer be levied in cows, but in money.—The collectors of the king's customs should not be strangers, but some of the most opulent and prudent burgesses of the towns in which the customs were to be collected. [Feud. V. iv. p. 475.]

May 23rd—King Edward, at the request of John Pultney, then mayor of London, a renowned and opulent citizen, and for other causes, gave the merchants of Louvain in Brabant a charter of free trade, with the now-customary exemption from being arrested for any other debts or crimes than their own, provided the lord of their town should not make war upon him, or be aiding to his enemies. The merchants of Louvain, however, allowed at least seven years to elapse, before they began to avail themselves of this charter; [Feud. V. vi. p. 77] a circumstance which ought to put us on our guard against presuming a great trade with every nation or community, to whom we find such charters granted, which were more frequently intended to serve the interest of, what are called, politics than of commerce.

July 23rd—The discontent among the manufacturers of Flanders still continued; and King Edward availed himself of the opportunity to hold out to them an invitation to transport themselves into England. The first person who thereupon removed into this country to carry on his business, and also to instruct those who desired to learn it, was John Kempe, a weaver of woollen cloth, whom, together with his apprentices bred to the business, and his servants, his goods and chattels, the king took under his protection. And in the same grant he promised the like favour to other cloth-weavers, and also to dyers and fullers, willing to settle in his kingdom. [Feud. V. iv. p. 496.] This small, but valuable, colony, though not (as some have supposed) the original founders of the woollen manufacture of England, may very justly be considered as the founders of the manufacture of fine woollen cloths, which has for some centuries been cherished with the most anxious fostering care, as the most important branch of the industry of the country.

September 30th—Fairs, which were the scenes of most of the inland trade of the kingdom, were frequently protracted beyond the time limited by their charters. That irregularity was forbidden by parliament in the year 1328; and now the same prohibition was repeated, with the addition of a penalty upon the merchants, who should neglect to close their booths and stalls ('scudes et eftaux') at the due conclusion of the fairs. [Acts 2 Edw. III, c. 15; and 5, c. 5.]

October 14th—The king having, by an act of parliament (which does not appear in the statute books) renewed his grandfather's law for pre-

* Mr.anderdon ascribes the introduction of the Netherlands cloth-workers to the king's resentment against the earl of Flanders. If that was his motive, it was a singularly happy instance of the people of England deriving a real and permanent advantage from a quarrel of their sovereign with a foreign prince.
venting the exportation of money, and for obliging all persons arriving in, or departing from, England, to exchange their money with his exchangers stationed at the several ports, (see above p. 463) now, by his own authority, licensed fishermen bringing in herrings and other fish for the sustenance of the people of the country, to receive money in payment for their fish, and carry it away without being obliged to carry it to the exchangers, provided they gave security not to act contrary to the tenor of the ordinance, or act, referred to. [Peder, V. iv, p. 500.] Those fishermen were apparently foreigners, and more skillful than the fishermen of England.

December 29 — A taste for foreign horses appears to have long prevailed with the kings and nobles of England. In the year 1212 King John paid no less than 58 marks for two Lombard horses, bought for him by the agency of a Flemish knight; and next year he bought 100 great horses from the countess of Flanders. [Rymer's Coll. ms. V. i, n. 62.—Rot. pat. 15 Johan a tergo.] In 1241 the earl Marshal rode an Italian horse, by which he was killed; and we may suppose that Spanish and Italian horses were pretty common at this time, as it was thought worthy of remark, that the army of Scotland in 1244 had good horses, though they were not Spanish or Italian. [M. Paris, pp. 565, 645.] But even the Scots, according to the Norwegian account of Hacon's expedition, had many Spanish horses at the battle of Largs in 1263. In 1309 King Edward II sent to Lombardy for thirty war horses ('dextraris') and twelve draught horses ('jumentis'). In 1313 he sent a merchant to Spain to purchase thirty war horses; and at another time he commissioned two Spaniards to buy war horses for him in Spain, and put a thousand marks into their hands. But the death of one of them having put a stop to the business, Edward III, now desiring to have it accomplished, sent an agent to recover the money, and to purchase fifty horses; and in order to forward the business, and obtain leave to bring the horses out of Spain and through France, he wrote to the king of Spain, the magistrates of Burgos, the surviving agent employed by his father, the executors of the deceased one, and to the king of France. He also sent for fix war horses, or couriers, from Sicily in the year 1335. [Peder, V. iii, pp. 124, 394; V. iv, pp. 505, 561, 658.] By such selections of choice horses out of every country has the English breed of horses been gradually brought to that degree of perfection, that they are now eagerly sought for in many parts of the continent, and contribute to swell the vast amount of the British exports.

* The Arabian horse belonging to Alexander I, king of Scotland, in the beginning of the twelfth century, was probably a solitary rarity.
† If he allowed 1000 marks for 50 horses, the price was very liberal indeed: no less than £13; 6s. 8d. for each. They must have been very costly horses by the time of their arrival in England. Many prices of horses in the time of Edward I, some as high as 70 marks, may be found in Liber contratarum, gardenes Edw. I, p. 173 et pp. 56.

December 29th—A taste for foreign horses appears to have long prevailed with the kings and nobles of England. In the year 1212 King John paid no less than 58 marks for two Lombard horses, bought for him by the agency of a Flemish knight; and next year he bought 100 great horses from the countess of Flanders. [Rymer's Coll. ms. V. i, n. 62.—Rot. pat. 15 Johan a tergo.] In 1241 the earl Marshal rode an Italian horse, by which he was killed; and we may suppose that Spanish and Italian horses were pretty common at this time, as it was thought worthy of remark, that the army of Scotland in 1244 had good horses, though they were not Spanish or Italian. [M. Paris, pp. 565, 645.] But even the Scots, according to the Norwegian account of Hacon's expedition, had many Spanish horses at the battle of Largs in 1263. In 1309 King Edward II sent to Lombardy for thirty war horses ('dextraris') and twelve draught horses ('jumentis'). In 1313 he sent a merchant to Spain to purchase thirty war horses; and at another time he commissioned two Spaniards to buy war horses for him in Spain, and put a thousand marks into their hands. But the death of one of them having put a stop to the business, Edward III, now desiring to have it accomplished, sent an agent to recover the money, and to purchase fifty horses; and in order to forward the business, and obtain leave to bring the horses out of Spain and through France, he wrote to the king of Spain, the magistrates of Burgos, the surviving agent employed by his father, the executors of the deceased one, and to the king of France. He also sent for six war horses, or couriers, from Sicily in the year 1335. [Peder, V. iii, pp. 124, 394; V. iv, pp. 505, 561, 658.] By such selections of choice horses out of every country has the English breed of horses been gradually brought to that degree of perfection, that they are now eagerly sought for in many parts of the continent, and contribute to swell the vast amount of the British exports.

* The Arabian horse belonging to Alexander I, king of Scotland, in the beginning of the twelfth century, was probably a solitary rarity.
† If he allowed 1000 marks for 50 horses, the price was very liberal indeed: no less than £13; 6s. 8d. for each. They must have been very costly horses by the time of their arrival in England. Many prices of horses in the time of Edward I, some as high as 70 marks, may be found in Liber contratarum, gardenes Edw. I, p. 173 et pp. 56.
December 23—Though we know that the Saracens had some vessels of very great burthen, as appears by the number of men said to have been onboard them, we know nothing of their construction. The Catalans, who succeeded to their maritime eminence in their port of Barcelona, as has already been noticed, had also very large vessels, of the kinds called cogs and ships, some with two, and some with three, decks, before the year 1315; and, from the mention of castles on the decks, it appears most probable that each of the three decks ran the whole length of the vessels, as in modern three-deck merchant ships. By the original articles of agreement, preserved in the archives of Barcelona, it appears that thirteen of the citizens undertook to man a cog ('cocha') of three decks, called the Sent Climent, belonging to the community of the city, in order to cruise against the Genoese and other enemies, the magistrates agreeing to furnish bread for the crew, and to receive one third of the prizes to be taken, or, in case of loss, to bear one third of it; and the citizens engaged to ship and pay from four to five hundred men, to find all other provisions except bread, and to put no cargo onboard her for commercial purposes, her destination being merely warlike. From a very copious inventory of the stores delivered to them along with the vessel, it appears that she was well furnished with bows, arrows, spears, and defensive armour. But there is no mention of fire-arms. One of the thirteen citizens was formally commissioned by the other twelve to be their captain of the cog ('capitaneum nostrum dicte cochae'), and also to command the other vessels of an armada fitted out by them against the enemy. The city's third of the prize-money amounted to £1,163:18:9 for a Genoese cog, and £332:3:11 for a Pisan galley, taken by the Sent Climent during her cruise. [Capmany, Mem. hist. de Barcelona, V. i, Mar. p. 46; V. ii, Col. dipl. pp. 77, 405, 406, 415, 417.] Some of the Catalonian vessels carried still greater numbers of men. In the year 1334 four of them, carrying 1,980 fighting men besides the seamen, and also women and horses, and having moreover cargoes of cloth and other goods onboard for Sardinia, being fitted for trade as well as war, were taken, after a battle of ten days, by ten Genoese galleys. [Stella Ann. Gen. ap. Muratori Script. V. xvi, col. 1066.]

1332, April 13th—In consequence of some dissensions between the people of England and the foreign merchants, the latter had for some time withdrawn from the kingdom. In order to remove their apprehensions, the king now published a confirmation of the charter given by his grandfather to the foreign merchants in the year 1303, and added an assurance that they should not be subjected to any undue prizes, exactions, or arrests, and that nothing should be taken from them for his use without their consent. [Federa, V. iv, p. 516.]

* See particularly above, p. 335.
July 25th.—The king, intending to pass over to Ireland, sent orders to the justiciary (or viceroy) to press all the vessels in that country, and to fend them to attend him at Holyhead, properly provided with bridges, clays*, and other necessaries; and he desired him also to make agreements for the freights to be paid for them. [Federer, V. iv, p. 524.]

The king ordained that staples for wool, hides, &c. should be held in various places within the kingdom. [Rot. pat. terti. 6 Edw. III, m. 6.]

1333, April 27th—King Edward, having resolved to make another attempt for the conquest of Scotland during the infancy of the king of that country, wrote two very polite letters to the earl of Flanders, representing that some of his (the earl’s) subjects had confederated with the Scots, his enemies and rebels, and were committing hovilities against the English upon the sea, which he begged he would put a stop to; and he should find him ready to do every justice to the Flemings, and every pleasure to himself. He afterwards begged that the earl would release some Englishmen, whom he had arrested because several Flemish vessels had been taken by English pirates, representing the injustice of making the innocent suffer for the guilty, and the sad condition of merchants, if they must be liable to suffer for the crimes committed by thieves and pirates upon the sea, which, however, was the law, or practice, of Europe at the time†. As the magistrates of the three principal towns had nearly as much authority as the earl, if not more, in matters relating to commerce, he also wrote to those of Bruges, Ghent, and Ypres, upon the same business. A negotiation ensued, in which mutual restitution was promised. [Federer, V. iv, pp. 556, 560, 561, 576.]

August 6th.—One effect of the renewal of the war against Scotland upon the commerce of England was, that many foreign merchants apprehended that their vessels and goods would be arrested, defisted from trading to England. King Edward, unwilling to forego the benefits flowing from their trade, thereupon ordered all the thirrefs to proclaim that foreign merchants should not be arrested on account of any of their privileges, but that nothing should be taken from them without their consent, nor without due satisfaction. [Federer, V. iv, p. 574.]

October 5th.—The kings of France and Aragon, sensible of the great

* Clay, a word already noticed in an order of the year 1324, as of uncertain meaning.
† Is not the property of merchants upon the sea still exposed to capture, and themselves to ruin, in quarters of which they were not the authors? In the barbarism of the beginning of the fifteenth century, and even in the thirteenth century at Leipfick, (see above, p. 418) there was a nearer approach, in this respect, to the civilization of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries (if such a term be not incongruous) than there is now amidst all the refinements and illumination of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. (From the sentiments of Rapin, the historian of England, upon the subject, will be quoted in a note under the year 1407.) It remains for a contemplation of mankind of superior illumination and virtue, endowed with courage sufficient to break through a barbarous cullion, to abolish this licentious piracy, at least with respect to what are called innocent goods. Then, and not till then, may they boast, that war is divested of its spirit of ferocity and depredation.

interred by the scanty praises of a broken tale, procured by a single lapse, and the names of courts broken by a single denial, containing as it does, however, a sound agreement. [Col. d'Amrol, pp. 524.]

Regulating the intercourse between the French and the English, de la Tour, in 1333, procured 1,000 florins, 11,333 livres tournois, and several other presents, which were delivered at Bruxelles, and sent to the king, whereupon the king, being satisfied, enjoined the French courts to do justice to all the gentlemen of Flanders, and the subjects of the earl, who were in the king’s justice, [Federer, V. iv, pp. 577, 578.]

October 16th.—The king ordered that his fettle and the commons of Aragon were free and equal to all the vassals of France and England. [Federer, V. iv, p. 579.]

King Edward desired that it might be known that the fettle in England should continue the same as he gave it, and that it might be less than the other fettle of the kings of France, [Federer, V. iii, p. 207.]
interruption of commerce, and the many other abuses, proceeding from
the practice of granting letters of marque to empower individuals to
procure redress by means of armed vessels for injuries suffered, or al-
leged to be suffered, by them, had repeatedly made regulations for ob-
taining justice to the parties aggrieved by an amicable procedure, and
agreed to give no letters of marque, unless justice should be denied by
the sovereign of the aggressors. [Gapmanc, Mem. hist. de Barcelona, V. ii,
Col. dipl. p. 100.] James III, the late king of Aragon, having no such
regulations settled with England, a country with which he considered
his dominions as no way connected by neighbourhood or commercial
intercourse, had given a letter of marque against England to Berenguer
de la Tone, who duly proved in his court (according to the mode of
proceeding settled between Aragon and France) that he had been plun-
dered upon the sea by an English pirate of property to the amount of
£2,000 Barcelona money, besides which there were found due to him
11,333 shillings and 4 pence for interest, and £100 for the expense
of several journeys to England. Alfonso, the present king, having liberated
an English officer in the service of King Edward, who had been ar-
rested at the instance of Tone's heirs, took the opportunity of writing
to the king of England, and again requesting redress for his subjects:
whereupon King Edward, who by no means wished to stir up any new
enemies, now answered, that his father, King Edward II, had offered
to do justice to Tone, who had himself neglected attending further to
the business. He argued that neither equity nor justice warranted let-
ters of reprisal in such a case; and he professed his readiness to do speedy
justice, even with favour, to the parties, if they would apply for it. [Feder-
era, V. iv, p. 577.]

October 6th.—It is scarcely worth while to notice so common an event
as the appointment of two English and two Flemish commissioners to
settle all claims of redress between the two nations. [Federera, V. iv,
p. 578, 579, &c.]

King Edward having got possession of Berwick, to make firm the res-
sidents who should be repopulated, proclaimed that all merchants, who would
settle in it, should have burghs for their residence; and some time af-
ter he gave the burgesses an assurance, that they should pay no more
than the antient customs, which thence appear to have been more mo-
derate than those of England. [Ayliffe's Calendar of charters, pp. 146,
207.] But it may be doubted, if Berwick, even in the present day, be
equal to what it was in the peaceable and prosperous reign of Alexander
III, when it was the principal port of the flourishing trade of Scotland,
and the seat of a company of Flemish merchants resembling the mer-
chants of the Teutonic gildhalls in London.

1334, March 3rd.—In a parliament, held at York, the king, at the re-
quiest of his people, determined to abolish the flanes, which had been.
established in various parts of England, Wales, and Ireland, for wool, wool-fells, and hides. [Rymer's *Aucta manufer.* Edw. III, V. ii, p. 75.]

April 5th.—The king of England and the earl of Flanders allowed free intercourse of trade to the subjects of each other, which was, however, to continue only till the 15th of August. But as it would not be worth while for merchants to fit out their vessels for a privilege of eighteen weeks, it was afterwards prolonged to Christmas 1336. [Feder, V. iv, pp. 607, 661, 662.]

1335. Spring.—The knights, citizens, and burgesses, represented to the king the hardships suffered by the public in consequence of the people of cities, burghs, and sea-ports, engrossing the purchase of wines, 'aver du pois,' flesh, fish, and other victuals and merchandize, useful to the prelates, nobles, and commons. The king, with the assent of the prelates, nobles, and commons, thereupon ordained, that all merchants, aliens or denizens, should have perfect liberty in all cities, burghs, towns, sea-ports, fairs, markets, and elsewhere, within franchises or without, to sell corn, wine, 'aver du pois,' flesh, fish, and other victuals, wool, cloth, and all kinds of merchandize, to all persons, natives or foreigners, except the king's enemies. The mayors and bailiffs of corporations, and the lords of unincorporated places, were required, under the penalty of forfeiting their privileges, to protect the merchants in the exercise of their trade; and the persons actually obstructing them were made liable to double damages, and also to be punished by imprisonment and fine. All strangers and denizens had also equal liberty to buy and carry away any articles whatever, except wine *, agreeable to the terms of their charter. And all charters of franchise, which might be alleged in opposition to the general freedom of trade, were declared to be of no force, as being prejudicial to the king, prelates, and great men, and oppressive to the commons. [1 Stat. 9 Edw. III, preamble and c. 1.]

June-August.—In the war between England and Scotland there was more of maritime hostility than might have been expected in a contest between the two parts of the same island. Edward, having heard that some ships were fitting out in Calais by the Scots and other malefactors to infest his coasts by land and water, ordered the warden of the Cinque ports and the magistrates of Yarmouth to discover the truth of the report, and to send out a sufficient force to destroy them. These precautions, however, did not prevent a vessel belonging to Southampton with a cargo of wool, wool-fells, hides, &c. from being taken in the mouth of the Thames by some malefactors of Normandy and Scotland. King Edward, being informed by his vaissal, Edward Balliol, whom he had set up as a duplicate king of Scotland in order to divide and distract that kingdom, that some foreigners, at the instigation of the Scots, were

* Though wine is excepted from exportation, corn is left free to be exported at pleasure.
fitting out a great navy to transport men at arms and armour to Scotland, ordered his steward of Gafcoigne, and the magistrates of Bayonne and Bourdeaux, to equip all the proper vessels in all the ports of the province with good men, arms, and provisions, to oppose the malice of his and his vassal's enemies. He also wrote repeatedly from Perth to the parliament assembled at London, to the magistrates of that city, and to John Pultney and Reginald of the Conduit, opulent citizens who had borne the office of mayor, that he understood, several fleets of warlike ships, filled with men at arms, were coming to invade his kingdom, and he desired them to fit out all the vessels capable of carrying forty tun ('dolias') or more of wine, with able men and arms, without delay. [*Federis, V. iv, pp. 651, 652, 655, 656, 658, 659, 665.*]

Many of the English vessels, and particularly those belonging to Yarmouth, Bristol, Lynne, Kingston upon Hull, and Ravenfire, were now distinguished as ships of war ('naves guerrine'). But whether they were of a different construction from others, or only the largest and strongest of the mercantile vessels, we are not informed. We know, however, that they were not the property of the nation at large, as they are called the warlike ships of Yarmouth, of Bristol, &c. [*Ayloffe's Calendars of charters, pp. 139, 140, 142, 154, 155, 156.*]

The king, observing that counterfeits of the English money were made abroad, enacted that no man of religion or other person whatever should carry any English money out of the country, or any silver plate, or any vessels of gold or silver, without the king's licence; and that no person should import counterfeits of English money. But all persons might carry bullion and wrought silver, and silver money of any kind, except counterfeits, to the exchanges, and there be accommodated with convenient exchange. It was declared unlawful to melt sterlings or pennies, half pennies, or farthings, for making any vessel of silver. The currency of black money was totally prohibited. The king and his council were empowered to establish exchanges at proper places. Pilgrims were ordered to take passage only at Dover. All persons going from, or arriving in, the kingdom, were to be searched to prevent them from smuggling money; and the inn-keepers were to be sworn to search their guests. [*2 Stat. 9 Edw. III.*]

September 21st.—In consequence of this act the king established exchanges at Dover, London, Yarmouth, Boston, and Kingston upon Hull, to which he ordered all florenes and other money to be carried; and he strictly commanded, that none should be carried out of the kingdom or clandestinely exported. He appointed all the exchanges...
to be under the management of William de la Pole, who was to be answerable for his deputies as well as for himself, to the exchequer for the profits of the exchange. And he gave notice of the establishment to the magistrates of

Yarmouth, Chichester, Southampton,
Dover, Hythe, Norwich,
London, Scarburgh, Lynne,
Bristol, York, Ipswich,
Kingston upon Hull, Ravenfrode, Sandwich,
Newcastle upon Tyne, Lincoln, Winchelsea,
and Bristol. [Federata, V. iv, p. 668.]

William de la Pole, now appointed commissioner or manager-general of the exchanges, was one of the most illustrious of the early merchants of England. He was first a merchant at Ravenfrode, or Ravenfere, and thence removed to Kingston upon Hull, for which town his (apparently elder) brother and he obtained a grant of the customs from the king. In the year 1336 he farmed some of the customs at a rent of £10 a-day. Upon Kingston being privileged to have a mayor, he was the first who was elected to that office; and he founded the monastery of St. Michael near that town. He was esteemed the greatest merchant of England, and with good reason, for he lent King Edward the prodigious sum of £18,500, when he was at Antwerp; in payment of which the king made him chief baron of the exchequer, and gave him the lordship of Holderness, with the rank of a banneret, and a promise of an estate of 1,000 marks a-year in France, as soon as it should be under his dominion. He was frequently employed in embassies along with the first men in the kingdom, who were directed by his knowledge of business. His son Michael, also a merchant, was created earl of Suffolk by King Richard II; and his posterity flourished as earls, marquises, and dukes, of Suffolk, till a royal marriage, and a promise of the succession to the crown, brought the family to ruin.  

November 20th—John of Cologne, who appears to have been in the king's service, having purchased thirty tons or carloads ('dolia seu plauflagrata') of choice Rhenish wine in Germany, the king took so much interest in the safe conveyance of it, that he wrote to the archbishop of Cologne, the earl of Holland, and the earl of Gelder, requesting their good offices in its passage through their territories, and exemption from customs. [Federata, V. iv, p. 676.]

This year a licence was granted for exporting ale, and another for

* This brief account of William de la Pole and his family is extracted from Federata, V. v, pp. 91, 92, 101, 124, 125.—Rot. pat. prim. 3 Edw. III, m. 14 prim. 10 Edw. III, m. 101, and fac. m. 17; tit. 28 Edw. III, m. 9.—Cant. Brit. pp. 343, 378.—Snow's Ann. p. 377.
† He is called the king's volet, and licenced to kernel (fortify) his house on Cornhill in London, [Rot. pat. fac. 4 Edw. III, m. 2.]

exports to China, or more specifically to China, or to Peking, or to Canton. To Canton, or to Peking, or to any Chinese port, the East India Company was entitled to send its ships. To Canton, or to Peking, or to any Chinese port, the East India Company was entitled to send its ships. To Canton, or to Peking, or to any Chinese port, the East India Company was entitled to send its ships. To Canton, or to Peking, or to any Chinese port, the East India Company was entitled to send its ships. To Canton, or to Peking, or to any Chinese port, the East India Company was entitled to send its ships.
exporting corn. [Rot. pat. prim. 9 Edw. III, mm. 37, 38.] That fact
contains, I believe, the earliest notice of the exportation of that ar-
ticle.

We are indebted to Balducci Pegoletti, an Italian writer, for the fol-
lowing itinerary, or route, of the merchants, who traveled from Tana,
or Azof, at the head of the Palus Moesitis, to Gamalecco, Cambalek, or
Pekin, in China, as the journey was performed at this time.

To Gintarchan (Afracan) with waggons drawn by oxen — days 25
(When horses were employed, the journey was sooner performed.)
to Sara by the river
- to Sarancan by water (the north coast of the Caspian sea) - 8
to Organci (supposed Urgenzi on Lake Aral) with camels - 20
This place is noted for the expeditious sale of goods.
to Ultrarra ( = Tarra on the Sihon or Sir) with camels - 35 or 40
to Armalecco (or Almaleg in Turkeftan) with assles
- to Carmes, with assles
- to a river called Kara-Morin (or Hoang-ho) with horses — 50
- to Caffat, where there is good sale for merchandize, and the
merchants exchange their silver for the paper money of blank
China
- to Gamalecco, the capital of Cattai or Cathay (North China) - 30

A.D. 1335.

1336, July 4th — King Edward, intent upon his great project of mak-
ing himself king of France, had already taken a crowd of the princes of
Germany into his service; and being exceedingly desirous of gaining
the favour of the Genoese, whose naval power he viewed with desire
and apprehension, he addressed a conciliatory letter to the podesta and
community of that state, wherein he acknowledged, that a large Genoese
ship or coaster, loaded with Oriental goods and other precious merchan-
dize to the value of above 14,300 marks sterling, bound to England,
and provided with his father's letters of safe conduct, had been unjustly
in the Downs by Hugh Defenier, then commander of a fleet in
his father's service. Though no part of the plunder had ever come to
his father's, or his own, hands, he offered, if they would engage that no
other claim should ever be made on account of that capture, to assign,
as a compensation to the parties aggrieved, 8,000 marks, to be allowed
out of the custums payable upon merchandize to be imported or ex-
ported by merchants of Genoa in any port of England. Being further
desirous of gratifying the Genoese, that they might be the readier to
serve him upon occasion, he offered them free entrance for their ves-

* Not having possession of Pegoletti's book, I have extracted this curious route from Faglar's
voyages and discoveries in the North, p. 150 of Eng-
lish translation; and I have also followed him in the
European, or familiar, names of the places.
† The same kind of vessel which is elsewhere
called a cog.
fels, with liberty of buying and selling, in any part of his kingdom, and the further liberty of leaving any port without selling, or with selling only a part, and going wherever they pleased. The offer was accepted by the Genoese, who entered so heartily into his interest, that they burnt some galleys, which were fitting out in their port, because they conjectured, that they were intended to act against him. Edward, highly delighted with such a proof of their attachment, commissioned one of their own citizens to hire galleys and ucers *, properly manned, armed, and equipped, for war, at Genoa. [*Fædæra, V. iv. pp. 710, 711, 712.]

October 15th—The luxury of the table had got to such a height in England, that it was thought necessary to restrain it by a law, which prohibited all persons, of whatever rank, from having more than two courses, and more than two kinds of meat with pottages in each course; except on eighteen holidays in the year, when gluttony and extravagance might be freely indulged. [3 Stat, to Edw. III.]

October—Notwithstanding the recent friendly arrangements between England and Flanders, the earl, probably at the desire of the king of France, his feudal over-lord, imprisoned the English merchants in his dominions, and arrested their property. King Edward thereupon issued orders for retaliating upon the Flemings in his dominions. But being very anxious to avoid having any enemies in addition to France and Scotland, he immediately wrote soothing and expostulating letters to the earl of Flanders and the magistrates of Bruges, Ghent, and Ypres, requesting redress of these outrages, and professing his resolution to allow no injustice to be done to the Flemings. [*Fædæra, V. iv. pp. 711, 713.]

November 3rd—King Edward wrote to the king of Norway, and to the earls of Holland and Gelder, requesting them not to allow their subjects to hire any vessels to the Scots, his rebels and enemies. [*Fædæra, V. iv. p. 715.] How could the oppressed and persecuted half of the Scottish nation, with their agriculture ruined and their trade annihilated, find money to hire vessels in most of the maritime countries of Europe?

November 6th—King Edward, still alarmed with rumours of hostile armaments upon the continent, and having heard that some English vessels had actually been taken, sent orders to all the maritime cities and towns in the kingdom to oblige the owners to fit out every vessel in their ports in a sufficient manner with men, arms, and stores: and he appointed the harbour of Portsmouth to be the place of rendezvous for all vessels belonging to

* Tancred king of Sicily gave Richard king of England four great ships called ufers. [Hornsea, f. 391 b.] or ufers; [Bromton, vol. 1195] apparently the same kind of vessels here called ucers.
A. D. 1336.

Bristol, Chichester, Pevensey,
Christchurch, Rumney, Weymouth,
Melcomb, Teignmouth, Chester,
Southampton, Reculver, Lyme,
Yarmouth in Wight, Exeter, Seaford,
S'. Helens Liverpool, Dartmouth,
Bridgewater, A. D. 1336,
Chichefter, Buteford,
Rumney, Lyme,
Teignmouth, Seaford,
Exeter, Dartmouth,
London, Portcheffer,
Dover, Plymouth,
Tollesbury, Faverham,
Rye, Shoreham,
Seton, Haftings, and
Sandwich, Foxcorn.
Wincheffeal, Pevenfey,
Exmouth, Weymouth,
Bridgewater, Chefter,
He alfo fixed the port of Orewell for the rendezvous of the vessels be-
Yarmouth, Newbigging, Gosford,
Lyhe, Whitby, Harwich,
Kingfton upon Hull, Alemouth, Grimby,
Ravensere, Tinemouth, Barton,
Scarburgh, Blakeney, Saltfleef, and
Newcastle upon Tine, Dunwich, Boston, and
Little Yarmouth, Kirklee, Waynfleet,
Ipfwich, Gillingham, and
Walfleet, Coeford,

After meeting at the ports of rendezvous, the vessels bound for Gal-
coigne, or other foreign countries, were to be permitted to fail in strong
fleets, fo that they might protect each-other: and he fent orders to the
feward of Galcoigne to oblige all the vessels of that country, bound for
England, to join the English fleet. [Federa, V. iv, pp. 717-719.] We
find fuch orders for vessels failing in fleets repeated on many occasions;
fuch were then the only means of defence for merchant ships.

Edward's fears were not ill founded. A numerous fleet of ships and
gallies, equipped by the Scots, who adhered to David II, the young king
whom Edward endeavoured to depofe, (or as probably by the king of
France in their name) took a number of English vessels lying at anchor
at the Ile of Wight, and plundered Guernfey and Jerfey, while the fea-
men of the English navy were quarreling among themselves, and plun-
dering vessels belonging to English subjects, or foreigners in friendship
with their king. He therefor appointed a commiffion to confult with
the nobles, fhirrefs, magiftrates, and feamen, of all the ports, on the
means of repelling the enemy. He defired them to give due attention
to the greatnefs of the impending danger, for, fays he, ' As our progeni-
tors, the kings of England, in fuch contefts between themselves and the fove-
"reigns of foreign countries were the lords of the sea and of the passage to the
continent in all times past, it would grieve us exceedingly, if our royal honour should in the smallest degree be impaired in our times.' He also wrote to all the shires of England to permit no vessels to sail, even though they should have obtained his licence, except those appointed to carry provisions and arms to Berwick, Stirling, and Perth, for his service. [Fædera, V. iv, pp. 721, 723.]

The above list of ports, though evidently defective, as all such lists in the records are *, furnishes an important fact in the history of the flourishing commercial town of Liverpool, which now appears, for the first time, as a port capable of contributing some vessels to the national navy. About this time the community of Liverpool were repeatedly empowered to levy duties for paving their streets; another mark of advancing prosperity. [Rot. pat. 2 Edw. III. m. 34; prim. 7 Edw. III. m. 27; prim. 10 Edw. III. m. 43.]

December 3rd—The Brabanders were the principal rivals of the Flemings in the woollen manufacture: and the earl of Flanders being now in the interest of the king of France against Edward, the duke of Brabant thought the opportunity favourable for requesting King Edward to remove the staple for English wool to some town in his dominions. The king, who was very much displeased with the earl of Flanders, wrote him, that he would send over some merchants to treat with him for proper security and a friendly reception in his territories; and he required of him to engage, that none of the wool should go into the hands of the Flemings †. In a few weeks after he also sent an agent to treat with the magistrates of Brussels, Louvain, and Mechlin, upon the same busines. [Fædera, V. iv, pp. 720, 751.]

December 12th—King Edward in the midst of his efforts to subdue Scotland, and preparations for subduing France, was not inattentive to the more rational project of establishing the woollen manufacture in his dominions. He now sent a letter of protection (from Bothwell in the west of Scotland) for two weavers of Brabant, who proposed to carry on their busines at York; and he expressed his hopes of utility and advantage to refult to his subjects from their industry and example. He also gave similar protections soon after to a considerable number of woollen-manufacturers from Zeland with their families and workmen. [Fædera, V. iv, pp. 723, 751.]

1337, January 16th—King Edward, having commisioned three admirals, conferred upon them the power of punishing all seamen in the fleet, according to their orders. He gave them leave to seize and carry to England all seamen on board as prisoners, and he distrains that servitude of the men onboard, but this allowed of no worse than what would have been the case, had the seamen on board been men of high quality. If the king had the fear of these admirals, he had cause to pity the seamen on board, who were but demi-men of the common sort. January 23rd—Towards the end of the month, Edward, for the king of France, ordered Berwick to be burned by the king of Scots, and the Earl Blithe to furnish 100 vessels for his ships. He also established the staples in Flanders at Bruges, and at Antwerp, and on the iron, 200 vessels and all vessels from the staple of the Flemings were prohibited to the fure of that place. [Rot. pat. 2 Edw. III. m. 34; prim. 7 Edw. III. m. 27; prim. 10 Edw. III. m. 43.]

March 16th—King Edward sent his commission to the duke of Brabant requesting that he would send to the king's commercial interests, and to the ports of Flanders and every induftry. [Rot. pat. 2 Edw. III. m. 34; prim. 7 Edw. III. m. 27; prim. 10 Edw. III. m. 43.]

April 16th—The sealings of commodious ports were to be deprived to the king of Scotland, who had discovered, by the treaties of mutual advantage, the value of seamen, and mutual wants; and the king of Scotland sent the earl of Bothwell to establish more of these staple of England. [Fædera, V. iv, pp. 723, 751.]

May 24th—The duke of Brabant, in the staple of England, gave orders for more to be employed in the navy. [Fædera, V. iv, pp. 723, 751.]

* All the Welsh ports, of which seven appear in the enumeration of the year 1300, are omitted in this list, as are also many of those on the south and east coasts, owing, undoubtedly, to the loss of the writs sent to those ports. These evident ommisions or losses of records show, that we ought not rashly to conclude, because some ports do not appear in such enumerations, that they did not exist, or had no shipping.
† As England and Brabant could not work up all the wool that used to go to Flanders, what did the king propose that the English proprietors of the wool should do with it?
fleet, according to justice, as it used to be in former times: and he also gave them full power of chusing, either within liberties or without, as many men as they might think necessary for manning the fleet, and feizing and imprisoning them, if they were unwilling to go onboard; and he desired all his faithful subjects to affisting to his admirals in that service. [Pedera, V. iv, p. 727.] The power of punishing the men onboard the fleet thus appears to have been already established: but this ample pref-warrant seems to have been unprecedented. It would, however, be no additional hardship upon the merchants, whole vessels were all feized, or expected to be feized, for the king: neither had the seamen any choice of employment except in the king's service.

January 27th.—The king, seeing the necessity of having vessels of his own, employed William de Kelin, a carpenter, to build a galley for him at Kingf ton upon Hull, under the inspection of the renowned merchant William de la Pole, for the use of which he ordered the prior of Blithe to furnish forty oak trees*. Having ordered anchors to be made for his ships, called the Christopher and the Cog Edward, he directed the sheriffs of London to provide for that purpose 5,000 pounds of iron, 200 Eastland boards, and 100 quarters of sea-coal †, to be delivered to the supervisor of his works (a clergyman) at the Tower. [Pedera, V. iv, p. 730.]

March 18th.—The Flemings being now leagued against Edward, he wrote to the king of Castile (or Spain) and to his principal courtiers, requiring that the merchants of that kingdom might have no commercial intercourse with the Flemings, and that they would rather trade to the ports of England, where, he promised, they should meet with every indulgence they could reasonably desire. [Pedera, V. iv, pp. 736, 737.]

April 15th.—Though King Edward was as eager to deprive the Flemings of commercial intercourse with other nations as his father had been to deprive the Scots of their commerce with the Flemings, it was soon discovered, that the English and the Flemings could not live without the mutual advantages they used to derive from their friendly supply of mutual wants. A treaty was therefore set on foot for marrying a son of the earl with a daughter of Edward, then in her cradle, and for re-establishing the staple of wool in Flanders. [Pedera, V. iv, pp. 744, 745.]

May 24th.—The Brabanters, being thus disappoointed of having the staple of English wool among themselves, were now allowed to purchase

* The trees must have been very large, if no more were to be employed, or the galley very small.
† This is the earliest express notice we have of so large a quantity of coals in London. Brand (in his Hist. of Newcastle, V. ii, p. 254) mentions ten shillings worth of coals bought for the coronation of King Edward III.
‡ So strangely fluctuating were Edward's policies, that we shall soon see him granting favours to the Spanish merchants for the sake of his good friends the Flemings.
at the towns in England appointed for the sale of wool, as much wool for the use of their own manufacturers only, as would be sufficient for the consumption of six months, the quantity being ascertained by the oaths of two deputies to be sent over from each manufacturing town with the duke's letters patent. \[Federa, V. iv, p. 757.\]

August 8th—The king gave orders, that a thousand soldiers, levied in Wales, should be dressed in coats and mantles made of the same cloth. \[Federa, V. iv, pp. 803, 810, &c.\] Quere, if this is the first mention of military uniforms?

September 27th—The parliament made it felony to carry any wool out of the kingdom. They also ordered, that after Michaelmas * no man or woman, of whatever rank, in England, Ireland, Wales, and that part of Scotland subject to King Edward, except the king, the queen, and their children, (a most injudicious and antipatriotic exception) should buy any cloth of foreign manufacture, under the penalty of forfeiture of the cloth, and arbitrary punishment besides. Neither was any person, whose annual income was not at least £100, permitted to wear foreign furs. All persons in England, Ireland, Wales, and the English part of Scotland, were licensed to make cloth without being restricted to any standard length. All merchants importing cloths after Michaelmas were also subjected to forfeiture of the cloths and arbitrary punishment. And all foreign cloth-workers were promised the king's protection to live in any part of his dominions, together with franchises to their full satisfaction. \[Act, 10 Edw. III, cc. 1-5.\] These acts are strangely at variance with the many negotiations with the princes and communities of Flanders and Brabant for settling the staple in their countries, and permitting them to buy wool in England. They were immediately broken by the king himself, who seems to have adopted a new system of politics almost every month, which must have been exceedingly prejudicial to the commerce of England and the countries connected in trade with it †.

* From the king's own mandate to the sheriff for the publication and enforcement of these acts (printed immediately after them), which is dated at Windsor the 26th day of March (no year), it appears that Michaelmas in the following year was the day proposed for the commencement of their operation; for Michaelmas next, though it is so expressed in the act, c. 2, being the next day but one, was too soon for it to be heard of even at a moderate distance from London. In the end of March 1337 Edward was at Windsor; on the 28th of March 1338 he was at Berwick. From these, and other circumstances it appears that there is some error in the date of these acts, which, however, are rather curious, as the mark of a grand design, conceived rather prematurely, than important on account of any effect they had.

† Wallingham \[p. 135\] observes, that nobody paid any attention to these laws, which he dates in 1335. He adds, that the parliament allowed the foreign manufacturers pensions \(\frac{1}{2}\) valet regis till they should be established in business. Indeed the law is either defective, as we have it in the editions, or the regents in name of the young prince (when warden of the kingdom) made an addition to the strength of it; for, according to them, it ordered, 'that all they (without any distinction of native or foreigner) who would engage in the manufacture of woollen cloth, might carry on their work in every part of the kingdom without any hinderance whatever.' \[Federa, V. iv, p. 137\]

Older, which violated the freedom with foreign merchants during the last two years of Edward's life.

It was agreed to send the staple for a year, and that it should be settled for the whole year; but the king, upon the ground that the staple was against the laws, ordered it to be continued.

We are informed that the staple for 1337 was 2,000,000 marks, and that for 1338 it was 730,000 marks. The staple was then paid in national specie.

The parliament, which was dissolved for the reformation of the staple, met several times, and the natives were authorised to remove the staple without the King's consent. \[Federa, V. iv, p. 757.\]

1339, and the memorial petition of the merchants and manufacturers of wool in the North海岸 and the cloth workers employed in the manufacture of woollen cloth, might carry on their work in every part of the kingdom without any hinderance whatever. \[Federa, V. iv, p. 137\]

* The whole manuscript of this chapter (published by Wallingham, in loc. cit. p. 412) is filled up with notes, and that the whole is a translation of the French text to the great advantage of the reader. See Wallingham, \[V. iv, p. 135\].
October 3rd.—In direct, and (if they are rightly dated) immediate, violation of these laws, the king appointed commissioners to consult with such of his allies and friends as they should think proper, for fixing the staple for the sale of English wool in some proper place on the continent. [Feodera, V. iv, p. 813.]

It was perhaps in order to deliberate upon the same business of the staple that there was this year held a council of trade, which, as it consisted of deputies from the towns, might be called a commercial parliament: and it was apparently more numerous than a parliament, seeing the bailiffs of Buckingham (which sent no members to parliament till the year 1545) were directed by the king’s precept to send three or four of the best and most prudent men of their town; and they accordingly sent three. [Wilt’s Hist. of Buckingham, p. 41.]

About November 1st.—The king having taken up wool throughout all England, for which he gave the proprietors tallies at the rate of £6 per sack, shipped ten thousand sacks * for Brabant, where they were sold at £20 each. [Knyghton, col. 2570.]

December 20th.—Two cardinals, sent by the pope to negotiate a peace arrived in England. They received fifty marks a-day for their expenses from the clergy, being four pence out of every mark from every church, those claiming exemptions not excepted. [Knyghton, col. 2570.]

We are thereby informed, that the revenue of the church amounted to 2,000 marks a-day, or, reckoning 365 days, to the enormous sum of 730,000 marks a-year, being more than twelve times the amount of the national revenue in the reign of Henry III.†

The citizens of London this year obtained from the king an order for the restitution of their exclusive privileges, notwithstanding the universal liberty of buying and selling allowed to people of all descriptions, natives or foreigners, by parliament in the year 1335.—The king about the same time ordered, that no young salmon should be taken ‡ [Rot. pat. prim. 9 Edw. III, mm. 37, 38; et a tergo.]

1338, January 3rd.—The king appointed his own two gallies, commanded by John De Aurea and Nicolas Blanc §, to cruise upon the coast against the Scots and their allies, and also to convoy the vessels employed in carrying provisions for his own subjects in Scotland. [Feodera, V. iv, p. 835.] We have seen the merchant vessels ordered about two years before to sail only in strong fleets for mutual defence; and

* The anonymous historian of Edward III (published along with Hemingford by Hearne, p. 412) says, there were thirty thousand sacks, and that the vessels were detained in the harbours the whole summer and autumn waiting for them, to the great damage of the whole kingdom.

† See above, p. 423. The revenue in the reign of Edward III, I believe, is not known.

‡ The order against catching young salmon was very little observed, as appears by the very frequent repetition of new laws on the same subject.

§ At least one of these commanders may be presumed to be a native of Genoa, the name being the same with De Aura, or Doria, of which name there was a succession of eminent naval commanders in the service of that state.
this, if I mistake not, is the earliest notice to be found of an appointment of English warlike vessels to convoy and protect merchant vessels.

January 8th—The king of Castile, in answer to Edward's request that he would prohibit trade with Flanders, insisted that neutral merchants should have freedom to carry on their commerce with the belligerent powers without being injured by either party. King Edward, in a very smooth reply, declared, that he did not wish to do any thing unjust, but only to prevent his subjects from assisting his enemies, and that it was his desire, that his own subjects should do no harm to those of his friends. He added, that in such turbulent times it would not be very safe for the subjects of Castile to have any intercourse with the Flemings; but that, if any injury should be done to them, he would give speedy justice, and even favour, to the complainers. [Foedera, V. iv, pp. 839, 840.]

Edward, eager to conciliate the good will of all the neutral powers, and more especially of those who had the command of shipping, reminded the podestà and other magistrates of Genoa of the ancient friendship between his ancestors and theirs (a customary introduction to a request) and begged they would prohibit the equipment of a number of galleys, which, he understood, were arming in their port for the service of his enemies. But the Genoese, having an invariable eye to their own interest, and little regarding the resentment of a king so remote from them, preferred the friendship of their nearer neighbour, the king of France: and so far were they from burning the property of their fellow-citizens for his pleasure, as they had done in the year 1336, that they permitted twenty galleys to be fitted out at Genoa, and twenty at Monaco, to serve against him. [Fœdera, V. iv, p. 842. Stella, ap. Muratori Script. V. xvii, col. 1071.]

Neither was King Edward more fortunate in his attempt to get galleys built for him at Nice, a sum of money, he had transmitted thither for that purpose, having been seized by the king of Sicily, the lord of the adjacent country of Provence. [Fœdera, V. v, pp. 94, 148.] The sovereign, who is ambitious of maritime power, must have his ships built in his own dominions, and as many as possible of the materials for their construction and equipment also produced at home.

February 24th—The parliament, which met on the 3d of February, granted the king twenty thousand sacks of the wool already shorn, he giving security for the payment of it. He accordingly appointed commissioners to take one half of the wool, now ready, from all persons without exception. He ordered them to relieve the merchants, whose

* Convoys appear to have been usual with the commercial states of the Mediterranean before this time, one instance of which is noticed above, p. 354, and a much more ancient one in p. 82.

† The Genoese sailors and soldiers were the Swifts of those days. They served the kings of France, England, Scotland, and Castile, for their money.
Multones, &c. being but evidences of the king's arms, &c. and Stock-fish, &c. for the reception of the largest of them for the accommodation of horses, and to fit up seventy of the largest of them for the reception of the nobility. He also ordered the following stores to be carried to the ports of Yarmouth and Orwell, at which he proposed to embark his army for the invasion of France, viz.

From York and the northern and eastern shires, From London and the southern and western shires, Total.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>From York</th>
<th>From London</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wheat, or flour</td>
<td>3,600</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>4,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beans and peas</td>
<td>200</td>
<td></td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malt</td>
<td>4,100</td>
<td>2,200</td>
<td>6,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salt</td>
<td>500</td>
<td></td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacon</td>
<td>1,340</td>
<td>760</td>
<td>2,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beef, or live oxen</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutton, or live sheep</td>
<td>4,100</td>
<td>4,000</td>
<td>8,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herrings</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheefe</td>
<td>5,900</td>
<td>5,600</td>
<td>11,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stock-fish</td>
<td>46,500</td>
<td>46,500</td>
<td>93,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horse shoes with nails</td>
<td>40,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and empty cauls for packing the corn and flour.

* Multones," Latinized from the French word mouton or mouton, which some explain to mean only a wedder, but it is also applied to a ram. [Goguin, Hist. f. 152 b] and is most commonly used for sheep in general, as it evidently was during this reign (see Federis, V. v. p. 520) and as the English word formed from it is for the flesh of any sheep. If the king had been aware of the danger of losing the superiority of English wool (for surely, out of a flock of 8,100, some must have fallen into the hands of the French or Flemings, if they desired to have them), he would have expressly forbidden the exportation of rams, as indeed he did soon after.
Though the king promised to make payment for these stores in London on the first of August next, it is evident, either that the country could not spare so large a supply, or that the people were doubtful of their payment; for in several places the king's officers were resented by force of arms: and the king, fearing the consequences of a general spirit of discontent, desired the clergy to soothe the people and represent to them the inevitable necessity and the justice of his proceedings. [Feda, v. v., pp. 3-14, 20, 21.] Some of the historians fix the people were never paid for their wool, which, if true, was little encouragement to them to part with their provisions. And, even if they were punctually paid, the negotiation of securities payable in London, which in modern times are generally better than money on the spot, must then have been very distressful to the country people in the distant shires.

April 28th—The merchants of Brabant having bought 2,200 lacs of wool from King Edward, who was now almost the only seller of wool in England, he engaged to convey them safe from Ipswich to their own country; and he accordingly ordered his admiral to appoint a sufficient number of warlike vessels for that service. [Feda, v. v., pp. 32, 51.]

May 7th—Edward, now advertling to the consequence of allowing English rams to be carried to the continent, ordered the bailiffs of Bolton, and the collectors of the customs in that port, to search all vessels for live rams, and to carry them ashore, because he had heard that foreign merchants had shipped them there on purpose to improve the breed of sheep in their own country, and hurt the trade in English wool, to the great damage of his kingdom and subjects*. [Feda, v. v., p. 36.]

May 10th—The king ordered all the tin in Cornwall and Devonshire, whether in the hands of his own subjects or already sold to foreign merchants, to be taken for his account and shipped at Southampton for the continent, for which he promised to pay the proprietors within two years. [Feda, v. v., pp. 39, 40.]

May 16th—In order to raise money by all possible means, he appointed commissioners, who granted freedom to the slaves, called natific, attached to his manors, with the rank of free men to themselves and their posterity for ever, for sums of money paid by them for account of the king. [Feda, v. v., p. 44.] This was a happy consequence, among many unhappy ones, of the attempt to conquer France.

June—He also borrowed from the abbeys and other religious foundations all the money he could get from them, and also all their silver plate, which he promised to return to them, or the price of it, valuing it, however, for the most part only at its weight of metal. But this pro-

* It was not long before this first law against the exportation of English rams was infringed by Edward himself, as well as those against the exportation of wool and the importation of woolen cloth.
ceeding, being probably represented as sacrilege, raised such a clamor that he was glad to desist from it. [Federa, V. v, pp. 48-50, 59, 60._Knyghton, col. 2571.]

Notwithstanding King Edward's application to foreign princes in order to injure the trade of the Flemings, he was very desirous of being in friendship with them. In consequence of friendly letters sent by him to the three chief cities of Flanders, his commissiorners appointed to negotiate with the good people of those towns and of the country, who, I have already observed, were in many respects independent of their earl, and who could by no means carry on their manufacture without English wool, concluded a treaty, whereby the Flemings were permitted to purchase the wool and other commodities of England, then lying in Holland, Zeland, and elsewhere, and had a promise of ample protection in all the harbours of England and the king's other dominions, and of safety upon the sea to all their vessels, except those found trading with the Scots. The Flemings promised to take no part in the war between the king of England and Sir Philip of Valois pretending to be king of France, unless for the defence of their earl, if he should be attacked by either party in their own country; and they engaged to protect the English merchants and their property in Flanders. It was stipulated, nevertheless, that the earl with his military tenants, might serve whom he pleased out of Flanders. Soon after this reconciliation King Edward gratified the citizens of Ghent with an exemption for the cloths, bearing the seal of their city, from being subject to the examination of the unitors, aulne-gers, or measurers, in the ports of England. Federa, V. v, pp. 38, 53, 59, 74.] Thus was the premature law against the importation of foreign cloth effectually repealed.

July 27th. The parliament having granted the king twenty thousand sacks of wool, he immediately, without paying the smallest attention to the recent law against the exportation of it, ordered the whole to be shipped, and vessels to be prepaid for the carriage. The collection of the wool, however, went on so heavily, that only 3,000 sacks were got ready before his departure for the continent; and on his arrival at Antwerp he found there only 2,500 of them, instead of the 20,000, on the sale of which he depended for the payment of his army and the subsidences of his numerous allies. He therefore sent home orders to seize all the wool in the country, sparing no person, whether of the clergy or the laity, and to press carriages and vessels for the speedy conveyance of it to him at Antwerp. [Federa, V. v, pp. 66, 73, 80.] The quantity of wool levied in Leicester-shire was 311 sacks, in Lincolnshire 600, and in Northampton 300. [Knyghton, col. 2571.]

Among other expedients for carrying on a war of unprecedented expense, King Edward gave orders for imprisoning all the Lombard and other foreign merchants, except those of the companies of the Bardi and
A.D. 1338.

Peruchi, and for seizing all their goods and chattels, wherever they could be found. [Rot. pat. fec. 12 Edw. III. m. 5.] He also seized the property of the Cluniac and Cistercian monks throughout all England, [Walshingham, p. 146] and of all the religious establishments depending upon foreign ones, called alien priories, till they bought themselves off. [Federa, V. v, p. 490.—Knyghton, col. 2570.]

August—At the request of the duke of Brabant the king granted the merchants and burghers of Deift, Bruffels, Lienen, Mechlin, and Louwe, freedom of buying wool and trading in England, with the privilege of being liable only for their own debts and transgressions, provided their lords should not make war upon him or affliet his enemies: and he granted, that their cloths should be examined and marked by the unctors, or measurers, within five days, at the further, after being unpacked *.

He also confirmed the grants made by his predecessors to the citizens of Cologne. [Federa, V. v, pp. 79, 80, 82.]

October 4th—5th—Southampton, the principal commercial port on the south coast of England, was burnt and plundered by the French. [Federa, V. v, p. 99.—Walshingham, p. 512.]

October 14th—24th—There being apprehensions of a formidable invasion from France, orders were issued for stationing a sufficient force in the island of Sheppey, for fortifying London on the bank of the river with stone or planks, and driving piles into the channel to obstruct the approach of the enemy's vessels: and all persons, clergy or laity, without any exception, were ordered to contribute, in proportion to their estates in London, to the expense. [Federa, V. v, pp. 85, 86.]

1339, March 6th—Henry Darcy mayor of London having represented to the king, that the income of fifty marks, which used to be paid annually by the merchants of Amiens, Nele, and Corbie, to his predecessors, (see p. 389) had now failed by the merchants leaving the country on account of the war, he ordered the thirref of London to pay that sum to the mayor. [Federa, V. v, p. 105.]

June 12th—A species of coin of inferior quality, called black money or turneys (probably such as had been lately prohibited in England) had been introduced in Ireland, the currency of which, being supposed prejudicial to that of the legal money, had been suppressed. But the quantity of good money in circulation being found inadequate to the wants of the country, the warden (or viceroy) of Ireland was now authorized to restore the currency of the black money, if he and his council should think it expedient, till a sufficient quantity of better money could be provided. About three months before, twenty-four pair of

* I have been very brief in relating the grants to these cities, because the favour reposing the examination of their cloth, is the only article where-
dyes for coining pennies, halfpennies, and farthings, had been ordered from the mint in the Tower for Ireland, of which no notice is taken in the present order. [Federa, V. v, pp. 104, 113.]

June—Among the most notable of King Edward's shifts for getting hold of money, for the support of his wars with France and Scotland, may be reckoned his scheme for a marriage between his son, a child just ten years of age, and a daughter of the duke of Brabant, from whom he immediately received fifty thousand pounds sterling as the young lady's portion, he obliging himself to return £100,000, if the marriage should not be completed. [Federa, V. v, pp. 113, 181.] The marriage never was completed; and it merits notice in commercial history, only as a proof of the very flourishing state of the manufactures and trade of Brabant, which enabled the prince of that country to lay down such a sum of money; a sum, though it was exceeded by what Edward himself covenanted to give with his own daughter to the prince of Spain, far greater in real effective value than is given with the daughters of any of the modern kings of Europe.

November 25th—The liberty granted by the late act, for carrying on the woollen manufacture in any part of the kingdom without impediment, seems to have been interpreted by the magistrates of Bristol as restricted to foreigners; or the act was so far disregarded by them, that they persecuted Thomas Blanket and some others of their own citizens, who had provided machinery, and hired workmen, for setting up a woollen manufactury in that city, with unreasonable exactions. Such was the discouraging reception given to the woollen manufacture on its first appearance in the center of the country which has since become the chief seat of it, till government sent orders to the mayor and bailiffs of Bristol to desist from molefting their fellow-citizens in their meritorious undertaking. [Federa, V. v, p. 137.]

December 23rd—The king ordered five lafts of red herrings to be provided for the use of his household at Yarmouth, which has so long been famed for curing herrings in that manner; and 5,000 flock-fish from Boston, at which port, and also at Kingston upon Hull, those fish were then imported, whether caught by the English seamen themselves at Iceland, or bought in that island or at the fair of Bergen in Norway, the great market for the fish of the polar regions*. [Federa, V. v, p. 146.]

Camdeni Britannia, p. 578.—Olaus Magnus, L. 21.

1340. February—The parliament granted the king the ninth part of the lambs, the wool, and the corn, to be produced in the two next years.

* It must not be understood, that this was the salted mackerel of flock-fish in England. They were a customary article of ship's stores at least as early as the year 1290. See above, p. 436, note 1. Together with the herrings and flock-fish the king ordered 300 3muranz from Blackheath. Quere, if mounaw's, and if they were then to be found in considerable quantities to near London? at Blackheath?
the ninth part of the real value of all the property (quere, if not rather income?) of the citizens and burgesses, and a fifteenth from all others, except labourers and beggars. [Stat. 14 Edw. III. c. 20.—Knighton, col. 2576.]

April 16th—They granted him also a duty of 40s. upon every sack (containing 26 stones of 14 pounds each) of wool, 40s. upon every 300 wool-fells, and 40s. upon every last of hides, to be paid upon exportation, and to be continued till Pentecost in the year 1341. In consideration of these supplies the king relinquished his right to the feudal tax for knightng his eldest son and marrying his eldest daughter (a favour in prospect to those who held lands of him in chief): and he engaged, that after Pentecost in 1341, he would demand no more than 6s 8d upon the sack of wool, 6s 8d upon 300 wool-fells, and 13s 4d upon the last of hides. The exporters of wool were to find security, that, for every sack of wool carried out of the kingdom, they would within three months bring in silver bullion to the value of two marks, and carry it to the king's exchange, where they should receive two marks in coined money for it. [Stat. 14 Edw. III.]

Though the parliament, and probably the generality of the people, were so liberal of their property for the purpose of enabling their king to make himself king of France, it appears, that there were some who were endowed with more penetration, and saw that the success of the king would be the ruin of the kingdom. In order to counteract the effect of such an opinion, the king issued a kind of charter, wherein he declared, that, being deisirous to provide for the security and immunity of his liege people of England, he had, by the assent of his parliament, determined, that the people of England should not be bound by any commands issued by him or any of his heirs as king of France, and should be as free of any subjection to that kingdom, as they were in the days of his ancestors. [Stat. 5, 14 Edw. III.] He might as well have promised the people of Cumberland and Cornwall, that they should not be controlled by the laws enacted in the capital.

April 18th—King Edward was now so well pleased with his good friends, the citizens of Ghent, Bruges, and Ypres, that he made some of their magistrates members of his council, and settled pensions on them with an allowance of robes from his wardrobe. For their fakes also he

* Knighton [col. 2569] and Walthingham [p. 513] tell us, that the king exacted from the people of England, (without any distinction of persons), a tribute of a fifth part of their goods in the year 1339. But I often find these historians inaccurate in numbers, when brought to the tell of records. It may be questioned, whether it would have been possible to levy such a contribution in an age when heavy taxes were as yet new and unknown.

† Though what is permanent, yet, without the assistance of princes, it is soon forgotten. A demand was made for knightng the prince of Wales in 1346, and in 1351 a new act was passed to re-establish the claim for the eldest son and the eldest daughter as before. [Federa, I. v. p. 527.—Stat. 14 Edw. III. c. 11.]

‡ It is printed among the acts of parliament.

granted by E. W. 20. for supplying trading ships with wine, and for the sale of those who had not paid the taxes. Such was the state of the nation in Europe: and it was the end of the fifteenth century, when nations allowed them for a general tax, which was called the subsidy. [Feda. I. v. p. 513.]

June 22nd—They collected such a subsidy, and generally, as boldly required of the citizens, that vessels brought goods to the enemy by land or sea. On the morrow, that is on the first of July, they were formed into a body, who, having no other name but the commencement of their high Excellency, were formed into a body, with fomes and others to receive the goods. The English were in their right place, but in theory the Frenchmen were not. They were leaping over the parapet, and at the end of three months, the hands of the Frenchmen were strong enough to flourish among other citizens.

—Hemming, Aemyl. p. 215.

The fift expedition of the English into France was in 1338. In the following year, and in 1340, they had not only their bravest men, but the best of the subjects of the French royal family, engaged to defend, to the utmost of their power, the rights of the king, as they were to be represented by the king himself.
A.D. 1340.

granted protections to the vessels of Castile, Catalonia, and Majorca, trading peaceably with Flanders, and giving security to the magistrates of those cities, that they should do no damage to him or his friends. Such was the advantage which those nations reaped from being connected in trade with the principal commercial nation in the west part of Europe: and, on the other hand, so valuable was the trade of those Spanish nations to the Flemings, that they bound themselves to indemnify them for any damage they might suffer from the English; an obligation, which Edward thought it incumbent upon him to take upon himself. [Fædera, V. v. pp. 179, 183, 203.]

June 24th—King Edward, understanding that the king of France had collected a fleet of 400 vessels*, the largest of which belonged to Spain and Genoa, in order to intercept him on his passage to the continent, boldly resolved to engage them with the fleet he had, consisting of 260 vessels great and small. On the 23rd of June he came in sight of the enemy lying at anchor at the Swyn on the coast of Flanders. Early in the morning of the next day the French fleet got up their anchors, and, forming in three divisions, advanced about a mile to meet the English, who, having the wind of them, bore down to the attack, which they commenced with a shower of arrows, in the management of which they excelled all other nations, and afterwards closed in with them, and fought with stones thrown from the tops, and with pikes, poll-axes, and swords. The English made but little impression upon the lofty ships of Spain, but in the French vessels the carnage was most horrible, about 25,000 men by the most moderate accounts being either slain or drowned by leaping overboard†. At the conclusion of the battle, which lasted all the day and the ensuing night, 200 ships and 30 barges fell into the hands of the English. Next day the king landed his forces amidst the shouts and applause of his Flemish allies. [Fædera, V. v. pp. 195, 197.


The splendour of this naval victory, the only one gained by a king of England in person since the days of Alfred, dazzled the eyes of the English, and made them eagerly exhaust their wealth in order to make their brave king the sovereign of a foreign country, and themselves the subjects of the King of France. It encouraged Edward to proceed in his career; and it induced those allies, who wished to be on the successful side, to stand by him longer than they would otherwise have done. And thus were the sufferings and defolation of war prolonged. The phantom of the kingdom, though repeatedly grasped, at last totally vanished: but

* According to Knyghton, 19 very large ships and 200 other ships of war, besides smaller vessels and barges. 100 ships and many galleys. [æmly.]

† There was no safety for them on the shore, which was occupied by the Flemish army.
the taxes, brought upon the commerce and consumption of the country by it, remained a lasting memorial of King Edward's fatal claim upon the crown of France*

October 11th—The operations of war being suspended by a truce, King Edward, in letters addressed to the shires of the maritime fishes, observed that the navy of the kingdom (that is, the whole vessels belonging to the merchants of England) was much reduced by the war †; and, as the security of the kingdom depended upon the vessels being kept in the hands of his own subjects, he ordered them to make proclamation, that no person should sell, or give away, any vessel to a foreigner upon any account: and he also desired them to return to him exact accounts of all the vessels, whether great or small, in each port within their jurisdictions, with the names of their owners. [Feder, V. v. p. 210.] These returns, if collected together, would constitute, apparently, the first Register of the shipping of England‡.

1341, February 12th—The king wrote to the magistrates of the principal ports of England, ordering that all ships of sixty tons or upwards, and all barges and flues, should be equipped for war. He also ordered them to send deputies, chosen from among their most substantial and prudent inhabitants, who should assemble at Westminster, in order to inform him of the state of the shipping in their ports, and the progress of the fleet. The following is the list of the ports with the number of their deputies to this first naval parliament.

Sandwich to send 2 Plymouth 2 Shoreham 1
Great Yarmouth 2 Dartmouth 2 Hooke 1
Gosford 2 Weymouth 1 Poole 1
Lynne 2 Brixtol 2 Exmout 1
Ipswich 1 Boston 1 Teignmouth 1
Winchelsea 2 Kingston upon Hull 2 Fowey 1
Dover 1 Newcastle upon Tyne 2 Raverfe 1
Rye 1 Falmouth 1 Little Yarmouth 1
Hastings 2 Pevensey 1
Southampton 2 Seaford 1 [Feder, V. v. p. 231.]

April 12th—Six Genoese galleys, loaded with merchandize for Flanders, having been taken at Brest by a fleet of English vessels in Septem-

* Though Edward, in an evil hour, assumed the title of king of France, and quarried the titles of that kingdom with his own leopards in his armorial bearings, he seems to have been rather shy, or diffident, in using his new style, the most of his writs about this time being begun with 'Rex omnibus' &c. without saying what country or countries he claimed the sovereignty of.
† It is not to be supposed, that many merchants would build vessels to replace those which were lost, as they were sure to have very little use of them during the war.
‡ The account of vessels furnished by the several ports of England for the siege of Calais (to be found under the year 1346) is nearly equivalent to such a register, as all the vessels of the kingdom (or nearly all) were assembled on that service. We there find the number of merchant vessels to be 685, but for their tonnage we have no other standard than the number of men they carried.
ber 1340, King Edward offered to pay the owners £10,000 sterling, if the duke and community of Genoa would abstain from giving assistance to his adversary of France. But this offer the Genoese appear to have declined. [Fædera, V. v, pp. 244, 571.]

August 8th—The king, finding that wool was smuggled out of the kingdom without paying the duty, appointed the staple for wool and other staple goods to be at Bruges in Flanders, under the direction of a mayor and constables to be elected by the merchants of the kingdom; and he confirmed all their former liberties and reasonable customs. All persons, natives or foreigners, were permitted to carry wool and other merchandise to Bruges, on giving security to the collectors of the customs that they would carry them to no other place. The mayor and constables of the staple were directed, and empowered, to seize all goods not fairly cleared out for exportation, and to punish all offences in the staple, not according to the common law of the kingdom, but according to the mercantile law: and, for defraying the necessary charges, they were authorized to levy a duty on the merchandise imported at Bruges in proportion to the quantity belonging to each person. [Fædera, V. v, pp. 273, 275.]

1342, January 22d, May 28th—The king wrote other letters to the duke of Genoa, earnestly labouring to win him to his alliance, and promising that the Genoese merchants should be treated in all his dominions as well as his own subjects. [Fædera, V. v, pp. 296, 316.]

February 14th—He also endeavoured to draw the king of Majorca into an alliance with him by a proposal for a marriage, and an offer of commercial favours to his subjects. [Fædera, V. v, pp. 286, 298.] The commercial proposal had probably as little effect as the matrimonial one.

1343, Spring—Another law against carrying money out of the country was now enacted. [Acts 17 Edw. III.] The frequent renovations of such laws were not, it seems, sufficient to convince the legislatures of their inefficacy.

The chronological order of this work requires me immediately to lay before the reader the following striking contrast to this act of the English parliament.

May 1st—Pedro IV, king of Aragon, considering the great hardship imposed upon the commerce of his subjects by an order, contained in the constitutions of Catalonia, against carrying silver out of the country, now granted permission to the citizens of Barcelona to export silver, whether in bullion or in coin, except the money of Barcelona, from any part of his dominions to any foreign country whatsoever. [Carmona, Mem. hist. de Barcelona, V. ii, Col. dipl. p. 117.]

May 20th—The parliament ordained, that no person for the three en-
fuining years, under penalty of forfeiture of the wool so bought by him, should buy wool at any lower prices than the following, viz.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lincoln-shire, best wool</th>
<th>Wilt-shire</th>
<th>9 6 8</th>
<th>£9 13 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Holland and marsh lands</td>
<td>Somerset</td>
<td>7 6 8</td>
<td>£7 13 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>York-shire, best</td>
<td>Southampton, best</td>
<td>6 0 0</td>
<td>£6 13 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Craven</td>
<td>Wigt and New forest</td>
<td>5 0 0</td>
<td>£5 13 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kent, Suffex, Middleex</td>
<td>Dorset</td>
<td>5 0 0</td>
<td>£5 13 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marsh wool in the three</td>
<td>Hereford</td>
<td>5 0 0</td>
<td>£5 13 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surry</td>
<td>Worcester</td>
<td>5 0 0</td>
<td>£5 13 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salop</td>
<td>Hertford</td>
<td>5 0 0</td>
<td>£5 13 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxford (Chiltern)</td>
<td>Gloucester</td>
<td>5 0 0</td>
<td>£5 13 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berks</td>
<td>Norfolk, Suffolk</td>
<td>5 0 0</td>
<td>£5 13 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nottingham</td>
<td>Suffolk, Warwick</td>
<td>5 0 0</td>
<td>£5 13 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northampton</td>
<td>Cambridge</td>
<td>5 0 0</td>
<td>£5 13 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stafford</td>
<td>Exeter</td>
<td>5 0 0</td>
<td>£5 13 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derby</td>
<td>Devon</td>
<td>5 0 0</td>
<td>£5 13 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leicester</td>
<td>Cornwall</td>
<td>5 0 0</td>
<td>£5 13 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warwick, the best</td>
<td>Rutland</td>
<td>5 0 0</td>
<td>£5 13 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambridge, Huntington</td>
<td>Suffolk, Warwick</td>
<td>5 0 0</td>
<td>£5 13 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buckingham, Bedford</td>
<td>Suffolk, Warwick</td>
<td>5 0 0</td>
<td>£5 13 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The fellers were at liberty to take prices as much above the limited ones as they could obtain. [Feder, V. v. p. 369.]

1344. January 8th—King Edward, agreeable to his constant policy of reconciling the neutral powers, ordered the shire of London to make proclamation, that the Portugueze should be treated in all respects as friends and favoured allies. [Feder, V. v. p. 302.]

January 22nd—Hitherto there had been very little gold money coined by the kings of England; so little, indeed, that it has been generally believed that there was none: but now the king and parliament ordered money of three prices to be coined of gold. The largest pieces, stamped with two leopards, and equal to two small florins of Florence of full weight, were ordered to pass for six shillings. The half had one leopard, and the quarters, a helmet. Soon after (July 9th) the king and his council ordered another coining of gold, consisting of pieces called nobles, valued at six shillings and eight pence, and shillings and quarters of nobles. The exportation of money was again prohibited, with the exception of "bullion", or silver, etc., for a very good and reasonable price. The king, however, ordered a payment of 1s 6d. on the pay given to the public officers, or a noble. The exportation of foreign gold money was again prohibited, so impossible to be procured that no person could obtain it. [Feder, V. v. p. 369.]

February 16th—Edict for the navy, and to all the ports; and all the parts of the realm proportioned to the revenue of the king at London in the port of Newmarket, and Newmarket in the port of Scarborough, and the parts of Kingdon in the port of Ravenford, York, and Salford, to be, Grimsby, Boston, Lincoln, Dunwich, Ipswich, Colchester, Harwich, Orford, Maldon, Sandwich, etc. The permision shows, that for a very good and reasonable price, above its value at the mint, established between the years 1338 and a half after, the north parts of the country, and tower and Cornhill, of the city of London, p.
exception of this new gold money. The currency of all coins of gold or silver, except the king's, was prohibited. And no person, receiving a payment of twenty shillings or more, was to refuse gold money. The king, in his orders to the sheriffs of London for proclaiming this new coinage, observed that hitherto people had been imposed on, because there was no fixed rate of exchange, and informed them, that he had ordered an exchange to be opened at Seruete's tower in London, where the public might receive $\frac{6}{7}$ in silver in exchange for a noble of gold, or a noble of gold in exchange for $\frac{6}{8}$ of silver, and in the same proportion for the halves and quarters, thus taking to himself a profit of $\frac{1}{2}$ per cent on issuing silver, and $\frac{1}{4}$ per cent on issuing gold. The first gold money having been rated so much above its value that it was impossible to get the people to receive it, the king proclaimed (August 20) that no person should be obliged to take it but at its value as bullion.

[Fader, V. v. pp. 403, 416, 424.]

February 6—The king, again desiring to be informed of the state of the navy, or shipping, of England, sent precepts to the magistrates of all the ports, ordering them to return a number of representatives, proportioned to their trade or population, well acquainted with maritime affairs, to a council of shipping, or naval parliament, to be held at London in the ensuing lent, as follows, viz.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Town</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Town</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yarmouth</td>
<td>Dover</td>
<td>Weymouth</td>
<td>Devon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newcastle</td>
<td>Winchelsea</td>
<td>Dartmouth</td>
<td>Cambridge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scarborough</td>
<td>Rye</td>
<td>Plymouth</td>
<td>Hull</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kingston</td>
<td>Hastings</td>
<td>Exmouth</td>
<td>Swansea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ravenstone</td>
<td>Gosford</td>
<td>Falmouth</td>
<td>Scarborough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grimsby</td>
<td>Waynfleet</td>
<td>Sidmouth</td>
<td>Heligoland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>Lyme</td>
<td>Weymouth</td>
<td>Folkestone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynn</td>
<td>Seaforth</td>
<td>Brufol</td>
<td>Poole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dunwich</td>
<td>Chichester</td>
<td>Poole</td>
<td>Southampton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ipswich</td>
<td>Portsmouth</td>
<td>Poole</td>
<td>London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colchester</td>
<td>Southampton</td>
<td>London</td>
<td>London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harwich</td>
<td>St. Helen's</td>
<td>Blakeney</td>
<td>Shoreham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>in Wight</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orford</td>
<td>Melcomb</td>
<td>Ravenstere</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malton</td>
<td>Pevensey</td>
<td>Shoreham</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandwich</td>
<td>Romney</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The permission to refuse it in smaller quantities shows, that it was disliked by the people, and for a very good reason, as it was rated considerably above its value according to the proportion then established between gold and silver. About a year and a half after this time we find it still refused in the north parts of England. [Fader, V. v. p. 485.]

† Apparently the same which Stow calls Bemerton's tower and Cornet's tower in Bucklerstone. [Survey of London, pp. 118, 477.]

‡ Before this time the exchanges issued good silver money in exchange for such as was deficient in weight or purity, and accommodated travelers with English or foreign money, when arriving in, or departing from, the kingdom; and from these exchanges a part of the royal revenue was derived. In the third year of King Richard I the profit of the exchange (cambii) of all England, except Winchelsea, amounted to £400. In the beginning of the reign of John, Hugh Oift, a foreign mer-
We may here observe Yarmouth on a footing with London in naval pre-eminence, surely the effect of a vigorous and prosperous fishery; and that Ravenfrod, formerly more opulent than Hull, and Dunwich which appears to have antiently had more trade than any of the neighbouring ports, were now outstripped by others in the progress of naval and commercial prosperity.

The late law for fixing the prices of wool was repealed, the buyers, whether natives or foreigners, being allowed to make such bargains as they and the sellers could agree: and so sensible were the legislators of the impropriety of the restrictive ordinance, that they decreed, that no person should be troubled for having infringed it. The tea was also declared free for the palfage of all merchants of every description with their merchandize. [Stat. 18 Edw. III. c. 3.]

October 12th—The foreign cloth-weavers, who had settled in London upon the faith of the king’s protection, were maltreated and threatened by a mob of people, who were so foolish as to think, that what was earned by those industrious and valuable strangers was taken from themselves. The king therefore ordered the mayor and shiref of London to proclaim that no one should do any injury to the foreigners, and to imprison all who should act contrary to the proclamation. [Federa, V. v. p. 430.]

If the mob had proceeded now as far in their outrages against the foreign weavers as they often did against the Jews in former times, England might have continued some centuries longer dependent upon the Netherlands for the sale of wool and the purchase of fine cloth.

The Cistercian monks had the privilege of being exempted from all public burthens; and, in the ufe, or abuse, of that exemption, those of them, who were settled in Lincolnshire, had become merchants. Having thus all the advantages that smugglers seek to have without any of their risk, and also the benefit of correspondence with the houses of their order throughout the Christian world, no other persons could enter into competition with them: and they were therefore prohibited from being merchants. [Rot. pat. prim. 18 Edw. III. m. 37.—Bromton, col. 1256.]

Though the people of France had contributed very liberally for supporting their sovereign against King Edward’s invasion, yet the pressure of Philip’s my consumption was rendered less formidable by the opposition of the sea. [Hist. de Fr. s. v.]

It is falsely reported that Spain yielded her dominions to the winds upon the interest which the lady and Countess had to the ship. But the story, true or false, was made of wood.

This farthing is reported, probably, to be the dip of the coinage of the king of France. [Hearn.]

1346. More than the crown of France. The crown of the Salic law, which his mother, who beheard of the arrival of the king of France, was said to be very sufficiently prepared for the coronation; and it was quite free from the points of the crown.

According to this story, true or false, the lady’s name, when they took the tomb of Philip the fair, were cut in the hall of the castle.
of Philip's expenses now obliged him to impose a tax upon salt *, which rendered him very unpopular among his subjects, who thought it a horrid oppression to make them pay for water and the heat of the sun. [Mazey, Hist. de France, V. ii, p. 544.—Mayeri, Ann. Flandr. f. 301 a.] The tax was probably at first very light, according to our modern ideas of taxation. But taxes are like snow-balls, which increase as they roll along: and the progressive augmentations of the salt taxes, the inequality of them in different districts, and the extreme rigour in collecting them, became the sources of much evasion, much tyranny, and much misery, in France.

It is said that an Englishman, named Macham (or Machin), failing for Spain with a lady, whom he had stolen away, was driven by contrary winds upon the island afterwards called Madeira. There he landed with the lady and some of the ship's company; and they were deserted by the ship. The lady died; and Macham and his companions made a canoe, in which they paddled over to the coast of Africa, and thence they were sent to the king of Castile. [Galvano's Discoveries, in Purchas's Pilgrimes, B. x, p. 1072.] Such is the account of the first discovery made of unknown land after the use of the compass became general.

This same year the pope, after preaching a sermon, wherein he proved, probably to the satisfaction of his audience, that he had a right to dispose of kingdoms, created Louis of Spain, an ambassador from the king of France, prince of the Fortunate islands † [Hemingford, p. 376, ed. Hearne.]

1346, March 24th—King Edward, thinking it would be advantageous to merchants and to the public in general, both in England and Flanders, if the same money were to have free currency in both countries, empowered two agents to settle with the magistrates of Ghent, Bruges, Ypres, and other towns, respecting a coinage of gold nobles, with their halves and quarters, like those lately coined in England, to be executed in his name in that country. [Faderia, V. v, p. 506.]

* King Edward, whose pretensions upon the crown of France made him deny the existence of the Salic law, whereby he, as claiming in right of his mother, was excluded from the succession, when he heard of the new tax, fad, with a freezing pam, that Philip of Valois was the real author of the Salic law. Such false (salt) laws have since been very sufficiently felt in this country, though not quite so fiercely as in France.

† According to other accounts, Macham also died in the island. The Portuguese say, that, when they took possession of Madeira, the monument erected by him, containing his own and the lady's names, was standing; and that the bay, where he landed, is called Macrico after his name. His story, true or fabricated, is the subject of a picture in the hall of the government house in Madeira, as we are told by Sir George Staunton. [Account of an embassy to China, V. i, p. 74, ed. 1708.]

‡ It would have been a laudable deed, says Hemingford, if he had put him in possession. He adds, that there are nine or ten of those islands; that the natives, who are neither Christians nor Saracens, live like beasts, and go naked; they cut their bread with flint, and have no arms, and no knives, nor any other kind of arms; corn grows there without being sown, and trees grow to the height of 115 feet.—Purchas (B. x, p. 1671) says, from Galvano's Discoveries, that Louis de la Cerdà (for that was his name) asked the king of Aragon to assist him to take possession of his new dominions: but we hear nothing further of it at this time.
July 24th—The king's high-way between the hospital of S. Giles and the bar of the old temple* at London, and also the adjacent road called Pourtepol†, being very much broken up and dangerous, tolls‡, perhaps the earliest known by any remaining records, were imposed by royal authority upon all cattle, merchandise, or other goods, passing upon those roads, and also the Charing road §, for two years, at rates upon the several articles, amounting to about one penny in the pound on their value, to be paid by all persons, except lords, ladies, and persons belonging to religious establishments or to the church. [Feudera, V. v, p. 520.]

September 6th—King Edward having defeated his adversary Philip at Cressy (August 26th) with a prodigious slaughter, and besieged Calais by land and by sea, sent precepts to the Cinque ports and the ports on the east side of England, desiring the merchants to carry over flour, bread, corn, wine, ale, flesh, fish, bows, bow-stringers, arrows, and other stores, for which they should be paid in ready money; and he assured them, that nothing should be taken from them without a reasonable and satisfactory price. This order was frequently repeated. [Feudera, V. v, pp. 525, 575.]

As the commercial progress of the maritime towns is best illustrated by comparing statements of their shipping at different times, I here lay before the reader the following

Account of the vessels furnished by the ports of England for the fleet employed by King Edward III. in the siege of Calais.

The king's 25 ships carried 419 mariners.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The South fleet</th>
<th>The North fleet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vessels, Mariners.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Vessels, Mariners.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London sent</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aylesford</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoo</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hope</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Hythe</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margate</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mone</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faverham</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandwich</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dover</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wight (island)</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winchelsea</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weymouth</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The old temple was in Holborn without the bar. [Gray's Survey, p. 752, 823.]
† Now Gray's-inn lane. [Gray's Survey, p. 823.] A small lane leading into Gray's-inn lane has now got the name of Portpool lane.
‡ Conformably, custumes. Duties for paying duties were very common; but I am uncertain whether they were levied upon the inhabitants, or upon those who used the roads, as this order, and reason, direct. The exemption of those who were able to pay was not, however, very judicious.
§ Supposed to be now St. Martin's lane.
### The South fleet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Town</th>
<th>Vessels</th>
<th>Marineris</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lyme</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seton</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sidmouth</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exmouth</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teignmouth</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dartmouth</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portsmouth</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plymouth</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Looe</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yalie</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fowey</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bristol</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tinmouth</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hastings</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romney</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rye</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hythe</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shoreham</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senford</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newmouth</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamilhoke</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hooke</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southampton</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lymington</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poole</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wareham</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swanzey</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ilfracombe</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Padflow</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pollrewan</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wadworth</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henefts</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridgewater</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carmarthen</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calchworth</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molybrooke</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### The North fleet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Town</th>
<th>Vessels</th>
<th>Marineris</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wayn fleet</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynne</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blackney</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scarborough</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yarmouth</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>1995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dunwich</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orford</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gosford</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harwich</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ipswich</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merton</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broughlyng</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colchester</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitbanes</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derwen</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swinhumber</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maldon</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barton</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bayonne</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flanders</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gelderland</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total, England (<em>or 738)</em></th>
<th>748</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreigners</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>780</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† The totals do not agree with the particular numbers. But, as it is impossible to discover where the error lies, I am obliged to take them as I find them in the manuscript, which is much more accurate than the lists published by Haklyut. The names of the towns are given in modern spelling, except a few which are unknown; and the defective arrangement renders it impossible to trace them.

We may observe, that those parts of the coast, where the fishing flourished, had the greatest number of vessels. Though we find two vessels carrying 51 and 60 men, yet Gosford is the only town whose vessels average so many as 31 men; the average of the whole fleet being under 20 men for each vessel.
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During the siege of Calais the king of France attempted to detach the Flemings from the interest of King Edward. He offered to supply them for six years with corn at 4s per quarter instead of 12s, which they then paid; to send them the wool of France at a low price, and to oblige his subjects to use no other cloth, while their cloths, made of French wool were to be got (thus offering to sacrifice the woollen manufacture, which, we have seen, his own subjects certainly had). He offered to restore to them the towns of Lille, Doway *, and Bethune, with their districts, to defend them against their enemies, to subsidize them largely, and to promote their young men. But all his offers were not sufficient to prevail with the Flemings. [R. de Avelury, p. 153.]

1347—In the year 1347, and apparently in the early part of it, the king's son Lionel, as warden of the kingdom, in a council without the commons, imposed a duty of 2s upon every sack of wool exported, 2½ upon every tun of wine, and 6d upon every 20s in value of other goods ('des avoirs'), to continue till next Michaelmas, for the protection of the kingdom and the convoy of ships. [Cotton's Abridgement of records, p. 52.]

April 10—a For a considerable time past we have had little notice of any commercial intercourse between England and Venice. In consequence of an application by the consul † of the Venetian merchants at Bruges and an English merchant, the king now took all the merchants of Venice, trading to England, Ireland, and his other dominions, under his protection during one year. [Federa, V. v, p. 558.]

April 13—The king sent agents to Genoa to hire twelve galleys, completely armed and manned, for his service. In July a very prolix treaty was signed at Genoa, whereby King Edward offered, and the duke and community of Genoa (for the parties interested) accepted, £10,000 sterling in full compensation for the six galleys taken in the year 1340, and 8,000 marks for the cog taken in the year 1321 ‡; which sums were to be allowed in the customs of goods imported or exported in the ports of England, by the persons aggrieved and their heirs, for their own accounts only, till every one of them should thus retain as much as his share of the compensation should be settled at $. Moreover, what was the king's great object, each of the contracting powers engaged not to affright the enemies of the other. [Federa, V. v, pp. 560, 569.]

August 12—King Edward, having made himself master of Calais after a siege of eleven months, desired the shireers of the maritime

* So I have ventured to call the town written Romorion in one MS. and Romorion in another, apparently for Decorum.
† If I mistake not, this is the earliest notice of the office of consul of merchants in any English record. But long before this time the commercial states in the Mediterranean had consuls in every considerable port to which they traded. In Germany, in his valuable Memoria Historica de Barcelona, gives a list of consuls commissioned by that city since the year 1270.
‡ This sums the same ship for which King Edward offered to pay 8,000 marks in the year 1346.
§ Another instance of payment in this manner occurs in Federa, T. v, p. 789.
A. D. 1347.
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shires, and the magistrates of the chief ports of England, to make proclamation, that merchants and others, willing to settle in Calais with their stores and merchandise, should have houses at moderate rents *.

[Fader, V. v. p. 575.]

November 6th—The parliament of Scotland (if we may depend on the authenticity of the laws published by Skene) confirmed to the inhabitants of the burghs, and to foreign merchants, the rights and privileges formerly enjoyed by them in good and peaceable times. They ordered that the gold and silver coins of England should be received at the full nominal value at which they passed in England †. And, agreeable to the absurd policy then generally adopted in Europe, they attempted to prevent the exportation of money by charging it with the monstrous and impracticable duty of 33½ per cent, [Stat. Dav. II, cc. 32, 33, 35, 37] which, if it operated at all, could only have the effect of raising the prices of foreign merchandise upon the Scottish consumer.

1347, January 15th—The merchants and others complained to the parliament of England, that all the tin of Cornwall was bought and exported by Tidman of Limburgh, and no Englishman could get any of it: therefore they prayed that it might be freely sold to all merchants. But they received for answer, that it was a profit belonging to the prince, and every lord might make his profit of his own. Another petition was also presented, praying for a repeal of the new customs upon woollen manufactures exported, viz. 14d upon every cloth, 1d upon every worsted cloth, and 10d upon every lit (probably litted, or dyed) cloth, exported by English merchants, which were half as much more upon those exported by foreigners. But the parliament thought it reasonable, that those goods should pay in proportion to what the quantity of wool worked up in them would pay, if exported in a raw state, and refused to repeal the duties. The exportation of home-made woollen cloths thus appears to have become already an object of some importance. The commons in parliament also represented, that the duty imposed in the preceding year, without their consent, for the protection of ships, which was to be paid only till Michaelmas, was still continued, and they petitioned that it should cease. The duty upon wool was, however, still continued. The convoy duty was afterwards fixed by the king, peers, and prelates, with consent of the merchants, at one shilling per sack; and the money was ordered to be paid into the hands of some merchants, who thereupon undertook to maintain a sufficient force upon the sea, and to convoy the merchants safe to the staple. In a second session, held in Lent, grievous complaints were made, that, though the convoy duty

* He had no small number of houses to let; for, of the former inhabitants, only one priest and two lawyers were permitted to remain. Thirty-six merchants from London were the most opulent members of the new colony. [Meyeri Hist. Flan- driæ, f. 151 a.]

† At this time £1 = £1 10s. of English money, was only equal to £1 11s. 10d. of Scottish. See the tables of money in the appendix.
was exacted, the trade was not protected, many merchants having lost their lives and properties by the enemy upon the sea. The commons therefor requested, that those who had undertaken the protection of the trade might be obliged to make satisfaction to the sufferers. About four years afterwards they petitioned for a total abolition of this new duty; but they were refused. And it came in time to be firmly established under the well-known denomination of tunnage and poundage.*

February 14th.—The Flemings, having again got the staple among themselves, took upon them to hinder the Lombards and others from purchasing the wool carried thither by the merchants of England. Their conduct being complained of, the king wrote to the magistrates of Ghent, Bruges, and Ypres, requiring them to respect the liberties of the staple, and to permit the Lombards and others to buy wool from the English merchants, and to carry it by land or water whithsoever they pleased. [Fadera, V. v, p. 611.]

April 5th.—King Edward, in order to promote the prosperity of his new colony at Calais, ordained that it should be a staple for tin, lead, feathers, English-made woollen cloths, and worsted stuffs, for seven years: and he ordered, that the exporters of those articles should make oath before the collectors of the customs, that they would carry them to no other place. [Fadera, V. v, p. 618.]

September—So earnest was King Edward to obtain an alliance with Alfonso king of Castile, the most powerful of the sovereigns of Spain, that he kept up a correspondence of several years with him, and also with his counselors, the master of his genet horseyes, and Leonora de Guifman his concubine, for the purpose of contracting a marriage between Alfonso's oldest son and his own daughter Joanna, which was at first agreed upon in June 1345, and the portion fixed at the enormous sum of four hundred thousand gold florins of the shield † Edward professing, however, that he expected some abatement of the sum, and a long indulgence of time for completing the payment. But this conjugal alliance, the labour of six years, never took place. The young princes was sent to Bourdeaux upon her way to the court of Castile; and there she fell sick, and death delivered her from being one of the wives of

* This latter sentence I conceive to be inserted by Sir Robert Cotton, or his editor, Pryme.
† Born in August 1334. His name appears to have been unknown in England till August 1345, when it is first mentioned in Fadera, V. v, p. 476. Neither do Edward or his secretaries seem to have known that the princes and her intended husband were so nearly related, that a dispensation would be necessary to legitimate their marriage. What

Peter. 426.

In the meantime two letters passed to the monarchs of Flanders.

It is probable, that an unusual kindness was shown to the English merchants, and particularly to the Flemings, for the reasons assigned above. The colonies of the English in Flanders might be considered as the very dregs of the English nation, and so they were called. Of this colony Edward professed to be the lord, and the first order employment of its commerce was to supply the knights and burghers of England with a sufficiency of food, oil, and wine, for the subsistence of the garrison.

The law of England, respecting the staple of wool, was for the

* Dillon's, 2d. ed. 274.
† The old name of the fifteenth century, for the fider of the shield, [See Strode's Slavonian, part i. p. 38.]
‡ Edward, writing to his father, 1345, knew nothing of the negotiations. 
§ See records, for the first time of the London, and other merchant cities of England, being granted by the English parliament to the staple of the wool trade in the first year of the reign of Edward, 1343, to the English merchants, which was now confirmed by the authority of the pope. The money and molten cur would of the staple duties was by a law of Edward in 1343, and a new charter of 1347, confirmed by a new charter of the granaries. 
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In the course of this negotiation many civilities passed between the two courts; and Alfonso, understanding that Edward had given orders to purchase a Spanish genet horse for him, prevented the purchase, and sent him a pair as a present.

It was probably also during this negotiation (for, though the fact is unquestionable, the year is not known), and perhaps in compensation for the ships sent to the siege of Calais, or in part of payment of the marriage portion, that Alfonso received a flock of sheep from England, of the number of which we can only judge from more than one vessel of the large kind, called carracks, being employed to carry them over.

Of their importance in the eye of their new master we may judge by his appointment of a man of rank to be judge over the shepherds employed in the care of the royal flocks. And thus, by a great and signal breach of the law, or order, against their exportation, was the breed of English sheep naturalized in Spain, which has since become the market for the finest wool in Europe†.

The manufacturers of worsted stuffs in Norfolk were put under the inspection of an ulster, or measurer, soon after they obtained the king's

* He had three wives living at once. See Dillon's Hist. of Peter the Cruel, p. 134.
† That Spain received sheep from England in the fifteenth century, has been affirmed by Hollis, [Chronicles, p. 221, ed. 1586] (who, however, knew nothing of this cargo) and by others, apparently following him; but it has been more generally disbelieved. It is indeed certain, that the Spaniards had a very excellent breed of sheep in the time of Strabo, and probably long before and after his time. (See above, p. 128.) It is also certain, that some Spanish wool was imported into England in the reign of Henry II, but it is not only to goods for what purpose, as the quality of it was evidently inferior to that of English wool; and England was too far from needing to import wool, that that article then, and during many succeeding ages, composed the chief part of the exports of the country. (See above, pp. 142, 147, &c. &c.) But that the Spaniards were industrious of obtaining sheep of the English breed, and actually did obtain a considerable number of them, is now certain, beyond a possibility of doubt, from a most curious Spanish letter, of which the following is an extract.

Pedro Lafo said, in the king's presence, that Gomez Carillo was son to one of the king's gentlemen or pages, and grandson to Don Enrique's chief cup-bearer, who was son of Lope Carillo, gentleman and chief lumberman to Don Juan the First, and that he was not son of a judge over shepherds. This was said as a fact, for Juan Sanchez de Tovar is defended from Fernando Sanchez de Tovar judge of the royal flocks of sheep and folds. Fernando Sanchez de Bernalta answered, in the king's presence, that he understood the farce, but that it was ill timed, and might be retorted upon himself; for that Fernando Sanchez, whom he reproached as a judge over shepherds, was his equal; and that the office of judge and alcalde of the royal flocks was always held by gentlemen of rank. That King Alfonso, when he first brought sheep from England in great flocks, (in naves carracas) appointed Inigo Lopez de Oseco to be the first person to exercise that office, from whom Pedro Lafo himself was descended on the part of his mother, and now, being informed that himself was defended from a judge over shepherds, he might mock at his pleasure. Written from Medina del Campo, A. D. 1437. [Epistol. de Chalardus, p. 126, a book seemingly almost entirely unknown in this country.] For this most important extract, we are indebted to the elaborate and benevolent research of Sir Frederick Eden. See his State of the 7th, p. 88.

Alfonso XI became king of Castile in the year 1312, when he was only thirteen months old, and he died on the 29th of March 1350. As Edward II was dead long before he came of age, we need not hesitate to ascribe the exportation of the sheep to Edward III; and one or other of the occasions mentioned in the text may be assumed for fixing the date with a tolerable approach to certainty.
The contracted spirit of corporation monopoly so far prevailed against the acts of parliament of the years 1335 and 1337 and the king's resolution to cherish the woollen manufacture, that the weavers of Lincoln this year obtained from him a grant of, what they called, their liberties, which consisted in a power of depriving any weaver, not of their gild, of the liberty of working at his trade within twelve leagues of their city; a pretty ample scope for the exercise of petty tyranny. [Rot. pat. soc. 22 Edw. III. m. 22.] But this and other such monopolies were again abolished by the act, called the statute of cloths, in the year 1351.

This year there were great commotions in Flanders among the weavers. Six hundred of them were slain in a skirmish; and those who remained at home were dragged out of their houses and murdered. [Meyeri Ann. Fland. f. 154 a.] Such tragical excesses must undoubtedly have been very prejudicial to the manufactures of Flanders, and contributed to spread them through the adjacent countries. Though we do not meet with any formal letters of safe conduct at this time, there can scarcely be any doubt that some of the Flemish weavers now availed themselves of the general encouragement held out to them in England, and sheltered themselves there from the fury of their enemies.

1349, May 19th.—The drapers of Barcelona, probably as being among the most substantial of the citizens, carried on the business of banking or changing money in that city, as the goldsmiths in an after age did in London. But, by an order of the king of Aragon, they were now obliged to give sufficient security, before they could enter upon those branches of business. [Capmany, Mem. hist. de Barcelona, V. ii, Col. dipl. p. 125.]

1350.—The long-projected marriage with Peter, now king of Castile, being frustrated by the death of the English princeps, and the young monarch being contented with the court of France by a contract of marriage, the maritime towns of Castile and Biscay fitted out a number of large warlike vessels, which took a vast number of English traders with cargoes of wine and wool. Emboldened by the succors of their depredations, they collected a large fleet, and arrogantly assuming the title of lords of the English sea, threatened to destroy the navy of England and to invade the kingdom. It became necessary to appoint convoys to protect the English trade; and the king, with the advice of the prelates, nobles, and community of merchants of the maritime towns of England, ordained, that a duty of forty pennies sterling should be laid upon every tun of wine shipped in Calais or onboard any vessel belonging to England, Wales, or Ireland, for whatever country bound, or onboard any foreign vessel bound for England, Wales, or Ireland, as a fund for de-
fraying the expense (October 20th). King Edward, moreover, thinking such an enemy sufficiently important to be opposed by himself, collected a fleet, with which he engaged the Spaniards near Winchelsea, and, chiefly by the superiority of the English archers, gained a complete victory, took twenty-four large vessels richly loaded with Flemish cloth and other goods, and put the rest to flight. Thus did Edward a second time triumph upon that element, which is the appropriate theatre of British warfare. [Federa, V. v, pp. 679, 681, 688, 691.—R. de Augsbur, p. 184.—Morin. contin. p. 102 *]

This year 1,350 vessels sailed from Bordeaux, loaded with 13,429 tons of wine, being nearly 100 tons in each vessel on an average, and paid £5,104: 16: 0 Bourdeloise money in duties [Record in the exchequer in London, quoted in Mem. de litterature, V. xxxvii, p. 350].

The king granted to the burgesses of Newcastle upon Tyne the right of digging coals and stones in the Castle-field and the Frith, both adjacent to their town [Rot. pat. tercia 24 Edw. III, m. 6].

1351—King Edward, distressed by the debts he had incurred in his chimerical attempt to conquer France, and defirous of paying his creditors with less money than he had borrowed, had ordered two hundred and sixty-six pennies to be made out of the pound of standard silver in the year 1344: and in 1346 he further diminished the money by making two hundred and seventy pennies out of a pound. By these alterations his own, and all other, creditors were defrauded, at first of about a tenth, and afterwards a ninth, part of their property; and the whole body of

* The historians here quoted date the battle on the 24th of July, on which day the king was at Westminster. Later historians have other dates, and make the number of prizes twenty-six.

† It appeared afterwards by an inquest, that the lands called the Castle-field and Castle-moor, adjacent to Newcastle, had belonged to the town from time immemorial, but had not been expressly granted by any charter: for there in May 1557 confirmed to the corporation the property of those lands; and, in consideration of their sufferings by the plague and other calamities, which disabled them from paying their annual fee-farm of £100, he gave them a right to dig coals and stones in those lands, without making any mention of this previous grant, which, for ought I can see, is the first wherein any notice of coal or stone, as belonging to the corporation of Newcastle, is found.

This observation becomes necessary, because it has been asserted, that the burgesses of Newcastle were warranted by royal authority to dig coal and stone in the Castle-field so early as in the reign of King John. But in the very ample charter given them by that king there are no such words, as I have found upon examining an inquisitio charter of Richard II in the Tower [Rot. pat. quint. 1 Ric. II, m. 1], which contains charters to Newcastle by the following kings, viz.: John, in the 13th year, with reference to some possessions of the corporation in the time of Henry II, but without a word of coal or the Castle-field; Henry III, in his 18th and 26th years; Edward I, in his 22nd year; and Edward III in his 31st year (A. D. 1357), without any mention of this one in his 24th year. It is certain, however, that coals were dug in the neighbourhood of Newcastle and shipped from that port in earlier times, as appears by the Chartulary of Tynemouth, quoted in Brand's Hist. of Newcastle (see above, pp. 497, 504, and all: 495): about the year 1364, we find some leaves of coal mines near Gateshead (the Southwark of Newcastle) by the bishop of Durham confirmed by the king [Rot. pat. 30 Edw. III, m. 26]: and in the county of Cumberland we find coal mines belonging to the priory of Carlisle in the 24th year of Edward I [Rot. pat. prim. 5 Edw. III, m. 8].

‡ It may be observed, that King Edward, in his manifesto to the people of France in the year 1340, assured them, that he would not seek his own lucre by making any change in the money, when he should be received as their king, [Federa,
the people, especially those of the lower classes, were further distressed by the nominal, and partly real, rise in the prices of all the necessaries of life. They do not seem, however, to have made any attempt to obtain compensation for the diminution of their incomes till after a dreadful pestilence, which originated in the Oriental regions, and began its ravages in England in the year 1348, and is said to have carried off the greatest part of the people, especially in the lower ranks of life. Then the surviving labourers took the advantage of the demand for labour and the scarcity of hands to raise their prices. The king, by the advice of the prelates, nobles, and others, thereupon enacted the Statute of labourers, which ordained, that all men and women under sixty years of age, whether of free or servile condition, having no occupation or property, should serve any person by whom they should be required, and should receive only the wages which were usual before the year 1346, or in the five or six preceding years, on pain of imprisonment, the employers being also punishable for giving greater wages. Artificers were also prohibited from demanding more than the old wages; and butchers, bakers, brewers, and other dealers in provisions, were ordered to sell them at reasonable prices. [Stat. 23 Edw. III.]

The 'servants, having no regard to the said ordinance, but to their 'eafe and singular covetise,' refused to serve great men and others, unless for higher wages than the law allowed. Therefor the parliament by another statute fixed the yearly and daily wages of agricultural servants, artificers, and labourers, the payment for threshing corn by the quarter, and even the price of shoes, &c. § They also forbade any person to leave the town in summer, wherein he had dwelt in the winter, or to remove from one shire to another. [Stat. 1, 25 Edw. III.] Thus were the lower classes of the people debarred by laws, which in their own nature must be inefficient, from making any effort to improve their situation. * As the employers as well as the men, in their turns, in a lea- vely distress, not be very noreorw as to reason, they have probably continued the king, the imprifonment, and the inferior clergy were also included. § By a note in the margin of the printed statute, the date of this one appears to be doubtful. It was probably in the 24th year of the king's reign. For a good account of the many similar laws which followed this one, and of the political consequences of them, see Sir Frederic Eden's State of the poor, V. 1, p. 31.

§ In the year 1355 the mayor and shire-ten of London, with two perons fent by the king, were dehred to cempel the armours of London to sell armours at reasonable prices. [Federis, v. 7, p. 817.]

---

* Moit of the historians say, that fearely a tenth part of the people survived. Perhaps we ought to make a large allowance for exaggeration in their narratives, wherein they make attempts at being poetical. The most moderate accounts date that above half of the people perished; and Hume supposes one third, a more probable estimate. Stow says that few noblemen died; and though I do not see his authority, unless it be the words 'pau- s dixthius dantax excepit' in Avelbury, [p. 178 ed. Iturre] he may generally be trusted, as he wrote with great fidelity (though too often without quoting) and had the use of some manuscripts, which have never been published. The conduct of the labourers seems also to infer, that rather a greater proportion of them than of their employers had been cut off.

† In a supplement to the act, made by the king, the inferior clergy were also included.

‡ By a note in the margin of the printed statute, the date of this one appears to be doubtful. It was probably in the 24th year of the king's reign. For a good account of the many similar laws which followed this one, and of the political consequences of them, see Sir Frederic Eden's State of the poor, V. 1, p. 31.

§ In the year 1355 the mayor and shire-ten of London, with two persons sent by the king, were dehred to compel the armours of London to sell armours at reasonable prices. [Federis, v. 7, p. 817.]
tion in life. From these ill-judged laws, however, we learn a most important fact, that a great portion of the lower class of the people were now emancipated from bondage, and earning their bread by independent industry.

It being evident to every person, who was willing and capable to think, that the evil proceeded more from the defalcations of the money than the scarcity or perverseness of labourers*, the parliament enacted, that no further diminution should be made in the weight or quality of the money, but, on the contrary, it should be restored as soon as possible to the antient weight. [Stat. 5, 25 Edw. III, c. 13.] However, William Edington bishop of Wincheter fell upon a fresh device, whereby, he thought, the deception would be less perceptible, which was to introduce a new kind of silver money much larger than a penny, which was called a gros or great, and the king ordered, (June 21st) that it should be current for four pennies†, though it weighed scarcely more than three pennies and a half of the diminished money‡. The immediate consequence was a further rise in the nominal prices of the necessaries of life, and another consequence, naturally following the first, was an increase of cunning and fraudulent tricks among workmen and artificers. Edward, nevertheless, urged by the pressure of his accumulated debts, and having tasted, what he supposed, the advantage of making a great quantity of money out of a small quantity of silver, proceeded in the year 1353 to make seventy-five groats, or three hundred pennies, (twenty-five shillings) from the pound of silver, which till the latter end of his grandfather's reign had never been coined into

* As the pestilence diminished the number of employers as well as labourers, though perhaps rather in a less degree, the demand for labour could not be very much greater than before, and would have probably had no effect upon the rate of wages, if the proportion between money and food had continued the same. But, however strange it may seem, the king, the parliament (except in this one instance) and the writers of the age, acted and wrote, as if they thought it was equal to the labourers, if they had their number of pennies, whether they were heavy or light. Could they possibly be ignorant, that the diminution of the money, and the consequent alteration in the price of necessaries, robbed the poor people of about a quarter of their incomes?

† On this occasion a proclamation, or manifesto, was issued by the king, wherein he said forth, that finding the money of England was exported on account of its being too heavy, he had ordained, for the profit of himself and his people, to coin gold money of such impression as the former, and a new kind of silver money, which should be called a gros of the value of four pennies, and also a half gros. He orders all persons to receive his

‡ As the money of England is forged, clipped, and carried out of the kingdom, by the Lombards and others, he strictly commands, that no person except those appointed by himself shall presume to deal in changing money, on penalty of forfeiture of the money changed; and that no person, shall carry out of the kingdom any gold or silver, coined or uncoined, except only the (light) money. (Flower, P. 36, p. 708.) It is very strange indeed, if Edward did not know, that foreign merchants would pay no attention to the nominal value he might be pleased to put upon his coin, and in setting prices upon their goods would only consider the quantity of real gold or silver, which they would be allowed to carry home.

I have called the gros a new kind of money in compliance with the king's proclamation and the writers of that age, though I have already showed (p. 432) that some such pieces were coined by King Edward I.

† Fabian says, the silver of the new groats wanted 1/5 in the pound of the old standard quality.
more than twenty shillings * [Folke's on coins, p. 11.—Fader, V, v, p. 708. —Murim. contin. p. 103.]

February.—The parliament enacted, what is called the Statute of cloth, whereby it was ordained, that the allneg, (called elsewhere unlarum) or inspector of cloths, should be sworn to do his duty, and should be punished if he neglected it.—The act of the year 1335, for abolishing the restriits corporation charters and giving perfect freedom to all traders, natives or foreigners, in every part of the kingdom, was renewed †; and they were declared free to sell, either in wholesale or retail, in London or any other city, burgh, or town of England, " not withholding any franchises, grants, or custom used, or any other things done to the contrary, fithence that such wares and franchises be to the common prejudice of the king and his people." The mayors and other public officers were ordered to abate from interfering in the sale of provisions.—Forestallers were made liable to forfeiture of the value of the goods or provisions forestalled, or to imprisonment for two years.

All wares, kidells, mills, or other ectrictions, by which the navigation of rivers was obstructed, were ordered to be removed. ‡ [Stat. 4, 25 Edw. III.] The parliament abolished a kind of weight called annell, and ordained wool and other wares to be weighed by the beam. They also ordered, that all measures of capacity should be agreeable to the king's standard; that the quarter of corn should contain eight bushels; and that all corn should be sold by struck measure, excepting that paid in rent, which should be according to the former usage. [Stat. 5, 25 Edw. III, c. 9, 10.]

The people were allowed to make exchanges of money for mutual accommodation: but no one was permitted to take any profit upon such exchanges, that emolument being referred to the king's exchange. [Stat. 5, 25 Edw. III, c. 12.]

August 1. The quarrel with Spain, or rather with the seamen of the north coast of Spain §, was terminated by a truce, which was to last twenty years. It was agreed that neither party should do any injury to the other, or give any affiliation to their enemies. The mariners and merchants of both countries were to have full liberty of falling with their vessels, great or small, loaded with merchandise of any kind whatsoever, or going by land, to the ports or cities of each country.

* The diminutions of the money by Edward III are mentioned here, only on account of their connection with the statute of labourers and their consequence. All the alterations of the money will be found in one clear view in the appendix.

† That is to say, the parliament enacted, that it should be " kept, held, kept, and maintained." As the former act was not made for a limited time, and consequently could not expire, it does not appear, what strength this could have, that the other had not.

‡ The owners, by bribes, or by favour, got them all permitted to remain. [Walshingham, p. 1703.]

§ One copy of the treaty was in the possession of the maritime town of Calthile and Bicay, and another remained with the king of England and France. [Fader, V, v, p. 719.]
or of any other country. Guardians were to be appointed to attend to the observation of the truce, to punish transgressors, and to give redress to the parties injured within two months. Spanish property found onboard any vessel taken by the English should be restored to the owners, and in like manner English property should be respected by Spanish captors. And the Spanish fishermen were permitted to come freely and freely to fish in the ports of England and Bretagne, paying the duties and customs. [*Faedera, V. v. p. 717.]

September 4th.—The merchants of Scotland had now attained such a degree of respectability, that their oaths and securities were required by King Edward, along with those of the prelates, lords, and other principal subjects of Scotland, for the performance of some articles, of the nature of which we are not informed. [*Faedera, V. v. p. 723.]

It was this year ordained, that the same measures and weights should be used in Ireland that were used in England. [*Rot. pat. sec. 25 Edw. III, m. 14.]

1352.—The Genoese colony of Pera, in the pride of their commercial prosperity, had assumed the sovereignty of the Black sea, insulted the adjacent capital of the feeble sovereigns of the Roman world, and burnt two of the five galleys, which constituted the imperial navy. Afterwards, without any exertion, they defeated a fleet of seven galleys and some smaller vessels, which the emperor had collected and sent against them; and with equal ease they repulsed his military forces from their walls (spring 1349), and compelled him to cede a tract of land, which they found useful to themselves. The war between the obstinate rival republics of Venice and Genoa† being renewed, a fleet of galleys from Chio, an island lately subjected to the dominion of Genoa by a fleet of privateers, took the town of Negropont and the island of Chio from the Venetians. The latter thereupon made an alliance with the Catalans: and the emperor of Constantinople, provoked by a fresh insult of his Genoese neighbours at Pera, acceded as a humble ally to those powerful maritime states, and added his fleet of eight galleys to sixty-seven vessels of war, which they sent into the narrow strait between Asia and Europe. There, before the walls of Constantinople and Pera, they were encountered by sixty-four Genoese vessels, stronger and larger than theirs. The allies lost fourteen Venetian, ten Catalan, and two Greek, vessels; the Genoese lost only thirteen, and claimed the victory (9th March, 1352)‡.

* Such a licence must have been an excellent cover for smuggling.
† I have not thought it necessary to fill these pages with the recital of all the battles between the fleets of Venice and Genoa, which were conducted with a languid ferocity that would disgrace the traditional songs of the most savage tribes of America or New Zealand.
‡ Stella reckons about 45 Venetian, 30 Catalan, 14 Greek, and only 66 Genoese, vessels: and other writers have other numbers. Stella says that the Greeks declined the battle, and the Genoese had a complete victory. I have followed Nieiphorus Gregorios, who seems the most impartial relator of the events of this war.
After the engagement the Venetians and Catalans abandoned their imperial ally, who found himself obliged to grant an increase of commercial privileges to his Genoese vassals, who were rather his masters, and to exclude all rival traders from his port. [Nic. Gregor. L. xvii. c. 1-7.—Stella, ap. Muratori Script. V. xvii. coll. 1688-1092.]

July 25th—Alfonso king of Portugal had given a general protection to Englishmen in his dominions; and King Edward in return gave a general protection to the merchants of that kingdom for trading in England, and at the same time gave particular letters of protection to the commanders of seven vessels, four of them belonging to Lisbon, and the others apparently to Oporto. [Pedra, v. v. pp. 740, 741, and see p. 756.]

September 4th—The city of Pisa has not for some time furnished any materials for commercial history. It appears, however, that the Pisans had some trade with the western parts of Europe, most probably Flanders, the knowledge of which is owing to a depredation committed upon a ship belonging to them in the port of Sandwich. When they sent to demand redress and to propose a friendly intercourse, the king answered, that their merchants trading to England should enjoy his protection, and be treated like his own subjects. [Pedra, v. v. p. 743.]

After Arteville the famous brewer of Ghent, the most zealous partisan of King Edward in Flanders, was slain in a tumult, the king's interest in that country declined, and many of his adherents were banished. Thence he invited (25th September, 1351) to settle in England or his other dominions, and to carry on their merchandize or other business under his protection. This year he gave another very ample grant of liberties, more particularly to the manufacturers of cloth settling in England, who were, no doubt, others of his Flemish friends, also driven out of their country for their attachment to him. [Pedra, v. v. p. 727. —Rot. pat. prim. 26 Edw. III. m. 21.]

The staple was scarcely ever allowed to remain long enough in one place to give time to the merchants to form their arrangements agreeable to the latest establishment of it. This year it was removed from Flanders, and fixed at Westminster and other places in England (August 2nd), which was a great hardship upon the foreign merchants, but a great advantage to the king, who thereupon had £1,102 more than his predecessors. [R. de Auglbury, p. 194.—Knyghton, col. 2606.]

1353, September—The king and parliament, considering the great damage which had arisen from the staple being held out of the kingdom, now determined that the staple for wool, hides, wool-sells, and lead, th
lead, the produce of England, Wales, and Ireland, should be held for ever in the following places, and no others, viz. for England in Newcastle upon Tyne, York, Lincoln, Norwich, Westminster, Canterbury, Chichester, Winchester, Exeter, and Bristol; for Wales at Carmarthen; and for Ireland at Dublin, Waterford, Cork, and Drogheda. All staple goods were ordained to be brought to some one of these towns, where every sack and every farther of wool, after being fairly weighed in the presence of the officers of the customs, were to be marked, and the quantity attested under the seal of the mayor of the staple, previous to being shipped. The goods from the staple at York were to be shipped at Hull, those from Lincoln at Boston, from Norwich at Yarmouth, from Westminster at London, from Canterbury at Sandwich, and from Winchester at Southampton, and they were to be weighed again by the officers of the customs at those ports. The customs payable by denizens were fixed at 6d. for a sack of wool, 6d. for 500 wool-sacks, 20s. for a half lamb of hides, and 5d. per pound of the value for lead. The natives of England, Wales, and Ireland, were most strictly prohibited, under penalty of death and forfeiture of all their property of whatever nature, from exporting any staple goods, having agents abroad for attending the sale of staple goods, or being in the smallest degree interested, directly or indirectly, in the sale of them abroad, or even receiving payment abroad for what they sold at home. Nay, the king even tied up himself and his heirs from ever granting licences to any English, Welsh, or Irish, merchants for exporting such goods; and declared, that, if he should grant any such licences, they should be null, and should not protect the exporters from the penalties of the law. But merchant strangers might carry them whithersoever they pleased, being only bound by oath to hold no staple in foreign countries. In order to replenish the kingdom with gold, silver, and foreign merchandise, full liberty was granted to all merchants, from countries not at war with the king, to sell their goods at the staple towns, or any other places, without being oppressed by purveyors forcibly taking any part of their property for the use of the king, or any prelates, lords, or ladies. All merchants, natives, or strangers, might buy staple goods in any part of the kingdom, provided they carried them to the staple. Carriers, having certificates from the mayors of the staples that they were employed in carrying staple goods, were exempted, together with their carts, beasts, and boats, from being taken to serve the king or any other person, saving the king's ancient right of royal prises of carriages and victuals. The king's judges were debarred from taking cognizance of any matters within the province of the mayors and ministers of the staples. The officers of the king's household were also prohibited from executing their office in any

* * * Nos custumares.* In the beginning of the eighteenth century *custumar* signified in English an officer of the customs; but it would now convey a very different meaning.
houfe in the staple towns, occupied by the merchants, their servants, or the staple goods. The mayors and constables of the staples had juridiction over all persons concerned in the business of the staples in the towns wherein they were held and their suburbs; and their proceedings in all matters of debt or contract concerning the staples were regulated by the merchant law, and not by the common law, or the customs of the towns. In trials, if both parties were natives, the jury was to consist of natives; if foreigners, of foreigners; and if one was a native and the other a foreigner, the jury was to be compos'd equally of natives and foreigners. In order to give validity to contracts, the mayors of the staples were directed to attest them under their seals of office, and to charge one halfpenny for every contract under £100, and one penny for every one above that sum. If the debtor failed to make payment when due, the mayor was to imprison him and arrest his property, if within his jurisdiction, and to deliver it, or the proceeds of it when sold, to the creditor to the amount of the debt. If no property of the debtor were to be found within the mayor's jurisdiction, he was then to certify it in the chancery, from which warrants should be issued against the debtor and his property according to the statute of merchants. The uniformity of weights and measure was again enjoined under severe penalties. All merchants, denizens, or aliens, had liberty to sell their wines and other merchandise, by wholesale or retail, in the staples, burghs, towns, and sea-ports: but no person was allowed to bargain for any goods before they were landed. No person, native or foreigner, was permitted to carry wool, hides, or wool-fells, to Berwick upon Tweed, or any other part of Scotland, or to sell them to any native of Scotland, or to any person who would carry them to that kingdom, under the pain of death and forfeiture. If any goods were plundered on the sea and brought into the kingdom, they were to be returned to the merchant, who could prove them to be his property. Goods thrown on the shore by shipwreck were also to be restored to the lawful owners, on paying a reasonable salvage, to be rated by the shireffs or bailiffs of the place. All merchants, bringing gold or silver in coin or bullion into the kingdom, might receive the value of them in current money at the king's exchanges, to be established at the staples and elsewhere. No one was permitted to carry out old sterling, or any other money, except merchant strangers, who might carry back such part of their own money as they had not laid out. All false money became forfeited to the king. In every staple town certain streets or places were to be appropriated for storing wool and other staple goods; and reasonable rents were to be fixed upon the houses by the mayor and constables of the

* For the statute of merchants see above, p. 439.
† Berwick was then in the hands of the English. But the king was not willing to trust English wool in the hands of the inhabitants.

flaple business

merchants were liable to the king not to bring any foreign coin into the kingdom, and in all matters concerning the staples. There was a staple to England, where their foreign ships were exchanged. Any person, native or foreigner, who did not do what was required of them, was liable to imprisonment. No person was allowed to sell any goods to a foreigner except strangers. All foreign goods were subject to the king's customs. The king's authority over the staples was to be enforc'd by the mayor and constables. A certain number of strangers, including merchants, were directed, by statute, not to make bargains with foreigners. If any person, native or foreigner, did not do what was required of them, he was liable to the king's authority over the staples. The foreign business for the staple was to be carried on by the king's servants, who were to be deputed for that purpose.
flaple with four of the principal inhabitants of the town. *All foreign merchants* were now relieved from the gross oppression of being made liable for the debts, and even the crimes, of other foreigners *. But the king referred to himself the right of granting letters of marque against any foreign prince or people, by whom his subjects should be injured: and in case of a war breaking out, the merchants of the hostile country should have a notice of forty days, or even more if necessary, to leave the country, and perfect freedom to fell, or carry away, their property. There being less resort of foreign merchants to Ireland and Wales than to England, the merchants of those countries were allowed to carry their flaple goods to any flaple in England; and their cockets, testifying that they had paid the customs in their own country, should clear them, and the purchasers of their goods, from any further demand. Any person shipping flaple goods in Ireland or Wales, or any part of the coast of England, for a flaple port in England, and carrying them to a foreign port, was condemned to death and forfeiture of property. No person was liable to lose his property for any action of his servant, done without his authority. Immediate justice was ordered to be done in all matters, wherein transient merchants were concerned, agreeable to the former usage of flaples. A person, well skilled in the merchant law, was to be elected annually for the office of mayor of each flaple by the native and foreign merchants of the place, and also two constables. The administration of justice in all matters concerning the flaple being in the hands of the mayors and constables, particular prifons were assigned to them for the confinement of offenders; and the mayors, sheriffs, and bailiffs, of the towns, and lords of the adjacent country, were enjoined to assist the magistrates of the flaple on their requisition. A certain number of men of experience and respectable character, strangers as well as natives, were appointed in each flaple town as correctors, to whom all persons might apply, if they chose it, to have their bargains registered, agreeable to the former usage of flaples; and they were not to be concerned in trade during their office. The mayors and constables were to make oath in the chancery, that they would faithfully discharge the duties of their offices. All merchants, natives or foreigners, trading at any of the flaples, were to swear to the mayor and constables, that they would pay obedience to the laws of the flaple; and the porters, packers, winders and other labourers and officers in the service of the flaple, were to swear to do their business honestly. The foreign merchants were directed to elect two of their number, one for the south parts of England and the other for the north, who might sit along with the mayors and constables of the flaples to judge any cause, whenever they thought proper, in order to take care that justice

* Several relaxations of the rigour of this execrable law or custom to particular communities of foreigners have already been noticed.*
should be done to foreigners. In case they could not agree upon the decision, they were to refer the cause to the chancellor and the king's council, by whom it should be determined without delay. Two Germans, two Lombards, and two Englishmen, were to be elected to do immediate justice in all complaints of the quality or weight of wool being contrary to bargain. The foreign merchants having complained of opprimions and delay at the ports, contrary to the charter of Edward I. (see above, p. 469) the shirefs, mayors, and bailiffs, were threatened with imprisonment and fine, if they acted contrary to that charter. All the privileges of the staples were confirmed, though they might interfere with the franchises and privileges claimed by cities, burghs, the Cinque ports, or other corporations, or individuals, faving to the prelates, dukes, earls, barons, and other lords, their fairs, markets, hundreds, wapentakes, &c. In the former year the mayors of the staple had levied 8d upon every fack of wool for themselves; but the wool brought to London being nearly equal to what was carried to all the other ports in the kingdom, and the quantities carried to the other staples being exceedingly unequal, it was now ordained that the mayors of all the staples should have regular fixed salaries *, as the mayor of the staple used to have when it was held upon the continent, and that only 4d should be charged upon every fack as a general fund for the payment of all the salaries †. [Stat. 2, 27 Edw. III.]

The lords and commons represented to the king, that the seizure of cloths, on account of their varying from the statute lengths and breadths ‡, was such a hardship upon the foreign importers, that many of them had given up the trade; wherefor they prayed, that the goods seized might be restored for a reasonable recompence. The king granted their request, and enacted, that uniform lengths in cloth should no longer be required, but that his auilnger should mark the measure upon every cloth, and the seller make a due allowance for defective measure. The auilnger was intituled to receive a halfpenny for every cloth, and a farthing for every half cloth, from the seller; and he was not to mea-

* The salaries were as follows.

Wetminster - the mayor £100 0 0 each confable £13 6 8

Lincoln - - - - - - - 20 13 4 - - - - - - 6 13 4

York, Kingston upon Hull (which, however, is not a staple in the beginning of the statute), Norwich, Winchester, each

Newcastle, Chichester, Exeter, each 10 0 0 - - - - 5 0 0

† I have been much fuller in my account of the statute of the staple than my predecessor Mr. Anderson, who, contrary to his usual custom, has crufhed it into a few lines. But, as it exhibits a complete view, nowhere else to be found, of the system by which the principal branches of the commerce of the kingdom were conducted, it is purely well worthy of a more particular attention.

Many parts of it are curious and interesting to the students of manners, jurisprudence, and antiquities, and might supply abundant matter for ample comments, which shall, however, be left to the reflection of the reader.

‡ See above, p. 501. The statute breadth of the cloth of raye in this set is only five quarters. There is apparently an error in one of the sets.

‡ See above, p. 711. The statute breadth of the cloth of raye in this set is only five quarters. There is apparently an error in one of the sets.
fure any cloth till it was sold. The parliament granted the king a duty of 4d on every plain-coloured cloth, 5d on those dyed half in grain, 6d on scarlet cloths, and in proportion on half cloths; and they ordained that the cloths should be sealed by the collector to attest the payment of the duty before they could be exposed to sale. Those who made cloth for clothing themselves and their retinue, were exempted from paying the duty. [Stat. 1, 27 Edw. III, c. 4.]

English merchants were prohibited from engraving or forestalling wines in Gascoigne, or making any previous bargain for them, on pain of death and forfeiture of property of every kind. The steward of Gascoigne and the constable of Bourdeaux were ordered to arrest all transgressors and send them to the Tower of London. Bourdeaux and Bayonne were declared the only lawful markets for wine. Gascons and other strangers were allowed to bring their wines freely to any port of England, the king's butler having, according to antient usage, a right to take wines for the king, to be paid for within forty days. All wines were to be gauged; and for those found short of the standard measure the seller was to make allowance to the buyer. [Stat. 1, 27 Edw. III, cc. 5-8.]

October 15th.—King Edward gave his protection to the merchants and mariners of Catalonia, coming to England to purchase wool, hides, wool-fells, and lead, at the staples or elsewhere, and to carry them whithersoever they pleased, after having them duly trussed (weighed) and cocketed, and paying the due customs and subsidy. [Feedia, V. v., p. 762.]

October 20th.—The merchants, mariners, and communities, of Lisbon and Oporto (the king of Portugal is not mentioned) having sent messengers to King Edward, in order to negotiate a firm alliance for the advantage of both sides, it was agreed upon, and its duration fixed to be fifty years. It was covenanted, that neither party should assist the enemies of the other; that the vessels of both parties should be free to carry all kinds of goods from any one country to any other country, and to enter into any port of either country. All by-past damages should be sunk in oblivion, and any future damages should be amicably settled by the lords or great men without any breach of the treaty. The property of the merchants of Lisbon or Oporto, found in any place or vessel taken by the English, should be restored to them, unless they were

---

* We thus see, that it was the custom to sell cloths at so much per piece or half piece, and not by the yard. In the present day, when they are sold only by the yard, the lengths, though variable, still do not differ very much from the antient standard.

† By this exemption the duty on home-made cloths would be almost wholly evaded by those who were able to pay it, the great chiefs, who kept armies of idle ruffians in their livery. The exemption lets us know, that the duty extended to home-made cloths; and we must believe, that there were now dyers and finishers in England capable of producing scarlets and other grain colours.
affiliating the enemy. Their fishermen were licenced (as those of Castile had already been) to fish in the harbours of England and Bretagne. [Federa, V. v, p. 763.]

November 20th—The highway between Temple-bar and Westminster being already rendered so deep and mire by the carts and horses carrying merchandise and provisions to the staple, that it was dangerous to pass upon it, the king required the proprietors of houses, in consideration of the improvement of their property by means of the staple being fixed at Westminster, to repair the road between their houses and the staple under the inspection of the mayor and constables of the staple: and for the reparation of the main road between the two kennels, and also for the construction of a bridge intended for the accommodation of the merchants frequenting the staple, he directed that a toll should be taken for three years upon all goods carried to or from the staple, whether by land or water. [Federa, V. v, p. 774.]

The last year, and also this one, were remarkable for great scarcity of the fruits of the earth and the fish of the sea, so that many things were raised to double price. The duke of Zeland gave some relief by sending over several cargoes of rye to London; and considerable quantities of corn were also imported from Ireland. [Muris. contin. p. 104. —Stow's Ann. p. 398.]

A Genoese fleet of sixty galleys was this year defeated, and forty-one of them taken, by the combined fleets of Catalonia and Venice consisting of eighty galleys (August 28th). The defeat was followed by keen diffusions among the Genoese, and the ruin of their independence. They deposed their duke, and offered the sovereignty of their state to John, archbishop and lord of Milan; [Stella, op. Muratori Script. V. xvii, col. 1092] and from that time their commercial splendour, and their naval power, have continued to decline.

1354, April—The parliament enacted that no iron, whether made in England or imported, should be carried out of the country; and in order to prevent the price of iron from rising too high (a consequence surely not to be apprehended from the prohibition of exportation) the sellers were subjected to the control of the justices appointed to take cognizance of the labourers. [Stat. 28 Edw. III. c. 5.]

Robberies were now more frequent than formerly (a necessary consequence of the continual war) and foreign merchants were more par-
particularly the objects of plunder. The king, considering the advantage derived from the refort of those merchants, therefor ordained, that the inhabitants of the county, wherein the robbery was committed, should be bound to produce the robber, or make compensation to the party injured, within forty days. [Stat. 28 Edw. III, c. 11.]

In case of a vessel being driven into any port of England by stress of weather or other necessity, the master or merchants were permitted to sell a part of the cargo without being compelled to land, or pay custom for, any more than the goods sold. [Stat. 28 Edw. III, c. 13.]

A record, preferred in the exchequer, contains the following

**Account of the exports and imports of England in the year 1354, together with the amount of the customs paid upon them.**

There were exported

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Customs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>31,651½ sacks of wool</td>
<td>£180,909</td>
<td>£81,624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,023½ cwt (120 lb each) of wool</td>
<td>6,072</td>
<td>1 1 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65 wool-fells</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total value of wool and customs upon it</td>
<td>195,982</td>
<td>8 1 1 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hides</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>6 17 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,774¾ pieces of cloth</td>
<td>9,549</td>
<td>2 15 13 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8,061½ pieces of worsted stuff</td>
<td>6,717</td>
<td>4 1 3 17 6 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total value of exports and customs</td>
<td>£212,338</td>
<td>£81,846</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There were imported

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Customs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1,831 pieces of fine cloth</td>
<td>£10,986</td>
<td>£97 12 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>397½ cwt of wax</td>
<td>795 10</td>
<td>19 17 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,829½ tuns of wine</td>
<td>3,059</td>
<td>182 19 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linens, mercery, groceries, &amp;c. amounting to</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total value of imports and customs</td>
<td>£38,383</td>
<td>£586 6 8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The balance in favour of England thus appears to have been £173,954:8:2. But as tin, and lead, which have been standard articles of exportation from the earliest times, besides several other smaller articles, are entirely omitted in this record, there can be no doubt that the real balance was considerably larger.

---

* Mr. Anderdon, and, before him, Sir William Temple, [Observations on the Netherland, p. 435, ed. 1693]Dodley, [Prerceptor, V. ii, p. 414] and others, though they give only the totals, have strangely lumped the customs along with the value of the merchandise, as if they wished to strike a delusive balance, which is thereby raised to £80,562:5:6 above the real amount resulting from the particulars.

I have not found the particulars of this account published by any writer besides Anderdon, who, however, says it is published in almost all the "general histories of England," a common way of evading accurate quotation.

---

4 A
A. D. 1354.

This great balance, the exports amounting to almost six times the value of the imports, (and, as just observed, they probably amounted to much more) has been held out as a proof of the moderation and sobriety of the age. But when we look at the articles, and find that, of raw materials for manufactures, which constitute so great a part of the modern imports, there was not one single article imported, and that, on the other hand, the exports consisted almost entirely of the most valuable raw materials, and of cloths in an unfinished state, which may therefore also be classed among raw materials, we must acknowledge that it affords only a proof of the low state of manufactures, and of commercial knowledge among a people, who were obliged to allow foreigners to have the profit of manufacturing their wool, and finishing their own cloths, and afterwards to repurchase both from them in the form of finished goods.

1355, January 20th—I have already related the purchase of the Roman empire by Didius Julian, and that of the kingdom of Mann and the Isles by Alexander III king of Scotland; and I have now to relate the purchase of the kingdom of Scotland by Edward III king of England, who for the absolute sovereignty and property of it gave Edward Balliol* five thousand marks together with an annuity for his (Balliol's) life of two thousand pounds. [Federæ, V. v. pp. 832-842.] But, though Edward purchased a whole kingdom for so small a price, yet, with all his prudence, he made a very bad bargain; for the seller was not able to give him possession; and he, with all his power and great military talents, was not able to take possession.

March 12th.—At this time the warden of Scotland (the king was a prisoner in England) urged by the exigency of the public affairs, and imitating the pernicious and mistaken policy of the king of England, appears to have coined money, which, both in weight and quality, was inferior to that of England. King Edward thereupon informed the sheriff of Northumberland, that the new money of Scotland, though of the same figure with the old, was not, like it, of equal weight and quality with the sterling money of England, and therefor ordered him to make proclamation within his jurisdiction, that the new Scottish money should be taken only for its value as bullion, and carried to the proper office to be exchanged for current money; but that the old money of Scotland (which since the year 1344, was considerably better than that of England) should still be current as formerly.† [Federæ, V. v. p. 813.]

* Balliol had been supported by Edward in the title of king of Scotland, as his feudal vassal, since the year 1322, and had acted as king of that country a few weeks.
† This deterioration, unknown to the historians, of England, and Scotland, apparently lasted but a very short time; and the money must have been very little below the standard of the English, so it required a proclamation to put the people on their guard against it.
The Scottish pearls were still an article of exportation. They were esteemed in France, but not equally with those brought from India, as appears by the manuscript statutes of the goldsmiths of Paris of this year, wherein it is ordained, that no worker in gold or silver shall set any Scottish pearls along with Oriental ones, except in large jewels for churches (for which probably a sufficient quantity of Oriental pearls could not be obtained, or would be too expensive). [Du Cange, Gloss. Lat. vo. Perle.]

This year Sir John de Mandeville returned to England from his peregrination of thirty-three years through Turkey, Armenia, Egypt, Africa, Syria, Arabia, Persia, Chaldea, Ethiopia, Tartary, Amazonia, India, China, and many islands. His travels, or rather descriptions of countries, written by himself, inform us that the Venetian merchants frequently went to the island of Ormus in the Persian gulf, and sometimes even penetrated to Cambalu. He distinguishes Famagusta in Cyprus as one of the greatest ports in the world, wherein the merchants of almost all nations, Christians and pagans (Mohamedans), assembled. The shortest abridgement, that could be made, of his account of the countries of Asia would be tedious, as he has raked together all the fables accumulated in the course of ages, and, if we except the single notice respecting the confederate trade of Cyprus, gives scarcely any commercial information worth noticing.

1357, Spring. — The parliament now permitted English merchants, as well as foreigners, to export wool, hides, and wool-fells, to any country in amity with the king, from the 5th of May to the 29th of September ensuing, on paying a duty of 50l. for every sack of wool, 50l. for 900 wool-fells, and 5l. for every last of hides. The buyers were prohibited from refusing any other parts of the wool than what used formerly to be rejected; and the sack was again ordained to contain exactly 364 pounds of the exchequer standard weight. All wool, fells, and hides, wherever bought, were ordered to be carried to a staple, and there to remain at least fifteen days, after which, if they were not sold, they might be exported. Wool was not permitted to be stored or sold within three leagues of a staple, except by the owners of sheep, who might sell the wool of their own growth, where they thought proper. [Stat. 1, 31 Edw. III, c. 8.]

An author, who lived at this time, estimates the annual exportation of wool at above a hundred thousand sacks. [Avesbury, p. 210 

* In the middle ages any thing reputed precious, or made of valuable materials, or richly adorned, was called a jewel.

† Mandeville copied from all preceding writers of history and travels; and he seems particularly to be largely indebted to Marco Polo. His palaces, made of gold and jewels, are in the style of 

oval's temple of the Sun, and are probably the models of similar buildings in the fairy tales.

‡ He says, the duty of 50l. was granted by the parliament for six years; and he dates the grant in the year 1355. It may be observed that the wool of the west part of England was valued at little more than 50l. See above p. 530.
Another attack was made upon the monopolizing charters of corporations by directing the mayor and aldermen of London to prevent the fishermen (or fihmongers), butchers, poulterers, and other dealers in provisions, from molesting those who brought provisions to the city for sale. [Stat. 1, 31 Edw. III, c. 10.]

At the same time was enacted the Statute of herring, the preamble of which sets forth, that the people of Yarmouth made a practice of meeting the fishermen, and buying their herrings at sea; that the hoftilers (keepers of lodging houses) assumed a prerogative of selling the herrings belonging to the fishermen lodged in their houses, and paying them what they thought proper for them, whereby the fishermen were defrauded and discouraged, and the price of herrings was advanced upon the public. The parliament therefor enacted: that no herrings should be sold, till the boat bringing them was made fast to the land. The fishermen should have perfect liberty to sell their herrings at the fair, openly and without any interference, between the rising and setting of the sun. No person should be permitted to buy herrings for hanging up (making red herrings), at above 40/- per last containing ten thousand herrings. Pykers * were not to purchase herrings in the harbour of Yarmouth between the 29th of September and the 11th of November, nor to enter the harbour in the time of the fair. The hoftilers were allowed to charge 3/4 upon every last of herrings sold to any other than a hoftiler, in consideration of which they were to infure the payment to the fishermen †. The people of Yarmouth were prohibited from selling herrings at more than 6/8 per last above the price paid for them at the fair, and those of London were not to advance more than 13/4 (a regulation which we may venture to pronounce inefficient). Shotten herrings were ordered to be sold at half the price of full ones, when fresh, and when made red, at 6/8 per last above the half price of full red herrings. The pykers were allowed to buy herrings and other wares from the fishermen of Kirklee and other places on the adjacent coast: but the fishermen were ordered to discharge only as many herrings at Kirklee road, as might be sufficient for loading the pykers, and to carry the rest to Yarmouth, no other sale being permitted within seven leagues of that town, except for the herrings of a person's own demesne fishery. The barons of the Cinque ports were declared to be the governors or conservators, of the fair, agreeable to the composition between them and the people of Yarmouth, confirmed by King Ed-

* Pykers appear to have been small vessels belonging to London and other places, employed in carrying herrings and other fish.
† The hoftilers were thus allowed to purchase herrings nine or ten per cent lower than all other buyers, which, with the profits they made upon supplying the fishermen, who were not inhabitants of Yarmouth, with all their necessaries, must have enabled them to command the trade. They were required, indeed, not to charge that commission on herrings bought by themselves; but the difference in the price amounted to the same thing.
ward. It was ordained, that this statute should also regulate the trade in the other towns of England, where herrings were caught. — The chancellor and treasurer, with the aid of the justices and others of the king's council, were required to regulate the sale of stockfish at Boston, of salmon at Berwick, and of wine and fish at Bristol and elsewhere, so that the king and the people might be better served than before. [Stat. 2, 31 Edw. III.]

The people of Blakeney were accused of selling their salt fish too dear. It was therefore ordained, that all the doggers and lode ships, belonging to Blakeney and the adjacent coast as far as Cromer, should deliver their fish in the harbour of Blakeney only, and that the fish should not be carried out of the vessels till the owners had contracted for the sale of them in clear day-light; that the price of dogger fish and loche fish should be set at the beginning of Blakeney fair; that fish should be sold by couine (secret agreement) at any other price; and that no fisherman should store up mud fish or dry fish to retail them afterwards at a higher price. No persons, but those employed in the fishery, were allowed to buy nets, hooks, or other fishing tackle in the county of Norfolk. No fisherman was allowed to give up his trade on account of this ordinance being disagreeable to him. [Stat. 3, 31 Edw. III.]

From the perusal of these, and, indeed, of most other antient statutes relating to commerce, manufactures, fisheries, and navigation, it is evident that the legislators knew nothing of the affairs which they undertook to regulate, and also that most of their ordinances, either from want of precision, or from ordering what was almost impossible to be obeyed (for example, that people should sell their fish at a price, regulated, not by the state of the market, but by authority) must have been inefficient; and hence we find many of them so very often repeated. No judicious commercial regulations could be drawn up by ecclesiastical or military men (the only classes who possessed any authority or influence) who despised trade, and consequently could know nothing of it. It was not till long after the time now under our consideration, that the representatives of towns, the only members of the legislative body who could have the smallest knowlege of commerce or manufactures, began to have any weight in parliament.

The mayor and constables of the staple in Ireland were accused of taking cognizance of causes noway concerning the business of the staple: An order of the king and council (supposed of this year) was therefore issued, prohibiting such practices, together with a vast number of other enormities, which had crept into the administration of justice in that country. [Statutes at large, V. x, Append. p. 37.]

As some compensation for this restraint, fishermen and mariners were this year exempted from that to which they were bred up. [Rot. pat. fec. 31 Edw. III. m. 16.]
The neutral nations thought it necessary to obtain letters of safe conduct for their ships from the belligerent powers. We have three instances of such letters granted by King Edward to vessels belonging to Venice, the chief seat of commerce in the Mediterranean, and to Flanders, the chief seat of commerce on the west coast of Europe. [Fædæra, V. vi, pp. 11, 92, 120.]

April 29th.—We now find what is probably the earliest precedent extant of the law, or usage, of recapture, as determined by King Edward and his council. Some goods, which had been taken in a Portuguese vessel by the French, having been retaken by the English, the Portuguese owners claimed their property in virtue of the treaty of the year 1353. But the English admiral condemned them as lawful prize; and the king of Portugal thereupon wrote to the king of England for restitution. Edward, after advising with his council, answered, that, if a neutral owner were along with his goods onboard an enemy’s vessel when taken, they should be restored: but the goods in question having been found as French property, and taken from the French in fair war, the captors were entitled to them. [Fædæra, V. vi, p. 14.]

April 29th.—In a truce between England and Scotland it was agreed, that, if the ships of either nation should be forced into the ports of the other by force or other unavoidable necessity, they might quietly rest for a reasonable time, and victual, without being liable to any arrest or hinderance. [Fædæra, V. vi, p. 15.]

September—Three Scottish ships of war, with 300 chosen armed men, cruized (apparently without any authority) on the east coast, and annoyed the English commerce very much, till the equinoctial gale drove them, with a number of English vessels, into Yarmouth, where the people of the place seized them, and put an end to their cruise. [Knyghton, col. 2617.] These were, however, powerful ships to be fitted out by private adventurers in that age, and in a country so exhausted as Scotland must have then been with almost seventy years of war: but the distracted state of the country forced the people to forswear honest industry, and fly to rapine for subsistence.

September 26th.—In a parliament, or full council, of the prelates, nobles, and communities, of the kingdom of Scotland, held at Edinburgh, the following seventeen towns were represented, and may thence be presumed to have been the chief towns of the kingdom at the time, viz.


The naked words of three, or four, of the merchants, well worthy of the commerce, maritime, and governing people, upon the occasion of the annuity provided for the French, was fixed, that it was the unfair and be paid the king of England for the bill of exchange, that then became due upon Scotland; to which the parliament of Scotland answer’d, they had themselves purchased their right through the merchantment of one of the chief men of Scotland, and so to one half of the estate, to the true fland of this, and in the present day, might still have drawn. [Knyghton, col. 2617.] Richard Montgomerie, raising it in the parliament poor of Scotland, was also fomented.

* As not the edict of the pope, fomented, that it was the only thing published by Edward, that it was the
† There was, or from Scotland, that it was satisfied with the possession of Scotland, had by the heirs of the
The representatives, of whom, Edinburgh, Perth, and Aberdeen, sent three each, and the other towns two each, are all called aldermen, merchants, and burgesses, of the towns represented by them: and it is worthy of observation, that of the seventeen towns, four were in the maritime, and apparently commercial, shire of Fife, and eight more upon the east coast. The business of the meeting was to agree to, and provide for, the ransom of their king, then a prisoner in England, which was fixed at the prodigious sum of one hundred thousand marks sterling, to be paid by installments within ten years. For the payment of that sum the bishops of Scotland bound all the goods, moveable and immovable, then belonging, or to belong in time coming, to all the clergy of Scotland; the nobles bound themselves and all the barons (or freeholders) of Scotland, and their heirs; and the representatives of the towns bound themselves and the other communities of burgesses and merchants throughout the whole kingdom, and all their property, for the full payment of the ransom, with damages, expenses, and interest. On account of some delays in the payment, the sum was afterwards raised to one hundred thousand pounds sterling, a sum equal in effect (the only true standard of the value of money) to at least two millions in the present day. We know what a lamentable picture the writers of England have drawn of the miseries brought upon that kingdom by the ransom of King Richard. What then must have been the distress of Scotland, a country inferior in extent, and still more in population and fertility, to England, already drained and exhausted by wars, of which scarcely any man then living was old enough to remember the beginning, to raise a sum nearly half as much more as that paid for the ransom of Richard? We might be well warranted to question the possibility of raising it, if there were not extant the most undeniable proofs that the whole of that enormous sum was actually paid in hard gold and silver.

[Federa, V. vi, pp. 451-55; and V. vii, p. 417 for the 1st discharge.]

The payment of so great a sum may be admitted; in the want of other evidence, as an unquestionable proof of that the commerce of Scotland revived immediately upon the cessation of hostilities, and brought in a considerable balance in money from foreign countries, which apparently proceeded chiefly from wool, fish, hides, cattle, and probably also some iron and lead.

As no rate of interest is mentioned, it is presumed, that there was a known rate, so well established by custom, or the laws of both kingdoms, that it was thought unnecessary to specify it.

† There was a great deal more money drawn from Scotland to England: for King Edward, not satisfied with the obligations of all the people of Scotland, had, as a further security, twenty youths, the heirs of the first men of the kingdom, and of the king himself, and also three of the principal noblemen, put into his hands as hostages; and the money remitted for their support was of itself sufficient to disperse a country circumstances as Scotland then was.

† † Ferrifodiniet plumbidias, cuiuslibet eiam pene metalis, fatu habilis, says Fordun [L. ii, c. 8] in describing the productions of Scotland.—As I have already mentioned exportation of dogs from.
A. D. 1357.

After this time the notices of the attendance of burgesses in the parliaments of Scotland are more frequent; and in the title of the laws of King Robert III (as published by Skene) we are told, that the bishops, earls, barons, freeholders, and burgesses holding of the king, were summoned in the usual manner. Admitting this to be genuine, burgesses must then have been constituent members of the parliament for a considerable time back.

King David soon after his return into his own dominions appointed Adam Tore, a burgess of Edinburgh, and James Mulekin of Florence, joint keepers of the exchange for all Scotland, and masters of the mint. It seems probable that the exchange, to which these officers were appointed, was formed upon the model of the new one lately established in England by Edward, whose example he wished, and greatly needed, to follow in all methods of acquiring money.

1358, November.—Before David was well settled in his own kingdom, he returned to England on a visit to his kind brother-in-law, King Edward. His business is said to have been to entreat an abatement of his ruinous ransom, on condition of joining Edward in his wars; and he also requested, that there might be mutual liberty for the merchants of both kingdoms to trade freely in each, and that the money of both might also pass indiscriminately in each; and these requests, we are told, King Edward agreed to. [Fæderna, V. vi, p. 98.—Knyghton, col. 2619.]

It is alleged that the merchant-adventurers of England this year obtained a grant of very ample privileges from the earl of Flanders, and thereupon established their trade in Bruges; and that Bruges and all Flanders, in consequence of that trade, grew to great wealth and prosperity. [Wheeler's Treatise of commerce, p. 14.] But we know from unquestionable authority, that Bruges and all Flanders were very prosperous long before this time.†

1359, January 12th.—The trade of driving cattle from Scotland for sale in England, which has continued down to the present day, is at

from the south part of Britain, it may be proper to observe, that the greyhounds ('leopard') of Scotland were so much esteemed, that the duke of Berry in France thought it worth while to send his valet and three other men to procure some of them, and to obtain letters of safe conduct from the king of England for them to travel through his dominions upon that business. [Fæderna, V. vi, p. 831.]

* This information is from a Table of contents of charters, &c. MS. Bish. Harl. 4669, Roll D 2 A x, no. 24, 25. There are no dates mentioned; but as no. 43 of the same roll contains the charter of creation of the earldom of Douglas, which was in February 1358 (as we now reckon the commencement of the year), and the king returned from his long captivity in October 1356, the end of 1356, or some time in 1357, seems the probable date of the appointment. In 1357 Adam Tore was one of the representatives of Edinburgh in parliament. [Fæderna, V. vi, pp. 44-59.] It is worthy of investigation, whether the new exchange was established for exchanging gold and silver money. See below under the year 1357.† Wheeler, who was secretary to the company of merchant-adventurers about the year 1660, writes with great zeal for the honour and interest of his employers: he affects roundly; but he produces no authorities, though he mentions several charters. His only original documents are some certificates, probably procured by himself, the earliest of them being dated in 1582.

least answer to the matter of all the Scottish traders. Scottish traders had passed through the low,
least as old as the times now under our consideration: for we find a letter of safe conduct granted to Andrew Moray and Alan Erskine, two Scottish drovers, with three horsemen and their servants, for traveling through England or the king's foreign dominions for a year, with horses, oxen, cows, and other goods and merchandize. [Federis, V. vi, p. 114.]

The fleet, with which King Edward this year invaded France, is said by one author to have consisted of eleven hundred well-appointed ships. [Walsingham, p. 174.]

November 22—In January the Flemings banished all the English merchants in their country into Brabant, and put to death many of the citizens of Bruges, who had been favourable to them. King Edward therefore ordered all foreigners of whatever condition, except his own farmers, to leave his dominions before the 20th of July. But, as I have already observed, in those days neither the English nor the Flemings could live without the benefits derived from mutual friendly intercourse. When King Edward was this year on the continent, the Flemings were zealously attentive in providing his camp with necessaries; and he in return granted them liberty to trade in England, and to export corn and other provisions on obtaining his special licences and paying the customs. [Knyghton, col. 2620.—Federis, V. vi, pp. 40, 47.]

1360, January.—The prerogative of purveying (that is forcibly taking provisions, liquors, or other wares) was not only vested in the king and the royal family, but was also assumed, legally or illegally, by many others, to the ruin of the people and the great hinderance of trade. It was therfore now restricted by act of parliament to the king, the queen, and the king's eldest son; and several things purveyed for the queen and the prince were ordered to be paid for. [Acts 34 Edw. III, cc. 2, 3.]

The statutes of labourers were confirmed: new penalties were enacted for labourers leaving their service and going into another county: and they were deprived of the ancient privilege annexed to reside in cities or burghs, the chief officers of which were now required to deliver them up. [Acts 34 Edw. III, cc. 9-11.]

All merchants and others, aliens or natives, had liberty to trade freely to and from Ireland with their merchandize, victuals, &c., without paying fine or ranfom beyond the antient customs and duties. [Acts 34 Edw. III, cc. 17, 18.]

The exportation of corn was now restricted to the supply of Calais and Calais. [Acts 34 Edw. III, c. 20. From this act, and the licence granted in the preceding year to the Flemings, it appears that corn formed a part of the usual exports of England at this time.*

* In the year 1330, Euerard Fitz-Nicol of Flanders obtained licence to purchase 500 quarters of corn in England, and to carry it to Holland. [Rymer's Acts manuf. Edw. III, V. vii, n. 130.] and there is reason to believe that till no corn could be exported without a special licence.
The permission granted to English merchants to export wool was now confirmed. [Add. 34 Edw. III. c. 21.]

March.—King Edward issued orders for arresting all the vessels in the kingdom, loaded or unloaded, in order to get together a fleet for another expedition to the continent: and he directed, that the largest ships should carry 40 mariners, 40 armed men, and 60 archers; and barges should be manned in proportion. [Feder, vii. vii. pp. 167, 169, 174.]

April 16th—the king, understanding that there were nothing of mines of gold and silver in Ireland, which might be very beneficial to himself and the people of that country, commissioned his principal ministers there to order a search for the mines, and to do what would be most for his advantage. [Feder, vii. vi. p. 172.]

At this time there were some considerable manufactures in Ireland. The stuffs called japes, made in that country, were in such request, that they were imitated by the manufacturers of Catalonia, who were in the practice of making the finest woollen goods of every kind: they were also esteemed in Italy, and were worn by the ladies of Florence, a city abounding with the richest manufactures, and in which the luxury of dress was carried to the greatest height. [Capmany, Mem. biff. de Barcelona, V. i. Com. p. 242.—Fazio della Uberti, L. iv. c. 26.—Transf. of Royal Irish act. Antiq. p. 17.] The annual revenue derived from Ireland, which amounted to near £10,000. [Warei Hibernia, p. 136, ed. 1634] gives a very respectable idea of the balance drawn into that country by its commerce and manufactures, though we know but little of the particular nature of them; unless we suppose a great part of the money to have been drawn from the mines, for which, I believe, there is neither authority nor probability.

May 8th.—The long war with France was terminated (or suspended) by a treaty of peace and friendship concluded at Bretigny, whereby King Edward gave up his claim to the crown of France, and the king of France, then Edward's prisoner, ceded many provinces and towns in France to him, and became bound to pay him three millions of gold ecus, which, at the declared value of 3/4 troyed, were equal to half a million of pounds of the English money then current. The treaty, which is very long, contains no hint of any commercial intercourse between the two countries. [Feder, viii. vi. p. 178.] France, then destitute of commerce and manufactures, was prodigiously distressed by the ransom, which never was completely paid off.

We are told, that Nicolas of Lyne, an English friar and a good astronomer, made a voyage this year to the northern polar regions, which he repeated five times afterwards, and then prefixed an account

* Wallingford [Hist. p. 350] states the net revenue received from Ireland at this time at £10,000. But that author often doubles his numbers of men and money at random; whereas Ware's information is taken from the records still remaining.
of his discoveries to King Edward *. [Hakluyt's Voyages, V. i, pp. 121, 122.]

It was about the same time, if we may depend upon the authenticity of Zeno's voyage, with Doctor Forster's exposition of the geography of it, that some fishermen belonging to the Orkney islands were driven by fires of weather upon an island situated in the Western ocean, called Eftotiland, which was apparently the country called Winland by the Norwegian discoverers. (See above, p. 279). The people of Eftotiland were ingenious and sensible; they raised corn; their drink was ale; they possessed the arts and handicrafts known in Europe †; they had ships, with which they traded to Greenland and to the continent afterwards called America; and they retained the intrepidity of their Norwegian ancestors in crossing the trackless ocean, though ignorant of the compass; but they immediately understood the prodigious advantage the Orkney-men enjoyed in possessing that wonderful guide. From Greenland they imported furs, brimstone, and pitch, and from the continent, apparently, gold. The king of Eftotiland, considering the Orkney-men as superior in nautical science to his own subjects, gave them the charge of a fleet of twelve vessels for a voyage to the continent. Those vessels were driven by a dreadful storm upon a part of the coast occupied by cannibals, who devoured the most of the leamen: but the Orkney-men saved themselves from the same fate by reaching the savages to catch fish with nets. The only one of them who returned to Orkney related, that he lived thirteen years on the continent, traveling through a great number of tribes, one of whom, situated in a mild climate to the south-west, was more civilized than any of the others whom he had known, having gold and silver; cities and temples; that he afterwards got back to Eftotiland, whence he made many voyages to the continent, and having acquired wealth, had fitted out a vessel to return to his native country ‡.

* Iceland says, that Nicolas wrote Canons of tables, an essay on the nature of the zodiac, and another on the houses of the planets, which were extant in his own time. [De frittoribus, p. 347.] But he has not a word of his voyages; and, I believe, they may be considered as rather doubtful.

† The king of Eftotiland had a library, wherein there were some Latin books, not understood by him, which were probably carried thither by Eric bishop of Greenland, who went to convert the people of Winland to Christianity in the year 1104, and seems to have died there.

‡ Zeno's voyage was considered as a very doubtful story, or rather a mere fable, till Doctor Forster's able and ingenious exposition removed the doubt, which overwhelmed it, and poured upon it a stream of light, little inferior to historic demonstration. It is supported by, and in return illustrates, the history of the discovery of Winland about the year 1296, an event probably not known to Zeno, or the recorder of his voyage, or indeed to any person in Italy, before books were rendered common by printing. That the people of Orkney, a Norwegian colony, should be ignorant of the language of those of Eftotiland, apparently a colony from the same parent rock, may seem a circumstance unfavourable to the credit of the narrative. But, as all languages are continually changing, we may well admit, that a separation of about five centuries since the settlement of Iceland would produce a difference in two dialects of the same language sufficient to prevent them from being mutually intelligible. Very little of the language, spoken in England five hundred years ago, can be understood in the present day by those who have not read it; Chaucer's language is difficult to ordinary readers; and many words even in Shakespeare are obscure, if not unknown, to the most zealous and diligent of his commentators.
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[Forster's Discoveries in the North; pp. 188, 204 Engl. transl.] The superior people, here described, must have been the Mexicans, who thus appear to have been known to this native of the Orkneys about 160 years before they were invaded by the Spaniards.

1361—The traditions of the North give very pompous accounts of the commercial prosperity of Wisby, a city on the west side of Gothland, an island in the Baltic sea. They tell us, that after the total destruction of Winet and Julin, famous commercial cities near the mouth of the Oder on the north coast of Germany, and the subsequent conflagration of Slefswick, the whole trade of the peninsula of Ytland and the coasts of the Baltic was removed to Ripen and soon after to Wisby, whereupon became the most flourishing commercial city in Europe *; and the merchants of Gothland, Sweden, Russia, Denmark, Prussia, England, Scotland, Flanders, France, Finland, Vandalia, Saxony, and Spain, had factories there, and freets appropriated to each several nation. There all strangers were made welcome, and admitted to all the rights and privileges of citizens. The citizens lived splendidly in houses built of marble; and the greatest abundance and prosperity blessed the happy island, till, in the revolution of human affairs, the commerce, which had rendered Wisby rich and happy, was transferred to other places. The invention of sea charts, and a code of maritime laws, are also ascribed to Wisby; and we are told, that the merchants of other countries submitted their causes to be tried by the magistrates of that city.—From these exaggerated accounts it seems probable, that Wisby had more trade during the dark ages than any other place in the inland sea wherein it is situated. In the year 1288 the citizens had a quarrel with the other inhabitants of the island, after which they fortified their city with a wall and a ditch; a circumstance by no means agreeing with the reports of its wonderful opulence in earlier times, for, in those days of rapine and violence, no town, that contained anything worth plundering, could be without walls. Probably we shall come nearer the truth, if we assume that date for the commencement of the commercial prosperity of Wisby †. After that time they became very powerful; and, conscious of their naval superiority, and intoxicated, as we are told, with their excessive prosperity, they preyed upon their weaker neighbours. Such conduct could not fail to stir up enemies. Waldemar king of Denmark invaded them in the year 1361, threw down their walls, and loaded his ships with the accumulated riches of the citizens. After doing them all the mischief he could, he entered into a treaty of friendship with them, confirmed all the privileges

* The authors of those accounts probably knew nothing of the commercial cities of the Mediterranean.
† The conflagration of Slefswick, which is ascribed as one of the principal causes of the population and trade of Wisby, is dated in 1288 by Eric king of Denmark in his History of Denmark, p. 167 in Rep. Danis.
and immunities which had been granted to them by the emperors of Germany and kings of Sweden, and gave them liberty to trade in his dominions on as favourable terms as his own subjects, together with the right of coining money, which they had hitherto practiced without having any right. [Pontani Hist. rer. Dan. pp. 376, 470, 733.-Olani Magnus, L. ii. c. 22.-Resp. Dan. p. 80.]

1362, October—Notwithstanding the act of the year 1360, the oppressive abuse of purveyance still continued. It was now enacted, that there should be no purveyors but for the king and queen; that the odious name of purveyor should be laid aside, and that of buyer substituted for it †; that ready money should be paid for all things taken for the royal household, and that the prices of them should be appraised, except those of things for the use of the horses, for which the buyers were to agree with the sellers; that commissioners should be appointed to inspect the conduct of the purveyors; and that no chator (or purveyor) for any subject should take any thing without the consent of the owner. [Stat. 1, 36 Edw. III, c. 1-6.] As the purveyors, or buyers, made very lucrative jobs of their office ‡, it is probable that these laws were no better observed than the preceding ones on the same subject; and, indeed, the frequent repetitions of laws for the same things shows plainly, that they were in general very inefficient.

The statute of the staple having vested the mayors and constables of the staples with jurisdiction in matters of felony, assaults, and trespasses, in their towns, it was thought proper, that they should only take cognizance of debts and contracts between persons who were known to be merchants, and that criminal matters should be tried at common law, as formerly; only that alien merchants might still, if they chose, bring all causes, whether civil or criminal, wherein they were any way concerned, before the mayor of the staple. It was also ordained, that the king and other lords should enjoy all the privileges they had possessed before the statute of the staples was enacted, except in pleas of debt, which were referred to the jurisdiction of the mayor of the staple, whoever might be the parties. [Stat. 1, 36 Edw. III, c. 7.]

The liberty granted to all merchants to export wool was this year confirmed. [Stat. 1, 36 Edw. III, c. 11.]

The prelates, lords, and commons, represented to the king, that many people suffered exceedingly from the laws being unknown, because they

* If they were an independent community, upon what principle could it be alleged, that they had not a right to coin money?

† New names do not change the nature of things. How long the name of purveyor remained proscribed, is perhaps unknown; but we see it revived, and holding its place (I suppose, very innocently) in the modern lists of the royal household.

‡ We know, that the purveyors of wine in the year 1369 were accused of detaining cargoes of wine, on pretence that they were taken for the king, to the great disappointment of intending purchasers, and damage of the owners, that they might make their own profit of them. [See Act, 43 Edw. III, c. 3.]
were 'pleaded, shewed, and judged in the French tongue,' which was little known in the kingdom, so that the parties were ignorant of what was said in their own causes by the lawyers in the courts; and that the laws ought in reason to be expressed in the language of the country, agreeable to the practice of other nations, in order to enable the people to know how to conduct themselves. It was ordained, that all pleadings in courts should be in English, but that they should be enrolled in Latin; and that the laws should be kept as they were before. [Stat. 1, 36 Edu. III, c. 15.]

The parliament fixed the duty upon wool exported at £1:6:8 per sack, and so to continue for three years. At the same time duties were also granted on wool-fells and hides. [Cotton's Abridgement, p. 94.—Wallingham, p. 179.]

October 26th—As if the enormous ransom for the king, and the expenses of the hostages, all going out of Scotland without any return, had not been sufficient to impoverish that country, the bishop of S. Andrews, seven earls and barons, one countef, and nine burgesses and merchants of Linlithgow, S. Andrew's, Edinburgh, and Tinedale (one of whom, however, is said to be on the business of merchandizing) were all struck with the frenzy of paying their devotions at the tomb of S. Thomas at Canterbury, for which purpose each of them obtained a passport from King Edward. Some of them, whose devotion to the martyr still continued ardent, returned soon after with a new hole of devotes to Canterbury; and it is observable, that then, and afterwards, they were restrained by the terms of their passports from any English horses to Scotland with them. So far was the king of Scotland from endeavouring to alleviate the misery, his ransom brought upon his subjects, by a wise public economy, and the discouragement of this ruinous folly, that he himself, as long as he lived, was the most frequent visitor to S. Thomas; and, by his example, the people of all countries in Scotland continued many years infected with the same superstition. [Federa, V. vi, pp. 395, 407, 576, &c. &c.]

1363, March 1st. The parliament having ordained 'for the profit of the realm and of every merchant of England, that the staple of wool, wool-fells, and hides, should be held at Calais,' it now began to be held there accordingly. [Act, 43 Edu. III, preamble.] The king appointed twenty-six principal merchants to have the custody of that town.

* By this law we learn that English had been for a considerable time the predominant language, even among the higher classes, in England. But this law was as little within the comprehension of the great bulk of the people as all those which preceded it; for it, and also all those after it, with very few exceptions, for above a century, were written in unknown language, generally French, only a very few being in Latin.

† In the parliament held in October 1362 the lords being required to speak what they thought of the repair of merchants to Calais, thought it good to have the same done. But the commons referred their answer until conference with the merchants. [Cotton's Abridgement of records, p. 92.] This is a good instance of the attention of the representatives to the commercial interests of their constituents.
each having under him six armed men and four archers on the king's pay. He appointed a mayor for the staple and another for the town. The impost, called maletorth, payable to the king, was fixed at 20s, and that payable to the merchant wardens at 3/4, for every sack of wool. [Kayghton, col. 2646.] Thus were the statutes of the staple, and all the vast multitude of regulations relating to it, rendered nugatory, before they were fairly established, and before the people concerned were habitualled to the arrangements proper for conducing their business with propriety and advantage.

June 7th—It appears that English cattle were a profitable article in Flanders, as Andrew Defter of Bruges gitarnef (player on the guitar) to the queen, obtained permission to carry over twenty-five oxen or cows, without paying any duty. [Eodera, V. vi, p. 418.]

October—Some very extraordinary laws were now enacted. The parliament, after setting forth that many merchants, by undue arts and combinations, and by means of their fraternities and gilds, had engrossed all kinds of goods, which they kept up, till they could sell them at enormous prices, ordained that every merchant or shopkeeper should make his election before Candlemas of one particular kind of goods, and should be allowed till the 24th of June to dispose of his other goods on hand, after which time he should deal in the one kind chosen by him, and no other. Artificers were in like manner tied down to one occupation, with an exception in favour of female brewers, bakers, weavers, spinners, and other women employed upon works in wool, linen, or silk, in embroidery, &c.* [Stat. 37 Edw. III, cc. 5, 6.]

Goldsmiths were ordered to make their work of standard quality, and to stamp it with their own marks in addition to the effayer's stamp. Those who made silver work, were prohibited from gilding. [Stat. 37 Edw. III, c. 7.]

Luxury being come to a great height, the parliament took the trouble to prescribe a scale of viands and clothing for the various members of the community, regulated by the rank, fortune, or profession, of each

* If this act had been in the language of the country, we should have seen fromer, lafferen, wofferen, the termination fer signifying a woman (not a man) who brews, bakes, weaves, &c. as I have observed in another work. When men began to divide those departments of industry by which women used to earn an honest livelihood, they retained the feminine appellations (as midwives and men-servants) do now for some time; but afterwards masculine words drove the feminine ones out of the language, as the men had driven the women out of the employments. Spinner still retains its genuine termination; and the language of the law seems to presume, that every unmarried woman is indifferently employed in spinning.
individual. Ploughmen and others employed in country work, and people not potelling property to the value of 4s. were to clothe themselves in blanket and russet lawn. Servants of lords, tradesmen, and artisans, were allowed cloth of the value of £1:6:8 per piece. Artificers and yeomen might give £2 for their piece of cloth. Gentlemen having £100 a-year, and merchants and tradesmen worth £500 of clear property, might wear cloth of £3 per piece. Gentlemen having £200 a-year, and people in trade worth above £1,000, were only intituled to cloth of £3:6:8. But knights having 200 marks of income might bestow £4 for their piece of cloth: and those having above 400 marks a-year might wear whatever cloth they chose, except ermine. The clergy were to have their cloth equal to that of the laity of the same income. And all women were to dress in proportion to the incomes of their husbands, fathers, &c. But it would be too tedious to go into the minutiae of these short-lived and futile regulations, especially those for the dresses and trinkets of the women. We learn by them, that veils were worn, even by the wives and daughters of servants, who were not allowed to give more than twelve pencey for them. [Stat. 37 Edw. III, cc. 8-14.] We are told that the plunder brought from France furnished the materials of a great part of the extravagance now complained of, and an infectious example for the rest of it. [Walsingham, p. 168.]

These regulations were immediately followed by another, worthy to accompany them. The clothiers were ordered to make a sufficient quantity of cloth of the several prices required; and the shopkeepers were ordered to provide a proper stock of them to supply the demand. [Stat. 37 Edw. III, c. 15.] This law, however, seems to infer, that there was now a sufficient quantity of cloth made in England to supply every consumer, except those of the highest classes, whose number being small, their consumption of foreign-made cloth could have no influence in depressing the home manufacture.

This year the king commanded, that no man should export cloth, butter, cheese, sheep, malt, or beer. But the German merchants might export worsteds and russet cloths, and those of Gafcoigne might export woollen cloths to the value of the wares imported by them. [Cotton's Abridgement, p. 96.] In the following year several licences were granted for exporting cloths; and the merchants of Boston, in particular, were allowed to export worsted, short, and russet (perhaps narrow), cloths. [Rot. pat. prim. 38 Edw. III, mm. 1, 2, 3, 17.] From these prohibitions and limited permissions it may be inferred, that English cloth was already in great demand abroad. Probably the quantity made in Flanders was now diminished in consequence of more English wool being worked up at home than formerly.

* 'Pannos lanutos, curtos, et striatos.'
November 27th—King Edward having renounced his pretensions to the kingdom of France, and finding his purchase of the kingdom of Scotland from his vassal Balliol as ineffectual as his attempts to subdue it by force, bethought himself of another method of acquiring that kingdom. Before King David was born, the parliament of Scotland had settled the succession of the crown on the heirs male of King Robert, and, failing them, on Robert Stewart the son of his deceased daughter. David's wife had lately died without having ever born a child, and, as often happens, he was not upon friendly terms with his declared successor. Such being the situation of the royal family of Scotland, and the country groaning under the pressure of the king's ransom, Edward thought it a favourable opportunity for persuading David to consent, that, failing male issue of himself, he, or his successors, kings of England, should succeed to the kingdom of Scotland. In order to sweeten the proposal to the king, the nobles, and people, of Scotland, he offered to remit the whole balance, then unpaid, of the ransom (30,000 marks were now paid); to restore Berwick, Roxburgh, Jedburgh, and Lochmaben, with their annexed districts, immediately to the Scots; to restore, or compensate, to David the greater part of the lands belonging to his ancestors in England; to make similar restitution to Douglas (a powerful earl in Scotland) and to the abbeys and other religious foundations; to take upon himself to satisfy some English barons for their claims upon estates in Scotland; to swear that the king of England and Scotland should never alienate nor divide the later kingdom; to preserve the ancient laws and usages of the kingdom; and to conduct the government entirely by the administration of natives of the country, and by parliaments to be held in Scotland; to lay no new impositions, prises, tallages, or exactions, besides those which were established in the times of the good kings of Scotland; that the Scotch merchants should use their own franchises in trade, without being under any compulsion to go to Calais or any other place but at their own pleasure, and they should pay no more than half a mark for every sack of wool to the great custom. [Pedata, V. vi, p. 426.]—Such was the sketch of a treaty talked over by the privy councilors of the two kings in their presence at London, and approved of by them both. But David, having already raised an insurrection against himself by proposing to his parliament to appoint Lionel, the second surviving son of Edward, to be his successor in case of his death without issue, was now more cau-

* The word male is kept out of sight in the beginning of the scheme; but it appears in the conclusion of it.
† Abercomby and Lord Hailes give different explications of this article. I premise, that half a mark per sack was the ancient duty on wool exported from Scotland, and that the Scots were not to be liable to pay the much-heavier duty then paid upon wool in England. In a proposed treaty, somewhat similar, in the year 1295, when there was a prospect of uniting the two kingdoms by a marriage, there was not a word of the commerce or merchants of either kingdom. [Pedata, V. vi, p. 482.]
tious: and it appears, that he never saw any prospect of obtaining the
content of his subjects, exasperated by the miseries of an age of war
fare, to an union with their inveterate enemies; and therefore he care-
fully kept the scheme (for it was expressly declared to be no more) a
deaf secret*. Certain it is, that, under more auspicious circumstances,
such an union might have been acceptable, and have greatly accelerated
the improvement of agriculture and manufactures in both kingdoms,
especially Scotland, and would have enabled Great Britain much sooner
to assume a pre-eminent rank among the kingdoms of Europe.
The equitable mode of repairing the roads by funds raised from tolls,
collected from those who used them, was now so far established, that we
find, besides the renewals of the tolls for the Westminster road almost
annually, tolls granted this year for the road between Highgate and
Smithfield, for that from Woolnbridge (Uxbridge) by Acton to London,
and for the venel called Faytor (Fetter) lane in Holburn. [Rot. pat. ec.
37 Edw. III. mm. 25, 44, 47.]
It may be proper to observe, as a proof that some of the citizens of
London were already very opulent, that Henry Picard, who had been
mayor some years before, made a magnificent entertainment this year
at his own house in the Vintry, to which he invited his sovereign the
king of England, the kings of France, Scotland, and Cyprus, (all three
then visitors at the court of England) the prince of Wales, and many
of the nobility; his wife at the same time giving another entertainment
in her apartments, I presume, to the ladies. According to the custom
of the age, Picard presented rich gifts to the king, the nobles, and
knights, who dined with him †. [Stow's Annals, p. 415, ed. 1600.]
1364, January.—The experiment of compelling the people to feed
and clothe themselves according to a prescribed standard of rank and
fortune was found not to answer expectation, and the acts ordaining it
were repealed. The other strange law, restricting merchants or shop-
keepers to one single article of merchandise, was also abrogated; and
all merchants, aliens or denizens, were allowed to buy and sell all kinds of
goods, and to export them on paying the customs, except that English
merchants were now again prohibited from exporting wool and wool-
fells. All persons were again prohibited from carrying abroad any gold
or silver, excepting (as before) the fishermen who sold nothing but fish.
[Stat. 1, 38 Edw. III. cc. 2, 6.]

* And it remained unknown to all the histor-i-ans of England and Scotland, and utterly for-got-
ten, till it was published by Rymer in the year
1727.
† Stow tells us that Picard, having won fifty
marks from the king of Cyprus at play, restored
them to him, and gave gifts to his retinue. Stow
has dated the entertainment in the year 1357,
when he was mayor; but 1363 was the year of
the visitation of the kings.—In the year 1350
Henry Picard and another person were appointed
by the king to make an inquiry concerning a Ge-
noeke vessel; and in 1359 he and Hugh de Wich-
ingham lent the king 15,000 marks. [Federa,
K. vi. p. 692.—Rot. pat. ec. 33 Edw. III. m. 14.]

It was anything:
[Stat. 1, 38 Edw. III. cc. 2, 6.]
That, as well the king as the parliamen-
tary judge, was entitled to a fee.
1364, January.—That the law, by which
the king and his officers, and those who had
been left in the sea, were to be supported by
On condition of their being restored to him, was any disposition, between the two men.
July, was given up and carried on; and by
it all men were subjected to subsidies of the
highest kind, was of the greatest effect, and,
by night and by day, the exchange, which
formerly was the great mart of all the
merchants of England, was again established,
or rather than the subsidies, it was the
Federa, B. iv. p. 410.]
labourous disgrace, the importunate mis-
tances of a burthen upon them, and
at least in part.
The nght, it has always been thought, to the value of the goods, if we may apply the
amounting to the goods themselves. [Stow's
Annals, ed. 1600.]

* Stow says, that the king's subsidies, goods, of the
their own profit, but, under the
obscure; but
Knyghton's do not. It is liable to pay 1000 marks the Conqueror, who
thirty pennies.
A. D. 1364.

It was enacted, that a vessel should not be liable to seizure for a little thing put on board, without paying custom, unknown to the owner. [Stat. 1, 38 Edw. III, c. 8.] It is evident that the want of precision in this law (as indeed in most others of the age) left it in the breast of the judge to acquit or condemn any vessel, just as he chose to call the thing smuggled a little thing or a great thing.

That there might be the greater plenty of wine in the country, the king allowed all denizens, except artisans, to bring wine from Gascoigne, as well as the Gascons and other aliens. [Stat. 1, 38 Edw. III, c. 11.]

1365. May 20th.—A ship belonging to the bishop of Aberdeen, having been left at anchor with only two men on board, had been driven out to sea, and put into Yarmouth, where the admiral seized her as a wreck. On complaint being made to King Edward, he ordered the admiral to restore the vessel, which could not be adjudged to be a wreck when there was any living animal on board, and much less being in the charge of two men. [Feder, V. vi, p. 462.]

July 29th.—The king, observing that many of the clergy and laity carried great sums of money out of the kingdom, by bills of exchange, and by way of advance, in merchandise, in coin, and by many other subterfuges, without obtaining his licence, sent orders to many of the great officers of his foreign dominions to make strict search by day and by night, and to stop all persons having money, bullion, bills of exchange, &c. except known merchants; and to make all mariners and merchants arriving from England swear, that they had no money, bullion, or bills of exchange, except for the purposes of their lawful trade. [Feder, V. vi, p. 475.] As the balance of trade is known to have been favourable to England at this time, these prohibitions, and very laborious and expensive watchings, show clearly, that, though some remittances were made by bills of exchange, the science of negotiating them, and, indeed, all other commercial science, was fearfully known, at least in England.

The number of persons at this time in England, possessing property to the value of thirty pennies in cattle *, was only forty-eight thousand, if we may venture to take it from the collection of St. Peter's pennies, amounting only to 300 marks, which the king this year took to himself. [Stow's Annales, p. 420.]

* Stow says, 'All that had 30 penny worth of goods, of one manner cattle in their house of their own proper.'—The scope of this is rather obscure; but it may perhaps be explained from Keghtton's description [col. 1355] of the persons liable to pay St. Peter's penny in the reign of the Conqueror, viz. every person having the value of thirty pennies of live money (slaves and cattle) in his house. Earlier descriptions may be seen in the Saxon laws, and Spelman's explanations of them in his Concilia and his Glossary; but this is the latest I find, for I do not know whence Stow has taken the passage, which I have here quoted from him, and given on the faith of his general integrity.
From the account of Bartholomew Glantville [De proprietatibus rerum, L. vi, cc. 12, 16, ed. 1481] we find, that slavery still remained with all its rigours in England; the child of a female slave was a slave; she was debarred from marrying without the consent of her proprietor; and a free man by marrying a slave reduced himself to the state of slavery. All slaves were sold like any other living property. We find, however, no accounts of slaves being imported or exported in this age.

After an interval of almost a century, a feasible attempt was made this year by the king of Cyprus to renew the holy war. He took Alexandria, and after keeping possession of it four days, burnt the greatest part of it, and, understanding that the enemy were approaching in great force, went off with a great deal of plunder, consisting of cloth of gold, silk, and other precious articles, which his soldiers, among whom there were some Englishmen and Gascogns, proudly exhibited as trophies of their valour in their own countries. But in consequence of the destruction made by those marauders, the price of spices was raised in all the western parts of the world. The crusade, undertaken on pretence of religion, being thus found destructive of commerce, the Venetians, who were moreover suffering from the resentment and revenge of the Egyptians, persuaded the king of Cyprus to negotiate a peace, in which the recovery of the Holy land was entirely lost sight of. The war was soon renewed by the turbulent king of Cyprus, who interested the pope in his cause so far as to attempt to stir up some of the princes of Europe to renew the folly of the preceding century. But his holiness, finding he could not prevail with any of them to take the cross, prevailed on the king of Cyprus to seek for peace, which he obtained. [Federa, V. vi, p. 533.—Anon. Vit. Edw. III, p. 430.—Wallingham, p. 180.—De Guignes, en Mem. de litterature, V. xxxvii, p. 513.]

We are told, that some navigators of Dieppe in Normandy this year (or the year before) discovered the coast of Africa as far as the River Senegal, where they formed a settlement, and obtained some articles of African produce, which they had formerly received by the way of Alexandria. The discoverers admitted several merchants of Rouen to share with them in the African trade; and in the year 1366 the enlarged company fitted out several vessels, and settled factories on the Rivers Niger † and Gambia, at Sierra Leone, &c. In 1382 they built the fort De la Mine d'or on the coast of Guinea, and afterwards those of Acora, Cormentin, and others; and they went on very prosperously till the year 1392, when the civil wars, together with mismanagement among

* Better known by the name of Bartholomaeus Anglicus. His book upon the properties of things is a kind of summary of the knowledge of the age, in the manner of Isidore. It is a pity, that his very frequent quotations from ancient authors, and chiefly from Isidore, for what he ought to have known better himself, render it often doubtful, whether the manner he describes are those of his own age or not.
† Rather the river which used to be supposed the mouth of the Niger.
themfelves, brought on their ruin and the loss of all their settlements, except the one on the Niger. These establishments (if they were unquestionably authenticated) might be considered as a renovation of the ancient commerce carried on by the Carthaginians on the African coast, and the first rudiments of the discoveries, which, extending along the whole coast of that continent, and at length to India, entirely unhinged the system of ancient commerce, and paved the way to those mighty revolutions which have affected the whole surface of the globe. *

[See De Guignes, en Mem. de litterature, V. x. xvii. pp. 518-521.]

The Flemings, who knew, better than any other people in the west parts of Europe, how to turn all raw materials to the most profitable uses, this year (and probably long before and after) received rabbit fkins from England, which, we may suppose, they made into hats. [Rot. pat. prim. 39 Edw. III. m. 28.]

1367—Some writers have thought it worth while to inform us, that a thousand citizens of Genoa, all dreeled in silk, welcomed the pope to their city, when he stopped there in his way from Avignon to Rome; and the exhibition of so much finery is adduced as a proof of the great opulence of the city.†

May 15th—It is worthy of notice, that Galeaz, lord of Milan, offered his second daughter in marriage to Lionel, the second surviving son of King Edward, and to give, as her portion, lands in Piedmont of the annual value of 24,000 gold florins (then equal to three shillings sterling each) together with 100,000 in ready money; or, if it were more agreeable to the king and his son to have all money, he offered to give 250,000 gold florins, besides furnishing his daughter magnificently with dreeses and jewels, and even furniture, and conducting her and the mo-

* * The ivory brought from the "coast by the merchants of Dieppe gave birth to the works in ivory, by which that town was enriched as long as the ware continued to be esteemed as public." [Spectacle de la Nature, V. iv. p. 429, ed. 1729.]—Notwithstanding the very respectable authority of De Guignes, the author of the Spectacle de la Nature, &c. the whole history of the French colonies on the African coast is controverted; and it is generally asserted, that no European ever sailed beyond Barbary before the Portuguese. It is said that the Portuguese kept their discoveries as secret as possible; but, admitting the authenticity of the French discoveries, the secret of them must have been much better preserved, as it seems pretty certain that the Portuguese had no knowledge of any voyages made by the French to the coast of Africa previous to their own. But a continuation of a secret trade for above a hundred years was not so practicable in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, as when the Phænicians of Cadir and Carthage enjoyed their secret trades to the Caffiterides and the African coast.

† Quere, if not rather a proof that 1,000 dreeses of silk appeared in the eye of the writer a very extraordinary display of magnificence? When silk was more worn by the ladies of this country at it is at present, would it have been worthy of notice, even in a newspaper, that 1,000 ladies appeared in silk gowns in Hyde park or Kennington gardens? Neither was the display of silk beyond some others of much earlier ages. In the year 1110 all the attendants at the coronation dinner of Roger king of Sicily were dreeled in silk. [Alma Tenua, op. Muratori Script. V. iv. col. 622.]

Sicily, it is true, was then a chief seat of the silk manufacture. But even in the remote island of Great Britain the display of silk and other finery at the marriage of Alexander III king of Scotland to the daughter of Henry III king of England in the year 1251 (See above, p. 420) was rather superior to this bosomed exhibition of Genoa, the Stately.
money to Calais at his own expense. The bargain was struck for the lands and 100,000 florins. [Fader, V. vi, pp. 547, 564.] We have here a notable proof of the values of the metals circulating in Italy at this time, the fruit of flourishing commerce and manufactures: for it is idle to suppose, that any great proportion of the wealth of Italy could be acquired by the trade of lending upon usury or interest, as some have asserted. Productive industry must necessarily provide the funds for the payment of interest, which, unless in the case of interest paid by the state, and provided for by national estates or taxes *, is truly a participation of profits between the proprietor of the capital and the actual conductor of the business supported by that capital.

June 1st—King Edward licensed a German merchant to import eight horses from Flanders, and to sell them for his best advantage in England, or to carry them to any other country, except Scotland, to which he did not allow any horses to be taken out of England †. [Fader, V. vi, p. 566.]

The parliament of Scotland had in the preceding year ordered the money of the kingdom to be coined of the same quality and weight with that of England, viz. twenty-five shillings out of the pound of standard silver. But this year, considering the scarcity of silver money, and thinking, according to the strange erroneous notion of the age, that it was in their power to increase the quantity of it, merely by diminishing its intrinsic value, they ordered that the pound of silver should be coined into twenty-nine shillings and four pennies, or rather (as there were no such coins as shillings) into 352 pennies, pennies with their halves and quarters, together with some groats and half groats, being hitherto the only silver coins struck either in Scotland or in England. They also ordered that no person, whether native or foreigner, should carry any money of gold ‡ or silver out of the kingdom, except what might be sufficient for his necessary expenses, without paying a duty of

* Interest arising from national estates or taxes does not enrich the community, as it only transfers money from one hand to another, generally within the same territory. But manufactures and commerce enrich the country by money drawn from foreigners; and of the wealth so acquired, this marriage portion, and the one given by the duke of Brabant to King Edward in the year 1339, are illustrious examples and proofs.

† When Lionel went from England to marry the daughter of Galaez, he took with him 1,280 horses, though he had not only 547 men, and was going to Lombardy, a country from which England used to import horses. On that occasion the king also sent some horses as a present to Galaez. [Fader, V. vi, p. 750.—Rudder's MS. Cott. V. i, p. 63, in Malay Brit.]

‡ It is generally agreed, that no gold money was coined in Scotland before the reign of Robert II, the successor of David II. If the laws of David II, published by Skene, were unquestionably genuine, there would be a proof, or at least a strong presumption, that he coined gold.—But the laws are not to be depended upon; and I am even hesitating in transcribing the regulations concerning the Scottish money, though supported by the example of the diligent and accurate Ruddiman. See his learned Preface to Anderson's Diplomata et monimenta Scotiae. The antient laws of Scotland stand much in need of a new edition; but the work ought to be undertaken by an editor, very different in knowledge and industry from Skene.

May 4th—William Urran, the king's preceptor, ordered to suppress all subjects to privateers. [Edinb. 1368, 38, 46, 564.]

May 24th—Edinburgh to Berwick upon Tweed, and ordered to suppress all subjects to privateer. [Edinb. 1368, 38, 46, 564.]

* These were the merchants of Lübeck and Albany, who...
half a mark for every pound (or 16\(^{2}\) per cent), the duty imposed in the year 1347 being thus lowered to one half: but foreigners were permitted to carry away the money brought by themselves without paying any duty. They also further enforced the duties, formerly imposed, of forty pennies in the pound on the price of horses, and twelve pennies on that of oxen and cows, carried out of the country: and they made some regulations respecting the payment for things taken for the royal household, similar to those lately enacted in England. [Stat. Dut. II, cc. 37, 38, 46, 48, 49, 52.]

1368, Jenua. 3.—That the armourers of England were superior to those of Scotland, and probably also to those of some other countries, appears from the petitions of two Scottish gentlemen to King Edward for leave to purchase armour in London for a duel, which they were engaged to fight in Scotland. Their petitions were granted: but so much was armour an object of the jealous attention of government, that the various pieces they were permitted to buy were carefully specified. Further proofs of the superiority of the armour, and of the jealousy of government respecting it, also appear in some of the passports granted to Scottish travelers in England, wherein they are charged to carry no armour out of the country. [Feder, V. vi, pp. 582, 583, 584, &c.]

May 1st.—The permission, lately granted to the English to import wine from Gascoigne, was now revoked; and they were not even allowed to bargain for any wine, till after it was landed by the foreign importer. [Act, 42 Edw. III, c. 8.] As the natives of England were now debarred from exporting wool and wool-fells, and from importing wine, the chief articles of the trade of the country, we need not wonder, that they looked upon foreign merchants with an evil eye. I believe, no writer has ever attempted to account for these extraordinary prohibitions, so glaringly and diametrically opposed to the most obvious principles of commercial policy and common sense.

May 4th.—King Edward took under his protection John Uneman, William Uneman, and John Lietuyt, clock-makers from Delf, who proposed to carry on their business in England: and he ordered all his subjects to protect and defend them from all injuries. [Feder, V. vi, p. 590.]

May 24th.—The king had promised by a charter to the burgesses of Berwick upon Tweed, that they should be governed by the same laws and customs, which had been established in the reign of Alexander king of Scotland. On their complaint of encroachments upon their rights, he ordered his warden and chamberlain of that town to pay due attention to the laws of Scotland, and regulate their proceedings by them,

* These were probably the first professed clock-makers in England. Wallingford, abbot of St. Alban, who constructed a wonderful piece of me.
agreeable to his charter. But his order was not obeyed; for the same complaint, and the same order, were repeated a year after. [Feudal, V. vi, pp. 593, 620.]

November 20th—in a treaty of alliance between Charles, king of France, and Henry, the new king of Castile, the later engaged to contribute, and keep at sea, twice as many galleys as France, to act against England. [Feudal, V. vi, pp. 598, 622.] Though the war was chiefly on Henry's account, in consequence of the assisrance given by the prince of Wales to Peter the Cruel, we shall, perhaps, not err very much, if we suppose that Castile had twice as much trade and navigation as France.

1369, March 20th—King Edward, understanding that some artificers refused to work for the wages appointed by him and his council, ordered the keepers of the peace and the sheriffs to punish all recusant artificers, and also all employers who gave any more than the limited wages. [Feudal, V. vi, p. 615.]

May 10th—The merchants and other people of Flanders and Lombardy being injured and insulted in London, the king declared, that they were under his protection, and that the kingdom was benefited by them; and he commanded, that all who molested them should be imprisoned. [Feudal, V. vi, p. 618.]

Summer—In consequence of the renewal of the war with France, it was thought unsafe to continue the staple for wool, wool-fells, and hides, any longer at Calais: and therefore the king and parliament ordained, that staples for those articles should be held at Newcastle, Kingston upon Hull, Boston, Yarmouth, Queenborough, Welfminister, Chichester, Winchester, Exeter, and Bristol, and also in those towns in Ireland and Wales, wherein they had formerly been *.

All merchants, denizens or aliens, were permitted freely to go over all the country to buy and sell all kinds of goods, carrying the staple articles to the staple towns, there to be weighed, cocketed, and cuffed, and the sacks of wool to be sealed by the mayor of the staple of the place. The staple goods of Welfminister and Winchester were obliged, as formerly, to undergo a second weighing at London and Southampton, the ports of shipping. Alien merchants were at liberty to carry their merchandise to any port whatever; but denizens were not permitted to export any staple goods on pain of forfeiture of vessel and cargo, besides imprisonment for three years. [Stat. 43 Edw. III, preamble, and c. 1.]

Though it was alleged that the law for allowing foreigners only to import wines was found advantageous to all the kingdom, nevertheless, as the prince of Wales, who was also prince of Aquitaine (or Gascogne), complained, that his revenue was impaired by the absence of the English

* Stow [Antiqu., p. 423] mentions only Queenborough, Kingston upon Hull, and Boston; as the staple ordained by parliament: and it may be observed that Sir Robert Cotton [Abridgment, p. 110] notes the printed act as varying much from the original record.
buyers of wine, and great quantities of wine remained unfold, it was now enacted, that any native of England, Ireland, or Wales, not being an artificer, might go to Galcoigne to buy wines, on finding security to the magistrates of the port of departure, that he would buy at least one hundred tuns of wine, and carry them to no other country but his own, on pain of forfeiture of vessel and cargo, besides imprisonment. [Stat. 43 Edw. III, c. 2.]

A war, almost entirely maritime, between Waldemar king of Denmark and the citizens of the Hanse towns was this year concluded. By the treaty of peace Waldemar agreed to put into their hands the towns of Helsingburg, Malmog, Schanore, and Falsterbo, being almost the whole of Schonen, for fifteen years, during which they were to enjoy the revenues as a compensation for the injuries done to them by him. [Fontai Rer. Dan. Hist. L. viii, p. 499.] Thus was the dominion of the Baltic sea evidently in the hands of the merchants of the Hanse.

King Edward, having resumed the title of king of France, sent ambassadors to confirm the alliance with the earl and people of Flanders. He also ordered all his subjects to be very careful in preserving the truce between him and his subjects on the one part and his brother David of Bruys of Scotland † and his subjects on the other part. The truce with Scotland was soon after extended to fourteen years; mutual liberty of trade was confirmed, letters of safe conduct being even declared unnecessary. [Federa, V. vi, pp. 624, 625, 632, 635.]

1370, April 22—The king also ordered his admirals to protect all Venetian ships, carracks, and gallies, coming to England, provided the Venetians gave no assistance to his enemies, nor took their goods on freight in order to screen them from capture. [Federa, V. vi, p. 653.]

August 4th—By a new treaty, between King Edward and the earl and people of Flanders, the Flemish merchants, and all other merchants of countries in amity with both parties, were permitted to trade as freely as in time of peace. The Flemings engaged to carry no goods belonging to the French or Spaniards, and to make no Frenchmen nor Spaniards burghers of their towns to enable them to fail with Flemish papers. All Flemish vessels should have clear papers exhibiting the contents of their cargoes, the real proprietors or shippers, and the intended port of discharge, attested by the magistrates of the port of departure and by

* Others say, they were to have only two thirds of the revenues. Some date the commencement of the Hanseatic league from the beginning of this war. So very uncertain is Hanseatic history; and therefore I trust the judicious reader will not blame me for giving fewer particulars of it than Mr. Anderson has done. I am not quite so well assured, as I wish to be, of the authenticity of some parts of their history which I have admitted.

† Notwithstanding the strong political necessity of courting the friendship of David at this time, Edward could not find in his heart to give him his proper title of king of Scotland, nor even any of those additions which were usually given to princes of rank inferior to royalty. In like manner Richard II refused the title of king to his most dear father of France, whole infant daughter was married to him. See Federa, V. vi, p. 756; V. vii passim in A. D. 1396, &c.
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the earl. The Flemings also engaged to carry no armour, artillery, or stores, to the king’s enemies. [Federa, V. vi, p. 659.] From this treaty we learn, that the expedient used by merchants and mariners for screening their property from capture, when their sovereigns engaged in war, by becoming nominal denizens of neutral powers, is at least as old as the year 1370.

1371, January 1st—A ship and two cogs or carracks, belonging to Genoa, and loaded with merchandize belonging to Genoese, Florentine, Lucan, Venetian, and Valentine, merchants, had been seized by the English in the years 1369 and 1370; and now the king ordered that they should be restored, and that each of the merchants should receive the packages appearing by the marks to be his property. Soon after (February 3rd) the treaty with Genoa of the year 1347 was renewed, and all damages and hostilities on both sides were conformed to oblivion, the king adding, as a condition, that the Genoese should give no assistance by land or sea to his enemies. It appears that 2,000 marks were paid to the Genoese in the following year by the king; and at the same time a perpetual peace, or alliance, between England and Genoa on the above terms was concluded, or confirmed (26th January, 1372). [Federa, V. vi, pp. 663, 670, 673, 676, 679, 682, 706, 707.]

Lent—The parliament, apparently in consequence of the duty, intended to defray the expense of guarding the sea, being imposed by the king’s authority, enacted, that any new impositions laid upon wool, wool-fells, or hides, without their assent, should be null. [Stat. 45 Edw. III, c. 4.]

* The commons represented in parliament, that ships were often taken up for the king long before they were wanted, and the merchants ruined by supporting their seamen in idleness; that by the merchants, the supporters of the navy, being so often deprived of their ships, the mariners were driven into other trades; and that the masters of the king’s vessels took up (prefled) the masters of other vessels, as good men as themselves, whereby the men were also obliged to seek other means of living, and the ships were rendered useless; and that by these means the navy was reduced. [Cotton’s Abridgement, p. 113.]

1372, February 7th—Notwithstanding this remonstrance, the king issued orders for all vessels in England and Wales to enter into his service, and to assemble on or before the first day of May in the harbours of Southampton, Portsmouth, Flanel in the Rys, and Hamel Hoke, all on the coast of Hampshire opposite to the Isle of Wight. [Federa, V. vi, p. 708.]

April 7th—A merchant of York obtained leave to ship four pipes of Rhenish wine at York for Kingston upon Hull, and thence to carry it to Prussia for sale, he being bound to bring home wood for bows in re-

* Apparently of Valencia in Spain.
turn for the value of it. [Federa, V. vi, p. 718. ] By this very circuitous carriage we might suppose, that the merchants of England carried on a most active foreign trade, when they would undertake to supply the Prussians with wine, which grew in a country between themselves and York. But this was only a rare instance for a particular purpose.

May 24. — The race of architects, who erected the magnificent cathedrals and abbeys in Scotland, the ruins of which are contemplated even in the present day with reverence and admiration, seem to have been extinct at this time; for we find, that six men were licenced to go from England to erect a tomb for David II, the deceased king of Scotland; and Scottish agents were licenced to travel through England on their way to the continent to procure a stone (most probably a slab of marble) for it, which, we thus see, could not be procured in all Great Britain*. [Federa, V. vi, p. 721; V. vii, p. 10.]

There were two considerable naval engagements this year. In the first the English fought with the Flemings, without knowing whom they were engaged with, as it is said, and took twenty-five of their vessels, loaded with sail.† The other battle was fought before Rochelle (23 June) with the Caflilians, who by the superior bulk of their vessels, and also by the execution of some cannon, now for the first time (as far as we know) used at sea, had such a superiority, that, after fighting almost two days, the most of the English vessels were burnt, sunk, or taken. [Anon. Hist. Edw. III, p. 438, ed. Hearne. — Froissart, L. i, cc. 302-304. — Murim. Contin. p. 127.]

July 19. — In a league offensive and defensive between King Edward and his son-in-law, the duke of Bretagne, reciprocal freedom of intercourse upon land and water, and free trade in all parts of both countries, were stipulated. [Federa, V. vi, pp. 739, 750.]

It is worthy of notice, as illustrative of the growth and progressive prosperity of the great commercial capital of the British empire, that at this time at least twenty of the houfes in Burcher (Birchouer or Birchin) lane, in the very heart of the city, came under the description of cottages, and under that denomination were conveyed to St. Thomas's hospital in Southwark. [Rot. pat. 46 Edw. III, m. 2. ] It may be also observed, that about this time shops in London appear to have been detached and separate tenements, or at least separate properties, unconnected with houses; as they are at this day in several cities and towns.

* The mountains of marble in Scotland were, it seems, unknown to the king and his ministers. Yet marble is mentioned among the productions of Scotland by Fordun, [L. ii, c. 8. ] who survived King David but a few years.
† This seems the same battle, which Meyer, the annalist of Flanders, dates in 1371. He says, the Flemish ships were loaded with wine from Rochelle; and he adds that the English fleet afterwards blocked up the Straits of Dover, whereupon the citizens of Ghent, Bruges, and Ypres, without regarding the king of France or even their own earl, accommodated matters with the English, whom they considered as their best friends and allies, connected with them by the mutual benefits of daily commercial intercourse.
‡ Of many documents, which might be adduced in support of this observation, one grant by King Edward III to William Latimer may be sufficient. It conveyed to him 2 meusages and 4 shops in the
The citizens of London this year represented to the king and his council, that by their industry and their franchises they had gained their livelihood by land and water, and in various countries, from which they had imported many kinds of merchandise, whereby the city and the whole kingdom were greatly benefited, and the navy supported and increased: but that lately their franchises were taken from them, contrary to royal grants and Magna charta, which would be of ruinous consequence to the city, the kingdom, and the navy, and disable them from paying their taxes. They therefor prayed that they might have relief, and that the relief might be extended to all the cities and burghs in the kingdom. [Brady on burgs, Append. p. 36.]

1373, January—King Edward having engaged a number of Genoeæ galleys in his service, and appointed the brother of the duke of Genoa to command them, also employed Genoeæ officers, soldiers, and mariners, who received certain pay, and were moreover to have all the prisoners and merchandise they should take, together with all things that could reasonably be called pilage, to be divided among themselves, the castles, towns, and ships, taken from the enemy being referred to the king. [Federa, V. vi, pp. 753, 762, 763.]

November—The city of Bristol with its suburbs was detached from the counties of Somerset and Gloucester, in both of which it is situated, and made a county of itself by parliament; and all its liberties and charters were confirmed. [Cotton's Abridgement, p. 119.] Bristol, seated in the heart of the clothing country, was at this time unquestionably the second commercial city in England.

By a new regulation for the measurement of woollen cloths it was now enacted, that cloths of rye should be 27 chs long and 5 quarters broad, and cloths of colour 26 chs long measured by the ridge, and 6 quarters broad; and half cloths in proportion. Those who made cloth for their own use, or for clothing their retainers, were not bound by this law.

[Stat. 47 Edw. III.]

1374, July 24th—King Edward, observing that the money of Scotland was now inferior to that of England, ordered the chancellor of Berwick to proclaim that theScottifh groat should be taken for only three pence, and other coins in proportion. [Federa, V. vii, p. 41.]

parish of St. Dionis, Leagburn ward; 3 messuages and 5 shops in St. Andrews, Billinggate; 1 messuage and 1 shop with a quay adjoining in St. Mary at Hill, Billinggate; 5 messuages with a cellar in St. Botulph's, Billinggate; and 1 messuage and 2 shops in St. Mildred's, Bread Street. [Rot. par. fac. 47 Edw. III., m. 18.]

* All the annalists say, that the merchants of London, Norwich, &c. were inclined to rebel this year: but there is nothing in the preceding or subsequent events to warrant such an affection.

† This was but a lumping way of fixing a standard of exchange. By the best information we are possessed of, the silver money of both kingdoms was of the same standard. The English coined £1:5:0, and the Scots £1:9:4, from a pound of standard silver. So, if the Scots had submitted to King Edward's regulation, and given £1:9:4 of their own money for £1:2:0 of English, they would have had a loss of about 14 per cent. Therefore we are sure that the people of Northumberland disregarded the proclamation, or evaded it by collusive prices.

* In a fir royal edict the duke promised that merchants in all cases should have one, but lib.
A.D. 1375.

1375, January 31st—Some Scottish traders having been plundered at sea by pirates from Normandy, King Robert directed his ambassadors, then going to the court of France, to demand compensation. [Robertson's Index of charters, &c. p. 100.]

February 16th—The Scots had very often occasion to import grain and malt, of which many instances might be adduced from the records, but one may suffice. King Edward licenced James, son of the earl of Douglas, to purchase for the use of his own household 100 quarters of wheat and 300 quarters of malt in Lincolnshire and Norfolk, and to ship them at any port for Scotland. [Federer, V. vii, p. 58.]

February—Though King Edward in the year 1376 had ordered his naval commanders to respect the Venetian flag, the duke of Venice thought it necessary again to apply for letters of safe conduct for the Venetian vessels trading to Flanders, and particularly for five galleys, which were soon to fail for that country. The merchants of Catalonia also about this time applied for letters of safe conduct, before they would venture to fail for Flanders. [Federer, V. vii, p. 52.—Rot. pat. prim. 48 Edw. III, m. 21.]

June 27th—The war with France was suspended by a truce, wherein it was provided, that the subjects of both powers might go and come unarmed in either kingdom, and exercise merchandize or any other business. [Federer, V. vii, p. 68.]

1376, January—It being usual for fraudulent debtors to make over their tenements to their friends in confidence, and live upon the rents of them in the sanctuaries of Westminster, St. Martin's le Grand, and other such privileged places, in order to compel their creditors to accept trifling compositions in full payment of their debts, the parliament enacted, that all tenements or chattels, collusively conveyed, should be liable to the just claims of the creditors. [Stat. 50 Edw. III, c. 6.]

It was enacted, that no woollen cloths should be exported without being fulled; nor should any subsidy be demanded for them before they underwent that operation. [Stat. 50 Edw. III, c. 7.] Thus we see the English, who had hitherto been generally only the shepherds, spinners, and weavers, for the foreign manufacturers, making a considerable advance towards getting the manufacture entirely into their own hands. But it was not till a very long time after that a law against exporting cloths, before they were completely finished, could be enacted.

The parliament also ordained, that neither subsidy nor aulnage should be charged upon the cloth called frieze, made in Ireland, or in England of Irish wool brought to England; and also that they should not be sub-

* In a similar application in the year 1382 the duke promises, not reciprocal favour to English merchants in Venice, for there were apparently none, but liberal treatment and favour to the nobles and other subjects of England traveling to that city. [Federer, V. vii, p. 354] the superior splendour of which thus appears to have already attracted the notice of English travelers.
States, lately passed, for regulating the lengths and breadths of cloths. [Stat. 50 Edw. III, c. 8.]

The magistrates and community of London petitioned the parliament, that they might enjoy their liberties, and that strangers might not be allowed to have houses, to be brokers, or to sell goods by retail. Soon after, in the same parliament, the community of the city represented to the king and council, that their franchises were invaded, merchant strangers acted as brokers, and sold goods by retail, and also discovered secrets to the enemy; and they prayed that if stop might be put to those enormities. Their petition was granted, 'saving to the German merchants of the Hanse the franchises granted and confirmed to them by the king and his progenitors.' [Cotton's Abridgement, p. 133.]

July 23—The staple was again fixed on the continent. The inhabitants of Calais having complained to the king, that their city was declining, he ordained, that the staple for wool, hides, woollen-fells, and also lead, tin, wrought stuffs, together with cheese, butter, feathers, 'gaulae;' honey, peltry ('pelariae'), and tallow ('cepi' apparently for 'febi'), should be held there; and he ordered that all those articles, exported from any part of England, Ireland, Wales, and Berwick upon Tweed, should be carried to Calais, and to no other place. [Feder, V. vii, pp. 116, 118.]

Licences were required for bringing corn into England as well as for carrying it out, as appears by a permission granted this year to import 400 quarters from Ireland to Kendale in Westmereland. [Rot. pat. prim. 50 Edw. III, m. 5.]

1377, January 30—Some Florentine merchants being persecuted by the pope, King Edward took under his protection all those who were in England or Calais by putting them in the Tower and taking all their property into his own hands. He then declared that they were his own real and unfeigned servants, and that the property, which he again put into their hands, belonged to him, and was to be improved by them for his advantage, wherefore he ordered all persons to abstain from doing them any injury. [Feder, V. vii, p. 135.]

January or February—The parliament granted the king a capitation tax of four pennies from every lay person of either sex in the kingdom above fourteen years of age, except beggars only excepted. The unpromoted ecclesiastical persons of either sex, except the brethren of the four mendicant orders, paid the same tax, and those who were promoted, twelve pennies. [Cotton's Abridgement, p. 145—Wallingham, p. 191.]

* Gaul, in French, a switch, rod, or pole. Qu. if other branches for the cooper and baker-makers on the continent?

† They probably comprehended almost all the exports of the kingdom, except some cloth, and sometimes corn.

‡ Wallingham [p. 192] says, the pope gave them the option of being slaves to the king of England, or submitting to the mercy of the papal court; and of two evils they chose the least.

§ Wallingham [p. 191] observes, that this was an unheard-of tax.
From the accounts of the produce of this tax, happily preserved, we are enabled to form a pretty good estimate of the population of the whole kingdom, and particularly of the following cities and towns.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Lay persons above 14</th>
<th>Estimated total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>London, a city</td>
<td>23,314</td>
<td>34,971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>York, a city</td>
<td>7,248</td>
<td>10,872</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bristol</td>
<td>6,345</td>
<td>9,517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plymouth</td>
<td>4,837</td>
<td>7,256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coventry</td>
<td>4,871</td>
<td>7,225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norwich, a city</td>
<td>3,952</td>
<td>5,928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lincoln, a city</td>
<td>3,412</td>
<td>5,118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salisbury, a city</td>
<td>3,226</td>
<td>4,839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynne</td>
<td>3,127</td>
<td>4,891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colchester</td>
<td>2,955</td>
<td>4,432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beverley</td>
<td>2,663</td>
<td>3,995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newcastle upon Tyne</td>
<td>2,647</td>
<td>3,970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canterbury, a city</td>
<td>2,574</td>
<td>3,801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Edmundsbury</td>
<td>2,442</td>
<td>3,665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxford</td>
<td>2,357</td>
<td>3,536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloucester</td>
<td>2,239</td>
<td>3,358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leicester</td>
<td>2,101</td>
<td>3,152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shrewsbury</td>
<td>2,082</td>
<td>3,123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yarmouth</td>
<td>1,941</td>
<td>2,911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hereford, a city</td>
<td>1,903</td>
<td>2,855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ely, a city</td>
<td>1,722</td>
<td>2,583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambridge</td>
<td>1,722</td>
<td>2,583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exeter, a city</td>
<td>1,569</td>
<td>2,340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worcester, a city</td>
<td>1,557</td>
<td>2,336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kingston upon Hull</td>
<td>1,557</td>
<td>2,336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ipswich</td>
<td>1,507</td>
<td>2,260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northampton</td>
<td>1,477</td>
<td>2,216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nottingham</td>
<td>1,447</td>
<td>2,170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winchester, a city</td>
<td>1,440</td>
<td>2,160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanford</td>
<td>1,218</td>
<td>1,827</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newark</td>
<td>1,178</td>
<td>1,767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wells</td>
<td>1,172</td>
<td>1,758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ludlow</td>
<td>1,172</td>
<td>1,758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southampton</td>
<td>1,152</td>
<td>1,728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derby</td>
<td>1,046</td>
<td>1,569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Litchfield, a city</td>
<td>1,024</td>
<td>1,536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chichester, a city</td>
<td>869</td>
<td>1,304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>814</td>
<td>1,221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carlisle, a city</td>
<td>678</td>
<td>1,017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rochester, a city</td>
<td>570</td>
<td>855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bath, a city</td>
<td>570</td>
<td>855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dartmouth</td>
<td>506</td>
<td>759</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The counties of Bedford, Surrey, Dorset, Middlesex exclusive of London, Westmoreland, Rutland, Cornwall, Berks, Hertford, Huntingdon, Buckingham, and Lancaster, contained no towns thought worthy of particular enumeration. Chester and Durham, being palatine counties and having their own collectors, are not included in the roll; neither is Wales.

The whole number of lay persons taxed in the houes and towns inlerted.

* For the publication of them we are indebted to Mr. Toplady and the Antiquarian society. See their Archaeologia, P. viii. p. 342.
† As many people would endeavour to pay their children of 15 and 16 as under 14, and many must have been omitted by the collectors, we shall probably come very near the truth, if we reckon the untaxed persons, exclusive of beggars, equal to one half of those who paid the tax. Those, who have made the duration of human life their study, agree that one third of the persons living are under sixteen.
‡ It is recorded in the patent rolls {fas. 14 Ric. II, m. 3;} that one thousand five hundred houses were burnt in the three principal streets of Cambridge. But, notwithstanding the high authority of a public record, and though the number is expressed fully in words, there must be a mistake.
§ Southwark seems to be included in London.
|| It is surprising that Westminster is not noticed. We can scarcely suppose it included in London; and yet the taxables of Middlesex, only 11,243, seem too few to comprehend the inhabitants of that city, or large suburb.
in the roll, agreeable to the addition at the bottom of it, is 1,376,442
Chester, supposed equal to Cornwall 34,274
Durham, to Northumberland, including Newcastle 16,809
and Wales, including Monmouth-shire, to York-shire with its towns† 191,040

Proportion assumed for children under fourteen, and omissions - 779,282
Ecclesiastical persons, male and female, except mendicant friars - 29,161
Suppose the number of ecclesiastics in Wales and Durham, mendicant friars, and other beggars - 132,092

The whole people of England and Wales appear to have been about 2,500,000

The parliaments very often granted taxes of tenths and fifteenths to be levied upon personal property. In a record of the year 1373, when both a tenth and a fifteenth were collected, the following appear to have been the only cities or towns which paid separately from the shires †.

London paid - £733 6 8 Kingston upon Hull £33 6 8
Bristol - 220 0 0 Bath - 13 6 8
York - 162 0 0

During the long reign of Edward III the commerce and manufactures of England appear to have been in a progressive state of advancement, notwithstanding the rapid succession of contradictory laws by which they were harassed. The merchants began to open their eyes to the beneficial effects of taking the exportation of wool and other English produce into their own hands; and consequently they possessed more shipping, and carried on more active trade, than their ancestors had ever done. The woollen manufacture, which almost ever since the reign of Edward has been esteemed the chief support of England, made such a progress, that before his death the people seem to have been almost entirely clothed with it; we see English cloths even a considerable article of export, and have reason to believe that no great quantity of Flemish or other foreign cloth was imported. The regulations for the fishery, though far from being judicious, shew that it was at least an object of attention. But the rage of conquest swallowed up every other consideration: to that the interests of commerce were unhastily sacrificed upon every occasion; and even the children projected ‡ for his children were directed by belligerent politics. Thence, though he got vast sums by marriage contracts and by the ransoms of two captive kings, he expend-

* The total disagrees with the particulars, and also with the sum. But it is impossible to say, where the errors lie. The appearance of four pairs of towns, perfectly equal to each other, is at least a strange circumstance, if not erroneous. That Boston, a town of considerable foreign trade, should contain only 814 people above 14 years of age, is also very surprising. But it must be acknowledged, that there is much inaccuracy in the numbers, and also in the words, of many of the records of the middle ages.
† In the numbers assumed for Chester, Durham, and Wales, I have followed Mr. Chalmers in his Estimate of the strength of Great Britain, p. 14, ed. 1794.
‡ This tax-roll was presented to the society by Mr. Topham at the time with the others, and is also published along with them.
§ The proof of the increase of shipping is found, notwithstanding the attention to the contrary, in the first Navigation act, passed in the beginning of his successor's reign.
¶ Many marriages were projected, which did not take place.

ed money out of his kingdom, in the course of his age, bordering with foreign princes and their successor, all that is said of him at Bayonne, and what is set down upon the roll, is sufficient attempt to cover the £2,500,000 (if it be not inherited by the heir); but he had been the father of the sterility, of his period, and the seed of a kind race. He had soon have been the only sons of his people.

November, was a considerable emigration, the people of (for the Gallican church) maintained the old laws, and for cultivating the fruitful pen, the foreign princes, maintained in Flanders, and his own people in battle, and so struck a stroke of safety in the service of his own people and the public. The promise of the great emigration of the united union of the two independent states was brought to an end. The king or the queen did not come to them with it: it was a prodigious emigration, or the age of those ages, when the Gallican church, by the influence of an insidious prophet, appeared in the courts of kings and princes of the times. It has been the subject of censure and defirous of observation.
ed more of the money of his subjects (who, dazzled with the splendour of his fruitless victories, generally gave it with good will) than any of his predecessors. The acquisition of the crown of France was the darling wish of his heart, and the great object of all his politics. But, of all that he had conquered in that kingdom, there remained subject to him at his death only the single town of Calais, an useless incumbrance upon the treasury of England*: and, fortunately for Great Britain, his attempt to conquer France deprived him of almost all the territories inherited by him from his ancestors in that kingdom, except Bourdeaux, Bayonne, and the islands in the Channel. In his reign the integrity of the sterling money was lost sight of, and permanent taxes became familiar to the English; but that hardship was in some degree alleviated by the representatives of the commons, the branch of the parliament most connected with commerce, beginning to feel and assert their own political importance as an essential part of the legislative body, and trustees for the purses of their constituents. If Edward had set himself down quietly (and there was nothing to hinder him) to mind the best duty of a king, and the best interests of his subjects, the English might very soon have become a great agricultural, manufacturing, and commercial, people.

November—Before the introduction of manufactures created profitable employment for the people not necessarily engaged in agriculture, (for the population of Europe, though far short of the numbers now maintained in the more civilized parts of it, was more than sufficient for cultivating the ground, as cultivation was then managed) the superfluous people attached themselves to chiefs, by whom they were maintained in idleness in peaceable times, and whose standard they followed in battle, to defend the country, to convulse it by civil war, or to attack a neighbouring chief, just as their lord commanded them. In this state of society even the smaller barons found it impossible to live in safety in the neighbourhood of a great lord without connecting themselves with him by an obligation of military service on their part and a promise of protection on his. Thus was a kingdom, though nominally united under one sovereign, actually divided into a number of independent territories, the lords of which paid no more obedience to the king or the laws than what their own inclinations or interests prompted them to: and thence we find the personal character of the sovereign in those ages have a much greater effect in exalting a kingdom to a transitory superioritv, or sinking it into a temporary decline, than ever appears in the better constituted and consolidated governments of later times. It appears, that some people of small estates in England, perhaps desirous of imitating the condottieri, or leaders of the companions, who,

* In the second year of King Richard II it was assessed in parliament, that Calais cost £20,000 a-year. [Cotton's Abrigement, p. 174.]
independent of any sovereign authority, about this time rendered themselves the terror of France, Spain, and Italy, also set themselves up as chiefs of retainers of armed idlers. The retainers or bands of each chief were distinguished by uniform hats and clothing, which were called liveries, and served as a symbol of union and attachment. The parliament, sensible of the pernicious tendency of such associations, prohibited the use of liveries under pain of imprisonment and forfeiture. [Statute 1 Ric. II, c. 7.] But the law, though several times renewed, had little effect, till the extension of manufactures and commerce, by which the lower classes of the people found useful employment and were enabled to eat the bread of independent honest industry, and the nobles found more agreeable means of employing their redundant wealth, gradually, but much more effectually, relieved the kingdom from the nuisance of chiefs, who were above the law, and valets, who knew no law but the commands of such chiefs.

1378, Summer—John Mercer, a merchant of Scotland, who used to trade to France, and was in great favour with the king of that country on account of his prudence and good services, when returning home to Scotland in the year 1377, was driven by frets of weather upon the coast of England, feized, and confined in the castle of Scarborough, till an order from court effected his discharge. His son, to revenge the injury, cruized before Scarborough with a fleet composed of French, Scots, and Spaniards, and took several vessels. John Philpot, an opulent citizen of London, thereupon took upon himself the protection of the trade of the kingdom, neglected by the duke of Lancaster, who, without the name of regent, governed the kingdom in the minority of his nephew, and having hired a thousand armed men, sent them to sea in search of

* The companions consisted chiefly of English and French soldiers, disbanded after the peace of Bretigny in the year 1360, who, unwilling or incapable to return to honest industry, associated under the banners of profane chiefs, and supported themselves by plunder. The king of France feized the opportunity of the civil war in Spain to persuade them to enter into the service of Henry of Trabarme, who by his means became king of Castile. The two daughters, legitimate or illegitimate, of Peter the Cruel, the dethroned tyrant, were brought to England, and married to King Edward's two sons, John and Edmund, the former of whom immediately assumed the title of king of Castile and Leon, and thereby drew the enmity of King Henry upon England.

† The name and the uniformity of dreff still remain in the small retinues of noblemen and gentlemen.

‡ So little regard was paid to this law by the courtiers, that Simon Burley, warden of the Cinque ports and a great favourite with King Richard, every Christmas gave from 140 to 220 pieces of cloth, some of them veiilet and others gilded ('deauratos'), among knights, figures, valets, and others, his dependents. [Kingsb. col. 279-]

§ He seems to have been a burgess of Perth, apparently the chief port of Scotland after the loss of Berwick, till the royal residence, permanently fixed at Edinburgh, gave Loth a superiority over the other parts of the kingdom. He obtained charters for several tenements in and near Perth; and he also held lands of the earl of Douglas, who calls him his valet in a letter sent to King Richard, remonstrating upon the injustice of the sequestration. [Rob. Soc. 66, 74, 130, 139.—Original letter in Bib. Cust. VII, f. 344—]

|| Wellingdon says, if he had been released as a captive for a ransom, the king and the whole kingdom would have got insipidable riches by it, and he regrets the loss of it. This is surely overrating the opulence of Mercer at a prodigious rate. The narrow-minded monk, blinded with, what he supposed, patriotic zeal, did not see any injustice in detaining a man a prisoner in time of peace.
Mercer, whom they took together with his prizes and fifteen Spanish vessels, his comforts, all richly loaded. [Walsham, p. 211.]

October—The act of 1376 having abolished the liberties formerly granted in England to foreign merchants, except those of the Hanse, it now appeared, that the franchises, claimed by the cities and burghs, were destructive of trade and hurtful to the community. The parliament therefor, perceiving the advantages derived from the refor of merchant strangers, revived the acts of the years 1335 and 1351, and gave the foreign merchants liberty to remain in the kingdom as long as they had occasion, instead of being restricted to forty days, with permission to buy and to sell, either in wholesale or retail, corn, flesh, fih, and other provisions, and also spiceries, fruits, furs, silk, gold and silver wire or thread, coverches, and other small wares, from or to any person whatever, native or foreigner. But wines were to be sold in the casks wherein they were imported, and not to be retailed by any but the freemen of cities and burghs. Cloth of gold or silver, stuffs of silk, fending, napery, linen, canvas, and other large articles, might be sold by foreign importers to any person, native or foreigner, in any city, town, fair or market, London not excepted, but in quantities not less than a piece, only the freemen of cities and burghs being allowed to sell those articles by retail as well as by wholesale. All charters and franchises, containing any thing contrary to this act, were annulled, as prejudicial and oppressive. The prelates and lords, however, still retained their oppressive prerogative of purveying victuals and other necessaries, as they were wont to do in old times: and the ordinances for the staple at Calais were maintained in full force. Strangers were permitted to buy and sell wool, wool-fells, mercery, cloth, iron, and other merchandize, at fairs and markets in the country as formerly. All magistrates and others in authority were desired to protect the foreign merchants in the enjoyment of the privileges now conferred upon them.

The laws against forswalling wines, victuals, mercery, and other merchandize, were also renewed. [Stat. 1, 2 Ric. II, cc. 1, 2.]

The parliament in the very next act made an encroachment upon the privileges of the staple at Calais, by granting permission to the merchants of Genoa, Venice, Catalonia, Aragon, and other countries situated to the westward, and in amity with the king, who brought carracks, ships, galleys, or other vessels, to Southampton or other ports of England, load-

* By this enterprise Philpot got much envy and ill-will among the nobles and military men, but much applause among his fellow-citizens, who chose him for their mayor at the next election.

† A thin filken stuff. [Du Cange Gloss. et Cens. 111.

‡ It is well worthy of notice, that woolen cloths are not mentioned, which, considering their former importance in the list of imports, may be regarded as a good proof, that, if any were now imported, the quantity of them was very small indeed.

§ That oppressive and unjust prerogative was taken away from all persons, except the king and queen, in the year 1362, and even for them it was modified so as to be pretty tolerable, if the law had been adhered to; but similar acts in succeeding reigns show that it was not adhered to, and the legislators of 1377 appear not to have known any thing of it.
ed or light, to sell their merchandize freely, to load with wool, hides, wool-fells, tin, lead, and other merchandize of the staple, and to carry them to their own countries, on paying the customs payable on goods carried to the staple at Calais, and giving security not to carry them to the east countries. [*Stat. 1, 2 Ric. II, c. 3.*]

A further infraction of the ordinance of the staple was a permission to merchants of Gafcoigne and England to carry to the king's friends in Gafcoigne and also in Breff, which had been lately ceded to the king by the duke of Brittany, corn and other victuals, together with leather gloves, purses, caps, and some other petty articles. [Cotton's Abridgment, p. 157.]

1379, March 6th.—Formerly when the kings of England borrowed money, they got it chiefly from the clergy, because they were almost the only people who had any money, the wealth of the nobles consisting of lands and the produce of them with the services of their vassals, and the commons being generally too poor to have any money to lend. The loans, made by King Richard, show that a happy change in the circumstances of the people had already begun to appear. In the first year of his reign he borrowed 'infinite thousands of pounds from certain merchants.' [*Rot. pat. prim. 1 Ric. II, m. 12*] and at this time we find in a lift, evidently defective,† of 145 subscriptions, as we would now call them, to a loan, that 55 of them were by fix bishops, and by abbats, prioris, and others belonging to ecclesiastical establishments, eight of them being for £100 each; 74 by noblemen and gentlemen from £100 down to £2 ½; and 17 by the communities of cities and towns, as follows.

London £8,000 0 0
Gloucester 40 0 0
Bedford 20 0 0
Northampton 40 0 0
Cirencester 33 6 8
Salisbury 100 0 0
Winchester £40 0 0
Brentwood 10 0 0
St. Edmundsbury 33 6 8
Alderton and Ipswich 40 0 0
Cambridge 60 13 4
Baudsey, Suffolk 33 6 8
Hadley 50 0 0

† Several of the subscriptions are by two or more persons conjunctly; but, as they are not distinguished as merchants or by any professional addition, we are not warranted to suppose them partners in trade.

‡ To the general loan in the year 1377, the city of Bristol subscribed £21 13 4:1 Robert Spicer, a merchant of Bristol, £45; and some other laymen, very considerable sums. The archbishop of Canterbury on that occasion subscribed £332 6 6:1, and now only £100. [Federa, V. vii, p. 177.]

This year of 1379, besides the regular, making the staple of the men, they were to carry the same to the staple. Henceforward provided the staple of the men, in Southamptons, shipping of 100 l. per ton, every pound, and one guinea per tun, and was much beloved by the men, who are for ever charged with it.

It must be observed, that the men engaged in the staple were considered as most enterprising, wealthy, and convenient. [Rive. E. 1778, p. 129.]
June 6th—The king, considering the great force of warlike ships, which the French had upon the north (or rather east) coast of England, and the damage suffered by the people of Scarborough in particular by captures, and by paying £1,000 in ransoms within two years, whereby they were brought almost to ruin, ordered two ships, two barges, and two balingers, properly fitted for war, to cruise upon that coast. For supporting the expense of those vessels he, at the request of the commons in parliament, ordered the admiral and wardens of the North sea to levy a duty of six pennies per tun upon every ship and crayer for each voyage outward and homeward upon that sea, except those trading between London and Flanders or Calais (which on the other hand were not intitled to the protection of the squadron); six pennies per tun from fishing vessels for every week they should be employed upon the herring fishery, or for every three weeks upon any other fishery; six pennies per tun upon all vessels with coals from Newcastle to be paid quarterly; and six pennies per last of grain for each voyage from all ships, crayers, and vessels, trading to Prussia, Norway, Sconen, or the adjacent countries.

[Fader, V, vii, p. 220.] We here see the Newcastle coal trade an object of the attention, and also of the favour, of government, being taxed the lowest, while the herring fishery was very unwisely taxed the highest. The attention of government to the coal trade appears further in an order issued soon after this time for measuring the keels* at Newcastle.

[Rat. pat. prim. 8 Ric. II, a tergo, 34.] And that coals, together with grindstones, were then, as at this day, the chief objects of the industry of the country adjacent to Newcastle, may be presumed from their being first mentioned among the things swept away by a great flood in the rivers of Northumberland about the beginning of the year 1377:

[Walshbam, p. 191.]

This year an opulent merchant of Genoa offered to raise Southampton to a pre-eminence above every port on the western coasts of Europe by making it the deposit of all the Oriental goods, which the Genoese used to carry to Flanders, Normandy, and Bretagne, which countries would thenceforth be supplied from it, to the great advantage of England, provided the king would allow him to floure his goods in the castle of Southampton. If this plan had been carried into execution, it was supposed, that pepper would have been sold in England at four pennies a pound, and other spiceries in proportion. But the Genoese merchant was murdered upon the street in London; and the English merchants, who are said to have thought his scheme ruinous to their own trade, are charged with having hired the assassins. [Walshbam, pp. 227, 533.]

It must be acknowledged, that the people of England, especially those engaged in any kind of trade or manufactures, were so far from being sensible, that an accession of well-employed capital, or of industrious

* River craft for carrying the coals onboard the ships, and used as measures then, as now...
hands, is a powerful encouragement to every branch of the industry of the country in which they settle, that they were continually persecuting the foreign traders and workmen with every insult and injury in their power. The weavers in particular were perpetually quarreling with the Netherlanders, whose example was defined to exalt their trade to a fur-}

prising height of affluence and dignity. After a long succession of squabbles, embittered by national pride and a collision, real or supputed, of interests, between the weavers of London and those from the Netherlands *, an agreement was effected between them this year, which was confirmed by royal authority, as were also at the same time the liberties granted to the foreign weavers by Edward III. [Rot. pat. sic. 3. Ric. II, m. 7.]

1380, February 10th—The accident of a Catalan ship bound from Genoa to Sluys, the port of Bruges in Flanders, being driven onshore at Dunfer in Somersetshire, where she was seized, and the application of some Genoese merchants for the restitution of their property shipped onboard her, gives us a specimen of the articles carried from Italy to Flanders in those days. They consisted of:

- Green ginger;
- Ginger cured with lemon juice;
- Arumetta, one bale;
- Dried grapes, or raisins;
- Sulphur;
- Wadde (perhaps wood) 172 bales;
- Writing paper, 22 bales;

White sugar, perhaps sugar-candy;
Empty boxes, 6 bales;
Dry prunes;
Octo balas risarum; qu. rice?
Cinnamon, 5 bales;
One pipe, 'pulveris salviisti';
Bussus +, 5 bales.

[Parlia. F. vii. p. 233.]

Summer—Some privateers of Hull and Newcastle took a Scottish ship, the cargo of which was valued by the captors at seven thousand marks.

[Parlia. p. 239.] But there were probably very few vessels, belonging either to England or Scotland, which had cargo's of such value.+

September 8th—What must have been the condition or management of the navy of England, when the French, after having infilted many parts of the south coast, went up the Thames as far as Gravesend with only four galleys, burnt some houses in that town, and after plundering and destroying on both sides of the river, carried off their prey and prisoners with impunity? [Murin. Contin. p. 150.—Stow's Ann. p. 449.]

November—The king in parliament, ordered, that all kinds of wine, oil, honey, and other liquors, should be gauged on importation, agreeable to the law formerly made for gauging wine. [Stat. 4 Ric. II, c. 1.]

* Some years before this time the Netherland weavers in London were so numerous, that different places were appointed for their deliberations on the affairs of their communities, those of Flanders having the church-yard of St. Lawrence Pultney, and those of Brabant that of St. Mary Somerset. [Stow's Survey, p. 457, ed. 1618.] + I have already had occasion to observe that Paulinus Gaffrini has his numbers at random.
About this time, according to the account of Zeno’s voyage, with
Doctor Forster’s geographical illustration of it, the chief port of the
Orkney islands was frequented by many vessels from Flanders, Bretagne,
England, Scotland, Norway, and Denmark, attracted by the vast abundance
of fish caught there, by means of which the inhabitants got great
wealth. [Forster’s Discoveries in the North, pp. 183, 202, Engl. trans.]

1381—Capitation taxes, begun in the last year of King Edward III,
now followed each other in rapid succession. In the year 1379 those of
the higher ranks were made to pay for their titles as well as their pro-
property; for example, a duke or archbishop £6:13:4, an earl, count,
dowager, mayor of London, £4; other mayors from 6/8 to 4/9; mer-
chants from 1/6 to 2/9; &c. and every person, male or female, above six-
ten, 4d. In 1380 a tax of twelve pennies was imposed upon every
person of either sex above the age of fifteen, except mere beggars.
[Parl. hist. P. i, pp. 346, 358.] These taxes were exacted with much
tyrannic rigour, indecency, and brutal insult, infinitely more galling
than the payment itself. The consequence was an insurrection of the
lower classes of the people, whom the severity of depredation, and per-
haps some faint glimpse of the independence which commerce and ma-
ufactures were designed to confer upon their posterity, disposed to en-
gage in any desperate attempt to meliorate their condition. For some
little time they carried all before them, and were, as may be supposed,
guilty of many atrocities. They obtained from the king charters for
the abolition of slavery, for freedom of trade, and for the substitution
of money rents for lands in place of oppressive servages. But Walter,
a Kentish tiler, who was their leader, being killed by William Walworth
mayor of London (June 15th), the unorganized multitude were imme-
diately dispersed: and similar tumults in other parts of the country were
also quelled. Then the king, or rather his counsellors, considering the
charters of liberty as extorted, and ‘ prejudicial to the king, the nobles,
and the church,’ revoked them, and ordered the villeins and others,
who were under feudal subjection to superiors, to return to the accus-
med duties and labours of their condition (July 2d). But those convul-
sions were not without beneficial consequences: they admonished the
feudal lords to be more moderate in the exaction of services, which had
no foundation in mutual agreement, and were not warranted by recip-
rocal advantages; they induced them to consent to the emancipation
of their villeins on moderate terms*; and, though they were to all ap-
pearance completely suppressed, the remembrance of them inspired the
vassals with a desire for the independence enjoyed by their brethren em-
ployed in trades in cities and burghs, and particularly in the woollen

* Simon Barley demanded 300 pounds of silver
for the freedom of one of his bondmen, a price
perfectly equal to an absolute denial; and his seizure
and imprisonment of the man, according to Slov,
[Annals, p. 451] provoked the insurrection in
Kent.
manufactures, now become pretty extensive, which never ceased to operate; till manufactures finally banished slavery from the land, and liberty became the inherent birthright of every British subject. [*Knyght-
fon, col. 2632.—Walshingham, p. 247.—Fadura, V. vii, pp. 316, 317, 371.]

November.—The parliament, after premising, that, in consequence of the grievous mischief of carrying abroad money and bullion, there was scarcely any gold or silver left in the kingdom, strictly prohibited all merchants and clergymen, aliens or natives, from carrying abroad any gold or silver in coin, bullion, or vessel, or by exchange. But money for paying the king's garrisons on the continent might be exported. Prelates, great lords, and some others, having occasion to make payments beyond the sea, might remit money by exchange on obtaining the king's special licence for the express sum. But the negociators of the exchange were to be sworn, that they would send no gold nor silver out of the country for the purpose of answering their bills. No person, either of the clergy or laity, except lords and other great men, real known merchants, and the king's soldiers, was to be allowed to go out of the kingdom *: and to render the prohibition the more effectual, London and some other principal ports were declared the only places, whence any person could pass over to the continent. The infringers of this law were to be punished by heavy forfeitures. [Stat. 1, 5 Ric. II, c. 2.]

In order to augment the navy of England, which was now said to be greatly reduced, it was enacted, that no subject of the king should ship any merchandise, outward or homeward, except in ships of the king's allegiance, after the next Easter, on penalty of forfeiture of vessel and cargo. [Stat. 1, 5 Ric. II, c. 3.] This was the first Navigation act passed by the parliament of England.

If any Englishman passed over to foreign wines, he was prohibited from selling them in England at more than £5 per tun for the best wine of Gaufonne, Ofey, or Spain, and £4 for the best Rochelle wine, or above 6d per gallon for any of them in retail. Rhenish wine, being imported in casks of various sizes, was to be sold by the gallon only, and not above 5d, whether in whole sale or retail. Inferior wines to be sold in proportion. The king strictly commanded, that no sweet wine or claret ('clarree') should be retailed in the kingdom after the 24th of June 1382 †. [Stat. 1, 5 Ric. II, cc. 4, 5.—Fadura, V. vii, p. 378.]

The citizens of Cork in Ireland this year obtained from the king an ample confirmation of their liberties. [Rot. pat. fec. 5 Ric. II, m. 32.]

1382, January.—The parliament granted liberty to all foreign merch-

* This prohibition was in direct opposition to the 42d article of the Magna charta, which used to be formally ratified, without paying any other attention to it, at the beginning of every session of parliament.

† By Stat. 1, 6 Ric. II, c. 7 they were permitted to be retailed at the price of Gaufonne and Rhenish wines.
A. D. 1382:

of every nation in amity with the king and kingdom, to come into England, to reside as long as they pleased in franchised places or others, to manage their business under the king's protection, and to return to their own countries at their pleasure. [Stat. 2, 5 Ric. II, c. 1.]

It appears from the statutes, that this liberty required to be re-enacted in the year 1387.

The parliament also permitted all merchants, natives or foreigners, to carry wool, hides, and wool-fells, to any country, except France, if they chose to pay the Calais subsidies and duties before-hand, for which they offered a discount of 6/8 from the duty on each pack of wool, 6/8 on every 240 wool-fells, and in proportion on hides, to continue till Michaelmas 1383. [Stat. 2, 5 Ric. II, c. 2.] This was, I believe, the first attempt to anticipate the revenue.

At the request of the merchants, who found themselves much injured by the French cruisers, the parliament imposed a subsidy of 2s. per tun on all wines imported, and 6d. per pound on the value of woollen cloth and other merchandise imported or exported, except wool, hides, and wool-fells, over and above all other customs and subsidies, which were to constitute a fund for the express purpose of guarding the sea.

[Stat. 2, 5 Ric. II, c. 3.]*

May 4th—I know not whether we may venture to consider all the articles, which the pope's collector was allowed to ship at Bristol without paying duty, as specimens of English manufactures. They consisted of 6 pieces of green tapestry powdered with roses, a present for the sovereign pontiff; 1 great curtain of green serge; 2 blue bancals of tapestry work; 5 pairs of sheet (of linthaminum), 2 blankets, and 6 blue curtains, for beds; 1 large coverlet for a bed; and 6 cushions for a chamber; 5 red bed-curtains; 2 long and 2 short pieces of red stuff for ornaments to a chamber, with a blue bancal; 2 large pieces of red serge, worked with the arms of the pope, the king, and the church, for adorning a hall; 2 large bancals and 1 small piece of red serge for a hall; 1 piece of red and black tapestry; 1 palat, 5 mantles of Irish cloth, one of them lined with green cloth; 1 mantle of mixt-coloured cloth like wayes lined with green; 1 garment of ruffet lined with Irish cloth; 1 green woollen cloth for counting upon; 3 covered beds with testers; 1 blue striped cloth for a valet; 5 elns ('alas') of blue cloth, and 16 of mixt cloth of two kinds; 6 elns of blanket; 1 mantle of mixt colour lined with vair

* Walfingham [p. 281] after a very brief account of the acts of this parliament, cries out,

What is the use of statutes of parliament, when they have not the smallest effect? The king with his privy council used to change or abolish all that was done in parliament by the community of the whole kingdom, and even the nobles themselves. The rapid changes of the laws by the legislators was sufficiently discourting to the people, and especially to those engaged in trade, without the additional uncertainty produced by such an interference (which would now be called unconditional) of royal authority.

† Bancal is translated bench or seat by the glossaries. But it must here be some kind of stuff, perhaps a covering or cushion for a bench.

‡ The women of England were famous for their superior skill in embroidery. See above, pp. 199, 348.

§ 'Cooperia lecata,' apparently for cooperia lecata.
A. D. 1382.

(‘bayro’), with a supernitc and capuce lined with their own stuff;
1 blue mantle lined with grise (‘griseo’) with a supernitc of the same
colour lined with its own stuff; 1 garment lined with squirel (‘calbre’),
with a tunic lined with blanket, and a capuce lined; 1 garment without
sleeves, lined with vair, with a tunic lined with lamb-skin; a fur of vair
for a supernitc; a cap and a pair of gloves lined with grise, and a pair
of beaver gloves; a tunic of mixt colour lined with blanket; 2 round
mantles, one mixt, and one black; 2 garments of Norfolk cloth, one
lined with black cloth, and one with green; and a caslock of another
form; 4 frat tunics of blanket; 1 entire blue robe lined with fine
linen; 1 garment of bloody colour lined with fine linen; 1 violet capuce
lined with scarlet *; 10 elns of blue, with hand-towels and other linen
cloths; a tabard † with a supernitc and capuce of the same stuff, lined
with blue linen; 1 blue-coloured capuce lined with black; 1 scarlet
capuce lined, and 1 blood-coloured one unlined; and 30 books belonging
to the collector.—He had also licence to ship at Southampton a parcel
of images of saints, with many vessels of pewter, knives, &c. which
seem, as well as the books, to have been his own traveling equipage.
In the year 1388 a similar licence was given for shipping a bed of cloth
of gold on a red ground, with gold foliage worked on a white ground
(‘freco’) with covering, &c. and curtains of red tartarine ‡, and some
other articles of furniture §. Such exemptions from custom in favour
of foreign ecclesiastical dignitaries occur pretty often. [Feder, V. vii,
pp. 356, 357, 577, 590.]

October.—It was now enacted, that English merchants, being in foreign
ports, and not finding any sufficient English vessels there, might ship
their goods onboard foreign vessels. [Stat. 1, 6 Ric. II, c. 8.]

Aliens were permitted to bring fish and all other kinds of victuals into
any city or town, and to cut them and sell them in any manner they
thought proper. [Stat. 1, 6 Ric. II, c. 10.]

Landlords, or hofts, in London, Yarmouth, Scarborough, Winchelsea,
Rye, and other coast towns, were ordered to desist from their noxious
practice of forestalling herring or other fish, or provisions of any kind,
on pretence of any custom or charter, all such being hereby abrogated:
and they were upon no account to hinder fisher-men or victualers, natives
or foreigners in friendship with the king, from selling their wares, as
they might think proper. The filhmongers of London were prohibited

* There seems to be no doubt, that scarlet
cloths were now dyed and completely finished in
England; and we had eight cloths, scarlet, black,
and squirel, (English manufacture undoubtedly)
thought worthy of being sent as presents to the
great lords of France in the year 1383. [Feder,
V. vii, p. 415.] It is also worthy of observation,
that 13th cloth makes some figure in this enumera-
tion.
† The tabard was a dres worn by knights over
their armour, having their armorial bearings re-
presented on it in embroidery. It is still worn by
the heralds on solemn occasions.
‡ Quere, if the party-coloured stuff, now called
tabard, with red the predominant colour?
§ This list of articles, which throws light upon
the costoms, as well as the manufactures, of the
age, will be very acceptable to some readers, and
will prove tedious to others. The latter have only
to skip over it.
from buying any fresh fish to sell again, except eels, luces *, and pikes, which either they or the foreigners might sell in London. [Stat. 1, 6 Ric. II, c. 11.]

October 22—The exportation of corn appears not to have been lawful without special licences; but now a general proclamation was issued, prohibiting, under penalty of vessel and cargo, any exportation of corn or malt to any foreign country, except to the king's territories in Gascoigne, Bayonne, Calais, Breit, Cherburg, Berwick upon Tweed, and other forts held for the king. [Held. V. vii, p. 369.]

1383—In the beginning of this year a large Genoese carrack was driven by stress of weather into Sandwich †. It was reported, that the merchants of London, who had on hand great quantities of fruit, various spicery, oil, &c. fearing that their goods would be rendered unsaleable by the arrival of so great a quantity of fresher articles, bribed the Genoese to sail for Flanders: and it was said, that their cargo, if it had been landed, was sufficient to make a glut of the articles it consisted of throughout the whole country. [Walsham, p. 296.] But we may be permitted to doubt, if one cargo, though a very large one, could have had such an effect, especially as the Genoese were under no obligation to sell their goods under their value.

October—There being great complaints of frauds in cloth, the parliament ordered, that all cloths exposed to sale, and found contrary to law, should be confiscated, and the informer should have one third of the value ‡. [Acts 7 Ric. II, c. 9.]

The restraints put upon the sale of wines, victuals, fish, &c. were repealed; and the dealers were placed under the control of the mayor and aldermen of London. [Acts 7 Ric. II, c. 11.]

No person was permitted to carry armour, corn, malt, or any other victuals or refreshments to Scotland. [Acts 7 Ric. II, c. 14.]

1384, January 26—A truce was concluded between King Richard and his adversary of France, to continue till sun-rising on the 1st of October 1384. The merchants of both countries were allowed to trade in either country in lawful merchandise, but not in armour or other pro-

* A luces is a pike in the last stage of his growth.

† Sandwich has apparently arisen in place of Routhalp, the principal port of Britain in the time of the Romans, when there was a navigable arm of the sea, open at both ends, between Thanet and the main land. The fault was much diminished in the age of Bede, and has since dried up entirely, its place being now most occupied by two tidal rivers: and I apprehend this great carrack must have rode in the bay before Sandwich, but could not enter the river, which probably never was capabale, since it became a mere river, of re-

‡ It appears, that the sluice, or sluage, was banned; [Rot. par. fac. 8 Ric. II. m. 27.] and thence it is probable, that the duty was not very faithfully performed. About this time there are very frequent orders in the patent rolls for a strict inspection of cloth offered for sale.
hibited, goods, and vessels driven on either coast by strifes of weather, or putting in for want of provisions, were not to be maltreated. The truce was afterwards prolonged to the 2nd of May 1385, and the kings of Castile and Scotland became parties to it. [Foedera, V. vii, pp. 419, 441.]

Both kingdoms immediately felt the happy effects of the suspension of hostilities in a brisk commercial intercourse, under which the Normans were distinguished as the most active traders. By them was England supplied in the spring of this year with an extraordinary abundance of wine, fruits, spicery, and fish, which were all sold wonderfully cheap; and, as gold and silver were given by the English in exchange for them, the reciprocal advantages of the intercourse made the people on both sides very desirous of a permanent peace. [Wallingham, Hist. p. 308.]

About this time Edinburgh, though lately become the general residence of the kings of Scotland, was reckoned by Froissart, a French author who had visited it, rather inferior to Tournay or Valenciennes, cities in the Netherlands, and estimated to contain scarcely four hundred houses. The houses, according to Wallingham, [Hist. p. 308] were thatched with straw ('frammentum'), as, indeed, those of the cities of England generally were. Edinburgh was this year destroyed in consequence of an English invasion: and its situation, so near the border, whereby it was exposed to a frequent repetition of such disasters, was sufficient to prevent the citizens from erecting valuable houses, though they had had the means. It is not probable that any other town in Scotland, unless perhaps Perth, contained even so many houses as Edinburgh.

King Richard in his seventh year appointed William Brampton of London to be governor of the merchants of the wool-flage at Middleburg; and he directed him to search all merchants, natives or aliens, ar-

* This spirited trade of the Normans, who with respect to the spicersies appear to have been the carriers between the Mediterranean ports and England, gives some support to what is said of their early adventurous voyages and settlements on the coast of Africa. (See above, p. 572.) The Normans were undoubtedly the greatest merchants on the west coast of France, as those of Marseille were on the fourth coast. Robert Bremville was at this time distinguished as the most opulent and powerful merchant in Normandy. [Wallingham, Hist. p. 318.]

† Though the houses, and consequently the population, of Edinburgh are rated so low by Froissart, we find he places it nearly on a level with the opulent manufacturing city of Tournay. And from the tax-roll of England in the year 1377 it is probable, that the cities of Exeter, Worcester, and Winchester, were not larger or more populous than Edinburgh, it, indeed, they were equal to it, and that Leicester, Chichester, Carlisle, Rochester, and

Bath, were certainly much smaller. Such were cities in those days. There is, therefore, no need to suppose Froissart mistaken, and to correct his account by altering it to four thousand, a number fearfully inferior to that of the houses in London, and vastly too great for any other city or town of England in that age; or to suppose that he must mean land, as they are now called in Edinburgh, each floor of which is a separate habitation, nearly similar to a set of chambers in the inner court in London. The very substantial pile of building, necessary for such large edifices, was apparently then covered with ecclesiastical and military architecture in both the British kingdoms.

‡ The title of governor seems to have come in place of that of mayor of the flage. This is probably the first establishment of the flage at Middleburg, of which, I believe, we have no other record, except the return from it to Calais in the year 1388.

‡ Edwardus Baton made record for ever the p[ers]s[on] in the fishing at the fish caught
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† In this form the kings of England are called by Godfrey, etc. It is probable this and the contrary, to the kings of France, whose crowns were called red herring, method of cutting in the 13th century.

‡ Edwardus Baton made record for ever the person in the fishing at the fish caught.
A. D. 1384.

1385—This year the governor of Calais, the feamen of the Cinque ports, and others, took above 800 vessels of various kinds, ships, gallies, coggs, carracks, barges, lines, balingars, &c. from the French. Of these some, which were taken near Calais, in consequence of the fleet being dispersed by a storm in September, were remarkably large and lofty; one in particular had been recently built for the Norman merchants in the East country at the expense of 5,000 francs (£833: 6: 8 sterlings) for a protection till the rest of the fleet; and they had sold her at Sluys to Clifton, the constable of France, for 3,000 francs (£500). Another ship belonging to the same Clifton, taken by the Cinque-port vessels, was valued at 20,000 francs, which must have comprehended her cargo, and is therefore no great sum, if compared with the value of some of the Mediterranean ships and cargoes. (See above, p. 504.) Two of them were loaded with spices, and some of them with white herrings to the amount of 400 lajs. [Knaghton, col. 2676.—Walsingham, p. 318.]

1386, March 28th.—In an order for press ing vessels and feamen into the king's service, the fishermen of Blakney, Clewy, Cromer, and the adjacent coasts, were exempted. [Feder, V. vii, p. 507.] As a contrast to this indulgence, it may be observed, that the fishermen of Suffolk and Kent were taxed three pennies upon every boat-load for fortifying the town of Rye. [Rot. pat. fec. 8 Ric. II, a tergo 32.] The fishermen of Rye moreover gave a share of their fish to the king; and those of Winchelsea gave a share to the rector of the church. Probably both those taxes were general, at least on that part of the coast; and in most places the fishermen have been obliged to give a share of their earnings to their superior lords.

June 27th.—In a truce between England and Scotland it is accorded, that special assurance shall be on the sea fra the Watir of Spey to the Watir of Tanyfie, for all marchandes of bath the royalmes and here godes. [Feder, V. vii, p. 527.]

September 16th.—Loans to the king were now much more frequent than formerly. There was one in the year 1382; and in that year the king

* Wallington's says, 'There were taken and slain in those ships 326 seamen and mercenaries. Blessed be God for all things.'
† It is generally believed (notwithstanding this and many other authentic proofs of the contrary, to be found in this work) that no herrings were cured in any other way than what are called red herrings, till Van Benken invented the method of curing white herrings in the fifteenth century.
‡ Edward III granted to the abbat of Stanley for ever the profits arising from the 'king's hire' in the fishing boats of Rye. The tenth part of the fish caught at Winchelsea, called 'Christ's hire,' was granted, probably rather confirmed, to the rector of St. Thomas's church in Winchelsea by Henry IV. [Rot. pat. prim. 37 Edw. III, m. 22; teria 2 Hen. IV, m. 30.] Prizes of fish were due from the fishermen of Hertfordpool to the lord of the place. [Feder, V. viii, p. 573.]
§ Spec. Spey—Tanyfie, Thomas—here godes, their goods, and especially cattle. This is the second appearance of the native language of the country in Rymer's Feder Anglia, the first being also a truce between the two British kingdoms, dated 15th March, 1384-5, [p. 468] which contains nothing relating to commerce.
repaid £2,000, which he had borrowed from the city of London by laying his crown and some valuable trinkets in pawn. The king now made a loan, wherein the sums subscribed, or demanded, were larger than in any preceding one. Of 51 subscriptions there were 25 by ecclesiastical persons, from £433:6:8, the sum lent by the archbishop of Canterbury, down to £13:6:8; none by the barons; and 26 by cities and towns, as follows.

| London * formerly £3,000 | Chichester - £40 0 0 | Nottingham £50 0 0 |
| Cambridge - 60 0 0 | Worcester - 20 0 0 | Ipswich 40 0 0 |
| Worcester - 20 0 0 | Gloucester - 24 0 0 | Winchester 50 0 0 |
| Salisbury - 200 0 0 | Lincoln 100 0 0 | Shrewsbury 60 0 0 |
| Coventry 133 6 8 and 82 10 0 | York - 100 0 0 | Hereford 50 0 0 |
| and 100 0 0 | S. Edmundsbury - 66 13 4 | Litchfield 13 6 8 |
| Bristol - 200 0 0 | Oxford 50 0 0 |

Whether the people of Bolton were refractory, or it was the general form, we find, by a mandate directed to that town, that every person living in it and its suburbs, possessing property to the value of £20, was ordered under pain of imprisonment, to contribute his proportion of £200, the sum demanded by the king. [Foedera, V. vii, pp. 341, 359, 543, 544.] It does not appear that interest was ever paid upon any of these loans, which were therefore in effect taxes, even if they were punctually repaid, or at least the value of the interest. In the preceding year the king borrowed £1,600 from a Lombard merchant. [Ret. pat. prim. 9 Ric. II, m. 31.] Whether he had the use of that money without interest, depended upon circumstances between him and the lender.

September 25th—The king observing that the increased demand had raised the price of armour and horses, which he thought wicked and unreasonable, directed proclamations to be made in the counties of Lincoln and Cambridge, and the East and North ridings of Yorkshire, ordering that they should be sold no higher than formerly. [Foedera, V. vii, p. 546.]

This year some Genoese cogs and carracks, loaded with wines, spices, stuffs of gold and silk, gold, silver, precious stones, &c. bound for Flanders, were seized on the coast of Kent, and carried into Sandwich. By the intercession of Michael de la Pole, earl of Suffolk and chancellor of the kingdom, the captors were ordered to give up the vessels to the owners, who were moreover indemnified for the damage sustained by them. [Knyghton, col. 2678.—Walfingham, p. 322.]

* The London loans do not appear among the rest in the Foedera; but they are found in the patent rolls, prim. 9 Ric. II, m. 42 and prim. 10 Ric. II, m. 5.

† With the same blind avance, wherewith he had inveighed against the restoration of Mercer (see above, p. 546) Walfingham now reproaches this act of justice of the earl of Suffolk, whom, intending to disavour him, he calls a merchant, the son of a merchant, more engaged from his infancy in commerce than in military affairs, more acquainted with bankers than with soldiers. In those days the church and the army engrossed all respectability to themselves.

‡ Walfingham.
A.D. 1386.

The king of France got together a fleet of about twelve hundred vessels for an invasion of England, which he stationed at Sluys and along the adjacent coast, having also a great army * encamped upon the land. Though the Flemings saw their country devoured by so many myriads of consumers, so important was the herring fishery in their estimation, that the safe arrival of all their fishermen was thought a consolation for all the hardships they had suffered. [Froissart, L. iii. c. 35.—Meyeri Ann. Flandr. f. 207 a.—Walshingham, p. 335.]

1387, March 24th.—A great fleet of Flemish, French, and Spanish vessels, falling together, as usual in those days, for mutual protection, was attacked by the earl of Arundel, who took 126 vessels, loaded with between twelve and thirteen thousand tunns of wine †, the whole of which the citizens of Middleburg offered to purchase at £5 per tun, ready money, which was no flight proof of their opulence: but their offer was declined, and the prizes sent to England. Some time after he attacked the harbour of Sluys, where he took several Flemish, and also some Scottiith, vessels. [Knyghton, col. 2692.—Walshingham, pp. 326, 539.]

1388, February.—Some laws favourable to commerce, enacted by Edward III., were now renewed, whereby foreign merchants were allowed to sell in wholesale or retail in London or any other city,burgh, &c. in England, notwithstanding any claim of exclusive privileges, and all new impositions upon merchandize were declared to be illegal and of no effect. [Stat. 11 Ric. II. cc. 7, 9.]

August 21st.—That some English merchants traded to Prussia, has been noticed under the years 1372 and 1379. Outrages, as usual, were committed on both sides in the reign of Edward III., probably in the very infancy of the trade. The Prussians complained, that six of their vessels had been plundered by the English at the Swyn in Flanders. At the prayer of his subjects the grand master arrested some English vessels at Elburg and Dantzick: and, in return, some Prussian vessels were arrested at Lynne. Conrad Zolner, now the grand master of Prussia, desiring to have matters amicably adjusted, had sent ambassadors to England, and English ambassadors had also been sent to him. After long negotiation, it was now agreed upon at Marienburg, the residence of the grand master, that justice should be done to the Prussian complainants at London, and to the English at Dantzick; that English merchants should have free access to every port of Prussia, with liberty also to carry their merchandize to any part of the country, and to trade freely, 'as it used to be in antient times,' the Prussians having equal liberty in England. If any dispute should arise, the king and the grand master were to use * Some writers, who think nothing worth notice that does not at least border upon the incredible, have increased the fleet to 1,400 ships, and the army to 60,000 men.
† Walshingham makes the wine 19,000 tuns; but the lowest numbers are generally the truest; and Knyghton is the earlier writer.—Stow says, the wine was sold in England for 15/4 a tun; but that seems a mistake; for the king paid 20/ for the wine taken by prerogative as his prize.
their best endeavours to accommodate it; and, if they could not conciliate matters, the merchants were to be allowed a year to withdraw with their property from either country. [Federar. V. viii. pp. 525, 579, 
581, 588, 599.—Rot. pat. prim. 9 Ric. II, m. 11.—Hakluyt, V. i, p. 148.]

The English ambassadors, who were sent to Prussia, were also directed to adjust some disputes with the merchants of the Hanse. [Federar, 
V. vii, p. 602.]

September.—Ever since the insurrections in the year 1381 the court and parliament had been intent on depriving the inferior classes of the people (or rather the people, for the barons and clergy were but a small part of the whole population) of any opportunity, or even hope, of bettering their condition. In this feation the parliament enacted, that no servant should remove from one hundred to another, unless traveling upon his master's business, and not even in pilgrimage for the good of his soul, without a testimonial under the king's seal, which it must have been next to impossible to obtain.—The penalties for taking more than the prescribed wages were renewed; and the wages for country labour were fixed by law. *—Boys and girls, who were employed in husbandry till they were twelve years of age, were to be confined to it for life. †—Servants in husbandry were prohibited from carrying armour, except bows and arrows for practice on Sundays and holidays.—No beggars were permitted to travel about, except certified people of religion, hermits, and scholars of the universities having the letters of the chancellors. Impotent beggars were to be provided for by the people of the towns, if they were able and willing.—Beggars, alleging that they had been imprisoned beyond sea, were required to have testimonials. —The statute of labourers was to be in force, as well in cities and boroughs as in the open country. [Stat. 12 Ric. II, cc. 3-9.]

It was enacted that striped or coloured cloths and half cloths, made in Bristol and the counties around it, should be agreeable to the law of the year 1371 in length and breadth. [Stat. 12 Ric. II, c. 14.] This law is mentioned here, only because it proves that the country around Bristol was then, as it has ever since continued, the chief seat of the clothing trade.

The staple was ordered to be removed from Middleburg, and to be again established at Calais by the first of December. [Stat. 12 Ric. II, 
c. 16.]

1389.—In the year 1379 a general privateering commission was given to the people of Dartmouth. [Rot. pat. prim. 3 Ric. II, m. 10.] In 1385 they brought away some rich vessels from the mouth of the Seine, one of which, called Clifton's barge, had not its equal in England or France.

* See them in the Appendix.
† This law was made for preventing the children of vilhains from becoming free by being apprentices in boroughs. It was evaded by the vilhains, who put their children apprentices, when very young, to trades, which they afterwards followed or not, as inclination or circumstances directed.
A. D. 1389.

[Walsham, p. 315.] And this year, after Easter, a merchant of Dartmouth, with a fleet fitted out by himself, is said to have taken 33 vessels loaded with about 1,500 tons of Rochelle wine. [Anygton, col. 2735.]

June 18th - In another truce with France the articles for mutual freedom of trade were inferted, as in that of 1384. [Foedera, V. vii, p. 627.]

The king licenced Hugh of Hulme in Middlewich and his sons to boil salt ‡ and brew ale, and to sell them and other merchandize. [Rot. pat. sec. 12 Ric. II, m. 11.]

He also granted to Thomas Scot the fishery of the Thames from London bridge down to Yarmouth. [Rot. pat. sec. 12 Ric. II, m. 21.] This seems an invasion of the jurisdiction of the city: and it subjected the inhabitants to the extortions of a monopolist of river fish.

1390, January - The parliament considering, that the prices of provisions could not be permanently fixed ‡, directed, that the justices of peace should every year ascertain the wages to be given to tradesmen and labourers, and also limit the price of provisions ‡. [Stat. I, 13 Ric. II, c. 8.]

Because the cloths called cogware and Kendal cloths of the breadth of three quarters or one yard, made in several parts of England, and usually sold from 3/4 to 5/ per piece to poor people, or for exportation, were made of wool which was fit for no other use, they were allowed still to be made of the accustomed lengths and breadths, notwithstanding the law for regulating the finer cloths, provided they were made of wool no better than had hitherto been used for them. [Stat. I, 13 Ric. II, c. 10.]

Frauds were now beginning to disgrace the woollen manufacture in the counties of Someret, Dorset, Brifton, and Gloucester, then, as in a great measure now, the chief seats of it; and a common mode of evading detection was to tack the cloths so as to render it very difficult to inspect the inner part of the piece, which was sometimes of inferior wool, different colour, deficient breadth, or otherwise dishonestly made. By these deceptions the merchants, who had the misfortune to export such cloths, were exposed to great losses; even their lives were in danger from the resentment of foreigners; and the national character of the manufacture was finking in foreign countries. It was therefore enacted, that all cloths should be sold, agreeable to the practice in Essex, without any such tacking: and the cloth-workers, weavers, and fullers, were re-

* Thosc seem the prices, which, according to De Witt, Interreg of Holland, p. 235, Engl. trans.] the English earned into Dort and Ziericze; and, as those towns had refused to join their Earl in the war against England, the veifils belonging to merchants living in them were refcrt by the English captors. If the numbers are near correct, the veifils carried 50 or 50 than 30 each, which is not likely. This capture exceeded in number, though probably not in value, the French fleet from Martinique, taken by Commodore Walker in a single privateer, also from Dartmouth, in the year 1745.

‡ These salt-works made a part of the revenue of the Saxon kings, as noticed above, p. 205.

§ Such I conceive to be the meaning of the words, * pur ce que homme ne purra myre mettre en certain les pris des blade et autres vitalles.*

† This act orders that no hosteller should make bread for horses, but it should be made by the bakers. The hostellers are allowed a profit of a halfpenny upon a bushel of oats.

‡ G
required to affix their several seals to every cloth passed through their hands. [Stat. 1, 13 Ric. II. c. 11.]

November—The parliament now ordered the staple to be removed from Calais by the 6th of January, and to be established in those towns in England (and, I suppose, also in Wales and Ireland) wherein it was settled in the year 1353. Every foreign merchant, bringing goods into England, was required to give security to the officers of the customs at the port of landing, that he would invest one half of the proceeds of his goods in wool, hides, wool-fells, lead, tin, butter, cheese, cloth, or other English commodities. [Stat. 14 Ric. II. c. 1.] From this act it seems presumable, that they were allowed to carry off half the proceeds of their sales in money or bills of exchange, if they chose it.

Every merchant, drawing a bill of exchange payable at Rome or elsewhere, was required to lay out the whole money received for it, within three months, upon the above-mentioned English commodities. [Stat. 14 Ric. II. c. 2.]

In order to keep up the price of wool, it was enacted, that no denizen of England should buy wool from any person but the owners of sheep or of tithes, unless in the staple, nor regrate wool or other staple merchandize. No Englishman was allowed to buy wool, except on his own account for sale at the staple, or for making into cloth. The exportation of wool, hides, and wool-fells, was prohibited to denizens, and allowed only to foreigners. [Stat. 14 Ric. II. c. 4. 5.]

It was enacted, that the merchants of England should export their merchandize in English vessels only: and the owners were defied to carry them for reasonable freights. [c. 6.]

Dartmouth was declared the only port for the exportation of tin. [c. 7.]

In order to encourage foreign merchants to come to England, the parliament assured them of a courteous reception and fair treatment. [c. 9.]

Officers of the customs were prohibited from being owners of vessels. [c. 10.]

The parliament ordered, that the Scottish money should be taken in England for only half its nominal value. [c. 12.]

1391, January 17th—The English merchants trading to Prussia, to the Hanse towns, and the adjacent countries, imputing the many troubles and different inconveniences of the proper trade, were enabled, by advantage of the staple, to be established in those towns, and to be granted to be carried on. The parliament regained the power to order the staple, and to appoint the officers thereof, and to command no merchant within the nation to govern himself or trade in Scotland. The English merchants were permitted to wear the privileges of free-garment, and to dispose of their goods in all towns. [Stat. 14 Ric. II. c. 16.]

May—The staple was confirmed. It was enacted, that every foreign merchant, bringing goods into England, should purchase with his own money, or with the credit of his house, a number, to the amount of the value of half the commodity purchased, or money to be paid for them on their arrival.

Afterward the staple was removed from the corn towns to London. This, however, was only the beginning of the troubles in the staple. The merchants were taxed in the Leicestershire and Nottinghamshire, and not in the staple towns. [p. 693.]

* * *

* The privilege of the staple was probably the first great inroads upon the authority of the cities, whereby the staple towns were enabled to get a footing in all countries, and to trade freely. It appears by the law of the staple towns, p. 535, to have been confirmed in 1395. It might be allowed to have been a great advantage to the staple towns, whereby they might have found a footing, and made their way to a knowledge of the world.

† The merchauds of the staple were carried on very well, and were far from being antiquated, and had become a nation whereof we have had a very remote knowledge, to a knowledge of the world.

‡ In the staple towns there were many noble merchants and lawyers, who maintained an active commerce. Some were learned in the law, and others were learned in commerce. They were very active in the trade, and very salt in the business. They were very active in the trade, and very salt in the business.
and disputes, which had happened in former times, to the want of a proper direction of their community, and, doubtless, observing the advantages foreign merchants enjoyed by having regulated companies establisht in England, had elected John Beys, a citizen of London, to he governor of the English merchants in those countries*. Their election was now ratified by the king, who also gave the governor full power to dispense justice to all the English merchants in those countries, to accommodate all disputes between them and the natives, or to demand redress from the sovereigns of the countries: he authorized the governor and his deputies to make ordinances, with the consent of the English merchants, for the regulation of their affairs, agreeable to the privileges granted to them (apparently in the year 1388) by the grand master of Prussia: and he empowered the merchants to meet annually in all time coming for the election of a governor†. [Facera, V. vii, p. 693.]

May 24th—The fame of Richard's profusion attracted to England every thing that was eminently magnificent and costly. We now find two merchants of Luca obtaining permission to import two crowns of gold with jewels, and a set of furniture of cloth of gold and silk for a chamber, to be offered first to the king, or sold to others if he should decline purchasing them, without paying any custom for them, unless they should sell them‡. [Facera, V. vii, p. 699.]

After some years of abundance there was a comparative scarcity of corn this year in England, and the price was consequently very high: but it would have been much higher, if there had not been as great a scarcity of money, occasioned by the restraints laid upon the exportation of wool§. On this occasion London enjoyed the advantages flowing from superior commerce and police: for, while wheat was selling at Leicester from 13/4 to 16/8 per quarter, it was sold in London for about 10/8. Some vessels|| arrived with corn from the continent in various

* The present British consul in Prussia is probably the successor of this governor. The name of consul, however, was used before this time, as appears by the mention of it already in this work, p. 536, to pay nothing of other proofs, which might be adduced, if necessary.
† The mercantile companies, who formerly carried on very fierce contests for priority of dignity and antiquity, without knowing any solid foundation on which to build their claims, might apparently have found something in this grant to guide them to a knowledge of their antiquity.
‡ In the year 1409 Henry IV licensed a Genoese merchant to import an expensive collar or necklace on similar terms. [Facera, V. viii, p. 569.]
§ We thus see, that the sheep of England produced more wool than was required for the manufacture of cloth and other woollen goods for the consumption of all the people, and the export trade besides: and it seems pretty certain, that few people in England were now clothed in foreign cloth.
||* Knyghton dates this scarcity in 1390; and he says, that the wool had lain unfold in many places two, and three, years, in consequence of the English merchants not being allowed to export it, and the fact of it being confined to twelve places for all England. But, as the restraints were not enacted till November 1390, they could not produce such effects in 1390, and first felt in 1390. Some place the relief procured by the magnates of England in the majority of Adam Banne, which commenced in November 1390; and these Walsingham appears more accurate than Knyghton in the date.
|| Knyghton says, 'xi naves.' But I apprehend, the numerals are erroneous. The cargoes of eleven ships, unless they were much above the usual burden, could have but very little effect in reducing the price or alleviating the calamity.
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parts of the kingdom: and the magistrates of London, with 2,000 marks borrowed from the orphans' chest*, together with £480 contributed by the twenty-four aldermen, purchased a flock of corn, wherewith the poor of London and the adjacent country were supplied on easy terms. [Knighton, col. 2737.—Walshington, p. 346.]

In the year ending 21st June 1391, during which the quantity of wool exported is said to have been much less than usual, the customs on it amounted to £160,000, over and above tunnage, poundage, aulnage, pellage, &c. [Cotton's Abridgment, p. 472.]

November—It was enacted, that all merchants, denizens, or aliens, might buy wool from any person whatever till the 24th of June next, they bringing to Calais one ounce of gold in bullion for every sack of wool†. After the 24th of June the staple, now held at the towns appointed by parliament in the year 1353, should be held in such towns upon the coast as the lords of the council should direct. [Cotton's Abridgment, p. 341.]

The act of the preceding year, for shipping tin at Dartmouth only, was now repealed. Tin might now be shipped at any port; but it was to be carried only to Calais, as long as wool should be carried thither. [Stat. 15 Ric. II, c. 8.]

From these restrictions Calais appears to have been still a staple, at which all wool and tin were to be landed; staples and refineries in England, and a second staple and other restraints at the same time on the continent! The condition of the merchants, who were obliged to deal in staple goods, was truly pitiable in those days of perpetual changes.

It was represented in parliament, that the cloths manufactured at Gildford and the adjacent parts of Surrey, Suffiex, and Hampshire, called Gildford cloths, which used to have great reputation as well-made goods, were now much depreciated in consequence of fullers and others buying them unfilled, and injuring the substance by overstretching them in length and breadth. It was therefore now enacted, that no Gildford cloths should be sold, till they were completely finished and sealed. [Stat. 15 Ric. II, c. 10.]

The people of Amsterdam had for some time past traded to Schonen for herrings‡, and they had obtained from the king of Denmark a grant of a piece of land for transacting their business. This year the earl of

---

* This is believed to be the earliest notice, given by any historian, of the orphan's fund in the city of London. But it may be presumed to be much more ancient, as we find an establishment for the orphans of Sandwich in the year 1290. [Rot. pat. 18 Edw. I, m. 35.]

† In the year 1397 the parliament ordered the ounce of gold to be carried to the Tower of London; and in 1399 Calais was again appointed to be the place for it. [Cotton's Abridgment pp. 364, 391.]

‡ Schook [Distert. de barense, § 34] says, that the Hollanders had not yet begun to ship on the British coast. We know that the Flemings actually fished on the coasts of England and Scotland above 160 years before, and that the Hollanders obtained a licence in the year 1295, to fish on the coast of England; and they were probably among the Belgians who frequented the fishery in the Firth of Forth in the twelfth century. See above, pp. 325, 427, 455.

Hollanders, they say, took much of Amsterdam, where Hollanders and Englishmen in the year 1392, had their declaration of fishing in the town.

The earl of Northumberland, who took the oath of allegiance at London, returned to Schonen, then lost his allegiance, and was again sorely pressed. Two crisis was called the proceeding year, 1391, one of the worst years which was known in the kingdom. The other was the profusion of the parliament, and grants for robes, and offences, and the citizens of London being held by no other means than being blown by the wind. 

735, 739.

---

* A copy of the year 1470. 733.

† 1392, 736, 737, 738.
A. D. 1391.

Holland gave a charter to his faithful feabines and senators of his city of Amsterdam, authorizing them to elect a prefect, and to govern their lands in Schonen by their own laws. [Chart. op. Pontani Dan. hist. p. 522.] 1392—The merchants of the Hanse obtained from the king a declaration, that they should be subjected to no new impositions in any town. [Rot. pat. fec. 15 Ric. II, m. 36.]

The magistrates of London having refused to lend the king £1,000, he took occasion to quarrel with them, deprived them of their offices, refunded the city’s privileges, and got a fine of £100,000 imposed upon it. He was encouraged in these oppressive measures by the nobles, who, not knowing that the improvement of their own lands depended upon the prosperity of trade, envied the growing opulence of the citizens. It was probably thought at court, that the payment of such an exorbitant fine would be impossible; and the king hinted a desire to be reconciled to the citizens, who were so transported with joy at the news, that they begged to be honoured with his presence in the city. He accordingly made a procession through the city (August 29th); and the citizens strained their abilities to receive him with splendour and magnificence. Two crowns of gold (probably those imported from Luca in the preceding year), two tables or plates of gold, one representing the Trinity, and valued at £800, and the other a picture of St. Anne, with a vast profusion of other costly baubles, were present ed to him and the queen, and gratefully received. The fine of £100,000 was remitted, and all offences were pardoned, except treasons and felonies (September 19th). The citizens now rejoiced in the belief that the form of royal indignation was blown over. But they were soon convinced of their mistake by a demand of £10,000, to be paid for obtaining the king’s good will; and that sum, sufficiently distressing, was collected by an assessment upon all the inhabitants, and actually paid to the king. [Fædora, V. vii. pp. 735. 739.—Knyghton, col. 2740.—Walsingham, p. 348.]

* According to some authors, it was not before the year 1400 that the sea made a breach through the ridge of hills, which guarded the north coast of Holland and Frisland, into the lakes formed by the stagnation of the north mouth of the Rhine, which, according to Pliny, [Hist. nat. L. iv. c. 15.] was called the Fleuvs, and converted them into an inland sea, well known in modern times by the name of the Zuyder Zee, the chief entrance of which is at the island called the Texel. Before that interruption took place, Amsterdam could have no other navigation than by boats upon the freshwater lakes and the rivers connected with them. We here see undoubted proof that it was earlier than the year 1400: but it is impossible to ascertain the precise time on account of the numerous inundations discordantly and indifferently recorded by the Dutch writers. [See Stob bi inundationibus, and Jutii Bataveriæ, p. 122.] De Witt [p. 301 Angl. trans.] quotes Pakhuizen (published by M. Vossius) who states it in 1170, but without preferring him to those who place it in 1400. Perhaps it may have happened in the great inundation in January 1198-9 recorded by Hoveden. f. 326 b. —Ann. Wecem. and Chron. Metris, ad an. 1198. Meyer [Mem. Flandr. f. 177 b] is so distressed by the carelessness of writers respecting the inundations, that he is quite angry with them; and, to be sure, there can be little dependence upon the early history of a country, wherein an event of such importance is so very discordantly related. + The present citizens of London, accustomed to turn much larger sums in their private concerns than what is here stated as perhaps impossible to be paid by the community of the city, will not blame me, or rather Walsingham, for saying, that the collection of £10,000 distressed the whole city, when they recollect that £10,000 contained 8,000 pounds or 96,000 ounces of standard silver, and could purchase 50,000 quarters of wheat at an average price.
A. D. 1393.

1393, January—London, and the other incorporated communities, were now indulged with an act of parliament, prohibiting all foreign merchants from buying and selling with each other, and from cutting up or retailing any goods *, except provisions ("vivres et vitales"). No spiceries were to be carried out of the kingdom, either by denizens or aliens. [Stat. 16 Ric. II, c. 1.] Thus, after being unfairly deprived of their just rights, were the citizens of London, in return for what ought not to have been demanded from them, gratified with what ought not to have been granted to them.

March 8th—Some merchants of Plaflencia, a city on the north coast of Spain, having plundered Nicholas Collyng of Chepftow, the king had granted him letters of reprisal to the amount of £3,200, that he might recompense himself by taking vessels belonging to Plaflencia; and he had moreover, at his suit, imprisoned all the Plaflencians found in England. But at the request of the earl of Virtues ("comitus Virtutum"), the lord of that city, who appears to have undertaken to compensate the damage, the letters were now suspended. [Federa, V. vii, pp. 746, 747-748.]

April 19th—Margaret, queen of Norway, Sweden, and Denmark, the countries whose naval power four centuries before this time had been a terror to all the western coasts of Europe, finding her fleet scarcely able to make head against that of the Hanse towns, and having applied to the king of England for his assistance, he licensed three large warlike ships of Lynne, with their commanders and mariners, to enter into his service. [Federa, V. vii, p. 744.]

April 22nd—The following articles, which were permitted to be shipped at London for the duke of Bretagne without paying any duty, may apparently be considered as specimens of the manufactures, fishery, and trade of England, viz. 1 piece and 15 cns of scarlet cloth; 9 cloths of various colours; 15 cns of blanket; 15 cns of black cloth; 16 faddles; 3 butts of Malveley wine; 132 pounds of sugar; 50 grelings, 50 lings, 3 barrels of white herrings, 4 cades of red herrings, 120 stock-fish; 12 brass pots with covers, and sundry other articles of metal; 1 bed of bloody colour and green with 8 "tapetis" (figured cloths, or perhaps bed blankets) and curtains; 1 image of alabaster, and several small articles. [Federa, V. vii, p. 745.] From some other such licences, occurring in the subsequent parts of the Federa (and particularly V. viii, p. 117) it appears, that the goldsmiths of England still kept up their reputation as excellent workmen.

1394, January—It was enacted that no silver money should be melted for making velies or any other things; and that Scottish, or other

* It may be remarked once for all, that the prudent foreign merchant, who could submit to the petty drudgery of retailing his goods, must have had but a very trifling cargo.—The restraint

upon foreign dealers in fish, &c. was repealed by Henry IV in the first year of his reign. + Blanket, a coarse kind of cloth, allotted for the drif of country labourers by parliament in the year 1363.

foreign articles, in the

17 Ric. II.

All power was extended length and breadth over the fabri es of England. The

The merchants were allowed to pay their customs of paying their duties in foreign goods, but not in any domestic manufactory.

All those who sold not hope to escape the new

According to the act, all men of the common sort, that the exports and re-exports of Spanish and English goods were increased, may now be one and the same division of the community, and be called by the name

[cc. 11, 13, 47, 49.

August 20th—The failure of the fishing-fleet, and other misfortunes of the year upon the archipelago of the Faroe Islands, in the whole kingdom, and the fewness of the men and horses engaged in the replenishing of the parish of Chepflou, the proclamation of their return away and the great expense, that such a

† We may refer to the end of his 5th year, for the institution of the Sunday.

† Blanket, a coarse kind of cloth, allotted for the drif of country labourers by parliament in the year 1363.
foreign, money should not circulate, but be carried to the mint. [Stat. 17 Ric. II, c. i.]

All persons were now permitted to make cloth and kersey of any length and breadth, the quantity (and apparently also the sufficiency of the fabric) being certified by the alderman's seal, before it might be offered for sale. [c. 2.]

The merchants, and the makers of the stuff called single worsted, were allowed to export bolts of it to any country not at war with the king, paying only the customs and subsidies without the Calais duties, notwithstanding the charters granted to the burgesses of Calais and the merchants of the staple of Calais. But they were not permitted to carry any double worsteds or half doubles, or striped or motled worsteds. [c. 3.]

All the subjects of England were allowed to export corn to any country not hostile, on paying the due customs. A power was however reserved to the king's council to stop the exportation, if necessary. [c. 7.]

According to the ordinances of Edward II and Edward III, the aldermen of London continued in office only one year. But now it was enacted, that they should not be removed out of office at all, unless for some just and reasonable cause*.—The ward of Farringdon being lately very much increased in houses and inhabitants†, it was enacted, that there should be one alderman for the division within the walls, and another for the division without, in all time coming, and that they should thenceforth be called the wards of Farringdon within and Farringdon without. [cc. 11, 13.]

August 29th—the king, understanding, that, in consequence of the failure of herrings in other places‡, many foreigners, with vessels, sails, and other requisites for curing herrings, had come last year and this year upon the coast of Yorkshire, where they had bought up great quantities of herrings, which they salted and barreled, or cured red, and carried away for their own advantage, to the great hurt of the whole kingdom by raising herrings to an extravagant price, but especially of the inhabitants of Whitby, who supported themselves chiefly by curing herrings, he therefore ordered the magistrates of that town§ to proclaim, that no strangers should thenceforth be permitted to carry away any herrings. [Federæ, V. vii, p. 788.] We do not, however, see, that any attention, adequate to the importance of the object, was

---

* Stow, in his list of temporal governors at the end of his Survey dates this alteration in the constitution of the city in the year 1344.
† We must suppose, that this ward then approached to any resemblance of its present crowded state. In the second year of Henry IV the bishop of Salisbury leased two gardens in S. Bride's parish, Fleet Street for 80 years to George Creffy, a citizen of London, at a rent of 25s a-year. [Rot. pat. fe. 2 Hen. IV. m. 15.] Perhaps a part of those gardens may be the modern Salisbury figure.
‡ Werdenhagen [p. 366] says, the fishery on the coast of Schouen was interrupted by the pirates, who infested the Baltic sea. But King Richard's mandate is far better authority.
§ Similar orders, we may presume, were sent to the other towns on the coast visited by the herrings, though they do not appear.
paid to the fishery, so as to make herrings a considerable article of exportation.

1396, October 25th—The Genoese, formerly raised by prosperous commerce to such a height of power and influence that they pretended to prohibit the neighbouring states from navigating the Mediterranean sea, were so far reduced by their intestine divisions as to be incapable of conducting their own government, and now surrendered themselves to the dominion and protection of the King of France, under which they remained till the year 1409, when the French, unwilling to be at the expense of maintaining force in their city, obliged them to resume their independence. [Stella Ann. ap. Muratori Script. V. xvi, col. 1151.—Muratori Ann. V. xii, p. 473.]

It was not long before the king of France found himself obliged to his new vassals for a piece of service, which his own subjects could not perform for him. The religious and military ardour of some of the princes of France and Burgundy had plunged them into a kind of crusade against the Turkish sultan Bajazet, and in the battle of Nicopolis their own impetuous valour made them his prisoners. In the presents, sent to the sultan by the king of France to induce him to ransom his captives, we have a specimen of the most valuable manufactures of Europe. They consisted of scarlet cloth, fine linen of Rheims, and tapestry of Arras representing the battles of Alexander the Great. The ransom was fixed by Bajazet at 200,000 ducats: and the merchants of Genoa became bound for their sovereign in an obligation for five times the sum, 'a lesson to those warlike times, that commerce and credit are the links of the society of nations,' [Gibbon's Roman hist. V. xi, p. 453] and also a proof, that the commerce of Genoa was still very great and respectable in the eyes of the Oriental princes, who, however, might estimate it rather by its former fame than its actual state at the time.

1397, August 10th—We hear of no loans for some years past. But there was one made now, to the contributors to which were more numerous, and the sums larger, than in any preceding one. Of 193 subscriptions there were 78 by the clergy, from £1,000 by the bishop of Winchester down to £13:6:8; 45 by gentlemen from £400 by Sir Robert Knollys down to £3:6:8; and 70 by cities and towns, as follows.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Subscription</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>London</td>
<td>£6,660 13 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bristol</td>
<td>800 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norwich</td>
<td>333 6 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>300 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyme</td>
<td>206 13 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>York</td>
<td>200 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloucester</td>
<td>200 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salisbury</td>
<td>200 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lincoln</td>
<td>133 6 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southampton</td>
<td>113 6 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Edmunds</td>
<td>106 13 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambridge</td>
<td>100 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winchester</td>
<td>100 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colchester</td>
<td>100 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kingston upon Hull</td>
<td>100 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hereford</td>
<td>100 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shrewsbury</td>
<td>100 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canterbury</td>
<td>100 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandwich</td>
<td>95 13 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanstead</td>
<td>66 13 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grantham and Harlaxton</td>
<td>66 13 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxford</td>
<td>53 6 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wells ('Walley')</td>
<td>53 6 8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and others for sums under £50 down to £6:13:4. [Federa, V. viii, p. 9.]

This year saw the death of much new cloth.

1399.—The clothiers returned to Ireland from Eng.
This lift, though evidently very defective *, shows that the people were much richer, or the king much greedier, now than a few years before.

1398, January.—The commons represented in parliament, that the staple was appointed to remain at Calais, and that all wool, wool-fells, hides, lead, tin, cheefe, butter, honey, peltry, and tallow, from England, Ireland, and Wales, ought to be carried to Calais and no other place; but that some persons had purchased licences to carry those articles to other ports, which gave them an unfair advantage over other traders, to the destruction of the staple, and detriment of the coinage and customs of Calais. The king thereupon ordained that the statute should be observed with respect to wool, hides, wool-fells, tin, and lead, and that no licences should be granted to the contrary, unless by his own especial grant †. [Stat. 21 Ric. II, c. 17.]

February 21st.—The grand master of Prussia complained to King Richard, that his subjects could get no redress at his court for damages done to them by the English: and he therefore renounced the commercial alliance formed in the year 1388, allowing the English merchants a year to withdraw from his dominions agreeable to the terms then stipulated. Such prohibitions were repeatedly issued by the grand masters against the English merchants: but it is not necessary to particularize every one of them. [ Hakluyt, V. i, pp. 153, 154.]

The city of London this year purchased Blackwell hall, which was thereupon appointed to be the only place in the city wherein any foreigner or stranger ‡ should be permitted to fell woollen cloth. [Stow’s Survey, p. 518, ed. 1618.]

1399, April 16th.—King Richard, while preparing for an expedition to Ireland, made his will, whereby it appears, that he had amassed a treasure of £1,000 marks. He was very particular in ordering the ceremonial of his funeral, for which he allotted £4,000. [Eadmer, V. viii, p. 75.] Within ten months the unhappy Richard was deposed, murdered, and buried without any pomp. He was succeeded (September 30th) by Henry duke of Lancaster, who had no hereditary right, though Richard had been dead; and that usurpation was the direful spring of innumerable woes to England; the royal family was almost exterminated, and the kingdom depopulated, by the slaughters in the civil wars which ensued, whereby the manufactures and commerce of the country were grievously depressed, and their advancement retarded.

During the reign of Richard several projects for mining were set on foot in England, but we know not with what success. [Rot. pat. passim.]

* The bishop of Winchester for £1,000, and the bishop of Hereford for £61.13.s.4 are the only bishops in the list, and there is not one nobleman; but we may be sure, that no bishop or nobleman could be excelled. Wallingham [p. 353] says expressly, that no prelate, no city, no citizen reputed to be rich, in the whole kingdom exceeded.

† We find the merchants of Newcastle in possession of such a licence in the year 1401. [Cotton’s Abridgement, p. 408.]

‡ Foreigner or stranger must here mean one not a citizen of London.
It may be observed, that England must at this time have had no strength of shipping besides those attending the king in his Irish expedition, when the duke of Lancaster, after showing himself on several parts of the coast, merely for the sake of discovering what resistance he was to expect, and thereby giving very sufficient warning, could land deliberately and unopposed, with a very trifling return.

October—For the ease of the poor it was enacted, that cloth, kersey, Kendal cloth, Coventry frieze, cogware, or any other English cloth or Welsh cloth, of value not exceeding 13/4 per dozen *, should not be required to be sealed, or to pay any duty, for the space of three years. [Stat. 1 Hen. IV, c. 19.]

It was enacted, that the staple for wool-fells, skins, lead, and tin, should be held only at Calais; saving that the merchants of Genoa, Venice, and other places towards the West, in friendship with the king, might discharge their merchandise at Southampton, and take in such staple wares; and faving also to the people of Berwick their liberties for their wool. [Cotton's Abridgement, p. 393.]

October 27th—Letters of marque and reprisal were granted not only for revenging or compensating hostile aggressions upon individuals, but also for procuring payment of debts due to them in foreign countries, as appears by such letters now granted to John Wagh of Beverley against the subjects of the earl of Holland, because he had not compelled two of them to pay some money due to Wagh. King Henry moreover ordered his admirals to detain all vessels and property found in England belonging to Holland and Zeland, till the earl should determine the affair according to justice. [Fadera, V. viii, p. 112.]

December 6th—King Henry summoned the grand master of Prussia, and the governors of Lubeck, Wismar, Rostock, Stralsund, and Grippswalde, to appear in person, or by deputies, before his council to answer to the merchants of England, who complained, that they were not treated in those places so well as the merchants from them were treated in England, though the express condition, upon which they had obtained their privileges in England, was, that English merchants should enjoy the same advantages in their countries. He also warned the merchants of the Hanse, that if they allowed others to enjoy, under colour of their name, the privileges granted only to themselves, he would totally aboliish and annul their charter. [Fadera, V. viii, p. 112.]

About this time Timour (corruptly called Tamerlane) completed the military preparations on which he was about to prey to, in 1400.

The Rhine was long held under the walls of Dusseldorf, and was now driven by force from the Rhine gate, the western posts of the town being burned. The constables, however, in the suburbs, held on for some time longer, and continued to function as usual. Above two thousand houses, burnt for the occasion, is proved to have been laid waste. The province, the most celebrated in the dominions of the Medici, was entirely desolate, the harbours of towns and villages being shut up, and all corn, hides, woollen cloth, and other wares, lost. Letters were written to the Prince of Orange, for popular painters to make pictures of the which, by the court of Tamerlane, the conflagrations of Italy in pictures of the city of Frankfort, and of the wondrous happenings. These pictures were printed in the islands of the AEGEAN for the use of the Barbarians, and were afterwards given to John II. of France, and to other princes, by Timour. To render his works more popular, Timour caused the whole history, with the events which they, and
A.D. 1399.

The conquest of Hindostan, a country, which, by the great riches and unilitary temper of its inhabitants, has repeatedly invited, and fallen a prey to, those scourges of the human race called conquerors.

1480—About this time the seaport on the coast of Aberdeen-shire, which in later ages has been almost abandoned to the Dutch, was frequented by the English. The Scots fitted out a small fleet under Sir Robert Logan to drive away or destroy the English vessels. But Logan's force was apparently insufficient, for he himself was taken by the vessels belonging to Lynne. [Walshingbam, p. 364.]

The Roman world comprehended now but a few miles beyond the walls of Constantinople, the peninsula of Peloponnesus or Morea, and some trifling spots and islands. Manuel, the unhappy emperor, was driven by the terror of the Turkish arms to mendicate pecuniary assistance from the descendents of those barbarians, who had usurped his western provinces. From the observations of the emperor, or his attendants, on the different countries visited by them, I select such particulars as show the state of commerce and manufactures, at least as they appeared to the Greeks. — The natives of Germany excel in the mechanic arts, and they boast of the invention of gun-powder and cannons. Above two hundred free cities in it are governed by their own laws.

France contains many flourishing cities, of which Paris, the royal residence, is pre-eminent in wealth and luxury. — Flanders is an opulent province, the ports of which are frequented by merchants of our own sea (the Mediterranean) and the Ocean. — Britain (or rather England) is full of towns and villages. It has no vines and but little fruit, but it abounds in corn, honey, and wool, from which the natives make great quantities of cloth. London, the capital, may be preferred to every city of the West for population, opulence, and luxury. — It is seated on the River Thames, which, by the advantage of the tide, daily receives and dispatches trading vessels from and to various countries. — Venice excels all the cities of Italy in the opulence of its citizens and the magnificence of its buildings. The Venetians send every year ten triremes to the Ionian and Aegaeon seas to protect the ships trading to Egypt and Africa against pirates; and they are relieved by other ten at the end of a year's cruise. Twenty-two vessels, larger than others, trade to Alexandria, Syria, Tanais (or Asof), the British islands, and Africa, under the care of the sons of the nobles, for such is the custom. [Laon. Chalcœondyles, L. ii. pp. 36-50; L. iv. p. 105.]

1401, January 11 th. — King Henry proposing to go to war, and under—

* The description of Venice is taken from the emperor's visit to it in the year 1438, and brought in here for the sake of comparison.
† From Sanuto [p. 57] and many other Italian authors it is pretty certain, that the tezareh (galleys with three men to an oar) were the vessels, to which they, and this Greek writer imitating them, gave the classical name of triremis or trirem. Stella, the Genoese chronicler, says expressly that the triremes were the same vessels, which in his time were ludicrously called gallici. The real triremes were then as much unknown and forgotten, as if they had never existed.
standing that barges and balingers were the vessels most proper for that purpose, ordered the community of the city of London to provide one of each at their own expense. The other considerable towns, inland as well as maritime, were taxed, some, find a barge, and some a balinger; and the smaller towns were made to join, two, three, or more, according to their abilities, to find a barge or a balinger. [Federa, V. viii. p. 172.]

January—In order to put a stop to the frauds committed by means of the currency of Flemish and Scottish coins in England, it was enacted, that they should all be coined into English money in England or Calais; and that no more should be admitted into the kingdom. [Stat. 2 Hen. IV. c. 6.]

June 8th—Notwithstanding the complaints on both sides, the formal renunciation of the grand master, the commercial intercourse between England and Prussia was still kept up, and many English merchants were settled in that country. But the harmony was interrupted by the capture of a Prussian vessel by the Scots, which being retaken by some vessels belonging to Lynne, it was reported in Prussia that she was taken by the English, and, in consequence thereof, all the English subjects found in that country, with all their property, were arrested. King Henry, therefore, now wrote to the grand master in order to correct the misrepresentation, and requested him to take off the arrest from his subjects and their property. [Federa, V. viii. p. 203.]

This year the magistrates of Barcelona established their bank of exchange and deposit, called Taula de cambis (Table of exchange), upon the security of the funds of the city, and with the intention of extending the accommodation afforded by it to foreigners, as well as to their own citizens. And it appears, from records still extant, that foreign bills of exchange were usually negotiated in it, and that the directors of it gave sufficient to the manufacturers, when making their purchases of raw materials, such as English wool, &c. The Spanish writers call this bank the first establishment of the kind in Europe. [Capmany, Mem. bił. de Barcelona, V. i. Com. pp. 144, 213; V. ii. Col. dipl. p. 203.]

1402, August 11th—The magistrates of Bruges complained to King Henry's council of several injuries, and particularly, that a fisherman of Orland, when fishing for herrings in the North sea, and also one belonging to Briel in Holland, had been taken by the English, and carried into Hull, though they lowered their sails § in the moment the English called to them. [Federa, V. viii. pp. 273, 276.]

* In the preceding year several of the barons found vessels for the king at their own expense. [Federa, V. viii. p. 125.]
† The meaning must be, that they should no longer be current. A refusal to admit money would have been in direct opposition to the policy of the age.
‡ I have not been able, even with the assistance of a Venetian gentleman, to find any information concerning the constitution and management of the bank of Venice in the early ages of its existence. Capmany and the authors preceding him must have considered them as very different from those of the bank of Barcelona. The creditors of the republic of Genoa were not yet incorporated as a banking company.
§ This acknowledgement of the dominion of the sea is marked with capital letters by Rymer.

Often, when the merchant vessels, with cargoes of English wool, went to the coast of Genoa for the markets of Messina, they were permitted to go to the port of Venice. [4 Hen. iv. c. 6.]

It is very probable that this commerce never existed to the degree of which, in the most probable account of the Mercantilists, it is known. [Rymer, foedera, V. viii. pp. 203, 220.]

1402, June 20th—The magistrates of the cities of Hanford, Didcot, and Wantage, in the county of Berkshire, who, it is said, were not able, as the English merchants, to borrow money by a bill of exchange for a vessel belonging to the city of Bordeaux, of the cities of Bayonne and Dunkirk, having entertained the idea of a vessel for refuge for the wool which they had also received, and which they had no means of taking off, they caused vessels in England to be taken out of the Channel.
A. D. 1402.

October—All importers of merchandize, whether English or foreigners, were ordered by parliament to invest the whole proceeds of their cargoes in English merchandize for exportation, reserving money only for their necessary expenses. Neither was any person whatsoever permitted to export gold or silver without the king's special licence. [Stat. 4 Hen. IV, cc. 15, 16.]

It is probable that the Canary islands, which were undoubtedly known to the Phcenicians of Gadira, and by report even to the Romans, were never entirely forgotten in Europe*. The French and Spaniards claim the merit of having discovered them in the year 1395, and seem to acknowledge that they were put upon the search for them by the report of Macham's discovery of Madeira. Jean de Bethencourt, a Norman gentleman of Dieppe, now made a conquest of those islands. [Hakluyt, V. ii, part ii, p. 1.—Mem. de literature, V. xxxvii, p. 521.]

1403, March 10th—It is vexatious to find the records filled with complaints, made by the continental merchants and especially those of the Hanse, of outrages and depredations committed by English seamen, who, it must be acknowledged, seem too often to have considered power as the only standard of right. The aldermen and jurats of the Hanse merchants residing at Bruges complained of the capture of a Prussian vessel loaded with wine in July 1402; and the consuls of the maritime cities of the Hanse assembled at Lubeck represented, that a vessel belonging to Stetin was taken by the mayor of King Henry's city of Bayonne, who presumed to detain her in defiance of the king's order for restitution‡. The magistrates of Lubeck, and those of Hamburg, also represented, that a vessel loaded with 29 hogsheads of herrings was taken on her way from Malmo to Flanders in Autumn 1402 by some vessels belonging to Lynne and Blackney. [Fædera, V. viii, pp. 269, 270, 284, 287, 301.]

June 27th—It was agreed, in a truce with France, that all persons, vessels, and property, should be mutually and freely restored; that merchants and others might go about their business in either kingdom without any hindrance, and without needing letters of safe-conduct; and that, for the security of navigation, all armed vessels should be called into port. It was afterwards further stipulated, that during the approaching herring season the fishermen of both kingdoms might fish freely and together from Graveling and Thanet down to the mouth of the Seine and Southampton; and, if they should be obliged to go into port, they should be kindly received on either side. [Fædera, V. viii, pp. 305, 336.] But all these harmonious measures were very soon broken.

* See above p. 112 for Gadira, &c. and p. 327 for a voyage made to them by the Saracens in the twelfth century.

‡ We thus see, that the capricious herrings had

† The vessel was still detained in April 1404, when the aldermen and jurats of the Hanse at Bruges again requested the king to enforce restitution. [p. 354.]
This year treaties, containing stipulations for mutual freedom of trade, were entered into with Castile, Portugal, and Flanders. [Facenda, V. viii, pp. 312, 327, 329.] All of them were frequently renewed; and the renovation is a sufficient proof of their inefficiency.

1404, January—The parliament made it felony to multiply gold or silver, or to practice the art of multiplication. [Stat. 5 Hen. IV, c. 4.]

The parliament, in their anxiety to keep money within the country, obliged all foreign merchants to give security that they should lay out their money on English merchandise, and moreover compelled them to sell their goods within three months after their arrival, and to Englishmen only, but upon no account to other foreigners. The magistrates of the sea-ports were also directed to align lodgings to foreigners.* [c. 9.]

To prevent deceptions in putting off gilt or plated locks, rings, beads, candlesticks, harness for girdles, chalices, sword-pomels, powder-boxes, and covers of cups, for solid metal, all such workmanship upon copper or latten was prohibited, except ornaments for the church, of which some part should be left uncovered to show the copper or latten †. [c. 13.]

May 13th—King Henry borrowed 1,000 marks from ten merchants of Genoa, and for payment he allowed them to retain the duties on goods to be imported, and on wool, hides, wool-fells, cloth, and other goods, to be exported, by them in London, Southampton, and Sandwich, for four months; and he engaged to pay them the balance, if any, at the end of four months by the hands of his treasurer. Five merchants of Florence lent him 500 marks on the same terms. And in the following year sums to the same amount were lent by the same parties, and on the same terms. [Facenda, V. viii, pp. 358, 359, 383.]

June 6th—The king empowered the English merchants trading to Prussia, Schonen, and other places within the limits of the Hanse, to meet, as often as they should think proper, for the purpose of electing governors; to whom he delegated the same authority over the English merchants, and for obtaining justice in disputes between them and the natives of the places of their residence, consistent with the privileges and authority granted to them by the grand master of Prussia or other potentates, which had been conferred on a single governor of the merchants in the year 1391. [Facenda, V. viii, p. 360.]

December 4th—The commercial reader will undoubtedly be pleased to see how nearly the tenor of bills of exchange, and the circumstances attending the non-payment of them, about four centuries ago resembled those of the present day. Antonio Quarti, a merchant of Luca resid-

* The restraints of this law, being found destructive to the trade, were partly repealed in the following year, with a saving of the privileges of London, and a prohibition of exporting foreign goods imported by foreigners; a prohibition apparently unnecessary.
† This act deserves notice merely as an evidence of the perfection to which gilding and plating were then brought in England.
A. D. 1404.

ing at Bruges, the center of the commerce of the western parts of Europe, had sold two bills of exchange for 1,000 scutes each to John Colombo, a merchant of Barcelona also residing at Bruges, to be paid by Francisco de Prato a merchant of Florence, in the usual manner, at Barcelona. The following is a close translation of one of the bills.

Francisco de Prato and Company at Barcelona.

In the name of God, Amen, the 28th day of April 1404.
Pay by this first of exchange at usance to Piero Gilberto and Piero Olivo one thousand scutes at ten bilings Barcelona money per scute; which thousand scutes are in exchange with John Colombo at twenty-two grosjes per scute. Pay on our account, and Christ keep you.

Antonio Quarti sal. of Bruges.

The other differs only in the date, 18th of May, and being payable to Piero Gilberto and Piero de Scorpo. The bills were sent to Barcelona, but were not paid by Prato; and William Colombo, as agent for Gilberto, Olivo, and Scorpo, purchased scutes in Barcelona to pay the bills, for the expense of which he claimed reimbursement from Antonio Quarti, and for that purpose returned the bills protested to John Colombo at Bruges. But Quarti alleged that William Colombo ought to have got money for the bills at the bank (taula di cambi) of Barcelona, according to the custom of the city in such cases, which would have been less expensive, and that therefor he was liable only for the expense attending the re-exchange in that form, and not for the expenses and interest demanded by John Colombo. Thus the matter rested at this time, when the magistrates of Bruges wrote to those of Barcelona, requesting information upon the usage respecting bills of exchange in their city: and to their letter we are indebted for this curious relic of commercial antiquity. [Capmany, Mem. b. p. of Barcelona, V. ii, Col. dipl. p. 203.—above, p. 612.]

1405, July 16th—The king had ordered some pirates of Whitby to make restitution to two Danish merchants, whose vessels they had taken. But they paid no attention to the mandate; and an officer was now ordered to bring them before the king, that they might answer for their disobedience.—The Scottifh traders were also harassed by lawless English cruisers, some of whom, belonging to Cley on the coast of Norfolk, showed themselves as regardsless of their sovereign’s commands, and of their own contracts, as if they had been subject to no government, and might act as independent of control upon the land, as they did upon the sea. [Federa, V. viii, pp. 404, 450.—MS. Bib. Cott. Vesp. f. vii, n. 22, 89, 116, 117, 118.]

* For the satisfaction of the reader I here add the original bill.

Francisco de Prato & Comp. a Barcelona.

Al nome di Dio, Amen, a di xxvii Aprile 1404.

Pagato per questa prima di cambi à usanza a Piero Gilberto & Piero Olivo suu mille & soldi & Barcelonese per scuto; i quali suu mille sono per cambio che con Giovanni Colombo a grani suii d. g. scuto; & pag. a nostro conto, & Cristo vi guarbi.

Antonio Quarti sal de Bruggias.
A. D. 1405.

September 4th—The king, desiring to anticipate the receipt of the taxes voted by parliament, commissioned the sheriff and some other gentlemen in every shire to oblige the richest men to advance the money for the taxes to be collected in their district, which should be repaid to them by the collectors. [Faderes, V. viii, p. 412.]

October 12th—In the Scottish court of the Four burghs, held at Stirling, it was ordained, that every royal burgh on the south side of the River Spey should annually commission two or three sufficient men as members of the parliament of the Four burghs, which, I have already observed, was a board of trade*. [Regiam majestatem, & c. f. 153 b.]

1406, March.—The magistrates and traders of London having taken upon them to prevent the cloth-makers and the dealers in wine, iron, oil, wax, and other articles, from selling their goods by wholesale in London to any but the citizens, the parliament enacted, that they might freely sell their goods by wholesale in London to any of the king's subjects. [Stat. 7 Hen. IV. c. 9.]

It was enacted, that those, who did not possess twenty shillings yearly in land or rent, should not put their sons or daughters to be apprentices. But such persons were allowed to send their children to school†. [c. 17.]

April 6th—The parliament having assigned to the merchants the guard of the sea from the 1st of May 1406 to the 29th of September 1407, they were empowered to receive 3/4 upon every tun of wine, and one shilling in the pound of the value, besides a quarter of the subsidy, upon wool, hides, and wool-fells, they being bound to keep 2,000 fighting men sufficiently armed, and 1,000 mariners, upon the sea. The merchants were also directed to appoint an admiral for the south and another for the north, to be invested by the king with the usual powers of admirals to punish all offenders, take up vessels, prefix men, and appoint deputies‡. In a few months the funds allotted to the merchants were stopped in consequence of complaints of the many losses sustained for want of a sufficient guard upon the sea. [Faderes, V. viii, pp. 437, 439, 449, 455.—Cotton's Abridgement, p. 452.]

October 5th—The king again granted his protection till the 2nd of February to all fishermen of France, Flanders, and Brittany, for their fishing business only, and provided they did nothing contemptuous or prejudicial to him or his kingdom. [Faderes, V. viii, p. 451, and see 459.]

1407, February 5th—The English merchants trading to Holland, Ze-

---

* Skene, in his title, most thoughtfully calls Edinburgh, Stirling, Berwick, and Rothesay, the four burghs, though he ought to have known, even from the opposite page of his own book, that Lanark and Linlithgow were at this time substituted for Berwick and Rothesay, which were in the hands of the English.

† The poor would fully comprehend the oppressive tendency of this law, which was to prevent their children from acquiring the small portion of freedom enjoyed by mechanics. The permission to learn to read was of little avail before the art of printing brought books within the reach of the poor.

‡ Together with the maritime towns, to which the king sent notice of this regulation, we find not only Lincoln, Norwich, Beverley, and Nottingham, which were accessible by boats, but Gratham, which could scarcely have any connection with the sea.
land, Brabant, and Flanders, feeling the inconvenience of a want of regulation and government, obtained authority from the king to elect governors, on whom he conferred the same powers, which had been given to the governors of the merchants in Prussia, &c. they acting agreeable to the privileges and authority granted to them by the lords of the places of their residence. [*]

March 10th. In a convention between the ambassadors of King Henry and those of the duke of Burgundy, who was also earl of Flanders, it was agreed, that the king's subjects of England, Calais, Ireland, &c. and those of Flanders or other parts of France †, whether dealers in wool, hides, provisions, or other goods, except cannon and other warlike stores, should have mutual freedom of trading by land between Calais and Flanders ‡—All merchants, mariners, and vessels, should have free entrance into the ports of either side with their goods, they carrying no cannon or other warlike stores beyond what were needful for their own defence.—No reprisals should be made on either side on account of alleged hostilities or pillage; but all such should be due redressed by the sovereigns on both sides.—The liberty lately granted to the fisher- men on both sides, was confirmed, and extended to the whole coast of France.

—Pirates were not to be allowed to enter the ports on either side, nor to go out of them to prey upon the subjects of the other side, nor to fall, or land, their plunder in any port.—In case of any infraction of the treaty, commissioners, appointed by the king of England, the captain of Calais, or the company of the staple, on the one side, or by the king of France, the duke of Burgundy, or the four members of Flanders, on the other, should have free passage by sea or land to demand redress.—The merchants of Brabant, Holland, Zeland, Italy, &c. who were accustomed to frequent the wool staple at Calais, should have free passage to and from it by land or water with their wool or other merchandize, except cannon and other warlike stores.—This treaty was to be in force for one year, and not to be broken, even though hostilities could commence between England and France within that time.—On occasion of one of the several renewals of this treaty, King Henry observed, that the suffrance of the Flemings depended upon trade, and very much upon drapery. We may thence infer, that the chief dependence of their manufactures was still upon English wool. The policy of the kings in keeping up the commercial intercourse of their sub-

---

* This is the charter, by which the company of merchant-adventurers claimed the exerise of exclusive trade. But there is here no mention of any exclusive privilege, nor any hint of a corporate body, or a collective name, whether of St. Thomas Becket or adventurers. Wholes, Middlemen, Malynes, and other keen disputants on both sides of those now-dormant contrels, seem all to have affected boldly without giving themselves much trouble in searching for records to substantiate their pretensions.

† Flanders is here reckoned a part of France, of which it was a fief; and this treaty is expressly said to be authorized by the king of France, as the duke's over-lord.

‡ The merchants were to have no dogs with them, and to catch no rabbits on the downs between Calais and Graveling.
flocks, even when themselves should be at war, shows, that they were begining to discover that their own welfare depended on the prosperity of their subjects. [Federa, V. viii, pp. 469-477, 530, 548.]

July 11th.—It was also stipulated, in a truce of one year between King Henry and his step-son the duke of Bretagne, that the merchants of either party should have freedom of trade in the dominions of the other, without being concerned in any hostilities. [Federa, V. viii, p. 490.]

This treaty was also frequently renewed.

June 27th.—The king again anticipated his revenue by borrowing on the security of his subsidies on wool, hides, and wool-sells, for the payment of his garrison at Calais. The transaction merits notice only as showing that laymen were now become more able to advance money than formerly, the happy effect of the silent influx of commercial opulence. The sums were as follows.

The bishop of Durham £ 66 13 4 John Norbury
The earl of Westmoreland 500 0 0 John Hende
William lord of Roos 166 13 4 Richard Whitneyson
Hugh lord of Burnel 166 13 4 The merchants of the staple £ 4,000 0 0
The Italian company of the Albertini also lent £1,000, for which they were allowed to retain the customs on wool, &c. exported by them at London, Dover, and Southampton, till their debt should be paid up. [Federa, V. viii, p. 488.]

The bank of Genoa may be properly said to have commenced this year. It had been usual for the republic to borrow large sums from the citizens, and to assign certain branches of the public revenue as funds for the payment of the interest, which were put under the management of some of the most respectable citizens, who were to pay the interest to the creditors, and account to the state for the funds entrusted to their care. In process of time the multitude of those funds, there being apparently as many as there had been loans, bred confusion; and it was now thought proper to consolidate the whole into one capital stock, to be managed in one bank, called the chamber of St. George, and to be governed by eight protectors elected annually by the creditors or

* On a somewhat familiar occasion it was observed by Rapin, that England and the Netherlands were so closely connected in trade, that it could not be interrupted without remarkable prejudice to both, and therefore treaties for guarding the interests of commerce were often made even in times of the hottest war. He adds, that "this maxim was infinitely better than what has been followed, the lowest case of making a prey of the merchants, which poison to their ruin." [Rapin's Asia regia, V. ii, p. 357, ed.]

++ Norbury was treasurer of the exchequer in the last year of Richard II, and first of Henry IV, and afterwards king's treasurer, as appears by the Patent rolls. The other two gentlemen were citizens of London, and great builders of churches, colleges, &c. Hende was elected mayor in 1391 and 1404. Whitneyson was substituted by royal authority in place of Adam Banne, who died in his mayoralty in 1397, and he was elected mayor in that year, and also in 1406 and 1419, so that he was in office at the time of this loan, and in all three years and five months. He seems to have been also mayor of the staple at Calais, but residing in London, about 1420. [MS. Bod. Cott. Gallab, a. i. n. 172.] The manufacturer of books for children have most unaccountably taken it into their heads to make Whitneyson originally a feline boy, and have very conveniently provided a great fortune for him by means of a cat.
stock-holders. Under this form of government the affairs of the bank were conducted very prosperously, till the further increase of the public debts, and the accession of whole towns and territories, among which was the little nominal kingdom of Corsica, made them sensible of the inconvenience of annual successions of new protectors, and determined them, in the year 1444, to elect eight new governors, of whom only two were to go out every year. [Biziari Ann. Genuenf. pp. 205, 797—
F. De Laet de princip. Ital. pp. 175, et seqq.]

Emden is noted as a retreat of the northern pirates in the year 883. [R. Hoveden, f. 240 b.] At this time the citizens, being distressed by their too-powerful neighbours, applied for assistance to the associated cities of Hamburg and Lubeck, whose maritime power was now very respectable. They were the first of their nation, who were assumed into that confederacy; and, in consequence of the support of their new allies, they in their turn became formidable to their enemies. [Pontani Rer. Dan. hist. p. 539.]

1408, March 1st—The English merchants trading to Norway, Sweden, and Denmark, were empowered to elect a governor, whose functions and authority were made similar to those of other governors of merchants, already specified. It appears, that his residence was at Bergen, and that he was also called alderman of the merchants. [Federus, V. viii, pp. 511, 685.] The office of governor of the English merchants trading to a particular country now beginning to be general, it will not be necessary to particularize any more of them.

The city of Wisby with the island of Gotland, after being jointly possessed by the northern heroines, Margaret queen of Denmark, Sweden, and Norway, and by the Vitalian pirates, was wrested from them by a fleet equipped by the citizens of Lübeck, Danzig, Thorn, and Elbing, and put into the hands of the grand master of Prussia, from whom Eric, king of Sweden (under Margaret), endeavoured to take it. But, by the mediation of the emperor Wenceslaus, he agreed to pay the grand master nine thouand English nobles for the surrender of the island, which accordingly took place in the year 1408, Eric not being able to raise the money before that time*. [Pontani Rer. Dan. hist. pp. 531, 532, 539.]

The people of Holland were now beginning to lay the foundation of that commercial importance, which afterwards astonisht the world.

* Olus Magnus [1. ii. c. 22] makes the price 30,000 nobles or doubloons; and he makes Queen Margaret the purchaser, as does also Puffendorf, who states the sum 10,000 nobles. Thus it appears, that all the acts of the English parliament could not prevent the gold of England from finding its way to the continent; and the English nobles continued to be current money in the Netherlands, as appears by a payment of 100,000 of them to the duke of Burgundy at the current rate in the year 1431. [Meyeri Ann. Flandr. f. 728 a.]

After this we hear little or nothing of the celebrated commercial city of Wisby, which in the sixteenth century, perhaps earlier, was only known by its ruins, among which the fragments of polished marble, doors made of iron, brass, and copper, and windows made of copper covered with gold and silver, exhibit proofs of the magnificence of the ancient inhabitants. [Ot. Mag. L ii. c. 22.]
The frequent squabbles between the cities and villages of Flanders and Brabant, respecting the right of the villages to take refuge in England and Holland, and especially in the later, whereby the towns of that province were greatly increased in magnitude and population. The Hollander also engaged in maritime commerce: but their trade was much infected by piratical vessels fitted out by their neighbours of East Friesland. The earl and the barons, thinking themselves not at all interested in the prosperity of the commerce of their country, used to pay no attention to those depredations; and they went on with impunity, till the citizens of Amsterdam and some other places in North Holland, with the assistance of those of Lubeck, Hamburg, and Campen, cleared the sea of those pirates.

1409, May—The magistrates of Norwich were authorized to inspect and measure all worsted stuffs made in their own city and in all Norfolk, and to affix their seal, without which they should not be offered for sale. [Cotton's Abridgement, p. 474.]

August 23rd—King Henry granted permission to the merchants of Venice to bring their carracks, galleys, and other vessels, loaded with merchandise, into the ports of England and his other dominions, to transact their business, to pass over to Flanders, to return to his dominions, to sell their goods without impediment or molestation from his officers, to load their vessels with wool, cloth, and other English merchandise, and to return to their own country. [Feodera, V. viii, p. 395.]

We find frequent renewals of this permission, with the same routine of the trade, in the subseuent years.

October 10th—A negotiation and correspondence were kept up during several years for the purpose of effecting an amicable compensation for the damages sustained by the subjects of England on the one side, and those of Prussia and the Hanse confederacy on the other, from the freebooters of both sides. As the complaints brought forward on each side in the course of this business contain many curious facts illustrative of the nature of the trade between England and the East country, a brief enumeration of them will not, I trust, be deemed tedious. At the last meeting, held at the Hague in Holland in August 1407, the English complained, that in the year 1394 a ship of 200 tons belonging to Newcastle, valued at £400, having onboard woollen cloth, wine, gold, and money, to the value of £133:6:8, was taken. An inhabitant of Hull, being passenger onboard a Prussian vessel, was robbed of goods to the amount of £53:6:8. In 1395 an Englishman was robbed of 5

† Sir Robert Cotton observes, that the grant contains all the terms, fabrics, and quantities, of the various kinds of worsted stuffs. They are probably the same as those which the reader may find under the year 1422.

piece of a canvas, and before the cloth was finished 200外科s were sold for others.

£133:6:8 was the amount of a merchant of London who was taken in Flanders, and his canvas, 200 tunns, and his mouth of wool, cloth, and other stuffs, belonging with them, was burnt.

The plaints of the English of the filthy and of the Flandrians, with Hyperborea, and also load of goods worth £810, at Lynne, was burnt, and the burners of goods at the amount of £133:6:8. A way to Newcastle, valued at £250, and other goods, and the spoil, could also be increased. A considerable quantity of a very valuable cloth, complained of, was carried away.
A. D. 1409.

pieces of waz, 4 hundred of werke, and half a laft of ofmunds *
, near the coast of Norway.—In 1396 a cog of Hull, with 300 woollen broad cloths and 1,000 other cloths, value £200, was taken.—In 1398 another vessel of Hull, with oil, wax, and werke, value £300, was taken.

In 1399 an English passenger in a Dantzick vessel was robbed of two cakes of wax, value £18. In 1394 werke, wax, ofmunds, and bow-staves, to the value of 1,060 nobles, belonging to three citizens of York, were taken out of a vessel of Elbing. 140 woolen cloths, worth £2:13:4 each, besides other things, were taken from another citizen of York on board a vessel of Holland. In 1393 a citizen of London was robbed of woolen cloth, green cloth, meal, and fish, to the value of £133:6:8. In 1405 another citizen of London was plundered of 5 lafts of herrings in the North found. In 1398 eleven packs of woolen cloth, value £366:13:4, the property of merchants of Colchester, were plundered out of a Prussian vessel. In 1394 four merchants of Yarmouth and Norwich were robbed of woolen cloth to the value of £66:13:4, which they had on board a Prussian vessel. In 1401 a vessel belonging to Zeland was plundered of hides of oxen and sheep, butter, mafts, fpars, boards, quefting fones, and wild werke, value £66:13:4, the property of a merchant of Yarmouth. In 1402 a barge belonging to Yarmouth was taken near Plymouth, with 130 weys of falt and 1,000 pieces of canvaf of Bretagne, value £333:6:8. In 1405 another vessel of Yarmouth was taken in Selaw, a port of Norway, loaded with falt, cloth, and falmon, value £40. Six vessels belonging to Clef, chiefly loaded with falt fish, were taken, and most of them carried over to Norway. The people of Wiveton loft two doggers and another vessel employed in the fihery, with their fih, &c. and two vessels of Zeland, loaded in Prufia with mafts, fpars, &c. for account of a merchant of that town, who also loft a pack of woollen cloth, plundered out of a vessel belonging to Lynne. In the year 1394 the pirates took Bergen in Norway, and burnt twenty-one houfes, value £140:13:4, belonging to the merchants of Lynne, whom they also plundered of property to the amount of £1,815. In 1394 four vessels of Lynne, loaded with cloth to the value of £3,623:5:11, besides wine and other goods, were taken on their way to Prufia. In 1396 a crayer belonging to Lynne, with ofmunds and other goods to the value of £643:14:2, was taken between Bergen and the Scaw; and two vessels were robbed of cloth and other goods, also belonging to merchants of Lynne. In 1399 many articles of considerable value, belonging to a merchant of Lynne, were plundered out of a vessel, apparently foreign, belonging to Michael Van Burgh. The complainants further stated, that many men were killed, and many carried away as prisoners, and forced to pay heavy ransoms: and the English commissioners asserted, that those outrages were perpetrated by pi-

† I can find no satisfactory explanation of werke, ofmunds, and some other articles mentioned in these complaints.
From this statement we learn, that woollen cloths now formed a considerable part of the exports of England, and that there was some exportation of wine notwithstanding a law against it. From the frequent mention of English property onboard foreign vessels, it also appears, that the navigation act, which has been pretty generally supposed to have remained in full force ever since its first enactment, was but little attended to.

The complaints of the merchants of the Hanse turned chiefly upon infringements of their chartered privileges by the communities of London and other corporations. They also stated, that besides the antient duty of 3/4 upon every fack of wool paid by them in addition to the duty paid by English exporters, they were of late compelled to pay 1/2 as an impost for the town of Calais, contrary to the terms of their charter; that the officers of the customs over-rated their goods for the payment of poundage duties, and exacted duties for some kinds of cloth, which were exempted by the charter of merchants; that they were compelled to pay the duties twice upon goods, which they had occasion to remove from one port of England to another; that the officers augmented their fees, and demanded new ones; and also created unnecessary delays, whereby the merchants often lost their markets, and got their goods damaged by lying three or four weeks upon the wharfs; that the officers at Southampton overcharged them 2s. for every half a herring, + pitch, and soap-avhes, 2d. for every hundred of bow-flaves and wainscot boards, and 4d. for every hundred of Richolt boards, imported by them; and that they had also been imposed upon by the magistrates of Newcastle. The English commissioners, on the other hand, affirmed, that the Hanse merchants had combined to distress the commerce and manufactures of England by refusing to hold any intercourse with English merchants in the Hanse towns †, or to buy any English cloth from Englishmen, and had even imposed fines upon those who had English cloth in their possession. They accused them also of paffing the goods of people not belonging to the Hanse under their names, in order to shelter them from paying the proper duties; and they demanded a lift of the cities, towns, and companies, claiming the privileges granted by the kings of England to the Hanse association, and also, if the general allocation disdavowed the hostile proceedings now complained of, the names of the cities wherein the English were so maltreated.

+ Herrings thus appear to have been imported, as well as exported, in those times.

† To such excess did they carry their barbarity in one of their principal cities, that they refused to purchase cloth from some English merchants, who had arrived delinate of provisions or money, though they desired to sell it only for the purpose of obtaining food.
The people of Hamburgh claimed restitution to the amount of 9,117 nobles 1 shilling and 8 pennies; and upon examination their demand was reduced to 416 nobles 5 shillings. Bremen demanded 4,414 nobles not settled. Stralfund 7,415 1 8 reduced to 253 nobles. Lubeck 8,690 3 4. 550 Griepswald 2,092 3 4 153 3 4. Campen 1,405 0 0 not settled.

At last the commissioners, or ambassadors, having made the best settlement they could, King Henry now gave his obligations as follows, viz. To the grand master of Prussia for his subjects of Prussia and Livonia,

payable 11th November 1409 - English nobles 5,318 4 5
2d February 1410 - - 5,318 4 5
2d February 1411 - - - 10,637 2 2
2d February 1412 - - - 10,637 2 2

and to the magistrates of Hamburgh, due 2d Feb. 1411 416 5 0

At granting these bills he stipulated that the money should not be carried away in gold or silver, but in bills of exchange *.

The grand master, on the other hand, became bound to pay 766 nobles to the English sufferers. [Federa, V. viii, pp. 601-603. — Hakluyt, V. i, pp. 154-179.]

December 4th — The commercial treaty with Prussia was renewed. Mutual freedom of trade, and oblivion of past injuries, were agreed upon. In case of any subsequent outrages the sovereigns were bound to make satisfaction for the aggredions of their subjects; failing which, the sovereign of the party injured was at liberty to arrest any subject of the other power, found in his dominions, within six months after preferring the complaint. It was also settled, that several sums, particularly expressed (and all reckoned in nobles), should be paid for outrages committed by the seamen of Hull, Scarburgh, Blakney, Cromer, Plymouth, Dartmouth, Calais, and Bayonne, and also by a vice-admiral of England for provisions taken from a Prussian ship of 300 tons, together with 835 nobles due by Henry de Percy for corn bought for the castle of Berwick upon Tweed in 1403. On the other side only 200 nobles were found due for an outrage committed by a man of Dantzic. [Hakluyt, V. i, p. 181.]

1410, April 28th — In a royal grant of tolls for paving the streets of

* I remember reading in a newspaper a speech, made in reply to a remonstrance against continental subsidies, wherein it was asserted, that the country suffered nothing by such subsidies, as they were paid in broad cloth and bills of exchange. The antient politicians of England, like this modern one, must have supposed that bills of exchange could be got for nothing. — The statement of all the accounts in English nobles affords an addition.

† The king's commission for treating it in the Federa, as is also the treaty itself, but without the stipulations for compensation, in a confirmation of it in December 1410 by the succeeding grand master. [Federa, V. viii, pp. 612, 664.]
Cambridge and the adjacent roads, there are some things worth notice. Coals (fold by the chaldor), turfs, reeds, and fegs (edges) appear to have been articles of fuel; salmon, fresh or salted, and porpus, paid one farthing each; herrings, a halfpenny, per barrel; a large boat ('navis') loaded with herrings or other fish, 4d; a fishing boat with fish, oiflers, or muffels, 2d; a cart-load of fish, fresh or salted, 2d. Irish cloth must have been pretty common in England, as we find it here charged, equally with wrought stuffs, canvas, and some other articles, 2d per hundred ('centena'). [Federa, V. viii, p. 634.]

This year Sir Robert Umfraville, vice-admiral of England, with ten ships of war, entered the Firth of Forth, both coasts of which he plundered, the Scots having apparently had no naval force to oppose to him. He burnt many vessels, among which was one, probably belonging to the crown, distinguished by the name of the Galliot of Scotland; and he carried off fourteen vessels (called good ships), with prizes of woollen and linen cloth, pitch, tar, woad, meal, wheat, and rye. Unfortunately we are not able to distinguish what part of those goods were Scottish manufacture and produce, and what imported: but, if there is no exaggeration, the quantity of them was so very great, that the sale of them lowered the prices in England; and thence Umfraville got the name of Robin Mend-market. [Stowe, Ann. p. 549.]

1411, June 25th—Guns were now become an article of English manufacture and exportation, as appears by a licence for sending two small guns for a ship, along with the king's great gun, to Spain. [Federa, V. viii, p. 694.]

1412, February 3rd—The share, which the English had now obtained of the active commerce of Europe, was such as aroused the jealousy of those mercantile communities, who, in virtue of long, and almost unri
dy, occupied, coveted, the commerce and navigation of Europe to be their own patrimonial inheritance; and, agreeable to the ferocious and unprincipled manners of the age, they had recourse to the most atrocious measures for crushing the English adventurers, before they should acquire much wealth and power. William Waldern and a considerable number of other principal citizens of London * had shipped wool and other goods, to the amount of £24,000, onboard several vessels † for the Mediterranean ‡, under the care of factors, or super-

---

* William Waldern was elected mayor in 1412 and 1413. His partners were: Druc Barastey, mayor in 1408, 1409, who lent the king £1,593 in 1429; [Rot. pat. fo. 11 Hen. IV., m. 1] John Reynall, mayor in 1414; and other gentlemen, who had been thriref, &c.
† We are not told, whether the vessels were English or foreign; and Mr. Andry fupposes them Venetian, and thereby accounts for the failure by the Genoese. But there seems no reason to suppose them any other than English.
‡ Verus partes occidentales per Distribus de 'Marek' (to the western countries by (or through) the Strait of Morocco) that is to say, within the Mediterranean. For the application of western to countries really south of England, see above, p. 388 note, and p. 610. There is not a shadow of a reason to fuppose the voyage intended for Morocco, a country which never had occasion to import wool. The slips were probably defined to Catalonia or Tuscany.

---

cargo. For the king's private officers to order to pay to their employers the money, which the king desired them to order to the same effect. Scotland, being the common dominion of the English and Scotch, the English exchanged twice or thrice, in Germany; and the value of the same goods, at home, as they were the same as those for which they were sold abroad, if not a whole deal more.

In the same year the parliament met, and it, among other provisions, commanded the provost marshals and bailiffs of Berwick, Berwickshire, to make a large appearance of merchandise; and, as a reward for their industry, announced, they shall have a great many and other wages of wages, and having obtained them, to take them with them to England, and, for their own and the advantage of the English merchants, to observe what they were with, and what was the coast of the continent of Europe. They have, however, never had any enemies. But the king's private officers, being his constant companions, and, as he would value of the money, which they had received in England, have exchanged into the same goods, which they sold in France, to the advantage of the English merchants. [Federa, V. viii, p. 634.]

† The cargo was 14,000 bales of wool.
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cargoes, to whom, as it was a great, and apparently a new, undertaking, the king gave letters recommending them to the friendship and good offices of the Genoese government. But so little respect did the Genoese pay to the king's letters, that they seized the vessels, and publicly sold their cargoes in Genoa. In consequence of this act of hostility, the king ordered proclamation to be made in London and the other ports of England, and in Calais, that none of his subjects, nor any stranger within his dominions, should fend abroad any merchandise, money, or bills of exchange, for account of the Genoese, or receive any merchandise brought in Genoese vessels, except such as should be brought in as prize in virtue of the letters of marque, which he had granted to the injured merchants, empowering them to take all Genoese vessels they could find, till they should be reimbursed of £24,000, their prime cost, and £10,000 for damages. Thus were a few merchants of London at war with the whole republic of Genoa. [Federa, V. viii. pp. 717, 773.]

In the North sea the Hanseatic association, actuated by the same spirit, and utterly regardless of that probity, which constitutes the principal feature of the modern commercial character, committed many outrages upon the English. About the year 1390 they entered the harbour of Bergen in Norway with a fleet of armed vessels, attacked the English merchants settled there, under the charter of the sovereign of the country, and burnt their houses and merchandise to the value of £2,000, together with securities for debts to the amount of above £1,000. Notwithstanding the interposition of the king of Denmark in favour of the English, the Hanse pirates continued to harass and abuse them, and, in mere wantonness of cruelty, drowned 100 fishermen belonging to the coast of Norfolk, who had fled to a Norwegian port for safety from enemies. A shipmaster of Bremen, whose vessel was chartered by some merchants of Lynne, was threatened with death, if he should perform his contract. Some English merchants were robbed of hard fild to the value of £1,000 in Bergen, where the sovereign of the country seems to have exercised no government. The Hanse merchants at Bergen entered into a combination to have no intercourse with the English settled there; and by such means they hoped to drive them out of the North sea. King Henry repeatedly arrested the merchants of the Hanse at Boston, in order to make them answer for the aggressions of their brethren in Norway; for, according to the representation of the merchants of Lynne, the whole of the Hanse confederacy were combined in a determination to distress the English trade: but they found means somehow to get out of his grasp. He then wrote to the alderman of the English merchants at Bergen, and also to the alderman of the Hanse merchants there, defiring them to inquire into the truth of the complaints,

* Perhaps this is the same outrage, which is already noticed, under the year 1409, as committed in 1394.† The same who was formerly called governor.
and send him information. We are not informed, what effect these measures produced: but we find by a letter from Henry to the magistrates of Bergen, dated 22d September 1411 *, that the English had been treated as the aggressors: and the affair appears to have still unsettled in December 1415. [Fadera, V. viii, pp. 684, 700, 722, 736; V. ix, p. 415.]

March 5th.—The English were also insulted in Portugal. A ship of 200 tunus belonging to a merchant of London, and carrying a merchant or supercargo, and a purser, besides her commander, was seized in Lisbon on a false information, after having taken in a cargo of oil, wax, and other merchandise; but there is no mention of wine. Her commander and people were loaded with irons, and obliged to support themselves at their own expense in the prison, wherein they were kept several weeks, till the error was discovered. Thomas Faulconer †, the owner, stated that the freight of his ship amounted to 6,000 crowns of gold, for which, and the damage and expenses, he got King Henry to make a demand upon the king of Portugal. [Fadera, V. viii, p. 727.]

June 11th—King Henry having written to the magistrates of Ghent, Bruges, Ypres, and the free territory of Flanders, deferring to know, whether they would adhere to the terms of their truce with him, or affix their ear against him, they, preferring the prosperity of their trade to the gratification of their earl, answered, that they wished to preserve peace with England: and the truce was thereupon proclaimed on both sides. [Fadera, V. viii, pp. 737, 751, 756.—Meyeri Ann. Flandr. f. 258 b.]

June, July—The king borrowed 10,000 marks from the community of the city of London, 400 from Norwich, and other sums from the prelates and nobles, for an expedition to Guineen. [Fadera, V. viii, pp. 747-767.]

July 5th.—The king, having given letters of reprisal § to some merchants, from whom two vessels loaded with wine, &c. to the value of 5,250 marks, had been taken by a French lord, at the same time declared, that merchants going to, or returning from, the staple at Calais should not be liable to seizure in virtue of those letters. [Fadera, V. viii, p. 755.] Thus did this favourite town enjoy the privileges of a neutral port §.

Notwithstanding the turbulent state of England during the reign of

* It is worthy of notice, that in this letter the king appears to rank the English merchants of Lynn trading to Bergen among the merchants of the Hanse;—"Mercatores sive noctum de Lenti, partes de North Benne praeda mercantulent militantes, ex una, servantes mercatores de Hanfo, regnum nostrum Anglie modo consuelti frequentantes, parte ex altera."† This gentleman was elected mayor in 1414; and in his mayoralty the city lent the king 10,000 marks, for which he received jewels in pledge. [Stowe's Survey, p. 934.—Fadera, V. ix, pp. 398, 495.] § Letters of marque or reprisal were generally granted for the recovery of private property, whereby the execution of justice, perhaps injustice, was put into the party's own hands. Of a general privateering commission one instance has occurred in the year 1375. See above, p. 160.

§ Another instance of the trade with Calais being protected from capture occurs in Fadera, V. ix, p. 156.

Henry have more than once consented (to the demand of the people) to give more than 1,000 marks for the information of the king, and much more than in previous times.

1411. This same time the idea of removing the city of Jerusalem from the hands of the three emperors of Syria, and transferring it to Bruges, was abandoned, and the city, charged with 21,000 marks of wine, and ivory, was given to the king as merchandise and manufactures. —It appears for fair dealing, to charge per cent. only on three parts of the goods exported, in value, and to permit the tailors in the city to sell the cloth of the merchants, or other articles with impunity. —Many, many a man of mediocrity of fortune is not only shot by the imposition of the sovereign of England, but by the policy of the king himself, has been nipped in the bud of trade. *

Kings of England have granted special jursidiction to certain persons of such mercies, and sometimes by de facto prerogatives.*

*: Other duties and taxes, which were levied on the people without the consent of the legislature; and on the report of a special committee, the king was to have reformed the fiscal system. See Grimmelshausen's, "Mercia" or "Mercia," p. 167. The English merchants injured the
Henry IV., the commerce and manufactures of the kingdom appear to have been, in a state of progressive improvement. The guard of the sea (to the neglect of which by his predecessor he owed his elevation) was more strictly maintained; piracy was more rigorously suppressed; and more attention was bestowed in terminating the quarrels, or petty wars, of the seamen and merchants of England with those of the continent, than in any preceding reign.

1415—The book of duties on imports and exports, compiled at this time under the authority of Fernando I., king of Aragon, gives a good idea of the trade and commercial policy of the ancient and flourishing city of Barcelona.—All goods, imported or exported, paid a duty of three per cent ad valorem, except those imported from Constantinople, Syria, and Egypt, which paid only one third.—Corn and all vegetables, wine, and pork, were free from duty on importation; but they were charged with five per cent on exportation, except to Majorca, Minorca, and Ivià. Wrought silver, jewels, arms, and wearing apparel, exported as merchandise, paid two and a half per cent.—Cloth and other manufactures paid no duties on exportation: and the like goods, imported for fairs, paid only at the place of sale, where a duty of three quarters per cent was levied on the fairs, the home manufactures being charged three eights.—Ships built for foreign countries, and all ship timber exported, paid three per cent on the value.—Small parcels, not exceeding in weight fivepfennings (twenty reals of modern money), paid no duty, either inward or outward.—Neither was any duty charged on calves, wrappers, or other packages.—Vessels arriving in port, and neither landing nor transhipping any goods, were not required to pay any duty. [Capmany, Mem. ejérc. de Barcelona, V. i, Com. p. 231.] The wisdom and liberality of these regulations, in an age wherein customs were generally imposed with no other view than merely to raise a revenue for the sovereign, must impress us with a very high opinion of the commercial policy and experience of the Barcelonians, in which they appear to have been nothing inferior to the most enlightened legislators of the present age.

It is a pity that we have no similar documents of the commercial jurisprudence of Venice or Genoa, or of the Hanse towns. In all such matters our own country, now so pre-eminent, was then exceedingly deficient.

King Henry V., in the beginning of his reign, confirmed the privileges granted by his predecessor to the Venetians and to foreign merchants in general. [Fiedera, V. ix, pp. 26, 72.]

* Other proofs of the commercial wisdom and liberality of Barcelona have already appeared in this work. But the general wise policy of the other duties and exemptions seems to render the genuineness of the duty on silver ware, jewels, &c., imported for sale ('fi fe extrañan por via de comercio') rather doubtful. Capmany has not inserted the original in the Coleccion diplomática, which occupies almost the whole of his second volume; and I observe that Sir John Talbot Dallin, when mentioning these duties in his Historia de la Corona de Aragón, has written 'imported' instead of 'exposed,' perhaps from the original Libro de lasores del general de Castellano, which certainly is more confirmed with found commercial policy.
1414, May 26th—The king farmed the sole right of drawing bills of exchange for the use of persons going to the papal court, the city of Venice, or other foreign places, for three years, to Louis John, at an annual rent of £133: 6: 8; and he bound him down to export no gold or silver on account of his bills. The merchants were, however, allowed to draw bills for their merchandize, but upon no other account. But no person was permitted to carry money to Bruges or any other place for remittances to the papal court or elsewhere. The lease of the trade of exchange was afterwards renewed to Roger Salvern and Louis John, and the rent raised to £200. [Federer, V. ix, p. 130.—Rot. pat. 5 Hen. V, m. 1.]

September 26th—It is probable that gun-powder was not made in England in the year 1386, as we find a quantity of it esteemed more valuable than all the other articles found on board two French ships taken at that time. In 1412 the ambassadors of the earl of Alençon were licensed to export 400 pounds of saltpetre and 100 pounds of sulphur, along with other military stores, whence we may infer, that powder was then made in England; and now we find the exportation of gun-powder strictly prohibited. [Wallingham, p. 323.—Federer, V. viii, p. 754; V. ix, p. 160.]

November—The parliament ordained, that goldsmiths should take no more than £2: 6: 8 for the Troye pound of standard silver gilded; and that they should charge only a reasonable price for gilding. [A63 2 Hen. V, Stat. 2, c. 4.]

The exemption from the obligation of carrying the staple goods to Calais, granted to the commercial states of Italy and Spain by the act of the second year of Richard II, was renewed. The parliament also confirmed to the merchants and inhabitants of Berwick their privilege of purchasing wool, hides, and wool-fells, of the growth of Tiviotdale and the adjacent part of Scotland then subject to England, and of England as far south as the River Cocket, and to sell the same in Berwick, or to export them. The merchants of Jersey, Guernsey, Bretagne, and Guienne, having made a practice of buying unfounded tin and shot tin in Cornwall, and carrying it to France, the Netherlands, &c. all persons, except those above-mentioned, were strictly ordered to carry all kinds of staple goods to Calais. [c. 6.]

1415, March, April—King Henry, having determined to assert his claim upon the crown of France by the sword, sent commissioners to hire vessels for him in Holland and Zeeland. He also ordered all the vessels in England of twenty tons burthen and upwards to be taken into

* By this act the goldsmiths were allowed £1: 1: 8 for the gold and workmanship. If that was too little to pay for sufficient gilding, they had only to make it light; for the law did not, like the one now in force, ascertain the quantity of gold to be laid on a given surface. Neither did it determine, what was a reasonable price for gilding. Butler, the author of Hudibras, who understood that matter better than our antiquarian legislators, says, that the worth of any thing is so much money as it will bring.

* The queen had already been restored in 1394. [c. 5. See pp. 529, 530.]
his service; and the whole, English and foreign, were directed to assemble in the ports of Southampton, London, Sandwich, Winchelsea, and Bristol. The commanders of several ships, which, being distinguished as belonging to the Tower, may be presumed to have been royal ships, were commissioned to press men for their vessels. The whole fleet, collected for the invasion of France, consisted of 1,500 vessels. [Fadara, V. ix, pp. 215, 216, 218, 238.—Wallingham, p. 390.]

November. The parliament ordered, that none of the foreign coins, called galley halfpence became imported in the Genoese galleys, those called feckyns and doydekyns, nor any of the Scottish silver money, should any longer be current in England. [Acts 3 Hen. V, 31, i, c. 1.]

November 28th. King Henry, in order to conciliate the favour of the king of Denmark and Norway, ordered proclamation to be made in all the ports on the east side of England, that none of his subjects should go to any of that king's islands, especially Iceland, for the space of a year, to catch fish, or do any other business, except what was done in ancient times. [Fadara, V. ix, p. 322.] It may be observed, that stockfish, which were common in England above a century before this time, were all brought from the Norwegian territories.

This year John king of Portugal, with the assentence (according to Wallingham) of some English and German merchants, took the city of Ceuta, situated on the south shore of the Straits of Morocco (or Gibraltar), from the Saracens of Africa. If it be true, that by conversations with the Saracen captives John's son Henry first conceived an idea of the practicability of a route to India by sailing round the south end of Africa, the capture of Ceuta is of great importance indeed in commercial history. [Wallingham, p. 393.—Purchas's Pilgrims, B. i, p. 5.]

Henry, the fifth son of King John by Philippa the daughter of John duke of Lancaster, was a prince enlightened beyond the standard of the age; and he spread the illumination of science all-around him by the munificent encouragement he gave to learned men and artists, whom he endeavoured to attract from all countries to his residence at Sagres near Cape St. Vincent, where he erected an observatory, and established schools for the sciences conducive to the improvement of navigation. James, a man eminently skilful in geography, navigation, and the use of the instruments then known, whom he invited from Majorca, instructed the Portuguese youth in those sciences: and, cherished by the beams of royal favour, a number of artists quickly sprung up, who composed maps, wherein all parts of the world, known by report as well as by discovery, were inherited, with very little attention to correctness in their configuration or position. Those maps, such as they were, diffe-

* The currency of the galley halfpence had already been prohibited by an act 11 Hen. IV, c. 5. Stow, however, says, that they continued current in some degree even in his own younger days, being somewhat broader, but thinner, than the English halfpence of his time, which were much inferior in weight of silver to the halfpence of the age of Henry V. [Survey of London, p. 262.]
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minated among the Portuguese a science hitherto scarcely known to any Christian nation, except the commercial states of Italy, and contributed to nourish that spirit of enterprise, which in time accomplished the greatest revolution that ever happened, or probably ever can happen, in the commercial world.

Prince Henry, being desirous of making discoveries upon the west coast of Africa (but whether with the expectation of finding a passage to India, I will not venture to say) sent out two vessels, with orders to proceed as far as possible along the coast; which they traced as far as Cape Bojador in 27 degrees north latitude. [Purcell's Pilgrims, B. i, c. 2, § 15; B. x, c. 1; and authors there quoted.]

1416, March.—The crimes of clipping, washing, and filing, the money of the kingdom were declared by parliament to be treason; and the punishment of them, as well as of importing base money, was committed to the judges. [Acts 3 Hen. V, Stat. 2, cc. 6, 7.]

It has been observed (p. 515) that merchant vessels used to fail in fleets in time of war, that their united force might enable them to repel the attacks of the enemy. Before they failed, they elected admirals among themselves, and all the commanders, in presence of the magistrates of the port of departure, swore to stand by their admirals. In consequence of a separation of the vessels of a fleet from Bourdeaux, of one of the admiral ships, a vessel belonging to Hull with a valuable cargo, was taken: and the owner of her applied to parliament to oblige the owners of the other vessels to indemnify the loss sustained by their defection. [Cotton's Abridgement, p. 548.]

It appears from the rolls of the king's wardrobe, that the greatest part of the linen used in England, especially by those of the higher ranks, was imported, and was chiefly of the fabrics of Reynes (or Rennes) and

* If we may credit the accounts given of maps executed in this age, especially the Venetian ones, not only the Cape of Good Hope, under the name of the Cape front of Africa, but even the Straits of Magellan, called the Dragon's tail, were now known. Pedro, an elder brother of Henry, is said to have got a map of the world at Venice in the year 1428, wherein those southern extremities of the old and new continents were delineated : and Gullane-Riches, that Francis de Sofia Tavares told him, that in the year 1428 he saw a map, drawn in 1408, containing all the navigation of the East Indies with the Cape of Bonn Speranza (Good Hope) according as our later maps have described it. [Purcell, B. x, p. 1673.] To these may be added the maps, still preserved in the Library of St. Mark at Venice, bearing the name of Andrea Bianco and the date of 1436, and published by Formaldi, wherein Africa appears with a clear sea to the southward of it, one of the Azores, or Western islands, has the name of Brazil, and to the westward of them there is actually delineated a great island called Amilia. But it may well be doubted, whether envy of the naval pre-eminence, snatched out of their hands by the Portuguese and Spaniards, may not have mitigated the Venetians to make interpolations upon, and give fictitious dates to, some ancient maps. But for all this, it is certain that their maps were not as yet engraved, and that the finest opportunity to judge of their genuineness.

* In Venetia, one of the Azores, there are two isles called Brazil. [Lindley's Voyages, pp. 284, 286.] I know not if it be worth while to observe, that the chief or the enchanted island, the paradise of the pagc. Brazil, was supposed to be situated in the Ocean to the westward of Ireland. [Fleming's Coll. de orb. Hibern. No. 15, p. 284.]

The French, having discovered the new continent, composed...
Champagne in France, and of Flanders and Brabant in the Netherlands. [*Federa, V. ix. pp. 476, 483.]

1. Henry Barton (mayor of London) ordained lanthornes with lights to be hanged out in the winter evenings betwixt Hallontide and Candlemas. [*Stow's Survey, p. 935.*]

This year the Hollanders in their herring fisheary began to use the vessels called buffes. [*Schoockii Difert. de bares. § 35.*]

1417. July 31st—The truce with the duke of Burgundy, who was also earl of Flanders, Bologne, &c., was renewed till Easter 1419. It was agreed, that during war with Genoa all goods, belonging to the Flemings or others, found onboard Genoese vessels, should be liable to seizure and condemnation; but that the property of the English in Flanders and of the Flemings in England should not be liable to any arrest, unless for debts contracted, or crimes committed, after the date of the truce. In the subsequent confirmation by the duke, it was also provided, that no damage should be done to the merchants, seamen, pilgrims, clergymen, and fisheers, on either side; that vessels belonging to either party, taken by corsairs, and carried into the ports of the other party, should be restored to their owners, or the value be made good to them; provisions and merchandise might be imported in neutral vessels into either country without molestation; unarmed merchant vessels chartered by enemies should be freely admitted into the ports of either party; the English should make a spacious road from Calais to Gravelings, and the Flemings should continue it along the Downs of Flanders, for the use of merchants and other persons of both countries, who were to have no dogs with them, and not to molest the rabbits on the Downs; the English should have the liberty to make fast their vessels in the Flemish ports, as practised by the French, Hollanders, Zelanders, and Scots, the Flemings having the like liberty in the English ports; neither party should carry goods belonging to the enemies of the other. The duke moreover engaged, that the four members of Flanders should become bound for the due execution of this treaty, and that the would obtain the confirmation of his over-lord, the king of France. It was also declared, that the treaty should be observed in all his territories from the coast of Flanders to Cologne on the Rhine; and that no infringement of any of the articles by individuals of either side, nor even war between France and England, should effect any breach of it. [*Federa, V. ix. pp. 476, 483.*]

August—King Henry, observing that the ships, brought to assist the French by the Castilians and Genoese, were much larger than those of his fleet, had got some large vessels, called Stroments, built at Southampton, such, says an old writer, as were never seen in the world before,
three of which had the names of the Trinity, the Grace de Dieu, and the Holy Ghost. But the principal vessels of the whole fleet, with which he now made his second invasion of France, were two large ships, most magnificently fitted up. One of them, called the King's Chamber, in which he embarked himself, carried a sail of purple silk (surely only for holiday exhibitions) whereas the arms of England and France were embroidered; and the other, called the King's hall, was also very sumptuously adorned. [Fragment, and Libell of English policy, in Hakluyt, V. i., pp. 185, 203.—Tit. Liv. Vit. Hen. V., p. 33.]

We have already seen that the Normans were the most spirited merchants in France; and, as commerce and manufactures mutually support each other, we find them also the greatest manufacturers, at least in the woollen branch. The arrival of the English army in Normandy struck such a terror throughout the province, that above twenty-five thousand families fled from it into the adjacent province of Bretagne (whose duke was then in friendship with King Henry) and carried the art of making woollen cloth among the Bretons, who were hitherto ignorant of it: and thus was Henry's invasion the means of spreading that manufacture more widely through France. [Meyeri Ann. Flandr. f. 250 b.]

1418, May 4th—King Henry, having got possession of Normandy, and understanding that his subjects of that country had been grievously oppressed by heavy duties imposed upon salt in times past by his adversaries, and tyrannically compelled to buy salt at exorbitant prices, gave notice, that he, being desirous to relieve his poor people from such oppression, and to govern them according to justice, licenced the Normans and his other French subjects to buy whatever quantities of salt they should think proper in places to be appointed by him. And so much as was usual in all Christian kingdoms to levy custom upon every kind of merchandize bought or sold, and salt among others, and he was in great need of money to carry on the war, he imposed a duty of one fourth part of all salt sold, to be levied in kind or in money at his option, and ordered that all salt should be stored in warehouses to be established by him, and measured by his measurers, under penalty of forfeiture of the salt, the flesh salted, carts, horses, harnesses, &c. [Federar, V. ix, p. 583.]

September 24th—Alphonzo King of Aragon having about a year before granted protection to the subjects of England with their vessels and merchandize in his territories, which seems to have been little, if anything, more than a shadow of favour in order to obtain a subsistence by way of reciprocation, King Henry now granted similar protection to the sub-

* As the Libell of English policy has no mention of the King's chamber and the King's hall, it is not improbable, that those names may have been given on the occasion to two of the three large ships particularly named in it.
jects of Aragon, [Federar, V. ix, p. 649] who, as we shall see afterwards (A.D. 1438), knew how to make the best use of the privilege.

1419, July 14th. — The truce or treaty with Flanders for the security of trade was renewed. King Henry having made a demand of £10,000 as a compensation for merchandise taken from some merchants of England and Ireland in the port of Sluys, and also several privileges respecting the conveyance of money through Flanders to the staple at Calais, the Flemish ambassadors declared, that those matters were not within their commission; and it was agreed, that they should be adjusted in a subsequent meeting to be held at Calais. [Federar, V. ix, pp. 769, 779.]

October 14th. — King Henry accordingly appointed commissioners to meet those of the duke of Burgundy. But the Flemings were prevented from attending by the troubles consequent upon the murder of that duke. Till January 1, 1420, when the treaty was renewed till the 1st of November, and a commission was appointed to liquidate the claims for damages on both sides. [Federar, V. ix, pp. 804, 843.]

This year Sohabuk, the son of the great Timour, sent ambassadors to the emperor of Cathay, or China. Some merchants went in their train; but no commercial transactions are noted in a pretty circumstantial account of the embassy, from which we learn, however, that the arts were then in as high a degree of perfection in that great empire as they are at this present day. [Thevenot, Voyages curieux, partie 4.]

1420, December. — The parliament gave a new proof of their anxiety to rock the kingdom with gold by an act obliging every merchant stranger buying wool in England, to be carried to the western countries without previously going to the staple, to deliver to the master of the mint in the Tower one ounce of gold bullion for every sack; and the same was also to be delivered for every three pieces of tin. [Act 8 Hen. V. c. 2.]

The Portuguese began this year to cultivate the island of Madeira. The first settlers did not think of planting vines, but gave their attention chiefly to sugar canes, brought from Sicily, which succeeded very well, the prince’s fifth part amounting in some years to 60,000 arrobas, or about 15,000 hundredweights [Purchas, B. ii, c. i, § 2.]

We have the following picture of the commerce of Venice about this time in a speech addressed by the duke Tommas Mocenigo to the senators. — The annual value of goods exported was ten millions of ducats, and the profits, outward and homeward, were about four millions. The shipping consisted of 3,000 vessels of from ten to two hundred amphoras but, then carrying 17,000 lemen, 300 ships carrying 8,000 lemen,

* In the second year of Richard II the parliament explained which countries they comprehended under the term Mediter. See above p. 587.+
+ I do not pretend to give a clear account of the discovery and settlement of every island occupied in this age on the west side of Africa. The Portuguese and Spanish accounts are apparently irreconcilable.
and 45 galleys, great and small, manned by 11,000 seamen: and there were 16,000 carpenters employed in the dockyards. The mint of Venice coined annually 1,000,000 ducats in gold, 200,000 pieces of silver of various sizes, and 800,000 florins. Every year 500,000 ducats were sent into Syria and Egypt, and 700,000 ducats to England (the balance of the Venetian trade with England being thus one fifth of the sum paid for the oriental productions, for it may be observed that the Venetians assuredly carried a great deal of merchandise to England, and probably very little to Syria and Egypt). The Venetians received annually from the Florentines 16,000 pieces of cloth, from middling quality to the very finest, which they sent to Apulia, Sicily, Barbary, Syria, Cyprus, Rhodes, Egypt, Romania, Candia, and the Morea through Iliria. Though the Florentines sold so much cloth to Venice, they also carried 1,000,000 ducats weekly, and purchased French and Catalonian wool, crimson, and grain, flax, gold and silver thread (or wire, filati), wax, sugar, and violins. The value of the houses in Venice was estimated at seven millions of ducats, and the annual rents at half a million. [Sanuto, Vite de due tte de Venezia, ap. Muratori Script. V. xxii, col. 959.]

1421, May 6th. As we can have but few opportunities of seeing any account of the ancient revenue and expenditure of the kingdom of England, the following statement of them for one year ending with Michaelmas, presented to the king by the treasurer of England, appears worthy of notice, especially as it shows, that, even in those days, the greatest part of the public expenses were supplied from the trade of the country.

The revenue consisted of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Customs on wool</td>
<td>£3,976 1 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subsidy on wool</td>
<td>26,935 18 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small customs</td>
<td>2,438 9 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duty of 12 pence on the pound in the value of goods (the whole amount of which thence appears to have been £164,750 15 10)</td>
<td>6,237 10 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Causal revenues paid into the exchequer</td>
<td>40,670 19 9 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total revenue</td>
<td>55,748 10 10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Out of the above were to be supported

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The custody or defence of England</td>
<td>£2,333 6 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>——— of Calais and its marches in time of war</td>
<td>19,119 5 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>——— of the marches of Scotland and Roxburgh, in war</td>
<td>19,500 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>——— of Ireland</td>
<td>1,666 13 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The 3000 vessels carried only five or six men each on an average, and the 300 ships about twenty-one each. Of the 45 galleys some must have been formidable vessels, each of them having, upon an average of the whole 45, about 244 seamen, a sufficient complement for a very respectable modern frigate.

† With respect to the marches of Scotland we have the corresponding testimony of the historian of Croyland, [ap. Galb. p. 563] that the keeping of Berwick alone cost about this time 10,000 marks annually; and thence he concluded, that the possession of it was a loss, rather than an acquisition, to England. Thus those two ancient
The custody of the castle of Fountains—£366 13 4.
Salaries of the treasurer, keeper of the privy seal, judges, barons of exchequer, and other officers of the court—£3,002 17 6.
Salaries of the officers of the customs, &c.—547 0 0.
— of dukes, earls, knights, esquires, abbess of Stowe, &c.—7,751 12 7 1/2.
Annuities charged on the customs—£4,374 4 3.
Salaries of officers of the customs, &c.—274 3 4.

Total expenditure—£52,235 16 10.
Surplus of revenue—£23,507 13 11 1/2.

Out of which were to be defrayed the charges of:
The king's and queen's household and wardrobe ('camera hospitio garderoba'); The king's works; the new tower at Portsmouth—clerk of the king's ships; the king's lions and the constable of the Tower; artillery; the king's prisoners; ambassadors; messengers, parchment, &c.; the dukes of Holland.

There remained unprovided for:
Old debts for Harfleur and Calais; the king's wardrobe, and clerks of the king's ships; and works—arrears to annuitants—debts of King Henry IV, and of Henry V when prince of Wales. [Federa, V. x, p. 113; ex MS. Bib. Cott. Chel. F iii.]

May—It being customary to build the keels used at Newcastle for carrying coals onboard the ships, larger than the standard measure of twenty chaldrons, in order to evade part of the duty of two pennies, payable by all persons not free of Newcastle, it was enacted, that their burthen should be measured and marked by commissioners appointed by the king.† [Aed 9 Hen. V, stat. i, c. 10.]

Notwithstanding the late law against vitiating the money, it was now in so bad a state, that the parliament enacted, that the gold money of England should only be taken by weight. And the people were ordered to carry their light and vitiated money to the tower to be recoined, the king, in consideration of their los, foregoing the emolument due to him upon the coinage.‡ [c. 11.]

May 29th—Peace being made with the king of France (May 21st), it was immediately followed by a reconciliation with the Genoese, and by

Gibraltar, Calais and Berwick, appear to have cost about sixteen times as much as the whole kingdom of Ireland.

As the officers must have been very numerous, this very small amount of all their salaries accounts for the frequent complaints of their extortions.

† In this account we find the very usual disagreement between the totals and the particular numbers: but, as it is impossible to trace the error, we must take them as they stand in the record.

‡ The parliament seem to have known nothing of an order similar to this act in the reign of Richard II. See above, p. 589.

§ Stow [Survey of London, p. 85] says, that the nobles were taken this year in payment of the fifteenth granted to the king at the full value of 6/8, if they were worth 5/8. That regulation was probably subfequent to the diminution of the money, for which see the appendix.
636 A. D. 1422.

A new treaty, whereby all past injuries were configned to oblivion. Each party was at liberty to trade with the enemies of the other, but not to give them any assistance by sea or land. In case of a breach of this perpetual alliance the subjects of either party were to be allowed eight months * to retire with their property. The subjects of each power might import and export in the ports of the other all kinds of merchandise not prohibited, on paying the usual customs, and freely transact their business. Infringements of this treaty by individuals should be duly punished, but should make no breach of the friendship between the contracting powers. The duke and community of Genoa became bound to pay to William Waldemar and his partners, who had obtained letters of marque against them, (see above, p. 625) £6,000 sterling, as the full balance for damages remaining unsatisfied +. [Pedoe, V, 2, p. 417.]

Decemcr—the parliament enacted that exchanges for gold, and silver, money should be established in London and other places in the kingdom, where money should be coined for the public on paying 5/ for the Tower pound of gold, and 1/3 for the same weight of silver, as the dues of feignorage and coinage. [Acts 9 Hen. V, b. 2, c. 9.]

For the sake of the merchants and others residing at Calais it was enacted, that a mint and coinage should be established there during the king's pleasure, paying to him his dues from the coinage; &c. [c. 6.]

1422, August 31. It pleased God to cut off King Henry in his brilliant career of victory, and to save the British islands from becoming provinces of the French empire. I say the British islands; for not only Ireland, as an appendage of England, would have been subject to the king of France and England, but Scotland also, as soon as the French should have perceived, that, instead of being a conquering and depressed people, they were really the predominant nation, and had acquired a great and valuable addition of territory and of naval and military power along with their new king, must have submitted to the irresistible united naval and military forces of France, England, and Ireland; and then the agriculture, manufactures, and commerce, of the British kingdoms would have been as completely subservient to the interest and policy of France, as ever those of Ireland and the colonies were to those of England. By the invasions of France England was depopulated; and Henry, like his predecessor who first startled the fatal pretension to the sovereignty of that kingdom, found himself reduced to the miserable and illusive expedient of diminishing the value of the current money of the kingdom ||. In short, the interests of commerce and the

* In the treaty with Prussia in 1387 the merchants were allowed twelve months to settle their business in case of a rupture.
† In the year 1414 the Genoese made offers of compensation to the injured merchants, which were probably not satisfactory. [Pedoe, V, 2, p. 160.] It is observable, that this treaty, which contains but little matter, is almost as prolix as a modern one.
‡ One proof of the depopulation is recorded by parliament, in the act 9 Hen. V, b. 1, c. 5, whereby the sheriffs, instead of being changed annually, were to continue several years in office, because a sufficient number of persons duly qualified for the office could not be found.
|| See the appendix.
happiness of the people were equally disregarded during this splendid reign of conquest and de
deflation. The Scots, by their strenuous exertions against Edward III, and their opportune affinities to France against
Henry V, contributed largely to prevent the subjection and ruin of
Great Britain.

October.—In the first year of Henry VI several laws respecting money
and the staple of Calais were confirmed by parliament. [Acts x Hen. VI.]

The Genoese had obtained from the Greek emperor, Michael Pale
logo%, a leaf of a mountain on the coast of Asia Minor, containing a
mine of alum; and near it they built a small fort, which gave birth to a
town called New Phocæa, being nearly on the site of the ancient
Phocæa, a city of some note in the early annals of commerce. The
Turks, when they became masters of the country, permitted the Genoese
to enjoy their trade in alum as before. The French, Germans*, English,
Italians, Spaniards, Arabs, Egyptians, and Syrians, were their
purchasers; and the factory, or colony, continued to prosper, till their
trade was interrupted by the war with Catalonia, which prevented
the Genoese vessels from transporting the alum to France, Spain, England,
and even to their neighbouring ports of Italy †. [Duc. c. 25, pp.
89-91.]

1423, October.—The parliament permitted gold and silver to be car
ried out of the kingdom for military expenses, and to pay for horses,
oxen, sheep, and other things, bought in Scotland for the service of the
adjacent parts of England, and for those purposes only. In order to
prevent alien merchants from smuggling money out of the country,
every company was obliged to find security that none of the partners
should export gold or silver. [Acts 2 Hen. VI, c. 6.]

Fruits in the size of several kinds of casks having become common,
the parliament ordained, that no perfon should import, or make within
the realm, a tun of wine measuring less than 252 gallons English mea

* The Flemings are fully comprehended here under the name of German.
† I am here obliged to differ from Mr. Gibbon, as author, whose general accuracy, strict attention
to authority, and extent of research, are almost uneq
ualled. He says, [F. xii. p. 95:] that the English
are mentioned by Ducas among the nations that returned to New Phocæa, an early evidence
of Mediterranean trade. —I was myself very much
pleased to think that the English were now so far
by the spirit of commercial enterprise aimed as far
from home, as their ancestors had been by the
frenzy of superstition, till I confided the original
author, who only says, that the mariners sailing
from the east to the west thought alum a useful and
convenient cargo for their ships, (as, I suppose, it
has, like common tallow, the virtue of preserving the
timbers), and that the French, Germans, English,
&c. purchased the alum dug from the mountains,
which is very valuable to fullers and dyers. In

this passage Ducas does not expressly say, where
those nations bought the alum; but the subsequent
information in p. 91 leaves no doubt, that they re
ceived it in their own ports from the Genoese ves
sels. In the year 1450 we find for alum to the
value of £4,000 delivered by the Genoese to Henry
VI king of England.

§ 8. Il est ordinaire et usuel, qu’un homme
apporte en le royaume d’Angleterre, de
quel pais que ce soit, ne fat demais me me le roy
alme, tonell de vyn, s’il ne conteigne del meure
d’Engleterre ° et xii galons. —Does the verb
face (make) apply to the tun, or to the wine? Was
wine made in England at this time in such quan
ties as to be an object of trade and legislative regu
lation, or was it only mentioned from super
abundant caution? Doctor Henry [F. viii. p. 275] thinks that this act indicates, that the wines made
in England were considerable in quantity, and of
the same kind with foreign wines.
The laws for regulating the standard quality of silver were renewed. The silversmiths were ordered to affix their own mark to their work. Keepers of the touch (or assay-masters) were appointed in London, York, Newcastle upon Tine, Lincoln, Norwich, Bristol, Salisbury, and Coventry, who were to stamp all silver work of the due standard with a leopard's head. In other places, the silversmiths were allowed to sell their wares with their own stamp only, but liable to a penalty of double the value of any silver found under the standard of silver money.

1424, February.—James, king of Scotland, having bound himself and his kingdom to pay £40,000 sterling, by instalments in the course of six years, to Henry VI., king of England, for his board or keeping, gave his own obligation, and delivered a number of hostages of the first families in Scotland; and moreover, as if those securities were not sufficient, the communities of Edinburgh, Perth, Dundee, and Aberdeen, as the most opulent towns of Scotland, gave their obligations for 50,000 marks each, one of them thus taking burthen for the whole, which, by an allowance of 10,000 marks as the portion of Lady Jane, daughter of the Duke of Somerset, married to King James, was reduced to that sum instead of the original 60,000 marks. In a truce of seven years, which accompanied this pecuniary transaction, the only article, in the smallest degree connected with commerce, provided that the merchants, pilgrims, and fishers, of either party, driven by stress of weather into the ports of the other, should not be seized. [Facet., V. x, pp. 324, 339.]

May.—James I., king of Scotland, was distinguished by a bright genius; a vigorous mind cultivated in the school of early adversity, and an eager desire to improve the condition of his kingdom, which had been in a retrograde state since the death of King Alexander III. With his restoration commences the regular series of the written laws of Scotland, which will henceforth furnish authentic materials for the commercial

1. Pro tempore quo dictus dominus Rex Jacobus debuit in pretium regnum Angli. The commissioners carefully avoided the word regnum, as they did not chuse to say that James was a prisoner.

† It is worthy of observation, that the laws of Scotland, which had hitherto been all written in Latin, were after the restoration of James, with the exception of about half-a-dozen, all expressed in the language of the people, who were to be governed by them, and the shires were directed to make them sufficiently public throughout the kingdom. In England the laws were either in Latin or French, and mostly French, till the reign of Richard III., when the first English statute was enacted, which was long after the French language had become obsolet among the upper ranks.
A.D. 1424.
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history of that kingdom. In his first parliament the great and small customs and the burgh mailles (or rents) were annexed to the crown.

The slaughter of salmon in the improper season was strictly prohibited. Cruises and yairs (engines for catching fish) were prohibited in tide rivers, and those who had right to set them in rivers above the tide, were enjoined to observe the laws for preventing the breach of the fish. All mines, yielding three halfpennies of silver out of a pound of lead, were declared the property of the king. The exportation of gold and silver was permitted, but loaded with the prohibitory duty of 3/4 per pound (16½ per cent); and foreign merchants were to prove by the evidence of their hoists, that they had invested the proceeds of their imports in Scottish merchandise, or paid the duty for exporting the money. The following duties were imposed upon cattle and other goods carried out of the kingdom.

Horses, oxen, and sheep, one shilling per pound of the value. d. Skins of merricks (martins) each. 2 0

Herrings, per thousand. 0 1

Herrings, barreled, taken by natives, per last by foreigners. 0 4

Red herrings cured in Scotland, per thousand. 0 4

The parliament empowered the king to restore the money to an equality with that of England. Able beggars were not to be permitted to infest the country; and those esteemed proper objects of charity were to be furnished with tickets by the sheriffs in the country, and by the aldermen and bailies in the towns. [Acts Jac. I. cc. 8, 12, 13, 14, 17, 18, 23, 24, 25, 27.]

These regulations intended to be permanent. But as it was necessary to make provision for the payment for which the kingdom was bound to the king of England, a temporary law of this session [cpr. ro, 11] imposed a tax of twelve pence on every pound of rent and other branches of income, and also of the annual increase of corn and cattle, to be paid agreeable to a standard valuation fixed by parliament; and this tax was to be paid by the clergy as well as the laity. We learn from Walter Bowar, one of the commissioners for this taxation, that it

* From an act of the next session the prohibited season appears to have begun on the 12th of August and ended on the 30th of November.

† This law is somewhat obscure. It says, 'Gift any myne of gold or silver be fundin in any lordis lands of the realm, and it may be prevt that three half pennys of silver may be fynce out of the pound of lead: the lordis of parliament contendis that the myne be the kings, as is usual of other realmen.' Was the lead, with the silver, or only the silver, to belong to the king? Though gold is mentioned, no provision is made respecting it.

‡ There was probably no expectation of ever finding any, but some gold was afterwards found in some of the rivulets of Scotland.

The impoverished state of the country, not yet recovered from the calamity of King David's ransom, and now further drained by the contributions for the board-money, ransom, or finance, of King James, together with the erroneous ideas of the age concerning money, operated more powerfully than any act of parliament, and produced a diminution, instead of an improvement, of the money of Scotland. See the appendix.

§ The repetition of this act in less than a year shows that it was inefficient.

¶ For the rates for the appendix of prices. But it must be observed, that the articles are all much undervalued, e.g. a boll of wheat only 2/6, which is much below the price in England, and allowing for the diminution of the money, below the usual price in the happy days of Alexander III.
amounted in the first year almost to fourteen thousand marks, which, without making any allowance for short returns usual in such cases, makes the annual income of the people of Scotland, independent of the lands and cattle employed by landholders in their own husbandry, which were exempted, amount to near 280,000 marks, equal in effective value to about three millions of modern sterling money. Next year, the zeal of the people being cooled, the tax was less productive; the people grumbled (for taxes, except in customs, which became part of the apparent price of the goods on which they were charged, were unknown) and no more was levied. [Scottish, V. ii, p. 482.]

1425, March.—The parliament of Scotland prohibited the exportation of tallow.—No person was allowed to go abroad as a merchant, who had not three ferplathis* of wool, or other goods of equal value, either of his own property, or consigned to him.—A duty of 2/6 in the pound on the value was imposed on woollen cloth exported; and a duty of 2/6 in the pound was laid upon salmon exported by strangers. English goods imported were charged with a duty of 2/6 in the pound, also of the value. [Act 4 Fac. I, cc. 35, 41, 44.] These laws show, that there was some manufacture, and even exportation, of woollen cloth in Scotland. And they also show, how much the principles of commerce were mistaken by one of the most enlightened, and patriotic kings of the age: but those principles were not then known on this side of the Alps and the Pyrenees, unless perhaps by the Flemish and Hanseatic merchants.

May.—It was now a common practice to carry sheep from England to Flanders, whereby the price of wool was lowered, to the great damage of the king and the kingdom: The parliament therefore strictly prohibited all persons from carrying sheep beyond the sea, except for victualing the town and marches of Calais. [Act 3 Hen. VI, c. 2.] If the exportation of live sheep was really so considerable as to deprive the price of wool in England, it proves, that there was still more wool exported than was worked up in the home manufactures. The uncontrollable opportunity of smuggling sheep from Calais (which might as well have received carcases from the butchers at Dover) was one of the evils attending the possession of that port.

We find an instance of attention to inland navigation in an act enforcing the ordinances formerly made for removing all impediments to the passage of boats on the River Lea, whether by abstraction of the water in ditches, by kidels, weirs, or mills. [c. 5.]

October 11th.—The Lombards traded to Scotland in very large car-

* The quantity of the ferplathis probably varied in the course of ages. In the year 1427, the lords of council in Scotland determined its contents to be eighty fens of wool. [Stone de ferplathis, in vo.] Murray in the alphabeticall abridgement at the end of his edition of the Laws of Scotland, vo. Merchant, explains three ferplathis to be 14 fens of wool. Qu. is not an error for 249. —In England a farsper (apparently the same word) was equal to two fens and a half in the year 1430, as appears by the act 27 Hen. VI, c. 2, 46, noticed in due time.

† Based on observation be made with foresight, for which voice.
racks, one of which ('navis immanisima') was wrecked near Leith by a sudden storm with a spring tide on the change of the moon. [Scottichron. V. ii, p. 487.]

The Flemings, as allies of England, having committed several hostilities against the Scots, the allies of France, King James had ordered the staple of the Scottish commerce in the Netherlands to be removed to Middleburg in Zealand. About the end of this year the Flemings sent ambassadors to Scotland to solicit the return of the trade, which was granted in consideration of more ample privileges stipulated for the Scottish merchants in Flanders. [Scottichron. ib.]

The Florentines having acquired the port of Leghorn by purchase, were desirous of participating in the lucrative commerce of Alexandria, then almost entirely in the hands of the Venetians. Their first ship carried ambassadors with presents for the sultan of Egypt, who granted them permission to establish settlements in his dominions, with a church, warehouse, bath, &c. and a consul, at each, with all the privileges granted to the Venetians. [Leibnitz, Manif. C. i. jur. gent. dipl. part. 2, p. 163. — Recueil de Mem. de M. de Medici, V. i, p. 136.]

1426, February 18th.—Formerly one of the aldermen of London used to act as a judge in mercantile causes, wherein the German merchants of the Hanse residing in England were parties: but for above seven years the magistrates of London had refused to appoint any one of their number to act in that capacity. After repeated applications of the Hanse merchants to parliament, the king now nominated Alderman Crowmer, to the office of alderman and judge of the Hanse merchants. [Federa, V. x, p. 351.]

March.—The Scottish parliament directed the merchants returning from foreign countries to import harnes (defensive armour), spears, shafts, bows, and arrows. They renewed the unavailing law for confining money within the kingdom, and subjected foreign merchants, not only to the inspection of their hogs, but also to the control of two supervisors in every port. They ordained, that uniform measures of the pound, florin, half florin, peck, and gallon, conform to standards kept at Edinburgh, should be used throughout the kingdom; that all goods sold by weight should be weighed by the stone, containing fifteen lawful Troye pounds, equal to sixteen lawful Scottish pounds, and that the

* The sailors of this great ship encountered apparently only to the almost-tideless Mediterranean seas, were not aware of the great rise of the spring tides on our British shores, and their ship seems to have been lost by dragging her anchor or parting her cables. She was wrecked at Granston about three miles above Leith.

† Bower mentions, without any date, a pacification between King James and the Hollanders, with some circumstances similar to those of this treaty with the Flemings. [Scottichron. V. ii, p. 509.] Perhaps he is confusedly repeating the same transaction a second time.

‡ A specimen of the files of the Florentine woolen manufactures has already been given in the view of the commerce of Venice under the year 1420.

§ In the year 1444 we find the king making a similar nomination of Alderman Frowyk. [Federa, V. xii, p. 16.]
aldeman and bailies of each town should appoint a sufficient person to measure coals and other goods sold by the water mete, with whom the sellers should not interfere. — Lastly, they ordered that the acts of this and the two preceding parliaments should be registered, and that the thirres should use the proper means to render them sufficiently known in every part of the kingdom. [Acts Jac. I, cc. 52, 55, 63, 64, 65, 77.]

July 29th.—In a treaty between James, king of Scotland, and Eric, king of Norway, Denmark, and Sweden, the ancient treaties were renewed or confirmed; mutual freedom of trade in the ports formerly frequented, and agreeable to the rights and approved customs of both kingdoms, was agreed upon; and all damages, transgressions, and defaults, on both sides were forgiven and cancelled, the annual rent for the vassal kingdom of Mann and the Isles being still payable to Norway. [Traité ap. Fordun, p. 1353, ed. Hearne.]

July 30th.—The commanders of some English ships, alleging that the Flemings passed the goods of Spaniards, Bretons, and other enemies, as their own, had seized several Flemish vessels; and the duke of Burgundy had interposed in behalf of his Flemish subjects. The council of England thereupon promised, that justice should be done to the Flemings, and ordered the king's subjects to abstain from doing any injury to them. [Federa. V. X, pp. 360, 361, 367.]

1427 March.—The parliament of Scotland decreed, that the elne should contain thirty-seven inches, agreeable to the law of King David I; and they made some alterations on the corn measures*, which have repeatedly been altered since. [Acts Jac. I, cc. 78, 79, 80.]

July.—They also ordained, that causes concerning the property of Scotch merchants or pilgrims dying in Zealand, Flanders, or other foreign countries should be tried in Scotland before their ordinaries, by whom their wills should be confirmed, though some part of the property might be in England or beyond the sea. [Acts Jac. I, c. 99.]

October.—The parliament of England passed an act, whereby all merchants, whether denizens or aliens, were permitted to ship wool, hides, wool-fells, and other merchandize, at the port of Melcomb for Calais on paying the due customs, &c. [Acts 6 Hen. VI, c. 6.]

1428 March.—The parliament of Scotland permitted merchants for a year ensuing to ships their goods in foreign vessels, where Scotch ones were not to be found, notwithstanding the statute made to the contrary. [Acts Jac. I, c. 117.] This law, copied from the English act of the 6th of Richard II, (as, indeed, almost all the Scotch laws were copied from

* The measures are contrarioly described in the act by the blunder of the original clerk, the transcriber, or printer.
†† There is an error in the numeration of these

two sessions of parliament, between which another one, belonging to the preceding year, is placed in the editions.
those of England) necessarily infers the pre-existence of a Scotch navigation act, whereof we find no traces in any edition of the acts *.

March, May—Some idea of the progressive state of the manufactures of England may be obtained from a comparison of the articles now shipped, without paying custom, for the use of the king of Portugal and the countefs of Holland, with a similar list of articles in the year 1393. For the king, 6 silver cups, weighing 6 marks each, gilded; 1 piece of scarlet cloth; 1 piece fanguine dyed in grain; 1 piece blood colour; 2 pieces mulfrevilers; 2 pieces of marble colour; 2 pieces of ruffet musrevilers; 2 pieces black cloth of lyre; 1 piece white woollen cloth; 300 pieces Effex traits for liveries; 2,000 platters, dishes, fawcers, pots, and other vessels, of electrum †; a number of beds of various kinds and sizes with curtains, &c.; 60 rolls of worfted; 12 dozen of lances; and 26 ambling horses. For the countefs, several cut quantities of various woollen cloths; 12 yards of red figured fatin; 2 pieces of white kersey; 3 mantles of rabbit's fur; 1½ timber of martin's fur; a quantity of rye, whole and ground, in casks. [Fadera, V. x, pp. 391, 398.]

July 1st—The merchants of Holland, Zeland, and Flanders, had for some time in a great measure given up trading to England in apprehension of being arrested on the complaints of some English subjects. The council of England, therefor, sensible that commerce was useful and necessary to all the world, and in compliance with the request of the merchants of England, declared, that all people of Holland, Zeland, and Flanders, coming in a mercantile manner, with provisions, merchandize, gold, silver, coins, silver vessels, jewels, and all other goods whatever, should be freely admitted in the king's dominions to sell their goods, and purchase any other lawful goods in return. [Fadera, V. x, pp. 403, 404.]

1429, February 18th—The king's subjects of Bayonne in France were prohibited from exacting toll, laitage, pavage, pontage, or murage, from the citizens of London, the charters of former kings having exempted them from those imposts. [Fadera, V. x, p. 411.]

May 19th—The establishment of Bergen in Norway ('Norbern'), as the staple for the trade in fish and other merchandize, by the king of Denmark, was announced by the council, who strictly prohibited the English seamen from going to Finmark, or any other place in the Danish dominions than Bergen. [Fadera, V. x, p. 416.]

September—The weight called anceel being found a means of fraud, it was prohibited ‡; and all cities and burghs were required to provide

* The omission need not surprize, when we find a similar want of some acts of the parliament of England, where the records have been preferred, probably with more care than in any other country in Europe. See below in the year 1463.

† What kind of substance or metal is here meant by the name of electrum, I suppose, it is now impossible to tell.

‡ Though the ancel weight, which seems to have been something of the nature of a sheelyard,
balances and weights made conform to the standard of the exchequer and sealed, for weighing wool and other merchandize. None but makers of cloth were permitted to buy woollen yarn. [Act 8 Hen. VI, c. 5.]

The parliament, observing, that many merchants for their own profit carried to Flanders, Holland, Brabant, and other places, the wool and other staple goods of England, which ought all to have been carried to Calais, whereby the payment of the duties was evaded, and the king's mint at Calais was almost at a stand, strictly prohibited all persons from carrying any such goods from England, Wales, or Ireland, to any other place than Calais, on penalty of forfeiture of double value and imprisonment for two years. The merchants of Genoa, Venice, Tuscany, Lombardy, Florence, and Catalonia, were, nevertheless, still allowed to ship wool, &c. for their own countries; and the burgesses of Berwick were also still allowed to retain their former privileges. [c. 17.]

For the profit and wealth of the kingdom, it was ordained, that the prices of wool, wool-fells, and tin, should be raised;—that they should be sold only for gold and silver;—that three quarters of the price should be carried to the mint at Calais to be coined;—that the merchants should account faithfully to those concerned with them;—and that the fellers should give sealed discharges to the buyers, and make no collusive agreements for giving them credit. [c. 18.]

The parliament, observing that the people of Flanders, Holland, Zealand, and Brabant, in order to avoid carrying wool and other English merchandize of the staple to Calais, frequently packed them in tuns, pipes, &c. and flowed them in their vessels under wood, wheat rye, &c. (whence the exportation of corn appears to have been pretty common) all such smuggling was now prohibited under the penalty of confiscation of vessel and cargo, permission being still granted, as formerly, to carry such goods into the Mediterranean. [c. 19.]

The merchants of Calais having lately made a practice of preventing strangers from buying the staple goods from the importers, that they might get them into their own hands, whereby they made great profits, to the prejudice of both parties, the parliament, in their zeal for the welfare of trade, prohibited them from buying any staple goods beyond the sea, on pain of forfeiture. [c. 20.]

The exemption, enjoyed by the men of Newcastl.e and Berwick, from the obligation of carrying their staple goods to Calais, being found pre-
judicial to the kingdom, and it being alleged that they imported no money (their proceeds being apparently invested in goods wanted at home, and yielding a profit upon importation) they were now ordered to carry their goods to Calais, as other subjects of England were obliged to do. Persons conveying staple goods into Scotland, in order to evade this law, were to be punished by confiscation of their goods with double value, and a year's imprisonment. [c. 21.]

Some regulations against fraudulent practices in exporting and packing wool, and against selling the ends of woollen yarn, called thrums, were now enacted. [cc. 22, 23.]

It was usual with foreign merchants to stipulate with the buyers, that the payments should be made in gold, apparently for the convenience of carriage, as the laws subjected them to the expense and risk of smuggling their money out of the country. The parliament, in order to counteract their purpose, ordained that no person should be compelled to pay in gold: and they also enacted, that no person in England should sell any goods to a foreigner, unless for ready money, or goods in exchange immediately delivered. [c. 24.]

All these fetters upon commerce, imposed, as the legislators sincerely believed, for advancing the prosperity of it, were like attempts to prevent the rivers from running in their natural courses.

1430, March—In Scotland the parliament enacted, that no persons under the rank of knights, or having less than 200 marks of yearly income, should wear clothes made of silk or adorned with the finer furs. The sons and heirs of the noble and opulent were allowed to dress as fine as their fathers. In case of vessels being wrecked on the coast of Scotland, the preservation of the property for the owners, or the confiscation of it to the king, was regulated by the law respecting wrecks in the country to which they belonged. All proprietors of land within six miles of the west and north coasts, except those who held their land by the service of finding vessels, were now ordered to contribute to the building and equipment of galleys for the public service, in the proportion of one oar of the galleys to every four marks worth of land. [Add: Fac. I, cc. 133, 138, 140.]

July 12th—The superiority of the English commerce and manufactures over those of Scotland appears by King James employing two citizens of London to ship for his own use 20 tons of wine, 12 bowers, 4 dozen yards of cloth of different colours, and 12 yards of scarlet, 20 yards of red worsted, 8 dozen pewter vessels, 1,200 wooden bowls (or caps) packed in 4 barrels, 5 dozen coverlets, 5 babin and font, 2 summer saddles, 1 hackney saddle, and 1 woman's saddle with furniture, 2 portmanteaus, 4 yards of motley, 5 yards of morrey, 5 yards of black cloth of lyre, 12 yards of kersey, 12 skins of red leather, and some trifling articles. These goods, shipped onboard a vessel belonging to Lon-
A. D. 1430.

May 19th—The king, or rather the council, borrowed £50,000 for the expenses of a coronation in France. We find only fifteen cities and towns in the records as lenders, whereof London gave £6,666: 13: 4s., Bristol £333: 6: 8, York £162, Coventry £100, Sarum £72, and the others smaller sums, down to £4. Of the clergy, the bishop of Winchester, cardinal of England, subscribed the enormous sum of £9,950 1s. the prior of St. John of Jerusalem £333: 6: 8; and several others contributed smaller sums. Sir John Cornwall was the only lay individual, whose subscription was so high as £500. [Federa, V. x, p. 461.]

July 19th—The subjects of the crown of England were prohibited from attending any market in Brabant, especially Antwerp, till proper steps should be taken for the security of their persons and property. They were also ordered to purchase 10 liners of Flanders or Hainault, nor any napery or bokeeram made in those countries, except according to the regulations made by the four members of Flanders, and lately proclaimed in Ghent, Bruges, and other places in that country. [Federa, V. x, p. 471.]

November 8th—A truce, to last one year from the first of May, was concluded with the king of Castile, wherein mutual freedom of trade was stipulated; and it was agreed, that any depredations committed on either side should be punished, and justice done to the party injured, by the sovereign of the offenders, without a breach of the treaty. It was also mutually agreed, in order to prevent piracies, that no armed vessel should be allowed to sail out of the ports of either kingdom, till sufficient security were given, that she should commit no hostilities on the subjects of the allied king, nor carry any prizes whatever into any port, but that from which she was fitted out. [Federa, V. x, p. 473.]

December 15th—A further truce of five years, reckoning from the 1st of May 1431, was concluded between England and Scotland, which is mostly occupied with expedients for restraining the border marauders. The merchants, pilgrims, and fishers, of either kingdom were, as in the former truce, not to be feized in the ports of the other, if driven in by fires or weather; and shipwrecked men were to be allowed to pass to their own homes. In cases of piracy not only the princip-

* Though James had been so profitable a boarder to King Henry's grandfather, his father, and himself, the compliment, usually paid to foreign princes and prelates, of exempting their gards from custom, was withheld from his most dear cousin the king of the Scots ('cardinimo com- 

fanguineo nostro Jacobo rege Scotorum').

† Grafton says, this Lion was the gun, which burst and killed King James II at the siege of 

Roxburgh.

also follows from the use of the word fubfcribed,
als, but also their receivers and encouragers, were made liable for compensation to the persons injured, or to punishment. It was agreed, that aggressions by the subjects of either king should not occasion a breach of the truce. [Feudera, V. x, p. 482.] These were all the mutual accommodations afforded to each other's commerce by the governments of the older kingdoms.

1431, January 5th—King James soon gave a proof of his sincerity by acting apparently beyond the spirit of the treaty. On the complaint of three English merchants he issued letters empowering all persons in authority in the ports of England, Holland, Zeland, and Flanders, to arrest several of his own subjects, therein named, accused by those merchants of having, about the end of November 1428, taken two vessels belonging to them with their cargoes, valued at £1,500, which they conveyed to some foreign country in contempt of the former treaty. The king, in his eagerness to do justice to the injured persons, desired, that not only the four principal malefactors particularized by name, but also (if there is no error in transcribing or printing) any other merchants or mariners of Scotland, should be arrested at the request of the English claimants. Surely justice did not require that the innocent should suffer for the guilty.

At this time Bruges was the staple of the Scottish trade in Flanders, which was found to beneficial on both sides, that the merchants of Scotland, authorized by their sovereign, entered into a treaty with the magistrates of Bruges (undoubtedly also sanctioned by their sovereign the duke of Burgundy) for the continuance of their commercial intercourse, and for certain privileges to be enjoyed by the Scots at Bruges, during a period of one hundred years†.

January—The law of the 8th year of Henry VI, which prohibited all sales to foreigners except on the terms of receive and deliver, having produced a stagnation in the woollen manufacture of England and a deficiency in the customs, the English merchants were now permitted to give credit to foreigners, but not to let it exceed six months. [Act 9 Hen. VI. c. 2.]

1432, May—Many of the English merchants complained, that their merchandize was seized by the king of Denmark, apparently for violating his laws of the staple. Within a year past the merchants of York and Hull had lost £5,000, and those of other ports of England £20,000, by such seizures. As no Danish subjects traded to England, no reprisals

* King James's letter is dated 5th January 1430 (that is 1431 reckoning the 1st of January the beginning of the year), and the twenty-fifth of his reign. The twenty-fifth year did not expire till 11th April 1431. But the corresponding date in King Henry's order to his own subjects shows that 1431 is right, and 1430 printed instead of quarto.
† This treaty is known from the mention of the expiration of it in a treaty for renewing it for another term of one hundred years, dated at Brussels 24th July 1531. [MS. Bib. Harl. 4617 V. ii.]
could be made within the kingdom; and the king and parliament ordered, that letters should be sent to the king of Denmark, requiring restitution of the property. [Acts 10 Hen. VI, c. 3.]

The commons in parliament proposed (or petitioned) that the Hanse merchants settled in London should be made liable for compensation to those whose property should be seized by the Hanse merchants in their own countries. But the king would not consent. [Cotton's Abridgment, p. 604.]

1433. July 10th.—The silversmiths and gilders of England still retained their superiority of workmanship, as appears by a pretty considerable number of articles, partly of plain silver, and partly gilded, exported to France and Navarre. [Federus, V. x, p. 553.]

July.—The parliament prohibited the usual practice of accounting nine, instead of eight, bushels of corn to a quarter. They also ordained, that no woollen cloth should be offered to sale without being measured and sealed by the king's measurer. They moreover ordained, that only broad cloths should be subject to the regulations of the seventh of Henry IV, and that the cloths called frawis might be made only 12 ells in length and one in breadth. [Acts 11 Hen. VI, cc. 8, 9.]

November 21st.—The citizens of Barcelona claim the honour of having made ordinances for regulating the important business of maritime insurance before any other community in Europe. The counsellors and chief men of the city now ordained, that no vessel should be insured for more than three quarters of her real ascertained value; that no merchandise belonging to foreigners should be insured in Barcelona, unless it were freighted onboard a vessel belonging to a subject of the king of Aragon. Merchandise belonging to subjects of Aragon, freighted in foreign vessels, should be insured only to the extent of half the real value; and no merchandise whatever, except corn and wine, should be insured for more than three quarters. The words value more or less, and the like, sometimes inserted in policies ('seguresats'), were declared unlawful, and prohibited. If a vessel were not heard of for six months, she should be considered as certainly lost. The insurance-broker's commission should not exceed two shillings on the hundred pounds, to be paid by the party insured; and no broker, nearly related to, or connected by marriage with, either of the contracting parties, should be employed to negotiate an insurance. [Orden. ap. Copmany, Mem. bifi. de Barcelona, V. ii, p. 383.]

1434.—It may appear ridiculous to introduce religious pilgrimages as subjects of commercial history. But as great sums of money were exported and imported by means of those supposed acts of devotion, they seem to merit some notice. A pilgrimage to the Holy land, being an arduous and expensive undertaking, was now only performed upon very extraordinary occasions: but a summer trip to Compostella in Spain was not an unusual sight in England. British emigrants, who had driven about their business in foreign parts, and who had married in Flanders, as also the Spaniards, who had married British maidens, repaired thither to make their pilgrimage, and often, in consequence of the quantities of foreign merchandise which they brought with them, offered cargoes of it to the king. [Federus, V. x, p. 553.]

September 1st.—The king and parliament, finding that the jealousy of foreigners, who had married into the nation, and the many adulterous extractions of such marriages, had increased, prohibited the exportation of merchandise by British subjects, who had married foreigners. [Mem. bifi. de Barcelona, V. ii, p. 383.]

* In the year 1434, about 63,000 English guilders were brought to London in bills of exchange, and the merchandise which carried them was valued at 350,000 crowns; a very considerable sum in those days.
was merely a pleasure fail, especially from the southern ports of England. At this time the rage for visiting the shrine of St. James of Compostella, which became very prevalent about the year 1428, had got to such a height, that permits were granted by the king for carrying thirty-three cargoes of pilgrims, consisting of above three thousand persons, with the money necessary for their charges and their devotional offerings; for the saint was very fond of money. It may be here noted, in order to make an end of this transport trade, that, on a new rage for St. James breaking out again in 1445, the ship-owners, who apparently found the trade profitable, fitted out larger vessels than formerly, some of them being capable of carrying 200 pilgrims*. [Fader, V. x, pp. 386, 396, 401, 407, 567-582; V. xi, pp. 77, 78.] The balance of this commerce of superstition is, however, supposed to have been in favour of England, owing to the great veneration in which St. Thomas of Canterbury was held by foreigners, whose offerings at his shrine, it is believed, amounted to more than all that was carried abroad by the English pilgrims. Thus it may have sometimes happened, that he, who was a pest to his country while alive, might be of some service to it when dead. But the pecuniary advantage, derived from an exchange of idlers for idlers, was a miserable compensation for the perversion of the pursuits of so great a number of people from useful industry.

1435, June 26th.—The law, enacted in Scotland in the year 1424, whereby those mines of lead, which were rich in silver, became the property of the crown, apparently put such a check upon the operations of mining, that King James, having occasion for thirty faddors of lead, was obliged to purchase it in the bishoprick of Durham. The council of England permitted it to be carried, either by land or water, on paying the usual customs. [Fader, V. x, p. 615.]

1436, April 18th.—Though the duke of Burgundy had withdrawn his support from King Henry, the people born in his dominions, settled in England, were not molested by government; on that account, provided they acted as good subjects; whereupon 1738 aliens, among whom were many born in Holland, Germany, &c., as well as those born in Flanders, took the oath of allegiance, and obtained letters of protection. [Fader, V. x, pp. 636, 637.]

September 8th.—In consequence of the defection of the duke of Burgundy an order had been issued, that no Englishman should fall to any foreign country, and, particularly Flanders, without a special licence, and the merchants of neutral nations had availed themselves of the prohibition, and imported linen cloth ('pannum lineum'), madder, &c.

* In the year 1434 most of the vessels carried about 60 pilgrims. The smallest cargo was 24, and the Mary of Southampton was the only vessel which carried 100. Only two vessels sailed from London in this transport trade with cargoes of 80 and 60. Most of the vessels carried two cargoes in the season.

† In the first transport of the fury, excited by the defection of the duke, some of his subjects residing in London were plundered and murdered by the populace. [Maffr. f. 120.]
But the king's council, determined to cut off all communication or intercourse, forbade all foreigners to import any goods whatever from Flanders. The orders were addressed to the warden of the Cinque ports, to the sheriffs of London, and to the mayors and bailiffs of Kingston upon Hull, Southampton, Chichester, Bristol, Lynn, Orwell, Bolton, Yarmouth, Colchester, and Pool.

October—The parliament of Scotland enacted, that the exporters of wool should give security to bring home, and deliver to the master of the mint, three ounces of bullion for every sack of wool, nine ounces for a half of hides, and three ounces for such quantity of any other goods as paid freight equal to a serpulm *.—No person was allowed to purchase English cloth or other goods from Englishmen; and Englishmen, having permission to enter Scotland, were not permitted to carry any goods with them, unless specified in their safe-conducts.—The Scots were prohibited from selling salmon to Englishmen by previous contract, and were directed either to sell them in Scotland for present payment in gold, or to export them to Flanders, or any other foreign country except England.—They were also prohibited from buying wine in Scotland imported by the Flemings of the Dam. [Acts Jac. I, cc. 160, 162, 163, 164.]

William Elphinston, who is reputed the founder of the commerce of Glasgow, flourished in the reign of James I †. His trade is supposed to have commenced in exporting pickled salmon. [Gibson's Hist. of Glasgow, p. 203.]

1437, January—As the law stood in England, no corn could be exported without a special licence from the king, whereby the prices of corn were sometimes kept rather under their fair value. For relief to the farmers, it was now enacted, that all persons, without applying for licence, might ship corn for any country in friendship with the king, whenever wheat should not exceed 6/8, and barley 3/ per quarter. [Acts 15 Hen. VI. c. 2.]

The English merchants were so much offended at being prohibited from failing to Iceland, that they got a petition presented in parliament, praying the abolition of the privileges of the Easterlings (or Hanse

* This law, besides the impolicy of preventing the merchants from bringing home fuel goods as their own judgement and interest might direct, regulated the delivery of the freight by the scale of the freight, that is, by weight or measure, and not by value.

† Gibson dates the commencement of Elphinston's trade in the year 1420. But that seems too early, as he lived till the year 1486, being then indeed an aged man; as his son, the founder of the university of Aberdeen, who was born in 1437, was a bishop some years before his death. [Crawford's Officers, p. 47.] Macure, the earlier historian of Glasgow, [p. 115] says, the next considerable merchant in Glasgow was Archibald Lyon, who traded to Poland, France, and Holland, with great success. The notions of dignity in Scotland, we may well presume, were then at least as strongly infected with feudal pride, as they have been in later times, and are in some degree in the present day. It was therefore a proof of great heroism in Elphinston and Lyon, both born of honorable families afterwards emblazoned, that they surmounted the silly prejudices of education, and dared to be useful to the community and themselves.
merchants) in England. But the king would not agree to it. [Cotton's Abridgement, p. 616.]

March 22—The commissioners of King Henry settled a treaty with those of the grand master of Prussia, the cities of Lubeck and Hamburg, and the Hanse towns, whereby the ancient privileges were confirmed on both sides. The merchants of Prussia and the Hanse towns were exempted from the jurisdiction of the admiral of England, and were indulged with an option of having any causes, wherein they should be concerned, tried with dispatch, and without the baffle and formality of a law-suit, by two or more judges to be appointed by the king: and a similar mode of trial was stipulated for the causes of English merchants in their countries. There being still 19,274 English nobles unpaid of the sum settled in the reign of Henry IV as due to the Prussians, (see above, p. 623) it was agreed that King Henry should pay it off by annual installments and assignments of the customs upon their goods. It was stipulated on both sides, that in case of any depredation at sea, the inhabitants of the port, from which the piratical vessel failed, should be obliged to make compensation, agreeable to an ordinance of King Edward, and that sufficient security to that effect should be given before any armed vessel should go out of port. [Federer, V. x, p. 666.]

A politico-commercial poem, called the Libell of English pollicie, written about this time *, gives the following view of the commerce of Europe.

The exports of Spain consisted of figs, raisins, baissard wine, dates, liquorice, Seville oil, grain, Castile sops, wax, iron, wool, wadmore, skins of goats and kids, saffron, and quicksilver, which were all shipped for Bruges, the great Flemish emporium. Of these wool was the chief article. In return the Spaniards received fine cloth of Ypres, which is noted as superior to that of England, cloth of Courtray (or Courtray), much salfian, and linen †.—The Flemings could not make good cloth of the Spanish wool by itself, and were obliged to mix it with the English, which was the chief support of their manufacture, and without which, indeed, they could not possibly carry it on, or support their numerous population, their country not producing food sufficient for one month in the year.

With Portugal the English had considerable intercourse, and used to make voyages to it. The commodities were wine, ofay, wax, grain, figs, raisins, honey, cordovan, dates, salt, hides, &c.

* The poem mentions the precipitate retreat of the Flemings from Calais, which was in July 1430, and the loss of Harlaw, which Hakluyt has dated in his margin in 1440. But if he has rightly given the author's text, where he says, the emperor Sigismund *uti regem* (or in the Harlaw manuscript it is written *tut regem*) that loss of Harlaw must be the capture of it by the French in 1432; and the poem must have been written in the later end of 1436 or in 1437, in which year Sigismund died.

† It is necessary to remember that Spain at this time contained several kingdoms, often at war among themselves. The trade here described is apparently that of Castile. Catalonia possessed flourishing manufactures in wool, cotton, linen, silk, &c.
Breton exported salt, wine, creft cloth, and canvass. The Bretons, especially those of St. Malo, were much addicted to piracy, and cared very little for the authority of their duke. They often plundered the east coasts of England, and levied contributions, or ransoms, from the towns.

The exports of Scotland consisted of wool, wool-fells and hides. The Scottish wool, mixed with English, was made into cloth at Popimier and Bell, manufacturing towns in Flanders. The Scottish vessels carried home from Flanders mercery, haberdashery ware, and even cart-wheels and barrows.

The exports of Prussia were beer, bacon, almonds, copper, steel, bow-thave, wax, peltry, pitch, tar, boards, flax, thread of Cologne, fustian, canvass, cards, buckram, and also silver purchased from Bohemia and Hungary. The returns from Flanders were woollen cloths of all colours. And many of the Prussians used to fail to the Bay of Biscay for salt.

The Genoese, in great caravans, imported into England cloth of gold, silk, black pepper, wool in great plenty, wool, oil, wood-ashes, cotton, roche-alum, and gold for paying their balances. They took in return wool, and woollen cloth of all colours, which they sometimes carried to Flanders, where the chief staple of their trade was.

The Venetians and Florentines imported into England, in large galleys, all kinds of spiceries and groceries, sweet wines, apes and other foreign animals, and many trifling articles of luxury. In return they received wool, cloth, and tin. The balance appears to have been in their favour; for the author is much displeased, that

' Thei bere the gold out of this land,
' And sowketh the thrife out of our hond,
' As the waspe sowketh hony of the be.'

The Venetians were also dealers in exchange and lending money at interest, which they found so profitable, that, when they bought the English wool on credit, they did not mind selling it at Bruges five per cent under the cost, in order to have the command of the money for lending, till it should fall due. They also used to travel to Cootiholm and other parts of England to buy up the wool, cloth, tin, &c. Thereupon the author regrets, that they were not compelled to unload in forty days, and to load in other forty, nor obliged to act under the control of an hoft or landlord-broker, as formerly, and as the English at Venice were obliged to do.

In the marts or fairs of Brabant the English (and probably other foreigners also) were obliged to sell their cloths, &c. in fourteen days, and make their purchases, consisting chiefly of mercery, haberdashery, and groceries, in as many more, on pain of forfeiture. Tho' fairs were frequented by the English, French, Dutch (or Germans), Lombards,

* Qu. Is there any earlier notice, equally authentic, of Englishmen trading to Venice.

† This is a mistake.
Genoese, Catalonians, Spaniards, Scots, and Irish. The author affirms, that the English bought more in the marts of Brabant, Flanders, and Zeland, than all other nations.

Brabant and Zeland exported madder, wood, garlic, onions, and salt fish. The Hollanders bought the English wool and wool-fells at Calais. In the marts of Brabant were also sold the merchandize of Hainault, France, Burgundy, Cologne, and Cambrai, which were brought in carts over land.

The exports of Ireland were hides, wool, salmon, hake, herrings, linen, folding, and the skins of martins, hares, otters, squirrels, hares, rabbits, sheep, lambs, foxes, and kids. Some gold ore had lately been brought from Ireland to London. The abundant fertility and excellent harbours of Ireland are noted by the author, who laments that the island was not made more profitable to England by a complete conquest.

The trade to Ireland for flax-fish, hitherto almost confined to Scarborough, had for about twelve years past been taken up in Bristol and other ports, and seems at this time to have been overdone, as the vessels could not obtain full freights.

The main intent of the author was to exhort his countrymen to maintain the command of the sea, which of England is the town wall, and especially of the strait between Dover and Calais, whereby they might easily intercept the shipping of any of the above-mentioned nations, who all made Flanders the station of their trade, and thereby compel the Flemings (who at this time were hostile in consequence of the reconciliation of their sovereign, the duke of Burgundy, to the king of France) to see their own interest in amity with England.

It will not be deemed foreign from our subject to give the character of the English noblemen about this time, as drawn by Poggio, an Italian, who resided some time in England with the cardinal-bishop of Winchester.—The nobles of England think themselves above residing in cities. They live retired in the country among woods and pastures. He who has the greatest revenue is most respected. They attend to country businesses, and sell their wool and cattle, not thinking it any disparagement to engage in rural industry. [Poggii Opera, p. 69.]

1438, March 15—It appears that some English merchants imported goods from the Mediterranean on their own account; and at this time there was at least one instance of shipping them in foreign vessels by reason of the war with Flanders, as we learn from the circumstance of a fraud being committed by the commander of a Venetian carrack, who, instead of proceeding to England according to contract, put into Lisbon, where he contrived to embezzle the goods. [Pedevra, v. x, p. 751.]

+ The attention of the upper ranks in England to agricultural pursuits, the most valuable part of the character here delineated, is happily revising in the present day.
March 21—An agent of the king of Portugal was licenced to ship sixty sacks of Cotwold wool, without paying any custom, for Florence, in order to procure fluffs of gold and silk for the use of that king. [Feder, V. x. p. 684.]

March 31—Soon after the accession of James II, king of Scotland, the truce between the British kingdoms was prolonged till the 1st of May 1447. In addition to the stipulations against seizing vessels driven into port, or hindering shipwrecked men from returning home, it was now agreed, that, if any vessel belonging to either kingdom were carried by an enemy into a port of the other kingdom, no file of the vessel or cargo should be permitted without the consent of the original owners;—that no vessel driven into any port should be liable to arrest for any debt of the king, or of any other person, but all creditors should have safe-conducts in order to sue for and recover their debts with lawful damages and interest;—that in cases of shipwreck the property should be preferred, and delivered to the owners;—that goods, landed for the purpose of repairing a ship, might be reloaded in the same or a different vessel, without paying any customs, except for such as might be sold;—that no wool or wool-fells should be carried from the one kingdom to the other, either by land or by water;—vessels of either kingdom, putting into the ports of the other in want of provisions, might sell some goods for that purpose, without being liable to pay customs for the rest of the cargo.—In cases of depredation not only the principals, but also the receivers and encouragers, and even the communities of the towns in which the plundered goods were received, were made liable for compensation to the sufferers, who might sue for redress before the conservators of the truce or the wardens of the marches.—No acts of individuals should be allowed to produce an infrack of this truce. [Feder, V. x. p. 688.]

November 21—We have already seen several unquestionable proofs of the wool of England being superior to that of Spain. A further, and a most authentic, evidence of its superiority appears in a body of laws, drawn up at this time by the municipal magistrates of Barcelona, for the express purpose of regulating the manufacture of cloths made of fine English wool (lanas fines de Anglaterra) and other fine wools. The first section (exactly like the ordinance in the patent given to the weavers of London by King Henry II) prohibits the mixture of any other wool with the English. The other sections, to the number of thirty in all, are entirely filled with precautions for preserving the purity of the wool in spinning and through the other stages of the manufacture, and against defacing the fabric, rules for the inspection of the finished goods and for ascertaining the quality by known authorized marks. [Capmany, Mem. bijl. de Barcelona, V. ii, Col. dipl. p. 427.]

* This article seems intended to provide a remedy against the superabundant zeal for compensation lately manifested by King James I.
As belonging to the same subject, I will here add, that in March 1441 the municipal magistrates of Barcelona wrote to their agent in Bruges to purchase four hundred quinmals of the finest English wool to be shipped at Southampton or London, to endeavour to get it weighed by the London weight, which was above five per cent heavier than that he had formerly bought by, and to buy it ten per cent lower than the last parcel (but how could he do that and get the finest wool?) and moreover to stipulate, in order to guard against deception, that the wool should be at the risk of the seller till landed in Barcelona. [Capmany, V. ii, Col. dipl. p. 241.] The English wool was sometimes sent back to its native country in the form of manufactured cloth; as appears from a record, still preserved in the archives of Barcelona, which informs us that 250 facks of fine English wool, weighing eight arobas (about two hundredweight) each, imported by a Barcelona galley returned from England, were distributed about this time to different manufacturers, in order to be made into cloth to be sent to England. [Capmany, V. i, Com. p. 144.]

We thus see that the English had not yet attained the art of making the finest woollen cloths, that Ypres was not the only place which excelled England in the manufacture, (see above, p. 651) and that the finest cloths of Catalonia were in demand in England, long after English cloths had become a confiderable article of exportation. On the other hand, we find (from Capmany, V. i, Com. p. 242) that some of the English fabrics, and those of Florence, were afterwards thought worthy of imitation by the manufacturers of Barcelona, as some of those of Rheims, Flanders, and even Ireland, were before this time. We shall soon see the subjects of Aragon, whose principal errand to England was the purchase of wool, treated with peculiar favour in this country.

We have already seen that Castile, the principal kingdom in Spain, obtained a large flock of fine-wooled sheep from England, in the reign, and apparently by the act, of that very king, Edward III, who has generally obtained the praise of being the great preserver of the wool, and founder of the woollen manufactures, of England. In process of time, the exportation of wool having never been prohibited by the government of Spain, that country, by unremitting attention to the royal flock, has acquired the reputation and the established market for the finest wool in Europe, and the Spaniards now receive their own wool from England, made into cloth. What a wonderful change in the state of the commercial intercourse between the two countries in the fifteenth and eighteenth centuries!

1439, February—The crops of corn, especially wheat and rye, having been very deficient in England, while they were more abundant in the Danish dominions and the East country, Robert Chapman a merchant of York, being furnished with a letter from King Henry to the king of Denmark, sailed to that country for a cargo of grain. Sir Stephen Browne, mayor of London, also imported several cargoes of rye from.
Prussia, which gave great relief. [Fader, V. x, p. 717.—Stow's Survey of London, p. 937.]

November — The parliament, considering that butter and cheese could neither bear long keeping nor heavy expenses, permitted them to be exported, without any special licence, to other places as well as to Calais. [Acts 18 Hen. VI, c. 3.] The parliament must undoubtedly have thought that some good effects arose from the system of imposing the hardships of long keeping and heavy expenses on wool, hides, tin, &c.

The parliament now prohibited merchant strangers from buying and selling with each other in England. They also enforced the law obliging them to live under the survey of hofts, who were to be sufficient Englishmen, experienced in business, but not concerned in the branch which their guests were engaged in, and to be appointed by the magistrates of the towns wherein the strangers transacted their business. The merchant strangers were obliged to do all their business of buying or selling, landing or shipping, under the inspection of their hofts, and to make sale, within eight months after their arrival, of all goods imported by them, except cloth of gold and of silver, or of silk. They were bound to lay out all the proceeds of their sales in English goods. The hofts were required to lodge in the exchequer twice a-year attested accounts of all the transactions of their guests in buying and selling, and they were entitled to two pence out of every twenty shillings of goods bought and sold. [c. 4.]

An abuse had crept in of measuring cloths, not by the yard and full inch, but by the yard and full hand, which the buyers alleged to be the measure of London, and thereby got 2 yards in every cloth of 24 yards. It was now enacted, that one inch only should be allowed in addition to the yard. [c. 16.]

The parliament, considering that oil and honey were not by law liable to be gauged, ordered that they should be gauged as well as wine, and that the buyer should have allowance for any deficiency of the standard measure of 252 gallons in the tun, and in proportion in the pipe and tertian or measure. [c. 17.]

The commons proposed in parliament, that the Italians and others living within the Straits of Morocco should not be permitted to import into England any other merchandise than the produce of their own countries. They also defined, that all spices, sold in the out-ports by merchant strangers, should be as clear garbled as in London. But both propositions were rejected by the king. [Cotton's Abridgement, p. 636.]

1440, February 2d — King Henry addressed an expostulatory letter to

* If the parliament had looked back to the act 4 Rich. II, c. 1, they would have seen, that oil and honey were already on the same footing with wine in respect to gauging. That oversight was one of the innumerable evils, to which the art of printing has applied a remedy.

† The reader will perceive that a principal part of the famous navigation act was proposed by the merchants in the year 1439.
the grand master of Prussia, stating, that in former times no duties were exacted for vessels or cargoes in Prussia, but of late the merchants of England had been often compelled to pay a duty upon the value of their vessels and cargoes in Danzig, and been oppressed with other arbitrary exactions, detention of their vessels, &c. Some English merchants having complained of being wrongfully imprisoned and plundered in the towns of Stettin and Cofelvyn, the king wrote also to the burgomasters, proconsuls, &c. of the Hanse towns, demanding redresses. [Fædera, V. x, pp. 753-755.]

February 8th.—A more productive method of making salt was now introduced in England: and, for the advancement of that manufacture, John of Schiedam, a native of Zeland, was encouraged to bring over from Holland and Zeland a number of people, not exceeding sixty, who were taken under the king's protection. [Fædera, V. x, p. 761.]

February 26th.—After the restriction of the foreign trade of Norway, &c. to the one port of Bergen by the king of Denmark, we find several licences granted by King Henry to the two bishops of Iceland for sending English vessels to that island on various pretences *, which seem to have been schemes of collusion between the bishops and the owners of the vessels for carrying on illicit trade, though that was oftentimes guarded against in the licences. However, one now granted to the bishop of Skalholz authorizes him to load two vessels with 200 quarters of corn, and with other provisions, and cloth, for Iceland, which the king was told, provisioned neither cloth, wine, ale, corn, nor salt, and to reload them with the produce of the island. [Fædera, V. x, pp. 645, 659, 682, 711, 762.]

June 17th.—The manufactures and commerce of the Netherlands being almost ruined by the war with England, the duchess of Burgundy wrote to King Henry, to whom she was nearly related †, earnestly entreatning that he would renew the friendly intercourse, which had so long subsisted between the two countries. Commissioners were accordingly appointed on both sides, and a truce of three years was concluded with the people of Brabant, Flanders, and Mechlin, whereby they were again admitted to commercial intercourse with all the king's subjects on both sides of the sea. The hostilities committed before the declaration of war were considered as piracies, and commissioners were appointed to ascertain the compensations due on both sides, who found the Flemings indebted to the English on that account 32,000 riders, each of the value of four shillings of Flemish money ‡; and for that sum the four members of Flanders gave their obligations. [Fædera, V. x, pp. 739, 761, 791.]

* One was, that the new-appointed bishop of Flota, an Englishman, was afraid to go so far, and therefore employed the matter of an English vessel to inspect his bishoprick as deputy bishop. Both bishops were connected with John Welles, a blacksmith, in London. Vol. I.

† This active public prince was grand-daughter of John duke of Lancaster and sister of Dan Henry, the prince of discoverers. ‡ The Flemish rider was worth 3/4 of English money, as appears from an act of the parliament of Scotland in the year 1451.
October 13th—In a treaty between King Henry and the duke of Bretagne a mutual freedom of commercial intercourse between the subjects of both was stipulated: and, in order to guard against piratical depredations at sea, the commanders of all vessels, fitted out in the ports of either country, were obliged to find security before their departure, that they should not commit any depredations on the subjects of the other, and judges were to be appointed in each port, who, without the formalities of law, should do summarily justice upon the offenders and their securities, or, failing them, upon the inhabitants of the place. [Federa, V. x. p. 803.] Such securities for the peaceable conduct of vessels upon the sea were now become so common, that it will henceforth scarcely be necessary to mention them.

October 28th—The duke of Orleans, after a captivity of twenty-five years in England, agreed to pay 100,000 nobles for his ransom, whereof he paid 40,000 in hand, advanced to him by four Florentine merchants in London. Having represented to King Henry, that he never should be able to pay up the remaining 60,000, unless his vassals had the liberty of trading to the dominions of England, the king granted licences to a great number of them to import wine, iron, salt, linen cloths ('toilles'), and other merchandize, from any place in the obedience of his adversary of France, in vessels not exceeding 200 tons burthen nor carrying above 20 men, or in carts, &c. to his dominions on either side of the water, they paying the usual customs, &c. [Federa, V. x. pp. 777, 783, 812-826.]

Pliny observes that paper confers immortality upon the works of man. That beautiful and just eulogium may with still more propriety be applied to the art of printing, which bestows farer immortality, together with universal circulation, upon all works worthy of preservation; which, by rendering books cheap, has brought knowledge within the reach of all mankind, and has done a thousand times more than the lectures of all the philosophers of antiquity in diffusing the thick mist of ignorance, diffusing the lights of learning and science, and enlarging the powers of the mind. This most valuable art appears to have been invented about this time: and the honour of the invention has been very keenly contended by the partizans of Gutenberg, Fuit, and Laurence. Gutenberg is said to have printed at Strasbourg in the year 1440, and afterwards at Mentz, his native city, where he assumed John Fuit as a partner. According to others, Fuit was the original inventor. And John Laurence of Harlem is also said to have invented the art some years before this time*. The first rude essays were made with wooden

* Gutenberg has the most numerous, and the most ancient, evidences in favour of his priority of invention. In honour of him, the invention has been commemorated by a jubilee held in the fortieth year of every succeeding century: and the first types, rudely cut in wood, among which there are some containing whole words, (so that the modern logography is no new invention) are still preferred in that city along with some impressions of the first printing, which exhibit the imperfection of the original.
blocks containing the whole letters of a page in one piece: and this kind
of printing is apparently of very high antiquity among the Chinese,
who still use no other. Moveable types of lead, tin, &c. were very soon
substituted: and the various improvements upon the manufacture and
management of them in a very short time brought printing to a con-
siderable degree of perfection.

1441.—A furious war broke out in the year 1438 between Holland
and Zeland on the one side, and the cities of Lubeck, Hamburg, Lune-
enburg, Wismar, Rostock, and those of the Sound, affixed by the Venet-
tians, Spaniards, and Pruffians, on the other; and the Netherlanders
suffered very much from the frequent captures made by their enemies.
In vain the duke of Burgundy endeavoured to accommodate matters by
a convention of deputies. The claim of his subjects for compen-
station, amounting to 50,000 florins of gold, was haughtily received by the
Estelrigs, and the meeting broke up with mutual defiance. The Hol-
landers and Zelander, with the consent of the duke, immediately built
a number of stout ships (but not equal in size to those of the Estelrigs)
at Harlem, Amsterdam, Horne, Enkhuysen, Dort, Gouda, Rotterdam,
Middelburg, Vere, Flushing, Armuyden, Ziriczee, and some other towns,
and sent them out, well armed and manned, against their enemies. These
comiers took twenty large hulks, three carracks from Prussia, and a great
Venetian carrack loaded with all sorts of goods, by which the damages
of the Netherlanders were compensated. At last a truce of ten years,
concluded with Lubeck and five other principal cities, terminated, or
suspended, this war of commercial rivalry. [Petit, Chron. de Hollande,
p. 399.]

1442, January 26th.—It was apparently in order to avoid the hard-
ships imposed upon foreign merchants by the late law, that Jeronimo
Dandulo of Venice and his son Marino paid forty marks for a licence,
whereby the king made them denizens of England, and invested them
with all the privileges of native subjects*, and leave to export wool, tin,
and cloth, without being obliged to carry them to Calais, paying in that
case the duties paid by aliens. [Federa, V. xi, p. 2.]

January—The parliament enacted, that denizen merchants, having
the king's licence to export wool, wool-fells, and tin, to any other place
than the flake at Calais, should pay the same duties, which aliens paid
upon such goods. [A. 20 Hen. VI, c. 4.]

It had become usual for the officers of the customs to employ, as
their clerks or deputies, persons who were owners of ships, engaged in
trade, occupiers of wharfs and quays, tavern-keepers, brokers, &c. where-

* The word 'native' ("indigenous") was used for the first time in 1423; and that word continued for some time
to be used instead of denizen.
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by the regular merchants were hindered in their business, and many
frauds were committed. It was therefor enacted, that no person con-
cerned in such branches of business should have any employment what-
ever in the customs. [c. 5.]
It being represented, that the worsted goods of Norwich and Norfolk
were unfairly made, and had lost their reputation in foreign markets,
the parliament directed that six wardens should be annually chosen to
inspect the sufficiency and uniformity of the fabric, and the due measure
of the goods *, and to seize all found defective †. [c. 10.]
The legal restraints put upon the wool trade at Calais were found to
have very much reduced the sales, to the great injury of the king's re-
venue, of the merchants and mariners of England, and of the country
in general. The laws respecting the bullion were also attended with the
bad consequence of producing retaliating laws in other countries, which
it is wonderful that the parliament did not foresee. It was now decreed,
that merchants might sell their wool at Calais under the rules of the
staple, whenever they should think proper. But still they were ordered
to carry a third part of the price to the mint at Calais, to be coined, and
to bring the coined money into England. [c. 12.]
1443, January 18th—King Henry, desirous of conciliating the favour
of the king of Aragon, granted all the Aragonese trading to England
an exemption from the late act of parliament, obliging merchants to
transact their business under the inspection of hosts. [Feodera, V. xi,
p. 18.]
June 25th—The water formerly brought to London from Tyburn
(see above, p. 389) being found insufficient in the year 1439 for the
increased population of the city ‡, the magistrates obtained from the
abbot of Westminster a perpetual grant of a fountain in the manor
of Paddington, together with right to break up the ground for laying their
pipes, for an annual rent of two pounds of pepper. The king now con-
formed the abbot's grant, and moreover authorized the magistrates to
break up any public road, and any ground belonging to himself or to
any other person, to purchase 200 fodders of lead for their pipes, &c.

* The following were the standard measures of Norwich flax, agreeable to the act.
   Beds of the greatest size 13 yards large, by 4 yards.
   Beds of middle size 12
   Beds of the smallest size 10 yards large, 1
   Monk's clothes 12
   Cozen clothes 5
   Cloths called cozen clothes 6
   (In act 23 Hen. VI, c. 4, they are called cozen clothes of the
   other size.)
   Double worsets 10
   Half doubles 6
   Roll worsets 3
   † This law was renewed, and declared to be in force for three years by an act 23 Hen. VI, c. 4.
   ‡ The king's confirmation feys, that the fountains were defective and dried up. But they continue
   running to this present time.
and to press plumbers, masons, and other workmen, into their service:

[Faæder, V. xi, pp. 29-33.]

The Portuguese, in the progress of their discoveries along the coast of Africa, having kidnapped some of the Moors, Prince Henry this year ordered the commanders of his vessels to carry them home to their own country. His officers, however, instead of obeying his humane and judicious order, obliged the friends of the captives to redeem them, and received in exchange ten Negro slaves and a quantity of gold. These two kind of new objects, thus unexpectedly offered to the avidity of the Portuguese, silenced the murmurs against Prince Henry’s schemes of discovery, and immediately filled all Europe with eagerness to embark under the flag of the Portuguese, to whom the pope had very liberally granted all the countries between Cape Bojador and India. A company of merchants at Lagos obtained from the prince a charter for the exclusive right of trading with the Moors of the African coast for a limited time; and in the following year (1444) a few vessels belonging to this first Royal African company arrived at a small island called Nar. But instead of trading with the Moors, they made a hostile attack upon them, slew many, and brought off 155 captives. Prince Henry afterwards built a fort on the little island of Arguin for the accommodation of the company; and there they established their factory, to which they sent regular annuall ships with woollen cloth, linen, corn, &c. and some silver. These they exchanged with the Moors, or Arabs, for Negro slaves (to the number of seven or eight hundred annually about the year 1456) and gold dust. Such was the commencement of the European trade on the coast of Africa for slaves, who were then all carried to Portugal. [Farin y lenja, V. i, p. 10.—Cada Moslo’s Voyage, p. 55.—Purchas, B. x, p. 1674.]

1444, May 28th—After an age of warfare the ambassadors of England and France concluded a truce to last till the 1st of April 1446, whereby the subjects of both kingdoms were allowed reciprocal freedom of trade, and it was agreed, that their property, being in any town belonging to the opposite power at the expiration of the truce, should be preserved inviolate. [Faæder, V. xi, p. 59.]

1445, October 21st—Notwithstanding the repeated injunctions of councils against ecclesiastical persons being concerned in trade, many of them were merchants and traders of every denomination; and, being exempted from most of the taxes paid by the laity, they underfold and ruined the regular traders, who contributed to support them. In order to give some check to the preposterous conversion of monasteries into warehouses, work-shops, inns, and tap-houses, Philip duke of Burgundy now affixed a placard, wherein he sets forth, that many more convents for monks and nuns had been founded within a few years in his territories of Holland and Zeland, than were proportioned to the extent of those countries; that all trades and handicrafts are carried on in
them, whereby they accumulate estates, which remain with them for ever, and all the land in the country must in time come into their hands. He therefore prohibits them from receiving or purchasing any more estates in his dominions, till commissioners, to be appointed by him, shall determine in what manner they may hold lands. [Brandt's Hist. of the reformation, V. i. p. 23 Engl. transl. *] This perversion of the privileges and wealth, obtained from the mistaken piety of princes and devout persons or the remorse of opulent criminals, this licenced smuggling, was by no means peculiar to the Netherlands: it was common in other countries, and perhaps in none more than in England.

1446, August 4. - A truce between King Henry and the duchess of Burgundy, acting for her husband, was followed by another treaty, whereby a free commercial intercourse was continued till the 1st of November 1459 between the king's subjects and the merchants of Brabant, Flanders, and Mechlin, whether dealers in wool, hides, provisions, or whatever other merchandise (except armour, artillery, powder, and other warlike stores) on paying the customs usual in the ports of each country. The fishermen of either country were to have liberty to fish where they pleased, and, if obliged to take shelter in the ports of the other, they were to be admitted freely on paying the usual duties. No privateers were to be permitted to issue from the ports of either country to prey upon the subjects of the other: neither should they be permitted to land their plunder in the ports of the contracting powers. Neutral vessels, bringing provisions or other goods from the East country to the dominions of either party, should not be molested in any manner. Vessels of either country, not fitted for war, being driven by storm or enemies into the ports of the other, should be allowed to enter and depart at their pleasure, but not to land any goods without a licence of the king's own law against the exportation of wool; but that law was never kept.

The Cistercian monks were great wool-merchants, till their trade was prohibited in 134. See above, p. 33.

The smuggling schemes of the two bishops of Durham was remarkable. [Madox's Hist. of the exch. c. 17, § 3; Note on Diss. de jure L. i. c. 6.]

A. D. 1466. - The bishop of Nirolas (Drontheim) in Norway traded to England as a merchant. See above, p. 479, note §.

1340. - In the famous battle near the Swyn there was a ship belonging to the prior of Canterbury. [Stats. Ann. p. 37.]

In the same year King Edward III licensed a cardinal to export sixty sheets of wool every year of his life, [Federa, V. v. p. 217] which was a very good annuity. It was moreover a violation of the king's own law against the exportation of wool; but that law was never kept.

The Cistercian monks were great wool-merchants, till their trade was prohibited in 134. See above, p. 33.

The smuggling schemes of the two bishops of Durham was remarkable. [Madox's Hist. of the exch. c. 17, § 3; Note on Diss. de jure L. i. c. 6.]

A. D. 1466. - The bishop of Aberdeen was owner of a vessel. See above, p. 571.

1404. - A rich vessel, which the bishop of St. Andrews owned, or was largely interested in, was taken by the English. [MS. Bk. Cott. Vesp. F viii.]

The succeding bishop of St. Andrews built the first ship then in Scotland, which was called The bishop's barge. [Lyll. pp. 203, 304.]
from the proper officers.—The English might make fast their vessels in the ports of Brabant, Flanders, &c. in the manner practised by the French, Hollanders, Zealanders, and Scots; and the Flemings, &c. might do the same in the English ports.—The vessels of either party were prohibited from carrying the property of the enemies of the other.—In case of the vessels of either country being wrecked on the coasts of the other, the property should be delivered to the owners on paying reasonable expenses.—The road along the coast from Calais should be renewed; and the merchants were, as in former treaties, forbidden to take dogs with them, or to catch the rabbits on the Downs.—The English merchants should have inns, or hotels; for themselves in the cities of Brabant, Flanders, and Mechlin, and enjoy all the privileges they enjoyed in former times *—Any infraction of the treaty by individuals should be compensated by the sovereign, but should not produce a rupture of the truce.—Lastly, it was agreed, that the four members of Flanders should bind themselves to observe this treaty: and they accordingly did so in a few days after. [Federa, V. xi, pp. 140-146.]

King Henry granted the mayor of Bristol the privilege of being exempted from the jurisdiction of his admirals and other ministers. [Rot. pat. fec. 24 Hen. VI, m. 23.]

1447—It is impossible to reconcile the various years as assigned by the writers of the Netherlands to the improved method of curing herrings, invented by William Beukels, or Beukelens, of Biervliet in Flanders, who, by the most probable account, died this year. From a variety of notices, dispersed through the preceding part of this work, it is evident that they are mistaken, who represent him as the first who ever cured fish. The truth seems to be, that he introduced some improvement in the manner of treating the fish, or perhaps of preparing the salt, concerning which the information is very obscure†, which, being adopted by his countrymen, procured a superior reputation to their fish.

* The return of the English at this time to enjoy their former privileges in Antwerp, the chief city of Brabant, is related by Wheeler [Treatise of commerce, p. 16] as their first arrival in that city, which being ignorantly says, confined all thistles, contained only four poor and ignorant merchants, and had only six small vessels for the river, but none fit for going to sea. What he and others say of the order of the golden fleece, being instituted by the duke of Burgundy in honour of the English wool and cloth, is unsupported, or rather is contradicted, by his diploma of the original creation of the knights, dated 25th November 1431, which is recited verbatim by Meyer in his Annales Flandria, f. 274. The duke appears to have had the pledge of Gideon, the judge of Israel, in his eye, when chusing his device. [Marchantii Flandria, p. 284.]

† The most difficult account of the process that I have been able to find, after believing much research upon it, is the following.—Ceux de Bievliet [no mention of Beukelens] ille de Flandres, qui premiersement inventèrent (pour le mieux garder et faler) de l'egorges, et lui offert les machoirs, qui le faisaient autrement bien toil corrompre, ce qu'en langue du pays se dit unken, c'est à dire demacher. [Chronique de Holland, Ec. par Petit, p. 184.—See also Marchantii Flandria, L. 1—Olai Maggi Hagi, ed. L. xxv, c. 22.]

Schoeck de barnevis, § 36.—Dr. Wits Interest of Holland, pp. 49, 50, Engl. traufl.] Beukelens seems one of those characters, who, by some accidental circumstances, have obtained higher places in the temple of fame, than their real merits entitled them to. Such a circumstance was the visit of the emperor Charles V and hisפיל to the tomb of Beukelens, where they offered up their prayers for his soul. Goguet moreover says, that the emperor erected a statue to him.
at Rome and other foreign markets, where they were distinguished by
the name of Flemish herrings. The herring trade, together with other
branches of Flemish industry, palled afterwards into the hands of the
Hollanders, who have been wonderfully enriched by it.

According to Galvano, the crew of a Portuguese ship reported, that
they had been driven by a storm to the westward, and had arrived at an
island, wherein there were seven cities inhabited by people speaking
Portuguese, who said, their ancestors had fled from Spain on the death
of King Rodeligo (about the year 700), and asked, if Spain was still
troubled by the Moors. Some land, brought from the island, produced
a good quantity of gold. Galvano adds, that this island was supposed
to be the Antilles, or New Spain.* [Galvano, copied in Poremz, B. x, c.
1.]

1468, July 24th.—From King Henry's appointment of commissioners
to settle all disputes with the grand master of Prufia and the people of
the Hanfe towns, and to confirm or renew the ancient treaties with them,

* These seven cities, which afterwards became
golden cities, and filled the heads of the Spanish
discoverers, and also that of Sir Walter Raleigh,
with golden dreams, perhaps grew out of Zeux's
report of a nation polishing gold and silver, cities
and temples, in an unknown western part of the
world, (probably Mexico, see above, p. 563) incor-
porated with some obscure tradition of an ancient
migration from Spain. The story was not in-
vented after the discovery of the western lands by
Christopher Colon, is evident from a letter written
by Paolo (Tofcanelli) a physician of Florence,
23rd June 1474, to Fernando Martinez, who, at
the desire of the king of Portugal, had consulted
him on the shortest course by sea to India. He
sent him a chart of the western coasts of Europe
and Africa from Ireland to Guinea, exhibiting all
the known islands, and also containing the coast of
India and the Spice islands in the western part of
the charts; and, after a pomo description of Catal
and Mango (north and south parts of China) he
observed in his letter, that 'from the land of An-
tilia, which you call the land of the seven cities;
and of which you have the knowledge, to the
most noble island of Cipango, there are ten spaces,
making 2,500 miles, which island abounds with
gold, silver, and precious stones.' He afterwards
sent a copy of the same letter, and also of the chart,
to Christopher Colon, and added descriptions and
arguments, tending to inflame his ambition of being
the first European to accomplish a western voyage
to those regions of riches. [Toscanelli, De la Cola, por su hijo Fernando, c. 8.] Tofcanelli was
the author, who about the year 1450 con
structed the celebrated gnomon at Florence, which is ef-
temed one of the noblest astronomical instruments
in the world.

Somewhat similar to Galvano's story, but
still more improbable, is the following, which I
have therefore thought proper to place in a note.
In the year 1459 Phranza went as ambassador
from the last emperor of Confallimptole to the king
of Iberia, and was told by Ephrem, a native of
that country of about 100 years of age, that he
had been carried off when a boy by barbarians,
and sold in Persia to one of a company of mer-
chants traveling to India. In India he found an op-
portunity of leaving his master, and, after long
traveling through deserts, at last arrived at islands
inhabited by people who generally lived 150 years,
and enjoyed a perpetual spring and harvest of a-
romatics and large nuts. Their country also pro-
duced the magnet; the animals in it were of a
surprising magnitude; and the springs of the Nile
were in it. (How could the Nile rise in an island?)
After living among those happy people long enough
to be master of their language, he wished to return
home, and was conducted to a place, whence vege-
tables from the further India failed with aromatics.
He embarked in one of them, and afterwards found
a great Iberian ship, which carried him to Portugal,
where he failed to the British ships, and from them
to Iberia. [Phranza, L. iii. c. 1.] Phranza wrote
in the year 1471. (L. iii. c. 35) and therefore this
story 'is curious or wonderful.' [Gibbon, F. xii,
p. 178.] Of Phranza's work we possess only a
Latin translation, made by Pontanus, who has sup-
pressed such parts as he thought useful digations.
Where, if he has taken the further liberty of in-
truding some improvements? If Ephrem ever was
in Britain, he might fail for Genoa, and thence
to the Black sea, and so travel by land to Iberia, which
is an inland country between that sea and the Caffi-
pian. But that Iberia should have any ships (if in
the strange confusion Iberian does not mean Span-
iards) is as incomprehensible, as that a voyage from
the Indian ocean to Portugal should be invented
by any Iberian or Greek before the year 1498.
it appears, that some depredations or other enormities had been committed, probably on both sides. [Fædera, V. x, p. 217.]

At this time flourished Cardinal Cusa, the first European after Pythagoras and his disciples, who conceived the truth of the system of cosmography, by which Copernicus, whose name is attached to it, is immortalized. [Nouveaux Dict. hist. art. Niccola (de Cusa) V. vi.]

1449. February—English cloths were now prohibited in Brabant, Holland, and Zeland, which being judged contrary to the subsisting treaty, and found very distressing to the men weavers, fullerers, and dyers, and the women websters, carders, and spinners, and all others concerned in the trade, it was resolved in parliament, that, if the duke of Burgundy did not repeal the injurious ordinance, no merchandise of the growth or manufacture of his dominions should be admitted in England. [Act 27 Hen. VI, c. 1.]

The parliament remarked, that the revenue arising from the staple of Calais in the reign of Edward III was above £68,000 a-year, and the kingdom was enriched by the trade of the merchants of the staple, who were numerous and opulent: but that, by frauds and abuses crept into the trade, and by the great number of licences exempting individuals from the law of the staple, the revenue was now sunk to £12,000+. Therefor it was enacted, that the mayor, constables, and merchants, of the staple at Calais should enjoy all their ancient privileges unimpaired, and that no licence to be henceforth granted by the king for carrying wool, woollen-fells, or tin, from England, Ireland, or Wales, should be of any avail, except for shipping them for the Mediterranean upon paying alien’s duty. There were, however, referred in full force, a licence granted to the marquis of Suffolk (grandson of the famous merchant William de la Pole) for shipping 2,000 sacks of wool of the growth of Norfolk, a licence to the convent of St. John of Bridlington for shipping 12 farners containing 30 sacks, and licences to three other persons, all these being still permitted to carry their wool to the best market according to the direction of their own judgements. [c. 2.]

The law against carrying money out of the kingdom had been frequently broken by English and foreign merchants importing cargoes of grain. The parliament now directed, that all merchants importing grain should give security, that they would faithfully bring the money arising from their sales in the purchase of English goods. [c. 3.] A scarcity of corn must immediately have broken this law.

March 20th—William Canyngs, an eminent merchant of Bristol, like the Italian merchants, sent factors to transact his business in foreign

* Werdenhagen, in his careless composition called a History of the Hanseatic republics, has magnified these piracies into a great and serious war.

† The sums paid for the licences probably made up the deficiency.
countries, as we learn by two letters of King Henry, addresed to the
grand master of Prussia and the magistrates of Danzig, recommending
to their good offices two persons desribed by the king as factors of his
beloved and honourable merchant, William Canings. [Federia, V. xi,
pp. 226, 227.]

April 1st—The proposied marriage of James II, king of Scotland, with
Mary, the daughter of the duke of Burgundy, and niece of the duke of
Burgundy, with whom, as the more powerful prince, the treaty was
negotiated, and also, the consideration of the friendly commercial inter-
course maintained between the Scots and the people of Brabant, Flan-
ders, Holland, Zeland, and other territories, all now subject to the duke
of Burgundy, from the most remote ages, produced a treaty of perpetual
alliance, wherein each prince promised to compel aggressors upon the
subjects of the other, whether by land or sea, to make compensation to
the party injured. [MS. Bib. Harl. 4637, V. iii, ff. 5 b, 11 a.]

July 17th—The English merchants and seamen, in defiance of the or-
ders of the king of Denmark, frequently resorted to the coasts of Ice-
land, Halkaland, and Finmark, in consequence of which some of them
had been seized about the year 1447, and were still detained as prisoners.
The ambassadors of the kings of England and Denmark, having met at
Copenhagen *, now agreed that all injuries on both sides should be re-
stricted, that the subjects of both kings should have mutual freedom of
navigation, and particularly that the English merchants should enjoy
their ancient liberties and privileges, and pay the ancient customs. But
they were expressly debarred from sailing to Iceland, Halkaland, and
Finmark, on any pretence whatever, without having a special licence
from the king of Denmark; and it was declared, that the seizure and
punishment of contumacious interlopers should not be considered as a
breach of the treaty. In a few days after, the king of Denmark there-
ever granted the English, trading to or from Prussia or any part of his
own dominions, the privilege of traveling or sailing through his territo-
 ries, either in English or German vessels. [Federia, V. xi, pp. 264,
273.]

December 2nd—John Taverner, a mariner of Kingston upon Hull, by
the help of God and some of the king's subjects, had built a ship as
large as a great carrack, or even larger, which he called the Grace Dieu
(Grace of God). The king directed that she should be called the Car-
rack Grace Dieu; and he granted Taverner the more solid advantage
of taking onboard his carrack wool, tin, lamb-skins, wool-fells, paffiel-
ges and other hides raw or tanned, and any other merchandize, the property

* Bertius [Rec. Germ. L. iii, p. 139] says,
that this city was put on a footing with the other
towns of Denmark in respect to municipal privi-
leges so late as the year 1443. His information is
sometimes defective; and this date seems too late.

Copenhagen appears by this treaty to have been
the royal residence, and to have had several churches,
in the chapter-house of one of which, called the
greater church, the ambassadors met.
of English or foreign merchants, in the ports of London, Southampton, Kingston upon Hull, and Sandwich, or in any of them, and carrying them direct to Italy, on paying alien's duty. The king expected, that he would import bow-staves, wax, and other foreign produce necessary for the country, to the great benefit of the revenue and of the nation. [Federer, V. xi, p. 258.] The exemption of an English subject from the law of the staple, in consideration of the extraordinary size of his ship, is a clear proof, that no such vessel had hitherto been built in England.

1450, November—In consideration of alum to the value of £4,000, delivered to King Henry by some merchants of Genoa, the parliament licensed them to ship any staple wares from the south part of England, till they should be repaid by the amount of the customs. The king sold the alum for £8,000 in ready money to some merchants, to whom the parliament gave a monopoly by prohibiting all persons from importing, buying, or selling, any other alum during two years. [Cotton's Abridgment, p. 647.]

December 16th—William Canyngs, merchant in Bristol, already mentioned, had obtained letters from the king of Denmark, authorizing him to load certain vessels with lawful English merchandise for Iceland and Finmark; to take in return fish and other merchandise, and to make as many voyages as he should think proper during a limited term, in order to recover debts due to him in those countries. The trade was prohibited by an English act of parliament: but King Henry, considering the good services rendered to him by Canyngs while mayor of Bristol, gave him leave to employ two ships, of whatever burthen, during two years, in the trade to Iceland and Finmark, and to export any species of goods not restricted to the staple of Calais. [Federer, V. xi, p. 277.] It is known that Canyngs poached ships of 400, 500, and even 900 tons burthen; but it is not likely that he employed them in this northern trade, even though the limited number of vessels would tempt him to have them as large as possible. Those very large ships probably transported timber and other bulky articles from the Baltic, where, we may believe, they were purchased, as the extraordinary notice taken of Taverner's great ship in the year 1449 renders it improbable that they were built in England.*

According to a roll preserved in the Tower, the king this year bor-

* Canyngs was five times mayor of Bristol, and founded the church of St. Mary Radcliffe on the outside of the walls, the most magnificent parish church in England in the opinion of Camden. [Brin, p. 173.] From his monument in that church we learn, that King Edward IV, on some occasion of displeasure, took from him 2,470 tons of shipping, among which were the three great ships mentioned in the text. That the king's displeasure was not incurred by piracy, as has been supposed, or by any dishonourable deed, is evident from the fact being recorded on his monument. His memory has lately been revived, as connected with Rowley, the alleged author of most of the poems published by Chatterton, and as author of some of them himself.
rowed infinite sums from the merchants of the staple and other merchants. [Ret. pat. prim. 28 Hen. VI, m. 2.]

About this time, the Azores, or Western islands, said to have been previously discovered by some Fleming navigators, were occupied by the Portuguese under the auspices of the enlightened prince, Don Henry. 1451. August 14th—The truce between the two British kingdoms was renewed. The promise not to plunder wrecked vessels, and to permit vessels in distress to purchase provisions, was again mutually repeated; and each sovereign engaged, that the enemies of the other, bringing prizes into his ports, should be prohibited from disposing of their plunder without the consent of the original owners. It was agreed that vessels, flowing by cockers and other inefficient documents that they belonged to either nation, should not be compelled to lower, or take in, their sails, or be in any way impeded in their navigation, or any vessels of the other nation. [Fædera, V. xi, p. 293.] Truces, nearly in the same terms, were repeatedly renewed during the reigns of Henry VI and James II; which both terminated in the year 1460.

1452. January 20th—In a diet, which had been held at Utrecht by commissioners from King Henry and representatives of the grand master of Prussia and the Hanse towns, the matters in dispute were adjusted in a manner satisfactory to the king and the grand master. But the citizens of Lubeck refused to abide by the determination of the diet, retained a number of English subjects in prison, and even prescribed to the king rules for the conduct of his subjects. The other Hanse towns appear, in compliance to Lubeck, to have also neglected to accept, or ratify, the acts of the diet. The magistrates of Cologne, however, apprehending the displeasure of King Henry, had written to him requiring the continuance of his favour, and the merchants of the Teutonic gildhall in London importuned him to the same effect. The king now wrote, in answer to the magnates, that nothing should be wanting on his side to the faithful preservation of the ancient friendship between England and Cologne, and he desired to know, whether the Hanse towns were to take part with Lubeck in the hostile conduct of that city towards England, or to comply with the decrees of the diet. He also wrote in the same manner to the grand master, in answer to his letters signifying his approbation of the proceedings of the diet. [Fædera, V. xi, pp. 304, 305.]

* We afterwards find other loans from the merchants of the staple; for example, 10,000 marks in the 31st year of King Henry VI, and 20,000 in his 33rd year. [Cotton's Abbreviation, pp. 653, 659.]

† The discovery of those islands is variously dated in 1449, 1455, 1460, and 1481. Mr. Otto Amer. phil. transf. V.iii, p. 182] says, that in 1460 Martin of Nuremberg, under the auspices of the duchess of Burgundy (who thereby proved herself a worthy filter of the illustrious Don Henry of Portugal) occupied Fayal, the principal island; for the truth of which he appeals to the records of Nuremberg. See also Forster's Discoveries in the North, p. 257 Engli. transl.
November 24—King Henry granted a safe-conduct for four years to
three skilful miners, with thirty other persons, from Bohemia, Hungary;
Austria, and Mecklenburg (rather Meissen or Meissen), who were to be employ-
ed in his mines in England. [Fader, V. xi, p. 317.] The mines in
those countries had been worked many centuries, and the miners were
probably the most expert in Europe.

1453, March.—The parliament granted the king the duties of tunnage
and poundage for life. They also granted him, during his subsidy of
wool, 23/4 from denizens and £5 from aliens on every sack, with propor-
tional duties on other staple wares. And they imposed an annual
tax of 40s. upon every alien merchant keeping house in England, and
20s. upon those who remained only six weeks in the country, and more-
over £6 : 13 : 4 to be paid annually by every alien merchant during the
king’s life. [Cotton’s Abridgement, p. 649.] Whether these taxes operated
as real burdens upon the English consumers and sellers, or were, as
intended, actually taxes upon the foreigners, depended upon the Eng-
lish merchants being capable, or not, of competing with them.

May 29.—The imperial city of Constantinople was taken by assault
by Mohammed II, emperor of the Turks. Constantine Palæologus, the
last of the many successors of the first Constantine, who transplanted the
seat of empire to the shore of the Bosphorus, was found buried under
a mountain of his slaughtered subjects; and the Roman empire, after
dragging out many centuries in the imbecility of extreme old age, was
finally extinguished: Constantinople was no longer an emporium or
connecting point for the commerce of the eastern and western regions
of the world. The Genoese were obliged to abandon their settlements
at Pera, adjacent to that city; and they soon after lost all their other
factories or colonies in the Ægean sea. Their eastern trade, which had
been chiefly supported by those settlements, declined rapidly; and the
Venetians, almost without a rival, supplied the increasing demand of
Europe for the productions of the East, which they were enabled to ob-
tain on the most advantageous terms by their connections with the sultan
of the Mamelukes.

One good consequence of the overthrow of the Greek empire was,
that many men of literature and science, and along with them many
works of the learned of former ages, were dispersed through the western
countries of Europe; and the knowledge disseminated by their instruc-
tions, and by their books, which were multiplied, and rendered attain-
able by people of moderate wealth, by the late happy invention of
printing, wonderfully enlightened Europe, and had great influence in
bringing on a state of civilization, favourable to the advancement of
commerce, the arts, and the happiness of mankind.

October 17.—The city of Bourdeaux was a second time taken by the
French; and the English were finally expelled from every part of France,
except Calais and its small district. Without detracting from the won-
derful effects of the patriotic enthusiasm of the Maid of Orleans, or the military talents of the French generals, an historian of commerce may be permitted to observe, that this event, happy for France, and infinitely more happy for England, was in a considerable degree owing to the unexampled opulence and patriotism of Jacques Coeur, who, at a time when trade was scarcely known in France, is said to have employed three hundred factors* to manage his vast commerce, which extended to the Turks and Persians of the East, and the Saracens of Africa, the most remote nations then known to the merchants of Europe. His exports consisted chiefly of woollen cloths, linens, and paper, then the principal manufactures of France; and his returns were silks, spiceries, &c. But some say, that his dealings were chiefly in gold, silver, and arms †. This illustrious merchant was treasurer (‘argentier’) to the king of France, and lent him 200,000 crowns, without which he could not have undertaken the reduction of Normandy. Being sent on an embassy to Lauzan, his enemies took the opportunity of his absence to bring false charges against him; and the king, regardless of his multiplied services and zealous attachment, abandoned him to their malice. Though nothing could be proved against him in a trial conducted by his enemies with acknowledged unfairness, he was condemned (19th May 1453) to the amende honorable, to confiscation of all his property, and imprisonment. Having escaped from confinement by the grateful assistance of one of his clerks, he recovered some part of his property which was in foreign countries; and, being appointed by the pope to command a division of his fleet, he died in that service at Chio in the year 1456. [Mazeray, V. ii, p. 703.—Villaret, V. viii, pp. 237-243.—Nouveau Dict. hist. V. ii, p. 704.]

In the year 1448 the duke of Burgundy exacted a duty of 18 shillings, money of Paris, upon every fowl of fowl. The citizens of Ghent, unaccustomed to arbitrary imposition, refused to pay any new taxes. Next year he laid a tax upon wheat, which they also refused; and in 1451 they refused payment of the duty on herrings at Sluys and the duty on wool. The consequence was a very furious war, which proves the great power and resources of the citizens, derived entirely from their flourishing manufactures. But the superior power of the duke, whose territories equalled in extent, and exceeded in population and wealth, some of the kingdoms of Europe, obliged them to submit to the conditions dictated by him (in which the taxes are not mentioned), to pay him a fine of 300,000 riders, and moreover to pay 50,000 riders for the restoration of some churches destroyed in the war. [Meyer Ann. Flandr. ff. 301-314.]

* Probably all the clerks employed under the factors, and even the porters and menial servants ought to be comprehended in this number.
† Both accounts may be true, as, after he became treasurer to the king, his attention would necessarily be turned to the importation of the precious metals and the supply of arms.
A. D. 1454.

1454, April—The parliament having granted a subsidy of twelve pennies in the pound of the value of all merchandize exported, whether by denizens, aliens, or merchants of the Hanse, and raised the duty on wool and wool-fells from 3s/4 to 4s/4, it was represented, that the imposition of twelve pennies per pound would diminish the sale of woollen cloth*, and the augmentation of the other duties would lower the value of wool. It was therefore enacted, that the exporters of wool and wool-fells to the staple at Calais, or by licence to the Mediterranean, should be exempted from paying the additional ten shillings. [Acts 31 Hen. VI, c. 8.]

1455, March 7th—It has already been observed, that the northern nations built large vessels in the tenth century, when even the Italian states had probably none equal to them, and they still excelled in the construction of ships. The king of Sweden at this time owned a trading ship of near 1,000 tons burthen, called the King's barge, which he sent to England, with a request, that she might be permitted to trade, and to reload with lawful merchandize, which was granted, provided the due customs were paid. [Queda, V. xi, p. 364.]

July—The silk-women of London complained to parliament, that the Lombards and other foreigners, seeking to deprive women of their honest employments, imported the articles made by them, instead of bringing unwrought silk as formerly. To prevent the ruin of those industrious women, it was enacted, that during the five ensuing years no person whatever should import any wrought silk, twined ribbons or chains, girdles, or any other article interfering with the manufactures of the silk-women, except girdles of Genoa. [Acts 33 Hen. VI, c. 5.]

The lords, to whom the guard of the sea had been entrusted, resigned their charge; and it appears to have been afterwards put into the hands of the mayor and merchants of the staple, to whom we find the tannage and poundage, duties expressly appropriated to that object, ordered to be paid †. [Cotton's Abridgement, pp. 652, 657.—Rot. pat. prim. 35 Hen. VI, m. 14.]

1456, March 5th—The misunderstanding with Lubeck seems to have proceeded to an open maritime war, which, at the intercession of the other Hanse towns, was now terminated, or suspended, by a truce of eight years, during which both parties should have liberty of commerce, and the differences, it was hoped, might be amicably adjusted ‡. [Queda, V. xi, p. 374.]

* I am here obliged to notice an oversight of Mr. Anderson, who supposes this the first subsidy on woollen cloth. I see no reason to believe, that it was exempted from paying duty on the very first exportation of it: and, not to multiply proofs, I may only refer to the act of parliament in 1438 for new (apparently additional) duties on the exportation of woollen cloth, and that of 1533 for other duties, which were to be paid by English consumers as well as exporters.

‡ I am obliged to omit some matters concerning the merchants of the staple and the merchant-adventurers, mentioned by Mynkes and Wheeler, because their assertions are sometimes found contradictory to record, and I dare not trust to such zealous advocates, when unsupported by better authority.

‡ Notwithstanding this truce there was an engagement between the Lubeckers and the ships of the end of Warwick in the year 1459. [Queda, V. xi, p. 415.]
May 31st—Though King Henry had in former years commissioned at least three pretended philosophers to make the precious metals, without receiving any return from them in gold and silver, his credulity was unshaken by disappointment; and he now issued a pompous grant in favour of three philosophers, who boasted, that they could transmute the meaner metals into gold and silver, and could also cure all diseases, preserve the life of man to the utmost term with unimpaired powers of body and mind, &c. &c. all by means of a most precious medicine, called the mother and queen of medicines, the immortal glory, the quintessence, the philosopher’s stone, or the elixir of life. In favour of those three ‘lovers of truth and haters of deception’ he dispensed with the law (5 Hen. IV. c. 4) against multiplying gold and silver, and empowered them to transmute other metals into those more precious ones. This extraordinary commission had the sanction of parliament, now a common corroboration of the king’s grants. [Fadera, V. xi, pp. 68, 128, 240, 309, 379.] These impostors, perhaps imposing even upon themselves, kept the king’s expectations wound up to the highest pitch; and in the following year he actually informed the people, that the happy hour was approaching, when, by means of the stone, he should be enabled to pay off all his debts in a few years*. [Tovey’s Anglia Judaica, p. 257.]

1457, March 2nd. The king of Portugal obtained a licence to ship from the port of London 3,000 pounds of tin and 2,000 pounds of lead, paying the due customs†. [Fadera, V. xi, p. 387.]

1458, March—The parliament of Scotland enacted, that gold and silver ware should be examined and stamped by the deacons of the goldsmiths, or in towns, where there were no deacons, by the principal officers.—They prohibited dyers from buying cloth to sell again, or being drapers.—They also decreed, that none but persons of good credit, and having at least the value of three perchaits of their own property or confided to them, should go abroad as merchants.—They also enacted a fumptuary law, prohibiting merchants, unlefs they were aldermen, bailies, or members of the council of a town, to wear silk, scarlet, or fur of martins. Landed men, having within £40 a-year of old extent, were to dres as merchants. Labourers and husbandmen were to wear grey or white, and on holidays light-blue, green, or red. Women were directed to dres in proportion to the condition of their husbands and fathers. The clergy were also prohibited to wear scarlet or martins’ furs, unless they were dignitaries of the church.—The parliament also ordained, that, as there was but one king and one law, there should be but one measure, agreeable to the standard kept in Stirling, and that

* After all the proofs King Henry had of the ignorance or knavery of those projectors, he continued to encourage others of the same class to the end of his reign. Nor was his face ever exempt from the king’s credulity. See Fadera, V. xi, pp. 462, 637, &c.

† Were the mines now exhausted or forgotten, which produced those metals in his own country, probably before the British mines were known?

† The Act of incorporation of the drapers’ company, and the dyers’ company, date from this year.
† History of Scotland, Ed. 2, p. 274.
measures of the standard should also be kept in Aberdeen, Perth, and Edinburgh.—Several acts were passed for improving the agriculture of the country, for prohibiting the capture of fish in improper seasons and by illegal engines, for destroying wolves and birds of prey, and for preserving the breed of hares and rabbits.—Lastly, the parliament wisely ordered, that copies of their acts should be taken by the sheriffs and the representatives of burghs, and be duly published throughout the kingdom, that the people might not be ignorant of the laws, by which they were to be governed. [Acts Fac. II, cc. 73, 74, 75, 78, 82, 91-99, 101, 102.]

At this time the Scots entered into a friendly treaty with the citizens of Embden, which, like that with Flanders, was to be in force for one hundred years. [Lochl. Hist. Scot, p. 488.] A treaty with a commercial city could only regard matters of commerce.

The attention of the Scotch government to the interests of commerce is further manifested by a grant of duties upon vessels for repairing the harbour of Dundee, a port advantageously situated at the mouth of the Tay. [Skene de verb. sign. vo. Ferrota.]

About this time George Faulau and John Dalrymple, merchants of Scotland, and undoubtedly eminent in their profession, were frequently employed, in conjunction with the clergy, the only men of learning, and the nobles, in embassies and other public negotiations by King James II. [Federer, V. xi, pp. 213, 277, 389, 400, 403, 421.—Acts Fac. II, cc. 34, 72.]

These various notices, when added to the zeal for the commerce and improvement of the country appearing in the acts of the parliament of Scotland, infer that the country must at this time have enjoyed some degree of commercial prosperity.

This year all the Genoese merchants in London were imprisoned, and condemned to pay 6,000 marks. The reason assigned was said to be the injury done to England by plundering a ship belonging to a merchant of Bristol, called Sturmy, who was trading to various ports of the Levant and other parts of the East, on the pretence that he had growing plants of pepper and other spices onboard, which he proposed to propagate in England. [Fabyan's Chronycle, V. ii, f. cei b.]

* Some of the acts of this parliament are repetitions of acts of James I, which thence appear not to have been duly enforced; but that need not surprise us, when we see similar repetitions common in the acts of the parliament of England, a country more advanced in civilization.

† This, like the Flanders treaty, is only known from its renewal in the year 1557.

‡ Hardyng, a contemporary English traveler in Scotland, [C. 236 b.] calls Dundee the principal burgh beneath the Scottish sea (Firth of Forth).

The port duties were 10s on every ship, 5½ on every craner, lads, large, and barge, 5½ on every fercoft, and 6 pennies on every large boat, as copied by Skene from the original record. Fercoft occurs as a kind of vessel in England, [Federer, V. xi, p. 44.] and is apparently the same with fercoft, one or other being erroneously transcribed from the record.

4 Q
lish voyages to the Levant were as yet very rare; nor is this one unquestionably authenticated *.

1459.—The merchants of the staple, probably finding the act of parliament of the year 1449 not sufficient to guard their monopoly at Calais against the licences, which had been so prejudicial to their trade, obtained from King Henry a promise, that he would grant no more of them. [Rot. pat. prim. 37 Hen. VI, m. 17.]

1460, February 13th.—In a treaty with the Genoese it was agreed, that they should have free admission in every part of the king's dominions, and leave to export all lawful goods, they having none of the king's enemies in their service.—They should give no assistance to the king's enemies.—They should not carry in their vessels any property of the king's enemies; and, if they had any such onboard, they should surrender it to the commanders of his ships, who would pay them the stipulated freight. For the sake of form it was agreed, that all these advantages should be reciprocal; and it was added, that the misconduct of an individual should not break the treaty. [Facera, V. xi, p. 441.]

February.—Jerom Lynch, goldsmith of London, was appointed master of the mints of Dublin and Trim in Ireland †, and ordered to coin copper money, which was apparently the first of the kind in the British isles since the days of the Roman dominion ‡. [Rot. pat. 39 Hen. VI, m. 7.—Warai Hibernia, p. 137, ed. 1654.]

May 9th.—It seems that Caen in Normandy was the most convenient place known, from which stones proper for the reparation of Westminster abbey could be got: and they were imported in a vessel belonging to that foreign port. [Facera, V. xi, p. 451.]

1461.—The earliest notice, I believe, of the manufacture of beer in England, is found in a patent appointing John Devenish and others to be supervisors of all the beer-brewers in England, with a fee of half a silver penny for every barrel of beer. [Rot. pat. tert. 1 Edw. IV, m. 16.]

King Edward granted to the mayor and citizens of London the package of all woollen cloths and fkins within the liberties of the city. [Rot. pat. tert. 1 Edw. IV, m. 16.]

That the woollen manufacture of York-shire was now somewhat considerable, may be inferred from a grant of the negligence of woollen cloths in York, Hull, and throughout the shire, to Lord Montague. [Rot. pat. quart. 1 Edw. IV, m. 1.]

* Fulian, who relates this story of Sturmyn with some hesitation, observes, that, of all the nations who traded to England, the Genoese were the least concerned in the spice trade in his time (he was bishop of London in 1453), and that it was the more improbable that they should have attacked Sturmyn from apprehension of spices being naturalized by him in England. He might have added, that the importation of five plants from India, considering how many hands they must have gone through, was exceedingly improvable, or rather impossible.

† Drogheda ('Droesty'), Waterford, Cork, Limerick, and some other places in Ireland also had mints in the year 1474, and probably now also. [Rot. pat. sec. 14 Edw. IV, m. 22.]

‡ The Saxons' fynes were made of barley. [Hicks, Difcrip. Engl. p. 182.]
A. D. 1463.

1463. March 9th—King Edward gave the merchants of the Teutonic gildhall in London a confirmation of all the privileges granted by his predeceffors; and he also exempted them from all new taxes imposed, or to be imposed, on imports or exports. These privileges they were to enjoy during two years and a half, to be computed from Christmass 1462, provided they should not attempt to pass the goods of others as their own, nor commit hostilities or depredations against himself or his subjects. [Pleodera, V. xi, p. 498.]

April 29th—The parliament, for the defence of the realm, and especially for the guard of the sea, granted the king for life a subsidy, called tunnage, of 3s. 4d. upon every tun of wine imported, and 3s. 4d. more upon every tun of sweet wine imported by any foreign merchants, the value of the Hanse not excepted. They also granted a poundage duty of twelve pennies on the prime-cost value of all goods exported or imported, to be paid by natives, as well as merchants of the Hanse and other strangers, who should, however, pay double poundage on tin. From this duty were excepted woollen cloths, made by English-born subjects, wool, wool-fells, hides, and provisions for Calais, exported; and also the flour of all kinds of corn, fresh fish, animals, and wine, imported. [Act 3 Edw. IV.]*

June—The parliament, considering that the wool of England was the principal commodity of the kingdom, and desirous of promoting the industry of the people and the prosperity of the towns, prohibited foreigners from buying or shipping any wool, wool-fells, morlings, or shorlings†, from England or Wales. But those produced in Northumberland, Cumberland, Westmorland, Durham, and the districts of Yorkshire called Alverton and Richmond, might be shipped, at the port of Newcastle only, for any foreign port, and the wool, &c. of the rest of the kingdom might be exported, by denizens only, and only to the staple at Calais. The merchants of the staple at Calais were directed not to sell any wool or other staple goods without receiving immediate payment, whereof one half should be in English money, or bullion, which should immediately be coined at the mint in Calais, and in three months be imported into England. They also enacted fines to be levied upon those found guilty of fraudulent package of wool. And they ordained, that no English merchant should ship any goods, outward or homeward, in foreign vessels, unless sufficient freight could not be found in English shipping. [Acts 3 Edw. IV, c. 1.]

The importation of corn, except the produce of Wales, Ireland, or

* This Act does not appear in its proper place in the collections of the statutes; nor is it even mentioned in Cotton's Abridgement of the records of parliament. But it is quoted in an Act 13 Edw. IV, c. 3, in the grant of King Henry to the Germans in 1471, and in that of King Edward to all the Italians in 1476, which will be found in their proper places.

† Morlings, wool taken from the skin of a dead sheep. Shearing, a fell after the the fleece is shorn off. [Coles's Dict.]
the islands belonging to England, was prohibited, whenever wheat did not exceed 5/8, rye 4/4, and barley 3/8, per quarter. [c. 24]

The male and female artificers of London, and other cities, towns, and villages, of England and Wales, having represented that they were grievously injured by the importation of foreign articles of quality inferior to those made by them *, the parliament prohibited for a time to be limited by the king's pleasure, the importation or sale of woolen caps, woolen cloths, laces, corsets, ribands, fringes of silk or thread, laces of thread, silk twined, silk embroidered, laces of gold, tires of silk or gold, saddles, stirrups, harnesses belonging to saddles, spurs, bozies of bridles, andirons, gridirons, locks, hammers, pinfons, fire-tongs, dripping-pans, dice, tennis-balls, points, purfes, gloves, girdles, harnesses for girdles of iron, latten, & tin, or alkmine, articles made of tawed leather, tawed furs, buffans (probably buffsins), shoes, galoches or cords, knives, daggers, wood-knives, bodkins, fhears for tailors, fciuros, rafors, fheathe, playing cards †, pins, pattens, pack-needles, any painted ware, forcures, caskets, rings of copper or of laten gilt, chafing-difhes, hanging candlesticks, chafing bells, facing bells, rings for curtains, ladles, fcummers, counterfeit bafins, ewers, hats, brushes, cards for wool, and blanch iron wire, commonly called white wire. The manufactures of Ireland and Wales might be fold in England as freely as before; and also goods taken from enemies, or found in wrecked vessels. The tenants of the precinct of the chapel of St. Martin le Grand in London were exempted from the operation of this act ‡. [Acts 3 Edw. IV, c. 4] By it we are informed, what articles were then in request, and what manufactures were then established in England.

By the king's patent, granted to the mayor and citizens of London, the tonnage (weighing) of wool was transferred from Westminister, where Henry VI had established six wool-houses, to Leadenhall in London §. [Rot. pat. fec. 3 Edw. IV, m. 17.—Stow's Survey, pp. 304, 843.]

Hitherto all people bringing corn, fit, Ret, fuel, onions, &c. to London by water, had been ordered to land them at Queenhithe: but the trouble and hinderance occasioned by delays in taking up the drawbridge had induced many of them to risk the penalty by unloading at Billingsgate. It was now thought expedient to authorize what had

* The application to parliament gives reason to suspect that the foreign goods were of superior quality; and thence the home-made goods required the protection of a monopoly against the foreign manufacturer and the English consumer. The quantity of foreign goods poured into the country, as soon as the prohibition expired (see below in the year 1481), proves, that they were more acceptable to the consumers.

† Playing cards were invented in Germany before the end of the fourteenth century. At first useful only for amusement, they were afterwards made sufficient to supersede by gaming on them, by means of wooden blocks, the figures of the fants with inscriptions. Some such, executed to early as the year 1435, may be regarded as the first specimens of printing. [Lettre du Musée de l'Art et de la Science, pp. 239-250.]

‡ The same exemption is repeated in all the acts containing restraints upon trade about this time, so that St. Martin's tenants were the only free traders. Stow, in his Survey, gives some account of the privileges claimed by this college or chapel.

§ A pretty ample history of Leadenhall is given by Stow in the account of Lime-street ward in his Survey of London.

his ed. 1. 1405.

1463. The accession of the queen was regarded, as a step to promote the interests of the merchant. [A. D. 1463.]

The late ed. 1. 1405.

* For the history of the merchants of London, see Blackstone, op. cit., and the M. of London, Vol. 4. The late ed. 1. 1405.
hitherto been done against authority; and a part of the vessels, bringing salt, wheat, rye, or other corn, from beyond the sea; or other grains, garlick, onions, herrings, sprats, eels, whiting, plaice, cod, mackerel, &c. were permitted to unload at Billingsgate. But still the greater number were to proceed up to Queenhithe. [Stow’s Survey, p. 682.]

This is apparently the origin of a legal market for fish at Billingsgate.

1464, January—King Edward owed £32,861 to the company of merchants of the staple at Calais, for payment of which he assigned them a yearly rate (or installment) out of the subsidies of wool. [Cotton’s Abridgement, p. 678.]

The commencement of the Oriental trade of Florence about the year 1425 has been noticed. The Medici, a race of successive eminent merchants (and the ancestors of many families of sovereign princes) were, it is believed, deeply concerned in that trade. Cosimo de Medici was the greatest merchant of the age, or equaled only by Jacques Coeur in France. In every part of Europe he had houses established for conducting his vast commerce, and his extensive money concerns, whereby he served all Europe with the accommodation of borrowing and remitting. Nor were his agents less assiduous in collecting for him the treasures of antiquity, and the choicest productions of art, than in procuring the rich merchandise of India; for this illustrious merchant, who dedicated his riches to the service of mankind, was the most munificent, unassuming, patron of arts, sciences, and literature. He employed his wealth and his literary treasures for the service of his country and his friends with such effect that, when Naples and Venice combined against Florence, he deprived them of resources for carrying on the war, merely by calling in the vast sums due to him in those states; and by a manuscript of Livy, sent as a present to the king of Naples, he conciliated his friendship. Nor were the politics of Italy only governed by the commercial operations of Cosimo: even the distant kingdom of England was affected by the power of his pecuniary influence, and the sums, lent by his agents to Edward IV, amounting to 120,000 crowns, contributed in a great measure to support him in his contest with the house of Lancaster. This truly-great man died, with the justly-merited title of father of his country, on the 1st of August 1464.

* For a more complete account of this great merchant, and for the authorities, see Raphael’s Life of Lorenzo de Medici, his grandson. See also Gibson, ii. viii, p. 135—and Comines, L. vii, c. 6. The latter, after noticing the wonderful extent of the credit of his commercial houses, as he himself had had occasion to see them in France and England, says; that, to his knowledge, Gerard Quanuce, one of Cosimo’s agents, was the chief instrument in furnishing Edward IV by furnishing him at a time above 12,000 crowns, most not much to the advantage of his principal, who, however, recovered his money at last. He also knew another of Cosimo’s agents, called Fortunay, who became security for King Edward to the duke of Burgundy for 50,000 crowns, and at another time for 24,000. Comines’s hint of the damage sustained by delay of payment is supported by a grant of King Edward, dated 30th November 1466, whereby it appears, that £25,541 19s. 12d. of the money lent him by Gerard Cumin, whom Comines calls Quanuce, still remained due; for, payment of which Edward permitted him to bear, castle, and clean, any wool whatsoever, and export it, or any other.
1465, January—The parliament, observing that many frauds had crept into the manufacture of cloths, by reason of which their reputation in foreign countries was much impaired, and foreign cloths were even imported into England, enacted, that every whole cloth, when properly finished for sale, should measure 24 yards in length, and 2 yards, or at least 7 quarters, in breadth within the lifts; if longer, the buyer should pay for the extra measure. Straits, properly finished, should measure 12 yards in length and 1 yard in breadth; kerfeys, 18 yards in length and \(1\frac{1}{2}\) yards, or at least 1 yard, in breadth. Half pieces of each in proportion, and all measured with an allowance of an inch to every yard in the length. The makers were prohibited from putting lamb's wool, flocks, or cork *, in any cloth. Cloth might be made, however, all of lamb's wool: and cork might be used in dying cloth or wool woaded, or cloth perfectly boiled and madder. They required, that cloths should be perfectly uniform in their fabric from end to end, and they ordained, that cloths of unequal fabric, and those of irregular lengths, should be distinguished by leaden seals, different from those put upon goods of standard dimension and quality. —Another abuse, complained of, was, that the manufacturers compelled their carders, spinners, and other workpeople to take a great part of their wages in pins, girdles, and other unprofitable wares, and also delivered wool to them by excessive weight; wherefore it was now ordained, that they should pay their labourers in money only, and use just weights.—The parliament also now declared, that all foreign-made cloth, found in England after the 1st of August 1465, should be forfeited to the king, except cloths made in Ireland or Wales, or taken from enemies upon the sea without fraud or collusion. [Acts 4 Edw. IV, c. 1.]

In order to abate the trade of smuggling wool, which was openly shipped off in defiance of the law by day-light, as well as secretly by night, it was enacted, that it should be exported at no other ports or creeks, than Pool, Southampton, Chichester, Sandwich, London, Ipswich, Boston, Hull, and Lynne, at all which ports collectors of the customs were stationed, and beams and weights provided; and also that it should be shipped only in gallies and carracks, except what was to go to the Mediterranean. The custom-house officer at Calais was directed to give every merchant a certificate of the wool landed by him there, with the date and weight. [Rot. pat. prim. 7 Edw. IV, m. 19.] This was apparently a new debt. Edward was forever borrowing; and we shall again find him receiving supplies from the house of Medici.

* Martin in his Description of the Western Islands [p. 135] mentions a plant called corks, which is used by the islanders to dye their yarn of a crimson colour, which is probably the same with the cork of the act.
which the merchant was required to lodge in the exchequer, as a proof
that he had not carried it to any other port. [c. 2.]

In consequence of the licence of shipping the north-country wools at
Newcastle, those of the counties of York, Lincoln, and Nottingham,
were frequently carried to that port, and shipped as the produce of the
northern counties; which practice was now prohibited under a heavy
penalty. [c. 3.]

In favour of the woollen manufacturers it was enacted, that they alone
should have a right to make contracts for wool before it was shorn. All
other persons were prohibited from making any such contracts in the
counties of Berks, Oxford, Gloucester, Salop, Hereford, Worcester,
Wilt, Somerset, Dorset, Hans, Eifex, Cambridge, Norfolk, Suffolk,
Kent, Surrey, and Sussex. [c. 4.]

The duke of Burgundy had published another ordinance, never to be
repealed, ordering all woollen cloth and woollen yarn made in England
to be banished out of his dominions, in consequence of which it was
apprehended, that the weavers, fullers, dyers, spinners, carders, and
winders of yarn, in England would be thrown idle. The parliament,
in retaliation, prohibited the importation of any produce or manufac-
ture of the duke's territories, except provisions, in England, Wales, or
Ireland, till he should repeal his ordinance. In the meantime, the
merchants, possessing such goods, were ordered to take no advantage of
the scarcity by raising the price. The merchants of the Teutonic gild-
hall were not bound by the prohibitions of this act. [c. 5.] Therefor
the non-importation act was in fact a charter of monopoly to them;
and the duke's subjects would feel no inconvenience from it.

The foreign merchants were so much embarrassed in finding security
for their faithfully investing the proceeds of their cargoes in English goods,
or perhaps so unwilling to comply with the law, that many of them
gave up trading to England. In order to mitigate the hardship, the
officers of the customs were directed to require no other security of the
merchants than their own. [c. 6.]

For the encouragement of the horners, especially those of London,
it was enacted, that no horns should be exported, except what might be
to spare after supplying their demand, provided the horners should take
no advantage of this act to lower the price of horns*. [c. 8.]

October 13th—In a treaty of alliance between England and Denmark,
the merchants on both sides were allowed free access to the ports of each
country; but still the English were excluded from sailing to the coasts
of Iceland, Hâlgaland, and Finnmark; nor was their being driven upon

---

* In those days spoons and other utensils made
of horn were more in use than now. It is also
certain that horn plates then answers many
of the purposes, for which window glasses now
employed. That glazed windows were by no
means common at this time, appears pretty cer-
tain; for Richard Bewington was thought wor-
thly of honourable commemoration by the historian
of Croyland for liberally allowing £40 for glazing
356.] Though the window may have been large,
to great a sum how? that glasses was very dear.
them by ftre of weather to be admitted as a pretence for trading. [Faedra, V. xi, p. 551.] So anxiously did the king of Denmark seek to preserve the fishery, apparently the only object of attraction to those hyperborean regions, to his own subjects. Walter Coney and Henry Bermingham, merchants of Lynne, were two of the ambassadors appointed to negotiate this treaty, they being, it may be presumed, well acquainted with such commercial matters as might fall under discussion.

1466, April 30th—A treaty between King Edward and the duke of Bretagne stipulated for the subjects of both princes a mutual liberty of trade in merchandise not prohibited. [Faedra, V. xi, p. 567.]

August 6th—King Edward, desirous of fortifying himself against the rival house of Lancaster by the friendship of the sovereigns on the continent, entered into treaties of offensive and defensive alliance with as many of them as possible. Some negotiations (whereof I apprehend, no record remains) had taken place between him and the king of Castile before October 1464; and now he concluded a perpetual alliance with that prince, wherein it was agreed, that the merchants of either kingdom might freely buy and sell any merchandise whatsoever in the other, and should be treated in all respects as well as the natives of the country. [Faedra V. xi, pp. 534, 569, 572, 583.] This treaty, though not of itself very important in commercial history, merits notice, because the caerules for cultivating the friendship of Spain, which produced it, probably also occasioned an exportation of the sheep of Cotswold in Gloucestershire to Spain about this time, which, though assailed by anathemites who lived not very long after, has been ridiculed by some late writers, only because they thought it unlikely. It is enough to say, that the several unquestionable exportations of English sheep, already related and to be related in this work, sufficiently warrant the belief of the exportation said to have taken place at this time.

October—The parliament of Scotland authorized a committee of

* Harrison in his Description of Britain, prefixed to Holinshed [T. 105 a. ed. 1577] complains of the practice of exporting sheep in his own days. These are his words—"So much are our woolles to be preferred before those of other places, that, if James had known the value of them that are bredde and to be had in England, he would never have gone to Calchon to looke for any there. What foole then are our countrymen, in that they feake to bereve themselves of this commodite, by practizing dayly bowe to transforme the same to other nations, in carrying over their rammes and eues to breede an increase among them." In the edition of 1586 [p. 221] he adds, "—The first example hereof was given under Edward the fourth, who not understanding the bottome of the fute of fraudie traitorous merchants, that sought a prefect gaine with the perpetuall hinderance of their country, licensed them to carie over certeine numbers of them into Spaine, who having licence but for a few, flhipped verie manie." Holinshed in his Chronicle [p. 1317; ed. 1577] relates the exportation thus.

—King Edward concluded an amicable league with Henry king of Castile and John king of Aragon, at the concluding whereof he granted licence to certaine Cortible sheepe to be transported into the country of Spaine (as people report) which have there so multiplied and increased, that it hath turned the commodity of England much to the Spanielle profit."—Stow [Ann. p. 696 ed. 1602] nearly repeats Holinshed's words as does also Speed, [p. 654, ed. 1632] who adds, that cloth made from the wool of the descendents of the sheep now carried to Spain, were (in his own time) a great hinderance to the English merchants adventuring to the Levant. —The other authors, whom I have examined for this fact, are silent upon it.
their own body to ratify, or annul, as they might think expedient, the statutes advised in the session of burghs (or court of the four burghs) for the good of merchants and the advantage of the kingdom.—They repeated the unavailing law against carrying money out of the country; and, thinking nothing else so valuable, they ordered all merchants to bring two ounces of pure silver to the mint for every sack of wool exported by them, and in proportion for skins (apparently wool-fells) and hides.—They ordered copper coins to be made, whereof four should be equal to a penny, and also another kind of small money, to the amount of only £300, with a mixture of silver in it. No person was obliged to receive more than twelve pennies in the pound of those inferior kinds of money.—The coinage of the mixed, or black, pennies was abolished in the following year. [Acts Jac. III, cc. 2, 10, 11, 12, 22.]

1467, January.—The Scottish parliament passed several acts, all intended for the advancement, but most of them probably operating for the obstruction, of commerce. They ordained, that none but burgesses, or their factors living in their families, should go abroad as merchants. But prelates and other clergymen, lords, and barons, might export their own goods, and import what they had occasion for, by the agency of their servants. Handicraft trade men were particularly debarred from failing as merchants, or using merchandize, without obtaining special leave, and renouncing their former employment without diffamnation. The smallest quantity of goods, in property or trufh, qualifying a person to fail as a merchant, was now fixed at half a latt. They ordained, that no ship should be freighted without a charter party, wherein should be expressed, among other conditions, that disputes between the master and merchants should be submitted to the jurisdiction of the town to which they were bound, that goods should not be crufted or damaged by unreasonable flowing; if the master carried any goods upon deck, he should have no freight for them, and in case of their being thrown overboard or lost, the goods in the hold should not be liable to pay average for them; and the master should receive no drink-money. Vessels carrying less than five latts should pay the freight of half a sack,

* Ruddiman, on the authority of Buchanan, inclines to believe, that copper money was coined by some of the earlier kings of Scotland. [Prof. of Dipl. Stat. pp. 65, 67, 71.] But Buchanan's assertion, if unsupported by other vouchers, is no sufficient authority (as has repeatedly been proved by Ruddiman himself in his valuable notes on that author, and as I have also had occasion to remark in another work) especially, as he confounds the copper money with the mixed or black money. There were scarcely any innovations, in which the Scots preceded the English.

† Some of the Scottish barons were concerned in trade and were owners of vessels, as appears by a receipt (dated 8 May 1475) for 100 marks English money paid by King Edward's agent, Lyce, for a ship laden with merchandise, belonging to Sir John Colquhoun, the chamberlain of Scotland, which had been taken by Lord Gray. [Rymer's unpublished rec. Est. IV, Vol. ii, p. 259.] Unlike the compensation was very inadequate indeed, the vessel and cargo must have been very valuable, merely for the service of his own household. In this age the kings also interfered in trade, as will appear afterwards.
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and those of a greater burthen the freight of a sack, to the chaplain of the nation in the country failed to, and on their return home should pay the freight of a tun to the church of the port of delivery.—Vessels were prohibited from sailing to any foreign country between the 28th of October and the 2nd of February. The merchants of Scotland were now prohibited from sailing to the Swyn, the Sluys, the Dam, or Bruges, and were required to remove their property from those places before the 1st of August ensuing, and thenceforth to have no intercourse with them. [Acts Fac. III, cc. 14-19.] The interruption of trade with these towns was an infraction of the hundred-years treaty, owing to some cause of displeasure, which the historians of the age have not informed us of.

July—In England also the attention of the parliament this year was chiefly turned to trade.—Notwithstanding the act for enforcing uniformity of fabric and quantity in the worsted-stuff manufactures of Norwich and the adjacent country, passed in the 20th, and repeated in the 23rd, year of Henry VI, there were now fresh complaints of the delinquency of the manufacturers of those goods; whereupon a new act was made, which was little more than a repetition of the former ones. [Acts 7 Edw. IV, c. 1.]

The clothiers in the hundreds of Lifton, Tavistock, and Rowburgh, in Devonshire were permitted to mix flocks with their wool, they having represented, that, on account of the grossness and stubbornness of the wool in that district, no cloth could be made without such a mixture. [c. 2.]

The exportation of woollen yarn and unfelled cloth, whereby the king lost the customs payable upon finished cloths, and the people a part of their employment, was prohibited. [c. 3.]

August 29th—King James allowed the merchants of Scotland to fail to Middleburg, but not to establish their trade in that city as a staple, as he intended to send commissioners to negotiate privileges for them in whatever place should be found most advantageous for a staple. They were also at liberty to fail to Rochelle, Bordeaux, and the other ports of France. [Acts Fac. III, cc. 20, 21.]

October—The parliament of Scotland, after having lowered their money of account by making a nominal rise upon their own and all foreign coins current in the kingdom, or, in their own language, making their money equivalent to the currency in Flanders, next obliged all debtors to make payment in the full value originally contracted for. In a few months the parliament observed, that that change answered no good purpose, that the pennyworth rose with the penny, and that landlords were defrauded of the fourth or fifth part of their rents; and

* However obvious these consequences might be to the eye of reason, none of the nations of Europe seem to have had any idea of them in those days. But such ignorance of the nature and causes of the wealth of nations in those ages need not surprise us, when, even in the present enlightened age, we
therefore they reduced most of the foreign coins current in Scotland to a smaller numerical value than they had lately set upon them (January 1468). [Acts Jac. III, cc. 22, 23, 29, and see also 58.]

November 24th.—The English and the people of the Netherlands feeling the bad effects of turning the trade of the two countries into a circuitous channel, the commercial intercourse between them was now revived, and regulated by a new treaty between King Edward and the duke of Burgundy, which was to be in force thirty years. The subjects of both princes, whether dealers in wool, hides, or provisions, or other articles, were to have free access by land or water with liberty to buy and sell all kinds of merchandise, except warlike stores, on paying the duties, established when commerce formerly had free course between the two countries. Each prince, in case of scarcity, might prohibit the exportation of provisions. The fishermen on both sides might freely fish in any part of the sea, without needing formal licences or safe-conducts, and, if driven by necessity into any port on the opposite coast, they should be kindly treated, provided they paid the customary dues, committed no fraud, and did no damage. No corsairs should be allowed to fall from the ports of either prince to prey upon the subjects of the other: neither should they be allowed to fell, or even to land, their plunder in any harbour, and the officers of any place, permitting such false or landing, should be bound to make compensation to the party injured.

Neutral vessels, carrying provisions or other merchandise from the East-country to the territories of either prince, should not be molested by the subjects of the other. Merchant vessels, driven into port by storms or enemies, should be kindly treated, but should not land any merchandise without permission. Mariners should be allowed in the ports to fasten their vessels to the shore. The subjects of either prince should not carry the property of the enemies of the other. Vessels stranded or wrecked on either shore, wherein a human creature, or even a dog, cat, or cock, remained alive, should be preserved with their cargoes as safely as possible, and restored to the owners for a reasonable salvage. The road from Calais to Gravelings should be kept up; the English should have inns or hotels, with all their former privileges, in the towns of Brabant, Flanders, and Mechlin; and the merchants of those countries should have the like in England. The treaty should not be infringed for the action of any individual. Lastly, the four members of Flanders should bind themselves to preserve the treaty inviolate on their part. [Pax Mile, V. xi, p. 591.]

1468, June.—The clothiers in Norfolk and Suffolk having got into a practice of making their cloths, called set cloths, very deficient in length,
bread, and substance, the parliament enacted, that every broad set cloth, properly finished for sale, should measure 28 yards and 28 inches by the fold in length, and 7 quarters in breadth within the lifts in all parts, and should weigh at least 38 pounds; and straight set cloths, duly finished, should measure half as much in length and breadth, and weigh at least 9½ pounds. All set cloths were to be inspected and sealed by the king's almoner with the seals of the subsidy and alnage. [Acts, 8 Edw. IV, c. 1.]

In consideration of £33,000 due by the king to the company of the staplers at Calais, he assigned to them for eight years the subsidies of the port, and all his other revenues in Calais, for payment, they allowing out of them the pay of the soldiers and maintenance of the works.

[Cotton's Abridgement, p. 681.]

An account was presented to parliament of the money exchanged in the Tower by the keeper of the king's exchange in three years, whereof the following is an abstract.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years ending 29th September</th>
<th>Gold</th>
<th>Silver</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1465</td>
<td>137,878</td>
<td>574 9 7</td>
<td>3,845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1467</td>
<td>60,153</td>
<td>200 13 7</td>
<td>183 19 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1468</td>
<td>33,400</td>
<td>184 13 4</td>
<td>200 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Cotton's Abridgement, p. 685.]

July 2nd—treaty for commercial intercourse with Bretagne for thirty years was now settled, almost upon the same terms as that with the duke of Burgundy, except that the trade was allowed to be more general and free; wool, cloths, linens, wines, fruits, hides, provisions, and also harness, armour, artillery, horses and other animals, and all other merchandize whatever, were lawful. Plymouth, Dartmouth, Winchelsea within the chain and its little harbour, and Calais, were excepted from the general liberty granted to the merchants of Bretagne of making fast their vessels in the harbours, and having hotels or inns in the towns, of England; the duke of Bretagne having an equal right to exercise any of his towns from the similar liberty to be granted to the English merchants. [Frederic. V. xi, p. 618.]

September 8th—The purchase of the vassal kingdom of Mann and the Western isles by Alexander III king of Scotland in the year 1266 has been related. The stipulated annual payment of 100 marks, perhaps as too trifling to merit attention on either side, had been allowed to run in arrear for twenty-six years. In consequence of the advice of Charles, the late king of France, a very amicable settlement was now effected be-

---

* This loan, and that of 1464, show that the merchants of the staple were very rich (£33,000 being a great sum) and that the king knew how he had been treated.

† The loom of York was not a piece of cloth but the chief in which it was woven.
A.D. 1468.

between the parties concerned. Christiern king of Denmark, who, as successor to the kings of Norway, had the right to the annual, gave his daughter in marriage to King James, with a portion of 60,000 florins, together with a full discharge of the arrears of the annual, and also of all demands on that account in time coming. Of the sum stipulated, he engaged to pay down 10,000 florins before his daughter's departure for Scotland, and to give a mortgage of the sovereignty of the Orkney islands, which should remain subject to the crown of Scotland, till he should pay the remaining 50,000. When the time appointed for the embarkation of the prncefs arrived, Christiern, being much harafted with war, could only pay 2,000 florins; and therefore (20th May 1496) he offered a further mortgage of the islands of Hialand, or Shetland, till he should find it convenient to redeem them by paying 8,000 florins. None of the money was ever paid; and all the islands, scattered in the Northern ocean in the vicinity of Scotland, remain to this day attached to that kingdom. [Torfei Oecades, pp. 185 et seqq.]

December.—The arrival of one hundred and fifty vessels at once was beheld by the inhabitants of Sluys with wonder and delight: for very seldom so many arrived at once. [Meyeri Ann. Flandr. f. 347 a.]

1470, March 23d.—A proclamation of King Edward, offering a landed estate of £100 a year, or, in the option of the receiver, £1,000 in ready money, as a reward for apprehending the duke of Clarence or the earl of Warwick, [Federa, V. xi. p. 654] has been adduced as a proof, that land was usually worth only ten years' purchase. But it is only a proof, that Edward was rich in lands from the very numerous forfeitures, and poor in money, as appears from his constant borrowing. Neither was forfeited land, in those days of sudden revolutions, a very secure or eligible property.†

December 24th.—Several merchants and mariners of the north coast of Spain fought redres for vessels and cargoes, which, they declared upon oath, were piratically taken from them by the people of Sandwich, Dartmouth, Plymouth, and Fowey. The vessels and their cargoes were valued by them as follows:‡

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Cargo Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ship</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carvel</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ship</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carvel</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>2,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carvel</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* This arrival has been related by succeeding writers as a common occurrence, and as a proof of the vast commerce of Bruges, of which Sluys was the sea-port. We thus see, what mistaken inferences may be drawn from an erroneous statement of a simple fact.

† We have already seen (p. 448) a life-rent, not a property, in lands valued at ten years' purchase in Scotland in the thirteenth century.

‡ The sums here stated are taken from the complaint of the merchants addressed to the king. But the particulars, sworn to in the court, give totals somewhat different, and in general amounting to greater sums. The wool was valued at £4 per fack of 1½ quintals, the iron at £4 per ton, the wines at £4 to £5 per ton.
The cargoes consisted of iron, wine, wool (440 sacks), raisins, liquorice, spicery, incense, oranges, marfac, and 4 sacks of cheese intended for presents. The most valuable vessel with wool, iron, &c. was bound for Flanders, and all the rest for England. [Federa, V. xi, pp. 671, 672.] We do not see, what was decided by the court. But the merchants of the northern ports of Spain declined trading to England, as appears by an invitation held out by Edward IV in the year 1471, affuring them, that they had nothing to fear in his kingdom.

December 29th—King Henry VI, being restored for a few months, gave the merchants of Cologne, who, with other merchants of Germany, possessed the Teutonic gildhall in London, a grant similar to that, given in the year 1463 to the merchants of the Hanse in general, by his antagonist Edward IV: but this was to the merchants of Cologne only*, and was to last for five years, instead of two and a half, the term granted by Edward. [Federa, V. xi, p. 678.]

During the short second reign of King Henry, the earl of Warwick, who then governed the king and the kingdom, sent an army over to Calais to act against the duke of Burgundy and the exiled king Edward IV. But the English merchants of the staple, whose greatest sale for wool was to the clothiers of the duke's provinces of Flanders and Holland, knowing the ruinous consequences to their trade to be expected from a war in the Netherlands, found means to divert the earl from his purpose. [Comines, L. iii, c. 6.]

1471, February 16th—King Henry entered into a treaty, or truce, with the king of France, which, being merely calculated for his own personal safety, an object which left him no leisure to attend to any other consideration, contains very little relating to commerce. As an article of course, the merchants and all other subjects of both kings were to have freedom of going into either kingdom on the business of merchandize, fishing, or any other occasion. [Federa, V. xi, p. 683.]

February 22nd—He also granted the Genoese an exemption from the additional duties laid upon foreign merchants by an act passed by himself as well as by another of the third year of King Edward. [Federa, V. xi, p. 696.] But a few weeks terminated his life and reign, and their privileges.

August—The parliament of Scotland thought it expedient, for the benefit of the kingdom, and in consideration of the great riches which might be acquired from other countries, that certain lords spiritual and temporal, and burghs, should build large ships, busses, and pink-boats, and furnish them with nets and other apparatus proper for fishing †. [Aed. Jac. III, c. 60.]

* Cologne courted the friendship of England in the year 1452, when Lubeck was hostile, and the other Hanse towns were not friendly.
† The very brief acts of the Scottish parliament sometimes supposes a part of what they ought to contain, as supposing it already generally known. It is from a subsequent act (c. 132) that we learn, that the fishery was intended to be on the west coast, and for catching and curing herrings and other fish.
November 9th.—King Edward, mindful of the friendship shown to him in his exile by Peter Bladelyn, lord of the town of Middleburg in Flanders, granted for ever to all the traders ('mercatores') of that town, though not associated in the Teutonic Hanse, as well those working at the mechanic trade called battery, as those engaged in other trades, an exemption from all duties and imposts on their wares throughout all England, with all the liberties and privileges which had been enjoyed by the people of Dynant, before it was destroyed *. [Fœdera, V. xi, p. 729.]

December 22nd.—He also granted for ever to Henry of Borcel, lord of Vere in Zeland, and to the inhabitants of that town, liberty to import their merchandise and export those of England, staple goods excepted, paying only three pennies per pound on the exports, except cloths on which they should pay twelve pennies for the piece of 28 yards, and for ingrained cloths the same duty paid by the Everlings; and he affured them, that no other or higher customs should ever be demanded of them. This grant was made on the condition, that his own subjects should be exempted in the port of Vere from all duties already imposed, or afterwards to be imposed. [Fœdera, V. xi, p. 730.]

This year the merchants of Lubeck, Rotstock, Wismar, Stralsund, Dantzick, Koningsberg, Riga ('Riga'), Revel, and all the other Hanse towns of Germany, Prussia, and Livonia, bound themselves, under the penalty of forfeiting all their rights and privileges, to make Bruges the sole staple for all their goods, and to ship them all onboard certain vessels, sufficiently armed for beating off pirates, which should be regularly stationed at Bamburg and Sluys for the accommodation of the trade. On the other hand the citizens of Bruges engaged, that the customs ('portoria') should be lowered, that brokers or others employed by the merchants should ask no exorbitant recompense, and that the due depth and other accommodations of their port of Sluys should be preserved. [Meyeri Ann. Flandria, f. 354 a.]

1472, February 7th.—King Edward licenced his sister, the duchess of Burgundy, to berd, clack †, and clean, fifty sacks of wool, and export them in any vessels whatever to the Mediterranean sea, without paying any customs, or being obliged to import bullion on account of them. This active trading princes obtained frequent repetitions of such grants; and as the never paid any customs and was not obliged to bring bullion to the mint, her traffic, which by herself or her proxies was very extensive, must have been very injurious to the fair traders. [Fœdera, V. xi, p. 735.—Rymer's MS. records, paffim.]

* Of the privileges of Dynant in England, I suppose, we have no further memorial extant. In 1359 some merchants of that town had a safe-conduct from Edward III. [Rot. pat. prim. 33 Edw. III, m. 10.] It was famous for pots, pans, and other articles made of copper, which were called Dynantire. It was a new town, founded by the same Peter Bladelyn, and it was destroyed by the duke of Burgundy in 1466. [Comites, L. ii, p. 74. —Meyeri Ann. Flandria, f. 337 b.]

† To clack wool is to cut off the sheep's mark to make it lighter. [Coler's Dict.] Berling, I presume, is also an operation of lopping and cutting the inferior parts; so the duchess's wool was all of prime quality.
October—The parliament obliged the foreign merchants to import four sufficient bow-staves along with every tun weight of goods imported by them. [Acts 12 Edw. IV, c. 2.]

In order to put a stop to the practice of smuggling cloth of gold, cloth of silver, bawdekyns, velvet, damask, satin, farcener, tarteron*, chamlets, and other fluffs of silk and gold, and of silk, whereby the subsidies voted in the year 1463 for the guard of the sea, were rendered inadequate, and the law obliging foreigners to invest the proceeds of their sales in English merchandise was evaded, the parliament ordained, that all such goods, now being in England, or hereafter to be imported, should be sealed and countersealed by the collector and comptroller of the subsidies of tunnage and poundage in the port of delivery, before they could be exposed to sale, on penalty of forfeiture†.—Precautions were also taken against another practice of shipping fine cloths as coarser ones, owing to the negligence of the officers of the customs, who were now ordered to examine the contents of every package. [c. 3.]

The parliament, finding that wool of other parts of the country was still smuggled to the Netherlands under colour of the permission to ship the wool of the northern shires from Newcastle to any foreign country, now ordained, that those northern wools shipped at Newcastle should go to Calais or New Middleburg in Flanders, and to no other place, and that all other wool, wool-fells, morlings, and shorlings, exported, except those shipped in galleys and carracks for the Mediterranean, should be carried to Calais only, on pain of felony. [c. 5.]

1473, June 29th—Though the bishops of Durham had for many ages enjoyed the privilege of coining fletlings, or pennies, the present bishop did not think himself fully authorized to coin halfpennies without obtaining the king's special permission, which was granted. [Feudata, V. xi, p. 783.]

1474, March 31st—William Caxton, a mercer of London, being a man of great ingenuity and unwearied application, and having resided about thirty years on the continent as agent for the company of mercers of London, and in the year 1464 as one of the ambassadors sent by King Edward to the duke of Burgundy, found means to make himself master of the new art of printing. He actually undertook to print a History of Troy, translated by himself from the French, which he finished at Cologne, in the year 1471. In the following year he returned to England with some copies of his book, and set up a press in the monestry of Westminster abbey, where he now produced the Game of Chess, the first book printed in England. From this time to his death, A.D. 1491, he applied with so much ardour to translating and printing, that, though he was an old man, he published about fifty books, some of

* Was this the chequered stuff, now called tartan, and thought peculiar to the Highlands of Scotland?
† Formerly the penalty had been only double payment of the subsidy.
them large volumes, and many of them translated by himself. **How productive is incessant labour, and how worthy are such men as Caxton of a place in the history of their country?**

Several foreigners, probably brought over as workmen by Caxton, and also Thomas Hunt and some other Englishmen, succeeded him in the business of printing in England, which prospered so well in their hands that we shall soon see printed books an article of exportation. [Middleton’s *Origin of printing in England.*]

There is no certainty of any establishment of a printing press in Scotland before the year 1507, when Walter Chepman, a merchant of Edinburgh, obtained the king’s patent for himself and Andrew Myllar to carry on the business of printing ✫.

May.—The Scotch parliament, still anxious to fill the country with money, and thinking they could command it to flow in, directed the officers of the customs to make the merchants give security, that they should bring to the mint two ounces of silver for every ferplait, four ounces for a lath of hides, two ounces for a lath of salmon, and proportional quantities for cloth or other goods, before they should give them sockets for their exportation. [Acts Jac. III. c. 53.]

October.—In the parliament of England the act 12 Edw. IV, c. 5, against smuggling wool was renewed; and, instead of Middletown, the town of Byrwick in Brabant was declared the only place besides Calais, to which the northern wools might be shipped from Newcastle, a power being however vested in the king to name any other port instead of Byrwick, upon giving three months’ notice. [Acts 14 Edw. IV, c. 3.]

December 19th.—King Edward acknowledged himself indebted to the merchants of Guipuzcoa in Spain in the sum of 11,000 crowns, as a compensation for damages done to them by the English; and he assigned to them half the customs payable on goods imported and exported by the merchants of Spain, till the debt should be discharged at the rate of 3½ feet of every crown. [Pedera, V. xi, p. 841.]

1475, February 3rd.—A large ship built by James Kennedy, bishop of St. Andrews, called the Salvator, and also, by way of eminence, the Bishop’s barge, as being the finest vessel hitherto built in Scotland ✪, was wrecked in March 1473 at Barmouth, where the cargo was plundered,

* The two last sentences are taken verbatim from Doctor Henry, Hist. V. v. p. 223.—See also Amer’s Hist. of printing, p. 3—Middleton’s *Origin of printing in England.*—Affe’s *Origin of printing.* p. 222.—There was a book printed at Oxford by Caxton, a foreigner, dated meccochvii; but Doctor Middleton, Mr. Lewis, and Mr. Affe, who have bestowed much attention upon the subject of printing, are of opinion that meccochvii is the real date of the book printed by Caxton.
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† The original patent was discovered a few years ago by Mr. William Robertson of the Register office, who made the search in order to gratify Mr. Chalmers; and the latter, by mentioning it in his *Life of Ruddiman.*, p. 85, has given the knowledge of it to the public.

‡ So the great ship belonging to the king of Sweden (for p. 671) was called the King’s barge.
and the men made prisoners, by the people of the country*. In the year 1474 the parliament of Scotland had ordered that redress should be demanded from the king of England; and it was now finally settled by a payment of 500 marks sterling made at Edinburgh by Lye, King Edward's agent, to the bishop of Aberdeen, as a composition to be divided among the merchants concerned. [Acts Jac. III, c. 62.—Federar, V. xi, pp. 789, 820, 850.—Lex Hift. Scot. pp. 303, 304.] It is not improbable that the interest of the Scottish merchants was in some degree sacrificed to a marriage treaty now going on between the two kings.

February 28th—However desirable the management of the trade of the country by foreign merchants may have been in the early ages, when, if there had not been a trade of that kind, there would have been none, the English merchants of this age, who owned many good vessels, could not contentedly behold the merchants of the Hanse invested with privileges equal, in some cases superior, to those enjoyed by themselves, which, together with their extensive connections upon the continent, their mutual support, and other less justifiable means, enabled them generally to command the market. The reciprocal ill will, arising from such a state of affairs, had during many years past produced frequent disputes and many captures of vessels and other acts of open hostility on both sides. Neither was the policy of King Edward, who, in his several renewals of the privileges of the Hanse merchants, gave them very short terms, sometimes only one year†, calculated to give satisfaction, either to them, or to his own subjects.

The citizens of Lubeck, who had formerly distinguished themselves beyond their confederates by a spirit of hostility to England, had in April 1473 sent deputies to a general assembly of the representatives of the Hanse towns held at Bruges, with instructions to ratify the articles agreed upon with King Edward's commissioners. After several adjournments, three commissioners from the king, with the representatives of Lubeck, and two or three from each of the cities of Bremen, Hamburg, Dortmund, Munster, Danzig, Daventer, Camen, and Bruges, the secretary of the merchants of the Hanse in London, and the secretary of those in Bergen in Norway, met at Utrecht in order to settle the terms of a permanent amicable intercourse, and now concluded a treaty, in substance as follows.—All hostilities should cease, and a free intercourse by land and water should be restored. All suits for compensation on either side should be dropped, and all injuries be buried in oblivion: no claims should be made upon vessels or other property by

* The people of Northumberland and Durham must have been much addicted to plundering vessels: we find a complaint of the same kind brought against Lord Lumley and his vassals of Hartlepool by the citizens of Lubeck. [Federar, V. xii, p. 38.]

† Some of the grants are in the Pat. at rolls of Edward IV, terr. 1, m. 13; privy. 9, m. 12; privy. 12, m. 61; fec. 14, m. 16.
those from whom they had been taken, nor the captains of ships* or
others be liable to arrest for any by-pass quarrels.—This general am-
nesty should be confirmed by the king and parliament of England;
and all obligations entered into by the Hanfe merchants in England for
compensation of damages should be cancelled.—The merchants of Eng-
lund might trade to Prussia and other places of the Hanfe as freely as in
former times; and should be charged with no customs or exactions but
what had been a hundred years established; and the merchants of the
Hanfe should enjoy all the privileges in England granted by any of the
kings to their predecessors.—The king and parliament of England, and
the Hanfe confederacy, by letters under the seal of the city of Lubeck,
should certify, that no pretense of forfeiture of privileges on account of
the late hostilities should be advanced on either side.—In civil or crim-
inal causes, wherein the Hanfe merchants might be concerned in Eng-
land, the king should appoint two or more judges, who, without the for-
malities of law, should do speedy justice between the parties, the mer-
chants and mariners of the Hanfe being entirely exempted from the juris-
diction of the admiralty and other courts; and similar provision should
be made for the easy and speedy dispensation of justice in the Hanfe
countries.—As part of the recompenie, found due by the English to
the Hanfards, the king should convey to them the absolute property of
the court-yard called the Steelbof or Steelyard† with the buildings ad-
hering to it, extending to the Teutonic gildhall in London, and also a
court-yard called the Steelbof or Steelyard in Boston, and a proper house
for their accommodation, near the water, in Lynne§, they being bound
unto bear all the burthens for pious purposes, to which the Steel-
bof was made liable by antient foundation, or the bequests of the faith-
ful ||, and having full power to pull down and rebuild, as they might

* Capitanei navium.—This is the first time I
find the commanders of vessels called captains in
any English record. For an example of it in a
Barcelona record of the year 1331 see above p.
507.
† The precaution of demanding the function of
parliament, which occurs several times in this
treaty, shows that foreigners did not now think
the king's patent of itself a sufficient security.
‡ Kilian, in his Etymologiam Teutonicam lingue,
explains Steelyard to be the place where dyed cloths
are leaved with the Raud lust (fear of lead). Quere,
if the English word Steelyard be not rather a cor-
rupt translation of the same name than any way
connected with .ilver?—Kilian finiished his work in
1598.
§ In the transactious of the year 1412 we find
the merchants of the Hanfe settled at Boston, and
apparently at Lynne. Quere, if the rich merchants
plundered at Buiten in 1288, whose opulence was
undeniably much exaggerated, were of the
Hanfe?—The grants to the Hanfe merchants for
their tenements in Windgoofe lane in London,
and for their place in Lynne, appear in Rot. pat.
15 Edw IV, prim. m. 6, and sec. m. 12.
|| The Steelyard (Steelbof) and the Teutonic
gildhall have been jopoped by Haskynt and others
to be different names of the same building; and
therefore the appellation of merchants of the Steelyard
has been ufed as synonymous with merchants of the
Teutonic gildhall and merchants of the Hanfe, but
improperly till after this time, as appears from this
treaty.—Stow [Survey, p. 433, ed. 1618] says,
that a great house called the Steelyard, near the
Teutonic gildhall, (though he seems to confound
them a few paragraphs higher) was given to the
city as a fund for deeds of piety, and that it was
confirmed to the merchants of the Teutonic gild-
hall by the king and parliament in the 15th year of
Edward IV for a rent of £70 13s. 4d, payable to
the city. But no parliament of that year appears
in the statute books, nor in Cotton's Abridgement
of the records of parliament, nor in Stow's own
Annals. There was, indeed, in that year an ex-
emplification
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find convenient.—After discussing the claims for pilloges of ships and cargoes and other outrages committed on both sides, the sum of £15,000 sterling was found due, as a balance of compensation, from the English to the Hanfards besides the above-mentioned houses: but in consideration of the protection against suits for by-pass grievances alleged to them by the king, they agreed to reduce the sum to £10,000; and to receive the payment in the custom falling due on their subsequent imports and exports.*—If any city should be dismembered from the association of the Hanse, the king, upon receiving due intimation, should put the merchants of that city upon a footing with other foreigners, till he should be duly certified that they were re-admitted into the association.

The city of London should be bound by the present treaty in trans- actions with the Hanse merchants, whose antient privileges should not be impaired by any later grants made to the city; and the Hanse merchants should still have the keeping of Bishopsgate, as formerly. The king should oblige the public weighers and measurers to do justice between the buyers and sellers; and he should prevent vexatious delays at the custom-house, and the repeated opening of the packages containing fetures and other precious furs and merchandize, (after being sealed, as having paid the customs) at Canterbury, Rochester, Gravesend, and elsewhere, and should abolish the exaction of prince-money and some other unlawful charges.—Wrecked vessels should be preferred for their owners on the usual conditions. The king should make diligent provision against defects in the length or breadth of cloths, or in the quality of the wool. The merchants of the Hanse, after giving security to abide the law in such cases as their property used to be arrested for, should have perfect liberty of selling their goods as they pleased, and of retailing Rhenish wine, according to antient uffage: neither should the mayor of London claim a portion of their profit, as he used to do. [Fac.- era, V, xi, pp. 544, 645, 739; 759, 779, 780, 793.—Cotton's Abridgement, p. 602.]

June 6th—The commercial and political dignity of the family of Medici was now supported by Lorenzo the Magnificent, the grandchild of Cosimo. King Edward, who was perpetually in want of money, had now borrowed £5,000 from him and his brother Giuliano, together with Thomas Portunary, and others, filed merchants of Florence, probably agents of the Medici, for which, as usual, he gave an assignment

* This mode of payment was even introduced in the king's private trans- actions. In 1482 he bought jewels from some merchants of Genoa, who were to receive their payment in the same way. [Rymer's Unpublished Records, Edw. IV, Vol. iii, no. 102.] He died soon after, and it depended on the pleasure of his successor, whether the Genoese were paid or not.

The amplification of an Act of the 14th parliament of Edward IV, concerning the merchants of the Hanse in London, [Rot. pat. prim. 15 Edw. IV, norm. 26, 27] which is perhaps what Stow alludes to; and the sum, mentioned by him as rent, was apparently a composition for the pious payments to be made out of the tenements, for which the magistrates of London were trustees.

* This mode of payment was even introduced in the king's private trans- actions. In 1482 he bought jewels from some merchants of Genoa, who were to receive their payment in the same way. [Rymer's Unpublished Records, Edw. IV, Vol. iii, no. 102.] He died soon after, and it depended on the pleasure of his successor, whether the Genoese were paid or not.
upon the customs to fall due *. [Fadero, V. xii, pp. 7, 9.] Though we possess ample notices of Lorenzo's munificence in patronizing the arts and literature, and of his political negotiations, in all which his fame has even transcended that of his grandfather, yet very little knowledge of his commercial transactions has been transmitted by the writers of the age: and we are indebted to our own public records for some of the most important of them that are known to us †.

This year Caffa, the chief settlement of the Genoese in the Black sea, was taken by the Turks ‡. The trade of the Genoese, already declining, was reduced very low by the loss of all their eastern possessions; and their state being also convulsed by internal discord, they were obliged to court the protection, or submit to the dominion, of their more powerful neighbours. [Uberti Folletta Hist. Gen. f. 243 b.—De Guignes, Hist. der Reiner, V. iii, p. 378.]

1476, July ro."—King Edward favoured all the merchants of Italy with an exemption from most of the additional duties, imposed upon the persons and the trade of foreigners by the acts of 31 Henry VI and 3 Edward IV, reducing the duty payable by them on wool from 66/8 to 53/4, and that on tin from 2½ to 1½ $. [Rymer's MS. records, Edw. IV, Vol. iii, p. 55.]

November 6th.—We have seen the citizens of Cologne in friendship with England, when all the other members of the Hanse association were hostile, or at least unfriendly: and they alone enjoyed the privileges of the Hanse in England, though for very short terms, subject to the trouble and expense of frequent renewals‖. In consequence of that distinction they had either withdrawn themselves, or been expelled, from the confederacy. But now that all the Hanse towns were in friendship with England, Cologne was again received into the association; and, agreeable to the treaty, due notice of the re-admission was sent to King Edward by the magistrates of Lubeck in the name of the whole Teutonic Hanse §. [Fadero, V. xii, p. 36.]

At this time, and perhaps long before, the Hanse towns were divided into four regions or classes, according to the following arrangement.

Lubeck, by general consent, was placed at the head of the whole confederacy, and invested with authority to convene assemblies of the

* The grant is nearly a copy of that formerly given to Canzian, an agent of Giovanni de Medici, abridged in the note in p. 677.
‡ We shall afterwards see a proof of the great and extensive credit of the bank known by the family name of Medici, at the head of which Lorenzo undoubtedly was.
† The inhabitants of Kubechnah, a village among the mountains of Derbend, who call themselves Franks, are supposed to be descended from the Genoese of Caffa.
§ This indulgence was repeatedly renewed, particularly by Edward IV in December 1482, and by Richard III in January 1485. [Fadero, V. xii, p. 255.]
‖ Their privileges were generally for only one year, agreeable to the rule followed by King Edward. [Rot. pat. Edw. IV, prim. 11, m. 13; sec. 12, m. 171; prim. 14, mm. 10, 14, 16.]
§ Bertius [Rot. Germ. L. iii, p. 25.] dates this re-admission of Cologne (which he inadvertently supposes the original accession of that city to the confederacy) in the year MCCCCXXI, whereas LXXI is evidently a mistake for LXXXI.
neighbouring cities, and there the archives of the Hanse are preserved. To this city, as the more immediate head of the first division, there were annexed

Hamburg, Lunenburg, Gribswald,
Rostock, Stettin, Colberg,
Wismar, Anclan, Stargard, and
Stralsund, Golenau, Stolpe.

Cologne was the chief city of the second region, in which were comprehended

Wesel, Hervorden, Venlo,
Duesburg, Paderborn, Elburg,
Emmerich, Lemgow, Harderwick,
Warburg, Bielefeld, Daveneter,
Uit, Lipstadt, Campen,
Ham, Coesfeld, Swolle,
Munster, Nimeguen Groningen,
Osnaburg, Zutphen, Bolswert,
Dortmund, Ruremond, and
Soest, Arnheim, Stavern.

Brunswick, the capital of the third region, had under its jurisdiction

Magdeburg, Hildesheim, Stade,
Goslar, Hanover, Bremen,
Einbeck, Ulsa, Hamelen, and
Gottingen, Buxtedhude, Minden.

Dantzig, the chief city of Prussia, was at the head of the fourth region, consisting of

Koningsberg, Brunsberg, and also sundry towns in
Colmar, Riga, Slavonia.
Thorn, Dorp,
Elbing, Reval,

There were also some cities, whose right to the privileges of the Hanseatic association was controverted, viz.

Stendal, Breslau, Halberstadt,
Soltdedale, Cracow, Helmstadt,
Berlin, Hall, Ryla,
Braunenburg, Aschersleben, Nordheim, and
Frankfort on the Oder, Quedlinburg, Dinant.

The four chief factories of the Hanse merchants were established at Novogrodd in Russia, London in England, probably the most antient as well as the most important of the whole, Bruges in Flanders, and Bergen in Norway. All the merchants of every one of the Hanse towns had a right to trade to those factories, and to enjoy all the privileges obtained from the sovereigns of the countries, conforming to the regulations enacted for the general good of the whole confederacy.

* Dinant was at this time in ruins, but afterwards revived. Werdenhagen extends the number of cities of this description to forty-four, among which are Lithon and Stockholm.
† These lists and other notices are taken from Bertius, who wrote a book upon the cities of Germany, which is sometimes followed by Werdenhagen, the professed historian of the Hanse republics. But, though accuracy and unquestionable authenticity might be expected from the records preferred at Lubeck, such is, notwithstanding, the uncertainty of Hanseatic history, that of the lists given...
This year, or perhaps a little earlier, Louis XI king of France established postes for the speedy conveyance of letters; an institution apparently unknown in that country ever since it became independent of the Roman dominion. But those postes were not intended for the accommodation of merchants, or the public, but only for the king's own service. [Comines, L. v, c. 10.]

1476. August.—The duke of Burgundy, unwilling that his subjects should suffer by the loss of any of their commercial connections, had written to Scotland, expressing his wish for a renewal of the alliance entered into by that kingdom with his predecessors. The parliament of Scotland, in return, ordered an embassy to be sent to the duke at the expense of the burghs, in order to renew the alliance, endeavour to obtain some additional privileges for the merchants, and ask redress for damages sustained. [Aelz, Jac. III, c. 90.]

Provisions being very scarce in Scotland, and the supply depending chiefly upon importation, the foreign merchants, importing corn and other lawful merchandise, were assured, that they should find an honourable reception and favourable treatment, and that they should not be harassed with new impositions and arrears, which, it was acknowledged, had lately prevented them from continuing the trade; that, as soon as their cargo was entered at the tolbooth (custom-houfe), the king and the lords of the council should be first served, at the price fixed with the merchants, and the remainder should be sold to the public with perfect freedom. [c. 91.]

The Scottish curers of salmon having diminished their barrels, whereby the reputation of the article in foreign countries was impaired, they were strictly enjoined to use no barrels smaller than the old auelle of Hamborough. [c. 95.]

1478. January.—There had been many abuses committed in the courts of piepoudres held at the fairs in England, chiefly by the avarice and injustice of the stewards, bailiffs, and others, whose province it was to hold the courts and administer impartial justice in all cases arising during the continuance, and within the jurisdiction, of the fairs, but who took cognizance of contracts and treipalses unconnected with the fairs, and frequently having no foundation in truth. These enormities pre-

---

1266, that seventy-two cities were then comprehended in the Hanse confederacy. [Reef. Gram. 7. ii. pp. 365, 370.] But that charter, dated before Henry was born, is evidently spurious. We have already seen, that Henry's charter to the merchants of the Teutonic gildhall, dated in 1559,—Where is any charter of 1266 to be seen? The measure is explained in an act of a subsequent parliament [c. 131] to be fourteen gallons, by the regulation of measures enacted in the reign of James I, [c. 80] the gallon measure contained 328 ounces of clear river water.
vented merchants from attending the fairs, whereby the people of the country were deprived of the convenience of purchasing goods, and the lords of the fairs lost their customary profits. It was therefore enacted, that in such cases the plaintiff should swear, that their causes originated in the time of the fair and within the jurisdiction of it. [Acts 17 Edw. IV, c. 2.]

Tile-makers were required to have their tiles sufficiently wrought, well whitened and annealed, and of standard dimensions. [c. 4.]

March 5th—King Edward renewed the ancient friendship and free commercial intercourse with Frieland, which had been interrupted. [Feder, V. xii, p. 51.]

May 3d—In this age it was customary for sovereigns to be concerned in merchandize. We have seen a great ship, belonging to the king of Sweden, in England in the year 1455. The king of Naples had a galleas now in Southampton, the commander of which obtained King Edward's protection for himself and his vessel from arrest for any debt or transgression. The king of Scotland was owner of at least one vessel, a caravel, which was taken at Cadiz in Flanders by a vessel belonging to the duke of Gloucester, for which King Edward ordered his ambassador Lyt to promise reparation. But King Edward went beyond all the contemporary 'sovereigns in commercial transactions: he owned several vessels,' and, like a man whose living depended upon his merchandize, exported the finest wool, cloth, tin, and the other commodities of the kingdom, to Italy and Greece, and imported their produce in return, 'by the agency of factors, or supercargoes.' [See above, p. 671. Feder, V. xi, p. 59. MS. Cott. Vesp. C. xvi, ff. 119, 120. Hi. Cron. p. 559.] But the trade of these royal merchants, when they carried it to a great extent, as King Edward actually did, must have been very oppressive and ruinous to the real merchants, who could not possibly compete with rivals, who paid no customs, and had the national force to assist and protect their trading speculations.

June 1st—Agreeable to the treaty between England and the Hanse towns, notice was given, under the seal of Lubeck, that the citizens of Colberg had desired to withdraw from the confederacy. [Feder, V. xii, pp. 60, 91.]

July 12th—The treaty of thirty years, entered into with the duke of Burgundy in 1467, was now renewed, and declared perpetual. In addition to the articles of the former treaty, it was stipulated, that the merchants of England should be at liberty to carry the gold or silver, acquired by them in countries not subject to Burgundy, through the

* He took from William Cundyng of Bristol 2,470 tons of shipping, as already observed in a note under the year 1450. A list of six vessels, trade, or were built on purpose for war, as those called the king's ships, appears in the year 1481, now called king's ships are.

[Feder, V. xii, p. 159.] But as they were to be fitted out for an invasion of Scotland, it is doubtful, whether they had been all employed in the
Burgundian territories, and the subjects of Burgundy should have similar
liberty in England:—that the court-master of the English merchants
should not presume to fix the prices to be paid for goods at the fairs of
Antwerp or any other place in the dominions of Burgundy, or to make
ordinances against buying from the inhabitants of any town or any in-
dividual, or against buying till near the end of the fair, by which the
fellers, tired out with attendance, had formerly been obliged to let their
goods go at an under-value; neither should they use different weights in
buying and selling, as they had formerly done:—in case of any English
merchant being injured by a Netherlander, no other Netherland mer-
chant should be liable to be arrested or injured on that account. [Feder,
V. xii, p. 67.]

At the same time the commissioners made many regulations, respect-
ing the recovery of debts, and against frauds in the package, shipping,
and sale of wool. [Feder, V. xii, p. 76.]

October 22nd—King Edward followed the example of his predecessor in
infringing the act of parliament respecting the staple of Bergen, and the
treaty with Denmark, which had recently been renewed, as appears by
two licences to Robert and Thomas Aiscock, authorizing each of them
to employ a ship of 240 tons in carrying goods, not belonging to the
stape, to Iceland, and trading for furr or any other commodities of that
island, during a year. [Feder, V. xii, pp. 57, 94.]

1479, February 14th—In the year 1475 King Edward landed with an
army in France, having previously promised to give some provinces of
that kingdom to the duke of Burgundy for his assistance in the conquest
of it. But 'Lewis the XI, being a very wise prince and philosopher,
above the common sort,' diverted the threatened calamity from his
kingdom, without the effusion of any blood but that of the grape, by
agreeing to give Edward a present payment of 75,000 ecus (licutes or
crowns), 50,000 more as a ransom for Margaret the widow of King
Henry VI, and an annual pension of 50,000 for life. Neither was he
spared of entertainments, presents, and pensions, to Edward's comfort,
nor neglectful of his soldiers, whom he gratified by a present of 300
cart-loads of wine. The king of France paid the annuity very regular-
ly for several years, and now even entered into a new trakt, whereby
he bound his successors to continue the same payment during one hun-
dred years after the decease of himself or Edward, whichever of them

* These are the words of Rymer in his dedication of the eleventh volume of the Feder to
Queen Anne.

† The following rates of currency for the coin of
England, as settled by the commissioners of the
two countries in January 147G may be useful for
understanding some of the transactions of the age.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English noble</th>
<th>3s 6d</th>
<th>5 ecus French money.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Silver great</td>
<td>2s 4d</td>
<td>6 English.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New ecu of the sun</td>
<td>2s</td>
<td>4 English.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old ecu of France</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2 English.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Feder, V. xii, p. 115.]

There were two commissions in 1474 and 1478
for settling the rates of the money of England and
that of the Burgundian dominions. But the set-
tlements do not appear. [Rymer's MS. records,
Edw. IV, Vol. ii, no. 117; Vol. iii, no. 28.]
should die first. What connects this singular transaction with commercial history, is the proof it furnishes of the great reputation of the commercial house of Medici, it being expressly stipulated in the treaty, that the king of France should engage the partners of the bank of Medici to become bound for the faithful and regular performance of the agreement on the part of himself and his heirs. [Federa, V. xi, pp. 804 et seqq; V. xii, p. 101.] In the year 1487 a house of the Medici in Naples, apparently a branch of this bank, paid a bill drawn by Marchioni, a Florentine in Portugal, to Covillan, the Portuguese traveler and discoverer of India. [Purcells, B. vii, c. 5, § 15.]

1480, September 16th.—Whatever doubt there may be respecting the sheep sent from England to Spain in the reign of Edward IV, there can be no doubt that that prince now gave permission to his sister, the duchess dowager of Burgundy, and her affinities, to transport one thousand oxen and two thousand rams out of the kingdom every year, as long as he should live, without even paying any custom. [Federa, V. xii, p. 137.] Thus it plainly appears, that Edward III and Edward IV had little or no apprehension of any bad consequence from the breed of English sheep being naturalized on the continent: and it may be believed, that neither the duchesses, who well understood, and keenly pursued, her own interest, nor the sagacious Netherlanders acting under her assignation, allowed the grant to lie dormant during the reigns of her two brothers. Her enemy Henry VII, we may be assured, would put an end to her exportation as soon as he got the power.

1481, February 15th.—A war with Scotland brought into action the greatest royal navy, hitherto known to have existed in England since the Norman conquest, as appears by orders addressed to eleven naval commanders to press mariners for manning their vessels, six of which are distinguished as king's ships. [Federa, V. xi, p. 139.]

It was in this war that King Edward introduced an establishment of riders with post horses, to be changed at every twenty miles, who, by handing letters from one to another, in two days forwarded them two hundred miles, apparently the farthest extent of the establishment. [Hist. Croil. op. Gale, p. 571.] This improved mode of conveyance, like that in France from which it was copied, had no connection with commerce or public accommodation, unless it may be considered as the first rudiments of an establishment, which, when properly extended, might

* The Medici were to give their bond to King Edward within eighteen months. But as he very soon after made an alliance with Burgundy against France, it is probable that the bond was never executed. The stipulation in this treaty, so illustrative of the commercial splendour of the house of Medici, has escaped the attention of Valori, Bruni, Tenboye, Rolfe, Noble, and Clayton, the historians of the Medici, and, if I mistake not, of all other historians.

† 'Mille bovini.' This Latin word comprehends bulls and cows as well as oxen.

‡ We find an order of the Scottish parliament in April 1481 for expediting couriers to every part of the kingdom; but it does not express, whether they had the changes of horses, without which rapid conveyance is impracticable.
become one of the greatest and most essential accommodations, that ever was given to commercial and friendly intercourse.

The Portuguese still prosecuting their discoveries along the west coast of Africa, which too often degenerated into voyages of piracy and slaving, this year built the fort of St. George de la Mina in 5° north latitude: and soon after the king of Portugal assumed the title of lord of Guinea. [Barros, Dec. i, L. iii, c. 1. — Fádero, V. xii, p. 380.]

1482, January.—The parliament ordained the following standard measures and regulations for fish cured for sale. — Salmon to be packed in butts of 84 gallons, barrels of 42, and half barrels of 21. — Herrings in barrels of 32 gallons, half barrels, and firkins (quarters) in proportion. — Eels in barrels of 42 gallons, half barrels and firkins in proportion. — Merchantable salmon were to measure 26 inches at least from the bone of the fin to the third joint in the tail, and to be split open and freed from the bone as low as the navel. Grils (small salmon) were to be packed by themselves; and thokes (broken-bellied salmon) were not to be packed with sizeable or found fish. — The herrings in a barrel were required to be all caught at one time, salted at one time, and to be as good, and as well packed, in the middle of the cask as at the ends. — No gall-beaten, starved, or pulled, eels, or red eels, were to be packed with good eels. — The magistrates of towns were required to appoint sufficient inspectors to examine the quality and measure of fish. [Acts 22 Edw. IV, c. 2.]

The act prohibiting the importation of several kinds of silk goods being no longer in force, such an inundation of corsets, ribands, laces, call silk, and Coleyn silk, poured into the country, that all the English makers of such goods, men as well as women, were thrown idle; a clear proof that the English goods were still of inferior quality. The parliament, in consideration of their distress, prohibited the importation of all such goods for four years. [c. 3.]

Machinery was so far improved in England, that hats, bonnets, and caps, were thickened and filled by mills. This abridgment of labour gave such an alarm to those engaged in the old method of thickening them by the action of the hands and feet *, that they petitioned parliament to prohibit the use of the mills, which, they alleged, deprived them of employment, and broke the fabric of the hats, &c. The parliament indulged them so far as to forbid the use of the mills for two years. [c. 5. This is, I believe, the first known instance of an opposition to the improvement of manufactures by machinery in England, which has regularly ever since risen up against the introduction of every succeeding improvement tending to make goods cheaper by abridging labour. Upon the same principle corn ought not to be ground by water

* Apparently the same method, which is described by Martin about a century ago, and by Pennant in our own days, as still practiced by the female manufacturers of the Western islands and Highlands of Scotland.
or wind mills, but only by-hand mills, corn fields ought to be dug rather than ploughed, heavy loads ought to be carried by men rather than drawn by horses in carts or waggons, and all canals ought to be destroyed.

March 9th—King Edward entered into a treaty with the inhabitants of Guipuscoa in Spain* (they having the consent of their sovereigns Ferdinand and Isabella) wherein, besides mutual freedom of trade, and security to be given for the friendly conduct of vessels on both sides before their falling, it was stipulated, that, in case of letters of reprisal being issued by the kings of England or Spain, the Guipuscoans should not be injured by the English cruisers, and they should permit no Spanish letters of reprisal against the English to be put in force in their province. [Fosdera, V. xii, p. 148.]

August 4th—When King Edward was preparing for an invasion of France in the year 1474, he concluded a treaty with James king of Scotland for a marriage of their infant children; and so desirous was he of being on friendly terms with that prince, that he agreed to pay his daughter's portion by installments to commence immediately, and actually made several payments. It was, however, stipulated, that, if the marriage should not be accomplished, the money advanced should be restored. A new system of politics having induced Edward to break with Scotland, the provost, fellowship of merchants, and community, of Edinburgh †, in consequence of his declaration, that he did not chuse to complete the marriage, now bound themselves and all their property, at home or abroad, for the return of the money. [Fosdera, V. xi, p. 824; V. xii, pp. 161, 165, 167.] It was probably this large and patriotic payment made by the citizens, that induced the contemporary historian of Croyland [op. Gale, p. 562] to call Edinburgh a very opulent town. But, though the merchants were evidently engaged in foreign trade, and had property configned in foreign countries, its opulence was probably much inferior to that of some of the maritime villages (or burghs of barony) at no great distance from it in the present day. From this time, however, Edinburgh continued to improve with a flow, but gradual progress till the year 1603, when it lost the advantages flowing from the presence of the sovereign.

September 12th—King Edward confirmed the existing treaty, or truce, with the king of Portugal. The Portuguese ambassadors requested him to prohibit John Tintam and William Fabian, who were fitting out ships, at the desire of the Spanish duke of Medina Sidonia, for the coast of Guinea, from proceeding on the voyage, as their sovereign, the lord of

* We have already seen an instance in the year 1351 of the people of the north coast of Spain entering into a treaty for themselves.
† In the obligation, Sec, the chief magistrate of Edinburgh is called provost at present, and not alderman as in the earlier ages. The fellowship of merchants is now called the merchants' company.
that country, reserved the trade of it for his own subjects: and he granted all they required of him *

December—The parliament of Scotland ordered, that no corrupt or mixed wine should be imported or sold in the kingdom; and they prohibited all mixture of wine or beer, under pain of death. [Acts: Jac. III, c. 89 †.] This act merits notice chiefly as containing, perhaps, the earliest extant notice of beer in Scotland.

1483, April 24th—The only matter worth notice, any way connected with commerce, which occurs in the very short reign of Edward V, is a renewal for one year to Robert Alcock, merchant of Kingston upon Hull, of the permission to trade to Iceland with a ship, which he is now allowed to have as large as 250 tons ‡. [Edicts, V, xii, p. 180.]

1484, January—In the only parliament of King Richard III grievous complaints were made of the many frauds introduced in the clothing trade. What they were, will appear from the following regulations and prohibitions.—Whole cloths were now to measure only 24 yards in length by the fold, and to be two yards broad. Half cloths to be of the same breadth, and run from 12 to 16 yards. The buyer to allow for any measure above 24 yards in whole cloths, or 12 in half cloths §. Cloths called freits, 12 yards long and 1 yard broad. Kerfeys, 18 yards long, 1 1/2 yard broad. One inch was to be given in addition to every yard: the cloths were to measure the required breadth within the lifts, and to have the same breadth and goodness throughout the whole piece. Cloths not made according to law were to be cut afinder, and the owner of them was to be fined. Seals of lead, stamped on one side with the arms of England, and on the other with the arms of the town or name of the county wherein the cloth was made, should be affixed to every cloth by alicer of sufficient skill and reputation. No cloths should be offered to sale, or be exported, without being fully watered; and no cloth should be drawn in length or breadth after being fully watered ||. No flocks or other deceitful material should be put in cloth; neither should chalk be put upon white cloths or kerfeys. No cloth should be sheared or cancelled before being fully watered. Tenters for stretching cloths should not be set up within houses, but in open places. The practice of exporting picked wool to the Mediterranean and leaving the locks and

* This tradition, of which I see no traces in any accessible English record, is transferred from the Portuguese historian Garcia de Resende by Hakluyt, [Navig. V, ii, part ii, p. 21.] According to Doctor Campbell, [Pil. Survey, V, ii, p. 626] some say, that Tintam and Fabian actually accomplished the voyage, and were great gainers by it. But, though he is generally very copious in quotations, he has not given us the name of any one narrator of that voyage.
‡ As numbered by Murray. This act and two others, passed in December 1484, are published by Murray, but do not appear in the edition of 1566.
† It is probable that Alcock had got annual renewals ever since 1478.
§ Surely it would have been much better to say, that the cloth should be sold at so much a-yard.
|| The complainers alleged, that it was common to draw a cloth of 24 yards out to 30, and from 7 quarters to 9 in the breadth.
other refuse at home, being found prejudicial to the finer branches of the manufacture, was prohibited; and the exporters were obliged to take the whole fleece as it was clipped. No orchel or cork of the kind called jarecork should be used in dyeing woollen cloths; but woaded wool and cloth made of wool only, if they were perfectly boiled and madder, might be dyed with English cork. The practice of fastening rushes upon the lift, in order to make cloth dyed in the piece appear as if dyed in the wool, was prohibited. To all these prohibitions suitable penalties were attached.—From the operation of the act the parliament exempted cloths called ray, and cloths made in Winchester and Salisbury usually joined with ray; cloths called wervife, plonkets, turkins, or celstirines, with broad lifts; packing whites; vesfes; cognave; worsteds; florences with cream lifts, broad lifts, or small lifts; bafsards; kendals; and flife ware*. [Acts 1 Ric. III, c. 8.]

The merchants of Italy, including the Catalans†, were accused of keeping houses, warehousés, and cellars, in London and other places, in which they packed and mixed their goods, and kept them till they got great prices for them; they sold by retail; they bought English commodities, and sold them again in England; and they sent part of the money arising from their sales to their own country by exchange; they received other foreigners to lodge in their houses, and made secret bargains with them; they bought up wool, and sold part of it again to the king's subjects, and employed people to make part of it into cloth on their account; foreign artificers with their families returned to London and other parts of England in greater numbers than formerly, and they engaged in the manufacture of cloth and other easy handicraft occupations, and also in the business of importing foreign goods and selling them by retail in fairs and markets; but they declined the more laborious occupations of ploughing and carting‡; they employed none but their own country people as workmen and servants, whereby the king's subjects were driven into idleness, beggary, and vice; and, after making fortunes in England, they retired to other countries to enjoy them.—In order to remedy those evils, the parliament enacted, that all Italian merchants, including Catalans, not being denizens, should sell the goods they had now in England, and invest the whole proceeds, their reasonable expenses excepted, in English commodities, before the 1st of May 1485; all goods arriving after Easter 1484 should be sold within eight

* There was an ordinance for the length and breadth of cloths during the short reign of Edward V. [Rymers MS. records, Edw. V.], which was probably the foundation of this act. The enumeration of names in it, now mostly obsolete, will not be thought needful by those who wish to trace the progress of the manufacture, and may afford some allusion to antiquarian research.

† The English in those days used to include all the people bordering on the Mediterranean under the name of Italians.

‡ To foreigners England is indebted for the degree of perfection which the boiled woollen manufacture has attained. Several protections for foreign woollen manufacturers had been given by Edward IV. Surely, if ploughmen or carters had come from the continent, there would have been as much reason for an outcry against them.
months after their arrival, and all goods unfolded at the end of eight months should be carried abroad within two months more, unless prevented by the weather, on pain of forfeiture*. They were allowed to remove the goods imported by them from one place to another within the eight months. They might take their own countrymen to lodge with them, but no others. They were prohibited from selling woollen cloth in England, and from employing people to convert wool into cloth for their account: and they were enjoined to carry all the cloth and wool bought by them to countries within the Mediterranean. Foreigners were also prohibited from exercising any handicraft occupation in England, except as servants to English masters; and they were particularly debarred from having any concern in the clothing trade. Foreign artificers or handicraftsmen were obliged to sell their wares by wholesale only, and only in the place of their residence; and they were not to have any apprentices or servants but natives of England, except their own children†.

-A dawning attention to the interest of literature suggested an exemption from the rigour of this act in favour of the importers of books written or printed, and the writers, illuminers, and printers of books.

[c. 9.]

The prohibition of the importation of many foreign articles, first enacted in the year 1463, and continued for years in 1482, was now extended to ten years. And, at the request of the girdlers, point-makers, pinners, purfors, glovers, cutlers, blade-smiths, blacksmiths, spurrers, gold-beaters, painters, faddlers, lorimers‡, founders, card-makers, hurers§, wire-mongers, weavers, horners, bottle-makers, and copper-smiths, the parliament prohibited the importation of all kinds of girdles, points, laces, leather purfes, pouches, pins, gloves, knives, hangers, tailors' shears, scissors, andirons, cobbolds, tongs, fire-forks, gridrons, flock locks, keys, hinges and garnets, spurs, painted glasses, painted papers, painted forcers, painted images, painted cloths, beaten gold or beaten silver wrought in papers for painters, saddles, saddle-trees, horge-harnes, boote, bits, flirrupes, buckles, chains, latten nails with iron thongs, turnets, standing candlesticks, hanging candlesticks, holy-water strops$, chaffingdishes, hanging lavers, curtain rings, cards for wool (those of Rouen excepted), claps for gowns, buckles for shoes, broches, bells (those for hawks excepted), tin and leaden spoons, wire of latten and iron, candle-

* Eight, or probably rather in reality ten, or even twelve, months, when compared with forty days, the time formerly limited, may be reckoned a liberal allowance. The time, now shortened, does not seem to have been enjoyed by any law, but only in virtue of that silent repeal, which permits laws of evident absurdity to sink quietly into oblivion.
† This sentence is contradictory to a preceding one, which allows no foreign handicraftsmen at all.
‡ Loriners, makers of bits, spurs, &c. I know not, what kind of trade hurers followed, unless they were workers in hair. Hure is hair in North-country dialect. [Coler's Dict.]
§ Probably rather pouces, deep vessels with handles for carrying liquids.
flicks, grates, horns for lanterns, or any article pertaining to any of the crafts above mentioned. [c. 10, 12.]

The bowyers also complained of a "feculent confedency of the Lombards," who had raised bow-flaves from 40s. to £8 a hundred, and obliged them to take the good and bad together without garbling. It was therefor enacted, that no Venetian or other merchant should be permitted to import merchandize without bringing ten good bow-flaves for every butt of malmsey or tyre, and that bow-flaves should be garbled, and sold only to natives of the king's dominions. [c. 11.]

It was represented in parliament, that till about the year 1450 malmsey wine (apparently in consequence of a glutted importation) used to be sold from 50s. to 53.4 per butt, running from 126 to 140 gallons, the payment being made, two thirds in cloth, and one third in money; but now, by the facility of the fellers who were made denizens, the importation was proportioned to the demand, that the butt, running only about 108 gallons, sold for £5: 6: 8, paid all in money. The parliament (without interfering with the price) enacted, that no malmsey should be imported in butts smaller than 126 gallons, nor any wine or oil in casks smaller than the standard measures*; and in case of defective measure they only obliged the feller to allow for it to the buyer. They also renewed the law for gauging all casks of wine or oil imported, before they should be sold. [c. 12.]

Of fifteen acts, passed in the only parliament assembled in the reign of Richard III., there were seven † for the regulation of commerce and manufactures, of the condition of which they exhibit a pretty good view, and also of the situation of foreigners trading to, or residing in, England, which, though to us it appears hampered with ungenerous, impolitic, or unavailing, restrictions, was much ameliorated in comparison of what it had formerly been.

All the laws of England prior to this session of parliament were written in barbarous Latin or French, and laterly most of them in a jargon compounded of English and French, but all unintelligible to the great bulk of the people, whose lives and properties were to be disposed of by them. This parliament first gave the people of England laws in their own language; and ever since mongrel Latin and French have been discarded from the acts of parliament. Richard's acts were also the first that were printed.

February 21st—King Richard gave the magistrates of Kingston upon Hull permission to export and import all kinds of goods, wool and woolfells excepted, and out of the customs of them to retain £60 annually for twenty years, to be applied for the support of the harbour and other public expenditure of the town. [Federa, V. xii. p. 213.]

* They are particularized in the act, and are already inserted from the act 3 Hen. VI. c. 11.
† One of them [c. 6] was a perpetuation of the law of Edward IV respecting courts of piepoudre.
February—The parliament of Scotland prohibited for two years the exportation of tallow, and hides, salted, dried, or barked. [Act. Jac. III, c. 115.]

Martin Behem of Nuremberg, after having resided about twenty years in his island of Fueal, one of the Azores, is said to have this year applied to John II. king of Portugal for the means of undertaking extensive discoveries. Having obtained some vessels, he discovered Brazil, and ranged along the coast as far as the strait since known by the name of Magalhães, or Magellan. But this discovery is not so well authenticated as we could wish so important an event to be.

The same Martin, in conjunction with Rodrigo and Joseph, two Jewish physicians in the service of king John, first applied the astrolabe, hitherto used only by astronomers, to observations of the sun's altitude at sea, and composed tables of declination for ascertaining the latitude. [Purchas's Pilgrimes, B. ii, § 3.] Before these improvements were introduced in navigation, seamen must have had very little confidence in their conjectures of their position.

1485, June 4th—As some English merchants intended to trade to foreign countries, and especially Italy, with their own or chartered vessels and their merchandise, King Richard, observing from the practice of other nations the advantage of having a magistrate appointed for settling disputes among them, and also understanding that the city of Pisa was most convenient for the residence of the English merchants, he, at the request of the merchants trading, or intending to trade, to Pisa and the adjacent countries, appointed Lorenzo Strozzi, a merchant of Florence, to be consul of the English merchants in those countries, and delegated to him the power of hearing, and summarily determining, all disputes between English subjects in those parts, and doing all other things pertaining to the office of a consul, with a right to receive one and a quarter per cent on all the sales and purchases of the English in the city and port of Pisa. [Feder, V. xii, p. 270.] This was pretty certainly the

* Mr. Otto [Amer. Phil. transf. V. ii, p. 268] says, that this discovery is authenticated by Martin's own letters dated in 1486, which are preserved in the archives of Nuremberg, and also by the delineation of a terrestrial globe constructed by himself in 1492, and still preserved in the library of Nuremberg. Doctor Robertson, the historian of America, denies the discovery. If genuine vouchers of the truth of it still remain at Nuremberg, it is surely very unworthy of the literary industry of Germany to allow them to lie in obscurity and concealment.—Quere, has not Mr. Otto mistaken the delineation of the Nuremberg globe? In the engraved copy of it, the only lands delineated in the ocean, which has the Azores and the Canary islands on the east side of it, and Cipangu (Japan) and the Indian islands on the west side, are a small island, called Antilla, with the famous seven cities in it, and a larger one, of about 400 miles from north to south, all on the north side of the equator, which is probably drawn from fancy for the fabulous Atlantis of antiquity, but could never have been drawn by a man who had ranged along the coasts of South America as far as the Straits of Magalhães.

† Chaucer, the father of English poetry, in the year 1391 addressed an eulogy on the admirable to little Louis his son.

‡ According to Roscoe [Life of Lorenzo de Medici, c. 10] a Lorenzo Strozzi, probably the same person, was alive after the year 1536, and wrote the Life of his brother Filippo Strozzi, which is published along with Benedetto Varchi's History of Florence.—Henry VII, desirous of undoing whatever was done by his predecessor, appointed another Florentine merchant, called Christopber Spence, to be consul at Pisa. [Padra, V. xii, p. 314.]
first appointment of a consul for the merchants of England in any of the countries within the Mediterranean: and the custom of appointing foreign merchants to be consuls for the English in those countries continued for a considerable time, and continues in some instances to the present day.

Soon after the invention of the art of printing the industry of Venice made it an object of commercial advantage, so that, in every part of Europe, those who could read had books imported from Venice. And in England also, the business of printing, though so lately introduced, appears to have been already so well established, that books from the English presses now began to be articles of exportation *

November—The first parliament of King Henry VII, observing, that in the reign of Edward IV a great number of foreign merchants had obtained letters and acts of denization, whereby they were put upon a footing with the native subjects in the payment of customs, and also that they frequently entered the merchandise of other foreigners in their own names, and thereby defrauded the revenue, enacted, that all foreigners made denizens should pay the full duties payable by foreign merchants. [Acts 1 Hen. VII, c. 2.]

Considering the danger to be apprehended from a decay of the navy, and the seamen being unemployed, they enacted a law, the very reverse of that of Edward III in the year 1368, which entirely excluded Englishmen from the carrying trade; for now no person was allowed to buy or sell any wine of the growth of Guiprce or Gascoigne, in England, Ireland, Wales, Calais, or Berwick, unless it were imported in a vessel belonging to England, Ireland, or Wales, and navigated principally by natives of England, Wales, Ireland, or Calais.—This law, being apparently intended as an experiment, was to be in force only till the next parliament. [c. 8.] The prohibition of the importation of a variety of foreign articles, enacted in the year 1482 was confirmed, and twenty years added to it, the addition of ten years by the act of Richard III being set aside, as the act of an usurper. [c. 9.]

The Italian merchants, availing themselves of the king's disposition to undo the acts of his predecessor, obtained a repeal of the 9th act of Richard. But the fines, incurred by transgressions of it, were still to be paid to the king. [c. 10.]

1486, January 17th—King Henry very soon after his accession issued orders to all his subjects to receive the merchants of France in a friendly manner, without requiring the production of safe-conducts or licences.

* This information concerning the progress of the art of printing in England is derived from the colophon at the end of a Latin translation of the Epistles of Phalaris, printed at Oxford in the year 1485, wherein there are the following lines:

> Celato, Veneti, nobis transmittete libros
>

> Celito, nos ab eis vendimus, O Veneti.

A.D. 1486.

And now a more formal truce of three years (not a peace) was concluded, whereby all grievous exactions, imposed upon commerce in the last two-and-twenty years, were abolished in both kingdoms, except the local duties of towns, &c. [Fac. xii., p. 281.]

July 3rd—A truce of three years was also concluded between England and Scotland, in which the seizure of persons and merchandise shipwrecked was more particularly guarded against than formerly, the preservation of the property being, however, now made to depend on the survival of a human creature, and not on that of a cat, dog, or cock, which, it may be believed, were never allowed to live to the prejudice of depredators. The other articles were nearly the same as in former truces between the two kingdoms. [Fac. xii., p. 285.]

July 22nd—Henry was particularly desirous of cultivating the friendship of the duke of Bretagne, and therfore renewed the truce with him, with nearly the same conditions respecting commerce, which were in the former treaty of the year 1468; the towns of St. Malo, Breff, and Tonque, being now excepted from the general liberty granted to the English of having hotels in the towns of Bretagne, as, on the other hand, those towns in England, which the king should name by his letters, were to be excepted from the similar liberty enjoyed by the Bretons in England. [Fac. xii., p. 303.]

1487, October—A dispute between some citizens of Cologne and some subjects of Scotland had been decided by the king of Scotland and his council. The foreigners were dissatisfied, and obtained from the emperor a letter of marque against the Scots, which was now fulfilled (probably upon the king's interposition) till Easter 1488. In the meantime the Scottish parliament ordained, that a clergyman and two burgesses should go, at the general expense of the burghs, to the emperor's court with an authentic copy of the sentence, in order to show that justice had been done to the Cologners, and to obtain a revocation of the letter of marque. [Fac. Jac. III., c. 126.]

The representatives of the burghs of Scotland, acting as a separate body, or committee, requested, and obtained, a ratification of the acts for the qualifications of merchants, for regulating charter parties, the measure of salmon barrels, the prosecution of the herring fishery in the west sea, &c. [c. 127-131, 133.]

They also ordained, that commissaries (representatives) from all the burghs should assemble at Inverkiething on the 26th of July every year, in order to consider the interest of merchandize and the burghs, and to make regulations for their general welfare. [c. 132.]

November—King Henry, in his detestation of avarice, with the assent of the parliament, prohibited and annulled all damnable bargains

* This is apparently the origin of the convention of the royal burghs of Scotland, which is still kept up. I do not find, when the convention removed from Inverkiething to Edinburgh.
A.D. 1487.

grounded in usury,' however disguised under the name of new chevylance, dry exchange, &c. by which the lender was to have more or less for the use of his money, and imposed a fine of £100 on the offenders, besides committing to the church the correction of their souls. [Acts 3: Hen. VII, c. 5.]

The magistrates of London, in order to oblige the people to return to the city for all their purchases, had made an ordinance, that no citizen should carry goods for sale to any fair or market out of the city. The assortment of goods in London appears to have been so commanding, that those interested in the fairs of Salisbury, Bristol, Oxford, Cambridge, Nottingham, Ely, Coventry, and other places, and also the people of the country in general, were alarmed, and represented to parliament the destruction of the fairs, and the great hardship of being obliged to travel to London to procure chalices, books, vestments, and other church ornaments, and also viands for the time of Lent, linen cloth, woollen cloth, brazils, pewter, bedding, omonond, iron, flax, wax, and other necessaries. The London ordinance was annulled; and the citizens were permitted to go with their goods to the fairs and markets in every part of England. [c. 9.] In this act we have a good picture of the inland trade of England.

The shearmen, fullers, and others concerned in the clothing trade, represented, that the act of 7 Edward III, against exporting woollen yarn and unfilled cloth, had not provided against cloth being exported without being rowed and thorn. For the encouragement of those trades, the parliament enacted, that no cloths should be carried out of the country till they were barbed, rowed, and thorn, except those called vejles, rays, failing cloths, and others sold at or under 40s. [c. 11.]

At this time the commercial intercourse between Florence and Egypt, which began in the time of Cofmo de Medici, was greatly extended and improved under the direction, and by the example, of his grandson Lorenzo. So highly was this illustrious merchant esteemed by the sultan of Egypt, that he sent an embassy to him (a mark of respect very seldom bestowed by Mohamedan princes on the most powerful Christin sovereigns) with magnificent presents, among which were a fine bay horse, probably an Arabian, balsam, civet, lignum aloes, large vales of porcelain *, fine cotton cloths of various kinds, and other rich Oriental manufactures. [Rofcoe's Life of Lorenzo, V. ii, p. 60; and original letter in V. iii, p. 271.]

John II king of Portugal, who was very desirous of completing the discovery of the route to India, had already sent two agents to obtain information respecting the nature of the trade of that country, who went no farther than Jerusalem, having there discovered that their want of the

* Porcelain was far from being common, or even generally known, in Europe in this age, though it is one of the articles enumerated in the 44th chapter of the maritime laws of Barcelona among the imports from Egypt. [Cotman, Mem. hist. de Barcelona, V. i, Cit. p. 44.;]
Arabic language rendered their further progress impracticable. This year he sent Pero de Covillan and Alfonso de Paiva, who were both masters of the Arabic, with instructions to travel to the country of Prester John, to learn whether his dominions extended to the sea, and where the pepper, cinnamon, and other spices, which were brought to Venice, were produced. Along with their instructions, and money and bills for their subsistence, they received a chart drawn by the king's best geographers, who said, they had found some memorial of a passage between the eastern and the western seas. Having bought a cargo of honey at Rhodes, they proceeded in the character of merchants to Alexandria, and thence by Cairo, the desert, and the Red sea, to Aden in Arabia, where they separated: Paiva crossed over to Ethiopia, and Covillan failed for Cananor, and thence to Calicut, where he saw ginger and pepper growing, and learned that cloves and cinnamon were brought from countries still more remote. He then returned by Goa and Ormuz to the Red sea, and thence in company with some Moorish merchants on the Ethiopian sea, which he found represented in his chart, as far as Sofala, where he learned, 'that the coast might be failed all along toward the west,' and heard of the Island of the Moon, 900 miles in length. Having now acquired more knowledge of India and the eastern seas than any European of that age, he returned to Cairo, where he heard that Paiva was dead, and found two Jews, sent to him with letters from the king. One of them he sent back to the king with an account of what he had discovered, and his opinion, that the ships, which traded to Guinea, by keeping along the coast might get to Sofala and thence to Calicut, for there was a clear sea. With the other Jew he returned to Ormuz, and thence back to Aden, which was still, as in ancient times, the center of commercial intercourse. There he dispatched the Jew home to Portugal, and sent his own course to the court of Prester Ianni, where he was well treated and enriched, but never permitted to leave the country till the year 1520. [Barros, Dec. i, L. iii, c. 5.—Purchas, B. vii, p. 1091; B. x, p. 1675.]

In the meantime, before the arrival of Covillan's very encouraging information, Bartholomew Diaz, one of the many Portuguese commanders, who, during almost a century, had been endeavouring to reach the southern extremity of Africa in the hope of finding an open navigation to the Oriental regions, returned (December 1487) from a voyage in which he had made a stretch along 1050 miles of the coast, and actually passed the southern extremity of the continent, to which, from the stormy weather he met with when off it, he gave the name of Cabo Tormentoso (or Stormy cape): but the king, understanding that the land beyond it trended to the easterly, and full of hope that the greatest difficulty in the route to India was now surmounted, changed the name to the more auspicious one of Cabo de Boa Esperança (Cape of Good Hope),
by which it has ever since been called. [Barros, Dec. i, L. iii, c. iv.—
Purchas, B. ii, p. 7.]

1488—While the Portuguese were endeavouring to get to India by an eastern route, ChristoperColon (or Columbus) a Genoese navigator, whose nautical knowledge was much enlarged by reading among the Portuguese, was induced by Ptolemy's geography, wherein the eastern parts of Asia are extended so far into the opposite hemisphere as to leave only about one third of the circumference of the globe between them and the west parts of Europe, by the discoveries of Marco Polo, and accounts of land accidentally seen by several navigators in the Western ocean, to believe that the easternto India, must be by failing to the westward*. Strongly impressed with this idea, he applied for the means of accomplishing his discovery to the king of Portugal, who, he might well suppose, would gladly encourage a project for attaining his grand object, the trade of India, by a shorter route than that which had so long baffled all the endeavours of his predecessors. But the Portuguese court very ungenerously and unfeerly kept him in suspense till the return of a caravel, which they secretly sent out to make the discovery suggested by him; and then, as their own vessel had found no land, they refused to pay any attention to his scheme. It is to the credit of England, that Colon next turned his thoughts to that country, to which he sent his brother Bartholomew, while he himself made application at the court of Ferdinand and Isabella, the Sovereigns of Spain. In his passage to England Bartholomew was taken by pirates, plundered of his all, and made a slave. Having at last escaped from them, he arrived in England, but in no condition to obtain access to the royal presence. Thus circumstanced he applied himself to drawing sea charts for a livelihood, and, as soon as he got himself decently clothed, he presented a map of the world to the king, and laid before him his brother's scheme. King Henry was so far pleased with the proposal, that he desired him to bring his brother to England. But so much time had been lost, that when Bartholomew got to Paris in his way to Spain, he was informed that his brother had failed upon his voyage, and was returned, having accomplished the discovery, not of India or the spice islands, but of the islands of the West-Indies. [Hist. de Don Christ. Colon por su hijo Ferna
do, cc. 6-9, 11, 60.]

The capture of Bartholomew Colon by pirates thus turned out, under the direction of Providence, the means of preserving the English from losing their industry and commercial spirit in the mines of Mexico and Peru.

* The usual belief, that Colon set out with a view to discover a new continent, is not warranted by any good historian, and is in direct opposition to the History of his life by his own son, whose authority must certainly be preferred. His ideas of geography, received from Ptolemy and other ancient authors, scarcely left sufficient space for such a continent as America in the sea between the east part of Asia and the west parts of Europe and Africa.
February 18th.—The first parliament of Henry VII had granted him the duties of tunnage and poundage with the extra duties payable by foreigners, as usual in the preceding reigns. The merchants of Venice, Genoa, Florence, and Luca, now obtained from him an abatement for the space of three years; and the whole duties of every kind payable by them were fixed at £3:6:8 for every sack of wool, and 1/3 for every twenty-shillings worth of tin. [Federe, V. xii. p. 335.]

October.—The first parliament of James IV king of Scotland, in a set of new regulations for money, stated the obligation upon the merchants exporting Scottish commodities to import bullion as follows, viz. for each ferpleath of wool, each last of salmon, or each four hundred cloth*, four ounces of fine silver; for each last of herrings (now apparently an export of some consequence) two ounces; and for other goods paying custom, in proportion. [Acts Jac. IV. e. 10.]

They restricted the arrival of vessels, whether Scottish or foreign, to the free burghs, whereof Dunbarton, Irwin, Wigton, Kirkcudbright, and Renfrew, (all on the west side of the country) are mentioned, apparently as the most considerable. Foreigners were, prohibited from buying fish, till they were salted and barreled, and from having any dealings at the remote island of Lewis, or any place whatever except at the free burghs. [c. II.]

The navy of Scotland at this time consisted of two vessels, the Flower and the Yellow carvel. They were adapted chiefly for war, being well provided with guns, cross-bows, lime-pots, fire-balls, two-handed swords, and also with good seamen under the command of Sir Andrew Wood, a brave and experienced officer: but I cannot venture to affirm, whether they belonged to the public, or were Wood's own private property. [Buchanani Hist. L. xiii. cc. i. 3. 6.—Pitcottie, pp. 145, 155, ed. 1778.] During the reign of James IV several warlike ships were added to the Scottish navy, one of them particularly remarkable, as being longer than any other vessel that has been built from the time of Ptolemy Philopator to the present day.

1489, January.—The parliament of England undertook to regulate the prices of several articles, which, they conceived, were exorbitant. Drapers and tailors were not allowed to take for the finest broad cloth of scarlet or other in-grain colours above 16/ per yard, or for cloths of the best quality of plain colours, or ruffs, above 11/1. The tanners and cap-makers were accused of charging 3/ or 3/4 for hats which cost them only 1/4, and from 3/ to 5/ for caps which cost them only 1/4. They were now ordered to sell the best hats at 1/8, the best caps at 2/8, and those of inferior quality as they could agree. [Acts 4 Hen. VII. cc. 8. 9.]

* The act does not express, whether this was a kind of cloth so called, or 400 pieces, or 400 yards.

† The in-grain colours were thus about 46 per cent higher than the others. The smaller difference of prices in the present day is owing to the great abundance of cochineal now brought from America.
It is very certain, that the greatest part of the foreign trade of England had hitherto been carried on by foreign merchants in foreign vessels, though some faint and transient indications of a sense of the danger and impolicy of resigning the most valuable interests, and the least means of the defence, of the country into the hands of strangers had sometimes appeared. The parliament, now considering, that where great minifling and decay hath been nowe of late tyme of the navie of this realme of Englonde, and ydelines of the maryners of the fame, by the whiche this noble realme within srote procce of tyme, without reformation be had therein shall not be of ablytyne ne of strengthe and power to defend itelfe, enacted, that no wines of Guienne or Gascoigne, nor woad of Tholouse, should be imported into England, Ireland, Wales, Calais, or Berwick, unless in vessels belonging to the king or some of his subjects of those territories, and navigated by seamen of whom the greater part should be natives of the same territories. They also prohibited the king's subjects from shipping goods in England or Wales onboard any vessel owned by a foreigner, unless when sufficient freight could not be found in English vessels. Foreign vessels, loaded with wine or woad, if driven into English ports by storm or enemies, were allowed to sell as much as would pay for necessary provisions or repairs, and no more. [c. 10]

The act [4 Edw. IV, c. 4] against foresalling contracts for wool produced in the counties of Berks, Oxford, &c. was continued for ten years longer. [c. 11]

The parliament, considering the defolation of the country, the destruction of houses and towns, and the idleness of the people, occasioned by turning corn lands into pasture, some towns, wherein formerly two hundred persons earned their livelihood, being now occupied by two or three herdsmen *, enacted, that all houses, having twenty or more acres of land in tillage annexed to them, should be kept up by the proprietors, whether they leased the land to farmers, or cultivated it for their own account, on pain of forfeiting half the rent to the king or other over-lord. [c. 19] Though the parliament ascribed the excessive predilection for pasturage to the avarice of the land-holders, it was more probably a necessary consequence of the depopulation of the country by the civil wars between the rival families of York and Lancaster following immediately after that occasioned by the repeated invasions of France, the proprietors being compelled by want of hands to feed sheep upon the fields which used to be cultivated by their predial servants, as the steady demand for wool presented the only means of obtaining any emolument from their estates: and moreover, in those calamitous times, living flock, which could easily be conveyed out of the reach of an ene-

* Many of the greater towns were also so much decayed as to need parliamentary aids to preserve them from utter defolation, which were frequently granted in the reign of Edward IV, as appears by Cotton's Abridgement of the records.
my, was a much more desirable property than corn, which, whether in the field, the stack-yard, or the barn, was doomed to inevitable destruction or pillage.

The embroiderers having complained to parliament that the pound packets of the gold thread of Venice, Florence, and Genoa, contained only about seven threads instead of twelve, that the thread was of unequal thickness, and colour, and the price was raised from 33/4 to 2£, to the great prejudice of them and also of the buyers of 'brodered warke,' it was enacted, that gold thread, deficient in weight, or of unequal quality, should be forfeited. [c. 22.]

February—In the scarcity of Scottish commercial treaties we must be content with observing, that the parliament of Scotland ordained, that ambassadors should repair to France, Denmark, and Sweden: and that their instructions directed them to endeavour to obtain friendship, liberties, and freedoms for the good of the kingdom and the course of merchandise. [Act 3 Jac. IV, c. 22.] In consequence of one of those embassies some commercial privileges were obtained in the Danish dominions. [Lefl. Hist. p. 319.]

1490, January 20th.—A treaty between England and Denmark had been made in the year 1489 at Westminster. A more ample one was now concluded at Copenhagen by a doctor of laws, a herald, and two merchants of Lynne, for England, with the ministers of the king of Denmark. Besides the usual freedom of trade on both sides, it was agreed, that the merchants and fishermen of England might freely repair to Iceland for the purpose of merchandizing or fishing, they paying the customary dues in the ports, and acknowledging the sovereignty of the king of Denmark by applying at the end of every seven years for renewals of their licences. They might purchase fish of all kinds, and sail them, at Sconen, Seland, Dragor, and other usual places in the kingdom of Denmark, on paying the due customs. English vessels, obliged by stress of weather 'to go through the Baltic sea, that is, through the Belts,' on giving security at Nyburg for the toll payable on passing at the Ore-foud, should be no way molested for infringing the law or custom of Denmark. It was agreed, that before vessels failed, sufficient security should be given (as now usual) for their peaceable demeanour at sea, unless they were licenced by either of the kings, who should thereby become liable to redress any acts of piracy committed by them.—The English, whether buying, selling, or fishing, in the Danish dominions, should enjoy as much liberty as any other foreigners. They should also freely enjoy for ever the property of the lands and tenements acquired by them in Bergen in Norway, Lund, and Landskrone in Sconen, Dragor in Seland, and Loyfa in Sweden, or afterwards to be acquired in any part of the Danish dominions. They should have perfect liberty at Bergen and other places to elect their governors or aldermen, who should have the power of administering justice to English
subjects agreeable to the rules enacted by themselves; and any Englishman, refusing to submit to their jurisdiction, should be deprived of the privileges granted to the English in the Danish dominions. The executor or next of kin, or failing both, the aldermen or governors, should have the custody of the effects of English subjects dying in the Danish territories. The merchants of England should have liberty to sell their cloths without the interference of any Danish officer; and they might appoint their agents in Copenhagen, Malmo, and Landkrone, who, if they resided a year or more, and paid the local dues, might transact business for absent merchants, and sell cloths by the piece or in smaller quantities. No English merchant should be liable to arrest for the debt or fault of another; nor should his goods be arrested for crimes or debts charged against himself, if he gave sufficient security to stand trial.

In cases of wreck the property should be carefully preserved for the owners, and no person should be permitted in such melancholy cases to claim any right to the property on pretence of a damned custom, or make profit of the calamities of others, beyond a reasonable reward for labour. Every possible means should be used on both sides to prevent the depredations of pirates. Any infractions of this treaty should be punished by the sovereign of the offenders.* [Faddul V. xii; pp. 375, 381.]

April 15. Florence, under the wise administration of the illustrious merchant, Lorenzo de Medici, was now in the zenith of prosperity. The inhabitants, freed from wars and tumults, exerted their active spirit in commerce and manufactures. Their Oriental trade by the way of Egypt, was extended and improved by Lorenzo. Their linens and silk goods were made from materials produced in their own territories, but their woollen manufactures depended on importation from Spain and England. [Rofrde's Life of Lorenzo, c. 6.] The trade of the latter country with Italy had undergone a very important change in the short space of five years since King Richard commissioned the first consul for the English merchants at Pisa. From that commission we learn, that they proposed to trade in their own or chartered vessels; and now we find English vessels established in the trade, and the English merchants even extending their ideas to the employment of their vessels in a mere carrying trade. A treaty of six years for the regulation of this commerce, so important to the manufactures of Florence, was now concluded by a doctor of laws and an alderman of London with the delegates of Florence, as follows.—The English might freely resort to the territories of Florence, and carry thither all kinds of merchandise, whether the

* It has been very properly remarked by Mr. Anderson, that this treaty disproves the trade between the two countries to be entirely in the hands of the English, there being no reciprocation of advantages stipulated for the Danes in England.
duce of England or of other countries, not even excepting countries which might be at war with Florence, and might there buy and sell, with the Florentines or any other people, all goods not already prohibited, and might carry prohibited goods through the Florentine territories to any other country whatever, whether friendly or hostile to Florence.

—The Florentines agreed, not to admit any wool produced in the English dominions, if imported in any other than vessels belonging to subjects of England, the English on the other hand engaging to carry every year to Pisa, the appointed flax port, as much wool as used to be imported annually, on an average of former years, to all the states of Italy, except Venice, unless circumstances, of which the king should judge, should render it impracticable. —The English merchants should have liberty to hire or acquire houses for their residence in Pisa, and should there enjoy all the privileges enjoyed by the citizens of Pisa or those of Florence: they should also be exempted from several municipal burdens, and even from many duties upon merchandise, in all parts of the state, except Florence, they being only liable to pay the excise and other duties upon wine, corn, and other food, and not even upon those when bought for ship's stores. —The English in Pisa should have a right to form themselves into a corporate body, with governors and other officers, funds, &c. agreeable to their own regulations: and the magistrates of Florence engaged to give them either a suitable edifice, or a piece of ground for erecting one, proper for their joint accommodation. —It was agreed, that in all matters concerning the subjects of England only, they should be independent of the jurisdiction of the city; in controversies between them and any others, the podesta of Pisa, in conjunction with the chief magistrate of the English, should determine; and in criminal cases, the English should be amenable to the justice of the country.

The Florentines promised to endeavour to procure for the English a full participation of the benefits of any commercial treaty they might afterwards engage in. —The king of England engaged to allow no foreigners to export wool from any part of his dominions*, except the Venetians, who should be allowed in each voyage to England to carry away 600 sacks in their galleys, and no more, merely for the use of the city and territory of Venice. —If the English should at any time fail in carrying the agreed quantity of wool to Pisa, the Florentines should be at liberty to receive it either from the English or from others, as before. —It was finally stipulated, that the wool should be faithfully cleaned and packed, as in former times. [Fideira, V. xii, p. 389.] Though by this treaty the Florentines were to have all the English wool that went to Italy, except the quantity allotted to Venice, at their own disposal, the advantages allowed by them to the English show a spirit of liberality, much beyond the usual tenor of the treaties of the age.

* Surely it was not intended, that foreigners should be prevented from buying wool in the flax at Calais.
The English merchants engaged in the trade to Italy, of which Pisa was the staple, appear to have been a regulated company, like the merchants of the staple, and perhaps the merchant adventurers: but how long they existed as such, I suppose, is utterly unknown.

1491, May—Notwithstanding the treaty so formally concluded with the Hanse confederacy in the year 1474, the jealousies and collisions, which became more frequent, as the English came more and more into the situation of rivals in trade, had again broken out in hostilities, captures, and slaughters. A meeting of deputies from both sides was now held at Antwerp in order to adjust pretensions and compensate damages. But the assembly broke up without coming to any accommodation.

October—King Henry, intending to invade his ancient enemies of France, granted several exemptions from the oppressive burthens of the feudal constitution to those who should accompany him, particularly a right to alienate their honours, castles, manors, lands, and other hereditary possessions, by licence from the king, without paying any fine or fee. [Add. 7, Hen. VIII, cc. 2, 3.] These, and some other acts of similar tendency, laid the foundation of a most important change in the circumstances of all the people in the kingdom. The great nobles being permitted, as a favour, to squander away their enormous estates, gradually declined from that dangerous superiority, which had made them the terror of the kings, and the oppressors of the people, ever since the Norman conquest: and an opportunity was offered to the successful merchant and manufacturer to acquire the respectable and influence annexed to the property of land; a kind of property more particularly desirable in an age, wherein the greatest and most opulent unlanded merchant was esteemed inferior to the smallest land-holder.

The Venetians, for the maintenance of their own maritime power, having imposed a new duty of four golden ducats (18s. sterling) on every butt of malmaie shipped at Candia (on board English vessels, an equalizing additional duty of 18s. was imposed by parliament on every butt imported into England by any foreign merchant, to continue as long as the Venetians should persist in demanding their new duty. It was moreover ordained, that no malmaie should be sold above £4 per butt of 126 gallons with abatement for any deficient measure. [c. 8.]

1492, March 14—King Henry gave two French merchants a licence to import wines, woollen and linen cloths made in France or elsewhere, and any other merchandize, excepting wine of Gaugoyne and woad, in a vessel of 140 tons and 64 men; and to export tin and other merchandize, not

* Though the public have been formerly flammed with the hopeless calamities of these two companies, we hear nothing of all of the company of merchants trading to it.

† This act begins with setting forth the great trade of English ships to Candia time out of mind. But we know not how to bring to the chronology of such representations.
belonging to the staple of Calais, to any country whatever, repeating the voyage as often they pleased during the year, and duly paying the customs, &c. [Vadura, V. x. p. 471.]

The Christian provinces of Spain, almost entirely united by the marriage of Ferdinand king of Aragon with Isabella queen of Castile, which took place in the year 1469, had for some time been in a very flourishing condition. About ten thousand people were employed in the manufactures of silk and wool in Toledo. * In Catalonia, before the union of the kingdoms of Castile and Aragon (an event fatal to the commercial prosperity of that province) many of the towns were filled with industrious and skilful manufacturers in wool, cotton, flax, silk, leather, tin, copper, iron, steel, silver, &c. The ship-carpenters of Barcelona built vessels, not only for their own countrymen, but also for other nations. All these branches of industry, together with the produce of a fertile soil diligently cultivated, supplied the materials of an extensive commerce with every port of the Mediterranean sea, and also to Portugal, the west coast of France, Flanders, and England. [Schoot. Script. Hiip. V. ii. pp. 308, 344.—Capmany, Mem. bifo. de Barcelona, paflia.] But all the Christians of Spain were surpassed by the Saracens of Granada in the cultivation of their lands, the excellence of their manufactures, particularly those of silk, (which, as already observed, were in a flourishing condition in Almeria before any of the Christian states to the westward of Greece possessed a single silk-worm) the extent of their commerce, their riches and magnificence. ¶ That kingdom was finally subdued in the beginning of January 1492 by Ferdinand, who, by the treaty secured to the Saracens the free exercise of their religion with the use of their mosques, their own laws, and their property of every kind, including even their arms, except cannon. Ferdinand has generally obtained the character of a wise king: but, with submission to the wisdom of those who have given him that character, it may be observed, that he had now an opportunity, by a prudent and conciliatory treatment of his new subjects, to render his kingdom the first manufacturing and commercial country in Europe, and that his conduct was quite the reverse. Urged by bigotry and inflamation, he had already established the horrible tribunal of the inquisition, of itself sufficient to destroy all spirit of industry and enterprise; and, not satisfied with so great a sacrifice of the inherent rights of the human mind on the altar of superstition, he com-

* The king's compliance to the French merchants made him forget that tin was a principal article of the staple, and admit not only French-made woollen cloths, but even those of other countries imported by French merchants: and yet he is said to have underpaid, and acted upon, the principles of the act of navigation.

¶ For this and the preceding quotations from the important collection of records, published by Don Antonio de Capmany, I have to acknowledge the kindness of Sir John Talbot Dillen in favouring me with the use of his copy, perhaps the only one in Great Britain: nor should I even have known of the work, but by his mention of it in his valuable History of Peter the Cruel. 

¶ The magnificence of their buildings appears in the remains of them still existing.
manded (March 1492) all the Jews in Spain to become Christians or to leave the kingdom in four months; and 170,000 families*, all industrious and valuable members of society, by whom a great part of the trade of the country was conducted, were driven out to enrich other countries with their arts and industry, and as much of their property as they could save. With respect to the Saracens, or Moors, instead of imitating the wise and liberal conduct of the ancestors of those people, who, when they conquered Spain, permitted their Christian subjects to enjoy their religion and laws, or that of the Christian conqueror of Sicily, who gave the Saracen inhabitants the same indulgence, or paying any regard to his own treaty, Ferdinand the Catholic † resolved to compel all his new subjects to become Christians ‡. Many of them professed the Christian religion, while they retained their own: but those hypocrites were soon exterminated by the burning zeal of the holy fathers of the inquisition. Others, by far the greatest number of them, were either murdered, or plundered and driven out of the country. Most of the exiles took refuge among their brethren on the opposite coast of Africa, and, in revenge for the miseries inflicted on them by the Spaniards, resolved to carry on a perpetual predatory war against their oppressors. But their war of just reprisals has been perverted by their descendants into indiscriminate piracy against every nation professing the Christian religion, excepting only those, who by bribes, or superior naval power, allure or compel them to respect their flags: and thus it happens, that a private merchant in the United States of America, a country not known to exist when Granada was conquered, is ruined in consequence of that event. By these depopulations with the subsequent drains to the colonies, by blind and furious bigotry, and the lazy pride introduced by the acquisition of the American mines, Spain, from the time of entering upon possession of the greatest opportunities of improvement, has been falling back in civilization, industry, and commerce, while all the other countries in Europe were rapidly advancing; a memorable and dreadful example of the fatal consequences of persecution for religious opinions. [See Mariana, Ll. xxv, xxvi, xxvii.]

It has been observed that the commerce of the Venetians acquired a very great extension by the depression of their rivals, the Genoese, upon the establishment of the Turkish empire in Europe. The wealth of Europe, and, along with it, the taste for the spiceries, jewels, pearls, and other rich productions and manufactures of the East, continued to increase. Those articles of luxury were almost entirely supplied by the

* This is the most moderate estimate. Some authors make the number much greater.
† He was the first king of Spain who had that title, which was doubtless given to him as a reward for his zeal against heretics.
‡ This covention did not begin till the year 1499; but I have introduced it here for the sake of coherence. The archbishops of Toledo and Granada were the chief advisers and executors of this persecution, which, as Mariana acknowledges, was the source of all the subsequent troubles.
Venetians, whose vessels visited every port of the Mediterranean, and every coast of Europe, and whose maritime commerce was probably greater than that of all the rest of Europe taken together. In Venice the rich manufactures of silk, cloth of gold and silver, vessels of gold and silver, and glass, were carried to the highest degree of perfection. The Venetian navy was sufficiently powerful to repulse the piracies of the Turkish and Barbary corsairs. The government was beneficent: the people were numerous, opulent, and happy. Such was the commercial splendour and prosperity now enjoyed by Venice, from which she was soon to decline, without a possibility of recovery, in consequence of events, which no errors in commercial policy produced, and no human prudence could possibly avert.